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TO OUR READERS.

It has been written

—

None, if they had power to choose,

(Or I'll resign my charter),

For twenty warmest " How d'ye do's
"

One kind "Good bye" would barter.

Now, this may be all very well for a poet, but as Editor, about to commence a new

volume, we most emphatically—because truthfully—say, that we shall prefer one cheering

"How d'ye do," to any number of the most blandly expressed "Good bye's" that can be

given ;—in fact, we do not wish to hear one of them. This, however, is a vain wish,

for we have had one farewell, and it is so original that we give it entire :
—" Why are

you going to improve The Cottage Gardener? I am quite contented with it as it is;

and I will not be forced to have forty additional double numbers, even for a halfpenny each

additional." Well, there is one subscriber irretrievably gone; and we receive even Ids

" Good bye " with regret, for he is a sterling specimen of the nearly extinct race of the

venerable Stand-stiUs, and we are grateftd even for his past approval.

However, we have the consolation of a budget of greetings to out-balance this counter-

check. A Norfolk clergyman writes thus :
—

" Permit me, in fine, to add my humble hut sincere testimony to that of thousands, in praise of

the work which you superintend. The very valuable information which it imparts so plainly and

so practically, is only equalled by the sound lessons of religion which it inculcates. And to see

many of my poorer neighbours stealing a peep into its pages, whenever their few leisure moments

will permit (for it delights me to give them this little privilege), is a significant proof that it fulfils

its mission well. I could wish that, instead of the demoralising trash of infidel journalists so commonly

to be found in our village ale-houses, each took in a copy of The Cottaoe Garde.ner."

From among our artisan friends, we have this from Halifax :

—

" I have been a subscriber to your valuable periodical for upwards of niuc months, and have had

great pleasure in reading its pages. I first met with it in the library of our respected masters, the

Messrs. James Akroyd and Sons, which is free of expense to the work-people, and then became a

subscriber, and have continued up to the present, I frequently recommend it among my shopmates

;

and when they tell me it is too dear, I say, ' It is only the price of a pint of ale, and there is no head-

ache attending it, and you see what is going on in the horticultural and floral world.

When, in addition to these onward cheers, we call to remembrance that our aristocratic

contemporary. The (Quarterly Review, says that the contents of our pages are as suitable

for the cottage of gentility, with double coach-house, as for that usually tenanted by

the labourer, we hope our clerical friend does not express too much when he says. The

Cottage Gardener " fuliils its mission well." That it shall continue to do so, no labour,

no expense, will be spared ; and when anotlier volume closes, we hope to have deserved,

and to receive as few " Good bye's," and as many " How d'ye do's,', as on the present

occasion.





INDEX.

Abiks, species described, 273 ; derivation of

name. 347
Abutilon striatum in open ground, 173

Acacia grandis and armata. their culture, 214
Achimenes, list of, and culture as specimens,

34; training, insects, watering, 64; culture,

81 ; new, 178; notes on new, 266
Aconitum napellus, 349
Acorns for New Zealand, 403
Acrophyllum venosum culture, 215
Actsea spicata, 377
Adenandra fragrann culture, 215
Adiantum capillus veneris, 312
Adonis autumnalis, 79
Advertisements, fraudulent, 390
Advertizing, 234
J^chmea miniata, 229
jEschynanthus, new, 1/8
Agalmylastaminea, 27i>

Agricultural Society's Show at Lewes, 262
Ajax (Narcissus) minor, 32
Alamanda not blooming, 362
All things are possible, 323
Allotment Farming. May, 67; June, 132; July,

195; August, 2/6; September, 337; Octo-
ber. 416

Allotments at Alnwick, 417
Alstroeraerias done growing, 312; Chili, 362
Amaryllis aulica, var. platypetala, culture, 81

American aloe, first blooming in England, 121
;

management, 247
American blight, 205
Anagallis cuttings, 140
Anderson (A.) to Mr. Forsyth, 1, l6, 29, 46, 80,

94, log ; to J. Smith, 68 ; memoir of, 122
Anectochilus Lobbianus, 1/8
Anemones, moving after blooming, 12; de-

formed, 66; Pulsatilla and nemorosa, 107;
ranunculoides and apennina, 143 ; treatment
of seedlings, 312

Angelica, preserving, 56
Annuals, sowing, 27 ; transplanting distances,

65; sown in turf, HI; autumn-sown, 364;
list of best, 355; for early blooming, 375

Ants in greenhouses, 205 ; destroying, 234 ; on
Cinerarias, 389

Aotus gracillimus culture, 215
Aphides, wash for, 248 ; on cherry tree, 248
Apple, its history, 43
Apricot culture, 174 ; bottling, 220
Aquatics (hardy), list of, 56
Aquilegia vulgaris, 285
Araucaria imbricata, 129, 385; species described,

308 ; removing, 358
Arbutus procera, effects of root-pruning, 414
Artichoke, varieties, 298
Ashburton, plants wintered at, 205
Asparagus, time of first appearing, and culture,

23 ; slug eaten, 66 ; old idea concerning, 157 ;

beds, compost for, 205 ; beds, applying salt,

403
Astle Hall, 358
Ataccia cristata, 127, 148

Auriculas, list of, 346; packing for export, 390
Azalea amiEna, 98, 148, l62 ; large specimen to

obtain quickly, 99 ; Chinese, 126 ; leaves
diseased, IS6

Bacon, curing in Northumberland, ! I

Bal!>amina latifolia alba, 229
Bamboo, its uses, 362
Bane-berry, 377
Banks (Sir J.) to Mr. Forsyth, 122
Banks, sloping, 184, 205
Bartholinas, new, 178
Bartonia aurea culture, 24"
Bath Horticultural Society, 110
Bath poultry prizes, 123
Beale, Dr. J., 44
Beaufortia purpurea culture, 307
Beaumontia grandiflora training, 204
Bedding out tender plants, 335 ; raising stock

of. 401

Bedding plants, 42; warnings about, 204;
preparing stock of, 374

Bedder for a large bed, 92
Beer from beet-root, 95

Bees, their instinct and senses, 10; Neighbour's
hive, 12; new system of keeping, 26, 388,

401 ; Cory's Hive, 28 ; deserting hive, 38 ; best
countries for, 41 ; houses, giving water, &c.,

41,42; Payne's square straw hives, 42 ; hive

partly filled, 42 ; King's or Cory's hive, 55
;

robbing hive, 56 ; in old hive, 56 ; calendars

—

May, 69; June, 133 ; July, 196; August, 277 ;

September. 339; October, 419; transferring
bees in the north, adding small hives, venti-
lation, 69 ; feeding, 70 ; to obtain largest

amount of honey, 73, 135; wild, to destroy,

76; hives and artificial swarms, 88; enemies
of, 89: hive disliked by bees, 92; Nutt's Col-
lateral Hive, 92 ; drones in autumn, 104 ;

Payne's glasses, 106; in house, 106; wild in

lawn to destroy, 106; Apiarian Society, pro-
posed, 109; prize for essay on, 110; treat-

ment of swarm, 119; emigrating, 120; first

swarms, 123; guide combs, glasses, drones,
early breeding, 133; putting on glasses, 140;
moving hive, 140. 1/0; earwigs and hornets
their enemies, 154; Nutt's hives, 155, 204;
King's hive, 167; not working, 1/0; swarm
returning, 17O; injuring flowers, I/O; effect

of heat and cold, 183 ; early swarms and
enemies, 183 ; dead young, 184 ; killing

queens, 184; swaims, 196; raising hive, 197;
transferring glasses, 197; honey harvest, 200;
monthly weight of hive, 203 ; swarming, 204 ;

leaving hi\e, 204 ; early swarms, 205 ; moving
glasses of honey, 205 ; to keep ants from, 220

;

preventing swarming, 220 ; queen piping,
220 ; the queen, 231 ; drone, 232 ; bad season
for. 233; in Australia, 233; honey dew, 234

;

weights in April and June, 234 ; returning to
hive, 234 ; early drone-killing, 234 ; honey-
dew for, 246; artificial swarm, 247 ; Taylor's
bar-hive, 247 ; driving, 247 ; melted combs,
additional room, transporting hives, 277

;

swarm in place of stock, 282, 298 ; the season,

296, 298; taking honey, 277, 312, 325, 375,
376; time for buying, 326; wild, 340, 372;
Apis lucorum. 341; confining, 342; losing
queen, 346; fumigating and driving, 346;
uniting swarms, 375 ; shelter they require,

376 ; fumigating at the top of hive, 389 ; sub-
stituting queens, 402 ; melting was, 403 ;

barley-sugar for. 403 ; taking queens, 403 ;

state of stocks, 419; straw hives, 419; wild.
Apis Hortorum, 422

Beet-root sugar, 57
Begonia Puseyii, 178; fuchsioides, 234
Begonias, hybridizing. 234 ; new, 382
Benefit clubs, 260,359; their rules and advan-

tages, 387
Benthamia fragifera, 143
Berberis, trifurcata and Bealii, 226 ; aquifolium

as an edging. 318
Bignonia, culture of, 356 ; Chirere, 424
Bilbergias. new, 229
Black beetles, to destroy. 252
Blackbird management, 24 ; the Vicar's, 136
Bleeding of vines, to cure, 119
Blossom unfruitful, 170
Border flowers, hardy. 168

Borders, mode of stocking, 61 ; tender plants
for, 62

Boronia serrulata culture, 1 76
Botanical exchanges, 13
Botanical Societv'a Show in Regent's Park, 189,

192
Botany Bay, its early difficulties, 303
Botany cultivated by Lancash
Bouquets at Lima, 17 ; arranging, 18
Bread-making, "1

Bread-fruit to the West Indies, 95
Breast wood, 224
Brocoli, notes on its culture, 102
Bromelia longifolia, 96
Brompton Stock seedlings, 312
Brown (Lancelot), 263
Brugmansias not bedders, 42
Brugmansia eximia, 1/8
Brunsfelsia

"

Budding, with wood in bud, 12; a ruling
principle, 248; facilitator (Foulstone's), 253

Bulbs, early hardy, 32 ; not flowering, 55 ; in
pots, 362; bottom-heat for, 392

Bullocks, to calculate weight, 120
Bury Horticultural Show, 169

Cabbage sowing, 294 ; culture, 338
Cactus not flowering, 92
Calceolarias, list of new, 56, 212; list of, 193;
done blooming, 203 ; best yellow, and pro-
pagating, 369 ; Amplexicaulis and Sultan,
369; cuttings, 397, 401

Calder (Dr. Jo, 144
Calendars for May, 76; June, 141 ; July, 205;
August, 283; September, 347; October, 424

Callendrinia umbellata culture, 156
Caltha palustris, 235
Camellia, a yellow, 81 ; Daviesii, 386; shedding

its buds, 424
Campanula carpatica sowing, 312
Canaries, male and two hens, 27
Cantua dependens, 42 ; not flowering, 262
Canvass for shelter, 27
Cape Jasmine culture, 326
Carnation layering, 92 ; when seedlings flower,
403

Carica papaya, 347
Carrot sowing, 58; culture. 68 ; storing, 338
Caterpillars in greenhouse, I06
Cats, destroying, 75
Cauliflower, to stand the winter, 359
Cayenne fumigation, 140
Cedrus, deodara, 129; Africana and deodara,

336 ; Lihani and elegans, 370
Celery, culture of superior, 230 ; culture, 244
Centranthus macrosiphon and culture, 391
Cephalotus, species of, 397
Charring, cleaning, &c., 338
Cheap plants for windows, &c., 1 14
Cheese, merits of different, 157
Cheiranthus Marshallianus, its parentage, 83
Chepstow Flower Show, 424
Chicorv, uses of, 59 ; culture in Jersey, 375
Chilwell, 157
Chimonanthus fragrans, 28
Chrysanthemums, treatise on, 58; Hat of, 58 ;

(Chinese) culture, 84 ; culture, 184; turning
yellow, 375

Churn (Drummond's), 13
Cider, clearing, 12
Cinerarias, list of new, 56. 16I ; white and crim-

son, list of, 92; notes on, 150; maritima,
training, 184 ; done blooming, 203 : maritima
and amelloides, 375

Cissus marmorea discolor, 148

Clematis Sieboldii dying, 184

Clerodendrons, 16I ; estimate of species, 270
Clianthus. 312
Climbers for windy aspect, 184 ; for warm con-

servatories, 356, 374 ; new half-hardy, 375
Club-root, preventing, 133

Coal-ashes and sewage, 13

Cockroaches, 194

Columbine, 285
Columnea aurantiaca, 178; Skinnerii potting,

423
Composts for fruit-trees, 353
Concrete for play-ground, 204
Coniferee, their characteristics, 129; soil for,

164 ; arrangement and planting, 217; arrange-
ment of, 244

Conifers, Mr. Fortune's new, 271 ; list of, 273
Conservatory, what is a warm, 356; as a floral

boudoir. 383 ; climbers for, 384
Contrast (The), 342
Coral plant out-of-doors, 75
Coromlla gl;

ing, 55
Cow, winter food for, 27
Cowell, John, 121

Crambe cordifolia, 187
Cream, to obtain most, 362
Crinum amabile culture

Crocuses, moving, II9
Cropping, autumn, 339
Crops, rotation, 13

edging, 50 ; not bloom-

362



VI

Crowfoots, small-flowered and white-floating,

1 ; meadow-rue, or rue-weed, 29, 5?

Crowfoots, 79, 107, H3, I7I, 207, 235, 285, 313,

377, 405
Cryptomeria japonica, 398
CryptOBtegia grandiflora, 205

Crystal Palace, shall it be destroyed? 15 ; why
it should remain, 44; exertions for, 59,95;
at Sydenham, 144, 187; company, 172; and
its prospects, 207; arrangement of, 237 ; its

capabilities, 264 ; proposed construction, 265 ;

commenced, 315
Crystal palaces proposed, 329, 379
Cubitt, Sir W., 95
Cucumber culture, 37, 1 69; on ridges, 53;

diseased, 55; temperature for, 156; forcing

and sorts, 346; very early, 347
Cunningham & Co.'s Nursery, 396

Cuphea platycentra culture, 13

Cupressus funebris, 351 ; macrocarpa, or Lam-
bertiana, 411, 414

Currant culture, 175

Cutting down (the), 294
Cuttings, for America, 20S ; of greenhouse

plants, agfi

Cyclamen culture. 176

Cyrtanthera magnifica, 178

Dahlia roots, grub eaten, 92 ; wintering, 424

Dancer (Dr. J.), 159
Daphne odorata grafting, 402
Datura culture, 402
Davies and Co.'s Nursery, 386
Delphinium consolida, 313
Dendrobium macrophvUum, 49-

Deodara Cedar, 56 ; large, 91

Deodar with broken leader, 184

Devonshire crops, 237
Dickens, Mr. C, speech for the Gardeners'
Benevolent Institution, 186

Dickson's Nursery, 414
Dictyanthus campanulatus, and culture, 236
Dielytra spectabilis culture, 5, 312; crossing,

13, 83 ; wintering, 347
Disbudding, 61

Downing fJ. A.), his death, 329
Dractena nobilis, 178

Dry weather, influence on crops, 275

East wind, its efi'ecta, 36
Eaton Hall, 414
Echites Harrisonii, I/fl

Edgings for geranium beds, 50 ; of box, 56
;

for walks, 194 ; London Pride for, 234

Eggs, their associations and cooking, 25 ; how
to preserve, 31 ; shell-less, 42 ; number im-
ported, 46, 288

Elder wine, recipe, 204
Ellis, W., 15

Elm bleeding. "5

EK-aston Castle Gardens, 123, 329
Eriobotrya grafting, 5

Erythrina culture in beds, 368
Evergreens, time for pruning, 298 : time for

making cuttings of, 383
Exhibitions, failure and success at, 148; in

June, 212 ; final notes on, 270
Exhibitors, rules for, igi

Experimental cultivators, 15

Fagopvrum cymoshm, 412
Falconer {Dr. W.). 299
Fans of flowers, 30
Parmer and Cottager's guide. 58

Feathers, their value, form, &c., 197
Ferns, list of genera, 326
Fig culture. 174; falling, 203; from seeds of

grocers, 326
Fish, effect of salt on, 420
Fitzroya Patagonica, history and culture, 47
Flooring of asphalt, 13

Florists' Flowers, 22, 86 ; suggestion for

naming, 121 ; opinions on, 129; at Regent's
Park Show, 150; at Chiswick, 2l6, 257; in
Regent's Park, 243

Flower-beds, modes of planting, 318
Flower-bed plans, 423
Flower basket bed, plants for, 105

Flower gardens, arranging, 18
Flower market at Lima, 17
Fool's pence, 67
Fork, for digging, 79 ; dimensions, 248
Forsyth MSS., 1, I6, 29, 45, 58, 80, 04, 109,

122, 144, 159, 187, 208, 223, 252, 286, 302,
314, 328, 351, 364, 378

Forsythia viridtssima against a wall, 5

Eraser (John), 250 ; to Mr. Forsyth, 252
Fraudulent tricks, 382
Fritillarias, forcing, 423
Fruit-trees, position of trained, at present time,

60 ; autumn-planting, 353 ; rules for select-

ing, 410

INDEX.

Fruits for North Ireland, 91 ;
prospect of crops,

159, 173 ; at Chiswick. 212
Fruit culture, points to be observed, 174; grow-
ing for exhibition, 188

Fuchsias, leaves curled, 120; blooms diseased,

204 ; list of, 227 ; their great merits, 255 ;

modes of culture, 256 ; which is the best ? 242
Fumigation with cayenne unsuccessful, 106

Fumigator, a simple one, 122

Fungi, British parasitical, 136, 281

Furniture oil, 205

Garoeners' Benevolent Institution An-
niversary, 123, 18.')

Gardeners' wages, 326 ; importance of general

knowledge to them, 334 ; what they ought to

do, 403
Gardenia Stanleyana shedding buds, 56

Gardening, mutual dependance of its depart-

Gardiner (W), his distress, 94 ; death of, 210
Gas tar for walls, 203 ; for floor, 205
Gaultheria, a new species. 414
Geissomeria aurantiaca, 178
Gentianella culture, 12, 75, 169
Geometric flower-garden, 423
Geraniums, list of bedding, 55, 62; cuttings for

summer blooming, 55 ; mode of growing, 75 ;

fancy, I62 ; leaves diseased, 205; afl'ected

with thrips, 234; new bedding, 29O; seed-

lings from Sidonia, 306 ; against a wall, 319 ;

for bedding, 375 ; distinction between
375 ; Sidonia, cross from,

. 96 ; wintering scarlet, 423
German pasteT for birds, 92 ; to make, 246
Germination in autumn, 358
Gesneras as specimens, 101 ; new, 178
Gladiolus seedlings, 312
Glass for vinery, 92 ; for pits, &c., 217

and Pelargonii

382 ; cuttings of.

walls.

411

Gon , 235

, 356
mode of applying

Globe flower, 207
Gloriosa, Plantii, 178 ; superba, culture, 270
Gloxinias as specimens, 101 ; new, 178

Goat, the milch, and its food, 139, 154

Goldfinches, feeding young, 140

G.dd fish. 362
Golden Pippin, history of, 43
Googe (Barnaby), 157
Gooseberries to keep, 204 ; weight of prize, 350
Gooseberry Shows, terms used at, 350
Gourd (Mammoth) culture, 106

Govenia, Grammatophyllum, and Grobya pro-

pagation, 22

Grafting to promote hardiness, 4

Grape, Joslin's St."Albans, 56, 75
Grape Hyacinths, hybridizing, 423
Grapes, rusted. 1 19, 204 ; diseased, 248 ; culture

of winter, 39:1 ; mildew on, 403 ; mildewed,
to remedy, 424

Grass under trees, 13

Grasses, for bouquets, 42; for light soils, 42 ;

English names of, 92
Greaves, their price, 27
Greenhouse, angle of roof and stage, 91 ; move-

able, 92 ; building and heating, gg ; its con-

struction, 155 ; constructing economical. l62;

managing warm, 227 ; with mixed objects,

ishing a small, 247; what is a

Guano (water),

analyses, 298
Guava introduced, 121

Gynerium argenteum, 412, 414

Habrothamnus for trellis. 234
Hamanthus not flowering. 92
Hazlewood Castle gardens, 358
Health of labourers, preserving, 299
Heath-land, newly enclosed, 74
Heaths, temperature, winter and spring bloom-

ing. 6; list of, 7 ;
pruning and training. 33 ;

positions for, 63 ; fading, 402 ; culture, 403
Helleborus virldis and foctidus, 249
Henderson (L.) to Mr. Forsyth, 187

Herb, Christopher, 377
Heresbach's Book of Husbandry, 15?
Hexacentras roysorensis, 113
Hollyhock, its merits, &c., 321 ; its charac-

teristics, 335 ; sowing, 336 ; mixing seed, 345
;

transplanting, 357 ; soil and planting, 370 ;

thinning blooms, &c., 385 ; exhibiting, and
cuttings of, 398 ; list of, 415

Honesty the best policy, 103

Honey-dew, 246 ;
gathered by bees, 282

Hong-Kong gardens. 330
Horticultural shows, list of. see Shows
Horticultural Show at Chiswick, 112, 125;

florists' flowers there, 116
Horticultural Society's Exhibition, 226, 255,

957 ; prizes for kitchen-garden produce, 31

6

Horse-radish, substitute for, 187
Hot-water tank, heating, 13

Houlletia and Huntleya propagation, 22
Hoya carnoaa diseased, 92 ; imperiatis and Pax-

tonii, l6l

Hyacinths, management of forced. 49; list of,

49
Hydrangea, with blue flowers, 205 ; transplant-

ing, 375
Hygrometer (Mason's), 343

Indian Poke, 412
Indigofera decora culture, 374
Ipomea, palmata, 1/8; culture of, 357
Ipomopsis culture, 28
Iron frames and sashes, 13

Isemene calathinum culture, 184
Ivy, killing trees, 141

Ivy and climbers, 248
Ixora saticifolia, 161 ; aurantiaca, 178

Jersey, and its flower show, 287 ; gardening

Jottings by the way, 358, 385
Judges at flower and poultry shows, 30, 226
Julus pulchellus, 220

Kew Gardens, 123
Kitchen-garden routine, 9, 67, 131, 152, 294,

309; notes, 36; sundries, 103, 275, 276;
walks, 179, 194; vegetables, estimate of sorts,
203

Klugia, Zeylonica, 17R; notoniana and culture,

Labels for plants, 12; for shrubs, &c., 31 ; of
glass, 424

Laburnum, hybrid purple, 205
Lacaena, Ltelia, Leptotes, Lissochilus, Luisia,

and Lycaste propagation, 22
Ltelia purpurata, 213, 2l6
Lake ( The) and its tenants, 4 1

9

Land, rules for purchasing, 157
Langley (Batty). 93
Landscape gardeners, 402
Larches Weeping, 414
Larkspur, wild, 3i3
Laurel, Colchian, 386
Lawn, coarse grassed. 312, 375
Laycock Abbey, gardens, &c., 123
Leaf-mould substitutes, 424
Leaves, plants with showy, 62
Lettsom (Dr.) to Mr. Forsyth, 223
Lettuces from France, 81; growing, 130; to

stand the winter. 359
Lewes Horticultural and Poultry Shows, 268
Lilium lancifolium and its varieties, 365
Lily of the Vallev planting, 298
Lime in excess, 262
Limonia laureola, 385
Lincoln Horticultural Society, 30
Liquid manure, its effects, 17I ; of stable drain-

age, 220
Liverpool Horticultural Exhibition, 223, 409
Lobelia, bed, 92 ; cnelestis, 362
Lunardi to Mr. Forsyth, 208
Lycopodiums, their use and culture, 292 ; list

of and uses, 321

Maca, a Peruvian tuber, 17

Maiden-hair fern, hardy, 312
Malt, substitute for, 281
Mandevilla suaveolens. 356
Mangold wurtzel, sowing, 27; and carrots, 55;

transplanting, 75 ; leaves, 417
Manure, best mode of applying, 1 7 1 ; for flowers,

424
Maranta sanguinea, 178

Marble, removing smoke stains from, 42

RIarsh marigold, 235
Martens seen, 46
Masdevallia, Maxillaria, Miltonia, and Rlor-

modes propagation, 22
Masson (F.). 286
Mavor (Dr. W.). 221

Meadow rues, 'IQ
;
greater and yellow-rooted, 67

Mealy bug, destroying, 13

Medinilla magnifica, 113

Melons, number per plant, 37 ; culture, 48,

131, 269; temperature for, 156; cankering,

220 ; culture of late, 253 ; best varieties, &c.,

312; new seedling, 403
Menziesia erecta, 98
Michaus (M.), the elder, 252
Mignonette, only one kind, 27
Mienonette (tree) culture, 155

Mildew, its cause, cure, &c., 242 ; on vines,

treatment, 304 ; on peas, &c., 322; cause of

and prevention, 378
Milne (Dr. Colinl, 185

Mistletoe culture, and in the north, 89 ; grow-

ing, 281



INDEX. vu

I Mother's lesson (A), 218
Alouse-tail, 171

Mulching, 6l

Mushroom, making spawn and beds,

Mustard (Frencli). to make, 106

Myrtle cuttings, 27

I
Myosu

Nails, for tying branches to, 365
Nautylocalyx bracteatum, 1/8

Nectarine-tree over- fruitful, 140
j

Nectarines, protecting and disbudding, 146;

shoots leafless, 184 ; stopping, 331

Nelumbiums. 256 i

Neottia propagation, 22
Nepenthes culture, situation, soil, and propa-

gation, 7

New Holland plants, varying in culture, 176 |

Odontoglossum propagation, 22
'

(Enothera speciosa, as a bedder, "0
; macro-

carpa, planting-out, 119; treatment, 312 I

Oldaker (J.\ 3 I

Oleander culture, 13
j

Oneidium propagation, 36
One thing lacking, 37

1

Onion culture, 68; thinning, UQ ; winter
standing, 336 ; general culture, 338, 339

j

Orchard-house, training. 3

Orchards in England, 43
I

Orchard unproductive, 28 ; treatment of old, I

203 I

Orchard houses, their construction, 82, I6O; I

proportions for, 220
Orchids diseased, 119; at Chiswick, 127,213;

notes on, 147; choice, I61 ;
propagation, 22,

36, 52, 85, 115

Orchid flowers, preserving, 262
Osage orange, 120

P^ONIA COBRALINA, 405
Pampas grass, 412
Panama grass, 4 1

4

Pandanus Javanicus variegatus, 1/8
Pannell's heating apparatus, 224, ^]7
Pansies in pots. 99; notes on, J 51 ; list of, 193,

243; new, 2l6; exhibiting, 226; packing for

exportation, 390 ;
preserving from wire-

worms, 390
Papaw tree, 121

Paphinia, Paxtonia, Peristeria, Phaius, and
Phalasnopsis propagation, 36

Parsley, varieties, 297
Parsnip sowing, 58 ; culture, 68
Passiflora, Buonapartea, 156 ; new, 1/9; culture

of, 356
Paterson (W.), 328; in India, 351; to Mr.

Forsyth, 365, 378
Paulownia iraperialis culture, 262
Pavetta caff'ra culture, 270
Pavia grafting, 4

Pea, skinless i.new hybrid), 329
Peach, double crimson and double white, 50

;

mildewed. 120

Peaches, protecting and disbudding, 146; bot-
tling, 220 ; mildewed, treatment of, 283 ; time
of ripeness when forced, 283; stopping. 331

Peacocks destructive, 170 ; cut in yew, 283
Pears, disbudding and thinning, 146; pruning,

&c., 332 ; succession of, 347
Pear-tree unfruitful, 27 ; from layers, "4

Peas, best kinds and pruning, 41 ; for a late

crop, 152 ; the crown variety, 283 ; varieties,

297 ; raising late crops, 377
Pelargoniums, 125; fancy, 126, 193; notes on,

150; new, 162; list of best, 190, 192; notes

of good, 216; list of, 227, 240, 243 ; their

colour, cutting down, &c., 257 ; fancy va-

rieties, 258
Penlstemon gentianoides and its varieties, 197;

species and culture, 233
Petunia. Shrubtand Rose, 389 ; beds, arrang-

ing, 402
Phaenocoma prolifera culture. 307
Phalsenopsis Lobbii, 49 ; diseased, 92
Pbarbitis limbata, 156
Pheasants (Common), its fertility, 9I ; the
Bohemian, 104 ; rearing, 134, 298; rearing
in captivity, 153 ; eggs, time to buy, 283

Pheasants, gold and silver, 9, 70 ; anecdotes
of, 39 ; not tender, 376

Pheasant's, eye. 79
Phillips (Governor), 302
Philodendron pertusum, 214
Phlox, procumbens, subulata, nivalis, and rep-

tans, 168 ; decussata, 326 ; list of, 414
Physalis edulis, 27
Phytolacca acinosa, 412
Physurus propagation, 52
Picturesque gardening, 263
Pigeons, laying and batching, 138, 201, 279;

coupling, 71 ; tumblers, 72; smilter, 139;
pied race, 202 ; shaker varieties, 280 ; not

rearing young, 344 j Swiss varieties, 345
;

Antwerps, 362
Pig feeding, 276, 339
Pigstye wall, protective, 91
Pine-apple, its introduction, 121 ; blotching,
220 ; shifting, &c., 238 ; preserve, 248 ; heat
required for, 282; produce. 312; at high
temperatures, 312 ; cheapest mode of growing,
316, 326; bottom-heat for, 317; points in
growing, 389

Pinetum, forming a, l64
Pinks, piping, 92; list of. 2l6. 243, 258
Pit for wintering plants, 27
Pits, heating, 13 ; heated by kitchen fire. 106 ;

constructing Dutch, 155; of turf and earth,

203; for strawberries, &c., 268; mode of
heating, 283 ; uses of forcing, 386 ; form of,

386 ; over a well, 424
Pits and greenhouses, their proper construction,

127
Plant Clubs, 199
Pleroma elegana culture, 270
Ploughing, Peruvian, 17
Plums, preserving, 204 ; diseased. 312
Ponds, to cure green scum in, 283
Poppy (white) culture, 283
Portlandia platantha, 179
Potato disease, 237. 288, 31 6 ; means of avoid-

ing, 327, 337, 406
Potato-leaf diseased, 234
Potatoes, leaving in ground, 12 ; in Peru. 17;
cooking, 30

;
planting in autumn, 58 ; shelter-

ing, 68; left where grown. 75; culture, 132,

312; growing for sets, 2/6; earlv and late

kinds. 263 ; obtaining early, 347 ; depth for

planting, 390 ; its history, 391 , 405 ; planting,
403; murrain, its cause and prevention, 406

Potting, benefit of hard, 42 ; effects of firm and
loose, 50

Poultry, prizes, 2 ; Cochin-China hatching, 12 ;

Polands, 12; eating their eggs, 13; greaves
for, 13; Newcastle Prize list, 17; cost of
chicken nursing, 28 ; Judges at Shows, 46

;

not laying, 65 ; treatment of roup. 56 ; Cochin-
China eggs, 56; egg-eaters, 70. 74, 76; plen-
tiful feeding, 70 ; gapes in, 75 ; Cochins r.

Polish, 76 ; profit and loss account of, 90 ;

eating eggs, 105, 1 19 ; losses in hatching, I06
;

Shanghai and Cochin, 106 ; Cochin in garden,

106; prizes, 108 ; Cochin-China, points of

excellence, 108; price of certificate at Lewes,
110; Dorkings not laying, 119; nests, to

make, 119; packing eggs, 120; Egyptian
geese, 120 ; Cochin-China v. Spanish, 120,

360 ; and Dorkings, 388, 400 ; coops and
nests, 134; points of beauty, 137; hen de-
prived of eggs, 140 ; number of eggs (Dork-
mgs), 140; egg-eating fowls, 140, 141; cure
for white-comb, 154 ; with swollen eyes, 156

;

profitable keeping, 156; ducks not laying,

156; chickens dying, 156; rumpless, 156;
failures in hatching. 156 ; classifying for show.
158; young turkeys, 170; sale of Cochins,
17:1 ; wounded bens, 184 ; Cochin-Chinas,
their merits, 197 ; Malays, their merits, 200 ;

exhibitions, rule for, 200 ; game, their merits,
201 ; nests to be warm, 202 ; lameness in,

204 ; best to keep. 204 ; in limited space, 204 ;

Dorking combs and Poland ruff's, 204 ; chilled

eggs, 205; Cochin-China, its history, 209;
points of merit, 209 ; price of Cochin-China,
210,238; Game and Poland, 219; chickens
for exhibition, 220 : Roman, Greek, and
Hebrew. 222; sale of, 223; cross-bred, their
merits, 232; eggs for hatching, 234 ; Roman
opinionof their excellent points, 235; ancient
British, 236 ; Malay described, 245 ; Lovell
breed, 248, 296, 376; space required for,

248; the vanished hen, 261 ; black Polands,
261 ; at Crystal Palace. 266; what breed is

most profitable, 277 ; Cochin-China manage-
ment, 277 ; Polands, beards or no-beards ?

279 ; white comb in, 283 ; early English
notices of, 2S5 ; estimate of kinds, 295, 297;
greaves for, 298 ; Cochin-China, 298 ; winter
roosting place, 298 ; Black Cochin-Chinas,
298 ; Polands, 298 ; Mr. Punchard's mode of
sending eggs, 303 ; of the Calaisis and the
Ardresis, 310, 324, 339 ; which is most profit-

able, 311 ; Cochin-China chickens, 312; form
of tail, 312; not tender, 312; Trotter on,
313; Cochins, their form, laying, &c., 314

;

sales of, 315 ; Malays, their merits, 325

;

rules for judging needed, 325, 326 ; gapes,
its nature and cure, 326; Spanish y. Cochin,
326 ; Polands 0. Hamburghs, 342 ; class forty
at Birmingham, 343 ; Cochins in Turkey,
344 ; Cape of Good Hope, 344 ; Rumpless
and Silk, 344 ; goslings, weight of, 346

;

carriage of eggs, 347 ; Dorkings varying in
claws, 345 ; profitable kinds, 345 ; Cochin-
China Cockerels, 362 ; hens laying two eggs
in a day, 362, 403, 424 ; G. Markham on,

363 ; shape of, management of, and eggs,
364 ; gapes, to cure, 374 ; imported Cochin,
375 ; Cochins not booted, 3/5 ; age of breed-
ing, 376 ; lice, to kill, 376 ; nomenclature,
376 ; fowls in a confined space, 3/6 ; call
ducks, 376; Cochins roosting, 403; food for
chickens, 403 ; characteristics of pure Cochins,
403 ; merits of Cochins, 420; Dutch Everv-
day-Layers, 422; Golden-Spangled Ham-
burghs, 424

Poultry shows, list of, see Shows.
Poultry Shows : Newcastle, 54 ; Metropolitan,
96; Lewes {price of certiticate), IIO; Chel-
tenham and Gloucester, 181 ; Lewes, 262,
267; Yorkshire, 361 ; Cottager's. 365 ; Royal
North Lancashire, 372 ; Bury and Radcliffe,

389; Yarmouth, 418
Price (Sir Uvedale), 263
Prices, nurserymen's, 121

Prices of fancy live stock, 252
Primula sinensis not seeding, 13
Protection, or no-protection, 182
Protecting material, cheap, 42
Protection of blossom, 31
Pruning rules, 93, (spur) 346
Pulteney ^Dr. R.), 314
Puya Funckiana, 229

Rabbits, fattening, 76 ; out of health, 362
Ranunculacete, 29, 57, 79, 107, U3, 17I, 207,

235. 313, 377, 405
Ranunculus parviflorus and aquatilis, 1 ; aqua-

ticus as cow-food, 46 ; ar^ensis for warts, 75
Ranunculuses, from Rome, 262 ; list of, 346 ;

in pots, 362
Raphistemma pulchella, 329
Raspberry culture, 175 ; (autumn) culture, 932
Bayner's (Mr.) aviary, 379
Redbreast, food for, 234
Red spider on melons, 1 66
Regent's Park Horticultural Show, 146, 150, I6I
Relhania squarrosa, 241
Renanthera propagation, 62
Retarding blossom. 31

Rhododendrons, Sikkim, 4, 190 ; treatment of
forced, 106 ; unhealthy, 120; yellow, 148;
Himalayah, seedlings, 183; Anthopogon and
Lepidotum, 204; leaves diseased, 326, 975;
culture and list, 332 ; budding and grafting,

367 ; making standards, 36S, 394 ; cinna-
monum, its hardiness, 414

Rhodoleia Cbampionii, 229
Rhubarb wine, 12; fining, &c., 76
Rhubarb, English, its qualities, 140; Elford,

183; exporting, 184; preserving, 283; when
to cease cutting, 347

Ribes sanguineum, pruning, 262
Ring of Pomona, 27
Roellia ciliata, 240
Rookery management, 56
Rooks, killing young, 91, 118; require thinning,

281

Root crops, 132
Root-culture of fruit-trees, 1 1

1

Root grafting, 4
Root-pruning large fruit-trees, 74 ; rules for,

380, 381 ; when to be done, 403
Rose-buds, exchange of, 220 ; dying, 282
Roses in pots for exhibition—budding, and

rules for pruning, 8; shedding leaves, 13;
management in winter, and cuttings, 21 ;

house and pit for, 35 ; Cloth of Gold shedding
leaves, 42 ; Felicity perpetuelle, 42

; glazed
pit for, 52 ; soil, and list of, 65, 226 ; budded,
75; potting, 86

;
pruning, 87 ; manuring, 92;

tr^ning, 101 ; summer treatment, 1!6; pot-
ting neglected, 119; forcing damask, 120;
mildewed, 120 ; winter treatment, 130, 161;
time for starting, 130; insects on, l65; mildew
and gangrene, 179: carriage of, selecting,

preparing, and staging. 194
Roses, double yellow, to bloom, 121 ; in pots,

125; notes on, 1 50 ; new ly budded, 155;
light-coloured for greenhouse, 156 ; treat-

ment of budded, 204 ; green centred, 206 ;

exhibiting cut, 229 ; not flowering, 247 ; dis-

tinguishing sorts, 247; weeping and union,

247; list of, 258 ; saving seed, 258 ; classify-

ing them, 262 ; leaves blotched, 283 ; raising

varieties, 293, 308 ; saving seed, 308 ; bud-
ding, 311; sports, 312; autumn planting,

394; management of seedlings, 402; planting
standards, 403

Rotation of crops, 309
Rue weeds, 29
Russelia juncea culture, 305
Rustic flower-baskets, 13

Rustic work (practical) work on, 122

Saccolabium propagation, 62
Salvias, gesneriflora, 126; patens, wintered out

of doors, 205 ; in rows, 336
;
patens shedding

its flowers, 376



vm

Saurauja cauUHora, 148

Saxifraga, sarmentosa culture, 92 ; hypnoides as

an edging, 347
Scarlet runners, perennials, 312
Schomburgckia propagation, 85

Scraper, garden, 409
Scuticaria propagation, 85

Scythe, Boyd's, 110

Sea sand for potting, 347
Season, its consequences, 80; reminiscences of,

259; its peculiarities, 319; its effects on
crops, 415

Seeds, transmission of foreign, 209 ; their

growth in autumn, 358 ; sowing small, 3/4
Sewage, how to employ, 183

Shaddock, why so named, 121

Shading, 25?
Shading greenhouse, 1 19
Shallots, storing, 338
Sheep, Southdown and Shropshire, 46
Shows, list of Horticultural and Poultry, 60,

81, 96. 110, 123, 145, 159, 1/3, 188, 210, 224,

238, 253, 268, 288, 303, 3l6, 330, 352, 365,
380, 393, 410

Shows, Regent's Park, 240, 243
Sick, a lesson for the, 131

Silver sand, where obtained, 156

Sinningia, guttata, 101 ; punctata, 229
Sion House, 297
Siphocampylos, new, 229
Skirving'a Nursery, 385
Sky-lark, management, 246
Sobralia propagation, 86
Soil, over-fertile, 140

Sollya heterophylla cuttings, 326
Song birds, naturalizing foreign, "3

; British,

246, 296
Sophronites propagation, 66
Sowing, 69
Species do not become extinct, 43
Specimens (single) need not now be removed, I91
Specimens, prizes not needed for single, 212
Sphserostema propinqua and culture, 327
Spigelia marilandica, 416
Spinach, winter, 337
Stable drainage, to apply, 362
Stakes for dahlias, &c., 283
Stanhopea propagation, 86
Statice Americana, wintering, 3
Stephanotisfloribunda culture, 140, 357 ; oblisii,

229
Stove plants in the open air, 305
Strawberry, forcing in pots, 50

; (Alpine) cul-
ture, 175; runners, 184; forcing, 220, 269;
promoting runners, 220; runners removing,
234; planting, 288, 423; preparing for forcing,

INDEX.

291 ; after being forced, 292; their history,

300 ; consumption of, 301 ; estimate of varie-

ties, 302 ; (Alpine), trimming, 332 ; cutting
off leaves, 390 ; seedlings, bearing, 403

St. Vincent's, Botanic Garden at. 58
Sugar and sugar apparatus, treatise on, 57 ; its

history, 299
Sulphur fumigations, 257
Sun-flower, large size of, 390

TaCCA INTEGEIFOLIA, 229
Tagetes lucida, 140
Tan hot-bed, and its uses, 399, 403
Taxodium, sempervirens, 129; disticbum, 414
Tecoma jasminoides not flowering, 424
Tenant removing shrubs, 140 ; trees, &c., 220
Tetratheca verticillata culture, 305
Thalictrum alpinum and minus, 29 ; majus and

flavum, 57
Thetford, weather in 1851, 326
Thinning cultivated plants, 117

Thistles, time for destroying, 282
Tillandsia vittata and camea, 229
Tobacco, growing, 24?
Tobacco-water, making, 66
Tobacco paper, 119
Tomato culture, 87
Top-dressings for fruit borders, 1 1

1

Torch thistle introduced, 121

Tradescant's (jun.) birth-place, 3

Training fruit-trees, 225
TroUius Europseus, 207
Transplanting in autumn, 394
Trees, law of removing, 7i
Trentham, 413
Trichopilia propagation, 115
Trollius chinensis, 176
Tropoeolum canariense culture, 12; tricolorum

sowing, 27 ; after blooming, 155; speciosum
successfully grown, 156, 173; speciosum in

the open air, 233; and against a wall, 262;
tuberosum, large specimen of, and cuttings,
312

Trowbridge Exhibition, 110
Tulip bed, cost of, 376
Tulips, list of, 3/6
Tulip shows, 168 , (National), 209
Turf laying, 27
Turnips, growing early, 8; (Swedish) culture,

68; (Swedes) transplanting, 133; the Orange
Jelly, 276

Turtle Dove, management, 297

t Cha , the, 180

Vacant gsocnd^ occupation of, 309

Vanda propagation, 115; Batemanii, 213
Variegated- leaved plants, stove and hardy, 82
Variegated plants, 214
Varieties wear out, 43
Vase in hall, plants for, 106

Vegetable marrow, 297
Ventilation, consequences of bad, 297
Verbenas, list of, 55 ; venosa propagating, 92,

183, 362; training, 312; cuttings, 397; win-
tering, 424

Veronica decussata, 204
Village decorations, 264
Vinegar plant, 3/5
Vines, under glass, 18, 304 ; mildew, to remove,

27 ; Josling's St. Alban's, 28 ; roots of stove,

92 ; moving, 92 ; under glass, ventilation,

temperature, &c., 97 ; management of young,
124; syringing, 141 ; mildewed, l69; blossom
unfruitful, 1/0 ; weevil, 170 ; scale, to destroy,
205 ; pruning, 210,362; from Canada, 247;
pruning the third year, 366

Visiting gardens, its utility, 412
Vriesia speciosa, I26; psittacina, 229

Walks, gas-tar, II, 90; rules for making and
keeping, 413

Wall-flower, cuttings, 27; hybridizing with the
Stock, 262

Walls, hollow, 106
Wardian Case, plants for, 156
Warts, cure for, 75
Warrea propagation, 115
Wasp catcher, 122
Water, its uses and abuses, 66 ; hard, to im-

prove, 76; boiling in wooden vessel, IO6
Water Lilies in heated pond, 287
Weeds in court-yard, 247
Weigela rosea, hardy, 75
Wheat, its origin, 267 ; best variety, 362
Wild flowers, British, 1, 29, 67, 79, 107, 143,

171, 207, 249, 285, 313, 349, 377, 405
Wilton Hall, 358
Window gardening, rules for, 20
Wine, when to bottle, 362
Winter cherries not eatable, 17O; gardens and

wintering plants, 175; greens, 196
Wintering plants in rooms, &c., 271 ; in a

stable, 424
Wistaria Chinensis, its discovery, 352
Woodlark, 296
Woodlice, to destroy, 312
Wolfsbane, 349

Yevp hedge, cutting tall, 155

ZvGOPBTALtiM propagation, 115

WOODCUTS.

Ranunculus aquatilis

Blackbirds

Thalictrum alpinum

Fitz-roya Patagonica

King's Safety Hive

Thalictrum majus .

Tumbler Pigeon

.

Hive Boards .

Adonis autumnalis

Trident digging-fork

Bromelia longifolia

Anemone pulsatilla

Fumigator 122

Wasp catcher 1 22

Hen coop 134

Hen's nests 134

Smilter Pigeon 139

Anemone ranunculoides. . . . 143

Benthamia fragifera .... 144

Myosurus minimus . . . . 171

Pied Pigeon 202

Trollius europffius 207

Caltha palustris 235

Dictyanthus campanulatus . . . 236

Skylark 246

Heleborus viridis 249

Budding facilitator

Shaker Pigeon

Aquilegia vulgaris

Woodlark

Sphserostema propinqua

Swiss Pigeon .

Aconitum napellus

Delphinum consolida

Klugia notoniana

Training nails

Acteea spicata

CentranthuB macrosiphon

Pfeonia corallina

Garden scraper . .



April 1. THE COTTAGE GARDENER.

WEEKLY CALENDAR.

APRIL 1—7, 1852.
Weather hear London in 1851.

Barometer. 'Thermo. I Wind. Rain in In.

1 Th Ash flowers.

sIf Cambridge Term ends.
3'S Oxford Terra ends.

4 SnN Palm Sdnday.

5 M Wych Elm flowers.

fiTo Old L.idy Day.
7iW Black thorn flowers.

Meteorology ok the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera-
tures of these days are 56^ and 36.4° respectively. The greatest heat, 78°, occurred on the 3rd in 1848 ; and the lowest cold 16° on the 1st
in 1838. During the period 100 days were fine, and on 75 rain fell.

'

30.108-



THE COTTAGE GARDENER. Aprii, 1.

In tlio year 1775 a youug man might be seen at New

York, lodging with his brother, a printer, ready to turn

his hand to anything for a livelihood, but who had been

iustiiioted in gardening at the Royal Gardens ofEngland,

and whose best love was devoted to the study of botany.

Everything was against him. The war of independence

was as its height—no one thought of engaging a gar-

dener. " The banner of Mars is displayed in every

corner; nay, even in the churchyards," said Mr. An-

derson, writing to Mr. Forsyth in the May of 177.").

'• Nothing is heard here but the noise of drums—nothing

to be seen but the gun and bayonet ; so that all America,

I'rom Hi years old to 00, is in arms." " They laugh at

me when they see me lugging home my plants." It

would have been well if the English Government had

judged of the issue as he did; for, adds this clear-sighted

young Scotchman—"All the force of Britain and Ire-

land cannot subdue the Americans. They are unani-

mous—they are all linked together as with a chain

—

they are numerous—and Britain will find to its sad

experience they are men of courage and resolution."

He remained at New York imtil the summer of 1777,

and a sketch of what occurred to him during the time,

and until the beginning of 1778, is told in the following

letter, the improved handwriting and orthography of

which testify that he had not misspent his time.

MR. A. ANDERSON TO MK. FORSYTH.

Philadelphia, 2ith February, 1778.

As to the situation of affau's ou this side the water at this

alarminy juncture, I shall not say anything, for if you see

the young man that caraes this letter, he will satisfy you as
to that particulai-. But, in my opinion, things have a dismal
aspect at this present time, nor du I think there will be an
exit to this fatal oouflict imtil tlie country is totally laid

in ruins.

Notwithstanding the necessity that the Americans are in

for many of the necessaries of life, and the Europeans
daily deserting from their army, yet they remain equally

obstinate and persisting iu their wretched and foolish

schemes.
May the all-ruling hand of heaven put a speedy end to

so tremendous and unnatiu-al war, and restore peace and
plenty again to this once happy land.

Trade is but dull here at present, owing to the critical

times, wliich tenify people iu engaging in liusinesa. For
my part, 1 have transacted hut little business since I came
iulo tlie country, it being simply impossible to settle in any
way whatsoever, on account of the times, but 1 did not
mind that, as I had hoard and lodging from my hruther, and
jiioney when I wanted it. So, ha\dng hut little or notliiug
to attend to, 1 devot.'d my time entirely the first summer to

collectmg plants, specimens, and seeds, as my inclination
has ever been in pm-siut of such disquisitions ; indeed, 1
foimd enough to gratify my cm-iosity in this fertile land.
The second summer being very turhuleut, by the rebels

busied in raising their armies, I was constrained to seclude
myself from all society, for fear of being entangled to take a
part with them (and it was with the utmost (Ufficulty and
precaution that 1 avoided it). In this situation I was de-
terred from the principal object of my desires of tracini^
the vegetable kingdom. 1 apphed myself to reading and
improving in the Latin, and to learn tlie French, in which
tongue 1 have for 1 imderstand it

almost as well as the (MS. imperfect.)
Last summer I \\cnt from New York a volunteer in the

army, and stuyeil with them during tlie campaign until they
arrived at I'liiUidelpliia, at which place I left them. And as
my books and clothes are at New York, 1 intend to retiuii
there as soon as an oppoilunity offers, when I may have a
chance to begin my collection again on York and Long

Islands. If my chest had been here witli me I think I

should have returned to England with these vessels, as there

is but little peace, or comfort, on this side the Atlantic at

this period.

Among the plants common about New Y'ork (viz., within

ten miles) are Laiirus sassafras, T'ilnirnum tiiias, Glcditschia

(or what the peojile here call the Honey Locust), Liqiiid-

nrnbar sli/racifiua, Liijiiid-ambar asplenijulhim (grows on high
and sandy grounds—most commonly it grows on eminences
hy the sides of rivers, among sand), Liriorkiidron tiilipifera

(waxes to a large tree in a fertile soil). Jeer irifolmta, Oaks
(many species). Iter/ Cedar, Chesniits, Jl'ahmls, Gum-tree

(vulgarly so called—unknown to me), Mat/iwlla glauca,

Kalmia latifolia in great plenty (grows iu a high and (hy

black soil, commonly a north-west aspect, by the sides of

woods ; I think your bog is by far a too wet situation for

this plant): Azaleas, Andromedas, ClciliraabiiJ'olta, CoUiiisonia

canadensis, Mespiliis canadensis, Acorns calamus, Chelones

i these all grow in moist soil), Solidacios, Asters variety,

Iletiantheiims, Serralulas, Gnaphaliums, Geranium si/lvalieum,

Pohjftonalams, Hieracinms, Hypericums, Phytolacca decandra,

Vir(/iniati Snake-roots, a species of Onabranche, grows in

thick woods among rotten leaves ; Ceanotlius Americamis,

Aclea spieuta. Eases, many ; Cactus opnnlia, flowers beau-

tifully on rocks ; Asclepias, the white, purple, and orange-

flowered—line jilants, growing in watery groimds ; Ajyocy-

nnms, Anemone nemorosa, Bryonias, Rhus Hryinianus, ditto

toxicodendron, Ilediios, Nympliea, Satyrions, Marteijons, a
species of jMcsi nilui/anlliimntn, grow^i iu the sand; a Sym-
phetum, Pyrnla. /',:ns qiiadri/orni, with many others too

tedious to nicriliiin, iH'siiles a vast number of trees . . .

(SIS. imperfect) unknown to me ; and I am confident many
of them have never been seen ou your side of the Atlantic.

The country everywhere spontaneously produces escident

fruits and roots.

The water-melon comes to the highest perfection here,

especially in Jersey, where the soil is for the most part

sandy. I think it is far superior to either the Musk or Can-
taloupe melons in Europe. They grow with hut small

trouble, sown in the end of May, on the most sandy fields.

There is a great variety of insects, birds, serpents, and
other animals, in these parts ; moths extremely large, and
of beautiful colours. A number of snakes, some very

dangerous in bite, as the rattle, black, yellow-striped, and
cojiper-head. The black are very desperate in the time of

their coptdation, and will chase a man a great way. Some
of them are six or seven feet long.

Among the oflspring of the winged tribe is that rare and
curious creature vulgarly named the bumming liird. It is

in bigness scarce the end of a man's bttle fnicpi-, with a bill

about eighteen inches long, with nliii li i( . \ii .iri^ the honey
from the flowers, like as a bee, still riiiiiiiiiinL; on wing

—

same time makes a kind of hummiuK noise with its wings,

from which it derived its name ; and here is the mocking-

bird, so called because it imitates the notes of all other

birds that it bears (this is as large as yoiu- blackbird) : much
esteemed for its singing.

I should be much obliged to you if you would be so good
as to send mo some directions for the preserving serpents

and birds.

Among my papers thai I lost at New York, I had some
observations on tlie fascinsliou of snakes, and e.xhalation

and falling of rains in America, and on the vhtue of small

plants, as ascertained by the country people and Indians.

The Council of the Royal Agricultm-al Society of Eng-

land, as our readers are aware, have announced that

prizes will this year be offered for poultry. The prize

list, in a complete form, has just been issued, and we

published it in our previous number. Those who, during

the last few years, have laboured so energetically in the

establishment of exhibitions of this natiu-e, with the

view of directing attention to a neglected branch of

rural economy, must be highly gratified to find that the

most influential agricultural society, not only of Eng-
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land, but of the world, has offered its co-operatiou, and

that iu a manner the most liberal.

The annual meeting of the Yorkshire AgrlcuUund

Society, takes place this year at Sheffield, in the month

of August; and prizes are, as usual, offered for poultry,

but, we believe, on a considerably extended scale as

compared with former years.

The CouQcil of the Bath and West of England

8ocietii,'vi\i\c\\ will hold its show at Taunton, iu June

next, also offer prizes for domestic poultry ; and at a

recent meeting of an influential character, lield at New-

castle-upun-Tyne, John Grey, Esq., of Dilston, presiding,

it was determined to establish a Society, to be called

" Tlie Northern Cattle Show Society," for holding an

exhibition of fat cattle, sheep, swine, and Poultry, :it

Newcastle, at Christmas, iu each year. In fact, poultry

will henceforth form a feature, and a most iuterestiug

and attractive one, at all our agricultural meetings of

importance.—W.

GOSSIP.

Mr. Isaac UUliker, who died at the commencement
of the last month, was one of the oldest of the gardeners

who, by their enlightened practice, have rendered the

present century so distinguishable for its improved hor-

ticulture. Ho was, successively, gardener to Sir Joseph

Banks and the Emperor of Russia, from the govern-

ment of which country he received a pension. His early

advocacy of the German mode of growing mushrooms

in houses, his culture of violets in winter, and his ft'uit

culture at Spring Grove, are all facts ol' celebrity, and

worthy of remembrance to his honour.

Every one who has a proper patriotism rejoices when

his native land gives birtli to anything excellent—it is

one of the ramifications of pride that one need not be

ashamed of; therefore, we acknowledge that we feel not

a little glad, and we hope our readers will be equally

glad, that it is at length proved that Juhn Tradeacant

the younger was an Englishman. The curious tracing

out of this fact is thus told in a recent number of Notes

and Queries :

—

"A correspondent, C. C. R., after quoting the following

mutilated MS. note, written in pencil in a copy of Dr.
Ducarel's Tract on the sub.ject, preserved among the books
in the Ashmolean Museum

—

*'
' Consult (with certainty of finding information concerning the Tra-

descants) the Registers of—apham, Kent,'

—

suggested that Meapham was tlie parish referred to, and
that search should be made there by some con-espondent
resident in tliat neighbomhood. The hint was not, Iiow
ever, taken, and the matter dropped for a time.

" At tlie close of last year we received a communication
from a learned and much valued friend, now, alas I no more
(Eev. Lancelot Sharpe), telling us that Meopham was the
place referred to, and suggesting that we shoidd get extracts

from the register for the information of our readers. Upon
this hint we acted; but our endeavours, fur reasons to which
we need not more particularly refer, failcil, and it was not
until our attention was recalled to the suliject by the endeu-
voiu- that is making, and we trust successfully malcing, to

procure subscriptions for restoring the Tradescaut Monu-
ment at Lambeth, that we applied to another friend resident

in the neighbom-hood of Meopham for his assistance in the
business. That assistance was (as it has ever been) ren-
dered most cheerftUly and most effectually; and we are now

enabled to lay before our readers and the Committee of the

Tradescaut Monument Restoration Fimd, the following evi-

dence thatJohn Tradescaut the younger was a Man of Kent,

it is extracted from the baptismal register of Meopham :

—

" ' In 16O8, August, the iiij daye, John, the sonne of John Tradescaut,
was baptized eodem die —•'

" Although we are not without hopes of receiving further

information from the same source, we coidd not refrain

from bringing this new fact in the history of the Trades
cants at once before om readers."

A gentleman writing from Omagh, says :

—

" I have kept a plant of " Stutice Americana " in the

open groimd (iu tlie north of Ireland) all the winter, with
vcrij slight protection, ( only a hand-glass for.a few days and
nights dmiug tlie snow and frost, and one side of the glass

broken), and it is now alive and well. You advised the
trial, and have now the residt."

THE ORCHARD HOUSE.
Those who have Just commenced this mode of fruit

culture will doubtless have a lot of newly potted trees,

and tlie due care of these, in order to lose no time, will

become of iuiportanoe. Our last paper on this subject

treated on potting, soil, &c., and there is no occasion

now for repetition. The pruning we may advert to,

although in many cases it has been jierformed, as indeed
it ought to have been. There are several fanciful modes
equally productive of fruitful habits, but not equally

eligible to one of the chief ends in view, viz., economy
of space. The habits of growth of the trees may, in

some degree, be permitted to determine the future form
of the kind, for habits differ considerably. All warfare

waged with the latter principle generally involves a
sacrifice of time ; indeed, one or two j-ears are generally

lost in battliug with the wayward propensities of trees

in a course of training, intended to render thein sub-

servient to a specific purpose.

We therefore advise the beginner to prune very mo-
derately, in the old wood we mean. To this end he
might have two sets of trees ; the one intended to fruit

witli the least ))ossible loss of time, tlie other traiueil

according to the most approved priuoiples, and which,

as before stated, will be a year or two longer in coming
into full bearing. When we take into consideration

the severe limitation of space which a moderate-sized

orchard-house may contain, it is evident tliat if there is

much elbowing, the rich lists of fruits which are to be
had iu tliis country will only be in very small part

available. Much in a small space, must be the motto
with the orchard-house cultivator ; and tliis being ad-

mitted, it becomes a question whether any general form

of training, liable to as few exceptions as possible, can

be adopted, and if so, what form ?

The pyramidal form, so mucli and deservedly recom-

mended by Mr. Rivers and others of fruit-growing noto-

riety, immediately comes to mind, as embodying almost

every essential in the orchard-house. We do not say

that an attempt should be made iu all cases to force this

habit on tlie trees, but that by it more trees can be

grown in the same extent of orcliard-house than by any
otlier mode. Plants thus trained will both receive more
light, in an equalised way, to all portions of their

branches, and will less shade their neighbours. Those
who train their own pyramids must, of course, com-

mence with a straight central shoot, and continue to

build the fabric of the tree progi'essively, taking care

that the lower branches are somewhat establislied

before any amount of rambling growth be permitted in

the top. Indeed, the whole busli must be kept con-

stantly under artistic control ; and to this end liuger-

aud-thnrab work will become indispensable during the

growing season. Those who can afford it will do well,

in our opinion, to purchase pyramids ready trained in
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the Riveis' stvle ; this will both economise room, ami

avoid "hope defeiretl," iSrc.

^Vele we commencing an orchard-house, we would-

estimate the number of trees required, and determine

the kinds ; and these we would purchase in two distinct

lots; one half established ])yraniiJs, root-prnned, the

other " maidens," with a clean shoot, about two years

from the graft or bud. Tlie latter being potted, might

be jilaced, alternately, all over the house with the esta-

blished pyramicls, thus enabling the latter to receive

plenty of air and light. As soon as any became over-

grown, too coarse, or barren, we would plant them out

as dwarf standards in the kitchen-garden, keeping always

a successioual stock rising. To those who have already

commenced this practice, we may say, mind that the

young trees are carefully watered according to their

iieeds, and the pots shaded, if possible, from sunshine.

The latter is a point, we think, that has escaped Mr.

Rivers, and one we hold to be of considerable import-

ance to many things in pots. Double pots might be

had recourse to, twigs of bushes stuck in, or bushy and

low pot plants placed before each pot.

Vi'e have much more to say on this subject, and will

soon return to it; our space is, for the present, ex-

hausted. R. EnRI.NGTOX.

GRAFTING FOR THE FLOWER-GARDEN AND
PLEASURE GROUNDS.

The easterly wind was so dry and cutting, and so

prevalent throughout the gi-eater portion of March, that

grafting in general must have been delayed this season

to a later period than usual, but we are still in good
time for fancy plants of almost all sorts, and there are

few things which may not be increased iu the spring

from grafting. For the first time for many years these

easterly winds have been very much in my favour, or

rather in favour of my new cottages, e.\'emplifyiug the

adage of tlie ill wind that blows good to nobody ; and" as

to grafting, the most extraordinary thing I ever heard
of was. that many hundreds or may be thousands, of

standards of the new SiJikim Filtodmlendroiis would be
soon in the market. The seeds of these, amounting to

forty or more new kinds, were collected by Dr. Hooker,
during his late mission to the East, and, as far as I re-

collect, the first of these seeds were only sown in Eng-
land in lt^">0, certainly not earlier than the end of 1840,

and now they have this large stock of standard-high
plants of them, which will be soon on sale. One of tlie

most dwarf of these new rhododendrons is really a

most beautiful thing. It flowers when only six inches
high, and in two years from the sowing of the seed. It

is the one I noticed at page :^S1, and is called Rhoiloden-

dron ciUntum. We had another specimen of it in bloom
on the Kith March, shown before the Horticultural
Society, fi-om Chatsworth, and another lecture on its

great merits for the cross-breeder, with more particulai-s

about the habit of it, and so forth. On the Indian hills

it never glows above fourteen or fifteen inches high, but
spreads out into a dense bush, and what is much better
than all that, it is a genuine larietij, and not a species at

all, and wiU soon run into as many varieties as the
Chilian calceolarias. The two specimens which we have
had before us are as ditferent I'rom each other as chalk
and cheese, and they, too, are quite ditferent from their
own mother, which we were told is faithfidly represented
in colour in a large work recently published on these
very plants. The mother plant has "lilao flowers, ditferent
fi-om all other colours in the old rhododendrons. The
first one I saw was a light blush; the one from Chats-
worth had the flowers pure white, and if these flowers
were shown without the plant, or without any leaves,
you would say immediately it was a new wliite China

azalea, belonging to the section of variegata, only the
flowers had not so much of the florist in them as iu the

latter. Ciliatum means fringed like an eye-lash, the

leaves and their stalks being fringed with white hairs in

that way. Everybody must get tliis new rhododendron
as soon as he can for spring beddtrs, and what a
charming race for filling up the flower-beds in the
winter.

Rhododendron caucaskum was the one most recom-
mended to cross with this dwarf section ia the lectux'e.

Somebody had been stujiid enough to pluck oft' three

blossoms from the little plant shown on the Kith ult.

—

probably they were too far gone for great folks to see

them—but every blossom ought to have been crossed,

and the pods saved, though the faded flowers might be
an eye-sore to every one in the room. Tliere was abund-
ance of time to pi-epare and force another rhododen-
dron to meet this one since the flower-buds appeared.
To pretend that it is a genuine species, and ought to be
kept as such, is a story not worth listening to.

ilany of these Sikkim rhododendrons are said to be
very ditficult to grow. A friend of mine, a nurseryman,
has lost none of them, and at this moment he has hun-
dreds and himdreds of them pricked olf in pots, and in

cold frames, with only a single mat to cover them all

this winter, the lights being opened every day, and
thrown quite back duiing mild weather. Those who
find them difiicult to grow have not the right kind of

peat for tlieni, and they ought to graft many of them on
the common li. ponticiim, and the stronger kinds on
the North American large species, and quite close to

the ground. It is not clear yet if these new Indian
shrubs and trees, as some of them are, ai'e quite hardy
for our climate; but if they wex'e grafted on these hardy
stocks they woxdd have a much better chance ; and this

brings me round to the object of this paper.

A great field is yet open to us for cultivating many
half-hardy plants in the open air, by grafting or budding
them on kinds of their own kindi-ed that are kno^vn to

be quite haidy. It does not matter nuieh whether you
have a small plant or not to use as a stock in the

spring. A ti'ee as large as a horse-chesnut will do ; if

you dig down to the roots, and find some of them of the
size of one's little finger, they will do to gi'aft on as well,

if not better, than little plants. Mr. Rivers told us last

summer he could never get the Paria poli/staihia to

gi'aft or bud in the usual way. What a trium])h it

would he for an amateur or a cottage gardener if he
could do at once what this great nurseiyman could not
do after all his practice, and his travelling among our-

selves, and on the continent. Let us just try an experi-

ment on purpose for this very plant. Take the roots of

auy other Pat id, or of a horse-chesnut, just where you find

them—-the sap is now on the rise—cut ofl' its progi-ess

upwards by cutting the root from a larger one, but by
no means disturb the other end of it—that might spoil

the whole process ; so let this little root, be it ever so

long, remain as it is, only graft the Pavia on the upper
end of it, and then bury the giafted parts in the soil

again all but the top bud of the graft, and see that the

root lies in the old natural ))osition ; if this experiment
fails, give it up for other means iu the autumn. Now
this is really a very simple way of getting many things

to grow or " take," as we say, that would not easily be

made to unite by any other means. All the Crattrguse.i,

or fine thorns, might thus be propagated out in the

fields or hedges, if one had no little thorns for stocks.

All the Roliniius on Gobbet's locust-tree, or common
Acacia ; all the Caraganas on C. frulesceiis ; all the

Brooms and Cgtisuses on the laburnum roots ; and all

and every family in the same way, on some roots or

another within then- own affinity, and also beai- in

mind to icork the more tender on the hurdier kinds.

Stransvesia glaucescens is a beautiful, but rather tender
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shrub, which one seldom sees in gardens, because the I

hard winters often kill it in manj' places. Graft it now
I

on the eonnnou May or hawthorn, however, and it will

stand the frost down to zero on a dry soil. Photin'ui

gerruhUa is another very beautiful shrub, or lar^e bush,

wliich every one ought to grow, on account of its fine,

glossy, large leaves, which come out early in the spring,

of a fine reddish-purple colour, and the old leaves turn

purplish in the autumn ; liiro Stmnsvesia, it is one of the

I

Appleworts, and will do much better gi-afted on a thorn

I or quince, on account of its own roots being too tender

!
for our climate. There is anotlier Phollnia, called diihla,

a native of Nepaul, where they use it for dying scarlet

Tlien there is the Enuhotnja, or Loqiiat. another

Applewort, closely allied to the two last, which is all

but hardy about London, and quite so in the south-west

of England. I have had it stand many a hard winter in

fferefordshire, after grafting it on tlie common thorn

;

but I think the quince would make a more natural

stock for it. I think the I'ruit of it is called Japanese

quince, and Loquat by the Chinese. At any rate, we
1 liad a beautiful dish of tliis fruit exhibited the other day

in Regent-street, ft-om i\Ir. Tillery, gardener at the Duke
of Portland's ; but although our teeth watered to be at

them, wo could not taste them, because wo had no

orders, and we ai'e very particular about such fruits as

lu'e sent this way. Any fruit is quite safe in our hands

;

but, in this instance. I could see very jilainly that the

lecture about these Loquats set the teeth on edge. As
ilr. Errington was not there, I must say that Mr. Tillery

sent an excellent account of how he managed to bring

this fruit to table, that it is thought a good deal of

coming-in in succession early in the spring, when other

fruits are getting scarce. The trees are uncovered in

the summer, as they might be under Mr. Rivers's or-

chard-house plan. In September they come into blos-

som ; the glass is put on ; the temperature got up to

stove heat after a while, and kept so through the winter,

and the result is a line crop of fruit early in the spring.

I wish Mr. Tillery had allowed some of the old gar-

deners to have tasted this i'ruit under his new system.

I tasted the same kind, under a difl'eront management,
just twenty years ago next May, from Mr Eorbes, then

gardener to the late Earl Powis, at Walcot Hall, in

Shropshire. I recollect the circumstance more particu-

larly, from having then come very nearly to the end of

my days by a brute of an Indian cow, with a great

hump on her back, which ran after me. These Lo(iuats

look very ranch like small apricots; I fruited them
myself once, but it was on the cold system, as at Walcot,

aud we did not think nuich of them.—hence my desire

to taste tiiem now to know the diiference, for I can
easily conceive how tlie high winter temperatiu'e must
improve the flesh and flavour. On the cold system, I

can voucli they are not worth growing in England,

except for curiosity: but in a sheltered part in the

llower-garden the bush would make an interesting

group with the Photinia and Strnnsfesia, and while

they were young they might be sheltered a little with

some dry covering.

I must notice what I never heard of before respecting

the beautiful Forsyth'ui vlridissima, the same plant

being again exhibited from our own garden at Chiswick;

and in the lecture about it it was said, that although

this plant is as hai'dy as a gooseberry-bush, it ought to

be planted against a south wall, " where it v^ould be

roasted in the summer and well-ripenod in the autumn."
The flowers come out after that treatment in immense
quantities in the following spring, and being well shel-

tered by the wall, they make a fine show ; but v/hen

the plant is in the shrubbery, the flowers stand no time,

being as susceptible of cold winds as those of the ca-

mellia. Let all oiu- cottage gardeners bear this in mind,
for, old as I am, I thought I was well paid for my

journey to town by this piece of useful intelligence, and
the more so, because I have recommended the Forsythia
to be planted in the open shrubbery more than once in

these pages ; but, somehow or other, these Londoners
know everything better that we do in the country.

A great nurseryman once told me that he had fine

tall standards of the common broom and gorse, or

I'urze, grafted on the common laburniun ; but the

object of this paper is to draw attention more to the
subject of inuring half-hardy plants to our cold climate

by means of grafting them on hardier stocks of their

own kinds. There are hundreds of greenhouse shrubs

that might thus be turned out into the borders during
the summer, taken >ip and potted before winter, kept

half dry for throe or four months, and then turned out
again. After a few years, they would get so hardened,

that many of them would live out on a dry soil all the

year round, with a very slight protection. Take the

genus Acatin for instance, and you might select twenty
or thii'ty kinds of them for a spring garden, if they were
grafted at diiferent heights on one of the " green wattles"

of Australia, or Acacia dealbata, the hardiest of them
all, and one of the fastest growers. On the dnd of

!March, we had a bough of this wattle in full bloom in

Regent-street, all the way from Exeter, where the tree

is quite hardy.

I had a letter from Suffolk, the other day, from the

friend who kept his Genmiums amoni} the shavings over

the winter, with their roots sealed in damp moss. He
says dfi/ness is the great secret of the matter, aud lie

adds, " but you must never make both ends meet." Wet
moss is as essential at one end, as dry air is at the

other, but that is only what we have all along been
insisting; dry an-, dry covering, of which the best is

dry pea-sticks put over a bed with dry fern over them,
so as to let in the dry cold winds, and keep out the dry

warm sun in early spring.

When I come to describe the finishing of my new
cottages, I shall introduce an entirely new way of jne-

serving half-hardy things over tlie winter, at very little

cost; I mean, new to the style of cottage gardening.

But I must now finish my saying about what I saw at

the last meeting in Regent-street. The first plant which
took my attention was close to the door; and whether
it was from the effect of the sudden change of light, I

cannot say, but I mistook it for an artificial plant stuck

all over with starry wax flowers, of the most intense

reddisli-piuk colour; it was Boronia tiiphylla, the best

of them all, and in the lecture it was said to be as easily

grown as a Diosma, if so, every one ought to have it, as

it certainly is the prettiest plant we have from Aus-
tralia. Not far from it was the handsomest ]>lant in

the whole Cliineso flora, Dieli/tra spectahilis, from Mr.
Appleby. Mr. Fortune told me, on the spot, he did not

see a larger specimen of it in China, and the great

lecturer pointed to it as a cb.arming plant for me to

write of in The Corr.ioK Gardener. They gave it too

much heat, or too mucii confinement, however, which

made the flowers come paler than is natural to them.
They all say it is as hardy as a crocus. Mr. Ingram,
Her Majesty's chief gardener at Windsor, sent a beau-

tiful Hifhrid Epacris from miniata ; the flowers were of

a deep vermillion, the white of the parent being subdued
altogether; and Mr. Meredith, gardener to the Duko
of Sutherland, at Clifden, sent a splendid specimen of a
Hi/hrid Begonia, between the tall B. maiiioata and the

dwarf B. liydrocotylifolia, one of the finest crosses 1

have seen for years. But the lecture on it was too full

for my limited space to day. D. Beaton.
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CAPE HEATHS.
(Continued from page 334, T'ol. vii.)

Temperature—Winter Blooming Heaths.—Haviufr

adverted in my last article to the potting of heaths, and

to their heing planted out in heds as a substitute for pot-

ting, 1 now proceed to notice a few matters more in

detail, that have hitherto only been incidentally alluded

to, and, 1st., as xe^^eot% temperature.—We have reason

to believe that heaths are often, as respects the tops at

least, subjected to a low temperature on the mountains

of Cape Colony. Almost the whole of the varieties may
be kept in a comparatively low temperature in winter in

this country. Orondntj or Jioivering m such circum-

stances, if contiiuied any length of time, are however

out of the question. 'I'Ihtc is much difference in many
of the varietiesas iv peris h;mliness. Plants of varieties

of Ventrieosa, Ciiitqiniiiihiid. ( 'ciinlhoidcs.TcneUa, Oracilis,

Wihnnreana, Lmnwoules , iJ(iffra, Fersoliila, ilycmidh,

Nyhridd, &c. have stood t" below the freezing ]ioint un-

injured, while plants of Hartnalli, Arislula inajor,

Ciivenilkhii, Ampiilhwea, Refulgem, InfiaUi, &c. in simi-

lar circumstances, were next to totally destroyed. In

addition to some kinds being less hardy than others,

mucli would also depend upon the state of the plant at

the time ; resting ratlier than growing, its roots supplied

with a sufficiency of moisture, but the soil not wet, and

the atmosphere surrounding it free from damp fog on

the one hand, or a dry air on the other, while in the

previous season the wood has been consolidated and

ripened by exposure to bright sunlight and a dryish at-

mnspliere. Had we the clear atmosphere of the dry

season in the Soutli of Africa, we might let many of our

heaths stand in a temperature at the freezing point with-

out danger. It is our moist climate, always furnishing

a stimulus to growth, that renders them so easily aiiected

hy cold. The present spring has had its fair share of

cold, frosty, north and east winds, but as yet thoy have

done little injury, because the weather has been so il>'l/

!

vegetation has not pi'ogressed, but that has been ils

safety. A thin tube filled with dry material, or altogether

empty, will not be hurt by frost. A similar tube, con-

taining fluid matter, would soon be shivered by the ex-

pansion. So much is all this tlie case, that they who
woidd wish to acclimatize tender exotics, must dejieud

for their success on short-jointed, well-ripened, slow-

growing, rather than luxuriant wood.

Our treatment of Cape heaths, therefore, must be re-

gulated not so much by any abstract rules as by the cir-

cumstances of the case; inattention to this has been

attended with mauy a bitter disappointment. Plants in-

tended to bloom in summer, kept in winter in an

average temperature of .")0°to suit growing and blooming

soft-wooded plants, will run the risk of having their

shoots loose-textured, and a visit ])aid them by mildew.

Plants growing, however, slowly, intended to bloom in

wintei- and spiing, cooled down and frosted, will run the

risk- of shedding flowers and foliage too. That Cape

heaths may be kept safely at the very verge of the

freezing point, nay, several degrees below it, is certain, if

all the circumstances are suitable. It is equally certain,

that attending to the instructions of those who advocate

a low temperature for heaths in winter, who speak of

letting them be frozen as a matter of no moment, with-

out erecting one finger-post as a note of " heware," has

too successfully cooled the ardour of mauy an anxious

enthusiast. What may be done by experienced hands is

not so much the question, as what can be done so as to

ensure safety and success by beginners.

Leaving, then, the summer temperature just now to

take care of itself, as unless, in circumstances to be speci-

fied, exposure in a free atmosphere to the expanding in-

fluence of heal will be counterbalanced by the con-

solidating agency of light, I would for the winter recom-

mend 40" as the average night temperature for heaths
and heatheries in ordinary circumstances. The outside
temperature will often be higher than that, and this the
heatlis should have the advantage of, along with plenty
of air; but, unless wlien requisite to force a plant into
growth or bloom, we would not raise the temperature
higher by means of pipes and flues. In very severe
frost we would use coverings, and allow the temperature
to fall .')'' or 7'^ lower, much rather than 5° higher. In
aU cases, but especially with such hard wooded plants as

heaths, whose shoots are so easily robbed of their

moistui'e, the true point of safety is to approximate the
temperature inside and outside of the house as far as
the circumstances will permit. Not so long ago, our
forcing gardeners would insist upon the proscribed
degree of temperature, no matter what the weather.
These things aie better understood now, and much
saving in labour, and expense for fuel, has been the
consequence. The best heat is sun-heat, and the
elieapest too, though many of us recollect shadings
during the days, and firings at nights, when under a
more natural system neither would have been neces-

sary. Extremes, sooner or later, will always meet in

their efiects. A low, dry, frosty air, a comparatively high
temperature with such weather outside, and little or no
covering on the glass, have exactly the same efiects ; they
both rob the plants of their juices, tliat is, technically,

scald and biu'ii tliem. This has, however, been several

times alluded to Ln detail. Keeping these jottings in
view, the temperature of 4(1° in ordinary circumstances
will be found a good average one. The plants will not
become lanky or drawn, and for those in bloom, or

coming into bloom, a rise of 10° from sunshine will be
sufflcieiit. When there is no sun, and the weatlier is

cold, the temperature may be raised .')° during the day by
artificial means. If more is attempted, water should be
supplied on paths and evaporating pans, that the atmo-
sphere thus may be supplied with moisture, instead of

taking it from, and thus cooling, the soil in the pots. lu
very severe weather, instead of using much artificial

heat during the day, it would be better to keep the house
covered.

These remarks will apply to all heaths blooming in

spring, summer, and autumn. To bring those blooming
late in autumn into the list, however, we must suppose
them to be kinds that require little pruning, or that that

pruning is deferred until the lengthening days of spring.

This is on the principle that after pruning back free-

growing kinds, it is advisable to bi'eak the plants in a
temperature some 0'^ or lU"-' higher than that they for-

merly stood in. We have little fear in spring of the

heat that comes from the sun, with a free circulation of

air in unison, when that air, from being frosty, is not too

dry. Anything as respects temperature in summer and
early autumn would come more appropriately under a

few words on position. Any shading and petting they

may require during these periods, is more for the sake

of the roots than the tops; but whilst the want of much
stimulus in winter is a luxury to Cape heaths in general,

there is a very useful section tl)at will stand well from
5° to 10" more heat then, uiimely

The heaths that hloom freebj in winter and spring.—
This is one of the most valuable sections of the group
for all lovers of floral beauty, and who have only one
house to depend upon. Wherever there is a brick-pit,

or turf-jut for summer use, this section may be managed
successfully in a house which is devoted in summer to

the growing of a crop of grapes. Many of our economi-

cal friends strive to combine the useful with the agree-

able, and these come in as nice auxiliaries, either by
themselves, or in unison with epacrisos, a few cytisuses,

acacias, and winter blooming cinerarias, primulas, and
bulbs. In sucli a mi.xed house they would be quite at

home after being settled in the aii'iest part. Even a
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vinery, if allowed to lireak naturally, would just suit

them. An average temperature of -l.)^, with a rise of

from T)"^ to 10"^ from sunshine, would not unduly accele-

rate tlie swellinfj of the buds of the vines, while it

would be sufficient to open the tJower-buds of the

beatlis freely. The most of them, thus grown, would
be fading by the time the buds of the vines had broken,

when tliey might be cut back and pruned. The higher

temperature and closer atmosphere would cause them to

break freely, and before the foliage of the vines caused

too nuich shade tliey would be lit to be removed to the

brick or earth pit, to finish the growth and ripen the

new wood, ready to be brought back again in the begin-

ning of winter. In fact, the treatment detailed as

suitable to epacris, would just suit this hardy but
beautiful and useful section. The following are a few of

those that will answer best for this piu'pose. The first

have small (lowers, but bloom most prol'usely. The
second have mostly largish flowers, and bloom also

freely.

1st. E. florihunda, ])a\e pink: persoluta, pm'ple ;
jter-

soliita rubra, red ; persoluta alba, wliite ; Oaff'ra, white
;

regermivans, red ; ref/erminan.i alba, white ;
gracilis

auiiimnalis, red ; gracilis vernalis, red.

•ind. K. hyemalis, pinkish red ; rubra cidlgx, white,

tipped with pink ; Wihnoreana, pinkish ; Liimaaua,
purplish red ; Linnaoides sujierba, purple, whitish

,

vernalis, pink ; perspicua nana, pink ; cerinthoiden,

scarlet ; cennthoides superba, scarlet ; cerinthoides

coronata, scarlet, tine
;

prwstans, white ; exurgaiis,

and varieties, orange ; Mousoinana, white, &c., &c.

R. Fish.

CULTURE OF THE NEPENTHES.
{Cuiiliuued froin page 38-}, 7'of. vii.)

Srru.iTioN.—Though these singular plants may be
grown in the warmest jiart of a common stove, yet to

grow tliem finely and to tbe greatest perfection, a house
devoted entirely to them is very desirable. Those wlio
cultivate orchids may manage tliem very satisfactorily

by placing them at one end ; in sucHi a situation they
tln-ive well in the orchid-house in the Royal Gardens at

Kew, and also in the orchid-house at The Poles, near
Ware, belonging to R. Ha.nbury, Esq. Mr. Rucker
cultivated them in a house with a large tank in the
centre, in winch were grown the better lands of stove
aquatics. Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter, who possess, per-

haps, the finest collection in Europe, cultivate them in
a iiouse by themselves, and with the greatest success.
As a proof of this, we need only refer to the splendid
specimens they e.^hibited last summer at the exliibitions

in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Piegent's Park, and in
the gardens at Chiswick. No doubt numbers of our
readers had the pleasure of seeing them, and must have
been surprised and delighted witli such a grand display
of these singularly interesting, curious, and well-grown
plants. At Pine-Apple Place they are growing in a pro-
pagating-house for stove plants,' the beat and moisture
of which is considerably more than the stove. There is

a tank of hot water under a bed of tanner's bark, wliicb
keeps it at a regular high temperature. The pots con-
taining the jdauts are set upon the bark, and green
living moss is worked in amongst the pots, brought up
to a level with the rims, and a thin covering over the
partli in the pots. In this situation tliey grow and
tlourish well. All these instances of various modes of
growing them are given in the hope that some one or
other may be made available to such cultivators as may
read our jjeriodical, and may be desirous to grow one or
more of these curious plants.

Soil.—The roots of Nepenthes are black, tough, and
wiry, but by no means fibrous ; they run amongst the

open loose surface in their native habitat?, which sur-

face is formed by fallen leaves, Viits of sticks, and the

moss that springs up amongst and over them, the whole

resting upon a rocky substratum, constantly moist by
the trickling water descending from the heights. This

we imitate by procuring fibrous peat, small stones, half-

rotten leaves, and bog moss ; the latter to preponderate

considerably above tbe rest. The pots should be well

drained, for tliough these plants love moisture they do

not like stagnant water. They will even grow mid-

dling well in nothing but sphagnum ; but the above

addenda will be found to cause them to grow much
stronger, and produce larger and finer pitchers.

Propagation.—i?;/ Cuttings. This once was thought

very difficult, but perseverance and art have succeeded

in propagating them readily by this method. The best

cuttings are made with single buds with a leaf attached.

The way to do this is to cut a plant down and divide

the stem into lengths, one leaf to each. The cut should

be just in the centre, between each leaf ; if the cut is

made close to the leaf it is almost sure to perish, but

if there is a portion of the stem (about an inch or two

long) left below it, and the cuttings are ]daced in right

compost, and in a right heat, they arc almost sure to

strike root. The leaves must he left entire and nnmu-
tilated ; the least wound or crush will cause them to

decay rapidly, and if the leaf decays the bud and stem

will surely follow. Young side, or even leading, shoots

with two or three leaves on the to]), and a ]iortion of the

stem below, will strike root if very carefully managed

;

but on account of the wood in that part being very

tender, succulent, and full of sap. they are far more
liable to ilecay than the more woody part of the stem

with an older and less sappy leaf attached to each divi-

sion. The next thing to consider is the size of the pots,

and the material in which to plant the cuttings. The
pots should bo small, not more than three iuclies across,

and a single cutting should be put into each, not in the

middle, hut close to the side. The material or compost

should be made as follows;—sphagnum, or bog moss,

chopped very small, finely-sifted peat soil, and silver

sand, in equal quantities ;
place about an inch of

small broken potsherds at the bottom, fill in the com
post quite level with the rim of the pot and make it

firm ; then take a short stick, rather thicker than the

thickest cutting, thrust this dibber down the side of the

pot, draw it out again, and immediately put in the cut-

ting, close the compost firmly to it, and so proceed till

all the cuttings are put in. Now, in order to cause them
to grow, they must liave bottom heat; where there is the

convenience of a bed of tanner's bark in good heat, that

is an excellent situation for them. Put on it a thin

covering of coai ashes or sand, press it down firmly, and
set the pots of cuttings upon it. To prevent the leaves

from banging down over the pot sides, tie eacli upright

neatly to a stick, and then cover them tightly with a

hand-light ; if it has a moveable top it will be the more
convenient, because the top can be lifted ott' easily with-

out disturbing the pots to examine the cuttings ; give

them water when the compost becomes dry, remove any

that may die, and give any other little attention they may
require ; sliade them from the bright rays of the sun,

and in this situation they may remain quite close till

they show evident signs of growth. Then give a little

airdaily. and gradually inure them to bear the full light

of the "day. Examine them occasionally by turning

one of the most forward in growth out of the pot to see

if roots are formed, and as soon as that takes place give

them larger pots, and treat them like the established

plants.

Bg Seed.—It was stated in our first paper on this

subject, that the Nepenthes is a diojcious plant, that is,

it bears female flowers on one plant and male flowers on

another, and that in order to produce seed, it is necessary
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to (lust the poll(^u of tliR male plant upon the stigma

of the female. Now whenever this can be accomplished
tlioy produce a lar^'e quantity of seed, and when that

is the case, save it aud sow it in shallow pans, in a

liif;)) temperature ; transplant the seedlings, as soon as

they oan be handled, into nursery rows in a shallow pot,

and when they are large enoup;li into small pots singly,

ill the same compost as that recommended for cuttings.

Tiiese quickly make good plants, and produce pitchers

sooner even than cuttings. T. AppT.iniv.

CULTURl'^, OF TllK IIOSK FOR EXHIBITION.
(Coii/iiiiml/rnm pnijc 4110, Vul. vii.)

BoDuiNG AND PauNiNc.—Tu our last number the

mode of budding upon the wild briar was described.

The roses so increased are for growing in the open
border, to produce out flowers for the exhihitiou tabic.

That kind of stock will answer tolerably also for jiot

culture, if worked low, that is, budded about nine inches

or a foot bi,gh on the stock. There is, however, a stock

which we think much better adapted for that purpose

—

it is called the Mnnetti stock, and is itself a kind of

cultivated rose. The advantages of using this as a

stock are—it is as easily struck from cuttings as a

willow; it roots more freely than the dog-rose ; it scarcely

ever sends n]i suckei's; aud ex])ei'ience has proved that

the more delicate Boin-bon, China, and Tea-scented

roses grow nuicb more fi-eely on it than any other, or

even tlian on their own roots. About three weeks ago we
visited the rose-gnrden of Mr. T. Applebj', at the Rose-
mount Nursery, York, and saw hundreds of the newest
and more tender roses cultivated in pots and budded
upon this stock. Their growth was really surprising.

In a house very gently heated, many that had been
budded only last August bad made healthy shoots more
that a foot long; scarcely any had failed, and aH were
progressing wondei'fully. The good qualities of tliis

stock are justly and highly appreciated by "Mr. Apjileby.

who cultivates it by thousands, both for the purpose of

working or budding, and also for sale. Ho puts in the

cuttings in nursery-rows early in spring, and they grow
so quickly that they are fit to bud the same sunnner,

will grow the succeeding spring, and be fit to remove
in the autumn. This applies to the stocks in the open
ground. In pots the operation is still quicker : they

may be (jrafleA in spring, and be fit to be disposed of.

or repotted for blooming, in autumn. The Manetti
stocks should be struck in the open ground, or in pots,

and be potted singly into lA-inch pots. If strong enough,
they may be budded or whip-grafted as soon as fresh

roots are formed. We strongly recommend this stock-

to our readers, whether they are growers for sale, gar-

deners, amateurs, or cottagers.

Pruning.-—This is a most important operation in

the culture of the rose, and requires considerable fore-

thought and experience. The pruning must not be
unitbi'm. for some varieties are strong growers, others

are weak growers ; some bear their flowers on short

I

spurs, whilst the greater number bear them on terminal
shoots ; hence it is necessary to know all these pecu-

I

liarities before the l;nife is apiilied at all. Fortimately,

j

tlie vai'iotios requiring such distinction in pruning are

easily k-nown, and many of them are very numerous.
To understand this perfectly, or, at least, to a degree
sufficiently perfect, we shall divide them into such

I
as require close pruning, such as only require mo-
derately shortening, and, lastly, such as require only
to be thinned-out, without shortening or cutting-in the

leading branches.

i. Roses requiring 'close pruning.—By this term is

meant to cut in the wood made the pi-evious year to

within three or four buds of the base of each shoot.

Under this head we class Provmce and Mnss roses,

excepting two or tliree very strong growers, which will

be noticed ju'esently ; also the Ditnnisle, Alba. Gallicu,

Ilyhrid Provence. Darnrish Perpetual, tlie venk-grnving

Hyhriil Pcrpetuals, the trenh-grnwin'j Bourlioiis, the

wenli-growing Noiseltes, the China, and the Tea-scented.

All the roses that are classed under these heads, with
the exception of strong-growers, require to be closely

pruned. The best season for this operation is about
the end of February or beginning of March. If pruned
much earlier, the buds will break, and probably be
caught and injured by late spring frosts. If the heads

are crowded too much, thin out some of the weaker old

branches, leaving the rest so as to form an open,

compact bush.

3. Such as onlij require moderatelg shortening.—These
are strong, robust growers, and if cut in close, would
generally produce few flowers, and abundance of coarse

strong shoots. They may be arranged raider the following

varieties :—All the strong-grouiug Moss roses, especially

such as iMoss Catherine dii Ln.rcuihourg, Countess ile Nne,

Du Luxembourg, Lnnei. Princess Addnide, and Ve Viel-

hird; also hi/brids of Chinese, Bourbon, and Noisettes:

all climhing roses, except the Banksian v.arietics ; also

the sirong-grouing Hybrid Perpetnals, such, for instance,

as Conile Bubrinsl-y, Oomtesse de Rambuteau, (Jloire de

i?o.?n»i«nc, and sucii like; the strong-growing Bourbon,

and the strong-groiring Noisettes. These require the

shoots to be thinned-out, and very little shortened ; the

season for the operation in early spring.

3, Such as require only to have their shoots thinned-oul,

leavhig the moderately strong shoots without pruning

in scarcely any. Under this head we include the

Scolcli dwarf roses, the A ustrian Briar, Harrisonii and

Persian Yellow, the Suret Briars, the Banksian, the

Rosa mulliflora, the Macartney, and the Perpetual

Scotch. Tliese require only their strong, over-robust

shoots pruning clean away, and the best time for the

operation is about Jlidsumuier. The moderately-rrrow-

ing shoots should be kept growing until they reach the

height of the wall or iialing, excepting the Scotch va-

rieties (Rosa spinosissima), which are dwarfs, and sboidd

be grown on their own roots as compact bushes. When
the shoots of those become long, weak, and straggling,

cut them in pretty severely, sacrificing one year's bloom

for the sake of throwing "fresh vigour into the plants.

This ma.y re(]uire to bo done once in five or six

years. If the others become naked towards the bottom,

train in a fresh strong shoot or two from the bottom

of the trees, thinning-out some of the weakest branches

to make room for the young strong shoots; and

as these advance from year to year, clear away the

exhausted old shoots to make room ibr them. Ho this

gradually, or there will be few flowers, till they become
furnished with weak flower-bearing branches.

T. Apple r.Y.

{To he mntiiuied.)

EARLY TURNirS.

NoTwiTuSTANDTNO tho general hardihood of this plant,

thei-e are few things more difficult to ]uocure at an early

period than good sweet turnips; and the many mishaps

the first sowing is subject to renders this crop more pi'e-

carious than many others. True, the seed vegetates as

quickly as any seed, but birds, slugs, &c., seem to regard

those seedlings as their own. and very often tho result

proves their claims to have been well founded. But
another enemy too often assails them, and that is cold,

ungenial weather, and we have so often witnosscxl its

baneful efteots, that we are converts to tho popular belief

that a very slight touch of frost, while the plant is in
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seed-leaf, causes it to iiiu to seed afterwards, before it

forms aiiytliing of a bulL) ; in what way to account for

this wo arc at a loss, but as we would ratlier retard tliis

]iart of the progress, we must protect our crop from tliis

iron king's forcing properties ; and as a bunch of nice

young turnips are always acceptable in the kitchen, we
must see what can be done to hasten them on.

Some cnltivators sow their lirst crop under trees,

thinking the shade lessens the tendency to run to seed,

while otliers sow on the warmest border they have, and

are too often deceived by the whole crop sliowing blue

in the centre all at once—a sure sign of their running

away; while, on the other hand, some sow on some
prepared bed under glass, and, forgetting to give tliem

their due of water, &c., are mortiticd by tlie same results

;

while the patient horticulturist sows ins seed on some
border not too dry, and, spreading a few bouglis over

the ground, is enabled to cover his crop up at nights

with garden mats, but even that is not always a suc-

cessful mode of doing it; so that, after adopting many
l)laus, we have found out that early sowing is rarely

to be depended on, and we seldom sow the principal

spring crop before the tirst of April. A small quantity

is generally sown before tliat time on a bed prepared by

digging a sort of trencli, which is lilled witn leaves, or

otiier gentle heating matter, over whicli the soil is

spread, and the seed sown, and defended from cold

rains, frosty mornings, &c., by any contrivance we find

handy at tlie time, and often a few boughs supporting

garden mats serves the purpose pretty well. Of course

glass would be better, but the many demands tliere are

on that article at this season makes it very scarce. We
nuist not omit to mention tliat good new seed is also

indispensable, as it is less likely to run away than that

of older date. The best variety is the Snowball, it being

more globular in shape than the Dutch, but the latter is

equally hardy, as is also the Americim Stone. The
])rineipal merit is earliness, and the quality of resisting

that natural tendency thoy have to run to seed, whicli

they sometimes do when least expected, and as it were
from mere motives of caprice ; certainly sudden atmo-

spheric changes, or a lack of moisture at the roots, may
have a great intluence in the matter, yet we know of no
other crop over which we have so little control as this,

unless we adopt the e.xtravagant plan of growing them
under glass, wliich the i-equirements of other things are

likely to deny. We tlierefore advise our amateur friends

to sow their early turnips in more places than one, so

that if one fads (as may very likely happen) another

may succeed, besides which, they must not forget to sow
in succession as well, and to be sure to guard against

those insidious enemies the slug, tiy, birds, &c., to which
the cabbage-wort family are exposed.

We remeniber once sowing a plot of early tm'nips in

a very wet spring, in which the tirst-named of these

marauders abounded in great numbers ; and a large

dog, wlio by virtue of some of his real or imaginary
services had access to the gai'den, took a fancy to make
the turnip bed his basking place, and presently had
llattened the centre of it as hard as a road-side footpath

:

this was just before the plants made their appearance.

Incensed at wliat I thought an ij-retrievable injury, 1 had
the dog denied the garden, and contemplated re-sowing

the spot, but other pressing work prevented it being
done immediately, and the seed vegetated, and tliough

with lime, soot, and other preventives, we tried to save

our croj), the part oii whicli our canine friend had
operated was the only one where we could save a plant,

and on it they did well. This lesson, like that of many
others (the result of accident), I determined not to throw
away, and have frequently since bad recourse to beating

or flattening the top of beds of seeds of tliat kind ; but
the above case was one out of the usual way— the ground
was naturally still', and a wet spring had made it ad-

visable to lay it as open as possible, in order to benefit

by the kindly influence of the atmosphere ; but then its

openness aflbrded so many retreats for those enemies of
infant vegetation, that a medium less congenial to their

growth seemed the only one ca))able of saving them
i'rom annihilation; and that sealed-up condition of the
ground, though unable to prevent the expansion of tlie

cotyledons of seeds near its surface, was such as to pre-

sent a barrier to the upward advances of those enemies
ensconced below, until such time as the plants were
better able to resist tlieir attacks.

SuxDiiiKs.—The line dry wcatlier in Mareli has made
the ground in fine order for sowing, or planting, any-
thing the season requires, so that wo suppose tho cul-

tivator will have put in all his spring crops. If not, we
entreat him not to delay another day in sowing or plant-

ing everything which has not a tropical origin. Of this

latter class are Kidney Beans, ridge Cucumbers, Marrows,
&c., but these things must be forwarded under glass, in

order to plant out when all danger from frost shall have
l)assed away ; but seeds of jlasil. Sweet Marjoram,
Savorji, &c., may now be sown in tlie open ground, and,
if not done before, the principal crop of Celery ought
also to be sown, and a part of that sown under glass

some time ago must be forwarded by pricking out in
pans, boxes, &c., prior to finally planting out at the end
of the month. Tlie princip.al crop of Carrots may now
be sown, and Feas and lleaus sown in succession, as

likewise must Lettuce, Cauliflower, and sundry other
crops, besides which due attention must be ])aid to order
and neatness in all that is done. J. Itousox.

THE GOLDEN AND THE SIf.VKI! I'llKASANTS.

{Continuedfrom payc -kVA, Vol. vii.)

Oi-' lij Iniil golden pheasants, M. Temminck thus spealcs :

—

' .Vnollicr sort of mongrel, much more ditlicult to obtain
(than that between the common pheasant and the common
fowl), is the ofl'^-pring of the golden pheasant with the eoiii-

iiion or Colchif pheasant. This bird, adorned with a
dazzling livery, has liveil several yeai's in my menagerie ; its

skin is now in my cabinet.
" The bii-d I am now describing is the produce of a male

golden pheasant with the hen ol' the commoii^jlieasant ; its

niagtiilicent (ilumage, adorned with the most brilliant colours,

is not inferior in beauty to the elegant attire of the golden
pheasant.

" This liybrid was not hatched in my menagerie. I ob-
tained it Irom a dealer in birds, who otl'ered it to me as a
new species of c'xotic plieasant ; a frauil which was made
plausible liy the novelty and brightness of the colours which
overspread the plumage of this bird. 1 nianuged to prove
to hiiJi its true urigin, and he ended by confessing that he
had procured it from a menagerie in Brabant, licing (.uiious

to make e.x])ermients with this pheasant, i bought it; iny

intention was to assure myself whether it were a sterile or

mule aiumal. I immediately lavished upon it all sorts of
nourishing and stimidating food; it was coniined in a ward
communicating, by means of some bars, with one containing

some liens of the common pheasant, which I judged fittest

for the purpose ; towai'ds the time of mating, I allowed him
access to the wai'd with the hens. They were not iU-ti'cated

;

on the contrary, the natural impulse was expressed in an
unequivocal manner by the actions of the male ; the naked
part of the cheeks was coloured with a livelier scarlet, itc.

When 1 found that no young were produced with the hens
of the common pheasant, a second yeai' 1 tried hens of the
golden pheasant, with the same result. Every expi'riment I

tried, confirmed me in the opinion that this mule bird was
imfertilc.

'• 1 have since made many attempts to obtain similar

mules fioni the male golden pheasant, and the female com-
mon pheasant, hut all my ti'ouble has been thrown away

;

the eggs which 1 obtained were almost always clear.

" Uutlbn mentions two hybrids which he obtained from
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the hen golden pheasant, and the male of t)ie common sort;

the result was two plieasants much resembling ours, still

with badly tinted plumage, and with only a few yellow

feathers on the head. These two young male hybrids having

been put «ilh common pheasant hens, from one was pro-

duced a female chick which always remained unproductive,

the otlier cock continued unproductive for four years that

observations were made upon hira."

M. Temmiuek gives a long and minute description of

his hyhriil bird, which it would be of little use to translate

liere, as no two such hybrids would probably be exactly

alilie.

The chick of the silver pheasant, when first hatcheil,

has not any very decided markings. The back is irreguhu'ly

streaked with umber brown on a Ught fawn ground, after the

manner of tortoise-shell, and the under parts are light. Tlie

feet and legs ai-e a pinky -yellow, the claws white ; bill light

horn colour ; eyes large and full, and dark brown, with a

lighter iris. From the outward corner of the eye is a

narrow dark-brown stripe, extending downwards partly down
the neck. AVhen the chicks issue from the shell, the

feather-cases of the quills are fully developed, with the

feathers protruding from the tips of some of them. These,

as well as the wing coverts, grow with great rapidity, while

the tail-plumage makes no progress from the state of down.

Thus the urgent wants of the creature are hrst provided

for; the instruments erf flight are given to it, and then, and
not till then, superfluities of clothing and adornment are

added. At this early stage their diet seems to consist

entirely of insects and green vegetables.

It does not appear a good practice to hatch common
chickens in the same brood with little plieasants, as is so

generally done with turkeys, for they devour the delicate

ingredients of their mess, such as ant's eggs and minced
meat, with so much gir. .linens, a< iiiifrvially to diniinisli

the quantity left for t\u- .h-\\\..rAU-,:,i,u:: |.l.. asant-chicks.

They, in fact, starve tlirui in .1. atli, 1in aii[iio|ii mmg so large

a share of their indispensalile allowance <<( dauities. One
of these is fresh beef cliopped tine. The clucks are apt to

refnse groats and farinaceous iliet, but are better pleased

with ant's eggs, together with hard-boiled eggs minced with

lettuce-leaves. For adult birds, liuckwheat is good, foiid ;

liiU they do well on wheat and barley, with a few white peas

occasionally, in the early part of the year.

Mr. Elytli informs me that numerous pheasants, too,

have the same habit (as the fowls mentioned in Ornamental
Poultry, p. 'JTH, second edition), of retiring to take a nap at

noon ; " but," he adds, " you must know what an Indian

jungle is, before you venture to pot them, at roost, as you
suggest !

" The caution is kindly meant, if the pheasant
jungles are f]-equented by the same pleasant company as

those where the still more gorgeous pea-fowl dwell. 'These,

he says, " are abundant in Indian jungles ; and wherever

this bird and the Axis deer are very numerous, tliere iii/i-Ts

are sure to abound also."

(To be conthuml.)

pkactical observations on the
management oe bees.

By Henry TVeiimaii Ncmnun, JSsij.

{CoiUinnedfrom page 407, Vol. vii.)

INSTINCT OI'- BEES.

Apibus partem dtmiKe mentis.—Virgil.
(To bees is given of the divine mind.)

This is a point on which there are different opinions

:

some naturalists degrading the insects' faculties as if they

were mere automatons. <_'ertain it is, however, that Divine

wisdom has endowed these insects with most extraordinary

acuteness. No bee which is unable to work is suflered to

remain an hour in the hive ; any bodily defect in a worker is

instantly perceived, and it is expelled. How often have I

placed a disabled bee at the entrance, but the moment the
guards come up to him, his unfortunate situation is known,
and he is again carried out and dropped—if a stranger,

instantly killed.

In showery weather, when the bees are knocked down and

benumbed. I have picked up liundreds at diflerent times,

and placed them near the door. The guards immechately
run out, and as quickly oti'er each benumbed bee every
assistance, and all allow it to " pass muster " if belonging to

the hive. This quickness of perception is astonishing, and
it is exemplified in the same manner if an attempt be made
to introduce a strange bee from another hive, which they
immediiilely aliai-k and kill.

I uiniiiMih J in another place my successful endeavom-
to iiiliMiliiri' a -trange queen into a hive which had been
ready to swarm for a fortnight; at any other time the
stranger would have been instantly expelled; but raai'k the
unening instinct of these wonderi'ul insects—the guards
rush out, sun-ound her, and are in the act of seizing her;
the bees know they are in want of a queen, and she is

admitted. Is this like a machine ? A most intelligent man
whom I employ, who has kept bees for twenty ycai's, was
present, and saw me take the sti'ange queen out of the
dying stock, and place it in the other, and expressed liis as-

tonishment, having never srcn il JcMhir.a' with success;
and he was still more aslian la il v In n Im' \ i ited my garden
next day, and found that tlu , l.nrj Ijaiuiir, mit stock " had
thrown a line swarm. Thai the tireat .Vrcliitect of the uni-

verse has endowed the insect tribe mth more wisdom than
their size seems to warrant is quite clear.

In that beautiful book, Kirby and Spence's Introduction to

Entomoloyy, it is advanced that the bee finds its way to the
hive by instinct merely ! this, with due deference to the
book (which every naturalist should read), is a mistake. I
will endeavom' to prove that it is entirely from observation,

or, as some of the phrenologists would temi it, from the
orijan of locality being most strongly implanted and deve-

loped. The first exit of a bee from the hive is made with
the greati;st caution, and it is a long time hovering about
the hive before it depai'ts ; and, when it does, its jotu-neys

are very short imtil it has been out several times, when
it becomes acquainted with the locality, and then goes out
imd returns quickly.

I was first convinced of this by my passion for wild bees
when a boy, being fond of taking their nest, and colonising

them in my garden. On opening my hives and boxes in

the mornuig, after their imprisonment all night, nothing
was so gratifying as to see these humble bees come out,

generally one at a time, making great observation of all the

objects round them, so as to know tlieir way back.

The instinct of bees is slioivu in the West Indies. In
Barbadoes the bees never collect honey m the same quan-
tities as in this chmate, for in the tropical climate the flowers

abound all the year round. This is another proof of strong

intuitive knowledge of climate.

SENSES or BEES.

Mair
0f/-.v,n

wlial a

wrilers hav ii^si'i'ted that bees have not the faculty

iHi dMulil a mistake. If not a mistake,
ha, Ih 111 taken by many people, from

time ihuiieiLioiial, 111 iiiuking the world believe that bees do
hear, by heating frying-pans, bells, and kettles! That they

are dumb completely when bereft of theh- wings thei'e is no
doubt, the same as neaiiy all other insects.

That intelligent writer. Dr. Eevan, is of opinion that their

sii/lil is defective, from their not finding their way into the

hive sometimes so quickly as they ought; but when it is

considered that in a populous hive (of a circular form)
himdreds of bees are born every day, that have each to

make the same observations as to the locality, and the whole
country round, it is not to be wondered at; besides, there

are other reasons—bees work so hard, that they frequently

return in loaded, and in a most exhausted state, to the hive.

In Kirby and Spi la,'- /h^v/i/kc/ioh, vol. ii., page 203, a

Strang^ mistake is i i. icpciling the in.stinct of bees. It

says, " The bees do la.i u.uall;, sting me, but I remember
one day last year, when tla a,]iai i u, was in blossom, which

a large number were alien. an , I li ippened to go between

my asparagus beds, whicli .li i| d them so much, that

1 was obliged to retreat with hasiy >tips, and some of them
flew after me ; I escaped, however, unstung." Whoever
wrote this knew nothing of the habits of bees irlien awuy

from their hives, as they never sting when disturbed at their

pasture. Any one may venture into a field of Dutch clover

in full bloom, where ten thousand bees ai'e congregated, and
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he may taUe his handkerchief, and slriUe them in all direc-

tions with impunity. In retm-n, tliey will only buzz about

tlie liead for a short time, as much as to say, "Why will you

not let us feed in peace ? " and tlien he off. V'.ven the wasp,

much more vindictive than tl)e heo, will not act on the

otfeusive und.'i' iIm' same rii'ciiii] .l;iiii'es.

Bees are imi ,..:i]ii I,, siine weiiien as men; the dress

has proliahly M.m.iliiiiu (.. do Hitli iliis. There is a notion

that they take dislikes to particular people ;• this is oftener

the effect of fear tlian any other cause, as they are sure to

find out if any one is afraid of theui. When a bee seems
inchned to sting, the party should stand perfectly still, or

retreat veiy slowly to the shade of the nearest tree or bush.

Necessity seems sometimes to deprive tlie bees of their

usual instinct. In one of the cidd uugenial autumns of

18:J8-:J0, the bees had little honey in their hives. There
was a great deal of wall-fruit, and tlie bees attacked it in

the same predatory manner as then' enemies the wasps,

pai'ticidarly tlie plums and peaches. I never observed them
do so when tiiere had been a i/oorl honey -(fathering year, so

that it seems to be a matter of necessity altogether ; for

I well remember the last time that I observed the bees busy

at the wall-fruit, a great many bees were killed by bee-

keepers, which were found full of brood, and not above two

or three pounds of honey, at the end of .August. At this

time I observed the bees busy at the ripe peaches and plums.

GAS-TAR WALKS.
In your last volume, page 99, I perceive Mr. Fish has

been using gas-tar for garden-walks. I had thought it so

common an article for that pui-pose, that I supposed you
and all your readers well acquainted with its use, but from
Mr. Fish's method of using it, I see that he has not used it

to the best advantage, therefore I take the liberty of send-

ing you a few particulars, which 1 have picked up from the

experience, not precisely of myself, but of men who have
made a great deal of the ai'ticle, and are well actjuainted

with all the different methods of making it.

It is a very common material here
(
Derliy"), and still more

so at Nottingham, where they not only use it for foot-paths,

but for horse-roads, and wliere they have arrived at the

greatest perfection in laying them down; and it is their

method of doing so that I shall describe, which is this :

—

The materials are yravel and gastai: The gravel for foot-

paths must be the common tine gravel used in gardens, with

as little dust amongst it as possible. This must be procured
some time before it is wanted, and laid under cover, and
tm-ned occasionally, to get it as dry as possible, which is the
great seiret in making a good road. Fine weather must be
chosen for mixing, when the gas-tar is to be mixed with the

gravel in just sufficient fjuantity to give every pebble a little,

and no more ; and this can only be accomplished by irell

tnt-rlny and turning about, and doing only a small quantity at

once. This is the second great point. The third is, heavy
pressiu'e when laid down, the road having been previously

well rolled or rammed, so as to have a solid foundation. It

may be laid on from two to three inches thick, according to

the trafHc, and a little fine gravel sprinkled over, to give it a
fresh and pleasant appearance. It shimld be rolled occa-

sionally imtil set, which, if the two first points are carefully

attended to, will be very soon, say, in favourable weather, in

about a fortnight. It should not be attempted in frosty

weather, as it is certain to fail in making a good and level

road.

For horse-roads, larger gravel may be used ; and that
woidd be improved by being broken as for a common
Mac Adamised road ; ashes are to be avoided, as they and
the fine dust of gravel absorb the tar, and during a hot day
the road is swimming ivith tar, in consequence of the ashes
giving out the tar again. This also is the case when there
is too much tar used in mixing.
When tlie road is made good, there is no end to the wear

of it as a foot-path. We have one at the factory that has
been in use for six or seven years, mth 400 or 500 hands
passing over it from fotir to six times a day, and also all the
coals and ashes consiuned and made on the premises. It is

* They certai&ly dislike any one in a strong perspiration.

now as good as it was when first laid down, but it will end
its existence veij shortly, as we have already cut up part to

let in the water-pipes, and in consequence of an alteration in

the road it will have to be raised. We shall lay gas-tar down
again when we do it.

There is an objection against its being used to much ex

tent as a horse-road, as horses ai'e so liable to slip on it. At
the factory we are always obliged to spread tine ashes when
we do any <'arting, as it is worn so smooth by the people's

shoes that the pebbles are quite polished, and the horse

slides about as if he were on ice.

A good road will bear sweeping like a wooden floor. Our
road at tlie factory has been generally swept out every day

since it was made, which is a great recommendation as a

garden-walk. No water ever can go through it, nor will

weeds or worms penetrate. The latter have a decided

objection to the gas-tar. In these respects it is quite equal

to Mr. Beaton's concrete walks. It is only inferior to them
as a horse-road.

Gas-tar costs here 2d. per gallon, buying an odd gallon,

but if any quantity is used, they charge Ijd. The Notting-

ham people chai-ge from l)d. to Is. per yard for the road laid

down, while flag-stones cost from 5s. upwards, according to

the thickness, and are no better in any respect.

If I can gather any more information on this point you
shall have the benefit of it, if you think it likely to be useful

to your readers. A. M.
[Press of matter alone has delayed the insertion of this

useful suggestion. We shall be glad of any additional in-

formation now that the walk-making season has arrived.

—Ed. C. G.]

METHOD OF CURING NORTHMMBEEI,.\ND
BACON.

1 J1AVE often been astonished that the manner of ciuing

Northumberland bacon, which has now gained much and
desen-cd celebrity. Las never been, at least not to my know-
ledge, made kno^vn through the medium of the many works

and periodicals which are devoted to the advancement of

domestic economy. Trusting that the same may be accept-

able to many of the readers of The Cottaoic Gaedenee,
and also within the provmce of that most excellent paper, I

will endeavour to explain the process ; with the expectation

that my fellow cottagers may be benefited thereby, which

is my sole inducement in writing on the subject. I may be

induced in a future paper, should I find it accejitable, to

give an account of the most economical way of cooking and

])reparing the many good things termed " offal," attendant

on the slaughtering cjf a cottager's pig, as practised thus far

north ; for the cottagers, as is well known, in this county

have long been renowned for their industrious habits, good

household management, and tlie tact of making the best out

of everything relating to domestic cookery. To confine

myself at pres(<iit to the curing of the bacon, I may com-

mence by informing my readers that the hair, or bristles,

arc all scalded oil', though in Hampsliire and some other

southern counties it is burned off, which is said to be one of

the principal reasons why Hampshire bacon is renowned for

its excellence ; but this I cannot judge of, never having the

good fortune of tasting or comparing the two kinds together,

though I have compai-ed it with Iiish, Cumberland, and
other bacon, and found it far superior.

The pig, after being killed and hung aliout twelve hours,

is then considered to be fit to bo cut up, ha^^ng then got

cooled, though this I consider not at all necessary, for

many prefer it slightly warm in the inner parts of the flesh,

than too stiff and cold, when occasioned by frost, as the salt

does not then penetrate the flesh so well. After the pig is

cut in two, down the middle of the hack, the whole of tlic

ribs are then taken out, together witli the backbone ; the

sides are then considered ready for salting, which is done by

turning each with the skin side uppermost, and rubliing

them well with the hand, or, what is perhaps better, with

one of its ears, with the hair on, for about six or eight

minutes, or until the salt begins to melt, or liquefy, on the

skin ; the side is then turned over, and a slight rubbing

given to the flesh side ; the flitches are then considered to

be fit to put by for curing. They are usually laid on some
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clean straw, or, what is belter and more cleanly, the straw

put into a large sack, not too fill!, and trod on until it

becomes flattened, when the sides, being well niblied with

salt, as recommended above, may lie laid upon it. The usual

place wliere they are cured is in the Aauj, or any other cool

convenient place, and the quantity of salt and other ingre-

dients ai-e as follows, namely :—The quantity of salt used is

a pound to every stone of pork, i.e., if the pig weigh fourteen

stones, then a stone, or fourteen pounds, of salt is used, and
for a pig of that weight about an ounce of saltpetre, the

same of bay-salt, and a pound of brown sugar, and so on in

la-oportion to size or weight. The half of these quantities

only is used when the flitches are first laid by for curing,

and the remainder at the end of ten or eleven days, when
they are turned, that is, the undermost flitch is laid at the

top, and they then remain for other ten days, which makes
in all three weeks. Of course a pig of thirty stones takes

more tune in curing, four weeks being considered as suHi-

cient time. Care is always taken to exclude the air as much
as possible from the flitches during the process of curing ;

for this piu'pose any old blanket, quilt, or sack, is used to

cover the Hitches with, and a wood deal is laid on the top of

all, with heavy weights on it, which causes the Hitches to lie

more level and firm, thereby preventing the brine saturating

tile thinner parts too much, and equalizing the cil'ects of tlie

salt. Care is also taken to put double the quantity of salt,

&a., on the hams than on any nlher part. After thus lying

for three weeks or a month, according to size, they are then

hung up in the kitchen, in order to dry, "no smoking lieing

allowed," for the space of three weeks, and if not then

allowed to be bacon to set before a queen, those that try it

and lind it not so, may brand me as the greatest deceiver

wlio e\er contributed to Tmo Cottaok Gai;denei;.

Lleuio.

round hand) with a black-lead pencil ; this soon dries, and
is then quite fast. For geraniums and other plants, in-doors,

they will keep legible as long as is necessary, and out-of-

doors they will continue so for several years ; and are very
easily re-written, iihuly scuiiing them again with an old

knife, and applyiii;^ I In [uini and pencil as before. I think

this plan is the sinqil( .si, ]il;iinest, and easiest of adoption,

that I have yet heard nf. If the zinc pieces ai-e made rather

long and tapering, the ends ai-e easily bent round the

branches of roses and other trees.—E. C, Chelmsford.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

J.KAVING rt)TATOES IN TH]-: GROrND.
I HM'E just I'ead the communication of your correspondent

B., in i'uE CoTTAOE Uardener, vol. vii., page :U(), and I

beg to record my e.\perience on this subject. Wishing to

try an experiment winch was recommended, 1 believe, in

your pages, I left a portion of ray potatoes in the ground,

and only dug the last of them on the '.ilst February. They
were of the description known here as " I'riuce

,
Regents."

At the time when I took up the greater part of my potatoes,

1 covered those which I intended to keep through the

winter willi about four inches of extra soil. I do not

gather from "JVs" communication that he took any such

precaution, and I am not surprised at his potatoes being

rotten. 1 commenced digging these protected potatoes

about the 1st of December, and have used no other until

about a week ago. I am sorry to say my ]u-otected potatoes

are now finished, but the experiment, in my case, has been

so perfectly satisfactory, that 1 intend to adopt it extensively

tins year. 1 intend to take up every other row at the usual

time for taking up potatoes, and to cover the remaining

rows with fnmi six to eight inches of soil. Having adopted

many, if not most, of the recommendations in The Cottage
Oauuenek as to the cultivation of potatoes, I can speak

frcun experience of their value. 1 have had aliundant crops,

and considerably less disease than my neighbours. 1 may
add that I did not lind potatoes planted in October, ly.'jO,

any better than those jdanted in February, IH.Jl. Jly seed

potatoes 1 select from those taken up at tlie usual time. 1

would sb-ongly advise B. to give the experiment of pre-

serving potatoes in the ground another trial, not for the

purpose of providing himself witli seed, but for regular

consumption, and I shall be glad to hear that it succeeds as

well with him as with me.

—

Wm. E. Howleit, Kirlun in

Liiidscij, Liiiculiiihiir,

LABliLS FdU ri.AN'J'S.

I HAVE not yet found anything superior to the plan which

I adopt, and which has stood tlie test of more tlian ten years.

1 always keep some good wliite lead, rather Ibici;, in a small

earthenware pot, and pieces of zinc cut according to the

1 sizes wanted ; a little of the paint is smeared on tlie ujqier

I part of the zinc, and tohih loH is wiitten on (in rather a

Cleahino Cider. — .i Cidcrist oblipingly answers "An Enquirer."
" I . I*ut one ounce of isinglass (previously soaked in water), and dissolved

in one quart of old cider, into the cask, stirring it in well ; let it stand a

week or two. This is sufficient for one hogshead. 2. Toasted bread is

also recommended. A common-sized loaf, cut into slices and (ce// toasted.

This allowed to soak, not only clears, but gives the cider a good colour."

CoCHlN-CniNA Fowls Hatching (Evesham). — I have known
Cochin-china fowls hatch two days too late (also one day too soon), hut
never later than that, and have attributed the delay either to staleness in

the eggs, or unsteadiness in the sitter on beginning to sit.

—

.ijister Bonn.

PoLANn Fowls {A Subscriber).—I think the golden Poland as good
layers as the black. I have known nine hens lay thirty-six eggs per week,

which is good produce, altliough less productive than the Coehin-China.

I have found them as strong and as easy to raise as other fowls.—Jnstcr
Bonn.

Gentianella {.inna).—Your letter corroborates our own esperience

for the last twelve years. The Blue Gentian, Gentlana aettuliSy is not
worth looking at in a chalk soil, and no compost that you can use over

chalk will ever make this plant flourish. We know etigings of it now
thirty years old, of which nine or ten inches must be cut away from each
side every spring, otherwise it would run over the g.arden. These edgings
never miss flowering as thickly as daisies. The soil is rich, strong, deep,

.and moist below.

TEOP(EoLtii\i CANAaiEN.SE ilf/td).— No plant grows more freely than
this ; any soil, rich or jioor, will do for it, but of course a rich soil suits

it better. *' It grows very sadly with you in pots, and in the borders." A
sure sign of something which we do not like to say. Blake holes a foot

deep and ten inches across, where you want to plant it this season, and
get a man to fill them from the sweepings of the road or street, if he

cannot get better, and our word for it they will grow fast enough. Mind
the plants must have plenty of watering till after the middle of .luly.

Neighdocr's Hive (W. A. E.).—\)o not put the glasses upon your

Neighbour's improved cottage hive until the bees show evident signs of

want of room, and then let there be a small piece of guide-comb fixed at

the top of eacli glass, and the bees will, in .all probability, commence work-
ing in the glasses the day they are put on, and, if so, there need be very

little fear of their swarming ; but tliey must u'ork in the glasses. If you
put on an eke, it must not exceed two inches in depth, or the bees will

forsake the glasses. A wood hoop, with adapter top and bottom, will be

more convenient than straw. Paint inside a box would annoy the bees

exceedingly.

Anemone Beds {Viola),—Certainly, the anemones can be removed to

a reserve garden as soon as the flowers are gone, and, if han<lled very care-

fully, will take little hurt i
hut amateurs often destroy plants that way

for 'want of knowing the practical mode of handling them. Nothing
seems more easy and simple to do than laying bricks, when we see a man
at it, hut what a mess any of us would get into if we were to take the

trowel ; and it is just so with everything else—we must spoil things

before we can get into the right way, even under good instructors, like

the writers in TuE Cottage Garoener. Let the bed be well watered

two days before you move the roots, and in their new bed let them not

feel the want of it for an hour till the leaves turn colour. Very much
depends on the watering.

RmiDARB Wine (A Nete Sul/seri!ier).—\Ve sent your query to a good

authority, and thus he replies :—" Abernethy was accustomed, after

listening somewhat impatiently to long catalogues of complaints, thus to

addrcss'his patients— ' Bead my book—at page so-and-so you will see

your case exactly.' So, in the case which you refer to me, I think

you should say, '"Read my book !
' For in ro/. iv., pages '293 and 31[), of

The Cottage Gardener, your correspondent will find plain directions

how to jjrocecd in order to ensure a wine good, effi'ervesccnt, and whole-

some. She (I presume 'A New Subscriber' to be a lady) will there see

that the addition of brandy will only make ' grog ' of her wine, and is,

therefore, worse than useless,—that water is necessary, to form a good

artificial ' yeast,'—that the addition of yeast is unnecessary, nay, preju-

dicial,—and, above all, that she might as well venture to sea without a

compass as to try to reduce wine-making to a certainty without a sac-

charometer. ' A New Subscriber ' seems earnest in the matter, and is

evidently not discouraged by difficulties. Let her then, by all means, try

again nest June; let her buy Vol. iv. of The Cottage Gardenbr,
proceed as there directed, order a saccharometer (Roberts' only costs (is.),

and if she follows directions she will be sure to succeed. If I could

know the specific gravity of the wine made last year by the saccharometer,

1 could olfer an opinion as to its future treatment ; without this know-

ledge I cannot."— H. W. Livett.

Budding (S.).—Yes, the statement to " all buds whatever "—at>plrs,

pears, plums, cherries, «;e., and all fancy plauts that come from budiliiig -
we referred ; or suppose .ill the trees and bushes in the world could be iii-

creasei by budding, we would not remove the thin slice of wood irom
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behind the hud of any of them. Theory says, remove all the wood ; but
in our practice wc know no theory could be more successful.

Gkermiouse Lights (L. M.).—The party is making calculations

nosv, and will soon introduce the subject by advertisement in our columns.

Mowing Machine CQ«tTn il/^i).—Kudding's macliine is the right

size for you ; the othur is worked by a horse on extensive lawns. We do
not know the price of either.

Crossing Dielytra (F. P. 5.).
—" Havinj; a method of your own"

for crossing, by all means apply it to this beautiful plant. The parts for

crossing, among Fumcworts, are in dispute among the learned, some
saying they have four stamens only, others that there are six. You will

find the parts very curiously contrived. The stamens arc dhdelphous, or

in two bundles ; the real flowers never open, and the dispersion of the
pollen is effected by an effort of wonderful intricacy. Disengage the tips

of the (lowers, and extract the anthers before the pollen is ripe, and if you
could find Fumavia cvimia, or F. formosa, either of them would, in all

liUelihood, cross with the Dielytra, Pray let ua hear of your mode, and
your experiments with the Fumeworts.

Udstic Flower Baskets {M. Morgan).— Mr. Pryor, Crickle-

wood, Edgcware-road, London, and Mr. Thomas, Westminster-road,
Keuniugton, London, are rustic-work manufacturers. Either of these

persons will supply you with rustic baskets, such as you require, and will

answer any inquiries as to price, &c., you may send them.

Primula Sinensis Fimbriata (F. W. T.).—You say this does not
seed, yet flowers well. This is very unnatural, and your plants are

wrongly treated. To produce seeds, healthy plants, light, air, and
moisture, are the means nature uses. According to your account of your
treatment, wc suppose you fail because your plants are deficient of

strength to produce pollen. Set one or two out-of-doors, fully exposed
to the sun ; impregnate them by dusting the pistil or stigma with pollen

;

protect them with a coverinp; of some kind from heavy rain till the seeds

are set ; then expose them till the seed is ripe ; gather it, and sow it im-
mediately. By such means wc think you are sure to succeed.

Hens Egg-eaters [A Yoitj}^ Hen-famiei-).—Yo\xx fowls have indeed
acquired a very bad habit—that of eating their eggs ; but as you mention
the poorness of the egg-shell, are you sure you do not blame them more
than they deserve? for if the eggs get broken by accident, the best hens
in the world will hardly withstand the temptation to cat them. 1 can

only advise you to have the hens constantly watched for a time ; let the

eggs be removed as soon as laid ; and if a hen be found trying to break

the shell (provided she is too good to have killcdj, take a very licht switch,

and beat her, gently of course, but enough to make her feel. It is a

funny idea to beat a hen, but I have by this means banished as bad a

trick as your hens—that of plucking and eating their own and their com-
panions' feathers.

—

Anatei' Butui.

Cochin CniwA Fowls.—Anstcr Bnnn would feel great pleasure in

aiding Ctericus in his \vish to place Cochin China fowls in the hands of

cottagers and small farmers, if that gentleman will forward his name and
address, under cover, to the editor of The Cottage Gardener.

Worms {Theresa).—None came with your note.

Scale (J. N., Omagh).—Your Correa is indeed miserably affected, and,
wc think with Mealy Bug. Sponge its leaves, &c., well with a mixture
of soft-soap, 2oz., flowers of sulphur, 2oz., tobacco, 1 oz., and a
dessert spoonful of spirit of turpentine. Mix the sulphur, turpentine,

and soap into a paste with warm water, boil the tobacco in some more
water for an hour, in a covered pot, strain and mix tiie li(|uor with the

soapy compound, and add two pints and a half of water. Keep your
plant away from all others. Mealy Bug will attack almost all greenhouse

Heating Tank (Ab JnUio\—Your present pl.an will answer. We
should h.ive an iron pipe four-inch diameter merely in the shape of the

letter U, the curved part over the lire. It would' keep a tank six feet

square quite hot. Your fire-place, &c., should have a roof over it.

Charcoal varies in price everywhere.

Guano Water (F. W.),—lf the guano is genuine, half-an-ounce to a
gallon of water is sufficient ; it may be applied to roses and other growing
plants once a week.

GuTTA Perciia Hose {H. \V. il/.).—This is very useful for distribut-

ing water to distant parts of the garden, hut a fall of ten teet would give

you no jetting power so as to dispense with any length requisite for a
mere level. We prefer irrigating the roots thoroughly, rather than
showering water upon plants by a jet.

TocACCo (A Fn'a)-).—That of English growth answers well for fumi-
gating plants. Mr. Carter, High Holborn, probably has seed of it. Any
variety does. For drying directions, sec our 10'.Jnd number.

Uniiealtiiv CccDiMBEKS {A Constant Reader). — Pipes passing
through a trough for bottom-heat, wc do not think will cause cucumbers
to start and go off and the foliage ofother plants to discolour; neither do we

I

think the tank would improve the matter, and we suspect there is some-
thing else at tault besides the heating which seems to uh quite sufficient

for the purpose, if there is plenty of it. Wc have found no difficulty

with water circulating in a tank— with pipes passing through a tank—or
merely with pipes passing through a lot of stones or rough rubbish ; but
in this latter case it is necessary to have some means, such as earthen-
pipes, &c., rising through the bed, so that by pouring water into them, you
may always command moist heat among the stones, at pleasure. In this

case, as also over tanks and troughs, if a little sweet dung is not placed
beneath the soil, the bottom should he covered with tur^'es reversed.
AVhen we can get it, we prefer a little sweet dung, and we liavc never any
difficulty. We sec no reason why you should make a tank, if we under-
stand your sketch, by using the manure, as the thick turf, or a sufficient

I

thickness of soil. There will be no danger of your roots suffering.

Pits (E. H,, Hamj}stead).~\Vc think you are acting quite right.
Such pits will answer well for any purpose,—for keeping bedding plants
in winter, and hardening off those things you have now sown. You
must not expect many melons from your one-light dung-bed ; but after
raising the i)lauts you might appropriate the two-light pit for that pur-
pose. As to a heating medium for these jiits, nothing is better than
sweetened dung; but tree leaves, tan, refuse of flax mills, spent hops
from a brewery, will do equally well if slightly sweetened. Much has
been said of modes of heating artificially, without fermenting matters.

Magnolia (Ibid).—We presume the one you rcier to is grandtJJora,
and instead of being on a lawn, it would be the better for the shelter of a
wall, south or west.

Oleander {lbid).~See what was said lately. Do not remove the buds
if they are fresh ; if not so, cut down, as advised lately, and get the plant
plunged in the btd which you mean to use for hardening off your tender
seeds and cuttings. If the buds i-re sound, they may yet expand in the
heat indicated and under the treatment so lately detaded.

Ci;piiEA platvcentra (J. S. L.).—This should not be over-watered
in winter, whilst in a young state, iu a cool greenhouse ; when two or
three years old it stands rough treatment, but many of the old leaves wilt
then get discoloured; but what matters it, so long as a whole bevy of
fresh ones will succeed them, and flowers in abundance ? If you wish to
have it nice and green all the winter, the temperature must not often fall

below 45^; but it the greenness is no object, Irom 5"^ to 10*^ decline oi the
temperature may be safely permitted.

Dench's Greenuodses (/6(rf).—We think wc understand the plan
referred to, but anything particular that strikes you as being more than
ordinarily superior and cheap, wc should be obliged by knowing more
perfectly, as -jconomy, when it docs not interfere with utility, is always
a recommendation.

Botanical Exchanges.—" Doubtless, among your numerous readers,
there are sume who, like myself, have collected almost all the jjlants in
their neighbourhood. It appears to me, that by corresponding the one
with the other all might be benefited. I know that nothing would
please me better than to exchange the plants of my neighbourhood for
tho?*e '( i!"> •_'!'ns :uid moors of Scotland, the mountains of Wales, or
the 'J' III 1 Mcvonshire. Now, perhaps, there may be persons
liviii_' 1 I

; . Ms who would experience the same pleasure in re-
ceuiii^ :l }m 1 ^ p ..uliar to the South Downs. Again, are there not
botauiaia Umi^ III ilic midland counties who would gladly give their plants
for those of the coast;' Could you not, Mr. Editor, bring about tiiis ' con-
fcummation so devoutly to be wished,' by j)ublishing in sume corner of
The Cottage Gardener the address ot parties wishing to exchange
botanical specimena 7— l^'(7/m»l Bridger, 4, Tower 6trcct, Chic/its~
tcr." We shall readily insert the names of such parties.

Boiler.—W. //^rr/soK would be g'ad to know where, for^l Ms. 6d.,

he can obtain the boiler nicntioued by "An old Subscriber," at page 35l
of vol. vii.

Game Fowls,—if. //, may apply to Mr, Haslcicood Smith, Hands-
worth, Bii-minghum.

Grass under Trees (R* CumphcU).—No grass will grow well under
deep shade. If the lowest branches of the plantation are removed, the
surlace raked now, sown with the seeds of Poa nemuralts and Poa
trimalis, you will have the best covering such a situation can obtain. If

those grasses will not succeed, then plant periwinkle (Vinca major). It

makes a beautiful coveting tor the surlace.

Hothouse (G. fy.).— Glaze with Hartley's rough plate glass. Have
the top lights made so that you can open them. Have Pannell's heating
apparatus. If you cannot have turf for the bottom of your vine border,

over the drainage put long litter from the stable.

Aspualt Flooring (L. S. C).—If we were about to floor a barn, we
should use the gravel and gas-tar as rccouimendud by a correspondent
to-day. Wc believe it would have the additional merit that rats would
not disturb it.

Winter Cow-roon (X,/(?Ji».—Read some of the back monthly papers
on "Allotment Farming." You cannot do better than grow swedes and
mangold wurtzel. It is too late to c\\}€Ct puttitoes free troui disease that

are planted now. Do not burn the turf, trench it in. You cannot live

by farming land at A'6 per acre. It is too much to pay even for a plot to

keep a cow.

Botanv (fl. J., Montgomeryshire).—Probably Hcnfrcy's Rudiments
of Botany would suit you.

Roses (C T. Y.}.—Never mind the roses having shed their leaves last

August. They do so very commonly. Cover over their roots with stable
dung, just beneath the surface of the soil, and keep them well watered in

summer. They will be all the better for liquid manure now and then.

CociiiN-CiiiNA Fowls {K.).—Sec what is said at page 360 of our last

volume, about their combs becoming white.

SuPER-PHospnATB ov LiMB (Jokti Hat/wtird).—Bones arc not con-
verted into super-phosphate by mixing them with an equal ijuantity of

wet ashes, and covering them with mud.

Greaves tor Fowls.—H. W. says:—" In answer to the correspond-
ent who wishes for information respecting greaves for feeding fowls, ike,

they arc to be had in is. sample cakes, with directions, at No. 9, Loudon
Hottse Yard, St. Paul's Church Yard. But the greaves are sold cheaper
at other places, and if sweet, do as well. The way to use them, is to

break up with a chopper about a pound into small pieces, soak it with
boiling water till sntt, then mix with it sonic boiled potatoes or ricc,

pollard, or any other of the usual substances."

Bees iIbid).~You. can easily twist out the plugs. The bees will not
rush out, us you fear. We should think they do not now require tccding.

There are always many dead young bees thrown out at this se:u>oii.

Ikon Frames and Sasues [C. T.).—We know of no objection to

these being used to pits, except the ctpcnsc. They cool the interior
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ruther quicker than wooden frames, but this can be prevented at night by
the coverings. Use Hartley's lough-plate glass. If the glass does not
touch the iron, we do not think it would be cracked by frost, more than
when in wooden frames.

Peat Charcoal.—This can be had of the London Manure Company,
40, Bridge-street, Blackfriars. It cannot be had of the Metropolitan
Sewerage Company, unless soaked in Sewage.

Drummond's Churn.—The Rei). J. S. L. says:—" M'ill you tell your
correspondent, L. J. P., that Drunimond's ^H/i-Metallic Churn, with six
actions, two vertical, two horizontal, and two atmospheric, is said to beat
every thing out of the market, where known, Its advantages and capa-
bilities producing 6 lbs. of butter in three minutes, and hardly in any
case exceeding seven or eight, are said to render it the very best churn
ever invented in any country. I invite the opinion of your correspondents.
It is patented at Perth, and a prospectus and description may be had by

ding to 19, George-street, Westminster.'

A SubscribCiEb
- wishes to know where

these can be purchased.

Worms and Slugs (G. A. G.).—Worms are beneficial in a garden ;

they are gratuitous uuder-drainers. Both they and slugs can be driven
away or destroyed by frequently applying lime. This has been explained
repeatedly in our pages.

Our Calendar (D. A. B.).— It has more than >

that in this, b means " beginning of the month," w
e " the end." The discrepancy you point out is ea

duous shrubs were intended as not to be planted s

'the
been explained

liddle," and
tified ; deci-

April.
rotation we should prefer in your case would be carrots and parsnips

(trenched for), wheat, potatoes, oats. We should manure with the
bottom spit for the carrots, surface manure for the wheat and oats, but
put no manure to the potatoes. There is no green crop equal to Lucerne
for soiling your cows and pony. We certjunly should not lay down the
wheat with clover and rye-grass. It prevents the clean culture of the
wheat, which, of course, is drilled, and interrupts the course.

Coal Ashes (A. B.).—These soaked in house-sewage are good for
clayey soil. Put a little sulphate of ammonia into your hard spring
water, and let it remain exposed to the sun for a few hours before apply-
ing it to your plants.

Old Orchard {G. R.).—We should pare off the old turf, char it, mis
it with some decayed stable manure, and just point the mixture into the
soil. Vou may thin out the over-thick and misplaced branches, but leave
the general pruning until autumn.

Names op Plants (Twg').--The round-toothed leaved plant is what
many cottagers call '* The thread of Lite plant." It is Saxifragu surmen-
tosu. The other little trailing plant i-- i! . i.umi-: ruinfmlaria, or the
Ivy-leaved Toadflax, which grow so jilrn! , ; ;,, walls at Oxford,
where they call it the Oxford weed. \\ :.'•. ' i, 1 ..f the other two
plants you speak of. {J. T.) Yours i^s /''

- ; ' '''/nn. (Juvenis.)
I. PolypodiuTti imlgare. 2. Geranium p
tensis. 4. Hypnum purnm. {G. H.) Yo
Of your Cinerarias No. 1 is the best, but

itettsf (.':. :i. Latliyras p\

r plant is Salvia geiner(tJio.

me are superior.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kulendar; and Published by William
SoMEKViLLE ORE, at the tiflBcc, No. 2, Araen Corner, in the Parish oi

Christ Church, City of London.—March asth, 1852.

BALSAM SEED, *the best in the
world, in five classes of colours, 2s 6d, or

9d separately.

of the best show

MiMULDSGiGANTEA.new, l5to5s per plant.

Dahlias.—Scarlet King, lOs 6d ; carriage
free if prepaid. All the best new, at Catalogue
prices. Established favourites, 3s to 12s per
dozen, by name.

Dahlia Seed, from the best show flowers.
Is per packet.

Specimen and other Stove and Greenhouse
Plunts, Flower-Pots, and Nursery Stock.

Stamps, or Post-office orders, to CHARLES
R. SMALLBONE, Dungannon Nursery,
Fulbam, Middlesex.

T AYERTHORPE NURSERIES,
-Li and 7, New Bridge Street, York.

GEORGE EDWARD, in offering for sale the
two new Dahlias, *' EDWARD'S EMPEROR,"
and " WILHSON'S BLOOMER," doirs so
with the greatest confidence, being fully assured
that they will give entire satisfaction.

Emperor (Edward's), beautiful rosy crim-
son, large size, good petals, well arranged, and
in every respect a first-rate flower for competi-
tion. Height, 4 feet. lOs 6d.

The Bloomer (Willison's), one of the most
attractive of the fancy varieties yet raised

;

colour, bright red, with beautiful clear white
tip, finely cupped petals, and well arranged;
size, medium ; well up in the centre, of excel-
lent habit, flowering well above the foliage, .md
decidedly the best of its class. Height, 4 feet.
10s ad.

Catalogues of Dahlias, Geraniums, &c., can
be had on prepaid application.

Price '2s Qd, r of the Author, postage free,
for 32 stamps,

PRACTICAL IIUSTIC WORK;
X or. the Uses to which the Cones of the
Fir Tribe maybe applied. With 13 illustra-
tions. By HENRY HOWLETT, gardener at
Haveringland Hall, Norwich.

The beautiful vases and baskets figured and
fully descrilicd in this work, having been so
much admired by all who have seen tlicm (some
of which obtained the premium offered for the
best si.\ Rustic Baskets suitable for Entrance
Halls, Plant-Houses, &c., by Mr. .Savage, of
Winchester, through the pages of Tnn Cot-
tage G.iKDENEK), has induced the Author to
otter this work to the public, hoping it may lead
young gardeners and others to make a profit-
able use of their leisure time, and assist ama-
teurs and others in the decoration of their
grounds.

Jakkold and Sons, St. Paul's Churchyard,
London, and London Street, Norwich.

aUbntiEicmcnts.

I

NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
I

rREEBYPOST.
WK ]iave selected out of oiu' largo. coUectiou of Flower Seeds the most

beautiful and showy varieties, each sort distinct in colour, and calculated to produce a fine

I elfect when planted out in beds or groups in the flower-garden. We have marked each variety

I

with its Botanical and English Name—Height—Time of Flowering—Colour of the Flower

—

Manner of Growing—Whether Erect or Trailing, &c.—the Time it should be Sown, and with
other Valuable Hints as to its Cultivation.

In selecting these varieties we have been careful to exclude all shy-bloomers, or such which have
an insignificant appearance, so that the collections will comprise only those which are really

showy and handsome, and which we believe would prove to the entire satisfaction of any lady or
gentleman who might be disposed to order them. The

GERMAN STOCKS, ASTERS, ZINNIAS, LARKSPURS, &c.,
are most superb. The collections will be sent free by post to any part of the Kingdom at the

: following prices :

—

I Twenty Extra Fine Vaa-ietics, uU distinct . . i;0 5 (I

1 Fifty ditto tlitto ditto . . (i 1(1 (i

I
One Hundred ditto ditto . . 1 ri ii

J. C. WHEELER AND SON,
99, Northgate Street, Gloucester.

NURSEnYMEN ANfl SF.KDSMKN TO TIIK GI.OIH :ESTI:KSIIH;E ACRICULTURAl SOCIETY.^^^^ NEW SEEDLING POTATO.
"jV/fESSKS. WHEELEH AND SON have much pleasure in offering a
IVx New Seedling Potato, called

THE riilNCE Ob' WALES.
It is an excellent Early Potato, in fact one of the earliest in cultivation, so early that it escapes

the disease more than any other variety. It is a great bearer, and excellent when cooked ; indeed,
it has every good quality that a potato can have, and as \vc have a good stock, we can offer it at a
very low price. We have much pleasure in adding the following extract from The Gardeners'
Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette of the 12lh of April last :—
" Prince of Wales Potato. Messrs. Wheelek, of Gloucester. We can speak, from personal

experience, to the excellent quality, productiveness, and eurliness of this variety."

We can offer it at is 6d per peck, or Qs jjcr bushel, bag and package included. All quantities of
a bushel and upwards would be delivered carriage free to London.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON,
99, Northgate Street, Gloucester.

NUKSEKYMEN AND SEEDSMEN TO THE GI.OUCESTEltSIUKE AGniCri.Tlir.AI, SOCIETY.

nHEAP WIRE GAME AND POULTRY NETTING, fid per running
\J yard. Galvanized Ditto, 7d per running yard, two feet wide.

,.^^ .. .
, ^ , ^, Sparrow - proof Netting, Gal-

^Q-Os^'^<>00^ vanized, 3d per square foot, madeA , >-r_J^VAi
j^j j^jjy gjj^g j^j. j^g same propor-
tionate price. This article was
shown at the Great Exhibition,
where it was so much admired for

its light and durable appcariince,
and acknowledged to be the cheap-
est and best article of the kind
ever olTcred. Kxtra strong wire
Sheep Ni'tting, 3 feet high, ]s6d
;.iul -S M per yard. Also, every
it<'scii|iti.ni of Flower Trainers,
Diihlia Kuds, Garden Arches, Bor-
dering. Flower Stands, Tieing
W ire, Trellis Work, Invisible Iron
Fencing, Hurdles, and every de-
scription of Wire-Work for Hor-
ticultural purposes,

nd Patterns forwarded, post tree, on application to T. H. FOX, City of

ron Fence Manufuactory, 44, Skinner St., and 6 and 8, Snow Hill, London.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

APRIL 8—14, 1852.

Barometer. Thermo. 'Wind. Rain in In.

8iTh jMaunday Thursday.

9 F Good Feid.iv.
lOS '

ll'SoN Easter Sdnday.

12 M Easter JIondav.
13 Td Easter Tuesday.
U\V Stinging Fly seen.

29-988— 29.889 .50—36
|

N.E.
29.911—29.71)0149—28 1 N.
29954-29.949 48—3,5

I

N.
29.931— 29.8;4l 49—32 ' N.E.

29.904—29.885 S2—28
]

N.E.
29.957— 29-939 51—30 S.E.
29-931— 29.882! 48—38

I E.

nioon'a Clock
j
Day of

Age. bef. Sun. Year.

Ml TEOEOLOGY OF TBE \\'eek.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempcra-
ires of these days are 57.7° and 36.4° respectively. The greatest heat, 73°, occurred on the 9th in 1848 ; and the lowest cold, 22" on the 1 1th

1 1843. During the period 38 days were fine, and on 87 rain fell.

It is rather a startling fact, that the originators of im-

proved modes of cultivation have usually been unprosperoua.
Tusser, and TuU, and Hartlib, and Plattes, and Mortimer,

and Arthur Young, witlj very many others, all contributed,

by their writings and by their new practices, to advance our
agriculture and gardening—yet they all damaged or ruined

tlieir property. Is it true, then, that only the foolish try ex-

pei'iments by which wise men may profit ? AVe think widely

otlierwise; .and WiiilAM Ellis, of whom we have a few notes

to produce to-day, will serve to illustrate what we consider

the usual cause of failure mth experimenters. Solomon
has not advised us to get wisdom alone as the aid to

success, but be has united wisdom to a help-mate from
which it should never bo separated. " My son," he says,
" keep sound wisdom and discretion ; then shalt thou walk
in thy way safely, and thy foot shall not stumble." Now,
if we e.Kamine the conduct of all the clever individuals wliose

names we have enumerated, we shall find that " discretion
"

fonned no part of their mental excellence. Tusser vibrated

between the court and the country, and had no firmness of

purpose ; Tnll found hoeing beneflcial, and tlience rashly

concluded it was the most essential portion of plant-culture ;

Hartlib was generous beyond his resources ; Plattes was an
alchemist as well as cultivator of the soil ; Mortimer was
more occupied by merchanthse than manm-e heaps ; and
Arthur Young was a parliamentary reporter, and any thing
l>nt a practical farmer. It is this non-combination of " pi-ac-

lioe \rith science" that was the cause of aU their failiu'es
;

and this is proved not only by the dictates of common sense,

but by the success which has attended the cultivation of the

soil by those who had not only sufficient intelUgence to

suggest improvements, but sutficient practical knowledge to

know whether those improvements, if successful, would be
remunerative for the outlay in securing them.

Such practical knowledge was not possessed by WttLUM
Ellis, at one time the proprietor of many broad acres in

the pai'ish of Little Gaddesden, in Hertfordshire. One who
knows the parish well, says :—" The family of ' Ellis

'

possessed a good home and sun"ounding lands in the parish.

I see, that in 1794, a certain ' Phillip Ellis ' was buried

here, and more than one or two of the female branches

were married at the church. The family seems to have
' gone down in the world,' as they say, and then- property to

have frittered away by degrees. A few years ago, I re-

member an Ellis (a branch of the Gaddesden family) living

at North Chiu-ch."

WilUam Ellis possessed a taste for writing books, to show
others how to gather profit from their lands, and he allowed

this to absorb that time and attention requisite for gathering

that profit from his own. In his work, pubhshed in 1733,

entitled Chiltern and Vale Farming Explained, he says :
—"My

residence is constantly among forest trees, and I employ
workmen in then" management in that part of the country

most famed for such artificers. I occupy my own farm,

and the glebe land of om' parish, in all 2-1 enclosed fields of

several sorts of soils ; I have had a very favoui'able oppor-

tunity, almost 20 years together, in a country where farmers

are allowed, in the general, to excel all others iu this king-

dom, and so great a ditference there now is between the

present and former practice of agriculture, as made an old

sagacious fai'mer, who has acquii-ed a good estate by his

industry, and is now living, say—' I think 1 have been asleep

these 40 years.' More grain, fruit, and cattle are obtained

now off an acre, than foi-merly off two or three acres." Yet

EUis could not reap this treble haiTest himself. He neg-

lected his business for more agreeable employment;—"I
yearly travel," he says, " hundreds of miles, on account of

I the several sorts of books I have (published), and intend

to publish, whereby I have an opportimity of acquainting

I myself with the methods used in several different counties."

(77(t Timber Tree Improved, 173S.) He told otlirrs of those

I
methods, but he profited nothing by them. He continued

1 to write, but his books did not prove remunerative. New Ex-
I
perimenis in Husbandrij did not live beyond the first number

;

I and his Complete Modern Hnshandry, though it passed

through three editions, could not fill up the losses incurred

by defective farming. The property was " frittered away,"

and the close of his mistaken career is told in this extract

from the Parish Register of Burials : " 17,')8. Mr. VVm.

Ellis. Author of several books of husbandry. June 16th."

On the Jtb of July, 1851, Dr. Lindley, at the end of an

editorial advocating the perpetuity of the Crystal Palace,

wrote thus, in the (Jardeners Chronicle:—" If the comfort,

the liealth, the enjoyment, the wealth of the metropolis

would be thus largely increased by converting the Crystal

Palace into such a park as could only be naturally found

in Portugal or ^ladeira, then the last inquiry we should

make would be, Who will recommend its removal?"

These capitals are Dr. Lindle3''s own emphaticals, yet

he himself now has signed a public document recom-

mending that removal, and tliat the Crystal Palace shall

be broken up and a portion of it re-erected in Kew
Gardens! Now, we have no such inconsistency to

e-X-plain away, for we have unwaveringly advocated a

devotion of tlie Crystal Palace to the formation of a

Winter Garden; so leaving to the public to decide which

they think most probably is Dr. Lindley's genuine

opinion, we take this lirst opportunity of assuring our

readers that, notwithstanding the misrepresentation in

that public document, Sir .Joseph Paxton's conviction

in favour of retaining the Crystal Palace in its present

position, and devoting it to the formation of a Winter

Garden, remains unchanged.

Jlost anxious are we that this purpose may be carried

out, and we rejoice to see that public meetings are being

held, and committees formed, to carry into effect this

tiuly national design. If subscriptions arc opened to

realize this design we hope our readers will add their

contributions.

Let it not be forgotten that such an opportunity can

never recur, and that if advantage bo taken of the op-

portunity, it will be the means of securing such a garden,
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accessible in nil seasons, as is possessed by no other

nation on the world's surface. It would be, says Sir

Joseph Paxtoii, " a park, decorated with the beauties of

nature and art, under a sky-roof, having a climate

wanned and ventilated for the purpose of health alone,

furnishing, close to their own firesides, a promenade

'anequalled in the world, and, for the six winter months,

a temperature analogous to that of Southern Italy.

Beautiful creeping plants might be planted against the

columns, and trained along the girders, so as to give

shade in summer, while the effect they would produce

by festooning in every diversity of form over the build-

ing, would give the whole a most enchanting and

gorgeous finish."

In our last ri\imber (page 2) we left Mn. Alexander

Anpehson, in the February of 1778, at Philadelphia,

serving as a volunteer, but anxious to return to Now
York for his books, papers, and collections. That return

he effected in the coui'so of the year, for in a letter dated

March ISth, 1779, he mentions having sent packages of

plants to Mr. Forsyth from New York, in the December

of the previous year. His stay at New York, however,

had not been long, for this letter is written from St.

Pieres in the island of Martinico, and the cause of his

being there is told in this paragraph :

—

" I wrote you my determination of sailing to Surinam,
hut on my intended voyage thither was taken by an American
privateer, and l)rought into this place about two moutlis

since, where I now remain a prisoner of war on pai'ole."

What object induced Mr. Anderson to endeavour to

reach Surinam does not appear, nor do we know exactly

the time or mode of his release from captivity. This,

however, was not of long duration, for on the 21st of

March, 17S(l, lie had reached the West Indian island,

St. Lucia, and wrote thence the following letter :—

MR. A. ANDEKSON TO MR. FOESYTH.

I received your kind letter, dated the 1st. of Septemher
(which deserves my warmest gratitude to you), but I have
been unahle, as yet, to comply with the contents of it, owiug
to my bad state of health I have laboured under since the
beginning of July. I was very had with an ague, and in-

termitting fever. I had almost lost the sight of my eyes
with one fit of the ague, hut I thank God am at present
tolerably well.

The air of this island is mortal to most Eiu'opeans, and
very few constitutions can possibly stand it.

I have got in no way of business as yet, and I am per-
suaded that -I could ni)t bear the coiifmement of any business
in this island, and, I believe, hardly in any other part ; for

the researclies and contemplations of nature are too attract-

ing for me to he ever able to depress my ideas to any
lucrative way for worldly interest, and I have often found
that my attention has been dra\vn too much that way for my
ease and quiet in a present life.

Had it not been for my bad state of health, I should have
been able to have sent you many natural productions by
this time, but at present I can only send you some seeds
that I have by me, as in my present condition I am unable
to traverse this inhospitable region to search for anytliing

;

for I believe my late sickness in a great measure arose from
my exposing myself too much to a scorching sun. The
heat here is oftentimes almost intolerable, especially in the
woods, excluded from the circumambient air, and exposed
to the perpendicular rays of a vertical sun. I hope in the
course of a few weeks I shall be able to reassume my former
exercise, and you may be assured my natural inclination

will require no injunctions as a spur to my industry in col-

lecting all natural productions (which I think worthy obser-
vation), whether vegetable, animal, or mineral.

This is, I think, no favom-able season for sending plants

in a state of vegetation from the torrid zone to Britain. I
think the beginning of May soon enougli for them to arrive

in England. Write to me if yoii think you could preserve
the Hpidrndrums (or any other parasitical plants) in your
hothouses, as there is a great variety of them in this island,

and many of tliem beautiful plants, worthy the attention of

the curious. I think, to cut off part of the plant they grow
upon would be the most eligible method of transporting
them to you in a vegetating state.

Next opportiinity I shall send some of the best kinds of
Pine-apples to Anthony Chamiers, Esq., that I can procm-e

;

at present you must excuse me, on account of my indis-

position.

I very much desire to return to North America, if it would
please God that matters might l>e accommodated 'twixt it

and Britahi. It is there ! where an unbounded iield is open
for the inspection of the curious ; it is tliere ! the beauties of

nature may be contemplated with pleasure ; it is there I

nature amply pays the researchers of !ier repositories, with-

out the fatigues and daugers one must undergo in such a
climate as tbis. Indeed, nothing but a kind of enthusiasm
could carry a man through the (fifficulties he must encounter
in tills part of the globe in search of natural iiroductions

;

but, indeed, the tropics seem to be unfavourable to the
ailvancement of science, or contemplation of any kind.

You are so good as to desire to know how I subsist, not
being in business, or any way to acquire anything. I con-

fess, if some gentlemen had not talcen particular notice of

me when I first came to the island, I should have been
poorly situated, and perhaps gone into some way contrary to

my inclination ; but it pleases God, in all places where I

have been, some one pays uncommon attention to me, which
I have happily exjierienced here. For the collector of his

Majesty's customs in this island (William Grant, Esq.) has
in reality been rather a father to jne than a friend. His
house has been, and still is, my home ; and in my sickness

he tenderly cared for me, and nursed me with his own
hands. He is a man of education and sense, and much
given to natural philosoiihy.

Be as kind, in your next letter to me, as to let me know
if the plants and seeds of the Cinchona ever came to hand
whicli I sent about tlie end of July. There was two boxes
with seedlings of the Cinchona, and some other plants, and
also a bundle with seeds. Tiiey were directed to Mr. Alton.

One Mr. Stuart, a merchant, had the charge of them; he
also took with him a quantity of the bai'k of the Cinchona.
I ordered him to give some of it to you and Mr. Alton, to

get it tried, to know if it had the real virtue of the I'eruvian

bark, which I have reason to think it has (from the trials

that have been made here of it) ; and I think it is the

identical species that grows in Peni, that all the dilference

arises from wrong drawings, and descriptions acquired of

the Peruvian. If it should have the same quality, it will be
a valuable acquisition to the British nation. Be that as it

will, I think it is worthy the trial.

On my first finding it, 1 brought specimens of the fructi-

fication, and some of the bark, to Dr. Young of St. ^'inccnt's,

who was at that time at the general hospital here. He told

me he thought it equally efficacious to the I'eruvian bark, if

not superior to it. Said gentleman seemed veiy anxious

about it, and as I took him to the place, and shewed him
the trees I first discovered of it, he gathered a quantity of

the bark, which he cai'cfully dried.

It is something strange, that the idea of searching for

this jilant struck me at my first coming on the island. Had
I not seen it with the capsule in perfection, I should hardly

have detected it from the other parts of fructification, as

described by Linnnsus in his Genera Plantarum (I find his

description of many of the AVest Indian plants very absurd).

Wjien I brought specimens of it to Dr. Young, he shewed
me a drawing, which he said was of the Peruvian (that he
got from Mr. Aiton), but it was not similar to this, and
Dr. Young himself hesitated with me whether it was a

species of it or not, until he saw a drawing of anotlier

species in Jacquin's History of Y'est Inihan Plants.

I found it, at first, only growing in one place, although
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Dr. Young and I liavo often gouc in llio woods in soavcli of

it, binoo which time I liavc scon vast quantities of it in the

iutci'ior pni-U of tlio ialftud. It propagates itself plentifully

from seeds, luul is one of the most Ijcautiful uul's tlint

ornament tlio West India woods. Tho trunk is generally

very sti-aiglil, and if it grows any diatauco from water, it

BDcras to incline tlial way ; it is twenty, and IVetiuently

tliirty, feet liigli, and forms a beautiful head, very liraiiching.

The baric is brown, very succulent, by which weans it is

easily peeled off the tree; tho oldest taecs Irnvo tlio hark

more IVaugiblQ tlicm tho younger. When inunediately taken
from tho tree, if chewed, is of a sweeljsli bitter, but a little

after the mouth tui'ns exceedingly bittei, and vrd\ coutimio

so for lialf-a-day ; it is, at tlie same time, a little corrosive to

tho throat. Kuch twig of tlio tree is terminated hy an
umbel of whitishpurplo flowers, whicli, when past their

perfeotiou, turn blue.

They aro succeeded witli an oblong capsule, a littlo angu-
lated towiu'ds tiio apci; when the seed is ripo it bursts

open, and hangs on the tree in that gaping position for a

long timo, at least until the seeds are all dropped out of it.

The seeds are small aud winged. I never found it growing
but on the margins of rivulets and water-comses towai-ds

the tops of the mountains. I have frequoutly seen it grow-

ing in the niidiUo of a run of water. I have only an ini-

perfect specimen of it hy mo at present, which I scud you,

with a description of tho same.
It is very diilicult to preserve specimens hero; the best

way is to got good lU-awIiigs of tliom, hut this is o. work tliat

requires too mucli expen.se, tinto, and ti'oublo for me to

attempt it in my present situation.

1 have not as yet seen Lieutenant Miller, nor can I tell if

I shall have tho happiness to see him, as the tlect has not
been here since the engagement with WEstinig. They
generally rendezvous at Barbadoes, but I shall seud the

letter to him as soon as I can get a fit oppoj'timity.

Tho plants lliat I sent to you in April last, which you
never got, were— 1, I'drea vuliiiiilis, 2, Mimoxn ter;/bnminii,

II, a heantiful aliruh, which I take to ba au nndescribed
species of tho Lijcinm. Tliey ai'O all flue plants, aud grow
in plenty hero, and I think tliey would llower very well in a

hothouse, as tliey never grow tall. I shall scud you young
plants of them as soon as possible.

I am at a great loss for wont of hooks, as I lost all I had
when taken prisoner. I have only at present, of my own,
all old edition of tho Genera I'lautarmn, and Spooie.s

I'lantarum that I borrowed for a short time.

GOSS]r.

Wk soo that Tho Newcastle, Norllmmlerland, and

Darliam Fuullrij Sooicly have lixod tlieir show day on

Easter Monday, April tho ISlh. A very conipateut

judgo observes, upuu the pri/.e list issued by this

socioty

—

"That one day is a lime of ton slioit continuance for the

visitors to bo well satislied, and that if some of the poultry

arrive as hito as the morning of the same day, this will

create Konio. confusiiai. Tlie socioty having groupod two

liens to a cook is much hotter than three hens, as many
first-rato stocks miglit find it dillieult to find many heus at

one lime in e.^hihilion condition and feather. The names of

the,judges aro not spociiiod : is this omission accidental or

intentional V Tho dilferont spangled Pohmds aro not to bo

rewarded, which we think is ii mistake. In the third law,

' AU specimens must be hoitu Jiilc tliu property of tho ex-

hibitor.' Would it not be bettor lo nemo a period of pos-

session, as has been dono in tho Bu-minghaui prize lists, for

this law would not prevent tlio exlubition of quite recent

purchases. As a whole, tho prize list is good and liberal."

Dr. Tschudi in liis Travels in Pent, 1ms tbo follo\Ying

liarticulars relative to its hoi'tionltitvai productions and

liractioos :

—

Tho damp soil is favourablo lo potuloes, of wdiiih vast

quantities aro planted. There is a degcucrato kind of

potato, very abundant in Cliiloe. On bisection it exhibits a

greater or leaser inuuher of conccnliic rings, alteniatuly

white and violet, sometimes all of the latter colour. It is

well known that southern Chile is tho native land of the

potato. In Chdoo, aud also in tho neigbbooriiig islands,

potatoes grow ivild; but, both in size and flavour, they lU'u

fiU' inferior to the cultivated kind. Like tlie maize, tliey

shoot up in large leaves and stalks. The climate is also

very favourable to the different kinds of the cabbage plant;

but peas and beans do not thrive there. Potatoes are not

planted on the coast, where, it appeal's, tlie climate and the

soil are unfavourable to tliem. In those parts they lu-o

small and watery. On the higher ridges, which intersect

tho coast at short distances fi-om the sea, tlio potato grows
wild. I am inclined to believe that the root is imliguuous

in these pai'ts, as well as in CliiloB and Chile, and tlial tho

ancient Peruvians did not obtain this root from tlie south,

but that they removed it from their own high lands in order

lo cultivate it on a more favom'ablo soil. Tho best potato

grows about twenty-two leagues from lima, in Huanion-
taugn, which is about 7000 feet ahovo the level of tlio sea,

to the norUi-west cf the Quebrada of Canta. This potato

is small and round, with a thin white skin, and when bisected

tho colour- is a clem- bright yellow. It is called tho Fapii.

(tmavUla, and there is much demand for it in the markets,

where it fetches a good price. Tlie other potatoes come
ciiiefly fi'om tho Quebrada of Huoi-ochirin, and tliey are

vciy woU llavom'cd.

To a sli-anger notldng can appear more extraordinai'y

than their mode of jilowihhig. As to a rcgulju' pdough, I do

not believe such a thing is known in Ghiioe. If a field is

to he tilled, it is dono by two Indians, who are furuishod

with long poles, pointed at one end. Tho one thrusts his

pole, pretty deeply, and in an oblique direction, into tho

earth, so that it forms au angle with the surface of the

ground. The other Indian sticks his pole in at a little

distance, aud also obUquely, and he forces it beneath that of

his fellow-labourer, so that the first pole lies as it were abova

tlio secoud. Tho lirst luilian then presses on his pole, imd

makes it work on tho other, as a lever on its fulcrum, aud

tho ooi-th is thrown up by Die point of the pole. TIni.s they

gradually advance, until tho whole field is furrowed by this

laborious process.

The ladies of Lima recal pleasing recollections of tho

former glory of their Jlower marltet, and speak with regret

of its present degenerate condition. The rauoli rauntod

jtiichcros de Jlorcs are still occasionally displayed for sale.

Tlicy aro composed of a union of flagrant fi-uits and flowers.

Several small fruits aro laid on a banana leaf, and nbova

them aro placed odoriferous flowers, tastefully aiToiigod

according to their colom'S ; tha whole is surmounted \ritli a

strawberry, and is jirofuscly sprinlded with riijiia. rica, or

lavender water. These pnchcros are very pleasing to tho

aye, on account of the tasteful oiTangenicnt of tho flowers

;

but their powerful fragrance aifccls tho nerves. Thoy vary

in price, according to tlie raiity of tho fruits and flowers of

wliich they are composed. Some cost as much as six oi;

eight dollars. Apiichero ilcjlons is one of tho moat accept-

able presents that can be offered to a Lima lady,

Tho cold clunato and sterile soil of tho Puna aro for-

midablo impediments to agriculture. Only one plant is

oidtivatod in theso regions witii any degree of success. It

is the maai, a, tuberous root grown hko tlie potato, aud, like

it, used' as an article of food. In many of tho Pima dis-

ti-icts the maca constitutes tlio principal sustenance of tho

inhabitants. It has an agreeable, and some.vhat sweotisli

flavour, and when boiled in uulk it tastes lilce tho chesnul.

As foi- as I am itwar-e, this plant has not been mentioned by

any traveller, uor has its botanical character yet been precisely

determined. Possibly it is a species of Trop.-uoluni, hut of

tills I am uuccrtmn. The root is about the size of a large

ohesuut. Mucas may bo l;opt for moro than a yoai-, if, after

being token from the earth, they aro left a few days to cUy

in the sun, and then exposed to the cold. Uy this moans

thoybccomo shrivelled and vciy hard. From those dried

macas tho Indians prepare a soup, or rather .syrup, whioli

diffuses a sweet sickly sort of odour, but which, when eaten

with roasted maize, is not altogether unpalatable. The

nmca thrives best at the height of between I'J.OUO and 13,000

feet aboio the sen. In the lower disUiols it is not planted.
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collectious of plants of heteiogeueoiis oliavacter^ mid
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ei-ul' tills sul'ifut, opciiuJ us above, w(2 iiKiy

I t.i Oiiiuhiu/i' l'iiit:i : rind in unlor to liicct

U'nisos ;iml uxticiuu ililliculties, lot iis3U]i-

o-ukivnliir Ims Imt lUiu siiiiiU liousu. and

thi.t Ih'ii.'iilli liw \iiiLslio hits ii collccliou uf ill-door

i.liiiil-^ ill pots. 'J'lioi-o iiro tliouBiiiKls ol oiisos III tins

kiii.l ill llriliiiu, iiiid out of iiumj scoroa wlncli wo liavo

iii-iiM'.n.d 111 niiv day, wo niii ,suiir«4y cuiuit ii dozen in

whii-li llio joint enltiivo of vims luid idiuits w,is

ili.iiuu'dilv aiioci't^liil. Tills iiolntsut onoo to tlio dil-

fi. iilivnf ilio Ihinr;; uiiil, indocd, iiiiiatouvB purhaiis seek

iiir.i,;"nviiiu'iitly lulvioo on tlii^ lioiid llian any otliiir.

(.Jnviiluin.i! villi's uro ({uR'Vidly In fidl loal by llio

liiuldln of .\pril, and iVoiii tlio jiciiod of tlio lirst slop-

pin.; til (liu'iviiiplotloii of llilnnini,' in lliu berry, tlic

onllivatiir rnpiiivs free access to lil.s vinos. Now wu all

Kii.iutliat. lliu slielvo.s of honors of (Ills clmvaotor luu

noni lally oranimcil almost to sullbciition witli tlio pot

I'libi's; and not iinlVoipionlly do wo sec a k\i petjihiiitf,

as I'liiMs, t;orainuiM3, putnuiiis, fuclisiiis, roses, ku., ka.,

niidor iipvoee=a of liiijli stiildiig and eultavo fur tlio ox-

liibillon liililis at the noaivst urcat llowor show. Here,

tln'ii, is a (Hoy niisturo of objects ; and liovo tlio

fdUei-tivo virtiiii of tlio eliiiiatos of tliu Capo, tbo Kimlla,

(.'liili, llio sontli of liiirope, and Syria, liavo to bo com-

biiiod in a moi-o baiul.bo.'C. Such being the position of

alliiirs, tlio oiiltivator plionld lo.so no tinio, as soon ns tlio

middle of Miiivli is oonio, in wccdhig out all surplus pot

pl.ait:=, in ordor tbat.justioo may bo diino to tbo various

proei'.'^:;os of dibliuddin;!, stopiiiiig, lliinnin.!,' tlio bony,

uiid tiMiiiiuL; ; fio' so suiu as tlio potphnUs aro crammed
tliii'ldy, ."lo eortaiiily will abuso or noyluot tako place,

In.tli 111 tlio villi's and llio plants.

Now, siueo few porsous thus situated dosiro to li.avo

all tlair jiot-pluiits in bloom in tlio spriuf; and early

poitioii (if tbo siiiiniirr, a classilleation of tlio [danls

liooiniiosiii-'i'eSMiry; most of tlioso for an aiituina display

limy I'l'. ijliicfd in soiiio toiiipoiary slioltor until tbo vino

pvocessus before alludod to buvo Leon carried out, wliou

a lii'pb urranKcnicnt may a^'iiin bo mado.

As to alielter, of course cold-pita or frames will bo
eiipitiil, but many do not possuas B\icb, or if tboy do, can
• i-arorly spare them, so heavy a demand cxistiuK for

lli.wi ill llio produotion of culinary nnittera. Those,
tbi'ri-l'oro, v.lio cannot o.oiiimaud such tbinj^s, miqlit

iiianiigo vuvy well byobtiiiiiiiig some covering materials,

lit oiieo Iraiisiiurent and waUa-proof, and sus[iciidlug it

ciii polo.; or riiriers in soiiu; corner well protected from
tbo nurlh and oast. I'oiiiiiom (,'ardoii niata would do fur

till', liiili'^, and wu would sink ilie tjrouud nearly lialf-a-

jnrd laluw tbo iirdinaiy level
; tiikiug at tbo same tiino

proper iirecantiun ii.t,'aiiist lodgments of water. Such a
plai'o iiii;.,'lit, beiui^ Ih'iuly built, become a ponuanent
liortimi uf the f^iud.'uing sli'iictuies; for wo have found
Midi a thill;; \i suful the wliule year. Tbo seloctiou of
plants, and the operiitions reiiniske, wo leave to oiir

111. i.t. experienced lielpniates, 'Mebsrs. Appleby and l''isli,

I who will leach ns all sometliiug when tboy grapplo with
the subject

A few leiiiiivks will unw bii o/lbrcd as pooidiarly
altiu'biiig to tlio enltni'i! a( amiihoiisd Vines, lu tlio first

Vlace, u niwe five circulatiun uf iiii- bccoiuos iiceCBsary
llian ill the tnii; I'iiicnj ; and tlii.s nut ouly to pruveiit the
jiut-plaiits"di-,iwing," but to di.spersc tool gases of all
iciudd, wlneli are over Uoaliug in iho air where crowded

habit are eomiumgled together. Wo strongly suspect that

tbo air of such small houses is mora corrnptod by far

thiui the gonerality of cultivators are aware ot
;
we have,

boforo now, bveathod au atmosphere in siicli places

ivbich strongly brougbt to miud tbo onoo laiuoiis, or

rather infamous, black-bole of Calcutta. If there be any

nropricty iu ventilating nvjld and day m any ganlea

8truelu.es, it is surely in these. T'liero can bo ittlo

doubt that tbo nakedness of stem, and inequality of the

Blioota, which wo so tieiinently flud m the yremhoiisu

viuory, is attributable to tho great temptation that exists

in the mouths of March and April to indulge m uu-

wini-auted temperatures for tho sake of obtaiiiiug early

tlower.s. Those who are about to build houses for these

double purposes, will do well to make a provision for

liordn- heatiiui, as in that praotioo will be found a

remedy for the imbecile and lanky condition too fre-

quently observable.

Another point; atmosiibevic moisture. This, durnig

miieh of tho year, is -very likely to exist iu excess
;

for,

it must bo roinonibcrod.'that every flower-pot is a kind

of evaporating pan of slow but contiuuous action. And

here our attention is attracted to the occasional applica-

tion uf (iro-heat, wliothor iu April or August, in the day,

for other purposes than boat, it should bo observed by

the manngor that lib"-', without air, will draw the ]dants;

more than 7U^ with a liberal cireidatiou, and this on

account of accumulation of atmospheric nioisturo.

II. EllUINOTON.

(To h- coidhiiicl.)

AUUANOINa FLOWEU - GAllDENS MiD
BOUQUETS,

'J'liRitE arc sumo gardeners who enjoy tho rcjiulatiou

of being thoiight masters in the pilaooswboro tboy servo,

and their employers are looked upon merely as bo many
banlioi'.s, who transact tho money business of Cabbage &
Co. And prime ministers get tho credit of being as mucli

the masters of Quoeus.Kiugs, and Emperora, as the said

linn arc of being those of easy gentlemen in the eountry.

For very many years previous to tho icvohition of 18-lt>,

Pi-iiico Jlcttcniicli is said to have boon tho chief niling'

]io\vor iu Austria, if not all ovor Gcrinaiiy, and onn

feature of that iinmeuso sway conies within the range uf

'I'll u CoTi'.ic E G.vnDE.s'iiii. Ho was n groat promoter of gar-

doiiingaud botany, and other brauches of art and natural

history. I have heard it said that tho lato Emperor of

Austria devoted a certain sum of money, ovory year, to

defray the oxponseB of a number of iiitelligont young
men from his dominions, to travel and reside in otlior

countries lur a tiiiio, in soareh of useful information, and
diat ho appoiutod tbom to various posts on their return

home, A young goiitlemau, who caina ovor to England
thus so far provided for, is among my own personal ac-

quaintances. To tho profession of agardcuor ho added
that of a gardening artist, could take plans of anything,

and make iiortraits of trees, flowers, &o,, and lay out and
plant new gardens to any extent. Among other things

lie did while iu this country, was to take pliiuu, for his

own privato portfolio, of ii9 many of the villa seats round
Loudon as lie could find access to, I asked liini ono
day what ho intended to do with aueli and such plans
of places, that appeared to inu to bo littlo better than
a mass of confusion, " That is just the reason why
1 tako so much jiains to lix tlioin in my moinory," was
hi,s voiily, "Your countrymen prefer studying in tho
best schools, and from the most approved designs and
models, beiico the reason why your young lu'tists aro less

fertile at invention than those "of some other couutrios,"

which he named. There is hardly a place, however
badly arranged, without some point of excellenoo or
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originality about it, which, although it may not be

worthy of imitation, cannot fail to suggest some new
idea, and a new idea always leads the mind to a set of

rules and principles which ai'e already worn so thread-

bare, tliat you cannot originate a new thought or idea

from the perusal. He would have been delighted with

part of my task which bothers me so much—looking

over plans of so many flower-gardens—and I should lie

equally pleased if our coi-respondents would bear in

mind tlie conditions I proposed when this question was
first opened, namely, to send me only a draft of an
actual plan already planted, or proposed to he so planted

another year, ivith the names of the plants written one

way, on the shape of the beds, so that I could read them
ofT as I would a page of a book. Now, any gardener,

who has been in the habit of planting flowers exten-

sively, could see at one glance wliether a given arrange-

ment would be likely to suit or turn out according to ex-

pectation, or, at any rate, he could easily see a glaring

fault. If I heard a man singing or playing Jenny's

Bahie, or Polly put the kettle on, or the Highland Laddie,

or any otlier of those old Scotch songs which are, or

rather were, familiar to my ear, I could tell in a moment
if he made a false note, and that false note would grate

upon my ear ; and it is .just so witli the arrangements of

flowers in a set of beds. But, supposing that 1 was
asked to compose a new song, an Italian or a Spanisli

air for instance, is there a man alive who would believe

that an old gardener could do such a thing ; and yet I am
asked to do things just as preposterous almost every week
in the year, about planting flower-gardens on paper,

a thing which no one connected witli this work has ever

thought of attempting. Now, if we could come to a right

understanding about this subject, no one need hesitate

about sending us plans of their proposed arrangements

for the ensuing season ; and to keep down the necessary

expenses of such correspondence, I shall ask our worthy

Editor to stop every letter at the office which does not

comply with the simple rules just laid down, and a

notice to that eft'ect will appear among the usual

answers to correspondents.

All the plans which I have hitherto received are filed,

and a bundle of them arc now being studied by a young
landscape gardener who thinks them very useful, for he

takes the same view of these things as m)' Austrian

friend ; so that besides the individual interest attached

to these plans, they come in useful for suggesting new
ideas both to myself and others, and I should willingly

go on with tliem on a proper footing.

As a subject connected with this part of oiu- under-

taking, I shall mention a beautiful and very large bou-

quet, or nosegay, which I saw lately. It was destined

for one of the very first drawing-rooms in London
;

it was made up chiefly of camellia flowers, principally

white ones, but interspersed with red, pink, and rose-

coloured flowers of tlie same plant, still the ground
colour of the group was white, with a blush tint;—
round the outside, a row of fern leaves, or fronds, hung
down very gracefully ; altogether this group was exceed-

ingly well arranged, just as one would would wish to see

a group of flower-beds, where they could be seen at a
good distance ofi'.

There are only three colours in flowers which will

appear striking to a spectator at a few hundred yards
distance from tiiem—white, scarlet, and yellow ; and
when you come near to these colours in large masses,

and find shades of them interspersd in smaller beds, the

effect of the stronger colours is much weakened ; unless,

indeed, the plants and beds were so arranged that these

shades run in gradation, which is one of the most
difficult things to do well in any garden. I never saw
the effect produced by the strong cohaurs on weaker
shades of them better exemplified than in the large

nosegay, the ground of which was white, as I have just

said. The cameUia flowers being circular, they could

not be made to touch each other all round : when you

put three of them together there will be a small open

space in the centre, and these open spaces occuired at

regular distances all over the face of the nosegay, which

was nearly flat, and quite circular. To till up the open

spaces, flowers of the Neapolitan violet, a grey, and of

Dendrobium nobile, or some allied species, were used ; the

flowers of the Dendrobe being chiefly white, or lightish,

witk a blotch of fine purple coming in between two

white and one pink camellia, both the white and purple

were entirely drowned by the stronger colours ; the grey

of the violets in the same position was not only lost, but

looked the very picture of starvation itself; and if you

went back six yai-ds from the nosegay, you could not

discern either the violets or the Dendrobe at all.

Flower-beds of these colours put together would look

much worse under the eye, and they would not improve

at a distance from it. If the flowers of a good yellow

Dendrobe, those of D. chrysanthum for instance, and the

old double blue, or tree violet, were used instead of the

others, how different would have been the effect !
It is

true that the blue spots on a white ground would look

black at a distance, still that would be a strong contrast,

while the yellow spots would tell equally well at a dis-

tauce under the eye.

Now, if plans of flower-gardens were sent as I always

insisted on, the names of the plants would impress the

colours as strongly on the mind's eye as tliose in the

nosegay would on "the critic's eyes, and every false spot

would appear as vivid as if the actual livmg plants were

arrayed before you, and what could be easier than to

point out such blemishes on the instant. But, suppose

all the colours and shades in a flower-garden were writ-

ten on slips of paper, put into a hat, shook about, and

then turned over on the table, the whole could not puz-

zle me more than some of the lists I have seen. But I

think I have said enough to convince any one of the

utter impossibiUty of getting liarmony or contrast, or

even a decent show, from such materials so arranged.

There are many ways of planting a flower-garden, and

as many methods of arranging flowers in a large nose-

gay ; but with the exception of wedding nosegays, which

should always be made of the whitest flowers, the ar-

rangement of the flowers may be reduced to three heads.

First, to make choice of flowers all of one colour, or

nearly so, and then using a small quantity of other

flowers that will make a strong contrast with the ground

colour. Secondly, shading the flowers from the centre

to the sides ; and thirdly, quartering the circle with fom-

kinds of colours that harmonize well together, or with

two colours in contrast, one quarter of the nosegay being

of the same flowers as the quarter opposite to it, or, bet-

ter still, tlie colours to be the same in each pair of quar-

tering, but the flowers to be from two diflerent kinds of

plants. Thus, one quarter of some pea-flower of a given

colour, and the quarter opposite to it, to be of pea-flowers

also, but from a different plant. The si~e of the indi-

vidual flowers to be as nearly alike as can be, then the

other two quarters may be of composite flowers in the

same way. This is the most diflicult kind of nosegay to

make well. When you have a choice and abundance of

flowers, shading tbera is the easiest way, and when

flowers are very scarce, the uii.xed nosegay is the safest

to attempt, but it should never be without a gi-ound

colour, if artistic effect is at all attempted. To get a half-

dozen of mixed flowers bundled up together anyhow,

and go into good company with such a nosegay in these

days, is looked upon as a certain mark of something I

dare not write—certainly not a mark of high breeding;

and the same mark and remarks now pass in criticising

the composition of flower-gardens. D. Beaton.
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WINDOW-GARDENING.
It is ,1 trite, but true statement, that " great events

spring from little causes." A splendid-looking macliinery,

employed in elevating and civilising our common nature,
is seldom so successful as the more humble-lool;iug
agency that is too earnest to tbiuk of the merely su-

lierficially attractive. Simplicity and greatness can
never be disimited. Love we do every mode directed to

the bettering of our comrades of the masses, but we
honour not the less, nay, wc _assert a high place as

civUisera for those who have been quietly diflusing a
taste for, gardening, plants, and flowers. The rigid

moralist attacks e.\isting social evils. The love of plants

stealthily, but pleasantly, undermines them. Mind must
bo active : we cannot silence thinking. Would that the
love of the beautiful in nature bad a lair battle with the
taste for the grovelling and degrading. In oiir village

population, the well-cultivated garden is the best oppo-
nent to a crowded tap-room. The plant in the window
exerts no less a civilising influence in our crowded
cities. Would you be convinced of it? Look not so

much into the lady's boudoii', nor into the balcony of

the thriving tradesman—for there wealth may do any-
thing—but follow tl}e course homewards of the rough-
looking orange baskct-womau, from her long cold sitting

at the corner of a street, her temper somewhat fretted by
the hardness of her lot, and note bow even that weather-
beaten countenance is lightened up into joyousness and
intellectualism as she attends to the wants of the single

jjlant that graces the lattice of her lonely attic.

We know that many of the readers of this work are

no strangers to the homes of the humblest classes of

society, and we feel assured, that when they ask ques-
tions, even in reference to window-gardening, it is not for

the purpose of keeping the knowledge conveyed to them-
selves. Apart from this, however, it is our pleasant duty
to attend as much as possible to the requests of our
readers, and therefore, though the matter has, been
largely discussed, we cannot refuse adverting to it again,

and in the first place I shall refer to some of ihe elements

of success in window-gardening.
1st. Cleanliness.—A man who has got the length of

knowing much about plants cannot remain an ignorant
man. Attendance to their wants will produce a love of

study. Could we have got tlic length of having in every
window line, healthy, clean-looking plants, we might
have been saved now the annoyance and expenses of

sanitary commissions. It is scarcely probable, that the
man who intelligently cai-es for the health of his pot-plant
would be quite careless of his own. The state of tlio plants
in a window is, therefore, so far, a test of the intelligence

and industry of tlio household. We liave no wish for a
preventiou-of-cruelty-to plant bill, at least for the execut-
ing of it, but we would stop the cruelty if we could,

because, just as in every other case of cruelty, its inflic-

tion is greatly injurious to the perpretrator. I would
sooner see no plants in windows, than see them with
stems and leaves cr.crusted with filth and dust. Through

I

every part of a plant that is fresh enough to be young

I

and green, there is a continuous process of respiration

i
and perspiration going on. We have no occasion to say

I

now how these processes change in light and darkness.

I

With the light and darkness aftbrded in our windows

I

these changes will go on all right, provided the leaves
and stems are clean. To expect plants to be healthy,

I

and yet covered with dust, is just synonymous with ex-

pecting full health in the human system with the skin

j

covered with paint, and the mouth and nostrils for the

j

most part shut up with sticking-plaster. Removing the

!

plants from the room when receiving its " riddittg np,"

or securely covering them with a cloth during the opcra-

I

tious of dustiug and sweeping, aud frequent sponging
and washing of the foliage, are indispensable to luxuriant

liealth. The other day I noticed flue plants in windows
that must have been done tliat way. Thus treated, the

luxury of flowers may be obtained in the most thickly

clustered districts of the metropolis.

i!ud. Freedom from Insects.—The aphis, or green-

fly, is the most frequent intruder ; their appeai-ance

is always a test of slovenliness. Where cleanliness is

the order of the day, they vnl\ have as little opportunity
of rearing their colonies as a spider has of fixing a huge
fly-trap in a corner. We have often been vexed to see

good-meaning people as much at their wit's end as if

they were appealing to Hercules for help to rid them of

myriads of tliese green-coated fraternity, when five

minutes with their fingers, and a water-pail, would have
cleared away every vestige of them. If that shoidd be
a too delicate matter for fingers to be engaged in, then a
whiff from tobacco smoke, and a syringing afterwards

will be equally efl'ective. By removing the plants to any
convenient spot, and covering them with a cloth, this

may be easily done. Those who will smoke, might then

associate their pufling with some utility. Let the insects

be removed, or destroyed, as soon as they show them-

selves. When they have had time to do their work, you
had better save yourself all further trouble, by consign-

ing them and plant togetlier to one resting place.

•'.ird. Pottinij and Comjjost.—These matters have been
much dwelt upon. Let us just now reiterate the neces-

sity of having the pots alwatjs clean, the importance of

abundant drainage, and the advantage of tlie compost
being rough, porous, and^wor. Anything in the way of

manure should be supplied, as the blooming approaches,

with STU'face dressings and manm-e waterings. Any-
thing like rank luxuriance in foliage is to be avoided in

window-culture. Soil, obtained from a roadside, passing

through a loamy district, and thus the loam becoming
commingled with ground flints, will grow nineteen out

of every twenty of the plants best suited for pot-ciflturc

in windows. The necessity of attention to drainage,

and the porousness of the soil, will be evident when we
consider

4th. Watering.—This is a most perplexing subject to

all new beginners. Go where you will, unless among
the experienced, and the question with respect to this

and that, and every plant, will be, how often should I

water it? Say that plants in pots are regidar teetotalers,

that they like drmk onhj when they are thirsty, and a

stare of incredulous what-do-you-meau, wUl be your

reply; and yet this is the very best answer that could be

given. This is one reason why we lay such stress on
the soil being porous and open. New beginners must
do something, and the water-pail becomes at once their

j

favourite implement. The letting bo too dry at one '

time, the little drop now, and the little dro)i then, are
;

the rocks on which high hopes are wrecked. Even when
\

this propensity is indulged, the danger will bo the less 11'
;

the soil is porous. There is less danger of the water

being confined to a stratum on the surface, as it would !

have every chance to be if the soil was close and fine.

In watering window-plants in general, water only when
the plant needs it. Do it then thoroughly, so as to

reach every fibre, and then wait patiently until your

services are required to rejieat tlic operation. This

repeating wiU depend upon season, weather, and the '

amount of moisture thrown oft' by perspiration. In a

state of rest ui winter, water may not be wanted in a

month ; in dull weather in summer, when growing, I

several days may at times elapse; in hot sunshiny \

weather, you may require to water at the least twice a day.

Damping the leaves morning and night is a grand thing

on these latter occasions. Saucers foi' the plants are

generally used ; as a general principle, never allow the

water to stand in them after watering above tlie one-

eighth, or the one-sixteenth of an inch. If unfortunately

your plant has got so diy that the soil contracts and
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slirivels fi'oui the side of the pot, trust to no watering,

but set the plant with its pot for five minutes in a pail

of water, and then allow it to drain before replacing it

in the saucer; a large plant, in suoli circumstances,

would be better of several hours. Lastly, just now, un-

less during the four hottest montlis of the season, let the

water bo as warm, or warmer, than the temperature of

the room.
Tith. Ventilation.—The breeze, so grateful to the in-

valid, is also grateful to plants ; hence they will rejoice

in the window being opened in spring and autiunn, and
being set outside in summer. In winter, unless in ex-

treme cases, they wOl obtain a sulhciency of change of

air by tlie opening of doors, and the draught in the

chimney. Tliis will be especially the case if

6th. Thf position of the plmits is duhj attended to.—
When plants are gi'owing they cannot have too much
liglit in winter. If placed close to the window, tliey will

suffer little there for the want of air during the day, the
light will counteract tlie drawing efibcts of the heat of

the sitting-room. Night is tlie period of danger. First,

during the evening, when the temperature is high, and
from the doors being long shut, the air is so impure ; at

that period tlie plants should have the coolest and
aii'iest position. Secondly, during the night, when the
excitement of the high temperature of a Sitting-room

makes them more liable to feel the effects of frosts. In
severe weather, if set upon a table in tlie centre of the
room, they will always, or mostly so, bo safe. For ease
of moving, instead of having plants on the window-sill,
we would recommend a table, or stage, easily moved.
Not only would this be an advantage in winter, but in
summer the plants could be moved to the window morn-
ing and evening, and then, by moving them back during
the day, the bloom would be preserved, and no necessity
exist for shading. Between this, and the dawdling sys-

tem of placing plants on the floor, there can be no com-
parison.

7th. and lastly just now. Temperature and Atmo-
spheric Moisture.—Plants that will not stand frost, are
in general best suited for window-plants, as hardy plants
are apt to become weak. The hardier these border
plants are kept, however, the better they will do. The
dry atmosphere produced from fires in living rooms is

one of the gi-eatest evils that plants in windows have to

contend with, especially during cold weather. The best
mode of neutralising this, is just what promotes health
and cleanliness— namely, fi'equent damping of the
foliage This will farther be promoted by covering the
surface of the pots with damp moss, and better still, by
plunging the jiots altogether in such a medium.

K. Fish.

CULTURE OF THE ROSE FOR EXHIBITION.
{Conlimwd Jrom pai/e 8.)

Treatment after the Buds begin to Grow.—
The buds having fairly taken, the shoots of the stocks
should be shortened-in considerably ; and the ties slack-
ened to allow the branches in which they have been
inserted to swell, without being compressed. If allowed
to remain tight too long they arc apt to break ofi^ close
to the bud, and then there is great danger the buds so
situate will either perish, or be blown ofl' when strong
winds prevail. Till the buds have grown to a consider-
able strength there ought to be a portion of stock left

above them. Four or five inches will be sufficient, and
will be found useful for a time to secure the young shoot
of the bud to, if the stock happens to grow upwards.
When the shoot from the inserted bud has fairly taken
possession of the stock, these pieces of the stock beyond
it should be cut clean off. This should be done the
second year at the furthest ; but if the stock is small it

may be done earlier, especially where the Manetti
stock is used.

Pkoi'agation by Cuttings.—Though Roses are gene-

rally propagated by buds, yet they may be easily propa-
gated by cuttings, but more especially the Boiirhon,

China, and Tea-scented varieties. For growing in pots

this is perhaps the best method ; at least, it is useful,

and, therefore, we will briefly describe the way it is done.
The best cuttings are made from the young shoots of the

same year's growth half-ripened ; consequently the time
to put them in depends upon wlieu that takes place.

It is a good plau to place such as are wished to be in-

creased in a gentle heat early in sju-ing, and by that
means they are ripened earlier, and the cuttings are

sooner ready to be made, and, therefore, will root, and
make good plants before the winter sets in. When the

cuttings are in a fit state prepare the pots to receive

them : the most convenient size are what are called

about London 48' s. : these are about four-and-a-half

inches across; they should be quite clean. Brain them
well and fill them, to within an inch of the top,

with a compost of sandy loam, peat, and leaf-mould, in
equal parts ; then fill the remaining inch with either

pure silver sand or clean-washed river sand ; give a
gentle watering to settle it firm, and then proceed to

make the cuttings. Cut off a few at once only, and into

lengths, with two buds to each. Reject the very young
tender tops. Dross them by cutting ofl" the bottom leaf,

leaving the upper one entire. With a small, smooth,
rather blunt stick, make a liole in the sand, close to the

side of the pot, and put the cutting into it with the leaf

pointing inwards, pressing the sand firmly to it. Pro-
ceed thus till the pot is filled, then give a second gentle

watering, and it will cause the sand to run into and fill

up the holes. When as many pots are filled as are

wanted, allow them to stand on the bench for an hour to

dry the leaves ; then place them in a gentle hotbed, or

under a handglass in a propagating house. Shade them
from the light and sun for a week or two, and keep them
close for that time ; they will soon form calluses, or

swellings, round the base of each, and when that is so,

the cuttings will do with much less shading, and the

light will assist them greatly to push forth roots. As
soon as these are formed, pot them oft' directly singly

into three-inch pots ; replace them in the frame or under
handlights for a short time, till they make fresh growth ;

then gradually accustom them to the full light and air,

and when the pots are middling full of roots repot

them, and then they ai'e established plants.

Cuttings of the commoner China, and other similar

roses, may be struck easily if cut into lengths and laid

in in rows across a narrow border, leaving only the top

buds above the surface, on the north side of a low hedge
or wall. The time to put them in is in early spring,

and they will shoot and make tolerable good plants

before the end of autumn ; then take them up, pot and
place them in a cold frame till spring, when they may
be planted out in the garden, or be repotted to flower in

pots.

Section 5.

—

Winter Management.—This naturally

divides itself into two heads :—First, treatment of those

planted out; and, secondly, treatment of those in pots.

In the autumn, when the leaves are fallen, entirely clean

them away, and cover the surface of the ground with

short rotten manure ; with a three-pronged fork work it

in amongst the soil, leaving the latter as rough as pos-

sible. See to the stakes belonging to the standards; if

they are decayed at the bottom, renew them, or the

winds of winter will blow them about and injure

them much. If a tank of liquid-manure is handy, a

good dose or two of the contents will be useful. Pro-

tection should be given to the more tender Bourbon,
China, and Tea-scented varieties. I'erhaps the best is

some fronds of common fern tied slightly in amongst
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brauches. Those in pots should be protected also from
severe frost ; the pots should be plunged nearly close

together in a bed, and a covering of coal ashes laid

all over them so deep as to quite cover the rims of tlie

pots
; this will prevent tlie pots from breaking with the

frost, as well as protecting the roots. The branches of

the more tender kinds may be well sheltered from the
sharp breezes by sticking in amongst the pots a quantity
of short fir branches. Small plants in pots would be
best sheltered in a cold fi'ame or pit, giving plenty of aii-

on all favourable days. T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
CiNERATviA {J, CrossUiii]).—Your seedling, a cross between

Ladi/ Gertrude and Carhlla Grisi, is an excellent flower

;

form good, though the notch of the petals is not quite gone;
petals broadly tipped with bright blue, and disk of the same
colour. Of course we cannot speak of the habit of the
plant from part of a truss.

Cactus {J. Willison).—Your seedluig bloom is very good.
Entirely deep crimson, ^\•ithout any of the pui-ple tint that

marks the inner base of the petals of some of the species.

It is very compact in form, and altogether is a desirable

vai'iety. . '

CixNEKAKiAs (D. p.).—Nos. 14 and 15 best, from novelty
of the markings ; but all have petads too deeply notched to

be ranked even as second rate flowers. 14 is tlie best.

PROPAGATION OF EXOTIC ORCHIDS.
(Conlhmed from paijc 390, vul. \i\.)

GovENiA.—A genus of stately orchids worthy of being
increased. The species are plants with round pseudo-
bulbs, very similar to those of Bletia. The old bulbs
have dormant buds near their base ; these will not push
so long as they are united together, excepting the last

formed one ; hence it is necessary, either in order to_form

a new plant, or to have more shoots than one in the

same pot, to divide tliem. Pass a knife-blade through
the connecting rhizoma without injuring the roots, and
allow them to remain in the pot till the first new bulbs
are formed ; then, at the time of potting, separate them,
and make as many plants as there are new bulbs, if that

number is required ; or only take off one, and pot the

next together, to form a large fine specimen.
Grammatophtllu.m.—This is also a noble genus of

plants. They are increased in the usual way, by taking

off a back pseudo-bulb or two at the time of potting, re-

potting them in small pots, and giving no water till tlie

incipient buds have grown an inch or two ; then water
very moderately, giving more as the shoots and roots

advance in growth, and afterwards treating them like

established plants.

Grobya..—Increased in the same way as Govenia.
Honi.LETiA.—A small genus of very handsome fra-

grant-blossomed plants. Increased readily in the same
way as the preceding genus.
HuNTLEYA.—.The plants of this genus have very

obscure pseudo-bulbs ; they should be increased by
division, but the plants should previously have produced
side-shoots. Take one of these oif, pot it, and place it

under a handlight for a time, until it begins to grow :

then prop up the side of the handlight till it is fairly

established; tlien take off the covering every night, re-

placing it during the day for a few weeks, when it may
be fully exposed and treated liko the rest.

Lac.i;na.—There is only one species of this genus at

present known. It has large pseudo-bulbs. Take ofl'

two of the oldest, and treat them like OrammatophijUum.
L/Ei.rA.—A fine genus, very desirable to increase.

Take ofl' two or three back bulbs and iilace them upon
small blocks icithout moss ; hang them up in a shady place

against a moss-covered wall. Syringe them two or three

times a-week. The dormant buds will soon break, grow,

and produce new roots ; then increase the use of the

syringe, and keep up a moist atmosphere in the house

during the time of growth. When that is perfected, use

the syringe only just sufficient to prevent shrinking.
|

In the spring, when they begin to grow again, give them
new and larger blocks, and treat them like the older

j

plants.
I

Leptotes.—A genus of plants of neat habit, freely

flowering ; increasing by breaking up a large plant into

two or three divisions, making a plant of each, and
treating them in the same manner as if they had never

been divided.

LissooHiLDs.—Increased in the way as Ooveiiia.

LuisiA ALPiNA.—This plant, the only one of the genus,

has a great resemblance to an Aerides. To increase it

allow it to grow and produce roots above the material in

whicli it grows; then divide the stem in two, pot the

top in sphagnum, and the bottom will soon produce a

fresh shoot, and thus two plants will be made.
LvcAsiE.—There are some splendid species in this

newly-formed genus. Cut off one perfect pseudo-bulb,

with a living dormant bud at its base
;
pot it, give little

water till fresh roots are formed, then treat it like the

established, plant, but be careful no water lodges in the

hollow of the young leaves.

MAsDEVALLtA.—A genus of herbaceous orchids readily

increased by division.

Maxillaria.—A large genus of plants mostly unin-

teresting. Increased in the same way as Lycaste.

MiLTONiA.—As fine a collection of plants under one

name as any in the whole order, and, consequently, the

more worthy of propagation. The dormant bulbs live

for several years in a state of somnolency. They may
be easily enticed into a state of activity of growth by

dividing the rhizoma. Even a single pseudo-bulb will

soon make a plant, therefore, all tlie cultivator has to do

is, take ofl' a sound bulb, pot it in the usual compost,

place it in the same heat as the old plants, giving but

small waterings till new shoots and roots are produced,

and then _the same ti'eatment as is given to the older

plants.

MoBMODEs.—Increased in the same manner as Cate-

setuin.

Neottia.—A genus of herbaceous orchids producing

generally two shoots from the base of the old plant.

Divide them into two plants without injuring the roots
;

pot the divisions, and treat tliem as if they never had

been divided.

Odontoglossum.—Like Miltonia, this is a family of

very handsome flowering plants, but has in it some

species very different in character to the rest. The
larger growing, such as 0. Bietonenae, O. citrosmmn, 0.

gnindc, and O. pitlchellum, may be increased in the same
"manner as Miltonia. The smaller growing species, viz.,

U. cordatum, 0. l<ere, O. hastilahitim, O. memhranaceum,

and 0. Eoasii, require a more careful manipulation to

increase them. 'I'he most safe way is to cut off very

carefully without injuring either the growing established

plants or the parts divided from them, preserving every

living root, and fixing them upon blocks with a little

moss placed about half-an-inch from the bulbs. This

causes a moisture to spread itself over the block, and

in the air near to the plants, just sufiicient to keep

them fresh and alive till they begin to grow ; it requires,

however, to be occasionally wetted with the syringe.

When new roots and shoots begin to appear, then

syringe more freely.

T. Appi.edy.

{To be coiilmued.)
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ON THE VARIATION OF THE SEASONS AS
EXEMPLIFIED IN ASPARAGUS.

Notwithstanding that some of the traditions handed
down to us by our forefathers are said to be erroneous,

yet there are others which will bear the strictest investi-

gation of the improved jiractico of the present day ; and
on reviewing the period in which the supposed fallacies

had their origin, might we not, in common charity, ask

ourselves if we are not daily in the habit of adopting
wrong ideas in a similar way? How often do we hear
the remark made, " What an extraordinary cold day ; how
very late the season is, certainly a month behind last

year!" Or it maybe on seeing a solitai-y primrose in
January, " What a remarkable early one !" Now, though
great allowance must be made for "the unthinking man-
ner in wliich such thoughts are uttered, yet suppose they
were noted down in the page of history, how foolish it

would appear, especially as tliey might be accompanied
by a set of ideas from another person, diametrically
opposite in the conclusions come to. Now, though we
know that many equally successful results follow from
adopting opposite courses, as two navigators may both
start together for the antipodes, and it is possible
might arrive there both at the same time, although one
sailed west and the other east, yet the experience of
those who went before them had "demonstrated the one
way to be much better than the other ; so likewise in
the culture of many things belonging to the vegetable
kingdom. But. confining our observations to things
more especially bearing on the variations of the seasons,
let us see if we cannot discover a more correct test for

its earliness or lateness than the precarious blooming of
the primrose noted above, wliose cheering appearance
may perhaps be more due to the greater amount of sun-
shine of the last few hours than to that permanent
advance of the season by which we ought to establish
our criterion. In following out this idea, our first im-
pression v/ould be to find out something more stable
in its growth, or, in other words, " less the creature of

circumstances " than the universal favourite above : and
the swelling or bursting of the buds of trees has often
been pointed to ; but the process is so very slow in
many species tliat no fixed period could well be deter-
mined on as " a fixed point," as the memory could
hardly be expected to bear this fictitious point from one
year to auotlier, and it would be no easy matter to ex-

plain it on paper, we are, therefore, driven to find out a
more simple test, and one of the very best exists in the
article wliich forms the subject of the present paper, and
it is one to which we have for many years regarded as
" our thermometer " of the season, and, strange to say,
we have only to recoixl a variation of about six days
between the earliest season and the latest one, while very
often one or two is the usual difference.

Our mode is this: the asparagus beds are done up in

March, the soil on them made fine, and not too much of
it ; early in Api'il we begin to look daily for the heads
making their appearance, and the first one we see an
inch above the level of the soil, we note it down, and in
a series of seasons our notes range from the 10th to

the LOth April, as the periods we have first discovered
this vegetable presenting itself. Although there are many
situations earlier, and some later, yet the rule holds
good in both, and we question if the variation is greater
in either. Now we know of nothing else that forms such
an undeviating register of the state of vegetation, and
we advise our readers, in then- various localities, to ex-

amine for themselves; and as this number of The Cot-
tage Gardener will issue from the press just in time for

them to witness the advance of this valuable production,
we strongly urge them to note it down in their pocket-

book, and see how much difference another year makes.
We know of only one more test that can be compared

to it, and perhaps it may exceed it, being, as it is, a pro-

duction of more general importance, namely, wheat; and
however severe the winter may have been, stripping it

almost of every blade, yet, when the time comes for it to

shoot out into ear, it is always at its post. Now, I have
not been able to notice this so much in the same neigh-

bourhood, but, from what I have seen, I should say three

or four days to be the maximum difference in its arrival

to this state. Now this sounds odd, when we bear of

some harvests being a month or more late than others;

yet it is literally true ; but, as we have no right to tres-

pass in our neighbours wheat-field, let us retrace our

steps, and see what our asparagus demands of us in the

shape of prepayment for the generous supplies it will

soon begin to yield us, as weU as to continue its utility

as an index of the passing season.

In saying a few words on the culture of this useful

vegetable, we must not forget to remind our readers that,

although we have placed it as a sort of criterion of the

season, yet that mighty personage " the British public,"

is anything but unanimous as to what the criterion of

good asparagus is ! jNIany of the wiiters on horticulture

of the last few years, have condemned, with more freedom

than courtesy, both the asparagus and its growers ; yet we
still see the great bulk of the asparagus exhibited for

sale i)resents the same features it did years ago. Fickle

and unaccountable as is the public taste, still there are

some things to which honest John Bull clings with

parental fondness, and if some of these notions be wrong,

our duty is to assist in convincing him of it, and most
certainly his predilictions for tough white asparagus, in

place of tender grown, is erroneous in the extreme. It

is no use to say its appearance is a something in its

favour, because, when prepared for table, it certainly

does not look so well as the green, and it is only when
seen through the plate-glass of a green grocer's window
that it looks so tempting ; and we have seen some sent

to table not much better to eat and digest than if it

had been a number of bamboo walking-sticks cut into

lengths, boiled and served up ; but, as this vegetable re-

quires to be properly gi'own.as well as judiciously cooked,

some hints that way come more directly under our

department.

We believe the best asparagus districts in the kingdom
to be those fine diluvial soils found on the margins of

rivers, and on none is it more cultivated with success

than on the banks of the Thames ; but, as every garden,

where it is wanted, does not contain such a soil, some
means must be taken to improve what they have, bear-

ing in mind that the nearer they can imitate the soil

alluded to, the more likely are they to be rewarded with

success. Deep trenching, and removing inferior earth,

to be replaced with better, will do a good deal, and
liberal allowances of manure and other enriching mat-

ters will assist much ; yet, with all these auxiUaries, the

amateur need not be disappointed if he still be imable to

cope with the occupants of the middle row of Covent

Garden, as we know of nothing which attracts the atten-

tion of our provincial gardeners so much as the quality of

tlie asparagus there exhibited—we mean its size, and it

would be easy to give it another colour. Now few

gardens present a soil so nicely balanced to the wants of

tliis plant as the one in question, and our mixtures

rarely contain all the elements provided in such a

locality ; yet much may be done when a determination

exists of having it good. One thing, be sure not to for-

get to drain it well, if it requires it; not but that the

moist humid atmosphere, and soil, too, by river sides are

congenial to it, but the latter is more porous than is

usually found in upland districts. When, therefore, it

is determined to make asparagus beds on stifi' heavy

ground, a great accession of foreign matter must be had

recourse to, and the beds, when made, ought to be

elevated above the general ground.
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The above notes relate to making new plantations:
but much may be doue in renovating old ones, and tbe
best time for that is summer, and copious drencbing witb
liquid manure will be Ibund of great service. Salt may
also be applied at various times, although we never
could exactly see that much good arose from it; but
others have rej)orted favourably. Another thing in tbe
treatment must not be lost sightof—do not cut the shoots
too severely ; cease in time, and we have always thought
the plan of cutting away everything up to a certain day,
when cutting ceased altogether, was open to many ob-

jections, but still more so is the barbarous plan of muti-
lating the roots in winter in the process of digging the
alley, or other space between the rows. But more of

this anon. J. Robson.

BRITISH SONG BIRDS.
(Our readers will be pleased to find from the following

that Mr. Ilayner has resumed his excellent practical re-

marks upon this interesting department of household agree-
ables.)

BLACICBlnD.

Insessohes Dentirostees. JlEnruri.E.

Turdtis Menila ; Merida Fulqaris. Ouzel; Garden Ouzel;
Merle.

YOVNC, aiJMi.

This bird is so generally, and well known as scarcely to

require desci-iption. Its Rkissy black plumage, and yellow

f;andin;,'c liill, together with the yellow fringe arovuid the

ivc, ri'iidrr ii, cniiBiiicuous, and readily distmguished ; the

tnits (if till! Rjuiilf, however, are less bright, and rather

resemble a dusky or amber brown. The soEtary habit,

brisk and restless tiiglit, and vociferous chattering of alarm,

if disturbed, proclnim at once the blackbird. Its food, in

tbe natural or vild state, varies with the season; in the

spring and early part of the summer it mostly consists of

worms, snails, and the lai'vte of insects, the snail paili-

cidarly, which he dexterously Idlls by breaking the shell in

pieces against a stone or stump of ti-ee, by which means he
readily arrives at the soft parts within ; when tbe season is

more advanced, tlien fruit is often preferred, the currant-

bush especially, on which his dainty dinner invitingly hangs,

and much to the annoyance of tbe gardener, who threatens

him with vengeance should he perchance to flit across liis

path. It is a matter of much doubt whether the blackbii'd

is not entitled to a fair share, of the simimer fruits for his

effective vigilance, and destruction of those pests of the

gardener, the slugs, and snails, and otlier insect larvse, on
which for the most part of the year he feeds ; for myself, I

should not grudge him his share of the luscious fruit of

which he has been the watchfrd keeper so long before, more
especially, too, when he delights one of an evening, and, in

fact, all day long, with his enchanting song.

I have kept these bh-ds for many years, but I always have

them and rear them from the nest, as they then become
tame, and do not hesitate to breed in confinement. "We are

told thflr song is not so good as those taken wild ; that is

not the result of my experience, and I think my ear is suffi-

ciently good to detect any difference. I am well aware that

if the bird be kept entirely with anotlier of a different cha-

racter it mil, from its imitative power, very readily catch the

song of the other, or the lune of a song if taught ; but those

I have had have been placed among other bu-ds of almost

every British variety, and I have hitherto found each

kind has attained only its own pectdiar song. The food

I have usually given has been boiled bread and milk,

made into a stiff paste, and crushed hemp-seed, well

mixed together, and fresh daily; occasionally a bit of

neat, raw or cooked as the case might be, a snail or

vorm, or other insect, by way of treat, and in the summer
u little fruit. I think a change in diet conducive to

health, but they will thrive very well upon tbe boded

bread and milk and hemp-seed.

1 ha^e already said they will breed in confinement.

This has been freciuently the case with me, both with

blackbirds and thrushes, as well as others. I had a very

large aviary, in which were planted fir-trees, and a

fountain of water constantly playing ; tbe birds were

supplied with the materials for nidification, which they

readily appropriated, and I have been highly amused

with "their bttle ways, and admirable sagacity, while

watching the building of their nests. Having adverted

to the breeding of blackbu'ds, I will nai-rate a circum-

stance which the blackbird calls to my mind, and

which occurred to me some time ago. A pair of

blackbirds having settled the whereabouts of their nest, it

was in due course erected. One morning, on my retiirn

home aftrr visiting my patients, I found the hen lilackbird

on II ii.iiiiil, «ilh feathers rumpled, head distorted, the

lir;iii;i niiiii iins nearly covering the eye, and, in fact, the

llio appciu-ance of being in the agimies of death,

u the ground; I picked her up, and on close

I sainiiKilion discovered that the bii'd was suffering from

iuaLdily to deposit her egg, or in other words, was in that

concUtiou commonly known to bird-fanciers, as being q///

huHitd. Having carefully placed her on her back in my left

hand, I gently grasped the abdomen with the fingers of my
light' hand, and turned the position of the egg in the

oviduct; by gradually pressing upon the egg, or rattier

behind, I pushed the egg forward, and in a minute the bird

was released. I placed tbe egg in her nest, and the bird

upon it. In the course of an hour, or less, the bird was

quite well, and flying about the aviary. On the four

succeeding days, the like circumstance liappened, and on

each occasion I was compelled to assist the bird in like

manner ; the five eggs were left in the nest, which she

eventually hatched.

1 have mentioned this circumstance in order to prevent

the usual method adopted by bird-fanciers, that of crushing

the eg" while in the oviduct, a proceeding which too often

ends in tbe death of the bird. That which I adopted is

much better, and is attended with far less pain.^while tbe

result is far more satisfactory. ^V E.wnek.

mrliilii

bird Ik:

llulli'li
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EGGS.
I THorGHT I Ijail fiuite done with eggs, .is far as pen and

ink are concerned—the reader may he pleased and amused
to find, by wliftt follows, that such is not the case. A new
year has produced a new deposit; and now that the fresh

laying has begun, it is impossible to state to what extent it

may be continued.—D.
" There appears to me much that is excellent iu your

observations on eggs. That, for instance, of hmiting the

number to hens sitting is most sagacious. I really hope to

profit by it, and, by proportioning the number of eggs to the

size of the hen, and the season of her incubation, to rear

more and healtjiier bu-ds than formerly I have done. AVho
knows but somewhat of the tendency of my Dorkings to

that remarkable atrophy, with no observable diminution of

voracity, which you so ably describe when writing of them,
may be in some measure provided against and arrested ?

One procedure I usually adopt, especiidly in cold weather, to

which, if I remember rightly, you do not advert—that is,

giving the eggs to the hen somewhat tempered with warmth.
I have the eggs laid upon a flannel in a small handy basket,

and placed for a short time just near enough to the kitchen

fire to raise them to the warmth of that atmosphere. The
other end of the tlannel is then thrown over them, and they

are cai-ried and put under the hen, who is instinctively

grateful for the caro and tenderness with wliicli you exercise

your muuiftcenee—restoring her own as warm as she left

them.
" This caution is not thrown away. I was speaking, only

a day or two ago, to a farmer's daughter about this matter.

She had sent to me for a set of duck's eggs I had ofl'ered

her whenever she might have a hen wanting to sit : I dared
not appear stingy, and send her half-a-dozen—I sent twice

tliat number, adding a little advice. On my inquiring how
the hen sat, her answer was—' Oh ! sir, she wouldn't take to

the eggs at all.' Thus the hen was instinctively more up to

her work, and the probabilities of unprotitable confinement,
tlian her rational owner. Besides, it makes one shudder at

the idea of a poor hen parting with her vital heat to a dozen
cold duck's eggs in the middle of February ! I begged this

young person to use her eggs, and send to me for more.
This she would not hear of, but insisted she could keep
them a very long time beautifully (!) in bran. She had
kept some turkey's eggs last year a very long time before

she gave tliem to the turkey to sit upon. Sho was fain to

acknowledge that she had very bad luck, ' very bad luck

indeed, with them !
' It was waste of man's noblest faculty

to endeavour to convince her that her ' bad luck ' was her
own bad management, in keeping her eggs so beuulifully

such a iH-7-1/ long time.

" The Komans assigned a very significant term to express
the shell of an egg. They called it /j»(rt»ifH. Not only its

pureness, its smoothness, its faultlessness, hut also its

sitgijestiveiiess, is acknowledged and conveyed under this

expression. It means that an egg is full of thought, or
material subject for thought, as well as full of meat. And I

confess to you that ' I am one of those ' who indulge many
very curious notions, sympathies, and susceptibilities, and
own to much respect and wonder concerning these mys-
terious embryos. I cannot behold the care, the affection,

the joy and pride of the instinct that has deposited and now
gathers them under her, cherishes them, broods over tlieni

long days and nights, speaks to them as if they were already

sentient existences, without a feeling of inferiority. I would
give worlds to learn from this mother all the secrets of her
instinctive knowledge of these fondly-welcomed entities.

Dare any man assert that more, that influence may not
supervene ? As regards sex : bees can take a worker, and
make of liim, or it, a queen. For colour : the mysterious florist

runs through the bulb wherein resides the coming year's

perfect florescence, the strands of divers coloiu's, which
impart to the future blossom the hue, or hues, he wilteth {?).

Bear in mind that breaches have been made and repaired in

the wall of the embryo's dwellings ; and admit, as you must
admit, that potent charms and pigments might have been,

and might he, infused (? '.'). Be not incredulous : neither

believe too well, nor too much,
"With all these ruminations and regards—these deep con-

victions of the respectability of eggs, you cannot but suppose
me somewhat qualmish as to the desirableness, and even

the propriety of eating them. It is not that I attach ulidne
weight to the fact that one anticipates a dumer for two in

tlms supplying less than half a breakfast for one, and this

greatly to the prejudice of an esurient public ; neither is it

that I am a disciple of Pythagoras, or Empedocles, and
subscribe to the doctrine of Metempsychosis. I had rather
not believe in the transmigration of souls. That an egg
is an egg is a consideration with me of interest to

awaken thoughts profound and grave. I should discover no
great improvement in the flavour, nor presage amelioration

of aliment, in being allowed to indulge the pleasing per-

suasion that the egg which I might cat might perchance be
tlie germ of a musty Forr-eldor, about to strut and crow in

forma Galli, had I not disappointed him. Something rather

shocking to the finer feelings I may discover in a practice I

lately heard of—that of an affectionate family extending their

love to their poultry, and manifesting the universality of their

tenderness by calling their chickens and ducklings after the

names of the various members of the family circle. Would
it not ba a startling announcement—'We've got Dick for

dinner to-day ; will you have his leg ?
' Again :

' JVIay I

have the pleasiu'e of helping you to a slice of grandma's
breast, and a // ug-me-close ! ' 'To-day we have frolicsome

Miss Katie; what can I send you'?' 'Oh! her merry-
thought, of coiu'se.' Suppose it should happen to he the

jiious maiden-aunt Dinah, who looks more tempting through
her white sauce than ever she does in her sprucest habili-

ments ; would any of the nranerous jiarty ask for, or expect

to find in her, any merry-thought ?

" None of these considerations create that trepidation I

cannot plead guUtlcss of, whenever I absorb an egg. It is

not the idea of baring eaten what, mature and fattened,

would have been a more plentiful repast; of having
swallowed a venerable ancestor or a defunct friend ; but of

having devoured one's Teiumph ! Conceive the mortification

of the most remote persuasion of tlie possibility of having
mingled with salt and bread-and-butter, and washed down
with infusion of souchong and sloe-leaves, a bird that, had
he not been thus nipped, or rather masticated, in the bud or

germ, might have stood the proudest, and crowed the

loudest, in Bingley Hall, .at Bimiingham ! Then, again, as

bantam's eggs don't reckon in our tale, I am constrained by
j

the government I live under, to see those 'fla cnyax6fvTa.

of my charming little pets brought to tho breakfast table.

My terrors are mocked bj' tho administration of three

smaller, instead of my two larger niouthfuls, without re-

morse or compunction fi"om the purely mathematical calcu-

lation, that my chances ovandi, iib ovo—of an ovation hatched
out of an egg—are diminished, and my agonies increased,

exactly in the ratio of three to two. Is it not enough to

pai'alyse one's arm, and cause it to drop from one's expectant

lips the morsel that might have eventuated in the faultless

feather and the tail immaculate ? The subject is too nervous

to be dwelt upon longer.

"I must, however, take it as a melancholy datum, that

whatsoever I may say against the practice, eggs mil still be

part of the food of liumanity. The next consideration is,

how they should be prepared. I do not intend to pass the

limits of the breakfast-table. There hes my forte. To
meddle -with the multifarious compounds that adoni the

dinner-table I essay not. One thing I must say, as

Iionorable membei-s of ' another place ' declare, when they

are about to fumble for an hour or two for tlie handle of a

subject without finding it—one thing I must say, and that

is, that we once had fewer religions and one more sauce.

But I am as far from reminding tlie world of the egg-sauce

one used to have when a youngster, with roast turkey or

chicken, as I would bo from recalling the memoi'y of a

foot-path that once lay through one's grounds or garden.

I adhere to the day's primal meal.
" M. de la Fontaine had the honour of repairing the de-

ficiencies of my attainments in French under M. de Couffon.

Indeed, M. de C. was an able instructor, and, moreover, a

perfect gentleman ; but he had always to answer me so

many questions concerning Louis XVI., and his family, tlie

Battle of Waterloo, Trafalgar, the Nile, <S:c., A'c., and par-

ticularly to enlighten ray young mind as to the number of

Frenchmen required to beat one Englishman, that the study

of tlie French language occupied a merely evanescent point

of the horn- assigned to each lesson. That M. de la Fon-
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taine succeeded betler, I can easily believe ; but one thing he
taught me, wliich I shall never, and, as I ara about to im-
part it, advise yoii never to forget. And that was how to

cook au egg.
" I will first give you the mode ami rationale, and then

the benefit of a description of my own apparatus.
" An egg should not be boiled. Do not suppose that I

advocate roasting it, or that I am about to atHict you with a
dissertation on the reason or manners of the thing. Au
egg, I repeat, sliould not be boiled; it should only be
scalded

—

viilf/o, coddled. Immerse your egg in, or, which is

better, pour upon yom' egg boiling water. For time
; pro-

portion your time to the size and numlier of your eggs, and
the collateral accidents. If you cook yom- egg upon your
breakfast-table (as de la Fontaine did in his slop-basin),

more time will be requii'ed. But if you station your
apparatus on a good, wholesome hob, whei'e there is a fire,

and so the radiation of heat is less positive, less time will

suffice. The latter way is mine, winter and summer, and
the differences of the surrounding cu'cumstances equalize,

or nearly so, the time. I keep one egg under water 9
minutes; two, 9^; three, 10; and four nearly 11 minutes.
The yollc first owns the power of the caloric, and will be
even firmly set, while the white will be milky, or at most
tremulously gelatinous. The flavour, superior to anythmg
which a plover ever deposited, wiU be that which the egg of

the gallinaceous domestic was intended to have ; the sub-
stance, that which is delectable to the palate, and facile of
digestion. There is perfect absence of that i/iil(a percha
quality, in the white especially, at once the result and the
source of dyspepsy. I believe that eggs would be much
more patronised, and much more wholesome, if boiling were
discarded, and De la Fontaine's, the Parisian, mode uni-

versally adopted. I have always given especial heed that

amongst my Lares, my private household gods, there should
be one, mij very own, especially bright and introducible, tin

saucepan. To this I have a frame-work made, something
very like what is called an egg-stand, which fits the sauce-

pan, and is easily inserted and withdrawn. From this you
may take the eggs when done, and pop them into egg-cups,

or you may place the frame on a plate, and set it on the
table. I may sum up by adding, that imnu-rsloii of the eggs
in hniUiifi water are the conditions of success.

" I now lay down my pen in the most delicious state of

self-complacency. I have taught you, and perchance through
you the British world, how to prepai-e, enjoy, and digest au
egg."—R. G. S. B.

NEW SYSTEM OF BEE-KEEPING.
Seeing that I have already had my garden invaded by a

swarm of bees this yeai'—no case of ileserlion, but a real

swm-m, the parent hive douig well—and that so early as last

Tuesday (ilarch 23rd), it will not be considered premature
if I come forward at this time to urge as many of your
readers as were disposed in October last (from reading my
papers in The Cottage Gaedener), to try my new system
of bee-management—to urge them, I say, to carry into

effect this season their then half-formed resolution. We
are ah-eady in the midst of the breeding season ; and all

originally strong hives will, if I mistake not, be more for-

ward than usual this year, so tljat early swarms may be
confidently looked for. This makes me anxious to lose not
a day in counselling the novice—and all who intend to try

my system are ipso facto novices—how to manage tlie busi-

ness of swarming, according to my plan, to tlie greatest

advantage, and with the least possible danger of ill success.

As to ill success, I can promise there shall be none (I might
say there can be none ) to those who adopt my purely cotlaye

system, to which I purpose confining my remarks to-day

And I do hope (I would go so far as to entreat) that everij

intelligent bee-keeper, who has the opportmiity, will give

tliat system a fair trial this year.

It cannot be too strongly insisted on—of this I ara grow-
ing more jjersuaded daily—tliat the securing of early, and
withal strong swarms, is the grand secret in successful bee-

management. It may sometimes be necessary in ungeuial
seasons to give a saucer of food occasionally to an early May
swarm, but this small additional trouble by no means
weakens the truth of my statement. The apiarian's motto

should be, " Early and strong swanns." Now I have become
convinced that this is only to be obtained hy placing the

hives in the warmest and most sheltered situation possible.

Hives so placed, however, must be rich in honey, or it will

be impossible for them to sur\ive the great demand on their

stores which such a position will necessarily create. Warmth
rouses the activity of the bee, and as soon as it begins to

move its appetite is awakened. To poor hives this appetite

is a dangerous enemy, but to rich hives a great benefit, for

it begets internal warmth in the hive, and so promotes early

breeding—that is, an early and rapid increase in the popu
lation—and therefore early swarming. Poor hives, therefore,

cannot swarm early. Perhaps the eai'liest swarms of all

will come out of rich small hives, but they will of necessity

be small swarms, or else, if large, they will be almost sure

to ruin the parent hives. Large nse/'nl sicnrms can only come
out of large rich hives, such as will hold about a bushel.

If these are put in a warm sheltered situation, they will be
sure to swarm early and strongly, though perhaps a little

later than small hives otherwise similarly circumstanced.

But though the hives should be warmly placed, they ought
also to be very well protected from rain and excessive heat

by very thick hackles, yearly changed for new ones. As to

sliape, it matters not what form the hives take—let the cot-

tager please himself; at the same time, the cheapest im-

proved cottage hive, and the best, is the original one of Mr.
Payne's invention. It is flat, straight at the sides, and has
a good-sized hole at top. A fiat stone, or wooden board,

will do veiy well to set the hives on ; the latter, I think,

is best.

I need scarcely repeat (see page I'i, vol. vii., of Cottage
Gardener) that when the swarm rises, it is to be put into a

large new hive, and set as soon as soon as hived just in the

place of the parent stock, which must be moved to a new stand.

This is the great peculiarity of my system. Its advantages

are these (to repeat what I have before said)—;^rs(, the

swarm must become a large one, never muid how small it

was when it first issued, because every full-grown bee of the

parent hive which has lieen out in the fields will be sure

to find its way to it, seeing that it occupies the place where
the old hive stood. Secondly, there will be no casts, and
for this very reason, that the old hive was left with so few

bees, that tlie young queen will not find bees enough to lead

off another swarm at tlie usual period. AnAthirdly, although

there were not a sufficient quantity of bees, at the usual

time, to force the young queen to lead off a second swarm or

cast ; yet when all the eggs left by the old queen come to

be liatched, i. c., in about three weeks time, the hive will be

nearly as full of bees again as before, so that there will be

both enough bees, and plenty of time, to collect a larger

store of honey against the winter than is generally tlie case.

Another peculiarity of my system is this—to Iceep the old

hives every year, because they have young queens, and
plenty of honey, which is not of the best quality, and to

destroy or talie up the swarms, because they have always the

old queens, and of coiu'se contain virgin honey. Not only

so, the swarms managed according to the above plan will

(having so large a population) collect a far greater quantity

of honey than ordinary swarms. In a fair season, a

first-rate swarm of this kind will ordinai'ily gather a full

half-a-cwt. of honey. So large a store, however, will require

room to stow it in ; the hive, therefore, should have a good-

sized hole in its top, and when it seems getting heavy, should

have a small wooden-box or hive set over it, which the bees

will often fill, besides their hive ; either of these must be

well protected from sun and rain. The best time to take up
swarms lo plunder them is any time after the third week in

July. Hives very rai-ely increase in weight after that time,

except where heath abounds. The brimstone pit affords the

most humane method of dealing with the doomed bees, for

they are dead in an instant, and there is no place for cruelty.

This is my advice to cottagers, if not to all bee-keepers. At

the same time, all the brood-comb, while still warm, should

be carefully cut out (the brood of icorlter-hees I mean), and

put into an empty hive turned up in a pail, and so arranged

that the combs shall not he flat upon each other. Set the

pail close to one of the keeping-hives, which is to be placed

upon it for three weeks, and then to be moved back again.

To steady the two hives so joined together in the pail,

three or four strong stakes should be fixed in the ground
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close to it, atid the hives firmly fastened to thera, and
plastered about their points of junction ; take cai'e to have
one good-sized hole. The bees will descend from the upper
hive, liatch out the young brood, which Avill strengthen it

very much, and help to produce earlier swarms another

year.—A Country Curate.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Geeaves—Canvass for Walls.—A correspondent (6. 1.) writes to

us obligingly as follows:—*'A correspondent, a t"ortnig;ht back, was
inquiring where greaves for ducks snd fowls could be bought? Of any
tallow-7nf/^er in town or country. The trade price is ^S per ton ; I

should consider 10s. per cwt. a fair price ; if carted any distance, a pro-
portionate increase must be paid. In reply to Mr. Fish (cajivass for
wall-trees), I use, because I had them free of cost, some waste canvass
bags, which I have always found to exclude frost ; and my cotton-mer-
chant informs me he buys the canvass of T. & D. Henry, 44, Mark-lane,
Sailmakers, in pieces of thirty-six yards long and one yard wide ; cost
about 3^d. per yard.

Covering Walls {J. N. Gibson).—We have covered fruits for some
twenty-five years, and every year we try to cover more. Retardation is

one of the chief secrets of success in this ; take care that your gardener
rightly distinguishes between this and protection, although the

' What,'
the difference. Our doc-

said he, "uncover in such an
on very cold and dull days, and

i." Now, however, the trees are in full

sed. About greenhouse vinery, see an
lumber for April 1st.

Let us advise you to use a little fire-beat

cold and unseasonable day, whethi

material be used,

trine alarmed a worthy lately

east wind?" "Yes," wereplj
cover on sunny and warm oi

bloom our policy is just rei

article by Mr. Errington in ou

MiLDRW ON Vines (Ibid),

in the afternoon only of evei

April or August ; conditions frequently go before mere periods. Sulph
applications will be found fully described in back numbers. We apply
four to six ounces to a house 30 fl. long, l6ft.wide, Qft.high at back.
It is simply applied by a painting brush, once a month, on the lower or
return hot water pipe, which is never above 120". Be cautious with
greater heat. We hold the monthly application of sulphur as the best

lodern practice. Vines, in pots, feed well at root, and
every leaf to the light, stopping occasionally rambling shoots.

Sundries (.Y. Y. Z.).~nichardia is the same genus as Calla. Du-
vacua ovata is a half-hardy shrub, allied to Schinus, a Terebinth. The
Peganum you mention, was not recorded when The Cottage Gardeners'
Dictionary was in the press. It is a Rucwort, and not worth much.
Stfiuntonia laiifoUa, you mention from Veitch's list, is HolbolHa latifoUa
in The Cottage Gardeners* Dictionary . The Benthumia must be trained
against the wall, unless you are in the south-west of England. We can
say nothing of your other lists for a wall, not knowing your whereabouts,
but the plants are all well worth a wall, except the Periptoca, Celasfrus,
and Lycium. The other list you want cannot be made out properly for
the same reason. Our correspondent cannot find the following plants
in sale catalodues, and hopes some one will be able to put him on the
right tract to find them

—

Hottonia paltistris, Nuphcea advena, Apono-
geton distachyon, Typha latifolia, Ranuncuhts plantagineus, and Saxi-
fraga ciliaris. Some of these names we can only guess at from the M.S.

;

but our readers may learn two useful lessons from it, the first is, that the
locality should be named when fine hall'-haidy plants are inquired about

;

and the second, that all names, whether of persons or plants, should be
written in a clear hand, because a single letter puts us on the wrong
scent.

Hotbed (A Young Gardenei-).— It is now too late to make a hotbed of
tan for your cuttings. As you lio not know much about tan, you would
lose a considerable time in getting the tan ready, and also some trouble
In making the bed, therefore use the dung-bed this spring, and we shall put
you in possession of all the details about tan in time for your next bed.

Mignonette fjl/jn;»'e).—There is only one kind of mignonette, and
that is the one trained as tree mignonette.

Calceolaria {A. D.).—Accept our thanks for the offer of your varie-
gated calceolaria, but that kind of variegation is never permanent. The
leaves will turn quite green in another soil. There is no such plant as
" a scarlet canrfy^/^," but the name is often seen in sale lists. There
is no perennial mignonette, except our own common favourite, which is

a tolerable perennial in hot countries. The names you cannot find in
the Dictionary are quite new. or belong to perfectly useless plants. De-
pend upon it, that any old plant not found in The Cottage Gardeners*
Dictionary, is not worth inquiring about.

Lawn [W. P. L.).—A lawn that "is verywell drained,** and recently
"covered with new turf,'* if that turf was at all good, requires, or ought
to require, nothing but the constant use of the roller, and to be mowed
once a-weck during summer. If you mean that the new turf was laid
down on the old turf, it was very bad practice. The old should have
been removed.

Burning Clay (T. H. F.).—There was an excellent article on the
subject given a few weeks ago. See page 3S~ of vol. vii.

Canaries {W. Jl/.J.—Two hens will breed in the same cage with one
cock often ; but it would be better to put the two hens together for
some time before the cock is placed with them, as the hens are apt to
fight with each other, and it is found, if they are togrther for some time
before, they become reconciled. The cock should not be removed, as he
will feed both hens, and often, while one is sitting on her eggs will con-
t nuously feed her. Moreover, when tlic young are hatched, and are not
iufficien'tly able to feed themselves, and the mother hatching another
brood, the cock will nnt only feed the mother on the nest, but the young
ones also.— W. Rayner.

Sowing Teopceolum Teicolordm [J. R. P.).-The seeds of this

plant ought to be sown as soon as they are ripe, because, when they are
kept dry for a time, some, and the greater part of Ihem, %vill not vegetate

till the second season. Suppose the seeds are ripe in June and then
sown, they will not vegetate till the end of the following September, the
natural time for the tubers to grow. When they sprout, keep them cool
and close to the glass, and when they begin to climb, put small sticks

round the pot for them to run upon, and let them remain in the same
pot till the first growth is completed, and the bines die down ; then put
the pots on a dry shelf till the end of the following August, when shake
thera out, and put the tiny roots or tubers in fresh pots and soil, and, as
they grow, treat them as so many old plants. It is now too late to sow
them, as, probably, they would not vegetate till next October. Too many
were printed of the work you name, to render a second edition probable
for some years to come.

Sowing Annuals, &c. (A Novice).—Sow the White Eschscholtzia,
Leptosiphon, and the Silene, at once, where they are to bloom in the
open ground ; but you had better sow the Sapoiiaria and Centranthus
in pots, and prick them out afterwards as you say. The Physalis edulis^

or Cape Gooseberry, requires exactly the same treatment as the To-
mato. The fruit is a soft round berry, inclosed in a hood formed by the
bladder-like calyx. The plant is a coarse, strong grower, and will require

to be kept well pruned all the summer, and, under similar conditions, it

will be ripe about the same time. Whether a tenant can remove trees,

&c., depends on what agreement he made on entering; the law is, that

no trees can be removed without the consent of his landlord.

Flower-garden [A Learner, S. B.).—Scarcely was the ink dry on
the remarks on plans in Mr. Beaton's weekly article, when yours arrived.

He sees by it that he omitted remarking on the necessity of giving a line

on the plan to represent the front of the house. On the supposition that
your house is opposite No. 3 or No. 1, or that you first see the garden
from one of these points, you have managed remarkably well. We never
saw the calceolarias so disposed before. Vour plan is quite new, and the
secret of it is in the size of the beds ; had the centre ones, 13, 14, 15, and
16, been as large as 1 and 3, or 2 and 4, your planting would not do.

No. 9 is better as it is than with the variegated Alyssum ; but you have
a fine chance of introducing an edging of it round No. I, and it will last

there as long as the scarlet geraniums ; then, if the house is opposite 3,

i 2 should change places with 10, but if the house is on the other side, they
are better as they are. We wish you every success with this beautiful

arrangement, and the more so, because you have complied with our rules

to the very letter ; but ladies almost always do.

Sowing Mangold Wurtzel (TF. B.).—The seed should he covered
about two inches. As to Rape for milch cows, we should prefer coleworts
sown in the middle of June, and transplanted as you say. The thou-
sand-headed cabbage, too, from plants sown in the middle of May,
would be very productive crops. These, however, want good soil. On
poor soil, the Dutch or Stone Turnip might be obtained. All these
would give way betimes in North Lancashire for spring cropping.

Various Queries (S. H. I.).—If your annuals are now up in pots or
pans, you had better prick them olT. three or four plants into 4-ineh pots,

and protect still in frames or the like. One of the very worst kinds of

gardening is that of sowing annuals early in pots or pans, to take up the
spare room in the greenhouse or fraaies that other plants of more conse-
quence ought to be occupying. The middle of April is the best season
to sow either hardy annuals in the borders, or the half-hardy in pots or
pans, which may be sown on the same day, and put into some gently-
heated structure, and when up, and fit to handle well, may he pricked off

three or four plants into other small pots, gradually inured to the open
air during May, so as to have stocky, nice plants to transplant out in the
various spots or beds in the tlower-garden. All the plants in your first

list are generally treated as half-hardy annuals. Your Bartonia aurea,
&c., &c., are best sown out in the open Viorders where they are to fiower.

Vour plants enclosed are Seduvi virens, Spirtra fUipendula, Ulex
stricfa {?). The other is too small a bit to be recognised. As you did
not number your specimens, how can you apply the names?
Geometrical Flower-gardens (A Yorkshire Gardener).—There

is no work upon this subject with working plans. Kejttish Hero is a
good yellow calceolaria for the borders.

Sundry Queries (A Subscriber, ^-c).—Roses may be now grafted,

inarched, and budded. Divide violets in autumn. Vou will see what
Mr. Appleby says about rose ctdtings to-day. All the ceanothuses may
be propagated by cuttings in April and August. Double tvalt-fiowers are
propagated by cuttings, under a hand-light, in May and June.

Myrtle Slips (F. OrgiV/}-—These, which have been struck in water,
should be now potted singly in small pots, in very rich soil, well watered,
and placed under a hand-light. Your pear-tree, which blossoms pro-
fusely, but produces no fruit, probably has defective flowers. Try one
branch with the " ring of Pomona;" that is, remove immediately every
particle of bark in a circle all round it, an inch wide, and quite down to

the wood. Let us know if that branch bears better than the others.

Pits and Frames for Wintering Plants C-^ young Gardener).—
So far as we comprehend your plan, you are quite right. You may have
a four-inch wall, honey-combed or pigeon-holed to admit heat from ma-
nure into a close chamber, or into a bed of fermenting materials for

growing things requiring a high temperature. Such a wall, to heat a
place for keeping frame and greenhouse plants in winter, even though
the plants stand upon a close-jointed boarded flooring above the chamber
to which the heat had access, would be inapplicable, as the least crevice

in the boards, and you used fresh dung, would soon settle all your plants.
Besides, the heat would be unequal, and you would run the risk of having
too much or too little, not to say any thing of the damp. All this may
be obviated by building your wall solid, aud thus you will have what
heat you want, and no danger from steam or damp. The less artificial

heat for such a purpose the better. If you filled the linings at the begin-
ning of winter with leaves and dung, and covered them from the weather,
a mild, genial heat would be given off inside of the wall for months, and
a turning and a little addition would always renew it. Above ground,
whether brick or boards, your walls for what you mention would be best
protected by a couple of inches thick of straw tied neatly along them. It

will be a fierce frost that will penetrate that, if well done and kept dry.
Cineraria seedy sow now.

Anemone Seed (SaraAJ.—Sow it now on a nice warm border, pro-
tected by a frame, or a thick mat. In May, sow in the open air.
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Ipomopsis (Ibid).—Give this plenty of air, and elevate the plant on a
pot. Beware of touching the stem when watering it.

Erica (Ibid).—As you have no greenhouse, prune back the branches
that have flowered, place the plant in your pit, keep it rather close, and
the sun-heat will raise the temperature, which will cause fresh shoots to

break ; syringe it frequently in an afternoon. It the plant needs a fresh

pot, give it one when the new shoots are from half-an-inch to one inch in

li-ngth ; keep close, and warm again for a few weeks
; give a sufficiency

of water, and by-and-by expose to more air. until towards the close of
summer you allow it to have the full light of the sun to ripen the wood
thoroughly, and vou will be rewarded for all your labour and care. See
articles on Cape Heath.i.

Josling's St. Alban's Grape {A. Z.).—We do not know this grape
from having cultivated it ourselves, but wc hear from those who liave cul-
tivated it that it differs little, or not at all, from the Chassela.t musqiie.
Will some of our readers state what they knoiv about this variety.

Silver Pheasants (C. I>.).—These retjuire the same food as the com-
mon pheasant. Wc hope for full information on the subject shortly.

Chimonanthcs Frageans [Ibid).—Plant it out, and train it against
a south wall. A rich sandy loam suits it best.

Summer Duck {Queen Mnb).—'Mv. Bailey, 113, Mount Street, Grosve-
nor Square, will give vou the information you require. It is now usually
called Querquedula sponsa. Other queries next week.

Orchard Unproductive (d. J?.).—Scrajie off all the moss from the
trees, and scrub them with brine. Sow salt at the rate of twenty bushels
j>er acre over the whole, and then turn in the turf, and keep the ground
well hoed all the year. Prune in the autumn, and manure round each
tree next spring.

Gi'TTA Percua (H. Siokoe).'-\Ve think this is pieferable to any
metal as a lining to a pickling-tub.

Red Spangled Dorkings.—A correspondent (H. J/.), wishes to
know where, and at what price, she can obtain these fowls.

Chicken Nursing (C. W.).-Mt. Punchard, of Blunts Hall, near
Haverhill, the most extensive rearer of Cochin China fowls, says that
'

' twopence per head per week is a fair price to give for rearing of chickens
to the age of eight or twelve weeks. Cottagers consider a penny, or
three-halfpence, a remunerating price for chickens, but the care of a
choice breed for another party Tthink entitles them to something more
than is made in the common way, and, as such, I give them twopence."

Water-proof Calico (Stirah).~We do not know where this is sold
ready prei^ared. It is easily made by|applying a composition, for which
we have given a recipe more than once. For shading a greenhouse we
should prefer canvass, as prepared calico soon decays.

Names op Plants {Sabyi7ia).^Sisf/i'i7ic/iium anceps and Bervnidi-
aniim VLic too nearly allied for us to speak with certainty from so small
a specimen. Yours is probably one of them. The time of flowering is

very varying. The other plant is Scilta vcnia.

Hives (E. R. T.).—There is a person at Cambridge, whose name is

Cort/, who makes a hive of his own invention for sale, and it is called the
" Cory hive." The Story hive we have no knowledge of.

London: Printed by Harrt Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMBBViLLS Orb, at the Office, No. 2. Amen Comer, in the Parish ot
Christ Church, City of Loudon.—April 8th, 1862.
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BALSAM SEED, the Lest ia tlie

world, in five classes of colours, '2s Cd, or

gd separately.

Pinks, per dozen pairs of the best show
flowers, 5s.

MiMULUS gigantea, new, is to .5s per plant.

Dahlias.—Scarlet King, 10s fid ; carriage

free if prepaid. All the best new, at Catalogue
prices. Established favourites, 3s to 12s per
dozen, by name.
Dahlia S red, from the best show flowers.

Is per packet.
Specimen and other Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, Flower-Pots, and Nursery Stock.

Stamps or Post-office orders, to CHARLES
R. sniALLBONE, Dungannon Nursery,
Fulham, Middlesex.

n E N TT r N E SEE J) S.—J.
yJ CHARTRES and Co., Wholesale and
Retail Seed Merchants, 74, King William
Street, City, London, beg to inform their

friends, and purchasers of seeds generally, that
they have a large and very select stock, grown
chiefly under their own inspection, and, to

meet the times, are determined to sell at the
lowest remunerating prices. Orders above ^1
forwarded, carriage paid, to any part of the

kingdom, per rail. A catalogue may be had on
application.

NETTING.—Superior Tanned
Garden Netting, for protecting Fruit-trees

from frost, blight, and birds, or as a fence for
fowls, pigeons, tulip and seed-beds, can be had
in any quantity from JOHN KING FAR-
LOW'S Fishing-Rort and Net Manufactory, 5,

Crooked Lane, London Bridge, at Ud per yard
one yard wide, '3d two yards, and Gd per yard
four yards wide. Forwarded, carriage free on
all orders over 20s, to any part of the kingdom
on receipt of remittance, post-office order, or
6tamps.

Price 2s 6d, or of the Author, postage free,

for 32 stumps,

pRACTICAE RUSTIC WORK;
X or, the Uses to which the Cones of the
Fir Tribe may be applied. With 13 illustra-

tions. By HENRY HOWLETT, gardener at
Haveringland Hall, Norwich.

The beautiful vases and baskets figured and
fully described in this work, having been so
much admired by all who have seen them (some
of which obtained the premium offered for the
best six Rustic Baskets suitable for Entrance
Halls, Plant-Houses, &c., by Blr, Savage, of
Winchester, through the pages of The Cot-
tage Gardener), has induced the Author to
offer this work to the public, hoping it may lead
young gardeners and others to make a profit-

able use of their leisure time, and assist ama-
teurs and others in the decoration of their
grounds.

Jarkold and Sons, St, Paul's Churchyard,
London, and London Street, Norwich.
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pEE mVES.—A NEW AND EXTENSIVE SELECTION OF THE
jD most approved kinds.—a Priced Catalogue, with Drawings and Prices, sent on
receipt of Two Stamps. GEORGE NEIGHDOUR & SON, 127, High Holborn, London.
" In noticing the hives exhibited in the Crystal Palace, tirst and foremost, in my opinion, stands

Mr. Taylor's Eight-Bar Hive, and Messrs. Neighbour and Sons Impeoved Cottage Hive, both
cihiliitcd by Messrs, Neighbour."—J. H. Payne. See TuE Cottage Gaedenee, Nos. 169, 170.
AGENTS.—Liverpool: Wm. Drurv, Castle Street, Manchester; Hall and Wilson, 50,

King Street. Glasgow : Austin and McAslan, i6s, Trongate. Dublin : J. Eomondson,
61, IJame Street.

PRICE ONE SHILLING EACH.

EICHARDSON'S SUSAL KAHD-BOOKS.
NEW EDITIONS, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

Nealltj printed in/cap Hvo, eadb J'nhimc contaiiiiiit/from 130 to ICO Pnyes of Letter-

press, with mtmerotts illiistrutire Enyraviiujs,

DOMESTIC FOWL; their Natural History, Breeding, Bearing, and
General Management.

PIGS ; their Orinin and Varieties, Management with a view to Profit,

and Treatment under Disease, Also, Plain Directions relative to the most approved Modes
of Curing and Preserving their Flesh.

BEES ; THE HIVE and the HONEY BEE ; with Blain Directions
for obtaining a considerable Annual Income from this branch of Rural Economy.

DOGS; tlieir Origin and Varieties, Directions as to their General
Management, and Simple Instructions as to their Treatment under Disease.

HORSES ; their Varieties, Breeding, and Management in Health and
Disease.

PESTS of the FARM ; with Instructions for their Extirpation. Being
a Manual of Plain Directions for the Certain Destruction of every Description of Vermin.

T AND DRAINAGE, EMBANKMENT, and IRRIGATION. By James
-Li Donald, Civil Engineer, Derby.

SOILS and MANURES; with lufitvuctions for their Imin-ovement.
By John Donaldson, Government Land Drainage Surveyor,

COWS : and Dairy Husbandry.—Cattle Breeding and Eattening". By
]\I. I\I. MiLBORN, Land Ageot, Author of Prize Essays of the Uoval Agricultural Society

of England, &c.

" Uichardson's Rural ITANnnooics are well known and deservedly popular. The little work
before us [Domestic Fowl] ia beautifully pot up and very cheap ; it is copiously illustrated, and
full of information valuable to the keepers of poultry."

—

hivcrness Courier.
" A most useful, cheap, and elegantly-got up series."— C'orA* Examiner.

London : Wm. S. Ore & Co., Amen Corner,
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lie was a son of the great gardener of that name, but

because we shoukl be glad if any correspondent would

inform us whether lie is the same naval officer that dis-

tinguished himself as captain of the Theseus, at the

Battle of the Nile, and in other actions under Lord

Nelson ? We have another reason for recurring to this

subject, namely, that it enables us to give our testimony

to the kindness of heart and liberality of Mr. Forsyth.

Abundant are the letters in the collection confided to

us, showing that to poor obscure men, from whom he

oould hojie for no return, not only was his purse ever

open, but his influence exerted to serve them.

Mr. Anderson had obtained the appointment of Hos-

pital Mate at St. Lucia, under Dr. Young, but, he

says, " the want of attending at a course of anatomical

lectures is a great loss to me ; nor can I rest contented

until I have it in my power to do so, although I have

no reason to oomjilain of ray iguorauce above many of

my comrades." (!) He remained at St. Lucia until the

end of 1783, with the exception of a few months of its

autumn, dm-ing which he was at Barbadoes. The follow-

ing letter is dated from that island, 11th September,

17S3.
MR. A. .A.NDEKS0N TO MR. FORSYTH.

I received your last letter (dated the 3rd of May, 1783)
in the beginning of August, with one enclosed to Mrs.
Mm'es, Dunlaj), in Jamaica. I am at a loss to express my
gratitude for your unwearied kindness to me. I wish not
for the smiles of fortune for auy selfish view, but to re-

compense, in some measure, the many distinguished marks
of friendship I have received.

About a week prior to the reception of your letter,

General Mathew sent to St. Lucia for me to come to Bar-

badoes to him. He received me with great kindness, told

me I was to look on myself as one of his family, since which
time I have been constantly with him. He told me he
would give me every assistance in my disquisitions he
possibly could. I am sure, from liis behaviour, he will be
of all the service he can to me. He has a great love for

natural history, and I dare say would spai-e no expense or

trouble to promote it as much as he can. He is the most
agreeable msm I ever saw ; is exceedingly sensible, and has
a tolerably good idea of all the sciences in general.

From some cpiestions he asked me relative to Sir Joseph
Banks, I have every reason to think his sending to St.

Lucia for me was owing to some letters he liad got from Sir

.To.=!eph concerning me.
I suppose lie has also got the letter from the Bishop of

Winchester you mentioned to me, for he pays every atten-

tion to me he possibly can.

He has frequently spoken to me about going to Trinidad,
Surinam, and other parts of the Continent, and I am sure
if Sir Joseph Banks would give the least hint of his desire,

he would iissist me by every means in his power to go to

any of the aforesaid places, or any other pait ; at present I
am doing little else than trifling away my time, for I ex-

amined Barbadoes to my wish in two weeks' time. There
ai-e some things in it to attract one's -siew for a few days,
but it is not worth spending long time in.

I find mj'self in a dilemma at present, as all the medical
people that were in the general hospital m these islands are
dismissed, and their places supplied with others from home.
I know the General intends taking me to Grenada with him,
but whether he will, or can witli iiropviety, continue my pay,
I cannot say, for he has mentioned nothing about it, and it

is rather a delicate thing for me to ask him ; for if I knew
he could not continue my pay, I would go to Jamaica
directly ; but I wish much to see some more of these islauds
before I leave them, especially Tobago. I also have a great
desire to visit some part of the Spanish Main, as it certainly
is the only place we know the least of, and I imagine its

productions are numerous, and very dift'ei-ent frorn these

islauds ; but travelhng in this country is exceedingly ex-

pensive, and attended with inconceivable hai-dships, so that

I cannot undertake it without some assistance.

I should have applied for leave to go to Tobago before

now, but as the General is anxiously expecting the packet
with the deiinitive treaty signed, as I can go from Grenada
to any of the other islands as easily as from this, I thought
it better to wait events here, as then I may probably know
what footing he intends taking me to Grenada on. But I

do not wish to stay long in any of these islands, for if my
means would have afl'orded it, I had seen many more of

them before this period.

I hope you have received the three boxes I sent with
Mr. Freeman long before this. I now send you all the
specimens and seeds I have got, with some fossils of St.

Lucia. As the island of Barbadoes has something in its

formation and external appearance very different from any
of the other islands, I could not help sending you my ideas

concerning it ; but as I made them nnt with any intention

of transmitttng them to you, but in my leism'e hours, when
I had nothing else to engross my attention; but, on looking

over your letter this morning, you wished I should transmit
any obsenatious on natural productions I miglit make, I

thought of sending them to you as they are. I hope you
will excuse the di-ess they are in, as I have not time now to

correct them.

GOSSIP.

The Lincoln Horticultural Society have fixed their

Shows on May asth, July 27th, and September 14th.

Their prizes are liberal, and their rules good.

The flower-gardeners of Dresden, at a ball given by

them a few weeks since, presented the ladies present

with fans made of natural flowers, which, by a very

simple piece of mechanism, opened and closed like

ordinary fans.

Speaking of potatoes, says the author of " The Cruize

of the Midge," stop till I immortalize my old mother's

receipt :

—

" To dress a potato, wash it well, but let there be no
scraping. At the thickest end cut off a piece the size of a

sixpence." This is the safety-valve through which the

steam escapes, and all rents in the skin are thereby pre-

vented, just as the aforesaid valve prevents a rupture in the

steam boiler. If you do this, oh for the meahness of the

potato !

We have always objected to nurserymen, and other

local dealers in flowers, being admitted as Judges at

Shows in their vicinity. We have so objected, not

because we think such judges would intentionally act

unjustly, but because we know that even the most cir-

cumspect in cases of doubt have given the casting vote

from a friendly bias. This, however, is not the chief

ground of our objection, because the still more preju-

dicial ground exists that such judges cause suspicions

in the minds of exhibitors, and if exhibitors once im-

bibe an opinion that unfair awards are probable, they

soon withdraw from exhibiting altogether. Holding

this opinion, and possessing this knowledge, we fully

concur in all that is said in the following extract from a

letter with which wa have been favoured by an amateur

poultry fancier of high position.

" I see one of your correspondents is recommending
Mr. Baily as jiidye at a iioiillri/ show. I know no more
respectable tradesman than Mr. Eaily, but there is a

strong and increasing feeling among exhibitors that dealers

should not be judges ; and in this neighbourhood I

honestly beheve that if a dealer were appointed there would

be no show. I think it right that you should be aware of
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this objection, in which I confess I participate, although I

am also desirous that it should not he considered as apply-

ing to Mr. Baily individually."

The same good authority gives us the following

result of his experience in preserving eggs—
"Fill a large earthen jar, such as Portusal grapes come

over in, two-thirds full of spring water. Slack some hme,
and stir in sufficient to make the water as white as milk,

aud a little thicker ; let the mixture stand and settle until

the lime has fallen to the bottom. Take off the scum, aud
the water wiU he perfectly clear, but let the lime remain.
Place the jar, uncovered, in a cool jilace, such as a pautry,

and drop in the eggs carefully day by day, as they are laid.

They will keep for many mouths. We are now (April)

using eggs put down in this way in July last, which ai'e per-

fectly sweet and good."

We can strongly recommend the Labels for Shrubs,

Roses, &o.. mentioned in the following note.

" Several suggestions for this purpose having appeared in

the pages of The Cottage Gardener, I am induced to

forward to you one of a kind invented by a relative of my
own, who takes great delight in his arboretum, and has
every specimen there very fully named and catalogued.

The label I send you is composed of the same material as

a common tobacco-pipe ; it is nearly the size aud shape of a
penny, with two holes intended to receive the ends of a

piece of zinc wire, the ends of which are then to be passed
round the stem of the tree, and twisted together. The
writing is to be with a common black lead pencil, which a
drop of water fixes, I believe, for ever. This method has
been in use for two or three years, and no evidence has yet

occurred to cast a doubt of its utility. The labels are

likewise made of an oval shape, considerably larger than
the enclosed. Should the stem increase in size it easily

untwists a Uttle of the soft wire. These labels are mauu-
factm'ed to order by Mr. WilUams, Kingsholm, Gloucester,

at the price of six shilhngs the gross, that is to say, one
halfpenny apiece."

—

A Parson's Wife.

Fortunately the pencil writing is not indelible on

these labels, though very permanent, so that the writing

can bo scrubbed off, aud the label used for another

plant.

PROTECTION OF BLOSSOMS.
On all sides we hear wailings of a most uugenial

spring ; what the metropolitan gardeners used to term
" the black thorn winter " has, indeed, reigned supreme
for the last three weeks at least. Verily, the prospective

gifts of Pomona are fostered by a churlish nurse, and
woe to him who is fond of leaving every thing to what
shortsightedness calls chance. These north-easters,

accompanied almost nightly by some half-a-dozen
degrees of frost, are not particularly rjualified to make
converts in the uon-protection way. Ample copings,

and front-coverings will surely be more in fashion

than hitherto. The day is at hand, when as much
night covering as will ward off frost and trosty winds
will be better appreciated ; when the difference between
a judicious amount of protection and mere coddling,

through mistaken views, or mere apathy, will be nicely

separated, and the tise and abuse of the principle be
carefully distinguished.

We have before stated our impressions, that the
whole subject of covering to the tender buds of fruit-

trees in course of development, sliould be reviewed
under two divisions, viz., retardation and protection.

These two processes, which undistinguishiug minds
have ever been too apt to confound, aro nevertheless

essentially distinct; the distinctness not dependent on
the material used, but on the operator. In oi-dcr to

understand tliis matter aright, a somewhat close con-

sideration of the conflicting elements the gardener has

to deal with must be grappled with. It is not singly a
question of frost, of sunshine, or of winds, but all com-
bined ; what doctors would term a complication. Re-
tardation, according to our acceptance, is capable, in

the majority of cases, of carrying out two most im-
portant matters; one, the insuring a root action in

unison with the branch development; the other, increas-

ing the chances of floral impregnation through the in-

creased temperatiu'e of the period, together with the

absence of at least one portion of the frosts incidental to

early spring.

We have covered a vast extent of trees and bushes
this spring, most of which was accomplished in the

beginning of February. The one portion, superior

wall trees, have canvass, and the rest aro done with
spruce boughs. The canvassed trees liave been managed
strictly on the retarding principle up to the time of

blooming, and since that, on the protective principle.

The canvass, by the retarding system, was imcovered,

on an average, about tliree days a-week ; sometimes two
or three days successively. On all very cold, dull, and
windy days, the trees were sure to be exposed, and as

surely covered during sunshine. By these means, they

have been retarded at least a fortnight, which we hold

to be a thing of importance; and, moreover, by free

exposure to every cold wind, the buds are in a most
hardy state. At night, however, the trees are always

covered. As soon as the first blossom opens the prac-

tice is fairly reversed ; during every chance of sunshine

the trees are uncovered, and as carefully covered during

very inclement weather. Our peach wall is now, Ajuil

1st, nearly in full bloom, and is certainly the finest

sight of the kind we ever witnessed. Apricots just be-

ginning to cast their corolla. Pears will be unfolding

their blossoms in about a fortnight, aud other things

in a similar ratio.

Now, there cannot be a moment's doubt that this

retarding is of eminent service to the blossom in other

ways than by mere surface operations. Every one
must have observed in his day the impaticneo with

which the long- imprisoned bud bursts its bonds in

the event of a protracted and ungenial spring; if we
mistake not, evidence of tliis kind will be common this

spring, and not only the buds of trees, but vegetables, as

brocolis, &o., exhibit a similar impatience. A moment's
consideration will show that this is the mere conse-

quence of accumulated bottom warmth, bringing tlie

root into action before any expenditure takes place in

the branches. It is well known that the earth begins

to borrow of the atmosphere from the moment tho

hitter's averages are in advance of the former, which

operation will probably commence about the beginning

of March ; therefore, it is evident that if the cultivator

can by any means arrest the development of the buds

for a while, the root will be all this time increasing in

action, and, consequently, the better ready to supply tho

needs of the plant or tree. Surely nobody will athrm

that a torpid root is to be preferred to an active one;

and, indeed, the covering of vine borders, the wrapping

haybands round the stems of tender trees, and sundry

other apjiliances, to say nothing of careful drainage, all

attest an anxiety on the part of those who thus practice,

to establish a due relation between root and branch.

And now, to those who have a short memory we say,

do not forget the advent of the insect tribes, which are

sure to make their appearance as soon as tho elaborative

powers of the fruit-trees commence. For our part, we
have not left a stone unturned which might in any way
act as a preventive. Sulphur, soft-soap, &c., have been

called fully into requisition, together with liberal scrub-

bings of such things as brine ; and, althougli such appli-

cations in the early spring months appear troublesome

processes, and hinder or protract other matters at times,

yet we are sure of being gainers in the end, oven in the
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matter of labouv. Our readers may depend upon it, that

prevention is much cheaper than cure, and assuredly less

disastrous in its effects.

Tlie extirpation of the aphides the moment they
appear we do hold to he the most important proceeding
of the spring. He who commences operations tlie

moment one appears may count on an almost perfect

immunity until near Midsummer. "Who would not, by
a timely movement, cast overboard sucli a load of

anxiety? There has been but too much apathy about
these blood-suckers. I have not unfrequently heard
persons exclaim, "Oh, 'tis only tlie green fly!" But
they should please to remember that there is a very
close connexion—strange to say—between aphides and
naked walls, barren stems, and vitiated constitutions.

Indeed, if there be one feature of improved modern
gardening wliich claims more attention than another, it

is the freedom from insects in these days of well-

cultivated gardens. There is not now a first-rate gar-

dener in England, who can either look at, or talk

or write about, insect depredations with inditt'erence.

It is a great pity but that somebody who has plenty of
of leisure would make up their mind to discover a
cheaper remedy than tobacco. As for tobacco paper, the
gardening world should at once set their face against it.

The extortionate character of some dealers in it has
become abominable. Eight-pence to teu-peuee per tb.

for an article which used to be sixpence ! and when at

the latter price and unadulterated six times as strong. A
great portion of what is now sold is, we are informed,
rough paper from ])aper warehouses, deluged in lamp-
black water, to which a little tobacco juice lias been
added for conscience (?) sake. R. Eriungton.

EARLY HARDY BULBS.
In the preface to the volume of The Coit.vge G.\k-

DENER just concluded, we are ordered to keeji this

vessel well up in the wind's eye against the trade winds.
The meaning of that order I take to be tliis,—that the
trade of book-craft might got other vessels atloat, steer-

ing on the same tack as ourselves, and that if we let

any of tliem go a-liead of us we might lose the first of
the market. But I see no reason to fear, even if the
French President liimself were to come across our bows;
and if the worst come to the worst, we could raise oiglity

thousand volunteers, without a JNIihtia Bill, to defend
our coast against all tlie trade winds within the compass.
Let all the readers of The Coti.\ge Gardener make
notes on their spring flowers, send them to our lielms-

irian for these pages, and the thing will be accomplished
before ^lay is out, and here is an example :

—

This very week I saw a pretty spring tiowei-, which 1

had not seen before for the last three-and-twenty years.
The owner called it the Dwarf Jonquil. It is dwarf
enough, it is true, not more than four or five inches
high, but it is no Jonquil, although it belongs to the same
family—the daffodil tribe. All the true Jonquils have
the leaves rounded like a rush, with a slight cliannel
up one side. ]S\ircissus gracilis is the nearest of them
to the Jonquils; but the one that I saw is the true Jja.v
minor—a very old bulb, which was known, if not
named, by Linnajus. (It is Narcissus minor in the Cot-
tarje Gardeners' Dictionary.) I think Mr. Apjileby could
furnish tlie plant from this description. It flowers in
March. There is only one flower on a stalk, and the
stalk is not six inches high ; the cup, or centre part of
the flower, projects beyond the true flower; the leaves
are glaucous, or milky green, very blunt at the point,
flat on the upper side, and rounded below. It is one of
the prettiest and most hardy of the family, and, coming
into flower so early, is a valuable border plant, to be
treated in all respects like the crocus, and would make

a nice contrast in a crocus arrangement, being in flower

at the same time. I saw lots of it in pots for forcing

last Christmas, which came into bloom before the end
of January, with merely the protection of a small green-

house. This little bulb has a melancholy interest in

my eyes; it was the very last bulb on which Dr. Her-
bert experimented, endeavouring to get a cross between
it and another slender-leaved one, which blooms at the

end of the autumn, by keeping the pollen dry through
the winter, till this bulb flowered naturally—according
to an assertion in The Gardener's Magazine, to the

effect that pollen of Rhododendrons might be gathered
on the Alps of Thibet, sent over to England, and would
be as effectual in crossing as if it were the produce of

the next garden; but the bulb-experiment failed.

There is no tribe of bulbs more deserving of extended
cultivation than that of the more hardy Daffodil or

Narcissus ; and although there is no end to the varieties

into which they have already sported, there is still

ample room for improving them by a judicious course

of cross-breeding. We owe all that we now possess of

them more to accidental seedlings than to the labours
of the cross-breeder, and there is nothing definitively

known of how far the various sections of them will inter-

breed with each other. All the finer kinds of them
prefer a rich light soil on a dry bottom, but recent

or fresh manure is poison to them ; an elevated bed,

on a south or well-sheltered border, would suit them
better than any other, and very likely the more early

kinds would seed and cross better in pots, under the

same treatment as florists give to their fine auriculas

and polyanthuses. If they were in pots, some of the

later ones could be forced, and others could he kept back,

so as to have a good assortment of them in flower at the

same time, so as to provide fresh pollen for crossing

;

but any kind of pollen may be kept fresh enough for a
few months, if it is kept quite dry in tissue paper. The
only drawback to reserved pollen is, that if it does not
take efl'ect, we are apt to suppose that it is owing to its

not being fresh, and we are not satisfied with the result

of our experiment, although the chances are that the

same pollen would fail if only gathered the same
morning.
The spring Cyclamens, the dog's-tooth violet, Erythro-

nium, and American cowslip, Dodecatheon, are highly
deserving of being tried for crosses ; they are favourite

flowers with every one. I saw several jiatches of the

purple dog's-tooth violet the other day in a mixed border,

and they were four feet or more from the walk ; an ex-

traordinary bad arrangement, which must have been
quite accidental. Some one had removed the roots when
digging the border in the autumn, when their leaves

were not up. There were six or seven other kinds of

plants quite as much out of their proper places in the

same border; and I mention this in order to point out a

very common error in cottage or villa gardens, where the

mixed border is too often planted in this huddled sort of

way, which never fails to make a bad impression on
every one who is at all acquainted with the natural

habits of the plants. Now is a good time to begin to

put such borders into regular order. A great i>art of

our laboiu' in The Dictionarg must be lost to our readers

if any of them could not tell, with that book in his

hands, what place in a border every plant in it ought to

occupy. A fair average of the heights, and the colours

of the flowers, with the ordinary time of flowering, is

given in that most useful work, and all this was intended
by us to instruct our young readers how and wliere to

plant all the more showy plants that are usually to be
met with. All the little plants, as, for instance, the snow-
drop, crocus, dog's-tooth violet, Ajax minor, or the

smallest datt'odil, should go in a line quite close to the

side of the border next the walk. Then, for parting the

colours, for they are almost aU in bloom at the same
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time, the suow-drop is white ; the cvocus white, bhie,

and yellow ; the dog's-tooth violet purple and white

;

and the little Ajax yellow, with a flower larger than any
of the rest, but not an inch farther from the ground.
Tliose colours may be arranged just as any one pleases,

and being from what we may call bulbs, they can be
changed every year if one chooses to go to the trouble of

getting up the roots; at any rate, let us have a begin-
ning at getting in these, and all our border mixtui'es,

according to their heights, wherever such is needed. I

would on no account disturb the plants just now, but
let us have a lot of tallies, or number sticks, and go to

one end of the border the first fine day, and put a name
to every plant all the way through, and those we cannot
make out the names of we must number, beginning with

1, 2, 3, 4, and so on ; then, as the plants are being
named or numbered, the names or numbers ought to

be written on a slip of paper, and at night take The
Cottage Oardener's Dictionary to find out the height of

every plant on the list; the colour might be mar'ked, and
also the time of flowering; then, when the whole are

checked, or proved, make a list of them in the garden-
book, alphabetically. Anytime through the summer, or

in the autumn, when a plant appears to be ripe, or at

rest, if it is not in its proper place, according to the

height of it, let it be removed with a ball of earth,

planted and watered, and watered again and again, if it

seems to require it, before it takes to the new place.

Now, I know a lady who is very fond of her flower-

borders, and equally fond of talking about them with
old gardeners like me, when they call; and I know, also,

the first thing I shall hear when I call again will be,

that " It is all very well for you gardeners to point out
the way how to put the borders into such and such
arrangement; but what is one to do who does not know
the names of one-tenth of her plants. We began the

other day with the tallies, as you said in The Cotuge
G.^RDENER, but I am almost ashamed to tell you, that
three-parts out of four of tliem have only the numbers,
because we did not know the names : but I think we
have improved on your plan, if I understand it right;

the first one we did not know we marked 1, as you
said, and less than two yards otT we met with the same
plant again, and there are si.x more of them in different

jilaces along the border. You did not say how all these

should be numbered, but I ordered number 1 to be put
to the whole of them." " Quite right, madam ; quite

right, and if you are not too much engaged, I have got a
couple of hours to spare to-day. The weather is fine,

and, if you please, let us go out to the garden, and
perhaps I can name some of the plants for you." Any
other chance visitor might do the same, and in a few
months, it is surprising how many names one might
l>ick up. Every new name ought to be written on the

tally and in the garden book ; as a last resource, let a
sprig of this, that, and the other, be sent in bloom to the

oflice of The Cottage Gardener, and the name is sure

to come out ; but never adopt this plan until you are

satisfied that no gardener or friend within your call

knows the name, because we have such a wonderful deal

to attend to besides, as they say in Suffolk. By the by,

there is a bunch of flowers of the " Kilkenny Anemone "

on my table from a kind lady, S. S. They prove to be the

common border Anemone, but we appreciate her attention

just as much as if they were quite new to us, and in re-

turn, if S. S. will mark her flower-beds on the plan as was
directed last week, we shall do as much for her as we
possibly can (see "Answers to Correspondents" to-day)

;

indeed, all of us are very sorry when we cannot answer
such and such things as are sometimes asked of us, for

we know full well that paying strict attention to every
commuDication is the surest way of keeping up our
useful craft in the wind's eye; as for the trade winds,
they are all in our favour,—our sails are full of them.

and from the right point; but I have been sailing to-day

in a circle, and brought my letter to the point I first

started from, but, I hope, without a breach of " the cus-

tomary command of our captain" to "keep her up."

D. Beaton.

CAPE HEATHS.
{Continuedfrom page 7.)

Pruning.—The time of pruning, as has been already

stated, must be regulated by the period of blooming. In

all kinds that flower in winter, spring, and summer, the

pruning should be given when the flowers fade. Those

that bloom in late autumn and early winter may be

shortened, but not finally cut in until spring. When the

heaths are kept in a growing temperature during

winter, ranging from 43'= to 50'\ pruning may be re-

sorted to at any time, but those cut late in autumn and

winter, as soon as they break afresh must be kept in the

best position for light and air, otherwise the young

growth will be spindly. The mode of priming miist de-

pend upon the habit of the plant as respects quick or

slow, compact or rampant, growth. Many kinds that

grow slowly and compactly, require nothing more than

nipping out the point of those shoots that come stronger

than the generality. Something like consternation was

excited some time ago, by the statement that a first-rate

cultivator pruned his heaths with a pair of large scissors,

using as little ceremony with them as if they had been

thorn or yew hedges. No grower would think of using

thus such kinds as Tricolor, or llartncUi; but such

rough usage might safely he indulged with such strong-

growing kinds as Wilmoriana and llyemalis, and even

some of the stronger varieties of Ventricosa. We, how-

ever, have no wish to recommend such uncouth instru-

ments for such a purpose, but would prefer a clean

sharp knife, or a pair of those beautiful pruning scis-

sors made by Jlr. Turner, of Sheffield, which cut

almost as clean as the sharpest knife, and leave

not a semblance of a bruise behind, while the cut is

always clean across, and not in a slanting direction,

as generally left by a knife ; for many purposes these

pruners are a useful appendage for the waistcoat pocket

of the amateur. I dislike common shears for this or

any purpose where plants are grown for ornament, as

there is thus produced a tendency to the formal ;
not

but strong -growing kinds would flourish as well by

being clipped all round into any shape that suited the

proprietor's fancy, presenting as close an o<itline as a

newly cut hedge, but then, until the new growth broke

in upon that outline, there woidd be too much of the

artistic apparent to be pleasant to the generality of the

lovers of plants.

In saying this I by no means hold with those re-

formers in the style of gardening, who are ever speaking

of taking nature as our sole guide. I contend, on

the contrary, that in everything about a garden the

art of the gardener shovdd be seen, and clearly seen,

without the trouble of looking for it. " Imitate

objects and scenes as you observe them in nature,

in" the world around you, and then you will be on

the high road to perfection." I fear we should be

getting into a devious bye-path. For instance, do your

very best to cultivate a plant, or form scenery, in imita-

tion of what natm-e does, and ten to one but the keen

lover of the picturesque would pass unheeded your

greatest efforts, to gaze with rapture on the upland fell,

the ferny brake, the mount.ain gorge, or the silvery lake.

Succeed to such an extent that even he would be

deceived, and what reward have you for your labour?

What good in forming a scene similar to that wliich

already exists, and the forming of which cost no man a

thought or a shilling? The path of honour and pro-

priety is the middle course—neither the juirely artistic,
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nor tlio picturesque, or uaturosqiie, but what Loudon,
with his great gnisji of iiiind, termed the Gardenesque

;

enough of the natural as the ground work of our opera-
tions to show that we neither servilely imitate, nor
doggedly oppose, such teaching ; a sutHcienoy of tl)e

artistic to show that, cither by the mode of culture,

arrangement, or combination, the untiring industry of

man had been there, that, in fact, the scene is such an
one as could 7iever be mistaken for a natural scene.

Keeping these things in view, in pruning plants in

general, and lienths in particular, the first thing is

to prune according to the natural disposition, so to

speak, of the plant ; and then the next thing is, neither
to cut as if you were shaping a wig on the block
of a barber, nor yet so carelessly and seldom as if

a knife was an unnecessary utensil. 1 met, not long
ago, with an example of what I mean. One of tlie

best gardeners in the country Ixas manufactured some
clean-stemmed, large-headed Portugal laurels, which are

planted out in a ilower-gardcn, to imitate orange-trees

;

and, in this case, the imitation is far superior to what
the real Simon I'ure often is, graced and stilted with an
unsightly tub. Last year, his man Friday had cut tliem
as true to geometric science as if he had used a Iruo for

every sweep of his weapon, and moppixh and himpish
they looked, and riglit well did our friend grumble about
them, as he longed for the summer shoots to break
the monotony of the too regular outline. This year
they are done to jierfection ; a mark of pruning is not
seen, as every shoot removed is cut to a lateral shoot,
and if one of tlic latter is shortened, it is done to a loaf,

with its bud in its axil. The outline, as a whole, is

extremely regular, but then it is not lumpish, because
the slight inequalities hero and there tln-ow it into pleas-

ant liglit and shade. In fact, the jilants look so easy,
graceful,— say natural, if you will,—as to convey a high
idea of the refined taste of the artist who cultivated
them ; and yet the presence of the art of that artist is

so conspicuous, tliat no one would imagine that, such
plants could be found in their native wilds. On the
same principle prune Heaths, make their nature the
groundwork of the operation. Do not imitate what
nature does, for then all the jn-uning would be left to

the fury of the storm and the browsing of animals.
Wiicu the necessary pruning is done, every old flower,

and all exhausted, withered foliage must be carefully
removed. In close-growing and abundant-blooming
kinds, this is a work of no little difficulty, but future
success depends on both being attended to. Young,
vigorous heatlis, if cut over, may safely be pruned back
to two-year-old wood. ^Ve have had tliem break from
wood more than double that age, but it is always safest

to reserve the pruiung to the wood of the previous
season's growth. Strong-growing kinds, that bloom
something like spike fashion, should be cut the farthest
back. I have stated that many kinds will want little or
no])runing. - After pruning, the plants should be kept
closer tlian usual, to encourage growth, but admitted to

an any situation sufficiently early to prevent the growth
being weak.

Training.— What was lately said as applicable to

geraniums, &c., will apply to heaths. Compact kinds will
need little or no training or staking, if growji in a free,

pure atmosphere. For all free-growing kinds we would
prefer a conical shape to any otlier, and in geneial this

may be managed with the assistance of a stake in the
centre, and a wire round tliu rim of the pot, to which
the lower branches arc fastened all round as the base of
the sugar-loaf. " 13 ut why is this sugar-loaf shape, or
rather the conical, superior to the one-sided plants, the
bushy, shrubby-like plants, &c, ?" Simply because the
growing jilants to one side is nnnatiind, because the
flat-headed look, in most of our trees and shrubs, is the
sign of advancing age, and, therefore, conjuring up any

tiling but the associations of youth and its Joys; while,

on the other hand, tlie conical form is taken by most of

our I'avourite trees, when they have room to expand
themselves, and they are yet young and vigorous, stirring

up bright anticipations. " But wliat has the natural to

dowitliit?" Just this—we will not blindly be her
imitators, we will readily be her pupils, and of every one
besides that can teach us a lesson. Our duly, then, is to

draw our first hints from her teaching, and then to assist

rather than oppose what unaided she would have done.
The plant that imtundh/ crawls along the ground, over-

hangs the cliff, nr dangles from the bank, will ever be ill

at case when twisted into a balloon, or drawn into a
pyramid, by means of frames that are quite as interest-

ing as the ]ilants upon them. 13ut when plants can be
grown into the pyramidal shape without opposing their

natural habits, with the assistiuioe of a single stick and
some braeingthreads,if thus they do noilook moienatural
than the round, lumpy-headed specimens, which we
contend they do when associated with youth and vigour,

there can be no question as to the simplicity and saving
of labour the method involves. Even when the pyra-

midal in shape should be adopted, however, keep, our
friend's laurels in view ; and tliough striving with an
artistic eye for a regular outline, allow such juttiugs out

here, and such rcoedings there, as will produce an object

more beantifid and harmonious, than if more artistic, or

more natund. R. I'lsu.

THE ACniMENES FOR SPECIMEN PLANTS.

Thkse i^lants, when well managed, form splendid

objects, either as subjects for the exhibition tent, or

for more general use as ornaments to oiu' stoves and
greenhouses during the summer months. Twenty years

ago, the species known amounted to almost the lowest
numerical figure, but now their name is leyion. Nu-
merous species have been introduced from the fruitful

regions of South America, and these again have been
multiplied by the art of hybridization, till our shelves

literally are crowded to excess with them. It is now a
somewhat difficult matter to find room for evcu a
selection of the best kinds, especially when room is

wanted for the hosts of Oloxinias and Gesneras, which,
in the same s]iace of time, have, by the industry of

collectors, and the no less industrious exertions of the

hybridizer, been multiplied amazingly. As amongst
so many species and varieties it would be almost im-

possible to grow them all to any thing like perfection,

we pi'opose in this paper, first to make a selection of a
few of tlic best kinds of Achimenes, and then to describe

a method by which those few may be made to display a
greater amount of bloom, and thus render them pleasant

objects to look at, and show the ditl'oreuce between a
starved lot of numerous plants in small pots, and noble

specimens attractive and pleasing to the commonest ob-

server—the mere loiuiger, who, to kill time before dinner,

takes a stroll in the garden.

The following is a selection of the kinds we judge
fitting for our purpose to form specimens with. Achi-

menes gloxiniflora, white, spotted with crimson; A.
lonyiflora, bliie ; A. lonyijiora alba, white, with pink
stripes; A. ilountfordii (hybrid), with scarh^t flowers;

A. patens, purplish crimson; A. pedunculata, orange,

spotted with crimson; yl.piWra, orange-scarlet, spotted

with brown; A. Tui/welliana, purplish - crimson ; A.
venusta (hybrid), with rosy-purple flowers.

These nine kinds comprise the best and most showy
varieties. To grow them as large specimens, the follow-

ing articles are necessary : suitable compost, and a
nimibcr of wide shallow pans, four or five inches deep,

of various sizes, but none less than a foot in diameter,

nor any more than eighteen inches.
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f!inl(ihle compost.—Tlie roots of achimoues are small

and fibrous, and require, in eonscijuence, an open, light

compost tliat they ean easily penetrate. It must not

only he in that state at first, but ranst be of such

materials as will continue so till the season of growth is

past. Now, the compost that will do that, may be formed
of chopped sphagnnm (white moss), fibry peat, turfy

loam, and half-decayed leaves, in equal parts, with a free

mi.xture of sharp sand. Chop the sphagnum or hog moss
pretty fine, it will then mix better with the rest. Take
out of the peat and the loam the rorigh tufts of roots or

sod that may bo amongst it, and mix them all together

with the hands, but by no means use the sieve; then

mix them thoroughly together, and the compost is ready
for use. The shallow pans should have several holes in

the bottom, to allow the free eseape of the superfluous

water ; each hole should he covered with a largish

piece of broken pot, or, where they can be had, with

oyster-shells, well washed, then place a thin layer of

potsherds of a less si/,e all over the bottom. This is,

as our readers are aware, for drainage. Upon it lay a

covering of the rougher parts of the eomjiost, to prevent

the finer particles from choking np the drainage ; upon
this latter layer place the compost, filling the pans
nearly full ; then select as many plants, about two
inches high, as will plant each pan so full that when
grown the entire surface will be hid. Place one kind
in a pan or pans by itself; the smaller-growing kinds

in the smallest pans, and the tall growers in the largest.

A. pit tens is the least, not growing more than six inches

high ; the next in size is A. lonyi/lora, and its variety,

and A MnuntfonUi, which is an improvement upon the

old A. ciicrhicii ; next, A. venusta. A. TurjuelU'ina, and
A. i/!o.riiii/Iorn, then A.pictn, and lastly, A.poihinrnhitn.,

which will grow from two to three feet high ; that they

grow to these different heights is a fortunate circum-

stance. They can be so arranged on tl>e stage or plat-

form, that the tallest growers may be placed behind, the

next size in front of them, and the smaller kinds near
to the walk; they will then form, as it were, a bank
of flowers, various in colours, and most pleasing in

general effect. Two or three pans of each kind (with

the exception of A. patens, of which there may be a

greater number for the front rank) will be sufficient for

a moderate-sized stove, but if they are wanted for the

greenhouse also, a greater number may be planted.

When all are filled, give a gentle watering, and place

them in a pit gently heated ; place them near the glass,

and shade from midday siui till they begin to grow
afresh, then admit more light, and give the necessary

supplies of water and air. If they show signs of spind-

ling up weak, nip ofl' the top, to cause them to break
more branches, and give more air to strengthen the

growth. T. Appleby.
(To be continued.)

CULTURE OF THE ROSE FOR EXHIBITION.
{Continued from paije 22.)

Section 7.

—

Roses in Pots for Exhibition.—This
is, comparatively speaking, a new art and a new feature

in rose culture. A very few years ago, it was thought
almost impossible to bring the rose to anything like

approaching perfection or practicability as an exhibiting
plant in pots. The floral world is indehted to the

London Horticultural Society for proving the fallacy

of this idea. They offered prizes for the best specimens,
and with that spirit of enterprise, industry, and jierse-

verance, for which the florists of PJngland are famous,
roses were produced in fair condition even at the first

exhibition at which these prizes were offered, and they
have steadily advanced in quantity and merit eveiy year
since then. Not only nurserymen competed with nur-

serymen, but amateurs with amateurs, till at length,

during the last season or two, it was found necessary to

have a tent nearly entirely devoted to roses in pots

alone. The noble size of the plants, and the profusion

of fragrant bloom on each, rendered the rose tent as

attractive to the visitors as any other kind of plants,

with, perhaps, the single exception of the orchid tent.

And well the rose deserves this admiration, and espe-

cially when grown in pots, in the manner as they are

seen in the exhibition tents at the great metropolitan

shows. Such exhibitions show forth with emphatic

language the practicability of gi-owing them in pots, whe-

ther for exhibition or ornament ; indeed, some of the

most fragrant and delicate kinds, especially in the more
northern counties, cannot be grown so well in any other

wa,y as in pots. Now, as it has thus been satisfactorily

proved that roses can be grown to the greatest jierfection

in pots, it is desirable to know the ways and the means
by which any one may, with ordinary care, succeed to

grow them well. We sliall divide this part of our sub-

ject into— 1, house and pit for forcing and protection;

2, soil ; .3, choice of suitable kinds ; -1, potting; 5, prun-

ing; 0, training; 7, general management (summer treat-

ment and winter treatment) ; 8, insects.

1. House and Pit.—To have fine specimens of roses

in pots, to flower in May or dune, some considerable

outlay is necessary. There should bo a house properly

constructed, and a pit to shelter the tenderer kinds in

from severe frost and heavy rains, and to place the

plants in after potting. The best kind of house is a

span roof; some recommend one facing the south, with

the longest lights on that side, and shorter ones to

the north, but we think the best aspect is east and

west, because then the plants have the benefit of

the sun early in morning and late in the after-

noon. The house shoulil be wide enough to allow

room for a tolerable platform in the centre, and

a nan-ow one round the sides. The centre platform

will serve excellently to bold largo plants, and those

round the sides will do to place the smaller ones on.

The best, and in the end the cheapest platforms, are

formed with a wooden frame, with iron bars, and slates

to rest upon them, instead of boards. It should be high

enough to bring the tops of the plants within at least

two feet of the glass. This platform will last a man's

life-time. Another advantage is, that it may have a

coating of ashes or sand laid upon it without fear of its

decaying. This covering for the pots to stand upon is

of great use. If it be thoroughly wetted, now and then,

it slowly gives out a moisture to the atmosphere of the

house, which is very agreeable and healthful to the in-

mates. The house should be heated by a boiler and
hot-water pipes, because the old way of beating by flues

generates such a dry heat, and too frequently causes a

diffusion of bad sulphurous air, that escapes through

unperceived chinks in the flue, thereby injuring the

plants, and encouraging the increase of the red sjiider,

that such bad efTects render the adoption of the more

wholesome mode of heating with hot water very desir-

able, and much more healthy, both to the roses and to

the cultivator. But we need'not argue in favour of the

liot-watcr system of heating in glass structures, for it

is well known, and duly appreciated. The house, then,

being put up of any size to suit the number of roses

intended to be grown, provided with the means of

heating it with hot-water pipes, and also with suitable

platforms, some consideration must be bestowed upon
tiie best means of giving air. This is essential; for

when the sun breaks forth through the clouds, the beat

will soon bo too high for these hardy plants. Now it

should be given so as not to come in direct contact

with the young leaves of the roses ; sliding-doors in the

walls will allow ingress of fresh air the best way of any,

because then it becomes heated by passing over the
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pipes previously to reacliiug the plants; yet it is neces-
sary, not only to let in fresh air, but also to let out that
which is heated, and probably, by being confined, dete-

riorated. Tliis can only be done by having a portion of
the roof moveable. Mr. John Shaw, the landscape gar-
dener at iSIanchester, has invented a very ingenious
metliod of doing this, which deserves to be better known.
When he puts up a house, he has the rafter made
hollow, and by turning a board inside with holes in it,

the heated air is let out of every part of the house
equally and etfectually. Tlie way in wliich this is done
we are not at liberty to disclose, but any one that will

write to that gentleman will, we believe, obtain every
information on the subject. We saw it in operation, and
were very much struck and pleased with its efficiency

and perfect adaptation for the purpose. T. Appleby.
(To be coniiniivd.)

PROPAGATION OF ORCHIDS.
{Continued from page 22.)

Oncidium.—This is a large assemblage of plants of

various habits and appearances. The free-growing
pseudo-bulb-bearing species, are easily propagated by
cutting off two of the oldest pseudo-bulbs, and putting
them in pots suitable to their size, giving no water till

they begin to grow, and then very moderately. The
large-leaved varieties, of which O. luridum may be con-
sidered a type, require, in order to increase them, to

have a couple of the oldest leaves cut off at the base, and
then to be tied to a block of wood and hung up in a
shady part of the orchid-house; syringe them now and
then, till roots and fresh leaves are produced, then
syringe oftener ; keep them on the block for one year,

and then, wlieu they begin to grow, take them carefully

off the block, pot them in a very open material, and
treat them in the usual way. There is a small section
of this fine family that require very particular care in

propagating; they are mostly from Jamaica, and O.

triquetum will serve as the type to give au idea of the
whole. To increase this small-growing, but charming
section of Onoids, pass a kuife through the rhi/.oma,

and allow the pieces to remain together till the first

growth is perfected. They may then be separated, and
treated like established plants.

Paphini,\ cristata.—A very choice, rare plant, and
not easy to increase. The safest way is to divide the
rhizoma between the pseudo-bulbs, and allow them to

stand and grow in the pot till fresh or new growths are

perfected, then, at the growing season, separate them
from each other, pot, and water, and give the usual treat-

ment as if they had never been divided.

Paxtonia.—A small genus of pretty, but not very
showy plants, easily increased by division at tlie time
of potting. This is one of the very few orchids that
have been increased by seed. It is a remarkable cir-

cumstance, that orchids scarcely ever in this country
perfect seeds, at least none that will grow in the ordi-

nary way—-that is to ripen, be gathered, and sown as one
could any other seeds of plants. We have tried im-
pregnation, but apparently without effect ; for though
there appear seed-vessels, and those full of a kind of
thready dust, which we supposed to be seeds, and
though we scattered this stuti' on branches of trees in

the orchid-house, on stones, on the surface of the
compost, in the pots, the only reward we ever had, with
the exception of the genus wo have now in hand
(Paxtonia), and on one occasion, a few Bletias, was dis-

appointment. And yet, in their native wilds, they must
seed and propag:ate freely ; for there is no friendly

hand with a knife to divide rhizomas, and treat them
rightly afterwards. We must not yet give up trying to

pi'opagate, and, perhaps, hybridize orchids by seeds.

Peristeria.—A stately genus, producing very largo

pseudo-bulbs. It is mostly teiTestrial, and, therefore, is

easily increased in the same way as Bletia ; that is, when
a number of plants are desired, break up a large one
into as many divisions as it will make, allowing at least

a couple of pseudo-bulbs to each division
; pot these,

and be very careful how they are watered, for the least

excess, or water lodging in the young shoots, would
cause them to perish.

Phaius.—This is a genus divided from Bletia, and,

therefore, may be readily increased in the same manner.
The noble P. Wallichii, is as easy to pi-opagate as a
Jerusalem artichoke. Every pseudo-bulb has dormant
buds, which, when the pseudo-bulbs are divided from
the old plants, will push forth, ninety-nine cases in the

hundred, a shoot, and thus make plenty of plants wher-
ever there is a large old one to work with.

Phal/Enopsis.—All our readers that are orchid growers
will be aware that this splendid plant is very difficult to

increase. We have grown plants for seven years before

we could get any offsets to make new ones of. It is too

scarce and dear to try experiments witli, or, we have little

doubt, it might be increased by single leaves with a bud
at its base; it sometimes forms a young plant on the

flower-stems. We saw, very lately, one so foi'med on a
plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick.

It is, therefore, worth while to keep on the old flower-

stems as long as possible, in order to give them a chance
to produce young plants on them. Sometimes, on very

old strong plants, side-shoots are produced ; these, as

soon as they have pushed a root or two, should be care-

fully divided from the main stem, and be tied to a

separate block without any moss, watering them only by
dipping the block into tepid water, without wetting the

stem or leaves of the plant. This small genus of plants

is so rare and valuable, that any and all means are

desirable to be tried to increase them. We need only

mention that the price of very small plants are sold at

five guineas yet, though they have been introduced

several years. T. Appleby.
{To be continued.)

SEASONABLE NOTES FOR THE KITCHEN
GARDEN

The middle of April usually finds kitchen-gardens in

better trim than they are at any other period, there being

few crops on the ground in that state of maturity ap-

proaching to what is called "rubbishy," and the large

breadtlis under the various seed crops just now making
their appearance, excite an interest in their behalf wliich

is not always awarded them at other times; added to

which is the healthy appearance the foliage of common
fruits presents, which are generally cultivated liere.

Now, we need hardly impress on the aspiring young
gardener, who sees all these tokens of interest and pro-

raise about him, to assist, by all the means he can, to

increase the beauty of the scene, which, however, we do

not assume to call by any otlier name than " artificial,"

or gardencsque, as formal cidtivation is sarcastically

called by those wlio see no beauty where there is no
wildness. To such we give up the sylvan scenery of the

neighbomdiood, and we almost wish we could give them
the east wind likewise, as its baneful effect on vegeta-

tion is scarcely less than a severe winter. Even now,
tlie beginning of April, the leaves of Brocoli present a

fringe of decay all round their margin, besides many
being completely destroyed, and some partially so, and
yet wo have had but little winter. The same effects

attend plants of more tender character. Calceolarias,

which had stood unscathed until the middle or end of

February, have since sufi'ered severely, and all from the

pernicious cft'ects of this cast wind, or, what is nearly

the same, the north-east. Now, in calling the amateur's
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attention to this general drawback to English springs,

we would suggest that, in aiTanging his crops, to hear
in mind that a shelter from its virulence is very import-

ant to all tender or early produce. Peas that are sown
in autumn ought to be slieltered from its influence, as

also ought Oaiiliflower and other plants. ^V^lere no
natural protection exists, some artificial one must be
substituted, which will easily suggest themselves to the

thoughtful cultivator. As another im]iortaut point, we
request him to suspend transjilanting anything in a
growing and delicate state during its prevalence, but
seeds may be sown with perfect propriety, and injiu'ious

as it doubtless is on all but the most hardy vegetation,

we all know how useful it is as a fertiliser. Being in it-

self more dry than currents of air from other quarters,

it speedily withdraws the moisture the new turned-up
ground is charged with, and insinuating itself into the

many pores lel't by the retiring waters, it soon prepares

such ground for benefiting by the next change of

weather; or, if it continues long enough, it will act the

part of a pulveriser itself, as has been so well exemplified

the present spring, in which we never heard "of the

land working so well " as it has done in most places, not
even after a severe winter.

As the ground is now in a condition to receive seeds

or roots of every kind, to which it also gives promise of

doing justice to, we request our amateur friends to look
rouud and see if everything is sown and planted men-
tioned in former calendars, and keep a sliarp look out
on those early sowings, for whose produce it would be
dilficult to find a substitute ; this relates to Lettuce, Cuuli-

flowers, Earhj Potatoes, &c., as well as those more tender
tilings still slieltered under glass, as Vegctahle Marrow,
Tomatoes, Capsicums, Ridge Cucumbers, and, what is

equally important, see that in their crowded condition
they do each other no harm, neither injure the proper
tenants of the structure in which they are lodgers.

Much may be done in this way, and the gardener's

powers of invention are never more called into action

than at this important period. A few French Beans
may now be sown in some warm, diy border, and a few
more put in pans, or boxes, to start and grow, to trans-

plant out early in May. It is better not to place sucli

pans or boxes in much heat, as we have some doubts
whether tlie " hardening off " removes the excitement
entirely or not.

Attend carefully to Cucumbers and Melons ; add more
soil to the latter as it is wanted, and train, stop, and
impregnate them as they keep advancing ; it is thought
good practice to cut away any solitary fruit that may be
set, where there seems no chance of anymore succeeding
it quickly, and some insist the whole crop ouglit to have
an even start, like so many race-horses, yet the anxiety
to see early fruit overcomes every consideration with the
first crop, that we seldom see the retarding process put
in operation. The quantity of fruit good healthy plants
will bring to maturity depends on so many circum-
stances, that we can hardly give any rules, but usually
six or eight fruit to a good-sized frame light is thought
a fair crop; or, in other words, if every square foot of glass
produce as many lbs. of melons, the crop is good. Cucum-
bers we suppose to be in bearing, and the usual appen-
dages applied to obtain fine straight fruit when the latter

is wanted
; glasses and boxes form the most common

auxiliaries that way. Stop all such as show a gross habit,

which, however, is more effectually checked by planting
in a soil not too rich or light. When it is advisable to

leave fruit to ripen seed, some care, and still more
uncertainty is at work ; tlio most successful cases we
have had was in selecting a proper fruit-blossom at

a time of more tlian ordinary promise in regard to

sunshine, and the ingress of bees, &c. ; this first wo
impregnated in our rough way, but left, what we
believe to bo, the most important functions to be per-

formed by Dame Nature, and her agents, at the time

when their duties were most likely to be best performed

;

as, we confess, being sceptical to the supposed advantage

of string tied tightly round them, and other modes of

confinement, such imprisonment we think no more
necessary to the development of the cucumber than is

tight lacing amongst the human species. If the weather

be cold, linings of hot dung will be still required to

renovate old beds that have been several weeks at work;

this more especially applies to melons, but where fire

heat exists the supply is more immediately under
command. Water may also be given in greater

quantities than before, and every means taken to main-

tain a healthy condition, to obtain which a gentle

humidity in the atmosphere is necessary, not a dry,

withering heat, varied by clouds of steam at stated times

—such a state of things will never do ; if a dung or tan

bed be at work the heat there is sufficiently charged

with moisture, but if flues or hot water pipes be in

operation, pans of water must be placed over their

heating surfaces. Be careful to introduce nothing into

the melon bed likely to bring insects with them, but
seed pots may occupy any vacant space for a time.

Sow more Melons to occupy any frames that will hereafter

be at liberty ; those employed in forcing the early vege-

tables, as potatoes, French beans, &c., we suppose to be

now applied to other use, and some temporary shelter

made to screen the plants they are removed from.

Water young Carrots growing in frames rather freely;

manure water will be beneficial to them, and also to

Radishes, but all crops growing in such like positions

will now require a liberal supply of water; and in and
around the framing ground maintain as much order and
neatness as in other places. J. Robson.

ONE THING LACKING.
By (lie Aulliorcss of " My Flowers," <fc.

It has been said by the wisest of men, " A good name is

rather to be chosen tlian riches ;" aud happy and blessed is

the man who, from the fear of God, prefers His favour to

tlie highest worldly good. But we often see tliat, even
without pretension to religious principle, persons who have
a steady and upright character among men " have their

reward." The mercy of God faileth not ; He is more pitiful

to us than we are to each other ; aud we often mark strik-

ingly His care over those who care httle for Him, and
" whose fear towards him is taught by the precept of men."
We often see persons remarkably led through the ti'ials of

life, and sustained and provided for, whose outward conduct

is moral and trustworthy, but whom, we know, are not

possessed of vital religious principle, and who do not make
the Lord their God the end and aim of all they do. Our
faith must not stagger at these things. If there was no
world beyond the grave, no judgment, if our joys aud son'ows

closed with our earthly course, we might indeed wonder that

thus things should be. But a Cliristian can " Ijoth hope and
quietly wait for tlie salvation of the Lord," without wondering

at the seeming prosperity of those who walk not by the rule

of faith.

Martha WiUiams lived for hventy-two years in the same
family. She was a kind, benevolent-hearted creature to

every one—to the poor—to animals—to all around, she was
never weai-y of kindness ; and she was faithfulness itself to

her employers. The children of the family loved her, and
gambolled round her ; and it was a time of deep sorrow to

her affectionate heart when the parting hour came. Her
master died, the property became liis son's, and the widow
and daughters (who were the second family) quitted their

dear home and went abroad. Martha remained still with her

old master's son. She was wannly attached to all who bore

the name; and she was a devoted servant to one who Utile

deserved it. The fine old mansion was now the house of a

spendthrift bachelor, and Martha was his household prop
and stay. In spite of faihug health she did every thing she

could to keep up her master's respectability, and make him
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comfortable. She pinched, and saved, and slruftgled with
his increasing difficulties, with a steady faithfulness that never
flagged or murmured, and set a beantifnl example to all who
serve " masters according to the flesh." But in a few years
a change took idace. Her master married ; Martha's health
was so broken' that she could not till an active situation in a
family ; and, as most generally hajipens, an old servant and
now mistress did not comfortably go on. Poor Martha was
obliged to leave the home of many happy years, and take
refuge among her friends. She loved her master dearly ;

but the faithful service she had rendered did not meet its

due reward. She had saved a little money, a trifling sura,
and left it in his hands ; and the difficulty she had to get it

from him, in her sickness and distress, convinced her friends
of his selfish ingratitude, although she could never see that
he was wrong.

Martha's little means soon melted away, in consequence of
some yoiU's of sickness and helplessness. Her friends were
poor and needy themselves, but they shared their mite with
her, and waited upon her with steady kindness. At length
her health mended so fai- as to enable her to wait upon
herself, and go about a litUo, but she was totally past active

service, and subject to attacks that often laid her up. Her
prospects were sadly dreary. She was a dead weight upon
her friends, who Avorked for their scanty bread, and yet she
shrunk from the Union Workhouse with great dislike. She
was at this time in very trying circumstances ; but a pitying
Eye regarded her, and an Ai-m, " mighty to save," wrought
deliverance.

At tliis very time, a family who knew her well were in a
little household ditficulty, and they bethought them of
Martha Williams. She cheerfully went to them, staid until
the difficulty passed, and was such a comfort to them that
they could not bear to part with her. Her steady head, her
trustworthiness, her saving habits, were invaluable ; and in

such a place, where there was no company, no bustle, no
need for stoxit health and early rising, nothing but fi-ugal

fare, regulai- hours, ami peace, Martha could do very well.

She took up ber residence, therefore, in this family, with a
young girl to assist her, and there she still remains. Her
health was at first so bad, that she was often on the point of
going away. Circumstances in the family often threatened
to obUge them to give her up, and once she really did leave
them for a time. But somehow or other Martha is there
still. She has lost the use of her right hand, but she is

there still. The same gracious Hand provides for her,

preserves to her a home, and food, and friends who do what
little they can for her, and she is there slill. Her
own relations wonder, but so it is; and the grateful

affection she feels for them, endears her to the family she
lives with.

Martha Williams has many virtues, but there is one
thing laclring. She has experienced the loving-kindness of

the Lord ; it has been clearly and pointedly shown forth
;

she has had relatives who have been anxious for her
spiritual good ; she lias had wai-nings, remindings, and trials.

But her heai-l is not given to God. She can speak well upon
religion, she is unrepining, patient, thankful, and contented,
but it is all done in a worldly way, aud there is no anxiety
shown to serve God in her daily wall(, or to frequent His
courts, when an eft'ort is to be made. She can get up early
if she is going from home ; but she is not well enough to go
to the morning ser\'ice of the Sabbath, it " hurries and
ihurries" her, and there is an obstinacy and unpersuad-
ablenoss about her on these points that pains and alarms
those around her, and makes them tremble for her here,
and hereafter too.

One thing lacldng ! Let us examine our own hearts
closely on this point. Are we not Martha Williams' our-
selves—too many of us ? IK) we not receive God's common
and «H-common mercies, His constant, and often amazing
mercies, as things of course, for which we express gratitude
hi-Jhre men, but without any dedication of our hearts and
affeotions to the Lord? Are we not provided for in
ways iliat surprise ourselves? Do we not receive this
kindness, and that assistance, which we never expected,
wliilu we see the Hand, but not the Power that wields and
orders it? Very few of us can lioast of Martha's active,
unceasing benevolence to all she sees aud knows, to the
poor especially, or her faithfiJness, her ta-ustiness, her

willingness, her everyih'wtj, in fact, as regards her fellow-

creatures
;
yet too many of us are standing well in om' own

eyes, and others' eyes too, while we are standing as dead
trees before God ! This is a temble thought. Let us dig

deeply into our hearts, and see if it is not so, and let us
answer the inquii'y truly. We may shine with a fair light in

the eyes of men, but unless we shine with the reflected

light of Him who is the " Light of Life," om' days will close

in " the blackness of dai'kness " for ever

!

" The Lnrd is strong and patient," but He is also just, for

He will reward according to our deeds, and worldly goodness
will but receive a worldly reward. Let us all examine
oiu'selves, and see whether there may not be one thing lacldng.

BEES DESERTING THEIR HIVE.
Ar.THOiiGH I am in the act of troubling you again with a

greater frequency of my lucubrations, I cannot sufl'er the
occasion to pass without noticing the supposed case of bees
deserting then- hive lately given in so clear and business-

like a manner by your con'espondent " Verox." If people,

in asking the " wherefore " of any " singular occurrence " of

a like kind, would only give the previous history of the

swarm or stock in question, it would afford a fair opportunity

to the experienced in such matters to account for it if they

can. In the present instance, I have no hesitation in affirm-

ing that the denlh of the queen at an unfavourable season

(probably in September or October last) was the sole cause
of the misfortune. It was not, therefore, a case of desertion,

properly so called. When bees desert a hive (if I mistake
not) they always carry away with them the remnant of their

honey-stores, should there happen to be any; but here were
a good many pounds left behind. Bloreover, the state of the

hive and comb forbids the idea of any such disaster ; every

thing was found clean and in good order. The number of

dead bees found, some of which were seen alive and moving
(and these could not by any possibility have been other than
the original possessors of the hive) only a few days before,

all point to the gradual decay of the population, as in the

case of Dr. Bevau's bees, described at page :}iK of his in-

valuable work " The Honey Bee." The condition of the

stock, too, all last summer, quite corroborates the view I

take of the matter. The queen was evidently in a very

languishing condition, as is clear from the stock throwing
no swarm, and yet collecting so little honey that not more
than 17 lbs. of netl contents (of which not more than 1:! lbs.,

at the outside, could have been honey) were found in Oc-
tober, no sm-plus honey, it ajipears, having been yielded by
the stock besides. To my mind it seems clear beyond a

doubt, that, after languishing in this way through the
summer, she died at last of old aye in the autumn, too late

for the bees to rear another queen ; or, if they did rear

another, too late for her to become a fruitful mother, owing
to the absence of drones, and the near approach of winter.

Hence, as no eggs could have lieen laid since September,
and not many probably for some months previous, owing to

the old queen's decaying powers, the bees of necessity died

away by degrees in the ordinary course of nature. That
this is the true solution of the mystery is further apparent
from the previous history of the hive. It was originally a

first swarm of May 28tli, 180(1, and at that time, therefore,

its queen 7)ii(.s< have been a year old; how much older she
may have been we cannot tell in the absence of further

evidence. If she led off a first swarm in ISlf), as she did in

18")0, she must, at the latter date, have been two years old

at least, and, consequently, must have about attained the

ordinai'y limit of (queen) bee life last autumn. It is my
firm belief that when bees do not die of absolute starvation.

their decay in winter, which so commonly occurs, is almost
solely attributable to the prevailing practice of keeping
swarms in preference to stoclcs, and, consequently, old queens
instead of young ones, from year to year. Against this

practice I have raised my voice, and I am glad to find that

Mr. Payne has borne witness to the soundness of my argu-

ments (see The Cott.\ge Gabdener, vol. vii., page 08).

The only effectual way I know of for securing the main-
tenance perpetu.ally of a youthful race of queen bees (and
is it not a simple one ?), without hazard of any kind, is that

which I first gave to the world in the " English Bee-
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Keeper," tlie principle of which, briefly explained, has
already appe;u'eil in The Cottage Gakdener (see vol. vii.,

page l'.i). Nor is this system effectual only in respect to

the above desirable object; but it will also efleetually prevent
the so-frequent starvation of hives from poverty of the obi

stocks in autumn ; for as it provides for the issue of no
more than one swarm per annum, it is clear that both that
one swai*m, and ike }>arcni stocky will derive great benefit

from the increased population secured to each by the ab-

sence of casting; so that, while tlie former shall yield a
great spoil to the bee-master, the latter shall also lay up an
abundant store for all its wants in the approaching winter.

—

A CouNTBY Curate.

PHEASANTS.
JI. Teji-Minxk based his hopes on a wrong foundation

when he prognosticated the silver pheasant a denizen of our
povdtry yai-ds. No breed of pheasants, with freedom, will

ever become ilomesticated for a continuance; a few excep-
tions there will be, and have been, as I shall be enabled to

show, but their inherent disposition is erratic ; they will go
miles for a freak, the worst of which is, they will not come
back again. So far as pugnacity, courage, and self-pos-

session of the silver pheasant is allowed, the breed is all

that can be desired, with this trifling exception—if he have
not any of his owii species to bully, or meet with the spirited

resistance of some cock, bis fighting propensities are so in-

tolerant, mean, and cowardly withal, that he will attack the
poor hens of tlie poultry yard. And no race of savages are
more dexterous at scalping. But I am anticipating.

I have in my days had the care of, and entered with spu-it

for some years into, the management of poultry, in a plain

and observant way ; and, so far as it was possible, aided by
my employer, we tried to domesticate the gold and silver

pheasant, and the common pheasant, and the partridge also,

but could not succeed ; for no sooner did the breeding
season aiTive, than the whole race of them, if at large,

would disappear ; the common pheasant and partridge to

the woods and fields, to live and not be recognised amongst
their fellows ; their gauiUer species to become an easy prey
to tlie foxes, or otherwise, if an inkling of reward should flit

across the minds of another description of captors, nearly
allied, they would find their way home again in a hnskel, then
to be placed in durance \ile till the breeding season was over.

Did any of my readers ever witness a pheasant's flitting

from an unnatural domicile ? It is delightful to witness the
cunning of the hens (as to the cocks, it is a mere " follow

my leader"), apparently conscious of the proceeding; now
with measured, cautious pace, under covert of some hedge

;

now scudding their way over open and exposed places, till

they fancy themselves fairly distanced from the eye of ob-
servation, is so beautifully done, at least I think so, that the
sight can only be witnessed to be conceived. I really would
advise a few incarcerated beings to be piu'posely let loose,

in order that so rich a treat might be enjoyed. But mind,
they must be caught doing the thing of their own accord,
not be driven or frightened to it.

Twenty years ago, my employer bought his original stock
of gold and silver pheasants of the late Duke of Marl-
borough, the former at ten, and the latter at seven guineas
a brace. For some years we bred a great many for the
London mai-ket, Mr. Oastang, &c., being purchasers. Find-
ing them of late years a drag on our hands, and their

determination not to become poultry, but for ever to remain
game ; my growing taste inclining to cows and pigs, and to
cultivating the substantial culinary products of the garden,
•tc, the birds were disposed of, with the pheasantiy and
bantams into the bargain.
A word in passing, for Bantams. The kind we had were

Sir John Sebrigbt's golden spangled, which, from high keep,
&c., became quite as fine as the generahty of fowls to be
met ivith in a farm-yard. Taken altogether as thei/ were,
we have never much bettered ourselves, though we have
been trying dift'erent breeds of poultry ever since. We have
now a very fine, useful breed, a cross between a Japan
Dorking cock, and hens of the brown-spangled Dorkings,
which I think it would be difiioult to beat in these parts,
barring the Cochin-Chinas. I do not yet know if we shall
arrive at this ugly, useful, and popular variety.

Oiu- poultry-yard here is circmnscribed, and the quantity

we keep (a cock and five hens), the mere shadow of our
former self; still tbis numljcr presented us with two broods
of chicken last season, kept the house, a family of four in-

dividuals, supplied with eggs, have done so the entire winter,

and will continue to do so. I would every homestead could
number a like quantity at least, and that their possessors,

by proper observation and attention to their wants, induced
them to do likewise. A great deal of useful infonnation
has appeared, and now that Mr. Dixon is giving us his

experience in the pages of The Cottage Gardkner, much
more good will be forthcoming to guide the miinitiated.

But to our pheasants. The object of my now writing is

to back an opinion anecdotary, shadowings of my own ex-

perience, upon the improbability of their ever becoming
domesticated, strictly so to speak, and of this a twelve

years ti-ial impels me to say they never wiU. Man cannot
subvert the instinct, implanted within them by the great

Creator, of the tiniest of these creatm'es. All the petting

and coa-xing, all the tit bits, and plumpest barley in the
world, are only appreciated for a time. A solitary cock bird

may now and then be content to put up with tbis state of

things, but only place Madame in his society, and if they do
not decamp, it is because they cannot. If we could but
domicile the lady pheasant there would be hope. It is

under the brown feather that the mischief lies.

The silver breed can, in fact, be depended upon, and may
fairly be tnisted at large from June to the beginning of

Februai'}', with the precaution of securing them in their

pheasantry at night, in accomplishing which there is no diffi-

culty if they ai-e accustomed to be fed there at stated intenals.

It is really a very eftstera clime ati'air when three or four

cock birds start on a quaiTelling expedition, which frequently

comes off; they will mount the tallest trees in pursuit of

each other, then' screeching and pecuUar guttural language
at those times sufficiently noisy and quite inharmonious. I

well remember two particulaiiy pugnacious heroes, and one
other (at least so I thought at the time), of an altogether

milder disposition ; they bore the respective names of J3ob,

Jerry, and Logic. Now it became the chief aim tjf Jeriy

and Logic's lives to worry the existence of Bob out of him,
and it required a peculiar presence of mind in Bob to avoid

their onslaughts. Alas ! if one could always be on one's

guard. Poor Bob ! how it came to pass, I know not; though
the moment I recognised Logic's sanguinary appearance
one fine morning, and missed Bob, I jumped at once to a

conclusion. I found Bob low down in the recess of a cellar

mndow. Logically scalped ; the bare bone of his head minus
the entire top-kmit, skin and all. I was really very sorry

for Bob, and the poor fellow seemed to appreciate my kind-

ness as I dressed Ids wounds. He recovered, with the

exception of his cranium remaining bare and blanched as a

camel's bones in the desert ; not a particle of cuticle ever

came upon that extraordinary-looking poll again. The late

Viscountess Dowager Bolingbroke took him with her, some
time after his mishap, to Torquay, where sad things were
spoken of Bob ; he made himself a complete nuisance to all

around, and was eventually, I believe, secured, a very un-

usual circumstance, by chain ami collar. I'eople from
various causes—a fall, the kick of a horse, etc., in the

neighbourhood of the os froiilis—are apt to suffer in their

mental capacities; it is also on record of a man who sud-

denly became a genius, he never having shown tlio shghtest

tendency that way before ho had the good fortune to crack

his skull! But I have often thought since that Bob was
naturally vicious, and only awaited the cowaid's ojiportunity

and power to prove himself disagreeable.

Jeny and Logic fought on, and as a mere relaxation took

to scalping the bantams. As to anything in the shape of a

young chicken ( their own species not excepted, if they could

get at them), they were down upon their heads in a moment,
and would be seen mai'ching in triumph with the unfortunate

dead dangling from their beaks. Jerry and Logic were at

last disposed of.

Another outrageous fellow we had, who aimed at still

higher game. He woiUd watch on the tiles, over the back

door of the house, and pounce down upon the women's
heads, doing destruction to caps and curl papers, and not

unfrequently di-awing blood. A broomstick at last was a

necessary protection for any female that appeared through
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that doorway. This iacurable was presented to a neigh-

bouring baronet, where he did duty for some years after-

wards by keeping ^nard in the coacli-road, and attacking

aUnost every one tliat went or came from the liouse : he met
with an unnatural death.

Even liere we liave an erratic fellow, who, hy.the-by, does

not belong to us ; lie merely comes when he chooses to eat,

barley for breakfast and barley-meal for dinner, or pick and
choose anything to his fancy iu the garden. Till within

tliis few months lie domineered sadly amongst our poultiy,

causing us no little anxiety when tlie young chickens were
about : luckily the cock I mentioned above is a good hus-

band, a kind father, and, \vithal, imbued with a considerable

amount of spu-it and spm's, auil, I suppose, not relishing

these autocratic principles, like a true Euglisli cock, he has

lately given the invader of his riglits and privileges a sound
thrashing. Things go on much better in consequence ; so

soon as he has eaten sufficiently he now takes his departure,

and struts it in the park, when lionizers exclaim " What a

beautiful creature 1
" They litttle know how small a shave

of credit is due to its proprietor for the jdumpness of his

appearance. He is perfectly welcome to improve his ap-

pearance here, so long as he remains civil ; he seems, how-
ever, determined to fight ; and this very afternoon a ling of

spectators was formed to witness a battle between him
and the gate-keeper's cock.

The silver lien pheasants are not particularly handsome
either in form or feature ; they are, however, spirited, and
sometimes eccentric. One, I remember, took French leave,

found her way to a woodman's cottage at least a mile off,

laid and roosted comfortably witli his poultry, and never
made an attempt to return home of her own accord ; another

took to a neiglibouring rick-yard, allowed herself to be
driven home, but would never come unless this practice was
resorted to ; another took to the wood, and was seen some
time after making a comfortable and solitary meal oft' black-

berries ; another took it into lier head to lay forty-eight eggs

as her share for the season ; and another, wlien let out after

her laying season, as we supposed, bethought herself to

steal a nest, and, when quite given up for lost, appeared
again with a young and flourishing family. This is the only

instance we had of a pheasant hatching her own eggs ; we
have enticed them to do so under every device In tlie

pheasantry, but to no pui'pose. The late F. Cornwall, Esq.,

of Diddlebury Park, near Ludlow, tried, a great many years

ago, to domesticate the silver pheasant, and just as he
thought he had succeeded, they all started in a body to a

barn a considerable distance otf, into which they were de-

coyed, captured, and brought back, to be confined for the

future. One thing to be said of the silver breed in their

perambulations, if not too far from home, they may be
driven back almost as easily as a flock of geese or tm-keys.

The gold pheasants are much less sociable with man, not

near so pugnacious amongst themselves, nor inc'inea to be

quarrelsome with other species, though tlier; is certainly no
telling who's who. For instance, the plieasantry was divided

by open wire-work, where the two varieties of birds were
constantly within view of each other. It happened, for

some reason, a golden cock bird was placed in the other
partition, where was domiciled a male of the silver breed

;

wliether from some private piqin', best known to gold, it is

hard to say, suffice it, tliat he instantly set about his silver

patronymic, and gave him n sound tbrasliing. Did the

mere force of gold overpower the spirit of silver's resistance,

after the fashion of other i : lundane afl'airs ? or did silver

condescend to treat the ninlter with contempt, seeing that

no honour would come of it ? that he would be vainly con-

tending against Jlllhy lucre and not spurs, which were want-
ing in his antagonist? I quite made up my mind that gold
was not justified iu thus ouh-aging the courtesy of silver's

hospitality.

If force of gold have any thing to do with affection, here
is a fine chance for the lady pheasants. The male birds

take extraordinary trouble and attitude to display theii-

gilded adornments before the eyes of tlieir lady loves, who,
nevertheless, praise be lo them, treat the matter with the
most perfect nonchalancL'; in fact, are rather annoyed tlian

otherwise, by this assidu ius disjday of riches ; this polker-

ising, tippeting attendan -e, so to speak.

It is painful to witness the poor incarcerated hens ; their

whole thoughts appear absorbed with the one idea of escaping
from their enclosure. Tlie perpetual activity with which they
pace the beaten path near the wire-work, speaks plainly a

life of intolerable captivity.

Notwithstanding all the gaudiness bestowed upon their

lords, the hens are quite as handsome. Their beautiful

eyes, perfect form, and compact unassuming neatness, plead

ono very great excuse for all the fuss the males bestow
upon them. Surely these are qualities to call forth admi-
ration. • • I am compelled, however, sorrowing to say,

they—the females—wiU not stay at home ; that is to say,

they will not live comfortably on a lawn, and bask in the

sun, nor will they succumb to the circumscribed bounds of

a shrubbery. Once give them their liberty, and they are

sure as fate to be off, with their gallant lords dangling in

their wake.

I remember the first attempt at poultryizing the gold

plieasant. Two cocks were let out without the hens, and
away they Hew, right on end, no one knew whither; felt

themselves disconsolate, I suppose, and in the evening flew

hack again. This device answered pretty well ; by degrees

they took to become tolerably sociable, generally kept near

the pheasantry, and were prone to hide under the shrubs.

One bird, ten years old, became particularly sociable ; he was
bold, would feed out of my hand, and follow me anywhere
about the premises. Poor fellow ! a puppy cur followed a

man to the house one day, pounced upon the unsuspecting

bird, and killed him iu an instant. I prized that bird ex-

ceedingly. I was not manly, and could not help shedding
a tear for his loss. You will smile, probably, when I tell

you the enclosed feathers are sent you as a memento mori.

Well, no sooner were the hens allowed their liberty, than

tliey took advantage of it in the largest sense of the word.

They are much cleverer in a stolen march than the silver

species. The male birds, by their colour, will often point out

their wliereabouts ; though from their activity and likelihood

to fly, capture becomes difficult. The same as poultry, they

are greatly improved by changing the breed. We bred from
the same stock a long time ; then a strange hen bird was
purchased of Mr. Baily, of London, and the improvement
was astonishing. A peculiar feature remained to this liird.

When the young pheasants become too large for the coops,

and were placed from their foster parents in the pheasantry,

this hen immediately took to them, and performed tlie

duties of a mother, calling them to feed, itc, and became
as much attached to them as if she had gone through the

whole natm-al process of the maternal affections.

The common partridge will domesticate easier than the

golden pheasant. A sitting of eggs was hatched and reared

by a bantam, annually, up to 18-17. A covey or two have
been reared near the spot, and probably are to this day.

The common pheasant will domesticate easier than all,

though of course, like the others, disappearing in the breed-

ing a.'isou. They are much more likely, however, to revisit

the place <f their nativity ; hard weather, or some particular

crotchet at uJier times, best known to themselves, will often

introduce them A cock bird was presented, half-grown,

the only one that was reared out of a sitting of eggs. He
grew up very tame, roosted with the bantams, and if the

hand was held up tn him near his perch, he would peck at

one furiously. I ha\o no doubt but this bu'd would have
grown up a solitaire, a:id remained upon the premises. He
was taken and set at huge in the wood, and most likely soon

met with a ehcr ami.

For those who bre d the common pheasant for orna-

ment, the course to a lopt is to shut them up by the be-

ginning of February, or some morning they will be missing

;

though not, I hope, like a brood, or at least part of a brood,

we lost once. We had a man at work on the premises, by
profession a drainer ; a very good drainer, and an adept at

poaching into the bai gain ; a person capable of edifying on
both subjects. We happened to be standing beneath a

picturesque old yew tree, a favourite roosting place of the

birds mentioned above, our drainer observed them, and re-

marked—" How fine they were ! " to which I tacitly assented.

They were three cocks and two hens, just arrived at then-

full plumage. I did not relish his observation, and some-

how mshed tuose birds under lock and key; but as the man
was at work on the premises, I let it pass, went to bed that

night and slept on it, but did not awake in' the morning to
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behold tlie pheasants. Nothing was said, and Mr. Dyer
never did another day's work on those premises.

If you think it would add one iota to what is ah-eady

known, or contribute a link to the general cliain of useful

and valuable information which appears in your pages, I

will, in a future paper, give you our system of rearing and
management of the jiheasant tribe, which was allowed at

the time to be vei"y successful.

—

Upwards and Onwards.
[We shall be very glad to hear again on this subject.

—

Ed. C. G.]

PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE
MANAGEMENT OF BEES.
By Henry Wenman Neivman, Esq.

{Continued from page 11.)

COHPARATI\'E MERITS OF A GRASS OR CORN COUNTRY FOR BEES.

Hxc circum casics virides et olentia late serpylta, et graviter spiranlis
copia thymbra fioreat.^Vl^Gll^.

(Kound these places let green spurge flax, and far-smelling thyme, and
much strong-scented savory, flower.)

I HAVE mentioned in another place my opinion that a

corn county in England is the most favourable for bees,

and my reason is, that, haxiug been a rambler nearly all my
life, I have found by far the greatest number of bees kept
in corn countries ; but a good deal of woodland is certainly

advantageous, on account of the lioney-dew on the trees.

The finest honey dew I find in my neighboiu-hood is on tlie

bare bark of the Wych Elm, m Marcli, before even a
swelling bud is to be seen, particularly after a severe winter,

on which thousands of bees are to be seen a few days before
the earliest willow catkin is in blossom. The Lime and
Oak are proverbial at another season. Tlie Laurels for

three or foiu" months afford a great exudation for bees.

It is rather presumptuous in me to contradict so great a
man as Huber, but lie certainly advocates a country of
"meadows and pasture," witli some "fields of black grain

"

intemiixed
;
perhaps we must make some allowance for tlie

climate in which he lived. Hampshire, on account of the
variety of pasturage, is one of the best counties in England
for bees ; it contains heath in many places, particularly in

the New Forest. Going through Belgium last summer, in

July, I could see little else for tlie bees but the buckwheat

;

in every fourth or fifth field was this gi-ain in full blossom.
Sliould an extraordinary number of bees be desired by

any amateur, lie must cater for them in the way of pastur-
age, and that not a little, in sowing Borage, Rape, Tmnips,
and Clover, besides planting a host of trees favoiu-able, such
as the variegated Sycamore, a most beautiful bee-flower, out
in April, and Osiers of all sorts. The late and early blossoms

are those that are wanted, as all counties in Enyland, from the

middle of May until the middle of July, afford bee pasture in

abundance. If a farmer have a large stock of sheep, or other
cattle, he must have grass in proportion ; the bee-owner
must prepare the same.

Let tlie bee-owner who lias the means have abundance of
Crocuses, Erica camea. Osiers of aU sorts, Ribes, and Goose-
berries and Cm-rants, for the early part of the season, and
within :)00 to iOO yai-ds of the apiary, for in the uncertain
spring weather the bees do not go very far. In the late

part of the summer there ought to be the Borage (late

sown). Mignonette, Salvia, and Thyme of both sorts. If
this late and early pasture were more attended to by api-

arians, the failure of their stocks would not be so frequent.
As an early blossom, I liave lately found that the Norway
Maple afibrds a fine pasture for bees in April ; it has a
yellow blossom, and is a most ornamental tree in plantations
and pleasure grounds, and lias the good quality of beuig a
fast grower.

It is a great fund of amusement to visit and mark each
tree and flower as it is developed, as well as to mark their
early visitors.

'* Thou wert alire, thou busy, busy bee.
When the crowd in their sleep were dead ;

Thou wert abroad in the freshest hour,
When the sweetest odour comes from the flower

;

Man will not learn to leave his lifeless bed
And be wise, and copy thee, thou busy, busy bee."

BEST KINDS OF PEAS.
I KNOW that many of the readers of The Cottage Gar-

dener ai-e, like myself, members of horticultural societies,

and therefore, of course, desirous to be as successful as
possible in competing for the different prizes given for

vegetables ; but to be so they must be experienced in the
choice of the kinds of vegetables they cultivate for exhi-
bition, as there are points and properties in them, as well as

in flowers, which are looked to by the judges, tlie principal

of which are size, shape, flavour, and colour. Now, as to

kinds, we will take the pea as an example. If an inex-

perienced amateur or cottager wished to grow one or two
sorts for exhibition, and these sorts to combine good proper-
ties for showing, and also to be of a prolific and profitable

kind, and having none experienced to direct him in his

choice, he would naturally refer to a catalogue of some
celebrated seedsman, and would there find somewhere about
thirty different kinds enumerated, the most of which would
have some good properties appended to them; and probably,
like myself, he would have to cultivate the most of them
liimself, to find out, by experience, wliich was the best for

exhibition, and of course to combine the good qualities of

being prolific and profitable,—to save him the trouble and
expense of going througli that ordeal I will endeavom' to

give him my experience on tlie subject.

I was induced at first to try the Singivood Mairow, as it

was recommended (I think by Mr. Barnes) in the first

voliune of The Cottage Gardener : this would not do

;

tlie pods were not even opened by the judges at the show.
In succeeding years I tried the following varieties, viz.

—

Flaclc's Tictory, J'ietoria Marrow, Ji'arner's Emperor, Bed-
vmu's Imperial, Bine Prussian, Hairs' Mammoth, Bishop's

Lonypod, Fnirljeard's Surprise and Champion of Enyland,
Burb'idye's Eclipse, Blue Scimitar, and many others.

Among aU of these I have found none equal to tlie last-

mentioned—that is, tlie Blue Scimitar—for exhibition pur-

poses, as from the number of peas in each pod, and its

flavour (the most essential points for exhibiting), few other

kinds are comparable to it ; it is also a very prolific pea, and
has sometimes as far as ten, or even eleven, peas in one pod.

The only objection against it, if such can be called an ob-

jection, is its height, as it grows upwards of five feet, and
therefore will be considered by some as unsuitable for a

small garden. The next best pea to the foregoing is, I con-

sider, Fairbeard's Champion of Enyland. This I have also

been fortunate in winning with ; the only objection to it is

also its height ; but the pea for profitableness, and whicli I

can safely recommend for its many good qualities to cot-

tagers or any other.s, is Burbidye's Eclipse. This I can
safely vouch for as the best pea in cultivation, and combines
every good property, except in size of pods, that a pea ought
to have. Its height is only about two feet, and it will grow
on any sort of soil. The next to it which I prefer of the
dwarfor kinds is Bishop's Lonypod ; this, also, is a very pro-

lific sort, and worthy to be grown in any garden. There is

another pea deserving of notice, but its immense height ex-

cludes it from the cottager's garden ; I mean Thurston's

Reliance. This has very large pods, and of excellent fla-

vour. The variety of peas above enumerated are many
of them an early sort, and may be used profitably tlirough-

out the season. Tlie method used to cause the pods to

fiU sooner, and better, is to nip off the tops or main
shoots soon after they commence blooming, wliich has
the effect of advancing them several days, besides caus-

ing them to throw out side-shoots, and of course making
more blooms, and keeping them lower. Before con-

cluding, I would take the liberty of warning my cottage

friends to abstain from purchasing any new kinds of peas

of pretended wonderful qualities, until they have been fairly

tried, or recommended by some good authority, for to my
cost I have found that many such have tmiied out different

to what was represented in the advertisements. Tliis advice

is also applicable to all new kinds of vegetables, and new
flowers also, and, therefore, my counsel is

—" wait a little

longer."—G. I. B.

BEE HOUSES.—GIVING WATER, &c.

As Mr. Payne has given his opinion in favoiir of a bee-

house for a north aspect, I presume to send you a description
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of one I have bad in use sis years, and if thought worthy,

you of course are at hberty to make it known through your

indispensable Cottage Gardener. I shall be thankful for

any improvements that can be suggested. The house is

made of wood, for two tier of hives, six in eaeli tier, seven

feet long, three feet -wide, six feet high, but eight feet would

be better for stoi^ing ; the roof slopes to the back, and is

hung by hinges to three posts, which are chai-red and
inserted into the ground one foot; in front the roof is

fastened with hooks and eyes to three posts, to which are

screwed the boards forming the front. Three other cor-

responding posts placed fom*teen inches within the front

posts, to which they are united by bars, to form bearers for

the floor-boards ; at the back of these three posts are hung
the doors to inclose the hives behind. The ends are inclosed

by doors. The hives stand two inches from the front boards,

througli which the bees work, and a covered passage to the

hives keeps them to their own homes.
Tlie covered sj>ace between the middle posts and the back

posts keeps off the rain, in case of feeding, &c., in wet
weather. I have not found any inconvenience from the

hives being placed so near to each other. The whole re-

(juires to be kept well painted, and the bottoms of the posts

charred.

I have had in use this last summer, a simple contrivance

for supplying water to my pets (bees), I. <?., a large milk-pan.

Last spring I put about two or three inches of loam over

the bottom, and planted water-cresses, filling with water,

which may be kept supplied, by those who have nothing

better, by a butter firkin being filled daily, and placed to

drip into the pan. I have not had one bee tU-owiied, the

cresses seemed to attract them more than plain water near.

All the summer I was obliged to gather cresses almost daily,

which is a convenience any one may possess. I should be

obliged by advice how to manage during the winter.

I shall be obliged if Mr. Payne will exjilaiu whether the

box, nine inches square, described iu his Guide, is for a cap

or stook-box. My own boxes are eleven inches square, T)y

eight inches high, with bars. I have thoughts of making
some nine inches square, by eight inches high, but I should

be glad of Mr. Payne's opinion.—Y. Z.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Bee-hodses.—H. ]V. Newman, Esq., says :—" In reply to 'The

Country Curate,' his bee-houaes are too large to suit my ideas. I think

no bee-house ought to contain more tlian four hives to tlo well, and, in

my opinion, only one row. Too many stocks, and double rows, ni.ike

great confusion, and generally are very difficult to nianag:e. The best

quality of a bee-house is preventing the fresh combs melting in very hot

weather. Bee-houses must be closely watched, and kept free from spider's

webs, which are the means of destroying the bees in detail."

Hair-likr Worms (TAeresa).—They are speeimens of the Gordius
aquaticus, of which a drawing and description were given in our 93rd
number. They are not injurious to the gardener.

Mistletoe Plants.—C. J. P. will feel obliged by J. K. T. (vol. vii.,

page 360 putting her on his list of friends, and favouring her with a

plant of mistletoe. We have C. J. P.'s address, if J. K. T. will send his.

Shell-less Eggs (W. F.).—As your fowls "constantly lay eggs
without shells, after which many die and others appear weakly," it is

very evident that such a result is caused by the hens having an over-

excited condition of either the ovarium or the egg-passage. Do not feed

them '* constantly on barley and oats," but give them every second meal
of boiled potatoes mixed with pollard.

Suggestions.—Ptrdu, of Dublin, and A Constant Render, of Shef-
field, arc thanked for their suggestions. They are of subjects not lost

sight of.

Smoke-stained Marble (.1/. AT. F.).—Wash it with a mixture of
one part muriatic acid, and four parts water. Immediately the stain is

removed wash the place with warm water, and then with soap and water.

Cats {A Constant itearft'c).—These are, indeed, great nuisances lo

flower-beds near large towns. The best remedy is to trap, drown, and bury
them, without saying anything to any one.

Benefit of Hard Potting.—A Subscriberfrom the Commencement
enquires if to such as New Holland plants hammering down the soil with
a mallet is useful. The subject was recently adverted to by Mr. Fish,

and the circumstances in which it was advantageous, and the reverse,

alluded to—the chief of which were, that the hard potting was best lor

producing bloom, the looser potting the best for growth ; but the subject
deserves more attention, and it will be alluded to ere long.

Clotii-op-Gold Rose {Windjiowtr).—We are surprised at the foliage

falling, and the midrib remaining, and you have no llowers, though
Devonietisis blooms freely. They are, however, different in their mode of
growth—the Cloth-of-Gold growing very strongly, and producing its best
Howers on strong young shoots. It requires, therefore, more room,
water, and soil than Dcvonicnsis ; and though it may do in a greenhouse
of the temperature of 60°, as you mention, with plenty of air, and no
lack of water, it would be more at home planted out against a pillar,

against the back wall, or even against a wall out of doors, with a laurel

or spruce branch against it in winter, and a layer of moss over its roots.

Bedding Plants (S. S.).—No. i. Lophospermum will not do; the
single yellow Nasturtium will. No. 2. Never plant Petunias and Gera-
nif/r/is together, nor Petunias and Fuchsias. No. 3. The Missouri and
Macrocarpa (Enotheras have flowers exactly alike, but the leaves are a
little different, and the two close their flowers at the same time, and
there is no other yellow flower to suit their style of growth so as to mix
in the same bed. There is a light blue flowering annual of the same
habit, called Nolana prostratn, and if your yellow bed is not one of an
arrangement this will suit ; but whether you will like it is another ques-
tion. Sow it now. No. 4. No ; not even the Saponaria. No. 5. White
Petunias, if well managed, make the best of all white beds. Did you
never see them at Kew ? No. 6. The White Lobelia is the best carpet of

all you name, but Verbena pulchetta alba would be better, and the little

uhite Campanula pumila the best.

Bedding Plants (K.),—These should receive no fire-heat from the
first of April, if possible.

Felicite Perpetuelle Rose (Josep?t).—Are you quite sure that you
have the true rose? No rose- grower would ever think of budding it on
another stock ; if true it is preferable to cuttings to plant against the

wall. The instance you quote about covering a castle was to show the
cheapest, not the best way. The experience with the blush BoursaiUt would
only give you a faint idea of what we proposed with this stock. Covent
Garden is the worst garden in England to buy Hyacinth bulbs at, as you
have just proved to your cost. Nothing can be done with them but to

pick oft' their flowers as they appear ; they were forced last year, no
doubt, and sent to market to sell cheap. It you had gone to a respect-

able shop and paid double, you would have cheaper plants. Vour roots

were worth about Is. 6d. per dozen, and no more.

Tulip: Occlus Solis {Muffin).—*'\'qm have been and done it" sure
enough, and spoiled your beautiful Black-eyed Susan tulip for this year,

and very probably for the next. How could you be such a muffin as to

take up this beautiful bulb in the middle of its growth, and tear off the

best fang of all the roots ? The Feather Grass and the Quaking Grass
are the prettiest for bouquets ; then some of the wild barley tribe, with
their silken beards; the ribbon, or variegated grass (Arundo), is also

fitting. Plants of this, and seeds of the rest, must be asked for in seed
shops.

Cantua drpendens (Queen Mab).—lt is questionable if this plant is

fitted for bedding out, at least we would not risk so large a bed of it as

you propose this season ; better try it first in a mixed bed or border,

basket, &c., to see how it turns out. The Brugmajisias are not at all

fitted for bedding; we only recommend them in place of more hardy
shrubs, as single objects, or groups, in very sheltered situations, near to

other large plants, as choice trees or shrubs. Ask for two sorts first, the

r brownish red, and read ( 1 what has been

KcoNOMicAL Boiler.—An Irii^h Reader "Kill be obliged if "an old

subscriber," who, at page 36l of vol. vii., writes of an economical boiler,

will be so good as to describe it more fully, to say where he has procured
it. also the size and shape, and if it will be answerable with a common
flue, which is at present in use?

Cheap Protecting Material.—A correspondent (M. O. 31.) has
obliged us with the following note :

—" I was some months ago a special

juror in a case where we had to find the value of a large quantity of Man-
chester goods that had been injured by fire, and amongst them were
^'200 or A''300 worth of what was termed calico Icnts ; and it was ex-

plained to us that calico can only he exported to the continent iu pieces

of a particular length (I think 26^ yards), and that each piece, before

being exported, has to be accurately measured, and the surplus cut oft ;

these lengths are then sewn together into lengths of twelve yards each,

and are sold wholesale at from Is 3d to '2s the dozen of yards, of two
yards wide. Each dozen may be composed of two, or, I think at most,
four pieces sewn together, and are, as I have stated, called ' fents,' the

material of which is from the cheapest to the best calico, the best being,

therefore, but a penny the square yard."

Grasses for a Light Soil (J. S. L.).—In laying down your
pasture on a light soil, sow Aiopecurus pratensis, l lb.; Dactytis glo-

meruta, 3 lbs. ; Festuea duriuscuta, elatior, pratensis, and iiibru, '2 lbs.

each ; Lolium italicum, 5 lbs. ; L. perennCy 8 lbs. ; Phleum pratense,

1 lb.; Poa neinoralis, seinpervirens, and pratensis, 1 lb. each; Medi-
cago lupulina, 1 lb.; Tri/oHum pratense, 1 lb.; T. pratenae perenne,
2 lbs. ; T. repens, 4 lbs. These are for an acre.

Le (>'fr(w).—When we tell yo
make the alteration you
ndred pounds, you will s

that \i cannot raise

)uld cost us
cannot adopt

our price, and
annually more than a hundred pounds, you will see that 1

the suggestion. We would suggest stitching each number into a paste

hoard cover before you lend it.

Mr. Payne's SauARE Straw Hives (Owe i)e«jVoKs).—The sizes are as

follows :—Depth, /J inches withinside; the size of the tube used in making
is 5 of an inch ; there are two external bands of straw at the top, sufficiently

deep to receive the bars and a 4-inch board, which is made to fit in

exactly, and which has three slits cut iu it about 2 inches each, the ^%idth

of the spaces between the bars, and made to correspond with them, and
3 inches from the centre ; a board with a 2-inch lim covers the whole.

The bars are kept in their places by a piece of zinc, j of an inch wide, bent

thus, Pj II r I
made fast to the straw by a few-

zinc nails.

Hive Two-TniRDS Filled (F. LeiW*).—Wait until the hive is filled

with combs, and till the bees show evident signs of want of room, before

you put on the glasses.

London: Printed by Harey Wooldkidoe, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMEKViLLE Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.— April 15th, 1852.
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have no pretensions to the distinction, and more than one
old person with whom it was once a favonrite fruit now
declare that it is no longer obtainable. Be, this as it ma.v,

even if the tree in question has not ah'eady departed, yet

even tliose who maintain that it is still to he found lingering

in our fruit gai-dens, aclmowledge that it is in the last stage

of decrepitude and decay : it is following tlie universal law
of nature ; no organized creature sliall endm'e through all

time. Grafting may postpone tlie arrival of death, as the
transfusion of blood will renve for a while tlie sinlsing

animal, but the postponement cannot be for a time inde-

fiuite : the day must come, in botli the animal and the scion,

when its vessels shall be without the enei'gy to propel or

assimilate the vital fluid, tliough afforded to it fi'om the

most youtliful and most rigorous som'ce.

The Golden I'ippin is said to be a native of Sussex, and
to have been first reared at Barliam Paris, situated on the

nortli side of the South Downs. The Dutch aclcnowledged

it to be an Englisli apple in their catalogue of fruits, where
it is called the " Engelsche goud Pepping." The French
call it " Pippin d'Or," which is a translation of the English
name. Worlidge notices the Golden Pippin, and says, " it

is smaller than the Orange-apple, else much like it in

colour, taste, and long-keepuig." Evelyn observes in his

Diary, 23nd October, 1685, that " at Lord Clarendon's seat

at Swallowfield, Berks, there is an orchard of 1000 Golden
and other cider Pijipius." Catherine, Empress of Russia,

was so fond of this apple that she was regularly supplied

with it from England ; and, in order that she might have it

in the greatest perfection, each apple was separately en-

veloped in silver paper before it was packed. {Phillips'

History of Fruits, i34.)

"We have already noticed the early existence of apple

orchards in the south-west of England, and we must not
close this section without some further remarks upon that

great cider district. Evelyn says that Herefordshire alone,

in his time, was known to produce annually 50,000 liogs-

heads of cider, and, proceeding to remark on some of the

apples employed in its manufacture, states that the Red-
streak was a pure wilding, and within the meraoiy of some
then (^1670) living was named the Scudamore's Crab, and
not much known save in the neighbourhood. It i^ to tlie

perseverance of Lord Scudamore, thus commemorated, that

the orchards in that district are indebted for some of their

best varieties. He was our ambassador to the court of

France during the reign of Charles I., and he lost no oppor-

tunity of collecting scions of the best apples he heard of on
the continent, and transmitting them to his west-country

estates.

These western county som-ces of cider found an able

advocate in Dr. John Be.u.e, who published, in 1657, a little

volume, entitled Herefordshire Orchards a pattern for all

Eni/lanil, but only hearing on its title page his initials. He
was a native of Herefordshire, which county he greatly

henelited, as Gongh in his Topography records. His family,

which had long flourished in Herefordshire, seemed to

inherit a zeal for the jilantation of orchards, and the indi-

vidual of whom we are now sketching tlie biography, was
fully gifted with the family hereditament. He so raised

and extended the reputation of the orchards of his county,

and their produce, that in a few year's it gained some
hundred thousands of pounds by the increased reputation.*

His enthusiastic iove of the agricolan arts is manifested in

every one of his writings. He was a man of talent, and the

companion of the men of genius contemporary with him.

Many of his letters are preserved in Boyle's works. That
philosopher thus speaks of him, " There is not in life, a

man in this whole island, nor on the continents beyond the

seas, that could be made more universally useful to do good

to all " He was in the church, was a member of Corpus

Christ! College, Oxford, and had the degree of Doctor of

Divinity conferred upon him in 16S3 by that University.

It is stated that the same year was that of his death, and

that he was then of the full age of eighty. Speaking of

himself, he says, " My education was amongst schtdars in

academies, where I spent many years in conversing with

books only. A little before om- wai's began I spent two sum-

mers in travelling towards the south, witli purpose to leai'u to

know men and foreign manners. Since my return I have

been constantly employed in a weighty office, by which I am
not disengaged from the care of our public welfare." AVhat
" weighty office " he filled, we know not ; but it is certain that

he devoted himself to other sciences besides those con-

nected with the culture of the soil, for a letter has been

published written to him by Mr. Evelyn, relative to his

(Dr. B.'s) discoveries in optical glasses.

* Gough's Antiquities, p. 193.

We have more than ouce e.xpressed our opinion against

the destruotiou of the Crystal Palace, and now let one

of the labouring class be heard :

—

" Can it be possible that the Crystal Palace is

doomed to destruction ? In whose rude veins does this

modern Vandalism, this fearful spirit of devastation,

manifest itself at the present day '? Surely the mixture

of primitive Danish blood, after coursing through the

veins of England's sous so many centuries, should be

refined down ere this. Taking us as a nation, I am
certain the response would be, ' Allow the building to

remain!' It is a monument of native intellect. It

has proved itself a blessing ; and gained the name for

order, taste, and respectability, which was not supposed

before to belong to the humbler classes of Britain. It

is an ornament to our metropolis ; and would prove

itself a great good for the purpose to which it would be

applied, and heartily-tobe-desired, namely, a winter

garden : which, with a lasting happy idea of the Exhi-

bition itself, it would remain as a bulwark around the

memories of the people.

" Are not conservatories, &c., considered necessary

appendages to mansions, for the comfort and enjoyment

of the great and noble of our land'? When we consider

this, does it not appear desirable that the million of souls,

at least, pent up in smoke-begrimed London, at a time,

too, when the rich and wealthy are enjoying the plea-

sures of home and refinement in the country, should

have an opportunity to feast sometimes upon the beauty

of Nature's divine workmanship ?

" Myself, one of England's humblest sons, with

nothing but my birthright to be proud of, I nevertheless

claim a right to expi-ess my feelings on this matter. I

was once a resident in London myself I well know

what it is to pass a dreary winter there.

" When a boy, scarce twelve years of age, I was

caught up wild from the country, and placed at the

watch and working jewellery business, not more than

three or four hundred yards from the site of the Crystal

Palace. I can well fancy what my enjoyment would

then have been, if, after close attention to work from

seven in the moruing till nine at night, retiring to rest

with aching head and hot eyes, six days out of the

seven, I could have refreshed my mind and body, inde-

1
pendent of unfavourable weather, at all seasons of the

I

year, in a garden such as the Crystal Palace may be

made to become.
" Wlio can depict so well as those who have ex-

perienced them, the feelings of a working mechanic,

toiling all his life in the unhealthy pent-tvp atmosphere
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of the workshops of London? Truly, it is not art the

mechanic wishes to feast his eyes upon when an oppor-

tunity of leisure offers; he has enougli of art, when we

consider it is his business -iVi out of the 365 days in the

year. Of course we all feel a jiride and interest in our

handywork ; hut with what different feelings the rich

and great contemplate the beautiful in works of art,

which mainly minister for their refinement and enjoy-

ment, than do the artizau or mechanic, who, to gain his

daily bread, has to undertake the anxious, and too often

unhealthj', processes of their fabrication? It is the

green fields, tlie trees, the beauty of Nature, that form

a charm for him : the resort of his imagination.

" When a long-looked-for day arrives, upon which a

trip into the country was planned, which, alas ! too

often the case in our variable climate, turns out wet;

is it not a disappointment ? No ! not if he have a

Crystal Palace transformed into a sheltered garden

to fall back upon ! In a population like London how
many such features as this would be likely to occur on a

wet day. To thousands, that wet day may be the only

one for a long season that could be spared them, or

j

taken advantage of, and so the holiday must be had

;

and how, in the majority of cases would it be spent in

inclement weather ? Would it not be in the nearest

tavern ?

" Then there are wives, children, and sweethearts

—

what becomes of them ? The day that was to form for

them a recreation and pleasure, becomes one of comfort-

less disappointment and misery.

" Besides, for the purpose of a public garden for all

seasons, consider the site of the Crystal Palace. Could

any other place be more calculated to ensure a beneficial

and lasting result for good, than by causing the people

to congregate upon that particular spot ? To associate

us near our Gracious Sovereign ; our House of Lords

and Commo]is ; our venerable Abbey ; our stately

parks; our nobility and gentry; oiu- finest squares and

streets; the majority of our grandest buildings; every-

thing, in short, wearing the stamp of England's great-

ness and power ; thus impressing upon her subjects a

proud and loyal feeling that tliose glorious institutions

of their country are their omi. We are thus invited to

become familiar with all that is great and good : not

spurned and thrust into the background—looked down
upon as a senseless, meaningless mob ; a vulgar mass,

incapable of either thought, conduct, or feeling.

" And again, more particularly for youth,—to schools>

would such a place of recreation prove invaluable. We
never part with the beneficial results which Nature

impresses upon us in childhood. In our earlier years,

education, coupled with religion, and the genial

influences of Nature, naturally lay the sti-ougest and
safest foundation ; a guide for our future development

and conduct through Life ; features which certainly

should not be lost sight of by our Legislature as regards

the rising generation.

" What a striking and beneficial effect would the

strange and beautiful vegetation collected from tlie four

quarters of the globe serve to produce upon the mind of

youth. What a soothing and enlightened influence

upon the minds of us all. More so, I will venture to

say, than the wonderful collective art of man, which, to

the eternal honour of England, has already astonished

our senses. A far higher order of workmanship shoidd

we find exhibited in the living beauty of the works of

Creation : by the contemplation of which om- minds

and thoughts would be led upwards ; carried through

that glorious transparent arch, up to that other and

still more glorious arcli of the firmament bent over ua,

whose mighty constructor and builder is God !

" As a working man, though, nevertheless, with an

eye to the interests and welfare of my country, perhaps

these few homely and simple observations I have

allowed my pen to trace, may be thought worthy of

a consideration. I feel confident they would find an

echo and a sentiment from by far the larger part of the

inhabitants of London ; and their aim appreciated, both

as regards the present and future enjoyment of the work-

ing classes of our mighty metropolis.

" I have already had the satisfaction of publicly

stating a part of my views relative to the Crystal Palace.

At that time I could almost have staked my existence

that the idea would never enter the mind of man to

conceive its demolition. I pi-ophesied such a piece of

wantonness would not happen; and I still hope, in this

instance, I may prove a prophet.

" As an Englishman, however, who likes to arrive at

a point—aye, even the point of the bayonet, should it be

necessary for the defence of our country—I have ten

shillings ready at a moment's notice to subscribe for the

preservation of the building ; and ten shillings more, if

need be, to ensure a fund for its future maintainance as

a garden. I should bo prepared still fm'ther to subscribe

for the purpose of arching over the nave similar to the

transept, and tlieu it would be a glorious thing !

" Upwards and 0^•WAKDS."

FORSYTH MSS.

In the January of 1785, Mr. Anderson accompanied

General Mathew to Grenada, and now, through the

conjoined home-influence of this amiable man and of

Mr. Eorsyth, brighter days began to dawn upon Mr.

Anderson. The following letter is dated Grenada, June

1st, 1784.

ME. A. ANDEKSOX TO 3LR. FOKSVIH.

General Mathew still continues my pay as hospital mate,

but does not Imow if he can continue it, as all the appoint-

ments (for the most pail) come through Mr. Adah-. As the

General desired Mr. Connor, now at tlie head of the hos-

Ijital in these islands (and who is no friend of tuiue), to

write to Mr. Adair that he intended to continue me, and that

he would establish me. As at the same time Mr. Adau'

appointed some who had not been one-sixth of the time

in the hospital as I; and in the letters he wrote to said I

Connor he made no mention of me at all, I have every

reason to think lie made no mention of me to Jlr. Adair, or

if he did, to my disadvantage. I should be much obliged

to you if you coiUd find out whether it is so or not, and let

me know. He is a malicious, ill-intentioned man, who from

his merit or services has no title to what he has got. As he

is a sycophant, and by his sly insinuations he traduces the

most amiable chai-acters to answer his own maiicioas in-
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tents, although the General gives me every indulgence anri

assistance he possibly can, yet tliis man being at the head
of the department, I need expect no appointment, unless
from home. But as hurting a man's character is a horrid
thing, although merited, 1 liope you will mention nothing of
it. I only wish to let you know wliat opposition I meet with
from an illiterate and malicious man, while, through your
goodness, I am honoured with the friendship of several of
the first characters in England, and also in the West Indies.
What conti-asts among mankind !

General Matliew wislies anxiously, as do also many of the
inhabitants on this island, to establisli a Botanic garden in

it, under my inspection, for wliich end the General desired
rae to write by this opportunity to tlie bishop of ^Vinchester
relative to it, as the General thinks he can procure the
lung's patronage for it. Without tliat it can never he on a
proper establishment, so as to answer the intention of it,

nor without it should I like to undertake it, as it might be
always liable to he disaimulled by a governor, or the as-

sembly of tlie island. Tlie island, I believe, will give the
laud, and negroes to work it, hut no salary ; surely two or
three hundred pounds yearly would be but little for the
support of such a laudable institution. By men of sense
and learning it can never be opposed, nor by them who
wish well to their country.
The productions of the West Indies are very Uttle known,

especially among these islands. Without some encourage-
ment for their investigation, Britain may expect to derive
but little advantage from them. I am sure few parts in tlie

world produce such a great number of different species of
vegetable productions as these islands ; and were they pro-
perly known, and proper experiments made of them, great
advantage might accrue to the nation. I have no doubt
but the different species of Cinchona I have seen in these
islands will yet be a valuable produce.

Every encouragement ought to be given by the uation for
introducing the East India plants, which certainly could be
cultivated with success, as could all the valuable plants in
the world ; and, from the vicinity of Grenada to the conti-
nent, the most valuable plants in South America might be
inti-oduced. But without an institution of this kind these
intentions can never be brought about, and I think a scheme
of this kind ought to be assisted by men in power, more
especially as it is hard to say how long we may retain our
possessions in tlie east more than we have done in the west.
I hope you mil lend your assistance for this estabhshmeiit

;

I know General Mathew will do what he can to put it on a
proper footing.

As I could not take the freedom of saying much on this
liead to the Bishop, you can mention it more particularly.
I should imagine His Majesty would willingly countenance it.

GOSSIP.
It has been stated in the public newspapers, that the

i:ff!js imported iu the month ending the ijlli of March
amounted to 8,688,932 ; all were entered for home con-

sumption, and chargeable with duty. This article of

our imports is largely increasing, as appears by the fact,

that in 1819, ninely-scvcn millions of eggs were brought
into this country, and in 1S50 one Intmlml and Jive

millions. We liopo to see this importation as much a

matter of almost-incredible history as is that which tells

us that three centuries ago we imported our salads from
Holland.

W^e have received another letter on the subject of

Judges at Poultry Shous. The following is an extract—

I'
I am very glad to find tliat you agree as to dealers not

being judges. It is a sine qxid nun liere that the judges
shall be amateurs and gentlemen of character. I have
myself acted frequently, more often indeed than I hke, as
judge, because I would not have it said that I objected to
dealers and would not take the trouble myself. If Poulti-y
Shows are to be made useful, and carried on with good
feeling and good temper, the character and position of the

managers, and still more of the judges, must be such as to

command, on the part of the public, a conviction that all will

be done fairly and above-board, and this conviction will

never be entertained where dealers are judges. How can a
man who tells you or me to-day that he is selling us the

best fowls of their class to be bad, and obtains a heavy
price on that assurance, pass them over to-morrow, at a

Show where he is judge, in favour of anything that is not
unquestionably superior '? But this is not all : dealers buy as

well as sell, and contract beforehand ; it thus becomes their

object and interest to get as much as they can for a jiar-

ticular breed of birds. The way to do this is to give them a

prize or two. Can we wonder that the prizes go in tliat

direction ?

"

Mr. T. Morgan, of Bishop's Waltbam, Hants, writes

to us as follows :

—

" In reference to a communication from your correspond-
ent, Mr. \ViUiam Bridger, iu The Cotiage Gaedexeh,
No. Is.'i, page l^t, as to exchanyc of plants between persons of
different localities, I beg to say, that I have been some time
thinking of the same thing, and I shall be obUged by your
inserting my name and address as one wlio agrees to, and
mshes for, the proposed exchange of subjects, so far as I

am enabled to participate in it. And I will venture to make
another jiroposition for facilitating the objects of parties

who enter into this arrangement, namely, that each should,

as far as practicable, make a list of plants indigenous to the

locality in which he resides, and ti'ansmit a copy of it to the
others.

" Allow me, now I am writing, to add, with reference to

vour notice (in No. 183, page 1) of what has been re-

corded by Dr. Pulteuey respecting the feediny of cows, &c.,

in the neighbourhood of Kingwood, on the banks of the

Avon, with the lianunctdus aquatieus, or Water Crowfoot,

growing iu that river ; I am well acquainted with the fact,

having been born and brought up in the immediate vicinity,

and when I resided there, I knew several cottagers who
nearly or quite got their livelihood by keeping cows, which
they fed on the plant in question, cut from the bed of the

river day by day, and for that pm-pose they had peculiar

fiat-bottomed hoats, propelled and guided by thrusting a

pole into the ground beneath the water, and pushing with

the feet, by which means they narigated the beautiful Umpid
sti'eam for their pleasure or their profit.

" I have this day (Ajiril (i), for the first time this season,

seen here two house martens, welcome harbingers of sjiring

and summer."

It has been more than once suggested that there is

more than one point in the Southdown sheep that

requires improvement, and we are glad to see from the

following extract that the question is taken up pracli-

oally.

The SorTHDOWN and the Shrotshiee Breeds of Sheep.
—The following letter on the subject of the relative merits

of these breeds of sheep recently appeared in one of the

agricultural journals :
—" Sir,—At tije celebrated shop of

Messrs. Kirkley and Hancock, Park Street, Grosvenor

Squai-e, London, purveyors to Her Majesty, I saw exhibited,

by the side of pre-eminent North Devon and Scotch ox-beef,

three two-shear Southdown sheep, bred and fed hy the

Duke of Richmond, wliich took the first prize of £20 at the

Sraithfield Club Show. Their weights were as follows:

—

20 St. 2 lbs., 17 St. lib., and 10 st. fi lbs., making together

.'ilist. iSlbs. By the side of these hung the Earl of Ayles-

ford's three black-faced two-shear Shropshire sheep (not

Southdowns)—weight, 20 st. (Ubs., 19 st. 4 lbs., and 19 st.

2 lbs., making together 59 st. 4 lbs., or 5 st. 4 lbs. more than

the Duke's sheep ; and the most emuient judges of meat
considered the quality of Lord Aylesford's sheep quite equal

with the Duke's; and, if any difference, they gave the Earl's

the preference, their lean flesh being quite as thick, as firm,

and as fine in the grain and bone. And the black-faced

Shrops bid fair, with perseverance and good judgment, to be

tlio best black-faced sheep in the kingdom." In a second

letter on the same subject, it is stated that an arrangement

has been made for a similar competition between the two

breeds at Christmas next, and that three experienced
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butchers will be selected as judges. It will be interesting

to the breeders of sheep to be also informed that the three

Shropshire sheep with which the Earl of Aylesford cai'ried

off the first prize and medal, in class 2G, at the last Bir-

mingham and Midland Counties Cattle Show, were consider-

ably heavier than those of his Lordship's feeding above-

mentioned. We are informed by Mr. Ballard, of Snow Hill,

Birmingham, the purchaser of the prize sheep, that then'

resi)ective weights were—2-'3 St., 21 st. (i lbs., and li) st. i lbs.,

the total weight of the three being Oi st. 2 lbs., thus exceed-
ing the weiglit of the three slaughtered in London by 4 st.

(ilba.—Midland Counties Herald, April 1, lSo2.

THE PATAGONIAN FITZROYA.
(F itz-roya Patagonico.'

This is a splendid new Couifer (Piuacese), lately

named by Dr. J. D. Hooker, in compliment to Capt.

Robert Fitzroy, who commanded the latter part of the

expedition, begun under Capt. King, in exploring both

sides of the southern e.xtremity of South America, in

the Adventure and Beagle, and whose interesting " Na-

rative" of this expedition was published a few years ago

{Botanical Magazine, 461fi). This, as well as many
other very iuteresting and most valuable evergreen trees,

was discovered by Mr. Lobb, in those little-known and

inhospitable regions along the western declivities of the

Patagonian Andes, a little below the line of perpetual

snow, and sent home by him to his enterprising patrons,

tlie Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter, who have succeeded in

raising plants of it, but which, we believe, have not yet

been oS'ered for sale. Respecting it, Mr. Lobb writes

—

"It inhabits the rocky precipices, growing to an enor-

mous size, particularly about the winter snow line, where

I have seen trees upwards of 100 feet high, and more

than eight feet in diameter. It may be traced to this ele-

vation to the perpetual snows, where it is not more than

four inches in height." He also states that it " affords

excellent timber." In the natural disposition of the

Conifers, as arranged by Endlicher, this remarkable

tree comes in between the tree Arborvittes and the

Cypress, and probably is the new section called Thuiop-

sis fArborvitio-like) by Dr. Siebokl and Professor Zuc-

carini, in their enumeration of the Conifers of .Japan, in

the Flora Japonica.—B. J.

Propagation and CuLTrnE.—Before I offer my sugges-

tions under these heads, allow me to i-emark, briefly, that

one day, at the beginning of last October, when I was
whistling an old tune called " Bundle and go," in comes the

Journal of Ike Horticultural Society for that month, and in

running down"my eye on the table of " Cmitonts " I made a

dead stop at " Notices of certain Ornamental Plants lately

introduced into England. By Professor Lindley," and I

could get no fartlier. Ornamental new plants always caiiy

the day. Before I could turn to the page, I could almost see.

flower-beds, ladies, and The Cottage Gakdener dancing to a

merry tune, myself plajing the first fiddle. But on reading

these " Notices " I was startled to learn, at the eleventh

hour, that there were so many new conifers, Taxads, or

yews, and other fine trees, on the hills of Patagonia, after

so many natiu-alists liad \-isited these pai-ts within my own
memory, beginning with Mr. .\nderson and Mr Gumming,
who first made their acquaintance on these veiy rocks, down
to Mr. Darwin and the oHicers of the Beagle, and yet left

such a harvest for Mr. Lobb to gather in, although he
missed many of the fine things described by Euiz and

I'avon, in the Flora Pernviaua, from places much nearer the

equator.

The aftinity of this Fitz-royn to the eastern or Chinese

Arborrita; on the one hand", and to the Cypress on the

other, will suggest to every gai-dener that it may easily be

had from cuttings in the usual way, while they know that

jilants so obtained from tliis section of the order will soon

make plants equally handsome with those reared from

seeds ; and as for its cultivation, any one who can grow a

Highland pine will have no difficulty in bringing up the

smallest root-morsel they can procure of it. They may
still have then- doidits about the hardihood of the " Prince's

tree" (£(iociprfr«s rAi/f/i.sis), hut no one can have any mis-

giving about the hardiness of this new-comer after reading

the following from the pen of Blr. Lobb :

—

" During my absence I visited a great part of Chiloe,

most of the islands in the Archipelago, and the coast of

Patagonia for about 140 miles. I went up the Corcobado,

Caylin, .4.1man, Coraau, Reloncavi, and other places on the

coast, frequently making excursions from the level of the

sea to the line of pei-petual snow. These bays generally

run to the base of tlie central ridge of the Andes, and the

rivers take their rise much further back in the interior.

The whole country, from the Andes to the sea, is formed of

a succession of ridges of mountains, gradually rising from

the sea to the central i-idge. The whole is thickly wooded

from the base to the snow line. Ascending the Andes of

Comau, I observed from the water to a considerable eleva-

tion, the forest is composed of a variety of trees, and a sort

of cane, so thickly matted together that it formed almost an

impenetrable jungle. Further up, amongst the melting

snows, vegetation becomes so much stunted in gro-n'lh, that

the trees seen below 100 feet high, and 8 feet in diameter,

only attain the height of 6 inches.

" On reaching the summit no vegetation exists—nothing

but scattered barren rocks, which appear to rise amongst

the snow, which is 00 feet in depth, and frozen so bard that

on walking over it the foot makes but a slight impression.

"To the east, as far as the eye can command, it appears

perfectly level. To the south, one sees the central ridge of

the Andes stretching along for an immense distance, and

covered with pei-petual snow. To the west, the whole of the

islands, from Ouaytecas to the extent of the Archipelago, is

evenly and distinctly to lie seen.
" A little below this elevation the scenery is also singular
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and graud. Rocky precipices stand like perpendicular walls

from 200 feet to 300 feet in height, over which roll the

waters from the melting snows, which appear to the eye like

lines of silver. Sometimes these waters rush down with

such force, that rocks of many tons in weight are precipi-

tated from their lofty stations to the depth of 2000 feet. In
the forest below everything appears calm and tranquil

;

scarcely the sound of an animal is heard ; sometimes a few

butterflies and beetles meet the eye, but not a house or

human being is seen. On the sandy tracts neai' the rivers

the lion or puma is frequently to be met with, but this

animal is perfectly harmless if not attacked."

D. Beaton.

MELONS.
The management of tlie melon-fi-ame is one of the

very nicest points of gardening. Talk about pines :

melons are by far more difficult to obtain with certainty

in the highest perfection. This plant is by nature
highly sensitive to injuries, to say nothing of neglect or

omissions. Thus, no man can obtain first-rate melons if

insects ravage their leaves. High-flavom'ed and deep-

fleshed melons must not be looked for, unless the prin-

cipal leaves are fresh when the fruit is ripening ; and
where we meet with one frame or pit with the leaves in

a flourishing condition at ripening time, we shall find

half-a-dozen that are in some degree blemished.
Now, how to preserve the melon plants in this fine

and healthy condition, up to the period of ripening, is

the pivot on which nearly the whole of successful cul-

ture must be based. There are two antagonists to health

that we would especially guard the beginner against

;

the one insects, the other a sudden declension of bottom
warmth. Tlu'ips and the red spider are the giants of

the former, and, like most other gardening evils, the

being impelled to have recom'se to cw'ative measures
argties a previous neglect. It becomes every one, there-

fore, to use preventive means, which we will shortly

explain.

As to bottom heat declining ; we know those' who
have argued that there is no necessity for being so

particular about its declension after the fruit has com-
pleted its last swelling; but what nonsense is this?

Admitting the necessity of good foliage to the end of the

chapter, by what means is good foliage sustained ? The
absence of insects is not enough, per se, to accomplish
this : the leaves must constantly receive a fresh supjily

of juices from the root ; a supply at least equal to the

demands on the leaf through the agency of perspiration.

If any one doubts the necessity of an unremitting sup-

ply of this new blood, let him just take a melon plant

in a pot, and place it under a close glass containing a

humid atmosphere ; immediately passing a sharj) knife

beneath, and cutting off most of the roots. He can then
shade the glass carefully ; in fact, do all he can to pre-

vent loss by transpiration, and yet shall the plant
speedily droop, not through loss of the foliage, but for

lack of this new blood. Any serious depression, then, of

the bottom warmth, has a tendency the same way ; it in-

duces a torpidity of root, every hour's continuance of

which is. in degree, fatal to size, high-flavour, and deep
melting flesh.

We have known a novice boast that he could produce
splendid melons entirely without bottom heat, and when
his case was looked into, it was found that the melons
were not sown until the middle of April, that they were
planted on a bed made in the spring, of fermenting
materials, for other purposes ; and that his dilapidated
frame had the singular merit of possessing self-ventila-

ting properties: thus ensuring a top-heat somewhat
lower, on an average, than the soil they grew in. So that

here were three concurrent causes of success ; a body of

material capable of still maintaining a slight fermenta-
tive action, enhanced by the atmospheric heats of July

and August ; a frame that would not permit the blunder-

ing manager to indulge in a top-heat, superior on the

average to tliat of the bottom; added to which, that

[jortion of summer which is of all others adapted to the

proceeding. And all this was taken as complete evidence

that bottom heat was all a fuss—so much for jumping at

conclusions; and we merely name it to caution our

younger readers against the danger of drawing false con-

chisious, for assuredly nothing is more common.
And now to an ejiitome of melon culture; first ob-

serving that the middle of April is a capital time for the

amateur, who can only indulge in a frame or two, to

carry out his views. He may thus secure first-rate

melons from the end of July to the middle or end of Sep-

tember. If he desires them in October, he must sow in

the second week of May, but he must count on some
good hot dung to warm his frame with, from the middle

of September.
As to soil, bed building, &c., Mr. Rohson has already

settled that part of the question
;
proceed we to the sub-

sequent culture. The young plants having been pro-

perly reared, and having each two good shoots con-

sequent on a stopping previously practised, one may be

trained towards each angle of the frame or pit. Thus :

—supposing two plants in a hill, which is good practice,

and those on a hillock in the centre of the bed, there

will be one shoot, and one only, towards each angle of

each light. Hence, the general appearance of the frame

before the runners shoot forth will be that of a cross.

And now the plants, if healthy, will soon want to put

forth more leaders, but this cannot be allowed. It is a

well known fact, that the further melon shoots extend

from the stem, the more fruitful are their laterals. All

barren looking laterals which spring from the root end
of the leaders, shotdd be pinched away as soon as pro-

duced. The leading shoots having extended nearly to

the angles of the frame, must be pinched, and shortly

after they will develop laterals, the very first or second

joint of which will display a perfect female blossom. If

they do not, but still ramble in barren shoots, be sure

that they have been maltreated.

Settmg is the next consideration ; that is to say, im-

pregnating the blossoms, and to accomplish this, a high

temperatiu-e is requisite,—say 80° to 90°. Every female

blossom must be thus waited on daily until a good crop

is set, and as large as pigeon's eggs, when all remaining

blossoms, both male and female, may be pinched away.

And now, henceforward, an almost daily care must be

exercised in keeping down all laterals which have iio

connection with the fruit. It ought to have been before

observed, that every lateral on which a fruit is set

should be pinched at about two or three joints beyond

the fruit. A little new growth may be occasionally

encouraged on such afterwards, but no rambling; as

soon as any new growth has produced three or four

joints, let it be pinched again. Henceforth, as to the

foliage, the object is to expose as much leaf-surface to

the light as possible, especially the original or principal

leaves. These should never be shaded, whilst healthy,

under any pretext ; if, however, any of them unluckily

fail, the next best on the same shoot must have similar

care, and so on to the end.

The next consideration is moisture, whether of root

or atmosphere. Many pros and cons have been used

by writers in their advocacy of certain soils. Now, as

we take it, the pith of the matter is this :—Our climate

is fitful ; sometimes wo have what is called a wet and

dull summer, and such the melon abhors. Even in

such seasons, the melon requires some root watering;

and moistening the volume of the soil perforce, occa-

sions overmuch dampness in the air of the frame, in

such seasons for many days afterwards. "Well, then,

any soil which will endure a long while without^ the

application of water is peculiarly adapted to dull periods,
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and such a soil is adhesive loam. Mind, adhesive

loam; not loam in a state of adhesion, that is another
thing. And here lies the ract,—the melons require

moisture at root, but not in the air. In such soils,

filled in when dry. and in that state even trod or rammed
close, one good watering of liquid manure, when the

fruit is large as hen's eggs, will almost sulHce the whole
season. As for atmospheric moisture, that should be
applied in proportion to the beat and the condition of

the w-eatber. In ordinary seasons, tliey require little

artificial aid this way in the dung frame; and as for

syringing, to keep down the red spider, we protest

against it, as sidphur applications will effect that with-

out compromising the atmospheric conditions. Melons
ripening should have abundance of air ; in other words,

they should not ripen too fast; the excitement this way
should not overmatch the degree of solar light.

We may now advert to the insect tribes which most
infest the melon—the thrip and the red spider. For
Sve former, we do not know if anything better than the

plan broached some time since by our friend Appleby,
whose great experience in every department of garden-
ing entitles whatever is recommended by him to serious

consideration. His recipe was for a minute species of

thrip, which infests some of the orchids, such as the

Dendrohimn mobile Jimbritita, &c. The thrip family, it

is well known, are most numerous, and, like the fungi,

each family, or order of plants, would seem to have its

own " retainers " peculiar, it may be, to each. His plan
was a fumigation, iti which sulphur and tobacco were
combined. However, this is a nice point to handle, and
requires much caution as to the use of the sulphur,

especially in so small an affair as a frame. As for the

tobacco, it may be used as is usual in fumigating pro-

cesses ; and for the sulphiu', perhaps, the best way would
be to mix a handful of it with about a gallon of new
sawdust, the whole put in a box, or pot, and a some-
what hot brick plunged overhead in the material.

Let those who would try this plan first practice under
a hand-glass

; practice simply on the life and well-being
of the plant, and tluis grope their own way. Sulphur,
like fire, is either a useful friend or a most dangerous
enemy ; and men of the soundest ideas (even our clever

coadjutor, Mr. Fish) approach the subject with caution.

As for the red spider, we must advocate our old plan of
painting the -nside of the frame before the plants are

inserted, with a clay and sulphur mixture ; in fact, just
such as we have always found effectual on the peach wall.

Such may be repeated when the melons are swelling.

For kinds suitable to the amateur, or, indeed, any one,
we should say the Beechwood, Snow's, the Bromham
Hall, Terry's, and Cuthill's scarlet flesh, to which may
be added the Trentham hybrid. R. Euringtox.

NOTES ON SPECIMENS IN REGENT STREET.
One of the best growers in this country told me the

other day, that all the forced hi/acinths he had seen
round London this season, and he is an extensive
forcer of them himself, were not so strong as they
usually are, and if the same thing happens in the open
ground, both of us concluded that the cause must be
attributed to some peculiarity in the weather iu Holland
during the last month of May, when the bulbs were in
full leaf. If they had been overtaken by a long course
of dry weather at that critical period, or forced beyond
their natural powers by the continuance of dull, rainy
weather, either way would account for any deficiency in
their strength this season. One of our correspondents
complained the other day, that his hyacinths, which he
bought for sixpence the root in Cove"nt-Garden Market,
did not bloom at all to his liking, and he thought the
fault must be in his owa way of treating them—a very

natural conclusion, if we only look at the surface of the

thing, but an erroneous one, nevertheless.

If wo simply guard against too much confined heat in

forcing hyacinths, we may rest assured that all the other

bad points in our worst kind of treatment will hardly

tell against them this season; they will come up as fine

and strong in water-glasses as they would in the best

prepared compost, in fresh moss, or in pure sand the

same, so that the whole secret of blooming hyacinths, as

well as most other bulbs, depends on how they were

grown and ripened the year before ; and this should be

familiar to every one who attempts to grow bulbs. We
I
may have a sjilendid bloom this year, and, therefore,

believe that our management must of necessity be

perfect, or how else are we to account for so fine a

bloom ; yet we may be giving the wrong treatment all

the while, because the effect of present treatment, as we
have just seen, will not be apparent till next year.

! Hence the necessity of being very cautious from whom
' we buy any kind of bulbs whatever. First-rate dealers

' send their orders every year to Holland, and the growers

there know, that unless they send over first-rate articles

they will lose their best customers. People here, who
understand the meaning of economy to be good manage-

I

ment, go to the first-rate houses fur their bidbs, with

which they never get disappointed ; whereas, a great

number of people believe that economy means cheapness,

and run after the scamps who gather up the thousands

of cast off bulbs among our own forcers and prime

growers, who care not a Hg for a root after the first year.

The finest collection of forced hyacinths I have seen

for years, was exhibited the other day before the Horti-

cultural Society, in Regent-street, by Mr. Appleby's

employers, and in the lecture about them, it was men-

tioned that the same firm were in the habit, for years

past, of treating the Society by similar contributions.

As soon as I could elbow- my way to the table, after the

meeting broke up, I made the following notes, and if I

made any mistakes, Mr. Appleby can put me right, as I

suppose he must have got them all committed to memory
long ago. I did not see him at this meeting, and if he

did not call before the members assembled he lost a

great treat ; I refer to a lovely new rimlanopsis, called

Lobbii, from the Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter; it was a very

small plant, newly imported, and hardly recovered from

the long journey, yet it produced a nice spike of charm-

ing white flowers, having the lip, or lower part, of a

beautiful purplish-red colour; it was deliciously scented,

and the great lecturer said that it was so difficult to

give names to the different kinds of scents in flowers,

that he woidd not attempt to name what this was, so

we shall only say it was very sweet. There was another

fine orchid in tlie room

—

Dendrobium maorophyllum—
the smell of which, when we heard of it, made some of

us shrug our shovdders and think of the doctor—it was

exactly the smell of medicinal rhubarb.

But to the Hyiicinths : the most marked one, because

it is quite new in colour, is called Unique, a single flower,

and the nearest thing that I can compare it to is a pale

crimson mezereon ; there is not another hyacinth like it,

or near to it in colour ; in the open ground it will very

likely be of a still higher colour, and I would advise

every one to order a root of it early next autumn, and,

indeed, of all that I am going to name. The best single

white, and the best of all hyacinths to force early

because it will stand more heat than any other sort, is

called Grand Vainqueur ; the next best forcer is a single

blue, called Emicus, or Emicaus ; but the best blue, as to

colour, according to my view, is one called Prince oj

Sax Weimar; Charles Dickens, is another fine shade of

blue, say, Neapolitan -violet blue; Laurens h'oster, a

dark blue, very fine ; Richard Carnr de Lion, another

fine blue of a different tint ; Alpheiis, the best scarlet

;

and Prince Albert, the best dark—it has a black metallic
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lustre. Tliere were several others quite as good as these,

but not so well marked as to shade or tint. Two gentle-

men, who were criticising the collection at the same
time, assisted me, and agreed with me as to the most
marked for colour, and tliat is the point I wished. One
of them spoke of Quintin Diiruard, a hyacinth that was
not there, as being an excellent forcer.

There was a very old-fashioned plant on the same table;

a variety from CoroniUa (jlauca, the finest plant of it I

ever saw. I never saw much of it about ]>oudon, but in

some parts in the country yon see it in every greenhouse.
A fine specimen of it would look well on a side-table

in a drawing room, at night; but what I mention it for

more particularly here, is for an edging plant to a bed
of scarlet in the flower-garden, an idea which first

occurred to me that very day, when the plant was being
lectured upon ; but I have been so accustomed to these
things, that I shall stake my new cottages on this plant
being the best one we possess for an edging, if properly
managed ; and it is as easy to kee]! as a common myrtle,
and as hardy, if not more so. You could also keep it

clipped on the edges, and over the top, and bo get it

uiore in character for a small geometric garden. One
might keep a few dozens of it for years, by taking it up
in October, trimming the roots, and also the branches,
so as to take up little room in a cold frame, and every
morsel of it will root in the spring like verbenas. Mr.
Jefiries, and Mr. Saltei", at Ipswich, or Mr. Barnes, at

Stowmarket, could furnish large quantities by next
autumn, as everybody thereabouts gi-ows it. Sometimes
the leaves come of a golden-yellow, and there were
some of that colour on this plant, and if these could be
kept true, by making cuttings of the yellowest parts

every year, we should have another golden-chain for

edging. In a highly-kept garden, where colours are
much studied, Mangle's variegated geranium—the best
of the silver leaves for edging among the geraniums

—

cannot well be edged round a bed of scarlets, because
the flowers are pink, making a bad, weak shade against
the scarlet. I often took the pains to pluck off the

flowers of this sort in such situations, when 1 knew
that a party of true critics were to look over the grounds;
and the same with the flowers of the golden-chain gera-

nium, because the trusses are so small that they make no
show. The variegated suect Ali/ssum, is, on the whole, the

neatest we have after these two geraniimis ; and as the

flowers and the leaves are silvery white, it comes in any-
where, and I am quite sure that my new foundling—this

variegated CoroniUa—will do the same.
In the summer of 1848, there appeared a very curious

kind of new peach, from China, in the garden of the
Horticultural Society ; it was sent over by Mr. Fortune.
What made it particularly striking in the fruiting, was
having the fruit borne in clusters, in twos and threes,

or more, on the same spur ; there was not much said

about it then, except as a botanical or pomological
|

curiosity; but since then, some accounts of it appear in

reports from the garden, and the other day we had a
fine specimen of it in bloom at the meeting, in Regent-
street, which took us all by surprise. I liave not seen
a finer thing for many years. There has not been a
more striking, hardy plant for the shrubbery, introduced
since the scarlet curraut was sent home by the unfor-
tunate Douglas. It is as hardy as a common peach or
the almond ; the flowers are double, but not quite, and
they are of the brightest crimson colour, and would
look, at a short distance, as much like those of the
Pyriis Jaimnica as can be ; every bud of this beauty
ought to be increased this next summer, and every one
who has room for a gooseberry-bush ought to get a
plant of it next October, if not sooner. No doubt it is

to be bad in many of the Nurseries, but nine-tenths of

the gardening world have no idea of such a fine thing
being in the country at all. It was tliought of so much

interest at the meeting, that the plant bad to be removed
up to near the chairman, that all the ladies might see

it vnider better light. There was also a double-white-

Jlouering peach exhibited at the same time ; a pretty

thing enough in its way, and would have been thought
a good deal of had it not been for this crimson variety.

What a fine addition these will make for our early

spring flowers, when they come to he large bushes, like

the almonds, in our shrubberies ! Ask every nurseryman
you meet, or to whom you write, if he has the double-

crimson peach on sale, and what is the price of it; tlnis

a knowledge of the plant will soon spread abroad like

wild fire. In the lecture on these new peaches it was
said, that the Chinese have a whole collection of them,
difiering from each other by the colour of the flowers.

I did not hear if the fruit is good to eat ; but we bad a

dish of the finest strawberries I ever saw, with per-

mission to taste them all round, and we all came to the

same conclusion as our lecturer, that strawberry forcing

could not be pushed any farther. It is really a lu.xury

to be allowed to taste fruit, fresh from the country, in

London. We owe this relish to Mr. M'Ewen, gardener

to His Grace the Duke of Norfolk, at Arundel Castle.

He did not tell the Society, however, the way he managed
to have whole pots uith all the fruit in them readg for
table at the same time, and the thing being a complete

secret among a few of our best gardeners, and as all of

them know that I cannot keep a secret (I never could),

they will not think me out of order here. In these days

of high gardening, it is considered a point of the highest

excellence to send fruit to table on the plants, and the

strawberry not giving all the fruit ripe at the same time,

they hit upon an excellent plan to force them to do so.

When they ai-e just going out of blossom, the young
things are cut ofl', like thinning grapes, except so many to

every stalk, and every one of this so many must be of

uniform size, so that they have a good chance of ripen-

ing all at the same time. When they are full-swelled,

they are looked over a second time, and if one appears to

be too forward, or to lag behind, it is cut oft' also ; then

the whole must be ripe the same day ; then the pots go

to table ; and if there is a gallant officer in the party, he
is allowed to out oft' the first stalk with five or six enor-

mous large ripe strawberries on it, and hand it round to

the ladies, after that, first come, first served, in the old

way. Mr. M'Ewen sent us a lot of pots with fruit all

in this condition, and an extra plateful of the finest

fruit for the whole of us to taste, as I have just said,

and we all wished him much success witli the rest of

his crops. The kinds he prefers for forcing ai'e Keen's

Seedling and Alice Maud. D. Beatok.

FIRM AND LOOSE POTTING.
Times change, and men and methods change with

them. Every age has its peculiar characteristics, nay,

every division of that age has its eccentricities, its cry,

its vaunted discovery. What holds true in manners,

science, and politics, is equally true in gardening. What
wonders we should ere now have seen, if the results

from working out supposed new ideas had been at all

proportionate to the pertinacity and magniloquence dis-

played in keeping them for a time before the public

attention. How often has the new beacon light that

was to guide to unheard of success pi'oved but a very

Will-u'ith-the-uisp, that left us floimdering in the morasses

of disappointment. And, nevertheless, the raiser of

that light might himself have reason for rejoicing in

its radiance. His fault consisted not so much in advo-

cating a certain mode, as in the forgetting, or overlook-

ing, collateral circumstances, that were quite as essential

to success as the one condition to which he gave sucli

prominent notice. Besides, it must not be forgotten
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tliat there is iu human character ever a tendency to

rush to extremes, so much so, that very often tlie dis-

ciple goes much farther than his teacher. This is partly

owing to the antagonism that ever exists hetween old

practices and new theories. Both may be alike success-

ful, and yet the means employed be vastly dissimilar.

]5oth may develop their principles to a culpable ex-

treme, because this is always the tendency of party
debate on any subject.

For instance, how different is the mode of forcing
now generally adopted to that practised in our younger
days. Then, whatever the weather, the night tempera-
ture nuist be high and regular; the day temperature
kept as regular and low, by the admission of air in

sunshhie. Here the high temperature at night was
neutralised by the air aud low temperatures during
the day. We now save trouble and expense by regu-
lating temperatm-e by light, at least as far as we can
do so within the bounds of safety. The results may hot
be superior, but economy, and a more natural systeui

may be claimed for the latter. Yet so liable are we to

run to extremes, that we have seen crops, grown njjon
the old system, that were never perfected, because the

high temperature in darkness had wasted the excitability

of the plant; while iu going to the other extreme, and
allowing the temperature to be cooled unduly at night,

the young fruit received such a chill, that they never
swelled kindly afterwards. This may be conned over
by those who have now vines beginning to start in their

greenhouses.

Again, time was, when he was considered a notable
potter who could most dexterously slice oti' the outside
of the ball of a plant, and tlien stick the mutilated
lump of roots into a pot, similar in size, at most
not much larger than the pot whence it was pulled
from. It is not our purpose here to show how ruin-

ously this atfccted some plants, nor how even now
it might at times be practised with others that
make fresh roots freely. The horror of the system
was carried to the opposite and, frequently, equally

ruinous, extreme, of transferring balls of plants from oue
pot to another, without doing any thing to the roots at

all, however laced and matted they might be. Again,
most of us recollect how line we used to sift our soil and
compost for pot plants, and how regularly we used to

drench the pots after jiotting; but then, any thing like a
large shift was a more than a seven days wonder. With
the time of large shifts came the supposed necessity for

the soil being rough and porous, for the free admission
of air and the free percolation of water. But no sooner
did this fine idea get started, than, like a high spirited

horse, it was galloped to the death of many a nice plant.

Sifted soil was abjured, it is true; but then it was e.x-

changed, in many instances, for stuffing aud squeezing
several large pieces into a single small pot, entailing

upon the ])laut more than all the disadvantages such a
plant could have experienced by being placed iu common
soil out of doors, and depriving it of all the advantages
it would have realized when thus planted out. Pro-
portioning the roughness and porosity of the material
to the size of the pot, the size of the shift given, and the

length of time the plants might be supposed to remain,
were too trivial matters ever to be inquired about. Kor
was this all : roughness and porosity of material came to

be considered synonymous with looseness in potting ; the

rough soil was therefore merely trundled in ; the water-

ing, in course of time, rendered the compost more dense,

taking fresh soil and the best roots along with it to the

bottom of the pot ; and, unless frequent top-dressings

were resorted to, the top part of the old ball would be
left sticking like a pillar in the middle of the pot, with
little chance of ever having the fibres contained in it

moistened, except by capillary attraction, or setting it

over head in a tub of water. How uatm^al, in such cir-

cumstances, to eschew the loose potting, and with either

rough or fine soil to resort to the hammer or the mallet,

as adverted to by a corres])ondent, to thump the

material close and firm to the sides of the pot. Is such

firm potting necessary '? As a general principle we
should say, no ! just because, in most cases, to a certain

extent, we wish to encourage growth before bloom.

In many cases, and especially in hard wooded plants

with fine hair-like roots, if we used the rough soil, and
did not use the mallet, which we very seldom do, we
should, nevertheless, press the materials as firmly toge-

ther as possible, and this all the moi-e, if we wished

more for bloom than growth. In all hard-wooded plants,

as a general rule, it may be stated that, provided the

soil be rough and open, as recommended in these pages,

it should be pressed firmly together. Instead of mallet-

I iug, we should, unless in particular instances, prefer

leaving the new soil at the sides higher than the surface

of the old ball in the centre. Watering is thus secured

to all the fibres. Before a man could expect success

from thus malleting fine-sifted soil, and at the same time

used large shifts in potting, he would require to be an
adept at, and understand thoroughly, all the effects of

the water-pail. One of the advantages of using mode-
rately rough compost, rather firmly jn-essed together,

with abundance of proper drainage, is, that the cultiva-

tor is rendered more independent of the waterer. The
more hard the soil is, therefore, the more carefully must
the water be given. In the first case, however put on,

it will precolate freely through the mass, and the over-

abundance will escape. In the latter case, unless great

care is used, there will always be a tiudency to excess

in one part, aud a deficiency in the other ; while the

very hardness will bring the earth so much under
hygrometric influences, that in a hit day the earth

will shrink from the sides of the pot, and thus cause

cracks to be formed, which would be strangers in a

pot in which the soil was more moderately pressed. In

soft-wooded plants, we do not press the soil nearly so

much, because we wish growth to precede the flowering

process ; and in every case, where both growth and

bloom are wanted, the result of our observation and
practice leads us to recommend a medium of firmness

in potting. In using compost rather rough, I always

finish with a layer of finer on the surface, which thus

prevents the air entering too freely, and thus causing

the soil to dry too quickly.

Between malleting and pressing, I am aware there can

be given no very well-defined idea of difierence ; and if

the former was not done to excess, I do not see why it

should not do as well as jiressing, provided, in both

cases, the soil was rough and porous, and neither wet

nor diy. ]5ut wo generally see enough ot broken pots

already ; and once introduce the hammer and mallet,

: and I should dread the accumulations to the crockery

heap.

These remarks are merely general. There are many
i exceptions. It woidd be easy to liud confirmation and
disproof too, in the separate proviuces of our excellent

coadjutors. I'or instance, there is a nice cabbage plant

that' we want to make the most of for the kitchen-table.

I

We loosen the earth about its roots, and its appearance

soon tells we had been doing right. Did we wish that

I plant to bloom as soon as possible, we should do no

j

such thing. There is a pear tree, d(;stined to be an orna-

i ment for landscape scenei-y. We give it width and

depth of the best loam, and well turned and loosened.

Here is another we wish to be a Lilliputian pyramid,

clothed with bloom buds and fruit. We set him upon a

hard mound, and do little more th:m cover bis roots with

soil. Nay, could we spare the spucc in the border now
wanted for other things, we would, judging from analogy,

carry the idea of luinhiess to such an extent, that we

would waterproof a considerable space over the roots of
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that tree with concrete, or far, and could manage it witli

the latter at a tithe of the expense, as by the mode men-
tioned by an obliging correspondent for making walks.
We mention these merely as corroborative of the fact,

that firmness of the soil has something to do with fruit-

fulness, while it at the same time discourages growth.
Of course, between a tree in the natural ground, with a

hard waterproof covering about its roots, there is, iu

other respects, no analogy with a plant growing iu a pot.

The latter chiefly, or altogether, depends ou you for its

moisture. The former has got the circumference of oiu'

earth to depend upon, and so long as there is moisture
in its neighbourhood it will obtain it. The whole sub-
ject requires thought and investigation. K. Fish.

P.S. I attribute great success with early-forced straw-
berries ^art/y to the firmness of the soil in the last pot-

ting.

PEOPAGATION OF ORCHIDS.
{Continued from page -36.)

Physurus.—A small genus of plants separated from
AncBctoohilus, and may be easily increased in the same
way.
Kenantheha.—There is only one species (R. cooeinea)

worth either growing or increasing. The way to propa-
gate it is to take off a young branch below a root or

two
; place an upright branch in a pot, cover it with

short green moss, and tie the shoot to it ; keep it warm
and moist and it will quickly grow, and, with good
management, will flower in two or three years.

Saccoi.abium.—All growers of orchids are fully aware
of the beauty of several species of this genus. They
will always be comparatively rare, because they are of
slow growth. No method has yet been discovered of
propagating them, except by allowing young shoots to

spring from the lower parts of an established plant till

they (the young shoots) emit a root or two for them-
selves

; as soon as that takes place the young 'shoots
may be safely cut ofl' below the root or roots. The safest

way is then to fasten the shoot so cut oft' to a block of

wood, being very careful not to iujure the young and
tender roots. Let the plant then be hung up to the
rafters, if possible over a cistern of warm water, the
moisture ai'ising from which will greatly assist tli^;ir

growth. Shade them elfectually from the sun, aud
syringe them frequently with tepid water. The roots

will soon elongate, and then, when that is decidedly
the case, they may be taken off the blocks and carefully

placed in baskets proportioned to their size, filled with
sphagnunr moss not too lightly compressed ; then hang
them u]) in the warmest part of the house, keep them
moderately moist, and in three years they will flower.

From the first appearance of the young shoot till it

flowers, probably seven years will elapse ; it is this

length of time that causes the price of these beautiful
plants to range so high, and for that reason we have
dwelt rather lengthily upon the mode of propagating
them, for it would be almost a serious misfortune to lose
a shoot that has taken so long a period to bring it into
a fit state to be propagated.

T. Al'PLEBY.
{To he continued,)

FLORISTS- FLOWERS.
Polyanthus {.T. Kinr/ton}.—Your flower is very good.

The proportions of tlie colours are in accordance with
the best standard. Ground colour dark maroon ; lacing
very clearly defined. Of the habit of tlie plant we can-
not speak, having only a truss of flowers.

ROSE CULTURE FOR EXHIBITION.
{Continued from page 36.)

Ghowino in Pots.—Glazed Pit : Its form and ad-

vantages.—Though if the cultivator has a house for

cultivating his roses for exhibition, he may dispense
with a pit, yet, if he has a pit in addition, he will find it

an exceedingly useful adjunct; and uowglass and bricks

are much cheaper than tliey used to be, whoever wishes
to grow roses in pots extensively, and to perfection, the

additional outlay will not be considered useless nor ex-

travagant. The two combined will multiply the chances
of success tenfold. The best form for a cold pit is the

common lean-to—that is, the walls (9-in.) should be
highest at the back, and consequently lowest at the

front. The front wall should rise out of the ground at

least eighteen inches, and the back, three feet. Six feet

would be a convenient width for the pit, which woidd
give a rise to the lights of three inches to the foot,

which rise would cause the rains to run ofl' quickly, and
would, in a great measure, prevent dripping upon the

plants, which is always injurious, but more especially in

winter. The length of this pit will depend, of course,

upon the number of roses grown in it. The bottom of

the pit should have a stratum of brick ends, or chippings

of stones, with a layer of coal-ashes upon them. This
will act as a drainage lor the overplus water from the

pots, and prevent the existence of worms under the

plants. The walls would be all the better if they had
a coating of whitewash at the first, to be renewed, at

least, annually. It will close up any cracks or holes

there may be in the wall, and thus prevent insects from
lodging therein, or laying their eggs in such convenient
nests. The copings of the walls should be of good
sound deal ; that on the front wall should be sloped off

at the same angle as the lights, whilst that at the back
should be bevilled ott' exactly from the centre to the

back. This slope will throw oti' the wet clear from the

walls— for remember these copings should project at

least an inch beyond the walls all round the pit. The
lights should just reach to the ridge formed by the bevil

on the back wall. The rafters, to bear lights, should be
moderately stout, and should have a bead fastened to

them exactly in the centre, to keep the lights steady

and in the place; when thrust up or down to examine
the plants, water them, or any other manipulation
necessary ; and, lastly, the lights should be well glazed

with a moderate-sized glass. We neither recommend
large, long squares, nor yet small, narrow, short ones

;

six inches wide, by eight inclies long, may be considered

a useful medium size. Such a pit, so built, and so glazed,

will be a substantial, lasting structure, and will, by
keeping the glass repaired, aud giving it two coats of

paint every second year, last for a man's life-time ; that

is, for thirty or forty years. Though the first cost may
be rather heavy, such a pit will in the end be the

cheapest. We could never understand that there could

be any economy in putting up cheap, rough, light struc-

tures iu gardening, whether in the shape of houses or

pits. Cheapness in such buildings only means " penny
wise, and pound foolish," and can only be tolerated

where the party cannot attbrd more substantial erections,

or is old, and having no immediate heirs, think that for

these reasons, the cheaper they can be erected tlio better

it will be. These remarks, of course, are not intended

to apply to our cottage readers and friends. We re-

commend to them, rather than have no pits at all, to

put up their turf-pits, and other cheap shelters, for the

simple reason that they can aft'ord no better. And as

far as they go, such shelters are exceedingly valuable to

sucli persons.

To return to our rose pit. The advantages of such a

structure are two-fold ; they serve as a proper receptacle

for newly-potted roses, and as a shelter, without undue
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excitement, to tbe more tender Bourbon, China, and Tea-
scented varieties. The roots of the rose are very im
patient of excessive moisture, and if exposed to long con-

tinued rains after potting, a great portion of the small

fibry roots are almost sure to decay. Now, if after pot-

ting, and a good watering to settle the earth of the roots,

they are placed in a cold pit, syringed gently two or

three times a week, and shaded from the sun, under such
favourable treatment they will soon make fresh roots,

and scarcely sufi'er from the removal. In such a case,

the pit is invaluable as a shelter from drying cold

winds, and from heavy rains, frost and snow. Again,
this pit is of great use as a protection to the more tender
kinds, not exactly from cold alone, hut also from exces-

sive heavy autumnal or winter rains. More of these

kind of roses are destroyed by heavy rains than by any
other cause. This has been proved repeatedly by ex-

perience. In the gi'eenliouse they do not suffer from
this cause ; but then, again, the greenhouse is generally

kept too warm for roses. In the pit there is no artificial

heat, and if rightly managed, by giving abundance of

air on all favourable occasions, by which is meant every
fair day, though cold, and even in rainy weather, by tilt-

ing u]i the lights, the plants are kept in a state of

quietude, which is very beneficial to them, and will, as

it were, concentrate their energies whenever they may
be wanted, whether to place in the house to be forced to

bloom at any particular time, or allowed to bloom late

in the pit. Another advantage of having such a pit at

command, is, to retard the plants from coming into

bloom too early. The seasons in this country vary so

greatly, that the best cultivator may miscalculate the
time his roses will be in bloom. For instance, in the

bouse where they are forced for the purpose of being in

bloom the first week in May, should there be a con-
tinuance of bright sunny days, some of the roses will,

with every care as to lowering the temperature by
shading, giving air, and lessening the amount of arti-

ficial heat, many of them will advance too quickly into

bloom. In such a state, they will not bear exposure to the

open air without manifest injury both to the foliage and
bloom. What is to be done? If allowed to remain in

the house, they will be out of flower by the day of ex-

hibition. In such a case, the pit presents itself as a sure

medium in which they may be kept back without injury,

and then the I'est that are left in the house can have tbe

usual treatment to bring them forward to the very day
and hour. For all these reasons a pit is desirable, and
useful to the grower of roses in pots for exhibition. In
our next, we shall give a selection of the best kinds
suitable for this purpose. T. Appi.eby.

RIDGE CUCUMBERS: WHAT TO AVOID IN
THEIR CULTURE, AND WHAT TO ADOPT.
The many failures we have seen in Ridge Cucumbers,

even when under the management of gardeners of un-
disputed ability, has led us to believe that there is often

something radically wrong iu the treatment they get;

and not the least of such evils is the plan of elevating
them on a mound of heating material, in such a way as

to be exposed to every current of air, without, on the

other hand, deriving that beneficial influence from the
surrounding ground they would do were they on a level

with it. The common practice is this—A long ridge is

formed of such spare heating materials as come to hand,
very often short, new-mown grass is the principal thing;

this ridge, if formed in a trench at all. is supposed not
to be right unless it be elevated considerably above the

ground level, and is then covered with earth, and the

plants and hand-lights at once introduced, and, for a
time, things seem to go on pretty well ; but byand-by,
when the plants are supposed to be sufficiently strong

to dispense with tbe hand-lights, it is discovered that

their progress is arrested, and tbe anxious cultivator,

seeing they do not go on " a right," sets about and builds

a sort of low turf parapet along each side of the ridge,

and the same at the ends, making a sort of shallow

trough to retain the water he thinks it is necessary to

give them ; still their produce is far from satisfactory,

and, at the end of the season, he has the mortification

to acknowledge that his ridge cucumbers have not been

good at all this season. Now, we have no hesitation in

saying, that a heap of raw fermenting material, like

fresh-mown grass, is one of the worst substances any-

thing can be planted upon ; true, it gives out a certain

amount of heat (sometimes violent), which, by warming
the earth, may give an impulse for a time to the

plants then growing upon it, but as soon as that

earth becomes appropriated to the uses of the plant,

where are its roots to travel for more food ; assuredly no

one will say that mouldy, fusty matter, such as short

grass is after being heated, is at all a likely food for

anything but the fungus; and we have no doubt its

repulsive character is the sole cause of ridge cucumbers

and other things doing so badly on it. Although the

cucumber does not root so deeply as some plants, yet

we are of opinion that they, as well as many other

shallow-rooted things, derive a considerable benefit from

the good quality of the soil below them, and assuredly

no one can expect a mass of matter, like mouldy bay, to

contain any of those fertilizing qualities so necessary to

the welfare of plants ; in such a repulsive medium, we
look in vain for the roots of the most robust plants to

penetrate,—even weeds avoid its oflensive presence

;

and we have no hesitation in saying that, independent

of its inutility as a fertilizer in tlie condition above

described, it excercises tbe baneful influence of prevent-

ing the plants withdrawing from the ground those genial

substances which the latter is so willing to part with when
heated with the midsummer sun ; so tliat instead of

having a depth of soil proportionate to the wants of the

plant, it is, to all intents and purposes, shut up as in a

shallow box, with a substratum poisonous to all except

the lowest class of vegetation. We therefore strongly

advise tbe young gardener and amateur not to plant

their ridge cucumbers on such a place, but rather select

some warm sunny border; and if the soil be not already

rich, light, and good, remove what is there, and substi-

tute fresh ; and if there be any doubts of the place not

being sufliciently dry, let some substratum, in the shape

of drainage, he introduced, but be careful of raw sub-

stances as heating material.

Ridge cucumbers delight in a rich open soil, though

not too much so, otherwise they become gross rather than

prolific. The best crop we ever saw was growing in a sort

of trench about six feet wide, with banks all around, and

in a compost of which maiden loam formed the principal

part. We need hardly advise the amateur to take care and

harden off his plants before they be turned out, but we

deem it right to say, that if he wants them to produce

fruit early, he must not omit giving them " a larger shift"

while iu the preparatory process, in order that the plants

may be as strong and robust as possible when planted,

which, as we have recommended to be done on a sunny

border, without any other than solar heat, ought not

to be before the Is't of May, unless under special cir-

cumstances, and certainly "the present season seems

likely to be one of these. Hand-lights will, of course,

bo wanted, but later on a few boughs stuck round do

very well. Vegetahle-marrous, the treatment of which

somewhat resembles ridge cucumbers, may be planted

out sooner, usually the middle of April, when band-

lights are to spare, only they must have more room,

and as they advance, they require a good deal of thin-

ning, in which it is better to pull up a few of the plants

as soon as you see the others fairly established, as too
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many jjlanls left on the ground induces llie mildew to

attack them hefore it ought to do so, and this is not

easily checked iu its ravages. Ridge cucumbers, though

equally liable to it, are less liliely to overrun eacli

other, and if at planting out an area of some sixteen or

twenty square feet be allowed to each hill or plant, there

will be little occasion to remove any entirely ; but care-

ful thinning late in the season is of some use in pro-

longing it, as well as spreading out and pegging down
in the early part of it ; but we will in due time return

to this subject. J. Robson.

NEWCASTLE, NORTHUMBERLAND, AND
DURHAM SOCIETY'S POULTRY SHOW.

This exhibition, after suspension for a year or two, was

held in the Cora Exchange at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on

the 13th iiist., under the patronage of the mayor, James
Hodgson, Esq., and the sheriti', I. L. Bell, Esq. We are

glad to find that its enterprising secretary, Jlr. Trotter, not

only made the most entries (13), but had awarded to these

7 first pri/.es and 3 second. The committee, having only

been formed a few weeks, did not expect so large an entry

as lliO lols. They shewed to much advantage in three rows

of roomy pens.

The Cochin China fowls were a creditable lot, taking into

account tliat " poultry fancying " has not made much pro-

gress noithwards. The first prize birds were bred from

Mr. Simpson's famous pi-ize hen, and, being only hatched

in August, were not unworthy of their parent. The second

were froiir Mr. Punchard's stock, and hatched in July ; one

of the pullets is a very good specimen. The first prize for

cock and one hen was awarded to a very nice pair. The
cock, brud by Mr. Sturgeon, ohtaiued a head piize at Bu--

minghaiii in 18.')0. The Spanish, as a lot, were very inferior,

being deficient in plumage, as well as in the appearance of

purity. The first jirize birds, although not up to that

standard of excellence which would satisfy a judge, yet they

may be said to be beyond the average of what amateurs call

good Spanish. 'The Dorkin'js were pretty good; the first

prize birds were bred by Lord Hill, the fame of whose fowls

of this breed is such, that it is unnecessary to allude here to

tlieir superiority ; but in consequence of having been " bred

iu and in " they are not large. Dr. Davison exhibited a

very good pen of one cock and five hens of this breed, aaid

which were purchased by Jlr. Nate.

The Malays were so inferior as not to be thought de-

serving of a prize. The Game fowl did not muster well,

talung into consideration how celebrated this district is for

this bleed; but this may be attributable to the disgusting

and low following of " cock-fighting," which still is suffered

to be practised in Newcastle, to its disgrace. The "cock-

pit" having been open last week, many birds of "surpassing

beauty " were sent in, which would have been an ornament
in this day's exhibition. 'The FoUsh were very poor indeed

;

and in answer to om' criticisms, or rather suggestions, in our

impression of the iSth instant, we are informed this breed is

very little cultivated in Northumberland, and the committee
did not deem it necessary to otfer prizes for the different

varielies of Polish. Amongst the Dutch fowls there were
some excellent specimens ; these fowls, from being so pret-

tily inarked, and being abundant producers of eggs, are

becoming great favourites. 'The Bantams were a decidedly

inferior lot, and would not bear out that beautiful descrip-

tion given of them by Sir John Seabright. 'The ducks were
an exceedingly good lot ; those of the Rouen variety, to

which was awarded the first prize, were greatly and justly

admired. The Aylesbury were also good. The geese were
not superior. The turkeys were more admired : the cock, to

which was awarded the first prize, was an excellent specimen
of that noble and valuable bird in its native forests. On a

whole, the superiority of this day's exhibition over that of

former years was so manifest as to be observable to the
most careless observer. The band of the 'iSth regiment
was in attendance, the excellent performance of which was
mucli applauded. The attendance was highly respectable,
and, taking into consideration that the spring meeting of the
Newcastle Racing Cluh was held this day, as well as other
highly attractive amusements, was numerous.

The committee had it in contemplation to keep the exhi-

liition open to nine o'clock, in anticipation of havuig a large

attendance in the evening, which wovdd undoubtedly have

been the case ; but as it wotdd have put many of the exhi-

bitors to uicouvenience, the exhibition was closed early, in

order to allow the fowls to be sent ott' by the evening trains.

Although not to be compared to the Yorkshire Society's

show at Halifax, either in number or quality, this exhi-

bidon was such as we hope will satisfy the promoters of it,

and the members of the Society, that by a httle exertion

they may in future years produce a show of poultry second

to those of few local associations, and which will at onca

fulfil their object, in improving the ditiereut breeds of fowls

iu their neighbourhood.
In reply to the remarks made by our correspondent, under

the head " Lrossip," that one day is too short a time, it is

said that one day is sufficiently long enough for valuable

fowls to be caged up, and that many exhibitors complain of

the iujm-ious effects arising in consequence of their birds

being so long detained at some of the leading exhibitions.

Our correspondent also asked " if the names of the judges

were purposely withheld from the public," and the reply is

in the afiirmative, for the purpose of preventing "suspicion."

Although the names of Messrs. Nate, Bond, and Heaton,

are sufficient to guarantee any honourable person that no-

thing coidd possibly be wrong in this way, yet in all societies

of this kind it is highly desirable tliat the proceedings

should be such as to be " above suspicion."

The following is a hst of the prizes awarded ;

—

Price per Lot.

COCHIN-CHINA.—Cock and Two Hens. £ s. d.

1. Mr. T. A. H. Dodd, Woodhouse, Ryton, iraporlcd ISJl .. 6 fi

2. Mrs. W. Trotter, Healey JIlll, HexUam, hatched June 27,

1851—cockeril 2/. 2s., pullets 3/. 3s. each 8 8

COCHIN-CHINA.—Cock and One Hen.

1. J. H. Travis, Esq., York,— cock hatched Way, 1850, hen
February, 1851 105

2. Mr. J. H. Smith, Skelton Grange, York 10

SPANISH.—Cock and Two Hens.
1. Mrs. W. Trotter, Healey Mill, hatched 1S50 10 10

2. Mrs. Hindhaugh, I'ensher House 1 It)

DOKKINU.—Cock and Two Hens.
!. Mrs. W. Trotter, Healev Will, Hexhaiu 5 5

2. Mrs. W. Tiveddell, hatched 1850 5

DORKING.—Cock and One Hen.
1, Dr. Davison, Seaton Uelaval 220

GAME FOWL.-CockandTwo Hens.

1. Mr. John Charlton, Simpson-street, Newcastle, 3 years .. 2

2. Mr. John Charlton, Simpson-street, Newcastle, 9 months old 2

GOLD PENCILLED HAMBURGH.—Cock and Two Hens.

1. Mr. George Lowe, Smithfield, Birmingham 1 10

2. Wrs. \V. Trotter, Healey Mill .TOO
SILVER PENCILLED HAMBUBGH.—Cock and Two Hens.

1. Mr. G. Forster, Slaley, Heiham, hatched 1851 (June).. .. 1 10

2. Mr. Ralph Blackburn, Slaley, Hesham,—cock hatched 1850,

hens, June, 1851 1 10

POLAND.—Cock and Two Hens.

2. Mr. James Jones (Black Polish) 1 10

ANY OTHER VARIIiTY.—Cock and Two Hens.

1

.

Mrs. Robinson, Grey Mare Hill, Riding Will (Susses) ..300
2. Mr. John Dinning, Adderston, 2 years 500

BANTAWS.—Cock and Two Hens.

2. Richard Adams, Esq., Selby (Gold Laced) 10

2. John Grey, Esq., Oaresfleld, Gateshead (Gold Laced).. ..21
2. Mr. Geo. Hall, Blaydon, Newcastle I Gold Laced) 10
2. Mr. Matthew Swanston, Jesmoud (White) 2 2

ANY BREED.-Coek and Five Hens.

1. Dr. Davison, Seaton Delaval (Dorking) 10 C

2. Mrs. \V. Tweddle (Dorking) 500
PIGEONS.

1. Mr. T. S. Wilson, Newcastle, carriers, 2 years 10
GEESE.

1. Mrs. W. Trotter, Healey iMill 10
2. Miss Tweddell,Whickham( Hong Kong.or red-legged Chinese) 2

DUCKS —AYLESBURY.
1. Mrs. Gibson, Derirent Villa, Newcastle. 2 years old .. .. 50

2. J. S. Challoner, Esq., Newcastle, 11 months 3

DUCKS.—ROUEN.
1. Mr. Thomas Reid, Leazes, Newcastle, hatched 1850 .. ..

2. Mrs. Gibson, Derwent Villa, Newcastle 25

MUSCOVY.—Drake and One Duck.
1. Mr. Stable, Newcastle : .. . . 20

TURKEYS.—Cock and Hen.
1. Mrs. W. Trotter, Healey Mill, Heiham (Norfolk) ....500

TURKEY COCK.
I. Mrs. W. Trotter, Healey Mill, Hexham (American), hatched

1851
Great Mare Hill, Riding Mill, hatched 1850 1

2. H. Marshall, Esq., Durham, hatched July, 1850 3

GUINEA FOWL.
1. Mr. Joseph Laycock I

PEA FOWL.
I. Mr. John Dinning, Adderston 10
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KING'S OR CORY'S SAFETY HIVE.
I HAVE never seen any notice taken in The Cottage Gar-

dener of a hive whicli I have adopted, and whicli I mean to

use exclusively. It is here called Cory's Hive, but invented,

I believe, by Mr. Iving, of Littlebury, near Saffron Walden.
For the information of my brother bee-keepers, I send

you one of Mr. Cory's descriptive papers, with his address,

and also an account of the produce of a hive, stocked 1850.
May 29ud, 18.51, bees let into di'awer No. 1. June Und,

moved drawer—but suppose too late—as they swarmed June
3rd, and seemed to forsake the drawers until the .'ith, when
they were very busy. June 11th, they threw off a strong
cast, but notwithstanding this great drain upon theii'

numbers, I obtained upwards of iiO lbs. of the purest honey
without the loss of a single bee.

'

The swanu of June 3rd was admitted into drawer No. 1.

June 18th, moved on d'Jnd and y4th, and produced 15 lbs.

of virgin honey. Thus I have obtained 35 lbs. of honey,
and two additional stocks, from the parent hive.

I have several more of the same description, but send
you the most favourable account. I ought to add, that Mr.
King has this year produced some improvement upon this

plan, which is, I believe, registered, but not having seen it

in work, I am unable to speak to its superiority.—A Cointry
Rector.

(Messrs. Coiy and Son, Trumpington-street, Cambridge,
have obliged us with the following woodcut, and particulars

of this hive :

—

" This hive is so construi-tc-d as to protect the bees from
the severity of the weather, the sides, back, and front, being
hollow. It may be stocked in the same manner as the straw
hive. By observing the bees through the glass windows, it

may be ascertained when the hi\e is nearly full. Before it

liecomes too much crowded, pull out the slides to admit the
bees to the drawer in the middle uf the hive ; and as soon
as this is about half full of bees and comb, put in the slides

again, and pull out the drawer about three inches Then
place the protector under it, and continue to pull out the
drawer, keeping the protector close to the hive, and close to

the bottom of the drawer, till the openings in the sides of
the drawer are safe within the compass of the protector : by
so doing, not a single bee will escape to cause any annoy-
ance. When this is done, take out one of the top drawers
and place it in the middle, where you took the other from

;

then put the one containing the bees at the top, keeping the
protector close to the hive while putting it in, taking care
now to draw the slides belonging to both. The bees will
not begin in the top drawers as soon as in the middle one;
but having once begun their work, they \vill carry it on, and
begin in the middle again directly. When this is about half
full, it may be removed as before. When a drawer is full,

the same process is to be followed as in removing the other
drawers :—it is to be carried to a distance, and after letting
them remain fifteen or twenty minutes, tap the sides of the
drawers witli the handle of a knife or a small stick a few
minutes, and then let the bees escape. You will have honey
of the purest kind : the combs can be cut from the top of
the drawer by passing a knife along the small opening left

for that pm-pose on one side of the drawer.")

MANGOLD WURTZEL AND CARROTS IN
ALTERNATE ROWS.

As the subject of mixed cropping has been brought under
the notice of the readers of The Cottage Gardener, I beg
to refer them to a paper on the above subject in part i, vol.

xii., of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, for a
detail of the successful experiment of gro\ring mangold
wurtzel ftnd carrots in alternate rows, as tried by Mr.
Thompson, steward of the Duke of Beaufort; and, on his
recommendation, by Mr. Pusey. Each grew a greater weight
of mangold per acre on the alternate plan than in con-
tinuous rows, and had, in addition, a fine crop of carrots,
Mr. Pusey's weighing eight tons per acre. He remarks :

—

" It is certainly a most ingenious contrivance thus to inter-

mix two plants : one with broad leaves that draw, it would
seem, much nourishment from the air, the other burrowing
deep in the soil for food. It realizes cmiously the singular
Greek proverb, that ' the half is more than the whole;' and
may be described shortly as a method of not only improving
the mangold crop, but of getting eight tons of carrots for
nothing." I am trying the experiment on an acre of
ground, and wiU, if you wish, give you the result at the
proper time. J. A. Briogs.
[We shall be much obliged by the conimunicadou.

—

Ed.
C.G.]

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Vekbenas and Geeanibms (J. S.).—These will not thrive well in a

clayey soil. Vou should procure some light loam and vepetable mould,
mix them together, and put a pood shovel full in with each plant at the
time of planting. Vou ask for the names of six of each, suitable for your
clayey soil ; there are none suitable, hut with the above preparation the
following will do tolerably well. Verbenas: /Jcymwcc, scarlet ; Etn-
peror of China, crimson ; Purple Pri/wr\ purple ; 67. RInrgaret,
salmon; White Perfection, •nUl.e; Mrs. Mills, blue. Geraniums:
Tom Thumb i Lucia rosea ; Unique; Ladi/ Flora Hustings : Mangle's
silver-edged ; Compneta, or Dropmore.

Distances foe Transplanting Annuals (A New Suiscriier).—
Put Sanvitalia procumbens, six inches apart every way ; Eschscholtzia,
nine inches : Ert/simum perofskianutn, si:^ inches; Lobelia gi'acilis, six
inches ; Lobelia ramosa, three inches ; Convolvulus minur, ten inches ;

mixed Clarkia, four inches ; Saponaria calabrica, nine inches. The
Erysimum cannot be trained so low as six or eight inches ; with perse-
verance you might keep it to a foot, or ralbir more. The Groundsel will
not do at all, with any of the Clarkms. See that you have mixed onFy the
white and purple Clarkia, no other Clarkia is worth growing in flower-beds.

Pollet not Laving {M. .!.).— Your pullet that repairs to the nest
daily without laying should be well watched ; she may be in the habit of
dropping soft eggs. If so, she should have lime-rubbish and oyster-shells
broken up, with generous feeding. If she appears to be too fat, she
might have an aperient ; if too poor, meat and other stimulants. Food
given warm every morning will urge a sluggish layer, but we have never
found this treatment necessary with Cochin-China fowls. If she is a
good pullet, do not give her up, but rather report progress again.

—

Anster Bonn.

Coeonilla olaoca not Flowering (EKra).—You have indulged
the young plants too much. The drainage and the roots being all right,

you need not be afraid of what the cold winds have done to some of the
tops—that often happens. We have seen this plant cast many of its best
leaves without any apparent cause. Confine them at the roots this
season—that is, do not pot them till July, and then only to one size

larger ; but allow them plenty of water ; that will cause them to bloom
freely all next winter, or early in the spring.

Diseased Cucumber Vines (.1 Young Beginner).—Yoar cucumbers
have evidently suifered by air not being admitted in time; the plants
being shut up in a close, hot atmosphere, perspired too much—hence the
yeasty-looking matter you complain of, as covering them. Keeping
rather close, and partial shading for a few days, will generally bring them
round, but if your disease arise from other causes than the above, there
is reason to fear it is the one which proved so fatal in some places two or
three years ago. A transparent glutinous substance exudes from the
fruit in such quantities as to render it quite uulit for use. Caustic
matter, as lime, soot, &c., used rather freely in the compost they grew
in, seemed the only thing to check it. If your plants be so affected,

pray write to us again.

Blooming (Y. V.).—You arc too late now. By inserting them now they
will bloom at the end of summer, but they will have too much disposition
to produce leaves if planted out. Kept in pots during the summer, or
lifted in autumn, they will make fine early plants for next summer, and
bloom better, as well as be l.trger plants, than those struck out-of-doors
in July and August. You may give them a very slight bottom-heat as
you can afford it, but they would do well in a cold frame in this hot
weather, but we cannot depend on such continuous sun. Let the cut
ends dry some hours before inserting them in moistish soil, and sprinkle
the foliage in preference to watering the soil for a fortnight or three

Bulbs done Flowering {Hi/acinfhus).—The
iture usefulness from them is to take as much care
ave done of the flowers. The leaves must reccivi

'ither, either from dryness or cold, &c. The matte

only way to secure
of the foliage as you
no check until they

r will shortly be more
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fully adverted to. Do not remove the chicken bulbs (offsets) until the

ripening of the foliage is perfected.

Drooping Pullet (R. H. P.)-—Your Cochin China pullet shows
symptoms of roup in an early stage. Give her, every mornmg, a dessert

spoonful of cod-liver oil. Keep her as much as possible out of the cold

wind.

Bees Robbing Hives (R. S. Mou7itjoy).—In all probability your
pillaged hives were rich ia honey, but thinly populated, and those in your
apiary that were the reverse attacked them. Vou will find by this tmie,

that what few bees there were left have forsaken them.

Bees in old Hive {J. B.).—Allow your bees to swarm. Vou wUl see

what is said upon this subject in the next " Apiarian's Calendur.*'

CoceiN-CaiNA Fowls' Eggs (/A("dJ.—These are not quite so large as

those laid by common fowls ; the culour of the egg is generally a pale

chocolate, or cream colour, but some are nearly white.

Angelica Pbeserving (T— , Somerset).—In April, boil the fresh

stalks in water until tender; scrape off the outside, then put them into

a strong syrup of loaf-sugar, boiling hot; let them remain in it until

cold, aud then take them out and dry them.

Sussex Zinc Chuen.—R. C. W. wishes to know where that recom-
mended by L. I. P. can be purchased.

Carnations, &c. {Violetta),—There is no distinct work worth buying.
See the directions given in Tht Cottage Gardeners* Dictionary/,

Asparagus Shoots Injured (J. K.).—The "little holes" must have
been caused by slugs. Give the beds a good dressing with salt once
a-week.

Tobacco-watke {Picciola).—To make this, pour half-a-gallon of
boiling water upon one ounce of shag tobacco ; let it remain until cold,

and then strain it.

Rookery.—Will some of our readers oblige us by stating their expe-
rience in answer to this qu&ry—" Is it a good practice to kill a portion of
the young rooks yearly y I have a rookery containing 60 or 90 nests ; no
gun has been pointed at them for four or five years. They have visibly

decreased in numbers, and some of my friends attribute this decrease to

the absence of the smell of gunpowder, but I must confess that most of

these have a keen relish for a shot. A pair of rooks have taken a curious
fancy into their heads, having built their ne;st between three chimney-
pots, and they are now rearing their young ones, their cries being dis-

tinctly heard in the room to which one of the chimnies belongs ; there are

abundance of large trees within 100 yards of my house, many of them
towering over it."—J. H. B. S.

EcoNOSiiCAL Boiler.—^n Old Subscriber begs to inform several en-
quirers, that the boiler was obtained from Messrs. Singleton and Tennant,
of Leeds. The ^'l I6s. fid. did not include fitting the cover or lid on.
Eiee other parts of our paper to-day, as to the treatment of hyacinths
done blooming.

Sugar Beer [A Country Subscriber).—The bung-bole at the top of
the barrel need not he larger than that on the side, and may he less if

desirable. There is no magic in the diameter. The beer may be bottled
as soon as it is clear. The slides you allude to may be arranged either
with broad-headed nails or screws.

Box-edging (J. L. C.).—This planted last month should be watered
twice a week until rain occurs.

Advertisement (B. G.).— li you directed your note as in that to us,
"J. H. Knight, Sussex," no wonder it has not reached its destination.
The direction is " Mr. J. H. Knight, Florist, Battle, Sussex." We are
not at all responsible for the statements in advertisements.

Orage Orange [IF. S. P.;.—Can any of our readers inform us uhat
hedge plant is known by this name ?

Joslin's St. Albans Grape.—A garde
writes as follows ;

—" A correspondent having
beg to say that I have several vines of it, but
fast as I can get others to replace them. A j

not exist ; at least it has proved itself so v

defects may be summed up thus :—As a vine it thriv

lific, and the fruit, when properly ripe, of good flav

;r, and good authority,
quired after this grape, I

in cutting them away as
)re worthless grape does

qualities and

liar musky taste peculiar to the Grisly Fronttgnan ; but these are all its

good properties, while, on the other hand, its bunches, though long, are
exceeding thin ; audit does not set very well, and, worst of all, as soon
as it begins to ripen, it begins simultaneously to decay. No apricot, in
an unfavourable season, is worse in that respect. The berries crack or
burst at the end just as if an incision was made by drawing a sharp knife
across them, and of course decay follows. This evil proceeds so rapidly,
that in a short time only the skeleton of the bunch is left. Now, this is

a sad fault in a grape that was sent out as one suited for late purposes,
as with me it is quite useless long before the Hamburgh's, and other kinds
it is growing with. Perhaps I ought to say, I have only grown it in a
late vinery, but then that was just the place it was said to be adapted for

;

but for which it has in several cases, as well as mine, been proved to be
utterly worthless."

Morels.—J. K. T., whose address we have, would gladly send W. M.,
of Niton, postage stamps for a few of these, to ascertain if they grow m
his neighbourhood.

Names of Plants (A Young Gardener).—}. Othonna pinnata, 2.

Phlox reptaiis, variety crussifolta, is sometimes called verna. 3. Saxi-
fi-aga hirta. 4. Aubrietia deltotdea, 5. Is a species of spindle tree,

Euonymus, but uncertain which. We cannot assist you in the name of
the plant from the leaf alone—send us a specimen wben in bloom.
Euphorbia jacquinite/iora, is E. fulgena in The Cottage Gardeners'
Dictionary.

Deodar Cedars (J. C. IK,, Paris).—We do not know of any one who
has trees of this cedar to sell, of the size yuu name (ten teetliigbj.

Messrs. Knight and Perry, King's Road, Chelsea, have very handsome
plants of it lour feet high, in pots. They are half-a-gumea each.

Deformed Anemone {Rev. J. F. G.).—The bloom of the anemone
you sent is an example of morphology. The floral leaves are partly
changed into real leaves. Kxcept as an object of curiosity, it is not worth
keeping, there are such numbers of beautiful varieties that always come
true, that it is not worth while to encumber the garden with such a poor
variety. Some of the floral leaves or petals are partially variegated,
which is a rather uncommon feature. We would advise you to save the
seed from it this year; sow it next spring, and let the seedlings flower ;

you might, perhaps, obtain a double clearly-striped variety, which would
be curious and novel, perhaps beautiful. Should you act upon this hint,

we should be glad to know the result.

Calceolarias and Cinerarias {Lora).— The following have
been raised within 1851-2. They are chiefly shrubby, show varieties,

averaging from 5s. to Ids. (id. each. Calceolarias.—Holmes's Lear,
Goneril, Tinion, Flavius. Major's Conqiteror, Glory, Cupid, Delight,
Nobltman, Conqueror. Cineuaeias.—Henderson's Mr. Sidney Her-
bert, Marianne, Mrs. Sidney Herbert, 3Irs. Charles Kean, Prima Donna,
liuit/ Morn. Ayres's Magnum bonum, lago, Gustavus, Orpheus,
Unique. Query's HammersmdU Beauty.

Gardenia Stanleyana Shedding its Buds (A'o/Actj).—No plant
will drop its flower-buds if its roots are healthy, heat proper, and water
applied rightly. In some one or other of these points of cu'ture you
have failed. Vour Gardenia Stanleyana ia a native of a hot climate, and
requires great heat to bring the flowers to perfection. Examine the roots

;

if they are decaying, which we strongly suspect, you must repot the
plant into a rich, light compost ; plunge or place it where it can have
bottom-heat, and a top heat of 70® to 8U^. It will then recover health
and vigour, and will probably flower next year. If the roots are sound
and active, your heat is too low, or you keep the soil too wet.

Hardy AauATics {Sagittaria).—Aponogeton distachyon (floating) ;

Butomus uinbellatus ; Caltha patustris ; Hottmiia palu^tris (floatingj

;

Menyanthes trifotia ; Nuphar advena {floating^ ; N, tutea (floatiugj

;

Nymphaa alba (floating) ; *V. odorata (floating) ; Catlu eethiopica

;

Sagittaria latifolia ; Stratiotes aloides (floating i« the water, not on it ;

Vitlarsia 7tympkoides. There are some others, but they are mere water
weeds.

London : Printed by Habbt Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
ell, 'is very pro-

I
Someeville Orr, at the Oflice, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

ist Church, City of Loudon.— April 22nd, 1862.

^^txtimximXi,

AT E T T I N G.—Superior Tanned
-i. 'I Garden Netting, for protecting Fruit-trees
from frost, blight, and birds, or as a fence for
fowls, pigeons, tulip and seed-beds, can be had
in any quantity from JOHN KING FAR-
LOWS Fishing-Rod and Net Manufactory, 3,
Crooked Lane, London Bridge, at l^d per yard
one yard wide, 3d two yards, and dd per ya,rd
four yards wide. Forwarded, carriage free on
all orders over 208, to any part of the kingdom
on receipt of remittance, post-otfice order, or
stamps,

rriAyLOKs bke-keepeb's ma-
X NU.A.L. 4th edition, revised, enlarged, and
illustrated with 100 engravings, price 4s 6d.

THK BEK- KEEPER'S MANUAL; or
Practical Hints on the Management and Com-
plete Preservation of the Honey Bee. By
Heney Taylor.

London: Groombeidge and Sons, 5, Pater-
noster Row, of whom a list of fifty books on
Natural History, Gardening, Farming and
Rural Affairs, published by them, may be had,
gratis.

marked each variety

;—Colour of the Flower-
should be Sown, and with

NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
FREE BY POST.

WE have selected out of our large collection oi' Flower Seeds the most
beautiful and showy varieties, each sort distinct in colour, and calculated to produce a fine

eflect when planted out in beds or groups in the flower-garden,
with its Botanical and English Name—Height—Time ol Floweri

Manner of Growing—Whether Erect or Trailing, &c.—the Time
other Valuable Hints as to its Cultivation.

In selecting these varieties we have been careful to exclude all shy-bloomers, or such which have
an insignificant appearance, so that the collections will comprise only those which arc really

showy and handsome, and which we believe would prove to the entire satisfaction of any ludy or

gentleman A\ho might be disposed to order them. 'Ihe

GERMAN STOCKS, ASTEBS, ZINNIAS, LAllKSPUKS, &o.,

are most superb. The collections will be sent free by post to any part ol" the Kingdom at the

following prices :

—

Twenty Extra Fine A'arieties, all distinct . . i'U

Fifty ditto ditto ditto . . 10 tj

One Hundred ilitto ditto . . 1 U U

J. C. WHEELER AND SON,
99, Northgate Street, Gloucester.

NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN TO THE OLOUCESIEKSHIKE AGRICULTUHAI. SOCIETY.
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APBIIi 29—MAY 5,1852.
WgATngB MEAK LOMPON IN 1851. I

Barometer. iThermo.lwind. Rain in In.!

iLarge Tortoiseshell Butterfly s

3o'f I0ragon-Fly seen.

IS St. Ph. & St. Jas. Pe. Ah
2'SdnS .Sunday afteu Easter.
3 M Houeysuclile flowers.

4 To Toothwort flowers.

5 W Mealy Tree flowers.

M

1. 29.675— 29.601] 53—28 S.W.'l
29.643-29.601, 55—29

1
N.W.

. 1850. 29.760— 29.672 58—32 S.W.
29.835— 29.6591 57—29 i N.
29.826—29.732 54—32 N.W.
29.702-29.605' 50-30

I N.
29.709- 29.677' 54-38 ! N.

1
Moon
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the nahire of rermed sugnvs -n-ill, liowever, easily recognise

in them cerlaiu first-rate (]ualities; they are neat to the tip,

and were not low in the mould. If the samples of refined

heet-root sugar forwarded hy Eussia are to be considered as

a fair representative of the advancement to wliieh the opera-

tion has attained, we must pronounce that country far in the

rear of all competing nations."

The next work demanding our commeudalion, is The

Farmers and Oottagen:' Ouidc, by Alexander Campbell.

It should have been added, " in the cultivation of their

crops," for its contents are confined to this subject. The

preface assures the reader that the work is " perfectly

simple and practical, " and we add our testimony, that

it is not only deserving of tliat character, but that the

practices recommended, are, for the most part, good and

trustvrorthy. There are some of its doctrines, however,

against whicli we would warn our readers most empha-

tically, and the first is, that " potatoes sown in March

will, in all probability, escape the fatal consequences of

the disease." Now we, on the contrary, say that he

who postpones planting potatoes until March, runs only

just less risk of having them diseased than lie who

postpones planting them until April, and if he does not

plant them until April, we know that he runs every

chance of having them fatally affected. We invariably

plant potatoes in November, and the disease is now

eradicated from among them. When they cannot be

planted in that month, let the potatoes be kept in alter-

nate layers with dry earth or coal-ashes, in a cold shed,

and be planted early in February.

Another practice wo would condemn, is treading in

the seeds of carrots and parsnips, instead of drawing

the earth over them in the drills by means of Ijie broad

hoe. The lighter the soil lies over the seed the better,

and if the broad hoe is used, there is no need of the

double trouble and waste of time of going over the beds

a second time " to rake the surface fine "—a process

totally useless, except to obliterate the footmarks of the

slovenly treading-in system.

Lastly, we will notice A Treatise on the Ctiltiration of

the Chrysanthemum for the Production of Specimen.

Blooms, by G-. Taylor. This is a shilling pamphlet

that every cultivator of the Chrysanthemum, as a show

flower, should read. Mr. Taylor is a successful culti-

vator of it for that purpose, and one of the causes

of his success we are quite sure is, that he obtains

strong plants for next year, by commencing propagating

as soon after the blooming season as he can get cuttings.

" By striking early," says Mr. Taylor, " the plant is en-

abled to store up sufficient organical matter in its in-

fancy to meet the demands on its strength as the

growing season advances. I prefer the strongest suckers

with a portion of root attached to them."

The following is Mr. Taylor's list of Chrysanthe-

mums " to grow for superb cut-blooms."

Kami: Colour.

Annie Salter (reflexed-flower) Canary yellow, altliongh nl

times it is incurved, but
then it is spoiled

Cyclops .

.

. . . . Straw and brown back
Christine .

.

. . . . Lilac

Defiance .

.

. . . . White
Ducliess de Abrautes . . Deep bright rose

Dnpont de 1' Kure
Formosuni
Gem
Goliah
Lysias
Nonpareil
Phidias .

.

Rabelais .

.

Rebecca .

.

Sydenham
Queen of England .

.

Two-coloured incuiTed

The AVarden

Having fully tested

niunber of the new

following :—

April 29.

Purple and orange
Crtaniy-wliite

White tipped with pink

White
Bright cinnamon-red
Dark rosy-pink

1 lose and white

Reddisli-carmine

Liglit rose, very sweet scent

Light red crimson
Blush
Red and yellow

Orange

quality and habits of a lai'ge

ieties of 1851, I select the

Coloio:

Dark orange
Straw edge, dark pui-ple

Dark orange
Glossy slate

Rosy lilac, tipped with gold

Light purple

Name.
Anaxa
Arc-cn-ceil

G uillaume Tell

Madame Corbay
Jlarshal Ney, small but beau-

tiful ..

Madame Aubry
Miss Kate, a promising Hower, Dehcate lilac

Monge (reflex) .. .. Light violet, tijiped with gold

Phuus (iinefoi-m) .. .. Bright light yellow

Racine .

.

. . . . Straw with brown back

Rosa Mystica, fine broad petals

similar in fomi to A'esta, 'S'ery light rose

FORSYTH MSS.

In the May of 1TS5. Mr. Anderson was informed that a

botanic garden was resolved to be established at St.

Vincent, and that Government had appointed him cura-

tor, with a salary of £31)0 a year. He immediately

repaired to that island, and found himself opposed by

the Governor, General Lincoln, who had possession of

the house, and part of the garden, and wished to retain

them for his own use. To this ]\Ir. Anderson would not

submit, and it was not until he appealed to the Home
Government, backed by the influence of Mr. F'orsyth

and Sir Joseph Banks, that he was put fully into pos-

session of the entire giouuds Mr. Bryan Edwards, writ-

ing at the time, in his " History ot the West India Islands"

thus speaks of Mr. Anderson's successful e.\.ertions:—

•

" The public establishment that reflects the greatest

honour on St. Vincent's is its celebrated botanic garden,

under the provident and well-directed care of Mr. An-

derson. It consists of 30 acres, of which no less than

K) are in high cultivation, abounding not only with

almost every species of the vegetable world which nature

has bestowed on these islands for use and beauty, lor

food and luxin'y, but also with many valuable exotics

from the East Indies and South America."

By the close of the year 1785, Mr. Anderson became

comfortably established in his new position, and on the

1th of November writes as follows to an old fellow

medical student, Mr. John Smith, who had received an

appointment in the East Indies :

—

im. A. ANDERSON TO Mil. J. SinTH.

With pleasure, indeed, was I informed of your welfare and
present situation, by your letter of the — Feb., ITSi, to jMr.

Home, who was so indulgent as to let me peruse it. I am
happy the climate and mode of living in the IruUes ai-e so

congenial to your disposition, and may the continuation of
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youi' health, and the smili^s of fortune, so fai' countenance
youi' pursuits, as to enable you to return to your native

counti'y in a state of indejiendence and happiness.

How often have I fallen a retrospect of tlie pleasure we
enjoyed from the ideal views and fruitless wishes of our
future situations in hfe, when we passed the long evenings

in the little room behind the shop, and with oiu- cigai' and
grog we banished care from our cheerful hearts. Although
otu- ivishcs were then founded on imagination, yet were they

rational and innocent, and may they yet be reahsed at some
future period.

l!ut ah ! liow soon is the strongest tie of friendship dis-

solved l)y time and distance. The poor " parson" never had
one scrape of a pen from you since you left St. Lucia,

although he \vi'ole to you twice ; but I assui'e yon not one
of yom' West India acquaintance wishes you better, or

whose sentiments of friendship ai'e more pm'e and imidler-

able. But you wUl think I iiersonate the piU'son too nmch
by tliis serious sti'aiu, and that I ought to say sonietbmg of

news of yom' acquaintance ; but as Mr. Home tells me lie

is to write to you liy this packet, I shall leave the task to

liim. I shall only tell you he is in partnership with Patiick

Connor, and doing very well ; he also acts as hospital mate.
' The ijarson," God be thanked, is not the most unlucky ; and,

notwithstanding yom' forgetfulness of him, I am confident

om- foi-mer friendsliip is not so erased out of your breast

but you will be glad to know how he fares. The Idng has
appointed him to superintend the botanic garden in this

island, fonnerly in the possession of Dr. Yomig, and he is

countenanced and supported by gentlemen of the first class

in England. He is in jiossession of one of the jileasantest

spots perhaps in the West Indies, and he often wishes in

his solitaiy hom's for you to partake of the i^leasure of his

rm'al scenes.

But, dear Smith, I have a great chai'ge invested in me,
and to discharge my duty requires every exertion of both

mind and body. And what do you think of picking up a

few seeds for me in your leisure hom's, and for yom- amuse-
ment ? In so doing, you would be of great assistance to me,
as you are in a comitiy where everything you see will be new
here, and consequently valuable ; the most common things

do not despise, they are often the most valuable. You must
have many spai'e moments, and by devoting tliem this way
it will soon become pleasing to you, and will be a credit to

you. It is from medical men who travel that improvements
to natural history ai'e expected, and what an untrodden field

have you. You may do a great deal with little trouble or

attracting your attention from your necessaiy concei'ns.

Take my woi'd for it, you cannot employ your time better,

and it may prove more advantageous to you than you may
imagine ; for nothing recommends a metUcal man more, or

renders liira more conspicuous, than such disquisitions.

But you will say, you know nothing of natm'al history, and
it woidd be vanity for you to do anything that way. That is

nothing—1 knew nothing of it once; and you well know
that natm'al philosophy has not been always the most im-
jii'oved by its professors. Evei^lhing you meet with will be
\ aluable

; you have only to pick them up, and write the
c'ummon name of the country, and their properties, if known
tliere, on the paper you inclose them in.

Will you be so land as to send me seeds, or any natiural

production that comes in yoiu- way, as animals, fislies,

minerals, A'C, and specimens of plants—i. e., a piece of
the branch with its flowers dryed—and any obsei-vation you
may make on the natural face of the country, phenomena
of nature, natural disposition, manners, and tradition of the
natives ; and you should particularly observe the diseases
and mode of ti'eatment.

My dear sir, I recommend these things to you for your
own advantage, and if you aUot some of your spare time
that way you will soon be sensible of it, and may be of great

senico to me, as I particulaiiy want the East India jdimts.

And, depend upon it, whatever assistance you give me in

my pursuits, or any of your obsenations, sliall be faithfully

laid before the President of the Royal Society.

I wish I was a year or two with you, to range yoiu- woods
and wilds. I have many things to say to you, but time will

not permit. Do not become so nabobish as to quite forget
your friends in this poor corner of Uie world.

GOSSIP.
It is most gratif3'ing to witness the energy with which
the public are bestirring themselves to save the Crystal

Palace, and to retain it in its present position. The
condemnation of the two Commissioners who were so

complaisant as to sign Lord Seymour's Report is equally

general and loud. Su- Joseph Pa.\tou is indefatigable

in his exertions to preserve his magnificent creation

and he is sanguine of success. Well knowing that the

command of money is as efficient in saving Crystal

Palaces as it is in saving nations, when war is wa'i'ed

against them, he consulted some of the members of the

monied interest as to the extent to which he could be

sustained. He placed his designs before them, and these

were so well received, that he was informed in reply,

that five hundred thousand pounds would be forth-

coming to carry out his intentions. What those inten-

tions are, we do not profess to know, and we hope he

will keep them secret, for imagination wiU work
wonders in his favour, whereas, if he published his

projects, himdreds of critics would " sound their horns

as they danced on each beam."

At the Meeting of the Edinburgh Botanical Society,

on the 8tli of this month, a paper by Mr. James Fulton

was read. On the Economic Uses of Chicory.

" The author, after giving a general account of the histoi-y

of the chicory plant, and alluding to the antiquity of its

cultivation, proceeded to point out the wide range of
economic uses to wbicli it might be made appUcahle, and
urged the importance of extending its cultivation. Its ex-
tensive use as an ingredient in coffee over the whole of Con-
tinental Europe is well kuown. As a forage plant, it is

known to form some of the best meadows in the south of
Franco and Lombardy, succeecUng in all seasons ; while its

use, as a salad, is likewise extensive. Since 1830, lai'go

(luantilies of the root have been imported to Biitain from
the Continent; it is now eidtivated in several pails of Eng-
land for the pui-pose of supplementing coffee, and as the
plant is capable of bearing aU the vaiieties of climate in
Em-ope, being successfully cultivated from Italy to St.

Petersbin-g, Mr. Fulton coiild see no reasonable objection to
the extension of its cidtivation throughout Britain, in order
to supply om- own markets. He stated that the popular idea
of chicoiy giving an unpleasant flavour to coffee is erro-
neous, and entered into a detail of facts to show that an
adraixtm'e of chicory was a great improvement to the flavour
of coffee, adducmg the experience of extensive dealers to
prove the accmacy of this statement. He also considered
the mixture an improvement in a pliysiological point of
view. It had occmi-ed to Mr. Fidton, tliat the bitter of the
chicory root might be employed as a substitute for hops,
and he had accordingly got manufactiu'cd a small brewing
which had been successful, showing that the root not only
commimicates a pleasant bitter, but that it likewise in some
measure substitutes tlie malt by a large amount of saccharine
matter. Mr. Fidton had found tlie cultivation of chicoi'y to

be very easy, and had already pubUshed his views on tins

part of the subject, in the Transactions of the Highland and
Agricultiu'al Society. His crops had given a much larger

money return than either potatoes or turnips on the same
soil. It appeared to him that it was in remote districts of
the) counti-y wiiero the culture of chicory could be exten-
sively pursued with the greatest advantage, the article being
so Ught and convenient of transit, and free from the casual-

ties, in all its processes of growth and preparation, which
otlier crops are hable to, and where the risk and cost of
transportation reduce so much the net value of our bulky
green crops. The paper was illustrated by an interesting

series of specimens showing the chicoi'y in its vaiious

stages of prepai'ation, as a substitute for coffee ; also, ale

browed from chicory."
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The following is a list of the Horticultural and

Poultry Shoics of which we are at present aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HOETICULTUEAL SHOWS.

Botanic, Royal, May 10, June 9, 'M.

Caledonian (.luverleith Row), Kilinbiu'gb, May 8, June

3, Aug. 7, Sept. 2, Dec. 2.

Cheltenham, May 1.3, June 15, Aug. 2C.

Cl^vtham, May 1, July 8, Sept. 11.

Chiswtck, May 8, June 13, July 10.

Colchester and East Essex, May 20, at Mr. B. E. Cant's

Nursery; June2;i, at Mr. J. Taylor's, West Lodge, Lexdon
Eoad ; Sept. 8, at the Eev. T. Bound's grounds, Holly

Trees, All Saints.

Derby, May 20, Aug. 4.

Dueham, June 10, Sept. 8.

GuLLDFOKD, June 10 (Millmead House).

Hampshire, May 18 (Southampton), July 1 (Winchester),

Sept. 9 (Southampton), Nov. 18 (Winchester). (Sec.

Rev. F. Wicliham, Wuichester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 10.

Hrax, May 27, June 2i, Aug. -t, Sept. 16.

KxKKCALDY (Fifeshu'e), June 24, Sept. 9.

Lincoln, May 25, July 27, Sept. 14.

LrvEEPOOL, May 30, June 24, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).

London Eloricultueal (Exeter Hall, Strand), April 27,

May 11+, 2;"), June 8t, 22, July ia+, 27, Aug. 10+, 24,

Sept. 14+, 28, Oct. 12+, Nov. 9+, 2S, Dec. 14+.

Mid Calder (Parish school-room), July 9, Sept. 10.

National Tulip Society, May 27 (Birmingham).
North London, Sept. 14 ; Nov. 2:J, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, May 25, Tulip ; June 29, Rose and Pink

;

Jidy 27, Carnation; Sept. 27, Dahlia.

South London, Royal, April 22, May 13(-, 20, June 17+,

2:J, July 15+, 21, Aug. 19+, Sept. 2+, 8, Oct. 14+, Nov.

11+, Dec. 9+, 10.

Sh.\ckle\vell, Sept. 1.

South Devon, May 18, July 13, Sept. C.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-
weU), Sept. 15, Daldia.

Turriff, June 11, Aug. 0, Sept. 17.

WniTEnA'\'EN, Jidy 9, Pinks ; Sept. 17, Dahlias.

POULTRY SHOWS.

AoEicuLTiiRAL SOCIETY (Royal), Lewes, July 12.

At the Netvoastle PouUri/ Show reported in our last,

we should have stated, that both the first and second

prizes for Cochin-China fowls were awarded to Mrs.

Trotter.

POSITION OF TRAINED FRUIT-TREES AT
THE PRESENT PERIOD.

We really do not see why those who cater for the

mental gratification of those who feel an interest in

gardening, should not assume a kind of epoch in cul-

tural matters, and, like our best commercialists, '• take

stock." Let us, then, have a live minutes' review of our
fruit-trees.

Who ever knew such a prevalence of easterly winds,

and their usual accompaniment, drought? We have
had, in these parts, something like seven weeks, all but
continuous, in fact, only one day's intermission during
the whole period. This is, indeed, most extraordinary,

and must exercise a corresponding influence on oiu'

fruit-trees. Added to this, we may fairly set down more
than half the nights during that period as frosty ; the

thermometer indicating from two to eight degrees of frost.

Now, this state of weather, although tlie subject of much
complaint ti'ora ladies'-maids and school-boys, is near
the condition we should desire for fruit-trees in general,

t For seeillings only.

which have been retarded and protected according to

the principles we have so long advocated, and which no
man of weight has, at present, gainsayed; indeed, we
perceive that they begin to find a place in some other
periodicals. And why beneficial to fruit? In this

way, on the principle of reciprocation. There cannot
now be a shadow of hesitation as to the open recognition
of this principle. We do not say that fruit-blossoms
will not " set" without a root-action, but this we stoutly

affirm, that trees in bloom, with a sluggish or torpid
root, will assuredly give but an imperfect development,
and that in a very lean condition. Setting, under such
conditions, becomes much perilled ; and this is not all,

for much of the progeny, if set, never attains a proper
size and form; and we may fairly question whether all

the conditions requisite to carry out the ripening pro-

cess, as regards flavour and pulpiness, be present. This
spring, the retarding principle is carried out, or nearly
so, by nature. Indeed, as far as ajiricots and peaches
are concerned, we never saw anything superior to the

settiug and swelling.

And now to another phase of the question,—the

retardation of the branches through drought. Periods
of drought, however they may aftect surface vegetation,

are of immense benefit to many of the arborescent
tribes, especially in early spring and during the month
of October. Occuning in the latter period, they give
an early solidification to the wood, of eminent service

to all trees and plants from warmer climes; and in

spring, by emptying the soil thoroughly of all stagnating
moisture, at once pave the way for the free reception of

the revivifying gases of the atmosphere, and the early

accumulation of ground heat,—the latter of singular

importance.

Anotlier bearing of some consideration has this hitherto

but half-investigated practice. Spring droughts have a

marked tendency to the production of blossom buds in

the ensuing year. Droughts of such character are, of

course, averse to the plethoric habit, which is well known
to be adverse to a libei'al fruitfulness. It remains, how-
ever, for the thoughtful and anticipating cultivator so to

shape his course, that trees over-worked, or low in con-

stitutional vigour, shall not sufl'er in common with the

vigorous. This brings us to the recommendation of

mulchings, with occasional applications of liquid-manure
—a practice which with us this spring finds almost daily

usage. We had intended to address ourselves to the

orchard-house subject this week, but must pass it this

time, and try to get in some sound advice concerning the

policy of the period.

Insects.—It may here be repeated, that no man can
do justice to the cultivation of fruits, who ijermits the

continuance of these vegetable bloodsuckers. It is

vain to talk of composts, aspects, scientific modes of

pruning, training, &c., unless a war of extermination be
kept up with these Lilliputian enemies. We have this

last week thrice syringed a peach wall, which we are

very proud of, with tobacco-water : now every insect is

dead, and the wall being yellow with our clay and sul-

phur mixture, we at once hurl defiance at the red

spider. We will engage that these peaches and nec-

tarines will produce all the wood we desire for next
year within five weeks of the period at which we write.

With the early developments of the peach and the nec-

tarine are there sure to be a batch of the aphides, come
how they may. Next, in order, we may look sharp out

for tlie curled leaf on the apricots, ))ointing to the

hatchings of the larvs of the Red Bar moth; and,

shortly after, we may look for those blue or glaucous-

looldng aphides which infest the plum and the cherry.

It need scarcely be rejjeated that tobacco is the best

remedy, at present, whether in fumes of smoke, termed
fumigating, or as a liquid ; four ounces of sti'ong shag
tobacco to a gallon of warm water, reserving the squeezed
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tobacco for fumigating purposes. Brown's fumigator is

excellent for amateurs iu a small way, for by it, being

provided with a portable tree cover, any individual tree

may be cleared of tiiese insects in ten minutes, and that,

too, witli two ounces of tobacco, and not the slightest

inconvenience to the operator. We thus put our veto,

feeble though it may be, on the demands of the insect

world, as regards our domesticated fruits ; and we ear-

nestly implore all those who ai'e really interested in

their gardens, to let no excuse come between them and
their desire on these enemies ; remembering that not a

day may be lost, if they desire first rate success, not only

piresent but prospective. If we hear of any insect com-
plaints in tho autumn, we shall point emphatically to

the warnings of these pages.

Disbudding.—This indispensable process must com-
mence immediately, and, as before advised, must pro-

ceed in a progressive way. A too copious application of

disbudding at any period sadly paralyses the energies of

the tree, and, is indeed, so very artistical, or rather un-

natural a procedure, that common sense is at once
offended on the least consideration. It is, however,

a most unscientific proceeding, and must rather be
viewed in the light of a matter forced on us. Peaches
and nectarines first demand our attention ; then, per-

haps, pears and apricots, and plums shortly afterwards.

We disbud our peaches at three or four different periods,

which extend from the end of April until the end of

May, by which time we endeavour to avoid longer re-

taining a single shoot, for which a reason does not
exist. Tliose who can give the necessary attention, may
be assured that, if possible, every shoot may be removed
in this progressive way, which is not required in the en-

suing year. However it is well to make the final

clearance somewhat late in the spring. This advice we
offer especially to the uninformed.
At the first disbudding, let all the back and foreright

shoots be removed, unless required for a blank ; in tlie

second, remove those close to the leaders, and one from
all doubles, or twin buds; and, indeed, single out the

shoots just as one would single out young seed-crops,

taking care to leave the lowest young slioot at every

£oint of junction or foi-k, as such ai'e practically termed.
• uring these proceedings, let any shoot about wliich a

doubt exists grow some three inches iu lengtii, and then
pinch the point off; such can either be retained idti-

mately, or removed at the eleventh hour, without any
derangement of the training plan, or the functions of
the tree.

Before we finish these remarks, let us again recur to

the subject of muhlung : this is peculiarly a spring duty.

As before observed in our earlier papers, wherever a
case of weakness occurs, when trees have been hard-

cropped, and make little wood in consequence, wherever
it is desirable to increase the volume of the branches
speedily ; and, finally, wherever soils are liable to

drought, there a case for mulching exists. To talk

about intercepting the solar rays in such cases is mere
fiddle-faddle, or, rather perhaps we should more politely

say, an incontrovertible fact ; for in very truth, in the

latter case, it is indeed the solar rays whose fierceness

we deprecate, and would rather enjoy a permeuance of

moisture, albeit at tho expense of a little ground-heat.
We have middled a great deal in our time, and much,

vei-y much, in the past three weeks ; and our practice so

persisted in, we do admit, either places us in the list of

incurables, or proves that we have profited by long
experience. Robert Errinoton'.

MODES OF STOCKING BORDERS;
GERANIUMS—SHOWY-LEAVED PLANTS.

Those of our readers who wish to indulge in a few
nice flower-beds, but have " neither pit nor greenhouse"

to keep bedding plants in through the winter, go to

market very soon to purchase as many as they can
afibrd, and make up the rest with seeds of annuals,
biennials, and some of the more showy and easily-to-be-

got herbaceous plants and bulbs ; and, of all things in
the world, to slock a moderate garden from the shoji is

the most difficult tiling to do well and satisfactorily,

even with a bag full of money, to say nothing of bad
seeds, and trumpery little plants got up on purpose to

turn a penny by speculators, who do not care a straw
if all your purchases were at the bottom of the sea the

moment they ai'e clear from his premises. There is the

chance against the purchaser of getting pot-bound,
starved plants, on the one hand, and, on the other hand,
many that were propagated so late in the season that

they are not half inured to the air by the time they
ought to be planted, and tho first cold night or scoi'ching

sun is sure to destroy them. I know several places,

some of them of considerable extent, and where regular

gardeners are kept, where most of the bedding-out plants
are bought in every year, and the plan answers well

;

but then it is based on a sure foundation. A respect-

able nurseryman is bargained with, long before planting-

out time, to supply so many verbenas, petunias, cal-

ceolaiias, geraniums, and all the rest of them, at so

much per dozen, allowing so much space between the
plants iu the beds, so that there is no temptation to

plant too many for the sake of their price, or too few of

them when the stock is limited. The price per dozen is

a private affair altogether, with which public writers have
nothing to do. Sometimes you may meet with a dealer

who has ten times more of a particular tribe than he
knows what to do with, and therefore would sell them
much below a trade price, and there is no combination
or amalgamation in the nm'sery trade to interfere

between the flower-gardeners and the retailers of chea])

plants. But if the arrangement wore to stop here, our
frail natures could not in all cases withstand the tempta-
tions thus opened for doing as we would not be done
by, and by degrees all the mischiefs of cheap dealers,

bud seeds, and worse plants, would creep in upon us;
but the system which I wish particularly to recommend,
and which I know has been found to work well, is on a
safer footing. At the time the first bargain is struck for

the supply of so many plants, the distances at which the
different kinds are to be set apart is fixed on, then the
mu'seryman is to plant them, and is to be responsible
for their doing well for the next six months, or till they
spread all over the surface of the beds; and if there arc

any gaps where plants have died, by this certain period,
the price per dozen is reduced so much, so that the
nurseryman is as much interested in the safety of the
plants as the owner of the beds, and the sooner the beds
are full and iu good show, the safer he is, and tho sooner
he knows his full price. Tho price of a plant, or a score
of plants in a given list, is not the least criterion what-
ever as to the real value of such plants. A Roh Roy
geranium, at sixpence, may be a dcai'er plant than a
Rob Roy at three shillings and sixpence, and so with
every plant in our Dictionary.

There is auother,and a very safoway of furnishing beds
with bought-in plants, that is, to estimate for the size of

the beds, instead of for so many plants at regular dis-

tances ; and this is the way 1 would do myself if 1 wore to

plant under the circumstances, because I know the secret

of how this would suit both parties better. I would give
the dealer a map of my beds with their exact measure-
ments, and the kinds of plants I wished them to be filled

with, and I would allow him to plant as many in a bed
as he thought proper, or as few as he choose, only he
must guarantee the whole to be full by a cei'tain time

—

then his large old plants would pay him for winteiing
them, because one of them would cover as much ground
as four young ones of the same sort. There are no
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plants whicli pay better for keeping over tlie winter than

geraniums and calceolarias ; old petunias, nnder a par-

ticular treatment, come in next best ; some of them,

when propagated late in the spring, are very apt to go

off after planting, when the weather is nnfavourable,

or the situation is much exposed ; and the way to

make old plants of them go oti' right at first is to pro-

pagate them in August from the very points of the

young shoots, unth the top but! or 2ioint cut off at the

lime of making the cuttings. I am not sure if this is

not the best way with cuttings of them at all times,

because if they are put into a close warm pit they grow
on without roots for a time, and that causes the stem to

get weak and long .jointed ; and you should never buy
or plant s, petunia, that is long jointed next the pot, the

least accident will snap it off between the joints, and if

below the lowest joint you never see any more of it.

Here, then, the stopping in the first instance becomes
apparent to any one ; before tlie stopped cutting in Au-

gust can extend it is rooted, and three, if not four,

joints are ready to make so many shoots at the

same time— so that, instead of a long-legged plant

getting so top-heavy in time as to break its own
neck or leg, as it .only has one leg to stand on, you
have a bushy one from the surface of the pot or bed

at onco ; then by nipping oft' the points again when
the shoots made three joints a-])iece, you multiply the

shoots by arithmetical rule, and four such plants can be

wintered in a small pot ; and early in the spring all the

tops come in for early cuttings, and then the plants

would pay well for repotting into single pots ; and
after another crop or two of top cuttings, see what nice

bushy plants they would be for the nurseryman who
contracted to fill a bed of them in a very bleak part of

the coiratry, wiien- his spring cuttings would do very

well for more sheltered gardens, or where the people

knew better how to manage them after planting. All

this is veiy simple to us gardeners, because we know the

real working of the system ; but it is another thing to

make the public believe its own interest. We shall

never be able to sift simpletons from the surface of

society ; and, as long as there are gulls swarming about,

if we are not allowed to shoot at tliem with powder and
shot, in a sportsmanlike w.ay, why we must bait our

hooks and pull them in shore in a less straightforward

manner. At any rate we know that there is a class of

dealers on the look-out for such customers every day in

the year.

Is it not surprising that we never see the Golden
Chain geranium advertised by any one, the scarcest

and the very best of them allV The Dandij is the next
nearest to it to match ; this is still a scarce plant, and no
one takes it up as a trade plant ; then Lady Pli/mouth,

or the Variegated Oak-leaf; how is it that we never hear
of this one either?'—itis fully as scarce as the other two :

then the next gem is my own seedling of last year, the

Shrubland Pet, and I congratulate INIr. Henderson on
being so fortunate as to have got hold of it so early

;

hut my worthy friend, and fortunate successor, j\tr.

JXavidson, has given it a \\Tong parentage ; I must take

tlie blame of that, however, as veiy likely I may have
not explained the cross to him, not dreaming that the

plant would have been sold. In tlie advertisement,

Moore's Victory is said to be the pollen parent, but I

have said already, that Moore's Victory never produced
pollen with ine, nor could 1 seed it by all the experi-

ments that I could think of. The mother of Shruhlantl

Pet is lost, and so is the father : Unique and Moore's
Victory, liad nothing to do with, hut it is from the same
wild species (Capitalum) as Vnique itself sprung from,
and all that race have the samo trailing habit as Unique.

If the Shrubland Pet should seed, Unique is the most
lilcely to cross with it, and a cross i'rom such parents
would bo worth its weight in gold dust. It is a plant

that should never be planted in a large bed, nor mix
with large flowering sorts. The Curate would make a
near match to it, and if they were planted so, tlie Curate
must have the very richest soil that can be mixed, and
the Shrubland Pet must have it light and poor, as if

you put it into a deep, rich bed, the leaves get too
sti-ong for the trusses. I put it into a rich bed last year,
and I had to pick oflf many of the leaves—every ten
days—last autumn.
Although I have always set my face against private

gardeners selling plants of their own raising, for fear of

the tem])tation it might lead them into, I should he
glad to hear that JNlr. Henderson would sell every
morsel of the Pet, in order that it may soon get into so

ninny ways of cultivation, soils, situations, &c.. that
some one may make a lucky hit in seed in seeding it,

as it is the only chance I know of for breaking into the

strain of tlie Unique. Meantime, if I have been fortu-

nate enough to enlist volunteers for improving the race

of bedding geraniums, I would advise them forthwith to

procure a little weed, called Geranium or Pelargonium
capitatmn. and then turn to page USi) of our last volume
of The Cott.^ge G.^hdeneb, to recruit their memory
about the way of going to work with it, and where the
history and pedigree of the Shrubland Pet is given.

I had a letter, last autumn, from a gentleman who
wi'ites in our periodicals under the signature ol Dodman.
He was over on the Continent last October ; saw several

things in the gardens in Germany, which we do not
practice here, and he wished me to notice some of them
in The Cottage Gardknek, as being worthy of imita-

tion in certain localities, more especially in large places,

whore there is ample space to exhibit several styles of

planting and grouping. Ho named, more particvdarly,

large beds of plants put in especially for the beauty or

singularity of their leaves, without any regard to flowers;

Indian Shots, or Cannas, several species : Maranta
xebrina, a stove plant with us. looks singularly in the

open ground there, and no doubt would do the same
here if we could take sufficient courage to trust it out-

of-doors, in some warm, damp situation, from the end of

June to the beginning of October : and I finiily believe

that every species belonging to the order of Marants
and Gingenrorts, would grow most luxuriant with us in

tlie autumn in the same way. I believe, also, that if

their roots were taken uji in October, just as we take up
the dahlias, and kept dry and warm all the winter,

we might plant them out in May, year after year, and
that thus managed, they would look in the leaf much
more healthy and in character than anything in the

same way yet seen in our stoves ; for it must he recol-

lected that almost all the plants of these orders are

among the " herbaceous plants" of the tropics in both
hemispheres. In 1833, ;!4, and 8a, I had sixteen species

of Hedychiums, five of C'anna, one Curcuma, and a few
others of the tribe that I now forget, in the open ground
winter and summer, without losing a single plant of

them. They were in a damp recess, in a sheltered

border, in the shrubbery, and protected with dry leaves

in winter ; some of the Cannas flowered, the others did

not; this was at Hatfield, in Herefordshire, not far from
the south-west end of the Malvern Hills, the most beau-

tiful spot, and the richest scenery, according to my taste,

in all England ; and I think J. C. Wheeler, of Glou-

cester, who has the good sense to advertise in our
columns, saw these plants oftener than once. The
Musd sapienttim I often had out tliere all the summer

;

Rrneahnias also; the " Opera Girls," or Mantisia. Sal-

tatoria, I have not seen since 1 saw it in that border;

Costus, Eoscoea, and Kampferia, were there also ; the

common ginger plant, the Amomum and the Alpinin

nutans, the same; but I never tried the JMaranta -ebrina.

out, and, indeed, I forgot all about them until "Dodman"
reminded me of what he saw in the same style in Ger-
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many last autumn. Soon after the time I am writing

about, I sent a whole van-load of these, and other rare

lilants, to tlie Surrey Zoological Gardens, tlieu owned
by Mr. Cross, from a suggestion by Mr. Loudon in The
dardeners Magazine; and I heard afterwards that a

Curcuma, with immense leaves, which stood out four

summers with me, was sent to Mrs. Maryatt, at Wim-
bledon House. I have no room now to mention the

]ilants pointed out to mo by " Dodman " as most suitable

for this kind of experiment, but I like the idea much,
wliere it can be carried out ; and from the above, though

on a small scale, no ono need fear that our summer
climate is too cold in July, August, and September, for

any plant from any part of the world. D. Be.\ton.

CAPE HEATHS.
{Continued from piiije ;5i.)

Position.—^I have already instanced how our friends,

with one house, and vines up the lafters even of that

liouse, may grow heaths successfully, if they confine

their attention chiefly to winter and spring-blooming

species and varieties. Those who have only one house,

though devoted entirely to plants, and i)iay-be some
simple auxiliary structure besides, will liml, if they try

a more mixed collection, that much of their success will

depend upon the position the plants occujiy at the

diilerent periods of their growth. What we have to say,

however, must be taken in connection with what has
been advanced upon times of flowering, pruning, pot-

ting, &o., as no one would think of treating a newly-

potted plant like a plant established in its pot, &c.

Keeping these matters in view I shall glance
First, at the positinn Jleatlis should occupij in winter.—

In every case they should have full access to light, and
be near the glass, with command of fresh air at pleasure.

Wherever it is possible, however, a classification should

be made—those blowing and showing for bloom being
kept in the warmest end ; those growing on for spring

and early summer flowering, in a medium position ; and
those that will come in in the end of summer being kept
the coolest. For the first, unless there is plenty of sun-

shine to open the flowers during the day, the average
artificial night temperature will not answer below 40°

;

for the second group 40°; and for the third So^. 1 have
already instanced, under temperature, the general prin-

ciples to be observed in this respect, and it is safest to

avoid extremes. By such arrangement we can give

most air to the thu'd, less to the second, and least to the

first. For all, air will be necessary; but for the second
group, and the third especially, it shonld never he
omitted, unless the atmosphere is so foggy that it

would place the plants in a mist, which, if it does gain

entrance, must be expeUed by extra lieat ; or so frosty

and dry that the plants would be robbed of their juices

as efl'ectually as if placed before a roaring fire. In the

latter case, if the sun on the upright glass shonld raise

the temperatiue inconveniently high, it is better to

shade and damp the house in preference to giving air.

AH tins can be better done by arranging plants in

groups, instead of placing the plants in bloom in a
geometric regularity over the house.

Secondly, Position in ISpring,—which we may consider

as embracing from the end of February to past the

middle of May. The generality of the plants may
occupy a similar position in the house to that they did

in winter; artificial heat will seldom be necessary after

the end of March ; and if people could be weather
oracles, or, wliat would answer as well, attend to their

house the last thing late at night, the houses need never,

unless in extreme cases, be shut up entirely after the

middle of April. The air left at first should be at the

end where the latest flowering plants are placed. Of

course this would not answer so well where you have a

mixed lot of soft-wooded plants, growing or in bloom.

The only thing against leaving the plants in a position

so near the glass, arises from the injury often done to the

roots (imless care is exercised) by a bright sun beating

upon the red pots. Attention to water and air will

lessen the danger, but not remove it. After many trials

I have found nothing superior to the clumsy mode of

placing the plant with its pot inside of a pot still larger,

and stufling the space between them at the rim and the

bottom with moss. Some patrons of neatness may
slu'ug their shoulders at your want of dressedness, but

console yourselves by the thought that confined air is a

bad conductor of heat ; and remember, that whilst the

branches of your plants are nourished by the sun's rays,

the roots are delightfully equal—neither ]iarched, nor

swamped—scorched at one time, nor frosted at another.

In these utilitarian days why should we not have pots,

cheap and light, with double sides for valuable plants,

and something more artistic than they are at present?

Any enterprising pot-maker is welcome to the hint: he

may patent it too, if he likes ; though I woidd throw

patents and registering to the winds, and try and get

tlie first start in the market. When that is done the

colour of the pot may be what you like, if not too light,

nor too dismal. With our present pots it would be of

no great use altering the oolom- so far as mere culture is

concerned. The various shades of red hold a medium

place as respects the absorbing, the radiating, and the

reflection of heat, if so dark as to approach a black,

heat from the sun is rapidly absorbed, and as rapidly

parted with afterwards. If'so light as to approach a

white, the reflection of heat is so powerful as to in-

convenience vegetation in its neighbourhood. The

cottage housewife knows that tho quickness of cook-

ing in a tin Dutch oven, before the fire, depends

upon the hrightuess of the interior side of the metal.

The young gardener who claps a substitute called a

bonnet of the same metal, behind a plate containing his

rasher of bacon, knows the same fact. If from dh't, or

otherwise, it becomes dark in colour, the heat is ab-

sorbed and radiated partly into the kitchen, instead of

being reflected on the meat. Tmths do not alter, though

we may alter and forget them. I have seen vegetation

that could not be made to thrive near the toji of the

back wall in a house, until that wall was made darker in

colour. It is very easy, therefore, to have the plastering

and wood-work in a plant-house, on which the lays of

the sun strike, so white, as to scorch the vegetation

near it by reflection of heat. Even out of doors I have

found it difficult to got little plants of a crawling nature

to go over the lips of vases that were light in colour,

while over those of a darker stone-colour they would

hang and festoon in the greatest luxuriance. A very

light whitish-colour, in a pot single or double, we should

look upon as very trving to "the lower branches of

heaths, though it might be superior to some other

colours, so far as the roots were concerned, as reflecting

and absorbing powers are generally opposed to each

other. These double pots wfll be of advantage during

the season. Few, except the hardiest heaths, will now

be benefited by being placed out of doors. This digres-

sion about pots, in a chapter on position, is more seem-

ing than real. Trifles are the foundation of success

He was no flat who propounded the adage "Look after

the pence, the pounds will take care of themselves."

Though abased for encouraging penuriousness, it con-

tains a great generally-applicable philosophic truth.

Third.

—

The position of the Heaths in summer.—This

we would suppose to range f]-om the end of May to the

middle of September. Hero we would avoid any sudden

extreme; but the treatment in the middle of summer
requires to be very dittorent from what obtained iu the

middle of spring, "just because the circumstances of the
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season are so diftereut. We shall allude to the position

in gradation. I'irst :—the best will be the house or

heathery ; the plants set there, with abundance of air

streaming through them, by the pulling down and up,

or altogether removing the side sashes. Of course,
newly-pruned or newly-potted plants, will not receive

this treatment. As a standing medium nothing e.\cels

stout wooden trellises; the next best is stone, the next
slate, the last, and worst, iron. If the last should be used,
instead of painting it after being cast, it will be belter to

send it to a galvanising company to receive a dip. When
the house is supported on walls, two or three feet in height,

it is advisable to have ventilator's also in the wall close

to the ground level. Unless in storms it is scarcely

possible to have too much air; and in warm, didl

weather, or witli a drizzling rain, the roof sashes might
also be removed. But kept cool in winter, the plants
will stand thicker safely than it would be prudent to

have them in summer. On this account, and also for

introducing other things in bloom, a number must be
removed : of these the hardier kinds should be moved
first, and the older best-established of the second liardy

afterwards. The second best place for these is a frame
or wooden box, so that by setting it on bricks, a stream
of air percolates .througli its bottom, as well as by
moving the sashes that cover it. The third best is a
turf or earth pit, with holes left for the currents
of air below. The fourth is a brick pit similarly

provided, and the fifth is a ])laoe by the side of a fence
or hedge, wliore a thin canvass can be used to defend
from the fierceness of a mid-day sun, though even that
would not do much injury to healthy plants, only it

would make tliem look browner for a time than some
people would like. In all these positions, the plants
should be set on a couple of tiles or bricks, or any other
make-shift, so that worms be excluded, water allowed to

percolate, and air freely to circulate. The sashes will

chiefly be wanted in tlie middle of bright days ; of
course this treatment is not to be applied to plants
newly-potted, or that we wish to gi-ow rapidly. The
sides of these pits, &o., act as a safeguard to the sides of
the pot.

Fourth. Autumn position. I have already exceeded
my limits, and must only say,—house the slowest-gi-ow-

ing and tenderest first—never let even the hardiest be
frosted—give plenty of air so long as the weather will

let you, and during winter act according as you wish
merely to preserve, or also to grow and bloom. Before
housing, beware of allowing them to be soaked with
cold autumn rains. II. Fish.

CULTURE OF ACHIMENES FOR SPEOIJIEN
PL.ANTS.

{Coiilinucdfrom page 35.)

In our.last paper on this subject, we mentioned that
the plants in pans should be put in with the soil below
the rim of tlie pans tu:o inches. It should have been
three or four inches, and for this reason ; the plants
push out roots from the stems, and these roots it is de-
sirable to encourage. As the plants grow, the space left

below the rim of the pots should be filled up with the
comjiost ; tliis greatly assists the growth of the plants,
the roots strike into fresh soil, and thus increase the
power of progression in growth.

Training.— It will be necessary to train the shoots as
they grow, in order to cause the whole to form a regular-
shaped busli. To do this, it will be necessary to use
slicks, but they should not be so long as to reach above
the tops of the shoots, and they should be painted
green, rendering them scarcely visible, even when first

applied. \Vhen the slioots have been trained in the
way they should grow, they will soon bide these

supports, and not be offensive to the most fastidious.

We are no advocate for sticks, but they are necessary

evils, and should be kept out of sight as much as

possible. A very little practice will enable even a new
beginner so to arrange the shoots as to cause them to

form a handsome specimen. The most showy form is

that of a pyramid, and to obtain that form, the strongest

shoots should be placed in the centre, the next around
them, and the shortest at the sides. If this is well done,

the plants will be dense in foliage, and flowered down to

the edges of the pots.

Watering.—As the compost is open and well-drained,

they will bear, when growing and in bloom, a liberal

supply of water. Every third or fourth time add a

small quantity of liquid-manure to the water ; this will

strengthen the growth, and heighten the colour of the

flowers, as well as their size. Previously to blooming,
let them be syringed over the plants with tepid water
frequently.

Insects.—Fortunately, on account of the growth being
only annual, these lovely plants are not much troubled

with insects. It is true, tliat when growing in a dirty

bouse, where insects are allowed to gel the upper hand,

the red spider and the green fly will travel from other

plants to the achimenes, but in these days of good gar-

dening this is now, happily, a rare case. Flowever, if

these pests do appear, let no time be lost in applying

the usual remedies. As our able coadjutor, Mr. Krring-

ton, says :

—" Our readers may depend upon it, preven-

tion is better tliau cure, and assuredly less disastrous

in its effects." But we cannot agree with him that every

gardener should set his face against tobacao-pajjer. It

is true, if it is bad, it is of no use, neither is tobacco

itself; but if it is good, it is assuredly much cheaper than
the best tobacco, and as a proof, we need only mention

that in tlie extensive establishment of Pine-apple Place,

we use uothiug else to destroy the green fly. We have
found it destructive also to that pest, the black tluip, so

injurious to many plants, and to none more so than the

Indian orchids. Well, then, if the green fly appears

on the achimenes, smoke them with tobacco-paper, but

procure it from a respectable dealer who will warrant it

good. The red spider may be kept under by a free use

of the syringe, and keeping up a large amount of atmo-

spheric moisture, with a large admission of fresh air

every fine day. If the weather sliould be gloomy for a

long time, the mildew will sometimes make its appear-

ance upon the young and tender leaves of these plants.

This is a fearful disease, and its progress must be

arrested immediately ; the means are, as much fresh air

as possible, combined with a higher and drier tempe-

rature, together with the application of a dusting over

the leaves aflected, of sulpburvivum. Should any in-

dividual plant be very much ailected with this fell

disease, take it out of the house and destroy it alto-

gether.

The placing of the i)lants during the eai'lier part of

their growtli in a warm pit, will give more room to the

regular woody inhabitants of the stove or greenhouse,

but as soon as the stove plants are out of bloom, put

them in pots, and the greenhouse ones set out-of-doors;

there is then plenty of room for such plants as Achi-

menes, OeSneras. and Glo.rinias. These ornament the

stove and greenhouse from May to September, and keep

them gay with bloom all these months, if judiciously

managed by potting them at difl'erent times in tlie

earlier months of the year. If these showy plants are

used to ornament the greenliouse, it must, of course,

be kept ratlier warmer, by shutting up earlier iu the

afternoon, than if its regular inliabitants were kept in.

No artificial heat will be wanted during the summer
montlis if the gi-eenhouse is shut up every night. The
splendid annuals, such as balsams, coxcombs, &c., may
bo placed amongst thorn, and when they arc all in
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bloom together, there will he such a gorgeous display of

Horal heauty, as would rather astonish our Ibrelathers in

gardening, could they rise up some liue morning in

June or July and see them.

Tliese large pans of achimenes will yield a lai'ge

supply of roots for the following season. The care
required will be, when the bloom is over, to allow tliem

gradually to die down in some pit or frame, then cut oh'

tiie dead tops, and place them in some dry place out of

the reach of frost, till the potting season comes round
again.

In looking over our last paper on this subject, we
find we have overlooked one species that is well worth
being grown as a large, fine specimen. It is the

Achimenes yraiulijioni, a species that grows about
fifteen to eighteen inches high, and has large rose-

coloured flowers. T. Appleby.

CULTURE OF ROSES IN POTS FOR
EXHIBITION.

{Continued from paije ;Vj.)

Soil.—This is an important item in pot culture, for

without the right soil, it is in vain to look for tine strong
plants, or large full blooms. Many of our readers are
aware that tlie IMessrs. Paul, of Gheshunt, have been
for years very successful in gi-owing roses m pots for

exhibition ; tlie soil tliey use, Mr. W. Paul describes as
being "two parts stiS' strong turfy loam, well broken up,
but not sifted ; two parts manure (road gatherings laid

by for a season, or hotbed manure not too far decom-
posed) ; and one part burnt earth. This compost (he
says) should be laid up in a heap in autumn, aud
tm-ned two or three times during the winter, and a little

newly-slaked lime scattered tijroughout to destroy
worms and grubs. This is the soil they use for the
mass, but for the more delicate varieties (China aud
Tea-scented) it may be improved by the addition of one
part leaf-mould, or well-pulverized manure." This is

certainly a good soil for roses, whether in pots or

planted out in the borders, but we believe, for the
tenderer varieties, the addition of one ]iart sharp sand
would be useful ; and we do not think such a long
preparation necessary or advantageous, neither is the
burnt earth indispensable.

Our recipe for compost for roses in pots is, first, fur
the strong-ijroieing varieties, three parts strong turfy loam
taken from some pasture not more than three inches
deep, and one part good hotbed manure. Chop the
loam well up, aud mi.K the manure thoroughly into
every part of it, a small quantity of quick-lime cast
in amongst it at the time will be beneficial, and
will not oidy destroy worms, slugs, &c., but will help
to break down aiid decompose the vegetable mat-
ters in the compost. Secondly, for tlic sleiider-grow-

inij varieties, three parts of the same kind of loam, two
parts leaf-mould, and one part sharp river sand, with
the lime added as before. This will suit these tender
roses, inasmuch as the sand will allow tlio water (the
great enemy to the tender roots of these kinds of roses
if retained too long in the soil) to pass through it freely

;

once or twice ttu-ning over and mixing will be a quite
sufficient preparation. Having got the liouse and pit
ready and the compost prepared, the next consideration is

The most snitahle kinds for groieing in pots.—It is quite
true that all roses will, with proper care, bloom well in
pots; but, as in other florists' flower.s, there are diver-

sities of merit, and as there is a considerable amount of
expense aud trouble in growing them in pots, it is very
desirable to choose such varieties as experience has
proved most desirable. A good habit, variety of coloiu',

abundance of bloom, with the best forms, combined
with a tolerably long season of bloom, and possessing

or yielding the gi-eatest amount of perfume ; these are
the properties most desirable for this purpose. The
number to be cultivated iu pots depends, as a matter of
course, upon the convenience the cultivator may have
at command. It is well knowu that roses are divided
into several classes, but a list drawn up upon the class-
ing system would, we think, be no more useful than the
following in alphabetical order, especially as the class to
which they belong is indicated immediately after the
name. They possess more or less of all tlie charac-
teristics indicated above as desirable properties for roses
cultivated in pots to be exhibited.

iVBEEE\xmoxs.—(A.) alba (white), (B.) bom-hon, (C.)
Chinese, (G.) Galhca, (H. C.) hybrid China, (H. P.) hybrid
periietual, (M.) moss, (N.) Noisette, (P.) provence, (T.)
tea-scented.

Abbe Miolanil (C), rosy-pui-jjle, striped with white.
Abricote (T.), apricot-colom-, margined with flesh.

Adam (T.), rich rosy-salmon.
Adeic Prevost (C), silvery blush.
Adrienne de Cordoville (P.), rosy-ciimson,
Armosa (B.), fine bright pink.

Augustine Mourhclet (H. P.), rose, shaded with purple.
Buronne Prevost (H. P.), extra lui'ge, beautiful pale rose.
Belle de Segur (A.), fine blush, centre flesh-coluur.

Blanche Jleur ((i.), line flesh-white.

Blush (M.), blush pink.

Bnule de Nantcuil (G.), brilliant crimson and jnirple.

Bouquet de Flore (B.), light carmine.
Cramoisie superieure (C), briglit velvety-crimson.
Caroline (T.), blush rose, shaded.
Chinidale (H. C), light vermilion, very lai-ge.

Clara Sylvain (T.), white, with cream centre.
Coup d' Hebe (B.), deep rose.

Coup d' Hebe (H. C), beautiful deep pink, the finest of
forms.

Comlede Paris (H. P.), pm-ple, crimson, and hlac.
D' Avranches (P.), blush-pink, dark centre.
J?' Af/nesseau (G.), deej) bright crimson.
Dido (G.), crimson, rose edges.

Deeoniensis (T.), large pale butt', with creamy-white edges.
Don Carlos (T.), white, butt', and salmon.
Duchess of Priuiim (H. P.), delicate blush, pink centre. ,
Duchess of Hulherland (H. P.), fine rosy-i)ink.

Eliza Sauvagc (T.), fine yellow, centre orange.
Elizabeth Plantier (H. C), crimson-scarlet, shaded with

dark crimson.
Etendard de Marengo (H. P.), briUiant crimson.
Eugene Desgaches (T.), briglit rose.

Fleur d' Amour ( G.), bright crimson, changing to purple.
Fulgens (H. C), rich crimson.
Giant des Batailles (H. P.), brilliant crimson, shaded with

purple.

General Allard (H. C), deep rose-comiine.
General Xegrier (H. P.), beautiful pale blush.
George Cuvier (B.), briglit cherry-edged, \rith clear rose aud

purple.

Gouball (T.), large rich rose, centre buff.

Henri Quatre (H. P.), bright pink.
Henry Barbet (H. C), light carmine.
Jaune (T.), yellow.

Jaune (N.), (Smith's), yellow or straw-colour.
Jacques Lajitle (H. P.), bright rose, large and full.

Josephine Mallon (T.). large, shaded buff and white.
Julie Mansais (T.), delicate straw-colour.
Kean (G.), scarlet, crimson, and pm-ple, fine.

Lanei (M.), deep rosy-crimson, tinged \rith purple.
La Seduisanle (A.), pink, white edges.
Lumarque (X.), fine sulphur-yellow, edges white.
La Paclole (X.), fine yellow.

La Heine (H. P.), large, Hlac-Iike-satin, superb.
Im J'olupte (G.), bright crimson.
La Floriferc (P.), rosy-lilac, margined with crimson.
Madame Brcon (C), large brilhant rose.

Laffay (H. P.), brilliant rose.
Legras (A.), ]iure white.
Nerard (B. ), silvery pink blush.
Plantier (H. C), pure white.

Madeleine (H. C), pale ttesh, edged mth crimson.
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Mirahik (T.), aiJiicot-yellow.

Mrs, Bosanqvct (C), pale, flesh, edges white.

Mrs. Elliott (H. P.), purplisli rose.

Moirct (T.), lai'ge, yellowish fawn.
Niplielos (T.), large snowy-white petals, like a laagnoiia

flower.

NUirIa (T.), white, tinted with pink.
<?:iUat Par/ait (Ci.), white, striped with oriiusou.
Prliici: EstorlMzij (T.), flesh, centre rose.
Pius the Ninth (H. P.), brilliant crimson.
Rcinc dci Flmrs (H. T'.1, jdsyiiink.
Paid Joseph (B.), siipn I. \, Krh rriinson.
PaulPmas (H. P.), l.r;,utiiiil l;ii-,; rose.

Paul Ricaul (H. C), hriglit rosy-crimson.
Persian Yellow (Austrian), the linest yellow.
Princess Lamhallc (A.), pure white.
Princess Royal (M.), rosy-flesh, very buautilul.
Queen (B.), buii'and salmon.
Reiue ik Lmnhardic (C), rosy flesh-coloui'.
fit/lrain (P.), brilliant rose.

S„i,l,ir (k Murcilhi (A.), flesh, edged with blush.
Suiirlui (B. ), large, rich crimsou-pm-ple.
hlpi-rhixa (11.), lull, shaded rose.
Siiiirriiir </' nil Ami (T.), s:Uraon-rose .shaded.
Siilnl ,r .liist.rlil:

( H. P.), briUiant crimson.
Sii/huiu (T.), I'awu apricot yellow, the buds very beautiful.
liiil/alerre (N.), beautiful fawn.
Tn-jlioni (T.), creamy white, centre flesh-colour.
Ti/ijmo Saib (H. C), carmine, mottled with pur]de.
Triomphc du Luxcmbiirf/ (T.), large and full tlcsh-colour,

with rose aud lawn centre.
J'ictor Huijo (H. C), large, rosy-Hlac.
Wm. Jesse (H. P.), laige crimson, tinged with purple.

WATER, U'S USES AND ABUSES.
1'ebhai's there is no operation in all gardening all'airs

so often improperly performed as that in whicli water is

applied to plants, seed-beds, &c. Many a time have wo
seen tlie poor cottager employing his evenings in carry-

ing water from some spring well, with which he treats
his favom-ites in such drenching quantities as would
certainly terminate their existence, did not nature assist

her progeny in withstanding such barbarous treatment

;

wo call it barbarous, because a quart or two of cold hard
water, administered every night to a nowly-)ilanted cab-
bage or cauliflower plant, does not deserve a better
name; besides which, wo have seen it dashed on to

onion, and other seed-beds, in such quaJitities as almost
to inundate them, leaving the sun to harden the surface
the next day, in such a manner as to make them look
like so many patches of concrete. Such a state of things
can liardly be expected to bo successful, unless other
more kindly agents exercise their influence to save the
crop from the systematic punishment it is undergoing
through the mistaken kindness of its would-be-bcst-
friends. Now, as the present spring has been one of
more than ordinary drought in many districts, and has,
doubtless, called forth the various "energies of all who
are interested in the welfare of garden produce, a few
words on watering may bo of service to the amateur
and others; and in the first place, we beg to say, that we
are no advocates of a course of regular dribbling, any
more than of those thorough delugings noted above.
When water is applied to a plant or plants enjoying the
benefits of the open ground, we ought, as far as possible,
to imitate nature in furnishing tliem with such refresh-

ing food, llu' reverse to which is pouring large quantities
on in bright sunny weather; rather let us take ad-
vantage of that which is dull or cloudy, and on some
occasions, even when it actually rains, provided that we
have reason to believe the fall will be inadecjuato to the
wants of our crops. Now, though this latter case may,
in the opinion of some peo])le, resemble " carrying
coals to Newcastle," yet wo maintain it to be the very

best time that water can be applied ; the air being then
loaded with moisture, su])plies the foliage with that

beverage so essential to its existence, whilst its roots

may perhaps have absorbed all tliat the ground below
was capable of yiiilding. It is, therefore, manifest that

renovating the latter must be attended witli the best

results, as a means of laying by a store for future wants

;

this, therefore, is the most rational time to do it ; of

course, in following out advice of this kind, our readers

will see that certain cases require it to be qualified

accordingly. Plants, only small, and standing widely

apart, will require but little water, compared with those
crops the roots of which are supposed to occupy eveiy

iucli of siu'iace mould ; the latter living, to a certain ex
tent, on water alone, ought to be liberally supplied, but
such allowances must not be stinted when any is given,

otherwise the evil is increased.

The old saying that when you " once begin watering,

you must keep at it," is not without uuich of truth in it;

for water applied to crops, in such quantities as just to

moisten the ground some two or three inches deep, induces
the roots to occupy that portion of the ground, and to de-

pond on it for their sustenance, and any omission of that

regular feeding, or rather watering, is attended with bad
consequences to the plants inui'ed to such an artificial

system of management. We, therefore, say that when
water is applied to plants occupying the ground the

whole depth cultivated, such crops ought, when watered
at all, to have a good drenching; of this latter class, we
may mention Stranherries, and similar tilings, while

beds of seedlings, or beds newly-sown, and fears are

entertained for the young brood's not coming up in con-

sequence of the dry weather ; in these cases, water may
be ajjplied more frequently, and in less quantities, as

the object the water is expected to act upon is so much
nearer the surface, aud consequently more influenced

by tlie state of the atmosphere, &c., than are crops

which draw their food fi'om a deeper aud more extended
source ; we therefore, in concluding, warn the inex-

perienced cultivator against indidging his crops in such
copious draughts of cold spring water, as, be assured,

that however it may appear to revive the drooping
foliage of his lately-planted cauliflower plants, such
renovation resembles the temporary excitement which
strong drinks have on the confirmed drunkard—a partial

rally, followed by increased depression. Yet the water-

ing-pot cannot be done without, aud the present spring

is one iu which its utility has, perhaps, been more
manifest than many others, a long succession of east

winds having withdrawn so much nioistiu'e from the

ground, seeds in the act of vegetating were denied

that element so essential to success, that watering

became more an object of necessity than choice; still,

we urge on our readers to modify it as much as possible,

and try the efl'ccts of shading, as well to check evapora-

tion as well as the surface-hardening influence of ttio

sunshine mentioned above. For beds of ordinary vege-

tables, we use jiea stakes, which ai'e generally beech or

hornbeam. We are averse to spruce and other green

firs, with the leaf on, as well as all other evergreens

;

their unsightly appearance is objectionable; besides

whicli, we think the small foliage of the pinus tribe

withering and falling amongst the tender herbage
below is much worse than \iseless ; such shading must
be gradually removed as tlie plants gather strength,

otherwise a sickly drawn growth will be the result. We
need haixUy add that liberal allowances of manure-
water will be more beneficial to such crops as have much
exhausted the soil below them, as cauliflowers standing

some three or four together on tlie hill left by the

removal of the handlight; here liquid-manure will be
of great service, aud the same in continuous rows ol'

winter spinach, but we think it hai'dly called for in

Asparaijiis, as the roots of that vegetable ai'e scarcely iu
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lull ucliouyet; hcrcarior tlicy will benefit by its generous
inlluence.

Sundries.—Stick nnd sow Pccis, and plant Beans. A
srcond crop of French Beans may also be put in, in case
I lie Ibrmer sown ones miscarry. Scarlet Buniiers may
ilso bo planted, and a pan or two of the same put into
iimo warm sheltered place, to obtain plants from, to fill

up any gaps in this crop which in many places is

Uillicult to avoid. Attend closely to crops expected to
lie makinj^ their apjicarancc, and apply all the engines
of destruction to those enemies tlie young brood are
liable to. Carrots, in some soils, are a very precarious
crop, and more than most crops have to be sown over
again ; it is bettor, when the sowing has been delayed to
a late period, to go over the ground about a week after-

wards, and dust lime, soot, or similar caustic matter.
To wait until you see some of the plants, is very often
to wait until most of them are gone; so much ijuicker-

siightcd are their foes than we are.

Harden oW Tomatoes, ridge Cucumbers, Chilies, &c., and
if any pans of Basil have been reared under glass, it

may likewise be planted out after undergoing the transi-

tion state. Remove stalks of Brocoli after cutting, and
luanurc and dig the ground when vacant, and let the
walks, edgings, and all other jiortions of the garden bo
put into that state of order and neatness which makes a
garden at this season an object worthy tho notice of a
visitor, as well as of promise in a more substantial point
''^ view. John Robson.

FOOLS' PENCE.
£1/ llic Aulhiiress of " My Flowers," <&e.

I WAS very much interested, and extremely struck by an
anecdote related to us but a few days ago, by a person whose
word no one who knows his chai-acter would for an instant
doubt ; and I am sure my readers will be as much interested
ill it as 1 was. It is upon a subject on which I have often
laid ii great stress, and which cannot be brought too fre-

nucntly, or too strongly, before ihe peasantry and humbler
idusses of England ; and I do not think that one one could
more heartily rejoice and thank God, if the anecdote benefits
one single person who reads it, than the kind and excellent
man who related the story.

The circumstances occurred some years ago, neai'TiOading,
ia Berkshire, and possibly some cottage gardener may re-

uieinber having heard of them. A man in a respectable
trade, I believe he was a blacksmith, was a hai-d and deter-
mined thinker. He frequented tlie public-house on Sundays
as well as other days ; and was, of course, a man who re-
garded not God, and who did evil in other ways too. His
Voor wife and children fared as all drinking men's wives and
I'hildron fare, and I am afraid too many poor famiUes know
very well how that is.

One Sabbath-day, this man was drinking, as usual, at the
pubhc-house dui-hig the horn's of public worship. The
mistress of tho house carae hastily into the tap-room, and
said—" Here are the police coming, and you must not be
seen here. Come with me, and I will sliut you up in niv
best parlour until they are gone." Tho blacksmith, who
feared not, and cared not for the eye of God, made haste to
hide himself from that of man, and he remained a good
while shut up in the p.irlour, until the landlady came to teU
liira the pohce were gone. He then said to her—" Dear me,
what a beautiful room this is ! I never was in such a one
before. How did you ever buy such beautiful things as
t here are here ? " " Wo bought them," repUed the landlady,
• uith./bo/.s';)cr!cc." " What is that," asked the blacksmith,
iini, ijuilo catching her meaning. " With tho pence," answered
the woiiiiin, " that sucli as you spend at our house." The
blacksmith, upon this, left the public-house, and went home,
and tlie landlady saw him no more.
A few years after this occurrence, a respectable looking

luiin, with his wife and children, all well and handsomely
dressed for their station in life, entered this same pul.lii-
house, ami the father addressing the landlady, enquired if
she remembered him. She said she had some knowledge of

his face, but coidd not bring to mind who he was, or wliere
she had seen him. "Do you remember," he said, "a man,"
giving his name, "whom you sliut up in your parlour, to hide
hiia from the police one Sunday morning, some years ago ?

1 am that man, and I have brought my^wife and chihh-en
that you may see them now." The sm-p"rise of the landlady
was great. She remembered him, and expressed her pleasure
at seeing him in such altered circtimstauces, and so well and
happy in appearance. " Yes," he said, " I am an altered
man, and 1 am come to thank you for it. All the good
clothes you see us in are bought with ybo/s' pence. What I
used to spend in drink, I have kept for my family over since
the day you last saw me, and we have thriven and hved com-
lortably upon it. The words you spoke to me I never forgot.
They struck me mightily, and I determined to save my fools'
pence, and not furnish other people's rooms mth it. I have
fed and clotlied my family respeulably ever since, and I liope
I shall never again spend a shilling npon beer in a public-
house. I had time to look at myself in tlie great looking-
glass in your parlour tliat day too, and such an object as I
seemed in my dirty worldng-dress, unshaved, and uiiwashed,
made me quite sick and ashamed of myself. I believe 1
shall never again be the man I was then."
Now, these am facts; they are no invention; they are stub-

born facts ; and I hope my readers—those I mean, of comse,
who spend time at the beer-house—will take a lesson from
the Berkshire blacksmith. When men complain tliat their
families are ill-clothed, and htmgry, and destitute, and have
no friend to help them, let them remember the " fools'

pence," and consider whether they themselves miglit not be
the best friends that their wives and children coidd gain, if

they did not give then money to furnish other people's smart
parlours, and buy iine clothes for the beer-house keepers.
A sober man has very seldom a wretched family ; but the
man who drinks never can liave a thriving one. And let

him consider, when he sees the mistress of a public-house
come out in a green gown and pink ribbons, as 1 have seen
some of them appear, that his pence have helped to buy that
gown, and trim that cap. May they not well be called
'fools' pence !

"

Hut this blacksmith's case does not give mo perfect con-
tentment. It is a valuable lesson, certainly, and does most
clearly, pointedly, and convincingly, prove the madness and
misery of drink, its mischievous e&cts, and the worldly ad-
vantage of sobriety and steadiness ; but there is a wnnl. in
the narrative, a coldness and barrenness that seems to leave
our minds hungry and misatisfied. How is this? What is

the want we feel in so interesting and true a tale ? It is ths;

want of spiritual influence, of religious principle, of holy
motives. There is the " sweeping " and tlie " garnishing "

of the man's character ; but there is also tho "emptiness"
of the soul

; and it is this that disappoints us, and rolis the
facts of half their value. The reformation was an entire one,
and a strildng one, but it was built upon the sandy soil of
worldly wisdom, and not upon the rock that winds and tloods
cannot beat down. Let me exhort my readers to perceive
and consider this ; and in all the lessons they learn from
passing events, to learn one of still higher importance, and
still richer blessing—that without true and complete con-
version of the heart to God, the most striking outward
changes are only good iu this world—they will avail us
nothing in the next. " Fools' ponce " will buy us decent
and comfortable clothes for time, but they will not buy us
" white raiment " for eternity. Let us do all things " as
unto God," for no other motive will be really and ever-
lastingly blessed. We must juit nil' imrhlhi good works
whtn we die, and leave them to if-r, I , \,uv\ 11, ; but what
we do for God's sake, and from tin iiiilu,m , , ,,|' His Holy
Spirit, shaU "follow" us, and receiv. ajiiai irward.

Let us diligently save, and wisely use our " fools' pence,"
but let us still more diligently treasure up, and profit by, the
statutes and precepts of tied.

ALLOTMENT L-'ARMING.—May.
r.\ this time our cottage uml allotment friends will have

their gardens in first-rate order ; if not, shame on them,
unless they have been unwell. "Through idleness of the
hands the house droppeth through," says Solomon, and the
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same may be said of the gai-den. Our clever friend Mr. Fish

observes, in a recent number, " that an industrious and

moral wife may be known by her two or three pet pot plants

in the window," and just so an industrious and moral hus-

band may be known by the condition of his garden, always

e.xceptiny cases of siclcness or infirmity.

Let us now adtU-ess a question or two to the allotter and

cottager. 1st. Have you sown your Mangold, Swedes, and

Carrots! Have you secured a good supply of whatever

winter i/reens are necessary ? Have you availed yourself of

the excellent cultural weather of the past, not only to bring

all digging, forking, hoeing, &c., up to the day, but to ha\'e

stolen a fortnight in advance on ordinary seasons ? If you

have not, pray consider your position, and blush. Now to

the crops of the season, which we will U-eat of in the order

of their importance to tbe cottager.

Potatoes.—Karly kinds having been planted in February

or March, will now be thrusting their heads through tbe

soil, but do not suffer them. Let the soil between the rows

be chopped or forked fine, and drawn over their crowns the

moment they show. If covered about three inches in depih,

they will not get through until the middle of May, which is

as soon as we allow them to peep. Those who think they

will seciu-e an earlier crop by ha\ing them above yround

sooner than orcUnai-y practice, will, on tUe average of

seasons, find themselves much mistaken, unless they can

cover them at night. Later crops in drills, if the soil is

anyways churlish, should be forked through when the soil

is three-parts dry, in order to crush every clod preparatory

to soiling them ; a practice by no means to be dispensed

with, if quahty is a consideration. Towai'ds the end of the

month they may receive their eai-thing ; and oiu- practice

is, on sound, upland soil, to draw it on each side, so as to

leave a kind of trough in the centre to catch showers,—the

trough and the shouldering being some ten to twelve inches

in width.

Cabrots.—The early Horn carrots have, doubtless, been

thinned and cleaned long since ; if towards the end of the

month the grub takes them, draw them for sale or for eating

as soon as convenient, and turn the bed to another crop.

The middle of May is a capital time to sow a second crop

of this kind ; they will sei-ve to puU all August, September,

and October, and thus prevent any di'aw on the larger kinds

for winter store. If the Altringham or large carrots have

not been sown, let it be done immediately. If the ground

unluckily has to be dug now, let it be done more than a foot

deep, paring a httle half-rotten manure into tbe bottom,

and using a little of the drill compost, to get the young

plant speedily out of mischief. Tlie White Belgian is the

heaviest cropper, but scarcely equal in quality to the Altring-

hams. Those carrots which were sown early in April will

soon be above gi-ound; and here let us obsen-e, that no

young crop suffers more from weeds or neglect of timely

thinning. The young cai'rot is the most delicate garden

seedhng we have, and a sharp look-out must be kept for

slugs. For modes of thinning and insect depredations, see

advice in the sequel.

Parsntps.—A valuable spring root ; nothing can be better

adapted to promote an abundant flow of milk in cows than

this root. It is especially useful in the months of February

and March for early calves, when no grass can be had. It

thus forms- an excellent Hnk between the turnips and the

mangold, the latter of which should be kept well hack for

April, May, and even June. Those who sowed in Blarch

will now have a strong plant. Hand-weeding, siiigling-out,

&c,, must be instantly looked to, and after the lioe sent

through them, cutting deep to within two to three inches of

the plants. This has a tendency to fracture any side forks

in their infancy, and thus induce the roots to grow long and

clean. We thin at thrice ; the first we term " singling-out,"

the second " setting-out," and the thnd " finishing." The
first is merely pulling every weed, and so thinning the plants

as that no two touch. At the second, we thin them to

three inches, which is half the final distance ; and at this

period we run the hoe through, and remove every weed.

They may now remain until near Midsummer, when aU
surplus roots may be draivn and used up, for, by this time,

they have a nice root. After this, the final thinning, every

weed being drawn, they will requii-e no more assistance.

Mangold, Beet, itc.—If not sown, get it in directly.

The young plant may receive much the same culture as the

pai'suip, only observing a greater distance, on account of

more room being required. Of course, hke most other

crops, final distances must be ruled by the strength of tbe

soil ; we thin out finally at seven to nine inches, and at the

second, or " setting-out," «'e leave them about three to five

inches, that is to say, if sown continuously in a drill. We
may here observe, however, that these things are better

sown in patches, as our farmers do, dropping three or four

seeds in patches eight inches apart. If tlie snail or slug

attack them, those who have limited quantities may strew

cinder ashes abundantly through them, with an application

of quick-lime occasionally, at five o'clock, a.m., or before the

dew is off them. Beet -svill succeed at half the distance of

mangold.
Cabbage.—This, in the main, wiE be a secondary crop

with all allotment men, as there exist two very good reasons

why. In the first place, on the majority of soils, partial

shade is beneficial to summer cabbages ; and in the second,

every inch of ground is, or ought to be, appropriated to

crops of more importance by far than even cabbage, viz.,

root crops, which we have before urged ought to he the

chief object. An occasional hoeing is of much benefit,

soiUng them well up the stem if the least suspicion of club-

bing exists. Let a pinch of the compact kinds he sown
monthly. Those who have a cow may Uy to get out a few

of the Drumhead from a March sowing ; we have known
these produce good heads in October, when pastures fall

off, and they serve to keep folks from then- winter roots, for

which there will be ample demand before the next May-day.

Broad Beans.—No more planting of these ; it is too late

for profit. Let those advancing towai'ds blossom he well

soiled up the stems, in order to provide against winds. Top
them immediately a full crop lias bloomed, and, indeed,

somewhat before, if the fly should begin his tricks.

Onions.—Those sown in March will require, first, thorough

hand-weeding, and next, thinning ; in perfornihig the latter

process, be sure to keep the dread of the grub in \iew.

Most writers advocate the liberal use of the small hoe, and,

indeed, our market gardeners mostly practice it. We admit

such, at first sight, to be in accordance with general maxims
of culture, but we make the onion an exception. This we
may observe, that previous to the omission of the hoe, we
could seldom obtain a full crop, and that since we have first-

rate crops. It was before observed that om- onions are in

beds, rolled when dry almost as hai-d as a road ; the conse-

quence is, that no storm can topple them over, and we hold

it a great essential to avoid the latter cu"cumstance. After a

thorough weeding, we thin out to about two inches, and in

another month or six weeks thin finally to about four inches

apart. Those who aim at large onions will, of com'se, think

lightly of this mode of culture ; but we are assured, from

long experience, that this is the most profitable way, for

more reasons than space will allow us to point to. One we

give ; moderate-sized and eaiiy-ripened onions keep much
better than those gross and late-ripened ; and as we do not

grow for exhibition purposes, we prefer the former.

Peas.—Of course the cottager's peas are all staked ; little

will now be necessary but to keep them well up, and to top

them as soon as a full crop is set. This practice gets them
sooner off the ground for autumn cropping.

Lettuce.—Let those who can find a bit of spare ground

stick it full of the earliest spring-so\vn lettuces, only taking

care the ground is good. These, if not wanted for the

family, may be suffered to run to seed, and may he pulled

daily for the pig dming June and July. Those who have a

litter of young pigs in the month of May, will find them

most excellent weaning food—nothing gets young pigs on

faster. It is scarcely wortli the cottager's while to sow after

the end of April until Midsummer has passed.

PiUNNERS.—Sow du-ectly, also a few kidney beans in a

warm situation.

IvHUBARB.—Break off all blossoms as tliey spring.

Thus far as to the most important crops, Ijut there are

some other small matters which will readily occur without

farther comment. One root, however, remains, and that a

most important one—we had almost forgotten it.

The Swede Turnip.—The last week of April and the first

in May are the best periods in which to sow this valuable

winter root ; that is to say, if to remain untransplanted.
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Sow ill drills from twenty to twenty-three inches apart,

according to the quality of the soil. The seeds may be

ilropped in patches, about nme inches asunder; half-a-dozen

seeds in each, not dropped too closely. As soon as the young

plants " show," every weed sliould be drawn, and then the

plants singled so that no two touch. In the course of three

or four weelcs after, the ravages of the Hy will have proved

them, if the fly appear; and now, on the first shower, all

blanks may be made good, and the siutIus plants thinned

out, unless they are recpiired for some other plot, when,

o£ coui'se, such must be proceeded with. The patches

must be thinned finally to single plants, which will be

about eight or nine inches asunder. Hencefonvard good

hoe culture, and perfect freedom from weeds, is the point to

aim at. Those who sow swedes in seed-beds to transplant,

must be ruled by the time when the plants will be required.

If the ground wUl not be at hberty until nearly August, why
the bed need not be sown until the end of May, later than

which is useless. AVe would by no means sow in rich soil

for the latter pm'pose
;

plants thus produced are but iU

qualified to withstand a July sun, accompanied with much
drought. It is better to sow on rather poor soil ; and where

lialile to the " club," by all means trench deep and bring up
a little of the subsoil, unless a very barren material. AVe

generally avoid " club " in all the Cabbage-worts by the latter

practice. It ought to be more generally known, that the

swede bears ti'ansiilanting after it has fonned a bulb in the

seed-bed as large as a hen's egg. Indeed, we feel assured

such will both make stouter plants betimes, and endm'e

drought better, having a fund of stored-up sap to di-aw on.

Let us, tlierefore, advise those who depend on transplanting

swedes, to succeed early siuumer crops, as early potatoes, to

sow rather early and thinly on poor soil—say in tlie middle
of May. We sow in four-feet beds, maldng little diills across

with the finger, at about four or five inches distance. This

is fai- superior to the broadcast plan, as producmg stm'dier

plants.

Transplanting.—Let us advise our readers to make a

constant practice of dipping the roots of all tilings in puddle
through the summer, whetlier wet or di-y weather ; the

benefits are great. To this end the operator should always

take a deep basket, with a little wet fitter in, and a bucket
half-full of dunghill di'ainings. When arrived at the seed-

bed, he can put a spadeful of soil into the bucket and stir

well, then dip each bunch of plants as they are drawn.
Seed Sowing.—It is oftimes difiicult, in diy and bright

summers, to get small seeds to vegetate, and precautions

should be taken accordingly. Om- constant maxim is, to

water the soil thorouglily, previously to digging, forldng, or

drill-drawing. The succeeding operation tlien buries an
amount of bottom moisture of a character to endure until

rain comes. If, in addition to this, the seeds are soalvcd in

tepid water for six or eight hours previously, they generally

vegetate in a few days. Small seed-beds may be easily

shaded with a little litter, but such must be removed as

soon as the plants appear above ground.
Thinning-olt.—When young crops are much too thick,

and tlie weather is bright, the thinning should not be done
at once, especially if weedy, for the sunshine frequently

much injures their tender and pai-tiaUy-blanched stems.

Better to draw aU weeds first, then on a second occasion to

rough-thin them, and on another to "single-out," and so on,

as before noticed.

The Hoe.—This useful implement is generally most
efficient, as to cultural processes, when the soil is three-

parts dry. All weeds cut with the hoe should be raked
clean ott' at each application ; a round-toothed u-on rake,

the teeth about tw o inches apart, is best for this pvu'pose.

Insects, Dressings for.—We shall find a mixture of

new saw-dust and very fine cuider ashes a most useful

application. We do not, however, wait until half our crop

is devoured, but keep a heap always ready in-dours, and
apply some to every suspicious crop the moment the seeds

break the surface. Those who are troubled much mth
snails and slugs, will find it a good plan to place small

patches of cut grass, here and there, round the suspected
plot. When half-decayed, these vermin will flock to it, and
must be collected either late in the evening or very early in

the morning.

W.\TEEiNG.—Let there be no watering by "diibblets;"

the maxim must be a good soaking or none at all. SUght

waterings increase the leaf-action in the way of perspi-

ration, without furnishing a con-esponding vigour of root-

action to sustain it; hence plants frequently ' flag " more

after sUght waterings than before they had any. Never,

however, water in such a way as to puddle the surface.

When soil is liable to this, the watering must be done at

two or three applications, waiting half-an-hour between each

two. In drill-plandng, it is best practice to fill the diills

with water an hoiu- or two before sowing.

Cleaning Processes.—Never hoe weeds in wet periods

;

it is worse than labour in vain, for it generally entails an

injury on the textm-e of the soil, and cannot prove a cleaning

process. During such periods there is nothing like the

spade—dug in, they are done with. Let, however, anything

like seed-weeds, if such should have been so disgracefully

pei-mitted, be pulled away fii-st and burnt. And now let it

be remembered, that what maintains one tuft of groundsel,

chickweed, or any otlier gross herbage, will maintain a

cabbage, a swede, or a mangold ; and this is not all,—the

damage they do by shading and choking the crops is very

considerable. E- Errington.

THE APIARIAN'S CALENDAR.—May.
By J. H. Payne, Esq., Author o/" The Bee-keeper's Guide."

Transferring Bees.—NotwithstaniUng all that has been

said in The Cottage Gardener respecung the transferring

of bees from an old cottage hive to the improved one, and

the many instances there given of the total destruction of

many of the stocks so operated upon, I am continually

applied to for the best method of doing it, and I now repeat

what I have said in all cases where my opinion has been

given, never attempl it, for in many cases the stocks are at

once entirely destroyed, and if not, are rendered so weak that

they are of no value. Now, where a transfer is desired,

allow the old stock to swarm, and put tlie swai-m into the

favourite hive, and immediately upon its being hived, put

it upon the same stand, and in the identical position wliich

the parent hive had previously occupied, and carry the old

stock some two or three liundred yards away, as recom

mended by " A Country Curate," in page 20 of the present

volume of The Cottage Gardener, and at page 12 of vol.

\ii., for by this means the population of the new swaim will

be greatly increased, and the old hive for a time nearly

deserted. Where a ti-ansfer is desu-ed, I will venture to say

that this is the only sufe way of effecting it.

Bees in the North.—I shall feel much pleasure m
receiving reports from those persons who, through my re-

commendation, may have been induced to place their bees

in a northern aspect ; but notliing can be more unforliinate

for this experiment than such a season as this, not a single

genial day to bring them out. My stocks in a greenhouse,

and in a south aspect, have been caiTjiug in pollen most

profusely every sunny liour for a long time, and their popu-

lation is" rapidly increasing, whereas those in the north have

scarcely made their appearance outside the hive. One

advantage, however, I have been enabled to discover, which

is, that they have consttmed much less food than the others,

but if early breetUng is retarded (which it shoidd be the

object of every apiarian to promote) we shall not be gainers,

but the reverse, from a northern aspect; however, it must

have a fail' trial.

Placing small htves, &c.—This must soon be prepared

for, and I would recommend each glass to be furnished with

small pieces of guide-comb, and set by in readiness, but not

put on until the stocks show evident signs of want of room,

and then the bees will commence working in them imme-

diately ; indeed, they will be filled with bees in an hour or

two after being put on.

Ventilation.—I have found the best method of ventila-

ting is to raise the small hive or glass about one-eighth of

an uich all round, but not so much as to allow the bees to

escape. The stock-hive, also, may be raised upon blocks

or wedges half-an-inch when swarming is feared. Miner, in

his American Bee-Keeper's Manual, recommends stocks to

be raised half-an-inch from the floor-board aU round, during

the year, so as to allow egress and ingress to the bees at

any part of the hive. This plan may, perhaps, be practised
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during the swai'itiins and lioney-gathering season with
much advantage, but in tlie autumn and spring, when
robbing is going on, it would be ruinous.
Fbedinu.—If the cold easterly winds prevrtil at the time

this paper meets the eye of its readers, as they have done
for some time past, go on to feed all stocks that have not a
good store of honey. Barley-sugar is the least ti-oublesome
for the piu'pose.

THE GOLDEN AND THE SILVER PHEASANTS.
( CoiUiiuiedfrom pa</e 10.)

CoiiPLAiNTs are often made, not merely tliat tliese

pheasants, but all kinds of fancy poultry, while suffvriiiti

imprlsonmvnl in a small pen or uviiinj, devour their own eggs
as soon as laid. Thus:—"A friend here keeps gold and
silver pheasants, but I fear there must be some mis-
management in his establishment, for ho meets with many
losses. He feeds them mainly nu wheat, and, I suspect,
gives them too nnjch to eat ; for it can hardly be good for
birds that have so little exercise always to have highly
nourishing food within reacli. One of his difliculties is,

that his golden pheasants eat theii- own eggs. I know no
remedy for this."

Highly nutrilive food of any one kind is not sufficient to
keep an animal in health, or to prevent the manifestation of
what we are pleased tocall a depraved appetite, i.e., a longing
after some uiuisual article of diet. Varicly of food is the
natural mode uf ,ii|...l\iii- (licsc rc(|ui,ii,' .IrnhMil . In Die
system. Tlie ;l|i|i:i:

. m li iiiiii:illll':il |OMrlir>- , .I' iiimivr! .ilcil

birds duriug tbi'ii- l;i;.iiig -.M.nu ni.r> li^. and I |ml.' lirli,-ve

are caused by a temporMry craving both Inr animal food, and
also for phospliate of lime, without a continued supply of
which the laying a large nest of eggs becomes a physical
impossibility. The hen bird cannot create the materials
wliieb are to form her dfeposit. A little chopped boiled
bullock's liver, and a few worms and insects, with plenty of
crushed egg-shells orpowdcivd nxst.'r sh.'lls.maybe supplied
to still the longing and jnil a ln|, Im ili,. prnpeusity. It is a
mistake to say that Ircaiii]:.; ilir lards with a feast of egg-
shells is the way to leach tlicm to eat eggs. (_)n the contrary,
it is the way to satiate and cloy them ; just as the neiv boy,
fresh put into the confectioner's shop, after he has been
allowed to take his fill for a day or two, never afterwards
looks upon a dish of sweets wiih his former greedy eye.

" However," continues my informant, " I would strongly
recommend any one keeping pheasants in confinement, to
place theu- nests in as secluded a spot as possible : thus,
at all events, decreasing the chances of accidents to the
eggs, and the acquisition of this bad habit."

—

J. 8. W.
Such precautions are quite right to be taken, provided the

mediriil priiieijile, if I may so call it, is not thrust out of
mind. For whatever eatable or drinkable is necessary for a
creature's due performance of its functions, tliat may fairly

be said to be its medicine. Therefore, let oyster-shells,
calcined to a friable state in a kitchen fire, always be within
reach of confined gallinaceous liirds. Kven in a cnide con-
dition they are given with evident benefit to poidtry which
ha^c tlio advantage of ranging at liberty. A Cheshire
clergyman (W. D. F.) has informed me that, " broken by a
stone into small pieces they are invaluable, in this county,
for all kinds of poultry, and I keep a largish stock. Mine
consume about a score daily."

Now it should be remembered that the dec/ree of craving
which gallinaceous bu'ds feel for various matters, and
especially for phosphate of lime to swallow, may depend, in
some measure, upon the geological chai-acter of the district

which they inhabit, varying as there is more or less Ume to

be found upon the surface. The Knglish counties most
famous for poultry are those vpon the ehiill; Norfolk, (Cam-
bridgeshire, Kent, *c. The bustard, before its extinction in
England, was most frequent, if not entirely confined to
similar tracts. I am not aware whether observations have
been made how far the geogvapbicnl range of species is

ronlerminoilS with speria/ /ir,.l,>,i,,;,l Inrm.ill.n!::. Tin' lli"Ill

ingale hi (jreat Britain i.ms luni-lhii inaa ihr :'i':Miiir :

the Cornish daw, on the oih, i- hand, i-, al [.rrricut L.\Llusi\cly

attached to those ancient rocks. It is known, however,
that the indigenous geographic range of all the large

gallinaceous genera is much limited. That of many plants
is very strildngly bounded by the extent of the peculiar
rock on which it best pleases them to grow. Thus, the
Cornish heath, E. vagans, affects the serpentine : beyond it

you will not find the plant in England ; but light upon the
sei'pentine in Italy, and again you find the Cornish heath.
Capt. Sturt says, that whilst prosecuting his researches in

the interior of the colony of New South Wales, he coidd not
but be struck with the apparent connection between its

geology and ifs vegetation. So strong, indeed, was this

connection, that he had little difiiculty, after a short ex-

perience, in judging of the rock that formed the basis of

the country over which he was travelling, fi-om the kind of

tree or herbage that flourished in the soil above it. Now,
it may be, that iMrds in their inmost hearts are as home side,

pine as incurably for llieir native soil and their native

climate, as plants. Therefore, as we are not tender-hearted
enough to send them home, we must bring a sort of artificial

fatheriand to them. Our present subjects are natives of

Middle Asia, Northern China, and Japan. D.

QINOTHERA SPECIOSA.
Yomi correspondent, D. Beaton, in The Cottage G^vb-

DENEB Ibr Feburary .^th, writing on Oinotberas, mentions
the (Enothera speeiosa as a very desirable plant for bedding,
or for mixed flower-borders. I grow it in the latter capacity,

and have done so for years, considering it as one of the
showiest flowers that I liave ; it blooms all the summer. The
plan I adopt is, when dressing the beds in autumn, to

collect the strongest of the young rootlets or offsets, and
plant them six or eight in a circle, with one or two in the
middle, so as to form a clump or knot. The following season
they blossom profusely. Now that those clumps are be-

ginning to throw up suckers, I can supply him with two or

three, if he shovdd not have already met with any. But I

want to call his attention to another Q-aiothera, more rare

and showy, and of which he has not spoken. It is of exactly

the same habit as (E. speeiosa, but instead of being white, is

of a delicate britihl lemon colour, and the flowers of the size

of small tea-cujis. It was given to me about ten years ago,

by a lady from Chelmsford, but I have lost it, and have
never seen the plant since. Could any of your readers

inform me wliere it might be procured ?

I cannot conclude this notice without expressing a hope
that your Mr. Weaver wUl continue his description of oiu-

hardy herbaceous flowers. I liave profited much by what he
has written, and am anxiously waiting for another of his

valuable articles.—S. P., Sushmere.

PLENTIFUL FEEDING OF POULTRY.
Poi'LTBY is, indeed, gaining a standing and a name in the

country, and those who have given attention to its improve-

ment have reason to feel proud that their useful fancy is

Ukely to result in an end so beneficial. I'oidtry exhibitions

promise soon to become as frequent as cattle shows ; and
fowls are taking tlie place among the stock of the country

which I thin li they merit; for wiiat other animal is there

which produces so much food, in proportion to its size, as a

hen does during tlie whole course of her useful little life.

The decision of the Hoyal Agricultural Society to admit

poulti-y to their show, will, doubtless, be responded to witli

pleasure by exhibitors of all ranks, while numerous local

societies and exhibitions are about to be formed and sup-

ported mth spirit.

In these days of improvement, it must not be forgotten by

persons who keep fowls, cither for pleasure, use, or profit,

that such as are poorly fed, and badly housed, can never be

either fine or productive. Abundant and varied feeding is

found necessary to produce these results. I'oor and irregular

feeding can no more raise a fine, productive fowl, than it can

a, row or a sow with the like good qualities. When cocks

an.l Ik IK baw Inll liberty, they will pick up a great deal of

i I Inr ila ins. his; but all who wish to arrive at excellence

111 Inc. aim;., will do well to bear in mind, that they must
not, on any account, depend on this chance-kind of feeding,

or allow it to take the place of the regular supplies.
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Books nnd treatises Tnthout number have been written,

containing instructions, good instructions, as to tlie kinds

of food besl for folds, and I believe it would be difficult to

find any good, wholesome food, wliich is not good for them :

but the advice which I at present wish to impress on poultry-

keepers, is—whatever tlie food, let them have jilenty. At
this season especially, when the hens require warmth and
plumpness for hatclnng, and when wemust remember tliat the
yoniiL' cbii-Ii.Mis have not only growtli, but I'eatliers to malie,

lilii i;il IrL'.liui,' is even more necessary than at other times
;

the iiinilirr liens, particularly, shoidd not be allowed to drag
their cliickeiis aljout, seeking for themselves and little

families a scanty subsistence.

I will conclude by mentioning the feeding which my fowls

get, not with a wish to dictate, or to make others, whose
plans may he as good or better than mine, change, but

because a comparison of management is often found useful.

Wlien the fowls first nan out in the morning, they have as

iiiucli corn of difterent sorts given to tliem as tliey can eat

;

that for the young chickens having been previously broken
in a milk Two hours after this, a small pan of porridge,

witli a little rice mixed in, is given to each brood of chickens,

and (to prevent jealousy and rolibery) a large pan of

porridge is at tlie same time carried out to the old fowls

;

enough for them to peck at wlien they lil;e for the rest of

the day. Tliis porridge is made of either rice-meal, barley-

meal, or middlings, and is mixed eitlier liot or cold, which-
ever may be found most convenient at the time. lu the

afternoon some more corn is given with potatoes, and any
refuse from the liitclien that there may happen to be, and
another little feed of corn at roosting time.

Tlie fowls ran out into an orchard for several hours of
each day, and have besides a supply of green food. The
young chickens are fed very often, and both old and young
are gifted witli excellent appetites. It must not be forgotten

that the stimulus of a little meat is very' important, and also

that an occasional change to other kinds of food tjien these
wliicli I have specified, may be very beneficial to both old
and young.

I will also take the present opportunity to advise, during
the chicken-hatching season, that the hens be set on the
ground. I have had more reason this spring tlian ever, to
notice the superior advantage of a moi^i ^iniatimi, especially

for the process of hatcliing. In si\ brmnK, thr,.' cases in
which the hens were obstinately ln-nt lu clioosing a nest
which was raised from the ground, one, four, and six chicks,

respectively, were the result. Three whicli set on the ground
produced, the first, nine chickens from ten eggs, and the
other two (it was a sort of partnership concern) eighteen
from nineteen eggs. I am led to enter upon these details

from having heard repeated eompliunts from amateurs this

season, of poor success mth the early chickens. If the
hens are set in a warm, moist place, and watched when they
leave the nest to feed, I think the end will be generallj'

more fortunate.

—

Ansteb Bonn.

BREAD MAKING.
The following method of making and managing bread

lias been practised for the last thirty years without a single
failure ; it appears to give less ti'ouble, and to be open to
fewer objections, than any other I have seen, and the bread
is invarinhh/ Ihjht and good. The quantities here given are
far a small loaf, and only need to be increased in tlie same
proportion for any weight of bread. One pound of best or
Sfcond flonr ; one tablespoonftil of solid ale yeast; one gill

of skimmed milk, with as much hot water in it as will make
it wann as new milk in summer, and a little waiToer in
A inter. Add the yeast to it, stin-ing them well together

;

tlien pour the mixture through a fine sieve over the flour,

!iid work it well in with the hand fill the dough leaves the
ides of the mug and the hand without sticking to them

;

lliis, if actively done, takes from five to ten minutes, ac-

cording to the quantity of dough. On liiiishing the knead-
ing, put the dough at a distance from the fire to rise, near
enough for the outside of the mug to be kept as warm as
the mixtm-e of milk and water, and not more. Cover it

with a cloth, and in an hoin--and-a-half or less it will have
risen to show signs of cracking on the top ; when it does

this it is ready to be put into the bread tins, which should
be rubbed over with butter or lard. Fill them half-full, and
be careful not to use more flour in maldng up the loaves
than will prevent the dough sticking to the fingers and
boai-d. Do it lightly and quickly. Cover the tins, and let

the dough rise again nearly as long as before, till half as

high aiiniii as when put in ; at the same distance from the
fire also. Prick each loaf with a fork as it is put into the
oven, and ttot sooner; two or three pricks are enough for a
small loaf. Have the oven a moderate heat, and about an
bonr-and-a-half will bake a loaf the size here given. The
mug or pan used for kneading, and the bread tins, do better
if made as warm to begin ivitli as the dough should be kept
while rising.

Ohxcrvations on malnny Bread.—If inUk cannot be had
the same quantity of water must be used ; the measure
shotdd be exact, as these proportions have been very care-

fully tiled. The famUy sending this receipt have not found
that milk di-ies the bread sooner than water, though it is

said to do so, and much prefer using it. An ounce of
butter to fifteen pounds of flour is an improvement. Salt
may be used or not as preferred. If German yeast is liked,

half the weiijld answers, as it is double the sb-ength of
common ale yeast. It may be well for young bread makers
to know that too hot or too cool an oven prevents the bread
from rising.

Experiments in inuh-inij Bread.—Wishing to find out
whether a smaller quantity of yeast than that above-men-
tioned would answer equally well, the following proportions
were used in three small loaves, made with tlie same Hour
and the same yeast, and the same weight and measiu-e of
floiu' and milk. One loaf had the proportion above given,

namely, a tablespoonful of yeast ; another had exactly half
this quantity ; and the third had half the last quantity,

which was a qnarter-of-a-tablespoonful. These loaves were
eqnally liyhl when baked, and the only difference needed was
in the length of time the dough took to rise. The last loaf

required rather more than as long again as the fii'st; the
middle loaf half-way between the other two. These loaves
weighed alike to a quarter-of-an-ouuce, each weighing one-
pound-and-a-half within half or a quarter-of-an- ounce. This
experiment, and the well-known fact in chemisti-y, that fer-

mentation once begtm is certain to go on if tlie proper
teraperatm-e is kept up, show that careful attention and
scientific exactness meet nearly at the same jjoint. It is,

however, worthy of the notice of those who liave time and
qualifications for it, that kitchen cheniistay is too little

studied by those whose education ought to fit them for the
sldlful management of domestic affairs. Were it better
understood tliere would ho fewer failm-es in the simple
process here described.—S.

THE DOMESTIC PIGEON.

( Continued from page 40!), Vol. vii.)

COirPLIXG OP PIOEONS.

When any one wishes to preserve his race of pigeons in all

their purity, he must caa-efidly watch the coupling of the
males and females; in short, pair them himself. We have
before remarked that it' is the male alone which transmits
to its posterity the characteristics of its species, at least, as
regards form. We must, therefore, make him our first

choice. When we have procured such as we desire, we seek
a female for him ; the more jiure his race is, th». better hers
should be, but this is not so important as the other. The
male easily couples with the female assigned him, but she
does not always do so as readily. If this forced union
(Uspleases her, she constantly repulses the male. The
tender caresses, amorous cooings, numerous turnings; all

these weary and annoy her, and she returas all his fonvard
advances with blows, until the lover, in his tuni disgusted,
changes his love into hatred, and liis caresses into fury.

Sometimes they may remain six months, or even a year, in

this state of enmity, and the am.ateur is obliged to renounce
his hopes, and set them at liberty to couple with others.

Fortunately, .these examples are vei-y rare ; it more fre-

quently liappens tlip.t after fighting for eight or fifteen days,

they conclude by pairing and living happily together the rest

of their lives.
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The season has a great influence on the greater or less

facUity of tlie coupUug of these bu-ds. If, for instance, we

reunite them in the spring, hoth hasten to contract an union.

But, on the contrary, if we wisli to couple them in the winter,

or during the moulting season, in spite of all the trouble we

can tal;e, and the canary and hempseed with which they are

excitingly fed, it often happens they at first neglect each

other, that hatred follows, and in time produces an in-

vincible antipathy between them. In order that the coupling

may succeed perfectly, it is necessary to consult some

suitableness of age and form. A very large female will feel

great repugnance in coupling with a male of very small

stature, unless she has chosen him freely. All obstinately

refuse to couple ivith a male too old or infirm.

It would be very desirable to be able to practise the rule

that we are about to give in this paragraph; but, unfor-

tunately we cannot profit by it, without we wish to couple

together two birds which have ah-eady set, and whose

constitution we are acquainted with. Among the females

one finds some that are very baclcward in laying, and others

forward. When we discover one of these habits to belong to

them we should give them a male accordingly. If we give

a female that is forward in laying, a male that is too eager,

as soon as they have coupled he will beat and torment her

continually, pursue her with redoubled strokes on her head,

prevent her quitting the nest he has chosen for her, and at

last, after tormenting.her, obUge her to lay. Thus hastened,

her eggs are generally clear, that is to say unfruitful; or soft,

the shell, not being formed; besides which, females in this

case soon become subject to the swelling (see the article

Diseases of Pigeons), 'if, on the contrary, you give to a

backward female a sluggish mate, you will have no young

pigeons until they ai-e hastened by the heat of the season,

and they will not lay more than two or three times in the

year, going long between each brood. We should then, as fai'

as possible, give a forward male to a backward female, and

one of a mild character to a forward female.

If any confusion arises in the dovecote, the cause of it

may generally be traced to their uncoupling. In the

moulting season, in the months of August and September,

the pigeons are seized with a sadness occasioned by this

malady; females are very apt to be disgusted with their

males, to such a point as to abandon them altogether, if

great care is not taken to prevent it. -\s soon as the amateur

discovers this uncouphng, he should take these two birds

from the dovecote, confine them in a separate locker, and

by captivity oblige tliem to couple again. It is necessary to

obsene that this locker should be out of sight of the dove-

cote pigeons ; for if the unfaithful one can see from her

prison the lover that has caused her to break the conjugal

luiion, she will injure herself in useless efforts to rejoin him,

and her antipathy for her mate will only be increased.

At other times, but more rarely, it is the male wliicli

forsakes his mate, in this case we must act as in the

preceding. If, however, these birds have such a decided

disUke to each, other, that they do not couple at the end of

some weeks, it would be necessary to renounce all hopes of

their living together; we should then place them in the

common breeding cage, and leave them to make a fresh

choice according to their own inclination. If we fear their

blending their race, we must choose a male and female for

them, and touple them as one does those that have never

been coupled.

There are frequently certain males which adopt two

females at* once ; very great confusion arises from this,

proceeding from the dovecote containing more females than

males. If, on the contrary, the largest number is of the

last named sex, the confusion is still greater ; for they are

always ready to trouble every family, by following the setting

females even to their nest, by continually having obstinate

battles with their mates, which necessai-ily occasions the

eggs to be broken or clear. The amatem- must, therefore,

watch his dovecote with the most scrupulous attention, so

as to keep as nearly as possible the same number of each

sex. He will take away the suiijlus of males or females,

and place them in an interior locker. We shall easily per-

ceive when the coupling has taken place between two birds

that we have shut up togetlier by their caresses. We may
now set them at liberty, or replace them in the dovecote

with the others. They will immediately occupy themselves

in constracting their nest, where the female will soon de-

posit two eggs.

Before concluding this chapter, we ought to describe the

breeding-cage or locker of which we have spoken. As we
have before said, there should be two of them ; the inner

one, in which we should place all those pigeons which may
not yet be coupled ; the young, as soon as they can feed

themselves ; the superabundant males and females ; and,

in short, all those whose coupling we would leave to chance.

This breeding-cage would simply be a part of the dovecote,

separated from it iby a pai'tition or wire trellis work. It is

useless to say that, with the exception of the nests, it ought

to be furnished with all the utensils of the dovecote, and

kept as clean. The exterior breeding-cage, the express

purpose of which is to be out of sight of the free pigeons,

mil serve to couple again those birds tlmt have been dis-

united by caprice or any other cause. A small apartment

may be made use of, or we may very successfully employ a

large box for this pm-pose, the front of which must be fur-

nished with a wire gi'ating ; in short, a simple wire cage,

two feet wide and three long, will suffice for want of a better.

{To be continued.)

DOMESTIC PIGEONS.
TWENTIETH EACE.

TtiMELEK Pigeons {Columla gyratrix).—The birds of this

class are veiy small, their Hight irregular, rapid, and veiy

high, and their movements precipitate; they turn over in

flying like a body thrown up mto the au'; the eye is pearled,

of a sandy red ; it has rather a large filament round the

eyes ; their feet are naked ; they very much resemble the

Curriers in the eye and size, which has caused some ama-

teurs to thhd; they are only a variety of the same. In lyl7,

the EngUsh bought all they could find for sale in Fran:e.

Nothing is more curious than to see them take their rapid

flight ; an arrow is not more swift at first ; but, all at once,

they begin to tumble five, six, seven, and even eight times

following, exactly like a rope-dancer, from whence this race

takes the name of the " Pantomime Pigeon." But this

singularity, which causes them to he sought after by ame-

teiu-s, is also frequently the cause of their destruction.

Sometimes carried away by the rapidity of their movernent-s,

they turn over until so dizzy, that they are deprived of the

faculty of flying, they then fall, and rarely escape death in

their fall. At other times, the haw); takes advantage of this

moment to seize upon them; but, also, when a pigeon

perceives its enemy in time, this aptness to turn in descend-

ing, as if it had received a mortal wound, gives it the means

of escaping the fatal claw.

Mou.NrEiijS.NKTiMEi,EH Pigeon (Coliimh(i(iijrnlri.r gcslnosa).

The colours are varied, grey, red, reddish-brown, black,

diversified mth those different colours. Its form very much
resembles the Stockdove, and it was formerly made use of

to attract pigeons from other dove-houses, because it flies

higher and further, and a longer time than the others. It
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is also very fruitful. The most rougli-fuotecl are the most
esteemed.

E.NGiJsa TuMBLEK PiGEON (Columba (ji/ratrix Britaniiicn).

—Tliis is cue of the smallest pigeons we know. It differs

from the preceding in it.s size, which is almost one third

smaller, also in its shorter and tine beak, mai-ked on the

exti-emity of the upper mandible with a black spot (in the

streaked tumbler), or having all the mandible black (in the

vai-iety which has the plumage of this colour). Its sti'ong

and tint head, supported by a thin and graceful neck, rather

resembles a partridge. Some of these pigeons are black,

red, streaked with black, or a dun colour, with a more lively

coloured breast. These birds are more rough-footed than

the Mouutebanlc Tumbler, and equally friutful.

When these charming jiigeons are crossed with species

proportionable to their size, they produce very pretty

mixtures; but the young ones of this cross never resemble
either their parents or their kind.

Savoyaisd Tumbler Pigeon {CoJumha gyratrix sahauda).—
It resembles the common can-ier in its form ; but its

plumage is streaked, or rather laced over with white, gi-ey,

fawn, and black. It has a pearled eye, but of a sandy-red.

It is vei-y productive.

{To he continued.)

HOW TO OBTAIN THE LARGEST AMOUNT
OF HONEY.

I am happy to see that the apiarian is by no means for-

gotten in your instructive pages—so much so, that though I

have aspired to that distinction these fifteen years and more,
and added to my own observations the learning and research

of many others, yet I confess great obligation to your cor-

respondents. If the communication of a portion of the

result of my own experience, imparted as a tiibute of grati-

tude for these benefits, .shall be deemed worthy a place in

your columns, here it is at your service.

Let tlie problem be, how to obtain the largest amount of

honey in any one year from a colony of bees, with the small-

est amount of injury to the hive. Your con-espondent,
" A Country Curate," would say, let them swarm, and take

the proceeds of the swarm at haivest-time. This may be
well, although my experience does not tally with his about
the more prolific character of the older stocks. Be this

as it may (for I am not contending with so able a master),
still I presume no one wUl repent giving the foUqwing plan

a trial :

—

Fig. 1 (Gronnd Plan). Back.

Front
-2
ft. '.) in.

A. the hive.
B. the box.
C. the tunnel fthe horirontat lines

mark the subterranean part).

D. bottom board.
d. d. the ej:Us of the tunnel.
E. cummon entrance {subterranean

Fig. •>

part shewn by dots) communi-
cating with the tunnel (C).

/. /. slides for interrupting the
communication by closing d. d.

g. the top of the tunnel (CJ move-
able for cleaning.

Moveable top of box, the holes marked by the circles.

First of aU, prepare a solid bottom board 2 inches thick,

i ft. 9 in. long, and 1 ft. o in. in breadth. In the centre of

tliis let a passage be hollowed out, so that two adjacent
hives may have a sort of tunnelled communication lietween

them. Tliis lioUow passage is to be covered with a flat

moveable roof, kept level with the surface, so that all may
be level except where the passage (C) makes its dehut into

each hive. A means must be contiivcd by a slip of tin, or
otherwise, as suggested in the figure (/../'.), for cutting short
the communication, which must be kept closed at certain

times. Then, having selected a populous hive of last year's

swarming, substitute one end of this prepared board for its

fonner bottom board, and on the other end place a wooden
box, open at top and bottom, 11 inches square in the clear,

and 9 inches high, with an observation window at one side
;

cover it with a thin square board, fittuig closely, yet un-

attached, pierced with sets of holes for the free passage of

the bees into any hive or glasses that may stand above, and
fm-nished with a good piece of guide-comb.

All this should be ready eaiiy in May, and be protected from
the weather till the bees in the liive (not yet allowed to pass

into the adjacent box) appear- to be preparing for a migration,

at which time take a favourable opportunity at eventide, when
the bees are all at home, to raise tlie hive carefully from its

place, and lift it on the square board at the top of the

adjacent box. Stop the entrance of the hive, and move the

bottom board a little to one side, so that the entrance of the

box may just occupy the position of tlie former entrance, lest

the bees should lose their way. The bees next day will not

hesitate to go out and in through the box, and very shortly,

instead of swarming, they will commence operations therein,

which they will seldom do without this ai'raugement, which
I consider my " chef d'lvnvre."

When they have evidently done this, and built their combs
some distance down, no time must be lost, but the hive must
be shifted back to its old place, and the holes thus left ex-

posed at the top of the box must be carefully covered (this

I generally do ivith halfpence). The communication in tho

tunnel must now be opened, that the bees may pass to either

hive, or from one to the other, nrf libitum.

I have a contrivance, by-the-by, on my bottom board for a
common entrance, communicating with the centre of the

tunnel. The other entrances (viz., of the hive and box
respectively) I close or leave open according to circum-

stances, always rlosin<i them, however, at first, to get them
accustomed to the common entrance. If you have been
alert, your queen will not have entered the box before this

removal ; if otherwise, you have been so far unsuccessful,

and must work yoiu- glasses ; but if she have not, she is not

lilcely to come now through the snbteiTanean tunnel, parti-

cularly if you keep the box sufficiently cool (which there

ai'e varieties of ways of doing) before they separate from the

parent hive. In a good season the bees will fill two such
boxes as this, liesides a glass or two on the top of the parent

hive, and as many glasses as you please on the board above
the box, and your parent hive will remain in " statu quo."

Should any ftu-ther information be recp.iired on this sub-

ject, I shall be happy to supply it in reply to any enquiries.

—

A CofNTKY Vicah.

NATURALIZATION OF FOREIGN SONG-BIRDS.

I EEJOicE to see the pages of The Cottage Gakdener
diversified by occasional obsciTations on our favomite songs-

ters of the woods. The preservation and encouragement

of these is an object of great importance to every lover of

nature, who must see with regret, if not the total desti-uction,

yet the increasing rarity of many species of interesting

birds formerly common in this country. AMiere we have

introduced a new variety, it has hitherto usually liad a

reference solely to oiu' game preserves. Our gardens and

woods are annually enriched liy the exotic plants and trees

of all climes ; cannot we go a step farther, and naturalise

among us some of the songsters of other countries? Ex-
perience has shewn that canary birds may, with the retm'uing

spring, be let loose in pleasure grounds, where they will

breed re.adily in fruit trees and shrubs, disporting and cai-ol-

ling with exquisite effect on a lawn, or in a shrubbery. But
this Uberty with the canary extends only to the warm
months, after which the birds and theu^ young are glad to
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return to the shelter and -warnith of a room or a^'ial7, from
which their supply of food had all along been chiefly de-
rived. There are, however, other foreign songsters quite
hardy enough to stand our out-door climate tln-oughout the
year. I will couline myself at present to one kind only—the
Loxia cariiinalis, commonly termed amongst Enghsh bird-
fanciers the Virginian Nightingale, or Cax'dinal Grosbeak.
It is found in various parts of the United States, where, as
Wilson in his American Ornithology ii:forms us, it is an
especial favom-ite, under the term Bad-bird, frequenting
bushy ground, particulai-ly near water, witli many of the
habits of our blackbird and thrush. In size it is almost the
same as these, e.xisting on corn, seeds, fruits, worms, snails,

and the larv.'p of insects. A friend of my own, many years
a resident of Virginia, informs me this bird may be seen in
its native woods when an occasional much lower degree of
temperature prev.ails than is ever experienced here. Its
soug is exiellent, and continues during eight months in tlie

year. In i)Iumage it is nearly a bright scarlet, of which in
our native birds we liave no instance, so that our woods
woidJ at once receive, in such an exotic, a pleasing novelty
to the eye and the eai-. The female, though dilfering in
plumage from the male, is nevertheless extremely graceful
and beautiful, and she possesses the unusual, if not unique,
accomplishment of a song equal, or I might almost say
superior, to tliat of her mate. In my own (cold) conserva-
tory a male sprriniou .if Ibe Virginian nightingale has been
in uniform li.illli fni ii,.,iily four years ; but it was only in
April, 1851, lliiil I Mir, , clrd in procuring a female. Tliey
paired soon after, and three nests resulted before the
.autumn, the eggs being of a dusky white colour. The
favom-ite place of building was a large dwai-f box plant, in a
pot, the nest being constructed of bay, twigs, pieces of bass
matting, and bits of paper, or dry leaves. The male was
frequently beard to sing before daylight m the last Febnuiry,
.and the pair are at the present moment again occupied in
the work of nidification, amid incessant jugging, a box-tree
being once more selected for their operations. It may be
well here to observe, that these birds are, by their active
habits, unsuited to the constraint of a close cage, in which
they are extremely pugnacious, and frequently die in a short
time. In a large airy room, or conservatory, I believe no
bird will be foimd more docile, or to breed more- readily,
tlie convenience being supplied of some bushy evergreens,
at the same time varying their aliment, especially after hatch-
ing, when a little boiled egg and insect food ai-e useful.
But to return to my main object—that of shewing how

readily this lovely bu-d might be naturalised in Great Bntain.
Let a few pairs be turned out in tlie spring, as soon as
the trees and hedges aflbrd a leafy shelter and screen from
enemies, and success is, I think, certain, where the locality

is secure from molestation and depredators, as in numbers
of our parks and ornamental gromids. We liave heard of
the proffered reward to the inventor of a new pleasure

;

have I not suggested one? and one, too, that miglit be
realised at a cost trifling indeed in comparison with the
sums frequently squandered in far less rational and in-

teresting olijects. Let us imagine for a moment tlie addition
to the sceneiy in Windsor Park, and Virginia water, of the
plumage .ind carolling of an enchanting new songster like
this, wlii( li wniild in such a locality find a secure home, and
become iliriirilMrili a denizen of the forest. Specimens of
this bird may .jiteu be seen at the Pantheon, in Oxford-
street, London ; or in the possession of tlie importers of
foreign birds, amongst whom I believe one of the prmcipal
is Mr. W. J. Marrott, 54, lung WilUam-sb'eet, London
Bridge. In stocking a domain, it is recommended that the
females should outnumber the males, to avoid the fierce and
sometimes fatal conflicts of the latter. Moreover, it would
be well not to rest satisfied with one year's importation of
the birds, but to repeat it in the succeeding spring, if prac-
ticable. In carrying into execution the scheme I liave been
pointing out, let it be obsewed, we are but following tlie

example of an English proprietor in America, who gave
instructions to one of our dealers to send him out, during
several years, twenty to thirty pau-s of blackbmls anil
thrushes, to remind him, in his adopted woods, of the fea-
thered songsters of his early days at home.

—

He^kv Ta\xor.
[We like this suggestion much, and shall be obliged by

other communications on the subject.

—

Ed. C. G.]

PEAR-TREES FROil LAYERS.
Havtno read at times of fruit-trees from cuttings, and

having tried that mode of propagation -n-ithout success, it

struck me last spring that they might grow from layers. I
accordingly brouglit down two shoots of a pear-tree, and
layered them tlie same as a carnation, and on tnking them
up in December, one had made a good mass of roots, but
the other had only showed symptoms of rooting, yet from
its appearance would have rooted this summer. I have no
doubt but pears, and also apples, might be propagated on
this plan with good success, were dwarf trees kept for the
puriiose.—W»i. S.\i.combe, Sussex.

ROOT-PRUNING LARGE FRUIT-TREES.
In looking over one of your numbers, a short time since,

T noticed one of the writers has his doubts about root-
pruning large trees. Now, to remove that doubt, I can
state that I have root-pruned four large pear-trees with good
success. One which I so pruned in August, 1.150, was
covered with breast-wood from one to two feet long, and the
day after the operation the shoots flagged very much.
Tliese were soon cut back, and since then the tree lias not
reiiuired much pruning, but is now covered with fruit-spurs,
and last year had a good spriulding of fruit on it, and looks
as healthy as I could wish. In fact, it answered the
purpose so well, that I was induced to root-prune the other
three last summer. These trees are about twenty yeai-s old,
growing against a wall, making veiy much wood annually,
and bearing little or no fruit. They did not throw up so
much wood last autumn. But how ii'will act as regards the
future crop of fruit, time alone must prove.—AVm. Sai.-

(.OJiBE, Sussex.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*»* We request tliat no one will write to the departmental writers of

Tax Cottage Gabdeneh. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and
e.xpensc. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of
tlie Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Palernoster Row, London."

Enclosed Heath Land (J, W.).—Two acres of your light heath soil,

properly managed, should keep your cow and pony. If the subsoil is

really marl, that is, has some chalk mixed with the earth, you cannot do
better than have some of it brought up by trenching, and mixed with the
surface soil. What you require in your ground, if we correctly remember
the soil about East Grinsted, is a stronger staple, and, to give this, chalk
and clay will be the best application. When you have got the ground
into proper order, we should divide the two acres into three parts ; one
acre to grow roots, half an acre for lucerne, and half an acre for grass, to
be sown with grass seeds specially suited for such a soil. As for the time
of sowing the root crops, &e., consult our " allotment " monthly papers.
If you require specific information on any point, write again.

Egg-eating Hens.—A correspondent (G. H. Smith), says:—"I felt

very much surprised at Anster Bonn recommending beating'hens with a
switch to cure them of this habit. Perhaps you will give my advice.
Having kept fowls for a number of years of aitferent varieties, in confine-
ment, I have always found it necessary to give them a sufficient supply
(daily) of (egg shells) phosphate of lime, they cannot lay eggs without it.

I never have any eat the eggs, although kept in aviaries, some of them
only 10 ft. by 6 "ft. ; and where they will lay utntndantly with properfood.
I often leave a dozen or more eggs in the nest at one time, and they never
interfere or break one. It is a craving for the components of egg shell,

pulverised bones, calcined oyster shells, or, indeed, milk mixed with
barley-meal ; for any of these will answer the purpose. A young
child finds sufilcicnt in its mother's milk, and the milk of the cow,
to make bone and muscle. You cannot produce any of the large
varieties of fowls—Cochin China, Dorking, Spanish, &c., from full-

grown stock birds, without giving your chickens plenty of the above, or
they will never reach anything like the size of the parent stock. I have
known this for years, and you will find the Rev. Wr. Dixon strongly re-

commends it. Fowls require seeds or meal, grass or greens, and woriDS
or meat. I get about two pounds of greaves, or meat paunches, and hoil
them well, put into the broth two or three cabbages, or turnips in winter,
and thicken it with barley-meal. You can feed fowls cheap and well upon
this, their necessary food, with a little dry barley occasionally.

[It is a great mistake to suppose that there is much phosphate of lime
in egg shells. In 100 grains of them, 97 are chalk, (carbonate of lime),
and only I grain of phosphate of lime and magnesia.—Ed. C. G.J

Removing Trees.—A correspondent, (C. S.), writes as follows :—
" Your correspondent, ' Novice,' at p. 27, asks ' whether a tenant can
remove trees ? ' and you reply, ' the law is, that no trees can be removed
without the consent of his landlord.' Such was formerly the impression
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I had of the law, hut not so now, or I should not have planted so many
valualile shrubs and trees for the benefit ot sucli a lanrilurd as mine. In
Michaelmas, 1832, a case was tried, Cooke v. A tultrstiH, which derided
the right to remove shrubs and trees, which had been theretofore the
cause of much dissension between tenant and landlord, and as au act ot

individual spirit, the defendant in this action is entitled to the public
thanks. The right of tenants in such cases was established as a warniii;;;

to overreaching landlords."—We are much obliged by this communica-
tion, but we should be still more so, by having a reference to the book
in which Cooke v. Anderson is reported. We believe the law is as we
have stated it, and Cooke v. Anderson must have some facts entitling the
tenant to an exception from the general rule.

CuBR FOR Warts.—J. A'. T. says :—" In No. 19! is noticed the Ra-
nunculus arvensis, or Common Crowfoot. There is one very useful pro-
perty belonging to this British plant, which I do not think is generally
known, and which I should like to see recorded in your valuable publi-
cation. On breaking the stalk of the growing plant in two, a drop of
milky juice will be observed to hang on the upper part of the stem; if

this is allowed to dTop on a wart, so that it be well saturated with the
(uice, in about three or four dressings the warts wdl die, and may be
picked otf with the fingers. It is the most certain remedy I ever saw, as
I have seen people, whose hands were nearly covered with them, cured
in a few weeks, I have also removed them, by the above means, from
the teats of cows, where they are sometimes very troublesome, and pre-
vent them standing quiet to be milked."

Rhubarb Wine Bottled, and not Fine nor Effervescent
A New Sitb.ir^-iber).—This should be laid down
years age would very probalily improv<
occasionally, for examination. The wii

a gravity of 1 1 on the glass sacch:
shows 55, the rcni gravity), should be brc
stirred, and thus encouraged to ferment,
when the scale on the glass instrument shows thi

attenuated to 8, let it be again ceUarcd. When it has been further re-

riuceil to d, stop the fermentation, and proceed as directed in vol. iv.,

treating the wine exactly as if it bad been made this year, not bottling, of
course, until next flfarch. With respect to Roberts's Sacchnrometer
not being procurable—again I must say, '' Read your book." I stated
some time since that these instruments may be bought for 6s., and tin

case a trifle extra, through Messrs. Black, Edinburgh, or Whittaker and
Co., Jjondon, publishers.—W. H. Livett.

FLOWEn-BED Plans (J. S.).—Tlierc is no modern work devoted to

n have the two first volumes of The Cottage
»ne, and covers for the other volumes, by applying
Corner, Paternoster Row. Other question nest

JR. M. E.). — These certcinly eat slugs, though they

cellar ; a few
A buttle should be opened

made last May, which shows
(which being multiplied by 5,

ightup into a warmer room.
It should be tested daily, and

iul>ject. \

r ofiice, 2,

prefer worm

M'eigela rosea (Ibid).— It is quite hardy, and may be planted out at

once. It grows to the size of the Scarlet Ribes ; at least, we would allow
it the same space. The Cantuii dependcns and Escallonia mucrantlta
might now be sold for a shilling each, but the exact price we cannot say.
Anemone japonica and riti/olui, Pentsteinon dzurfum wnd cordifoltum,
i'hlo.v vernu and nivalis. Coreopsis lanreulatu, and Cineraria maritimn,
would suit you, besides many others we have named often. Try and get
the Lithospermmn »'0*m«rmi/o;mm, as you have so fine a climate; and
we shall keep a look out for other things that will be treasures to you.

Potatoes left where Grown.—J. A'. T. says, " Vour correspond-
ent, Rlr. W. E. Howlett, in his article on leaving potatoes in the ground
.hiring the winter, and digging them up as they are wanted for use, must
bear in mind that last u inter was one of the driest on record, and, con-

I

sequently, very favourable for his plan ; but had we a very wet winter,

\
such as we frequently have, the potatoes would have been as waxy as
possible, and many of them probaljly have rotted in the ground. Another

I

great disadvantage of this plan is, that owing to the late di)»f;ing-up of
ilie potatoes as they are w.anted, often in very wet weather, it leaves the

;
land in such a state that no early crops can be got in ; for land that is

naturally heavy, once dug in wet weather, will take nearly a summer to
get dry."

Cats.— J. A'. T. observes, "These are the greatest nuisance that a
cottage gardener has to contend with. I have very frequently had a
whole bed of choice seed'^ scratched up by them in one night, therefore I

am obliged to use defensive measures. My plan is to get a mouse, or a
bird, open it, and put as much strychnine as will cover a sixpence in it,

and put it where the enemy comes ; and it will never visit you the second
time." (Strychnine is a \arulent poison.)

scarlets, yellows, and whites, in the outside-beds ; let No. 1 group on
each aide be of the same plants, and keep the blues, lilacs, and purples,
in the triangles No. 2.

Elm-tree Bleeding (fV.).—Forsyth's composition is the best we
know of for stopping the bleeding of the elm-tree, but it should be
applied when the sap is at rest. We have often cured such wounds as
you name with it, but perhaps some kind reader may let us hear of a
better remedy. 'J'he composition is made with fresh cow-dung, wood-
ashes, and old lime, in the same proportions as they mix lime and sand
for builders' mortal-, at least, that is the way we always made it ; when
this gets dry, it often cracks, but a second slight coi>ering will set it as
hard and close as plaistcr, and it will last many years.

Coral Plant (C. K. K.).—This beautiful plant (Erythrina rriata-
galti), is well suited for planting against the south side of u cottage or
castle, but it requires a slight covering over the roots in winter, such as
any of the new tuchsias want. The stems ilie down yearly, after bloom-
ing, and it is very easy to save the roots ; a little heap of coal-ashes would
auswer as well as anything.

Single Dahlias (B. S.).—We never heard if Mr. Beaton*s sug-
gestions respecting the Betnitr; of Thefford dahlia were acted upon ; and
we have heard nothing about them or '/.etinda since.

Budded Roses {A Subscriber).~\o\xv question has been answered
lately by Mr. Appleby. It is best not to cut away a small portion of the
shoot beyond the bud until the first growth is about finished—say to the
beginning or middle of .luly. Leave six inches or so of the old shoot,
and tie the young shoot from the bud to it as soon as it is fit to handle.

Flower Garden (BfrZ/irt).—A very prettily laid-out garden indeed,
and the planting judicious, except the Golden Chain geranium bed, which
will be too low for that part of the garden. We would phmt it where you
intend the pentstemons; move these to the purple petunia bed, and put
this petunia where you have the Golden Chain. The composition would
still be the same as you propose yourscll. This change will put the
lowest plant and the richest foliage next the windows, and be a rich
foreground to the picture. Vou are fortunate in having so many of the
Golden Chain ; but plant them as thick as your stock will allow.

Joslin's St. Aldan's Grape.—J. il/i/rrfocA says—" Vou lately en-
quired of your readers to inform you what ihey knew of the Joslin's
St. Alban's Grape. I have for these last three years grown it in pots
in juxta-position with the Chasselas Musque, and "neither I nor any of my
friends could ever perceive the least difference between them'. The
mature wood of both is a bright brown; their leaves ol medium size,
rather hard, without the least down, little or no lobe, but regular serrated

;

the berries perfectly round, and, except fully exposed to the light, or
allowed to hang long on the vine, of a greenish white, and prone to crack
if over-watered when getting ripe. It was a sad mistake oi Mr. Thomp-
son when he took it for a new variety, for no one will accuse him of
lending his aid to gull any one ; but grapes grown under ditferent cir-

cumstances often ay=urac altered characters. For instance, the old Black
Hamburgh is said to be round, and Wilmot's has the appearance of
being beaten with a hammer. This latter circumstance made a person
eihiuit as Wilmot's, at the Horticultural Rooms, one October, grajies
hich I had seen during the summer growing on vines I tended thirty

before, ai

question next i

Bees.—We agree with A large Devonshire Bee-keeper, when he says

:

— " We >hould like to see, through the pages of The Cottage Gar-
dener, this year, instances of early swarming in dilferent counties of
England. Also, statements of the largest quantities of honey taken, and
under what system. Wc rejoiced to see such kindness manitV^ted to the
author of The Honey Bee, by his neighbours sending him some stocks of
bees. We should be very willing to give him some, but the distance
prevents. We admire his work, and his excellent lecture on the manage-

I ment of the honey-bee, delivered when ne was 70 years of age, and the

j

first lecture ever delivered by him." We tliink '* A Country Curate "

was right, at page ;i8, as to the cause of been forsaliing their hires, which
in your neighbourhood this year has been of very frequent occurrence.

; then of a good : „
The Browallia was gratefully received.

my plants

Growing Geraniums.—.4. .B. r. D, asks our opini
of growing them :—After the flowering season is over
.lo-.vn, and feed them with guano-water until they are well broken out
ihen I fresh pot them, and keep them close for awhile to recover. 1 give
II') more manure-water to them till the latter end of February, then 1

make use of the guano again. In March, I top all the shoots, using the
eoano-water rather often, until I have them to break out again, the same
as the specimen sent ; then I intend to withhold the manure-water until
the blossom-buds appear, and give them a little more after. I have about
ii) plants in 6 and 8-inch pots, with from 20 to 30 such shoots on each
ws the one sent; they are from 9 to 12 inches high from the rim of the
pot, and 18 to 22 inches through." Like the proof of the pudding, you
have shown us that your system is good and sound practice. The only
Uiing we see ol>jectionable, or rather, superfluous, is civing them strong

:ely after cutting them down. The shoot sent was very

Flower-Garden C.'I Constant Subscriber).—Uow unfortunate you
lid not comply with our rule, for your terrace geometric garden ia re-
narkably well laid out, and very easy to plant. If the centre of the
lOuse had been opposite the central walk, the whole would be tlie most
oniplete arrangement we have seen ; all that we can say is, to keep the

new species in this

; it only blooms in

i-e not a sufficient

constant bloom for

: herbaceous plants
our correspondent

Blue Gentian iB. B.).—\Ve are not aware of a

genus. The stemless gentian is the best of them.
April, the rest arc only lit for mixed borders. We
number of hardy plants fit for bedding, to carry ou
the whole season, with only a few exceptions. AU
last no longer in bloom than annuals. Where c

obtain a good nightingale ?

Gardenia Shedding its Buds (Tirydail).~Yo\i do not say what
species. If it is a species requiring stove culture, see what is said about
O. Stajiler/ana, at page 36.

Transplanting Mangold-wurtzbl (A New Subscriber).—There
is no doubt, that if done carefully, and whilst the plants are young.
Mangold- wurtzcl may be transplanted safely. It is a good plan to till up
any gaps in the rows by this mode, but the nntranisplanted are usually
finer than that transplanted. Vou are quite right in saying that greatyes
are not suitable for fatting fowls, nor ia any animal food good for them
then, as it makes their flesh unpleasantly strong-flavoured.

Sp.^nisii Fowls' Egcs.—The correspondents who wrote for these, may
apply to Mr. Edward Wort, Knockholt, Scvenoaks, Kent.

Small (Irrenhouse (Hebden Bridge).—Who could tell the cost of
erection without knowing the dimensions? If you buy our number 109,
you will find full particulars and plans for one that was built for .t'H.

IIoRSE-noE (J. B. H.).—You may have this to hoe between rows of
Lucerne nine inches apart. Any agricultural implement maker will send
you price, l<ic. Hand-hoeing would aer\'e your purpose best, unless you
have a large quantity.

KxcBANCE OP Plants.—Mr. William Jackson, of Mansfield, Not-
tinghamshire, and Mr. John Battersby, of the same place, will be glad to
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exchange plants with Mr. Bridger. If you send the flowers to our office,

you will have an opinion of thera given by a competent authority, but not

by Mr. Glenny.

Wild Bees.—An old G«rff(?ner wishes for information " how to era-

dicate wild bees, of which large swarms have taken entire possession of a

turf-hank in a small garden, on which they have undermined and

destroyed the turf; and are now extending their destructive subterranean

work to the adjacent lawn." We never heard of such a case before. We
should put a litfle spirit of turpentine in a bottle, and thrust the mouth

of the bottle into the opening to each nest at night, leaving it there untd

morning. This kills wasps. Did any of our readers know of a smular

case ?

Hard Water {M. C. E.).—Yo\x may safely use it to all greenhouse

plants, after putting one ounce of carbonate of ammonia to every sixty

gallons, and allowing it to stand in the sun or any warm place for twelve

hours. This will only cure hardness arising from the presence of some

salts ; but the most certain mode would be to mix with the above-named

quantitv of water a ([uarter of an ounce of oxalate of avnnoma. Puttmg

s«« into your cold pits was good for killing slugs, hut it would absorb

moisture from the air. and promote the damp which injured your ver-

benas. The salt would not cause the paleness of your geranmms, we

think.

Rabbit Fattening (Gurrfenm).—They fatten best on oats and

carrots—a portion of each. A rabbit is best from four to six months old,

and requires a month to fatten. One cock hantam is sufficient for five

hens :
get rid of the other two. If your soil is light as well as poor, give

it a dressing of clay and stable-manure ; if heavy, give a similar apphca-

tion of road-drift, coal-ashes, and stable-manure.

Heating Small Gkeenhgdse (T. F.}.—The hot-water pipes should

run along the froJit, and, as the door is in the centre of the front, he

sunk in an open bricked space ; but as the house is small, perhaps

passing the pipes along Che back of the house may do. You will have

sufficient light and ventilation for your purpose.

Gad 1 Place (P/u/o).—You had better advertise for c
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PonLTRY Fating Eggs (F. IK.).—Their having had egg-shells to eat

did not teach them the bad habit. If giving them abundance of limey

matter, and a change of fuod, does not cure them, there is no help ; you

must get rid of them. If you do not give them animal food at all, give

thera some greaves ; if you do give thein animal food, then cease to do

HO, and give thera more green food.

Syhinge 'J. S. Stoke).—You will find plant-syringes at all dealers in

hardware ; one is as good as another.

CoCTiiN-CuiNA Fowls (Incubator).—It is quite possible to find some

Polish fowls that will be more profitable than so7ne Cochin-Chinas ; but

if they are fed alike (and they certainly consume equal quantities of

food) we are quite sure that the best Cochin-Chinas will surpass the best

Polands in the number of their eggs ; and you quite forget the high

price that the Cochin chickens fetch, when compared with those of the

Poland. The gentle habits of the Cochin fowls, and the ease with which

they are kept within a fence not more than three feet high, will also give

thein a preference in the estimation of the amateur. We shall be very

happy to publish the results of your own experience.

African Plants.—M. B. has seeds from Africa, with these names

—

B'tmca or Oc/trn ; Kashlmr ; Sunt; Hubb Aziz. Can any reader kindly

help us to the botanical names?

CocniN-CHiNA Fowls (F. D. H).~lt is certainly o great fault in

your Cochin-China chickens, that of having a fifth toe. The parent birds

{although without the fifth toe themselves) must have sprung from birds

which have had a cross with the Dorking, and now throw back to that

stock. If I mistake not, you will also find, as the chickens fledge, that

they will show too much tail. The Spanish should be quite white in the

face. I have been told that those which are red the first year may become
white the second, but this I have not noticed myself.

—

Anster Bonn.

Gapes in Poultry (A Hertfordshire Lady).—The " gapes" is a very

troublesome and dangerous complaint among chickens. As you justly

observe, prevention is better cure, and as this proceeds, I believe, from

cold, it is advisable to shelter the coops from the east wind so prevalent

just now, and also from wet. When placed in the warm sunshine, they

especially require this protection. In an early stage of the complaint,

cure is not hopeless. Hold the beak of the chicken open, and clean the

throat well with a feather dipped in oil ; let this be done every morning,

and give occasionally a small pill of Barbadoes aloes. It is needless to

add, that the little invalids must be kept warm.

—

Anster Bonn.

CocniN-CniNA Fowls C^^- Dingle).~l have known Cochin-China
fowls* eggs hatch at various times, between the nineteenth and twenty-

second, or even twenty-third days, and a correspondent of The Cottage
Gardener mentions some which came as late as the twenty-fourth. In

unluckily getting no chickens from your 54 eggs, you are not alone, for

many have complained of the same mischances this spring. The chicks

dying in the egg-shell, may arise from various causes ; from some fault

in the parent birds; from the eggs having been stale; from want of

warmth or steadiness in the sitter; or from sitting them in too dry a

situation. I have not found this happen more frequently with Cochin-

China than with other kinds of fowls. I consider eight months old too

young to breed from,

—

Anster Bonn.

Names OF Plants.—(X.'A.).—No plant reached us with your note.

(H. B., Kingsbridge).—Thotnasia quercifolia, a hardy greenhouse plant.

(C. H. G.).—\. Fittospermum ferrugineum. 2. Tcitf.-rium fruticans.

3. Cineraria macrophyllu of " The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary."

4. Tecoma capensis. 5. Malva creana. 6. Did not reach us. {A Learner).

—Yours is that rare plant Ranunculus parnassifalius, worthy of a place

in every collection. It arrived as a apecimen ought, with its root, leaves,

and flowera in good order.

ORCHID HOUSE.
!

Air: now that the days have lengthened, and the sun obtains much
power, air must be given liberally. If the house is built, as we recom-
mended, facing east and west, the sun will have great power early in the
morning, and late in the afternoon, and therefore air must be given
accordingly. Baskets, examine weekly, and such as are dry give a good
steeping in tepid water. Catasetums, CvRTOPoniuiMS, and plants of

similar habit, will now be growing freely, and should be as freely watered
at the root, care being taken that no water lodges in the hollow of the
young leaves. Dendrobiums, and any other plants in flower, should
either be removed to a cooler house till the bloom is over, or be placed at

the coolest end of the house, and more air given there ; but they should
be removed into their growing quarters till they have formed the new
bulbs. New Plants, such as have just been received from abroad,
should not have much water or great heat till fresh growths are com-
menced. Heat: during this month the greater part of the plants will

be making rapid growth ; the heat must be kept up to the maximum.
Moisture nmst also be plentifully bestowed upon the internal air ; wet
the walks, walls, and pipes, two or three times a day, especially in the
morning and afternoon. Insects, such as snails and slugs, will abound

;

destroy them diligently. It is a good practice to look in upon them in

the evening, with a lamp or a candle; they may be probably found at

their work of destruction. Potting, if not finished last month, should
now be completed ; let the weeds be all drawn up, for they will grow even
in an orchid-house. Shading, apply daily when the sun shines. Sv.
RiNGE : this will be in constant requisition, especially for plants growing
on blocks. Water, at the root, bestow liberally to all growing plants,

but withhold it gradually as the bulbs arrive at maturity.
T. Appleby,

STOVE PLANTS.

Acuijienes, attend, with support for the weak-growing; give freely

plenty of water to those advanced in growth
; pot the last batch this

month. A. picta is a fine species to bloom in winter. Air, give liberally

to keep down at minimum point the internal atmosphere. Baskets, if

any are used for drooping plants, should be taken down frequently, and
dipped in tepid water. Cuttings of stove plants : the plants will now
be making young growths, and these make the best cuttings ; take them
otf, and put them in sand in heat. Gloxinias and Gesneras, repot,

and syringe every day. Is.oras, specimens, tie out; young plants place

in dung-heat, to encourage rapid growth. Gardenias, now in flower,

remove into the greenhouse, to prolong their blooming season. Heat,
keep up to the maximum, 70° by day, 6o° by night. Moisture to the
air, supply liberally by flooding the walks twice a day; Oleanders, place

in pans of water, to cause the blooms to open freely, and encourage
grotvth. Syringe: use this instrument freely every fine day, avoiding
such plants as may be in flower. Potting: continue to repot young
stove plants, to bring them on in growth. Weeds: let none appear
beyond the seed ; keep everything tidy, and neat, and sweet, in order to

render the stove attractive and agreeable. T. Appleby,

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

Auriculas and Polyanthuses, shade, and keep well supplied with
water; pot seedlings, and sow, if not done last month. Carnations
and PicoTEES, finish potting without fail

;
plant out seedlings to bloom ;

sow seed. Cinerari as, shade ; pot off seedlings as they grow ; it is not

too late to sow seed yet. Dahlias, harden off, and plant out towards

the end of the month; cuttings of rare kinds may yet be put in. Holly-
hocks, stake, and water with liquid manure. Pansies, in bloom,
shade from sun ; water and stir the soil about them ; keep them clear of

weeds. Pinks, stir the soil between the rows, and apply a mulching of

short dung. Ranunculuses, water freely in dry weather. Tulips,
protect from frosty nights and heavy rains ; retard the bloom, if too early,

by shading during hot sun. Verbenas, plant out, b. ; in pots, water

freely, and shade. Look out for weeds, slugs, and various insects, and
destroy them constantly and diligently. T. Appleby.

FLOWER GARDEN.

Anemones, water well between the rows. Annuals (Tender), remove
into another hotbed ; pot, if not done in April ; water gently, and give

air as much as possible; prick out April-sown. Antirrhinums, plant

and sow for late autumn bloom. Auriculas done blooming, remove
to N.E. aspect, where they will not have the sunshine after nine; offsets

with roots detach, and plant three in a pot; seedlings keep in the shade;

water moderately in dry weather ; auriculas to seed should be kept from
wet. Awnings, or other shelter, continue over beds of tulips, e., now in

bloom. Bedding-plants, be not in too great hurry to plant out; the

middle of the month is time to begin any of the half-hardy plants.

Biennials, sow, b., in rows, thinly, Bulbous Roots, generallj-,

directly leaves decay, take up and store ; seedlings shade through mid-

day ;
plant again after separating offsets, or else store until the end of

July. Carnations; remove side-buds from flower-steras; shade from

meridian sun ; water in dry weather
;
put sticks to, and tie stalks ; sow.

Dahlias, old, part and plant, b. ; young, plant out, e. Dress the

borders, &c., frequently. Flowering Plants require staking, &c.

Fuchsias may be planted. Grass
roll weekly. Hyacinths, take up

for Mi: go this

, ._jd mark such plants aa seem out of plat

crocarpa, make cuttings of when the young shoots are three inches

long. Prune and transplant Laurestinus when done flowering; also

prune Berdbrib AauiFOLiA. Perennials, bow, b.; propagate by

«lipa and cuttings. Polyanthuses, part, and shade throughout the
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summer ; sunshine destroys them ; sow seed of. Roses, watch for

insects on, and destroy them ; roses in groups, keep them low ; roses in

pots may be planted out. Rose-stocks tor budding, do not rub olf shoot

;

hut stop those not wanted at the second or third joint. Sta.ke and tie

up plants; seedlings, thin. Sdekace-stireisg cannot be too frequently
pLTformed. Tulips, remove seed-pods; take up and store as leaves

decay ; water frequently in dry weather. Wall-klowers, sow first

crop, to bioom next year. Water-glass bulbs, plant in borders as

llowers decay. Watering, attend to in dry weather, especially to plants
newly removed. At the commencement of this month, during showery
weather, plant cuttings of Duuble Wall-flowers and Pansits, and divide

the roots of Neapolitan and Russiun Violets, transplanting in preparation
for potting to flower in winter. Half-hard^ plants may now be brought
from the greenhouse, and their other winter shelters, and distributed in

the borders. Mild moist weather is most suitable for this work. The
more tender climhing annuals, such as Tropwulum aduncum and Coii-

volvutus major, should not he planted out until the end of the month.
Put in Slips of double White and Purple Rocket, under hand-glasses,

or near a wall on the north side. Cuttings of China Roses plant in a
shady place. D. Beaton.

FRUIT FORCING.
Aphides, keep down by fumigation or the liquid. BoTTOSi-nEAT,

beware extremes, watch frequently, do not exceed S5^, Capsicums, pot
off, and get forward, b. Cucumbers, increase atmospheric moisture to,

in house ; renew linings in frames ; fumigate if the fly appears, and stop
and set frequently. Figs, water freely ; stop a few eyes beyond the fruit.

Fires, moderate. Floors, water thrice a day. Iksects m general, look
lor constantly ; fumigate in time. Kidney Bea.ns, water freely with
liquid manure, and stop; pot off a succession, b. LiauiD manure
use clear and weak, frequently. Musqroom-house, keep a very moist
air to; make a late spring bed, mixing loam with the dung, b. Melons,
train, stop, thin out, set, &c., almost daily ; water very freely as soon as
the fruit are as large as eggs, using liquid manure ; continue to plant
successions, and sow the latest lot, b. Nectarines, give peach treat-

ment. Peaches, stop, disbud, train, thin their fruit, &c., and syringe
freely twice a day. Pines, watch bottom-heat, water more liberally,

and keep moist air to. Suading, practice if vegetation is oppressed.
Red Spider; sulphur pipes, flues, &c., once a month. Tomatoes,
harden off, b. Ventilate freely on all proper occasions. Watering,

ith the season. R. Ereington.

ORCHARDING.
Apricots, hand-pick, b. ; thin fruit, m. Aphiues. destroy. Ame-

rican Blight, watch for. Apples, hand-pick. Borders, clean and
dress. Budded Trees (last year), remove wild shoots from, and secure
the growing bud. Cherries, train and clear from Aphides. Currants
(Red and white), stop watery breast-shoots, e. Currants (Black), keep
down fly, b.; «ater when dry. Disbudding, perform frequently- Figs,
prune, train, and disbud ; commence stopping, c. Grafts, keep down
wild shoots of last year's, and secure the graft from wind. Liquid
Manure apply to hard-bearing trees. Mulching, attend well to, e.

Nectarines, as peaches. Nuts, destroy suckers, e. Plums, clear
from fly, and train, b. Peaches, disbud, and cleanse from Aphides, b.

;

stop gross shoots, and thin fruit, e. Pears, train, and thin fruit, e.

Protection, remove from blossoms, m. Red Spider, extirpate;
depend on sulphur and the ."syringe. Raspberries, thin out shouts
where very thick, and remove unnecessary suckers, m. Stopping, keep
an eye to. Staking, look to in orchard, b. Scale on bark, extirpate,

b. Strawberries, mulch and water freely in blossom. Alpines may
still be planted, b. Training, attend to assiduously, especially with
young trees. Wateb, apply in drought to new planting. Walks,
clean or turn. R. Eerington.

GREENHOUSE.
AiR admit freely in good weather. If the house should be shut up in

cold nights, give air the first thing in the morning ; toward the end of the
month leave a little air all night, increasing the quantity by degrees.

Annuals, &c., bring in from pits and frames, when approaching the

blooming state. Sow quick-growing ones, as Balsams ; and hardy ones,
as Collinsias and Nemophilas, for succession. Mignonette, sow in
pots, or in turf under protection, for succession, Achimenes, bring
flrst or second lot from their winter quarters, and place them in pans in
the front of a cucumber-pit, or under a handlight in the greenhouse.
Balsams and Cockscombs must now be sown or potted ; the Balsams
requiring less heat and more air than the Cockscombs. Cuttings, con-
sisting of nice stubby side shoots of young j;rowth will now root readily in
a mild bottom-heat. All bedding-out plants intended for the balcony or
a small flower-garden may now be propagated very easily, if inserted in

a bed of light soil over a little sweet dung, and a frame placed over them.
All quick-growing things, such as Verbenas, Ageralums, and Caleeolarias
may thus be rooted with little trouble, and be fit for planting or potting
in two or three weeks. Young shoots of Heaths, Epacrisfs, Azaleas, &c.,
may now be struck, inserting them in silver-sand, in pots well drained,
and putting a bell-glass over them ; keeping them rather cool for a few
weeks, and then giving them a little mild bottom-heat. The whole of
this section must be treated as previously recommended, according as
they are in bloom, have finished blooming, or have been cut down by
pruning. Earth : stir the surface on pots and borders, and fresh
dress where repotting or renewing the earth is not advisable. Sow seeds
of the Orange or Lemon, and when of a suitable size let them be grafted
or inarched—preferring the former—and placing the plants in a moist
hot-bed ; any stocks raised late last season may be so used. For flower-
ing in a dwarf state, and almost continuously, the Otaheite orange is

valuable. Suiptiso into larger pots must be carefully proceeded with.
la Che case of Fuchsias, Ocraniums, Cinerarias, &:c<, intended as buc-

cessive crops, those advancing should be carefully trained, according to

the principles recently adverted to. Succession crops oi Ac/timenes,
Glo^tJiias, Gesnerus, &c., must now be seen after. Salvias must be
propagated for autumn and winter blooming. Seeds of Salvia patens
produce strong nice flowering plants. Their doing well for the season
will depend on the treatment they receive now. In consulting present
convenience, we must not forget the future. Stocks, and all half-hardy
plants may now be sown under handlights, or a covering of some sort on
a border, and will take the place, in succession, of those that received
some artificial heat. Hardy Plants should now be set in a sheltered
corner, to make way for the importations from the pits and frames. The
first to be removed may consist of Coronillas, Ct/ftsus, Acacia, Pittospo-
rum, &c. Seedlings and Cuttings must be pricked oft' in time, or they
will destroy each other. Water will he required oftener as the sun gains
strength. Plants with large leaves generally require the greatest supply.

Plants in Windows will now i-equire extra attention. The increase of
mild temperature will bring an increase of dust and insects. Vases
and Baskets for balconies and small gardens, must now be got ready,
but do not be too venturesome in planting them for a fortnight to come,
unless you can cover at night. R. Fisn.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Angelica, plant, or thin out, as the case may require. ArticuOkbs,

dress off, if not done, and plant a few suckers for succession. Alex-
anders, attend to thinning, &e. Asparagus, sprinkle with salt once
a week during the cutting season. If this be attended to there ^vill be
no fear of weeds or slugs; but the surface of the beds should be opened
once a week with some little pointed implement. Balm, earthstir among.
Beets (Red), thin out, &c. Basil should be exposed to the open air

all fine weather, so as to have good stocky plants to plant out toward the

end of the month in warm borders. Beans, sow in succession in cool

situations ; attend to topping and earth-stirring advancing crops.

Borage, sow, and save seed from such as have stood the winter. Bore-
cole, sow, b. ;

prick out, and save for seed. Brocolis of any kind may
be sown at the beginning, for Cape Brocoli in particular this is just the
season, when sown sooner they are so apt to run or button ; attend to

pricking and planting out any early-sown kinds, and to look to favourite

kinds for seed. Burnet, attend to. Cabbages, s.w or plant; earth-

ing attend to. CaI'sicusi raised in hotbeds, should be well inured to the
open air, for planting out in the open warm border, at the end of the

month. Carrots, sow; attend to thinning-out advancing crops, also

attend to watering the early crops in frames or the like. Cardoons, thin

out or sow b. Cauliflowers, the early hand-glass crops should be well

basened up, supplied with water, and liquid manure water, once a week ;

attend to pricking or planting out in succeshion. Celery, may sow;
attend to pricking and planting out the earlier sown. Coamomilk,
earth-stir among. Chervil, sow, and leave for seed. Cress (American;,

sow ; save for seed. Chives, keep clear from weeds. Coriander, sow,

and leave for seed. Crops failed, lose no time to replace. Cucumbers,
plant out under hand-glasses upon a little bottom-heat ; attend to thin-

ning, topping, and removing any decayed leaves daily ; those in bearing

assist with a little top-dressing often. Dill, attend to. Eaeth-stiru-
ING, in all cases attend to in dry weather. Endive, sow a little towards

the end of the month for early use. Fennel, attend to planting out

seedlings. Hotbeds, attend to. Hyssop, attend to. Kale (Sea),

earth-stir, or carefully fork un among the old crowns, if not done before
;

look over seedlings, and where so\vn in patches to remain, thin out atul

attend to. Kidney-beans (Dwarfsj and Runners, sow main crops at

the b., or transplant from hot-beds ; make another sowing e. of the monih
for succession ; attend to protection in case of frosty nights. Leeks,
thin out early, or transplant ; leave for seed. Lettuces, so%v every fort-

night
;
plant out and tie a few every week, and mark some of the best,

or anv favourite kinds that have stood the winter, for seed. Marigolds,
sow. ' Marjoeam (Sweet), see Basil {common garden), may plant and
keep clear from weeds. IMelons, sow b. ; pot off and ridge out in sucecs-.

sion ; attend to setting fruit, thinning, topping, earthing-up, and water-

ing the advancing crops. Mint, plant out new beds where required ; if

short of rooted plants, cuttings will root readily at this season, if planted

and well watered. Mushroom-beds should be made in the coolest

; attend to those in bearing. Mustard and
where required. Nasturtiums, sow withtmt

delay, if not done before. Onions, weed; keep the surface earth

loosened ; a small fine-toothed iron rake will be found an excellent tool

for this and similar purposes ; (Welsh) leave for seed. Parsley, sow;
thin out Hnmburf^h, and leave for seed. Parsnips, thin, and earth

loosen. Peas, sow in succession ; draw up earth along each side of the

rows before sticking, in case soakings of water should be required ; stick-

ing attend to in time. Pennyroyal may be planted in a cool situatitm.

Pompions, sow, or plant out under hand-glass, upon a little bottom-heat.

Potatoes, hoe amongst, with cire not to injure the young fibre- Purs-
lane, sow; leave for seed. Radishes, sow in cold situations; and
leave for seed. Rape, sow forsalading; (cdible-rooted) sow, e. Rose-
mary and Rue, may plant. Sack, may plant; cuttings root readily at

this season if planted in a shady border and well watered. Salsapy and
j

ScoRZONERA, sow main crop b. Summer savory, sow or plant out.

Savoys, prick out, &c. Spinach, sow and leave for seed, and thin out

voung crops. Tansy and Taragon, may plant. Tomatoes, attend to

for planting out e. of the month. Turnips, sow, thin out, and leave for

seed. Turnip Cabbage, sow. Vegetable Marrow, sow or ridge out

underhand-glasses upon a little bottom-heat. M&ny /rosti/ ni/jhts may
he expected during fliay, therefore, previously to planting out tender

plants, remember how it is to be protected should cold cold or unkind

weather set in. T. Weaver.
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DAHLIAS FOll IHryl.—A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF DAHLIAS, ETC., CROWN I"OK SALE BY

CLARKE AND COMPANY,
SEEDSMEN AND FLORISTS, Hfi, HIGH STREET, OPPOSITI'; THE TOWN HALL, R.OROUGH, LONDON

CLARKE tt CO., encouraged by an increasing trade in Dahlias, heg respectfully to suljn:iit the following list for LS5'^, tluy

consider that they have enumerated all varieties worthy the attentinii of the admirers of that popular ilower. Tlie selectiun

has been made from many hundreds of varieties, and all such as were second-rate have been discai'ded.

in the first class of Dahlias, as below, will he found many scarce kinds, such as most lists do not contain, and
amongst the Fancy sorts are all the most novel and curious flowers, of Tipped, Laced, Sjiotted, and Striped varieties. Th;

satisfaction aflbrded to our Dahlia customers last yciiris, we ilatter ourseh'cs, a snflicient guarantee of the genuineness f<\'

our stock, and we (rust will induce unr friends to TuMjur us agahi witli tlieir kind orders.

nd extra lln

ft. high
,

Glenny, Barnes, yellow, an immense
, good 3

3. Ashley, Bragg, white, tipped with
[

Plants of the following New and First-rate varieties at 10s per Dozen.
ft. hid

Nepaulese Prince, Stein, dark crimson
Napoleon, Parker, vermilion

Hon. Mrs. Ashley, Bragg, white, tipped with | Nil Desperandum, tilehi, red, large and deep
Norili W'estiTii. Khitberly, purple, large .. :

NeiKiulcse Cliirt, Kri/nes, striped like a Zebra
PauliiK-, Kni.hrfUi, purple :

Pirolk-, Snltn-, ciimson purple
Queen ol Beavitits, jl/iVW/e//, waxy white, lipped

with crimson, a splendid riower . . . . :

of Dahlias, Kelsnll, white, deeply edged

ft. high
Antoinette, Bushell, blush
Admiral, Brufff,', liglit lilac, large

Alpha, Parsons, nankeen.

.

. . .

.

. . ;i

Ambassador, Green, large dark maroon . . 2

Anticipation, pale lilac, good show liower . . 3
BlanchHeur, Mortey, pure white, good .. 3

Berenger, Fuuvel, purple.

.

. - . ..3
Baltic, liushell, amber 2

Bnrniaid, Holmes, white, early in the season
beautifully tipped with lavender, fine form. . 3

Beauty of Kent, Trertjieid, white, deeply edged
with carmine, very attractive .

.

. . . . 5

Carmina, Bragg, carmine red, large useful

show flower . . .

.

. . .

.

. . 3

Elizabeth, Whale, white, tipped with lavender 3

Goliath, Turner, buff, a new shade of colour,

double, full and fine in form. Early blooms,
rather uncertain, but are vtry tiue and con-
stant during the latter part of the season,

General Fauchcr, Rose, rosy carmine, very sym-
metrical, large, constant, and extra fine

Gem of the Grove, SoOen, maroon shaded,
good show flower . . . . . . . .

Gracilis, tialttn\ orange fawn, tinted rose .. :

Hon. Illr. Herbert, Dndd, buff, mottled and
tipped with pink, full and deep, line flower.

.

.lulien, Hale, rose, compact, good .. .. ;

Kant, AV(/^rt', white, flne form .. .. .. ;

King, Morgan, rich crimson, good form .. :

Leda, Feilons, buff . . . . . . . . ;

Lady E. Cathcart, Turner, white, tipped with
purple .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . ;

Model, Fellows, brown .

.

. . .

.

. . '

Madame Kuhlraann, Batidin'n, white, molded
with rose pink, very showy .

.

. . . . ;

Mr. Palmer, Turner, salmon, large .

.

. .

Miss Herbert, Keynes, while, tipped with

Miss Spears, i:.«j«07i;,vKnY scarce; the Florist

for Jan. says of Miss Spears, crimson, richly

shaded with maroon, first blooms small,

hut with good growth, they ultimately come
lar^e enough for any stand, tine compact
form, very constant .. .. .. ..

Model, Barnes, dark :

.'ith lil

Uuciii (it the West, Sealer/, blush white ..

Quiic-mis. Sa/t>-r, dark red .. .. .. :

Kouniihciul, Hhlines, salmuu bufl", fine form .. <

Itegina, Hate, dark rosy purple .

.

.

.

.

.

:

Sir C. Napier, Hale, rich deep scarlet, con-
stant and extra fine .

.

:

Sir R. Peel, Dnimmond, scarlet lake, very
symmetrical, ot ext|uisite form, very fine .

.

J

Summit of Perfection, Keynes, purple, extra

fine, but rather uncertain .

.

. . .

.

;

SyJph, Serr>ry, white, tipped with lavender,
large .

.

.

.

.. <

Uranus, Salter, orange, shaded with rose .

.

:

V'ellow Gem, Gurney, briglit yellow . . .

.

;

Plants of the following^ Choice varieties at 4s per dozen.

Admiral Stopford, dark
Andromeda, primrose, tipped

Antagonist, white ..

Beauty of Highbury, white, deeply
laced with carmine

,, Supreme, salmon lake .

.

„ of Sussex, white cherry

tipped
iiig, bright

Black Pr
Box, scarlet . . . . .

.

.

.

4

Charles Turner, white, tipped with
lavender . . . . .

.

.

.

4

Captain Warner, puce .

.

.

.

3

Cardinal Ferretti, dark red .

.

4

Crocus, dark yellow .

.

.

.

:i

Duke of Cambridge, lilac .

.

.

.

;;

,, Newcastle, yellow .. 4

ft. high I Duke of Wellington, orange, fine 3

Dane Croft Hero, bright puce .. 4

Delight, white, edged with carmine 3
Duchess, pure white .

.

. . 3
Earl of Clarendon, orange . . 4

Ei Dorado, pale canary yellow . . 4

Eli/.abeth, peach blossom. . . . 4

Essex Triumph, dark . . . . 4

Fame, rich burgundy .

.

. . 3

Fearless, lilac, extra .

.

. . 3

Frederic Jerome, bluish purple . . 3
Gaiety, mottled orange .

.

. . 3

Gem, white, edged with purple .. 3

General Negrier, bronze .. ..4
Globe, crimion 3

Golden Fleece, orange bulF . . 3

Imbricata, crimson purple . . 4

Initnitublc, dark rosy purple . . 4

John I'Mwards, light scarlet . . 5
I.oul Ma

Lady of the Lake, white, tipped
lilac 3

„ St. Maur, white, tipped violet 3

Magnificent, amethyst, fine .. 4

Mr. Seldon, beautiful rosy purple 3
Marchioness Cornwallis, hlush
white .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 3

Mrs. Seldon, beautiful yellow . . 5

,, Charles Bacon, white, tipped
lavender, large . . . . 4

Mdlle. H. Gobert, beautiful rose. , 4
Miss Chaplin, blush laced cai-raine 3

,, Vyse, white, edged lilae . . 3

Negro, very dark . . . . . . 4

Nonpareil, ruby 4
Optimus, blush white .. ..5
Princess Louisa, shaded salmon. . 4

„ Iladzeville, white & purple 4

Privateer, yellow, laced red .. 4

Purple Standard, purple .

.

. . 3

I

Queen of Beauty, peach lilac

,, the Isles, white, tipped
with ciimhon .. ;

Lilacs, lilac .. .. :

„ Primroses, jirimrose ., :

„ the East, blush white.. :

,, England, white, tipped

,, Yellows . . .

.

,. ;

Richard Cobdcn, plum, fine ..

Seraph, orange
Sir F. Bathurit, crimson, e.\tra ..

:

Snowflake, white . . ,

.

.

.

;

Scarlet Gem, light scarlet.

.

.

.

.

Shyloek, bright scarlet . . .

.

Standard of Perfection, crimson .

.

,

Tliames Bank Hero, crimson ..

Tuissun d'Or, light orange .

.

,

utiiiis, puct^ :

Yellow Standard, yellow .. ., !

Select Fancy Varieties, containing the most Novel Kinds ever introduced, in all descriptions of Shade and
Colour, and are not to be surpassed. Those marked thus (*) are 10s per doz., and the others 4s per doz.

ft. high
*Admiration, Widnul and Davis, bright purple

and white.

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 3
Adolph Dubras, nankeen, laced with white . . 3

Belle de Nogent, scarlet, lipped mth white .. 3
* ,, de Pecq, liUquet, creamy yellow, tipped

with white, .spotted and striped with red,

very curious . . . . . . . . . . 3

Charles Perry, dark puce, tipped with white . . 3
Comus, carmine, tipped with white . . . . 3

Deutsche de Ordenstern, Halter, brown, tip-

ped with white . . . . . . . . . . 3

Discount, dark maroon, tipped with white . . 3

^Klegantissima, Mitchell, rosy purple, tipped
and edged with white . . . . . . . . 4

Empereur de Maroc, black, tipped with white,

extra fine 3
Elizabeth, amethyst and white, extra fine . . 3

Flying Dutchman, red and white, large . . 3
Floral Beauty, crimson, tipped with white, fine 3

Forget me Not, crimson, edged with white, good 4
Gasparine, dark cherry brown, tipped with

white, extra . . .

.

.

.

. . . . 4
General Cavaignac, purple, tipped with white 4
Highland Chief, salmon, tipped with white . . 4
Jeannette, chesnut brown, tipped with white 3
Jenny Lind, crimson, tipped with white . . 3
Kingfisher, Turner, red, tipped with white,

large 3

Keepsake, blood reil, tipped with white .. 3 I

La Rosicre, rose, stripRd with
Lady CuUum, yellow, tipped with white . . 3

,, Grenvdle, red, tipped with white . . 3

Madame Baaseville, light yellow, striped and
spotted with crimson . . . . 3

,, Bresson, nankeen, tipped with white 3

,, Eberth, violet, tipped with white .. 3

,, Wachy, crimson, tipped with white 3
*

,, Rose, Mietlez, bright rose, tipped
with white, very pretty .

.

. . 2
*fllrs. Hansard, Edwards, yellow, tipped with

white, large and extra fine .. .. ..3
* ,, Willis, Liddiard, maroon, tipped with

white, extra fine form . . . . . . 3

,, Labouehere, scarlet, tipped with white 3

,, Shaw Lefevore, red, tipped with white . . 4

*Miss Weyland, l//H«n. amber, edged with red,

tipped with white .

.

.

.

. . 2
*

,, Pope,Po/je,lightyeIlow,tippedwithwhite 3

„ Blackmure, purple, tipped with white, good 3

,, Compton, salmon scarlet, tipped with white 4

„ Stevens, pinky salmon, tipped and shaded
with white . . .

.

. . 3

*Maid of Lodi, Lewis, scarlet, edged with white,

colour very constant, good form . . . . 3

*]\Ir. Chouvercau, Robert, liolet, tipped with
white, very constant and showy . . . . 3

MasteiGeorge Clayton, purple, edged with white 3

*Novelty, crimson, edged with lilac, sometimes
tipped with white, \

:arly black, tipped with white
i^One''in the Ring, Dadd, crimson, tipped with

white 3

(Eillet Parfait, yellow, striped with carmine . . 3

*Proserpine, Salter, brown, tipped with white 3

*Phaeton, Miqtiet, rosy crimson, tipped with

white, extra fine .. .. .. ..3
*I*rincess Charlotte, Miqtiet, violet, tipped with

white 3
* „ Leopoldine, Van Geert, crimson,

tipped with white . . . . . . . . 4

Pretty Polly, TMrn''»',lightred,tipped with white 4

Pieotee, sulphur, striped with crimson . . 3

Picturata, cream, edged with scarlet . . . . 3

Postsccretaire Haine, dark purple, tipped with

white 3

*tiueen of Fairies, Domeyer, rosy crimson,

tipped with white .

.

.

.

. . . . 4

*Racliael, G«jnex, white with purple edges; the

Florist for March calls this the best purple
and white dahlia out . . .

.

. . . . 3

*Reine Pomare, vivid orange scarlet, tipped

with white, showy and constant in colour 3

Rainbow, red, tipped with white . . . . 3

Symmetry, Barnes, maroon, tipped with white 4

Striata Perfecta, lavender, striped with carmine 3

Theresa Richter, white, spotted with carmine 4

Triumph de Madgcburg, scarlet, tipped with
white . . .

.

. . .

.

.

.

. . 4

Vulcain, Tassart, red, tipped with white, good
^

Verbenas in

Fuchsias
Geraniums

great variety 49 pe Senecios in variety 4s per doz. I Cupheas in variety 4s per doz. I Penstemons in great variety 4s per doz.

Mimulus do. do. Heliotropes do. do, Ageratums, Petunias, Antirrhinums, Phlo.\eB, Lo-

Calccolarias do, do. | Salvias do. do. | belias, and all other kinds of bedding-out Plants.do. I
Salvias do. do. | belias

Baskets to Pack One Dozen Plants in, 4d each. Baskets to Pack Two Dozen Plants in, 6d each

yJ licmiflancf or Jh'f'erenai required Jfum uttknowa i'VrivxjiMinlciUst
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is not so liable to clog in tlamp soil, breaks the

clods when tm'ned up more effectually, ami I'cir

potato-diggiuy, or working amongst other roots,

it stands alone and umivalled. It will take up
as much soil as a spade, unless the earth be
veiy loose and friable ; and even this may in a

degree be obviated, by ha\ing the arrow-headx

( which should be stcehd) made a little larger, so

that their inner angles may be closer together.

Of course this tool may be made as heavy or as

hght as may be required, according to circum-

stances. All I know is, that my father's work-

men in BerksUu-e will never touch a spade for

hardly any pui-pose, if they cau get one of these

forks. I need not give any dimensions, as of

course they would be the same mth any three-

grained fork. If you should not have happened
to have met \rith Neptune's insignia in this guise

before, T am sm-e upon trial that you will be
pleased with it, and I shall f^el happy in hav
ing been the means of bringing it under your
notice."

FORSYTH MSS,

Abund.^nt proofs aj'e in tlie letters before us of Mr.

Anderson's indefatigable industry and sound judgment,

yet misrepreseutations were sent home, and he had thus

to defend himself iu a letter dated Jmie Cth, ITsO, and

we insert the extract the more readily because it con

tains needful and sound advice to those about to migrate

to a tropical climate.

Jin. A. ANDEBSON TO MB. FORSYTH.

I had letters from Sir Geoi'ge Yonge, Sir Joseph Banks,
and Blr. Adair. They seem to think I pay too much atten-

tion to the useless and neglect the useful plants, but that is

far from being tlie case, for the introduction and cultivation

of plants useful iu medicine or commerce are objects I

always keep in view, and flatter myself I have not been
negligent that w.iy, for all my disquisitions tend to the

interest of the department. I assure you, the introducing

those that appear useless has been no additional expense
to the department, or occasioned any inattention to the

necessary duties thereof.

The idea of those plants whose properties are not yet

ascertained being cumbersome to the garden, and talcing

place of more useful, is wrong, for it is absolutely necessary
to get the ground as thick covered with plants as possible

before the more useful will tlirive, for there is no cultivating

plants with success in this country without screening them
from the direct rays of tlie sini, and retaining tlie natural

moisture of the earth by shade ; for which end I liave been
obliged to fill every part of the garden that was open and
exposed with fast-growing plants, which prosper in all soils

and situations, and which are useless and ugly, such as

JEscliyiwmenc i/rnnrlijlora, Richius, etc., before I could got

any others to grow.. Shelter from the sun is as necessary
here as from cold nntli you, and this holds good in the
spontaneous productions of the country, and you may depend
upon it there is little less trouble in cultivating plants with
success here than with you. The most proper plan, and is

the one I should have adopted had I got possession of the
botanic ground in a state of nature, to have let it remain
nearly so for some years, at least all the trees and taller

plants should have remained, and only clearing the under-
wood and vines, and so sovni my seeds, and reared my
plants with little trouble. Nor is there anything more
lidiculous than a spot of land intended for a garden in this

country to be cleared as in Europe, and I have often viewed
the negro gardens with surprise, being filled witli all kinds
of vegetables in the greatest perfection, while their master's
garden was a bed of dry earth. This I readily found to be
from the negroes tracing the footsteps of nature, by leaving
every tree tliat would shelter the labours of his hand, while
his master acted tlie contrary. Wlioever has seen a tropical

country in a state of nature, -views with admiration the wise

precautions nature has taken to guard lier vegetable off-

spring; and when the luxurianoy of it far surpasses any-

thing of the kind in any other chmate in the world, from
the tallest tree to the most grovelling vine, every individual

mutually aids and supports one another. The spreading
branch and thick foliage of the lofty tree protects the
humbler plants from the scorching rays of the sun, they, in

return, cover the surface of the eai'th, and retain a pei-petual

moisture to nourish the roots of their protectors, so that in

the woods of tropical climates there is a perpetual shade
and moisture, and so thick that most parts are hardly
pervious to the smallest quadruped.

Industry and integrity triumphed over all difficulties,

and having obtained an intelligent sergeant of Ai-tillery

as his deputy overseer of the garden, Mr. Anderson

readily availed himself of a long-desired opportunity of

visiting the Soutli American continent. The result is

told in the following letter, dated from St. Vincent's,

,Tuly llith, 17WI5.

MR. A. ANDERSON TO MR. rOKSVTU.

I am sorry to iiifonn you my exiiedition to the main
inoved fruitless, through the ignorance of a rascally mulatto
pilot, wlio, in cariying us into Cumana, run the frigate,

among rocks and shoals, that it was with great diiiiculty she
was saved, and that was solely owing to the sagacity and
address of Captain Bickerton. After extricating the frigate,

the captain, as well as every one on boai'd, deemed it too

serious a matter to risk her further on such a dangerous
and unknown coast, where no more confidence could be

placed in onr pilot. With great reluctance we were obliged

to retnrn. You may readily judge of my disappointment;
after running along a country for some hundred leagues,

where every moment new objects excited new desires to get

on shore, and when I thought the moment was almost

arrived when I conceived my desires were to be gratified, to

find them frustrated. But I never can enough manifest my
gratitude to Captain Bickerton for his attentions to me
dm'ing ray stay on board the frigate, which was three weeks,

indeed, the whole of his conduct was that of a brother, and
he was far more concerned at my disappointment than any
other thing that happened. He is a young man of educa-

tion, and has a natural turn for knowledge of all kinds. He
much wishes to have it in his power, after the hurricane

season is over, to caiTy me to some part. Could not a pass

be procured for me from the court of Spain, in case I should
make future attempts to the Spanish Colonies ? The Em-
peror of Germany has at present two natm'alists travelling

over the continent.

GOSSIP.

SrcH a long-continued series of dry spring weather as

has occurred this year is not within our recollection.

At Manchester, one of the wettest districts of England,

not three-tenths of an inch of rain fell in the course of

eighty days, though those days included part of " Fe-

bruary fill-dyke," and the whole of " showery April."

To this most unusual season of dryness must be attri

buted the comparative exemption from any injury tliat

has befallen the early blossoms of oiu' fruits. IVaU-fruit

has usually set well ; Oooseherries are most abundant

;

and we hope the same report applies to Pears ; and all

this despite the continued easterly winds and ti-osty

nights. Mr. Errington, writing to us on the 25th,

says:—"Winds East! East!! Frosts nightly! sometimes

lialf-a-dozen degrees of it! What say the no-protection

men and spring planters now?' We should like to

hear from various quarters of the British Isles what

have been the efl'ects of such a season on our various

garden crops. Such weather, and the unusual coldness
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of the earth at some inches below the siufacc, which is

another cliaracteristic of the season, have caused many

plants to be unusually backward. Wo are writing this

at Winchester, ou the 28th of April, and wo have

scarcely a Currant-tree in blossom; and the first flowers

of the British Queen Straitbernj are this day expanded.

On the other hand, the continued drought has forced

many of our Idtcheu-garden crops prematurely into

flowering; and foremost among these are our spring

Cabbages, among which we never before saw so many
" runaways" ; nor did our Rhubarb ever before throw up

its flower-stems so early. The rain has commenced this

day.

DecandoUe's theory that the yellow, or Xanthic world

lit flowers, never admit a blue among their tribes, and

tluit the blue, or Cyanic world of the same petaled

creatures are as inexorable in not permitting a yellow

associate, we have long considered more fanciful than

probable. We remember being told by Mr. Justice

Kekwich, at the Cape of Good Hope, that he had

there seen a yellow Qeranium; and now Mr. Fortune

announces that he has a yclloir Camellia. It is probable,

therefore, that a blue Dahlia will not remain "a horrid

monster which the world ne'er saw."

At a meeting of the Horticultural Society in Regent-

street, in the third week of April, a reward was given to

Mr. Solomon, of Covent-Garden, " for fine examples of

Paris Cos and Grand Arrauable Lettuces iiiqjorted from
France." Wo mention this fact to direct the attention

of our readers to the subject, and to request that every

cottage gardener will try some experiments to remove

tills disgrace from our practice of the art. Import let-

tuces from France ! There is no more reason for our

doing this, than there is for our importing its President

and its grenadiers ; ibr very superior lettuces gi'own

in England can be jiroduced on table in April. They

luice been so grown by Mr. Labouchere and others ; but

then we are told that the cultivators were Dutch gar-

deners I Now what a Dutch gardener can do on English

soil an English gardener can effect there ; and for a

few hints on the subject, we direct attention to Mr.

Lockharl's communication at p. l'S6 of our last volume.

Mr. Lockhart was for several years in Holland.

The following is extracted fi'om a letter from Mr. M.

Mayes, of Durdham Down Nursery, Bristol :

—

'' The Amai7lUs which lias grown against the waU of our
pine-Iiousc, is Amari/llis aulico, var., platypelahi. There is a
ligure given of this plaut in the Botanical Register, but I do
not remember in which volume. It has flowered regularly
with us in the month of October. Its roots adhere as firmly
to the wall as those of an orchid to a stick. I have fouud
it does not succeed well in the soil I use for other kinds of
AmaryUis, but find it -will do well in the composition
generally used for growing orchids in pots. We grow our
Achimenes in an equal mixture of half-decayed leaves,

chopped moss, peat, and sand. The pots are well drauied,
and then half tilled with the compost. The roots are then
planted, and as they advance in growth the pots are filled

with the soil before mentioned, an occasional watering is

given with liquid-manure once or twice a week. We keep
them in a humid atmosphere, varying from CO" to 70°, and
shade them from the midday sun. Vi'e have a plant of
Epidendrum Ucornuliim, showing six spikes of flowers; we
also have Eenanthera coccinea, showing flowers."

The following is a list of the Horticultural and
Poultry Shous of which we are at present aware. We
shall bo obliged by any of oiu- readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS.
BoiANic, Royal, May 10, June 9, 30.

Caledonian (luverleith Row), Ediubtngh, May 8, June
o, Aug. 7, Sept. -i, Dec. a.

CuELiENUAa, May l:j, June 15, Aug. ati.

Clm'ham, July y, Sept. 11.

Chiswick, May 8, June 12, July 10.
CoLCHESTEK and East Essex, May 20, at Mr. B. R. Cant's

Nm-sery ; June 2:}, at Jlr. J. Taylors, West Lodge, Lexdon
Road

; Sept. 8, at the Rev. T. Soimd's grounds, Hofly
Trees, AU Saints.

Deeby, May 20, Aug. -4.

DuKHAM, June 10, Sept. H.

Guildford, Jane 10 (MiUmead House).
Hampshire, May 18 (Southampton), July 1 (Winchester),

Sept. 9 (Southampton), Nov. 18 (Winchester). (Sec.
Rev. I". Wickham, Winchester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 16.

Hull, May 27, June 24, Aug. 4, Sept. 10.
Kirkcaldy (Fifeshn-e), June 24, Sept. 9.

Lincoln, May 25, July 27, Sept. 14.

Liverpool, May 20, Jime 24, Sept. 2 (Botanic Gai-den).
London Floricultukal (Exeter Hall, Strand), May lis

2.-), Jime 8t, 22, July ]3t, 27, Aug. lOt, 24, Sept. 14+,
28, Oct. 12+, Nov. 9t, 23, Dec. 14+.

Mid Calder (Parish school-room), July 9, Sept. 10.

Nation.\l Tuijp Society, May 27 (Birmingham).
North London, Sept. 14 ; Nov. 28, Chrysantheraum.
>.0RTHA3U'I0N, May 25, Tulip ; June 29, Rose and Pink ;

July 27, Carnation; Sept. 27, Dahlia.
South London, Royal, May 13+, 20, June 17+, 23, July

15(, 21, Aug. 19+, Sept. 2+, 8, Oct. 14+, Nov. 11+,
Dec. 9+, 10.

Shacklewell, Sept. 1.

South Devon, May 18, July 13, Sept. 6.

Surrey Amateur ( George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-
well), Sept. l-j, DahUa.

Turriff, Jmie 11, Aug. C, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, Jifly 9, Rinks ; Sept. 17, Dahlias.

P0CT,TBT SHOWS.
Agricultural Society (Royal), Lewes, July 12.

Cheltenham Monster Show, Jime 3. {Secretaries,

Messrs. Jessop, Cheltenham.)

ORCHAED HOUSES.
Such a growing desire seems to exist for the orchard-

house, or some modification of it, that wo need not
apologise for returning to the subject. In order to

ground our future remarks on a tolerably sound found-

ation, let us at once e.'iamiue the position of the ques-

tion, and endeavour to ascertain what may, and what
may not, be expected from its adoption.

In thus discussing it, we will assume that a demand
exists for some more certain provision to obtam our

superior fruits in all parts of England north of Bir-

mingham. The assumption of this town is, of course,

arbitrary on our part; but we take it for a double
reason,—as being nearly the centre of England, and as

indicating, perhaps, as nearly as any other town, the

point where our more tender fruits, which do so well

around the southern counties as oiilinary standards,

cease to prove satisfactory. To convey an idea of this,

who can guarantee vines succeeding out-of-doors so as to

be profitable, anywhere north of this parallel? Or who
can fruit such pears as the Beurre d'Arenberg, or the

Winter Neilis, with high flavour, melting flesh, and
keeping properties, on the ordinary standard, in any
county north of Warwick shii-e? Such, we are told, can

be done in the neighbourhood of the Metropolis, and
we dare say through Gloucester, Oxford, Bedford, &c.

;
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but we fear we must not go nearer the German Ocean
for success.

Now that glass is reuclered so cheap and so durable

;

now that the great principles of horticulture are ren-

dered so simple and so certain, that men of eminence
in the profession can calcidate on any desii'ed result,

with a well-grounded confidence amounting almost to a

certainty, humanly speaking; is it likely that the age

can long rest on mere out-door productions? The fact

is, tlie use of glass for such purposes carries with it

such an aristocratic sound, that the majority of those

in the middle class of society have scarcely yet fairly

grappled with the consideration of how far they can or

ouglit to advance in this way, in order to sustain their

position in society. That tire position of such persons

is one of advance it requires no pains on our part to

prove ; a past and prospective view of commercial

matters, on the wliole, will tend to show that; or, in-

deed, a peep last year into the Crystal Palace was
enough to drive away all stationary ideas, and to make
the most stolid and apathetic mend liis pace. Such,

then, to all appearance, being the stale of aftairs in

their relation to gardening, we will follow the subject

out, and in doing so, must so far shake off unnecessary

trammels as to leave ourselves fiee to discuss any doubt-

ful point in Mr. llivers's practice, and to ofier sugges-

tions,—a liberty we feel pretty well assured Mr. 11., the

ingenious originator, will readily pardon.

It is (piite evident that any advance on the old

wall-tree system must not be sought for in tlie

character of the materials alone, as to their power of

receiving or retaining the solar heat in their ovyn

substances. Tlie heat once obtained, must be enclosed—
at least, for a considerable time, daily ; and this at

once points to the necessity of a house, or some modi-

fication of one. Abundance of light is indispensable

;

and this points to a liheral use of glass, and that

of good character. It may be asked, then, wherein
consists the economy of such houses as Mr. flivers

has suggested? and, indeed, at first sight it -appears

somewhat diificult to make out a case. They may,
however, be said to diil'er from the ordinary hothouse,

in requiring no glass at the sides or ends (at least, not

by any means of necessity), and in the total repudi-

ation of any heating apparatus, as far as the wants of

the object sought, unuombined with any other, are con-

cerned. As for the economical way of going to work,

in regard of the timber, &c., wliich Mr. II. has very

properly adopted, that is alike applicable to other horti-

cultural structures ; nothing distinctive appears here.

However, economy enough to make out a case is

proved in regard of the sides, and the heating ap-

paratus ; and there is yet another phase of the

question. Mr. II. adopts so simple a mode of fitting-

up tlie interior, that its expense can hardly be taken
into the account; this is as it should be, and not only
subserves economy, but is better adapted for the fruit-

trees.

Now, in matters of this kind, we would fain make
it a standing rule, not to propose or erect any struc-

tures for fruits alone but wliat a market gardener might
undertake with a view to profit. Judging Mr. K.'s

house, without any farther modifications, we should say
that, with sound management, such a house might be
made to pay its way. Certainly, if any lady or gentle-

man choose to erect ornamental or other structures at

an expense that would be totally unwarrantable in the

commercial gardener, they have every right so to do,

irrespective of any advice of ours ; we feel it a duty,
however, to advise not only sound but economical
practice.

It will be known to most of our readers that Mr.
Kivers has a beech hedge for a back to one of his orchard-
houses. This, although suitable enough for some kinds,

in some very sheltered situations, we dare not advocate

;

those who go to the expense of making a house of this

kind should by no means stop sliort of a proper back
to it. We have here to express our opinion in plain

terms; which is, that with the exception of Mi\ R.'s

beech hedge (but a closed back instead, containing
ample means for ventilation), the house he has recom-
mended—with, in the main, the mode of culture sug-

gested—is capable of accomplishing most of the objects

which gave rise to the project. Let it, liowever, be
observed that, in our opinion, the idea will not rest in
this plan alone. It is a question whether the form of
structure is tlie very best for general purposes, and
whether Hartley's patent rough plate-glass may not be
best for the glazing. ^

There is still another position in which to view this

question, connected with interior arrangements, and
such is, whether jilanting-out may not, in part at least,

be adopted; for we fear mucli that the pot-principle

—

safe in the hands of such men as INlr. Kivers—may
possibly fall through in the bands of the novitiate. We
have a strong predilection in favour of span-roofs, and
we shall therefore take some paius to examine into the

form-of-roof question, and report thereon subsequently.

Of one thing we are pretty well assured, that if a
southern lean-to be adopted, a flattish pitch in the roof

will be found the best—say one foot in three for the

angle. We must not hear tell of shading ; such things,

although it may be riglit in principle, add too seriously

to expenses to be lightly added to any invention which
boasts its simplicity and economy. And assuredly, if

any one should adopt what is called a sharp pitcli, and
use British sheet of a very transparent character, so

sure will a case arise for shading. \A'"o have great faith,

however, that Hartley's rough plate will do away with
all such gimcrackery in due time.

We may here draw attention to the floor line of such
houses,—its relation to the outer or ordinary ground
level. In all those cases where a house is to be self-pro-

tective, that is to say, possessing no heating apparatus,

a low level is best. We do not kuow how Mr. llivers's

houses are in this respect, and the plan in his " Orchard-

house " does not indicate a ground line, but we should

make a point of bringing the front of the roof to witliin

one foot of the ground. These, then, are some of the

chief points to be considered as first principles, and it

behoves every one to well consider them before making
his first essay, for not only is there extra expense attend-

ing injudicious or lightly-judged plans, but nearly always,

in gardening matters, a corresponding amount of ill-

success.

We have been treating now of the orchard-house in

its original simplicity and integrity,—that is to say, a

glass roof, without artificial heat, for tender fruits alone.

So far so good ; it remains, however, to see whether any
benefits may be derived to at least one portion of the

gardening community, by combining other matters of

high consideration, albeit they force on us the adoption

of artificial warmth. Of such we are assured, and
amongst the rest, why not grape culture? Indeed, there

are those in society who can only indulge in the luxury

of one glass house, and if so, why not have all their

real needs supplied by a house of tliis kind ? We will

examine this interesting question a little further on
another occasion. R. Eubixgton.

VARIEGATED-LEAVED PLANTS.

The ink was scarcely dry on my last letter, wlieu I

saw two collections of plants brought up to London to^

be exhibited on the merits of their leaves oiili/ ; some of

them were in flower, it is true, but that was thought a

secondary consideration. One of the collections was

sent by Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, in Surrey, and con-
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sisted chiefly of stove plants with variegated leaves, or

leaves so diiferent from the usual ruu, that they would
attract the notice of a stranger at first sight. The otlier

collection was composed entirely of hardy variegated

plants ; more than the half of which are better suited

for rockworii than any other way. Two days afterwards,

I went to the Kingston nursery on purpose to see all

these things at home, and the first plant which took my
eye in the show-house was the new Deutzia gracilis,

which is really a firsl-rate plant either for the open
borders, the sheltered wall, or for Ibrcing early in the

spring for tlie rooms or conservatory. 1 advise every

one to buy it at once, for now it is cheap enough for the

million. On going along the " herbaceous ground,"
which is here very extensive and well arranged, on either

side of a central wallc, I saw Ranunculus amplexicaulis,

a good old spring -flowering plant, with milk-white
flowers, which I had not seen since 182o, and, on that

account, I take to be very scarce; it should stand in

the front row of a border, as it grows no higher than a

crocus. The white flowers are of the size of a buttercup
ranunculus, and the leaves like those of Rhodaiithe
Manylesii, only a little larger. There were several beds
of the White Lily, with leaves variegated with golden
stripes, which had a beautiful effect. There is a great

demand for this plant, and every morsel of the roots

are propagated every season. The next best variegated
plant, if not the best of this class, is the yellow flower-

ing da.y-\ily, or Hemerooallis Jlava, ov fulva, or Funk ia,

as some people call it, after a German gardener named
Funk. I never saw this plant till the other day; but it

pleased me exceedingly, and I strongly recommend it

to our herbaceous plant friends. It is not in Mr. Jack-

sou's nursery ; I saw it at the rooms in Regent-street,

exhibited in a collection by Mr. Smith, of Norbiton, in

Surrey, and the price is under a shilling. Neither did

I see the Cocks-foot Grass (Daclylus (jlomcrata), with
striped leaves, till I saw it with Mr. Jackson, who sells

abundance of it for rockwork. It is nearly as pretty as

the old Gardener' 3-garter, or Ribbon Grass, of days gone
by. Another very pretty rock jilant is the Variegated
Strawberry. It is not nearly so strong as those iu the

kitchen-garden, but all the better for that. It is of a
golden variegation, and much better than one I once
saw with white edges to the leaves. Then there was a

dense mass of a golden Variegated Ground Ivy, which,
by the way, is no ivy at all, but a common British plant
belonging to the Lipworts, and called in books Gleclioina

hederacea. This is as ])retty a rock plant as one could
have. It makes a dense carpet, and will trail over the
stones ever so far in a year or two. ]\iricyated Balm,
Thyme, and Sage, are tln'ee plants that are well suited
for rock and cottage gardens, and are more hardy than
the same kinds witli plain leaves ; they are also adapted
for bee-flowers, being sweet, and a little out of the
common. I also saw a fine Willow herb (Epilobiuni
Goodenii) with silver striped leaves, which must look
well in the summer, and make a striking object in a
mixed border. A variety of Arahis lucida has golden
variegated leaves, and would make a very pretty low
edging plant all the season, or an excellent tuft on rock-

work, or in the front row of a mixed border, as would
the Variegated Daisy ; these two, aud a fine Variegated
Wallflower, were exhibited by Mr. Wood, and apart
from these variegated plants, he had two plain-leaved
plants, which every one should have as pet things; one
is Iloustonia purpurea, a North American Alpine, which
one seldom sees now-a-days. It only grows a few inches
high, makes a dense tuft, aud blooms must profusely in

the spring ; it belongs to the Madderworts, aud requires
peat earth to grow it well. The other is a Catchfly, <S't-

lene acaulis, the prettiest of the whole family. It forms
a thick carpet on the ground, and is studded all over
with starry jftnk or purplish flowers in the spring and

early in the summer, the whole rising only a few inches
offtbe ground; there is another form of this, with the
flowers clear white ; these two, and another called Sagina
procumbens, were always called carpet plants when I
was young, because you could walk over them without
doing them any harm. I have often stamped them
down with my foot, after a hard frost, to fix them more
firmly in the ground ; and this time last year, we were
within an ace of forming one of tliem into a ribbon
border at Slu-ubland Park, in place of the little CEnothera
prostrata, but we could not make out enough of it.

As Mr Jackson's collection of vai'icgated plants—

I

mean those which he exhibited before the Horticultural
Society—are chiefly from the stove and orchid-house,

aud therefore out of my line, I must not enlarge much
on them to-day, but shall name them at the end of this

letter, and go on to say what other things more in my
own way I had seen with him. There was a large
stoclc of the Dielytra spectabilis in pots, aud in a border
close by was a large patch of Dielytra formosuni, or
what used to be called Fumaria formosa. This, with
Fumaria or Dielytra eximia, a very scarce plaut by the
way, are the only two that I think it possible to cross

with the beautiful Dielytra spectabilis, and I earnestly

advise both of them to be tried that way to see what
can be done with tliem. Nurserymen are too busy when
these plants are in flower to attend to this branch, but
many of them would give a good round siun for a cross

seedling from either of these. I fear I shall also be too

busy tliis season to do much with crossing, but I

bespoke the two Dielytras from Mr. Jackson, to try my
hand on them some other day, and if any of our readers

could find out D. e.rimia for me, I would return him a
plant of the first cross, if it is not crying chick, chick,

before the egg is hatched. The double scarlet currant,

Ribes sanguineum, and the so-called white variety of it, a
pale sort only, were here in large numbers, reminding me
of Ribes Gordonianus, a cioss of my own rising, about
which I sliall some day tell a sad tale, but now only
express my surprise that no one has followed out that

scent. Cheiranthus Marshallianus I never saw so fine

as with Mr. Jackson, in pots, and it is a pity that such
a fine thing shoidd be left in any nursery. What a
splendid yellow bed it would make late in the spring, if

planted in very good soil in October, after the summer-
bedders were housed ; in short, to ti'eat it as we do wall-

flowers, what an addition to the road-side gardening it

would make. I mean that the plant deserves to be
universaUy grow)i. It is still a new plaut to the

million, although it has been two or three years in the

trade. Mr. Stark, from Edinburgh, wlio advertises in

our first page, was the lucky raiser of it. I hope he is

as lucky in his parentage of it, but I very much doubt;
but that does not alfcct the ofl'spring. It was said to be
a cross from a wall-flower by the pollen of Frysimum
Perofskianum, but that was a mistake which originated

in London ; before the plant left Edinburgli we were
told that it came from a plant whicli belongs to the

same genus as the wall-flower, not from the wall llower

itself, from the pale yellow Choiranth, Cheiranthus ockro-

leucus, an Alpine perennial from Switzerland. Now,
some people may believe that swede turnips will cross

with and spoil brocoli or red cabbage, because tliey are

so near alike in their flowers ; and we all know that a

sport or a hybrid may come in a way wo cannot aqcount
for, once in a life-time ; but there is nothing on record

to warrant the belief that a true perenuial has yet

crossed with a true annual, both being natives of the

temperate, or of the tropical parts of the earth. Besides,

the elaborate dissertations of the elder Decandolle on
the Orucifers, which cost him a life-time, and which has

been generally adopted by most European botanists,

must bo cast to the winds if this cross is true to the

parentage given; and it would bo well wortli the trouble
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to exiieriment on the two plants again, to prove tlic

point under dillbreut ciroumstanoes ; for after all the

dissertations in the world, the natural hasis of tlie

affinity of plants can only be proved under the opera-

tion of natural laws, by the art and mystery of the

cross-breeder. Apart from this, it is often very difficult

to say what really separates families and sections of

jilants from each other, or what degree of importance
we ought to give to the characters on which botanists

uphold their separation ; if two plants cross together,

as the Cheirauth and Erisymum are said to have done in

this instance, tlion the two must bo included in the

same genus, notwithstanding all the logic and botany

on earth ; then, let us try again to see wlio are right, the

cross-breeders or the philosophers.

But all the crosses in the catalogue must not draw
my attention from Mr. Jackson's nursei'y, till I notice

some more of the many flue things 1 saw there. He
has the Double-crimson Peach, and the Doable-white one,

and thinks more of them even than I do. He has also

lots of another plant which half the gardeners in tlie

country—myself among the rest—do not know how to

use— the Tnjmalium odoratissimum, a strong woody
plant, introduced from New Holland fifteen years ago,

and the way to make the best of it is to plant it out

against a conservatory-wall, where the frost can be kept

from it ; the ne,\t best place for it would bo against a

pillar in a cool conservatory or common greenhouse, to be
treated like a Plumbago capense. After that, as a large

specimen plant for the conservatory, to come in with the

China Azaleas, in April and jMay, but out on a wall it

would last probably to August, as did tlie Rinchosper-
mum Jasmiiioides with mo last summer; the two were
in excellent bloom and condition before tlio llorlictil-

tural Society, on the 20th of April, from a cool house in

their own garden, or rather our own garden, as Sir

Walter tieoll's factotum used to say about the baronet's

family ; for if 1 can pay up my yearly subscriptions, J

shall always have the privilege of calling the Ohiswick
garden, " our garden." Even without the aid of a hot

wall, these two plants may be planted out against waUs
or pillars all the autumn.
When I hear or read about a new plant, I always

want to know something about it which will assist the

memory in mhiding tlie name, and that is the reason
why I try to give an idea of such and such plants to

others. Now, almost any gardener will know what kind
of plant the I'ri/malium is, when I say it looks like the

old blue Cennothus, if clothed in the tlowevs of Sjtircea

Japonica, only a little more loose in the spikes, and all

the spikes not so upright. C'anlua dcpcnilens looked
better with Mr. Jaekson than 1 have seen it lyet ; it

grows and strikes like a weed, but wo have no hopes of

it as a bedding-plant, although one of the finest things
that can he seen while it lasts. This nursery has been
celebrated for many years for Cape Heaths, and they
really look splendid just now ; I saw lots of the spring-

flowering ones, and of Epacrises, cut in just as Mr.
Fish has been advising lately. Most gardeners give a
little extra heat to Epacrises after cutting, but hero they
get none, and no plants can look better. Eveiy bud,
down to the surface of the pot, is in growth. Mr. Jack-
son sent a largo consignment of young healthy heaths to

North America this spring, packed not unlike the way
1 recommended for Australia, and I am promised to hear
of the result. I live not far fiom Mr. Jackson, and now
that 1 have got acijuaiuted with him, and access to his

grounds and houses, I shall often drop in, like Paul I'ry,

and see what new plants and new methods are coming
out from time to time. I had no idea that such a large
stock oi' orchids and stove plants were grown hereabouts,
as 1 saw there ; but the best gardeners from the country
never fail to sec things in London diiibrent from the
Londoners, so 1 shall not rest satisfied till I see every

nurseiy within ten—may be twenty—miles of St. Paul's.

This will suit me better now, having spent so much
money in building, than driving all over the country

to see the gardens of the wealthy, as 1 first jiroposed

and promised myself D. Beaton.

List of plants exhibited by Mr. Jackson, Nurserjman,
liingston-ou-Thames, before the Horticultural S.ociety, on
the aotli of Aj5iil, IS.iS :

—

Anwclochiliis selnccus, most beau-

tiful ; A. .iflacriis jiivliis, fine ; A. urgcnteiis, two varieties of.

Uentriimhciiapicta, quite new. Mnranla albo-lineala ; M. vlf-

lata ; M. (jlmnaceii. Faiidamts vnricgntus, fme ; P. mi>siliatii,

auother and lai-ger variety. DichuTisundru llii/rsijlora, a

new form of a good old planli Goodycra discolor. JJmviciia

nobiU; a tine new plant; D. termiiiali!). Tradvsviinlia ztbriiia.

Coludium b'uolor ; G. alropurimremn ; C nijmiihiejvlmm, tlie

three might be tried in open pouds, in July, August, and
Seplemljer. TiUaudsia zcbrina. DieffLiihudria custala, the

Dumb Cane {Caladiiim scffuinum of '1'hk Cottagk Gaiiueneks'

Dictilixaey). Tradcsciiiilia discolor. Gmptophijlhim (Jiisticin)

horlcusc; 6'. pid« and varicijata. Eranlhcnmm tciiconrrriim,

very fiue, new. Aspidistra liiridu, curious. Cliiriln sinciisia.

Cumphylobotnjs discolor. Bartolonia macuhitn. Jdlinloda,

good and new. .-Echmca zebrina and picta. Crulonpiclmii and
varirijtaum.

CHINESE CHRYSANTHEMIMS.
1 o.NCE knew an old gentleman who prided himself on

wearing a coat of a particular colour, and made always in

the same particidar way. Peculiarities are seldom aim-

less ; and a rather philosophic clothier used to say,

that a goodly portion of self-esteem was enshrined

beneath that quaint-looking garment. Be that as it

may, the gentleman himself used to boast, that without

ever thinking of such a tiring, he had fire times during

his lifetime foimd himself decked out in the very pink

of fashion. The fact is not without its instruction in

a gardening point of view. In clinging to plants we
loved to tend in o\w boyhood, we might be wrong in

disregarding altogether fresh claimants for popular

favour ; but we should be quite as much in the wrong
if, in prosecuting the new loves, we were forgetful

of the old. " The course of true love," as applied to

rational beings, never had more ups and downs than

classes of plants have experienced, by great attention at

one time, and complete neglect at another. Only perse-

vere long enough with yoiu- old favourites and you will

not only be in the fashion by-and-by, but some fine

specimens, striking by their very raritij, will make you
the instrument of introducing agaui your favourites to

popular favour. Would that there was more of the

spirit of that old gentleman among gardeners and the

proprietors of gardens, then would our gardens possess

more variety. Alas ! that the Almacks of fashion in

gardening should be so scrupulously followed when
propounding the kind and the form of the beautiful in

vegetable nature alone worthy of admiration.

In our own short practice, we have witnessed several

phases of the estimation in which Ghrijsanthemums were

held. Some twenty years ago, thanks to the late Mr.

Sabine and the Horticultural Society, the care bestowed

upon them in many places could not be surpassed in

tlie present time, nor do 1 think the cultivation in

general at all improved. During that period, there

have been several ebbs and flows, tlie former preponde-

rating, until the flow has again decidedly the ascend

ancy, owing to some lovers of their beauties showing

fine specimens of plants and flowers, and thus making
them again fashionable. What are termed more perfect

forms in the flower may now be obtained ; but I question

if the fluest forms will produce such gorgeous effects as

the superb white, tasselled white, tasselled yellow, &e.,

of the olden time, but which are now scarcely, if at all,

obtainable.

In some of the earlier volumes, the Clirysanthemum
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received a fair share of attention. Those best suited for

in-door and out-door decoration were duly specified, and
the mothodtii of tnanagcment. If I mistake not, lists of

the best, and the treatment most suited for the small

Pompone varieties, have also been given by those who
have liad more acquaintance with that section than I

as yot can boast of. In this article, therefore, 1 propose
ehicHy to consider it first as a calendarial addenda, and,

secondly, as a medium for introducing part of a conli-

dential communication from a flrst-rate gardener, whose
chrysanthemums last season, talcing Bowers and plants

together, were second to none I had seen,—the leaves

being as large and green, hanging over the pot, as the

flowers were massive and abundant ; the plants appear-

ing bushy from this cause, though each plant seldom
had more than three or four stout stems.

In the north of the island, if propagation has not been
proceeded with, the cuttings may be inserted in a little

heat (the points of the suckers are generally uscdl,

about four inches in length, cut clean across at a bud,

and two or three of the leaves removed, with the buds
in their axils. This prevents many suckers rising when
growing. To expedite the process, the cuttings may be
placed round the sides of small pots, in light, sandy
soil, and then plunged. In the south of the island this

may also be done, though, in a warm place, they would
di) in a south border, under hand-glasses. We have
had as fine i)lants by pi'opagatiug in the end of April

and the beginning of May as at an earlier period, but
then the plant must have no lingering resting time ol'

it. As soon as the cuttings are rooted, which will not

take long, the plants sliould be stopped, and in a few

days afterwards potted into three-inch pots, kept close

and warm until rooted, and then transplanted out-of-

doors, to be raised and potted in autumn. Twenty years

ago, I noticed a peculiarity in cultivating tine plants,

\
which, I presume, few would think of imitating now,
though some curious people might do so and report the

issue. The plants, until far on in the autumn, never
were completely exposed, and, consequently, neither

from the heavens nor the water-pot had they ever a

1
drop of water on the foliage, and yet they were strong

' and robust, and of a beautiful green. After the second
shifting, they wore placed into a box frame, with glass

I

sashes; that frame was raised from the ground all round
to admit air freely after the middle or end of June, and

' the sashes were tilted to admit air also, but never sLided.

Thus treated, the bloom buds set strong and early. The

I

pots stood upon coal-ashes ; the shoots received their

! last stopping in Juno ; and tlic roots were watered
alternately with clear water and a good thick mixture

j

of two-year-old cow-dung and water from a barrel, where
it was allowed to remain several weeks before being
used. Little brewing of clear manure-water in those

days !

After this first potting, 1 have tried continuing in

pots, planting out in small pots, planting out altogether

in a rich open piece of ground, and then taking the

plants up againin September, and in all these modes 1

have had a fair portion of success ; but in these latter

modes I have found that a shady situation must bo
given to the plants after potting, but not a close one

—

that is, a place witii air all i-ound, except on the south
side, will be better than a close pit, for in the latter,

unless great care is taken, some of the finest lower
leaves will go. In such cases, perspiration must be
checked by moist standing ground, and the use of the

syringe over the foliage, until, by fresli rooting, the

plant will stand more sunshine without feeling it. I

have also found, when planting out entirely and
then repotting afterwards, that if the Uowor buds were
any size, they were apt to be so checked that the smaller
buds brought ultimately the best flowers; while, if potted

just when they were forming, they occasionally started

ofT altogether. The time of final potting, as regards

these matters, &c., 1 therefore inquii'ed of my friend,

whose words I will take the liberty of transcribing,

confident that those who will be equally successful

will have no reason to grumble.
" With regard to Chi'ysanthemums," he says, "I can

say but little. I have been very successful with them
these two years, though I cannot claim any superior

way of treating them. However, as you wish it, 1 will

give you my mode of treatment. I take off the cut-

tings in April, and plant them under hand-glasses on a

border. 1 shade in strong sunshine, but only then.

As soon as they show signs of rooting, air is given ; a

little at first, and more by degrees, until the glasses are

left oft' at night. As soon as they grow a little their

tops are pinched oil', and shortly afterwards they are

potted into fiO's, placed in a cold frame, and the lights

kept close, with an occasional shading, till they have

taken with their pots. Air is then given, and the lights

soon wholly removed : they soon grow strong, and fiU

their pots. 1 then shift them into .id's, using a very

rich soQ. They are then plunged in beds in the open

ground, to obviate the necessity of frequent waterings

during summer, as you know I am very scarce of that

element. They receive no further attention, beyond an

occasional watering when they seem to recjuire it, till

towards autumn, when they have a few sticks jnit to

them to prevent them being broken with the wind; about

the end of September, when they are uell Iniotted for

bloom, they are taken up. They are, of course, rooted

through tlie pots, but seldom to such an extent as to

cause any material check, I then shift them into \li's,

using about two parts loam, and one of rotten dung ;

they arc then properly tied up, and made ready for

housing on the appearance of frost. A slight frost will

not injure them if the flowers are not expanded. By
alloubig them plenty of air, when first put under cuver,

they will retain their leaves, which adds greatly to their

beauty. The fresh soil added at the last potting seems
to strengthen them amazingly. When they have again

filled their pots, and begin to expand their blossoms,

tlioy are treated to a little manure-water about twice

a-week. 1 take ofl" a few of the buds when they are very

thick, hut I do not thin much, as I look more to the

general beauty of the plants than to the size of indi-

vidual flowers. I may, however, safely say that I had
hundreds of blooms mensmung -IJ and 5 inches in

diameter. I never slop but once, as some of the late

kinds will not flower at all, if stopped too late in the

season." Whatever I may got from my friend for thus

putting his practice into print, our readers will have no
reason to complain if they approach his success.

K. Fish.

ITvOPAGATION OF ORCHIDS.
{Continued from page 52.)

Si-uo.MBUHGCKiA.—A gcuus of largc-growing, hand-

some plants, whicli may be propagated in the same
manner as the stronger-growing Ciittleyas.

ScuiiCAKiA.—This is a fine plant, somewhat difficult

to increase. A safe way is, to divide a tolerably-sized

plant in two—fix the parts so divided to short blocks

—

fasten the blocks into a basket with strong wire, packing

them hghtly in with rough peat and moss—and suspend

the basket sideways, so that the top of the basket will

hang vertically instead of horizontally, the leaves of the

plants will then hang gracefully downward, and the

plants will never become saturated with moisture. Keep
them in the warmest part of the Indian house, and
syringe frequently ; they will soon make fresh growth,

and will, if properly managed, flower the second year.

SoBRALiA.—The roots of these splendid plants are thick,
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numerous, aud fleshy, very much resembUng the roots of

asparagus : heuce, iu propagating them, there is sure to

be some roots destroyed by the operation of separating a

piece off for the purpose of increasing them. For tins

reason moderate-sized plants are the best to divide. A
nurseryman, to be sure, wlio lias a large plant, will not

scruple to break it up entirely at the potting time, and
make several plants of it : there is this comfort, the

divisions are almost sure to grow. The amateur, how-
ever, does not need to be so savage ; he may wish only

to have two or three plants, either for the purpose of

growing them, or e.\changing. Let him, then, not spoil

his fine specimen plant, but only, ou the most conve-

nient side, cut out a small division with two or tlu-ee

living shoots, preserving as many roots uninjured as

possible
;
put this division into a suitable-sized pot, in

the right compost, and place it in the stove-house, give

moderate supplies of water until fresh roots and shoots

appear, when they may he treated like their parents in

every respect.

SopHRoNiTEs.—The large-flowered species of this genus
is a real gem, even amongst orchids, and like most other

choice small-growing species, is difficult and slow to

increase. The only way to propagate it is to wait till

two leading shoots are naturally formed aud then
severally dividing them, and thus forming two plants

instead of one. Fasten these to naked blocks, and treat

them like established plants.

Sr.\NiiopE.is.—A large family of free-flowering desir-

able jilants, perhaps more easily increased, and brought
into a flowering state in a short time, than any other.

They are peculiarly suited for new beginners on that

account. Sir Joseph Paxton gives a luminous and
useful account of the manner iu which a single bulb
was treated at Chatsworth, which, for the benefit of our
readers, we shall take the liberty of quoting :

—

" On the 2Uth of May I received a small damaged
plant of a new Stanhopea ; I allowed it to get perfectly

dry ; it was then potted, and placed in a strong bottom-

heat, with a strong heat above ; the plant began -to grow
in about a fortnight, and at the end of July had per-

fected a new small bulb ; the plant was then kept dry
for about a fortnight, and was again placed iu a strong

bottom-heat, and iu a temperature never lower than 70^,

but often amounting, in the day, to from HO'-' to 100°.

By the end of September it had perfected a second

bulb, considerably larger than the first. The plant was
again dried on a hot flue for a fortnight, and was
removed into a larger pot, and elevated a little above
the surface ; it was again re-plunged into a strong

bottomlieat, and by the end of December had perfected

two more bulbs, making four since the commencement.
I should here observe the plant liad but one bulb when
it was received; the plant was then ch'ied for a month,
then repotted, aud jjlaced, as before, iu a strong heat.

About the first week in April the plant had made two
more perfect bulbs ; the process of drying was again

gone through, aud afterwards it was placed again in a

sti'ong heat ; it has on it now, August 31st, uiae bulbs,

made in the short space of fifteen months. This plant
was cultivated with a number of other small ones, in a
house that could be kept very hot."

Such is the very graphic and minute account of a

successful experiment; and, though every one has not
such means at command as Sir Joseph Paxton had, yet

the process may, iu a degi'ee, be imitated by placing
such small divisions, whilst they are growing, under a

handllght placed upon a warm flue, and having the pots

surrounded with moss, which should be kept moist. In
this manner we have got many a difficult plant to gi'ow

that otherwise would, we fear, have perished.

T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Cineraria (J. iv.J.—The two jiips you sent us are

decidedly the best flowers we have seen this season.

Petals broad, stout, well overlapping, notch nearly ob-

literated; colour beautiful carmine, with small white

claws ; centre purple.

Cinerarias (O. Bancroft).—All the cinerarias you
sent are pretty, but none sufBciently novel or good to

deserve naming, except No. 5 ; white, with bright blue

tips. Other questions next week.

CULTURE OF ROSES IN POTS FOR
EXHIBITION.

{Continued from pageJiQ.)

Potting.—In our last number was a selection of roses

to be gi'own in pots for exhibition. It comprises

varieties, that by forcing aud retarding may be brought
to the exhibition tent from May to September, but the

pottiug season for them all, at whatever time they are

to bloom, is early in October.

It is well known that roses are propagated both by
budding and by cuttings. The best kind of stock for

the budded varieties, to grow iu pots, as has been said

before, is the Manettii, and for this reason, that this rose

does not send up suckers if the low buds are rubbed off

before the cuttings of the stock are put iu. Not but that

those worked upon the wild rose will grow well enough
in pots, but at the time of potting the stems below
ground should be diligently examined, and every bud
likely to produce a sucker rubbed ofl' close to the stem,

as well as the suckers already produced. Even those on
their own roots should have every sucker destroyed.

Drain the pots moderately well aud proportion their

size to that of the plants. In general, to bloom the

rose well, requires larger pots than for most other plants.

Then, some discretion must be used as to the kind of

plants selected for this purpose. The budded plants

should be what is called " dwarf-worked
;

" that is, the

stem between the soil and the bud or giaft should

never be longer or higher than nine inches, or at the

most, a foot. The shoots, too, should not be long and
straggling, but short, stout, not too thickly placed, aud
as well ripened as possible. Let these points be attended

to in choosing the plants from the niu'sery, and there

will be the greater probability of success.

In the operation of potting, prune off any roots that

may have been broken or bruised with taldng them up
out of the nursery rows. Then open the roots from each

other, and spread them equally on every side amongst
the soil, covering the highest layer about one inch, and
leaving about half-au-iuch below the rim of the pots.

This space will hold water sufficient, when it is most
needed, to wet the entire ball of earth quite through.

After the potting is finished, place the plants in tlie cold

pit, syringe them frequently, and keep them close,

shading from bright midday sun. This will keep the

wood fresh and plump, and new roots will soon be made.

As soon as this is judged to have taken place, give them
]denty of air, and draw ofl' the liglits every tine dry day.

The tender kinds would pass the winter more securely

in the pit, but the hardy oues should be removed out of

it, and plunged rn a bed of coal-ashes, there to remain

till the time arrives to start them into growth. Though
they will flower moderately well even the season after

potting from the nursery-bed, yet the best season for

bloom will be the second year. On that account, it is

desirable to pot the first year nearly double the number
that may be required for exhibition, unless the cultivator

has patience to wait one year before commencing to

grow his plants for the exhibition table.

Pruning.—This is one of the most important opera
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tions in rose culture, and requii'es a knowledge of the
habits of at least each class of roses. Whoever, there-

fore, takes the knife in hand to prune roses, should, as

the old proverb says, look before he leaps, or he may
fall into the ditch of mistake, the bad eflects of which
will last for one season at least. It would weary the

patience of our reading rose-growers were we to give

rules for pruning every variety. Our rules must be
general, and the application for each variety left to

the thinking powers of the operator.

It is a good maxim, that example is better than
precept, and acting upon that excellent rule, we will

give a few examples how to prune the rose. In the first

place, it must be remembered that roses in pots requu-e

a somewhat difl'erent mode of pruning than those

planted iu the open ground, and for the satisfactory

reason that they do not grow so strong
; yet in a degi'ee

the same rule applies, namely, that the shoots of strong
growers must be left nearly the whole length, and weak
gi-owers be pruned to two, three, or four eyes, in pro-

portion to their strength ; and, secondly, that in order

to liave a succession of bloom to suit the diiierent e.x-

hibition days, there must at least be two seasons of

pruning, one iu November, and the otlier in !Maroh.

Remembering these two points, then prvure accordingly.

There is, for example, the rose Fuhjens, it is a strong
grower, and if pruned close it will continue to grow and
produce few blooms. Now, instead of cutting in close,

tliin out the branches; that is, cut j)art of tliem close off

to the old wood, leaving a sufficient number to form a
full, compact head. The branches that are left should
be those of moderate growth, taking away the very
coarsest, and the very smallest, then only just end the

shoots that are left; cutting off, perhaps, ouly two or

four inches, as the case may be, according to their

strength. Now, this rule applies to all Hijhnd China
and Bourbon roses of similar habit to Fuhjens.

Then, again, others of the same group, such for in-

stance, as Crainoisie superieure, and Mrs. Bosanquet, being
weaker growers, require not only to be thinned-out, but
also cut in pretty closely. Also, the groups of Moss,
Provence, Alba, and the C/aUica's, should, almost wiihout
exception, be praned to within three or four eyes. The
Perpetuals and autumnal-Jlowering roses wdl bloom well

at their season, and wlien forced to bloom in May, if

pruned pretty closely at the season proper for their

flowering when desired.

A considerable amount of pruning at the proper
season would be avoided, if the roses in pots, and, in-

deed, in the open ground, were thinned during tlie

season of growth. At tluit time cut away close to the
old wood all the very strong shoots, and all the weak
straggling ones. This not only strengthens those tljat

are left, but allows more air and sunshine to play upon
those that are left, and thereby tlie wood will bo more
perfectly ripened, tlie buds filled with flower-sap, and
the health of the plants preserved. T. Appleby.

THE TOMATO.
Or late many complaints have reached us from cor-

respondents who have been unable to ripen this fruit in
anything like a satisfactory manner; and the time being
at hand when the plants may, in most cases, be trusted
out-ofdoors, a few words on their culture and general
management will, we trust, be of service to those whose
success has not hitherto been in accordance with their
wishes

: but before we say anything on the rearing and
preparing of the young plants, let us examine the situa-

tion they are to occupy, wliich we need hardly observe,
must exercise great influence on a plant of such
ephemeral existence as the Tomato (or Love-apple, as it

is sometimes called). Now, thougli the favoured cul-

tivator of our southern counties has litUe difiiculty in
securing a succession of well-ripened fruit from the
beginning of August until the end of October, his less

fortunate brother, occupying some cold, bleak situation iu
the northern part of the island, has to exercise all his skill

in order to obtain, perhaps, only a few of the first-formed
fruit ripened, or rather only coloured, in a very indiflerent

way. Now as we know the The Cott.\oe Oakdener is

read by both the above classes, as well as many inter-

mediate ones, it is easy to see that the treatment adapted
to the one can hardly be applicable to the other, we
therefore commence with the less favoured one first.

In those gardens situated in a moist, dull locality, and
where, probably, shelter is only partially attbrded, there
the Tomato has to struggle against many difficulties to

arrive at anything like a usable condition, unless all the
available means be taken that can be to forward their

maturity ; not the least of which is preparing the plants
early iu the spring by potting and repotting, so that by
the time you are able to plant them out, they are good
stocky well-established plants, with a degree of firmness
(not succulence) about them, which their partial ex-
posure to tlie air, &c., ought by this time to have given
them; they ought also to be occupying pots six or seven
inches diameter, and altogether to present that hardy,
robust appearance so essential to their well doing.

I^et us next examine the site they are to occupy, which,
in this ungenial climate alluded to, ought to be against
a south wall or paling, and to possess every other advan-
tage of that exposure.
Now to the planting out, and on doing that judiciously

much of the after success depends, and certainly to

plant tliein in the deep rich soil common to wall borders
in such situations would defeat the purposes you have
in view ; therefore, in the place where the plant is to be,

scoop out a little of the earth, but not deep, and ram in

some mortar-rubbish, or other material that will beat
tolerably tight, so as to make a sort of concrete bed, the
top of which may be nearly level with the surrounding
ground ; on this platform or foundation spread your
compost soil, and forthwith put in the plants, which "will,

when finished, stand on moimds. Now the soil wo have
found best adapted to grow and ripen the tomato, was
one containing a large proportion of mortar-rubbish,
which, checking undue luxuriance, induced fruitfulness.

So essential do we consider this substance, that we prefer

it to mere enriching matters, even where the prospect
of ripening is less uncertain than the cases alluded to.

We therefore advise our readers, who have in former
years found some difficulty in curbing their plants, even
by severe and oft-repeated amputations, to try the
effects of a liberal allowance of this far-from-barren
substance, and we have no doubt as to the result. We
may add, that good sandy loam might form the other
principal part of the compost ; but decayed turf, leaf-

mould, and other open surfaces had better be withheld.
We next shall suppose the plants put in and all going

on aright, and a few boughs stuck in front of them will

shelter them considerably from the cold nights, should
any occur. Water will have to be administered until

they get established, which, if all be right, will soon be
eftected ; after which they require but little attention

until they want nailing or fastening up, when some
stopping and training may be put in operation, which
it is better not to delay too long, as no advantage
attends encouraging the plants to a large size. We
never allow our plants to get more than four feet high,

and often much less ; and we commence stopping and
thinning pretty early iu the season ; and as the above
remarks apply principally to those having to contend
against many natural disadvantages, we urge on them
the necessity of using the knife very freely.

We now turn our eyes southward, and, by a movo
quicker than the express train, have left not the Tweed
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only, but the Trent, and perhaps the Thames also, to

the uoilli of us. Here, having exchanged the " land of

cakes " for " groves of nightingales," we shall find most
of the difficulties experienced in jicrfecting tliis fruit

vanish, and to obtain the gi'eatest possible quantity, and
in the best condition, is now the object of our wishes.

Here the plant may be allowed a little more scope for

its roots, and the soil may be of a more generous kind,

in fact, it may bo planted in the ordinary border soil, iu

which stone fniits, &c., are growing; unless the situation

be damp and cool, in which case, elevating the plant

above the surface, as recommended in less genial sitiui-

tions, may be resorted to. But usually this fruit may
be ripened in the south of England without the use of

walls or other auxiliaries. Plants reared as above may be

planted out on any well-sheltered border or open square,

and there planted about four or five feet apart, and a
stout stake attached to each, to which two, or, at most,

only three stems are tied, and kept stopped and primed
the whole summer. They bear and ripen very well, only

the late fruit has not sucli a good chance as when
assisted by a wall in autumn, neither is shelter so easily

or effectually applied when frosty nights occur; yet

considerable quantities are so grown every year around
London, the plants while in a growing state resembling

so many dahlias, minus the flowers, &o.

Of the kinds grown, the large red is the most useful

;

the yelluw is also iu request with some people, but the

other kinds, of which there are several, are mostly grown
for novelty. AVe may here observe, that it is very good
practice to save one or two good fruit each year for seed

;

by carefully laying them ou a dry shelf in autumn they

will keep a long time, but, after nioiddiness takes place,

put them in a flower-pot amongst dry sand, which we
think is preferable to washing, as we can hardly reconcile

that operation being performed without removing some
coating or other portion of the seed which it ought not

to part with. By selecting the best fruit, the chances
are that the prothice will improve ; at least, that is

our opinion, and we have practised it many years.

Si'NDHiEs.—It is much to be hoped that before these

pages reach the reader the late long-continued dry

weather will have come to an end ; rarely, or never, do
we remember a spring so unusually dry. Seeds com-
mitted to the earth early iu March have scarcely ger-

minated ; while those sown at a later date have, in many
instances, not done so at all, except where artiticial

assistance was afforded them ; besides whidi, other

things have sutiered as well. However, we trust the

amateur has so managed as to secure a fair share of

the most important crops, and has arranged his ground
so as to bo in readiness to sow or plant anything on it

when rain does come. But should the east wind and
its dry parching atmosphere still continue, seeds of such
plants as Waloheren Brocoli, Lettuce, Spinach, Oaidi-

fioieer, and other vegetables must yet be sown ; and
after the ground is well watered, lot it be shaded with

mats, or other opaque body ; evaporation will be partially

arrested, and the hardening influence of tlie sun on
newly-watered ground avoided. See that no portion of

the ground between crops becomes baked or hardened ;

if so, hoeing or loosening the soil will be bencticial. A
certain amoinit of tine moidd, on which the sun's rays

may act or play, prevents their penetrating deeper, to

the injury of vegetation : as it is only on the still' heavy
lands that we see those deep cracks so fatal to the vege-

tation growing there. John Kobson.

HIVES, ARTIFICIAL SWARMS, &c.

To the attention of all bee-keepers, whether cottagers or

amateurs, who love the incidents of natural swarming (which
so justly claims the admiration of every true lover of the

counti-y), and yet would fain improve upon the common
practice of bee management, I once for all commend the

subject of my last letter, as well as of that which appeared
in your 157th number (The Cottage Gaisuenek, page li,

vol. vii.), and with the greatest contidence, seeing that it

necessitates the least possible deriatiou fronl the cottage

system actually in vogue, consistent with a real advance on
tlie bee practices of our forefathers. Any hive, of wood or

straw, from the common bell hive to that of Mr. Goldiug's

modilication (which J hesitate not to say is the ne plus ultra

of hives), will do perfectly well, and (in one sense) will

equally well answer the end iu view. When, however, I

speak approvingly of Mr. I'ayne's and Mr. Golding's hives

—

tlie former of which I have designated '' the best," i.e. for
cottayers of small means alone—be it understood that I speak
not of then' dimensions but of their sluipe, and of the principle

of their construction. Both of them, in my opinion, are fai'

too smnU for keeping or breeding stocks, but they are

admh-ably adapted for prime swarms, intended for autumn
plunder, according to my new system ; only, in this case, two

hives should be used simultaneously,* one set over the

other. 1 consider tliese hives otherwise as nearly one-half

loo small, and here I have all the old bee-keepers ou my
side, who tell us, with one voice, that " large swanns " ( such
as mine always of necessity are) " should he put into large

hives." A good size for breeding-stocks I consider to be

—

tjfteen inches in diameter by from eight to nine deep, for

Mr. Payne's hives ; and sixteen inches in diameter at the

broadest end, converging to thirteen at the base, by from
nine to ten inches deep (bars included), for IMr. Gelding's

hives ; all in the clear. In those of mj' own hives which
have a moveable top, hut no btirs, I now place sticks cross-

wise, as a support to the combs, but low down in the hive,

say from two to three inches from the bottom-board ; this

facihtates the process of driving (for whatever purpose it

may he had recoiu'se to), and obviates all danger of the

combs breaking should the hive liappen to be too roughly
handled in waiin weather. Moreover, as I lay gieat sti'ess

on pre.serving all the brood comb at spoliation time, and, in

fact, injuring whatever comb happens to contain no honey
as httle as possible, I sever all the cumbs from the crown-

board of those hives intended for phmder, so as to enable

me to scoop out only the honeyfull part of the combs in the

upper part of the hive. It is evident, therefore, that in vei^y

large perpendicular-sided hives, without; bars, sticks are

necessary, to prevent the combs from collapsing which are

thus severed from the top. After cutting out what comb 1

want the top is fastened down again, and the hive set over

some one of my keeping stocks for at least three weeks, at

the end of which time the young bees will he found all

hatched out, and the remaining comb nicely cleaned out

;

the hive is then laid by in a dry, cool place, till another
year, when it is given to a prime swarm, and saves the bees

a great waste of labour and materials. Of course, I only
recommend this practice to the experienced amateur, to

whom my present remarks are addressed.

I have learnt with pleasure that not a few of your readers
are fully purposed to make tiial of my artificial system of

managing swarms, as well as of the other plan, in spite of

Blr. is'ewmau's inconsiderate assertion, that of such swarms
it is "certain (?) not one in a hundred will ever succeed."

With all my respect tor Mr. N. as a naturalist and axiiarian

of the old school, 1 must beg to differ from him entirely on
this point. Either he has been a very awkward manager of

the artificial process of swainii formation, or he has never
given it a fair trial, for, of a certainty, I have bad abundant
experience that artificial swarms are equally, if not more,
successful than those formed uatiu^ally.

If your readers will refer to pages 110, lao, vol. vii., of

The Cottage GAr.nENEK, they will find a detail of a really

simple, if not the best plan I know, for making artificial

swarms out of hives of every variety, withoni bars. " It is

imnecessary for me to repeat what I then wrote, but I would
observe, that if the piece of brood comb be placed in a glass

over the top hole, there should he a piece of wood fixed in

it from top to bottom, for the bees to hang from en masse,

iu order to enable them the better to keep up the requisite

heat for maturing the royal brood ; also, the glass should
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I pro-lie well covered up witli no stint of warm flannel

tection against the extenial air.

In Idves wilh Imis, supposing tliem to be of the same
diameter at top, the bars being transferable from any one
liive to any oilier liive, the process of artificial swarming
becomes a matter of still greater simplicity. Tlie stock to

be operated upon slioukl be turned up on a fine moiniii^

when most of the bees are away from home, and after a

careful inspection of eacli sepai'ale coml), and the choice of

one wliidi seems to contain suitable brood, that comb must,
by the help of a long knife, be gently severed from its at-

tachment 10 the sides of the hi\'e. Next, carefully replace

the hive in its usual position, and proceed to remove the
top, preparatory to taking out the selected brood comb
attached to its bar; on taking it out every bee upon it

should be carefully swept back into the old hive, iind a fresli

bar put in the place of the one taken away. Now arrange
tlie extracted brood comb (which must be kept perpen-
dieiUar, and gently handled, or it would very likely break oil

from the bar) in its fitting place in the new hi\e, having
certainly ascei'tained that it contains very ijoiiny, fresli-

hatched grubs, and ei/gs if possible. The new hive must
now be made to excliange places with the stock out of which
the swai'ni is to be made, I'emoviug tlie stock to a distance
of at least several yards—indeed, the farther the better for

tlie first day or two, until the bees have got reconciled to

tlie loss of their queen, and have set themselves in eai'nest

to procure another. There wants no drivinii at all in this

case, as Mr. Payne advises at page 134, vol. \i., of The
Cottage G.tROEXEn ; in fact, such driving is more than
snpei-tluous, it will, if I mistake not, hazard the prosperity

of both prime swai'm and parent stock, sliould the old (jueen

ascend into the upper hive with her subjects, and she is

generally among the first to climb. The grand secret of

successful artificial swarm management in the easiest man-
ner is, to make the prime swarm rear a young tjueeii, leaving
the old queen behind if twt loo old, and still in fuU vigour.

Where, however, she must be changed, the swarm must be
managed a la-Scudamore, alter the plan expounded in the
Enfiliali Bee Keeper.—A CouNTEY Cl'KAIE.

P.S.—The swarm of March 23rd last, which invaded one
of my hives, was a case of real desertion after all. The
parent hive is now i]uite empty of honey and bees.

THE MISTLETOE.
As much inquiry has of late been made regarding this

wonderful production, and some have questioned the fact

of its being made to grow in our northern counties, I

beg to say, that the largest and finest plant of mistletoe I
ever saw was growing in a garden in the " county of North-
umberland." It was, when I saw it, appropriating to itself

the whole, or nearly tlie whole, of the energies of an apple-
tree, on which it had been inserted, and but a few of the
sickly, chseased branches were seen protruding through the
mass of green by which it was shrouded. Now, though
there may be doubtless larger specimens than the above in

some parts of the south of England, yet I have never seen
any in the counties bordering on London ; the reason is,

that its abundance renders it no novelty there, and no
means are taken to preserve it, except it perhaps be on
some scraggy thorn on a gentleman's lawn, but there the
prevalence of high winds, and other casualties, give it such
repeated pnining-; that it is seldom seen very large ; besides
which, there is a barbarous custom of cutting every avail-

able piece worth cutting at Christmas for decorative pur-
poses. This destruction is canied on everywhere except in
the precincts of the mansions of the opulent, and very often
there also, so that it is only such pieces as are beyond the
reach of climbing-boys that escape such rutliless invadei-s,

hut what is beyond their reach is seldom destined to get to

any size. The tufts gi-owing on tlie extremities of the
' igs of lime and maple trees, especially the former, suffer

. e\erely from high winds that very often basketsful may
!- gathered under tliem, broken by its violence, as the
mistletoe is verTl-irittle, and easily broken. The cause of
the one noted above getting to such a size is owing to its

sheltered position, and the caie taken of it by its skilful

proprietor. Depredation in that way being there unknown.

the plant is held in some veneration, but how long it will

continue to thrive on the ruins of the tree it occupies
remains to be proved, but its present appearance would in-

timate that a heavy fall of snow would curtail its own
dimensions very much, a casualty which I believe has
occurred more than once before. In winding up this ac-
count, I cannot add anything to the already known methods
of propagating this singular parasite, except that I have
known the seed bruised and stuck by its puljiy parts to a
limb of the tree, and there grew, only it did so vei-y slowly
for a number of years ; I may add, that an old leaf was laid

over the seed, and then loosely tied, simply to keep the
latter in its place and secure it from birds, Sid. I need
hardly observe that apple, hawthorn, crab, and lime trees,

are the most common ones producing it, and, more sparingly,

the maple. It is reported to grow on the oak, but I have
never seen it there. A young orchard is seldom attacked
with it, but it haunts the latter days of an old one with an
inveteracy which the knife of the pruner in vain wages war
against. I think it seizes on young limes sooner than any
other young trees, but when some enthusiastic cultivator

wishes to introduce it, let him try it on some old hawthorn,
apple, or crab, and, though I cannot say much from experi-

ence, I yet have no doubt but he will be successful.—S.N.V.

PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE
MANAGEMENT OF UKES.

liij Henry JT'eiimaii Neirman, £sij.

( Colli iiitied from paye -11.)

ENEirtES OF BEES
Are wasps, mice, moths, hornets (not much), lice, ants,

large greenhouses, large black-headed tomtit, span-ows,
spiders, cobwebs, and, last of all, bees themselves, and
mankind.

Kvery creature has its enemies, and the little bee is not
an exception. The autumn is the time that the wasps are I

most troublesome and destructive to bees. I find the brim-
stone squib at their nests the most radical cure. It is very I

dangerous to place bottles near the hives full of sugar and I

water, as the bees often get caught and killed themselves,
i

I often destroy from 4U to oU wasp nests within 400 yards
of my apiary ; and for a penny a nest, boys may be found I

who will " squib out" as m.nny more at further distances.
As to the mice, traps are the best things to catch thera.

The bee-master should try and place his hives, boxes, and
|

bee houses, in such a manner, as to prevent these vermin
,

from getting at the hives. One winter, I had two fine stocks
destroyed in straw hives by mice ; they gained an entrance,
and in severe weather they destroyed nearly the whole of
the bees, and ate the honey and combs.
The large Blach-lieaded Tomlil, or Bee -killer, as he is

called in Hampshire, is luiother deadly enemy in the winter
only. This bird is not so apt to attack wooden boxes as

|

straw hives, for the tomtit likes to gnaw away the straw at i

the entrance. Two winters ago, I caught 10 oi' these tomtits 1

in the common mousetrap, baited with a little suet or
bacon, which this bird is as fond of as an alderman is of t

turtle. These birds may also be caught in common bird-

traps.

Although there are some hornets in the neighbom-hood,
I never found them attack my hives ; no doubt, if they were
as numerous as wasps, they would be deadly enemies.

Larye yreenliouses in the spring are very dangerous traps

for bees, as they enter them and seldom find their way out
alive ; after trying the fiowers, they fiy to the 'nearest light,

anil remain at the windows until they die of exhaustion.
lu changeable weather, in summer, when the baromeleris

low, if you are in doubt about rain coming, consult the bees.

I liave often done this from nine to eleven o'clock ; if the
bees are very aelive, there will be no rain for some hours, if

they are nery quiet, storms may be exxjectcd.

1 cannot leave this subject without again declaring, with

great regret, what is the worst quality of the hive-bee, viz.,

its inordinate love of plunder. When bees have got into

this bad habit in a large community, the only way is to

remove the thieves, or destroy them. When a dog takes to

killing sheep, he seldom leaves it off"; so it is with the bees,
|
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they will plunder their weak neighbours for the sake of

plunder, until they have got all their honey, and the stock

is destroyed—even at a time when there is plenty of honey

to he gathered. The larger the number of the hives, the

more they are apt to be plundered, and it is a diliicult

matter to know what to do. I liave found a stock increase

in a few days a dozen pounds from jilimder ; in this case,

if you can watch them, the only way is to remove and give

them tlie benefit of a " brimstone match," for if they are not

removed and destroyed, they carry the system on until they

become hereditary tliieves. It is to be regretted that in-

sects endowed with so much sagacity should be addicted

to such bad habits. Their attack on the wall-fruit in a bad

honey yeai' is nothing to this propensity ; being a great

deal in my bee-garden, I kill every thief I can see at the

hives. They ai'e easily discovered by their buzzing flight;

and in case of a battle, the thief is always tryiiuj to escape,

and acliny on the defensive. Kven for this reason alone, hives

should never be placed near each other; the neai-er they are,

the more likely to create plundering,—the really besetting sin

of our insect friends. I have remai-ked elsewhere, that wild

bees never rob each other's nests, nor do they fight at all.

The best way to prevent plunder, is to find out by expe-

rience how many hives the country will carry, and not to

exceed this number; overstocking is one of the great causes

of robbery amongst bees. The jioor cottager who keeps

only one stock, or not more than two, is seldom annoyed by

his bees plundering each other's treasuries ; so that amongst
bees, the " separcde system " is the best, and the fewer bees

are kept close together the better. The bees in large com-
munities, particularly where they are placed on benches

from 10 to 15 together, are by far the worst enemies to

themselves, and destroy more stocks than all the host of

enemies enumerated. I must difier with that excellent

writer, M. (jelieu, in charging the swallow, or swift, with

kiUing bees. I have been a close observer of tlie swallow

and swift for many years, and have also shot them often,

but never found a bee in their stomachs or mouths, nor did

I ever observe them catch bees in their flight ; those that I

have been cruel enougli to shoot, I have always found with

their mouths filled with a small sort of flies.

I have never seen hornets attack the hive-bees, nor did I

ever see them attack the wall-fruit; they seem to, devour
insects, and they are particularly fond of those on the bark

of an old elm-ti'ee. September 12th, 18i7, I killed several

hornets with a small stick : these hornets were busy in the

crevices of a very old elm pollard-tree. I had a nest of

hornets in a hay-stack within f)0 yards of my garden, and
was never in the least annoyed by them ; they are much
more easily killed than wasps.

The proverb, " that nine hornets mil kill a horse," is not

often verified ; if a horse were tethered to a tree in which a

nest of hornets were, it might liapi^en—I never heard of it

;

indeed, a hive of bees would kill a horse under the same
ch-cumstances. I repeat that, although they were nume-
rous last summer, tliese insects did me no mischief, either

in my apiary or to the wall-fruit. I found them every day

round the butts of some old elms, either catching insects or

partaking of the exudation from the bark.

Everybody knows the value of desti'oying a gneen wasp
in the spring; at one plurati-ee, the leaves of which had
some exudation from an aphis, I killed 50 in tlie course of

a week in May.
Spiders destroy a great many bees in detail; they make

their webs more frequently round boxes than straw-hives ;

these ouglit to be examined and swept every week. In my
straw hives I have seen them weave their webs inside : a

bee is caught in these, and although it is not immediately
killed by the spider, dies of exhaustion in a short time,

being unable to extricate itself.

To prevent ants getting to a hive, soot should be placed
round the feet of the stands.

The moths are most destructive. If they get fairly into

the combs there is no cure. I read an account t>f an early

swarm, on the 31st of March ; on inquiry I found that the
moths had taken possession, and the early swarm was a total

desertion of the hive !

Sparrows will very often kill bees which they catch in

their flight, when they have young ones to feed, but it is a
rare practice with them.

Mr. Huish reckons wild bees amongst the enemies of hive-

bees ! tliis is too bad, as these \vild bees interfere very little

mth the hive-bees, and never plunder either their neigh-

bom's or each other; there is only one species, the Apis

terrestris, which pastures on a few of the same flowers, par-

ticularly the lime-ti'ee, which this bee, and the Apis hieorum,

are very fond of.

I do not admire Mr. Huish's desii-e to destroy all the
" Bombinatrices " for the sake of their honey; it is cruel, to

say the least of it—tlie wild bees never plunder each other's

nests. Like the hive-bees, they are very inoffensive ; and,

in their way, are an example of industry and forethouglit

worthy of imitation, so much so, that Solomon might have
said—"tio to the wild bee, thou sluggard, consider her ways
and be wise."

GAS-TAR WALKS.
In No. 183, you say you shall be glad of any additional in-

formation on the subject of " gas-tar walks." I have used it

largely, with highly satisfactory results. Having a great
number of walks in my garden and pleasure ground, from
six feet to sixteen inches in breadth, probably about two
miles altogether, I found the cost of keeping them per-

fectly free from grass and weeds a very serious item of

labour, besides doing the walks much injury, by more or less

breaking up the surface whenever they required a perfect

weeding. I therefore a^iplied the tar as follows, having first

swept the walks quite clean, and got the surface hai-d by
roUing. I chose a dry, warm day, and poirred the tar over
them, as thinly as practicable, spreading it with a flat stick

or tlie back of a rake ; the wal]< being warm, the tar runs
very freely ; clean gravel was then scattered evenly over the
tar, so as to cover it entirely, and all was finished.

Care should be taken not to let the tar touch the edging,

as it kills it. It ought to be kept about one inch from it.

The result has exceeded my anticipations ; much that I did

was about two years since, and not a weed is to be found ; in

fact, I do not think all my walks have since cost me Cd. to

keep them, except a light sprinkling of fresh gravel as the

old gets by degrees imbedded. I estimate the cost at not
more than one year's expense of keeping the walks neat
and clean without the tar.

The walks ai'e as hard as if covered with concrete, and
when walked on, give a crunching sound as if frozen hai-d.

They ai'e much admii'ed, and are ahuost always dry ; in fact,

in an hour after heavy rain they appear, and really ai'e, as

dry as ever.

The smell of the tar disappears in a few days. The
effect of applying tar is to make the wallis beautifully level,

as it hes in the little hollows that may be in tliem, which
being covered mth the gravel, aU becomes perfectly smooth
and even.— S. Y., Dublin.

POULTRY ACCOUNT.
I SEND you, as I promised, a statement of my poultry

receipts and expenditure for the year 1851. The profits you
will see ai'e very small—in fact, nothing ; but eggs and fowls

are very clieajj in tliis neighbourhood, and yon will see by
the prices attached that they are charged at a very low rate.

Eggs according to season (our only customers being shoii-

keepers), and fowls sold into the house at !2s. Gd., ducks at

:Js. Od., rt couple. Tlie year 1851 was one, in this district, most

unfavonrnhle for hatching and for rearing both chickens and
ducks. This was probably caused by the long continuance

of dry weatlier. Many fowls, of all ages, drooped and died

ott' quite suddenly. Tlie charge for barley-meal is high ; I

liad a servant who wasted it in spite of my chrections as to

quantity.

Guinea fowls, I think, cannot be advantageously kept with

fowls ; they ai-e too quan-elsome. My dogs (which are very

friendly with the rest of the poultry) always begin to bark

when they hear the Guhiea hen, and always fly at her ; her
noise appears to make them i|uito restl^s. I think the

ditlerence between the Guinea cock andhen is as great

almost as between other kinds of poidtry,—the prominent

wattles of the cock bird, his upright carriage, his rapid

running mth his wings half-opened and rather drooping,
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ami his dsincing about on tiptoe when vexed (when driven

iiway I'l'oni liis meat) betray him at once, /. e., when full

grown ; as chicks, I am not aware that there is any percep-

tible dirterence. I keep now the Chinese breed ot fowls,

exclusively, with a few Dorking hens, whose eggs I use I'ur

setting in preference to the Chinese, finding the chickens
stronger, earlier in feather, and sooner ready for table, and
fatter bii-ds, than the thoroughbred Chinese ; but after the
first cross they become good-for-notliing. I shall be happy
to send you any fui'ther statements from time to time, if you
think it worth yoiu' while to accept them.

Stock Januaky 1, IKul.

One Chinese cock, hatched 1819 ; 1 Chinese hen, hatched
1^40 ; 'J Dorkmg hens fone ban-en), 1 white hen (common
sort), 1 silver pheasant hen, 1 brown hen, age not known

—

bouglit for sitters ; 4 white Dorking hens, hatched ISfiO ;

:! pullets (common sort), hatclied 1850 ; 4 Chinese cocks,
hatched 18S0 ; 4 Chinese pullets, hatched 1800 ; 4 Dorking
cocks, hatched 1650 ; ;i Dorking pullets, hatched 1800 ; 10
chickens (killed), hatched 1850 ; 1 pair Guinea fowls
(killed), hatched 184!); 1 drake, hatched 1849; 1 duck,
liatched 1849 ; 5 ducks, hatched 1850.

Total OF Layers IN 1801.—Hens, 19; ducks, C. Total, 20.
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the more turf the better; weeds, herbage, nnil all. Pile this in a sharp

ridge until September, and from this ridge chop down the material witli

a sharp spade. Let the soil be a; free loam, rather sandy ;
one-half of

the natural soil may be mixed with it. You may plant Strawberries on

your south border, Itceping clear of the platforms. Vour three-feet

border is fearfully narrow. Plant your Raspherries as you say, by all

means. Your selection of fruits is, on the whole very good. The ftd-

lowing Peaches we advise, in addition to Roijat Kevjii7igton, viz.:—
Acton Scott, Royal George, and Gulande. Nectabines : Murray and

Elruge. Apricots : the Sftiplet/\<i and Moorpark ; all on a suulh uall

of course. Of Pears, you may add Beitrre did. Fondante d'Antomne,

Jargonelle, DiDimore, and Glout Morceim : these on east or ivest walls.

Of Plums: add Rivers's Favourite, Qtiielsche St. Martin's, Roi/ut

Hative; east or west wall. Of Ciiebries, also, place a May Duke, a

Late Duke, and an Elton, on east qt west wall. Add to your Apples,
Lamb Abbey Peurmain, Eldon Pippin, and Sturmer Pippin, as table

fruit; and Mank's Codling, John Apple, and Dtnnelou's Seedling, as

kitchen fruit.

Stove Vine Roots (-Y. 1'. Z., Litierpool).—Your vines planted inside

the house by all means, only take care to have the front wall on arches,

so that one portion of the roots may go freely out, where a prepared bed

of soil must help to add to their fertility ; the latter thoroughly drained,

and a tritle lower than the former; the whole, floor-line and all, a good

deal above the ordinary ground level. Your proposed interior arrange-

ments are good. We are not in possession of any infallible remedy as to

the ants ; but, as a pro tempore proceeding, we would try the effect of a

monthly application of gas tar or train oil ; a band or strip drawn along

the bottom of the wall. Surely vour trees in the neighbourhood must

be much infested with aphides or thrips ; the ants frequently abound

under such conditions. According to the old adage, " remove the mildew,

and you'll be rid of the mushrooms."

Dahlia Roots Grub Eaten {J. il/.).—Are you quite sure that it is

the wireworm that destroys your newly-planted dahlias ? They do not

generally attack that plant, but prey more upon carnations, picotees,

pansies, and pinks ; yet, for want of other food, they may infest the dahlia.

Examine them again. If it is the veritable wireworm, it is of a yellow

colour, with numerous brown rings or joints, and is as tough almost as

wire; hence its name. If the worm is uniformly brown, it ia what is

called the brown grub. In new ground like yours this frequently

abounds to a most destructive extent. We suspect this latter is the one

you are plagued with. There is no way of destroying it but by searching

almost daily round each plant, and destroying all that are found. The
true wireworm must also be destroyed by similar means ; but be is a

more cunning insect, and dives deeper into the ground. You might try a

little soot laid closely round the stem down to the roots, and up level

with the surface. Plant also a few cos lettuces near your plants; they

prefer them to the dahlia.

Cactus {J. A. E.).—Your globe cactus, called Cactus complex, is

unltnown to us by that name. The cause of its not flowering is because

you keep it constantly growing. These plants all want a rest, by keepinc;

cool and dry for four or five months, and then in spring a smart heat, and
plenty of moisture, to cause them to grow and flower. You will do right

to rub off the young globules as they appear. They are produced instead

of flowers, and if allowed to remain you will never have any bloom. If

you have convenience, set them out-of-doors in the hottest months of

summer, in front of, and near to a south wall, this will ripen the wood,

and cause them to produce flowers, but do not sufl'er them to receive

heavy, long-continued rains, and remove them into the greenhouse etiily

in August, placing them close to the glass, and giving very little water

through the winter. They are then almost sure to flower.

Bulb not Flowering {E. W. K. H.).—The juice from the decaying

leaf you sent nearly obliterated the writing in the letter. You should

have sent it in a tin box separate from the letter. It is a leaf belonging

either to Hainunlhus tigrina, or H. /;«niceHjf, bulbs from the Cape of

Good Hope. It does not flower because the bulb is not large enough.

It should be, to produce bloom, quite as large as a man's fist. The
flowers are produced in umbels, springing from between the two large

leaves. It should, like all other bulbs, have a season of rest and uf

growth. It should be grown in a strong, rich loam. The flowers are

showy and haudsome, but do not last long in bloom.

HoYA CARNOSA DISEASED [Ibid}.—Yonr Hoyu comosu, with brown,
thickened, and wrinkled leaves, has suffered from its removal into the

cold border. It should have very little water till it begins to grow. You
may prune it in partially now, leaving some young slioots to grow. It

will most likely recover during the summer. Put in some cuttings, and
raise new plants for fear it should not recover. The blotching on the

leaves is canker, caused by a loss of roots, and exposure to bright sun-

shine.

Acacia (J. S., Highworth).—The scrap oi Acacia you have sent, we think

is a leaf of A. longissima. You cannot make it flower down the stem
unless you allow no other plants to be near it. It is the being crowded
with other plants that causes it to draw up to the roof, and only flower

there, because it is naturally a tall-growing, rambling species.

Phal.enopsis DrsEASED {Orient).—YqvlT Phalceiiopsis has had two
spots like blisters on two leaves. These spots have spread, and the parts

have become corrupt and decayed. You have taken it out of the basket,

and placed it on a block ; cut down the old flower-stem, and cut away
the decayed parts of the leaves. You could not have done better; we
should have done so too. It has since then sent forth another flower-

shoot. You ask what is the cause of the spots; and should you allow

the new flower-spike to remain ? The cause of the spots is vitiated juices

taken up out of the sour, sodden sphagnum, and, perhaps, aggravated by
too much moisture in the air for a diseased plant. The flower-spike may
remain, as it will not prevent the plants making fresh roots and leaves ;

dip the block in tepid water, but do not wet the leaves, especially the

injured ones, unless the wounds are quite healed.

White and Crimson Cinerarias (R. n.).~Quee7i of England,
Rosy Morn, Lettice Arnold, Loveliness, Marianne, and Electro, are sis

cinerarias, the best of their class. They have eacli, as you require, a
white eye, edged with plum or crimson.

: in patche:
,
and

Verbena Venosa (rern.r).—It is now too late to sow Verbena vennsu

to flower well this year. If sown early in March it would bloom from

the end of July. IMarch cuttings, or rather, April cuttings of the roots,

is just the way we recommend it to be used every year; but " root cut-

tings" is nothing more than " dinding the roots." There is little

chance of getting the Plumbago larpentce to flower sooner. It is better

suited for Australia or Natal than for this climate.

Saxifbaga Sarmentosa {Only a Fiddler) .—The right translation of

snrmentosa could not be given in our Dictionary, because we have no
English equivalent. The strawberry is sarmentose, and so are all plants

which form "runners" Hke it, as does this saxifrage. A better transla-

tion would have been trailing. Full exposure to the sun at all times

;

very little water and heat in winter ; and a pot not too large for the size

of the roots, and to be potted only once in three years, are the chief

points in its right management. We shall send your address to " first

fiddle," perhaps he will call on you about the growth of cacti.

Lobelia bed (T.F.)—There are scarlet, purple, white, and blue.

lobelias ; which of them do you want a match-bed fur ? probably the

dwarf blue one, as you name the Anagallia as likely to answer that pur-

pose. The old small blue-flowering Anagallis will suit you best, and it

will flower as late as the Lobelias, if your soil suits it ,- but all the

anagallises are like spoilt children—they will only do what they like, and
where they like.

Bedder for a Large Bed (.VoJ'jVe).— For "a largish bed, blue,

purple, or white," take Salvia patent for blue ; Petunia Devonic7isis, or

some such petunia, for purple ; and Nyctagynifiora Petunia for a white,

unless you could buy the Shrubland white Petunia, which every one
admires so much in the beds at Kew. Del/fhinum Barlowii

a bed ; but is a good *' herbaceous plant " neverthele

rubra we do not know. Centranthus macrosiphon
mark how you like it.

Hive disliked b\ Bees (G. Wintle).—'^U. Payne has had all his

hives for these forty years made of rye straw, whenever it could be ob-

tained (but rye is but little cultivated in Suffolk), there*'ore, that cannot

be the reason of your bees leaving the hive ; we would recommend your

cleaning the hive inside with a dry, hard brush, and then placing it in-

verted in the sun for some days, and a day or two before the bees are put

into it, let a few pieces of clean white comb be placed at the top, as an

inducement for the bees to commence working.

Nott's Collateral Hive {John Smith).— Yes, put the swarm when
it comes, into your Nutt's Collateral Hive, if you like it—but it is alto-

gether bad in principle—and adopt the plan recommended by Mr. Payne

in his Calendar for May, by placing the swarm as soon as hived, where

the old stock stood ; carry the old stock some distance away. By no

means invert it, but allow it to swarm. You must not expect any thing

from your second hive. If it should so far recover itself as to send out

a swarm, treat it exactly the same as the first.

Carnations and Pinks {A. B. C.}.—.Tuly and early August ia the

I

best time for layering Carnations ; and for piping Pinks, the end of May
I or early in Jutie. See what Mr. Beaton says to-day about Dielytru

spectabilis.

Moving Vine {E. D.).~Yo\\ must not move a vine into your green-

house now, unless you can obtain one growinu in a pot. This you might
do from some of the London nurserymen, and then might turn it out

iuto the border without injuring the roots.

Moveable Grebnhousb (S. O. L.).— It is very easy to have a green-

house so constructed that you may move it away with you. You must
not have it fixed, except by screws to the walls or foundation. The white

net used for lady's caps, &c., is the best material for protecting ripe fruit

from wasps.

English Names of Grasses (Ziirf).—The English names of those

mentioned at p. 46 of the present volume are as iollows:

—

Alupecurus
pratensis. Meadow Fox-tail; Dnctylis gknnerata. Rough or Common
Cocksfoot ; Festuca duriuscula, Hardish Fescue ; F. elatior. Tall Fescue

;

F. pratensis, RIeadow Fescue ; F. rubra. Red or Creei)ing-rooted Fescue

;

Lolium Italicum, Italian Rye-grass; L. perenne. Common Rye-grass
;

Phleum prittense, Timothy or Cat's-tail ; Poa nenwralis. Wood Meadow-
grass ; P. .semperrirens. Evergreen Meadow-grass ; P. pratensis, Smooth-
stalked Meadow-grass; Medicago lupuUna, Common Yellow Trefoil;

Trifolium pratense, Connnon Red Clover ; T. pratense perenne. Cow-
grass, or Perennial Red Clover ; T. repens, White or Dutch Clover.

Books {A. B.).—We do not know anything about the books you

mention.

Glass for Vinery (J/. C.).—We can state positively that Hartley*s

rough plate glass is to be preferred for glazing a vinery.

Seeds.—il/r. J. Morton, of the Union Workhouse, Macclesfield,

Cheshire, has a few seeds of Black Barley, Himalnynh Pumpkin, and

Vegetable Marrow, of superior qualities. With a view of spreading the

different kinds through the country, he will gladly ilivi.le the seeds with

any of our readers, who will communicate with him, to the above address,

and enclose a stamped envelope, to defray the postage.

(fEEMAN Paste for Birds {A. B. C'.).—We are told that the follow-

ing is an excellent recipe :— Pea meal lib., blanched sweet almonds 8 oz.,

lard 2 uz., moist sugar 2^ oz., adding the yolk of an egg, and a shred or

two of saffron improves it. Beat it into a smooth paste, and rub it

through a colander to make into grains. In a dry place it keeps good

for several months,

WooDLiCK (S. Y.).—They are mentioned in The Cottage Gab-
dkner's Dictionary. Look under the word Oniscus and A\'oodlick.

Manuring Roses (A Substriber).—You may give them liquid-manure

twice a-week ; mix a little super-phosphate of lime with the soil, and put

nmlch over the roots.

Name of Plant (Co^/*nu).—Yours is one of the pine tribe, and we
think Piiius Douglasii. It is a haray tree. We can never i

to plan ganlens.

ndertake

London: Printed by Haery WooLnRincE, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalcndar; and Published by William
SoMEHViLLE Obb, at the Ortice, No. 3, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London,— May flth, Ib&2.
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Sidney atteniptod to repulate Enf;lisli verse liy Roman fi-et.

Langley went fartlier, and (for he never copied Ootliic)

invented five orders for tliat style. All that his hooks

achieved has lieen to teach cai-penters to massacre that

venerable species, and to give occasion to those who know
nothing of the matter, and who mistake his clumsy ellbrls

for real imitations, to censnre the productions of our

ancestors, whose hold and Ijeautiful fahrics Sir Christopher

Wren viewed and reviewed willi astonishment, and never

mentioned without esteem, liatly Langley published some
otlier works, particularly, An nrciinile Dcsri-iplioii of New-
i/'ile, ,fr. 17-.>4. A Desiijn fur a new Dridije at Wvslminsler,

1(30; A Reply to Mr. James's Tra/t on the same suljecl,

aud an useful one on tlie prices of work and materials

for building. He also invented an artificial stone, of

wliich he made figures : an art lately Ijrought to great

j)erfection."

Mr. Langley died on the :Jrd of March, IT-'il, and as he
lived, so we concluded that lie had died at Twickenham, but

an intellifjent friend says:—"I have made every search it

was possitde to find tlie tomb, or the least trace of Batty

Langley ; his very name I tried to find associated with some
part of Twickenliam, hut all without success. I read every

tomb in the chnrchyard. I engaged the sexton in a search

through the ' old burial ground,' luit could find nothing re-

lative to the subject I was in quest of. Tlie ' new burial

ground ' being only of recent date, I did not attempt to

survey."

Wf. know that we shall not plead in vain to our reailers

in belialf of an olijeet most worthy of tbeir bounty, tliat

object being 3Ir. M'iUiam Oardiner, a naturalist, wlu)

has ministered to their instruction and amusement.

We had occasion to notice favourably bis "Twenty

Lessons on British Mosses," and we again recommend

that, and all his works, for they are all excellent and

cheap, to public ajttPiition. But wo would not have

liberality stop tbero, but let every one wlio has even a

shilling to spare send it to this sulfering student of

nature. The smallest contribution will be received for

bim by Mr. James Seri/mgcoiir, II, Reform Street,

Dundee, who favoured us with tlie following circular;

we say favoured, because nothing gives ns more satis-

faction than being placed in a position to aid the meri-

torious.

"I beg to inform you that Mr. William Gaudiner,
Botanist, Author of ' The Flora of Forfarshire,' ' Twenty
Lessons on Mosses' (First and Second Series), ' Rambles
in Braomar,' itc, lifi' I n, tliese several weeks past, con-

fined to bed, ralliii A m . r.n ly ill; that he and hiti hoy arc

in extremely di'siini!. ruriiin tances; that in conseriuence

of the death of lii^ vul, hi,i n'ar, he has no one but a hired

person to attend on bini ; and tliat Dr. < 'sborne, the medical

gentleman, who has kindly volunteered his serrices, is of

opinion that, if ever this humble, but ciitlin«iii-<lii- nntnralist

recover, it will be a work of considerable lim., .iml u,distance

is therefore necessary. I had previnusly k [•. inciI t' I from
Colonel Kinloch, £1 from Sir John Ogihii-, ISaiL., ins. from
Willi.am F.. I'.axler, Esq., 5s. from Richard Gardener, Esq.,

of Itiiilliope, and 33. from Professor Balfour. This prompt
aud liberal supply is about exhausted. Dr. Osborne and
Professor Balfour have suggested to me that I should write

at once to p.'irties to whom (iardiner is likely to he known.
T respond ; but, as my leisure time is liniiled, I hope this

mode of addressing you will bo excused. Referring you to

my friend George Lawson, Esq., F.B.S., Author of 'Tlie

Water Lilies,' Clerk to the Royal Caledonian Horticultural

Society, and Curator of the Botanical Society's Museum,
Ediuburgli, and hoping to hear from you at your earliist

convenience, I am, ic."

rOPvSYTH MSS.

In the latter part of 178!) Mr. Anderson became a

married man, and the fuUowiiig e.\traet from a letter,

dated St. Vincent's, May 2nd of that j'oar, is an example

of an ingenious roundabout way of preparing bis friend

for the announcement, and of defence of the intention.

Such eircnmlociition, and such defence were needless,

and we never could yet make out why mn.rriago is about

the only act of a man's life which be invariably defends

before its wisdom is nttaclced.

lin. A. ANKKHSON TO JIH. FOnsYTII.

The Natural History, in general, of these Islands, God

knows when I shall be able to accomplish. I am preparing

for it as fast as I can ; if my health and strength continue,

perseverance and time will make amends for the want of

means, and I have no fear of performing it.

I find my constitution is not belteiing, hut its decay

depends solely to the many hardships it has sutfered, and
not to auylhing malignant in the dim at i», lor it is far from
being so disagreeable as is gener:ill\ up] 1. It is tnie,

a constant sameness remains the yi ;m iln . n Ihnit ; but the

variety of scenes in a small conipa>~, .uil iIh' \:aious dispo-

sitions of nature in them, make ample amviids for the

agreeable vicissitudes you experience in nature. Perliaps

there are few parts in Europe more healthy, or where the

inhabitants, who in their younger days desti'oy not them-

selves by dissipation, live to a greater age than in these

islands. Man, alas, is the most forbidding object in them,

for he seldom appears to fall in his ]ihice on the scale of

existence, but oftener as an anini.al, without the limits of

nature. Trampling on its sacred laws, he throws behind him
all laws, divine and civil, except so much of the latter as

suits his convenience and interest, or what he is forced to

for the general interest of the society he is in. While he
launches into the depth of debauchery it need not be

surprising that, as he despises morality and religion, their

possi'ssors are subjugated to contempt and ridicule.

The chief cause of the degeneracy of young men from

Europe to these new settled islands is, the bad example
every moment before their eyes, particularly disrespect to

religion aud neglect of the Sabbath day, and also the want
f>f that subordination among the different classes of man-
kind yciu have in Ii'.urope. Here there is no discrimination,

except a man is poor, tlien he is no companion for the rest

;

if a man is rich, he may have the principles of a devil, he
is respected ; the most atrocious crimes admit no disrespect

to him that has money, or nominal property, often, only;

and as most people that come to this country are for some
time in a dependant state, to gain favour and interest they

imitate the protligacy of their superiors, and soon fall into

their modes of thinking and acting, that in a short time the

actions which at first were repugnant to their conscience

become habitual to them. From this account, which too

generally holds to be true, you will easily cimceive that a

philoso|)hic or sober mind has little satisfaction except in

the contemplation of nature; that the generality of society

must be disgusting; and lliat the less connection with thein

the better; and it really is the case, for in society abumlance
to deprave the morals may be found, but seldom anything to

better them.
I am so far hapjiy in my present situation that I can mix

with the world or retire from it as I please, which cannot be
the case with one that has the least connection or depend-

ence on the country ; but, thanks to Gorl, my subsistence is

entirely from liome, and not de]ieudiug here, therefore I

have no occasion to cringe on or soli.-il the favour of any
one. In no other situation but that 1 am in could I enjoy

a moment's satisfaction in the country ; I hope gratitude

shall never be obliterated from my mind to them who were

the instruments of placing me in it.

Let society be never so bad, a man cannot always be

solitary; he must sometimes go into company for relaxation

to his mind, that it m.ay with more vigour return to its

pursuits. As there are exce]ilions to all general rules, so are

there here some nun of gnnd principb's, and wbnni T

esteem, who show every di-^positiou in tlnir power to s.rve
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me, bill lliey ave but few. So situate, you must allow an

iigrccaljli! companion a great blessing, and I have bome
intention of taking one for life (I mean a wife). I think I

liuow one who, from Jier good nature and sense, will malie

me happy ; slie has no money more tlian myself, but as it

never adds to happiness I regard it not—if it pleases God to

give me competency, with health, I want no more. I am
contidont I can live much more comfortable married than in

my present situation, and with much more economy, and it

will be the means of maUing me more settled to my studies,

having company at home 1 shall have no occasion to seek

it abroad; and when sickness and infirmity come on a man,
it is an unpleasing thing to have no one to take care of

bim. And, finding my lot is to this unpleasing country, 1

uuist make myself as happy in it as I can.

Marriage is no common ceremony in these islands, and
attempts lo it are often ridiculed and contemned, as a

substitute for it is as general as infamous to decency and
morality, a3 also diametrically opposite to the express com-

mands of tho, author of nature, that is, the keeping mulatto

and negro concubines ; I'uur or ftve of tbem is no uncommon
thing in the same house ; a numerous otfspring of coloured

children is the consequence: in my opinion no pleasing

family. This promiscuous intercourse among all colours and
characters is as common here as lawful connection between
the sexes with you, and I can tell you that 1 am the only

exception to it in the Island of St. Vincent ; I have always

regarded it with detestation and aljhorrence, and ever shall

do. I am often ridiculed for not having a black wife,

indeed, many keep them witli an economical view, in taking

care of a house better and more honestly than a black man,
and also a great saving in washing, making, and many
other things ; washing ab:ine costs me a guinea evciy lunar

month. However, all these difflculties I gladly bear in

preference to acting a part so disgusting to my inclinations.

Nothing worthy of extract occurs iu the corrcspoudcnoc

until ITOo, tho year in which Captaiu Bligh, commander

of the unfortunate Boiinti/, touched at St. Viuccut's to

deliver a [lortion of the bread-fruit trees collected from

the Society Islands, on the second voyage he made for

the purpose. His first voyage, when be was turned

adrift iu the ship's launch by the mutineers, occurred

iu nso.

Tho following letter is dated " Botanical Oardcns, St.

Vincent, February ITtli, 1793."

MK. A. ANDKESOU TO Mli. I'OESYTH.

You no doubt before this have heai-d of the arrival of the

breadfruit ship, Capt. Bligh, and a beautiful cargo be
brought. He is a man of great ability, and certainly merits

much. His arrival was some months sooner than I ex-

pected, and, therefore, you may conceive I was, and still am,
much bun'ied. There are about three hundred breadfruit

plants thriving, with all the other Otaheite fruits and useful

plants, and several from Timor and other parts. 1 sent on
board above four hundred dift'ercnt species for them, and
had I expected the ship so soon many more would bavi^

been ready. She remained here only seven days, and the

confusion to me was so great, in landing and slapping such

a number of plants, that it was almost too much for me, nor
permitted rae the time to search among the sailors for

shells, and other curiosities of Otaheite, which I much
wished on your account. Capt. B. brought none himself,

his sole attention being engrossed in the plants ; he even
applied to me for shells and other matters for his friends iu

England.

GOSSIP.

A CORRESPONDENT poluts out that WO last week spoke of

I i/cUow daldiii as a rarity. This error of baste only

a]>pearcd in a few copies, and tliose who received them

will know that it is a blue dahlia that is the " monster
"

that has not yet been discovered.

Tho vote of tho House of Commons refusing to grant

a Committee to imjuiie into tho question of retaining

Tlic Cii/atdl PkIiuv in its present position, Only decides

that it shall not remain iu llydc Park. This is of very

little conse(iuence so that it is re-orected iu the imme-

diate vicinity of London. This is almost certain of

being effected, and then our purpose will have been

gained ; we care not whether it is on the east, west,

north, or south side of the metropolis, so that it is close

to one of those sides. Before leaving this subject we

must observe upon tlio gratifying coincidence that, as

Sir Joseph faxton raised himself fi'om the rank and tile

of gardeners, so Sir William Cubitt, the engineer selected

to watch over its erection, is similarly meritorious, as

having mounted from tho anvil lo bis present bigh

position ; he began life as a mechanic iu the employ-

ment of Messrs. Kansome and Co., the agricultural

implement makers at Ipswich.

We recommend to the attention of our readers the

following hints by Mr. Robert Baker, of Writtle, in

Essex, on brcwimj beer from While ISilcsiaii Beet-root.

which appeared in Bell's WceUhj Messenger. For keep-

ing to brew with in the summer months the kiln-

drying is desirable, but for brewing from September

until April, we know of no reason why the undricd,

fresli sUoes, may not be employed. We know that one

of tho best of the home-made wines, I'arsnip Wine, is

made from the undried root. Mr. Baker says ;

—

JVIy produce last year was from 10 to 1(1 tons per acre,

whilst the mangold-wurtzel was from Iti to 'H tons iu the

same field. Tho beet should be planted closer than the
mangold-wurt/.el, and perhaps would yield a greater crop by
leaving double the number of plants. The leaves of this

plant are much preferred by cattle, and the roots left in my
garden for seed have had all tho crowns picked out liy small
birds, while they rarely, if ever, touch the mangold winl/.el.

The seed may be procured from any of the respectable seed
merchants.
The planting will be sufticieutly early if efl'ccted by the

l'.!th of May, though the last week of April would be pre-

ferred. The after cultine is the same as that jnu'sued with
maugold-wurtzel ; the leaves will repay the whole expense
of pulling and collecting the roots.

The process necessary to convert it for brewing sliould be
efl'ected eai'ly : the middle to the end of October is most
suitable. After thoroughly clearing from dirt, the roots

should be sliced with a Gardener's patent sheep turnip

sheer, and spread thinly upon a barn or inalting-tloor, and
tbiiroughly turned over for three or four days or more, until

tile moisture is partially evaporated ; they then should be
gradually dried upon a malt or chicory kiln, taking care not

lo burn them in the process, as the colour of the beer, as

with malt, depends entirely ujion this |,i,hc,, li,iiig carefully

conducted; when dry and crisp, it iii:i> \»- i' M-d and kept

in a dry situation for use. The pimcs ,,1 brewing is as

follows:—If combined with malt, 1 brew Vi bushels of malt,

and mash it the first time in the ordinary way. I then add
IH bushels of the dried root for the second wort; from Ibis

a tliird wort is taken, and the whole is put to ferninitadoii

at 45° to 50° Fabrcnhcit, and turned separately or togeller ;

1^-lb. of good bops to each bushel of malt being added, and

a bushel-iuid-a halt o( the beet being used. 'J'lie wort is

boiled in the usual way; from this I obtain seven hogs,

heads of beer, which in three months is quite clear ami

ready for use.

Or, I brew with the beet-root alone, putting a bushel and
a-lialf instead of each buHhol of malt; but 1 do not find it

quite equivalent to a bushel of malt when used alone,

although when combined with malt it is so, but two bushels

woubl be more than equivalent. 'The beer brewed entirely

from the beet, if properly managed, is quite equal to that

brewed from malt and beet, and is first ready for use ; is
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about the colour of London iiorter—quite as bright, aud, as
most persons state, quite as good.
One ton of beet will iiroduce from 10 to 18 bushels of

dried roots, the cost of drying about 12s. per ton. Some
di<l not cost so much ; but the maltster objects to diy more
imder tliat price, as it requires longer time and a stronger
fii-e than malt to effect the object well.

A correspondent, signing himself " Amateur," says :

—

^

" Your correspondent, Anster Bonn, in The Cottage
G.ir.DENER for last month, has pi'oposed questions of great
interest to most lovers of Cochin China and other pure
breeds of poultry. Wlien and where is Ikis Metropvlilaii
Poultry Show to he ! To advance the affair one step, will
some kind, public-spirited gentleman draw np rules, and
allow his name to he used for receiving communications,
liromises of support, subscriptions, itc. ?"

We shall be glad to receive such communioatious,
and will readily co-operate in furthering the plan.

The following is a list of the Ilorticullund aiul

Poultry Shows of which wc are at present aware. We
shall bo obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

iTor.TicrETur.AL snows.
B.iKTON-urON--Hu.TiBEB. I'u'st show lith July ( S^e. C.

Ball.)

Botanic (Royal), May 10, Jmie n, :!(1.

Caledonian (Inverlcith Eow), Kdinhurgh, June 0, Aug. 7,

Sept. i, Dec. a.

Cheltenham, May 13, June 15, Aug. -M.
Clapham, July 8, Sept. 11.

Chiswick, June ii, July 10.

Colchester and East Essex, May 20, at Mr. B. I!. Canfs
Nursery ; June 2:!, at Mr. J. Taylor's, West Lodge, Lexdon
Road

; Sept. 8, at the Rev. T. Round's grounds. Holly
Trees, All Saints.

Dekdv, May 20, Aug. 4.

Durham, June 10, Sept. 8.

FonF,uisHiKE (Eastern), Juno (Forfar) ; July '51 (Bre-
cliin) ; Sept. 15 (Arbroath).

GuLLDi'ORp, June 10 (MiUmead House).
HAjirsHiKE,MaylW (Southampton), July 1 (Winchester),

Sept. !) (Southampton), Nov. 16 (Winchester). {Sec.
Kev. F. Wickhani, Winoliester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 10.

Hull, May 27, June 24, Aug. i, Sept. 10.
Klrkcaldy (Fifeshire), June 24, Sept. '.).

Lincoln, May 25, July 27, Sept. 14.
Liverpool, May 20, June 24, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).
London Floricultural (Exeter Ha!l,'strand), May 25,
June 8t, 23, July 13+, 27, Aug. 10+, 24, Sept. 14+,
•28, Oct. 12+, Nov. 0+, 23, Dec. 14+.

Mid Calder (Parish school-room), July !l, Sept. 10.
National Tulip Society, May 27 (Bimiingham).
North London, Sept. 14; Nov. 2;!, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, May 25, Tulip ; June 39, Rose and I'ink

;

July 27, Carnation; Sept. 27, Dahlia.
Oxkordshire (Royal), May 25; June 2-3 ; July 20 ; Sept.

23. (Sees., C. Tawney, aud W. Undershell, Esqrs.)
^

South Devon Botanical and Hoiiticui.turaj,, May 18;
July 13 ; Sept. 7. {Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stone-
house.)

South Lo.ndon (Royal) May 13+, 20, June 17+, 23, J\dy
Ln, 21, Aug. 11J+, Sept. 2+, 8, Oct. 14f, Nov. 11+,
Dec. !)+, 10.

IT,
Shacklewell, Sept. 1.

South Devon, May 18, .July 13, Sept. 0.
Surrey Amateur ( George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-

well), Sept. 15, Dahlia.
Turriff, June 11, Aug. 0, Sept. 17.
Whitehaven, July U, Pinks ; Sept. 17, Dahlias.

poultry shows.
Agricultural Society (Royai,), Lewes, July 12.
Cheltenham Monster Show, June 3. I Secretaries

Messrs. Jessop, Cheltenham.)
'

t For seedlings only.

THE LONG-LEAVED BROMEL.
[Bromelia loivjifoUa.)

A NATURAL order of [ilauts, having a peculiar aspect and

constitution, is named Bromelworts after this genus.

This order includes the delicious Pine-apple, the gay

^ohmeas, the rigid Bilbergias and Pitcairnkts, together

with the graceful moss or lichen-like TillamUia us-

neoides, pastil, or Indian moss, which hangs down from

the branches of trees in tropical woods from Mexico to

the Brazils, and others, but originally all natives of the

American continent and adjacent islands, where tlicy

have been highly prized for their various uses, as well as

for their half air-plant-like habits in the gardens of the

curious.

The genus Bromelia was founded by LiunaBus, and

in it he enumerated the I'ine-apple, which has been

since very properly divided from it, and made another

genus, cnWeA Ananassa, by GcBrtner, a German botanist

The Bromels, or Bromelias, are now, therefore, confined

to ornamental plants, of which the subject of our present

notice is very showy, with rigid, narrow, milky-green

leaves, two feet long, well armed on the edges and points

with toothed spines, and, like the generality of the order,

they are ohanuellod. (Paxlon's Flower Ganlen, ii. 130.)

The flower-spike carries a head of gay flowers, of a

bright rosy hue, issuing from narrow spiny bracts, of a

deep crimson colour. The plant is a native of Guiana,

whence it was i-ecently introduced, and was exhibited

for the first time, before the Horticultural Society, by

Mr. Henderson, of the Wellington Nursery, Edgeware

Road, London. It was first noticed in Rudge's Phmtte

Quianenses. All tlie l^roniclworts belong to the Vt-Heie

andrla l-Monogyiiia in the Linnsean system. B. J.

Propagation and Culture.—This is a very showy plant
while in culture, and is one of those accommodating ones so
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general in this order. It is increased by slickers only,

unless it seeds, and if it is indulged in the moist heat of a
stove it will grow, ilower, and look well and healthy under
any treatment, from that of the pineapple to the melon
cactus. With the more liberal treatment, however, it will

look all the handsomer. D. Beaton,

VINES UNDER GLASS.

{ Contimied fi-om prujf IH.j

The iiuportaiicD of Vine Culture (seeing that every

person in easy circumstances, who loves gardening, has
his greenhouse vinery,) is second to that of no other

fruit. Our last paper on the subject vras Oreenhouse
Vines, and it will be well, we think, to direct attention to

this class for awhile ; for, go where we will, questions

are constantly " popped " about their management.
By the middle of May, of course all bedders, aud

other supernumeraries, will bo removed from the house to

other quarters, where they will cool down, or liarden oft"

for ordinary purjioses. The body of the greenhouse
will, therefore, be occupied thinly with select articles,

intended for specimen culture ; no two touching. The
front slielf, to he sure, if there be one, may form an ex-

ception; here the more delicate and dwarf kinds may be
congregated somewhat more closely, for there is more
light, they are nearer tlie glass, and enjoy occasionally a

more free atmosphere ; this shelf is, moreover, little

hindrance to the vine dresser.

It was emphatically observed at page li-^, that an ex-

ceedingly free circulation of air is necessary in vineries

of this character. Now, in order to pursue such practice

with safety, a hardy habit must be engendered betimes
in the vines; a habit superinduced, if we may take a

liberty with phrases, from the period of " breaking."
Vines thus handled will not fear a putt' of wind; in-

deed, those out-of-doors are obliged to endure more than
a puff. Aud not only the vines, but most of the pot
things enjoy a liberal ventilation ; they speedily become
more sturdy and robust. Tlie same course of practice

cannot, and ought not, to be carried out in the green-

house vinery, aud in that where vines are forced. If, in-

deed, the ill-judging manager should, in a moment of

"vaulting ambition that o'crleaps itself," attempt to

carry out high-forcing with jdant-growing, he must lay

liis account with second-rate grapes, and third-rate

plants. Still, in such structures, with such objects, a

compromise can be etfected ; and we must advise all

those who thus practice, to use fermentative material

over the vine roots, if outside, until the middle of May.
Vines, under any mode of culture, enjoy at certain

periods a high temperature—indeed, it is almost indis-

pensable for their health ; and the (piestion arises, at

what period in the greenhouse vines' summer history,

maximum temperatures may be encouraged witli most
benefit to the vines, and the least damage to the plants

beneath ? Wo do not say that a higli temperature occa-

sionally, say of 7.j° to 8.j°, is indispensable, but merely
that it is of much benefit. Out-door vines, we know,
have not such benefit secured to them ; but then we do
know that the free exposure to light and air wliioh they
enjoy, without any glass intervening, has a most bene-
ficial tendency to solidify the wood, and, by conse-

quence, induce health and fruitfulnoss. Perhaps, from
the beginning to the end of June would bo an eligible

period in which to allow occasionally liberal advances
in the thermometer ; that is to say, allowing the ques-

tion to be hampered by the pot plant culture. This
period will, in the main, include the completion of the

first swelling and part of the stoning process ; and as soon
as the grapes begin to coloiu', we would not allow them
maximum temperature, unless accompanied by the most
liberal admission of air possible—air all niglit. As soon
as tlio colour and ripening qualities arc decided, some

little advance may be again allowed; and when tlie

fruit is all cut, maximum temperatures may again bo

resorted to—if compatible with the plant culture

—

even until the leaves begin to turn a little yellow, when,

if previous proceedings have been judiciously taken, our

natural autumn weather will of itself complete the

wood ripening process.

One collateral consideration must here be noted by
the amateiu', and that is, at what period during the ope-

rator's daily practice may the highest tcuiperature be

indulged in ".' Without hesitation, we answer from two

to five in the afternoon. Of course not persisting thus

except with plenty of sun-light. Artificial heat can only

be warrantable in a very unseasonable summer or other

unusually inclement period, and then more to dissipate

damps aud purify the atmosphere of the house than

otherwise ; for if it be not solar heat, it can be of no

benefit to the vines, but otlierwise, except for the above

reasons. However, as to the dissipation of confined or

corrupted air—those who ventilate freely will have little

cause to fear in the generality of seasons, especially if

they do as we advise, establish a slight circulation in

the air of the house all night.

The mode of ventilation may now be adverted to, for

that, in early spring, especially, is a matter of import-

ance. Of course, it may be presumed that every house

has a regularity of ingress and egress ; the first of whicli,

as a general pr"inciple, is best at the hicest level in front

(where it sliould pass immediately over a portion of the

flue or piping), and the other at a hijh level at the back.

These modes of ventilation, to be complete, should be

capable of graduatiou, without which, they are exceed-

ingly defective, as the operator, in dealing with extremes

of temperature and cutting winds, should possess perfect

control over them. In studying this part of our subject,

the luipracticed should consider the character aud ten-

dency of a draught, and its application to the objects in

view. Draught, by an established ingress and egress,

may bo made a hcat-disperser, a purifier, and a moisture-

robber ; indeed, tlie last two are almost one and the

same thing. As a heat-disperser, use a liberal ingress

with tlie maximum amount of egress. As a moisture-

robber, rapidity in circulation is, we think, best; and

this may be cirectcd by throwing the back ventilators libe-

rally open, and admitting a moderate amount in front.

'These tilings may be aptly compared to the running of

water in a channel : widen it, and the audon is shiggish

;

compress the channel into a very narrow compass, and

the current becomes lively. Just so with ventilation ;

and our readers will do well to bear this simple figure

in view.

Let it be well understood, that all such operations arc

liable to be modified by the character of the weather,

and of course must ever be attempered in a judicious

way, according to tlie objects in view. No man can lay

down rules for daily ventilation. A watchful discretion

is at all times necessary, and the operator must keep

strictly in mind the reasons for his practice at the period

of action. In early spring, when everything is arousing

from a state of lethargy, when plants have been by neces-

sity placed under what has been aptly termed a coddling i

system for many weeks, the most liberal ventilation
|

must be used on every possible occasion to refresh the I

plants ; and where vines are on the rafters, to keep back

the branch action until the sun's advancing power has

forced some amount of action on the root to meet the i

demands on the foliage when perspiration commences. :

Without such, or an unusual fund of vital powers, the
i

buds are sure to grow weakly,.and in an ill-conditioned
|

way—the bunches, perhaps, liaving a tendency to run
|

into tendrils. Again, when the vines unfold their beau-

tifully-organised aud delicate foliage, susceptible of the

slightest damage from almost any extreme, then must

much caution bo exercised in air-giving ; not that the
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vines or [jliints have less need of a cu'culatiou, but lliat

their suscejitibility has so much increaseJ.

'I'he two great opponeuts to be dreaded are—cutting

winds and IVosty air ; and when either prevails, espe-

cially the former, tlie manager must oj)erale more at the
back of the house than the front; setting rid of surplus
heat, rather than cncournging a drauglit with a too free

liberty to rake the wliuli inlcrior area. We have been
rather e.xplicit, priij,i|i, ii ilmus, about these little mat-
ters, but Ihey arc uitrudrd Inr little gardeners, although
such may be two yards high. R. Eriunuton.

jmenziesia erecta, azalea AMQ-^NA, &c.

As far back as ISofi, I entered a strong protest, in

Loudon's Gai-ihii,i'.< .V.y.( ;/«<•, against that division of

the Healhwons |iio|„,.(l \,y the late Mr. Don in the

Edinburgh Philnjoplih ;il .louiiial, and which he adopted
in his edition of Willers Dictionary, because 1 knew, by

actual experiments in crossing them, that some of the

genera, at least, were not natural; and that the most
that could be said about tliem would only show tliat the

several groups thus elevated to the distinction of genera

were natural enough merely as distinct sections ol' one
genus. At that time most of these objectionable genera

were adojited liy Dccandollc in his great Piodioiinis ;

and Mr. i^oudou followed him in bis great work, the

Arboreliim Br'Uanuicum. Since then, however, the

lamented Eudlicher made a far better arrangement of

the natural orders than tbat by Decandolle, and in it he

discarded most of the new spurious genera into which
the Hcathworts were divided, as did also Di-. Lindley

subsequently in his ]'eijet(ihlc Kingdom : and, as if to

prove the adage that it is not safe to fall into bad com-
pany, we excluded from The Cottage Gardener's
Dictionary a genus of Heatbworts tbat was named a

hundred years ago, so tliat the name of a most beautiful

hardy, or nearly liardy Ilcathwort, which 1 am just

going to recommend for universal cultivation, cannot be

found in our Dictionary; and this notice may sjiiirc some
letters asking us about it froui our Dictionary-rra'/c/s

;

for our Dictionary is not such dry reading as some of

them, after all. The name by which this plant is known
about London is Bryanlhiis erectus: derived from hryon,

a moss, and aulhos a flower ; because the original plant

is a little trailing thing, growing so low on mossy ground,

that the flowers appear, at first, as if actually jnoduced
by the moss itself. There are two species known having
this habit, natives of Sibeiia and the northwest coast of

America. The London ])laut, crccliis, grows upright,

as the word means ; still it is a very low evergreen bush,

and one of the prettiest things you can imagine for a
spring flower ; every body should have a plant of it, and
then increase it to a score at least. The nearest jilant

tbat I can compare it to from memory is thus: suppose
the little ilat-growing Daplinc Ciicoriim to be changed to

a sliir upright-growing jilant, and the shoots growing
ipiite close together, and only ten inclics higb and a foot

in diameter ; then suppose them to be covered all over

the top with pink flowers, like a Kalmia ktlifolia, and
you have (lie outline of Bryanihus ereclus, but the true

name of it is Mcnzicsia erecta:'- A beautiful specimen
of it was exhibited before the Horticultural Society the

other day from our own garden, where it flowered in a
cold frame, but I believe it would bloom just as well ou
the top of Ben Nevis, once thougbt to be tho highest

point in Scotland. Wo bad a nice lecture about it, in

which it was stated that its origin is a point of dispute ;

some people saying that it came from North Anjerica,

others asserting that it is a cross seedling, but we did

not boar the opinion of the lecturer ; if it is really a

* Maizie:iia is in The Cottage Gardener's Dictionakv. M.
erecta very much resembles Ht. vmpetriformis there dc&cribed. In
Paxton's Dictionary it is Erica bryindhii.

hybrid, the mother must be tbe original species found in

Siberia by Gmelin, a German, who took nearly ten years
exploring the botany of the northeast of Asia ; he
called it Bryanihus rejicns seijnlli/olin Jtore - rosea,

Thunberg mistook it for a heath, and Linnaeus called

it Aiiihrimedii ; but Pursb and Swartz met with it on
the west coast of North America, and made it out to be
just what it is, a Menziesia ; and 1 have made all this

palaver about it in order to get it out into the world, as

well for growing in pots to come into the conservatory

in bloom witli the spring azaleas, as an excellent sub-

ject to try experiments in crossing. If I had leisure, it

is the very first plant I would take in hand for crossing
;

and if 1 liad been thirty years younger, 1 think J could

stock a garden from it with plants as diderent in habit

and flower as the Cape Heaths, and fully as rich and
gay, besides being quite hardy to tbe bargain.

Jt never rains but it pours. My next plant is quite

now, also a Heathwort, and is as much superior to Bry-
anihus ereclus, in every point of view, as that fine species,

if it must be so called, is to tho common Menziesia, or

lri.sh Heath, There was only a little morsel of it on
the same table with Bryanihus, but you could not enter

tbe room without noticing it, and without being puzzled

to know what it could be till you got up close to it, and
saw that it was not only a new Azalea, but a new colour,

and a now form of flower altogether difl'ercnt from any
other azalea you ever saw. If I saw it first through a

window, in a stall in Covent Garden Market, I should
take it to be a brilliant " self" polyanthus—a rich purple,

stuck on the top of a sprig of box-tree, to attract atten-

tion. Eortunately, Mr. Eortune, who found it in China,

was in the room, and he told me all about it ; besides, we
had a good lecture on it; but tbe lecturer, like me, is

not much of a florist, so be did not enlarge on its merits

as a florists' flower, which it certainly is, as round as a

tea-cup, and as smooth on tbe edges. 'There are nmro
petals in that flower than one would take to be ; but
tliey overlap each other so nicely, tbat you would think

a florist had put them in their places that very morning
with a pair of pincers, or whatever they dress their

flowers with. It is this confounded dressing which
makes so many persons disgusted with florists' flowers.

They are really very pretty things, if they did but let

them have their natural way. Then, if one florist finds

out a better way of dressing a flower than his next-door

neighbour, be gets a prize for it, and they both "jrtic"

at each other, and at every one who comes near them,
till nobody takes heed of what they say. Hut here is a
new azalea, which needs no aid from the dresser of

flowers. Mr. Fortune thinks it will bo quite hardy
with us ; he never saw anything like it in China be-

louging to that family, and on that account he named
it himself Azalea timana, that is to say, "the lovely

azalea;" it is evergreen, and the diminutive of the

race or section to which -variegala belongs. If it turns

out to be liardy it will improve the whole family of

Chinese azaleas as much as the Scarlet 'Tree Rhododen-
dron, from tbe Himahiyah moimtains, has done that

part of tbe family ; for, strange to say, the ihododcndron
and the azalea are only well-defined sections of tho

same genus, each of which will cross with the other;

and such plants and flowers of Chinese azaleas as we
now see exhibited at tbe shows from the greenhouse

will he seen in the open shrubbery, or in the " Ame-
rican groiuids," all over the eoimtry ; and if that is not

good news, and something new to look for, it is not

worth while sending to China for any more plants.

The cultivation and management of these Chinese

azaleas has been brought so nearly to perfection, that

one would hardly expect to see or hear of any new im-

jnovenu'nt being efl'eeted among them : but I confess

that 1 was completely taken by surprise the other day

at seeing the success of a new experiment in the way of
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liropiigaling tlicm, and that, too, by a woilliy fiioiul of

mine, the most snccessful grower of them, iiud of other

|ilants ill England. Mr. Green, gaidciior to Sir Edward
Autrobiis, who lias taken tlio leading pri/.cs for these

a/.alcas lor many years, sent a half-staudard plant of

Aziiha Iverijima to the rooms in llegent-street for ex-

hibition, which, one would thiiili, jiidging from the size

of it, iiiurit have taken him at least seven years to grow ;

il lias onhj two i/can ulil, and hardly that, and there it

was " as large as life," or, at any rate, as large as a

goodsi/.od goosoherrybush, and, as a half-standard bo-

sides, tho bottom of the stem was as thick as a genteel

walking stick; at eighteen inches from tho pot, it spread

out into several good-sized branches, and they again

divided, so as to make a regular head a yard or more in

diameter, and this large head was loaded with flowers
;

it was the best hit in gardening that I have seen for

years. But how was the thing accomplished ? I dare

say many of the members who admired tho plant on the

spot had no more idea of how the thing was done, than
1 have of how the Emiieror of China curls his whiskers,

or whothor be has any whiskers at all. It may be set

down as a curious coincidence, that on the same day,

and at tho same meeting, an entire new form in the

(lowers of Chinese azaleas, and an equally novel mode
of getting up plants of tliem at a short notice, should

appear simultaneously ; but so it was. Now, without
any breach of confidence, I could tell here how Mr.
Green managed his jilaiit ; but on a point of honnur 1

must not do so. Mr. Green sent a notice to the Society

along with tho plant, saying that he would write a
]iaper on the sulijcct for our Journal, and, goodness
knows, oiu' Journal wants more brains and spirit, but,

as we receive it gratis, we put up with it.

1 am delighted with our meetings in Rogentstroet

;

one sees there everything in our way as it comes out,

liom a glass wall to a real Heartsease growing in a pot.

A few years back, the country was up iu arms because
we oflcred prizes for roses in pots ; but no sooner said

than done, and that to perfection, almost at the first

start ; and this spring, Mr. Tuvucr, the great nursery-

man at Slough, sent us a whole lot of Pansies in pots.

They were beautitully grown, and as full of bloom as

they ever can be in the open ground. ]>y-iind-hy, all

the great respectable florists will fiiul out "that the only

way to regain the confidence of tho public to their trade

is to grow and exhibit specimens of all their skill in

pots. Then, good-bye to the " tricks on travellers," to

pincers, smoothing irons, and wi'anglings on the part of

the small fiddle-stick florists, who have kept us in hot
water ever since our beards began to sprout through tlic

skin ; then, and not till then, shall Charley and 1 join

the host. Poor Charley ! instead of " go-carts" and ex-

hibitions, be had to bend under the hod, with all its

accomjianying drudgery, tho whole of this spring ; but,

after all, we never lost sight of our great aim at getting
in among respectable florists some day or other ; mean-
time, 1 return many thanks to all those kind irionds

who have sent me curious and rare plants, and to S. P.,
Riishmerc, for bis ofl'er to send mc the hcautilul (Eimlliera

speci,nsa. It is on my list of promised plants, however,
from another source. I think- the other (J'JiiiilJura- he
mentions as having lost, is Ctcspilosn, but it is lighter

than ho says ; bnt it is the nearest in habit to sjwciosa

of all that I know of them, and it propagates from
morsels of the roots just like spcciosa, and it is more
tender in winter, and very apt to be lost iu wet ground.
I have not seen it since 1 left Herefordshire, sixteen
years ago, and I too want it very much, and would try

to cross it with spcciosa. D. Be.vion.

GREENHOUSE BUILDING AND HEATING
" What is worth doing at all, is worth doing well," is

an adage that holds peeuliuily true in many of our gar-

dening operations. Those who have any intention of

investing capital in bricks and mortar cannot set too

quickly to work. The mortar will set more firmly now
than in tlie very heat of summer, and there will be no
danger of damped plants and tattered walls which gene-
rally reward those who procrastinate until the length-

ening nights of October.

We have elioscn this place for meeting the wants of a
lew of numerous enquirers, that could not have been
sufficiently attended to in the correspondents' column
And, lirst, as respecits a greenhouse about to be erected,

the following are the chief details ; the mentioning ol'

which will enable our inexperienced readers at once to

follow us, more especially if they give themselves the

trouble to mark the principal lines ou paper—a plan we
find it very useful to adopt, when no plan accompanies
description.

The greenhouse is to be placed in the angle of a
building, open to the south and west ; tho walls now on
the north and east being 1'.) feet high, it must not bo
nearer the east wall than ;> feet, and not farther from it

than ^n feet. Among the plans suggested, preference

has boon given to a sjian-roofed house, running north and
south; and, considering the situation mentioned, in this

we agree. The house is to be f(i feet wide, and '-.Ml long,

inside measure ; height to the ridge, '.) feet d inches ;

height of side walls, (i feet. Tho south end, in the

middle of wliieli is the entrance, is to bo all glass above
three feet from tho ground; tho north end and tho two
side walls arc to have no glass. Opposite the door-way
is the centre stage of the house, with a centre shelf ix

inches wide and 3 feet '.) inches high; and there are

other two shelves on the east and west sides, of 12 and
U inch width respectively, tho lowest shelf being 'i

feet in height. There is a pathway of '6 feet in

width all round this central stage, tho base width of the

stage being o feet. Then, bct\vecn these paths and the

boundary walls, that is, ou the north side, the east and
west sides, and the south side, unless where cut iu two
by a width of 4 feet for door and entrance, there is

another stage, the base width of which is i feet G inches,

divided also into three shelves, tlic highest next the wall

being '6 feet from the ground-floor, and lo inches wide :

the second ') inches wide; and the lowest (i inches wide,

and 1 foot ',) inches from the floor. Three of tho sashes
of the roof arc fixed, and two are raoveahlc. 1 jicrceive

there are also openings in the wall near tho ground ; an
admirable plan for insuring circulation of air. It is

jMoposed to use Hartley's patent glass for the roof, and
window glass for tho south end and glass jiart of dour-

way ; to havo vines over the pathways, and to beat all

by a single lino of f-inch 2''|>e, going right round the

house f :^ inches above the floor, and inches from the

wall, from a boiler, and sunk at the door-way. Now
upon each and all of these matters opinion is asked.

First, then, as to ylass. We will neither praise nor

dispraise Hartley's patent for the roof, as we have not
had sufficient experience with it ; and we have friends,

some of whom arc loud in commending it, and others

who give it but faint praise. I should not hesitate a

moment in using it for a plant-house; if 1 have a doubt
at all, it would bo as respects forcing vines and other

things. A great portion of light will be thrown on the

vines over the paths, not merely from the I'oof, but the

south end ; but you may expect those on the west side

to thrive tho best. Indeed, did vines constitute a chief

matter in detail, I should have advised the house to

stand east and west, with entrance at either cast or west

end, and then vines might have monopolised the rafters

ou the south side, while other creepers might have had
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the north side. Matters wouhl have bct-n dilfereiit but
for your high east wall. With the house east and west,

growing plants could be kept on the stage on the south
side, and blooming ones, where continuance of bloom
was desirable, on the north side. In the contemplated
arrangement, the house standing north arid south, plants

to be kept long in bloom will require to stand upon the

cast shady side.

2ud. Is the inclination of the roof sufficient? Per-

fectly so ; but I would jirefer the ridge a foot higher,

and then, in didl or frosty weather, there will he less

likelihood of drip falling on tlie plants, for a QaX roof in

winter, in frosty weather, is little better than a shower-
bath.

•"h'd. But would not the tslaijc then require to bo
raised, as, even now, it is 5ft. Oiu. from the glass? Just
according to the size of the plants you wish to grow.
But supposing you wished nice bushy-headed plants,

why, even with your present height, I would raise it

eighteen inches higher, and so much more iu propor-

tion, that 3'our plants might be nearer the sloping-i'oof.

Nay, with your proposed plan of having opaque walls,

in the shape of nine-inch hollow bricks, for the sides of

your house, I would make a complete change in your
stage-work. Why have a stage at all of three shelves at

the sides ? I should not so much mind at the north

end; it might keep a few things in bloom. With your
opaque walls, the light these side stages would receive

would be chiefly from the south end ; what came from
the roof would be feeble indeed before it got to the

lowest shelf, 1ft. Din. from the ground, and those highest

would be in the same predicament, except those suffi-

ciently near the south end, where the light would e.xert

a sufficient force. The rest, farther back on these side

stages, would be drawn and spindly, and always pointing
their heads one way. We would, even upon the present
arrangement, prefer a platform to a stage, as giving the

plants more justice, and entailing far less trouble and
expense in the construction. But we would prefer no
stage or shelf whatever on the side ; we vrould -have a

border, one foot in width, next the walls all round,
except, perhaps, on the south end, where there might
bo a small platform. In this border we would plant
climbers, (jeraniums, acacia armata, camellias, oranges,

&c., to cover the wall ; and with three-fcet-wide patlis

close to the border, we should thus be enabled to add
three feet to the width of the central stage, which might
be appropriated to an additional shelf on each side, or

widening the two on each side and the central one
already there. I advise this strongly under present
promises. But if you would make your contemplated
brick eastern and western walls into glass, at the height
of three feet from the ground—and I presume it will

cost- no great deal more than brick, and always look
much lighter and neater—then I would follow out your
contemplated arrangements, only I would have a broad
shelf or platform at the sides instead of a stage ; that

shelf being about -ih. Oin. from the ground, and the

lower shelf of the central stage six inches higher, unless
very tall plants were desirable. If I made an alteration,

it would be to reduce your side platform from 2ft. Uin.

to 2ft., and thus one foot could bo added to the central

stage.

ith. Heating.—The one four-inch pipe round the
house will be sufficient with your present opaque walls.

It would hardly be sufficient without using shutters in
very severe weather, if you had glass at the sides. In
sinking at the doors, you must use an open air-pipe there,

or tlie air will accumulate and stop the circulation. With
glass on the sides you would require two four-inch pipes
to keep a good heat when desirable, though two three-

inch will be safe. Under your present plan, one pipe
will be sufficient, with a foot or fifteen-inch border. As
proposed, the pipe may go there as indicated, and you

might have a shelf of that width above it for setting

fancy plants in bloom upon. Without side glass, and
your stage widened thus from two to three feet, the one
pipe might go round just inside the base line of the

stage, aad thus sinking at the doorways woidd be
avoided. With one or two bends in the pipe, the boiler

may be placed low enough to enable the pipe to pass
beneath the floor at the north-west corner, then it should
slightly rise to the extreme end, and thence fall ag.iin to

the boiler. At the highest point of the pipe, a tin or

iron tube should be inserted, four or five feet in length,

and may be fastened with its open end turned down-
wards any where, as upon the stage. This will jirevent

air being compressed between two bodies of water, and
the circulation will be ra])id, and the heating effectual,

while the expense and trouble of sinking at the doors
will be avoided. These remarks will be foinid to apply
to several enquirers, though chiefly applicable to one.

Pits.—The plan given at page iJti of vol. iv., in which a

cylinder of sheet-iron forms the stove, which has copper
pipes passing through its sides, and these joined to lead

pipes which pass to, and return from a tank, will, we
have no doubt, answer well, if properly managed. The
great thing is to regulate draught, so as to have as much
heat as possible, and no bad air. For any largo work,
such as a number of lights to heat instead of a i'cw, we
woidd prefer a double cylinder on the same principle,

with water between them, and pipes fixed in the usual

way. I can only answer a few questions at present.

1. Coke may be burned as well as charcoal, but it will

be troublesome from the clinkers it forms.

2. You may cover the whole of the pit with tan, leav-

ing the pipe standing up from the tank uncovered.
i. The box within the pipes would not retain the heat

so long as the bed filled with tau right across.

4. You might dispense with all fermenting material,

provided your pipes were large enough to give out suffi-

cient heat, by forming a chamber over the tank and
pipes, and then covering with rough material, and ashes

or sand ; but what would be better is sweet tan, as its

decomposition would assist the cuttings. But I fear

your lend pijies would hai'dly bo sufficient for this.

5. There must always be enough of water in the tank
to sujiply the connecting pipes. II. Fish.

VARIOUS STOVE PLANTS GROWN
SPECIMENS.

AS

The Achimenes have been lately treated upon, and
directions given how to grow them as largo specimens.

There are several other stove plants that are worthy of

being so grown. We are certain that a collection of a

few large fine plants have a much better effect than a

large number of small plants crowded together, or even
at moderate distances from each other. A great number

|

of our readers have, no doubt, had opportunities now
and then of visiting some one or other of the metropoli-

tan exhibitions, and must have been surprised at the '

magnitude and splendour of the specimens of stove plants

exhibited. Now, there is no reason why they should

not at least try to gi'ow such fine plants in their own
\

stoves. We can assure them, from personal experi- I

euce, that a considerable number of the plants exhibited

are, with few exceptions, grown under many difficulties,

such as want of space, want of assistance, and other

means necessary to produce tliem. 'J'he man of pei'se-

verance, industry, and the diligent application of various

expedients, accomplishes the desired end in spite of

extreme disadvantages. We know that most of the

successful exhibitors purchase new plants out of their

own pockets, cultivate them in their leisure time, that

is, before and after the regular work-hours, and with a

very slight addition to the regular cost of materials.
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The result of this extra labour and attention is the

production of such fine specimens as we see on the

exhibition tables. Such being the case, we feel that a
few slight liints on the ways and means of doing so

likewise, will be useful to such of our readers as may be
desirous to excel iu stove plant cultui'e.

Gesnf.ras.— Supposing the cultivator has a small
plant or bulb of such jilauts as G. Gooperii, O.faucinUs,
or 6-'. Merldi, early iu the spring, this bulb should
have all the old soil shaken from it, the dead roots all

cut oft', aud then be rejiotted in the light rich compost
described some time ago in The Cottage Gakdener.
It should be placed in a gentle heat, and kept just

moist enough to excite growth. If only one shoot is

produced, it should be stopped wheu an inch or two in

height, leaving a pair of leaves only on it. At the base
of these two leaves there are buds, and these buds will

soon break and produce two more shoots when these have
grown two leaves each ; then repot the plant into a pot
two sizes larger, and tie out the two shoots a little distance

from each other. Nurse the plant carefully with water,

but do not deluge it, and place it as near the glass as

may be safe from cold. When a thii-d pair of leaves

are produced, nip out again the buds at the top of the

two shoots, and allow two more shoots to eacli to grow,
till each has two more leaves upon it ; then, repot again
into a pot two sizes larger ; this will be a sufficient shift

for the first season, and the plant so grown will produce
four spikes of fine bloom. If the bulbs are larger, they
may probably send forth four or Jive shoots ; then repot,

tie them out, nip off the tops, aud by that means double
the number of flower spikes. Tlie great point is to

keep the plants from flowering by inducing free growth,
fine foliage, and numerous shoots, before the flower

spikes are allowed to appear. The larger the bulbs (and
they will become larger every year), the greater the
strength and number of tlie flower-shoots will be pro-

duced. Hence, if there is no hun-y for bloom, it will be
desirable to prevent them flowering at all till the bulbs
are sufficiently strong to produce a fair number of

flowering shoots.

Gloxinias.—To produce specimens of these fine

plants, something like the same i)rocess must be followed
as tliat described above for their kindred, the (jesneras.

Iu one particular point a difl'erence should be observed

;

that is, syringing. Perhaps there are no plants that

ought to have their leaves kept more moist than Gloxi-
nias. We have syringed them three or four times a day
with the greatest success and most perfect safety. The
leaves prevent too much water )ienetrating to tlie roots,

or this excessive watering with the syringe would be in-

jurious instead of beneficial. In Gloxinia culture, when
the bulbs are tolerably large, the number of shoots sent
up are in greater quantity than in the case or example
above mentioned of the gesneras. Hence it is necessary
to thin them with an unsparing band; the strongest
plant should not have more than five or six of these
.shoots left on it to bear flowers; those left should bo
tied out almost horizontally, leaving out one or two in
the ceutre to till up the vacancy. Wheu the plants are
in fiower tlie syringiug must of necessity be discon-
tinued, or else it will injure the bloom.

SiNN'iNGiA GUTTATA.—This, whcu Well gi-own, is a truly

beautiful object. It has bright green leaves, and flowers
of the purest white, spotted with crimson or red, hence
its second name, wliich means spotted. Treat this fine

old fellow kindly, and in a similar manner to the
Gesneras aud Gloxinias, aud he will repay you well.

T. Appleby.

Geranium good. I'pper petals maroon, edged with

white ; lower petals white, with maroon edge. Of course

we can say nothing of the plant's habit, as wo merely

saw a single truss.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
J. S. B.—Tlie Cineraria is not worth keeping

; petals

scattered, notched, and common in colour. The Fancy

CULTUllE OF ROSES IN POTS FOR
EXHIBITION.

{Continued from pmjf 87.)

Trainixo.—Though a rose-bush may a]ipcar, when
seen growing in the border, au unmanageable thing to

bring into a pleasing form, yet, in pots, it is more under
control, and may in a great raeasiu'e be so managed as

to give it a well-balanced shape. There are two or three

modes by which this maybe efl'ectcd, each mode depend-
ing upon the habit of the diflerent vai'ieties. 'These

modes may be described as the bush, the pyramidal, aud
the twining methods.
Tlw Bush.—^'This mode of training is applicable to such

varieties as are naturally low growers, with short, rather

stifl', shoots. Some of the perpetuals, hybrid-perpetuals,

moss, and China's, look well trained as a low bush. To
keep them in this form, and at the same time to prevent
the branches from crowding each other, it is necessary

to thin out as they grow all weak and very strong shoots.

The weak ones would very likely not flower, and the

over-strong shoots would rob the rest of that strengtli

necessary to bring forth fine blooms. When these arc

removed, place short sticks, painted a light green, to

each of those left on the bush. Arrange them so as to

give them a neat appearance, and leave them so thin as

to give room for the heads of flowers to expand, yet, so

thick as when they are in bloom each bush should be
well fiu'nished with flowering shoots. 'This reijuires

forethought to be exercised at the commencement of the

operation of training. 'The sticks are a necessary evil

;

but when the shoots liave advanced so far as the ajipear-

ance of the buds, they will become set, as it were, iu the

desired position, and then the supports may be removed,
or they may remain till the day of exhibition, to steady

the blooms during the transit from the house to the e.v

hibition tent.

The Pyramidal.—By far the greater number of roses

should be trained by this method. No plant, grown in

a pot, has such an imposing, almost regal appearance,

as a rose-tree trained as a pyramid, and covered with its

large richly-coloured, deliciously-pcrfumed blossoms, and
bright shining green foliage. 'The method to be followed

in order to produce a handsome pyramidal rose-tree in a

pot, is simple, and consequently easy. Place a stoutish

stick close to the central stem ; if there is not one already,

the strongest, as near the centre as ])0ssible, should be

tied to the stake, and the rest brought down to au hori-

zontal position. This may be done either with very

sliort sticks placed round the pot at regular intervals, or

eacli side-shoot may be hooked down with hooked sticks,

or, what is better, a wire fastened round the pot just

under the rim, so tight that it will not slip over the pot
edge. The lowest shoots as they grow should be gently

tied with twisted small pieces of garden-mat to this wire,

then the next tier of branches should be brought down
and tied to the lowest tier, and so on, till every tier of

branches are tied, so as to form the pyramid, the centre

shoot forming the summit. 'The shoots all round the

centre should be as much as possible equidistant, so that

all sides are fiu'nished alike. It may be necessary, when
some of the varieties may produce strong, over-bearing

shoots in any particular part of the plant, under this

mode of discipline, to remove such, and also weak, puny
sliools. Both these kinds of shoots are useless, and inju-

rious to the general welldoing of the flower-bearing

branches. 'The leading shoot should have the extreme

end shortened in, to cause side-shoots to be produced,
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more especially iu tlic pcipoUials and auLumn-blowiiig
varieties.

Twhuiiij.—This mode of training applies only to such
as aic oi a cliniMiig habit. Several of the hybrid-

China, noisettes, Bank.sians, and all designated as climb-

ing-roses, slionid be trained by this method. Many of

them are handsome objects in pots, bnt as they jiroduce

their blooms on the spurs of the long shoots, they will

not bloom if these are primed away, lienco it is neces-

sary to twine them. The way to accomplish this, is to

place four or five stakes at equal distances witliin an

inch or two of the edge of the pot. Those stakes should

be at least throe feet high, made of good red deal, and
neatly painted green, 'i'he jihints should bo furnished

with at least three, and not more than live long strong

shoots. Those branches should be brought outside the

stakes, and twined gently round tin; circumference of the

stakes, tied to eaoh, slojuug gradually njiwards, and at

equal distances from each othei'. They ought to cover

the stakes nearly from bottom to top ; the exticme ends
should be cut off; this would, combined with the

twining process, cause almost every eye to break, and
each side-shoot would most likely blossom in bunches
freely.

Tliiiiniiiij the hhonis.—Whenever there are more
flowers than there is room for each fully to expand, or

where the plants are weak, it is highly necessary in an
early stage to thin the buds; take away all that are

small, deformed, or imperfect, leaving the largest and
most healthy to expand and come to perfection. 'J'his

is especiiilly needful with such varieties as have very

double (lowers, or hard close buds—such for instance as

Smith's yellow noisette. Jt is reasonable to expect that

any rose will be benefited if a certain number of flowers

only are .allowed to bloom. Such buds also should he

left as are likely to bloom at the same time ; this rule of

course applies only to plants intended to be exhibited.

T. Al'l'LEBY.

NOTES ON BROCOLL
Ii' the long-continued service of any one vegetable be

regarded as a criterion of its worth, tlio one which now
forms the subject of our notice has great claims on our

attention; as taken with its kindred tribe, the caulillower,

(and botanists class them together), they are oxi)ected

between them to furnish our tables with an accioptable

dish the whole year round. Now, though this is diffi-

cult to accomplish in severe winters, or in situations

unusually bleak and cold, yet the improved varieties

which the skill of cultivators havo |ircsented us with iu

the last few years, have made the undertaking more easy

than it used to be, and some have alHmicd their ability

to accomplish the task with one kind alone. Be this as

it may, we are not inclined to curtail our list so much
as that, altliough we are enemies to a multitude of

names ; but as there is generally (we might say always)

some uncertainty bangs over tho character of seeds of

this tribe, it would bo unsafe to trust tho whole crop of

this important article to tho uncertainty of one indi-

vidual kind. Rather, therefore, make use of some four or

five sorts which the experience of former years has

taught us may bo expected to corao into profit at the

times wanted, while at the same time a fair proportion

of those whoso character leads to a belief that they

ought to furnish a continuous supply of themselves

may also bo planted ; of the latter class, our readers

will ])eroeive that wo mean the Walcheren, which, form-

ing as it were a connecting link between the cauliflower

and brocoli tribe, partakes of tho character of both.

This useful variety, which some insist may be made to

keep up a supply from tho lirst of danuary to tho last of

December, is, when true, the most serviceable brocoli

that can be planted; yet we have seen many failures

with it, and it is not suUicicntly hardy to wilhslaud
such severe winters as wo generally have alternately

—

we more especially allude to the central parts of
England. Along the south coast, and other highly-

favoured spots, no doubt but it is all that can be desired;

but there are a great many places where it is evidently
not at home. Besides, when a severe season does
occur, and a total dcpendance has been put on this one,
then woe betide the gardener who has to face the
kitchen authorities for so many weeks, when one of the
most necessary of winter vegetables is lacking ! He will

then sorrow that be did not plant a good breadth of the

SprouUng, Danish, or other hardy kinds, on which the
war of the elements makes but little impression.
Now, though it is too late at this jieriod to sow the

princi|)al crops of these and other brocoli, yet, as we
gave directions at the proper time, we expect that a
thriving brood are shewing theuiselves with groat pro-

mise, and we now proceed to the (ilanting, or rather

to make arrangements for that work ; as the skilful culti-

vator is always ex|iectcd to have that fuiosight which
enables him to see his way clear in his different plans
and crops, that he will have jdanted his otlier crops so

as, if possible, to give this one a plot of ground on which
something different from the cabbage-worts occupied
last; not that we insist on this point, because we have
seen excellent crops of this and other things follow each
other for a number of years—still we think it was at a
sacrili(^o. Nature is so accommodating as to direct her
resources to the production of that ]iarticular food
wanted by each individual tribe, but if she be taxed
again and again for tho self-samo thing, we may justly

infer her energies will become impaired, and a sickly

diminutive growth be the result, unless a generous
assistance bo given in the shajie of manure, either solid

or liquid. We are awaie that a liberal application of

these will maintain that degree of ferldity necessary to

support tho same crop in health and vigour year after

year, yet we are far iVom certain that a less quantity
would not support equally heavy crops if varied every
season ; therefore, when it can bo managed, let brocoli

follow such a crop as jiotatocs, or some of tho pea tribe.

It is very common to follow the former of theso the same
season, when the roots have been dug early, and as it is

necessary to crop heavily in most gardens, a period of

rest is o\it of the question, unless it be that period in

which uU progress is arrested by tho elements, and as

early potatoes are generally oil' in time to plant brocoli,

rccoiuso must bo had to such a suitable jiiece of ground.
In addition to this, we plant brocoli between rows of

peas, which, on that account, are sown in rows wider
apart than usual—generally six or eight feet; and in

]ilanting, the usual distance of two feet is allowed be-

tween row and row of brocoli, one being just a foot on
each side of the peas, so that when the latter is cleared

away, the ground is fully occupied, and, excepting the
latest peas, there is generally sutBcient growing season
aftorwiu'ds to allow tho jilants to attain that sturdiness

of habit which their confined position had deprived
them of. Now, wo are no advocates for mixed crojis,

except in some special cases, and this is one ; and we
have seen excellent crojis of peas (ffvo feel high) grown
in rows eight feet ajiart, and when the picking is con-

fided to some careful individual the crop alluded to is

jirogressing likewise. Jt is almost needless to say, that

if planted without the encumbi'anee of the pea ciop
the brocoli will bo better; but there is seldom so much
gioimd at command as to allow them that indulgence
at all times.

Jn jilanting, be sure to place a few of the latest kind
on some north corner, or otlier shady late place, in order

to prolong the season iu spring up to the time of cauli-

llowcrs coming in.

As wo have, in former numbers, given the kinds most
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to be clepeiulej on for their general utility, we adJ no more
here tliiiu merely snyiiig, llmt auotlier sowintf of the Cape
and W'dlclteren oiifjlit to be put iu, and means taken to

prevent the Hy or other enemies attaekino; those just

comius^ u]!, which they are almost sure to do. We need
not allude to the destruction of weeds amongst thera,

because the war of exleniiiiuition was proclaimed .at the

first, and peace to such enemies is out uf the question.

SiNDUiiiS.—Spinach, Jjelttice, and Pfns, may be sown
iilniost weekly; njncdl SdhidiiKj oftener. The larger kinds

o[' Blue Peas are more in repute now; and of LelUice,

if your situation be dry, it is better to sow where they

are to remain, as they are liable to run when trans-

planted. Sow also llddhlii's on some coul north border;

the turnip kinds are the best now. French Beans may
also be put in if wanted, and Scarlet Jiunners planted;

but if those planted the beginning of the month look

promising, it is early enough yet for a succession, as

this crop continues in bearing longer than many others.

Turnijis may also be sown, and those thinned which
were sown some time ago. The same to be done with

spring Onions, only, as we propose an article on thinning,

we only allude to it here ; a few, however, may be sown
to draw young for salads, or other purj)oscs, when
wanted. Tlie silversliinned, which were sown the first

week of the month for j)ickliug, will not require much
thinning, but weeds and other superfluities removed.
Plant out, if not done before, the iirst crop of Celerij

;

and prick out on some well-prepared bed a quantity of

good stilf little jdants to succeed them, after being

strengthened in this nursery bed. Attend to liidge

Cucumbers, VcijcUthle Marrons, &c., under hand-lights;

and when all danger from cold nights is over, plant out

any spai-e Ciiji.iicum plants on some sunny border that

may be left id'ter the frames and other more favoured

spots are tilled ; they will [iroduce abundance of green

fruit, which nniy be of service for pickling, &c. 8ec to

Melons now progressing, and take means to keep away
red spider and other enemies. A ciu'e is much more
dilficult ; shutting up the frame warm after a gentle

watering is very useful that way, only it must not be

over-done, otherwise an oj)posite error is run into. Uu-

cumhers being more hardy, and requiring water in greater

quantities, may be inured to a greater inllux of fresh air,

and the same allowed to renuiin on later in the after-

noon, before watering and shutting-up. Su-eet herbs

require looking-to now ; and lieds of Thyme, from seed-

ling plants, may also be made. About the iirst of June
is better for cuttingg of Suye, the young growth is not

yet sullieiently fii-ni. Big and prepare for croppbuj all

ground that may become vacant, and hoe, cleanse, and
keep in order every part of the grounds, which, with due
management, may be done to the edge of the rubbish-

heap. ]\'aler with prudence —and, we may add, caution

—

only those things which necessity compels j'ou (see a
lale article) ; rather shade such seedling crops as, while
vegetating, shrink iroin the all-powerful rays of a hot
sun, or, it may be, the withering iulluence of drying
winds. More forward crops may be treated differently

;

but avoid, if possible, systematic waterings. Neverthe-
less, if absolutely necessary, do not delay it, as the rajjid

growth at this season renders corre.spondiiig nourish-

ment compatible with a healthy development.
J. lloDSON.

HONESTY IS THE BEST roI.ICY.

Thkp.f. is, I am son-y to say, among the humble classes, a
very great carelessness and indiftci-ence with respect to

honesty, wbicli leads sometimes to great crimes and severe
piuiislniifuls; anil, in other ca.ses, to donljt and suspicion
wlieri' Mchuil ili -finery may not have been possible ; but, in

all iiriuui-,laiifis, sliame, disgrace, and misery are brought
uiinn tliriiiselv. s and their families; for wbo wiU'clioose to

employ either man or womnu of whom it is felt that they

are not trustworthy, aItbonf,'h nothing can exactly be brought
openly against tht-m? It is the bounden duty of parents to

look closely after tlieir iliiUlren in this matter, and not only

sti-ictly to check Ihe vei y Irast appearance of dishonesty, but
to set them a hold and hriylit example of failhfnluess in all

things. If a child sees iis parent make bght of evil, it will

do so too ; and if it is taught to go out and sle.il wood, or

allowed to bring home a bunch of turnips, greens, or tinij-

Ihiii'i whttlsufi'er, without inquiry or reproof, it will see no
difl'erence between taking what svims a trille and what is

considered worth bringing before the bench of magistrates.

Children are quicker and sbaiiier than we are ready to sup-

pose; they see and know what is wrong in an instant; and
the least want of thought in what their parents or betters

say or do, leads to a groat deal of mischief, the end of which
cannot be foreseen.

Charles Smith lived for some years in the family of a
gentleman, who bad a kind of regard for him, because be
knew all bis family, some of whom had worked on the pro
perty for many yi'ars. When this gentleman settled in a
small residence, with a garden, a field or two, and a couple

of cows, he took Charles into his service, to live in the house,

but to be an out-door servant-, and do everything. He was
just the sort of man for the place ; be could garden, manage
a litlle farm, brew, and turn his band to evciylbiiig. He
was very good-tempered, quiet, obliging, and active, and
loved the childion dearly; was never tired of them, and
would do anything at any time for all belonging to the

family.

In the course of time, his master and mistress had occa-

sion to suspect tliat thei'e was disbouesly somewhere, and
they soon found that Charles was the guilty person. Nothing
of any consequence had been taken, liut little trilling things

disappeared, sucli as a blackingbrusli, an old reaping boolc,

odds and ends of useful things lying about, that were not
forthcoming when inquired for, but that having no legs and
feet could not possibly walk away. The beer, loo, went at a

great rate ; in short, a stir was at last made, and (Jharles

was found out as a petty pilferer. With the kindest iulen-

tions, but most unwisely, bis master w.ns melted by his grief

and entreaties, and did not turn him away. Ilehadmar-
rii'd one of bis fellow-servants, for whom the family had a

great respect and regard ; and jirincijially on accimnt of iioi>r

lietsoy, who suflered more than her husband, and abliMiied

his crime, so that she never olTered to screen or excuse him,

Charles was kept in spite of his conduct, but was watcheil

and looked after more closely. Constantly, however, little

things were missed; he was scolded and threatened, but

still, for his wife's sake, forgiven ; and so it went on year

after year until his master changed his residence, and no
longer needed his services. He then seltlcd in his native

village, and took to day labour. He was at fust employed
regularly by one family, but his iiilfering habits continued;

things of no value, but still things that were not bis own,

were missing, and were sometimes found smuggled up in

the stable, where they did not m-ed to be; and, therefore,

Charles was quietly jiarted with, and nothing more was said.

He was such a quiet, steady man to all appearance, that

others took him on, but he somehow left them after a time,

although no one ever lieard why,

.\t last he was taken into the emidoyment of a very

respectable miller, wbo settled in the village, and lived with

him for some time. Sin will not always go undiscovered.

The Kye above sees it, and the Hand above brings it to

light. The miller, at various times, missed lopping ami
pollards, and having no reason to suspect any one in parti-

cular, lie l;i pt a close watch upon all his men.
" Quite accidentally, " as men say, but in accordance with

the will imd purpose of Gail, the miller one day found, in a

secret place, covered carefully over, a sack of topping. He
marked the sack, and left it just as bo found it. Under
cover 111' ni'ht the man came to remove it; and the miller,

who was walihiiig, found that man to be Charles Smith.

He sulfered biin to go quietly otf with his booty, and gave

biin time to got home. Charles was silting at tea with bis

wife and children round him, all but himself unsuspicious

and happy, when a ta|) at the door announced a visitor, and
the miller, with a constable behind him, entered the cottage.

It was a scene of sonow. Charles never attempted to deny

the fact, or resist the constable. He wa.s a quiet, peaceable
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man in his character, anil gave himself up at once. His

horror was at tlie wretchedness of his poor attlicted wile, and

having to leave her and his Uttle children. It is a strange

and reniarl;ahle tiling, that a man who loves his wife and

little ones so dearly should dare to he yuilty of such a

crime. One would think for their sakcs, if not on hetter

"rounds, a husband and father would forliear to do what

must make them all very niisi^rahle, and ruin them besides,

as well as himself. A man witliout feeling for others might

not be wondered at, but Charles Smith was a tenderly

attached husband and father, and never gave his wife one

moment's pain, excejH in the matter of dishonesty.

Betsey Smith was left among her poor little children,

weeping and miserable. She had long dreaded sucli_ an

event, but it came at last like a clap of thunder, as atthctions

always do. She had many friends, and they all helped her

as well as they could ; but they could not remove her trial,

or make her forget it.

Tlie miller was a very kind-heai'ted man, and would have

been very glad to get poor Smith ott' when he was fairly

committed for trial ; but he was strongly advised to let him

be punished, as one human means of doing him good. He
(lij so—and six months' hard labour was the result.

Betsey is still alone with her children, supporting them

by her needle. Her friends employ her, and do all they

can for her ; but although submissive and resigned to her

trial, her countenance .is one of the deepest sadness. She

feels it in the right way—as an offence against the Law of

(iod, rather tliau that of man. " Against Thee, Tiiee only,

have I sinned, and done this evil in Thy sight," should be

the confession of every heart; for the offence against man

is as notliing compared with that against a holy and just

God.
Let the experience of Charles Smith convince us that our

sin is sure to find us out; that is to say, the Lord will,

sooner or later, bring it to light. He will guide the foot,

the hand, the eye, to our most secret haunts, and make that

visible to'man which we are not ashamed to do before His

sight, " who is of purer eyes than to behold iniquity." Let

us remember, too, that although there are different kinds

and degrees of guilt among man, it is not so with God. In

His sight who searcheth the heart, there is no respect of

person, or act, or sin ; it is nothing to tis what a mati feels,

it is only what he does, that our counti-y's law can meddle

with. But the Lord looks upon, and "is a diseerner of the

thoughts and intents of the heart ;" and it is the inlciil, and

not the deed only, that He abhors. There is no tillle sin.

Let us daily and hourly breathe this prayer from the ground

of our hearts :
" Lord, have mercy upon us, and iucliue our

hearts to keep Thy law."

jMay 13.

DRONES APPEARING IN AUTUMN.
The following dialogue occun-ed to-day with a cottf^er

who keeps a great many bees. It may possibly serve to

throw some light upon the whi/ or wherefore.

" Do von find your bees desert their hives this spring? "—
" No."

'

" It is a feature this season they ai'e prone to do so !" " I

can tell you the reason."—" Why ?
"

" EecausQ they have no honey ; they ai-e starved out
!

"

—

"No, that is not my case; to the instances which I refer,

plenty of honey remains in the hives."

" AVell, I can still give you a reason. Whenever drones

make tlieir appearance at Midwelmm, do away with those

stocks immediately; they will never come to any more good.

J!y this sign you may depend upon a desertion from the

hives in tlie manner you speak of."

UrvvAitns and Onwards.

(//' droius dill exist last autumn in the deserted hive of

" Ve'rax," it would prove (m accordance with the reasonable

opinion expressed in the aljove observations) the correctness

of my surmise as to the cause of such tpiasidesertion (vide

last number), viz., that the ijueen died last autumn, though

she had sought them to provide for her approaching decease

in a manner which, had tlie time been spring instead of

autumn, would have probably saved the stock, but which

occurred too late in the year to enable her—granted she was

in B condition to be a mother—to supply a new progeny in

sufficient numbers to meet tlie approaching winter. I

observed in the case of one of my stocks, which lost its

queen early last April, that almost the last eggs which she

laid before her death were drone eggs ; as if she foresaw her

end, and, in oliedience to a law of nature, provided for the

future wants of the hive. One of the first lessons I learnt

in bee-keeping was, that it was a very bad sign when drones,

in any considerable numbers, were seen in any hive after

August—a sign that something was the matter with the

queen—either she had met with some accident, or she was

approaching the usual period of her decease.—A Coustey

CUEAIE.)

THE BOHEMIAN PHEASANT.
My attention was first called to this curious bird by Mr.

.John Baily, of Il-l, Mount Street, Grosvenor Square; and I

have the greater pleasure in acknowledging the obligation,

because that gentleman, unhlce so many of his brethren,

makes no mystery of the natural historical facts which

continually fall in his way in the course of his trade, but, to

his credit, is ever ready to throw light, instead of accumu-

latmg doubt and darkness, upon some of the greatest diffi-

culties which the zoologist has to encounter, namely, the

obtaining of true data whereon to speculate respecting our

domestic and our home-bred birds.

To many practised sportsmen, if such ai-e on our list of

readers, the name of "Bohemian plicasant" will be new,

and the thing itself unknown. Nothing that applies to the

Bohemian pheasant is to be found in Bufl'on, or in Tem-
minck's elaborate and, as far as he could possilily make it,

complete Fii/eons et GalUniicees. All I am able to do is to

collect a certain amount of information, leaving its origin

and native place quite imperfectly intlicated. Bohemia is

an extensive country, abouniUng with a great yaiiety of

game, botli winged and quadruped, but its just claim to give

a name to the bird under notice is not yet established.

Should any well-wisher to this series of papers be cognizant

of further particulars besides those now mentioned, he will

confer a lavour by communicating them.

The lirst time Jlr. Baily mentioned to me a kind of

pheasant thus called, I was induced to suspect that the term

might be merely a cant or trade name, for the purpose of

mystification, for some of the well-known -varieties, such as

the ^^'llite, or the Pied buds. To this he reiilied—
" There is, I think, misconception on your part when you

consider the Bohemian a ti-ade name for the pheasant so

called. I beUeve it to be a distinct breed ; the only birds

of the kind that I heard of for many years were at Combe
Abbey, the residence of the Eai'l of Craven, who gave me a

pair. I was asked by a gentleman, a customer of mine, in

London, two or three years since, to go and see a strange

bird which he had stufi"ed, and which be considered to be a

cross between the SUver and the Common pheasant ; as

soon as I saw it I found it to be a Bohemian. It has the

same shape, carriage, size, voice, and plumage as the com-

mon bird, but in both cock and hen the plumage has the

same colour as if it had been washed over with cream. I

beUeve it to be a distinct bird because it is never found in

the woods with other birds, and were it a vagary of nature,

or the result of interbreeiUng, it would of course occur in

coverts where they are carefully preserved and higlily fed.

I think any account of pheasants will be incomplete without

a notice of this bird, wliich is the more interesting because

it has as yet escaped familiar description. I faii<:y when

you see it, and rellect that there are not perhaps one

hundred of them in England, while you will siiy iri beauty

it is inferior to the common pheasant, you will admit it is a

distinct breed, and consequently entitled to consideration."

It was hoped that the true state of the case might be

learned at Knowsley if anywhere. A commiuiication kindly

written by the late Earl of Derby, Mai-ch iil, 1850, states as

follows :

—

''As to the Bohemians, I do not pretend to decide whether

they are a distinct species or not, as I know nothing of their

real origin, and never heard of any place where they have

been seen in an actually wild state. I can add very little to

what Baily has written to you about tliem. I have known

them, and admired them, for many years before I possessed

any; and I then certainly considered that they were an

accidental variety, though I am now more inclined to think
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them a true lirced, though from whence, or wliy called

Bohemian, I know not. Lord Sefton first obtained for me a
cock from Lord Craven (who is a near relative of his) and 1

put liim to some hens of the common kind. Tlioy bred
readily, and multiplied much, and by degrees have got into

our coverts, where they live exactly like the colchiciis, and
are frequently sliot in our b.attues, though in general the
sporlsMien avoid doing so, when they seem niucli savouring
of the true Lohemian. Baily's description of these birds is

very generally correct, though I hardly know tliat I quite

agree with his comparison of them with the colchiciis. Tlio

latter is undoubtedly a more brilliant and gorgeous bird, but

there is a modesty and delicacy about the Bohemian's
plumage that I cannot consider at all inferior to the other
in real beauty. Baily's idea of its being waslied in cream,
though a very ipiaint and singular' notion, is very tmly
chai-acteristic of its appearance in the male, and perhaps in

a less degree, though I have not noticed it much there, in

the hen also. Site is of smaller size than the female colchiciis,

and about equal to the hen of Phasianus versicolor, which 1

had, but have lost. The hybrids between Bohemian and
common pheasants I think resemble most closely the latter,

and, as far as I can learn, freely breed with them either

way. I do not know if the hybrids have ever been tried

inter se alone, but do not place too nmch faith in Baily's

estimate of the number of Bohemians in k'.ngland. .\mong
some pheasant eggs I liad from London last year, one of
tlu'se 2'>roduced a chicken, which our pheasant-tender, Bedhead,
teas mnch struck irith when very yonnff, and which turned out

to be a Bohemian. It was reared, but has since died after

arrinng at maturity. Subsequent to the cock which Lord
Sefton got for me from Lord Craven, my brother-in-law.

Col. Hornby, got me, / think from Sir Frederick Bathurst,

either a hen or a hatch of eggs, and they have bred a good
many with us here since. 1 wish we coirld leam something
more decisive about them, as I quite agree with Baily, that

your book will be incomplete without some account of this

Icind. Their origm is the great point"
On this Mr. B. observes,

—

" Touching Bohemian pheasants, I am glad Lord Derby,
who in birds is a host, agrees witli me in most points ; and
I am quite prepared to admit I am wrong as to the number
of them in England, having, since I wrote to you, heard
from Mr. Fawkes, of Yorkshire, that there are many in his

neighbourhood. But it must be understood, that when a

dozen are found in a covert it is thought much of. I cannot
learn anything of their origin, but have little doubt of the
' hybrids ' [between them and common plieasants] breeding
one witb another, and I would only admit the use of the
word in a iiualitied sense. [Mr. B. would include invariable

sterility in his definition of a " hybrid," though it is usually
employed to signify merely any half-bred or intemiediate
progeny between distinct races, leaving the question of fer-

tility or infertility open to experiment.] My notion of a
' hybrid ' is a bird produced between two of different tribes,

as Wild duck and Pintail, or Canada and Bernicle geese,

both of which I have seen. But the bird between the
common and Bohemian pheasant I view in the same light

as a cross between the Labrador and Aylesbm'y duck: shape,
habit, and genus are alike, and it makes a ' cross ; ' but as

no rule of nature is violated, I do not think it a ' hybrid.'

Some year's siuce, I had a Bohemian cock, and put him to a
common hen, and bred from his produce till I got an
apparently pure hen. This bird I put to another pure cock
given me by Lord Craven, and bred very fine birds.

"

That this fact, however, is no proof of specific identity is

demonsti'atcd by the famous versicolor exjieriment. Sir V>'.

.Tardine's opinion shows how cautiously any conclusion ought
here to be decided upon.

" The common pheasant breeds also freely with the ringed
bird, and the offspring is productive. This has been con-
sidered by many as a proof that these two binls were iden-
tical ; Ijiit in the whole of this order, and its coirespondent one
among quadrupeds, this law has a much more extended modifi-
cation, and can scarcely be taken as a eiiterion, except in

,
very opposite instances."

—

Naturalist's Library ; Gallinaceous

I
Birds, page 19H.

For the rest, I have only the result of my gleanings to

offer. The same writer says :

—

1. " There is another very beautiful variety which of late years

has become extremely common in Scotland, and has received

the appellation of Bohemian pheasant. The ground shade
of the plumage becomes ('!) of a rich green cream colour,

but the head retains its glossy tint, and the black tips and
raarkings on the breast, and belly, and back, appear even
more conspicuous than in the ordinary state. This state

may occur from a moditication of the same causes which
influence the ch.ange in the white varieties."

—

Xaluralisl's

Library ; Gallinaceous Birds, page 1!)8.

Mr. Yarrell's idea is similar :

—

" This account of om pheasant having extended to an
unusual length, the Biing-necked and Bohemian pheasants
will, for brevity's sake, be considered as only varieties. The
two or three examples which I have seen of what are called

the Bohemian jiheasant, shot in this country, have appeared
to be accidental varieties, very pale in colour on the neck,

and approaching to butl'y white on the chest, back, and
wings, apparently from weakness, and consequent defective

secretion."

—

Yarrell's Birds, vol. ii., page 388. (18i;i.)

Another accoimt, from a very useful book, is not more
decided :

—

" Bohemian pheasant. This name is employed in many
parts of Fngland to distinguish a species or variety of the

pheasant wliich is met with in several preserves, but which
does not aj>pear to have received the notice of ornithologists.

The head and neck ai'e coloured much the same as P. col-

chiens, but all the rest of the plumage is of a pale brownish
yellow, the feathers being edged with black, and indented

at the tips, as in the species last described (Ring necked)
;

tail rather dai'ker than the body, but paler than in tlie

common] pheasant. The history of this peculiar breed,

together with the origin of its name, does not appear to

be well ascertained."

—

Jenyns's Manual of British 1'ertebrate

Animals, page 107.

My own Bohemian cock pheasant, in beautiful plumage,
and awaiting the arrival of a hen or two, escaped from his

place of confinement during the (Norfolk) snow-stonn of

November, 18.D1. He was last heard of in the woods at

Dunston, but has probably been picked up ere now Ijy some
unauthorized curiosity-hunter, and, having performed by
railway a,journey of indefinite length, may stand staring in

a smart glass-case, the pride of his possessor. To Bohemian
pheasants, with nie, is attached the word Finis.—D.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Floweebasket-bed (]\Iitfhn).— \'cs, tlie "high-coloured" nastur-

tium, or rather the darlt one, \\ ill do to trail over the sides t/f a basket-bed
tilled with yellow calceolarias

; plant or sow them just inside the rim,

and at the first going oft" keep them well trained to the shape of the l)cd.

A bed of Verbena venosa, and Variegated Scarlet Geranium, should he
planted in regular rows, nine or ten inches apart, and the two alternating

in the rows. It is not possible to adjust the soil so as to get the two to

come up of the same size all the season ; the verl)ena generally taking

the lead, and the beauty depending on a right balance of the shades.

The verbena must be often pruned in. The bulbs you sent are Srillit

noii'seripta. White Harebell; and it/uscrtn 7Y/cemos«?H, Starch-scented

Hyacinth.

FiLLEn-up Pond {F. W. 5.;.— "ifou have filled a large pond with sand,

"for want of better materials," and the surface to the depth of six

inches, is covered with garden soil, and you ask how the space can be
turned to the best account. If the pond stands in the dressed ground,
all the bedding plants and annuals will grow there, and some of them, as

the strongest geraniums, tagetcs, &c., &e., will do better there than
if the whole was good soil. If in the kitchen-garden, all the spindle-

rooted crops will do on it. A famous place for radishes. Early Horn carrot,

skirrets, &c.

Egg-eating Fowls (G. H. Smi(/i).—The correspondent who com-
plained of his fowls eating their eggs, had previously supplied them with
an abundant quantity of those articles so well known to all persons who
feed poultry, as necessary to their nourishment, digestion, and pro-

ductiveness ; and he had also tried the often-mentioned experiment of

offering them a hot egg. I know no reason why a fowl should not be
cured of a had habit—provided it is a habit, not a necessity—in the same
manner as a four-footed domestic animal. Those who have been at the

trouble and expense of raising fowls which they could not procure in the

market under from one to three guineas each, are naturally anxious to

try every expedient before consigning them to the cook. As the Kditor

justly remarks, there is very little phosphate of lime in egg-shells. When
fowls break their eggs for the sake of the shell, 1 have found they

generally do so for want of hard substances to assist digestion ; but this

was not the case with the correspondent's fowls, as they liked to eat the

egg, but left the shell.

—

Ansteb Bonn.

BcLB-BEDS (//.;.—Your beds of tulips, hyacinths, and anemones, may
be planted with the Saljiiglmsis at once, but as marigolds, China asters,

and zinnias, can be safely transplanted when more than half-grown, we
would prefer keeping them in the vegetable part of the ground until the

bulbs are ripe, when the beds could get a good digging all over. The
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Polyanthuses and AnnnUiis must be removed, and you may safely do so

now ; they will not answoi- with any otlier crop. Almost all annuah will

transplant onre or tiv ;m„1 he 1..I lli.' wn,,.-. WUs not try Tagi-trs

IrnuiJ'uliii, Sfi/iuimriu iii/flnu,,. s,,„r,l,ili,i /,nu „;,',.'iix, and Luhelia

ramiisu? If sown now, i,ll ,,1 iIu'ml u.nil.l !., 111 ;
it Unit after the linllis.

and keep in blossom till llir md ul tlir sumiii. 1. and ijirougli the autumn.

Payne's Hue-classes (M. .(. /,.).—These lire-glasses are sold hy

Jfessrs. Neighbour and Son, and hy their agent, Mr. Wm. Drury, Castle-

street Liverpool. See advertisement in 'I'liR I'ottagf. Gardener.
The priees is la. 6d. or Is. 9d. per lb., making each glass about 2.s. Cd.

Bers in a nousE, &c. (Pto'irlB).—"Having adopted 'Country

Curate's ' method of bee-keeping, will he be so good as to inform a fellow-
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Dr. Piiltency, in Linn. Tr. ii. page "0."), rendered it prolialile

that they are formed of a minute species of Lycoperdon, hut

it has >.ince heen shown to he a species of indium. These

plants are evidently in a diseased state, of a yellow green,

THE COTTAGE GAEDENEK. Mat 20.

and do not hear flowers. The leaf of Betomcu offic'malis is

liahle to he affected in the same manner (also that of

Fmifaria). The roots afford support for Pcziza liiberosa.

(Smith. Withering. Martyn. Bay. Parkinson.)

Sevehal correspondents having inquired of us why

the Royal Agricultural Society have offered a £0 jivisie

for the best Dorking Fowls to be exhibited at Lewes,

whilst for no other variety have they offered a higher

prize than £i, we have made it our business to seek for

the actual reasons, and we are glad to be able to state,

that such an apparent preference was not founded upon

any wish oi' intention of the Society to intimate that

they think the Dorking the breed most deserving of

encouragement.

The superiority in the value of the highest prize for

Dorking fowls, wo are told by a first authority, was

founded upon the usual policy of the Society of offering

marked encouragement to such agricultural produce as

is especially cultivated in the district where the country

meeting happens to be held ; and, certainly, of poultry,

the Dorkings, pure or mixed, prevail in Sussex.

Now, wo shall not examine here, in detail, whether

the reason assigned is satisfactory as applied to poultiy,

though we must observe, in passing, that we think that

it is not satisfactory. It has not yet been determined

which breed of poultry is most profitable as a part of a

farmer's live stock, and almost every breed, from the most

dwarf Bantam to the most gigantic Malay, has some

points of excellence. We think that for every variety,

therefore, at ]iresent, all prizes should be equal. When
the day arrives that the most desirable breed, yhether

at pi-esent existing, or the result of future crosses, has

heen detennined, then will be the time to mark the

Agi'icultural Society's, or any other Society's approval

of that breed by giving for it the highest prize.

Other objections have been taken to the Prize List,

sucli as, that the Spanish and Game varieties have been

omitted, and there is no doubt that these are to some

extent omissions ; but let us not forget that the subject

was new to the Society ; and we know, if the poultry

show at Lewes is successful, the Society will devote

moi'e attention to the department next year.

It has been rumoured that these omissions are at

once to be rcctitied, but the rules of the society forbid

that, and, after all, Spanish or Game fowls are not ex-

cluded ; for they can olitain prizes equally with all but

the Dorking, if exhibited in the fourth ovjifth classes,

which are for " any other pure breed," and for " any

mixed breed."

These and similar prizes offered in numerous districts

of England for the best specimens of different breeds,

render extremely desirable that the chai'acteristics con-

stituting " the best," should be generally admitted and

known. Their estimate must not bo left to individual

caprice. Judges, with the most correct intention, may
very readily differ in opinion of what are good charac-

teristics, imless some leading ones are generally pre-

admitted. We have sought for the opinions of good

judges upon this subject, and upon the good character-

istics of the Cochin China fowl we have the following

letter from " An Amateur ;" one frova Anster Bonn we
shall publish next week. We invite all our readers to

send lis their opinions upon the points desirable in any

breed of poultry ; and when we have published, and

consulted over such communications, wo will endeavour

to digest and epitomise them.

"The necessity has been suggested of laying down some
standard of excellence and beauty with respect to Cochin

Chinas at which all may aim, and the neai'est approximation
to which may bear away the palm. Mr. Bailey, of whom
honourable mention is made, and in every word of which I

fully concur, has laid down certain rules for guidance, but
as it is very desirable that all should agree as to the proper-

ties requisite to form a perfect specimen, and what might
even amend the original foiTii if practicable, I suggest the

following requisites, which, I think, are in accordance with

Mr. Bailey's views, as far as my memory serves, in the hope
that others, more competent, wUl suggest additional ones,

and soon set at rest this agitated and knotty subject.

1. Moderate length of leys, inclining rather to short than
long. The legs to be yellow, or yellowish, in front, with

reddish or flesh-coloured sides, and well covered to the

toes with feathers,

a. Head, rather small and narrow ; face, red ; comb,
somewhat diminutive in best specimens, single, not too

deeply seiTated, even (i.e. not bent in and out), and
upright,

.'t. Tail, very short, so as to be almost bmied in the inimp

feathers, particularly in the hen.
4. Winy, small, the extremities of which should be almost

bidden

—

before under the breast feathers, and behind by
the saddle feathers.

5. Body, deep from back to breast ; wide on rump, and
very broad behind, which part, as well as the thighs,

ought to he covered with soft, downy feathers, in such
abundance as to give them quite a ' Bloomerish ' ap-

pearance.
" Mr. Sturgeon's are magnificent birds ; if they have any

fault it is rather too great length of leg, but as he is really

a good breeder, feeder, and selector, he will soon coiTect

this. Some have complained of their size, liut without
reason, 1 think, for if they lack not the required properties

extra size is an advantage.
" Mr. Punchard's, also, are far from despicable, though, for

want of crossing, they have somewhat degenerated. This
yeiir, however, he too is cro.^sing, spaiing no money in tlie

purchase of good birds, so that he may be expected to be

quite up to the mai'k.
" Mr. Andrews and Mr. Steggall have very beautiful birds,

but, as far as my experience goes, they appear tender and
small. .Judicious crossing would no doubt improve them in

both particular's.

" Tliere is also a breed termed the ' Lovell breed,' of the

most beautiful form and plumage, but where to he obtained

I know not. In fulness of breast they sm-jiass all I have
seen.

" Many private gentlemen, who never exhibit, are in pos-

session of splendid specimens as good as any exhibited, and
perhaps better, but they value them highly, and having no
need to sell, and less inclination, they pot their extra stock ;

but I cannot but tliink they would do belter to p.irt with the

surplus to a few choice breeders, to improve their stock.

" A careful and judicious cross between the large Shanghai
birds and the Cochin has been found to answer well, im-

proving the progeny in size aiul constitution ; but tlie

sliortest-legged Shanghai birds must be selected, and those

witli most of the properties of the Cochins.
" Having thus far trespassed on your time, allow me to

ask why light-coloured birds alone should be so highly prized,

when, for strength and weight, the dark birds are superior.
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and wheu it is an imUsputaViIe fact that birds of all colours

ai'e itniJorled fi'om Shanghai ? It is readily conceded that

for beauty tlie yellows, lawns, and buffs, excel ; but it is

also known that red cocks, with hackles of an uniform

golden colour, produce good light birds chiefly, if with light

hens, and greatly strengthen the stock. Ajiaielk."

FORSYTH MSS.

Mr. Anheuson bad just succeeded in bringing the

botanic garden at St. Vincent's into regulated beauty,

when the tide of war consequent upon the French Revo-

lution reached to our West India islands. It is not

within, either our intention or command of space to

trace the hostile encounters, massacres, and blunders, of

that contest within the tropics. The following extracts

from letters will shew that Mr. Anderson pursued bis

botanical researches even amid the liorrois wliieh were

at bis very door.

MK. A. ANDEUSON TO MK. KOIiSVTII.

Botanical Gardens, St. Vincent, .July i'i, 1791.

I send you among the specimens one which I think is a
new genus, and I wish to name it after my worthy friend

General Melville ; some acknowledgment is certainly due to

him from this Gai'den, as he first formed.it, and its interest

he has constantly had at heai't. You will find also a draw-
ing of it ; pray give me your opinion of it as soon as you
can. I have not as yet seen any plant that corresponds
with it, Dor did I ever see, where it was indigenous, but one
single plant, wliich 1 bi'ought to the Garden, in which it has
prospered ; I found it on an Island m tlie Kiver Essequiho.

If you hnd it new please publish it in your Society, as I

wish to pay a compliment to the General before he dies.

Although I am at present preparing a catalogue of the
plants in the Garden, it will be some time before I can
publish it, from the variety of new species from the conti-

nent, and correcting some mistakes in the known, as well aft

collecting information as to their medical properties, and
other uses. 'Will you give me your ideas for the best plan ?

I am getting drawings of all the new sjiecies, and those
not well known ; I have at present a considerable number,
and intend persisting if I Ciin aflbrd the e.xpense. You
have a specimen of the drawings by the MelviUa. They are

doing by a deserving young man, a Mulatto, native of

Antigua ; he has lived with me tliese twelve months jnvst.

It is a natural acquisition, he is self-taught ; he is also

modest and sensible, and I wish he may have encourage-
ment in proportion to his merits, and I think it a pity such
talents shoiUd l)e buried in this part of the world, and I wish
my finances could afford to take him out of obscurity. He
draws miniatures as well as perspective, a specimen of the
last I inclos.e you ; one of them is taken from the door of the

Botanic House, in the foreground are two mango-ti'ees and
two negroes, with a view of part of the town of Kingston
and the Bay ; the distant land is the Ishuid ui Beijiilti.

Tlie plant dedicated to General Melville, and called

by Mr. Anderson MelviUa speciosit, unfortimately only

proved to be a species of an older genus, and is now
known as Cuphea MelviUa.

Writing again to Mr. Forsyth on the l".th of May,
179.'), Mr. Anderson thus describes the state of affairs

—

a state which had commenced before the date of the

previous letter :

—

" Such is my present situation, that it totally precludes
me from sending you or any one else anything by the
present convoy. May Heaven preserve you and yours from
the dh-eful scenes this as well as the neighbouring islands
at present exhibit. I hope the measm'e of our misery and
distresses is nearly fuU. You may only conceive all tlie

horrors and desolations concomitant to fire and sword to

have some idea of om- present situation, for to describe it I

cannot attempt, and what will be, the event, the Disposer

of all things only knows. One thing is easily foreseen, that

nothing but an immediate and strong reinforcement of

troops can save these islands from total ruin, and for ever

cutting them ofl' from the British empire. The late rein

forcements we got were of no other use but adding fuel to

the fire. Our enemies ai'e daily increasing in sUength, as

well from discipline and numbers, while we are daily

weakened. Om' situation in St. Vincent is the worst of all,

particulaily from haring withm om'selves the most savage

and cruel of the barbarous tribes in conjunction with the

common enemy. If we are overpowered, we can expect

nothing but a general massacre.
" All GUI' miseries originate from cui-sed slavery, and so in-

fatuated are West Indians, and so riveted in tlieii' bai'barous

notions, that they still pei-sist in their wicked schemes.

Coidd the many innocent be excluded, it is a just cm-se upon
them their present calamities. You may naturally conceive

I am heartily sick of this country, iiotwithstaudiug my
strong attachment to this spot, which is now beautiful, and

would be much admired in England. Alas ! how visionary

are all human schemes. Little did I think that after all my
pains, and labom', and support in my pursuits, and when the

place was nearly arrived to the utmost perfection, tliat I

should at last find myself so imhappily situate. The garden

is yet safe and flourishing ; during tlie day I remain in it at

the risk of my hfe, but obliged to fly to the fort during the

night, and I am determined to persevere to the last ex-

ti'emity. How happy should I think myself on your side of

the water on half my present salary, even on tlio ' heath-

covered mountains of Scotland ;

' but what happiness to be

transported with this spot, with all its inhabitants 1 have so

cai'efuUy nursed.

"A few nights ago we had nearly lost the town, and all

the island except the fort, which then woidd have been in a

distressed situation ; but from the spirited exertions of the

Governor, and Colonel of the IBth regiment, the enemy
was driven with great loss from the post they had forced.

It was a dreadfid night indeed, not so much from the dismal

scenes of two engagements witliin three hours of one

another, as from the more direful suspense as to oiu" fate

.\3 these transactions Iiaiipened witliin half-a-mile of the

garden, it certainly was an impulse from Providence that I

liad that night gone with ray family to sleep in the fort,

having stayed some niglits within the liouse. What must
ray situation have been with a wife and child, surrounded

with wood in dead of the night, remote from any aid,

momently expecting to be surrounded \rith savages.
" Dear- Sir,—.\s you ai-e interested in my welfare, you will

forgive these my egotisms and direftU events I describe, for

what can I write you but of war and desolations ; neither I

nor any one else can think or speak of anything else. Adieu

to Flora's pleasing paths — they ill accord wth roaring

cannon, clashing swords, and savage yells. Farewell ; may
you ever be preserved from such scenes and contemplations."

GOSSIP.

H. W. Newjian, Esq., of New House, near Stroud,

Gloucestershire, lias written to us as follows, with a

Proposalfor the Establishment of an English Apiarian

Society

:

—
" Your coliunns teem with information about bees ; I

would suggest to the nmnerous bee-keepers the establish-

ment of a society for the encouragement and increase of

these valuable insects in England. Why should we be in-

debted to the Russians or Germans for a supply of honey

and wax ? Bees exist in societies, and should they not be

encouraged by a society of the lords of the creation ? T

humbly submit this to the consideration of your numerous

readers, whose opinion I should like much to see recorded

in your useful paper ; if they accord with mine, it would be

advisable to have a meeting fixed some day next month, to

form a committee. An inexpensive dinner in London,

Slough, Greenmch, or elsewhere, would be an annual rally-

ing point for all the lovers of the apiary, and I have little

doubt that with a small annual subscription from '-is. Od. to

10s., a number of names might be collected, and a society
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formed, capable of doing much good ; and extended, if

possible, 300 mUes from the Metropolis."

We shall most readily co-operate, and shall be glad to

receive the names of gentlemen who will aid in the

formation of such a Society.

Some time since we noticed, very ajiprovingly, Boyd's

Self-adjusting Scytlie, but wc suggested in a letter to its

inventor, an improved grass-hook to add to it. We
believe he adopted our suggestion, with some modi-

fication, but this is now superseded by his " grip
"

movement, which is a great improvement. It can he

used without any grass-hook, and yet be set firmly and

to the greatest nicety. It is most simple, therefore, very

cheap, yet it is very effectual. Every one who lias a

Boyd's Scythe, should substitute this grip for the old

one.

A eorrespoudcnt, J. K. T., says :
—" The first show

for the season, of the Bath Horticultural Society, was
held in Sydney Gardens, on Thursday, April 22nd. The
show of plants was not so large as usual, owing to the

ahsence of several of the principal exhibitors, but there

were some splendid specimens shown.

" Tliere waa a fine Seedling Cineraria shown by Miss
Baily ; a very large and pure white, delicately edged mth
dark crimson. It is certainly the finest of its class. There
was also another seedling shown by J. JaiTctt, Ksq., of a
very deep violet ; both obtained first-class certificates. The
first prize for Eluilmrb was gained by Mr. Shackel, for
Myat's Victoria, and it was far before evei-y other sort shown,
both as to size and colour. An improved Brocoli, shown by
Mr. E. Lydeard, of Batheaston, is certainly the best I ever
saw, and it obtained the first prize. It is a veiy fine white
kind ; the three lieads shown were very handsome and com-
pact, and the colour pure as a cauliflower, and it grows to a
large size, and quite protected from the frost by thejeaves.
It is called the Imprveed Mammoth. Mr. Lydeard has the
whole stofk of it, and is going to send it out this spring.
He told me that the seed must notbe sown till the 20th of
May, It is worthy of a place in every garden. I again saw
upwards of fifty lieads in Bath niailiet on Saturday last, and
it maintains its character. A noteable feature in the pro-
ceedings was the admission, for the first time (at 3d. each),
of the working classes to a participation in the pleasures and
benefits of the show. At the Trowbridge Show, held last

yeai-, upwards of two thousand of the workuig classes
visited the show, and it was pleasing to see the delight with
which they viewed the productions, and they kept the best of
order, and the llowers and fruit were as safe and untouched
as they were in the early part of the day. The Trowbridge
Society was the first to athnit the working classes at a low
price to the exhibitions, and other societies are following
their good example."

We are very much pleased to learn, that The Ento-

mological Society of London have agreed to oflfer a
Prize ofJive guineas for the best Essay on the longevity

of tlie different kinds of Bees in the Hive—workers,

drones, and queens.

The various questions, both physiological and practical,
involved in this enquiry, which it is desirous to solve, have
appeared proper subjects for the Society to adopt for one of
their series of prize Essays. The Essay must, of course,
present the resiUts of original experiments and otiscrvations
on the subject, commencing at the period of the deposition
of the difterent kinds of eggs. Tlie practical questions as
to the number of years to which hives ought to be allowed
to stand, and the advisability of retaining stocks or swarms,
in case it should be necessary to destroy a portion of the
hives, are also especially to be made tlie subject of the
Essay. The Essays ai-e to be sent in to the Society (17,

Old Bond-street) on or before the 31st of December next,

each with a motto corresponding with that endorsed upon a

sealed letter enclosing the real name of the writer.

At The Exhibition of the Royal Agricultural Society,

at Lewes, in the week commencing on Monday the 12th

July, of the present year, in order that cottagers may he

enabled to compete in exhibiting poultry, it has been

liberally decided to admit poultry on payment of two-

shillings-and-sixpence for the certificate, instead of ten

shillings, as in the case of four-footed animals.

It has been noticed above, that The Trowbridge

Horticultural Society were the first to set the excellent

example of admitting cottagers and others of thdt class

to see the Society's Show, at a very low charge for ad-

mission ; we have also to notice the liberality of the

prizes at the Society's tliird Grand Exhibition ojien to

all England, wiiich takes place on the 25th of August

next. These prizes amottut to nearly one-hundred-and-

twenty pounds. The prizes embrace all kinds of

garden produce, from a nosegay to orchids, and fi'om

potatoes to pine-apples.

The following is a list of the Horticultural and

Poultry Shows of which we arc at present aware. We
shall be obliged by any of oiu' readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS.

B.iRTON-upoN-Hu.iiBER. First show 11th July {Sic. C.

Ball.)

Botanic (Royal), June 0, .'lO.

Caledonian (Inverleith Row), Edinbm'gh, June 3, Aug. 7,

Sept. 2, Dec. 2.

Cheltenham, May 13, June 15, Aug. 20.

Clapham, July 8, Sept. 11.

CHlsw^CK, June 12, Jidy 10.

Colchester and East Essex, May 2(i, at Mr. B. 1!. Cants
Nm-sery ; June 23, at Mr. J. Taylor's, West Lodge, Lexdon
Road ; Sept. 8, at the Rev. 'T. Round's grouucls, Holly
Trees, All Saints.

Derby, May 2(), Aug. 4.

Durham, June 16, Sept. 8.

Forfarshire (Eastern), June t> tForfar) ; July 21 (Bre-
chin) ; SejJt. 15 (Arbroath).

GuLLDEOED, June 10 (MiUmead House).
Hampshire, July 1 ("Winchester), Sept. (Southampton),

Nov. 18 (Winchester). (Sec. Rev. F. Wickham, Win-
chester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, IB.

Hull, May 27, June 24, Aug. 4, Sept. 10.

IviEKCALDY (Fifeshu-e), June 24, Sept. 9.

Lincoln, May 25, July 27, Sept. 14.

Liverpool, May 20, June 24, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).
London Flokicultural (Exeter Hall, Strand), May 25,

June 8t, 22, July 13+, 27, Aug. lOt, 24, Sept. 14t,
28, Oct. 12t, Nov. !)t, 23, Dec. 14+.

Mid Calder (Parish school-room), July 0, Sept. 10.

National Tulip Society, May 27 (Birmingham).
North London, Sept. 14; Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, May 25, Tulip ; June 29, Rose and Pink

;

July 27, Carnation; Sept. 27, Dahlia.

Oxfordshire (Royal), May 25 ; June 23 ; July 20; Sept.

23. (Sees., C. Tawney, and W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

South Devon Botanical and Horticultural, July 13

;

Sept. 7. (Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.)
South London (Roval) May 2(1, June 17+, 23, July

J5t, 21, Aug. lOt, Sept. 2+, 8, Oct. 14+, Nov. lit,

Dec. i)+, 10.

Shacklewell, Sept. 1.
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SuEEEY Amatedr (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber
well), Sept. 15, Dahlia.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. '-i.5.

TuRUiri-, June II, Aug. C, Sept. 17.

^V^^ITEHAVEN, July U, Pinks ; Sept. 17, Dahlias.

POULTRY SHOWS.
AGEICtJLTUEAL SOCIETY (ROYAI,), Lcwes, Jui.Y Vi.

Cheltenham Monster Snow, June 3. {Stcrelnriei

Messrs. Jessop, Cheltenham.)
t For seedlings only.

ROOT-CULTUEE OF FRUIT TREES.
It lias been observed already, that topilresnng and

mulching are two dissimilar proceedings, both as to their

aim, and the means of carrying them out. As to the

object in view, it is lamentable to think that even some
good practical gardeners do not yet appreciate the ex-

ceeding great benefit of these processes.

To bo sure, all such extra appliances, for snob they
must be considered, involve an extra amount of labour,

not, perhaps, contemplated in the original apportion-

ment of that precious material in a garden. Gardeners,
good ones, in the main, may, therefore, be absolved in

such respects; for an idle gardener, one who knows bis

profession, is almost as singular a phenomenon as a
dead donkey. Many such remarks then, as to the extra

appliances, may be considered as addressed as much to

the owners of gardens as to the gardener. Those who
stint the amount of labour to a gardener who otherwise
possesses their confidence, are about as wise as that
government which, possessing an able general in conduct
of a most important enterprise, keep him several degrees
" below proof" in regrad of the forces at his disposal.

These practices were recommended in broad terms
some weeks since, but, feeling their immense import-
ance, we beg to return to them in detail before it be too

late. Mulching, everybody knows something about;
top dressing, as applied to fruit trees, is not quite so

patent an invention.

Mulching is either intended to protect the roots of

trees from droughts nr cold, or to impart manurial
benefits. The latter case may, however, be in general
best met by the application of liquid manure. Top-dress-

ing, according to the strict sense in which it ought to

be held, signifies the forming a pasture for surface-

roots ; a premium held out for the creation and en-

couragement of an increased voKune of fibres, whereby
the cultivator, repudiating all tap-roots, whicb generally

encourage gross and immature shoots to the prejudice

of the fruit-bearing ones, secures plenty of well-ripened

wood ; the sure and only condition for abundance of

perfect blossom-buds.

For mulching purposes, dung, or dung and vegetable

matters, will in general suffice. Top-dressings, when
carried out systematically, and, it may be added, scien-

tifically, are of more sen'ice still, as not only performing
all the uses of mulching, but as forming a surface-soil

just adapted to the rising necessities of the tree. 'L'hey

should, therefore, bo so compounded as not only to

facilitate the e.x.teusion of roots horizontally, but also to

multiply, and actually call into being, abundance of sur-

face fibi-es. Tliosc who have used them this spring
will experience their beneficial effects in a high degree
as a preservative against droughts ; for, doubtless, two
months or more of continuous dry weather has pi'oved

a severe test to many a weakly or newly-planted tree,

whether in a coiu'se of training, or as ordinary standards.

Top-dressings are of especial service to all ti-ees near
or past middle ago, and which have become somewhat
lean through hard bearing or poor soil. Also, to all

trees planted on soils of a weak or loose texture,

and wbicli, consequently, are liable to suSer through
drought. But in all cases, as far as regai'ds age, the

process should be performed before the trees are too old

or too much exhausted. It ought to be more generally

known, and more closely considered, that all trees lose

their power to reproduce new fibres progressively with

advancing age, dating, in general, in fruit trees, from the

commencement of free-bearing. This is, therefore, not

an absolute but a conditional period, not dependent on
any point of age alone ; nevertheless, we think that every

kind of fruit, wlien placed under congenial circumstances,

has a. progressive rise nnd/aU, and that tlicre is a period

in the history of each, or a sort of climdrteric, somewhat
analogous to what is termed the " breaking up " of the

constitution in the human species. After the latter con-

dition has fairly set in it is of less use to apply top-dress-

ings; the labours of the tree must then be nai'rowed.

The narrowing of these laboui's is accomplished by severe

pruning ; this omitted, the produce of the tree becomes

highly deteriorated, both in the amount and character of

the juices, the size of tlie fruit, and its keeping properties.

We may here observe, by the way, that the latter is a

case for the application of liquid manure in addition to

pruning.

To return: fruit trees should receive top-dressings

before too much exhausted, by bearing or age, to pro-

duce the benefits of which they are capable.

To all bush-fruit, as currants, gooseberries, and rasp-

berries, top-dressings are of singular benefit, at least, of

such as are not on very fertile soils ; for those thus

happily situated a mulching every second year will

suffice. We have some splendid rows of the Warring-

ton, or Aston Seedling, gooseberry, whicb were primed

last November, and immediately mulched, nearly three

inches in thickness, with a compost four parts out of

five tree or shnib leaves, old tan, &c. These rows are

now beautiful to behold ; their luxuriance, in defiance

of the past extreme drought and frosts, is most striking,

and they are covered with fruit. We were examining

the top-dressing last evening, in order to ascertain

whether it has been already beneficial ; it was delightful

to witness the profusion of wliite, active fibres, nestling

amongst the decaying organic matter, which still retains

a permanency of moisture. Now, it may be affirmed

tliat these bushes would not have received half the

amount of nutriment, to say nothing of moisture, bad

no mulching been applied, and the consequence would

have been lean and ill-conditioned fruit instead of an

article fit for exhibition purposes; the trees, moreover,

would probably have been liable to the depredations of

the red spider, or other insects.

Vine borders, too ; the earliest house here, containing

vines twenty-two years old, with stems a foot iri circum-

ference, are" a pretty good illustration of the immense
benefits arising from a rich top-dressing, in this case

composed of fermenting materials. These vines were

originally planted in a border much too stitt' and too

deep—vine-border making was not so well understood

in tbose days. The grapes, although abundant crops,

were not thoroughly satisfactory for some years ; and

various plans were tried to improve the condition of the

border without perilling the crop, the grapes being too

good to think of breaking them up and replanting. The

means employed constantly improved their character,

and amongst the rest may be named tlie use of ferment-

ing material. This was first used, some eight or ton

years ago, in a cautious way ; and the eflects were so

manifest, that it was both repeated and increased in

quantity. The persisting in it annually has produced

a complete stratification of the surface fibres, and, it is

almost unnecessary to add, has totally altered the cha-

racter of the vines, which are now all that can be

desired. A few days since, tho materials covering the

surface were examined ; and this year, not only is the

surface of the soil clothed with innumerable white

fibres, but they are rising up abundantly in tho moist
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aud warm duug aud leaves. The temperature of this

material has ranged from 70" to 90° all the spring.

AVe may now advert to the materials for " top-dress-

ing," seeing that it is not simply organic matter, as in

the mulclnug. Loam : a free turfy loam from an old

pastiu'e, sliould form onclialf the compost in most cases

;

mucli allowance should bo made for the character of the

soil beneath, and of tlie subsoil. If the latter is natu-
rally damp and retentive, the compost should, in all

cases, bo of a lighter character, that is to say, either a

gi-eater amount of sand in the loam, or sandy material

added to the mass. If a dry and poor subsoil, loams of

a sound character, with less sand ; and so on. It must
here be understood, that very good composts may be
made without a particle of loam; any ordinary soil of

good staple will do, but not prove so durable as the

loam. One-half soil, and the other compounded of any
half-decayed vegetable matter, with some dung from
the last year's hotbeds, will make a good compost, and
may, in all cases of need, be applied from four to si-x

inches in thickness. Our practice is to apply it in a
dry state, or, if not so, to spread it until dry, and then
to tread it firm. Some persons may wonder why tread-

ing should be resorted to ; the fact is, loose soils placed
in thin layers over a solid substratuni are very incon-

venient to walk on in showery periods ; the surface-

dressing is apt to clog to the heels of any one operating
on the trees, and this, of course, deranges the textiu'e of

of the top-dressing. Trodden firm when dry, these

inconveniences are obviated. II. Errinoton.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW,
MAY 8th.

However we may differ on some points, or value
the excellence of this or that arrangement of flowers,

or other things, there is one point in a subject in

which we arc all deeply interested, aud about that

point very few indeed will be found to disagree^— the

best dish or the best dinner that can be cooked and
sent to table will spoil the appetite, if it is continually

pi'esented before you. Tlie proprietors of The Cottage
Gardener felt something of this, relative to the reports

of the great shows round London. Eirst of all, they
devoted a supplemental number to their first report.

After that the most approved forms of the reports were
given in a less stylish fashion, but still very correctly,

and at great length, over and over again. Whether it

was the Great Exhibition of last year, or the dry easterly

winds of this, I cannot tell, but so it is, we have all

come to the conclusion, that each rejiort of this season
shall be given in a running commentary, without taking
heed as to who had the best load of medals, or who
went away grumbling without any medal at all ; and
when the lots were drawn, I was in for it, for this

season at any rate ; but for fear that I should scald the
florists who .cook their own flowers, if not their dinners,

Mr. Appleby undertook to see that as much justice shall

be done to them, as if they were growers as well as cooks.

Ho went in early, and finished before I arrived, and I

had the benefit of his patience and counsel for the rest

of the day.

To begin at the beginning. The members of the Hor-
ticultural Society, among other privileges, have that of
entering their garden on show days some time before
the public, tlirougli a new gate in Chiswick Lane. I

was too soon there, but the place was blocked up then ;

lords, ladies, commons, and cads, under no provisional
arrangement but nniversal suif'racje, aud if His Royal
Highness Prince Albert and Lord John Russell had
arrived a quartcr-of-an-hour sooner than they did, they
would have seen that system in full force, and in broad
day-light. When the gate was opened at last, the scene

was beyond description. Mr. Dickens's seasickness

going to America was nothing to it ; no, nor even
getting your ticket at the Eastern Counties Railway
Station in Bishopsgate-street. The arrangement is

altogether most foolish aud most dangerous, and must
be given up ; a black-leg or a blue-stocking could get

in as easily as I did, if his ribs were as strong as mine.

I wrote my name over the left arm of a member of the

House of Lords, and if I had ^vritteu King of the Cannibal

Islands, instead of D. Beaton, it would have been just

the same ; everybody expected a broken rib, or a fractured

arm ; and the bewildered porter thought more of tlic

safety of his tent-box, than of who was, and who was
not, a Ecllow of the Society. Of course, I I'clt very

much ashamed of lay jirivlUge, and began thinking on
the spot bow best to avoid tliis unpleasant scrambling.

I would do away altogether with the writing down cf

names at the gate, for there is not the least security

whatever against the admission of rascals in that, the

blackest leg in London can procure a list of the names
of EoUows, and choose one of them for his own sig-

nature, and he is in amongst the first as sure as fate,

and who can help it, or how is he or they to be detected

;

the thing is imjiossible. Let every member who wishes

it, have a pass ticket along with his regular admission

one, or even cut his admission ticket in two, and give

one-half to the porter, and the stream may flow in as

easily as I write this, and there will be an end to the

temptation for getting in by hook or by crook, without

paying a stiver, as some had done that morning, lor

I was hardly through the gate when I overheard two
gentlemen saying that a third party, whom one of them
knew, had thus passed under false colours.

How charming the prospect, however, when you have

once passed the gate, aud find your ribs once more in

their natural position. A walk as straight as an arrow

leads the eye up to the very centre of the end of the large

conservatory, the exhibition tents stretch along on eitiier

side of this bcautil'ul walk, and a few flower-beds invite

you on to the first tent. One of the most difficult

problems in landscape gardening is to create interest

on a flat surface without distant views ; but this

problem is solved there ; aud whoever thought of it

had his head put on the right \yay. The same mind
could also be read in another part of this gai'den, which

I then saw for the first time since it was altered,

I mean the inner termination of the old long walk

which, for a quarter of a century, led you from the

lodge near the cloak-room, up to nothing behind the

council-room. I seldom passed along tliat walk witliout

thinking that he who first laid it down had a long

head too, hut very little in it. Whenever you see a

long, straight walk, without some object at the farthest

end to account for the meaning of it, or if it turns off to

the right or left without something—a tree, a bed, or

a clump, &c.—to show a reason for the turn, you may
note down the designer for a dolt, aud something

more. This glaring fault in the walk alluded to

has been rectified since I was last in the garden, two

years ago, according to a hint or suggestion given by
Mr. Loudon, eighteen years before, in his Gardeners

Magazine.
'iho garden has been very much improved in every

part of it in that time, and I never saw it looking

bettor at this season, but many of the plants are

much later than usual; the large Qlycine had only

a few flowers open here and there, and Mr. Davidson,

my successor at Shrubland I'ark, suggested an ex-

amination of it, to see if it really produced pollen, as so

many of them refuse to do; the first bloom he opened

was fertile enough, and so wore the next, and the third,

and all of them. He, like tho rest of us, will be far too

busy this season to attend to crossing. Erom being the

first garden in the country, they are gohig to make
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Shrublaiul garden the wonder T)f the ago—there will be
nothing lilce it in England. The Hon. Lady Middleton
showed me tlio plans that morning at their town house,
and explained all the details in full, and I could com-
pai'e the whole to nothing I had heard of except the

Palace gardens at Sans Souoi, in Germany. Besides ray

own hearty good wishes for the successful termination
of these extensive improvements, 1 shall here throw out
a liint which I hope will be scrupulously acted on, and
that is, that strangers should not press too much for

admission to see the gardens while these large works are

in progress. Although I shall never lose an interest in

these beautiful gardens, I would rather sit up all night
to write about what they are doing round Loudon, than
that any one should he induced to trespass on Mr.
Davidson's valuable time from anything I write, till he
has got the whole into seeahle order, and then I have no
doubt they will allow me to describe the wonders in

these pages.

Meantime, let us stroll through the exhibition tents

at Ohiswick. To say that this was the best show the

•Society ever had in May, would be only one of the old

dishes over again. Let me give a proof [ missed the

two last May shows, as I have said already ; before that,

for fifteen years, 1 saw them all, and most of that time
I was officially engaged in helping to give away at least a

barrowload of gold and silver medals ; and for ten years,

at least, I could tell the names of the principal exhi-

bitors the moment I saw their plants, and every new
competitor had his skill strictly weighed by the judges,
and his stall among the medallers was assigned him at

once ; in another year or two, wo could predict to a cer-

tainty if he was over likely to get a first jirize from the

progress already made; in short, all the plants exhibited

were as familiar to us, alter the first season, as scliool-

fellows. But now, two years has made such improve-
ments in these plants, that if they wore to squeeze my
poor ribs a second time at that narrow gate 1 could not
tell to whom one of them belonged, or by whom they
were grown, and that, I think, justifies me in saying that

a great stride has been made in the improved growth and
shapes of these splendid specimens. The plant which
ol' all others attracted the most attention at this show,
and which ])uzzled most of the gardeners and nursery-

men present, is a native of Mysore, in the East Indies;

it was exhibited by Mr. Veitch, of Exeter, and I sup-

pose was discovered by Mr. Lob ; it was labelled Hexa-
centms mijsorensis, but it shoidd have been Ilexacentris,

which means six knobs, spurs, horns, or projections,

being a compound of he.i:, six, and Icentron, a spur, and
these projections are to be seen round the edges of this

most singular fiowcr, which I hardly know how to

describe in our fire-side way of explaining such things.

I'irst of all, the plant is a graceful climber, of about the

same strength as the Cletnatis cccruleu or Sieboldii, and
it was trained in the most fascinatir.g way possible, after

this manner :—Suppose a lady's pai-asol was nncovered,
and the handle stuck in a pot ; the ribs out at full

length, with a ring all roiuid the points ; the plant carried

up and trained all over the ribs and ring ; then suppose
an artificial flower-maker to fasten a row of dark brown
pieces of string, four or five inches long, and two or
three inches apart, all round the ring ; from the lower
end of each sti-ing, four or five flowers turn up clustered
together; now let a sylph touch the handle of the pa-
rasol with her little finger, and in her most gentle mood,
and all these flowers are in motion, like so many fairies

dancing in the air-, and at a short distance you cannot
tell what sustains them, nothing so bewitching has ever
yet been done even with artificial flowers. Then, the
shape and the colours of the flowers are just as curious.
Their shape is nearly that of the Cardinal ilonkey flower
{Mimulus cardinalis), the size much about the same,
and the colour, dark brown ou the back of the flower,

and the open front, facing you, a bright lemon yellow,

something like the coloiu's in BUjnonia ccqyreolata.

" Did you see the fairy ring imder the parasol ? " was
everybody's question. Whole groups of gardeners and
nurserymen might be seen staring at this wonder all

day, D. Beaton amongst the rest, all surmising what
order of plants could produce such strange forms, and
at last concluding that it must be a kind of Bignonia.

Mr. Cole, of Oldford, near Birmingham, an old pupil of

mine, was the only one I heard dissenting from this

conclusion, and sure enough he was right, and his

reason is conclusive. The flower has no calvx, and a
Bignonia is never seen without one. Mr. Veitch, jun.,

was on the spot, and be kindly allowed us to handle one
of the flowers, and, ]>resto. it turns out to be a Tliim-

hergia! a full-grown one too. There are the two bracts,

the ring where the calyx ought to bo, the gaping flower,

the exact form of the old Thunhergia coccinea, without
the projections formed by the wavy sides, from which
the plant was named, and which, with a feathery pro-

cess on the stamens, distinguishes it from the true

Thunbergias, according to the most able botanist for

that class of plants in Europe, Nees von Esenbeck, to

whom the acanthads in Dr. Wallick's collections were
entrusted for examination and arrangement, when the

great work ou the rare plants of India were being pub-
lished, and very likely a dry specimen of this Hexa-
centris was among the lot, for this Germau jirofessor

is our authority for the name.
The next great lion of the day was Medinilla inagid-

Jica. It is a most magnificent thing, certainly. Any one
who knows a Melastoma, Rhcxia, or Osheokia will have
no difficulty iu reconizing the leaf of any plant in this

extensive order. They have all strong veiny ribs, run-

ning from top to bottom, and they always grow in pairs;

the half of a leaf of this MedinUki would tell that the

plant is a Melastomad ; the flowers grow in immense
clusters, and hang down exactly like largo bunches of

grapes; and if you imagine a large bunch of grapes
with shoulders all the way down, the berries to be
turned into flowers, and the colour of the flower, calyx,

and footstalk, a pale coral, you have this magnijica. It

does not want the flowers to he open to show the charms
of these congregations of corals, and very few of them
were open on this plant, only one here and there on a

bunch, and these seemed like pink stars looking through
a coral streak iu the Aurora Borecdis. If envy was allow-

able, who would uot envy the Messrs. Veitch for this

one plant, if they had never introduced another. Theu
they grow their plants so well, and train them so beau-

tifully, that few gardeners can come tip to them at all.

The plants in all the tents were never better arranged

for efl'ect. Looking down a whole side put one in mind
of some of the richest views in the Crystal I'alace.

The banks of Orchids were particularly grand and im-

posing. The Rose tents surprised every oue. 'I'he Chinese

Azaleas put you in mind of the flowing and flowery

imageries of the celestials. The Oeraniums were few

and excellent. Calceolarias so and so, and Cinerarias

execrable, nor worth the [lOts they were growing in, ex-

cept two

—

Prince Arthur, the most splendid one I ever

saw, a fiery crimson, and Am;/ liobsart, a shade between
lilac, purple, and puce. There were three or more col-

lections of Pansies exhibited in pots. That by Mr.
Turner, of Slough, was almost perfect ; at any rate, fully

as good as was the best eoUection of roses at the first

trial three or four years ago. The new Belgian Daisies

are a complete cheat ; they are not worth a button as a

collection ; but there are a few nice sorts, and if tliey

had the gumption to "send out" four or five, instead of a

full collection, the public would be pleased ; but, I re-

peat it, the whole thing is a cheat, and it is a libel on

our common nature that any of us should slur over

such things in print, as well as a disgrace to the whole
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nursery trade, that a single member of it should sleep

soundly on his pillow after seeing such frauds, without
exposing them. I only wish I had access to the caverns

of the Cyclops, wliere Jupiter's thuuderbolts were manu-
factured. D, Beaton.

(jTo he cont'nittcd.)

CHEAP PLANTS FOR WINDOWS, BALCONIES,
AND FRONTAGE GARDENS.

A GENTT.EJiAN lately e.xpressed his great surprise, that

upon the whole the writers in Tue Cottage Gabdeneb
keep so clear of each other. Tliis lias not been arrived

at without some trouble ; for frequently the statements

of a coadjutor on one Thursday have constrained us to

look out for another subject, to avoid the appearance of

monotony ; and for these constrained shifting of sub-

jects I am chiefly obliged to my friend Mr. Beaton.

From the window and the balcony, the vase and the

basket, there is scarcely any gradation to the small

diminutive few yards of a flower-garden ; hut even these

our coadjutor threatens, ere long, to make the subject of

his peculiar care, though hitherto they have remained
something like comtnon ground between us. I have no
doubt that much additional interest will then be thrown
over the subject, and in that I will rejoice, as there are

few classes whom it woidd be more important to imbue
with a love of floral beauty than our active artisans

and industrious tradesmen, who reside in such nice,

snug little cottages, that all that is wanted to render

their outside eminently attractive, are clean, stubby
plants in the window and balcony, a rose or honey-

suckle over the dooi-, and a sweet flower-plot in its

vicinity.

Owing partly to the zest awakened by our pages,

not only are tliese sweet lilliputian gardens becoming
more common, but a diflerent taste for filling them has
been engendered. Right or wrong, the old system of

planting mixtmes of herbaceous plants, and, perhaps, a

few shrubs, with all its advantages and beauties—and
they were many—is being superseded by the new
grouping system. The extremes of society soon meet in

the tone of fashion. The labourer must have his group
of geraniums and verbenas, as well as his more aristo-

cratic employer. But so far as we can judge, this feeUng
is chiefly active among the ladies of clergymen, lawyers,

and men of business, and descending from them, is

being actively diffused among the working middle
classes of society. Leaving out of view all discussion

as to the merits of separate systems of planting and
arrangement, we hail every such attention to flowers as

an omen of social progression. In the case of those

who have conveniences, who keep a gardener, or an in-

telligent labourer, the whole attair becomes rather more
simple than the growing of a cucumber or a melon.
l'orothers,,who have no such helps, and no conveniences
but their garret, their window, and, perhaps, a sash or

two of glass, there has been no lack of information as

to making the very best of them. From liaving to resort

to many a make-shift, we can place ourselves in the
position of almost every I'eadcr apt to grumble at his

limited conveniences. Instead of getting into a discon-

tented mood, let us make the very best of our circum-
stances, and then we shall not have time to be grumbling
and uncharitable.

But, there are many who wish to enjoy the beauty of

beds of flowers in summer, and to be saved the trouble of

looking after them in winter. Here was a large, new field

for the enterprising ti'adesman. But the "protection"
ways of the trade all but blocked up every avenue of

outlet; 18s., I -is., lis. per dozen for bedding-out plants
were sums that comparatively few could pay ; not that for

many plants, such as large scarlet geraniums, these sums

were too high, considei'tng the trouble bestowed iipon
them in keeping them in pots during tlio winter, and in a
nice, green, growing state. In fact, the tradei^man could
make notliing of it, and the purchaser was often disap-

pointed, because the plants had be(!ome so stunted and
pot-bound before being turned out. Other things were
priced in proportion, though requiring not a fourth of
the time and labour, and the price was thus kept up by
the necessary smalluess of tlie demand. Profits were
obtained, if obtained at all, by dealing with the few,

rather than the manij. It never seemed to occur to our
shiewd commercial plant men, that getting rid of twelve
plaits, with a penny profit upon each, at the same ex-

pense for time and labour, that they could dispose of one
plant for sixpence profit, was by far the best speculation

of the two. The idea of bedding plants for the tnilUou

was horse-laughed. The lialf-earnest, half-jest prophecy,

that some of these plants might, and would ere long, be
sold for a penny a-])iece, was considered too outrageous
even for a joke ; and yet, not a vast many months after-

wards, Mr. Ferguson, of Stowe, exhibited large trays

full of cut Verbena blossoms at the Metropolitan shows,
stating that these, with many other bedding plants, he
was prepared to supply at one penny each, if fifty dozen
were taken, allowing from a fifth to a sixth part of these

to bo geraniums ; it being miderstood that the price

would rise as the numbers decreased, that the orders

should be given early, and that a goodly number of one
kind should be taken.

Many statements on this subject have reached us
from sellers and buyers, and I will here fairly endeavour
to meet them by answering the following questions.

1st. Can such selling pay the seller? f^nly in certain

cu-cumstances. At one time I struck a great portion,

and even now a considerable portion of bedding plants

in spring, placing the cuttings in beds, and tiles in heat,

and either pricking them out when struck thickly into

preparatory beds, or planting out from the first beds at

once in iMay. Scarlet geraniums might be so managed,
but then they seldom bloom well when so young. If

nice healthy plants, verbenas, cupheas, petunias, &c.,

struck early in spring and hardened oft", will bloom as

well, though not quite so early, as those struck in

autumn, a dozen of these, we think, would cost less

than a scarlet geranium struck in July, potted in

August or September, and kept healthy all tlie winter.

Even for suoli spring-struck things to pay, I should

deem the following conditions necessary:— 1. The kinds

should be old-established varieties, suitable for bedding,

so that cuttings in abundance may easily be obtained.

Novelty and superiority, in a florist's estimation, must
ever bo paid for. 2. The varieties grown nuist be

limited to a few well-defined colours. 3. 'The orders

must bo for a goodly number of the same kind ; the

hunting for a few of this, and still fewer of that, would
eat up aU the profit, nay, fi'om the very time required,

entail a loss. 4. Anything like potting the plants could

never be thought of From the pans in whicli they

were struck, or the preparatory beds in which they were
pricked out, the plants would require to be carefully

lifted, part of the earth shaken away, tlie roots then laid

in damp moss, and the tops in di-y, and thus forwarded

to their destination. Geraniums and calceolarias struck

even in autumn, but just kept healthy in winter, with

from one to two square inches of room each, could be

thus managed.
2ndly. Would it suit the purchaser ? If it did the

number would soon be increased a hundred-fold. Suc-

cess, however, would depend upon himself and his cir-

cumstances. Did he purchase such plants in the begin-

ning of April, and possess the means of pricking them
out into intermediate prejiaratory beds, under glass, he

might calculate on transplanting fine, rooted, i-obust

plants in the middle of May. Did he wait until that
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latter time to purchase, if he planted out at once on
receiving them, he would entail upon himself considei'-

ahle attention and labour in shading and watering until

they had taken firmly with the soil. First economy
would thus be attended with extra labour, and this

would suit those who had time to spare ; where that is

valuable, and these attentions cannot be given, it will

be cheapest and best to give from sixpence to a shilling

for a well-established plant. The mere price of a plant

is, therefore, no criterion of its clieapness ; one plant

may be dearer at si.\pence than another of the same
kind at half-a-crowu.

3rdly. "But you lately mentioned the growing of plants

wrapped in moss as a mode for bedding plants that

woidd supersede the necessity of potting. Does it an-

swer'? WiU it be more expensive tliau sending the

roots loose ? " To the first we say, most rmdoubtedly,

yes, if the operation is jierformed in spring, just to get

the roots freely working in and through the moss before

moving them for packing, and then they go beside each

other so snugly and nicely. Our opinion as to the

expense is, that the process will considerably increase

it. I coidd, even iu a preparatory bed, prick out a con-

siderable number of plants whilst mossing one. The
mossing is, therefore, chiefly valuable ia the case of

plants that make few fibres, and in the case of all

that are to be carried or sent to any distance. Mr. Fer-

guson resorted to it, that liis customers might have the

advantage of potted plants without their disadvantages.

1 had never seen Stowe, even in its magnificence; I felt

anxious to see it now, even for the sake of these bedding
plants. I felt both surprised and disappointed ; the

latter feeling was owing to two causes. 1 liave a largish

stock of bedding jilants myself, and a great many of

these, from being mossed or pricked out early in spring,

are now stronger than is generally seen in commercial
establishments, just ready to be moved into beds and
baskets. Again, several gardeners kept telling me 1

should see the wonderful quantity at Stowe. My expect-

ations were so aroused, that instead of a village of glass

houses crammed from front to rear, I fancied I should

behold something like a town. The quantity, however,

was enormous. I saw the whole process. Thousands
of geraniums, salvias, &c., growing on the floors of

houses, kept cool, each wrapped in its hall of moss, and
set in as much earth and leaf-mould as just covered the

moss. Then there were large shallow platforms, formed
of the easiest come-at-able materials, stuck full in a

similar manner. All these had made beautiful healthy

roots, but that ray own experience warranted me to

expect. Then there were ranges of beds, furnished

with a slight bottom-heat, filled with plants that had
just received their mossy covering. Otliers furnished

with a slight bottom-heat were filled with cuttings just

put in ; and lastly, to crown all, a mat was pulled

aside, and we were ushered into a shed kejit comfort-

able and warm, where a dozen women were seated in a

row behind a low bench, each of them furnished with a

pot of soil, a heap of moss, abundle of mat ties, and below
the bencli, easy of access from being elevated, were the

plants ; each was to earth, and moss, and tie, as described

in a late number ; men brought the plants to each female,

and removed the ti'ays when fidl or finished, taking

them to be set in slight hotbeds among soil, after dipping
them. The whole att'air seemed to be conducted very

systematically. I am not aware that Mr. Ferguson lias

altered his terms, in thus altering his mode of treatment.

If not, 1 do not see how, with the greatest system and
energy, it can be made to pay. That, however, is chiefly

his concern, though also of great importance to other

mercantile men, as well as to the public at large.

Difl'erent minds will look upon the attempt in different

lights. We pronounce no decided opiuion. In this,

however, the season for bedding, and filling baskets, and

vases, and ornamenting windows, I do not think I have
stepped out of my way in chronicling the attempt to

bring these plants within reach of the masses, who
possess nothing in the shape of greenhouses, or pits, or

frames. R. Fish.

PROPAGATION OF ORCHIDS.
{Concluded from page 80.)

Trichopilia.— Considerable additions have been
made to this genus within the last three or four years,

yet they are all to be propagated in the same way as the

original species. Every pseudo-bulb that is sound and
healthy has at its base an incipient bud ; if one iu that

state is cut ofl' it will soon (after being potted in the

usual way) produce a shoot, but, as tliese shoots are

generally weak, they require considerable care in water-

ing, as the least quantity of water lodging in the heart

of the young growth would soon cause them to decay.

The whole of the species belonging to this genus are

handsome flowerers, and therefore are worthy of being

increased.

Vanih.—The habit of this genus is very similar to

that of Saccolabium, but most of them are much quicker

growers, and therefore may be increased more readily.

As the greater part are really splendid things they are

worthy of every attention. 'The kinds worth increasing

are V. caridescens, V. cristatn, I', iiisignis, V. Roxhurgliia,

V. teres, and V. tricolor. All these are splendid flower-

ing plants. To increase them, if young shoots do not

break out towards the base, cut ofl' the upper part of the

leading shoot, taking care to have three or four young
roots growing from it at the time. Take the part cut

ofl', and put into a basket filled with sphagnum, not too

much compressed ; water it at the time, and leave it to

grow with the usual treatment ; the lower part should

have some sound leaves left upon it, and also living

roots. Give it some fresh sphagnum, and. if needed, a

fresh basket ; give but little water, but plenty of heat

and moisture in the air. It will soon show signs of

growth ; the uppermost bud will shortly begin to swell

and grow, and then the increase is ettected. If young
shoots are produced at the base of the main shoot, let

them first produce a root or two of their own, then cut

one otl' close to the old stem, place it in a basket, and
treat it as you would an established plant. V. teres

produces side-shoots in abundance, and may be increased

readily by taking one or more ott', affixing them to a

block of wood covered with a thin coat of living green

moss, syringing them frequently, and keeping them in

the warmest part of the house. When new roots are

unmistakeably produced, then syringe them freely,

and treat them like the rest: they are then separate

established plants.

Warrea.—A genus of orchids that are neaily all

terrestrial (growing on the earth). They have long,

stout pseudo-bulbs, and may be increased by dividing

and taking otf two of the back bulbs : pot them in the

same kind of compost that the old plants thrive in ; give

no water till fresh roots and a shoot are produced, then

give a small quantity of moisture to the root, and they

will soon reward you with a strong, good growth.

Zygopetalu.ai.—This is a fast-growing, free-flowering,

handsome family of plants. They are readily increased

by taking off a portion of each plant and potting them
in the same compost as the parent plant is thriving in.

X. cochleare. X. maxillare, and Z. rostratum are three

rather dilficult fellows to propagate, but may be done

by cutting through the pseudo-bulb, and allowing the

cut parts to remain on tiie block, or iu the pot, till the

first growths are perfected and the season of rest com-

pleted ; then, at the lime of potting, take oft' the divided

parts, pot them separately, and treat them like the

parent plants.
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We have now brought out labours on Orchid Culture
to a close; it has been a pleasant task, and why?
because the culture of orchids is our pleasant occupation
and delight, and because we have felt that the instruc-

tion imparted would he useful to young beginners, and
not be thrown away upon even old practitioners. Our
Captain has appointed us another almost equally in-

teresting branch of plant culture to write upon, and we
trust tliat oiu' labours in that part of the field will be as
useful as the one in wliich, for nearly three years, wo
have been so delightfully occupied. T. Api'leuy.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS AT CHISAVICK.

Theue was a fair sprinkling of Florists' Flowers at
Chiswick, and there would have been more if the society's

committee would only give a fair share of encourage-
ment to these universal favourites. Decidedly tlie best
classes and gems of the show were Mr. Turner's Pelar-
goniums and Pansies in pots, and about the Bose tents
there was no mistake; these wore really flnely-grown,
well-bloomed, in high colour, and with every point of merit
in perfection. Amongst the Roses we noted the following
as being more excellent than the rest, and we are happy
to find they are mostly what we recommended lately as
being well adapted for tlie purpose : Goi(p cV Hehe, a
large bush, foiu- feet high, with numerous very large
flowers, in excellent condition ; Paul Perras, equally
good, with largo flowers of a deep colour ; Xiphetos, not
so full of bloom, but they were very line and exceedingly
beautiful; Sa/rnno, not profusely bloomed, but each
flower was very line, of a beautiful fawn colour; Souvenir
d'mi Ami, rich salmon, and very fidl of bloom ; Mrs.
Bosanquet, a charming blush-white rose, full of bloom

;

Chnu'dolle, extremely fine, and very high-coloured

;

Duchess of Sutherland, in fine condition, and a large
plant, four feet high, and thickly covered with bloom

;

Baronne Precost, a fine specimen—this is one of the
largest roses in cultivation, one of thorn on this -plant
measured five inches across ; Wm. Jesse, plant not large
but well-flowered—a crimson-rose tinged with purple.
Dark roses were scarce at this exhibition, hence this
variety and Cheuedolle were the more conspicuous;
Molret, pale yeUow, well-bloomed.
The following are not in our list (see page (it), and,

therefore, may be added to it by the collector, as they
were admirable on this occasion :

—

Souvenir de Mat
maison, a blusli rose of exquisite beauty, large, and well
bloomed; Blairii, No. y—this is a fine large double
variety, deep rose ; it was profusely bloomed ; Emperor
Prohus, a rich rose, covered with bloom ; Comtesse Mole,
blush, well-bloomed.

Pelarrjoniums.—With the exception of Mr. Tiu'uer's
collections, the day of exhibition was evidently too early
for the rest. The gem of the day was Mr. Turner's
Maijnet (Hoyle). This variety sustains its high cha-
racter ; every grower must procure it. In shape it was
excellent, and in colour splendid, and the plant was
finely grown. The next best was Chieftain (Hoyle),
also richly coloured. The Ajax (Hoyle) was fine in
every point; and Fowjuet's Meignifiecnt was not far
behind. Pride of the Isles (Luff) is a good geranium,
with goodly-shaped flowers and beautiful colours, as
also was Mochanna (Hoyle). Tlio old Arnold's Virnin
Queen, a light variety, proved on this occasion, as usual,
the best of its class. Beck's Rosamond is a pretty
variety, and was in the best order.

In Fancij Oeraninms there was nothing very fine, ex-
cepting Hero of Surrey.

Cinernrias.—These were shown in quantity. The
best were Marianne (Henderson's), Ladi/ Hume Camp-
hell (ditto), Madame Meillez (ditto), Pauline (ditto),

Adele Villiers (ditto), Lady Gertrude, Qrandis, Rosy

Morn, St. Clair of the Isles, and Mr. Sidney Herbert.

A seedling from Messrs. E. G. Henderson, of Wellington-
road, St. John's Wood, named Prince Arthur, was exhi-

bited in the seedUng tent. It is a good crimson self,

with broad petals well filled up, and the least notch in

the world. 'This will be sought after by the growers

;

habit good, dwarf, and a free bloomer. In Mr. Gaines's

collection there was a variety named Favorite, with a

dark disc surrounded with white, and each ])ctal broadly

tipped with porcelain blue, very flat and circular, a fair

size, habit good. It is worth inquuing after, as we
know none other like it.

Pansies in Pols.—The collection from Mr. Turner
showed what cultivation can do. Each pot was a pic-

ture; foliage large, blooms also large and numerous.
They were quite as fine as if they had been grown in

tlie open border. We noted the following as being the

host— WidnaU's Ophir, Duke of Perth, Bell'.i Climax,

Hale's Pompey, Campbell's Robert Burns, and Prince

Arthur (Silverlock's). These pansies were the admira-

tion of everybody. There were other two collections,

hut one was badly grown, and the other, though well

eidtivated and well bloomed, was composed of old indif-

ferent varieties, showing that cultivation alone will not

do, there must also be varieties in the lot of sterling

good properties, or all the labour for exhibition jnuposes
vfill be thrown away. In the seedling tent, Mr. Turner
exhibited his pausey Sir John Cathcurt; form excellent,

upper petals bron/.e shading ofl' to purple, centre deep
golden-yellow, lower petals bronze ; it is of a good sub-

stance. This is a really good variety.

Seedling Mimuluses.—There were some good varieties

shown of these dashing flowers. One came from Mr.
Gaines, and was named E.mnius. It has a yellow

centre, with crimson spots on the lip, and each petal

had a large, well-defined, rich crimson spot on it; a
decided improvement, the flowers being so large and
well formed. Mr. Sims, Florist, of Foot's Cray, Kent,
sent a seedling Mvmulus, No. IH; the ground colour

pure white with bronze spots, flowers largo and well-

shaped ; desirable and pretty. He had, also, one curi-

ously spotted and blotched ; but the branch on which
were the blooms had drooped so much that we coidd

not pronounce an opinion of its merit. We should like

to see it again.

Calceolarias.—There were one or two collections, but
though tolerably grown, the flowers were small and not

well-shaped. Tliere is room for great improvement in

this class of flowers. A bloom or two of a desirable

seedling was sent by Messrs. Shai'p and Cole, from
Birmingham, that promises well ; it was named Fulgens.

T. Appleuy.

ROSES IN POTS FOR EXHIBITION.
(Continued /ram page 10'2.)

GENER.\L MANAGEMENT IN SUMMER AND IN WINTER.
Summer Treatment.— Such plants as have finished

blooming in May should at once be placed in the pit,

where they should have abundance of air night and day,

unless frost intervenes, when they should he protected

from its ill etiects. It must be remembered that they

are much more tender than plants that have not been
forced, and if exposed to the full air and light at once,

they would sufi'er greatly, both for that season and the

following one ; but if they arc gradually inured to the

change no harm will accrue. If there are no pits or

frames to spare, they must he set out-of-doors, and pro-

tected by hoops and mats. The mats should he placed

over them at night for three or four weeks, and also

during the day, in bright sunny weather, but on cloudy,

showery days expose them fidly to these benign influ-

ences. If the wood becomes ripe, aad the leaves fall,
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tliey should then be placed wliero the sun will not reach

them—behind a wall or a low hed<»o, and plunged in a
bed of coal-ashes. If thej' are fully exposed to a sum-
mer's sun, there is danger of their breaking prematurely
into growtli before the season of forcing returns again.

Care should be taken that they are not deluged with
water, especially the China and tea-scentod varieties.

]Jy thus keeping them at rest early, they will, when set

to work again (after being duly pruned), start into

growth, and bloom again much more freely than newly-
potted ])lants, because they have had a longer season of

rest, and have a large accumulation of sap to cause a
vigorous growth. It is quite easy to obtain, in the

autumn, a second crop of flowers, especially on the Per-
petuals, and Hybrid- Ferpelnals : but this is by no means
desirable if the same plants are for early bloom. Those
cultivators wlio grow them merely for ornamental pur-

poses may bring some of tliese from their resting-place,

and allow them to bloom through November or Decem-
ber in the greenhouse ; but the cidtivator for e.\hibition

will be cautious of such a proceeding, as it would be
taxing his plants too much to have two crops of flowers

in one year.

Such roses as are grown in pots for exhibition as late

as September, sliould, during the early part of summer,
be placed in such a situation as is most likely to keep
them back, or retard them from blooming early. The
large class of autumnal - blooming roses are, as a

matter of course, the best adapted for such seasons

of exhibition
;
yet numbers of China and Tea-scented,

with their hybrids, may be managed so as to bloom in

great perfection during the latter part of the summer
and commencement of the autumn. This management
consists in pruning oft'tlie early shoots of blossoms, and
thus reserving tlie streugtli of the plants to produce
their finest blooms at the season they are required for

showing.
Plants that have been exhibited in June or .Tidy

should be, as soon as their bloom is over, plunged in a

bed of ashes, fully exposed, excepting for a week or two
at first, when they should be shaded from the burning
summei-'s sun. 13y tlie time tliese liave ripened their

wood, the cold nights of autumn will have arrived,

which will sufliciently prevent premature or untimely
growth.

Wdtei-inri.—During these summer months the plants

must he duly supplied with water ; the quantity and
time of applying it depends of course upon tlie weather.

In the house or pit the vicissitudes of our climate

cannot prevail to any great extent; here they must be
liberally watered, not on the drip-by-drip system, but by
a thorough wetting of the entire quantity of the soil in

each pot, due consideration being bad to the state it is

in at the time. The China and Tea-scented varieties

must be watered cautiously even in the house or pit

;

it has been already remarked that these varieties are

more impatient of wet at the root than the rest, and
it is quite true. In the open air the plants are, or

should be, plunged in coal-aslies, and consequently
do not require so often watering as when the pots

are exposed to the drying influences of the sun and
wind ; still less water would be required if a mulching
of short manure or stable litter was spread over the

surface of the mould in the plunged pots. This is ad-

vantageous in more ways than one ; it not only prevents
evaporation from the soil, but enriches it when the
needful water is applied, or the gentle showers from the

clouds fall upon them. This mulching is highly bene-
ficial ; the most successful growers of roses in pots make
use of it.

During the early part of summer the plants will be
gi-eatly benefited by a meal now and then of liquid

manure. Roses thrive well with guano-water, but it

must be a very weak solution ; a quarter-of-a-pound of

genuine guano will, when thoroughly dissolved, make
three gallons quite rich enough for roses in pots. This

point must always be remembered in watering any
plants with liquid manure : if the plants were growing

in the open soil the litjuid manure would be more
diffused, but in pots it is confined, and the tender roots

being generally either coiled round the bottom, or close

to the sides, tliey are exposed to the strong and stimu-

lating properties of the liquid manure much more than

when in the open gi-ound ; for these very satisfactory

reasons the liqiiid manure for plants in pots should be

nuich more diluted, or weakened, than if the same
plants were in the common bed or border. We have

no doubt much mischief has been done by the applica-

tion of liquid manure without due consideration of these

important facts. T. Appleby.
{To he continued.')

THINNING CULTIVATED PLANTS.

There is a strong resemblance between the laws

which govern society and those which relate to horti-

cultural ad'airs ; both inflict a penalty on the culprit who
violates them, as well as on those who omit to perform

their allotted share in carrying out the proper rules and

regulations. In the vegetable kingdom, the penalty of

omission is certainly not less than that of commission :

unassisted nature will and can do much, but when left

to follow her own course she will invariably be found to

shower her favours in gi-eater profusion on those objects

which require expulsion from the garden, whilst the

legitimate occupant will be ousted by the more sturdy

growth of the less important one ; in other words,

neglect a garden, and the weeds common to the district

will overrun the other crops ; carry that neglect still

further, and a miscellaneous crop of trees will overcome

the weeds, which, in their turn, will become a prey to each

other as tliey struggle on for the mastery, until the spot

which once marked the industry of man is converted

into a forest, differing only from the primitive one by
the increased vigour of its products, which we suppose

to be euhanced by the previous cultivation. Now,
though we do not expect to see this gloomy picture

realized to the extent here illustrated, yet we daily see it

exemplified in another way. The small seeds of many
vegetables, when committed to the earth, are there left

to struggle for themselves against enemies more robust,

or, if some kind hand expels the foreign foe, the

straitened circumstances at homo often call long and

loudly for a more extended sphere, and it too often

liappens that before emigration to any useful extent

takes place, disease and death have done their work,

and it is only to the vigour of constitution in the patient

that we can look for a successful rally, and even when
that takes place it is at a sacrifice of time and trouble

that could be ill spared.

Now, our readers will easily see that we refer to the

weeding and thinning of vegetable crops in proper time.

'I'he latter operation is certainly not less important tlian

the former, but we know that it is often productive of

more harm by its non-performance. To make this

subject more plain, let us suppose a crop of Earbj

Turnips to be just showing two or three rough leaves

each, and standing, as sown, in thick tufts, with occa-

sionally hero and there a separate plant; now we will

suppose them to stand a day or two longer, and, on
examination, we find that the plants forming the tufts

have elongated the footstalks of their leaves (called, in

botanical phrase, petioles) while no proportionate deve-

lopment of leaf has taken place, the only exception

(and that only partial) being the outside plants, the outer

leaves of which, enjoying tlie benefits of fresh air, have

attained a more sturdy habit ; still, that is only on one

side, the interior leaves are sufl'ering from the same cause
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as its next iieigbbonr, while tlie plant which had the

good fortune to be allotted a few square inches to itself

presents a robust decumbent habit, as much as to say—

I

will obtaia a good foundation ou terra Jirma before I

ascend further. If the crop be still loft undisturbed or

unassisted, the chances are that this plant soon comes

in contact with the struggling family, or, it may be,

with another plant as formidable as itself; then comes

the conflict. A strong tenacity to life enables more than

the proper number to compete for existence, until the

powers of the plant and those of the soil are so far

exhausted as no longer to be able to assimilate the food

calculated to tbrm a good useful root, and the crop, to

all intents, is ruined. Now, though we do not often see

this carried out to such an extent in a garden, yet we

often enough see it partially so, and we need hardly say

that the evil is in proportion to tlie extent of neglect.

If, in addition to what we have said about the top taking

harm from the over-crowding, we add that the root is

equally hurt, we are only athrming another of those

immutable laws of nature which we should do well to

copy. A superfluity of plants withdraw from the ground

those juices which are the most important to be re-

tained there to support the legitimate objects ; and to

allow a number of useless plants to occupy the ground

around one intended' to remain, is to rob that space of

the nutritious qualities of most consequence to the one

left; rather, therefore, select single or outside plants,

where such can be had, and destroy those patches

entirely. Of com-se much depends on circumstances,

the nature of the ground, &o., but in Turnips the above

directions are never wrong.

Onions require a somewhat difterent treatment ; it is

then advisable to select the largest and best plants, and

the crop, when thinned, standing ranch thicker than

turnips, single plants cannot always be bad to give the

crop that uniform regularity so conducive to its beauty,

if not also to its well-being, because we presume in the

sowing of that and other crops, the trite saying of that

celebrated personage, who sent his gardening jtrotege

into the world with the advice, " to sow thick, thin in

time, and keep on good terms with the cook," has been

fully acted on in the first of these duties. Now, before

these pages reach the reader, many a bed of onions will

have been thinned in early districts; still, much remains

to be done ; and as some diftereuce of opinion exists as

to the distance the crop ought to stand apart when

finally thinned out, some have gone to great extremes

in trying to prove that if left at wide distances a much
greater weight of useful produce is the result. In this

opinion we by no means coincide, because so many
external circumstances influence the crop, that mere

distance alone will not atone for other disadvantages.

In a general way, we sow our onions in continuous

rows, one foot apart, and in tliinning allow about six or

seven inches, oftoner less than more. Those who have

ground more than usually rich, deep, and moist, without

being wet and sour, may allow a larger space between

with advantage ; but those to whom a fortniglit's dry

weather advances tlieir onion crop some three weeks

towards maturity, will do well to consider whether they

can aflbrd space that will perhaps never be occupied
;

not but that a thin standing crop will withstand a

drought longer than a crowded one ; but a medium one

is the most likely to be the most productive. To attain

that liiqipy medium, the cultivator must e.xercise a con-

siderable sluirc of his own discretion. If his ground be

dry and gravelly, and a hot dry season follows, his crop

can scarcely, uiuler any circumstances, he good; if a

wet season occurs, then he may thin a little wider, and

lie will have size as well as numbers. One great error

in thinning onions, is the habit of leaving so many to

draw for after use ; we have seen this would-be-aot-of-

oarefulness carried to a hurtful extent. The season

when onions are thinned is the one in which their pro

gress is most rapid, and when left very thick they soon
suffer. We therefore recommend but few to be left for

the purpose above, and do not let economy defeat its

own pnrjjose.

The above I'emarks relate with equal propriety to

otlier crops, as well as turnips and onions. Carrots and
other root crops ought to be thinned before their tops

intermix in such a way as to draw each other, or, in

other words, they ought to be thinned as soon as it

appears that the plants are in a manner safe from those

enemies which prey on them so much while in a young
state. Lettuces sown where they have to remain may also

be similarly treated. Even Peas, when sown too thick,

may be advantageously thinned ; and it is very common
to pull up every alternate French. Bean, when standing

less than six inches apart, if on good ground. Broad
Beans the same, even Spinach is also benefited by a

more liberal allowance of room, while many things are

improved in quality in being so treated, and of the latter

class is Parsley.

In making the above observations on thinning the

crops of small seedlings to such a distance as to obtain

the most remuneration for the space occupied, we are

reminded that a like evil arises from jilanting certain

crops too thickly. Scarlet Eunner Kidney Beans will

remain longer in bearing if only half the number of

plants be employed that are often seen. Cauliflowers

will also get larger if, on good ground, they have more
than four square feet to each plant, instead of less.

Potatoes, too, are well known to produce most when
planted tolerably wide ; still there is a limit with them ;

and such crops as Sea-Kale, Asparagus, &c., which
require more I'oom still, are subject to some special

treatment; therefore we exempt them from the present
" weeding," unless it be in those cases where they are

sown to remain, in which case the war of extermination

to all useless numbers must be cari'ied out here as else-

where. J. liOBSON.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Rookehy.—" In answer to your coiTespon(lent*s query— I know of at

least a dozen rookeries in this part of the country (Trowbridge^ where
j

they always shoot the yoang ones, and the number of nests do not
decrease ; it is a well-known fact, that if the young ones are not killed for

several years, the number of nests is less every year. The cause I have
never seen explained. I saw a singular instance of rooks entirely desert-

ing a rookery, this spring, after building their nests, and the female
sitting on the eggs in most of the nests. A pair of crows had been ob-

served to be about the trees for several days ; in a day or two after every

rook had left, and the colony was entirely deserted, and not a rook has

been observed to settle on the trees since, although there was at least from
40 to 50 nests there. I suppose the erows must have beaten out the

rooks and destroyed the eggs, as their leaving cannot be accounted for

in any other way.—J. K. T."

Another correspondent {H. W, N.) says—" In answer to your corres-

pondent about his rooks, he may shoot one-third of the young ones, as in

the following year the number of nests will not be diminished."

Morels.—"J. K. T. is evidently no naturalist, or he would know
that no morels vegetate in a long continued drought, and a north-east

wind such as we have so long experienced; but, on the contrary, they

grow when the weather is moist, and the air from 55° to dO°. The
weather has just changed, and in a week I have little doubt but morels
will he brought into the house by those whose business it is to frequent

the old woods and plantations. If J. K. T. wishes to satisfy his in-

credulity, he may send three postage stamps, and I will either return

them or send the weight in morels, when they are brought in. Jews-
enrs.—These fungi grow in the same places as morels, are three, four,

and six inches diameter, and are higher-flavoured for culinary purposes

than inorels, but are so brittle till dried as not to bear carriage."—W. M.

Various Queries (L^g-w/ejMfi).—Always glad to oblige, but request

our correspondents would not ask too much at a time. Clemath azm-ea.

—This is not generally struck, but grafted or inarched on any hardy

variety. Epiphyllitm crenatum.—Upper part of leaves have got sickly, and
crumbling like dry tinder, after being kept dry in winter, and previously

grown in summer, and hardened oflf in autumn. It has very likely been
too dry, and also too cold, it wants rather more heat than others you
mention, and from growing strong is not very well fitted for a window.
Vour only chance now, is to give the shoots coming from the bottom
every encouragement in your power, watering with warm water, by-and-

by with manure-water, keeping it as much in the light as possible. If

grown pretty well, turn it out against a fence right in the sun, in August,

and house again by the end of September. It is supposed there arc two
vftrieties of it, one much freer in blooming than the other; we suppose
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we have the best, for though blooming, it has not done so freely with us
as other kinds. As vou have the means, we would first get the plant
into a forcing- frame or pit, then by the end of June into a cold pit, kept

I rather close, and then as advised above, into the open air. Of course, if so

j
injured as not to grow much, there would be little use in putting it out-

!
of-doors this season. Cartiis Jenki/isonti.—The healthy plant you
describe should be fresh potted when the flower is gone, provided there

I
are not a number of more buds swelling, when the potting should be

I

delayed. If well managed, a plant of that size should have a number
of flowers. Give it a good position in your window in any case,

and treat exactly for next season as Mr. Fish recommended lately.

1 Cactus Ack-ennaniiii.—This similar, but better fitted for a window,
Rpiphyllum truncatum is rather different, as it blooms in winter, spring,

I

and very early summer. If in a window, it should be kept cool in

I winter, so that the flower-buds will not open until the days are long, as
' in dull cold weather in winter there would not be enough "of heat in* the

I
window, and the flowers would be pale if opened at a distance from it

j
nearer the fire, By ripening well in the autumn, you may have the

I

flowers at will in spring, by putting plants into your cucumber pit for a

I

week or two. Tuberose.—We would have given you more encouragement

j
if they had been planted a fortnight ago, instead of to be purchased a

I

fortnight hence. The best bulbs will be gone ; but if you get some good
, sound ones you may try. They will do well in the window. Curiim/ters'

I

leaves spotting and going into holes, &c.—When we see a leaf carefully

j

sent we may judge ; at present, as there is no appearance of insects, and
1 you have such abundance of atmospheric moisture, we think it likely

that one of these bright mornings or forenoons air has nut Leen given
soon enough, and a scalding has been the consequence. Pull oft" the
most of the fruit, and if the roots are all right, you may yet get fresh

foliage and good fruit too. Be careful how you use the sulphur ; if

I

there is neither mildew nor insects, keep its application, and hat mildly,
: to the back of the frame, and shade for some time to come.

Weeds Destruction (G.F.H.).—Quite right, destroy before they seed,
is the thing. We have written, exhorted, lectured on this great subject,

1 and the very men who applauded convincing statements to the echo, will

let the hedge-rows of their fields be a perfect brake of thistle, and other
winged seeds, that will give them a fine crop of unwished-fors', during
many a year to come. It takes many a long year to clear land of even
annual seed weeds. Every fresh turning of the soil brings a fresh bevy
into vegetation. Would that some seedsmen got into the knack of pre-
serving valuable seeds as carefully as mother earth keeps those coolided

to her

Failu

IS, in this week's number
ml put it in the place of
ve the stock two or three

; reconciled to

LE OF Grapes (BlegthoJi).—Your case is very lamentable. It

ble tu say for certain what may have been the cause of your
grape failure. The brown seams, you describe, scars. Sec, may, indeed,
arise from an unusually low temperature continued for many hours.
Anything that would arrest the circulation of the sap might cause it;

such as a sudden declension of ground heat, stagnated root moisture, and
the application of manurial liquids too highly concentrated. We cannot
think that snow-water simply penetrating through the roof could possibly
occasion it. Please to look over our back numbers on vine culture.
Few yet thoroughly appreciate the importance of proper root culture.

Too much stress by half has been laid on modes of pruning and training

;

such has tended to draw attention from points of higher import still.

We think that you will find few liquid manures more generally useful

than guano water, from the best Peruvian. For enriching vine roots, we
should use three ounces to a gallon of water, applied at a temperature
of 90^*. We, however, as a matter of economy, use daily a mixture of
dunghill drainings and aoot water, in which a little guano is mixed.
The dunghill drainings are stale, and the whole much reduced by more
water. All these things require caution.

Bees {Doncaster) .—" Vour Mr. Payne telh

of your valuable periodical, to hive a swai'm,

the stock from which it proceeded, and to ren
hundred yards from its old place. Will the bi

this new position ? Is there not great danger of the stock being entirely

deserted V" All the bees in the atock-hive that have flown will join

the swarm; this is the thing desired. The large (juantity ot brood in a
hive at the time a swarm departs from it, will be quite suflScient to re-

people it, but not so abundantly as to cause the departure of a second

Tree Bleeding.—" In your number of the 29th April, I observed a
question, ' F-lm-tree Bleeding (G.1. In reply, I beg to give him my ex-
perience in curing bleeding in vines. In one of my hothouses where the
wood last year had not been properly ripened, in pruning them this

season, they bled very much, so much so, that the nap came out in little

globes and trickled down the shoots. I caused my gardener to wipe otf

the moisture, and take a camel hair brush and apply to the place a
coating of an article called ' Collodion,' which may be had from any
respectable chemist. You could get a 2oz. vial for about fid. Collodion,
when applied, instantly dries, and forms a sort of varnish, which is quite
impervious by moisture. The bleeding instantly stopped, and perma-
mently too, although it is three months since I applied it. If this should
be ctfectual in the elm-tree case, I shall be glad to hear of that throuy;h
your columns. I shall be glad if you add my name to the list of tho'se

wilting to exchange plants.—Robt. Wotherspoon, Ma.twelton House,
Paisley.

(Enotuera macbocarpa {S. B.).—Large plants of this may be
turned out of the pots at once, or at any time between this and the
middle of July, and they will run and cover a bed the same season. Let
ihe shoots be trained down 2.r.d.Jixed till the roots get hold of the bed.

Dorking Fowls {E. W. P.).— I know these to be bad layers in some
localities. If yours are very fat, feed sparingly for a short time, and try
an entire change of food. Give them porridge of barley-meal or
middlings, and let them eat it quite warm—a meal every morning. Are
you sure, however, that the hen-house is safe from rats and other depre-
dators?

—

Anster Bonn.

Egg-eating Hens {A Constant Reader).— I have no reason to think
eating egg-shell teaches fowls to eat their eggs, for our egg-shells have
been broken up and thrown out for the last ten years, without producing
mischief. Watch your fowls narrowly, discover the delinquent, place her

where she can be constantly watched at laying time, and prevent her
having a chance of eating eggs until she loses the habit. An indiff"erent
hen I would sacrifice at once, but a handsome Cochin-China one cannot
relinquish so easily, fliake sure, however, before blaming the hens, that
the eggs are laid with shells, for soft eggs, and those which are broken by
accident, the very best disposed hens will eat. In addition to the ex-
cellent feeding which you give your fowls do not forget that they require
gravel-stones. To the cock still suffering from cold after being cured of
the pip, give one dose of castor-oil, a teaspoonful, and afterwards a desert-
spoonful of cod-liver oil, every morning. Shelter him as much as
possible from cold wind and heavy rain.

—

Anster Bonn.
Roses {Thomas L.).—The classes are as follows ;—Charles Duval,

Coupe de Hebe, and Great Western, are Hybrid Bourbons; Fulgens,
Hybrid China ; Celina, a Moss ; Blush Hip, a Hybrid Provence. There
have been Kings and Xeplus ultras in more than one section, so we cannot
determine to which yours belong ; but, after all, we would place no
reliance whatever on the names of plants sold at these marts. All your
roses may turn out to be one sort. We cannot tell if they are worked
plants without seeing them ; if they are, you can easily see the parts of

>wii roots.being dwarfs, they are likely to be c

LiA.—Mr. Beaton has received son
into flower ver)- freely, but had i

I Pap i from Leeds as follows :
—

«ER, April 13th, from Mr.
faces against

Brow^
just comi
them.

Tobacco Paper.—T. B. L. Y., writes to i

I have seen a report in The Cottage Garde
Errington, statmg the gardening world sho..___ __ _.

j

tobacco paper, because the dealers have adulterated it. A great port....
of it is, we are informed, rough paper from paper warehouses, deluged in

I
lamp-blaek water, to which a little tobacco juice has been added for con-

; science (?) sake. I quite.igree with Mr. Errington on that point ; a great

I

portion of it is sent out from Leeds, I believe, but I beg leave to inform
Mr. Errington that he can be supplied with a genuine article at lOd. per
pound, if he applies either to Mr. John Kearslev, nurseryman, Woodhouse-
hill, Leeds, ur to Mr. John Wilkinson, I, Boar-lane, Leeds, which I am

I certain will give Mr. E. satisfaction, if he gives it a fair trial."

Hen's Nests. —A Constant Subscriber says :—" Having read an
;
article in your 18"th number upon poultry, making a remark upon the
very spare broods of this spring, supposed to arise from the long continued
dry weather, perhaps the following plan of preparing the nests may be
acceptable (it not being in many localities safe on the ground or banks).
I place some mould in the usual nests, then line it neatly with fresh 'Ciit
turf, perfectly smooth, and formed a little hollow ; placing on this a very
little soft straw. I occasionally sprinkle the nest and eggs with lukewarm
water. Under the above plan I last week hatched forty-seven chicks
from five hens, and the hens are free from that intense itching, so common
after setting. Should the above hint be useful to the success of poultry-
rearing, it will prove a gratification to an old amateur."
Moving Crocuses {A Would-be Good Gardener).— Jt is not a good

plan at all to take up crocuses now, or till their leaves die, and then only
once in three or four years, for the purpose of dividing the roots to allow
them more room. If you have a bed of them this spring, and you wish
to clear it for summer plants, you must take up the roots carefully, and
preserve the leaves green as long as possible in another part of the
garden by watering them well. After the leaves die vou may take up
the roots, and keep them dry till the beginning of October, then plant
them. Your Magnolia must be one of the varieties oi grandiflora which
never flowers ; the flowering sorts are very rusty-like on the under side
of the leaves. We never make plans, or alter plans, of flower-gardens,
because that would expose us to endless annoyance.

Diseased Orchids [Orient).—The leaves you sent have verv much
surprised us. Yours is a fearful case, and your graphic account of the
progress of the disease amongst your best orchids is really distressing.
No doubt the disease comes from using hard water, and that from the
iron tanks. The drip from the roof of the house has nothing to do with
it, even had any fallen, which you say there has not. We are almost
sure it proceeds from water strongly impregnated with iron. We would
advise you to procure a number of earthenware pots in the form of a wide
cylinder, li feet deep, placed near the tank ; let these be filled up every
day with soft water as it is used, and use that only to water the plants,
and for syringing them. The steam from the hot water in the iron tank will
not hurt them. We cundole sincerely with you, and heartily wish the
change of water may have the eftect of bringing your plants into health

Roses {F. W. T.).—The roses you mention as having been neglected
in potting, and yet have bloomed tolerably, should be set out of doors as
the weather will permit. In a month's time they will be, in a degree, in
a state of rest; then you may repot them, correcting at the time the
fault of drainage. Prune them in then, but very moderately, leaving
every leaf on below the cuts. They will break, and some will show
flower, but these must be all nipped ofl'. In the autumn, prune as directed
in our back numbers, and do not force them very early. By this treat-
ment you will bring them round into a good healthy condition, and in
another year will find them bloom better than ever.

Indian Seeds {F. B.)-—Your Indian seeds are not much worth. They
are mostly tall-growing shrubs, and require much space to grow them
well. However, if you like to try them, sow them in a light soil thinly
covered, and place them either in a hotbed ur in a warm stove near the
glass, potting them off singly into small pots as they grow up, and after-
wards treating them in the usual manner. Those from Nepaul, without
specific names, we can tell you nothing about; they may he good, and
are worth trying. No. I is a stove shrub, with yellow flowers ; 2 is also
a tall stove shrub, with large yellow spotted with crimson flowers; 4 we
do not know, nor can we find it in any catalogue ; 5 is a stove shrub, with
small blue flowers ; fi is a pretty foliagcd plant requiring the stove. The
rest are unknown.

Greenhouse Shading {An oW Swiscn'ier).—Your greenhouse, vou
say. is at an angle of 30°, and often, during the hottest part of the day,
the thermometer stands at 90^. This is a heat with a vengeance. Your
plants must suffer greatly. Your means of giving air must be very bad.
This must be remedied immediately. You ask, would it be desirable to
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shade your house ? Of course ; it is not only desirable, but absolutely

necessary, if you wish to keep your plants alive. Procure some canvass
;

sew it together the size of your house, fasten it to a flat piece of wood at

the top of the house ; fasten the upper end or side to a roller, with a

wheel atone end; to that wheel nail one end of a cord, long enough,
when the shade is drawn up, to tie to a bevelled piece of wood near the

bottom of the house. This is all the machinery you require; and then,

when the sun shines, and the shade is let down, and plenty of air given,

your plants will be comfortable and happy.

Unhealthy Rhododendeons (A. A. J.).—Your rhododendrons are

sulfcring for want of fresh peat earth. Repot tliem immediately, and
place them out-of-doors, in a shady situation. You imagine liquid-ma-

nure would do them good—in their present sickly state that is more
than doubtful. Let them become healthy, and then it might be of some
service. Steep about a bushel of rotten dung, sheep's dung is the best,

in ten gallons of water, stir it up frequently, and when used, dilute it

with as much more water. Use it every third time the plants are watered.

Forcing Roses.—Lorn writes to us thus :—" Allow me to enquire

why you do not enumerate, amongst suitable kinds of roses for pots, any
Damask roses. I grow roses in pots to the extent of 400 or 500 pots, and
I find some of the Damask roses do exceedingly well. I have at present

in flower, Calypso, with fifty-five flowers and buds ; Madame Waldtn,
thirty-fjur ; Semiramis, forty; Duchess de Rohan, forty-two; all with
foliage in most perfect order. I have suffered much from mildew in pots,

and my Damask roses alone escaped. The following roses do well in pots

with me : Double-margined Up, it bore sixfi/ flowers in the winter of 1851

,

and has now upwards of fifty ; Odorata (Tea-scented), bore twelve

flowers in January, and has fifty-three flowers and buds now ; Ladtf

liJon/gomevt/ bloomed e.irly in March, had about tkirli/ most perfect

flowers, which lasted longer than any other rose I ever saw ; this appears

an old and forgotten rose, it is much like a handsome moss without the

moss. Mildew has attacked my rose-trees (apparently in most vigorous

health). I tried sulphur in vain, but succeeded in keeping the mildew
down by brushing the diseased leaves and buds with an old tooth-brush.

I do it even/ morning, which is somewhat tiresome. Can you tell me of

abetter remedy?" We are glad you have pointed out the Damask
varieties of roses as being good for forcing. No doubt they are so,

especially the varieties you mentiou j but you must remember BIr.

Appleby recommends kinds fit for exhibition. Now, we apprehend the

Damask roses are scarcely fit for that purpose. They are scarcely double

enough, and their petals are rather thin and flimsy. Hence they would
su3"er much on the journey to the exhibition tent. Your question re-

garding the mildew is not an easy one to answer satisfactorily. The
cause of this disease is a low, damp atmosphere, and its cure is a brisk

heat, washing the floor frequently with a mop, and kept clean ; abundance
of air should be admitted at the same time as a higher temperature is

kept. This establishes a free circulation among the jdants, which is

the best preventive of mildew. Your brushing it is a good practice,

and should be persevered in.

Fuchsia-leaves Curling (C. B.).~Yo\i say the leaves of your

fuchsias curl, some sorts more than others, and you want to know the

cause, and its cure. The cause, no doubt, arises from diseased roots, or

too heavy soil. The cure—cut them down, shake off the old soil, and
repot in light, moderately-rich compost, and place them upon a gentle

hotbed, giving no water till fresh roots are made, then give a moderate
supply, and little air at first, gradually increasing it as the plants advance

in growth. The disease is not common—in fact, very rare ; there are few

plants, if well managed, so free from disease as the fuchsia.

"White Cactus (Htg-AiMncnsis).—By a white cactus we suppose you
mean Epiphyllum creiiatum, which has large white flowers, and is very

showy. You may obtain this of Mr. Appleby, at Messrs. Henderson's,

the Pine-Apple Nursery, Edgeware-road. The Cactus btu7ida may be a

fine variety, but we never heard of it before.

Bees.— IF. H. V. says.—** Last summer, but late on, a very good
swarm of bees was put into one of Nutt's hives, and it has done very

well up to last week, when, on last Friday, about 12 o'clock, a swarm
appeared to be coming from it ; but, as far as I could judge, they were
all young bees, being all very light-coloured. After settling in a very

straggling manner, and examining them, I could not find a queen; but

another person who keeps bees about five hundred yards from me picked

one up at his hive, whither the young bees had fled likewise. What I

want to know is, whether, considering all this, the hive the bees have left

will do any good, for since it happened they have been as busy carrying

in pollen as possible ? " Your bees leaving Nutt's hive, and alighting in

the manner you describe, looks very much like a desertion, except that

pollen continues to be carried in. If this goes on, you need not fear but
there are both a queen and drones in the hive ; if they continue carrying in

pollen, by all means let them alone. If they have no store of honey in

the hive give them barley sugar.

Vine Culture (^n 0/d S«iscrii«-).—You will see an article on the

vine subject shortly which will meet your wishes, we think. As many
require similar information, we at once cheerfully comply.

Mildewed Peach (B. T. i/., Southampton).—Yont peach shoot

appears to be covered with mildew ; we never saw so gross a case. There
arc no insects on it ; pray what are those you saw ? Sulphur liberally dusted
over the infected parts is the best remedy for mildew ; but the remote cause
should be sought, and this is generally stagnation of root ; cither exces-

sive moisture, or a dry, hard-baked soil will cause it, anything, in fact,

which debilitates or checks the root action. Try three inches of rotten

manure over the roots, if the soil is dry, and water on it freely with water
at Qti'^. Your wood is immature ; nobody can grow peaches well without
ripening tlie wood. Who would not water asparagus beds in such a
" run " of dry weather.

Caterpillars {J. C.).—Your small brown caterpillars which attack
the opening leaves of the peach, apricot, pears, apples, &c., belong to
several distinct species of small moths, of the family Tortricidie, one of
which (and they all have similar habits), is figured in Tue Cottage
Gardener, third volume, page 81, under the name of Tortrix angus-
tiorana. There are three modes of proceeding to destroy them ; all of
course troublesome, but still effectual. First.—Washing the stems and
shoots in winter with an oily or sticky mixture to destroy the eggs.

Second.—Pressing the leaves when folded up together to kill the cater-

pillars ; and Third—disturbing the leaves in June when the moths appear,
and catching and destroying them in insect nets. I know no other or
better means to be adopted. The caterpillars do not burrow into the
heart of the stems, but become chrysaled on the rolled-up leaves ; so that

some other kind of insect must have been at work to form the holes like

gimblet holes, of which J. C. complains.—J. O. W.
Pansies {W. B.).—Oi any of the nurserymen who advertise in The

Cottage Gardener.
Packing Eggs (IK. il. E.).—Pack them, with the small end down-

wards, in bran, with a good quantity of this between every two eggs, and
the whole in a stout box, directed " Eggs—This side up," Other ques-
tion next week.

JIistletoe (A)2 Atnateur).—We have no doubt you can be supplied
at the proper season. You cannot do better than you are doing in your
melon frames ; but there is no need of soft soap, the clay and sulphur
will be sufficient. Tobacco smoke will not destroy the red spider. Your
other notes next week.

J. N. B., Kirkcaldy.—Your question is quite out of our province, and
involves a point of international l;;w which would require some pages to

answer fully. As a broad principle, the children's children would be
Americans or Canadians, but capable of being rendered otherwise by
many circumstances too numerous to particularise.

Egyptian Geesr.—N. F. H. having been unfortunate in their ma-
nagement, wishes to know if there is anything peculiar required for them.
Our correspondent has too many ganders, and wishes to exchange a
gander for a goose. Apply to Mr. Bailey, 113, Mount-street, Grosvenor
Square.

Garden Visiting (A ponng Amateur Gardener).—No charge for
admission is made at any of the gardens you mention.

Seed Sowing (B. D. B.).—Sow anemones early in February in boxes,
if you have shelter for them ; but in the open border, sow early in April.
Sow hollyhocks and pelargoniwns in March, in pans, in a gentle hotbed.

Rabbits.—Mr. Robert Campbell, Paisley, wishes to know where he
can obtain rare breeds of rabbits.

Cucumbers (J. A'.).—The liquid-manure you applied was not too
strong, but when did you apply it ? It is rarely required uotU after the
fruit begins to set. Other question next week.

Balsam Seed (G. H. B.).~\Vc never had any, nor do we remember
promising any.

Fowls (T. K. R.),—You may keep ten hens and two cocks in the space
you mention (twenty-four yards by five yards), partly sown with grass,

partly laid down with gravel, and well supplied with chalk, &c. Pray
refer to our back numbers and indexes for answers to your other queries.
" Middlings " are the moderately-fine pollard.

Osage Orange ()!'. S. P.).—When you said the plant you inquired
about was "a hedge plant," and spelt it " Orage,'* you threw us upon
a false scent. The Osage Orange is Madura aurantiaca, and is a hedge
plant in North America !

IKIanuring Vine {A Doubter).—If your friend means that the surface
soil of the border for six or seven feet, measuring from the stem, should
be manured with rich compost, he may be right, if the vine is old or weak,
but to surround the stem eighteen inches high with such compost would
do no good.

CocniN-CuiNAs ('. Spanish Fowls.—More than one correspondent
seeks for information as to which are the most profitable of these two
breeds, and we shall be glad to receive from any correspondent the result

of his or her own experience. We thus give Incubator the best evidence
that we are not ])rcjudiced. If the Spanish are the most profitable, we
shall be %ery glad indeed to know the fact.

Weight OF Bullocks [W. Churchill).—The mode of ascertaining
their weight by admeasurement, whilst alive, is as follows :—When the
beast is standing square, measure round the body with a string, just

behind the shoulder-blades, this is the girths then measure with the
string from the root of the tail to the fore-part of the shoulder-blade,
this is f?ie length. Multiply the girth by the length, and the result

multiply by 23, which is the average number of pounds weight in a
square foot of the beast's surface. The amount thus obtained is about
the weight of the beast. Thus, if the girth is 6 feet 4 inches ; and the
length 5 feet 3 inches, these multiplied together show there are 31 square
feet of surface. 31 multiplied by 23 give 713, which is the weight of the
bullock in pounds.

Names of Plants (.Rev. R. M. Evans).—Yours is Pipta?itkus Ne-
patetjsis'j a half-hardy shrub. (T. M. U'.),—A species ot Amelanchier.
It may be layered, or grafted on the quince or hawthorn. (Emma).— I , A
species of Or?iithogalum ; 2. Pyrus spectabilis ; 3. Orchis morio, b;
4. Scilla non-scripta, B i 5. ^7tte/ane/i(ffr, species uncertain ; 6. Stellaria

gramineus, b ; 7. Asperula odorata, b ; 8. Dielytra formosa ; 9. Litho-
spermum arvensis, b; 10. Pulmonaria officinalis, b; 11, Myosotis
arvenvis, b; 12. Phlox subulata ; 13. Omphalodes verna ; 0. Anetnone
appennina, b. Those with the letter b added, are British plants. {P, J.),

—Your plants are. No. l.Fabiana imbricata, a half-hardy shrub, by seeds

and cuttings. 2. A species of Epncris, we think E. campanulata alba, by
cuttings of the tips of young shoots in spring, under bell-gbiss. 3.

Leschenuultia formosa, by cuttings of tips of young shoots. (C. L.).—
1. Ledum bujri/oUum, or Ammyrsine buxifolium of the Cottage Gar-
deners' Dictionary. 2. Polygala chamwbu.nts. 3. Pelargonium quer-

cifolinm. {Sene.r)—Pelargonium denticulatum, native of the Cape of
Good Hope ; introduced in the year 1789. {Rustic Robin) — Nurcisstis

bulbocodium, or Hoop-petticoat-flowered Narcissus.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridce, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Katendar; and Published by William
SoMBRTiLLB Grr, at the Officc, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London,—May 20th, 1662.
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Other communications luive reached us in answer to

our inquiry for tlie descriptions of implements useful,

but which may be little known, to gardeners ; and among

those communications are tlie following, both especially

desirable for the present season of green flics and queen

wasps :

I
'^ A Fumigntnr.—This is a machme of my own conjuring

aiiJ making. Tlie covering is an old scarlet moreen curtain,

made to fit by the women. On one side there is a flap-door,

for the pm-pose of lighting a self-acting cigar; which capital

idea for fumigating frames, it'C, was suggested in The Cot-
tage G.\EDEXEU some time since. I think I have improved
upon it a lilt!.\ nnd detail the preparation and make :—1 oz.

of saltpetre .li^siih,,! in a pint of hoiling water, in which
some coaiT liinwn p;i|).'r is to he well-soaked and thoroughly

. dried ; it tbtn (oll^lltutes touch-paper. Cut this touch-
paper to any desired length, ami about one-and-a-half inch

in broadtli. I'rocure a smooth tapering piece of stick, then,

with a needle and thread, secure the end of the paper to it,

spread some tobacco upon the surface, roll it around the
stAck, allowing one ed.ge of the paper to overlap the other as

you do so, and do not wind it too tightly ; tlien, with the
needle and thread, stitch the edges of tlie paper together on
one side, beginning to do so at the largest end of the cigar

;

I

draw out the slick, the whole is completed, and an open
' orifice is left running up the centre, through wliicli tlu? air will

rush and act as a sort of bellows, to assist the touch-paper
in its self-consuming process when the cigar is lighted.

Now procure a stick, slit it at the top, and intrude a small
stone, or something of that sort, to keep the fork open;
fasten the stick in the soil, and the cigar ui the slit. Place

,
the large specimen pot-rose, geranium, or what not, that

may be infected with the fly, alongside, and the fuiuigator

over all, imtie the flap, light the cigar, tie the flap again,

and woe betide the unfortunate aphides. In large gardens
they can aftbrd to " manage these things better," but for

little peoiile like myself, a like consti-uction will be found
exceeilingly useful. I have liad it in use two years, and
should not like to be without it.

—

Ui'Waeds and Onwards."

The next implement is Underwood's Wasp Critaher.

'JMiis may be obtained of the inventor, at 5(1, Hay-
market, liOndon, and is very effective not only in catch-

ing qtieen wasps, but any other insect. Every wasp
killed during April, May, and

J
early June, prevents the

! foundation of h nest.

lett has transferred his services as gardener to Haver-

ingland Hall, near Norwich, and many inquiries reach-

ing him relative to the construction of such baskets, he

has published a pamphlet, well illustrated with litho-

graphed plates, entitled Practical Rustic Work ; or the

Uses to which the Cones of the Fir Tribe may be applied.

Many are they who admire rustic work for the edging

of flower-beds, receptacles for flower-pots, arbours, &c.,

and to those many we recommend this little publication.

Directions are given for making them, and drawings of

designs, with the dimensions, are given. Having seen

the baskets, we can state confidently that they are excel-

lent for the purpose intended.

7.AST year Mr. H. Hewlett, at that time gardener at St.

Osyth Priory, near Colchester, obtained the prize offered

by Mr. Savage, in our pages, for six baskets suitable for

entrance halls, plant-bouses, &c. Since then Mr. How-

FORSYTH MSS.

The last letter we quoted closes the correspondence of

Mr. Anderson with Mr. Forsyth. We know of no

reason for its thus terminating, for the one did not die

until ISO-l, and the other survived him nine years, and

died in the island of St. Vincent.-- In 1708 he for-

warded to the Society for the Encouragement of Arts

and ilanufactures an Essay on The stale of some of the

most valuable Plants in the Botanic Garden in the Island

of St. Vincent's. The Essay is published in their Trans-

actions, as were two others in 1802, on the Culture of

the Clove and Cinnamon Plants. For these papers be

received a silver iind gold medal from the Society. Mr.

Anderson was a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edin-

burgh, and some authorities state that he had conferred

upon him the degree of Doctor of Medicine, but we do

not know by what University, nor whether ho really

attained to that honour. Mr. Anderson died about the

year 1810, and since his death the botanical garden at

St. Vincent's has been abolished.

The next man of science fi'om whom a letter to Mr.

Forsyth appears among this correspondence is Sin Joseph

Banks. At page Kill of our -ith volume we gave a biogra-

jihical sketch of this distinguished patron of science, and

awarded to him due praise. We did not allude to the

weak point of his character, because the good that be

effected renders that weak point comparatively incon-

spicuous. The letter now before us, however, rendeis

it necessary to explain that Sir Joseph coveted iironii-

neuce, and to have his power acknowledged ; he loved

not only to be " first fiddle," but to have his leadershi[)

rendered apparent. AEr. Anderson laments this in more

than one of his letters to Mr. Forsyth, and Sir Hum-
phrey Davy said of him, " he required to be regarded as

patron, and readily sanctioned gross flattery." Tliere is

reason to believe, that although President of the Royal

Society, to which office he had been elected in 1777, yet

that when the Presidentship of the Society of Anti-

quaries became vacant, in 179!), he aspired to that

office also. The friends of the Earl of Leicester, who

wished this noblemen to All the office, made public this

design, and the publicity they gave to the alleged design

• We Iiave readers resident in the West Indies ; will they, or any other

friend, oblige us by obtaining for us the inecription on Mr. Anderson's

monument '/
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occasioned the foUowiu.a; letter. It is dated iVom Solio

Square, April 11, 17!)0.

Snt JOSEril EA\KS TO Mr.. FonSYTH.

As I find myself abused in the pulilic ueiTspnpevs by Lord
Leicester's friends, -n-lio insinuate that I am to be proposed
as a candidate lor the I'residentship of the Society of

Anticiuaries, I find it necessary to canvass as warmly as

possible for Lord Lewishara, in order that my friends may
know my real wishes on that subject; I shall, therefore, be
much obliged to yon if you will attend the Society of

Antiquaries on St. George's day, and vote for Lord Lewisham
as President, and for such a council as his hirdship shall

recommend, among wbicli Mr. Brand will certainly be in-

cluded, his services entitling him in the opinion of all.

Lord Lewisham's friends to he continued in his present

office, whoever may eventually be elected President.

GOSSIP.

The anniversary dinner of the Oardeners Benevolent

Tnslitntioii takes place on the lith of .Jtuie, at the City

of London Tavern, Bisliopsgate-street ; and Charles

Dickens, Esq., lias consented to preside on the occasion.

A most appropriate chairman lie is ; for no living author,

and few among the dead, have clone more to throw a

charm about that "noble poverty"— the good man
subdued in a struggle against adversity—which this

charity is especially intended to sustain. Every one of

our readers who can spare the money will not only have

a great intellectual treat, but will confer a good aid to

the institution. Tickets are issued to admit ladies into

the gallery, and the speeches, as well as music, we have

no doubt will be worthy of their audience.

Tlie Bath and West of Ewjland Agricultural Asso-

ciation hold their annual meeting at Taunton on the

9th, 10th, and 11th of June. They ofi'er Poultry Prizes

(i'l for the best, and 7s. Ud, for the second best) for

every variety of the domestic fowl, besides other prizes

for turkeys, geese, ducks, pigeons, and rabbits.

We are very glad to lind that at length Elvaston

Gardens are to be opened occasionally to the public.

They have been forming during twenty years under

the combined taste of the Earl of Harrington and his

head gardener, Mr. Barron. No expense has been

spared. Yews, even 100 years old, have been conveyed

from a distance to All up and darken the shades of the

plantations, for the contrasts of colour as well as of

form have been artistically consulted ; and, by degrees,

a space has been covered with gardens that were certainly

not contem])lated by the noble owner when he first per-

mitted the line, and level, and spade to go to work. The
time and occasion of throwing open the gardens are for

the benefit of the New Temperance Hall, at Derby, and

on Whit-Monday the ;Ust instant. Elvaston is close to

the Borrowash station of the North-Western Railway.

In addition to the Botanic Garden, the Royal Pleasure

Grounds at Kew will continue open to the public, every

day except Sunday, from the present time until the 1 sth

of September. They form one of the most delightful

exhibitions in or near the metropolis. They are open
from one until six.

H. W. Newman, Esc^., of New House, near Stroud,

Gloucestershire, says:—

" As some of your ooiTespondents have suggested that Ihc

/Irst swarms of bees should be announced, I beg to mention
that I had a first swarm this day (the 17th), at I'i o'clock.

It came from a straw hive containing a fine swarm hived
the l'2th of June, 1851. I have been watching for drones
for a week, but never saw any until to-day ; there were
several with the swarm, as I counted at least half-a-dozen

go into the parent stock late in the day. There was no
hanging out : the only symptom I noticed was that for

three days previously the bees from the parent stock were
very busy at my water trough, and on the morning of

swarming they ceased visilinrj lite water cnlirebj ; an(l al-

though it was a calm, gleamy, hot sun for four hours (ther-

mometer 03° in the shade), with electric clouds about, the
bees were unusually quiet at eleven o'clock. I left the
garden, and on my retiun I fotmd them clustered and quiet

on the small branch of a red currant bush. I hived them
in about three minutes. I always find the fii'st swarms in

May easy to hive. About the middle of June, with a tem-
peratm'e of 75°, and a more scorching snn, the case is very
ditferent. I have not had a swarm before the '.21st of May
for a good many years, but I have always found that the
first swarm comes from the straw hive. 31y single and
double boxes, mostly Nutt's, are generally fourteen days
later. I find, also, ne:u:ly all my prime swarms go off without
clustering at the entrance. My present situation is a warm
valle}', the hdls much wooded. It is by no means a good
bee county, but plenty of sycamore-trees are a great help at

the end of April and beginning of May."

Another correspondent gives us the following Country

Notes ; and we should like to have many like them :

—

"The fruit on the walls in this neighbom'hood (Trow-
bridge), in spite of the many frosts, seems, in most places,

very abundant. I called a few days ago at Laycock Abbey,
near to Chippenham, the seat of H. F. Talbot, Esq., the in-

ventor of the Talliotype Drawings. This is a very well-kept

old place, under the management of Mr. Wilkins, the gar-

dener. The wall fruit-ti-ees promise a very abvmdant crop of

all kinds, and the vegetables seem to be looking very well.

The greenhouse was in very good order, but chiefly filled

with plants and seeds for botanical purposes. I saw Jnsmi-

ntim tlianlhi/Ionim, a very nice plant for the greenhouse, so-

pretty, and beautifully sweet. Also a nice plant, Francisca

anyusiij'ulia, the lluwurs of a beautiful blue, and do well in a

cool greenhouse. In the consei'vatory was Tacsonin mnOgala,
covering the house with hundreds of its beautiful scarlet

llowers ; also a tine plant of Kenneili/a lalijhlia, running the

whole length of tlie rafters, full of bloom ; and a magnificent

plant o{ Bossia-a n)(HHf/(7«/io, planted in the bed of the house,

covered with bloom. In the Hower borders are a great

variety of hardy perennials, especially of the bulbous-rooted

kinds ; many of them varieties not usually met with, and
some 1 have never seen before. 3Iany have been brought
to this country by Mr. Talbot, who is a good botanist. In
the rock-work I saw a beautifid Jtpinc niirieiila, with a

number of large stems of llowers. It was brought from the

.\lps last season by Mr. Talbot. It was very pretty, and
perfectly hardy.—I. K. T."

The following is a list of the Horticultural and
|

Poultry Shous of which we are at present aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

nonTicvLTUR.a shows.

B.u;TON-upoN-Hf.MBEn. First show Uth Jidy {See. C.

Ball.)

Botanic (1'oyal), June 0, 30.

Cai.kdonlis (Inverleilh Eow),Fdinbiu-gh, June 3, Aug. 7,

Sept. -1, Dec. 2.

Cheltenham, Jime 15, Aug. 30.

Claphaji, Jidy 8, Sept. 11.

CinswicK, June 13, July 10.

Coi.chestek and East Essex, June (2:), at Mr. J. Taylor's,

West Lodge, Lexdon Bead ; Sept. 8, at the Kev. T.

Round's grounds, Holly Trees, All Saints.
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De:rbv, Aug. 1.

DiTcH.ur, June IC, Sept. 8.

Fokfai:shii;e (Eastern), June !) iFoiTav) ; Jnlyjl (Bre-

cliin) ; Sept. 15 (Arbroath).
GtTii.DFOED, June IC (Millmead House).
IlAMPSHinr;, July 1 (Winchester), Sejrt. t) (Southauiiitnn i,

Xnv. 18 (Whiohester^ (Scr. Rev. F. "Wii'Uii.m, Whi-
cliester.)

Hampton Wick, July I . ( Sic. llr. B. Begetter.

)

HKVuni, Sppt. 1,-), iVl.

11' II, M,:> J7,.ln,H'-.'l,Auj!. 4, Sept. IC.

IviKr II i,> , lir, -,liiivi, June -U, S.'pt. !l.

Llu;:- (lu.u.ii ^A^lllNAT,, July 14. and 1.").

Lincoln', July i'l, Sept. 14.

LlVERPOoT,, May 20, June 34, Sept. 3 (Botanie fiovden).

London Floeiculturai, (Exeter Hall, Strand ), June 8 1-,

3-;, July l:!t, 37, Auy. lOf, -U, Sept. 14+, 38, Oet. 13s
Nov. 9+, 3:3, Dec. 14+.

M-AiDSTOSE. Fete. .Tune 34. In-door Show. Sept. 8.

( Sec. Jlr. J. G. Smith, Week-street.)

JIiD Calder (Parish school-room), July 9, Sept. 10.

Natio.nat. Tvi.ip Society, May 37 (Birmingham).
Neweup.v, June 18, Sept. 3.

North London, Sept. 14 ; Nov. 3:), Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, June 39, Eose and Pink ; July 37, (.'ar-

nation; Sept. 37, JDahlia.

Oxfordshire (Bovai.), Juue30 ; .July 39; Sept. 3:!. ('Sees.,

C. Tawney, and W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

Scottish Pansv (Glasgow), June 9.

South Devon Botanical and Horticulti'evt., July 13;

Sept. 7. {Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.

)

South London (Eoval), June 17s 'i'-j, July l"n, 31,

Aug. 19+, Sept. 3+, 8, Oct. Ml, Nov. 11+, Pec. iS, 10.

Shacki.ewei.l, Sept. 1.

Staines, June 9.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camhoi'-

well), Sept. l.j, Dahlia.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhihition), Aug. 3.').

Turriff, June 11, Aug. 0, Sept. 17.

AVhitehaven, July 9, Pinks ; Sept. 17, Dahlias.

rOUI.TRY SHOWS.
Acriculturai. Society (Koyaj.), Lewes, Jury 13.-

Bath and AVest ot England (Taunton), June ii, JO,

and 11.

BuBV and Radclifpe (LancaBhire), Sept. a (RadcUffe).

Cheltenham Monster Show, June 3, {Secrclarics,

Messrs. Jessop, Cheltenham.)

t For seeitlings only.

MANAGEMENT OF YOUNG VINES.

We have met with numerous amateurs, withiu the

last two or three years, who seemed more puzzled with

the management of young vines than old ones ; let ns,

therefore, look into this subject.

First, as to Moilcs nf Training. Some twenty j'ears ago,

when the training of fruit-trees in general received more
attention than root-culture, many lanciful modes were
suggested. Since then, liowever, what is termed the sp'.ir

system has been gradually gaining ground, and it is diffi-

cult to meet witli any other mode in modern gardens of

any pretensions. As, therefore, we feel boinid to advocate
such practice, a reason must be given. In the first place,

it rpi|uires no labour to prove tliat it is hy far more sys-

tematic than most other modes. It is, also, more certain;

that is to say, there is greater probability of a bouse,

well established on this system, producing uniform
crops, tlian by any other mode. It renders the subse-

quent cultural practice by far more simple ; so much so,

that all the finger or linife work requisite afterwards

might be described in less than a score of such lines as

these. And to add more weiglit still, no other mode
can produce equal crops with so little shade. This
latter argument highly concerns the amateur, who gene-

rally has plants beneath the vinery roof; and if such be

not the case, it is worthy notice, that vines thus trained

' do not smother themselves so much ns by most other
plans ; there is less confusion ; a definite reason exists

for every slioot. U'his mode, therefore, we beg at once
to recommend to all the readers of The Cottaoi: Gar-
dener.
To be fair in the argument, we must show " tlie other

side of the books," and see if there be anything of weight
against the spur system. With tlie most rigid scrutiny,

one thing only appears, and its validity is not absolutely
certain. The size of the bunch is here alluded to; some

j

think that it is not so large as by the rod or cane system.

j

I'nder some circumstances this may be true; but as a

set-off it may bo affirmed, that the individual ben-ies are

{

equally large, we should say larger. Tliose who aim at

]

enormous hunches for exhibition pm'poses should re-

niembei', that generally gain in size of bunch is loss in

I
size of berry ; as, indeed, it may well be, for who can
e.xpect one slioot to mature one-hundred-aud-fifty berries

' equally fine with another carrying only fii'ty : tiiat is to

I

say, allowing each the same area of liglit overhead?

I

But this is not all ; who can possibly expect equal
flavour? All over-cropping is assuredly averse to the
highest amount of flavour ; no experienced gardener

j

will dispute this. Tluis, then, stands the question as

[

to modes of training; but as some queries recently come

I

to hand desire hiformation on both practices, we must
[

say something also about rod culture, especially as we
know full well that tlie gentleman who plays the first

fiddle, as Mr. Benton facetiously observes, is exceedingly
desirous that all opinions or practices of any weight
should be duly represented in these pages.

To begin with the season nf planting, say the end of

March, tiie young vine just emerging from a rest state,

must, if not previously done, he pruned back to three

or four buds. Tf, however, the cane be strong, and the

roots in line condition, a yard in Icngtli, or even more,
may be left.

In planting, care must be taken to dislodge every
root, for if from a pot the roots will he found coiled up
and entangled. 'I'hcy must, therefore, be liberated with
care, and the ball of earth shoidd be quite dry, to

facilitate the proceeding. The roots must, of coiu'se, be
spread out as carefully as the branches of a tree are

trained, and a little superior soil strewed over them,
three inches in depth. Equal parts, old sandy turf, and
old hotbed manure, thoroughly incorporated, will cause
them to root speedily.

AVlien the buds have grown two or three inches, train-

ing must commence ; a selection must be made, a leader

must be determined on. The others may now be pro-

gressively pinclied, simply removing the points, but not
all at once, say one each week, until only a leader is

left. As the loader extends it must be carefully trained

up the roof. We are now advising as to the spin- system.

As soon as the shoot acquu-es a tolerable amount of

luxuriance it will begin to burst forth into laterals or

side-shoots, and these must he pinched hack in a pro-

gressive way, leaving one eye witli its leaf ctirefnlhj ])re-

served. We would pincli these laterals at but a slow

rate, say one every four or five days, if tliey develope
IVeely, and not doing so until tliey were nearly a foot iu

length. Thus may matters proceed until the cane has

reached three-parts way up the roof, when, if luxuriant,

we would pinch away the point, although the ordinary

practice is to let them ramble to the back of the liouse

first. Ii}' thus pinching, those principal buds below,

destined to become a permanent nucleus for spurs,

become exceeding plump, and of course sprout strongly

in the succeeding spring. By this time the earlier-

pinched laterals will have extended considerably, and
may be pinched hack in the same progressive way to an
eye or two, until the end of August, when it is good
practice to stop all late growths ns they appeal. Some
uialce a point of blinding all the eyes on the laterals
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about this time, with tho idea of causing all the elabo-

rations from Ibe leaves of the laterals to be appropriated

hj' the principal eyes ; and such appears at least a

strictly scientific procedure.

Little more remains to be done the first season : and
by the end of November the loaves will be all decayed,

and pruniiuj must be performed. Now the length to

which the rods must be pruned is regulated entirely by
the strength of the shoot ; if they have grown well, the

shoot will he three-quarters-of-an-inch in diameter. A
roof may be furnished with spurs from bottom to top in

two years, and we have known it take four ; something,

however, depends on the length of the rafters. A throe-

quarters rod in a good border will thoroughly develope

spurs si.x to eight feet, and that may be the first year's

pruning point. Thus, supposing the rafters to be sixteen

feet, ono half will be furnished with spurs after the first

winter's pruning, and the other half after the second

;

consequently, after the third winter's pruning, the whole
I'after will be in full bearing. There are those who
boast of a bearing rod the whole length of the rafter

after the first year's growth ; and the ability to jierform

this has been impudently made the ground of advertise-

ments for gardener's situations; this, however, is mere
clap-trap, or worse still. We hope none of our readers

will be misled by such specious nonsense. All good
grape-growers know it as an established fact, that pre-

mature heavy crops ruin young vines ; we have known
such require two or throe years to rally in. That they

iiill bear the whole length of a rafter in the second year
is true, but woe to him who is silly enough to attempt it.

Of course, at the first winter's pruning, all laterals

will be pruned away, nothing left but the six or eight

feet of cane. This, as soon as pruned, should have
every knife-wound dressed, in order to prevent bleeding

in the ensuing spring ; we use white lead. A patch of

this on each knife-wound will secure them against this

evil. Finally, a clay paint should be applied all over

the stems with a painting brush. Beat up clay in

water until a paint ; then add four good handfuls of

sulphur to a gallon of the clay-paint, and some water, in

which three ounces of soft soap had been whisked;
finally, a couple of handfuls of Jresh lime, stii-ring the

whole thoroughly during the application. The vines

are now ready for their annual rest, and it must be
imderstood that frost is not essential to them in that

state, yet a rather low temperature is beneficial. If

they are in a plant-house, a temperature ranging from
:i.")'' to .'w'-' until February will suit very well, although

o.")° will be seldom requisite for the preservation of

plants from November to February. Tf it be uecesssry

to excite them early in March, by all means use fer-

menting material over the roots outside, if obtainable.

Such may be applied one fortnight before any marked
advance is permitted in the interior, and a heat of 0;")°

to 70° may be encouraged in the material, until the

middle of May. Be it understood, nevertheless, that

this mode once begun must be carried out until tho

middle of May ; if this cannot be managed, let it not be
commenced. In a succeeding paper we will go through
the second year's cultiu'e, showing how the spurs are

established, and pointing to the rod system.

R. Erringtox.
{To he continued.)

nORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW—M.\y 8tii.

{Conlinned from paye 11-t.)

RosFs.—The roses at this exhibition were magnifi-

cently bloomed; the plants were large, most healthy in

appearance, and not overstrained with too much training.

People may say what they please, but the rose-growers

are now as high in the scale of good cultivation as the

growers of orchids, or of geraniums, or of azaleas, or

of any other plant. Better roses were never seen in the
open ground out-ofdoors in this country, taking them
as a whole, and we have now arrived at a stage in our
knowledge of the rose, to warrant us in the belief that
old England is not a good rose country after all, and
therefore that glass shades or houses must be devoted to

all the best sections of them in our climate. Splendid
as was the show at this meeting, there was not a single

rose tl-iere which could come at all near to some Tea-
scented roses which were seen three or four years ago in
the large conservatoi'y of the Societj', and, from that

single experiment, it is questionable if even the art of

man can produce such lai-ge flowers in pots as some of

the kinds are capable of doing when planted out in a
generous soil, under glass. Ten to one if the hai'diest of

the hybi-id-perpet\ials will not be as much improved
under glass as the Teas and Bom'bons. Barron Prevost
is the largest of that class, and Empcrnr Prohns, a
hybrid China, is the next to it ; but one of tho varieties

oi Blairn was nearly as large at this show. The Duchess

of Sutherland and Countess MoVe, not unlike each other,

were much upon a par. WUIiam Jesse and Chenetlole

were also a fix ; you could not tell the best of the two,

for they were both best ; hut both of them were sui-^iassed

in colour by General Jaeqiiemont, which, as a forced

flower, is close on the heels of the Oiant or Geant rles

Batailles. I was glad to see my favourite hedding roso

there, Fahvier. Viscountesse cle Cazcs stands at the top

of the yellow class yet ; but I have seen her flowers in a
better state than on this occasion. Kiphctos, a Tea-

scented, is a gi-and thing— white, and as pure as a

virgin. When a little forced, but later in the season,

and out-ofdoors, there is a tinge of yellow in it. The
very same remarks, with a little more of the tender feel-

ing, apply to Sourenir d' nn Ami. another Tea rose,

shaped like the Malmaison rose. It would be worth
while to put oft' one's wedding a month or six weeks to

get these two roses " to order " from a forcing-gardener.

'I'he bridesmaids would have Niphetos, and the gentle-

men in white kids the Souvenir d' nn Ami : and then
the orange blossom for the happy couple. Devoniensis,

j\[rs. Bosanquet, and Miellez vvcre never in better bloom.
Triomphe de Luxembourg, a Tea-rose, not often seen,

and in the way of Bovchere, was most splendid ; but why
mention names, one could hardly say which were the

best ; but there was one rose I never saw before, which
pleased rne much ; it was a double Oloire de JRnsamene,

called (?omte Itohinski/. I think this would make a fine

bedder, if the habit is suitable. It comes nearest to

Comte d' En. or to Grand Capitaine, and no one can tell

to what section either of them belongs. They do not

give you the idea of hybrid-perpetuals, and they are too

thin, and too much jagged in the leaves to come in

under hybrid Bourbons, btit Gloire de Rosamcne gives a

good idea of them.
Ger.vnilms or I'Ei.AnooNTUMS were not so numerous

as I have seen them, but they were in fine condition.

ISlont Blanc is still the best white of them. Incompa-
ruble and Maynet (Turner's), are my two favourites of all

that were there. 'I'hese two are certainly most gorgeous

things, and if the dark blotches on the upper petals of

both of them could be washed out, they would come very

near my onii idea of the ne plus nltrn—a fiery scarlet

all over. j\lai/nel is, I believe, rather new ; at any rate,

yir. Appleby, our great florist, pulled me across the

garden by the ear to see it as such, and if he and all the

rest of them would but take up coloins, instead of being

so daft about the form of their things, I could find it in

my appetite to dine with them off the roundest dishes

and plates in Staffordshire. But no I I dare say they

will be giving high distinction to some of the winc-and-

water-looking weeds, called Cinerarias, which were there

in droves; but I protest against anything good that can
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be said of such tniuipeiy lliings. There were only tn-o

good ones there, as i said last weelc ; but they were
beauties, particularly Prince Arthur; cver3'body ought
to grow tliis one. (Iain's Salamamler is another of the

pelargoniums which took my fancy very much : it is a
high-coloured one. There was another one called Mar-
ijuls of Stafford, I think, but the name was not very
plain, a very fine purjjHsh flower; and anotlier in the

same way called Beck's Purpurea. 'I'lio way I judge all

tliese, and every otlier plant in masses of one family,

when I am not judging for prizes, is this; alter looking
hard at them close in front, I go off as far from tliem as

that all that come very near to each other appear as if they
were really one kind, those, therefore, that are reallj' dis-

tinct, apjiear as marked stars on a given ground colour.

Now lliis is e.Kactly the fiiundution of tlie way tliat ninety-

nine ladies out of a liundred judge flower-beds or

tlowcring-plants on the stages of a sliow-house, without,

perhaps, their being aware of it at all times. When
you are puzzled to know the best geranium out of a lot,

just try this plan, and my word for it you will see the
difference in a moment.
F.wov Cter.\niums.—Queen Victoria is still at the

liead of the whites in this class, and of that we all ought
to be proud. Heine des Fraiicais follows, witli a better

red ill the back petals. Abuni is better than either of

them in scarlet and white, and Fair;/ Qnecn tlie best of

the race shown there that day, and if the front petals

of it could be washed by some other fairy, so as to have
them clear white, that would be again my ncplus idtra

for a bedder iVom tlio fancy class. I once saw such a
flower, and 1 liad it in my liaud, and so I had a dry
specimen of the yellow geranium from the Cape. Tlie

henulji is gone, I fear, for my day, and the yellow is, per-

haps, in klngland, and perhaps not; at any rate, tliere

is more Ibau one yellow kind at the Cape—a good, a

better, and the best. Mr. Ayres, a nurseryman at Black-

healh, is a very suooessful raiser of fancy geraniums, and
he too had a beauty there, which he called ^Hranda,a.xiiX

he liad another seedling from tlie Quercifotium breed,

wliich are all bedders ; it was called Queroifuliuin roseiim.

A seedling exactly like it of my own raising, was the

fatlier of Nhrulilniid Pet, and the father must go to the

wall to make room for the Pet ; but that is only a figure

of speech. If Quercifidium roseuin has pollen, and 1

forgot to look, it will be more valuable than the pet with-

out palten. but as a bedder, it must iiot be mentioned
the same day ns the Pet. Mr. Ayres had tlie best trained

geranium in the garden—a new seedling bedder of the

citron-scented tribe, with light flowers. This specimen
was perfect—a regular model, that ought to he set nji in

wa.\, if only to try and shame the other growers who
brought in the fashion of Uulch flat dumps in stays, and
all manner of contortions; the shape was a blunt cone,

llie bottom leaves fell over the pot when the plant was
a yard in diameter, if not more, and it was nearly four

feet high, and as regular all the way up as a sugar-loaf,

but not coining in ijiiitc so tapering at the top, which
made it all the better. T.adies, and flower-gardeners of

the lirst water, do not fancy any of the faney geraniums
that come black and white, or brown and white in the

flower. People said that the //ero of Surrei/ would make
a good bedder, and so it will sure enough, but who will

look at it? It is of no use planting beds for one's self;

fin- if we did not get admirers I'or what we do, there

would be very few shows like this, or beds like that.

Chi.vksk Azai.f.as.—For the names of these, the

reader will j3lease to turn to the account of the May
show last year ; for to tell the truth, to repeat them, or

'

anything else year after year, gives one the headache.

They were as numerous as ever, and of course larger by
a year's growth, or rather two years' growth, to tliose

who missod iheni last year, like me; and there were a few

new faces, dwarf plants as round as anything, and as

full of bloom as if they were stack on by hand. One of
them called Ulorij, and another called Perfecta eleyans,

I marked down as favourites; and there was one with
some of the stamens run into curly little leaves, filling

up the eye after the way of Petunia Devoniensis. It will

make a good marked vai'icty among so many. The
flowers of Olori/ are red, and they shine as if they were
varnished. Perfecta elegiins may be conceived by su])-

posing the Ilisini/ Sun geranium to have lost the black

mark ; then the two flowers would bo very much alike

in colour and form. On trying them at a distance to

see the most marked sorts, the purplish ones strike yon
first, and there were three kinds of them, and any of

them could be distinctly made out two hundred yards
off; they were Rawsonii, Macrantha purpurea, and
Qramlis. Those, therefore, who think they have too

I

many rod ones every year in their conservatories or

show-rooms, ought to get those three ; for depend upon
it, there is nothing tires sooner than looking on a great

number of flowers all nearly of the same general tint.

If there is any truth in mesmerism, you can prove it at

any of these great London shows—stand right in the

middle of the great geranium stage, and try to look at

them all rather vacantly, v/ithout looking at any one of

them in particular, the effect will soon come on, and un-

less you be olf you will soon be asleep as sound as a
drummer. I'or a shady white, or rather light, there is

none better than Exquisita. All the pure whites, and
the striped ones as Varieijata, Ivenjana, and such like,

look at a distance all alike, but you cannot get the eye
oB" Exquisita, and its leaves mix better with the flowers

than any one that was there. Talking of Variegala, I

saw two new variegated ones stuck in a corner, and I

hope I shall never see them again, for of all the frights

in this world they were the most sickly.

There were some contributions of Plants with varie-

(jated or curious leares, but we had enough about them
lately ; they were very badly disposed of there. 'J.'here

were twelve Hydrangeas in small pots with the largest

flower heads I ever saw—all pinkish flowers, and as

good in their way as any of the orchids. The Mimuliises

were infinitely superior to the cinerarias and calceolarias.

Exindus and Sjiectahilis, from Jlr. Gains, of Battersea,

were really fine things, and for size and colour what
could e.Kceed those shown by Mr. Sims, a niu'seryman
at Foots Cray, in Kent? There was one called Star,

which is as good as any.

At this show, in the rooms in Regent-street, and in the
large conservatory of tlio Society, one of the most useful

spring flowers wo have was conspicious on all hands; 1

mean S(dvia ijesnerijlora. On the conservatory wall it

lasted with ns from the end of February to the beginning
of June. I saw it the year before last coming into

bloom early in January, in a heat of 70°, with IMr.

Jelfrics, at Ipswich, and it did not appear to be the least

"drawn" by so much heat, so that this salvia may be
had in bloom from Christmas to Midsummer-day. Tliis

would be a good time to plant out little plants of it in a

good border, as you would the old Salvia splendens, or

the chrysanthemum ; to bo taken up at the cud of

September, for coming into flower early nc-ct .sjning; at

any rate, everybody ought to grow it.

Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, had I'riesiet spiceiosa there
;

a very beautiful thing, which took much attention ; it

had two long flower-spikes like a double-edged sword,

the flowers coming out in stejis, as it were, all up on both
edges, as in Uladiohis flor'diundns. The spike itself

was of a rich colour, and the flowers much richer—

a

crimson. Without the flowers, you would take the

[ilant to be aiuIOcmrea, with zebra-marked leaves. Tliere

was also a little morsel of a zcbra-marked-leaf variety ol'

Ajdulandra cristata (I believe), from Mr. Van Hout, at

Ghent. This marking was clear white. This will surely

come to be a striking and favourite plant; and he sent
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also a leafand one flower of a cross seodliug water-lily

—

Nynijihcea. \i was said to be between Dentatn and
Hosea. The flower was deep rosy, and the leaf dark
brown, with darker blotobes on it.

Tlie most curious jjlaut at tbo exhibition was called

Attaccia oristata on the tally, but it should have been
Atnccia. It was sent by the Messrs. Rollinson, of

Tooting, and they had it, I suppose, from the East
Indies, or some of the eastern i.slands. A gentleman
who examined this strange thing with me, declared that
it could not be a native of this world at all ; that it

must be from tl)e kingdom of the Walfi- kelpies, wlier-

ever that is ; but how to describe it I hardly know, as

we have notliing like it. The leaves look like those of

some Canna or Hedichyum, but quite hlunt round the

points; they are stalked, and tlie stalks i-ise from the
roots at once. From the roots rise also the llower-scape,

like that of some lilywort, and the llowers are in a
bunch at the top, but sucii flowers I never saw before;

they were quite black, and in a cluster like some Hoya.
At the back of this cluster were large spreading bracts
like the sepals of some Cypripediums, forming what
botanists call an involucre, and the way of the flowers

they call umbels ; then between tlie umbel and the in-

volucre issuoi lots of long bodies like air roots, which
hung down like so many tails, putting one in mind of
the tails hanging to the flowers of Amjreccum cdiidiitum,

and Cijprijiedium cnitdatum. Presl, a German botanist,

was the first wlio classed such jilants, and he called

them Taccaih, or Tuecucea:; he also named this genus
Atnccia, and by others these are arranged between
bromelworts and blood-roots. The plant seems easy
enough to grow, and it certainly is a great curiosity, and
well worth having for its odd looks.

Among the plants shewn for their rarity, without
being in flower, I must mention two of great value and
extreme rarity. Of one of tliem wo lately gave a figure

and biography

—

Fitzmiia Pntngonica. The other from
the same regions is called Snxe-flothea conspiciia, after

one of the titles of His Royal Highness Prince Albert.

The Messrs. Veitch's emporium of great novelties sup-
plied these also. There was another new plant behmging
to Irids, and called Sibertia, whicli look my fancy very
much ; it looks like a large Sisyi-inchium, and perhaps
is one of them, for it is a very difiicult genus to define.

The Urchids were never half so line. The dark
weather all through the spring seems to have helped
them much, as many of the sorts were " kept back " for

weeks so as to be in time for this show, and others were,
no doubt, forced in a hurry, but no one could make out;

but the whole came out of their own accord, just in time
to be seen that day. Their tent was loaded with their

fragrance; but, like the Jlealhs, it would lead one into a

wilderness to attempt to give their names; besides, Mr.
Appleby described the whole of them in these pages
already. The now Aiisellia Africciiia was there, and we
had it in Regent-street early in March, so that it is a
lasting bloomer, besides being a good kind. Phalmiapsis
grandljlorn was not a shade better than t)ic Atnabile.

Udontoglossum cilrosmum improves every year. Tlie

Dendrohes, tlie Aeridcs, tlic Snccohiliiiims, and the CiH-
tleijns the same. C. Skiuiirrii and Mossiir were never
seen finer than on this occasion, but they were all

splendid, and much admired as usual. In stove plants,

the Ixoras, the Clerodendrons, Stephanotis, Francifcea
miicnipjiijllit, Cijrtoceras muUiJiorum, and Ahivinnda
catharliea, with \'nesia speciosa, and ]\IedimUa mngiiijiea

already mentioned, were most conspicuous, but almost all

the collections were made up of tbo best greenhouse
plants, among which azaleas and heaths are still ad-

mitted; but it should not be so, seeing that classes and
premiums are set apart for them otherwise. The Eriostc-
inons, Gompholobiums, Kpacris, Pultcnroas, Pimelias.

Polygalas, Chorezemas, Loschenaultias, Aphelexis, Boro-

nias, and such like beauties were in abundance, and in

every largo collection, and were never seen to better ad-
vantage. Even the Hovea Celsd is now clothed from top
to bottom, and full of flowers, although only a few years
back no one could hardly shew it without bare legs and
arois. The Wild Cape Oenadums were hardly good
enough to be seen ; indeed, they are not fit for such
work; but if the same pains were taken to cross them
as is shown in attempts to grow them into specimens,
the result would be far otherwise. The grand wedding
at Stafford House made a sad hole in the fruit tent, but
who would grudge it for such an occasion; and next
month we shall have Mr. Errington up to say where Ihe
improvements in this quarter are most conspicuous.

D. P)li.\T0.\.

PITS AND HOUSES.
Tiiosi; who wish to bo gay during the summer will

feel the want of these conveniences nun-, by tlie supply
they possess in many cases not coming nearly uji to the

' wished-for demand. Many inquiries connected with
the economical and the useful, as respects these struc-

tures, have reached us; and as this is the best of all

seasons for setting about their construction, I hope to

meet a number of cases by a solution of the following

questions.

1st. Uo you still find earth and turf pits as useful as

you have represented them to be? (iuite so : and this

is a fine season for making them, as the walls will be
solid before winter. Turf will enable you to build the

walls easier, but earth or clay well rammed will be just

as effectual, only you will not be able to have the walls
j

quite so straight without the assistance of some strong

wooden posts, and a few rails in addition would be an
j

improvement. These pits answer best when the walls !

are low, say from !) to 15 inches high in front, and tVuiii i

18 inches to i feet in height at the back. By making
them norv, the walls will become so solid, that you may
easily render them waterproof before winter by a coating

,

of tar, as previously recommended. Tlio front wall

should especially be done, to prevent the wet soaking in ;

from the dri]) of saslics, and any other inake-sliift con-

veniences. If the ground is raised in front, so as to .

slope from the top of the wall, and the slope is tarred
I

over, all danger in this respect may be guarded against. .

Throw some dry road drift on the tar, and in a few days

all will be solid ; and another advantage will be, that '

rats and mice will be hard up before they attempt to go I

through, or locate themselves near the walls. Eor
;

greentiouse plants in summer, and being turned then

into slight forcing conveniences if so wanted ; for ]ire-

serving a good stock of salads, and the tenderer vege-

tables in winter ; for enabling you to take many thingt

from your gi-eenhouse in spring, when out of bloom
;

and as a repository at that jicriod for ihoso plants you

wish for baskets or beds, by either pricking them out

into nice light soil, of wliich decayed leaves or very

rotten dung forms a jiart, or jilacing the plants in soil,

after mossing them, as lately advised, these ]>i(s are

truly valuable ; and for all these pur[K)ses, provided Ihe

expense of a good rail was gone to, at back and front

for the sashes, or dilfereut kinds of covering to rest

upon— the best covering being a waterproofed bub-

stance— I should prefer them to brick pits.

Whilst on tbo subject, I may mention that when a ^(.'w

years have to be reckoned on, the cheapest and neatest pro-

tecting medium, either with or without glass, are wooden
shutters, made of halfinch yellow deal ; if to cover glass,

the size of the sash, and an edging all round of an inch

in depth, so as to enclose a body of air between the

glass and the wood covering. This would not bo re- I

quired where wood was the only protecting medium,
[

and no glass used. Some years ago, the proprietor of a
j
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garden, not large, but the very pattern of neatness, got

(j^uite disgusted with tlie expense and the shahhlncss ol'

littery mats for covering his cucumber and melon pits.

Such shutters were advised, were made, and painted ;

they cost somewhorc about si.xpence each, but iu two
years, the gardener said, they more than paid the ex-

pense they used to bo at for mats. With common care,

there was no risk of breakage. In frosty and stormy

weather, they were as eii'ectual as three or four mats ;

and unless in very extraordinary weather, no other litter

was wanted as covering for the teuderest things. Tlioy

looked as if they would last a life-time, and yet had been
constantly at work ; the gardener finding them as useful

for salading, &o., in winter, as in protecting his tender

plants in spring. We slow coaches may be under the

necessity of still using the ragged mats, but no amateur,

with an eye to neatness and ultimate economy, could

ever patronize them to any extent. As now sold, and
their quality considered, I look upon them as one of the

most expensive things that find their way into a garden.

2ndly.—" Whether should I build my brick-pit on the

surface of the ground, or sink it partly in the ground, so

as to keep utility and economy in view V " This is a

question tliat has two sides, and much may be said in

favour of each. What a groat man said of governments,
whether right or wrong, may here be said of pits ; the

administration—the working out—is the thing. I have
glanced at some of the features of the case jireviously.

Where a high temiieraturc is required, the sinking of

the pit economises heat. The earth is a much slower

conductor of heat than an exposed brick wall ; iu fact,

two or three feet below the surface the earth does not

become greatly cooled at all. Hence, if wc merely wisli

to keei5 out frost, a sunk pit would be more effectual

than one raised above the surface ; but then disad-

vantage presents itself in the shape of damp, and, with

all yom' care in foggy weather, this damp, in the shajie

of various miuulcfuiuji, will do the work of destruction

us efl'ectually as a frost at zero. "As the sunk pit secures

the advantage of warmth, is there no means of counter-

acting the effects of daiiq), and that without a heating

apparatus of any land?" Of course, with a heating

medium, a more free and rapid circidatiou of air may at

all times bo given; without it these conditions following

wiU act in alleviating the evil oi danipinij.

1st. The bottom shotdd be rendered ilrij, ami kept so

by watering in winter, with great care ; not spilling a

drop. The bottom should be covered with dry ashes

and nodules of quick-lime, which will sweeten the atmo-

sphere, and absorb a portion of its moisture, -.'nd. The
walls should have slate inserted in cement a little above

the foundation, to chock the rising of damp from beneath

;

but often tlic damp will pass in spite of this, though
fvcquently it is cllective. Building the walls hollow

will be another advantage, ^rd. Keeping the siufaco

ground outside the pit dry. This ground round a ))it

is generally used as walking ground; it shoidd be

highest all rovmd next to the pit, with not less of a fall

than Iv to 2 inches to the foot. This carried out for

from three to six feet iu widtli, well hammered down,
and rolled, covered with a thin coating of tar, and line

gravel thrown over, and rolled again, will free you from
all the danger of water soakijig down near the walls.

•1th. With all this care, if the plants aie two or three, or

more feet from the surface, the moving or tilting the sashes
' at every favourable opportunity, while agitating the

surface air, will often leave a denser stratum motionless

at the bottom, especially in winter. This is one reason

why ihimii will commit its ravages in winter, even with

sashes tilted back and front; thought of now, when
budding, will save future trouble. In the front wall,

level with the Hoor-liue of the pit, holes slioidd bo left

Iroui tlirec to six inches in diLuncter, aud each of these

connected with a tube of sonic sort, that rises above the

surface-soil m front of the pit, aud furnished with a

plug that you can open or sluit at pleasure. These
openings should be loft opposite the centre of every

second light ; if in the centre of each, it would bo still

more desirable. The opening outside should he furnished

with a wire guard, to prevent a rat or mouse tumbling
down. Even with pits built on the surface, openings
near the base line are extremely useful. " But 1 did not

observe that your pits were so constructed." Very true.

Ijut tliat is no reason why experience shoidd go for

nothing, and that in piling brick and mortar together,

you should derive no more advantage from doing so than

was realised from the same operation many years ago.

By opening these front base line ventilators, aud tUting

your sashes behind, you will obtain a current of air that

will prevent most damps from gaining a resting jdacc.

Besides, the fumes irom the quick-lime is not favourable

to any of the fungus family. Tliese things attended to,

necessary protection will bo reduced to its miuimum in

sunk pits, aud danger from damping will be next to

removed.
On the other hand, for all small tender plants it is

best to build shallow pits on the surface of the ground,

aud protect their sides iu winter with some dry material.

In the case of tall pits, constructed so as to hold

plants from three to live feet in height, it would be a

great advantage to build the walls hollow. Without this

precaution, no covering of tlie glass will prevent the in-

side being luiduly cooled by the radiation of heat from

the sides, whenever it is very cold weather. For pits of

this description, for plants belonging to our province, no

hanking up of the sides with fermenting material ought

ever to be attempted. There are two evils attending it

—you are apt to heat the wall, and thus forward vegeta-

tion within, at the very time when it ought to be

stationai-y. Again, all such material in winter collects

and retains damp, and this is absorbed by the walls, and

thus you may in.jiue your plants by a medium which you
have built your jiit above ground to avoid. For protect-

ing such pits at the sides in winter as stand several feet

above ground, nothing 1 have tried surpasses clean

wheat straw, tied firmly along in a layer from half an-

ineh to one inch in thickness, reaching from the ground

to the wall-plate. It will require a aomler/ul rain, and

a very uiieommoii frost to penetrate that thickness of

hollow tubes of straw. In a pit, high above ground,

lieatcd by hot water, and used for forcing purposes, I

have foimd the advantage of resorting to tlie same plan

in the early pai-t of the season. 8ome fiiends would
have it that nuich heat could not bo lost through

a nine-inch brick wall ; but getting them to insert

their fingers through this thin wall of straw in a

cold morning, and to place them in contact with

the wall, scon convinced them to the contrary ; the

covered waU being as comfortable as a warming-pan,

while the uncovered part was cold as—I was going to

say—charity ; and, alas ! many who need, find that cold

enough. A four-inch wall, with such a covering, is

superior to a nine-inch luicovered. A hollow nine-inch,

or a liollow fourteen-inch, would also be good, and save

trouble of covering. For walls above ground, forming

parts of pits for ])lants, the lesson to bo learned, lliero-

forc, is to avoid all damp aud fermenting material for

their sides, when the object is merely to keep them; aud

in frost, for protecting the sides, I know of nothing

better than straw, put on iu the beginning of November,

and removed in the end of A])ril; anything else, how-

ever, would answer ecjually well, that woidd repel wet

and enclose a body of air. i'or all such low pits, nothing

would beat banking the walls up with earth, but not so

steep but that you could walk on the slope, and then

covering with tar and gravel.

•Irdly. •' These pits, both above and below ground, cost

.I good dcid. for bricks ; 1 mean to lieat a structure 1 am
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to build
; I want as much I'oom as you have in two of

these pits of yours ; must 1 follow your exauiple, or can
you recommend something preferable as respects first

cost and utility?" Undoubtedly so. Get rid of the
two back walls of pits, and turn tlie glass that would bo
rcqTiired for these two pits into a low, span-roofed
house. Hut this must be alluded to again, ns my space
is occupied. 1{. Fi^h.

CGNIFERA^ ;

On, C0XE-BE.\niN0 TREES AND SHBLBS.

There is no tribe of hardy trees so remarkable as
the Conifers for elegance of outline, stateliuess of iigure,
and magnitude of growth ; and we need only refer to a
few examples to jirove the assertion in the above, our
first sentence of a series of papers we intend to write ,

- . ,

on this beautiful and useful portion of the vegetable !

''ef'^'ies is from 100 to 120 feet

creation.
"' -.»...-.- •.--..

What cau be more graceful than the C'edrun deoilara,
the Sacred Indian Fir, from the Himalayan Mountains,
where it flourishes at an elevation of more tlian 10,000
feet above the level of the sea? Even the most heedless
of observers of such lovely objects is delighted with it.

Every one that has a Deodar growing on his grass-plot is

gratified with its elegance as it advances in growth year
after year, displaying its gracefully-drooping branches, its
beautiful, light, evergreen foliage. No one ever regrets
purchasing one or more of this charming tree. If tlierc
are any i-eaders of The Cottage Gardeneh that have a
piece of ground to spare, and have not a specimen of
this chaiiuing tree, let them procure one, or even a
score, if they have sjiace for them, to ornament their
'' wee bit garden." Such a quantity of -seed has been
im|)orted into this country by enterprising nurserymen,
and successfully cultivated, that plants are within the
means of almost every one of the million. Plants a
foot high may be had for a couple of shillings. The
stateliness of figure of Ihe eoue-bearers mav be beauti-
fully exemplified by directing attention to thai singularly
foreign-looking tree, the Arauc<iiia imbricKUi. a Conifer
from the mountains of Chili, where it is frcrjuently seen
from ion to l.JOfeot high. The stem grows perfectly
straight; the branches are in whorls around it, hori-
zontally at first, but bending ui)wards towards the ex-
tremities; the foliage is dark green, stift', thick, and
pointed, and the bark is rough, almost like a cork-tree.
The whole appearance of this remarkable tree gives an
idea of greatness and majesty. Like the preceding ,

exam|)le, it is a desirable ornament to the pleasure"
ground, however small; but it is peculiarly suitable to
be planted in avenues, near to a castellated or baronial
residence. The finest examjile that we know of this
noble tree is at Dropmore, the seat of I.ady Grenville,
near Maidenhead. That tree is at its base as thick as
a man's body, and is more than 10 feet high, clothed
with branches down to the ground. It gives the spec-
tator a faint idea of what a noble object it will be when
three times the magnitude and height it has at present
attained. The mind may, when observing this young
example of stately appearance, easily imagine what
effect an avenue a mile long would have of such ma-
jestic trees when at their full size.

It seems "a traveller's tale" to us dwellers i]i this
northern clime, that thero are trees, pcrfectlv hardy
enough to bear our winter's frosts, that rise to the asto-
nishmg height of from :200 to :iOO feet.* Yet this is no
fable, for it has been satisfactorily proved that the Taxo-
duim scmpei-vlmis, a native of the hills of California, in
a climate more severe in winter than that of Great
Britain, has reached there the astounding altitude of
100 yards

! How our tallest trees sink into pigmies

• The Monument in London u only 303 feet high.
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compared with those giants of the Califoruiau mount-
ains. But that species is not the only one of gigantic
projiortions, for there is the Pinus Lamheniivm, growing
in the same locality, and reaching to a height of more
than 200 feet

; and the Pimis Bailhamia attains the
same magnificent altitude. Then the Picea ijnmdis,
from North California, a tree of a peculiaily liandsorae
habit, attains to more than l.jo feet. The late la-
mented, enterprising, and persevering Mr. Dou.o-lass,
the botanical collector, said of this remarkably hand-
some and noble tree—" ] spent three weeks in a forest
composed of this tree, and day by day could nut cease
to admire it."

Contrast these magnificent trees with others that we
are well acquainted with. The silver fir ^Picea pccti-

j

H<na\, native of central Europe, is perhaps tlie tallest of 1

European Conifers, yet the greatest altitude it ever I

I'he larch {Lari.v ISu-
riipca) attains from m to lou feet. Of the far-famed

j

Norway spruce fir (Abies cxcdsa\. Ihe highest on record
reaches 100 feet; and the well-known and truly magni-

• licent Cedar uf Lebniwii ^eIdom exceeds .'so feet ; its
I

j

majestic character being obtained more by its noble
spreading branches, and tine mode of growth, than by
its great height. Let us, however, not be misunderstood
by these instances of contrast. We admire each and

' every one of this tribe, but not with the same degree of
admiration. Where there is space, wo would grow them

i all, planting them in suitable situations, so as to show
to the best advantage their several beautiful habits. Yet,
from what wo know of these Califoruiau, Chilian, and
other climes, from whence we are constantly receiving
new sjiecies, wo hi'o desirous to press upon our reader's
the desirableness of planting them largely in our
native land, though the present generation, nor pro-
bably the ne.\t, may not see those magnificent .Ljiants
attain the noble stature they do in their native climes,
yet there is no doubt they will in llie course ot time.
How changed will then be the appearance of our land-
scapes

;
our waste lauds, our rocky mountains, useless

and barren at |)reseut, would then "be clodied with ever-
green forests. Such a cousuiinualion is devoutly to be
wished. 'J'o aid in leading to such a desirable end is
the reason why we have ventured to write upon the
subject, and we shall do our best to increase the taste,
and awaken and ]u-ovoke an earnest desire in the owners
of large ti-acts of uncultivated lands to plant largely,
even for profit as well as ornament, these noble "and'
useful foreign coniferous trees. We would inqjress
upon the minds of every planter tlie homely Scotch
proverb—"Bo aye sticking them in, Jock; they will be
aye gi'owing whilst thou art sleeping." Every'onc- who
plants one even is doing a truly patriotic deed ; for he is
doing good to future generations. T. Ai'I'I.eliv.

(7'y be coniiiiued.)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
AtiRicL-LA (Bruncttej.—Yom- seedling alpine is very

good. Truss of six pips, edge of petals dark maroon,
with uniform lighter border of the same colour : paste
(yellow) of equal breadth with the edge; form good.

CiNERAHiA.s
f

6'. t'.;.—Not one of your five seedlings
are good. The petals are too scattered, dee[ily notched,
and no novelty of colouring.

ilHs. C. S.— The t'alccolaiias were squeezed flat, we
therefore could not judge of their form. Their colouring
is not at all new or striking. 'J'hc seedling Oeranium is
not novel in colour, and the petals are too long and too
narrow.

Paxsies (Pamieaiui ).—Ladij Cardross, good form
and size; colour pinkish-purple, with creamv-white
centre. Hon. Miss J. B. Ershine, bad form, and very
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common-looking; ])uvplo, with yellow oputrc. Tho
blooms arrived in capital order, in a tin box, between
disks of cabbage-leal', cut the size of the box.

CULTUEE OF ROSES IN TOTS I'OE

EXHIBITION.
( Continuedfrom ^lage \11

.)

Winter Treatjient.—At the beginning of this sea-

son the pruning should bo all done ; tiio manner of

doing it has been already fully described. Afterwards,
the more tender varieties of the China and Tea-scented
varieties should be placed under some kind of slicker,

not so much from cold as from wet. We have alluded

to the injury excessive wet inflicts upon the roots on a

former occasion, but we cannot too strongly press upon
cultivators the absolute necessity of keeping the soil of

roses in pots rather dry during their state of rest. If the

roses are in pits, we would advise the setting the pots
upon a sti'atum of clean pebbles; then, if the drainage
inside the pots is thoroughly open and free, the water
absolutely necessary to keep the soil just moist, if there
is any excess accidentally given, will easily escape
through the hole at the bottom of the pot, and will sink
clean away at once among the gravel. If that article

cannot be easily obtained, brick ends, broken to about
tlic size of walnuts, the small sifted out, will form an ex-

cellent substitute. Now is the time (early winter), to

make any additions that may be thought desirable to add
to the stock

; pot them, and treat them as described
under the liead jjiottivg. It will be necessary to repot

most of those that have been grown one year or more in

the ])Ots. If any are weak or sickly, discard them at

once, and procure fresh plants ; they need not be thrown
away, but may be planted at once in the open ground,
where, if well treated, they will recover hoaltli and
vigour, and may be taken up, repotted, and grown in

pots again. In shifting those that are in good health

into larger pots, let the roots be carefully untwisted, and
take away part of the old soil ; let the stems be cleaned
thoroughly from moss, or loose bark, and all the old
drainage picked out from amongst the soil and roots;

then drain the new pots well, and cover the drainage
with some pieces of turf; upon that lay a thin layer of

fresh soil, and then place the plant in the pot, spreading
out the loosened roots, mixing the soil well amongst
them ; flu in the soil round the ball, and gradually
bring it up to the top of the ball, and cover that about
half-an-inch

;
give the pot a smart stroke or two upon

the bench, and tlie operation is finished. Then place
them in the situations they have been brought i'rom,

either in a pit, or under some shelter, if they are of the
more tender kinds, or plunge them in ashes in a rather
sheltered place in the garden. This repotting sliould be
done early iu October, but the plants having been in

pots previously, they do not need so much care in

shading, syringing, &o., as those do that are potted from
the nursery rows.

Seasons of Siabtino.—This point is a most important
one. The rose, more than most other plants, will not bear
either sudden or rioleiil cliiiinjcs of temperature. The saj)

must be slowly set intu mo\ t'liirut, therefore, to cause them
to bloom in May, which is the munth in which roses arc
generally exhibited the first time in the year, the batch
intended for that time should be set to work about the
second week in January, by bringing them into the rose-

house. A low temperature is proper for the first month
01' five weeks, the maximum being 45'-' by day, and 05"^

by night. A slight increase of water will be necessary
during that time. Plenty of air should be given when-
ever the state of the external almosphere will allow it.

They should also be syringed over head twice or three
times a week; this will soften the bark, and set the sap

flowing more freely, besides preventing the increase of
that fearful enemy, the red sjiider. Of insects we sliall

treat more fully by-and-by, but bear in mind, that it

is never too soon to apply the various preventives to

their increase and depredations. After the first month
is over, a small increase of heat may be given. Allow
the thermometer to rise to 50° by day, and 40° by night.

Water may now be given more liberally, vvith a dose
now and then of liquid manure, much diluted; this treat-

ment should continue for another month or five weeks,
shortened or lengthened according to the state of tlie

plants; this will bring them towards the end of March.
The buds should then be just visible, and then a farther

advance in heat will be desirable ; let the maximum be
55° by day, and 45° by night. As the foliage will now
be pretty fully developed, t)ie plants wiU require a pro-

portionate increase of food, in the shape of water and
liquid manure. Use the water twice, and the liquid

manure once, never giving cither till the plants require

ik, but never let them flag for the want of water. Use
the .syringe too, freely, at least once a day, remembering
that when once the blooms begin to expand, it cannot
then be used. If the blooms appear to advance too

rapidly for the time of exhibition, means must be used
to retard them ; the temperature should bo gradually
lowered, and during bright sun they should be shaded
from its exciting power. By thus judiciously raising or

lowering the heat, the very day may find the roses in the

finest possible condition to bo brought to the exhibition

table.

Eor the June exhibition, the first week in March will

be time enough to bring tlie roses in pots into the liouse:

because tlie increased temperature will bring them on
much more quickly than those intended to bo in flower

in May. If there is only one house, these new comers
should be placed in the coolest parts of the house, and
brought on as slowly as possible. T. Appleby.

(.To be colliiniicd.)

LETTUCE GROWING.
It is no uncommon thing for a family of distinction,

after a tour or sojourn on the Continent, to return home
with altered tastes, as well regarding tho various kinds
of vegetables in use there, as also the way of prejiai'ing

them for table. Leaving the instructions in the latter

department to those deputed to carry such secrets into

practice, let us see what can be done to provide one of

the principal articles contained in the "famed salads"

of the continent

—

lettuces. These are said to attain a
degree of perfection abroad, that is not always found
here; and though the increased modes of transit of the

last few years has rendered many things of continental

produce within roach of the million, we yet hope tho

day is far distant when it will be necessary to send to

Holland again for our salads, as we are told was done
of yore ; and though wo have little hopes of successfully

competing with tlie shrewd Dutchman in the quality of

this production at certain .leasons, wo believe our chaucrs

of obtaining it in tolerable good order the whole year

round to be better than his.

Let us see in what way lettuces can be obtained iu good
order under circumstances not always advantageous ; and
in so doing, we shall be able to point out what makes the

difference between the continental kind and our own. For
this purpose, we have only to advert to one of those unal-

terable laws of nature, which tells us that " the quicker

tho growth, the more delicate tho vegetable." This un-

deniable law is nowhere better exemplified than in the

various kinds of winter and spring cabbage-worts, for

which so many names are given, but in all tho ruling

principle is the same ; tho shoots produced in a lew

days iu spring are decidedly more tender than those of
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which the growth has occupied a considerable part of

the autumn and winter. Now, though somewhat ruo-

difled by circumstances, lettuces follow the same law
;

a rapid growth ])roduces greater crispness than a slow

protracted growth. Hence tlie superiority of foreign

specimens, which, when urged ou by the combined
influeuoe of unclouded sunshine and sutiicieut moisture,

develope a growth which we can only combat in Eng-
land by closer attention to the varieties grown. That
much has been done to oli'ect this we admit; bnt that

much more may be yet accomplished, we are equally

sanguine. There arc some imperfections in this vege-

table we yet hope to see overcome. Not the least is that

tendency many kinds have to run to seed, even in spite

of tlio seedsman's warrant to the contrary ; and if we
could get a good hardy Brown Coss, with its leaves

hooded like some of the White Coss, so as to dispense

with any tying, we should have a most desirable acqui-

sition ; and we do not doubt but both points may be

gained in time, without making those sacrilices in

another way which the kinds now assuming these quali-

fications certainly do.

The culture which we here intimate is intended only

for summer lettuce; and as we have said a rapid gi-owth

ensures delicacy of texture (rather than tenderness of

habit), we lu'ge on our readers to sow their summer
crops on the best ground they have at disposal; and
another thing is to sow it wliere tlie lettuces have to

remain, as everything in the shape of a check has like-

wise a tendency to cause it to run, on tlie same principle

tliat a similar check has the effect of throwing pines

into fruit. We say, avoid such changes. Another point

is to sow on rich ground, and if in the south of Eng-
land, not too dry; where the garden consists of tliat

dry, burning kind of soil, whicli three or four days of

sunshine scorch up at any time, sow under the shade of

a wall, not trees,—the evil effects of the latter are more
than the good they render. We therefore say, sow in

some moist, rich situation, in rows about fifteen inches

apart, and be sure to thin them out in time, and the

chances are in favour of your obtaining good useful

lettuces, even when sowing and transplanting in the

ordinaiy way may have failed.

For the reasons detailed above, rich ground is indis-

pensable, both as a preventive to the plants running to

seed, as also to promote their quick and luxuriant growth,
whereby crispness and good flavour are obtauied ; and
if it be naturally dry, a good watering, and slight cover-

ing with litter between the rows, will be of service.

Great attention must be paid to have the best varieties;

for however good the ground, and skilful the treatment,

the result will not be satisfactory if the breed be bad.

The cabbage kinds are less likely to run than the coss,

but they are not in such general esteem for salad

purposes; the best being the ]V!iite Coss, of which there

are many varieties, or we shoxdd have said names, as

their only difference often lies in the title by which they

are known. Some, however, are more hooded in the leaf

than others, while some have black seeds, and others

white; the former is said to be tlie best. The Brown
Coss is also good when tnie, and the Bath, which forms
a connecting link between tliis and the Green Coss

varieties, is also good at times. It is better not to depend
entirely on one kind, unless by previous experience you
have proof of its utility. Tlie cabbage kinds, as we have
said, are less likely than any others, and the Drumhead
is generally better than the Malta ; but they are all

liable to fluctuations. One thing we impress on the

amateur, to thin his crop in time, and if the weather be
at all favourable he may plant a few out as well. In
many instances they do equally well as those left where
sown, but where the ground is dry, and a hot season
follows, sowing whore they are to remain seems the only

plan to secure a crop with anything like certainty.

SoNBRiEs.—Sow more Brocoli of the Cape, Walcheren,
and Grainger's White, and examine those previously

sown, to see that nothing molests them. Sow a few
Onions, to draw young when such are wanted for salad-

ing, &c. Another crop of French Beans may also be
planted, and the same may be said of Broad Beans and
Scarlet Runners, and sticks put to the forwardest of the

latter. Sow Peas also, and Spinach, small salading, and
it may be a few more Turnips. It is, however, too late

now to sow Radishes, except on cool ground, or on a
north border, but even then they are apt to get hot and
sticky in warm weather. Plant out Capsicums against

a south wall which cannot be accommodated with glass

anywhere, and as soon as the Celery in the seed-bed has

got two or three rough leaves, and is otherwise firm and

stiff, let a quantity be pricked out on some well-prepared

bed. The plants will improve much quicker than if left

until drawn in the seed-bed. Melons and Cucumhers
attend to as heretofore. It is better to put in a few

seeds of the former at various intervals, in order to

furnish any frames that become vacant. We have sown
as late as the beginning of July, and ripened fruit of

them ; stop and otherwise attend to those in bear-

ing, and if very bright sunsliine occur, and the plants be

so close to the glass as to touch, and the quantity of at-

mospheric air inside the frame or pit be very limited, a
slight shading may be necessary, and, what is equally

important, particular care taken that air be admitted in

due time, and in sufficient quantities ; a little neglect

that way, in such a close confined place, overheats it,

which, exciting the plants too much, leaves them more
than ever exposed to those misfortunes so fatal to the

melon. Water must be more liberally administered,

and every other mode adopted calculated to ensure that

robust health (not gross luxuriance) which in the melon,

as well as other things, is the only security of their well

doing. J. lioBsoN.

A LESSON FOR THE SICK.

By the Authoress of " MiJ Flotvers," ic,

I HA\i; akeady, I bebeve, obsened upon the jiatient and
ijuiet way in which the poor generally endure the trials of

poverty and sickness that very often come upon them ; but

another instance struck me so forcibly, a few weeks ago,

that I cannot forbear touching upon the subject again,

because it is one which will benefit every class, and reconcile

those to tlieir trials who possess larf;er shares of this world's

good, and yet are sometimes tempted to murmur when they

cannot obtain every thing that they fancy would do them
good.

We were told that a poor man was ill, who lived at a short

distance from us, and we went to see him. His cottage

stood in a beautifid situation, just at the outskirt of an ex-

tensive larcli jdantation, on rather liigli ground, overlooking

a beautiful valley, with a fine sweep of green hills on the

opposite side, and a rich scene of woodland loveliness

wherever the eye rested. It was the Sabbath evening, too,

and all but the joyous songs of the birds was calm and
still. All air of comfortlessness always surrounds that

cottage ; there is a broken wicket, a deep, black, muddy
ilitcli close to the house—enough in itself to cause a fever

—

an untidy garden, and a neglected, wretched look about the

place, which says a great deal about the wife who dwells

\rithin. In fact it can scarcely say too nuicli. We opened
the door, and found poor M and his family sitting

together, but sucli a picture of domestic bbss will scarcely

be imagined liy many of my readers. It was very cold, with

the cutting easterly wind whistling through the trees, but

there was no fire on the hearth. M was sitting iu a

straight-backed, rickety chair, close to the fli-c-place, where
the embers were gone out, after the kettle had boiled for

tea, and a little cracked teapot was placed among them to

lie kept warm. Tlie house was verj' dirty and untidy ; the

table was stiU covered with the tea-things, and a piece of a

loaf, and a small bit of lai'd in a plate, stood upon it. The
^vife sat beside this tea table opposite her husband, a dirty
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little child was near her, and an infant was crying in the

cradle. Poor M hat in the midtit of tlii.s discomfort,

the image of contented sufl'ering. He was very clean and
neat, as usual ; but his face expressed so much acute pain,

that it ^\•as distressing to look at him. A large boil was
forming ou his back, the pain of which was extremely great,

and he had much fever and weariness of body too. But lie

said notliiug about it, and made no complaint. A cup of

pale liquid, which they called tea, stood before him, and a

thick piece of hard toast with a scrape of lard upon it. Jt

was impossible to sit in a scene like this and not leani a

lesson. How good wonld it be for every one to enter such
dwellings, and observe all that is there, and all that is not

there too I When wc are racked with jjain, and our bodies

exhausted with waul of rest and appetite, how we should
turn from the cup of water just coloured with tea, and no
mills in it, and from the clumsy toast, thai formed poor
M 's only meal I True: the poor are not accustomed to

dainties ; they ai-e brought up to relish coarse and humble
fare ; but we all Icuow how fanciful the appetite is in sickness,

and how we dislike the soft and delicate bread-and-butter to

wliich we have sat down with pleasure in the day of health.

Kven meat, poultry, fish,,jelly, and all nice things do not

please us always when we are ill ; but do we sit with the

same contented spirit that the poor man sits ? M could

not relish his tasteless tea, and hard, thick toast, but he sat

meekly and contentedly under his privations, and never

seemed to tliink of wanting any thing else. How reviving

to a faint and exhausted Irame is a cup of nicely made
gruel, or a little simple mutton or veal broth. How the

eye brightens, and tlie spirits rise, as it is sipped w ith the

relish of a stoniacli longing for something warm and com-
fortable. Even a little soft, sweet biscuit is a luxury to

the sick wlion they can obtain nothing but bread ; and how
many of us, how vcri/ many of us, who can do nothing (frcat

for our neighbours, -who cannot stand forth as helpers in a

general way, may yet be able to give these little simple

things to such as are sick and destitute. It is a work of joy;

and the pleasure of seeing the relief afforded by the most
trifling assistance of tliis nature is abimdaut payment to

the giver.

Poor 31 was for many days in exti-eme suffering ; he
could neither lie, nor sit, nor staud, so as to get ease. . T'or

hours he would lean over a table, or stand bent down,
resting upon a stick, but all the time so rpiiot, so patient,

and so thankful for whatever was done for him. His poor,

little, dirty wife sat looking at him, in a high-crowned cap,

but she was so lielpless and unthrifty at all times, tliat she
had no notion of uialdng him or the house in any way com-
fortable; so there he remained, poor fellow, until the boil

was in a fit state to be lanced, and then relief was speedily

obtained. We were standing one morning watching oiu'

workman, when a man walked rapidly up to us, which proved
to be JI himself, on his way to the doctor, quite

another person, and looldng almost well. He quickly gained

strength, and is now at work again ; happy, no doubt, to get

away from the dirty, dreary Idtchen where he passed so

many days.

We are told, on the best authority, that " It is better to go
to the house of mourning, than to go to the house of feast-

ing ; for that is the end of all men ; and the living will lay

it to his heart." But there is another reason why the house
of mourning among the poor is wholesome to the living. It

instructs us as to the blessings the Lord has given us, and
calls loudly upon >is for gratitude and praise. It makes us

contented; nay, it makes us thankful and adorinij for tiie

many iiicn'ir^ wr ])ossess which our poor brethren have not

;

audit ij IK i\~ ilt:il all our good things may be of yet more
value all' I lilL--iiiu' /" us, by being used and tUstributed for

the good of oilu'r^. Never mind present reward; never
3nind the evil that sometimes is returned for good ; let us

hear The Word : " Charge them that are rich in this world

. . . that tliey do good, that they be rich in good works,

ready to distriljute, willing to communicate ;

" it is tliis

with which we have to do, " accorchng to our several abiUty;"

remembering at tlie same time that we sliiJl he judged
according to that which we have, and not according to that

we have not. 'I'here are few tliat cannot give sometliing or

do something for those who are poorer still ; and if we
strive to be faithful stewards to otir Master in Heaven, we

shall be sui-piised to find how much " meat" wo shall have
to^ive to our fellow-servants "in due season "—meat tem-
poral, and meat spiritual. Let us take a lesson from our

poor suti'eriug brethren ; let oiu' wants and desires he few;

let us be satisfied with such things as we have, however few

and lowly ; let us take evil as well as good from om' Father's

hand, witli heailfelt thanks ; it is medicine, if it is not oil

and wine, and meant to do us, perhaps, much greater good.

Let us go to the coltaijcs of mourning, for there we shall

learn the deepest lessons, and receive most benefit to our

own souls.

ALLOTMENT FARMING.—June.
Doubtless, the fearftil drought which most of the king-

dom experienced during JIarch and April has had the efl'ect

of throwing many of the allotment crojis somewhat out of

time, and of causmg serious blanks in otliers. It has been

a capital convincer, we should think, of the propriety and
sounthiess of a practice we have often recommended—that

of watering drills cnpiuu-lx before the seed is committed.

This practice ha- 1 - , n (in i n d uut with most of the crops in

these gardens dm II ij ili' iH'^Lnt sjiring, accompanied by a

six or eight hours' sleeping ; and we have to obseiwe, that

never, during thirty years experience, have we had such

excellent crops of every kind, not only as to seeds ^egetating

safely, hut as to the character and condition of the crops.

Deep digging, or, indeed, trenching, has been practi,-.ed cm

at least an acre per yeai' for the last four years, and tlii.^

it is which accounts for the exuberance of the crops, tlieir

freedom from insects, canker, club, and other evils tn wliich

very old gardens are so peculiarly liable.

This, however, is not the condition of the majority of

gaj'dens, we fear ; and it becomes those who have sulfercd

losses to " cast about" and see what can be done in a timely

way to repair the damages. The most ehgible, and il may
be added profitable crops, for such pm'iioses, are, first of all,

Swede turnips, and secondly, cabbages, or other grtciis.

These are by far most generally useful. Other things may
he added, however, such as lettuces, or the common turnip,

the first transplanted, the second sown to remain ; but we
do not advise them at this season. The occurrence of gaps

points to the propriety of seeming, as advised in these

pages, good seed-beds of Swedes, and the greens;—thus

equipped, the allotment man and the cottager nuiy fice a

capricious summer.
KooT Crops.—So much in detail was said in our I\Iay

advices that repetition hero would be tiresome. I'lie

singling out, ic, must lie proceeded with in due time, and
all weeds extirpated. Tlie hoe should be run tlu'ough all

crusty soils betimes, taking tlicin between moist and dry, in

order the better to crush the lumps for soiling purposes, as

also on general or airing principles. We would in most
cases follow the hoe with the fork—the latter when the

plants are established, and the weeding and thiuuing com-
pleted, and this will be in the end of the month, or the

lieginning of July. It has been remarked before, that such
will break off a disposition to side-roots in tlie tap-rooted

class ; and its benefits as a sort of fallow will bo consider-

able, easily seen on the succeeduig crop. We do not by any
ineaus advise transplanting mangold, although we have

known it successful; it is by far better to trust to tlie Swede,

which, if grown to a smaJl bulb before transplanted, will

withstand all tlie vicissitudes of an indifterent season. We
will say more on this head in the sequel. In the culture of

root crops in general, it is not advisable to use the ]ioe

muili lirlwii'ii iiLiiit iind plant in the row ; we have known
f;.M«il ,i-,.|., ,. ihiiisly ,iir_'naled by over otliciousness in tlii>

re.^)iect, .lexir.iMim al.uiiiUiiic-i-' of Useful fibres.

With us tli.'ve Is hltlr doiil.i tlial, ^liaii-.- II- il may >eeni,

the mildew is at times iliji nd. i > il li\ i mv. i jun : dr^tnic-

tion of fibres, succeeded \>\ -lulil. u ihuuulu . "t.^iiatioii of

some khid is in neai'ly all cases ilir oiiyiu of iiiililew. After

one good hoeing hctivm the plants, rather work deep
hclwirn the rows. This is the best policy.

Poi'ATOF.s.—Deep culture between the rows is of great ser-

vice. This is best iHiI'Mnnnl «lioii the potatoes are about nine

inches high, and may ImIImw mi the heels of what is termed
soiling up the stems. \\r liuow some clever persons who
entirely reject all soiling ; but although theii' opinions are en-
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tilled to Ligh cousidcratiou, aud although, too, it is possible

that a greater weight may bo obtained witliout this process,

jet we feel bound to advocate it, liaving tried both practices

for year's. We never could produce good eating potatoes

without it—always some green, or discoloui'ed, and, it need
I scarcely be added, bitter to tlie palate. A\"e Northerns, how-

J

ever, must not go to the south to leai-n either potato culliu-e

or cooking ; we will back for a smart sum Cheshu'e potatoes

I

by a Cheshire housewife, against London potatoes by
Slonsieui' Soyer. Potatoes, then, by our practice, ai'e first

hoed carefidly when faii'ly through the soil ; then, in about

earnestly recommend this practice to the attention of the

\igilaut.

Wateeinu.—If any friend of ours was going to a distant

colony, where tall people's sliadows are very short in the

daytime, and requested one good recipe for seed-sowing and
transplantuig, we should write thus :

—" Always water well

yoiu' ground befuic sowing and planting.

"

FiLLixc. G.VPS.—By the end of June, or the early part of

July, it will be time to think of this procedm'e, and we
repeat it, the more to impress it on the memory. Let the

ground be clean weeded previously, and rather wait a week
a fortnight, or more, soiled carefully ; if in drills, and the i or so for moisture than plant because it is the time in the

I ground Ught, the soil so di'awn as to leave a hollow for almanac,

the rains, in form like the dip of a saddle. They are then
J

Vie really meant to have chatted about cows and pigs, but

left imtouched for three weeks, when wc go tluough and
;
the vegetables have triumphed. One more root may be

cai'efuUy hand-weed, and tlieu, as soon as dr'y, fork deep named

—

between the rows, and thus ends their culture. Towards The Horn Caekot.—We always sow a bed of this nice

the end of the month the very early kinds will be ripening in
! root in the last week of May, or the first week of June.

some parts, and will soon make way for some winter or

autumn crop. Let it be remembered, that not a day should
be lost in providing a successor.

Swedes in Seed-bed.—We may here repeat that Swedes
for planting-out in July and August are by far best if they

liave a bulb as lai'ge as a moderate hen's egg. They will

botli endure drought better, and make larger bulbs. But,

to efl'ect this, tliey should be sown in drills six to eight

inches apart, and receive a slight tliinning, as to regularity,

in the drills. On tliis attention, and weeding, depends the

quality of the plants. We do hope our readers will try the

difl'erence between sucli, and young and spongy plants drawn
from a tliick seed-bed, on the broad-cast system. The
midtUe of May sowings are quite soon enough to succeed
eai'ly summer crops.

CujBAGES AND oiUER Ukeens.—These •' Cal-ibage-woi'ts,"

the most popidar title now for all those useful greens,

termed Ijy learned people Brassicas, are of much import-
ance, whether as primaiy or secondary crops, more especi-

ally as the latter. We do not advocate so crowding crops

These are in drawing all through August, September,

October, and November, thus keeping back the li-uc icinter's

stores. If any will try, let him use the raixtm'c recommended
for " club."

CoLEWORTs.—Those who want nice yotmg cabbages through

November and December must sow in the last week of June.

Leiiuces.—Their sowing may be resumed by the allot-

ment man in the last week.

.Vnd now, as the fai-mcrs say, " God speed the plough," so

we say, God speed the spade, the hoe, and the fork ! AH
honour to those who persevere—prolit and content must

follow close to theii- heels ; that is to say, if they possess

ingenious minds. A diligent, regular, and earnest workman
is almost sure to be a blessing both to his own family and

to society at large. . R. Eeiungton,

THE AriARIAN'S CALENDAR.—Junk.
Bi/ J. H. Paijnc, Esq., Aullwr of " Tke Bec-kceprr's Guide'

-
,

It will now be time to place glasses or small hives upon
m a mrsed state as tliat the foot cannot be placed between

i ^^^.-^^ stocks as are not mtended to swajia, and it will be well
them, but we do know that a "cute " allotment man vnll get

|
„ot ,,j ^^ ji y^^yjx tlie bees begm to show evident signs of

more m a smaU space, by nghtly tuning his matters, than
: ,^„nt ^f ,.,,(,113^ f^Y then they wUl ascend immediately into

one who possesses but one idea—one who is ever prone to
1 a, e glasses, and commence working ; but on the contrarj',

mock attempted advances on the least failure. W e have I ^,,i,g„ ^hey are put on too eariv, tliat is, before the stock-
seen men who could better atl'ord to pay live pounds for an
acre of land, than others could one pound. Such men, how-
ever, do not stand with folded anns mocking the " move-
ment "men, they freely exercise both brain and sinew,

and, indeed, must soon fonn the mnjority in society, or thou-

sands must go to the wall.

These Cabbage-worts, then, comprehending, as far as tlic

cottager is concerned, otu' ordinary cabbages, the green kale,

savoys, Brussels sprouts, and tlie kohl-rabi, having lieen

sown (as advised) in little driUs in the end of .\pril, will

come in admirably for insertion in any spare plot. Now, in

order to make them prolitable, the cropper must possess

decision of character—a timeli/ decision—a prudent forecast.

AVe have many a time turned existing crops slightly on one
side, with a very iriHing amount of injury, in order to intro-

duce some trabliiigc-worts. Tlie green kale is first on the

hives are full with bees, they will not go into them, but fre

quently swann in preference, and besides, opening the liive

to put on the glass before it is fuU with bees causes a cir-

culation of cold air through its centre, which tends greatly

to retard the hatching of the brood.

GviDE-tojtBS.—A glass should never be put on without

having a piece or two of guide-comb placed at the top,

which may very easily be eft'ectcd l>y first warming the zinc

tube, and then attachhig the <omb to it wliilst in that state.

Glasses.—I'or the method of placuig glasses, small

hives, itc, on the improved cottage hive, see The Cottace
Gardener, volume 'i, page 41, and for the treatment of

swai-ms generally, taking honey, expelling tlie bees from the

glasses, itc, see page 101 of the same volume.

Drone Bees.—I liave been watching for drone bees very

closely for some days past, but have not yet seen any ; how
hst for prolit and hardihood, but the Brussels sprouts and ever, within a few days I am hoping to do so at some of my
the kohlrabi are profitable things, where liai'es or rabbits

do not come, and the savoys for an autumn crop.

Club-Root.—No success in cabbage growing can be where
this prevails. Let us advise those who honour us with their

confidence, to try one of our mixtures as preventive. Vt'e

strongest and forwardest stocks, but from the late cold and
very ungenial weather, the hatching of brood must have

been very much checked.
(}i EEN Wasps.—In this locality 1 have seen more queen

wasps than usual, and have captnn-d a larger number tlian

always succeed. Can you obtain any bm'nt weeds, sticks, I ever remember to have done in any spring bef<ire. I find

old tan, leaves, ur other vegetable matter ? Is there any a " Reed's syringe ' a very useful instnnnent for the pur-

brick-making in your neighbourhood? Is anybody pulling pose, for by discbai'ging it at tliem wlien tliey alight, it is

down old buildings ? Now any one, or what is mucli better, sure to bring them to the ground, when the foot may easily

two or three of tliese blended, will, as far as our experience I be put upon tliem. It is important to everj- apiarian and

goes, prevent the "club." Wc mix all three, add some soot,

and after blending these thorouglily, get some " maiden "

boil, a generous subsoil will do, and mix with the foi-mer.

In planting, we bore holes with a vei'y thick dibble, tlien,

from a liaudy basket, shake each hole full; and finally, the
plants liaving been "puddled" in slush, we insert them in

each hole with an ordinary dibble. If any one permits that

bugbear—trouble—to deter him from trying to rid liimself

of lliis sad pest, we can only say that he is not only in a

slough of despond, but very hkely to remain lliere. We

[aideuer, but more especially the former, to destroy all they

can at this season.

Kakly Breedino.—JIany plans have been adopted this

season, at my suggestion, to efl'ect this very desirable object,

and none, I am happy to say, entirely without success, but

variously, according to the means used. The hives that

have been simply bound with hay-bands are ccrtiiinly earlier

than flnise that have not, but those that have iiecn covered

with loose sacking and then bound tiglitly round with oil-

cloth (so that when the coverings were taken oUfor a few
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minutes tlie outside of the hive felt quite waiin), are earUer
still, whilst those placed in a greenhouse are eai-lier than
either, but the earliest are those covered with firmenliiiff
stable lillir—yefi, literally placed in the centi-e of a hotbed,
leaving only a passage for the ingress and egress of the
bees; choue bees have been seen issuing from this hive for
some time past, and a swai-mis now (May l'-2th) looked for
from it daily.

PHEASANTS.

Let mc offer a few preliminary directions fur the con-
sti'uction of hen-coops, with reuiai-ks for the fiu-lh(;r benefit
of my readers ; and although not stiUlhj beai-ing upon the
matter of pheasants, they are, notwithstanding, more or less

blended with it. I have a double object in thus descanting,
for wlienever I throw a stone, I consider it reasonable to hit
two birds if one can.

The observations may be taken as generally applicable to

poultry : hints, by the way, for all persons who possess
choice and valuable breeds of the latter; Avliereby that very
disagreeable feeling disappointment, may, I almost venture
to say, be allowed to turn on the pivot of success, by adopt-
ing a method deducible from the mauagement I am about
to jioint out relative to the former.

No. 1 is a coop combiiiing nearly, if not entirely, all that

Roofed part, 2 feet square, 14 foot higli in front ; 9 inches iiigli behind.

Latticed part, 4 feet fong, 2 feet wide, 1 foot high.

is recommendable for the safe housing and protecting
pheasants in tlieir young and tender state ; it almost speaks
for itself, but I shall have something further to state about
it auon.
A fatting-coop for fatting, by consequence of the bountiful,

though not e.\travagant, system of feeding we resort to, I

am compelled to own is a needless structiue, for those
fowls which we tlo not jiut tip to fatten, are in the majority
of instances quite as well up in condition when killed, as

those which we <h. I will iu passing just offer a consi-

deration for those who ha\e extensive premises, and allow
then' half-starved poulU'y to exercise the flesh off their

bodies through a false economy, and insisting upon their

seeking for themselves a precarious and uncertain means of
subsistence, to be varied probably, at last, by an extravagant,
unnatural metliod of feeding and cramming. AVould not
those fowls which ai'e allowed a stiificiency of corn food at

stated intervals, with green vegetation, and clean water at

pleasiu'e, be quite equal iu condition, juiciness, and more
natural-flavoured, subject to no more expense in the sequel,

nor so much trouble, and far less liable to disease, than
those of their fastmg or feasting compeers 1

With a feeliiii/ towards the xioor dumb creatures, and an
eye to their appearance and contentment, I liave my reasons
for giving the latter mode of proceeding a preference.
Although a fatting-coop is given up in om' an'angements as

a fatting-coop, yet some such a structure is indispensable in

our ai'rangement, and serves admirably to confine those
fowls intended for the table; they ai-e taken from their

roost in the evening, and placed here fasting until the
following afternoon, when their dread sentence is cai'ried

into execution. It is otherwise very often tenanted by
some enterprising hen, when site does, and we do not, want
her to undertake the responsibilities attendant upon rearing
a family ; by thus placing her in durance, she forgets the
afl'air in a few days, and altogether, so far as one's feelings

are concerned, she is in the meantime made comfortable,

whatever Iter private reflections mn
withstanding.

May 27.

lie to the contrary, not-

23 inches square; height in front I fout ; height behind 14 foot;
partition boards £ of an inch thiclt ; height of door 8^ inches, breadth
r»J inches.*

No. 2 are laying and setting boxes—commend me to them

;

we liave used most contrivances iu this way, but never found
any to answer so completely as these, the hens talie to them,
and we require no better judgment than that. I beheve
they are a wrinkle for this article, and The Cottage Gau-
DENEii to say, go forth ! An auger, a saw, a billhook, a
clasp knife, a stout piece of leather for hinges, some iron

tacks, a few poles two inches diameter, cut fresh from the
water willow, some stiips, and a few seasoned jiieces of

larch, or any other boards, are all the implements and
material I made use of in their construction. Hive the
willow rods into laths two-eighths-of-an-inch tliick, wattle

them on the frame as per drawing. Why I give the pie-

fereuce to these wattled boxes, in lieu of those formed of

solid boards, is by reason of the constant circulatiim of air

going on through the interstices. This has a great deal

more to do with the health and comfort of the hens, and
the prospective " counting of the chickens before they are

hatched," than a great many people are aware of. In nine
cases out of ten, sitting-boxes are too liot, close, and ilri/.

Draw a comparison between them and the stolen, or, if you
will, more uatiual nest in the open air—which of the two are

notorious for lu-oducing a numerous and healthy offspring '.'

Tlie pheasantiy or hen-house door, is an im]iorUint

part of the structure. It should have an open ti'clli^ or

wire-work wmdow formed in the face of it, with a sliutter

hinged on just below, to be turned up and secured by a

button in front of the opening at night, when cold winds or

frosty weather prevail ; another opening to match should
be situated in the south or west wall, in order to ensure a
free circulation of air when the weather is wiuin. At the
bottom of the door is the fowls' entrance, with a slide, to be
closed, if desirable, at nighty as a guard against foxes or

other vermin. No pheasantry or hen-house door should bo
without this very necessary appendage—its uses are legion.

Most people understand :\hat is meant by a crate ; some-
thing of the sort will be foiuul very convenient inverted in

the hen-yard, to allow the young growing chicks to run
under when they are fed, out of the way of the elder

poultry, who, without there is a protection of this siut, are

too apt to become monopolisers ; besides, a frequency and
better description of food generally come to the share of the

younger progeny, therefore a de\ice similar to this saves

food, anxiety, time, and trouble.

The area of our pheasantry measured -Vi feet by l(i,

partitioned off longitudinally, and across ; the front parallel

was at its outermost flank and ends enclosed by an oak
skeleton frame, and a four-inch skirting-board for a base,

with wire-work attached, fashioned by a hexagonal or six-

sideil mesh two inches diameter, and a sti-ong tar-cord

netting, the same diameter in the mesh, strained over for a
tup. The pheasants ai'e apt to injure themselves by flying

[ Tliis doorway is large enough for pheasants*, but for Cochin-China
fowls they should be 1 foot high, and 9 inches wide.

—

Ed, C. G.]

I
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against wire placed in this position. An npright, mth
horizontnl perches crossing at riglit angles, -nas placed in

the centre of each division, upon which the birds preferred

to roost at night in the snmnier time.

This front surface was tiuf, though, as may be imagined,

it became at times veiy bare of verdure, but a constant

supply of sods, turfy ant-heaps, lettuces, and spare fruits,

blackberries, acorns, and so forth in summer, apples in

winter, with clean fresh water, was sure to be there. The
other half—which I will call the house, for distinction—was
in fact a substantial stone-built structure, consisting of two
comfortable little rooms, with the ground for a tloor, or

more literally spealdng, di-y and rather fine loose gravel,

three inches deep, renewed occasionally. The roof was
covered in with Broseley tiles; it was sloping, lath- and-

plastered underneath, witli a gutter runuuig the length of

the eaves to caixy otf the drip ; the foundation of the

structiu-e also was laid perfectly dry. Hound perches an inch

in diameter were fixed across, alternating three feet and
five feet from the groimd, and about two feet apai-t ; by
placing therii thus tlie birds do not soil each other, the

lower perches offer an easier access for the young, and also

a facility for the old birds to reach the higher roosts ; a

small ladder sloping tn the high ^lerches was also tltere.

Two doors, one to each compartment, situated in the

back wall, formed an entrance, and four wire doors, mea-
suring three feet by two feet, placed equi tUstant in the

front wall, served the same pm-pose for the birds, thus

offering them a free ingress or egress to and from their

inner compartments. lu very severe weather these doors

were closed, and the pheasants made to remain under cover.

A slide entrance, the same as that described for the

door, was formed through the bottom of the partition-wall

that divided the inside.

A thorough cleaning-out of the pheasantry took place

once a week, or oftener if found necessary, and the inner

compartments underwent a lime washing annually.

The jiheasanti-y unavoidably inclined to an eastern aspect

;

south-south-by-east would have been better. Ivy covered

the outward walls.

"When the pheasants with the wire-work were disposed of,

the remaining part became converted into a hen house, and
a capital hen-house it was, the trilling alterations required

being ii firm gravel floor, with the laying-bo-^es represented

above, ranged against the back and bottom of the wall

in one division, and the perches occupying the other.

—

UrwAr.ns .inu ONW.\Rns.
(To be continued.)

OBTAINING THE LARGEST AMOUNT OF
HONEY.

I UEG to tender to yoiu' correspondent, ''A Country Vicar,"

my very sincere thanks for his late valuable contribution to

your columns. His plan of managing bees is most clever

and ingenious, and looks as though it would prove extremely
effectual to its peculiar end. That end, to quote his own
words, is " to obtain the largest amount of honey in any one
year from a colony of bees, with the smallest amount of

injury to the hive." He has taken it for granted that I

should solve his problem in a different manner to himself

—

he advocating the non-swarming, I the swarming system.

Now, without objecting to the correctness of his conclusions,

I proceed to make a few obsenations ou tlie relative merits

of the two systems. To obtain the greatest quantity of

honey in any single season from any given stock, imdoubt-
edly the best way to proceed is to prevent its throwing off a

swarm, and to give the bees as mucli additional room as

tlie}' may seem to require. But where the ^prospective well-

being of any stock, or stocks, is aimed at, as well as a good
honey harvest, then I maintain that a systematic adherence
to the purely deprivation, or non-swarming, system (be it

the most perfect in the world), though it may prove asto-

nishiu:_dy pmtitable now and then, will, in the long run, be
far outstripped by that modification of the swarming system,
judiciously managed, which I advocate; whose extreme sim-

plicity, moreover, and adaptation to the often imperfect
intelligence of our rustic poor, is not its least valuable

recommendation. If your correspondent will turn to pages

120 and l:iO of my book, he will there find my objection to
the depriving-systera stated to be, that it "is not so uni-
versally successful as its arlvocatcs would have us believe.

For two or three years, indeed, after the establishment of a
bee-house, or of any individual colony, matters may go on
well enough; but, if all swamiing be prevented, it becomes
a mere chance whether it shall succeed or fail afterwards."
The fact is, swarming is the snj'etg valve, if I m.ay " fetch " a
metaphor from "far," of bee-management: with the very
term is associated in the mind the idea of revivijication , as
well as of reproduction. Those, thei'efore, who systemati-
cally repress this admirable provision of natm'e, cannot, I
am persuaded, but often meet with disappointment in the
management of their bees. I have lately been called upon
to sympathise with no less than fom- of my neighbours,
whose large and, in the case of two of them, highly produc-
tive apiaries, managed on the non-swarming system, have
altogether, though gradiutUy, failed. Their owners " failed
from want of foresight; they should have provided a remedy
against the natural defects of the system," by letting each
stock so managed swarm once at least every three years, or
by abstracting the queen from the hive sometime in July,
and compelling the bees to rear another in her place. Were
tliis rule strictly attended to, all serious objection to the
depriring-system would be much diminished;* for if this
were thus judiciously and scientifically managed, together
with a periotlical cultiug-out of comb, I see no reason why an
apiiu-y shoidd nut nudntain a pei-petnal youth, and any one
colony fiom-ish to an indefinite period." "A Coimtry Vicar"
will perceive from this that I am perfectly aware of the uses
and advantages of the deprivation, i. c. non-swarming, sys-

tem, under some circumstances, provided only its uativral

defects be supplied. Yet if, in my book and elsewhere, I
have prefeiTed my peculiar swanning system, it has not
been merely from the too agreeable temptation of a ijar-

tiality for my own discoveries, but from a persuasion, founded
on facts which have come under my immediate notice, that
it is really the simplest, most manageable, and most profit-

able that has yet been recommended to the attention of
bee-keepers. I am here alluding to my cottage system
alone : that modification of it which I have in a separate
chapter recommended to the intelligent and practised
amateur, requiring as it does some considerable nicety and
skill in conducting it, I do not take into consideration here.

Your coiTespondent has further ventmed on a remark
whieli also requires some notice at my hands. So far as
relates to the su-ai-m, my system, he says, " is well," but his

experience does not tally with mine "about the more prolific

character of the older stocks." Does he mean here that the
" older stocks " of the old system of single-hiving, according
to his observation, are not in general more (if they are even
so) prolific as reserved swarms ? If so, I perfectly agree
with him. But I cannot think he has yet had experience
enough to say of mi/ hrge breeding hives, wliich are allowed
to swarm but once a year, and which consequently are never
weaUencU by over-swanning, and moreover are presided over
by the first-born, and, therefore, best developed of the royal
brood, to say of them that they are not in general equally, if

not more, prolific tlian the swarms which may have an aged
queen ! At all events, this objection attaches equally to the
deprivation system which ho advocates ; for there are no
swarms at all, Imt always old hives. There is but one reason-
able objection which might be advanced against the sys-

tematic reservation of old stocks in pi'eference to swarms,
viz., that the comb of the one is fresh and clean, while that

* There is, however, yet one objection to this system, which I will

propose in tlie following words:—To get very pure honey, to any extent,

deposited in supers, glasses, or side-boi-es, your breeding-hive must not
be very large, else will the bees lay up the major part of their stores in

the hive itself, beyond the reach of the bee-owner ; and yet, if the hives

are small, a less quantity of honey will be collected, because of the less

population capable of being bred in them than in large hives. Now does
not my method of management exactly meet this difficulty ? My breed-
ing hives being large, afford room in the breeding season for the hatching
of a most abundant population, which, migrating from the hive, natur-
ally or compulsorily, just at the time when honey abounds, is located in

a smatl hive, to which is superadded another of similar or larger dimen-
sions, as soon as the bees have fairly begun to work in the lower hive.

Here, then, I get the advantage of an unusually large population, and
the benefit withal of a small stock-hive, by which I not only secure a
proportionably extensive collection of honey, but also obtain the greater

part of that in its purest form. The parent hive, in the meanwhile, gets

a new queen, &c.
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of file other, nfter n year or two, gets black and filthy, from

the apcimiulated vxiivirp of successive occupants, so as to he
often until for breeding-hees. But have, then, the standard

bee-authorities taught in vain—as De Clelieu, Bonner, Bevan,

Payne, and Taylor? Is there not an easy remedy—a wliiti'

of tobacco, or the borrowed confidence of a bee-dress ; a

sharp knife ; a practised hand ; a comb or two to be cut out

ill February or October? " Where the will is, Ihcrc the irai/

is," is a motto always truer than is sometimes defensible the

acting in accordance with its spirit.—A Cot'nthy Cuhate.
May tril, \f^ryi.

THE VICAR'S BLACKBIRDS.
(kKv 4,<.v (icAv

Tos Svirrafou.—Eurip. Med. l^ll.

(I heard the voice; yea, I heard the wail of the unhappy.^

" You must know tliat I am rather given to brick and
mortar, and to planting a tree or two—on a veiy small

scale. Shelter on this N.E. coast is my ostensible, a feed

formy pony (my wife says), is my real object. But something

more, and very gratifying to me, followed these improve-

ments. My shnibs and shelter assembled around me, and

I was charmed to behold a concourse, absolutely a rush, of

the feathered world.
" A thatched and ivy-clad shed, of which I was the sob^

architect and builder, . was intended and used fiu' some
years as my owni lady-bird's liee-house. In the compart-

ment around this shed in ray kitchen-gai'deii, were the well-

manured asparagus beds and hotbeds of the olden style.

Birds hisectivorous, especially redbreasts, blackbirds, and

thrushes, were much attracted thither in the winter season.

The redbreast and other little birds made their nests in the

ivy. Kobiu and Robina were as familiar as could be looked

for; laying, sitting, and feeding then- young ones, as self

and spouse sat within listening to the hum of operatives, or

to the warning flutter, like a plaintive cry, of royalty as yet

imprisoned in their cells.

" This shed was superseded by one in a better aspect for

bees, S.E. instead of S.'W., and slated instead of thatched,

that it might be less hospitable to various small intruders.

Jly ivy shed still remained, and was, by public advertise-

ment I should think, made a refuge for destitute chlittels.

Amongst other things, the glasses off the frames were
stowed away under it, wTien not in use. The song of the

thrush and the blackliird is finer here than ever I heard it;

as if it would compensate a luckless Southron for the

absence of the nightingale. From what I saw going on, I

sometimes entertained hopes that some of these birds were
about to buUd in the ivy, in order to be nearer to me and
to my fruit.

" Once ill particular, a pair of universally familial' black-

birds gave me high hopes of such confidence. They were
about that spot at all hours of the day. Exceedingly proud
did the soberly-adorned lady appear of her sprightly and
glossy mate with the golden beak. And he vied with Galliis

himself in his assiduous devotion. If his exertions revealed

an inicoiiimonly bright and wriggUng brandling, he would
recede a step or two, and look at it ; and his lady, as if

jealous of the merest jiretence of admiration not turned
upon herself, would eagerly hop up, and quickly put out of

sight the ob;ject of his ga/.e. His tones of welcome were
the very guava of sound.

" Suddenly, however, this pattern of a husband was not

seen. Had lie proved false ? His deserted partner fre-

quented that corner more, rather than less. She was ever

there. What was the burthen of her incessant soliloquy ?

Did she apostrophize her absent Jo, Jo ! Jo, Jo !—or, was
it <(>fu, cj)f u ! (^i\), (f)£u ! .\h| me I .\h, me I—her anxious and
mellow voice reiterated ?

" But what is pussy smelling at ? See ! she endeavours

to introduce her delicate paw behind the glass ! I stepped

np with all the haste of alarm, pulled fonvai'd the front-

most frame, looked down behind it, and the melancholy
tnith was revealed. There lay, stiff and lifeless, the subject

of the bereaved widow's lament. It was apparent that he
had dropped down behind the frame, and being unable to

rise to his place of entrance, could find no other means of

exit. He had died the slow death of starvation, in the

sight and liearing of his mate.

" "Will erect and cr.ld humanity sneer at, and discredit, my
belief of her utmost and untiring efforts to release and
relieve him ? Of her agony that they were unavailing ?

Will they doubt the tenderness, the incentives to new effoi'ts

which that full voice impai-ted as long as hope i-emained?

—

or the crushing pang of despair which came over that little

heart when her fond appeal was no longer answered ? Hear
the sequel, thou sceptic ; and learn that deep love, and con-

stant, are not entirely engrossed even by woman's heart.
" The niourning bird was ever near the jilace. Her

louching plaintivenoss was quite infectious. Her if)eu, (|)6u!

((jcu, i^iM !—it was a trochee, by the lengthening the former,

ratlier than unduly shortening the latter syllable—her
<()€u, ijjeu passed, in a few days, through all those shades of

sound, which Brahara could alone utter in perfection, till

they arrived at the most decided, and most melting com-
plaint of sorrow. She awaited our approach, as if she
reckoned upon our sympathy, and claimed our respect for,

and forbearance from, intrusion upon her grief. By degrees

she rose more slowly, and with a longer sweep over the

garden-wall. And then she rose not ; but retired and hid

herself. .\t length she laj-, as near the fatal spot as she

could get, almost lifeless. I took her gently in my hands,

and held her tenderly to my breast, ho-ping to recover her.

But no ! She once more and faintly uttered her <peu, i|>eii I

<f
Eu her head fell back, and her sorrows were past.
" We have not forgotten thy mournful cries, s^veet bird !

The ivy shed quickly disappeared. Thy bones and feathers,

all that sorrow left of thee, repose with thy mate at the

foot of the neighbouring peach-tree. Thy memory may
possibly be embalmed in the immortality of the next gor-

geous Sequel to the ' Dovecote and the A^x^Kv.' "

[The vicar is heartily thanked for his concluding touch.

There is so much eai'iiest, real, home sorrow in the world,

that they must have but a very incomplete experience of

life, who, to indulge the luxurj' of woe, require such a

stimulus as the poor blackbirds' tragedy affords—D.]

BRITISH PARASITICAL FUNGI.
In ray first paper I endeavoured to give a general idea of

Fungi, as the largest and most interesting Natural Order of

our British Flora, which, although neglected, are undoubtedly

worthy of attentive observation ; not only from theii' beauty,

the variableness of their forms, colours, and odours, their

being found at every season and in every situation in which
vegetation is produced, whether in the earth or on its sur-

face, within fluids or on their surface, and in all parts of the

globe

—

" In air, in water, and on earth,

A thousand germs come struggling forth

In drought aud damp, in heat or cold :
"

thereby forming the most extensive and interesting field for

inquiry of any known plants. It is not this alone that

makes a knowledge of fungi, theii- habits and ijroperties, of

such real importance, but it is the fact that, in the lower

groups, they prey upon the living bodies of animals, vege-

tables, and provisions destined for man's support, not only

depriving them of a majority of their nutritious portions,

but also rendering what still remains unwholesome and
injurious, converting, in some instances, wholesome food

into a dangerous poison ; and, secondly, in the higher aud
more perfect groups, thrivuig more particulai'ly on animal

and vegetable substances in a state of decomposition, they

convert what, if allowed to remain, might prove deleterious

and offensive to human life, into food the most nutritious of

all vegetables, and so abundant, and easily and cheaply pre-

servetl, as to form, with some other indigenous plants

equally neglected, a most delicious and valuable article of

diet.

I will now consider them first in the lower groups, as

most worthy the consideration of those interested in agricul-

ture and horticulture ; for although their presence depends

so niucli on accidental circumstances that the experienced

cultivator cannot guard against them altogether, the evil

may still 1)0 considerably lessened by a little attention to the

careful choice of seed and a judicious chiinging of crops on

the land subject to them ; as it is well known that the spores

of many fungi will only germinate on particular plants or
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nnimals, nv on pavtiiniliar siib-jtanopis umlovgoing decom-
liositioii.

No one c:in picture tlio beauty of the lower groups of
fungi l)ut those who have raieroscopieaily examined their

structure. Some, however, present objects of admiration
eveji to the naked eye. Foi' instance, who can visit llie vaults
of our London Docks without gazing with admiration on the
Riicodium celliirr tliat there festoons their interiors. Mnuy
have the appearance of vrdvet, others of down, and are of
(lie must lovely colonrs tliat can be hnagined; others appear
lilce stars, raduiting as they do in their growth from a cen-
tral point, whicli is probaldy, in the first instance, the ger-
minating spore. lu tlie lower groups, they ai-e sometimes
found on the surface of caves, and other dark and humid
situations, growing in the manner above-mentioned. In the
liiglier groups, also, this radiating growth is equally visible,

whicli I shall explain when treating of faiiy rings in my
next paper.

Fungi are the only eryptogamic plants that are parasitical

in then- growth ; for althougli lichens, mosses, <tc., are found
growing on other plants, it is generally believed tliey do not
derive nourishment from the living bodies of these plants
and deprive tliem of the nourishment intended for thi'ir

support.

As well as the minute plants known as parasitical fungi,
may be noticed others of enormous dimensions, parasitical

in their growth, now placed amongst our Howering plants,
which in many respects, from numerous characters, show
their close affinity to fnngi. One instance is, Arnold's
Flowev {Brifllesia Ariwlili), the largest known Hower in the
world, measuring from six to nine feet in circumference,
each petal twelve inches from tlie base to the apex, and
weighing about fifteen pounds. In structure this is very
similar to a fungus, having the seeds assuming the condi-
tion of spores, tlie buds wearing the appearance of fungi,
the petals of a fungoid substance, and, like fungi, the odoiu-
of tainted meat. The Fungus Mililensis, called also the
Maltese Champignon, or Mushroom of Malta, is another
example.
Fungi are very troublesome in greenhouses, and when

once estabUshed are not easily removed, but make sad
havoc amongst our choicest floral productions. Tliey may,
luiwever, be considerably checked by covering mould, in-
tended for potting, with boiling water, which should be
drained, and when dry enough run through a sieve ; also
mo.?s, pot-slierds, pieces of brick-, Jtc, used for the same
purpose, should be scalded, to kill the larva of insects and
spores of fungi, with which they are frequently loaded.
Leaves and portions of plants afl'eetedwith the same should
be burnt to prevent their reproduction. The same care
should be taken by the agriculturist, to prevent their being
conveyed from place to place with straw or manure, as is too
frequently the case, causing their injurious efl'ects to be
spread over an otherwise healthy track of land.

We have long been aware that many animal and vege-
table substances form, when sound, wholesome food, but in
certain stages of decomposition are highly deleterious; this
is the case particularly with pork, corn, and wheat-flour;
and cases ha\e frequently occuiTed abroad, and in this coun-
try, in wliicli persons, after eating such provisions, have been
seized with tlie symptoms of poisoning; and cases ai-e on
record of persons having died in consequence of eating
ham-pie, Italian cheese, and other articles of food, in whicji
the presence of fungi has indicated the decomposition

; and
it may be considered worthy of notice, that liy experiment it

has been proved that the poisonous etfect has not ai-isen
from the fungi, as generally supposed, but from the substance
on which they grew, and which was in a state of decomposi-
tion. Therefore, we may consider them as faithful messen-
gers, warning us of a concealed and treacherous enemy, by
providentially revealing to us the presence of decomposition,
and at the same time rajiidly removing it.

As my object in this paper is to confine myself entirely to

the lower groups, and to make my readers ai'quainted witli

the depredations they more partieulai-ly commit, 1 shall
briefly refer to those I consider most worthy of notice. Tlie
genus O'redo i.'ontains the most injurious parasites ; theii-

spores are so minute as to be conveyed in the sap-yessels
through the roots, with the water that contains the nutri-
tious portions of the soil, and to be dispersed throughout

the whole vegetable body vegetating in those parts which
are unhealthy, or otherwise most suitable to their growth

;

and earth, carried from soils atl'ected with them, will cause
their spores to be dispersed and propagated on land pre-
riously free from their attacks.

Ureilo Rubiijo (Unfii),\vilh U. Fa-liJa and r. Se</elum,be{ore-
nained, are three particular enemies to our corn, hut the two
last-named are by far the worst, often annihilating the crop
liefore suspicion has arisen

; but their presence may gene-
rally be suspected by an irausual luxuriance and increase of
stature in the corn aftected. Tiiey have also been mucli
confounded together, but the following characters will dis-

tinguish them :—
Uredo seijctum afl'ects the bushes, leaves, and straw, de-

stroying the whole plant, which more or less shrivels up,
and has the appearance of being scorched and dusted over
with charcoal. It is the smallest plant, has no odour,
quickly bursts, and discharges the spores, and is found in
wheat, barley, oats, rye. Sic.

I'rvdo fictidu affects the grain only, the farina of which it

destroys, leaving a greasy, sooty substance, wliich swells
them beyond their usual size; when crushed has a very
foetid odour, like putrid flsh ; is the largest plant; seldom
ruptures the integuments of the grain ; frequently not
detected till the corn is thrashed; on wheat; seldom, if ever,
on other grain.

Pucchiia i/raminis (corn mildew) is very injurious to corn,
by depri^ing the plant of its juices ; it consequently prevents
tlic grain from swelling. Lanosa nivalis (snow mould) com-
mits sad havoc amongst corn beneath snow, sometimes
attacking whole crops, which it destroys, more particularly
barley. AJcidium Berberidis (Berberry bliglit) is another
fungus supposed to attack and injm'e wheat. This may be
much doubted, but still it is quite worthy of the further
investigation of those interested. MeruUus lacln-ijmniis (Dry
Rot) is very destructive to timlier.

The following will be more familial' to us in our rambles
througli the kitchen-garden and orchard :

—

^Hcidium cancel-
latum, Pucciuia Prunusum, Splielodn Pomi, Oidium frucUge-
iiiim, on fruit-trees and fruit; Pliysisporium Sotaui, supposed
to cause the potato epidemic; Tuburcinia icoi/cs (potato
scab); Botrylis infcstans (foiaXo mildew); Oidium Tuckeri
(vine mildew), the formidable parasite so destructive to the
leaves and fruit of vines ; Erysiphe communis, a surface para-
site overrunning and destroying tlie pea ; Fusisporium atro-

iv'rc/is, very destructive to onions; and Rliizoctouia Crocorum,
a subterranean fungus on the roots of saflron, and very
destructive.

The following ai-e too familiar under our own domestic
roofs: — Mucor cusci, on cheese; PimciUimn crustaccum,
on gum, &c., prevented by the use of essential oils ; ^fucor
muccdu, on fruit, pastiy, and preserves ; Oschopa mucedo, on
various bodies, especially bread ; Aspergillus ijlnucus (blue
mouldiness), assists in the decomposition oi' many sub-
stances ; Piziza domeslica, on damp ceilings and walls

;

Pencillium glaucmn (the vinegar plant), on substances
decomposing, and fluids in becoming acid, placed in sugar
and water, soon converts it into vinegar.
X few attack the living Ijodies of animals :

—

Vrcdo caprea-
rmn, on swallows; Sphoruudonema musca (fly monld),
destroys thousands of that insect in autumn ; also Botrylis
Bassianii (silkworm rot) is equally destructive to silkworms;
Afhhja prolifim, on the skin of gohl fish; the caterpillar
also canies about with it a Clnmria larger than itself. Nor
does man escape, but, like vegetables, is attacked more par-
ticularly when ill an unhealthy state.

The mothei7 appearance of beer, ropiness in catsup, owes
its origin to fungi also; and the rotting of fi-uit, and fer-

mentation of beer, has been attribnted to the same cause;
and the latter has been termed Cryptococcus/crmentum. In
conclusion, I cannot pass unnoticed EuroUum Uerbariorum,
that destroys the botanist's collected wealth, which has
taken him, perhaps, his whole life to accumulate.

J. YonivK Bnoc\s.

POINTS OF BEAUTY IN POULTRY.
It is, I beUevc, now confessed on all sides, that a standard

of excellence foi' the different breeds of fowls on which
amateurs bestow attention is very desirable, for the guidance^
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of those who expend their trouble and their money in en-

deavouring to raise them to perfection. Tlie complaints

against the decisions at the dift'erent exhibitions of poultry

—

complaints which, perhaps, more readily reach the ears of

tliose who do not exlnbit than of those who mingle in the

excitement, appear to call for more fixed points of beauty in

each kind of fowl than have at present been decided on.

Many authors have given good descriptions of fowls, but

one. person is liardly likely to be intimatdy acquainted with

all the varieties

—

discussion appears necessai'y.

In an endeavour to describe several sorts, I am prepared

to liear from many quarters, " Anster Bonn knows nothing

about this," and in plain truth, there are many kinds about

wliich I know little. I will take the first step, however,

hoping that many amateurs, who have paid as much atten-

tion to then- favourite varieties as I have done to the Cochin-

China, will assist me in this work, ottering corrections where
I am wrong, and additional information where mine is de-

ficient. In commencing with the Spanish, I follow the

order used in the prize list of the Birmingham show, al-

though my own taste would induce me to place the Cochin-

Cliina first.

The S'nnnish cock is a tall bird, of an upright, stately

bearing, and the hens are very large also, but not so tall in

proportion. The plumage is jet black, with metallic lustre,

and of a satin-Uke softness to the toucli. Tlie comb and
wattles are very large and very red, the comb of the hen
drooping over to one side. Legs and beak, dark grey or slate

colour. Tlie cheek and ear-lobes should be perfectly wliite.

To get these very large and white, is, I believe, considered

the perfection of high breeding. When a pullet has the

cheek red, it will frequently change to white the second year,

but I am told liy an amateur of Spanish fowls, who has bred

from some of tlio finest in the country, that it should be

white from the first. The liens are celebrated for the size

of then- eggs, the •hells of which are white. Accounts from
persons wlio Iceep these fowls in different localities differ

widely as to whether they are good layers or not. A fowl

which lays such a very large egg can scarcely be expected to

produce a great number, but from not wanting to sit, they,

of course, lose less time than hens which hatch and rear

their own chickens. The chickens are delicate, difficult to

raise, and very late in fledging. The hens, which very

seldom show inclination to sit, aie said to make bad mothers

;

but I think this is blame which they scarcely deserve.

The Dorliiuii, white, speckled, and grey, especially the two
last, are remarkably fine, plump, compactly made fowls.

Mr. Baily, in his useful little work on the management of

the Dorldng fowl, pronounces the speckled and the grey to

be better than the white for domestic purposes, they are

also found to be more hardy. " I would choose them,"

remarks Mr. Baily, in the little work just mentioned, " with

small heads, taper necks, broad shoulders, square bodies,

wliite legs, and well-defined live claws on each foot." Is it

important that the comb should be single ? Will some
reader of The Cottaoe Gardener, who has devoted atten-

tion to the points of the Dorking fowl, kindly answer this

question. The eggs have white shells, and are tliick in

proportion to the length. As is the case with the Spanish,

there are different opinions as to whether the Dorking hens

are abundant layers, but I believe all agree in pronouncing
their eggs very good, both in size and tlavom- ; they are good
sitters and mothers.

Next on the list stands the justly-lauded Coclun-China—
that dear fowl in every sense. Their points have been so

thoroughly discussed, that it would be superfluous more
than slightly to revert to the immense width and depth of

the compact, siiuare-built body, absence of tail, peculiarly-

folded wing, well-feathered yellow legs, neatly-formed head,

with single comb, the deep, hoarse crow of the cock, and
the great number of dark-colom-ed eggs laid by the hen.

Colour, I think, is, and must I'emain, a matter of fancy, par-

ticularly as it is well known to be impossible (however care

fully selected the stock may be) to keep entirely to either

dark or light birds. Buff and yellow fowls leill occasionally

throw grouse-coloured chickens, and the dark fowls light

ones. For myself, I greatly prefer the light colours, from

their bright and gay appearance, and because I liave found

in them more compact beauty of shape and silkinoss of fluff

than I iiave ever happened to meet with in the dark birds.

Weight is, with all these fowls, the Spanish, the Dorldnc
and the Cochin-China, a very important point. In judging
of this, however, it should be viewed with some reference to i

whether the weight is distributed in available flesh, whether '

the fowl is in a healthy state, and whether this excellence

(weight) is in accordance with compact beauty of form.

Breeders of Cochin-China fowls have latterly tried to

render the colour quite uniform. I think tliis very hand- I

some, hut must confess that I shoiild regret to see the little

fringe of feathers pencilled with dark, forming a tipiiet on
the neck, quite banished ; especially as I have met with it

j

in many of the choicest imported hens. Can any amateurs i

of the Hamhunjh fowls initiate us into all tlie mysteries of
|

pencillings and spanglings, rufls and no rufl's, &c. ; in fact,

give a good description of the several varieties of these

beautiful fowls ?

—

Anstek Bonn. 1

THE DOMESTIC TIGEON.
{Continuedfrom jiage I'i.)

OS rjVyiNG AND INCUBATION.

The amateur who has peopled his dovecote with old

pigeons—that is to say, birds of seven years old—must not

expect them to Lay nearly so often as young ones would do
;

and, when he has the choice, should always i)rocure these.

The old ones may easily be recognised by the red, or rather

ash-coloured cast in their feet, covered with a whitish

pellicle, apparently detached in the form of scales; by their

very crooked nails, which are also longer ; by their thin,

slender, and hooked beak ; and by the ends of the two
mandibles, and especially by the corners of the mouth,
covered, blackened, and hardened by the habit of deglutition

;

the eyehd is frayed, heavy, whitish, and scaly ; the eye is

dull, deeper in its orb, and never has that vivacity of ex-

pression that belongs to youth ; finally, a neglected and dull

plumage adds the last seal to the ravages of time. The
dove-house pigeons have but little more than from two to

four broods at most in the year, at least, when they are the

stock-dove. The first brood generally comes off in the

mouth of Mai-ch, and the last in August. Pigeons of a

pure race lay more frequently—at least, the greater part of

them ; but the Mixtures ai'e the most productive, and we
may occasionally meet with some that will have from nine

to ten broods every year; but, generally speaking, they have
seven or eight, and this is the largest production an amateur
ought to expect.

The period we have just cited for the dove-house pigeon

is also that when those of the dovecote lay most frequently,

unite the best, and it is especially during this season that

the young ones engender all the necessary qualities to

become beautiful and lai'ge birds. "We must, therefore, try

to match these birds at a time so calculated that thoy may
begin to lay in the month of April, or May at latest, if we
would make the most of them. As soon as two birds are

coupled, they immediately rei[uire a nest to receive the

young family they are quickly about to produce, and if they

can find a dark and obscure corner m the dovecote they will

give it the preference. They both employ themselves in

carrying to it some small and very light twigs, or straws,

with which they construct in a simple manner the cradle for

their posterity. Wlien this work, which they carry on with

great diligence, is completed, the male does not go far from

it, and endeavours to retain his female there, or to call her

back if she only leaves it for a moment. He continually

displays his impatience by a particular sound of voice, much
more full aud soft than the common cooing. When she has

yioliled to his views, he recompenses her with the most
tender caresses and flapping of the wings, at once express-

ing both his pleasure and hopes. He scpieezes into the

nest by her side, and does not cease one moment to testify

his anxiety. The female remains in the nest a whole day,

and sleep-, tlicro l'..r two or three nights, whilst he continues

near hii .iml wiiirlirs her. It is then that she lays the first

egg, genrr;ill\ l.rlwren the hours of twelve and two. She
takes cnro to keep it warm without sitting upon it, and
leaves it but seldom, and during very short intervals. In
fifty-two hours—that is to say, two days after, between four

and six o'clock at night—she lays a second. As soon as tlio

two eggs are laid the cares of incubation commenco.
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Ordinarily the female never lays more uor less than two
I'ggs, liut it sometimes liapijens that she only lays one,
and this caprice may aiise from two causes. Tlie first,

wliich is tlie most common, proceeds i'rom the youth of

the hird ; in this case pigeon-fanciers call tliis prodnctiun
a forward egg, and do :iot trouble themselves about it,

because they are sure that at the next laying she will

return to tlie general rule. In the second case it proceeds
from a defect of conformation ditiicnlt to explain, but proved
by her never laying more than one each time erf setting. It

only remains to remark it is an essential fault, whicli will

last during her whole life.

(Tu he contliiited.)

DOMESTIC PIGEONS.
(Continuedfrom page 7:!.)

TWEXTY-riRST EACE.

Sjsrii.TER Pigeon (Columba gyrans).—They ai-e a little

stronger than the Tumbler, have a sUght filament round the
eyes, blade iris, and shod feet. These birds have been dis-

carded by amateurs for some time, because they turn over
in flying, even in their dovecote. Whatever the space may
lie where they are inclosed, they rise at first to the top of it,

then come down again by maldng cii-cles first to the light
and then to the left, exactly like a bird of prey which hovers
and pursues in the air. Their character being quarrelsome
and jealous, when they see two pigeons cai'essing tliey gene-
rally place themselves on the back of the male, and cramp
him in such a manner that he is quite unable to defend
himself. They often drive the sitting females from their

nest in the same way, and these continued tricks, which
greatly disarrange a dovecote, occasion also a quantity of
baiTen eggs.

CojiJioN S51ILTER PifiEOX (Cohimha (jijrans vuhjnrW).—

This pigeon is grey, with black spots on the wings, or red,
or pearl white, witli a pure white horse-shoe on the back.
It IVequeutly breaks some of its wing feathei-s by the violence
of its movements, which seem to resemble convulsions.
Usually it is very productive.

(To be conlhnied.)

lOTTAGE COMFORTS: THE MILCH GOAT,
AND ITS FOOD.

BY OUTHBEKT W. JOHKSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

The subject of the following paper is so much in accord-
ance with the best interests of many readers of The Cottaoe
GARDENEit, that I deem no apology necessary for inserting
in this place a considerable portion of what, in another

valuable periodical, I not long since had occasion to remark
{Farmer's Magazine, vol. in, page 39.0, third series) :

—
The comfoit derived by the inmates of a cottage from a

regular supply of new milk need hardly be dwelt upon.
Every cottager's wife, over lier tea, every poor parent of a
family of children fed almost entirely on a vegetable diet,
will agree with me, that it is above all things desirable to be
able to have new milk as a variation to then- daily food of
bread and garden vegetables. Now it is very ti-ue that many
a kind-heai-ted farmer helps them with skim milk ; but it is

only now and then that this source of comfort and health is

available to the poor cottager, or even to those who are able
and willing to pay liberally for good milk. Tlie inhabitant
of towns, and of suburban districts, we all know, is at the
mercy of the milk dealer ; the milk he procines is rarely of
the best quahty, and under the most favourable circum-
stances he receives it with suspicion, and his family consimie
it with sundry misgivings as to its wholesomeness.
Having personally experienced these difficulties, and

having about three years since commenced the attempt to
supply my family with goat's milk, and as our experience is
clieering, I desire to advocate in this paper the claims of
the milch goat to the attention of the cottager, and the other
dwellers in the suburban and rural districts.

Few persons are perhaps aware of the gentleness and
playfulness of the female goat—how very cleanly are her
habits, and how readily she accommodates herself to any
situation in which she is placed. Confined in an outhouse,
turned on to a common or into a yard, tethered on a grass plat,
she seems equally content. I have found her readily accom-
modate herself to the tethering system, fastened by a leathern
collai-, rope, and iron swivel, secured by a staple to a heavy
log of wood. The log is tlie best (and this with asmooth even
sm-face at the bottom), because it can be readily moved
about from one part of the grass plat to another. The goat,
too, uses the log as a resting place in damp weather. 'The
goat should be furnished with a di-j- sleeping-place, and this,

in case of its inhabiting open yards, can be readily fur-
nished

; anything that will ser\e for a dry dog-kennel will
be comfortable enough for a goat.

The milk of the goat is only distinguishable from that
of the cow by its superior richness, approaching, in fact,
tlie thin cream of the cow's milk in quality. The cream of
goat's milk, it is true, separates from the miUc with great
tardiness, and never so completely as in the case of cow's
milk. Tliis, however, is of little consequence, since the
superior richness of goat's milk renders the use of its cream
almost needless. The comparative analysis of the milk of
the cow and tlie goat will show ray readers how much richer
the last is than that of the former; 100 parts of each,
according to JI. Eegnatdt, gave on an a\erage

—

Cow. Goal.
\Vatir Kl.T S-!.(i

lUitter .1.11 4.-)

Sugar of milk and soluble salts .'i.o 4..'-,

Caseine (cheese), albumen, and in-

soluble salts ;!.0 t),0

So that, while the milk of the cow yields i'i.B per cent, of
solid matters, that of the goat produces 17.10 per cent.,

goat's milk yielding rather more butter, rather less sugar of
milk, but considerably more caseine (cheose), itc, than that
of the cow.

It must not be supposed that the taste of the raiUc of the
goat ditt'ers in any degree from that of the cow; it is, if any-
thing, sweeter, but it is quite devoid of any taste which might
vevy reasonably be supjiosed to be derivable from the high-
rtavoured shrubs and herbs upon which the auimal delights
to browse.
The amount of the milk jielded by the goat varies from

two quarts to one quart per day; it is most abundant soon
after kidding time, and this gradually decreases to about a pint
per day—a quantity which will continue for twelve months.
This is not a large supply, it is true ; but still it is one which
is available for many very useful pm-poses ; and be it re-

membered, that when mixed with more than its own bulk of
lukewarm water, it is then in every resjiect sujieiior to the
milk supplied by the London dairymen.
In regard to the best variety of goat to be kept, I would

recommend the smooth-haired kind, which are quite devoid
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of beai'ds or long hair. In this opiinon I am ponfmnptl Ity

an experienced correspondent, Mr. W. H. IMaoe. ol' Hound
House, near Guildford, who remarked, in a recent obliging

communication :

—" I found that the short-haired goats, with

very little beards, were the best milkers ; but from these I

seldom had more than four pints a day at the best (I yhould
say three phits were the average), and this quantity decreases

as the lime for kidding again approaches (the goat carries

her young '21 to 'i'i weeks). They should not lie fed too

well near the time of kidding, or you will lose the kids. In '

whiter I gave tUem hay, together with mangold wurtzel,

globe and Swedish turnips, cai'rots, ami souictimes a few
oats, and these kept up iht-ir milk as well a.s any thing, but
of course it was most abundant when they coubl get fresh

grass. The milk I always found excellent, but I never Iiad

a suiiicieut quantity to induce me to attempt making butter,

except once, as an experiment; my cook then made a little,

which was easily done in a little box-churn: the butter

proved very good. I found the flesh of the kids very tender

and delicate."

I find also from some Kast Indian friends, that the milch
goats of Bombay and Calcutta are the chief source of the

supply of milk at those places, and that for this purpose
the Surat breed are prefeiTed, whieli are smooth-haired, and
devoid of either lieards or horns.

I can add little to Mr. Place's infonnation as to their

food ; mine have genei;ally fed out of the same rack as a

Shetland pony, with whom they ai"e on excellent terms. The
pony throughout the summer is soiled with cut grass, and I

notice that the goats pick out the sorrel, sow-thistle, and all

those weeds wbicli the pony rejects. There is hardly a weed
or a plant, in fact, which is rejected by the ;.'nnt. It has
been calculated, indeed, that

—

The cow eats 270 and rejects '21S onlinarv phmls.

Goat 449 J UO ,',

Sheep :i.ST „ 141 „

Horse ':>G-> „ •,'!•,• „

Hog T-i „ -.'71

Tn the garden (if they are, by any chance, allowed to

browse) I notice that they select the rose trees, common
laurels, ai'butus, laurestinas, and the laburnum. Of culinary

vegetables, they prefer cabliages and lettuces; they also bite

pieces out oi' the tubers of the potato. Tliey carefully pick

up the leaves, whether green or autumnal, of timber trees

;

of these they prefer those of the oak and elm, and delight

in aeonis and oak-apples. "We are accustomed to collect

and store the acorns for them against winter ; spreading
the acorns thinly on a dry floor, to avoid the niouldiness
which follows the sweating of acorns laid in a heap. As I

have before remarked, none of these astringent substances
ai^ect the taste of their milk ; and I may here observe, that

with ordinary gentleness there is no more difiieulty. if so

much, in milkinc; u goat than a cow.

17V> be ,onfhine,L)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottagr -Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. AH communications should be addressed " To the Edilor nf
ihp. Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London."

Tenant Removing Shrubs {C. S.).—The book from which you have
obligingly sent us an extract is no authority ; nor is the decision in
Conh-e V. Anderson. It was merely the decision of a Sheriff's .lury
Bummoned to assess damages. If the defendant was a nurseryman (and
we are not told that he was not) he undoubtedly could remove the shrubs.
Then, again, we have no copy of the case laid before Mr. Tidd ; the facts
of that case would probably remove alt doubts. You may remove your
shrubs, &c., if you please, but we are of opinion that if you do, and there
ia no agreement to justify you, your landlord may recover damages from
you. It is a very true axiom, be assured, that no man should be his own
lawyer. We do not see the importance of establishing the right in the
tenant to remove shrubs, because it is in his power before he enters upon
any premises to have an agreement with his landlord permitting him to
do so.

Ana&allis Cuttings (7^;jornm?«l,— It will murh benefit your three
little anagalhses to cut off their tops ; do it at once, and try them
again as cuttings, but keep the rooted halves, or older plants, in pots all

the summer for store plants to keep all the winter. This is always the
Heat time to look out anflgallises for next year, as they do not lift well in

the autumn, nor strike readily from cuttings at that season. They keep
better in rather strong loam.

Tacetes LuciDA (Ji/rf).— It is liable to go off as it did with you after

cutting down; it is beat treated as a biennial: sowing seeds of it, or
making cuttings every year.

Stephanotis floribunda (H. -E.;>—The " fuss,'* as is always the
case in such instances, was merely to procure seeds for the purpose of
examination, to prove if the right place was assigned to the plant by the
botanist who first described it. Botanists, like lawyers, look sharp after

each other. A few lines on the " variety," would indeed be interesting

,

but recollect Asclepiads offer a dangerous ground for any speculations
;

bare facts only will suit. Has the cottony matter about the seeds been
usefully employed ''

PorLTHY Chat.— ir. A. E. says, " I was witness to a curious fact the
other day of a hen removing eggs from one nest to another. I had placed
a set of eggs for a hen to sit upon. Before she took to her nest, another
hen in the next box, separated only by a wooden partition, wishing to
lay, and not liking my having taken her nest egg away, actually, with
her beak, ]iulled four eggs over into her box. 1 called iny family to see
it, and again put back the eggs, when she again pulled them hack with
her beak. Another hen I have has done the same thing twice, though I

did not actually see her. 1 have been much interested in the statements
of poultry in your excellent publication. I am keeping an exact account
of mine, which are very fine Dorkings. From eleven hens I had as fol-

lows i—Jinmary, 94 eggs; February, 122 ; March, the first fortnight 93,
the last fortnight from live hens (the rest sitting) 59— 152; April, from
five hens the first three weeks, and three hens the last week, 87. I haie
been most unfortunate in chickens, almost all the eggs proving addled,
without any reason I can assign. Also eggs with thin shells, although
the fowls have abundance of Unie. They are fed on barlev, but have the
run of fields."

Fgc-eating Fowls.— G. S. says, *' The cause is almost always a dis-

like to the nest from being too much exposed. If the eggs are laid in a
place they like hens will not eat them. When the egg-eating first

occurred, I placed the contents of the mustard-pot in an egg-shell, which
had the desired effect for some time."

Feeding VoDNC GoLnpiNcnES {E.D. B.).—The best food for young
goldfinches is scalded rape-seed and sopped-bread mixed together, and
given to the birds about every half-hour or hour ; and it is indispensable
to their well-doing, that a drop of water should be dropped in their
mouths after each feeding, which is readily done by dipping the stick,

flattened at the end a little, in ^ome water, and letting it drop into their
mouths, should they be open, and if not, the moment the drop of water
touches the tip of the beak, they will perceive the moisture, and readily
admit it.—William Kayner.

"

Nectarines (J. H., Derby).—Out correspondent says, that the tree
has produced more than one fruit from each blossom. Surely your necta-
rine-blossoms must have been in bunches. We have often seen twins
attached to each other, the product of monstrous blossoms, but do not
remember to have seen more. Your fruit will require thinning im-
mediately, You may reduce them to two-inch distances now, and con-
tinue removing some occasionally, until five to seven inches apart near
the end of the stoning period ; say, beginning of July,

Knglish Rhubarb.—M. says: " In a late number of your Magazine,
I noticed the statement that rhubarb-root grown in England is of little

or no use. Calling to buy some Turkey rhubarb seed in Manchester
lately, I was told there is a pood deal grown near .Sheffield, and sold as
foreign. I was also informed that a tincture is made from the root. We
have grown the Turkey, that with a deeply-indented leaf, for many years,
and so well is its value known, that nearly all our roots have been stolen.
I have found it most efficacious, both as an aperient and tonic medicine

;

in the latter ca?e, in combination with ipecacuanha and Castile soap, and
have received the grateful acknowledgments of those benefited thereby.
The sort now in use, with a pointed leaf, is also most useful, but not so
powerful, requiring a larger quantity. I will only add. that the stalks make
most excellent vinegar, which has been greatly admired." There is no
doubt that the roots of English-gronn rhubarb are purgative, but it is

equally true that medical men state that a larger dose of it is required
than of that produced in a hotter climate.

Bees (J. A'.).—Although your hivo is a strong one, it is not sufficiently

so to allow of the bees going up into the bell-glasses so early ; it would
have been better to have waited another fortnight before putting them
on, especially in this ungenial spring. Indeed, it is always better to let

the bees show evident signs of want of room before putting on the
glasses, and then they will enter them and commence working at once.

Bees (W, A. £.).—When a cap or super-hive is put upon a stock of

bees it is best to open alt the holes, if the cap or super wdl cover them
;

if not, only such as it trill cover.

Over-fertile Soil (A Constant Reader).— It is rarely we hear com-
plaiols of this kind. If it arises, as you suppose, from the turf and leaf

compost, trench your ground, turning the surface-spit to the bottom.
This will probably prevent your plants producing more leaxes than

and 1

ED Melon-l ES (Sarah). -~C,\\e the bottom -he^t.

Moving Hive (L. S.).—If you had attended to what has appeared
in our pages more than once, you would not have had to mourn over

your 2ao benumbed bees. Put them under the hive at night. When a

hive is obliged to be moved, it must be done only a few inches at a time,

or the bees will next day fly to their old locality, and be injured, as in

your case, or entirely destroyed.

Seed Crusher.—./4k Old Subscriber wishes to know where he can
purchase a small mill for crushing barley and other corn for feeding
chickens.
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Payne's Cottage Hive {/?. iriVso?*^.—Write to J. H. Payne, Esq.,
Bury St. Kdmumls.
Cayenne Fumigation.—In answer to our queiy, Mr. C. Langley

j

says, relative to his failure reported at page 106—"I did not use capsi-
[

rums when I tried my experiment ; I purchased cayenne pepper at a

respectable grocer's. Allow me, also, to correct a mistake— it was not ,

eight ounces of tohacco 1 used, but four ounces." We think that until
j

Mr. Langley has used capsicum pods he must not condemn the practice.

Egg-eating Hens (.-in /«?(((Ver}.—Any hen that lays soft or shell-

less eggs will eat them occasionally. Cure her of laying soft eggs, and '

you prevent the other evil. We have had, at one time, a whole heu-yard
|

subject to this soft-egg laying. We reduced their food one-half, both in
j

quantity and richness, and the soft-egg laving ceased. In almost all

instances, if they have not a deficient supply of calcareous or chalky '

matters, it arises frora the over-excitement occasioned by excessive

feeding.
[

Garden Fork '.1 Subscribet').—K you buy our No. 25, you will there

find a drawing and description of the best kind of garden fork, but we
would have the points shaped like those shown at p. 80, of the present

volume, if the soil were light-

SuNDEiES (£. il/.).—We never heard before that when Ivt/ reaches the

top of a tree it kills it, but rarely sooner. We never knew such a catas-

trophe occasioned by ivy until it had so co^ertd all the tree's foliage that

it had its functions stopped by the exclusion of light. This was after the

ivy had reached the top certainly. Our correspondent also wishes to

know, " what is the difference between the di'y and wet bulbs in Mason's
hygrometer in a dwelling-house, which is tolerably dry? or rather, 1

should say, what is the ordiuary range of this difference V I speak of

the actual difference observed. What is the highest and what the lowest

figure you have ever observed ? " Vour other queries next week.

Cici'MBERS (J. A'.).—" The soil being very good," with " plenty of

bottom heat," is enough to account for the gum-spots on your cucum-
bers. Give all the air and light you can without chilling them.

Vine Syringing (H'. ir.),—We never syringe the leaves at all. Vou
will find quite enough moisture by watering the path well in the middle
of the day, and at night, before shutting up. Give plenty of air.

Covent-Garden Prke9 (A Constant Readfr, Sfr.\~\Ve gave the
\

report as early as we could. We cannot give prices. They are totally

deceiving as published by others.
j

Annuals Sown in Tcrf.— If. C. r.says :—" Allow me, while writing, I

to thank your correspondent Mr, Beaton for suggesting the sowing I

annuals on pieces of turf, and keeping in a frame. I have acted on it

this year, and am delighted with the result; they are not nearly the
j

trouble of sowing in the old-fashioned way, as you only sow one patch of
each, instead of several, and, when they are ready, cut small pieces off, '

and plant a patch where you like about the garden. I did not sow mine
|

till Good Friday, and have no doubt shall have some of them in flower

by the end of the month, when had they been sown in the open border,

most likely, with the long drought we have had, they would have scarcely

been out of the ground at present." The grub eating the buds of your
i

roses is "the worm i' the hud" of Shakesperc, called by naturalists

either Argyrotoza Bergmannitina, or Tortrit rnsana. There is no
j

known remedy. See our No. 34, page 86.

Pipe-clay Labels.— Will ^ Parson's Wife oblige us with the full
[

direction \\here these may be obtained, at Gloucester or elsewhere, in
|

wholesale quantities.
j

CALKNDAl^ FOR JUNE

rain. Shade must be applied during bright burning sunshine. Water,
apply liberally to all growing plants, but be sure and use soft or rain

water, A slate tank is the best thing to contain it ; iron vesseU should
by all means be avoided. Weeds, destroy constantly ; but such plants as

ferns, heaths, except creeping species, that come up amongst the rough
peat, may he allowed to grow, they wUl shade the roots and serve as in-

dicator, when ihey flag, to show that the compost is dry and requires
water. T. Appleby.

PLANT STOVE.

AciiiMENES: those early potted will now be in flower; supply them
freely with water; repot the last batch to flower late. A. pirta put thickly

into wide shallow pans, and grow on to flower at Christmas. A^marvllis,
going out of bloom, and their bulbs ripening, place in a cold frame, and
give no water to induce them to rest. Air, give liberally all day, and in

hot, close nights leave a little on, Apiielandra aurantiaca, grow on
in a hot pit to bloom in winter. Baskets, where used, keep moist by
dipping and syringing frequently. Bark-beds, renew, if the heat

declines. Cuttings, put in if required; pot off such as have struck

root. Climbers, on the rafters, train, and keep within bounds. In pots,

train round the trellises ; attend to them constantly, or they will soon get
out of order., Francisceas done flowering, place in a cold frame to rest.

Gardenia, treat in a similar way. Gesnehas, repot young plants, put
in cuttings of. Gloxinias, the' same; every leaf will make plants if

put in as cuttings. Heat, keep under, no fire heat is required now.
Insects of all kinds, destroy diligently, especially the red spider and
mealybug. Ixoras, the large specimens will now be in flower; keep
them' moist at the root, but refrain from siiinging over the bloom ;

young plants repot, and tie out young specimens. flloisTTRE in the
air, keep up by flooding the walks daily. Plants in flower, keep
cool, and shade them, this will prolong the bloom. Potting, do when-
ever it is necessary. Seeds of many stove plants may yet be sown

;

transplant seedlings when just out of the seed-leaf. Syringe, use daily.

Water, apply liberally, but not so as to sodden the soil. Top-dress
the whole stock of plants during the month, it refreshes and gives them a
neat, clean appearance ; wash the pots if moesy. Weeds, constantly

eradicate. Worms in pots, destroy \\irh lime water.

T. Applebv.

ORCHID HOrSE.
j

Aerides, Saccolabiums, Vandas, and other allied Indian plants,
;

will now be growing freely, and will require abundance of water, both at

the roots and over the tops. Any on blocks that are growing freely
,

should have some moss tied round the block to retain moisture a longer
;

time. Air should now he liberally given almost every day, unless cold, .

wet days should intervene. The air openings should be so constructed as
j

not to allow a rush of cold wind over the tops of the plants. Baskets :
'

the plants in them will be making their new growths, and will require to '

be dipped in tepid water at least once a week, or even oftener in very hot !

weather. Blocks: syringe twice a day, in the morning by seven o'clock, i

and in the afternoon about four. Catesetums, Cyrtopodid.ms, i

CvcNociiEs, and their like, give plenty of water at the root, taking care
\

that none lodges amongst the young leaves for any length of time. !

Dendrobidms : many of this fine family will, towards the end of the
'

month, have finished their growth. They should then be placed in a i

cooler house, and less water given to them. Heat : the natural heat of
j

the atmosphere out-of-doors renders less fire necessary. During the day,
j

unless in cold, wet weather, none will be needed, a little every night will

yet be useful, especially in the Indian-house. Insects will breed rapidly
,

during this warm season ; every means must be resorted to, to keep them
;

imder. Moisture: the air of the house should be kept full of moisture i

during this month. Many of the roots will be dangling in the air,
j

sucking up, as it were, the moisture in it. RIoss on the outside of the
pots, and on the leaves, will accumulate greatly with the heat and the i

moisture, the pots must be washed, and the leaves sponged frequently,
,

to open the breathing-pores of the latter. Offsets on the stems of Den-
drobiums should be all taken off, to encourage growth from the bottom ;

'

they may be made plants of if required. Plants in flower will last '

much longer if removed into a cooler house. Syringe: this instrument
I

will, during the month, be in constant requisition. In using it, let the
,

water from it fall gently upon the planta> imitating a gentle shower of i

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

Auriculas and Polyantuuses, place on ashes behind a north wall,

in the shade; keep clear of weeds, and constantly supplied with water.

Seedlings prick out in shallow pans or boxes. Cab nations and Picotees,
place on the stage ; put stakes to, and water freely. Chrysanthemums,
pot ; plant out some old plants to layer and form dwarf plants. Dahlias.
finish planting ; put stakes to early ;

put in cuttings of new or scarce

kinds. Fuchsias, pot off cuttings ; train specimens, and water occa-
sionally with liquid-manure. Sow seed of Hullvhock ; put stakes to

;

prick out seedlings. Hyacinths out of bloom, take up and store.

Insects, destroy. Pansies, water freely in dry weather; put in cuttings
of; sow seed, and transplant ; layer long, straggling shoots ; shade from
hot sun. Pinks, tie to sticks ; place Indian-rubber rings round the buds
when more than half-grown; transplant seedlings; put in pipings.

Ranunculuses, keep very moist ; place shades over them as the blooms
expand. Roses, look to the buds, and destroy by crushing the worm in

the bud. Put such as are in pots, and have done blooming, in a cold pit,

or in the open air in a shady place. Tulips, cutoff all seed-vessels, and
take up the bulbs as soon as the leaves decay. Verbenas, in the border,

shade from sun; peg down the long branches in pots; tie out, keep
moist, and shade. Wateb, give to all in pots freely. T. Appleby.

FLOWER GARDEN.

Anemones, take up as leaves wither; dry and store. Annuals (Hardy
and some Tender), plant out to remain, in showery weather best ; sow for

late crops; some (hardy^^ may be sown, b. Auriculas, continue
shading; plant offsets ; prick out seedlings. Baskets or clumps, form
of greenhouse plants. Beds, attend diligently to recent planted ; water
and stir them in dry weather. Biennials and Perennials, sow, if

omitted, b. Box edgings clip. Bulbous Boots (Tulips, .(onquils,

&C.J, not florists' flowers, remove offsets from ; dry and store ; may trans-

plant ionie, or keep until autumn ; autumn-flowering, as Coichicums,
^c, take up as leaves decay, separate offsets, and replant, or not until

end of July. Carnations in bloom, attend ; aid the bud-pod to split

with a pair of narrow sharp-pointed scissors ; bandage buds, to prevent
bursting, with Indian-rubber rings, or tape ; water every second day ;

tie to supporters, &c. ; prick out seedlings; make layers. Chrysan-
themums, plant out to layer next month. Cyclamens, transplant.

Dahlias, finish planting-out, b. Dress the borders assiduously;

neatness now stamps a gardener's character. Fibrous-hooted Peren-
nials, propagate by cuttings; shade and water. Flowering Plants
generally require training and support. Grass, mow, roll, and trim
edges. Gravel, weed, sweep, and roll. Hedges, clip, e. Leaves
and stems decaying, remove as they appear. Liquid Manure, apply
occasionally to all choice flowers. Mignonette, bow for late bloom, b.

flliMULUSBS, plant out. Pojonies 'Chinesel, water freely with liquid

manure, or they will not flower finely. Pink seedlings, prick out

;

make layers. Pipings (or cuttings) of Carnations and Pinks may be
planted. Potted Flowers, dress, stir earth, and water regularly.

Ranunculuses, take up as leaves wither, dry and store. Roses, bud,
lay, and inarch ; fumigate with tobacco to destroy the aphis or green fly ;

Roses out-of-doors, wash with tobacco or ammonia water. Salvia
Patens, pinch down centre stem to make it bushy. Seedlings of

Perennials and Biennials transplant. Seeds (.ripe), gather in dry weather.

Seed Vessels, remove, to prolong flowering. Water, give freely and
frequently to all newly-moved plants, and to others in dry weather ; early
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in the morning or late in the evening is the best time. Brompton Stocks
and Moss's Intermediate should be sown on a. north border. Sow another
succession of the luu> annuals to flower late, b. Peg down Salvias, and,

for a time, until the layers are rooted, cut off the flowers. Verbenas,
peg down to cover the beds sooner. Tulips, continue to shade to pro-

long the bloom, b. ; towards c. expose them to tull sun to ripen the

bulbs; takeoff" seed-vessels for the same j)urpnse. Slips of Double
Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, and Rockets, put in, either under hand-
glasses or under a north wall or low hedge. D, Beaton.

ORCHARD.
Aphides, destroy on all trained trees. ApaicoTS, thin for tarts

;

destroy caterpillars. Apples, search for caterpillars, and dress for Ame-
rican blight. Currants, stop watery wood. CuRaANTS (blaek), water
if dry; cleanse from fly. Cherries, free from aphides. Disbud all

trained trees. Figs, thin the young wood, and stop. Feuit of all kinds,

tliin where too thick. Gooseberries, free from caterpillars. Insects
in general, try to extirpate. Mulching, practice where necessary. Nec-
tarines: see Peaches. Nuts, dress away suckers. Peaches, thin

both wood and fruit, and stop gross shoots. Plums, cleanse from
aphides, and disbud. Pears, disbud and stop. Raspberries, thin

suckers. Strawberries, water if dry, clean runners, and put some-
thing to keep fruit clean; beware of mice. STEAWUEftRY (Alpine),
clear runners from, and water. Stopping, practice constantly, where
necessary Thinning, practice both with fruit and wood. Training,
commence and continue. Top-dressing, attend to. Vkrmin, destroy.

Vines, thin shoots, and stop. Watering, attend to. Wasps, destroy.

11. Eurington.

FORCING STOVE.

Atmospheric IMoisture. secure liberally, and continue to increase.

Cucumbers, keep thinned and stoppi-d; give plenty of atmospheric
moisture to. Cherries, water liberally, and cleanse from aphides ; ven-

tilate very freely. Capsicums, shift finally, and place in a warm situa-

tion. FiRE-iiEAT, dispense with as much as possible. Grapes, thin,

stop, and tic shoulders of the late ones. Grapes ripening, remove a
few laterals. LiauiD Manure, apply where size and strength are re-

quired. Melons, attend to setting, water freely, but not frequently,

when swelling ; thin the vines very frequently, and attend to linings ; use
dressings and fumigations to avert the attacks of insects. Nectarines,
treat as Peaches. Peaches, disbud, and stop gross shoots ; apply liquid

manure, and thin fruit. Peaches ripening, remove those leaves or

portions which shade the fruit. Pines, shade for a few hours if the sun
is intense ; shift liberally the succession ; water all when necessary, and
keep a jealous eye on bottom-heats. Strawberries, turn out healthy
plants from forcing-house ; they will fruit in September. Shading,
practice with delicate things, during intense sunshine. Vines, attend to

disbudding and stopping. Ventilate freely. Watering, neglect not.

R. Eerington.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, admit freely to all the hardier plants, such as cinerarias, calceo-

larias, &c., as the cooler they are kept the longer will they bloom, and
the freer will they be from insects. The Hardier Plants should now
be placed out-of-doors, in a sheltered place, to make room for fresh im-
portations from the pits ; and here arises the great difficulty in the case
of those who have only one house, as the ]>lants removed, intended to be
kept for another year, would have been all the better to have been kept in
until the fresh wood was made. IMany winter-flowerinp things, such as
Daphnes, Ciftisus, Heaths, &c., may now be set iu a sheltered place out
of doors, and safely kept ; but they will neither bloom so fine nor yet so
early as they would have done had they been kept longer in the house.
Another difficulty arises from the wish to make this single grecnliouse
suitable for plants in bloom, requiring a cool atmosphere; and plants
done blooming, such as early Camellias and Azaleas, that require a high
temperature, and a moist atmosphere, to enable them to make their wood
and set their buds early. Any greenhouse may now be used admirably
for this purpose, merely by shutting it up early in the aiternoou ; syring-
ing the plants at the same time, and give but little air during the day

;

but then this would soon ruin the health'and appearance of such things as
calceolarias, &c., in bloom ; though it would answer well for bringing on
Lirge fuchsias and geraniums for succession. Hence the importance of
screens, &c.-, for securing different teuiperatures. Plants placed at
first in a sheltered place, must in general be fully exposed before autumn,
to perfect their wood. Altogether, after the few days shading at first, the
pots, or rather the roots in the pots, suffer more from complete exposure
tlian the branches. The great thing is to avoid sudden extremes. Cacti
will now want watering freely, and full exposure to sun, to have the
flowers fine, or perfect the wood of the early kinds. Cuttings insert,
and pot off when struck ; many of the first struck will make fine plants
for autumn and the beginning of winter. Climbers—many tender
annuals, such ns Thunbergia and Ipomea, may now be introduced,
either upon pillars or trellises. Nothing suits annual kinds better
than a young tree, or the branch of a tree, well stored with twigs.
Kennedyas and Zivhyas fasten to pillars and trellises, so that the flower-
ing shoots may hang gracefully and negligently. The same may be said
of PassiHuras, &c. Cleanliness must be particularly attended to.
No plants can be healthy with yellow or dust -encrusted leaves; and the
sight of such is always a speaking reproach. The system of picking oiF
every yellow leaf that presented itself as you went round with the water-
ing-pot would prevent the woe-bogone aspect which yellow-leaved plants
always wear. It always shows a want of system when a set period must
he appointed for picking the dead leaves from plants. Grafting may
still be done, in the case of myrtles, oranges, Daphnes, camellias, &c. ;

but, as it is getting late, you must try and obtain scions from retarded
plants, and then place them in a gentle hotbed, and keep them close

until the union is effected. Oranges and Lemons should have the
blossom thinned and impregnated where fruit is wanted. Seedlings
of all kinds prick off. See what was lately said about Achimenes, Glox-
inias, Gesneras. Every one with a cueumber-box, and a cupboard in his
kitchen, may stock his greenhouse with them in summer. Shii'T every-
thing that requires it, for all vital action is now rapidly progressing.
Soils procure and husband in a dry state ; for top-spit turf, nothing is

belter than stacking it in narrow ridges, and thatching it to keep it dry.
This kept a twelvemonth will be fitter for use than mould regularly
turned and chopped ever so often during the season. Torenia asiatica
is now a fine object in a greenhouse ; it looks most elegant in a vase,
elevated a foot or eigliteen inches with sprigs, and the most of the shoots
allowed to dangle over the sides of the vase. Watering will be re-
quired oftener ; and, in small pots, sometimes twice a-day. Manure-
water may be given liberally, to promote luxuriant growth when wanted.
Let it be weak, however, and given often. Young hands often make
great blunders in using it too strong, especially when plants are young.

R. Fish.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
s, earth-stii id earth-up, Angelica, earth-stir, or earth-

;, and promote strong growth with liquid-
water. Asparagus seedlings, keep clear of weeds, and earth-

stir to promote growth; beds in cutting sprinkle with salt once a week
during the cutting season, and carth-siir often with some pointed im-
plements ; discontinue cutthig about the 20th. Uasil, plant out in rich
warm borders in full crop, and water well previously to planting, should
the weather be dry. Broad-beans, plant out for late crops in cool
situations, in a rich soil, and water well at the time of plantmg in dry
weather. Beets, thin out, and fill up any vacant spaces; do this of a
dull evening, with care, and water well at the time. Borage, thin ten
inches apart, and save seed from autumn-sown. Borecoles, prick out
of all kinds four to six inches apart every way. Brussels Sprouts
the same. Brocolis the same, and plant out finally of early kinds, such
as the Cape and Walcheren. Cabbages, prick or plant out finally.

Carrots, thin out main crops five to seven inches apart, and use the hoe
freely among them. Cardoons, thin out and attend to. Cauliflowers,
prick out, or plant out, in succession; basin up the early crop, and water
well, and with manured water at least once a-week, and look over and
invert a few leaves down over the heads of those that are turning in, to
preserve them of a white colour. Celery, prick out, and plant out
finally, and water well at the same time. Cucumbers, plant out under
hand-glasses on a little bottom-heat; keep the glasses close until the
plants are established, after which inure them to the open air by tilting,

ike. Those in a forwarder state, let the earth round the hills or ridges be
well forked up for the roots to run out ; stop and train out their stems

;

those in pits and frames should be weekly attended to, as to stopping and
thinning, and all decayed leaves removed, and a top-dressing given if

required. Capsicums, plant out in warm borders. Endive, make a
little sowing of both kinds, Batavian and Green Curled, for early use.
Garlic, Shallots, and Underground Onions will be fit to take up
towards the end of the month, and should be dried off" well before being
stored away for use. Herbs of all kinds should be cut when in flower
for drying or distilling. Jerusalem Artichokes, keep clear of weeds.
Kidney-beans, dwarfs and runners, sow for late and last crops, and
should the ground be very wet at the time of sowing, give a thorough
soaking of water, which will cause them to vegetate quickly ; attend to

sticking and earth-stirring among advancing crops. Leeks, thin out and
transplant. Lettuces, sow often, and thin out early; they should be
sown where they are to remain, to mature their growth; place strong
sticks to those intended for seed to tie them to, and tie in a few weekly
for use according to the consumption. Melons, lose no time in planting
out tor late and last crops ; look daily to those setting their fruit ; attend
to this setting and stopping about eleven o'clock in the forenoon, and to
top-dressing or carthing-up, &c., about three in the afternoon of a fine

calm day, after which sprinkle with water, and shut up early
;
give an

abundance of air to those ripening off tlieir fruit, and be sparing of water
among them. Mint, keep clear of weeds. Sv/eet or Knotted Mar-
joram, plant out in rich warm borders. Onions, pay particular atten-
tion to early thinning-uut, and surface earth-stirring, or fill up any vacant
spaces by transplanting. Parsley, sow or thin out, and transplant.
Uambuugh Parsley, thin out. Parsnips, finally thin out eight to
ten inclits »pa:t, and use the hoe freely among them. Peas, any of the
tall Knight's Marrow kinds may be sown the first of this month, the earth
being thoroughly soaked with water, should the weather be dry; but to-
wards the end sow any of the dwarfer early kinds, such as Early War-
wick, ike. ; attend to hoeing and stickmg advancing crops. Potatoes,
attend to earth-stirring or earthing-up wiiliuut injury to the young fibre.

Radishes, sow often in cool situations, in rich soil. Savoys, prick and
plant out finally. Spinach, sow in succession, and thin out. Sea-kale,
attend to surface-stirring and thinning-out old crowns, if not already
done; seedlings thin out ; cutaway any flower-stems unless seed is re-

quired. ScoRZONERA, Salsafv, and Skirrets, thin out from four to
six inches apart; use the hoe freely to encourage growth. Turnips,
sow and thin out young crops. Vegetable Marrows, lose no time in

planting out. Thyme, plant out seedlings, b. Use the hoe freely in dry
weather ; attend to all kinds oi pricking or planting-out in rainy weather,
or during evenings, as very much may be done in this way at that time oi

the day during very dry and hot weather; for pricking-out, let the buds
or borders be dug up, made neat, and lined out, and tlioroughly well

watered an hour or two before hand, and again after planting.

T. Weaver.
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Stuartia mahirltodenJron, aiul the fruit of ylihutus

Uncih, but somewhat larger. Thus the flowers are not

very conspicuous, but they are inclosed in yellow bracts

in tlie form of an involucre, which are more showy ; the

heads of ripened fruit are roundish, and of a tawny red

colour, drooping a little from the weiglit of the fruit, tlio

wliole appearing very gay late in the autumn.

After all, the fates have been more propitious to us, as

a nation of gardeners, than our senators and admirers

of Rotten-row ; and when the Crystal Palace rears its

elegant proportions in its own park at Sydenhaia, this

Benthamia fragi/era will be among the first plants which

Sir Joseph Pa.-iton will select for representing the order

of Cornels. There it will not only commemorate the

name of a distinguished botanist, but that also of his

uncle, the great Jeremy Bentham, of whom it was said,

that he was " the greatest benefactor to mankind that

has lived since the commencement of the Christian

era." The Rev. W. Fox, in his Sermons on Christian

Morality, says, " The late Jeremy Bentham was the

ablest expositor of what was really Christian morality,

the true law of the Tord, as to social duty, that our

country, or the world, has yet produced. The whole of

his writings arc proofs and illustrations of the position

that we shall fiud our own greatest happiness in the

promotion of the greatest liappiness to others." Dif-

ferent minds have different ideas of happiness: hence it

is that the Crystal Palace has been banished from

London. Nevertheless, we shall all be happy when we
go down to see it, and find tlie Bintham'ia in fruit and
flower at the same time, and looking as luxuriantly as

it ever did in Cornwall ; and so it will, if they give it

strong rich soil, and plenty of head-room. It will ripen

its fruit also in great abundance, and tlie seeds will

grow as freely as tliose of the gooseberry. Mr. Beaton
once received a batch of its seedlings direct from

Heligan, the very first that were raised in Europe, and
before the plant was seen alive in London, but he could

not get it to head against the frost, even on the sunny

hrata beyond the ilalvern hills. But, as we said before,

it will thrive in the Crystal Palace's domain at Syden-

ham, a domain that will outrival the Hoilicultural

Society, for it is a more tractable soil, and capable of

better drainage. We rejoice, too, that, triumphing over

petty jealousies, the gardens and conservatories are to

be placed, as they should be, under the superintendence

and direction of Sir Joseph Paxton ; and the decorative

department of the buildings is consigned to Mr. Owen

Jones.

We once heard one of its would-be aunihilators ask,

in a tone of triumph," Where is the money to save it

to come from ?" This has been twice answered to our

own knowledge. Sir Joseph Paxton might have com-

manded =£250,000 to carry out his intentions and

designs ; and now, when it was known that the estab-

lishment was to be a joint-stock company in 100,000

shares, no less than l.'jO.OUO were applied for tlie first

week.

Tlie frontage of the Crystal Palace domain is bounded

by the Croydon Railroad, and its other extremity touches

upon Penge Wood. B. J.

FORSYTH MSS.

Next among the letters worthy of being extracted

occurs the following, dated Lisson Grove, February

lOth, 1800.

DIt. JOHN CAI,DEn TO JIE. FORSYTH.

There is some spell or charm hangs over my long
intended visit to you at Kensington. Every day, since I

had by a line from Mr. Elmsly the lamented inforuialion

of Jlrs. Forsyth's death, and your own illness, have I pur-

posed to see you ; hut ill health or bad weather has hitherto

prevented me. I do most sincerely condole with you, and
so does my wife, on the loss of your worthy partner, whose
aflections for some years past appeared to be \ery niucli

disengaged from this world, and who was, I doubt not, well

prejiared for a removal into a better. To die, indeed,

seemed to me so much her gain, that although we eaimot
at our pleasure command down the feelings of nature, or

suit our spirits to occasions as we set our watches to time,

yet any excessive degree of regret or sorrow at lier death,

even in her nearest aud dearest friends, appears to be over

selfish, and rather ungenerous to tlie friend whoso loss to us
we cannot help, on our own accounts, deploring. I hope and
pray that you, her children, and all her friends and acquaint-

ances will ever retain a tender remembrance of all that was
good and amiable in the deceased, and that God will work
out of our att'oction for her a golden chain, to draw us after

her til prrfr, r,n)i ;iml b:i].|uiiess. I trust this will find you
prif.rilv r x,ir,l. ami I lir l)etter for having been ill. My
\\il'. |Min, Willi iijo ill , niiilolenee and in good wishes for

you, Willuuu, ami (ieoigo ; and may every succeeding year

open ou you all with increasing felicity.

The writer of the above letter was the Bev. John

Caldcr, D. D., a native of Aberdeen, and a very learned

scholar. In the meridian of life he was warmly pa-

tronised by the Duke of Northumberland, with whom
he was for some time domesticated at Alnwick Castlci

and in the Metropolis, as private literary secretary.

He was bred to the Dissenting ininistiy, and had for

some time the care of the library founded by Dr. AVil-

liams in Redcross-street. He liad also a meeting-house

near the Tower, but had long declined the office of a

teacher, and had become a warm admirer of the doctrinal

system then pursued in Essex-street. When the new
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edition of Chambers's Cycloptedia was undertaken by the

booksellers iu 1770, Dr. Calder was a candidate lor the

appointment of editor and general superintendant,

which with so much propriety and success was subse-

quently filled by the very learned and indefatigable Dr.

Eees. For that work Dr. Calder had drawn up several

new articles, some of which, the first of them in

particular, having been deemed too voluuiinous by some

of the literati to whose judgment the proprietors sub-

mitted them, an altercation ensued, and the intended

connexion was dissolved. Duiiug his residence at

Northumberland House he formed an intimacy with

Dr. Percy, the late venerable Bishop of Dromorc, from

whom he received the notes which that learned prelate

had collected for illustrating the Tatler, Spectator, and

Guardian. Tliese were afterwards used iu the various

editions of those respective works, more particularly in

the Tatler, G vols, small 8vo., 17H0, published by Mr.

Nichols, in which the ANNOT.«on, wherever mentioned,

designates Dr. Calder. In 1789 he translated, from the

French, Courayers " Declaration of his last Sentiments

on the different Doctriues of Kcligion;" to which was

prefixed an account of Courayer, which furnished an

article for Dr. Towers, in the fourth volume of the

"IJiographia Britannica ,
" and to the same volume

Dr. Calder contributed the Life of William Courteu.

Dr. Calder filled the honourable situation of one of

the assessors of ilarischal College, New Aberdeen,

where he bad received his education. On the 24,th of

January, 1780, he married to his second wife, Martha

iiiiddleston Green, the only sister of the late John
Green, Escj., of Croydon. Dr. Calder passed his time

chiefly in literary retirement, surrounded by a large and

valuable collection of books, priuci|)ally classical and

numismatic, which he enjoyed almost to the last day of

his existence, never being fatigued by reading. He had

also a most capital cabinet of Greek and Roman coins,

judiciously arranged by himself, and which to bim was
a perpetual source of amusement. He died on the 10th

of June, 1813.

—

Gentleman's Mafjazbic.

The following is a list of the IlorticuUuml and
Poultry Shows of which we are at ])rcseut aware, ^\'c

shall bo obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

uoRTicui.Tun.vL snows.

B.iRTON-rroN-HuMDEE. First show 14th July {Sec. C.
BaU.)

Botanic (Roy.vl), June !l, .(0.

BiuoG, Julj- Till, Sept. l.")tli. {Sec. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun.)
Caledonian (Imerleith Kow), £tUnbm-gh, June a, Aug. 7,

Sept. 3, Dec. 3.

CuELTESHAM, Juue l.j, Aug. 20.
CE.iPHAM, July 8, Sept. 11.

Chiswick, June 12, July 10.

Cm.cHKSTEE ami East Essex, Juuc 2:i, at Mr. J. Taylor's,
West Lodge, Lexdon Road ; Sept. 8, at the Eev. T.
Round's grounds, Holly Trees, All Saints.

Derby, Aug. -1.

Diir.HAM, June 10, Sept. 8.

FoBFAnsHiEE (E.\sTERN), June (Forfar) ; July 21 (Bre-
chin) ; Sept. 15 (Ai-broath).

Guildford, Juue 10 (Slillmead House).
Hampshire, July 1 (Winchester), Sept. (Southampton),

Nov. 18 (Winchester). {Sec. Rev. F. VVickhaiu, Wm-
ch ester.)

Hampton Wick, July 1. {Sec. Mr. B. Eegester.)
Hexuam, Sept. 15, 10.

Hull, Juue 21, Aug. i, Sept. 16.

Kirkcaldy (Fifeshire), June 24, Sept. 9.

Lewes Grand Nation.^l, July 14 and 15.

Lincoln, July 27, Sept. 14.

Liverpool, June 24, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).
London Floeicultural (Exeter Hall, Strand), June 8f,

22, July ];!+, 27, Aug. lOt, 24, Sept. 14+, 28, Oct. 12+,
Nov. y+, 2:!, Dec. 14+.

Maidstone. Fete. June 24. In-door Show. Sept. S.

{Sec. Sir. J. G. Smith, Week-sti'eet.)

Mid CiLDER (Parish school-room), July 'J, Sept. lU.

Newpury, June 18, Sept. 3.

North London, Sept. 14 ; Nov. 'i'i. Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, June 29, Rose and Pink ; July 27, Car-

nation ; Sept. 27, Dahlia.
Oxfordshire (Royal), Jmie 2!!; July 29; Sept. 23. (Sfcs.,

0. Tawney, and W. Undershell, Esrjrs.)

Peebleshire, .July 13th, Sept. 14th. {Sec, J. Stirling.)

Scottish Pansy (Glasgow), June 9.

South Devon Botanical and Horticultural, July 13;
Sept. 7. {Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Escj., Stnnehouse.)

South London (Roy,u:,), June 17+, 23, July 15+, 21,
Aug. 19+, Sept. 2t, 8, Oct. 14+, Nov. lit, Dec. U+, 3 0.

Sh.\cklewell, Sept. 1.

ST.iiNEs, June 9.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-
well), Sept. 15, Dahlia.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. 23.

Turriff, June 11, Aug. 0, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, Jnly 1), Pinks ; Sept. 17, Dahhas.

pouxtry shows.
Agiucultu-bai. Society (Roy-ai.), Lewes, July 12.

Bath and West of England (Tamiton), June 9, 10,

and 11.

Bury and Radcliffk (Lancashire), Sept. 3 (Radchffe).
Cheltenham Monster Show, Jmie 3. {Secretaries,

Messrs. Jessop, Cheltenham.)

t For seedlings only.

H.VRDY FRUITS.
This has been a somewhat singular, but by no means

bad, spring as to fruit blossoms ; and from what we can
learn in these parts, fruits in general will be abundant.
Nature herself has shown us the use of retardation

;

never before did wo observe fruits blossom so late.

Apples here. May 20lh, are but just in full blossom ; we
have known them as early as the last week of April.

Peaches here were retarded by all possible means, but
when they did expand, it was amazing to observe the

speed with which the processes of unfolding, setting,

and casting the decaying corolla were carried out. And
what does all this point to? Why to the immense im-
portance of securing an advancing ground warmtli,

before permitting any high degree of excitement in the
branches. This grand principle lies at the bottom of
all successful forcing, and we would beg of our younger
readers in the gardening way—those who are pushing
us of the whitened chin gradually oil' our stools—to

secure a strong impression of this in their minds.
Strong, we repeat, for it is a bad practice to allow

mere speculative ideas, or crude hypotheses, an equal

position in the mind with great and well-established

facts. A peep into a clever and well-arranged cranium
would present as agreeable an aspect as a well-arranged

library ; no mixtures of theology and dramatic matters ;

no jurisprudential tomes exhibiting their dry faces

amongst poetry and German mysticisms ; but all in

their classes.

Peaches.—Neglect iu these, during a month from this
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period, ^vill be fatal to their welfare the whole summer,
and not cease even then. What is the use of men
making such a hubbub in the spring about the wood
being badly ripened, when the remedy lies in their own
hands ? If they are short of labour, why then their em-
ployer is to blame, and this is a most pitiable case.

Those who reduce their garden staff to the minimum
point during May, June, aud July, little know wliat a
loss must accrue to themselves ultimately. It has before

been urged in The Cottage G.^rdener, that every
shoot not required for future bearing should bo taken
away before the period when the lipening of the wood
commences, say by Midsummer, althougli our thinning
will be completed by the end of the first week in June.
There will, probably, be a very full crop of peaches,
nectarines, and apricots, this summer. As for those at
Oulton, never could there be better evidence of the
beneficial influence of the retarding principle, as well
as of the protecting, for every shoot is dotted with fruit,

not an inch apart, from the very bole of the trees to

their extremities, and we challange any one to find one
whole brick lost within the area of the branches of any
one tree on a wall 240 feet in length.

Some remarks on the protecting of fruit-trees, which
appeared in a contemporary paper lately, were at once
amusing and annoying, if such be possible. It stated
that it was hoped a partial crop of peaches and necta-
rines would be secured, as straw coverings were proved
to be highly beneficial. Strange, indeed, that we should
own the discovery to the Middlesex gentlemen in the
year 18.52. If our worthy neighbours will tax their
memories, they will perchance remember that this prac-
tice has been made patent thi-ough the medium of the
little CoTT.*GE Gardener for some three or four years

;

aye, and the recommendation persisted in midst adverse
opinions from men who ought to have known better.

What though crops of fruit have occasionally been ob-
tained by leaving tender trees to the mercy of the ele-

ments, is that a conclusive proof that protection is an
evil? Or that coverings, in some cases, should 'have
actually destroyed crops ; what of that ? There is a use
and abuse in this, as in most other tilings. Although
confessedly strong advocates for retarding aud protect-
ing, we could undertake to spoil any man's crop ijy such
means. But why straw screens, when canvass can be
had so reasonable ? It will cost just fifteen-pence per
lineal yard of walling, for canvass which will last seven
years at least, if applied to no other use ; or, in other
words, about two-pence per lineal yard annually. Will
any man for shame own that his trees are so bad as not
to pay for this? Walls are expensive things, and when
built something more than a mere boundary division is

expected. As for using nets, why not import some mon-
strous kind of spider from the antipodes to weave a web
to cover the walls ? We have no faith in nets, or even
in bunting—they still leave something to be desired.
And now to the treatment of peaches through June.

Let every surplus shoot be disbudded ; but, as before
observed, where any doubts exist, give the shoot the
" benefit of the act " by pinching it ; by tlie end of July
its fate will be determinable. Let the fruit be gone over
once a week through June, and at every time let a few
be thinned away, provided they are set too thick. As
to final distance i'or profit, we should say for strong trees
six inches, and for weakly ones nine. Peaches and nec-
tarines for exhibition purposes should not be nearer
than a foot apart. All this, however, must be worked
out cautiously, remembering the stoning, which com-
prises tlie period after the first swelling has ceased, as it

were, until the first change for ripening. This is, in
general, from the middle of June to the middle of July

;

during this period many are apt to bo cast. The last
thinning, therefore, should not be until the beginning of
July.

Peaches and nectarines produce shoots termed " rob-

bers ; " these are readily known by their tendency to

burst into side-shoots during the growing season, or,

indeed, by their being much grosser than the bearing
wood. All such should have the points pinched off

when about six inches in length. This operation should
be commenced about the last week in May, and con-

tinued through the growing period. This is by far the

best means of equalizing the strength of the tree, to

which winter or rest-pruning is utterly incompetent,
although an auxiliary. Such gross shoots will soon
shoot again, and produce very strong side-shoots, which
will in due time require pinching also, and, indeed, dis-

budding, simply reserving one or more for e.xtension's

sake. And now cleanliness in the wood is the grand
point ; not an insect may be permitted which can be
destroyed.

Pears and plums will require close attention through
June, as to disbudding, pinching, &c. All succulent or

luxuriant shoots may be stripped away as produced, and
much of the young spray which rambles too freely

pinched betimes. Now all this fuss or trouble, call it

what we may, arises from improper planting ; that is to

say, planting in soils too deep or too rich. Those, who
long since commenced our^)?((^/o)'»i jho(/6' of planting, will

by this time have seen the benefit of keeping the roots

under proper control
;
good crops and economy of labour

are the sure result. We have, however, so to shape our

advices as to meet existing cases ; but we apprehend the

time will come, when people will save themselves much
trouble over these things ; when they will, on a retro-

spection, wonder how it was they could so long persist

in such unreasonable practices.

Pears are so heavily laden with fruit, that they will

require thinning, like peaches and apricots ; we never
before had such enormous crops. These must be thinned
at twice ; the first thinning in the first week of June, if

possible, and another about Midsummer. Indeed, it

will be well to do it at thrice. The first will consist iu

thinning the heavy clusters ; where four or five are

swelling, reduce them to two or three. In the last

thinning, wliat is considered a fair crop must be left,

and we should say, that in order to obtain flavour and
size, they should not be nearer than three inches. This,

of course, refers to trained pears foi- prime table pur-
poses. It is seldom that plums require, thinning—at

least the more choice kinds ; however, it may be ob-

served, that these, or indeed any other kind of fruit in

which the highest amount of flavour is required, ai'e

much improved by thinning, when too thickly set.

Ajiricots, too, need and deserve particular attention.

Of course they have been lightly looked over already,

for tart purposes ; they must still be looked to, thinning
progressively, for they are treacherous things. They
may be set out, in the beginning of June, to about two
three inches apart, and towards the end of stoning
time, say the early part of July, they should be reduced
to about four inches. The trees must be carefully

picked over for the caterpillar in the beginning of June,
and all robbers and breast wood pinched when two or
three inches long. R. Errington.

IIOIITICULTUIIAL EXHIBITION, REGENTS
PARK.—M.« 19th.

The Botanical Society have chosen the best day in

the week, Wednesday, for their exhibitions at their

beautifully laid out garden in the Regent's Park. The
fourth commandment is so far respected by that arrange-

ment, that gardeners, their assistants, and van-drivers,

who were up most part of the previous night, fagged
aud worn out by the cares, fears, and anxieties of the

day itself, take home their contributions the same even-
ing, sup, grumble at the judges, and go to bed, get uj)
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next " ray of dawn," and ai'range their plants without

encroaching on the Sabbath, as they are compelled to

do after every Saturday's exhibition of the Horticultural

Society at Chiswick.

They say a poacher makes the best game-keeper

;

but I doubt it. The meaning must be—that he wjio

knows the private working of a concern, although

he might not be able to work it himself, ought to

be the best judge, or, at least, a good judge of its

proficiency or merit. Going upon this scent, the

first thing which struck me as most remarkable at this

show, was the great numbers in the " miscellaneous"
department. It would certainly seem very harsh to say

to an exhibitor at the outer gate—" You shall not come
in here with sucli stuff as that;" be it known, there-

fore, to people far oft' in the country, that tliese gi'eat

shows create as much interest round London as a

"queen's day," or when Her Majesty appears in public.

Everybody wants to see the show, but everybody cannot,

or will not, pay the fiddler if he could. But if he brings

in anything at all creditable in the plant way, he be-

comes an exhibitor, and, as such, is entitled to a pass,

or free ticket, to see the show. Hence it is that odds
j

and ends, middlings and tailings, find such free access

to the miscellaneous department of a London show; and
hence, too, that it would be easier for the judges to

thrash barley the whole day by the hand-tiail, than
determine the relative merits of the "entries" in this

part of the exhibition. One man brings in two Gaper-

doUies, tlie only diti'erence between them being that they

are both alike. Another man neglects to water his

Stockadoos, and their leaves droop or prick up their ears

in the agonies of death, and sure enough they ought to

pass oS' for somethinij new. A third, at the eleventh

hour, finds out that a turnip radish is no ralish at all,

but a new genus, and he, too, must be as far in as any
of the rest, and so on they go to the end of the chapter.

I would clap on such " a stinger," that would make this

a chapter of accidents.

Tlie first note I entered was on the Oechids, for I

never saw such a sight in my life. The whole of one
side of the grand stand was covered with them, in two
rows ; and out of tlie whole you could not pick more
than half-a-dozen that were not full-grown specimens.

The competition was as closely contested as the spe-

cimens were well-grown. Mrs. Lawrence, who carried

oft' the first prize, did so only by half-a-neck. I recollect

the day when her rival, J. H. Schroder, Esq., coidd only

muster for the small collections ; and if he goes on at

the same rate for another season or so, the medal-baskets

at Ealing Park will not feel so heavy as they have done
for some years. Indeed, were it not for three or four

jdants in the back row of the second collection. Number
One would have come in second. Of those three or

four, one was Vanda teres. Tiiis most beautiful flower,

and the flower of that genus, barring Coerulea, is an un-

fortunate plant after all ; the habit is so bad, that you
cannot make it appear as if in luxuriant growth, though
it be grown ever so well ; while Sobralia macrantha, witli

an equally bad habit of growing too far from home, is

always a liealthylooking subject. I never saw a closer-

grown specimen of it before, with so many flowers open
at one time. There was another largo plant of it in

another collection, equally well grown, but with only

one single blossom open that day, so that for exhibitions

this beautiful flower is as uncertain as an April shower,

while Demlrobium nobile and ccendescens can hardly be
caught amiss. The same with the two Phahenopsis aina-

bile and grandijiora, they are in bloom almost all the year
round. Phnlanopsis Lobii was the newest plant among
them. It will never be quite so large as amabUe, I fear

;

but it will be more beautiful, owing to the rich reddish

purple of the lip. Angidoa Cloxvesii is a noble bloom,
and of the same colour all over as the old double yellow

tulip. Angidoa Ruckerii, with flowers of equal size and
substance, is not so rich in colour, being a brown cop-

pery tint, what they call cupreum. Lcelia imijalis, a

liardy Alpine orchid, which one seldom sees at an exhi-

bition, was there, with one flower open, and that one

of the gayest of the family. The old Dendrobium pid-

chellum was as fuU of flower as a new cineraria. D.
Dalhousinnum, witli a rich yellow-ground colour, has a

large, rich, ])urple blotch on each side of the flower,

looking as if two patches of rich velvet were laid on the

surface ; but I think, for a lady's flower, D. monUiforme
was the gayest of this gay assemblage. The flowers

come from naked shoots, like those of nohde, and they

are of the same form, but larger, and the colour a lively,

rich, red-purple, all over very nearly. Cattleya JSIossice,

Skinnerii, and intermedia, always look full and rich, and
are easy to grow and flower ; not so, however, the old

butterfly plant, Oncidium papiilio and Epidendrum Skin-

nerii ; but two of the former, and one of the latter, were

at this show, but not nearly so good as we have seen

them. Eifteen years ago, you could see large masses of

the Spanish Main Butterfly at every exhibition. Some
years afterwards it was nearly out of cultivation, and
now they have found out the way to grow it well again.

At this exhibition, the Royal children noticed the butter-

flies more than any in the tent. Messrs. Wray sent up
from Cheltenham, eight or nine years ago, better examples

of the lovely E. Skinnerii than any that has been grown,

or, at least, exhibited from near London. It was grown
in nothing but little bits of sticks, put together like a

rook's nest. The most difiicult to grow and flower well,

Ladia cinnabarina, was never seen in such good order

as at this show in Mr. Schroder's collection. It was the

best example of good gardening at the exhibition. Its

long wavy spikes, covered with flowers of a colour which
no other orchid produces, except, perhaps, Epidendrum
aurantiacum—the very colour of the yolk of an egg.

The Yellow Epidendrum itself was better here than was
ever exhibited in my time. Trichophilia torlilis, a very

curious thing, was a dense mass, covered all over with

flowers; but T. coevinea, a beautiful thing by the way,

is sadly named; it ought to be ciipreum ov fuscum, in

Latin, and muddley, in English. There is no decided

colour in it, certainly not a coccinea (scarlet) colour.

The Gow's-horns orchid from Honduras, Schomburgkia

tibicinis, was there. Gathered flowers of this look very

beautiful, but they make no show on the plant, being

so awkwardly produced. Just think of a fishing-rod

growing out of a cow'shorn, the small end bent down
with the weight of the flowers, so that they all droop as

if they were dying, and you have this orchid to the letter.

Odonloglossum citrosniiim, Bolbojjhglliim Henslialli, and
Zijgopetalum crinilum, are real gems, wliich new be-

ginners need not fear to tackle with. Then, for the

curious, what can surpass the Lady's Slipper, with the

fastening of a sandal hanging down a long way from

the legs; they call this Cijpripedium caiidcitum. Then
Acineta Uumboldti, pushing down its flower-spikes

through the bottom of its nest, putting you in mind, as

it were, of a second thought of nature, after a trial or

two at making Stanhojjeas. This second thought led

the botanicals on the wrong scent for years as to which
were or were not Stanhopeas or Acinetas.

Time fails, and space gives warning that I must not

go on so, although, if I had my own way, I should like

to describe Vandas, Aerides, Pliaius, Saccolabs, Bur-

lingtons, Calanths, Oncids, and all the rest of them,

after my own fashion, but I shall stop now at Oncid

;

regretting the absence of the largo masses of Oncidium
liinceanum we used to see, but perhaps it was too soon

for them, although we had one nice little plant of it in

good bloom, and also regretting that 1 was much dis-

appointed with Lacana bicolor, which I never saw ia

such good condition before.
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On the turu at one end of the stand, were the best
plants I have yet seen of all those dwarf gems repre-
sented by Anactocliilus, which they grow in pots in
nothing but damp moss, and the pots arc always kept
under bell-glasses, so as to keep the air as still and
damp about them as they were accustomed to in the
low swamps of their native homes; and at the other
end was a giant, also enclosed by a tall glass cap, with
leaves almost as beautiful as those of the gem-bearers
themselves. This is a new Vinewort, from Japan; I

believe it was sent by the Messrs. Rollinsou, and is a
strong and apparently fast-growing stove climber, which
ought to be planted out in a shaded part of a stove or

orchid-house, so that the sun could not reach them to

fade the beauty of the markings on the leaves ; it is

called Cissus marmorca discolor, or ratiegata. Along
with this, was a curiosity called Sauraiija cauliflora, a
DiUeniad, whose second name exjilains the meaning of
cauliflower, which meaning, very probably, not one out
of a thousand knows anything of; but let us see how it

tells on this curiosity. It was a tall standard-like plant,
with a head of long leathery leaves, so common in this

order; the stem all the way up was not thicker than the
handle of a strong umbrella, quite straight, and as
smootli as a May-pole; here and there, from the surface
of the ]iot up to the fiile head of leaves, came forth little

clusters of pale white flowers, not unlike some kind of a
large Andromeda. Now, caulis is the book-name for

the stem of a plant or tree ; and when flowers come out
of the stem like this, they call it stem-flowering, or cau-
lijloni ; and our cabbage-wort, the cauliflower, a stem
running into " the best flower in the garden," is a mon-
grel word, half Latin and half English. If you think
the first or generic name of this curious tree a mongrel
too, which you cannot well pronounce, say it as a fo-

reigner would, and you will be all right

—

Sortiia, putting
a strong accent on the u.

My ne.Kt door friend, Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, sent
the ghost plant which I tried to describe last week

—

Ataccia cristata. Now what is the meaning of this name,
think you? for every name has some meaning or
another. Cristata everybody knows to mean crested, or
formed like a coxcomb, and the crest of this plant we
must suppose to be the large bracts or involucre at the
back of the umbel of black flowers. The first name,
Ataccia, is the puzzle, but let us see. In the marshy
swamps of the Malay peninsula, in the Molucca Islands,
and in other very hot regions in the east, there are
several kinds of a plant called Tacca by the natives.
These plants have large roots, like gingerworts, or
between gingerworts and yams. Now, when the real
ghost plant was foiuid, it was as near a species of Tacca
as could be, but still not a real Tacca, and to make a
distiuotion they called it Not a Tacca, from a, not, and
Tacca, the old sort.

The next greatest rarity was to see a collection of well-
grown Yellow Rhododendrons, as they are called ; there
are only three yellow kinds, and three of a tint between
light lilac and IVenoh-white. This tint is often seen in
the flowers of orchids ; otherwise it is unusual. Very
likely, when the ])lants are out in the open air under a
strong sun the flowers may have a tinge of yellow to
justify the name, but that could not possibly improve
them. The best of the three is Delicata. The other
two have spots or streaks of yellow at the bottom of the
upper petals, but Delicata is quite pure, and a lovely
flower. Lindleyana is next best, and Macrantlmm has
the most dots in the eye. Sulpliurcum is the best of the
real yellow ^rhododendrons ; it is a rich canary yellow
all over. The next best is Aureum siqwrbum, a deeper
yellow than the last, and strongly marked at the bottom
of the upper petals, with a still deeper yellow or brown,
and the third is Cujireum or coppery, very like the more
general tint in the Ghent azaleas. Those who can only

afford two kinds should buy sidphuremn and delicata.

The lot was exhibited by the gi-eat rose-grower, jSIr.

Lane, of Berkhampstead. It may be necessary to state

that these yellow rhododendrons are hybrids between
the Arhorca breed and the yellow Chinese Azalea. When
they were first exhibited in the seedling state by Mr.
Smith of Norbiton, seven or eight years ago, there were
only two kinds, I think ; how the third one came in I can-

not say. The lilacy or freuch-white ones are of a different

breed altogether. There was one plant of another rho-

dodendron which must be new to a great number of our

readers— a double one, vei'y pretty indeed, the colour a

rich shade of lilac all over—this is really well worth
having by those especially who force their best rhodo-

dendrons and azaleas for spring bloom.
Tlie " lovely azalea," the new one, Azalea amcena, from

China, was also there, and in much better bloom than at

Chiswick. It really is a pretty little dear, and when they

come to cross it with such large-flowering azaleas as coro-

nata and triumphans, two of the finest shades in all the

race, what gems of loveliness the oflspring must turn out

!

Indeed, now that they have got them so numerous and
so large that they hardly know how to find winter room
for one-half of them, anybody may see that there are too

many of them of one colour. Look at optima, Browjh-
tonii, and pictiirata at ten feet distance, and who can

make out the one from the other. I cannot, and I can

read the smallest print in the " Times" in the ijloominy,

or by rushlight, without glasses. Even Exqnisita, the

very best of the lightish cast, has too many leaves to

allow the full efl'ect of its exquisiteness to be seen at

once, and Perryana, a very fine flower of the reddish

kind, is still worse than Exqnisita in the way of hiding

its flowers. Such defects or deficiencies must be borne

in mind by the cross-breeder when the grandchildren of

amcena arrive. The first generation may bo allowed to

go off" in tlie way of experiments, and if the size of the

tiowers do not come down, breed in-and-in again by

using the pollen of amcena on the best-coloured seed-

lings. This breeding in-and-in has been proved to do a

great deal of harm in azaleas and rhododendrons, but

then see what noble things have also appeared by the

same means ; at any rate, let us not lose the beautiful

tint of amcena by any squeamishness, or overreaching

philosophy, about which we really know very little

indeed that can be depended on. I would throw the

die in favour of coronata and trinmpihans as mothers,

for the pollen of amcena. The next gardener you meet
would probably prefer grandis and violacea svpcrha,

because they are more purple ; but why follow such

strains, when the very best among us all know so little

of the efl^ect of colour, that we would place triumphans

and coronata side by side on a competition stand, as I

have seen once done, drowning all the rest right and
left of them, and irresistibly compelling the eye to rest

on one corner of the group only ; who, tlien, can wonder
at our defects in planting flower-gardens. 1).15e.4ton.

(2'tJ be continued.)

THOUGHTS ON SUCCESS AND FAILURE AT
EXHIBITIONS.

No gardener from the counti'y coidd have glanced

at the unrivalled exhibition at Chiswick, on the J^th,

without being bettered. Ho could not avoid a feeling

of astonishment creeping over him as he gazed, one

after another, on such wondrous specimens of beauty and
skill, mingled with delight and satisfaction, that to bro-

thers of the same craft were the public indebted for such
a magnificent scene. But this would not be all. Every
man naturally is so far a Pope. AVe have all too much of

the spirit of the cock crowing defiance from its own dung-
hill, as if there was not such another spot in creation. Self-
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admiration is one of the greatest enemies to progress;

humility and felt-inferiority are the first steps to com-
parative perfection. Few of us country blue-aproners

could view such a sight the other Satiu'day without a

feeling of doun-takimj. This, if somewhat painful, is

cheeringly hopeful. The utility of such exhibitions, not

only in the JNIetropolis, but in our provincial towns, is

now no matter of debate. It is constantly apparent in

the stimulus afforded to increased energy ; seen in the

yearly improvements at Regent's Park and Chiswick

;

seen in the stir and friendly rivaliy, even among those

who do not exhibit ; and seen, perhaps most of all, in

the industry, good cultivation, and neatness, observable

in the cottage gardens in the neighbourhoods where a

tiourishing society exists.

Yet there must be some drawback to these exhibi-

tions, or why should we find the same plants, year after

year, brought by the same exhibitors, the masses of

growers, as a whole, being content, or seemingly con-

tent to witness, and to be inHuenced privately by that

witnessing, instead of trying to share the honours ? Or
why, again, should we find at one period, provincial

exhibitions highly flourishing, patronized by all the

great and the fashionable in the vicinity, and attended

on show days by the masses of the middle classes, and
no small portion of the fustian jackets; and then, before

long, witness these same shows ahnost deserted ; the

committee in difficulties ; compromises entered into; a
sort of living death, and then a final break-up, to be

resuscitated again after some years, pass through the

same ordeal, and meet with a similar fate? Or why,
again, do we find employers of gardeners at one time

actively patronizing, then becoming lukewarm, then
telling the gardener that they do not mind subscribing,

but they would rather drop the exhibiting part? Rea-
sons for all this there must be, and many of these our

own experience and observation would enable us to

give ; but, instead of doing so, I would try and reach a
part of the reasons, indirectly, in a few hints to em-
ployers, exhibitors, and societies, believing that many
of our readers are now more than ever interested in the

subject, and that future disappointment and unpleasant-

ness may be avoided by timely consideration.

1st. Gentlemen intending to exhibit, must bear in

mind that the subjects to be exhibited must receive

every necessary and timely attention, be looked upon, in

fact, as the chief thing in the gardening establishment,
for the welfare of which other things must be secondary.

Here is a case : your means are lin\ited, you delight in

flowers in pots, and cut flowers in winter and spring.

If by their room, or their required condition, as respects

temperature, &c., they interfere either with the well-

being, or the requisite time of blooming, of your favourite

specimens, then you must give up the privilege of many
flowers in winter, unless you obtain them from other

structures. I, not very long ago, heard a gentleman
complain that his geraniums were not so bushy and nice

as another person's he mentioned. The first were grown
under the shade of vines ; the second in a house, near
the glass, with a shade only when required, and the

necessary temperature at will. The same rule holds
with respect to fruit; if various sorts are gi'own, unless
the same temperature suits all, the principal object must
have the preference. For instance, fine grapes and
peaches may be obtained from one house, but to get

extra fine fruit for a prize, the interests of either one or

the other must be partly sacrificed. And so on with
everything else, whether as respects getting a few early

vegetables, or a large stock for the flower-garden : there

must neither be a cramming to sutfocation of specimens,
nor a deficiency of due treatment, as respects tempera-
ture and ventilation. True, many of the most success-

ful competitors, like you, have very limited means, but
they also take care to limit what they groto. No present

gratification is allowed to interfere with a future effect.

Possessing only one or two houses, the wish to have

them (dwai/s gay with bloom, and the cramming them
for ornamenting flower-gardens and balconies, are some
of the greatest drawbacks to the showing of good
specimens.

2nd. Where room is limited, and much wanted from

it, labour is increased. Wherever plants are grown as

supernumeraries, such as in houses appropriated to

other purposes, they must be moved whenever the tem-

perature, &c., becomes unsuitable. Wherever this has

to take place to any extent the labour is greatly in-

creased. Fine results are often thus obtained ; but the

labom-, trifling in a single plant, becomes burdensome
when the moving method is followed as a system. In
fact, followed as it is in some places to a great extent,

the expense for frequent changes would pretty well pay
the interest of erecting suitable structures, where each

tribe of plants could be kept to themselves.

;ird. The best of everything intended to be shown
must be procured, and procured earhj. Fivery exhibitor

who wishes to stand in the first ranks must get every

desirable novelty in his own department as soon as it is

out. Getting it after a year or two gives him no chance

with those who have preceded him. In all florists'

flowers, mere culture will ever rank inferior to superior

quality in the flower; tliough a good thing, badly grown,

will, also, most likely be thrown aside by the judges.

The gentleman, therefore, who purchases little or no-

thing, cannot expect that his gai'dener can do much as an

exhibitor. I once heard an employer reproach a gar-

dener, in a crowded exhibition room, " that such-and-

such things were so superior to his; why did be not have

the same? Sure the garden cost enough." A look, and
such a look, was the reply. The gardens being large,

(lid cost something for labour. It would not have been

pr»dent, in a servant, there and then to have stated the

pence spent in purchases for a twelvemonth, as even the

vegetable and flower-seeds used had chiefly to be home-
saved. In all such cases, and those aualagous to it, it

is generally best for employers, and gardeners too, to

have their exhibitions at home. There may be some
exceptions. For instance, 1st. When there are some
good, old, valuable plants on the premises, which, when
well-grown, always command attention. But for these

there must be room and convenience. 2nd. When, by

a peculiar arrangement, the gardeners have a personal

and pecuniary interest in the plants grown. 1 was once

much struck when told how little money the gardens of

the employers of some of the most successful Metro-

politan exhibitors cost them. Such an arrangement as

that mentioned solved the mystery. The plants, in fact,

partly or altogether, were the gardener's property, and

recognised as such. It would rarely and seldom suit his

purpose to hold such ])roperty in a country place ; but

there is scarcely a gai-dener worthy of the name, but

would strive to leave his employer's place better than

he found it; and this he will do by getting a sprig of

this, and a cutting of that, from some bi-other more for-

tunate than himself, who might again be glad of some-

thing in exchange. These matters have their limits.

Honourable men do not like to ask, unless they can

also give. As it is, I question if any other class

do so much, in this cheap way, to promote their

employer's satisfaction. And unless for their own gra-

tification, it is perfectly disinterested, as not one plant,

after it has stood in their employer's premises, can they

afterwards lay claim to as theirs, unless a specific agree-

ment was entered into for that purpose.

1th. 'The plants designed for exhibition must be held

sacred. No dear lady's scissors must ever approach

them for filling her flower-glass, who, and whatever the

company expected. If prepared, nothing should prevent

them ti-avelling. I have known cases in point—" Well,
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these plants are so beautiful ; but Mr. A., and Mrs. B.,

and otheis, are coming to-morrow, I cannot bear the

idea of having the plants disturbed. I should also like

those fine peaches, and those tine bunches of grapes

you showed me yesterday. Go to the show though,

take anything you like besides: I would not wish you
to stop at home on that account. You may always take

anything, provided it is not prominently displayed."

And thus to exhibit, the gardener must have managed
to keep his best things as if covered up with a bushel.

He made up his mind to e.\hibit at home.
5th, and lastly. Even all these things attended to, do

not be over-sanguine at first. There are gi'eat men
already in the field. You must work hard to bring up
your lee-way. Few of our readers have the means or

the will to get a collection of specimens at once. Most
of them, instead of devoting their house to one purpose,

use it, or it may be tliem, for many purposes. " How
much can wo get from it?" is a prevailing cry. If only

one house, it is not merely a greenhouse, but a vinery,

and the great auxiliary to the kitchen and flower-garden.

If in these, and somewhat similar circumstances, your
gardener does appear at an exhibition table, judge of

his means, his circumstances, the labour at liis com-
mand, as well as the results of the judges' decision.

The first are well known to you. If they were known
to those wlio decide, it could not alter their decision.

It matters not, though every man's name was placed

upon each article he exhibited, the judges must give

the highest premium to the best articles. But, consi-

dering circumstances, I have often felt that the honour
of taking a second and third prize was equal to that of

him who took the first. The public know nothing of

this; the employers do; and a smile of approbation
from them is the best incentive to inci'eased effort. It

is quite a pleasure to hear some gentlemen talk of what
their gai'deners do, with tlie means at their disposal.

I lately saw a place from whence, at a country show, a
gardener took a number of prizes, and it would have
puzzled many to know where he took the plants ^'rom,

or where he was to put them when he brought them
home. Difficulties of position only whet the ingenuity

of such men; a damper from an employer is the best

blunting instrument. The matter has so grown, that 1

must conclude by saying a few words to young exhi-

bitors another time. R. Eish.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT'S PARK.
florists' flowkrs.

The exhibition of florists' flowers was got up in ex-

cellent condition, and reflected great credit upon the

exhibitoi's. The day was fine tbrougliout; the com-
pany numerous ; the music pleasant ; altogether it was
a treat of no ordinary character, and I and friend Mr.
Beaton enjoyed it much, as, indeed, every one present
seemed to do. The exhibition was honoured by a private

visit of Her Majesty the Queen, attended by H. R. H.
Prince Albert and several of the royal family, the Duchess
of Cambridge, and the Princess Mary. They all seemed
much gratified with the lovely objects spread out for enjoy-

ment in the various tents. With these few preliminary
remarks, I proceed to give a brief account of the most
interesting Jiorists flowers exhibited on that occasion,

leaving the rest for Mr. Beaton to do justice to in his

jileasant style.

Pelargoniums.—These were well gi'own, finely bloomed,
and higldy coloured. I shall not attempt to enumerate
aU the kinds, nor tlie medals that were awarded. Such
information is no doubt gratifying to tlie exliibitor, but
is not generally interesting to tlie public. The grand
point is to know the names of the best varieties, and
such a selection was made by myself on the spot as will,

I think, be useful as a guide to purchasers of these

plants. They are as follows

:

Show Vabieties, not noticed at Chiswick.

—

Incom-
parable (Beck's), a high-coloured, fine variety. Aretliusa

(Beck's), a light variety, fine form. Olouuorm, rich and
showy. Purpurea, dark, very good. Salamander, a

lively red. Nonsuch, light, with rich dark spots. Prince

of Orange, bright scarlet. Alonzo, rich piirple, fine

form. Ocellatum, curiously spotted. Mont Blanc, a

good white.

Fancy Varieties.—Queen Superb, light. Alboni, rose.

Madame MeiUez, dark. Modesta, rose. Hero of Surretj,

black and white. Casolanii, light. Mignon, dark.

Duchess d'Aumale, light. Empress, dark. Garlolta

Orisi, light.

These were all in fine bloom, and are worthy of being

in every collection. If purchasers are desirous of having
good varieties, they will not be wrong in procuring the

above, in conjunction with those noticed at Chiswick,

not forgetting, above all, Hoijles Magnet, which ap-

peared here again in excellent order.

In seedlings, there were none that took prizes; but

for useful purposes and general ornament. Basilisk, a

show variety, was exhibited by Mr. Hoyle. This is a

bright scarlet, intense in colour, with large trusses and
flowers ; but its fault is, that the petals incline to turn

backwards, a fatal objection with the judges. Foster's

National is a promising variety, with rich dark upper

petals, edged with crimson, lower petals deep i-ose, shad-

ing oft' to purple tint ; medium truss. This variety

was scarcely in bloom. The rule tliat three blooms
should be perfectly open was against it, but it will be

seen again, and will, when in good order, take a high

rank even amongst the best.

Amongst seedling fancy varieties, Ayres's Remark-
able will be found attractive, though not up to the mark
in a florist's eye, the lower petals being rather flimsy;

it has large trusses, and colour much brighter than

Alboni. A variety named Victr'ix, from the same, had
some finely-shaped flowers upon it, and narrowly es-

caped a prize, the trusses being rather small. When
better grown it will take a high rank.

Roses.—Thesewere, if jiossible, in finer condition than

at Chiswick. The gem of the whole being Coup d' Hebe,

hybrid Bourbon, from Lane & Sous, Berkhampstead.

The following are additions to those noticed at Chiswick :

—Aubernon, deep rose; La Reine, pui-plish crimson;

Viscomtesse de Cazes, this, though a loose-petalled rose,

is very handsome on account of its colour, u rich yellow

fawn, and size ; Claude Lorraine, deep rose ; Boiigere,

the pale primrose, very good , Great Western, flue crim-

son; Velours episcopal, dark crimson; Augustine Mous-
chelet, crimson; Vdorata, Tea, light blush; Princess

Marie, rosy flesh ; Taglioni, pure white, very large

;

Paul Joseph, nearly black ; armosa, pale rose, very

double ; Juno, an uncommonly large rose, but spoiled by

carriage. There was a basket of small rose-plants exhi-

bited to shew the good qualities of the Celine stock; they

had been budded late in the summer of last year, placed

!
in a gentle heat early this spring, and were on this oc-

casion plants eighteen inches high, with the linest

flowers imaginable upon them. The Celine rose, it appears,

is excellent for stocks to bud upon, rivalling in that

respect the Manetti. For roses in pots indeed anything

is better than the coarse-growing, sucker-producing, wild

rose of the hedges, and I am glad to record another good

variety for the purpose.

Cinerarias.—The collection of these charming spring

flowers were in excellent condition, and more numerous
than usual. The judges very properly gave the prizes

to small, bushy, well-formed plants, in preference to such

as were deficient in foliage with heads of flowers down to

pot edge. The same kinds here were the best as I

noticed at Chiswick.
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Seedlings hloom'mg frst time.—Only one had a prize,

viz :—Henderson's Lord Stamford, bhie disc, surrounded
with j)ui-e white, violet-pui'ple rather broad edge, fine

form and substance, habit good, a free bloomer with

large trusses. Henderson's Pioturata, a pleasing, showy-

variety, with sligbtly-cupped flowers, disc grey, white

around it, and broadly edged with bright crimson, habit

excellent, trusses large and even, a strikingly handsome
variety for tlie greenhouse. Lady Eiiglon, this promises
well, but was not sufficiently e.Kpanded ; I think it is

worth sending again.

Pansies.—These fine flowers wei'e exhibited in the

usual way, and were in excellent condition, but I con-

sider showing them in pots far more etl'ective, and cer-

tainly more attractive.

Seedlings.—Mr. Tiu'ner, of Slough, sent his seedling,

Sir John Cathcart (described in the account of the

Chiswick Show) in excellent order, fully keeping up its

character ; a prize was awarded to it. Also his fine

seedVmg, Xdtional, a light variety, with good properties.

In the collections, the following were noted as good
vai'ieties:

—

Elegant, Rainbow (Hall's), Ophelia, Dule
of Perth, Blanda, Great Britain, Antonia, and Ladg
Emily.

Mr. Epps, nurseryman at Maidstone, had two seed-

ling Heaths, of considerable merit. They belong to the

tricoloured species. One was named Erica tricolor

Eppsi ; it is a fine variety, with short, stout, tubular-

shaped flowers, of a bright scarlet colour towa)-ds tlie

base, shading off to white, with the limb tipped with

green. It produces large trusses, and flowers freely.

The other was named E. tricolor splendida, much like

the first, but produces still larger trusses, but not of

quite such fine distinct colours. Both are worthy of

extensive cultivation.

There was a seedling Azalea Indica, named Criterion,

of good form, the colour white ground, thickly striped

with jiink, sent by Mr. Iveiy, of Peckham. It will be
a favourite when brought into general notice.

Seedling Fuchsias.—There were only two exhibited,

both from that celebrated raiser Mr. Batten, and both

had considerable merit; the best, however, was named
Bank's Olory, habit good, sepals crimson, well-reflexed,

and broad ; corolla large, beautifully cupped, and of a

rich purple. The other was named Miranda ; it had,

also, reflexed sepals, and a beautiful purple corolla, but
was rather deficient in size ; to make amends for that

slight defect, it is a very abundant bloomer.

T. Appleby.

CULTURE OF ROSES IN POTS FOR
EXHIBITION.

( Continuedfrom page \'iO.)

Winter Treatment.—Though the Metro])olitan societies

do not have roses in pots at their autumnal exhibitions,

yet there is no reason why they should be interdicted

;

and we are aware that many of the provincial societies

do encourage their being shown even as late as Sep-
tember, and with good reason too, for a fine well-grown
and freely-bloomed rose-ti'ee in a pot is quite as hand-
some an object then as in the earlier months of the year.

To attain that object in the greatest perfection, the follow-

ing points of culture and choice of kinds will be neces-

sary to attend to and put in practice :

—

Selection of varieties to bloom in pots during the later

periods of the year.—There is such an astonishing variety

amongst roses, that there is no ditficidty in choosing
kinds that may, with judicious management, be brought
to flower from February to December. That being the
case, there is, of course, the less difficidty in choosing
such as will bloom in August and September. For these
months the autiunnal-floweiing varieties must be taken.

The hybrid perpetuals are a numerous class, and may
be drawn upon largely for that piu-pose. Also some few
of tlie Bourbons, such as La Eeine, Paul Joseph,
Madame Angeline, and other free bloomers ; also some
Noisettes, for instance, Fellemberg, Aiince Vibert, and
Euphrosyne. Then the Chinese and Tea-scented classes

furnish numerous varieties that bloom beautifully in the

autumn. The cultivator may, then, with these brief

hints, easily make a selection of suitable kinds for this

purpose.

Culture.—Though the time for treating roses in pots

to bloom in the axitumn extends over the summer
months, yet the culture is, as it were, a winter treat-

ment. The plants shoidd be moderate sized in Feb-
ruai'y, and shoidd then be repotted aud kept as back-

ward as possible, by placing them out of the influence

of the heat. This may be effected by placing them
either behind a north wall, or by shading during the

day with hoops and mats. Prune them late, and as soon
as the first buds appear nip them oiT. When they do
begin to grow, keep them groiiing as slou-ly as possible,

and do not aUow them to produce any flower-buds till

the middle of July for August, and till the middle of

August for September. Put in practice the precepts laid

down in former essays, with regard to training, water-

ing, &c., and be careful to keep down insects and mil-

dew. 'When the roses begin to open, remove them into

a more light and airy situation, shading them con-

stantly from bright sunshine and heavy rains. A green-

house would be a good situation for them, if well-aii'ed,

and properly shaded, and plentiful supplies of vi'ater

given to them. All these points of culture being duly

attended to, the cultivator will be able to produce at the

exhibition tent very creditable specimens of his skill in

producing roses in pots during the latter months of the

year. After having succeeded the first year, the practice

of retarding the roses in pots, and even the habit of

producing the blooms at that season, will become more
easy. It is a well-known fact that in plants, either by
forcing early or retarding their season, a habit is induced
to bear early or late, as the case may be : hence it is desir-

able to keep the plants so treated for several years to blos-

som, or bear fruit, at a season they have, by previous

management, been brought to. This principle applies

very generally, not only to roses, but also to all kinds of

blossom-bearing trees, such as vines, peaches, cherries,

&c. Exactly the same process is followed as in the case

of roses, by all good gardeners ; a vine, a peach, a

cherry, that has been either forced to bloom early, or

retarded late, should be kept to its season, and will then

break its buds and blossoms and bear fruit with greater

facility at the season it has been brought up to, than if

it had never been so treated. Therefore, such roses as

have been once, or oftener, treated so as to bring them
into flower at a late season of the year, should be

retained afterwards especially for the same season and
purpose. It is true they will not last for ever, but will

in time, with the best management, grow old, cankery,

and feeble. As soon as this is perceived or feared, bring

up a new generation, and treat them in a similar man-
ner, to bring them into the same habit. The old plants

may be planted out in the beds or borders as soon as

they have lost their leaves, taking care to untwist their

roots, and thread them out on every side of the stem,

pruning the branches in severely, and treating them well

in every other respect. They will soon recruit their

strength, and will bloom very freely. We are always

unwilling to thi'ow away a rose-tree, if it is alive at all,

especially such kinds as are recommended to be grown
in pots.

AVe have recommended roses in pots to be either on
their own roots, or woi'ked upon very low stocks ; long

naked stems we consider very objectionable to be gene-

rally used, yet, for the sake of vai'iety, a few might be
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potted at the riglit season, standard lieiglit, and they

would have a flue effect as a back ground on a stage, or

to be set on the ground. Tlio roses are then brought
close to the eye, and can be examined and viewed with

more facility. We lately saw at a greenhouse belonging
to Mr. Warner, of Hoddesden, a line e.\ample of a stand-

ard rose in a pot, or rather in a slate bo.\, about a foot

across. The stem was about four feet high, and the head
perhaps a foot more, and as much through, llpou it

wo counted forty jierfect roses. It was a hybrid per-

jietual, named Auhernon, and was certainly a beautiful

object standing amongst other plants, with its head of

beautiful blossoms above them. T. Api'leby.

PEAS rOE A LATE CROP.

It does not necessarily follow that the situation which
produces the earliest peas is the one that continues to

supply the same to a late period; on the contrary, a

warm dry soil, which is so useful as a preservative in

winter, when the early crop is progressing, is not at all

likel)' to maintain a similar crop in good health during
tliB hot weather of the dog-days. Mildew in its most
inveterate form is almost sure to attack them there, and
though some little benefit ma,y attend the application of

sulphur, that would-be-anuihilator of this pernicious

parasite, and some good may also bo had by copious

applications of water, either pure, or an infusion of

some enriching matter, still mildew is difficult to contend
against at a period when so many ch'cumstances com-
bine to its easy production ; that, on the whole, those

of our readers who reside in our northern counties, and
at times envy their more southern brethren the few days
which they beat them in gathering peas, may in many
cases console themselves, nay, even exult in the mucli
longer season they are enabled to bring this useful

vegetable to maturit}'. Certain seasons have, certainly,

wonderful influences on particular crops, and that of last

year was more favourable to peas (in the neighbourhood
I write from—Kent) than several preceding ones.

Now, though we cannot recommend any better remedy
for this direful disease than sulphiu' or soot, or both
mixed, applied freely and in time to the top, and liberal

allowances of liquid-manure to the root, yet we think
much may be done in the way of preventing this pest

extending its ravages so far, or rather supplying the

plant witli the means of resisting those attacks, and our
readers will easily see, that we point to that healthy
vigorous growth, which is neither stunted by an absence
of food, nor yet glutted with an overplus of it, as both
cases tend to invite disease. For that purpose we prefer

a deep mellow garden soil, not too rich, nor yet poor; we
would rather have it refreshed by a few weeks' cessation

from cropping, than have ground luxiu'iously enriched
by dung immediately after some heavy crop, and, as in

tliis case, to luidergo the same I'outinc again. When,
therefore, the last crop of peas are considered of import-
ance to deserve especial care, let the best piece of ground
the garden possesses be devoted to that crop, not shaded
by trees or other objects, but fully exposed, and if even
subject to high winds so much the better, for it rarely

happens the winds at that period are at all luutful to

vegetation, while they are often beneficial; and the
ground should be tilled at least two spits deep, retiu'n-

ing, however, the former top soil to the top again.

Some stirring ought also to take jolace at the time of

sowing, and more frequently afterwards. This stirring

of ground amongst growing roots is not only beneficial

by affording the atmosphere access to the soil in contact
with the roots, but we also believe that in the process
of moving, the ground emits some of those vapours or

gases which are so grateful and beneficial to vegeta-
tion—as witness the j^rogress made when the hard-

caked surface between lettuces or cabbage-worts is

broken up, the improvement may almost be perceptible

tlie next day. Now, in a crop so important, and, at the

same time, so liable to disease, every known means
must be adopted to secure a healthy growth—frequent

stirring of the ground, without any encumbering inter-

mediate crop, and the first symptom of disease met by
a good dredging of soot or sulphur. Careful wateiing

must also be had recourse to ; not deluges with cold

spring water, but just a sufficiency of soft water that

has been exposed some days to the action of the atmo-
sphere ; and when the crop shows symptoms of running
away into useless haulm, nipping off the extreme shoots

will be of service in checking undue grossness.

All these particulars being attended to, it is likely (we
will not say certain) that the crop will be good and
useful. So much influence has the season on it, that

we are far from sanguine that the most judicious treat-

ment will at all times secure success ; however, the

above is the most likely way to obtain good peas in

October. We advise our gardening friends to try it.

With regard to the kinds most suitable for an autumn
crop, it is couimou to sow one of the best early ones

;

and we certainly think they are less liable to the evils

denoted above than the more tender, yet more choice

blue or green varieties. We often sow the old Charlton,

which is, after all, the parent of most of the vaunted
new kinds, if not identically the same. If a blue one be

be preferred, try the Scymitar. The late Marrvwfats
rarely do well at the very last; besides, their unwieldy
bulk is a disqualification when haulm is sure enough to

be in abundance.
The first week in July is as late as peas may be sown

with any prospect of success, and much earlier in the

north of England will be better ; usually about the 20tli

of June is thought there sufficiently late to be useful.

We remember, upwards of twenty years ago, seeing a

useful crop of peas in November, that were the produce
of seed saved and sown that same season. This was in a

situation anything but favoured by nature. But, some-
how, peas and certain other things fail or succeed from
causes over which we have really less control than many
of us are willing to admit, and the ease above may have
been one of the favoured iustances in which Nature, in

her caprice, thought fit to exercise her kindness in be-

half of an unusual crop.

Sundries.—Peas, in their various stages of progress,

must be properly attended to, and more sown. If the

weather and the grouud ho very di'y, it is better to soak
the seed a few hours in water before sowing, and also to

water the drill at the time, and for a few days afterwards.

The same treatment may be observed towards French
beans and Scarlet runners. Apply sticks to the latter

proportionate to their wants, and the same to Peas.
Keep a watchful eye on crops of Melons in their vaiious

stages ; if they bo unable to endure the full blaze of

sunshine, some slight shading must be adopted, the best

of which is slightly colouring the glass with lime and
water, or it may be flour and water; the latter, washing
oft' much easier, must be applied inside, the former,

adhering more flimly, may be applied outwardly. It is

usually removed so gradually as to make its loss but
little felt by the plants, but the first rain does not wash
it off. Look sedulously for any appearance of disease

or insect, try to keep both away by judicious manage-
ment, rather than trust to the thousand-and-one remedies

to euro them. Sow more Turnips on some cool piece of

ground, and let all other crops be judiciously thinned.

Lettuces had better be sown on a north border, if the

weather be very dry, and likely to remain so. Continue
to tie ii]i all that require it, and keep a watchful eye on
all other crops now advancing apace, and endeavour to

sow, thin, or plant out everything in its proper time ;

aud, if time presses, do not neglect them, even if the
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operation should be done in the most rough-handed
manner—it is better so than delayed, as Nature helps

wonderfidly to correct our unskiltul or slovenly work ;

and thougli neatness in every department cannot he too

much insisted on, yet in a kitchen-gai-den, at the most
important time for things growing, do not neglect sow-

ing or planting one crop I'or the sake of making another
more pleasing to look upon by bestowing yom' attention

solely to it. It is true, certain crops, by their import-

ance, deserve a much greater amount of our care than
others, and whatever becomes tlie cultivator's hobby
generally fares best ; without questioning his choice of

objects, we beg to remind him tliat others have au equal

claim to his notice, and he ought not by any means to

despise the more humble articles, which form the miscel-

laneous produce of the kitchen-garden, as, be assured,

they will be all wanted in their turn. J. Robsox.

ON THE REARING OF PHEASANTS IN A
CAPTIVE STATE.

[It had been intended to reserve tlie following valuable

hints, to take their proper place whenever tlio ai'ticles on
birds, and the subjects in connexion with them, now appear-

ing iu The Cottage G.vrdener, shall be collected, and re-

printed in a volume by themselves. But the season now
approaching suggests that it woidd be selfish to let tliem lie

hidden in a portfolio when they may be useful to, and thaidc-

fully perused by many readers, who will soon re(|uire to avail

themselves of the practical information they contain. It

will be a sufficient guarantee of their merit to state that they
were kindly supplied by BIr. John BaUy, 113, Mount street,

Grosvenor-sqnare.]
" On the suliject of aviaries for pheasants I can, perhaps,

give you a little information, and spare you some expense,
as I have been principally concerned in breeding and rearing

many thousands. I dishke anytliing like a^-e jdieasantry;

since, while it affords no real security against poachers, it is

bad for the birds. Our pens, in which there are now
(October) from five to six Imndred birds, are made of laths

about eight feet high ; there is no covering at top, as every
hird is kept with the wings cut. If there are brambles,
bushes, or stunted trees in the pen, so much the better ; if

not, (as the bu'ds, stiU retaining a notion of their former

—

query, natural—state, like a httle concealment, although now
as tame as farm-yard fowls), we place a stout rod or two up-
right, and against it lay on each side a row of bavins or
bundles of any sort of wood, which affords a covert in the
hollow left between them. At this time of the year a pen,
about fifty yards square will conveniently hold a hundred
brace of birds. AVhen the breeding season comes on, tliey

are then separated; a cock and three hens being put into a

pen about five yards long by three wide ; a hollow is formed
in the centre, and filled nearly to a level with loose sand

;

over this a felled fir-tree is laid, or any other cover, and here
the hen lays her eggs, which fall without injury on the soft

sand. When the laying is over, the birds ai-e replaced in

their original pen. The advantages of this mode of manage-
ment are two fold : first, the expense is very trifling ; and
next, while the birds are in the laying-pens, the winter pen
being open, becomes sweet. It is almost impossible to keep
pheasants the year round, on the same ground, wtthoui taint ;

and where that exists, the young cannot be reared, but ' the
gapes ' and other diseases carry them off,

" While you are writing on pheasants, any hints may be
acceptable, as you can rejector select at pleasure. I give you
my authorities, but cannot unfortunately give you the per-
mission to publish names, except my own humble designa-
tion.

" Major A d told me last spring that he had been almost
uniformly successful in curing ' the gapes ' by these means :

—the disease being a gaping, and an effort to remove some-
thing offensive from the throat, he takes a strong feather,

and strips all but the last inch-and-a-half ; he inserts it into
the throat of tlie bird, and twists it violently round several
times, and then withdraws it rapidly. He has generally
found that doing this once cures ; if not, he repeats it,

almost always with success.

" .Another gentleman tells me that he gives pills made of
oatmeal aud pounded peppercorns, mixed with a little garlic.

I am not sure the last will cure the gapes, but I can
positively speak of its beneficial effects on pheasant potUts
when drooping.

" The objections to wu-e pheasantries are; first, they require
painting; next, the birds break their featliers against them;
and lastly, when dissatisfied, which will sometimes happen,
they attempt to get then- heads between the wires, and in-

jure themselves by making tlieir heads and beaks bleed ; and
this is more important than would appear at tiist sight. AU
ijallinacca ai"e more carnivorous than people imagine ; and
where blood appears, they will peck, to the destiuction of
the sufferers. Thus, if pheasants are in bad health, or are
badly fed, i. f., lack something necessary to tbeii' well-being,

they will, in the moulting season, devour the young and
sickly feathers from the backs of their partners, taking the
feather for the sake of the young and bleeding end of it. So
contagious is this propensity, that if one takes to it in a pen
of fifty, mdess he is removed all will become to a certain ex-
tent cannibals. I last year (l^lt)) bought forty tame
pheasants of a gentleman. They were badly packed ; and
in trampling each other one had his back tora. The rest

dnectly fell upon him, and ate his back to the bone. They
devoured each other so that 1 could only sell eight of them.
The rest died, althougli they had plenty of food liefore them.

" I am very glad you will have an opportvmity of breeding
yoiu- own fancy pheasants, and believe you will find it a
delightful occupation ; but I hope your court-yard is not
paved. If it is, you must cover it witli at least eighteen
inches of sand and gravel, and supply them plentifully with
grass cut in living tur\e3. It is also au excellent i)lan to

have some lumps of chalk in the pen.
" If you liappen to have glebe-land, or a dry hilly field, or a

large plot of grass attached to yoiu- parsonage, yon need not
be mider any anxiety as to the disposal of your pheasants
when they are hatched. But as you will probably get from
each hen from sixteen to twenty eggs, it will be well not to

incumber yourself with too many. The care of a hundred
tame pheasants is the work of a man, or a boy ; and I know
you are not partial to the latter as poultry keepers.

"Before I give you any of my ideas respecting young
pheasants, I would most strenously object to your feeding
the old birds with earth-worms. I know they are very fond
of thera ; and they are equally so of raw meat : but both are

alike bad for them. They make them savage, and induce
that feeling of cannibahsm wliich I mentioned before. They
also tend to make them dissatisfied with their ordinary food

;

which is an e\il ; because duiing a bard frost, for instance,

you would be much troubled to get euough for nine phea-
sants. \\\ live food, such as worms and gentles, should bo
carefidly avoided, except as a last resort. When a bird is

pining, dissatisfied, and off his feed, a live woim, or some
gentles writhing and twisting about will then sometimes

I

catch his attention and tempt him, and bring about a favour-

able change.

[.-Vcknowiedging the deference justly due to Mr. Baily's

great practical experience, I cannot help protesting against

the interdict contained in the above paragraph. .\s I have
unhesitatingly caused my own birds to break the talmo, I
ought openly to state my belief that they were the better, in-

stead of the worse for such indulgences. In truth, it is not
easy to follow the excellent rule of supjilying them with
green turves, without thereby smuggling in what we are here
taught to consider as contraband goods.]

" We will suppose the laying season is come. The eggs
must be gatliered early ever)' morning, and a watch must be
kept that they be picked up soon after being laid, or it often

happens that one or other of the birds in idleness i)ecks the
shell ; the egg runs, all eat of it, and continue the same with

every one that falls. If this does not happen, it will some-
times be starred and spoiled. When you have enough to

set a hen, and if she be a large one she will cover fifteen, or

sometimes seventeen (always an odd number, because no
luck attends an even one !), you first set her a day or two on
some common eggs, to see that she sits close, and then en-

trust the jibeasaut's eggs to her care.

" When the poults are hatched, the hen is put under a rip,

or coop, having bars in front (only two), just wide enough
to allow easy egress for the poults. The spot is chosen on
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nice dry grass. A space is fenced oflfiu front of the rip, with

three planks about foiu- feet long by two-and-a-half wide,

and covered over with netting. It requires to be sliifted

every day, and therefore the usual and most convenient way
is to fasten eacli boai'd with three pegs driven into the

ground. The poults must be fed witli egg boiled hard,

and chojiped very fine, with dough made of barley or oat-

meal (mixed with milk to such consistence, tliat when
thrown on the ground it scatters in small pieces), and ant's

eggs. When they are grown larger, and better able to cai'e

for themselves, the planks ai'e removed, and the hen being

still under the lip, the poults are allowed to run at mil.

When they have made still fiuther progress, tlie hen is

tethered by the leg to a peg by a strmg about four feet long,

with a short strap at the end, which encircles the hen's leg,

and thereby prevents injury—a hole being made at the end
of the sU-ap, through which the string iiasses, forming a ring

for the leg. While the hen is tethered, she must still be re-

placed under the rip every night.
" The general rides are, to keep them on a di"y spot; if

possible with southern or western aspect ; to feed them

frequcnthj ; to change their water tno or three times a day ; and
above alt, TO I'EED THEM SOON AFTEE DAYBREAK."

[To this it may fairly, and in justice be added, that Mr.
Baily's Registered Fountain, of which I have had practical

experience, is an excellent apparatus for supplying water to

delicate chicks of any kind. The material is pure, it is

easily managed, and it is scarcely possible for the foolish

little things to drabble themselves in it.] I).

ENEMIES OF BEES.
Fkom the great interest taken on tlie subject of bees by

your coiTespoudent, Mr. H. W. XenTuan. I am induced to im-
part for liis information, as well as for the " Country Ciu'ate,"

and your other valuable contributors, the follomng facts

—

viz., that " eai-wigs," which are not included in his hst

enumerated in page 89 of yoiu- last number (No. 1S8), are

hitter enemies to the poor bees ; and for lack of this know-
ledge I have bought my experience dearly, as I lost a hive

last year entirely from placing it next to a rose-tr^e, and
other shrubs, the leaves whereof, by increase in the summer,
joined the hackle, and served as a ladder; and on tm-niag
up the hive we discovered a colony of those vermin nu-
merous enough to till a common-sized hat, and of a most
enormous size, doubtless owing to their luxuriant feed, as

they had consumed all the honey, and many hundreds of

bees, which lay on the stone and in the empty combs with

theii' heads eaten off, and many as skeletons, their interior

having been devoured also. It is tnie the stock appeared
weak, but I conceive the eanvigs ai-e so offensive to the

bees that the majority went off to sojom'n elsewhere and
escape destruction.

Mr. Newman also seems to entertain the opinion that
" hornets " are not great enemies, because they have not yet

been found to attack the hives ; but I can assure him I dis-

covered a serious onslaught last summer by two nests of
hornets, which infested my mignonette beds near the hives,

and pounced on the bees whilst taking up the farina from
the flowers, and invariably cai'ried them off to their nests.

I consequently had both nests found and desti'oyed in-

stanter, but should like to be informed what plan of destruc-
tion Mr. Neivman adopts wiien he speaks of their being
"much more easily killed than waspis." I presume he must
intend his remark to allude only to a sinijle hornet, and not a

nest. The position of them, which is frequently in old
thatched roofs, as well as the strength requii-ed to suffocate

the hornets, render them much more formidable opponents.
I beg to suggest to yom' readers, that a far more certain

and simple way of destroying the wasp nest than by tlie

introduction of a gunpowder squib, is by putting in at the
mouth a small phial of spirits of turpentine, and leaving it

to run into the opening, which on being closed up, as in all

cases, and retm-ned to in an hour, you wUl find them all

victimized. As I give a premium for all nests found in my
district, I am interested in trying divers ways, and tind this

latter the best. Camphine is equally s,uccessfid if applied.
I regret to say I never saw, during all my experience, so

strong a flight of wasps as the last mUd winter has pro-

duced. I have counted more than twenty at one time on
several of my peai' blooms, and of com-se destroyed all we
could ; but they were not to be captm-ed by their usual
Uquid beverage on hanging-up bottles, and I am very sorry
to see the public pay such slight attention to the killing of
them, which I am eager to recommend, and more urgently
now than at a later season, for the reason of the great
probabOity of destroying " breeders."

—

Veeax.

CURE FOR THE WHITE-COMB IN COCHIN-
CHINA FOWLS.

The question has been asked, I believe, more than once
in The Cottage G.u^denee, '' What causes the whiteness
and scurfy appearance so commonly seen in the combs of

the male birds of this magnificent breed of fowls, and if

there are any means of prevention, or of cure ? " The first

question I am quite unable to answer; it has been con-

sidered by some persons to arise from fever, caused by too

many roosting in a small and confined house. This cannot
have been the cause either with mine or those of two other
persons in this neighbourhood, where not more than one
has been kept, and these roosting, or rather sleeping, in a

lai'ge and airy house, for roost mine will not. Others have
attributed it to cold. However, be the cause what it may, it

sadly disfigures the bii-ds ; for the disease is not confined to

the combs only, but spreads itself down the neck both in

front and back, and takes off all the feathers as far as it

goes, leaving tlie stumps. I saw a bird very lately with his

neck and breast entu-ely stripped of feathers, but the stumps
all left, so that no hopes of th^ retmm can be entertained

till the time of moulting.

Now to tlie remaining question. How can it be cured ? I
am happy to say I can reply in a much more satisfactory

manner; for a lady friend of mine, who has just returned
from India, after a residence of eight years, happened to see

my fowls, and told me that the " Kulra Fowl," which I

believe is the " Malay," and of which she kept a consider-

able quantity in India, were subject to the same disease,

and that the natives upon discovering it applied cocoa-nut oil

and turmeric. She strongly advised me to do the same,
which I did immediately, and with the most complete suc-

cess, for it stopped the spreading of the disease at once, and
very soon restored the comb to its original colom" ; but for

the return of feathers I fear I must wait till the moulting
season. J. H. Payne.

COTTAGE COMFORTS: THE MILCH GOAT,
AND ITS FOOD.

BY CtllHBEET W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.S.6.

{Continued from page 140.)

Mr. J. H. FenneU has given an amusing account of the
various substances upon which the goat is content to pasture
{Quart. Journal ofAgric. 1847, p. .011 )—" When left to graze
for themselves," he observes, " goats generally select for

food bitter and slightly astringent plants, as tlie leaves and
buds of spm-ge, hemlock, bu-ch, privet, and bird-cherry, and
the tender tops of fm'ze and heath. 'Theocritus alludes to

the eagerness -nith which they seek the labm-num, and VirgU
celebrates that tree for increasing their quantity of milk.

Fraurius, wlio observes that goats are delicaie feeders,

biting off only the tops of brandies, says, ' they most of all

love to feed on the bark of the beech-tree, as also on the

leaves of shrubs and hedges.' He adds, that those in Arabia
do exceedingly love cinnamon, and if you have any cinna-

mon about you, they will follow you anywhere. Phillips

speaks highly of the leaves and young branches of the
single-seeded broom {Spartiutn monospennum) as food for

goats. Loudon says, that in France, willow leaves, either
j

green or diT, ai'e considered the veiy best food for them ; !

but their most favourite food appears to be the honeysuckle,

hence the French call it Chevrefeuillc, or goat's-leaf Goats
are fond of hellebore, and will fatten upon it, although it is

poisonous to man. Linmtus states that they will eat of the

yew tree with impunity, though horses and cows refuse to do
so. The author of ' Campaigns and Cruises in Venezuela '

says, goats will browse without injury on the leaves of the
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poisonous maeliineel tree. It is also stated that they will

readily eat manufactured tohacco without suffering from its

noxious effects. Dr. Maccullocli, iu a letter to Sir Walter
Scott, mentions a he-goat on hoai-d shiji, wliose diet con-

sisted, exceiJt on holidays, of pig-tail tobacco, carpenter's

chips, and Icrippered salmon :
—

' Tlie depredation on the

fisli,' he says, ' became so serious tliat we were obliged to

hoist them into the shrouds out of his reach. Indeed, I

never could discover any thing whicli the goat would not

eat, except oalium, which always puzzled him.' During
winter, goats will feed on indifferent hay or straw, furze,

heath, thistles, cabbage-leaves, potato-peelings, cold boiled

potatoes, old ship biscuits, or, in fact, almost any thing that

is presented to them.
" The variety and coai'seness of the goat's food," con-

tinues Mr. Fennell, " the hardiness of its nature, and the

ease with which it accommodates itself to either an out or

in-door life, enable the small landed cottager to keep it

neai-ly as well as the faimer. The parishes about Montor,
near Lyons, without pastm'age or meadows, support neai'ly

l'2,00l) goats, kept in stables throughout the year, and yield-

ing a produce of more than a million of francs. However
closely confined, goats are stUlvery healthy animals, snd are

excellent live stock for ships ; for when the weather is so

stormy as to kill geese, ducks, fowls, and almost pigs, goats

will continue well and lively ; and when no dog can keep the

deck for a minute, a goat will skip about with impmiity.

The goat seems able to bear any climate, and wherever it

has been introduced it seems to have rapidly midtiplied.

Mackinnon, in his ' History of the Falkland Islands,' 18-10,

observes, that goats are found in one or two islands near
West Falkland, and have increased amazingly, for tlie

original stock were only landed a few year's ago by a whaler."

The he-goat engenders at a year old. The she-goat can
produce when seven months old. She generally yeans two
Idds.

The manm'e of the goat is perhaps the most powerful of

all our domestic animals. This was shown by 51. Boussin-

gault, a celebrated French fai-mer and chemist, in connection

with the nitrogen which they contain. He pubhshed a table

indicating the quantity of each kind of manure required to

replace 100 parts of good farm-yard manure, from which he
concludes that to produce the same effect there must be
used {Qiiar. Jour. Agru, 1848, p. 377)

18J parts of the excrements of the goat.

30 do. sheep.

'ji do. horse, and urine mixed.

03^ do. do. of the pig.

73 do. of the solid excrements of the horse.

97| do. of the mixed excrements of the cow.
1'2.'> do. of the solid do.

Such ai-e the chief facts which I have deemed likely to be

useful in inducing the extended keeping of the milch goat.

It is an animal that, I feel well assured, may be kept with

equal advantage by the cottager and the dwellers in large

houses. It is useless to compare it with the cow, or to

suppose that the goat can supplant it in situations where the

cow can be readily kept ; but in the absence of pastures, and

in places where there is too little food for cows, I feel well

convinced that, irith ordinary care and attention, and a

moderate firmness in overcoming the prejudices of those

unaccustomed to the goat ( and without these are foimd in

the owner, live stock never are profitable), the value and
the comfort of a milch goat are much greater than is com-
monly known.
The waste produce of a garden is exceedingly useful in

the keep of a goat. By them almost every refuse weed, all

the cuttings and clearings which are wheeled into the

rubbish yard, are carefully picked over and consumed. To
them, the trimming of lam'els and other evergreens, pea-

hauhn, and cabbage-stallcs, &c., are all grateful variations in

their food. In\rinter, ahttle sainfoin haj', or a few oats, keeps

them in excellent condition. In summer, the mowings of a

small grass plot, watered with either common or sewage

water, will, with the aid of the refuse garden produce, keej)

a goat from the end of April imtil October.

With only a little cai-e, therefore, it is evident that the

supply of new milk to a family is within the reach of more
householders than is always regarded as possible, and that.

to those who will set about it with only ordinary patience

and industry, many a little dairy may be comfortably esta-

blished by those who have no other conveniences for such a

purpose than an enclosed yai'd, or an outbuilding for a

milch goat, and perhaps a plot of grass iu a gai'den to help

to find it food.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*»* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London."

DoTcn Pits (J. E., Live)-pool'}.~'We recollect seeing a good account

of the mode of constructing these, to suit various purposes, in the third

volume of The Gardeners' Magazine. Their chief feature is heating by

dung and tan, chiefly by linings, and a tan or dung-bed inside, defending

the linings from wet and cold winds, and protecting the glass with straw

covers, or mats, surmounted, it would be advisable, with a waterproofed

covering. See Mr. Fish's statements last week about pits. In forcing

by dung, it is of importance to avoid, by one of the many means resorted

to, all access of rank steam from the fermenting material into the atmo-
sphere of the pit. If this is not sufficient, specify your wants, and they

will be attended to.

GuEENnousE (K. /),—This matter has received, and will presently

receive more attention. At present, we will reply shortly to your ques-

tions. 1st. The pyoportio7is, 27 feet long, 10 feet wide, 6 feet high in

front, 9 feet high at back, against a south wall, will answer very well, but

will neither be so elegant nor so useful as a span-roofed house of similar

dimensions. 2nd. Erpense.—We have lately mentioned the price of

bricks, timber, glass, and iron piping, and the average price per foot for

glass and wood complete—we decline just now doing more. The builder

thence may form his own deductions easily, and thus judge near enough
of the price of any estimate he may get. Locality influences prices so

much. A fair price for a good article will be the cheapest in the end.

3rd, If convenient, we would have a door in each end, and the front part

of the door in a line with the front shelf, or two feet from the front wall.

It is always more pleasant to walk through a detached house than to go in

and return back again. 4th, As to arranging the inside; with 2 feet for a

shelf, 2ft. 9 in. from the ground, or 3 inches below your fruit glass, and 3

feet for a path-way, you will have 5 feet as the base [or a stage or platform.

The first, with four or five shelves, would be best for stocky, dwarf plant*;

two shelves or platforms of wood or slate would be best for larger ones ;

while for specimens to grow from three to five feet high, one level plat-

form, about 2ft. gin. to 3 feet from the ground, would be the best.

5th. It will aid to the cheapness, and lessen the danger from breakage,

by having the top lights fized, and give air by shutters or windows in the

back wall, opening the front sashes, or ventilators in the wall beneath

them. Did you, as recently advised, follow this mode, and have strong

sash-bars wide apart, and thus save the necessity for having above two
or three rafters you would lessen the expense for wood.

Yew-Hedge (H. B.).—The yew-hedge thirty feet high, may, without

any harm, be reduced to any height required, and this is a very good
time to cut it. Your own proposal to reserve some of the side-shoots, to

prevent a formal appearance, is a matter of taste. We care nothing for

a hedge which is not perfectly formal in the strictest sense of the word.

Tree Mignonette (Hortense).—Your tree mignonette has been in

bloom since last Christmas, and now begins to look yellow ; pick off

every flower and seed-pod; indeed, cut it in as you would a standard

rose, and let it produce no more flowers for a long time. We would
always reser^^e our tree mignonette for winter use; and by keeping it

growing, without letting it flower all the summer, we would have it as

strong as any one could wish. We would now plunge it out of doors,

and after two or three stoppings we would repot it about the end of July.

Trop(Eolum teicolorum after Blooming (/fitrf).—By the time
the flowers are over the leaves will turn yellow

; you then stop watering,

turn the plant out to a shady place to take its chance till all the stems
wither, then take a fine meshed sieve and turn the ball into it ; this will

catch the little tubers, which will be numerous or not, according to the

strength of the old one, and your close following our instruction. Never
heed what he, she, or they say or practice, you follow The Cottage
Gardener's advice, and he will owe you as many thauks and more
than you owe to any of the writers.

Roses Newly Budded ^/ane).—Here is a general rule for newly
budded roses :—all suckers from the roots to be cut as soon as perceived

;

not to cut out any of the side-shoots from the stem the first year after

budding, but never to allow such side-shoots to grow beyond six inches

in length. Another rule is, but it is not absolute, not to allow the first

shoot from a hud put in last year, to flower ; as soon as the rose-bud is

seen, the shoot ought to be stopped, like a side-shoot, and the *' next

break" will form the head and bloom finely. The leaves getting out

only on the ends of last year's shoots, " tell tales." Your rose-trees have

not been pruned, and the roots are either too strong or very weak. You
will have to cut them back by degrees ; one or two shoots now, the same
a month hence, and so on to the middle of August, without any harm.

Some disease has taken the yellow shoots of the Persian rose, have them
cut out and the head will soon adjust itself. The suckers from the Bour-

sault will never make stocks, but you can bud on them as they are with

advantage, if you use strong-growing sorts to train up with the old Bour-

saults. Roses come from layers, and as freely as carnations, but the

tongue should be on the upper side in nine cases out of ten. This keeps

the parts from soapping or breaking off in the operation.

Nutt's Hives (J. Jl. S.).—Out reason for not recommending Nutt'a

hives, is because honey is very seldom obtained from them ;
indeed, only
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in a very good season, and even then it is not fine, for the queen ivill

deposit her eggs in the side boxes, which takes very much from the

purity of the honey. Put your expected swarm into The iynproved cot-

tage hive, or any hive except a Nutt's. A straw hive wants no casing

over it. Taylor's Amateur's single bar hive is a good one, but his eight-

bar hive is a better. It is described at page 198, vol. vii., of The Cot-
tage Gardener.

Chickens with Swollen Eyes {Barbara).—\o\xt chiclccns suffer-

ing with swelling and irritation of the eyes must have the roup, and that

badly. They should accordingly be treated for roup, and have the head
and eyes thoroughly washed and bathed, and should be placed where they

can be sheltered from cold and wet.

Keeping Poultry (F. Y. iV.).—In wishing to know how a farmer

may keep poultry to advantage, producing a regular supply of eggs and
fat fowls for the market, you have propounded a question which has

puzzled (and I fear posed) more experienced heads than mine. Good
fowls abundmitly fed are almost sure to give plenty of eggs, but my
experience in producing fowls for tlie tabic has never extended beyond
getting a supply for our own family, for which the fowls are not fatted, but

are caught up the evening before they are wanted, and are found quite

fat enough. I believe the most economical plan is to let the food be

varied, and given so abundantly as never to let the chickens grow lean,

and to kill them before they lose the plumpness of chickens. Liberty to

pick from the ricks, I should fancy more beneficial to the fowls than to

the rick's owner; and laying and sitting in different outhouses would do

for the stock-fowls, but chickens intended for the table would, I think,

be better in small inclosures, where they would not have sufficient liberty

to make them thin. The correspondent also asks, Whether Cochin-

China, Spanish, and Uorking fowls may be kept together ';' If good,

they will decidedly prove more profitable by keeping the different breeds

distinct. Anster Boxn.

TROP(EOLUai SPECK
speciosuui in the autu
with a south aspect. I

ired a large space

.~~E. M. says:—"I planted a Ti-opi£oium

f 184S, in an open border up to the house,

iiained unprotected through the winter, and
le wall the next summer, with thousands of

flowers. I have never touched it since, and every summer it has been the

admiration of all who have seen it. The summer before last it must
have mounted ten feet high, with dozens of stalks crowded with brilliant

flowers, and that year it ripened an abundance of seed. I did not gather

them, but this spring I find young plants springing up in tlie open border

on all sides, no doubt from the shed seed. I should add, that I live in a

very cold county." We do not know of an instance where this plant has

succeeded so well. We should like to know the exact locality and soil.

Calendrinia um bellat a (B. i»/.).—This little gem is a perennial in

: little better than a biennial here, or if planted out.

n annual, and is therefore so called in The Cottage
utry. Sow in August, plant out next Way, and chance

Southern Peru, bi
It is best used as :

Gardeners' Dictio
it after flowering.

Mr. Green's Azalea {F. W. T.)—We wonder at a " man of Leeds "

being so impatient. All the world will hear the story when permissible

Passifloea and Pharbitis {Rising Sh«). -The PassiJiora'BuoJia-

partea will do very well planted out at the warmest end of your con-

servatory, and so with the seedling of Pharbitis limbatUt but the latter

would do out-of-doors in summer.

Dielytra ExiMiA {.4 Ladt/).—VeTy many thanks; the plant came
quite safe through Mr. Appleby, but Mr. Beaton could not ascertain to

whom he was indebted for it. Now, however, knowing so far, there will

be no " breach of promise " on his part, for if any thing good comes of

the cross, he will feel very great pleasure in keeping his word to the

letter.

Green Moss in London (/-/or^e^-my-nnrnt').—The poor men who
carry green moss about the streets in London, procure it in damp, shady
places, on old walls, or trunks of trees. It will not remain bright green
unless it be kept moist, hud on some soil or stones in a shady place. It

may be procured in any quantity of J. Goulding, Wallington. He collects

it for the nurserymen round London.

Silver Sand (Xarthujnbria/i).—Yo[x may obtain any quantity of

silver sand of Mr. Kemp, Old Kent Road, London. Write to him, and
he will inform you the conditions of sale.

Wardian-case {/6((/}.—Nothing will grow for any length of time in

a Wardian-case, excepting Fern^ and Lycopods, hut you may put in a

few flowering-plants when in bloom. Cacti do as well as any. They
will die soon, and should then be replaced. JEschynanthes, and other

allied plants that will bear similar treatment, might be hung up to

the roof, inside. Also some pumice stone laid in amongst the Ferns, is

useful, and looks well, giving a rocUy sppearance. This stone is prefer-

able to any other, because of its porosity and lightness.

Azalea Leaves Diseased (0. P. Q.).—The disease of spotted leaves

on your azalea is nothing uncommon. It prevails extensively this year

on orchids and geraniun\9. The cause is wrapt up in mystery, and, which
is worse, the cure also. To prevent it spreading to your other plants, you
had better sacrifice the plant at once, for it appears you have done all you
can to cure it. If it is a favourite, and you are not willing to destroy it,

you may cut it in severely, divesting it of every leaf, shake it out of the

pot, reduce the ball to lialf its size, repot it in fresh soil, (sandy peat,

loam and leaf mould, two parts of the first, one of the second, and the

same of the last), place it in heat, giving little water till it breaks into

fresh foliage; give shade by day, and keep it close till some growth is

made, then gradually use it to the sun-light and air, and it will have got

rid of the spot fever.

Light-coloured Climbing Rose for Gkeenhouse {A Subscriber,
Manchester).—PauCa Victoria ii a light rose, and would match your red

one. If you cannot get it, Aimee Vibert, or White Tea-odurata would
suit you.

your six ducks a little corn once a day, and let them have their barley-

meal mixed with middlings, and given quite warm every morning, until

they lay better. Is it possible that your ducks can lay astray ?

Chickens Dying (C. W.).— It is indeed disheartening to lose so nzaw^
chickens. It would almost seem as if they had eaten something poisonous.
If the case were mine, I should be anxious to change their locality entirely,

removing them to some other part of the ground. My chickens are kept
and fed as recommended in The Cottage Gardener, and there are not
above two or three deaths in a season from sickness. Anster Bonn.

Rumpless Fowls.— j4 Reader wishes to know "Why in the various
poultry-shows, none of that peculiar breed of fowls called rumpless are

ever exhibited. They used to be very common in some parts of England,
and still more in Germany, but of late years are not often met with.

They are a particularly fine breed for the table, and their eggs equal in

size to any ? He would be glad to know where they may be procured /

They are literally as they are called, rumpless, as well as without any
tail feathers."

Great Western Fuchsia {G. J. J.).—We are informed that this

variety is gone out of culture by nurserymen, therefore we cannot say
where you can purchase it.

Pigs {Dura).—" The best breed in the country*' may be had of Fisher
Hobbs, Esq., Boxstead Hall, near Colchester. The price is very high.

A. R. y.—We are sorry that we cannot accept your offer.

Birmingham Show (/i. B. T.).—What "birds" do you mean?

The Cottage Gardener (H New Subscriber).— The fourth and all

Failures in Hatching.—.4 New Subscriber says:—" Having seen
many complaints on the bad success of hatching, I think my plan may be
acceptable to some of your readers. I prepare the ground by hollowing
it out a little, and then take from a quarter of a pound to half a pound of
salt and sprinkle the place with it, and work a little into the earth. Then
I make the nest with hay and a little straw. The salt produces a moisture
which will have the desired ett'ect in dry weather, and will not do any
harm should the season prove wet. I may add, that I have never had a
reason to complain."

Bees.—*'.'! Grateful Subscriber," in the vale of Clwyd, is happy to
inform a brother apiarian ('* the Country Vicar"), that his plan was tried

about ten days since with perfect success, with two boxes, adapted
according to Mr. Taylor's window plan, with a doubling-board. The
bees took to the nadired box very shortly ; but the four-inch hole tempted
the little busy-bodies to build downward, instead of availing themselves
of the prepared guiae-comb. The hive, with an immense mass of comb-
makers, was adjusted yesterday, side by side with the parent hive, which
had been placed over it, without the loss of more than half a dozen bees,
and without the slightest confusion, or check of industry. The new
comb (already stored) compelled the use of a bell-glass, fearing it might
be too weak to bear crushing in with the usual bung, and was at once
taken possession of. "A Grateful Subscriber" desires to know how
" A Country Vicir " will ensure a succession of youthful queens on his

plan ? and prevent the possibility of failure from desertion at the end of
the season, in case her majesty should be superannuated? Can this be
effected, the plan will be admirable. Mr. Taylor's method of collateral

hives, and "A Country Curate's" simple and ingenious plan are also

adopted in the small apiary with the above, so that they will all have a
fair trial." We shall be very obliged by a report of the results.

Cucumbers and Melons (W. A'. H.).— Good temperatures are 75°

by day, 65° by night. In sunshine, they may be 10° hotter without
injury. The same temperatures will do for both.

Garden of Herbs (Simple Doctor).— It would require several num-
bers of The Cottage Gardener to give you the culture of " all plants
that can assist you ;" even a list of them would occupy columns.

White-Comb in Cochin-China Cockerel (H. il/.).—Mr. Payne's
remarks in a previous column to-day meet your case exactly.

Points of Excellence (G. J. A.).—We have no permission to give

the address you ask for. Any reasonable queries or remarks we shall

readily publish.

Gas Ammoniacal LiauoR {I-forget-my-name).—We cannot find
any previous letter addressed to us by you. This subject you will find
fully treated of by us in our No. 11, and we have no new facts to com-
municate. If there is any point not discussed there on which you need
information, we shall be glad to hear from you again.

Grebnuouse (An Anj^ious Begiiiner). —It will be probably warm
enough for Geraniums, Camellias, and Mandevillia suaveolens. We say
probably, because it is quite impossible for us to foretell whether your
flue will have a good draught. Your compost will do for border-dressing

in the autumn, if turned over and mixed once or twice. Your turves will

do for manure when rotted with manure. If the materials are in good
condition, the compost for potting may be mixed at the time when
needed.

Ducks not Laying (T. O. T.).—Remove one of the two drake; giv

Plants (G. W. H.).—Yours is Abutihn striatu

greenhouse plant, and might do
Iti

greenhouse plant, and might do in a room. It grows against a south
wall at Winchester, but has not bloomed yet. {Rhyd-y-Gors).—Fuchsia
spli-ndens, or a variety from it ; and the Swiss Club Moss, Lycupodium
helreticum. (Knowles).—Your variety of the heechh Fagus sylcattea

cristata, sometimes called crispa.

London; Printed by Harry Wooldridgk, Winchester High-street,

in the Pariah of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLB Ork, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—June 3rd, 1852.
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Consirlcr wli.it service longolh tliciet.j,

And \vhEit quit rent thereout must ^o.

And, if it lie come of a wetUled woman,
Think thou then on covert baron

;

And if thou may in any wise
Make thy charter with warrantise,
To tliee, thine heirs, assigns also,

Thus should a wise purchaser do.

In loTI) lie published -/ New Yimr's Gift, dedicnlcd In the

Pnpe's Holiness, mid nil Cntholks itddlcleil to lite see of Rome ;

preferred the Jirsl dnij of Jaininrij, in tin: year of our Lord
God, after the course and coviiuilotioii if the Romanists, one

ilton.iand,Jlve hundredth, scvfot:/ ami iiinr, hy li. G., vitizen of
London : in recMnpense of diicrs sini/idar and inestimable

rcUques of late sent hij the said Pope's holiness into England,
the true figures and representations whereof are hereafter in

their places dilated. Tliis is about the most scarce of Bavuaby
Googe's works. It contains a letter written by Cutlihert

Tunstall, Bishop of Diuiiam, and John Stokesley, Bishop of

London, to Cardinal Pole at Rome ; the lives of I'opes

Alexander II. and Gregory YII. ; a comparison between
Christ and the pope ; a description of the pope's mer-
cliandise, wilh an engraving of tlie rosaries, seals or bulls,

and other articles for sale to those who would have faith in

their efficacy ; the poisoning of King .Tohn ; the JMaid of

Kent's tragedy; an oration made by a Scotch bisliop to the

King of Scots, i-c. He gives in verse, aceoriUng to his

custom, "the argumen"t" of the work.

Th' aspiring mind caus'd Reynold Poole to swerve,
And to become a traitor to the king

—

Truth tries it oufc, anil law and justice bring
Unto his mates such death as they deserve :

He quakes for fear, and through the seas doth carve
To Eomc, and there is by the lioly Pope
Made Cardinal, and obtains a larger scope.

With might and main Poole then the Pope doth serve.

And saith the King may not be supreme head.
Two Icarncil men, which do lament his fall.

Send him this book, that folly to forbid
;

Yet he (God wot) regards it not at all.

But, like an ass, doth for a scarlet hat
Forsake his God, his king, and country flat.

We have before us ii list of the prizes to be offered at

the fourth great niiuual Birininyham and Midland

Counties Exldhilimi of Poultry, which is to be held in

Biugloy Hall, Broad-strcct, Biraiinghaiu, ou the 14tli,

L'jth, Kitli, and 17th of next December. In 18.j;l, the

exhibitiou is to bo at Kottinghaui.

The classification is excellent, bearing evidence of

great care and judgment, and the prizes (1, 2, and 3,)

are liberal, varying between two guineas and ten

shillings. But why is the highest prize for Poland fowls

limited to one guinea, whilst all the others, except

Bantams, have a first prize of two guineas ? We ask

this question for information, because, tbou.gh our own
opinion is in favour of the Cochin-China, Dorking, and

Spanish, jnst in the order we have named them, yet we
know there . are poultry-keepers who prefer some of the

Polands to all others. There is a record of five hens of

this brood (black with white crests) laying 503 eggs in

eleven months, and only one of them wanted to sit

during the time.

We have but one objection to the regidatious of this,

and of all other poultry exhibitions, and that objection

is to the putting on what is tennod a prohibitory price

to any pen of fowls. Why not say, " Not to be sold ?
"

Prohibitory prices lead to delusive conclusions and ex-

pectations, for wc have heard more than one poultry-

keeper observe, " Some of the Couliin-Chinas at Bir-

mingham were valued at £00, and oven iilOO the pen."

Jf all those willing to sell were requested to alBx the

selling price, there would be plenty of exhibitors who

It is not tn be suppn
courtier, could he wiiln

one, we could not have :i

rriine Ministers and hi,';

from lier parents—yet sn

;ril lh:it Googe, the poet and the

III III, " liidye love;" hut, having
iiii'|:!ii<l iliat ho would have set

I (mtI, siiisiics to work to wrest her
it was. In the Lansdowne ]MSS.

((i. No. Kl) there is a letter from Dr. Matthew Parker,
Ari'hhislinp of Canterbury, dated November iOlh, 1-503,

advising Sir William Cecil tliat he bad received liis letters,

" wherein you wrought for your cousin and servant Bernaby
Goge to have his matter lieard according to law and equity."

He then stati?s that he had had the young gentlewoman
before him, and " she reniaiueth firm and staple to stand to

that contract she halli made." lie also lurd her father and
mother before him, whom his grace adds, " I find tlie most
ernost parents against the bargain as I ever saw." " lu
fine," says his grace, " I have sequestered her out of both
their liauds into tlie custody of one Mr. 'I'uston, a right

honest gentleman." Tliis was a tolerably strong proceeding,

hut the Archbishop resolved that a prime minister should
not be tliwarted ; and, tliat there might he no mistake, he
adds tliat lie will kceii her sequestered "until the pre-

contract which is by her parents alleged for one Leonard's
son, a pre-notaiy, he induced ; but they may give occasion

to bring it into the (Court of) Arches to spend money;
howbeit, I jnean to dull that expectation, and to go plain

and summary to work, to spare e.xpenses, which Leonard
and his wife would fain enter to weary the young gen-
tleman, peradventure not supcrlluously moneyed so to

sail the seas with them." We now see more clearly the

cause for sucli energy, for a rich wife was not to he allowed

to escape easily from a young poet "not suporlUiously

moneyed." The father fought hard to do what lie likeil

with his own daughter; but a prime minister, and an arch-

bishop, .and, wo are glad to add, the lady's own inclination,

were odds not to be fought against successfully, and Jlary

Darell became the wife of Baruaby Googo. (Gentleman's

Magazine, 1H37.)

would do so, and this would secure all desired advan-

tages, and prevent all delusion. Moreover, not only is

it of no use for an unwilling seller to name a prohibitory

price, but it is discouraging to a genuine seller to have

his "twenty shillings" appear by the side of " twenty

pounds." It looks like an acknowledgment of infe-

riority, and is so received by a majority of the spectators.

The following is the classification adopted at Bir-

mingham, and we recommend it to the attention of all

Poultry Societies :

—

Polands; black with white
crests.

Spanish,

Dorlc'uKj ; single-combed.
Dorli-in;/ ; double or rose-

combed.
Dorhing ; white.

Cochiu-Chiiia ; cinnamon and
buff.

Cochin - China ; brown, and
partridge-feathered.

Cochin-China ; Avhite.

Malay.
Game; white and piles.

Game; black - breasted, tmd\ Bantam
other reds. Bantam

Game ; blacks, and brassy- Bantam
winged, except greys. Bantam-

Game ; duck-wings, and other Pig
greys and blues.

Golden-pencilled Ilamlnirgh.

Gnldcn-si»no/led Ilamhnri,h.

fiihrr-prneilird Jlamhurqh.
Silver-spangled Uumbur'gh.

Poultry prizes are this year offered for a cock and three

hens of any age, and for a cock and three pidlets, chickens

of ISO'i, in all the classes. In the classes for Spani.sh,

Dorking, and Cochin, there are also, in addition, prizes I'^r

a cock and one pullet.

Polands ; golden, with ruffs

or beards.

Polands; golden, without
rufl's or beards.

Polands ; silver, with ruft's or

beards.

Polands ; silver, without ruft's

or beards.

jdny other distinct breed.

Bantams; gold-laced,

silver-laced,

while,

black,

any other variety.

Ducts.

Turkeys.

Guinea Fowl.
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FORSYTH MSS.

Nkxt among Mr. Forsyth's correspondents, wliose letters

deserve quoting, is Dr. Thomas Dancee, a physician

long resident in Jamaica, and who obtained, in 1787'

the curatorsliip of the Botanic Garden at ]5ath, in that

Island. His predecessor was Dr. Clark, who does not

seem to have taken much care of the Garden, for Dr.

Dancer says, writing immediately alter his own appoint-

ment, " I have a most herculean task to undertake, the

Garden Laving heon totally neglected for these two or

three years." The letters from Dr. Dancer, though

numerous, are of slight importance, and \vc know little

more of his history than that an lissay by him, On the

Cinnamon Trees (jrowing in Jamaica, was published in

the Sth volume of the Transactions of tlie Society of

Arts, and that he died at Kingston, in tliat Iskmd, on

the 1st of August, IS 11. He had ceased for some years

to hold a botanical appointment.

The Jamaica Cinnamon Trees, ho says, were raised

from a few plants captured in a French ship, bound fi'om

the Isle of France to Hispaniola, and were presented to

the Botanic Garden by Lord Rodney, when he touched

at Jamaica, after his victory in 178-3.

The following letter is printed more as a specimen of

the writing of this botanist but little known, than on

account of the importance of its contents; but we may
poiut out the narrow and mistaken policy to which

allusion is made, and may add, that in a subsequent

letter, ho informs Mr. Forsyth that Sir Joseph Banks
told him that that narrow policy was carried out, and

the duplicates were withheld from ilr. Forsyth.

The following letter is dated Jamaica, April 1th, 170.1.

DR. DANCEK TO MB. FORSYTH.

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your favour some
time since, aciiuaiuting me ol' your liaving sent me a jjarcel

of seeds, for which I am much obliged to you ; though they

are not yet come to hand, and may possibly in their passage
sutler the same fate as my intended presents to you.

I should have felt a great pleasure in attending to your
request respecting plants, but I have been employed for

some time past, by the House of Assfuibly, with making a
collection for your associate, Mr. Ayton, at Kew, to be
ready for Captain Bligh, ivho has since arrived, aud I

understand has positive instructions to take no plants for

any person besides. I have, however, talccn care to put
as m.iny duplicates as possible, and in my letter to Sir

Joseph Banks, have requested tliat you may be admitted a

sharer. I shall send you a few seeds by tlie same or some
other opportunity. I liad got together the best collection

lh.at the time aud circumstances allowed, and Captain Uligh
was to have sailed the first of this raoutli, but as he was
about to take his departure, the news of wai' arrived, and it

is imiiossible to say how long he may be detained.

first meeting for the season in the Botanic Gardens, on
Friday, the 21st instant.

" The proprietor of the gardens, N. S. H. Hodson, Esq.,
spared neither labour nor expense to render the interesting
Abbey Grounds as attractive as possible. The Society pro-
vided a military band, from Ipswich, of the very first rank
in the countiy, wliich gave the greatest satisfaction. But,
unfortunately, the weather proved most unfavourable, as it

rained nearly all the day ; and the company consequently
w'as much less than it would liave been under more favour-
able circumstances. Of vegetables the supply was abundant,
and the quality excellent, more pailicularly cucumbers, rhu-
barb, and asparagus. The strawberries in pots, exhibited
by Mr. I'etchey, gardener to W. BrnTcll, Esq., were weU grown
British Queens. The geraniums were large and well-grown,
but not sullicicntly forward ; Ijut the fimcy geraniums were
more forward and better flowered. The prizes for roses in
pots were awarded to i\Ir. Smy, for fine-flowered plants of
(jcneral AUiintl, Pnnlcnce, Itosa, Madame Laff'ay., Dr. Manx^
Louis Bonaparte, and Jaqnes LaffMe. The specimen heath,
exhibited by Mr. Skinner, gardener to Sir ti. Gage, Bai't.,

was a beautifully-grown and well-fiowered plant of Erica
projicnileus. Beautiful blooms of pausies were shown by-

Mr. B.arues, of Stowmarket, and Mr. Chater, of Haverhill.
In the latter collection was the Beauty of Haverhill, Sparkle,
and Pii-olce, named from its resemblance to that favourite
flower."

GOSSIP.

We do not remember to have ever i-eceived rejiorts

so unanirjious in describing the crops of all hanJi/ frtiils

being abimdant to excess. " The trees of apples, pears,

clien-ics, gooseberries, aud currants are literally covered

with embryo fruit," is an extract almost verbatim alike

from letters wliieh we have received from Cornwall aud

Northumberland.

The Bury St. Edmund's Horticultural Society held its

The following is a list of the Horticultural and
Poultri/ Shows of which we are at present aware. We
shall bo obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

nORTICUI.TUR.VL SHOWS.

Bakton-vponHu.iider. First show 11th July (Sec. C.

Ball.)

Botanic (Royal), June ull.

IjRIUGewater, June -23 ; Sept. -j-J. (.St-c.?. Mr. J. Leaker,
and Sir. J. Hayward.)

Erioo, Jidy 7tli, Sept. l:")th. {Sec. Mr. P. Nainby, Jun.)
Bcnv St. Eniiuxus, Juno vi'), at Sir H. Buubury's;

July yo (ricotccs) ; Sept. 10 (.Vbbey) ; Nov. 30 (Chry-
santhemums). {Sec. (i. }'. clay, Esq )

C.u,EDONiAN ( Inverieith llow), I'idinbm-gh, Aug. 7, Sept. 2,

Dee. 2.

Cheltexhah, June 15, Aug. 20.

CWPUAJI, July 8, Sept. 11.

Chiswick, June 12, J uly 10.

Coi.cHESTEii aud East Essex, June 2;1, at Blr. J. Taylor's,

West Lodge, Lexdon Road ; Sept. 8, at the Rev. T.
Piound's grounds, Holly Trees, All Saints,

Derby, Aug. 4.

Dinxixgtox (New-castle-upon-Tvne), July U; Sept. 8,

{Sec. Rev. J. U. St. Clere Raymond.)
Durham, June 10, Sept. H.

FoRFAnsHiRE (EASTERN), July 21 (Brecldu) ; Sept. 15

(Arbroath).

GfiLDFOP.D, June 10 (Millmead House).
Hampshd'.e, July 1 (Winchester), Sept. i) (Southampton),

Nov. 18 (Winchester). {Sec. Itev. F. Wickham, Wui-
cl] ester. 1

Hampton Wick, July 1. {See. Mr. B. Regester.)

Hexuam, Sept. 15, 10.

Hui.T., June 21, Aug. 1, Sept. 10.

Kirkcaldy (lufesliire), June 21, Sept. !).

Lewes Grand Nation.u., July 11 and l.'!.

Lincoln, July 27, Sept. 11.

Ln'ERpooL, June 21, Sept. 2 (Botanic Gorden).

London Florici'Ltueal (Exeter Hall, Strand), June fit,

22, Julv ]:!t, 27, Aug. lOi, 21, Sept. 11+, 2K, Oct. 12t,

Nov. iJt, 2.-!, Dec. 11+.

JIaiostoxe. Fete. June 21. In-door Show. Sept. 8.

(Sn: iU: J. (J. Smith, Week-street.)

Mid Calder (I'arisli school-room), July '), Sept. 10.

Newbury, June 18, Sept. 3.

North London, Sept. 11; Nov. 23, Chrjsanthemum,
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NoETHAjrPTON, June 29, Rose and Pink ; July 27, Gar-

natiou ; Sept. 27, Dahlia.

OxFOEDSHiBE ^
Royal), June 23 ; July 29; Sept. 23. (Stcs.,

C. Tawney, aud W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

Peebleshhie, July 13th, Sept. 14th. (Sec, J. Stirling.)

Sooth Devon Botanical and HokticultukaIj, July 13

;

Sept. 7. {Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.)

South London (Roy.vi.), Juae 17t, 23, July lot, 21,

Aug. I'Jt, Sept. 2t, 8, Oct. lii, Nov. 11+, Dec. U+, 10.

Shacklewell, Sept. 1.

SuREEY Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camhei--

well), Sept. 1.5, Dahlia.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. 23.

TuKEiFF, Juno 11, Aug. e, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, July 9, Pinks ; Sept. 17, Dahlias.

rOUlTEY SHOWS.
Ageicultubal Society (Royai.), Lewes, Jui.Y 12.

Bath and "West of Enoland (Taunton), June 9, 10,

and 11.

Bury and Eadcliffe (Lancasliire), Sept. 3 (Eadcliffe).

t For seedlings only.

ORCHARD HOUSES.
{Continued from page 82.)

Having promised to look a little farther over this

suliject in a practical wa}', we return to it, not so mueli

in tho hopes of throwing any particular light upon the

sul)jeot, as of helping to attract attention to a most
deserving improvement in fruit culture. That such

houses will be well adapted for fruits without artificial

heat there is no ground for disputing. But this ad-

mitted, tho case can by no means rest here. So various

are the horticultural wants or aims of the present day,

aud so varying tho means and amount of enthusiasm of

the different grades of society, that if any one point of

high gardening be touched in a way to inspu-e confidence,

hopes of an expansion of the idea seize the mind of

thousands. Thus, indeed, it ought to be, and thence

progression ; a feature of marked prominence in the

British Isles at the present day.

The form of roof was adverted to in our last paper

;

this is a first consideration. Mr. Rivers, the ingenious

schemer of the orchard-house, has set forth the lean-to;

whether this is the very best form or no, we are not

perfectly assured. This time-honoured mode, we are

afraid, has tended to cramp progress, and to forge

manacles not easily broken. The present Sir Joseph
Paxton was amongst the first to open this question

wider, and in our day, men of the soundest practice,

backed by no inconsiderable amount of appreciable

science, have not been wanting in their attempts to

escape from this liorticultural vassalism. The form-of-

roof question is therefore still an open one, and likely

to remain so for awhile ; nothing but a settlement of

the compai'ativo virtues of our different kinds of glass,

with, in addition, well-defined objects, can settle tliese

things on a satisfactory basis. So much for the present

position of gardening aff'airs, as connected with the

orchard-house, tlie glazed promenade, &c., forming as

they do a sort of architectural hybrid, or a transition

state, from the simple coping, through the conservative-

wall, and up to the hothouse. Cheap glass, clieap bricks,

and a tolerably high degree of national prosperity, has
accomplished all this, and we see little to lament in tho

change ; pointing as it does to the increased comfort
of thousands, besides constituting an incentive to tho

employment of labour. But somebody may say, why
all this prelude to a simple question ? By your leave,

good friend, not so very simple. It is, as it were, un-

trodden ground, and as by the proverb, " Fools rush in

where angels fear to tread," so we are reminded that

both modesty aud circumspection are needed in such a

case.

To make some progress, however, we will first observe,

that it is extremely likely that a span-roof, ninning
north aud south, and of course presenting an east and
a west, or morning and evening roof, will be found the

best for those wlio seek simplicity in management. Such
roofs are more easily ventilated, for we dare not divest

the question of the necessity of ventilation, which, how-
ever, may be rendered so simple, that any domestic

servant, giving two minutes trouble—morning and
evening—may carry out every requisite in this respect.

If, however, the house is required to be of a mixed
character, a fruit and flower promenade, it may in many
cases be required to subserve the general ett'ect archi-

tecturally, and this may in some degree be permitted to

dictate both form of roof, and the direction of the house.

Whilst ou this part of the subject, (/litss walls naturally

come in view, and as in duty bound, we must beg to

refer to them. With every respect for the inventors,

there is. some doubt whether these will accomplish what
they are designed for, if not, they will be found some-

what expensive toys to play with. As for the suggestion,

that " by widening they become elegant hothouses," it

really sounds very like what is termed an Irishism. To
advance to the climax, we suppose that by another extra

stretch they would become Crystal Palaces. However,
we much fear they will prove too expensive, and we
really coidd have wished that, like Mr. Rivers's orchard-

house, a successful case could have been pointed to by
the ingenious inventor.

Since, then, a roomy house may be had for little more
than a glazed promenade, or glass walls if you will;

and since we do think that such will accomplish all that

the walls can do, aud something moie, we feel bound
to adhere to the idea of an orchard-house as a very

necessary structure for the million, and as au appendage

to extensive gardens by no means disreputable. We
see no reason to depart from the title, which would be

an act of gross injustice to Mr. Rivers ; there has been

quite enough of this " winning with another man's

horse." If any one chooses to appropriate such a struc-

ture to plants alone, why it ceases to be an orchard-

house of course, and is simply a plant-house. It is ne-

cessary, in discussing this matter, to keep up a kind

of distinctiveness ; to keep constantly in view the

peculiar features of the plans of the inventor.

Repetition may be permitted here, and we may again

observe, that in the building affair a more severe eco-

nomy has been carried out than hitherto practised in

hothouse building ; and that tliis economy extends to

the interior arrangements, the extreme simplicity of

which involves so trilling au expense, as to be scarcely

worthy of consideration. As for the beech-hedge back,

it, of course, is part and parcel of tho original plan

;

but this, we fear, will prove economy run mad; for our-

selves, we cannot gravely entertain the idea. Fitting

it may be for a nurseryman, but when gentlemen, not

possessing extensive gardens and hothouses, indulge in

the luxury of an orchard-house, we do hope they will

have courtesy enough towards the female members of

the family, to secure tliein an interesting house where,

in the winter, they may receive a perfect immunity from

the north wind, the biting frost, and the drifting snow.

We must go further, and endeavour to persuade our

friends not to be alarmed at the introduction of a couple

of hot water pipes, so placed as scarcely to be perceived

in the structure, and certainly not permitted to interfere

with tho tittings-up of tho interior, lu securing the

power of applying artificial heat, however, under adverse

circumstances, we would confine ourselves to simply

keeping out frost, or, at most, encouraging a tem])era-

ture of 50° maxiuium ; whatever would not submit to

this ordeal, we would exclude from our collection. It

will hero be perceived, that we would fain make it a

decorative affair, combining the useful and ornamental

;
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and, indeed, this is what we do hope to encourage, for

it does really seem a pity to build a mere orchard-house

;

not one lady in a score would care about entering it,

and it would be next to a monopoly on the part of the
"lords of the creation."

A true orchard-house in a gentleman's kitchen-garden
who possesses plant bouses, is another affair ; here we
say, the less mixture the better. We shall now feel

bound to go on with the subject, and shall show forth a
classification of objects adapted to a house of the kind,

and to the wants oi' those likely to adopt them.
R. Errington.

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, REGENT'S
PARK.—MAY 19th.

{Conliniird from page 148.)

Stove Punts.—The Hexacentris and the Medinilla,

which were the lions at the Cbiswiok Show, were past

their prime here, and the willow-leaved Ixora, the Im-
perial Hoya, and the Dipladenia splcndens took their

places as the best and newest stove plants. There were
two small plants of Hoija Paxtoiiii, which were newer to

me, because I never saw the plant before, and I would
not fret much if I should never see it again ; but the

Hoya imperialis is certainly a grand plant, and very pro-

bably will flower more freely as it gets older. It was
here represented in capital training, just in the way so

many gai-deners train the Alamandas and Stephauotis,

and there were a good many bunches of flowers on it,

but unless you were aware of it, you would never take it

to be a Hoya from your knowledge of the old sort, which
drops the honey from the flowers. Mr. Cole, gardener

to H. Colyer, Esq., bad this Hoya, Ixoru, and the

Dipladenia in his collection, which won the second best

prize ; Mrs. Lawrence, as usual, coming in for the first,

hut I never saw a closer competition before, it was neck
or nothing. Some years ago we could not come to a

decision at Chiswick on two collections coming so close

together, and to get out of the difficulty we would as a

last resource give two first prizes, but that was put a

stop to, and the present generation of judges are obliged

from necessity to learn judgment, as carefully as the ex-

hibitors grow and train their plants. The Ixora salki-

folia is a splendid plant, fully as desirable as the old

coccinea, and as easy to grow and flower, but the flowers

are not quite so rich, and tlie individual flowers are more
starry. The colour is of two shades of yellow—orange,

and yolk of egg. Ixora Javanica is another very fine

species, but it was not at cither of the first shows. The
Dipladenia splendcns I never saw finer, nor nearly so

large, nor with so many flowers open atone time. There
were a score of them, or nearly so, on this fine specimen.
What interest is always created by a fine specimen of

the Madagascar periwinkle {Vinca rosea), a plant as old

as the hills, and as common as daisies, and known
almost to everybody, yet no one is tired of it. You see

it exhibited at all tlie shows, in the best drawing-rooms
and conservatories, and indeed wherever plants are put
up for creating a scene, or adding to e.x.isting beauties.

The Stephauotis floriliunda, and the Alamanda cathar-

tica and A. Schottii are now getting quite as common as

this Vinca, and deservedly so, but for the life of me I can-
not see where the difl'erence between these two Alamandas
is to be found. The only difference in my opinion is

that they are both alike, but you can have the flowers of

two or three dift'erent sizes according to the style of cul-

tivation. What a pity that Mr. Lobb missed the really

distinct Alamandas of which the late Mr. Gardener
brought home dried specimens, and whicli be so gra-

phically describes in bis travels in Brazil ; and how is it

that no one speculates on sending out a collector for

these, and the gorgeous Bignonias, which have never

been seen out of the Brazils, except in a dried state? I

know very well tliat no one can manage to get good seeds

of them over, but then stout pieces of their roots will

travel anywhere if well packed, and they would push,
grow, and flower with us by our improved means, almost
the first year.

Orchids.—I never recollect so few of them shown in
May. Clerodendron Kcmipferii at Chiswick, and Glero-

dcndron fallax at the Park, were all that I saw of that

section, but the woody climber, Clerodendron splendens,

was never better done on this occasion, and I mention it

the rather to notice the great difl'erence in the colour of

the flowers from the same seed packet. Three difl'erent

kinds of colour appeared in the flowers of the seedlings,

and before any of them flowered they got so mixed and
spread about, that scores liave given up the plant al-

together, because they only had the inferior sorts, one of

which had the flowers brick-red, one like something you
could buy at the butcher's, and the third a fail- average

scarlet, and this is the only one worth putting into a
pot. I once had a seedling Clerodendron in the way of

fallax, which produced twenty spikes of bloom at the

same time, in the conservatory of the Dowager Lady
Middleton, but this variety was lost the following winter,

and none so good has yet appeared ; but were it not

that they take up so much stove room, people would
cross them till they got up like geraniums, roses, and
other fine things improved by diligent cultivation.

There is one thing with most stove plants, which the

judges remarked ten years ago, and it is, that when they

pass a certain age and size, all the gardening in the

world will not be able to get them into exhibition trim ;

but it is not so with orchids, and greenhouse plants,

hence the great increase, both in the size of these plants

aud the numbers of them brought up for exhibition

every year.

Cinerarias.—My strictures on the cinerarias shown
at Chiswick referred to the sorts, «of to their gniivth ; and
now having seen them at "the Park," I have come to

the conclusion that, to have any chance of a prize at all,

you must grow bad sorts, and grow them most capitally

too. In a few more year's cinerarias must disappear from

our exhibitions, just as the calceolarias have done, or at

any rate are doing ; for nobody will look at tliem. When
I came to reside near London, fourteen years ago, Mr.
Appleby's employers used to have most splendid cinci'a-

rias, and the ladies from the " west end " used to be out

there admiring them in crowds every afternoon, so that

the Edgeware-road was blocked up with tlieir carriages.

But now if you stand all day long opposite the cinera-

rias at our London exhibitions, you will not see one lady

out of fifty even stop to look at them. " How is it, Mr.

Beaton, that the cinerarias are so weedy to-day'? We used

to see good cmerarias here, but now we have much hot-

ter in the country! " and sure enough they have, and as

gay as ribbons, but gaiety, if I must tell the truth, ladies,

is not the thing to be first prized in tliese flowers. You
see they are in the form of a coach-wheel, and the great

thing is to have them round, all the colour and gaiety in

the world will not make a carriage go easy if the wheels

are not perfectly round. Now it happened very un-

fortunately that the only wild cineraria which had a

natural tendency to form a perfect circle, was of a bad
colour—between white and sky-blue. All the scarlets,

the purples, and the deep blues, on the contrary, arc

from other species, which tend more to the starry, aud as

colours are only secondary considerations with the florists,

the fine colours are fast disappearing from this field, and
milk-and-water, and " blue ruin" will soon be the ground
of all the colours in the really good cinerarias; that is the

prevailing colour now, and the only seedling that took a

prize at this exhibition was of the same sickly hue. It

is a most excellent seedling no doubt, and worth seveu-

and-sixpence a plant to a florist, but it would be dear at
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ninepence to anyliody else, unless it were in a large pot,

which would pay part of the e.xpeijse when the plant

was thrown away. Prince Arthur was by far the best

un-florist cineraria there ; as at Chiswiek, then Cnrminettc,

after that Angdique and Ainii Hvhsiirt. These were the

only crimson shades. For chirk jmrple we had three

—

good, better, and best—or IWUimjiiJii, Bessy, and Mrb-.

Sidney Herbert. Tliere wei'e six kinds of those lirctty

white-eyed, daisy-looking kinds, with bright red edges, or

tips, which are the greatest favourites with most ladies.

Their merit is as tliey stand here:— 1, Wedding ring;

2, Climax; ii, Rosg morn; i, Charles Ken n ; o, Mrs.
Sidney Herbert ; and 0, Pieturata, a seedling which
had no prize of course, because it was pretty. I said

the great bulk were white and blue-edged, or with a

faintish purple edge. Out of scores of this stamp. Lady
Hume Campbell and Hffie Deans were the only two
that I would grow; and were it not for one of the names
(I do not mean Effio), I am not sure that I would grow
any of the lot. But I owe more than respect to Ijady

Hume Oauipbell, fur I owe her ladyship the first good
white scarlet geranium that I can raise, in exchange for

the first white variety of the scarlet breed I ever saw

—

the Zonale-cdba, of Sweet. Annie is rather pretty, white

centre, purple tips, and a reddish shade between. White
Perfeelion is white all over, centre and all, and Queen of
Beauties, the same, e.Kccpt the centre or eye, like tliose

of lilarlc eyed Siisiiu ; these two would make white beds

in a shiiilril siliiadon, or where the suu did not reach

them ill thr luiyht of the day. Cerito was much cried

up these three or four years past, but I do not like it at

all; looks pale and bickly, like Charley after having a

drop too much. ]^ut talk of pale faces after artificial

stimulants, there wore two large pots here, in the ro.se

tent, filled with one of the richest flowers we have at this

season, Cheiranthus Marshallianus. I said, the other

day, how well it would do for a bed at the end of the

spring, and here was a proof; two whole beds could

be made out of these two beautiful specimens; but, alas!

they were not better than Cerito, they had too 'much
heat, and were spoiled in the cooking. But still our

point is gained, just as well as if tliese had a gold

medal; beds this plant will assuredly make, and fine

specimens too for the conservatory in Jl ay, when yellow

flowers are scarce, only let them be in their flowering-

pots by the end of September for the first crop ; the

second, shift iinally about the middle of Eebruary; and
if there be a third succei^sion, pot a month later, and
keep the plants quite out-of-doors, and none of them
will force except at the expense of colour.

Messrs. Slandish and Noble, of Bagshot, had their

beautifid new Azalea amiena here, and in lictter condi-

tion than I have yet seen it. A student of the great

Linnffius would drive it far away from all the heathworts
after counting the stamens, which number but five in

tills beauty, so that wo have now five, eight, and ten

stamens in wild species of this one genus alone; but
then, the position of the stamens, on which so much
stress is laid in "natural arrangements," is just as fickle

in some orders and gonora as their number is in this.

In the florists' I'elaryoniums, the best new one by
far at this exhibition was a seedling by Mr. Moyle, called

Basdisli. 'J'his is the very first seedling that has been
got in my time. Incomparable and Magnet, it will be
recollected, were my favourites of all those at the first

Chiswiek Show; Basilislc is now before them in my esti-

mation ; but as all fancies in flowers dejiend on rules
without laws, or, rather, on rules founded on arbitrary

laws, I must qualify my assertions so far as to say, that

I have really no dependance on my own judgment in

these things, therefore my opinions, whether right or

wrong, are borrowed from others, principally iVom ladies,

for the last twenty years ; and I had so much practice,

that I coidd tell to a shade the first plant that nine

ladies out of ten vrould mark out of a thousand. If a

large tent was filled with geraniums of all the sorts, I

am quite sure Basilisk would attract more attention

than any one else ; then, up to this time, the high-

coloured geraniums stand thus— Incomparable, good.

Magnet, better, and Basilisk, best; but there is some
hitch in the rotundity of Basilisk, or in the jjrqfundity

of the florist, and they give it no shelter nor prize; still

they are quite right, if they have laws, let them be ever

so bad, they would be worse if they did not live up to

them ; and aU that we insist on is, the colour, or com-
binations of colour, take the first prize; substance the

second prize; and the power to withstand the sun the

third and last prize. Who would award a first prize to a

round, or, if they will, a perfectly circular flower-garden,

if it was planted all over with mignonette, or heliotrope,

or even with variegated geraniums? Basilislc is a clear

light scarlet, with less black in the upper petals than
any of them. The new dark blotch, once so much ad-

mired, is washed out, and the old streakiness, so pre-

valent between 18i!0 and 18:30, reappears, but not in

the old starry fashion, the streaks are collected together,

and occujjy the bottom of the place where the blotch

stood
;
get rid of these veins altogether, and out comes

nc plus ultra at last. These large geraniums were

remarkably well staged at this exhibition ; the plants

were not so outrageously large as you sometimes see

them, and all the better, I think; they were never seen

in better health or bloom, and there were an endless

number and variety of them.

Fancy Oeraniums.—Wo ought to have a change in

the way of showing this new class; of that I am more
convinced every show I attend. The fancies will not

submit to the rules of the professed florist, and if they

did, they would lose much of their interest in the eyes of

the public, especially the ladies ; then, as matters now
stand, public taste and the taste of the florist are

pitted against each other in the geranium tent, that is,

tlie strong against the weaker party, to the latter's pre-

judice. Now, although it is fair and lawful game to

endeavour to laugh out of countenance the odd fancies

of a brother, it is a very difl'erent thing to take advantage

of his odd ways to his jn-ejudice; therefore, the fancy

geraniums ought to bo placed in a tent by themselves,

as far away from the large ones as can be done; so that

by passing through intervenitig tents, the impression

left by one class of geraniums might be blunted, as it

were, before you enter the second geranium tent. The
fancies were much finer and more numerous at this

show than at Chiswiek; the best sketch I could make
of them was this:—Lightest sorts— 1, Queen Superb:
•2, Smpress; 8, Queen Victoria. Those like Ibrahim
Pacha— 1, Duchess d'Aumale ; 2, Orestes ; ii, Minerva :

but too near No. 1 to be kept in a select collection.

The higher-coloured ones with light fronts, as Eeine de

France, stood thus— 1, Alboni; 2, Fairy Queen; ;t, Odo-

rata -magniflora ; i. Peine de France; b, Modesta; and
0, Eruhiscens ; all these were exceedingly gay and beau-

tiful. Were it not that they would pull my ears for

occupying too much space, I would run out this " run-

ning commentary," as they call it, to a much greater

length, but my notes will come in for future pegs to

bang my "pot books" on. D. Be.^ton.

ECONOMICAL HOUSES.
" Wh.4t 's in a name ? " asked a great man. Almost

everything in a commercial and novelty point of view

with us ticklish folk, whether Saxon or Celt. 1 would

not disparage in the least the beautiful geraniums sent,

and sending out by the Messrs. Lee

—

The Flower of the

Day, and The Mountain of Light—t\\on%\i some will say

the first is flabby, and tiiat the second is too shy for a
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bedder; but coukl tho wisest in tlio nursery trade liave

liit upon names more attractive to the ear, and tlie " tell-

ing " of which would have made the purchaser pay his

money more readily. Aye, there is much in a name,
if we keep in our present mood, the dealers in novelties

will liavo as much need to employ a captivating name-
fluder, as Moses and Son have occasion for a rhyming
poet. Again, time out of mind, gardeners, out of neces-

sity, have resorted to all sorts of structures for their

plants, vegetables, and fruits; some of them rustic, plain

and unadorned, as any of tlie cracked-up cheap conveni-

ences of present times. I'irst, there was the protecting

medium of talc, olotli, oiled-paper, thin glasses, made into

pieces or sashes, and these again transferred to walls,

ieiiees, frames, and pits, such as wo alluded to the other

week. Ere long tlie inconveniences of these, as prevent-

ing the proprietor from e.xamining the contents, vuiless

in the finest weather, led to the deepening of the pit, so

that he could get along it, or the deepening of a place

beliind it, sheltered from the weather, where he could

walk and perform the necessary operations ; the origin

of our houses with a hipped roof; and then, when
glass became more conmion, and tlio importance of light

was felt, a span-roof was formed by placing two sashes

together at any desirable angle ; and many a temporary
structure was thus often hastily formed, and as quickly

removed wlien the necessity for it was withdrawn. But
did any recommending of such places, by gardeners, ever

give such an impetus to tlieir erection and use by the

middle classes as the propounding of the benefits of

such places by Mr. llivers, under the new title of

Oroluird Houses. The new name was the charm. No-
velty in the application there might be, though I failed

to discover it, iu the hedge used instead of a wall, and
thus acting as a sifting aii- medium, and yet a protecting

agent—in the cut out path, to enable walking room, or

even in the growing in pots, as that liad long been done
witli all e.Kcept our hardiest fruit-trees. There was,

indeed, novelty, in the smqiUcity, cheapness, and effect-

iveness for a given jnu-pose, with wliich they were
erected ; but there was no new principle ushered iu, and
scarcely any new development of an old one ; and yet

Mr. Elvers, by these houses of his, and the cajitivating

name he gave tlieni, has been happily greatly instru-

mental in diffusing a desire for tlie pos.sesion of such
houses, and better finished structures, by masses of

readers, wlio otherwise might have continued to look at

them as liopelessly beyond their reacli. Whether he
can claim novelty of invention or not, ought the beneli-

cial result to weaken our gratitude to the successful

instrument? Ijong before orchard houses were heard
of, their principle had been acted and improved upon.
A hipped roof was an improvement on the leau-to—

a

span-roof an improvement on the hipped. A wall of

brick, of oartli, of wood, or even reeds, or straw, or fern,

with means for giving air at pleasure, was su))erior to

any hedge of living material. Such span-roofed houses,

standing with their ends nearly north and soutli, we
have had to manage many years ago. I witnessed a
very spacious one near London lately, where it has been
long devoted to fruit and vegetable culture ; and at

Stowe, there is not one only, but a regular series of little

villages of such houses, iu wliich peaches, cherries,

plums, &c., are grown on trellises near the glass, all as

thickly studded with fruit as possible. It would have
been impossible to say whether the trees on the east or
tiie west side were likely to do the best, as all stood
greatly in need of thinning, the fruit was so thick.

Here there was no occasion for sinking a ))ath, as the

houses intended for early forcing being put up at an
acute angle, the junction of the sashes at the apex left

plenty of walking room, though the lower end of the
glass sashes rested on a wall near the ground. This
season the trees had received no forcing, but, as I under-

stood, it had been found requisite to light a fire on
several frosty nights. I mention this, because, in con-
structing a fac-simile of these orchard houses, whether
for fruit trees or flowering plants, without any heating
medium, much disappointment, we fear, will be the
result, if the retarding process, or a protecting medium
for the glass, or both, are not resorted to. As these
structures will bo found as applicable to flowering plants
as to fruit trees, planted out or grown in pots, these
hints will not be found out of place by tliose who wish
for structures either cheap or elegant. To meet their

case still further I will glance at the following questions.
1st. " I want economically to apply my six lights of pit

and frame, so that I can examine what is iu tliem at all

seasons. Brick and stone are expensive; wood, especi-

ally larch poles, and turf, cheap. How am I to act?" A
glass hipped roof, over a pathway, is for you the thing.

Your lights are seven feet iu length. Well, suppose you
sink a pit from two-aud-half feet to three feet beneatli
the surface, and from nine-and-half feet to ten feet in
widtli ; the front wall above the surface-line may be
one foot in heiglit, and the back wall from three feet to

three- and-half feet ; from the wall-plate, at back, have a
short rafter about three feet in lengili, raised to an angle
at the apex, to meet the rafter that is to sustain your
sashes; the apex will thus he somewhere about eight
feet from the base line of your pit, thus furnisliing the
tallest of men room for themselves, and a chimney-pot
liat into the bargain. We have seen such pits constructed
of turf, of clay and straw wattled together, and plastered
when dry, upright wood-work being introduced every
two or three feet to keep the budding secure; of straw
packed close between a double row of upright posts, and
tlie inner and outside sides with reeds, or drawn straw
placed upright to throw oH' wet. We have even seen
furze and fern used for sucli a purpose, and the opaque
part of the roof boarded slate-fashion, or thatched with
straw, broom, or heath. As far as warmth was concerned,
these make-shifts were superior to brick or stone walls;
but the cliief drawback about them, is tho opportunity
afforded by them for lodgings to destructive vermin. A
very substantial and lasting pit may be formed by double
boarding, and filling the place between with saw-dust,
or by a double row of larcli poles, their ends burned, and
driven into the soil, kejit secure in their place by a
stout rail binding them in the middle, and a stout W'all-

plate connecting altogether firmly at the top. The space
between might be from six inches to nine inches, and
filled with saw-dust, dry moss, or even dry earth. In all

this, however made, wliatever materials used, the ex-

pense and trouble will only be a little more than for an
ordinary pit, but the comfort and advantages are gi-eatly

superior. AVe suppose that you havo a door made in
one end so as to get in under your hipped roof. Allow-
ing from two feet to three feet in widtli for a pathway,
you might form a hack to your pit, so that you could use
fermenting material when desirable; or you could have
merely stout posts and rail to support a phttforra of slabs
tsvo-and-half feet to three feet from the ground; or piers,

or arches to cany an elegant platform of latticed work of

wood, or slabs of stone or slate; or, if you wished to pre-

serve large specimens, 3 ou need neither i)latform nor pit.

When a platform was used for small growing plants,

you could keep a great many things in a dormant state

beneath it by merely keeping them dri/. By using glass

instead of asphalt, felt, or any opaque substance, for a
back hipped roof, tlie back wall could also be covei'ed, or

furnished with shelves from top to bottom. The beauty
otitis, that you can examine your plants in all weather,
and by using coverings fixed to frames for protection, they
will always he easily taken offand on when necessary. By
tacking a lath along the sides of your sash, this sliding

of the covers will neither scratch your sashes, nor injure

the paint. When the bright days of summer come,
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the latbs may be removed along with tlie covers, the

sftshes washed, aud this will render the winter and its

litter forgotten. Such pits, or ratlier houses, will be very

useful in small places, and may often be fi.xed econo-
mically where two walls meet, as then, with the excep-

tion of the glass, the chief expense would be the low
wall in front, aud the glass or opaque material for the

end.

2nd. "At what angle should I place my glass roof?"
This, as I previously endeavoured to show in detail,

must depend on what you want, and the time you want
it; 4.j° combines more useful properties than, perhaps,

any other, as it will do for earl)*, medium, and late work.

For very early things, the glass should approach more
nearly to the perpendicular—say from 2.j° to 'S'j". For
gaining the most power in summer, the angle should be
larger—say from 50° to fi.5°. In other words, suppose
the same house was used, the front wall would require

to be raised, so that the glass would be flatter. With
rafters put in, so as to be moveable, it would be an easy

matter to alter the angle of a house according to what
was expected from it. We have yet much to learn on
this subject. We build upright brick walls for tender
trees; nay, we are to have upright glass walls for the

same purpose. The -fault in both is the same. The
sun strikes most powerfully on them in early spring

;

vegetation is prematurely encouraged, only to be after-

wards dangerously arrested. What if, before long, we
should witness one of two things ! either our early best

walls protected by glass, not upright, nor at an aciite,

but at a somewhat obtuse angle, that little heat may
reach the wall in spring, but a great deal iind its way
to the space before it in summer; or these walls devoted
to late-blooming plants, or used chiefly as boundaries

;

while the best fruits will be trained against obtuse,

sloping banks, rendered hard and waterproofed, or

nearly so, on the surface, so that they may bloom late

in spring, and then I'eceive a more powerful heat in

summer than ever they could receive against an upright

wall.

3rd. " But j'ou mentioned how these six feet lights,

instead of covering several short pits, might be more
economically employed in covering a span-roofed house."

Nothing more easy. According as you sink, or do not
sink your pit, have two side walls, each from a foot to

three feet above the surface. Place two rods, six feet

in length, against each other, triangle shape, and accord-

ing to the steepness and flatness of your intended roof,

will be the width of the base line ; if too flat, there will

be drip in winter. The rafters must join each other at

the apex. The pathway will be in the middle, with a

bed or platform on each side. Unless you have a broad
shelf above your head, you will lose part of the light

from the glass in the apex. But the house might be a

little wider, and then you might have eighteen inches of

opaque work on each side of the apex, against which
the sashes would abut. This would render the house
quite as pleasant for walking in, and the uses for i)lant-

growing would be greater, while the expense would be
less than for pits.

4th. " But, now, what is the best form of house you
would recommend for keeping and growing plants ?

"

I shall tell you what I should like to do, had I the

chance to-morrow. The length I should say nothing
about, as I \^ould be greedy enough to take every incli

I could get. I would have it to stand nearly north and
south, and from fifteen to sixteen feet wide inside mea-
sure. The walls I should have three feet above the

surface, with wooden ventilators in them ; upright
sashes, three feet in height ; apex of the span roof,

ten feet from the floor ; ft'ont shelf all round, two feet

wide ; pathway, three feet all round, and a platform in

the centre a few inches higher than the front shelves.

R. Fish.

CONIFER.E.
{Continnedfrom pat/c 129.)

By our last paper on these fine trees we hope to have
raised a desire amongst our readers to have some more
information on such an interesting and important sub-

ject. As there is nothing like a method and arrange-

ment in such matters to make them intelligible and
useful, we shall treat the subject under the following

sections:— 1. Planting, including soil and arrangement.
2. An alphabetical catalogue, including height, habit,

uses ; as timber, as resin-producing trees, as food, as

fuel, and as objects of ornament to the lawn or park.

3. Propagation by seed, by grafting, and by cuttings.

Pl-4nting,—Previously to planting, due consideration

ought to be given for what object plantingis undertaken.

It has been a practice for several years, by many wealthy
lovers of plants, to set out a plot of ground to cultivate

one or more of all the trees hardy enough to bear the

open air as specimens, and by such a collection to be
able to judge of their respective merits as objects of orna-

ment or use. This is a very useful and interesting

study ; but as from their great numbers this requires a

large extent of land, and a commensurate expeuse, there

are but few proprietors of estates that either have means
or o]iportunity to carry it out to the fullest extent ; but
when it is done, the veiy appropriate name of Arbore-

tum is given to such a collection. Mr. Loudon strongly

recommended such collections being formed, and his

great work the Arhoretiim Brttannicuin was a text to go
by in forming them. Such gentleman as the Duke of

Devonshire, and a few others, had the public spirit to

carry out his views, but others contented themselves with

forming smaller collections. The Duke of Bedford paid

great attention to the Salix family, and the Earl of

Harrington and several others to the Pine tribe, that

which forms our present subject This branch of an
arboretum is happily enough named a Pinetum, or a col-

lection of cone-bearing trees, of which the pines form so

large a portion as to give it a name ; the cones being

commonly called pine or fir apples.

A pinetum, then, we will suppose to be determined

upon. Of course it may either be large enough to con-

tain several of each species, or only to contain one or

two, or even only to afford space for the most beautiful

kinds. Wliatever extent is determined upon, due regard

should be given to the situation. By far the greater

number of the tribe are found at a considerable elevation

above the level of the sea. Some grow on the steep,

rocky sides of mountainous regions; others grow on dry,

level plains, whilst a few species are found to inhabit low,

swampy grounds, not positively wet, nor even flooded

with water. Taking all these into consideration, the

best situation for a pinetum will be a rather elevated

position. Rich deep soil is not necessary, for the roots

of the greater part of the tribe do not descend deep into

the soil, but spread out on the surface. This may be

seen whenever one is felled by a storm. The roots will

then be observed to have spread far and wide ; hence it

will be seen at once that ground valuable for the grow-

ing of coi'n or farm vegetables, need not be encroached

upon, but some place fixed upon where little else with

profit can be cultivated. Then, as to the space required;

this depends entirely upon the extent the proprietor may
please to devote to the purpose. If mere ornament is all

that is required, a space of from three to twelve acres

will contain a very nice collection of the finest species,

but if cultivated for profit, of course there is no limit to

the space that might be occupied with them. Many pro-

prietors of moor land have planted thousands of acres

with the fir, the spruce, and the larch, and thus rendered

their barren land productive and pi-ofitable. With such

large operations we do not profess in these papers to

have anything to do with. All that we wish is to increase
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the number of collections of the more rare kinds through-

out the length and breadth of the land, being sensible

that they will lead to a more extensive planting of them
when their beauty and usefulness is better known.
To return, then, to our piuetum. The situation and

e.xtent being ii.\ed and determined, the grouud, if wet,

should be thoroughly drained, according to the best

practice or mode of the present day. After that is done,

the ground should be well trenched, and all briers or

other weedy shrubs extirpated. The spring and sum-
mer is the best season for this work, because the days
are long, and the ground will be in fine order for planting

early the spring following. We prefer spring to autnmn-
plantiug for this tribe, because the roots will then be
beginning to be in active operation, and will, with due
care, suffer the least interruption of growing on during
the moist and heat-increasing days of February and
March ; whereas, if the planting is done in the winter
season, however mild it may be, the roots will be in a

state of inaction, and will certainly perish (at least the

more tender fibres) during that wet, cold season. This
practice of spring-planting is suitable for evergreens, of

which the tribe chiefly consists; whilst for deciduous or

leafshedding trees, autumn-planting is decidedly tlie

best season. At the proper season, then, have all the

plants ready intended to be planted, and in our next we
will describe the method of doing it. T. Api'leby.

CULTURE OF ROSES IN POTS FOR
EXHIBITION.

(Continuedfrom pa(je 152.)

Insects and DisE.iSEs.—To keep roses in health and
free from the attacks of insects is a most important
point of culture. Every other point of good culture,

though put into practice at a considerable outlay of

cash and labour, will be rendered useless if due atten-

tion is not almost daily bestowed upon the prevention

of disease and the destruction of the various insects that

prey npon tins queen of flowers.

The insects that infect the rose are, the green fly, the

caterpillar, the grub, and tlie red spider, and sometimes,
though rarely, trie thri]) ; also worms often find their

way into the soil in tlie pots.

The Green Fly.—This pest is very troublesome, ap-

pearing frequently during the whole season. Happily
it is easily destroyed by the smoke of tobacco, which, if

carefully administered, is not injurious to the plants.

The most common method is to place a vessel either of

iron, which is the best, or of earthenware ; a garden-pot
with holes at the sides, and a piece of wire fastened to

each side to form a handle, is a very good instrument as

long as it lasts. If the house or pit is large, two or

three of these vessels may be used with advantage,
because then the house or pit is the more quickly filled

with smoke. Place some red-hot cinders at the bottom,
and place a covering of either tobacco or tobacco-paper

upon them, in a rather moist state ; this will prevent it

from breaking out into a flame. If, when it becomes
rather dry at the edges, and there is any danger of a

blaze, have a flue-rosed small watering pot ready, with
water in it, and sprinkle a little over the tobacco to pre-

vent it flaming. This must be particularly attended to,

for it is the flame that scorches the edges of the leaves,

and not the smoke. As soon as the house or pit is so

full of smoke that you cannot see the plants, remove the

vessels containing the fire out as quickly as possible,

and shut the house up close. The best time to smoke
the house is in the evening, and the plants should be
quite dry at the time.

There are other methods of filling the houses with
tobacco smoke. One was described at page 122 of this

volume by " Upwards and Onwards," which, though

described in connection with a kind of small tent to be
used for roses in the open ground, yet the method of
preparing the tobacco is ingenious, and we have no
doubt for a small house or pit would answer admirably.
Messrs. Frazer and Son, nurserymen, of the Lea Road,
have adopted a similar mode of preparing the tobacco,
with the improvement of hanging up the bundles to the
roof over the walk with pieces of wire. The rolls are
lighted at the bottom, and gradually fill the house with
smoke, the ashes dropping to the ground. Then, again,

Mr. Ayres, of Blackheath, has mixed tobacco with cap-

sicum or cayenne pods, with good success. Whichever
of these methods are practised, they must be used as

soon as the insects appear, and repeated whenever they
reappear. Observe in the morning whether they are

killed, and syringe the plants freely to wash off the dead
insects ; should any he foimd alive repeat the smoking
the night following.

The Caterpillar and Rose Oriib.—These, when young,
can scarcely he seen, being little larger than small pieces

of thiead. They are not killed with the strongest

tobacco smoke, though that will destroy their jiarents

when in tlie fly state. The plants must be daily ex-

amined, and whenever any leaves or rose-buds are ob-

served to be eaten or pierced with small holes, it may
be taken for granted they are present. Sometimes the

leaves will be curled up, drawn together at the edges by
the tiny enemy ; these should be squeezed together with
the fingers and the gi'ubs crushed. Caterpillars should
be picked oflT as soon as seen, and destroyed. There
must be no lack of diligence in hunting for and extir-

pating these pests, or the finest flowers will be disfi-

gured and rendered unfit for exhibition.

The Red Spider.—Though this red-coated gentleman
is not generally found on rose-trees excepting in very
dry seasons, yet whenever it does appear means must he
resorted to, to anest its progress and increase. We
have seen the buds of rose-trees, just after the winter is

past, covered with them, and coming into active life just
at the time when food for them comes into life also.

When the plants have been in the house for a week or

ten days, examine the buds with a magnifying glass,

and if any are alive they will he observed in motion.
Then is the time to apply means of destruction. Mix
some sulphur and water together, and with a fine soft

brush lay the mixture on every part of the tree. Though
this will not kill them immediately, it will cause their

food to be unfit for them, and they will starve to death.

Should any survive, they may be prevented ti'om in-

creasing by the use of the syringe and keeping up a
moist atmosphere in the house or pit. It is a fact well

established, that a dry heat is favourable to the increase
of the red spider, whilst the reverse, a warm moist atmo-
sphere, is almost certain destruction. Shoidd they In
spite of all these remedies still increase (and spotted
leaves will soon show that), tlic sponge will be found a
capital resource, as also the fumes of ammonia. In des-

perate cases only must this dangerous gas he used. A
few baiTowsful of stable-dung, in a state of fermentation,
is the most safe way of administering it. It might be
placed under the stage in the house, and removed as

soon as the insects are destroyed.

The White and Black Thrip, in some dry seasons, will

attack the rose-trees, and very destructive they are. We
have always found tobacco-smoke, frequently applied,

both a preventive and a destnictive remedy, not only

in roses, but on stove plants, and even orchids. The
space allotted to us is full this week, therefore we
must postpone our observations on mOdew, the disease

that attacks roses in pots, till next week.

T. Applebv.
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RED SPIDER ON MELONS.
A coRitEsroNDENT, wbose ease resembles many others,

has asked our opinion regarding the use of sulphur as a

preventive to the red spider on melons, complaining,

at the same time, that tlie leaves over which he dusted

some became brown, blotched, and ultimately died.

Now, though wc much fear liefore these pages meet his

eye his melon plants uuist be either past a cure, or be

so far advanced as to make disease of less moment, yet

tliere are many who, no doubt, would bo glad to hoar a

little on this subject; we, therefore, devote our weekly

contribution to meet their case.

We have always been of opinion that, next to the de-

struction of the mealy bug ou stove plants, that of the red

spider on melons is a subject of great difficulty. The
golden rule is, in both eases,—Try to keep the vermin
away ; as though certain extreme measures will annihilate

botli these pests, yet their destruction is rarely accom-
plished without that amount of injury to the plant which
makes the cure worse than the disease. Nevertheless, as

something must be done to save a crop of melons, wliioh

the amateur prided liimself upon as likely to produce

something valuable, and which, hitherto, looked every

way promising, when Jo ! he is astonished or alarmed
at seeing a few of the large leaves in the centre of the

plant look rather brown or yellow; and, ou turning

them up, he sees a thin film of spider-work stretching

between the ribs and other portions of the leaf, and, to

the naked eye, minute insects of a brownish red colour

may be seen nestled hero and there amongst the net-

work, which they have drawn over their workings. This

latter pest, whose powers of production would seem to

set all calculation at defiance, exists in such a multitude

of plants of various habits, that it may almost be called

universal. A gentlemen told me that he has discovered

it on the leafless succulent plants of the cactus tribe ;

and wo all know liow much field turnips are affected

with it in hot seasons; and trees innumerable, down to

the very box-edging which margins our walks, beiifg, in

certain seasons, a martyr to it. Now, when wo see it

living and thriving on the hard leaf of box, how nuich

more likely is it to take up its abode and multiply on
tlio more delicate foliage of an annual plant so tender

as the melon ; so that wo may fairly inquire, if a perfect

remedy bo not an unsolved problem ? Nevertheless, wo
are far from giving it up, and as wc have had much
ex]ierieuce in tlie matter, we will give the result, with

now and then a suggestion to meet individual cases,

beginning first with what we suppose to be the causes

which favour its first attack.

We are led to believe that the larvaj of this insect

either lurk in the frame, or are corried thither by the

winds, or some otiier of those agents which tend to mul-
tiply the species of the lower orders of vegetation, as

well as of animals ; our first duty is, therefore, to check
that if we can, on the good old golden precept that
" prevention' is hotter tliau cure." Washing well the

lights and rafters is attended with benefit, and the same
j

to the interior of tlie box or pit, with all its fittings;

after which, the latter ought to be white-waslied with a

compound in which lime and sulphur were mixed, with,

perha]is, a little cow-diuig to make it adhesive. J'riglit,

sunny weather following after the plants have grown so

as almost to occupy the whole of the frame, daily water-

ing about four o'clock in the afternoon, and shuttiug-up

for the evening, will be of great service in preventing
this pest, much more so than our correspondent's plan
of dusting with sulphur ; this, however, cannot well be
adopted in all cases with those kinds called " difficult

setters," consequently, while that process is in operation,

the frame must be kejit more dry. If red spider attacks

the plants at this early stage, we fear all the assist-

ance in the universe will hardly ensure a good crop

;

but w-e will suppose them to have prospered so far, that

a fair crop of fruit, half svi-elled or more, is for the first

time noticed to be attacked, and then the question is

—

what remedy to apply ? Water is found unable to stay

the ravages of the little marauders, and some other

auxiliary Uiust be put in force; one of the best is partial

shading. For that purpose, a slight colouring the glass

with lime-wash is useful; if this be used, let it be done
outside, as it does not easily wash off with rain, and
leaves so gradually, that the loss is imperceptible; flour

and water adhere less firmly to the glass, and ought to

be ajjplied inside. This shading being more congenial

to the welfare of the plants than to the insects, enables

the former to advance, not so fast, certainly, as when
enjoying the full amount of vuiobstruoted sunshine, yet

sufficiently so as to leave their enemies in the rear.

Perhaps, however, this remedy is insufiicient, and the

enemy keeps advancing; some other means must be
adopted. Now, we liave heard some recommend water-

ing with soap-suds as a cure, but, somehow, we never

derived the benefit from that plan commensurate with

the mischief it occasioned. Soap-suds usually leave a

coating on the leaves of plants of a thick glutinous

matter, which, in point of substance, very much resem-

bles paint, and is scarcely less difficult to remove. It is,

therefore, highly injurious to the delicate foliage of the

melon, rendering them all but useless ibr the purposes

intended. Their numerous pores being all but sealed up,

they languish and die. Dabbing on soapy lather is only

another mode of efi'ecting the same object, that unless

assiduous waterings at the proper times and shading

as above be able to combat the evil, recoiu'se must be

had to that all-important insect-killer " sul))hur," which,

however, must not be applied as our correspondent

mentions, in dusting the leaves, but in placing it in such

a manner that its fumes will act on the insect without

its coming in immediate contact with the plant. Now
in a pit heated by flues or hot water, this object is easily

eft'ected, as scattering some along the heating con-

trivances eft'eots the purpose at once. Not so, however,

the common dung frame, in which we believe the great

mass of melons grown in the summer months are pro-

duced. Here something on which the warmth of the

sun may act must be put in requisition ; for that purpose

paint the inside of the box with a mixture of clay and
sulphur, the former is simjily to give it substance so as

to adhere, for which anything else may be substituted.

In addition to this, jiaiut a few pieces of slate, tiles, or

small pieces of board in the same way ; these pieces lay

carefully under the parts of the plant most att'ected, and
the sun acting ou them occasions their emitting that

vapour so obnoxious to this insect, as it is well known
that it is only the gas generated by this substance be-

coming warmed, to a certain extent, that proves fatal to

this and other members of the lower creation, that we
regard it ahuost innocuous at a low temperature; in

other words, wo think its utility is increased the more we
can smell it, which everyone knows is most done in a

blight sunny day, or when subject to fire-heat in some
shape. Now as we have used these painted slates with

success, we strongly urge on the amateur, whoso plants

are threatened with red Sjiider, to think of that in time.

Remember, wo only advise their adoption wdien plain,

clean, soft water bus failed to stay the progress, or effect

a cure, while he may apply both remedies at the same
time ; the coloured slates by day, and watering all over

at nights, taking care to remove the slates when ho

waters, wliich, however, is quickly done. We will not

alfirm that he will be able to restore plants once attacked

to the condition of those never so afflicted, but probably

he will be able to maintain them in sufficient health to

ripen the crop; the latter part of which time he ought

to be very careful in giving no more water than just

sufficient to m aintain the foliage in health. J . Robson.
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KING'S PATENT SAFELY HIVE.

JIv first iuventiun of liives witli clraw^i-.s (an I'ligiiuiug of

wliicli, and a notice by " A Country Eoctor," appeared in
No. IHC of The Cottage Gakdener), clearly satisfied me
tliat this is by far tlie best method to be adopted for simple
and easy management, but in making use of these iiives, I
found there needed some improvement to gain the desired
end—a cerla'nthj of obtaining the honey in a pure state, with
store-room in proportion to the size of the hive, to prevent
swarming, to make it more simple in its management, and at

tlie same time to provide means for iirocuring new combs
when the old ones should liave become injurious to the
prosperity of the hive.

To accomplish these objects, I was obliged to alter the
con-^truction of the hive materially. First, to be certain of
obtaining pure honey in the drawers, I made them smaller;
and to prevent swarming witli more certainty, I increased
their number from three to eight, which, on an average, con-
tain -tlbs. each, malring store-room for S'-ilbs. of pm-e honey;
and that the drawei-s might be moved from one pai't of the
hive to another, according to the directions given in the
pamphlet, I changed the enti'ance to the drawers from the
side to the bottom ; and that I might be certain about its

preventing swarming, I stocked it with two swanns instead
of one. Also, that the hive might be Itept from observation
while on tiial, I constructed it so that the entrance for the
bees was made on the side containing the drawers, they
being kept from obseiwation by a X'iece of plain board.
Being thus constructed, I had to perform ever}- operation in

front of the main entrance to the hive. In this position, I
changed the drawers from the middle to the top three times
in one day. In a short time tlie bees were at work in eight
drawers at one time, presenting a beautiful specimen of the
art of bee-keeping, and producing at the end of the season
;)41bs. of the purest honey ever seen. Some of the drawers
contained one solid lump of honey in the shape of a brick

;

liking tlic appearance of the combs in this position, I
changed the position of some others, and caused the bees
to work them in that form, and to prove this to the public,
it is my intention to cause the bees to work a drawer of
honey with the combs in the shape of my initials, W. K.,

and to be exhibited at my agent's, JNIr. Weatherly, coui
fectioner, -51, Theobalds Road, London, in the course of a
few days, where the hive may be seen and explained.—W.
Kixr,, Lilllrhun/, near Snffron Waldcn. 1

[^[r. King lias printed a small pamphlet, fr.>m wliich the
following is extracted ;

—

" Tlie first thing to be done is to stock llie hive : for this

purpose it must be unscrewed from the door-board; the
I'ramcwork can then be removed, and the swarm put in jnst
in the same manner as in the straw hive ; it may then remain

|

on the spot till the evening, or be removed at once to its

appointed station, i.e., as soon as the bees get settled, which
i

will generally be in about half-an-hour; it may be again
t

placed on the floor-board, the frame and cover put on, and
[made secm-e ; but take care to have a good swai-ra, and, if

it is a good season, a box or two of honey of the purest and
finest quality may be obtained. The manner of taking it

will be as follows : it will easily be ascertained when the hive
is becoming crowded with inhabitants, by obsening them
through the windows. When this is tlie case, unstop one or
both of the side entrances, and draw the slides to admit the
bees into the three bottom boxes ; and as soon as they are
observ'ed to hang in clusters in theui it is certain they have

1G7

begun to consti-uct combs. When they have been in this
state two or three days, the box must be removed to the top
row ; in doing this the slide must first be put in, then the
protector inserted between the box and the slide ; draw out
the protector, placing the thumb of the left hand against the
end of the slide to prevent it coming out with the protector.
In drawing out the protector the box will come out safely
upon it, at the same time preventing the escape of the bees.
One of the to]) boxes must now he removed, and the other

\

with the protector put in its place ; hold the end of the box
with the left hand ; while you draw out the protector, take
care to draw the slide, and the bees will carry on their work
as tliough they had not been removed ; an empty one may
now br put in at the bottom, and they will commence their
work immediately. This plau may be followed till they have
occupied all the boxes. The advantages of remo^ig the

\

boxes are these : it encourages the bees to work at the top,
sooner than if the slides were drawn to admit them, eonse-
(piently disperses the bees from the centre to many different
parts of the hive ; it affords plenty of store-room, reduces
the temperature of the hive, prevents swarming, and the
honey is whiter than if the boxes were allowed to be fiUed
at the bottom.

" When a box is quite filled, the same process is to be
followed as in removing one ; take it to a distance from the
hive, and keep the bees confined for about fifteen minutes,
occasionally tapping the sides with the handle of a knife or
small stick : this will make them anxious to escape ; they may
then be allowed to return to the hive. Should any linger
behind, confine them again, till you perceive them endeavour-
ing to make their escape, when they may be hberated as
before

;
but if you are afraid to do this, remove the one you

wish to take to either of the ends in the top row of boxes,
and, if the night should be a little cool, the door of the liive
may bo left open to admit air, which will cause the bees to
desert it before morning ; the slide may he put in, and the
box taken at once, without the least fear of being stung.

" Although the antiswarming system has its advantages,
it has also its disadvantages ; for instance, a hive being kept
more than two or three years without swarming, the combs
will contain a quantity of bee bread, which prevents the
queen from laying a suflieient quantity of eggs to keep the
hive in a prosperous state.

" I have constructed my patent hive on a principle which
will enable the bee master to get the old comb out without
destroying the bees or even fumigating them.

" I have invariably found it the best plan to fi.Ilnw the
bees in their natural instinct. When the combs in a hive
become old, and a quantity of bee bread is in them, do not
allow them to work in the small boxes, but obtain a swai-in
and put it into another of my patent hives, and as soon as
the hoes get settled in it, take off the frame and covering of
the one containing the old combs, raise it from the iloor-
boai-d, and place the one contaiiiuig the new swarm on the
board, then set the old one on the top of it as quickly as
possible

; draw the five slides at the top of the bottom hive,
and stop up the entrances in the top one, it at once becomes
a double hive; this being done in the middle of the day (I
mean as soon as the new swarms get settled), no inconve-
nience will arise from the union ; of course this could not
be effected without help ; it may remain in this state till

about the month of October, when it may be taken away.
First, put in the five slides to cut ott' the" communication,
and if any bees should be found in the top hive, open the
entrance of it to let them escape, and they will return to the
bottom hive ; when they have all left it, it may be taken off:
a large quantity of honey is then obtained for the trouble

;

the other will contain new combs in excellent condition for
the next season, and its proper covering may then be re-
placed.

" If it is thought necessai-y to feed the bees, this can be
easily effected by placing the food in one of the bottom
boxes, and drawing the sUde. This will be better than feed-
ing them at tlie bottom of the hive, as it saves the bees the
troublo of descending, and being thereby exposed to danger
from cold and other causes."]
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TULIP SHOWS.
The National Tulip Society.—This Society held its

annual exliibition at Birmingham, on Thursday, May 27th.

The display made was a very fine one, surpassing, both in

quality and extent, any of its predecessors. The blooms
staged were from thirteen to fourteen hundred in number,
and they were generally in good condition. The exhibition

proved, fortunately, to be well timed, the cold easterly winds
having retarded the southern flowers, which it was feai'ed,

at one time, would have passed their prime.
The competition for the gold medal was a spirited one,

thirteen pans being brought together. The one to whicli

the medal was awai-ded was worthy of the honour. It con-

tained well-defined blooms of " Coupe de Hebe," " Eoyal
Sovereign," and " Captain White." The winning pan in

Class A contained superior specimens of " Heroine " and
"Eoyal Sovereign;" the second of " Lord Denman" and
" Queen Victoria ;

" and the third of " Queen Charlotte ;

"

" Captain White '' bemg the only flower worthy of notice in

the fourth. The prize collection in Class B presented
Strong's " King," and " Duke of Devonshire," in fine sti'ain.

Tlie pan which obtained the second prize contained good
examples of " Pilot," "Thalia," and the Byblo:men "Maid
of Orleans ;

" the best flower in the third pan was " Princess

Eoyal ;
" the fourth including splendid blooms of " Zanzio

"

and " Polyphemus." Tlie first pan in Class C contained

very good flowers ; with regard to the second, the judges
appear to liave been in error, in not discovering tliat two of

the flowers wliich appeared under the names of " Walworth"
and " Heroine " were one and the same flower.

The Premier Feathered Flowers were admirable, and well

selected; and in their adjudication of the premiums in the

other classes, for single specimens, the ability displayed by
the judges was very conspicuous, the specimens being judi-

ciously selected, and admirable of their kind. Of the

Flamed Bizarres, "Captain White," "Pilot," and "Donzelli"
(the latter from Mr. Willmore), were in good strain. In
the Feathered Bizai'res " A'ivid" ranked very high. " Maid
of Orleans" and "Gen. Bom-nan\'iUe " (the last-named
coming from Mr. Hartland, of Tipton), stood at the head
of the Feathered Bybkemen class, and deservedly so. The
Flamed Byblojmens formed a good class, all the flowers

being in excellent condition ;
" Queen Cliarlotte " was the

most noticeable feature here. The judges had great diffi-

culty mtli the Feathered Eoses, from the quantity exhibited,
" Napoleon," a new flower, and " Biou," taking the leading

places in the list. Tlie Flamed Eoses were inferior; and
the small number of entries in Class F appeared to dis-

credit the propriety of continuing a separate class for Flamed
or Beamed Flowers.

The .Judges were—Messrs. Lawrence, of Hampton; Wood,
of Nottingham ; Bromily, of jMacclesfield ; Bunn, of West
Bromwich ; and Moreton, of Birmingham. Tlieir labom-s,

we may observe, did not terminate until half-past three

o'clock in the afternoon, ha\ing occupied five-hom'sand-a-
half. We append a Ust of the awards, and of the flowers by
which tliey were obtained :

—

The National Tutip Society's Gold Medal, value £^ 7s., for the best
six Rectified Flowers, one of each class ; T. Houghton, Esq., Hems
Hall, Nottingham—ifo^/"^ Sovereign, Coupe de Hebe, Captain White,
Queen Charlotte, Heroine, Triomphe Rotate.
Class A.— Six Rectified Tulips, one of each class; 1st prize, Mr.

Godfrey, Chellaston

—

Captain White, Van Amburgh, Royat Sovereign,
Maid of Orleans, Heroine, Triomphe Royale. 2nd prize, Mr. C. Turner,
Slough

—

Lord Denman, Arlette, Polyphemus, Queen Victoria, Triomphe
Royale, Royal Sovereign, 3rd prize, Mr. T. Adams, Derby

—

Captain
White, Unknown, Queen Charlotte, Heroine, Triomphe Royale. 4th
prize, Mr. W. Marsden, Verhy—Captain White, Seedling never exhi-
bited. Ambassador, Sarah Ann, Lady June Grey, La belle Annette.
Class B.—Twelve Dissimilar Tulips, four of each class; 1st prize,

J. Willmore, Esq., Edgbaston

—

Lady Flora Hastings, Strong's King,
Clark's Thalia, Earl Douglas, Triomphe Royale, Heroine, Duke of
Devonshire, Aglaia, Washington, Waterloo, Camuse de Craiz, Friend.
2nd prize, Mr. C. Turner, Slough—TAa«a, Madame Vestris, Pilot, Duke
of Devonshire, Triumph de Leslie, King, Claudiana, Maid of Orleans,
George Glenny, Polyphemus, Heroine. 3rd prize, Mr. J. ISdnards,
Holloway—Piiiyj/e Perfecta, Junius Brutus, Triomphe Royale, Priam,
Violet le Grand, Rose Astonishing, General Bournanville, Catalini,
Princess Royal, Bliss Catharine, Hamlet. 4th prize, Mr. W. Lymbury,
Nottingham— Ov./'..-; 117,./,, Lard Milton, Donzelli, Lord Sandon,
Seedling Mrs. I. 'l : <in Dural, Baquet, Prince Eli, LaVan-
dlkken, Sarah, / 'i. mas.
Class C.-iN M: ;i, n rulips; Ist prize, T. Houghton, Esq.—

Heroine, .ibercrombie. I'n/Kess Royal, Emperor of Austria, Victory,
Queen Charlotte, Royal Sovereign, Triomphe Royale, First-Rate. 2nd
prize, Mr. J. Parkins, Dnhy—Walworth, La Bien-aimee, Diamond,

Heroine, Venus, Aglaia, Sovereign, Britannia, Shakspeare. 3rd prize,
Mr. T. Adams, Derby

—

Royal Sovereign, Heroine, Maid of Orleans,
Pilot, Triomphe Royale, Enchantress, Captain White, Princess Royal,
Cornelius. 4th prize, Mr. C. Turner, Slough

—

Princess Royal, Midland
Beauty, Glory of Abingdon, Lady Stanley, Triomphe Royale, Purple
Perfecta, Glencoe, Gibbons' No. 2, Albion.
Class D.— Best Feathered Flower in each class, selected from the

classes— Feathered Bizarre, premier prize, i\Ir. J. Parkins, Derby
(Charles the Tenth). Feathered Rose, premier prize, Rev. S. Cresswell,
Radford {Agnes), seedling. Feathered Bybtwmen, premier prize. Rev.
S. Cresswell {Prince of Wales).
Class E.—Single specimens

—

Byblmmen, Feathered; 1st prize, Mr.
Thorniley, Heaton Norris {Maid of Orleans) ; 2nd, Mr. T. Adams
{Princess Royal); 3rd, Mr. C. Spencer {Victoria Regina) ; 4th, Rev. S.

Cresswell (Sarah).
Bybta^mens, Feathered and Flamed.— \st prize, T. Houghton Esq.

(Princess Royal); 2nd, Mr. Thorniley {Queen Charlotte) ; 3rd, Mr. J.

Hartland, Tipton (General Bournanville) ; 4th, Mr. Parkinson {Lard
Vernon).
Bizarres, Feathered and Flamed.—1st prize, Mr. Godfrey (Captain

White) ; 2nd, Mr. W. Artie, Melbourne (Pilate) ; 3rd, Mr. Frearson,
Nottingham (Lord Milton) ; 4th, Mr. J. Edwards, London (King) ; 5th,

J. Willmore, Esq. (Domelli).
Bizarres, Feathered.—Jst prize, Mr. R. Di.\on, Manchester (Charles

the Tenth) ; 2nd, Mr. C. Thorniley (Vivid) ; 3rd, Mr. Parkinson, Derby
(Magnum Bonum); 4th, Mr. R. Dixon, Manchester (Colbert).

Rose Feathered.— \st prize, Mr. C. Spencer (Hecoine) ; 2nd, Rev. S.
Cresswell (Napoleon) ; 3rd., Mr. R. Dixon (Baquet) ; 4th, Mr. R. Dixon
(Bion).
Rose Feathered and Flamed.—1st prize, Rev. S. Crcsgwell (Vicar of

Radford) ; 2nd, Mr. Parkinson (Aglaia) ; 3rd, Mr. Parkinson (Triomphe
Royale) ; 4th, Mr. W. Lymbury (Grand Rose Desire).
Class F ; Flame or Beam.— 1st prize, Mr. G. Mills, Alderly (Holmes's

King); 2nd, Mr. S. Lakin, Derby (Orijlamme); 3rd, Mr. S. Lakin
(Pilot); 4th, Mr. Turner, Slough (Gibbons's No. i) ; 5th, J. Willmore,
Esq. (Lord High Admiral). (Greenhouse and Garden.)

AjiATErK TuLir Society.—Ninth Annual Exhibition held

at the Horns Tavern, Kennington, on Monday, the 2ith
of May, 18.5t3.

1st prize to the Rev. Thomas Jephson, Hanworth House, for Holmes's
King, Gibbon's Princess Royal, Lalla Rookh, Polyphemus, Surpasse
Pompe, Vivid, Cerise Belieforme, Catalini, Lachesis.
2nd prize to Mr. G. F. Delaforce, Kentish Town, for General Bour-

nanville, Royal George, Triumph de Lisle, Dickson's Duke of Devon-
shire, Marceltus, Brown's Ulysses, Rose Brilliant, Count Vergennes,
Claudiana.

3rd prize to Mr. Wallace, Petersham, for Holmes's King, Duke de

Bo'uffieurs, Roi de Siajn, Dickson's Duke of Devonshire, Marcellus,
Cenotaphium, Rose Camuse, -iglaia. Lady Jane.
4th prize to Mr. C. L. Crook, Brixton, for Gibbons's Princess Royal,

Bloemart, Royal George, Polyphemus, Vivid, Strong's King, Crook's
Fanny, Madame Vestris, Fleur des Dames.

5th prize to Mr. Charles Williams, Kennington, for Victoria Regina,
Lawrence's Friend, Gibbon's Princess Royal, Gibbon's Pilot, Albion,

Marshal Soult, Madame Vestris, Aglaia, Lucetta.

The following stand, exhibited by S. Sanders, Esq., of

Staines Villa, was pronounced by the censors to be the best

in tlie room, but was disqualified for not containing the

requisite proportion of Roses :

—

Franklin's Victory, May's Sir H. Smith, Sander's Lord Hardinge,
Salvator Rosa, Polyphemus, Cerise Betieforme, Gibbon's Pilot, Rose
Brilliant, Bloemart.

Prizes were also awarded to the three best flowers ex-

hibited, as follows :

—

To the Hev. Thomas Jephson, for the best Byblremen, Gibbon's

Priticess Royal. Mr. Delaforce, for the best Bizarre, Dickson's Duke
of Devonshire. Mr. Lane, of Wycombe, for the best Rose, Cerise Belle-

forme.

And for Tricolors as under :

—

* 1st prize to Mr. Delaforce, for Lord Melbourne, Lucullas, Lady Las-

celles. 2nd to Mr. Bushell, for Smith's Duke of Wellington, Ariadne,

Black Duke, 3rd to Mr. Wallace, for Duke of York, Lucullas, Carlo

Dolce.

A Seedling prize was awarded to Mr. Crook, for a Bybke-

men broke this year, called Champion.

HARDY BORDER FLOWERS.
PHLOXES.

Phlo.v procmnbens and suhulata.—These two very showy
plants should be seen in every one's garden, as they are two

of the most hardy, and perhaps the least eaten by the

slugs, these creatures being the greatest enemies of all the

Phloxes. These two Phloxes make pretty clusters as front

plants in the mixed borders, and are veiy suitable rock-

plants, M'here there look as if just at home ; but in beds to

themselves they produce such a sheet or mass of bloom
during May, that one can liardly look at its beautiful strik-

ing pale red, or flesh-coloured, mass of light. Their little

trading stems lie close upon the ground, and covered with

flowers from their tips to the base of their stems along the
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upper side, yield a succession of flowers, produced at the

points first, and so on successively. The plants being ever-

green, the beds look in good keeping with other beds even
when out of bloom, and the bed once made may stand for 1

do not know how many years. The ;)ro™m6fns is rather

the strongest grower of the two, therefore requires a little

cutting in or thinning round its edges. This trimming, also,

may be occasionally re(iuired in the P. xuhulata. Those
who have extensive flower gardens, and much to do in the
way of bedding-out, yet are not overburdened with the

means to do it, mil Hud such beds most useful, for they
continue for many successive years. I know a first-rate

garden, and a tlrst-rate gardener at the head of it, where
there are no less tlian sixteen beds of the Campanula car-

patica sprinkled over the grounds. These, I thought, were
too much of a good thing, but I was told it saved trouble

;

a bed was filled, and that the plant made very jiretty and
useful beds too ; for what with its being cut away, or thinned
out, the plants were green, and scattered more or less with
flowers from July up to the end of the season. This may
be all true

;
yet if eight of the beds liad been fiUed with the

white variety, and eight with the pm'ple of the Campanula,
perhaps it would have been better.

But I must not run away from my Phloxes. As I said

before, these wiU only require to be trimmed, or nipped in,

once in a way round the edges, and a little top-dressing

once a year, either in Febiiiai'y or IMarch, as the season or

weather may be, for border dressing. Leaf-mould and tm-fy

loam, half-and-half, well broken up and run through a
coarse riddle, is all the nicer to handle ; then tickle this in

amongst the plants with the hands, pulling out every weed,
should one be seen, and every slug too. Also stir or open
the earth, where it can be done, as the work goes on. Do it

as though you loved the plant and the little labom- too.

About twelve yeare ago we planted out a small bed of the

two plants, half mth one and half with the other, and the

procumbens being a little the strongest grower, it was occa-

sionally necessary to thin out or shorten a little across the

centre of the bed. This little bed has e-xtraordiuaiily

attracted the attention of visitors tlirough these gardens
every year during May. In this bed these plants stood

about ten years, and, 1 think, might have stood another ten
years for aught I know, but, wishing to have a larger bed of

it, in October, 1^50, we prepared another bed, had it dug up
deep, and added a good portion of leaf-mould and tm'ty

loam ; the greatest portion loam, as om- garden sod is very

light. This being again well incorporated with the common
soil, and all being made ready to receive the two plants

mentioned, as much of the old bed was taken up as was
required, and divided into tlie smallest single rooted bits,

but some were apparently without roots. These bits were
all dibbled in four inches apart every way over tlie bed, and
six inches from the edge all round ; a little water was given
to settle them to the earth, just as we should prick out a

bed of young celery jilants, and, as is a custom with us
always after pricking out a new bed of any plant, we used our
lime bag and just dusted the plants over sUghtly with quick-

lime dust. This always prevents the worms from di-awing

the plants out of their places before they become estabUshed,
and often destroys a slug or two at the same time, or pre-

vents others from coming to eat up the plants dming the
night. Now in this Phlox bed the use of the lime bag was
often put mto use, because they took longer to become esta-

blished. This, with frequent earth-stining carefuUy among
the little plants, and top-dressing as usual in the spring,

produced a splendid bloom again in May, and just the same
now. No one can pass the bed without lieing struck with
its beautiful mass of bloom. Another bed of the same size,

just opposite, is filled with the Dwaif Gentiauella (Gentiana
acaiitis). This bed was opposite the old one for about ten
years, and was moved at the same time opposite tlie new
one. This was prepared in the same manner. If there was
any difl'erence, a little more loam was ailded to the leaf-

mould, and instead of being pulled apart into single bits,

the Gentianella plants were dirided into pieces about three
to fom- inches across with the hand, not chopped in bits

with the spade as many are so fond of doing, and planted in

the bed just one foot from centre to centre of each bunch
over the whole bed. Of course we selected the most hkely
pieces to flower the following season, and a pretty bloom we

had, as we have now from twenty to forty blooms upon a

bunch, and no doubt next year from thirty to fifty, and so

on probably for yeai's.

How many times have I licen asked, What did I do to

nialie these plants flower so ;' Now I had but little trouble

to say how they came to flower so well, yeai' after year, was
because the plants were not in any way injured with the

spade at border-di-essing times, or suffocated with other

plants between them, or too near them, as they would he

liable to in the mixed borders by the careless : not but what

a plant or two of some dwai-fish kinds of annuals might be

sown in the spring in the ceutj^s, between the Gentianellas,

to flower in the summer, such as the CoUinsia bicolor, or

Clarkia pulchella, and the hke, allowing only just a plant or

two in each spot, not a large overwhelming bunch, such as

would over-crowd the Gentianellas. This is another ready-

made bed for many years, and no one can deny its beauty.

Even if no annuals were sown, it is always in good keeping

with other beds, being preserved free of weeds, and only

requh-es the eai-th to be stin-ed, and a little top-dressing in

the spring, just as for the Phloxes. When out of bloom all

the flower stalks should be cut away.

Phlox nivalis. — This little white Phlox resembles the

subulata very much in its appeai'ance, but it is nothing like

so hardy. We planted this out ui a little bed, thinldug it

would stand all weathers hke the other, therefore we lost it.

I remember seeing a beautiful bed of it in the gardens

belongmg to Sir W. Heathcote, at Hursley Park, where it

stood some years, but the end of it I do not know. When
this plant comes to my hand again, I will see if we cannot

keep a small bed of it ; of course I shall talie care to keep a

smaU stock of it in pots for winter protection.

Phlox rcplaiis, or P. slolouifera as it is called by some
authors, and its variety, crassifolia, which variety is also

called verna by many. The variety is far superior to the^

species, lieing a freer grower altogether. Its flowers are of

a deep and purplish red. These two plants are as hardy as

the two first mentioned Phloxes, but unless one's eye is

always upon them, the slugs will desti-oy them during the

gloomy winter months, as these, hke the others, grow close

upon the gi-ound, forming the better harbour for these

vermin ; but six or eight strong cuttings placed into six-inch

pots toward the end of July, watered, and placed in some cool

situation, soon become rooted, and make nice bunches for

the ensuing year. Let the whole pot of cuttings be turned

out to form one compact bunch in the mixed flower-border.

Do this towards Jlarch ; or such pots of cuttings make
pretty specimens to flower in the conservatory if shifted into

larger pots. About that time, the whole bunch put into

lai-ger pots is better than to divide them. This Phlox, when
thus treated, is worth a place in the pot collection. The
pot full of cuttings make a better buncii, either in the

open border, or to be larger potted, than dividing them and

singling them out into single plants. T. Weavee.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,* We request that no one will nrite to the departmental writers of

The Cottaoe Gasdeker. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed *' To the Editor nf

the Cottage Gardener, i. Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London."

Red SviDER {R. S. B.).—You will see an article by Mr. Ilobson on

the treatment of red spider on melons. Your cticumOers we consider

have been good indeed, only we must observe that, in obedience to many
others of nature's laws, those which bear very abundantly at lirst, do not

always continue doing so for a lengthened period. We have known
cucumbers keep on producing good useful fruit for eight or nine months,

when, by disposition or management, their bearing was spread over so

long a time ; while we have seen them exhausted in as many weeks by a

contrary course. The appearance of your plants will intimate how you

ought to act J
if they are still vigorous, let them be.ar ; if they appear to

languish, and seem unable to bear the full sun, cut all fruit off, thin the

vine, and water well, occasionally using liquid manure.

Vine with White Powdeh on tbe Leaves [W. Richardson) .~-la

the vine in the large house, from which you have taken the branch into

the small one, similarly affected ? We should like to see a leaf. We
fear, from your description, that you have got the mildew. Probably it

came from keeping the house too close. You are quite right as to the

remedy, if this is the case ; namely, sulphur; but you must not on any

account think, as you hint, about liurning it, or not a green thing will

be left in your house. Smearing hot-water pipes, or a hot-water plate,

with sulphur, will do good even now, and act as a preventive ;
but your

chief remedy, if your vine has really got the mildew fungi '") to dust
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the parts afTfcted liberally with sulphar, and keep the parts shaded until

the mildew is destroyed. Syrinping with water, in which a handful of

sulphur and half a liamlful "of lime hayc been mixed up with about six

pallons, and using it when clear, will also be beneficial between tlie

dressings.

UNFRUiTruL Blossohi (A Suhscriber).—\Ve really do think your
apricots and plums are liable to extreme drought. Sucli is often the

case with trees planted close to dwelling-houses, and which are frci|ucntly

planted in a loose, hungry foundation soil. Only observe the apple and
the black currant how they will cast their fruit in dry weather if in loose

soil. Pray see if this is the ease, and if so, administer manure-water
freely in all dry weather. Three ounces to a gallon of Peruvian guano,
adding some soap-suds, will he found very good. Top-dressings would
be as useful. See an article four or five numbers back.

ViNE-BLOSSOM Unfruitkul (fl Constant Jicfider).—U your vines

succeeded well previously to your alterations, there can be no doubt that

the vines have been much injured by the operation. Such injuries, how-
ever, arc recoverable; we would sooner h.ivc your case than a deep and
damp border one. Try and compensate them by good top-dreasings—
the application of liquid manure, ^'c. This will induce their forming a

volume of new fibres. Let them ramble more freely than usual for a
month after the first stopping ; this will infuse new vigour; and be sure

you ripen your wood well.

Young Turkeys (E. HolUster).—It is probable that the death of the

young turkeys after scouring proceeded from getting wet. Until after

they are fledged they should never be allowed to get wet, nor to run out

into the grass until the dew is quite off. Nettle tops chopped with their

curd and barley-meal is very good for them. Young turkeys, like other

poiUtry, require small stones to assist digestion. When young chickens

droop their wings, and look poorly, I give a small pill of Barbadoes
aloes ; as this answers well with young pheasants also, 1 think it likely

to succeed with young turkeys.

—

Anster Bonn.

Bees NOT Working (7i.-v4.).—Your bees being comparatively idle,

and only a few young bees occasionally showing themselves, intimates

that there is either no queen, or an unproductive one in the hive. Join

a second swarm to it as soon as you have one.

Moving Hivks (F. Lc'ris).~By no means shut the bees in before

moving them. They will, in all probability, swarm before midsummer; if

so, place the swarms in their new locality, and remove the old stocks im-

7;//'(/(fl?t'/v after swarming, a mile. If they do not sMarm, remove them
as they are, two miles from their present place, and then after awhile

back to the new position on your premises.

Swarm Returning.—E. M. says:—"A hive of bees swarmed on
Sunday the 23rd of fllay ; the swarm was put into a new hive, and at

night they were placed about eight or ten inches from the old hive, under
the same "covering; the following evening I examined the new hive, and
there was not a bee in it." It is not unusual for swarms to return to the

ail pruhahility. sM'arm ag:

at a greater distance In

Hiph Holborn, London,

parent stock after being hived. They will, ii

in a few days ; when they swarm, place thcr
the old hive.

Bees (Ignoramus).—^^^. Carter, seedsmi
perhaps has the seeds of Kalmiu lutifnliin

jcetions to external entrances to the upjier boxes of hives. Prizes for
glasses of honey are given by many Horticultural Societies.

Berries OK Salanum pseudo-capsicum (G. B. A*.).—These berries
usually called Winter Cherries, are not known to be eatable, and the
family is too poisonous to be trifled with. The plant is a native of Madeira.

Tenant Removing Trees ( rero.r).—We are glad that you agree with
us in opinion, but there is no reason to repeat even more fully what has
been said. We never doubted that the tenant has no right to remove
them.

INC Flowers [H. S.).— Bees certainly h.isten the fall of
ig that promotes the imprcguation of a

iiore destructive in a garden than any

the petals, and so does any tlii

flower.

Peacock (.Y.).—This bird is

other of our domestic poultry.

Advertisements (iV. O. S.

Thanks for the particulars

is notli'

i-r.).—The price varies with the lengfh.
uig the Cocliin-China fowls, but there

them requiring publication.

Early Swarms.—A Country Vicar is thanked for his explanations,
&c. He states that in the neighbourhood of Horsham, Sussex, there
were several swarms on the l6th of May, and one or two earlier.

Elder Wink. &c.~ilf. R. would be obliged by a good recipe for
making tlder wine, and ior prescruitig jjfums in jars without either sugar
or filling the jars with water.

Insect on Vine (C Han)et/).~The little beetle eating your vine-
leaves is the Vme Weevil {Curculio hetit'eti). There is no remedy but
holding a sheet under the branches at night, and shaking down from
them these little marauders.

Names OF Plants {M. C. JE.'.).—Your greenhouse plant is .Tointed-
stemmed Caccalia (Cac6-u/ta tirticulata). The blue flower we think is

Lithuspermium purpureo-casruteurn. Purplish-blue Gromwell. (F. G.).—
I. Habrothamnus fascicularis. The Heaths are, 2, Erica hyf/rIda, and
3, E. Cavendishii.

jONdon: Printed by Habrt Wooldeidgb, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Ore, at the OfDee, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Pariah of

Christ Church, City of London.— June 10th, 1852.

^&crti£(emcnt5.

ALFRED BLEE, of Peuzance,
jCX. has some very splendid COCHIN-CillNA
CHICKENS for' Sale. These chickens are
from two distinct walks of birtls. which,
together with their stocks, took eight prizes at

the last Birmingham Show, and arc from
different prize breeders.

A. B. has also eggs and chickens from very
superior unbearded Golden-spangled Polands
for sale, very cheap. Particulars may be known
by sending a directed envelope.

HUMANITY rer>^us MUHDEU.—
The best BEE-HIVE is MARRIOTT'S

(which has obtained a prize medal) for obtain-
ing the largest quantity of pure virgin honey in

glasses, without destroying the bees. Its real

practical utility, durability, and finished work-
manship, will speak for itself. It has been well
tested by apiarian judges. Humane bee-hives
of all kinds, and apiarian utensils. The shallow
bee-glass is worthy of attention. New cata-
logue, with descriptive engr.avings, forwarded
on receipt of one penny stamp—MARRIOTT,
Bee-hive Manufactory, 72, Gracechurch-street,
City.

NE T T 1 N G.—Siijicrior Tanned
Garden Netting, for protecting Fruit-trees

from frost, blight, and birds, or as a fence for
fowls, pigeons, tulip and seed-beds, can be had
in any quantity from JOHN KING FAR-
LOW'S Fishing-Rod and Net Manufactory, 5,

Crooked Lane, London Bridge, at r^d per yard
one yard wide, lid two yards, and 6d per yard
four yards wide. Forwarded, carriage free on
all orders over 20s, to any part of the kingdom
on receipt of remittance, post-oflBce order, or
stamps.

NEW Cfl-EAP AND RTIlONn DAHLIAS, &c., for 1S5-2. HENRY
WALTON, Florist, ^c. Edge End, Marsdcn, near Burnley, Lancashire, begs to ofl"er strong

plants of all the new DAHLIAS of 1851, Qs to 12s per dozen ; 'fine old varieties, 4s fid to 6s per
ings King,"Also, extra strong plants of the yet

eh, or to the trade :iOs per dozen, one ovc

H. W. can with confidence recommend the above Pansey as superior to anything in its class yet
out. Messrs. Chatcr, ot Haverhill, Suftolk, say :— " That you may bet round with such a flower.

I lor one think it the best dark variety out." The Midland Florist for April, 18.i2, says, " that it

is a very beautiful dark purple self, petals of good substance, and excellent in form." Twelve other
fine show Pansics, with a plant of King, 12s 6d, or twenty with a King, ^'1.

H. W. also begs to refer purehi

No. 186, of ail the r
-

twelve for 7s 6d, o
selection of Scarlet i

extremely low prices

pots, equally elieap.

be had free by post,

J to his detailed advertisement in The Cottage Gardener,
of last year, six for Ss, twelve for 10s 6d. Verbenas of last year,

twenty-four for ISs. Petunias of last year, twelve for 7s fid. Also a choice
d other Geraniums, Antirrhinums, Heliotropes, &e., suitable for bedding, at

Uectiou of choice Chrysanthemums, ready for tli

Catalogues of any of the above may be had for one stamp. The above <

r hamper, &c., included. Strong-established plants may be depended on

It is respectfully requested all orders be accompanied with a post-office order jiayahle at Marsdi
Lancashii

nilEAr WIRE GAME AND POULTRY NETTING, 5J per nmuirjg
V-/ yard. Galvanized Ditto, 7d per running yard, two feet wide.

WASP CATCHEKS. or ENTO-
TT MOLOGICAL NETTED FORCEPS.—
UNDERWOOD, Cutler to her Majesty, 5t),

Haymarkct, London, begs to inform amateurs,
gardeners, nurserymen, and others, that he has
manufactured a superior Entomological Netted
Forceps for catching wasps and other insects.
It is well known that every wasp caught in the
early part of the season is the destruction of a
whole nest. A large assortment of Improved
Budding Knives, Pruner's Saws, &c.

Sparrow - proof Netting, Gal-
vanized, 3d per square foot, made
to any size at the same propor-
tionate price. This article was
shown at the Great Kxhiuitiun,
where it was so much admired for
its light and durable appcaranrc,
and acknowledged to be the cheap-
cat and best article of the kind
ever offered. Extra strong wire
Sheep Netting, 3 feet high, Is 6d
and 2s 3d per yard. Also, every
description of Flower Trainers,
Dahlia Rods, Garden Arches. Bor-
dering, Flower Stands, Tieing
Mire, Trellis W'ork, Invisible Iron
Fencing, Hurdles, and every de-
scription of M'ii-e-Wofk for'Hor-
ticulturnl purposes.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded, post free, on application to T. H. FOX, City of

London Wire-Work and Iron Fence Manufuactory, 44, Skinner St., and 6 and 8, Snow Hill, London

.

^'Wtifiii?:^

GALVANlZi

! wide, 2 inch i , 7d per yard. 5d ])i

yd „ C4d
loM „ 7i'l
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JUNE 17—23, 1852.

i Bugloss flowers.

Weatbek near Losdon in 1851.

Barometer. Thermo. "Wind. Rain in In.

I
i

130.383 — 30.209 65—38 N.W.
30.402— 30.231 "1—55 W.
33.160— 30.103 75—49

^

S.W.
.30.098— 30.035 81—47 S.W.
30.8S3— 29.689 87—55 S.E.
30.014— 29.813 67—41 N.W.
30.248— 30.163 67—35 N.W.

— 44 a. 3 17

Moon's
Age.

BTnoROLOGY OFTBE Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera-
tures of these days arc 72.7^ and 50.2^ respectively. The greatest heat, 93^, occurred on the 19th iu 1846 ; and the lowest cold, 34° on the 18th
in 1830. During the period 99 days were fine, and on 76 rain fell.

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS.
CROWFOOTS—II,1NUNCULACE.E.

{Contliuiedfrom p. 14.3.)

JIYOSURl'S. MOUSE-TAH..

Geseeic CH.ui.\CTEU.^(7n/y.r inferior, of five spear-head
shaped, concave, coloured, spreading, deciduous leaves

;

spurred at the base, below their point of insertion. Petals

five, very small, shorter than the calyx, tubular and bearing
honey at their base, expanding obliquely at the inner side.

Slameiis five, or more, the length of the calyx. Anthers
tenninal, erect, of two narrow pai'allel cells. Styles none.
Stigmas solitary, minute. Germeiis very numerous, egg-
shaped, seated on a Ions, tapering, upright receptacle. Seeds
oblong, acute, naked, imbricated all over the surface of the
elongated, columnar, pointed receptacle.

Myosveus Jiixijirs : Mouse-tail.

Descr'ipHon.—It is an annual. Root fibrous, small, annual.

Leaves all springing direct from the root, upright, unequal
in length, narrow, rather broadest at the top, flat, slightly

channelled on each side, usually smooth, and rather fleshy,

but sometimes hairy, yellowish-green, but reddish at the

base. Floiver-stems four or five, from two to four inches

high ; longer than the leaves, upright, round, smooth, a little

thickened at the top, each bearing one flower. Calyx sepals,

or leaflets, concave, with the claws lengthened behind,

tapering to a point, and pressed to the flowering-stem. Petals

light yellow, with a jiore or nectary at the base. Stamens
vai'ying from four to twenty. Gennens two or three hundred,
green, forming a long spike raised much above the other

pai'ts of the flower, and resembling a mouse's tail, especially

when the seeds are ripe. Seeds wedge-shaped, outer side

rusty-coloui'ed, other sides blackish.

Places where found.—Not very uncommon in corn-fields,

meadows, and pastures, where the soil is gravelly ; especially

where liable to be flooded.

Time offlotveriny.—April to .June.

History.—The generic name is from mys, a mouse, and
oura, a tail ; the specific name is minima, least. This plant

is one of the rare instances of a vei7 great disproportion of

males and females in the same flower, yet the seeds usually

are all prohflc. It is the only English species. The whole

plant is acrid. I'arkinson says that it was sometimes called

Blood-stranije, but, he adds, " 1 thinlc coiTuptly from blood-

staying ; " " the country people apply it not only to those

that bleed at the nose, by bruising the leaves and putting it

up therein, but also to stay the much bleeding of wounds,

and to heal them."

It having been demonstrated long since that the roots

of plants can take iu food for their support, and for the

maintenance of their growth, only either in a liquid or

gaseous state, it is somewhat surprising that cultivators

have not been more attentive to the application of

manures to their crojis in one or other of those states.

The absence of such attention is only explicable upon
the too general rule that old practices, like old habits,

are difficult to depart from.

The nearest approach to tlie general application of

manure iu a liquid state, is the old practice of turning

over stable manure until reduced to a soapy mass, then

much more readily soluble in water than the crude litter

when first heaped up from the yard. In some very large

farming establishments, the process of fermentation or

decay, which renders it thus soluble, is carried on in

waterproof tanks, and every care is taken to preserve the

liquid which drains from it. This is another step in the

right direction, and we expect, as we hope, to live to see

the day when such manure is applied only in a liquid

state, for such a mode of application is very rauoh the

most economical. One ton of stable manure jirojierlij

dccomjiosed, and its soluble parts removed almost as soon

as formed, ami applied to growing crops in a liquid state,

would be as productive of as much benefit to those crops

as five ions of the same manure apiplied in a solidform.

This is a truth that will very soon be admitted by all

who have energy sufficient to try it practically ; and we

shall then see manure applied by the water-cart and the

water-pot, instead of as now by the dung-cart and wheel-

barrow.

To illustrate and enforce our opiuiou, we will at

present only quote the following from a most valuable

pamphlet published by the I'oard of Health, entitled

Minutes of Information on the Practical Application of

Sewer Water and Town Manures to Agricultural Pro-

duction :

—

" The greater proportion of what is lost from decom-

No. CXCIV., Vol. VIII.
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position and evaporation, by the retention of manure in the
dry state, or in its application as top-tlressings, is saved by
its being diluted and caiTied in water beneath tlie surface of
the soU amongst the roots. The more minute subdivision
of manures in the liquid form faciUtates their rapid decompo-
sition and complete absorption, and there are various
examples to show that one load of soUd manure, properly
Uquiiied with sutlicient water, will have fom' or five times
the fertilising power that it would have if applied in the
solid form.

"Mr. Barber, of Muirdrockwood, in Kirkoudbrightshu-e,
has twenty.seven acres of laud before his house, ualm-ally
of so poor a quality that it originally served for the feeding
of two cows only, and that poorly. He put the dung of forty

cows with that of four horses which he kept in a stable close
to his house, into a tank, through which he passed a rill of
water, and irrigated with the solution twenty-two acres of the
poor land below. With the miscellaneous refuse of his
house and scullery five acres were irrigated. The produce
from the same twenty-seven acres of land, fertilised by the
liquid manure, now enables him to fodder Jhrlij cows and
four horses. An important exjieriment was also tried,

showing the comparative results of the effects of liquid
and solid manure on simOar land. There were some knolls
of land close by, wliich being elevated, not having the use
of the hose, he could no.t migate ; upon this laud he could
only apply manm-e in the solid form as top dressing, and
whilst he has obtained four or five fold crops by the applica-
tion of liquid-manm-e, with all the top-dressings he has been
able to use he has never succeeded in getting more than one-
and-a-half fold of produce by the dung unh(juified.

" On Mr. P. W. Kennedy's farm at Myer JIUl, in Ayrshire,
the general result of the application of the fai-m-yard
manure in the liquid form, and its distribution in four times
its weight in water, by means of steam powder through fixed
and fiexible pipes, was, that five times as many cattle were
fed on the same ground as had been fed previously, and this
TOthout any adtUtion to the manure bought for the fai-m, and
with an increase instead of a diminution of the fertility of
the soil.

"The recent and important experience of Mr. Pusey
presents analogies to the instance above cited.

" Being, as he states in a letter to Mr. Ohadwick, like most
arable farmers, in difficidty as to the hve stock for convert-
ing profitably his straw into dung, he made arrangements
for decomposing it in water, liquifying it, and throwing it in
the liquid state upon the land, availing himself of a very
small rivulet, which he made to run through his fanii-yards,
and catch the juices of the dung after rain, and liquify the
solid manm-e there. At such times he takes care ' that the
water shall be so applied as to run Mo the land, and not
escape beyond it into the outfall. This is easily contrived
by the waterman.' With this sU'eam, (which is ' muddy
during and after rain from the washing of the manure of
farm-yards, the organic refuse from the houses in Pusey,
and from the roads,') when he considers it in its best state,
he fertilizes a considerable area of land, previously not worth
more than about us. per acre, and from that same land, and
by these means, ho obtains four and five fold crops, an
extent of fertility far beyond anything obtained or practi-
cable by top-dressings, with the available manm-e in the
soUd form.

" Mr. Lee, the inspector, in whose Report Mr. Pusey's
work is described in detail, thus states the effect of the
irrigation with the Uquifled manures ;

—

" ' The whole of the annual produce from any of this
land has not been cither measured or weighed ; but Mr.
Pusey said, while we were examinmg the part first u-rigated,
that the first crop cut was estimated at a ton-and-a-half to
the acre. Sheep were then turned on repeatedly, and the
whole annual produce was estimated to equal the keep of
thirty-SLx sheep per acre dm-ing five months.'

" It appears to bo important to bear in mind the fact
ah-eady referred to, in the expei-ience of horticulturists, that
an extent of dilution such as extinguishes smell, is about
the best for absorption and assimilation by the plant ; that
all the progress of horticultural improvement is made by
diluting more and more, and applying the diluted manure
more and more frequently. A very experienced horticul-
tm-ist, Mr. I'ince, of Exeter, states that he has arrived at

this point, that he appUes the hquid manm-e twice a week,
and with one of plain water in the interval between each
watering with the liquid manure. He gets rid of fibrous

matter, and, to use his own expression, ' I give this water
with the jnanure in it so clear, that if you were not to know
what it was, you would not object to drink it.' The conclu-

sions are all in favom- of frequent applications of manure in

solution, of getting rid as much as possible of fibrous

matter, and of much greater dilution than lias been hitherto

customary, or indeed generally practicable while the liquid

manure has to be carried by human or animal j^ower.
" One practical reason for this course on the part of horti-

cultm-ists is, the perception by them, that not only does the

fibrous matter tend to clog the pores of the soil, or in some
such way impede the process of vegetation, but that every

portion of fibrous matter is apt to become a nidus for ani-

malcules. It commonly escapes the fai-mer's attention, that

each mass of exposed dung becomes a source of devastating

insects, which he unwittingly in that form spreads over his

fields, frequently with the seeds of unsuspected and in-

jurious weeds.
" A fm-tber reason, however, for the superior success which

has attended all careful applications of manure in the liquid

form appears in the fact that all sohd matter, the sepai-ate

particles of which are visible to the eye, must be decomposed
before it can be absorbed by a plant. The most powerful

microscojies fail to detect the apertm-es to the spongioles in

plants ; if, therefore, there be any fibrous matter or particles

of manm-e visible to the eye, the fact is conclusive that that

manure is not in a fit condition for assimilation by the plant.
' All attempts,' says Bousingaultj ' to make plants absorb

solid bodies in a state of mirmte division, and held in sus-

pension in water, have been ineftectual. In these attempts

the spongioles have acted precisely like perfect filters, with

which those that we employ in oiu- laboratoi-ies cannot be

comiiared. Fm-ther, the weakest solutions are not entirely

absorbed by certain roots ; a kind of separation takes place

;

a jiortion of the dissolved salt ajipeai-s to abandon the water

at the moment of its penetrating the spongiole.' AVhen the

roots of plants are placed in solutions of gum, sugai-, or

starch, they thrive, if the solutions are thin ; but if thick

solutions of these substances be prepai-ed, the plants die iu

them. Su- Humphrey Davy attributed the non-absorption

of the thick solution and the death of the plant to the thick

matter blocking up the pores of the vegetable tisstie,"

GOSSIP.

The Crystal Palace Company is formed ; the applica-

tions for shares were nearly double the number that

could be supplied ; and shares are at a premium. The
following particulars are from the Company's pros

pectus :

—

" A site close to London, but out of the reach of its smoke
and brick walls—beautiful, pictm-esque, and open—has been
secured on the Brighton llailway. The Palace once built upon
it, iviU have a railway station within the builduig itself, com-
municating by an exclusive hue of rail with the London
Bridge and Bricklayers' Arms Stations, which are the most
readily accessible to the densest portion of the London
population, and from which the Crystal Palace Station will

be reached by special trains in ten minutes. A line is also

in contemplation which will connect the Crystal Palace with

the "Waterloo and Vauxhall Stations. One small payment
will cover both the admission and the railway conveyance to

and from the Crystal Palace. Thus, in a few mmutes, with-

out stojjpage, the visitors will find themselves once more
within the precincts of their old and favourite resort.

" The Institution itself it is proposed to make worthy of

the country and of the views with which the Crystal Palace

was originally raised. Refined recreation, calcidated to

elevate the intellect, to instruct the mind, and to improve

the heart, will welcome the millions who have now no other

incentives to pleasure liut sucli as the giu-palaco, the danc-

ing saloon, and tlie alehouse atford them. The triumphs

of industry and art, and the natm-al beauty of flowers and
plants from every climate, will meet together at the Crystal
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Palace. Within its wails, all tlie charms of the country will

be perpetuated tlirough winter and summer, and wind and
rain, and the well-linown inclemency of our climate will

form no ohstaole to the perfect enjoyment of \isitors ad-
mitted to the genial atmosphere of a winter-gai'den eighteen
acres in extent.

" At Versailles the great attractions of the Palace are its

fountains; at the Crystal Palace it will he possible, for the
first time in England, to enjoy a spectacle which has always
been regarded as the most grateful and soothing that even
Royal munificence has been able to command. With our
power of steam and mechanical resources, it will not be
difficult to render the fountains of the Crystal Palace the
finest in the world.

" Tlie sculptures of the most eminent living artists of
every nation, casts of the works of eminent sculptors in
evei-y age, arcbitectm-al remains, and casts of arcliitectural

monuments of past and present times, will occupy every
salient part of the building. The French, Germans, and
Italians wiU cease to be the only European nations busy in

educating the eye of the people for the appreciation of art

and beauty. Tlie most interesting models of machinery at

worlv will present to the artizan, as well as to the student,
the means of acquainting himself with the processes and the
products of every great staple manufacture in the counti\y.

The lesson taught in Hyde Park, where the cotton entered
in the berry and emerged in the bale of goods, where linen
rags were passed through the paper-mill, and issued in

broad sheets of instructive literature, will be repeated in the
People's Palace, where every great \ictoiy of machineiy will

find its enduiing record and safe depository. Geology,
mineralogy, and botany will be illustrated on a far greater
scale than has ever before been attempted; and trees, plants,

architecture, costumes, and manufactures will be so laid out
as to present, as far as practicable, a study of eveiy country in
the world, with all its natm-al stores and industrial products.
The Royal Commissioners were obliged to take, almost with-
out discrimination, all tliat were sent to them by local or
foreign Committees, and tlius many acres of space were
filled with useless and uninteresting objects, and the same
description of objects was repeated time after time in every
division of the building. In tlie new building, on the other
hand, the classification of the objects will be much more
complete and instructive, and the vacant space will be fiUed
by beautiful plants, tlowers, and fountains.

" Surrounding the palace will be the Crystal Palace Park,
constructed with all the peculiarities for wliicli the parks of
England are world-famous. One hundred and fifty aci-es

will be filled with every tree and plant wliich England's
atmosphere has adopted or acclimatized. The Crystal Palace
Park will be as thoroughly English in its aspect, as tlie

Palace itself will in its contents be a miniature of the world.
" Periodical shows of flowers and plants will be held in

the Palace, hut the general amusements of the tea garden
and tlie dancing saloon will be strictly excluded. Care -vvill

also be taken to secure a supply of refreshments of the best
description, but intoxicating beverages will not be sold. In
a word, throughout every department of the national work,
that character wiU be stamped upon it which it has already
won. Tlie Crystal Palace shall suffer no deterioration In
consequence of its removal from its present aristocratic site

;

shall lose no pait of its claim upon the gratitude and ap-
plause of the public, by reason of its transmission from the
hands of Her Majesty's Commissioners to those of the
people."

A con-espondGut, T. D., writes to us as follows :

—

" I never heard of Tropceoliim speriosum doing so well with
any one befoi-e, as with E. JI. mentioned at page 1.5li. I
feel persuaded that the last pm-agrapli of the wi-iter's note
ought to be kept in mind. " I live in « very cold coiiiili/."

I have seen it grown, and have grown it, planted at the front
of a south wall, in a soil that is rather rich, but it never lias
made much growth with me, nor in other places where I have
seen it grown. I have no doubt but that it is owing to om-
planting it in such a situation that it has not done bettei\
I find here (north-east of Essex) that the Abiitilnn striatum
survives through the winter, and flowers well, grown against
a south wall. Although it is of the Malva family, it never
receives much water, but does well."

The following is from A Subscriber, wliose address wo
have :

—

"As your publication invites information as to the Cachin
China fuwl, I cannot do better than give you the result of a
sale which took place lately at Kensington. The collection
consisted chiefly of some bu-ds which had obtained the
prize and extra medal at the Eiriningham exhibition last
December; a few chickens bred from them; about thirty
pair of chickens, from eight to thirteen weeks old, and
several cocks and hens, &c. I consider one of the extraor-
dinary facts of this extraordinary age, to have it to record
that the produce of this sale amounted to a sum bordering
on i£100. I have attended sales of agricultiu-al stock; I
have had a well-bred bull calf knocked down to me for £'},

but here that price was commanded by a hen, while her
mate fetched the sum of £S Os. If this poultry mania goes
on, our farmers had better convert the bullock-pens into
chicken-coops, as fowl will be more profitable than flesh, and
tlie sooner the better, in my opinion, as what can be so de-
testable as prize beef or prize mutton, covered with
mountams of fat. I wonder Mr. Punchard, or Mr. Auster
Bonn, do not estabL'sh an annual sale somewhere. I had
this morning six chickens, the produce of thirteen eggs, so
that the little animals have cost me half-a-cro;vn a-piece
before they left the shell, and I still have to run the risk of
reai-ing them. In future, to secm-e a large brood, I intend
always to sit two hens on the same day. I think a shilling
a-piece for eggs too dear ; Od. is a good remunerative price,
and I shall be glad to establi-ih a correspondence with any
gentleman possessed of good stock, upon these terms."

We are obliged to Mr. R. Pettit, gardener to Sir H.
E. Bunbury, Bart., Great Barton Hall Gardens, near

Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, for the following particulars

relative to the crops in that neighbourhood :

—

" Appli's, abmidant. Apricots, very abundant, where covered
with calico on spUnes, rolled up in the moniing, and let

down in the afternoon. Cherries, both on the walls, and
dwarf standards, a full crop, particularly of Morellas.
Currants, very heavy crop. Gooseherries, an average crop.
Plums, both on the walls and standards a good crop. Pears,
both on the walls and standai'ds, an extraordinary croi).

Peaches and Nectarines, an average crop, without protection
;

trees clean. Haspberries and Strawberries, abundant promise
(now in bloom). Peaches, Nectarines, and Grapes in the
houses, a very fine crop. The Plums on the walls are
now being attacked with insect."

The following is a list of the Horticultural and
Poultry Shows of which we are at ])resent aware. Wo
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad"

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HORTICULTCHAl. SHOWS.

Barton-upon-Hujiber. First show 11th July {Sec. C.
BaU.-)

Bath, June 24th, July S9th, Sept. ICth. (Sec. H. T. St.

John Maule, Esq.)
Botanic (Kotal), June 30.

Bridoewater, June "JS ; Sept. 22. {Sees. Mr. J. Leaker,
and Mr. J. Hayward.)

Bmgii, July 7th, Sept. 15th. (Sec. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun.)
BruY St. Edmunds, June 2.5, at Sir H. Bunbury'a;

.July .-iO (Picotees) ; Sept. 10 (Abbey) ; Nov. 26 (Chry-
santhemums). (Sec. G. P. Clay, Esq )

Cu.EDONiAN (Inverleith Bow), Edinburgh, Aug. 7, Sept. 8,

Dec. 2.

CnEI.TENHAM, Aug. 26.

Cr^sw^CK, July 10.

Cr.APHAii, July 8, Sept. 11.

Colchester and East Essex, June 23, at Blr. J. Taylor's,

West Lodge, Lexdon Road ; Sept. 8, at the Rev. T.
Round's grounds, Holly Trees, All Saints.

Derby, Aug. 4.

Dinninoton ^Newcastle-upon-Tyne), July 14; Sept. 8,

(Sec. Rev. J. M, St. Clere Raymond.)
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Durham, Sept. 8.

FoEFAi;sHir,E (J'-astern), July 21 (Brechin) ; Seiit, 15

(Arbroath).
Hampshiue, July 1 CWincbester), Sept. 9 (Sonthanipton),

Nov. 18 (Wmchester). (Sec. Rev. F. Wicl;hain, \Viu-

chester.)

HABirTON Wick, July 1- (Sec Mr. B. llegester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 10.

HuLi,, June 24, Aug. i, Sept. l(i.

KiRKC.Ai.DY (Fifeshire), June 24, Sept. 9.

Le\ves Grand National, July 14 and 1-5.

Ltncoi.n, July 27, Sept. 14.

LrvERrooL, Juue 24, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).

London Feoricultural (Exeter Hall, Strand), .Tune 8t,

22, July l;3+, 27, Aug. lOt, 24, Sept, 14t, 28, Oct. 12+,

Nov. a+, 23, Dec. 14+.

Maidstone. Fete. June 24. In-door Show. Sept. 8.

(See. Mr. J. G. Smith, "Week-street.)

Mid C.alder (Parish school-room), July 9, Sept. 10.

Newbury, June 18, Sept. .3.

North London, Sept. 14 ; Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, June 29, Eo.5e and Pink ; July 27, Car-

nation ; Sept. 27, Dahlia.

Oxfordshire (Royal), Juue 23 ; July 29; Sept. 23. (S«s.,

C. Tawney, and W. Undershell, Esiirs.)

Peebleshike, July 13th, Sept. 14th. (Sec, J. Stirling.)

South Devon Botanical and Horticultural, July 13;
Sept. 7. (Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.)

South London (Royal), June 17+, 23, July 15+, 21,

Aug. 19+, Sept. 2+, 8, Oct. 14+, Nov. 11+, Dec. 9+, 10.

Shackleweli,, Sejit. 1.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-
well), Sept. 15, Dahlia.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. 25.

Tuhriit, Aug. C, Sept. 17.

AVhitehaven, July U, Pinks ; Sept. 17, Dahlias.

poultry shows.
Agricultitrax Society (Royal), Lewes, July 12.

Birmingham and Midland Counties, i4th, 15th, lOth,

and 17tli December.
Busy and Radcliffe (Lancashire), Sept. 3 (Radcliffe).

t For seedlings only.

POINTS OF FRUIT-CULTURE TO BE WELL
OBSERVED.

Towards the end of this month, the breast-shoots of

fruit-trees iu general will be inclined to be rampant,
especially if in rich soil, and disbudding has been neg-

lected. Now, two or three weeks more neglect will

cause the proprietor, in the ensuing spring, to wonder
why he cannot have good crops, seeing the e.'cpense he
has been at. New walls, ex2iensive trees, with long
names and showy labels, are all very fine things, but
they are only tlie means to an end, and must not be
mistaken for the end itself. Many ])ersons—indeed
the majority—give their trees a promissory note, pay-

able several. weeks after sight; but trees can no more
thrive on promises than mortals. " Really," says Mr.
A., " tliero is such a pressure of work Just now; it is

always the case; but as soon as Midsummer has passed
we shall liave a little breathing time, and then we will

look over these plaguey trees ; surely a fortnight or three

weeks cannot make so much odds. These writers make
too much fuss by half about such things." This is that

most important point of all others to tender fruits—the

due and timely control of superfluous spray staved aside;

and year after year comes a repetition of convplaints,

and a repetition of queries concerning failures.

We are here prepared to admit, that to carry out the

modern system of warfare against useless spray, insects,

&c., a little extra labour is involved during May and
June; and as the gardener's labours have progressively

increased with the increase of horticultural luxuries, all

those, whose means will permit, should allow extra help

during those all-important months. This will be a two-

fold benefit ; an act of justice to themselves, as well as

the gardener, and by no means a loss to the public. It

will be seen, that reference is here made to lliose esta-

blishments where a regular gardener is kept, and where
other assistance is required. As for small villa gardens,
with their peach-tree, their Moorpark, or their Jargo-
nelle, against a wall, with a few pyramid pear and apple
bushes, why we would strongly urge on the feminine
portion of the establishment the immense benefits of

a little exercise in this way ; np every morning soon
after six, and nipping away at the pears; adieu to dys-

peptic symptoms,—begging pardon of the doctors lor

thus meddling with their professions.

First, as requiring -very particular attention, and as

richly deserving it, let us point to the Apricot. No
frnit-tree suli'ers more from overcrowded spray than this.

Blossoms nuiy form abundantly in this smothered con-

dition, and the trees may, in the ensuing spring, be like

a garland ; but shortly comes complaints of bad setting,

which, of course, is attributed to the unusual amount of

frost the sufterer has experienced beyond his neigh-
bours. On examining closely blossoms formed under
such unfavourable circumstances, it will be found that
the greater portion possess a very debilitated condition

of pistil—that organ on which, of course, everything
depends ; indeed, in many flowers it will be found
entirely wanting; nevertlieless, the corolla may be found
perfect as usual. Besides, the encouragement of coarse

breast-wood begets a coarse and uncontrolable woody
condition, much averse to the fruitful habit in future
years. It is good practice, therefore, to pinch liberally

betimes, especially during the first three weeks in June.
All those breast shoots of coarse character, not required
for covering naked spaces, may be totally disbudded
first; and of those remaining, all that are required to

form a nucleus for futiu'e spurs may have their points

pinched off at once. During this time the caterpillar of

the red-bar moth will probably begin its devastations,

and these must be hand-picked and crushed constantly.

The embryo spurs will now get a fair chance ; the

sun's rays will penetrate the moderated spray, and well-

elaborated buds will be the sure consequence.

Peaches and Nectarines we advised about recently

;

continue, we say, to carry out the practice previously

recommended, and there will be no complaints of bad
setting in the ensuing spring. If the red spider should
threaten, either ply the engine or syringe heavily twice

a day, or dust the trees on the back of their foliage with
sulphur. We prefer the latter ; although wo never in

these days have occasion to use it, our jireventivo

maxims proving good security.

As for the Aphides, if any are such bad gardeners as

to have their trees infested in the month of June, wo
pity them, and advise them to take care that such does

not occur another season—it is as much a loss as a

disgrace. Of course tobacco in some shape must be
resorted to ; this will soon settle the rogues.

Figs.—-Tliese require much attention during the

month of June. If of free growth, they produce a con-

siderable amount of spurious B])ray, much of which
must be stripped clean away. Here the short-jointed

shoots are of eminent importance, and such must bo
carefully preserved. Every shoot which possesses joints

of more than an inch apart should, if possible, be done
away witli at once. This disbudding, however, like

most other, should be progressive ; and it is well to look

over them once a week during this month, first removing
entirely the most succulent and gross, and proceeding
on the same principle to the end of tlie month, when
hiost of the superfluities will be done away. In the

early part of July it will be well to commence pinching

the points of the strongest reserved shoots, continuing

such pinching at intervals during the month, and ex-
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tending the jjrocess into August, being ruled constantly

by tlie araonnt of strength in tlic respective shoots.

Currants (Bed and White).—No delay must be allowed

to take place in pruning back the breast-wood. The
ordinary garden shears is as good a weapon as any for

this pui'pose, but will require to be followed by the

knife. We take them back to within four or five inches;

but about this there is no necessity to be very particu-

lar, only care must be taken not to reduce them so as to

allow tlie sun to shine on the fruit. Tliis would ripen
tliom prematurely, and they would bo both inferior in

flavour and size. Those who seek a liigh amount of fla-

vour, should farther reduce tlie breast-shoots when the

fruit commences colouring, still, however, leaving a
bunch of leaves at the base of each shoot, to attract the

sap and partially screen the fruit.

Bii.^pberries.—If tlie suckers have not been thinned,
let it be done immediately : no gardening affair is more
apt to be neglected than this. Many otlierwise good gar-

deners may be noticed leaving their ras[)s smothered with
suckers through most of the season. To be sure, it may
ho generosity, but those who permit hundreds of spawny
suckers to remain unmolested, for the sake of having a
hundred or so canes to give to tlieir neighbours in the

ensuing planting season, are not the men to make the

most of a pole of ground. Surely no man in his senses
will doubt that such are robbers of the fruit ! If it could
for a moment be supposed that they do not immediately
detract from size in the fiiiit, it must at least be ad-

mitted that they detract from the soil in which they
grow, and this has, of course, an indirect influence.

We generally reduce the suckers to about five, and pull

away the extremely coarse and the very weak shoots,

together with all those which ramble far from the parent
stool. Tlie double-bearing or autumnal kinds, too, must
be carefully dressed ; only a few of the strongest suckers

retained. They should not be left nearer together than
si.x. inches by any means ; if more, all the better ; for in

the autumnal months they require all the light and air

possible.

Alirine or Autumnal Strawberry.—It is to be hoped
that every blossom has been cut away up to this time

;

it is worse than useless to permit the plants to e.\haust

themselves prematurely. They require all possible as-

sistance in the way of regular waterings in dry weather;

no success may be expected without this. A mulching
is of much service before the blossom-stalks come forth,

and the mulch should be covered with slates, or some
hard material, to keep them clean. We protest, how-
ever, against the use of larye slates ; smaU pieces are

the best, as admitting tlie rains or waterings to jiercolate

through in a more equal way. R. Erbingtox.

WINTER GARDENS, AND WINTERING
PL.\NTS.

After all, and knowing the whole secret and ma-
chinery by whicli our great exhibitions are got up and
kept afloat, if I had ten thousand a 3'ear coming in, I

would first begin by having my exhibitions at home, ac-

cording to Mr. Fish's plan. My flower-garden I would
prefer to all the exhibitions in the world. Grapes and
potatoes, and the like of them I could buy at the shop
at one-half of the price I could grow them at ; but all

the shops and shows in London cannot furnish flower-

beds : and if they did, where is the grass, the gravel,

tlio trees, the slirubs, and above all, the scenery to come
from'.' I would have no hybrid, or hybrid-perpetual

gardens, but I would have the real thing all the year
round—out in the open air all the summer, and in the

winter comfortably under a glass covering—all my
specimen plants would be exhibited when the frost and

snow prevailed; then, instead of calling in paid judges
to award prizes, I would make all my friends and neigh-
bours the solo arbiters of my doings—open the garden
gate to them the first thing after breakfast, or rather
open the breakfast-room door, and let them step out and
walk in amongst the choicest things I had, at once, and
there stroll about on dry concrete walks, and among my
camellias, azaleas, roses, geraniums, and others of my
exhibition plants, until they were quite tired, or ready
for luncheon. This is a new style of gardening to us
about London, and as yet we liave only one example of
it—the large conservatory of the Botanical Societv, in
their garden in the Regent's Park. The large conservatory
at Chatsworth is too large, and too far oil', and the one
in the Ivew Gardens is too hot for comfort. Indeed, we
have been hitherto too far in the wrong direction with
all our large glass houses; instead of endeavours to imi-

tate the warm, healthy climate of Pan or jNIadeira, where
the invalid could enjoy a walk or ride, we have all along
been putting up houses, as if on purpose to make
invalids of the strongest constitutions in tlio country.
The Botanical Society's conservatory is by far the

best and most comfortable in England. What the
Crystal Palace may bo remains to be proved, but the
proof is beyond all doubt in the Regent's Park, and a
very large number take advantage of it every winter. I

went to see it last winter, and it happened to be a
bracing cold day iu the shade ; but the sun was out, and
felt cheerful about noon. On first going in, I thought
they were going to have a fete, or some sort of gathering,
when I saw so many people about, but I was told tliero

were no more than the usual number who went there al-

most daily, all the winter, to breathe the pure or purified

air, and to take strong exercise. The house was gay with
forced flowers; all the plants looked very healthy, the
climbers particularly so ; but there was one part of the
house set oft' to grow stove plants in, and there nobody
seemed to care to go into. I had it all to myself for a
long time. Now this shows quite clearly that the right
way is not to have any stove plants there, or iu similar
jilaces, at all, and then the annual expenses would be
reduced one-half; but that is not the question that I am
on at present. I merely want to give an expression to a

very general opinion which I find among all degrees of

gardeners, nurserymen, and also among many amateurs,
about what is called a winter garden. This opinion has
many boughs and branches; but they may all be
reduced to one stem and root, and that root is specida-

tion. They say it would be an excellent speculation in

such places as Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester, Livei'-

pool, &c., i&c, to cover so much ground with glass at a
low figure, and to lay it out for a winter-garden, where
the inhabitants woidd be admitted by paying so much
each time they entered, or by season-tickets, without

I

bothering themselves about shares, or summer shows, to

create funds as at present in some of these places. The
Horticultural Society has lately erected a beautiful house
for growing roses, the best and cheapest of that class of

buildings, so much wanted, that has yet been tried. I

believe the society does not intend to heat it by any
artificial means. There is another example of a cheap
house in their garden, put up a few years since by Mr.
Hartley, the great glass manufacturer, and it is some
thing between the two that is so much talked of now for

covering an acre, or more, for these winter gardens; all

the plants, or at least the principal part of them to bo
grown in the free soil, and not in pots or boxes ; those

that are thus planted in the large conservatory at the

Regent's Park, have answered remarkably well, and by
varying the surface of the ground, as is done there, an
apparent great extent is easily given to a comparatively

small space of ground. The money that has been spent

on ponderous iron houses of great height for stove plants

of no sort of use, and hardly of any beauty, would be
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sufficient to cover ten times tlie extent of gi'ouud occu-

pied by thciu in the manner liere spoken of.

Whenever this style of gardening, or any modification

of it shall come to be fashionable, it will be found that

the practical details are already ripe in the minds of gar-

deners. As the gi'eat experiment, however, is to be tirst

tried with the Crystal Palace, people will rest on their

cars for a while to see how that turns out, before much
is done beyond Mr. Rivers's orchai-d-house scheme, and
that for roses by the Horticultural Society. Meantime,
it would be well if gardeners, who have not yet thought
mucli about this plan, would turn their attention to the

subject, and so prepare their minds for what is certainly

coming.
I do not hear of anything very new, or particularly

good for bedding-out about London. The two tEiiothe-

ras, speciosd. and cirsjtilosa, particularly the first, have
now got vent once more, and parties will be more care-

ful of it for the future. There was a very nice new, or
" herbaceous plant," called Trollms chbiensis, exhibited

at the May exhibition of the Botanic Society, a native of

China, and next thipg to a ranunculus. It is a half-

double flower, with bright yellow blossoms as large as

those of the European trollius, and if it is a cultivated

plant in China, take ray word for it, that a good florist

might easily turn it to some good purpose. Tlie double-
ness appeared to me to be got by cultivation, and why
should we not have double trolliuses, as well as double
ranunculuses, for the difl'erence between the two is not
so much as that between a red henung and a Yarmouth
bloater. Mr. Standish, of Bagshot, was the exhibitor,

and it is with him that all the recent novelties from
China must be looked for. A new race, or a new plant
that would yield to the requirements of a good florist, as

TroHius would be sure to do, would be a good windfall

to them, as most of the new things they have been
claiming for years past do not add much to their laurels.

They made a mess of the calceolarias; spoiled the

fuchsias ; tlie cinerarias are going back as fast as ever
they advanced ; mimuluses and snapdragons they'have
been bi-eeding in real earnest, and got nothing better

than a turn of the lip ; while the arjuilegias, which
sport as freely as the dahlia, without help or encourage-
ment, have been left entirely to one individual, Mr.
Grigor, a nurseryman near Forres, beyond the Gram-
pians, and he only retails the sort that was considered
old at Brodie when I lived at Altyre, five or six and
twenty years ago, just when Mr. Grigor first "broke
ground" for his nursery ; but aquilegias are capable of
better things, nevertheless; and we ought to have whole
collections of them oftered for sale every season or two,

so as to keep in pace with the Larkspurs, and others of
the good old-fiishioned plants.

By the way, I have to return thanks publicly to a lady
near Guildford for another su]iply of the true old blue
branching I^arkspur, and which I am assured is just the
very thing I wanted. The seedlings are up, and we
shall soon be put out of all doubts about them.
Having now got home to my own garden, I must say

how I have secured lots of nice varieties, which I owe
to the kindness of strangers and friends. I had more
plants sent to me about the end of April than I had
spare groimd to do justice to, and I thought on my Suf-
folk fiiend's plan of saving geraiaiums through the
winter, and that founded on it for sending out plants to

Australia. It will be recollected that I suggested experi-
ments to be tried on this system through the summer, to

see how far it was applicable for home use, little dream-
ing at the time that I could have any materials for the
experiment myself; but so it is, and just now I have
the nicest lot anybody could wish for, going on to my
satisfaction, all packed in damp moss balls, and I can
move them about as I choose, as if they were in pots,

aiul I have no trouble with them. One friend sent me

a nice collection of dwarf hardy bulbs, chiefly spring
flowers ; many were in flower when unpacked, others

have flowered since, and all of them are seeding with
me in the moss ball. Among them is an European Cy-
clamen. m8,rked "twenty years old " on the tally. There
were three seed-pods forming on this bulb, if I may so

call it; when it came, the leaves were just over, and if I

had never heard of how to manage cyclamens before,

this root would have taught me. Certainly these cycla-

mens sliould never be dried ; mine was packed in the

wet moss, and the moss has been quite wet to this day,

and I examined the root this morning, and found the

seed-pods full-grown, and as fresh as the pods of green-

peas ; and what is more curious, they were turning
colour, indicating the time of ripeness, altliough placed
in perfect darkness in the middle of a ball of moss, and
the whole root and rootlets were as plump and fresh as

if the plant was in full leaf. Now, I am almost sure that

whole collections of Ixias, O.xalises, and all other green-

house and frame bulbs could be grown in little balls of

fresh moss kept moderately damp, without any pots at

all, and that with one-half the trouble and care they

require in pots and peat earth. You could place, or

rather pack the balls on a shelf, as close together as pos-

sible, the moment they were potted in October, and
after giving them one good watering, if they were safe

from frost, you might go to Italy for tlie winter, and be
quite at ease 'about your bulbs till next March. On
your return, if the tops were interfering with each other,

you wotdd undo the packing, and distribute your bulbs
according to your room or fancy, and if you did but

water the moss once a week or so, the whole would
bloom, ripen, and seed as well as if you had been tied

down to then- individual culture since last October.

But my experiment is not carried out to the point I sug-

gested, and I must repeat it, and I should be very glad in-

deed to hear how it turns out. Take any of your over-

stock plants, shake the soil from the roots, pack them (the

roots) in a ball of moss, then plunge the ball in water,

let it drain a little, and put it in a bladder or some water-

proof covering, and see how long it will do without more
water. D. Beaton.

A FEW HARD-WOODED PLANTS.

I HAVE introduced these here, to meet the case of en-

quiries lately made, and also because little attention

has hitherto been given to them.
BonoNiA sERRCL.vTA.—Tliis species, as well as all its

brother species and varieties, so far as we are aware, are

natives of the vast continental island of New Holland.
The Flora, and the climate of this vast region, are

becoming every day better known. Thanks to the gold-

digghigs, and the fertility of the soil, the difiereuces that

obtain in the diftereut colonies will soon be as well

known as the distinguishing features of our own
counties. As yet, we have not obtained that information,

and what has been communicated, is too generally in-

cluded in volumes beyond our reach. All accounts
agree, that there is a considerable difl'erence in climate

between New South Wales, Australia, and such settle-

ments as that along the Swan River. The climate and
the fertility, even of each colony, are greatly influenced

by localit;/—whether as being placed near the coast, on
the rising gi'ounds, or the almost boundless plains of

the interior. This we are apt to forget, when we grow
a collection of New Hollaud plants, and what is' worse,

when we want any definite iuformatiou, such as might
be obtained from the works of Messrs. Labillardiere and
Brown, unfortunately we cannot have them at our elbows.

The very low temperature which plants endure in that

region, at times, for which we have well-vouched

evidence, instead of being a safe guide for us to rest

upon, has often proved a regular will-with-the-wisp to
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lead lis astray. Instances have been known to us, of

well-read proprietors interfering with their gardener's

mode of heating their plant-houses, clinching all with

authorities as to the degree of cold endured by plants

at New Holland, and the Cape of Good Hope. The
result was a sickly, diseased, and decaying vegetation.

Our climate is diti'ereut almost from every other. Om'
moist atmosphere, which clothes our hill -sides and
plains with almost unequalled verdure, keeps our

New Holland plants growing, when the growth should

be becoming consolidated and matured. It is no
nueommon thiug in those countries for the thermo-

meter to rise above 90° in the shade ; and yet, with a

bright sun, owing to the drjiiess of the atmosphere, the

heat is felt to be less oppressive than 75° or bO° would
be with ns, owing to the moisture in our atmosphere.

Think of a Boronut, or any other plant, exposed for

weeks and months to such a temperature, and such an
atmosphei'e, and contrast its position, even in our best

summers, in which lately we seem to have as much of

the cloud and the haze as the sunshine—contrast the

firm, hard, sound, matured wood, in the one case, with

that which must be comparatively soft and unripened in

the other. We must approach the high temperature
and dry atmosphere of such countries in our summer,
before we can ti-ust their plants with such a cold as they

will stand at home in our winters. With comparatively

free-growing things wo manage these matters rather

economicallij by curtailing growth, by tlie confining of

the roots, and the lessening the supjily of moistui'e.

But with such delicate things as the beautiful and de-

lightfully-scented Boronia, we must be limited in out

experiments in this direction. Knowing that its average
winter temperature at home is not less than 50°, we shall

act safest, in our dull-summer country, not to give it a

too low temperature in winter. The horticulturist gave
the correspondent who led to this article sound advice,

when he advised removing it from a cold to a warm
greenhouse. The sickly ajjpearauce must be owing to

other causes than its comfortable <tuarters in winter.

Placing it in your airiest and coldest house, even now,
will hardly improve it, unless the treatment is altered.

Is the soil free and open ? Is the drainage all right '?

With these preliminaries we proceed more in detail as

respects

—

Istly, lis propagation.—The time for doing this may
range from February to July, hut tlie sooner the better,

as the plants will be better established before winter.

The obtaining the cuttings must so far regulate the

time. From old plants, nice little bits, neither hard nor
soft, may he obtained early, and which would not have
been likely to bloom. Failing this, nice cuttings may be
obtained from an early blooming plant, when, after

blooming, it has been pruned back, and the young shoots
are somewhat hard at their base, and may be slipped oft'

at their base, close to the old stem, with what is techni-

cally termed a heel. Previously to this, ^)0<s should have
been prepared as carefully as recommended for heaths

;

if a small pot inside a larger one, so much the better,

filled three-parts witli drainage, and the remaining fourth

with equal portions of rough peat, fine peat, and sand

—

the sand uppermost, of course. A four-inch pot to hold
the cuttings, inside a sis-incli one, wiU answer admir-
ably; and the tapering bell-glass could be fi.xed in the
space between the two pots. As to position in spring, a
place commanding a temperature of from 50° to G5° will

be best. In summer, a cold frame or pit will answer. The
cuttings must be shaded from bright sun there until
rooting has commenced ; but if daring the summer the
pots stand eighteen inches from the glass, and fifteen

inches in spring, little shading will be required. As
soon as the base of the cuttings begin to swell—techni-
cally, to callus—a little air should be given, by tilting

the beU-glass in the evening, and replacing it before

the sun strikes powerfully on the cuttings in the morn-
ing. Full exposure should be given them before pot-

tiug-ofi'.

2ndly. Polling.—Whenever potted, the pots should

not he larger than three or four inches in diameter. If

the season is advanced, three or four plants may stan

in the latter sized pot all tlie first winter, and be repotted

early in spring. The pots should he thorouglily clean,

and if new ones, well di'ied, after being previously well

soaked in water. The using new-burnt pots for parti-

cular plants, without previously soaking them, is just as

workmanlike as a bricklayer cementing a wall of bricks

without imdergoing a similar soaking. Drainage is

the next thing, and, perhaps, of all others, the most im-

portant for this plant; a want of water, and stagnant

water, injure it almost irredeemably. From a fifth to a

fourth of the pot must consist solely of drainage, with a
layer of half-decayed moss, to prevent the possibility of

the drainage being choked. Nor is this all. The soil

used must be in a condition to continue the drainage ; its

general character should be roughness and openness, but
yet in so small jiieces as to pack firmly together. A thin
covering on the sin-face should be flue to prevent the air

entering too freely. According to the size of the plant

and shift, the pieces of the compost may range from the

size of the common pea to that of the Mazagau bean.

The chief constituent should be well aired sandy peat,

and half its quantity may consist of broken charcoal

and broken pots, from which the dusty matter has been
excluded. In spring, we have found the plants benefited

by a slight dressing on the surface of three-year-old cow-
dung, rubbed through a sieve, or a solution of two-year-

old druig, in a weak state, used as watering—the plants

bloomed finer in consequence; any other artificial stimu-

lant used seemed to be too hot for the plants, and did

more harm than good. Finally, on this point, the

jdants should always he rather unJerpolted, and for two
reasons : first, to guard against stagnation of moisture ;

consolidate the wood before the dark days of autumn
and, secondly, to enable the sunlight in our climate to

and winter.

3rdly. Training and Growth.—As this species produces
its ohoi'ming bloom on the points of the shoots, a low
compact bush is the best form in which it can be grown,
and, in its young state, frequent stoppings will be neces-

sary, and when in an old healthy plant, thinning at

times will be necessary, so as to leave a requisite num-
ber of shoots, as much alike in strength as possible.

4thly. Position and Temperature.—Whenever young
plants are potted they must he kept close for a time,

and somewhat shaded, until fresh growth has taken
place ; at every potting this will have to be attended to,

and, to a certain extent, it will always be desirable after

pruning, when flowering is terminated; but this close-

ness and shading must not be carried to excess, par-

ticularly then, or the plant will become weakened, and
stored with crude juices. The same rule applies to esta-

l)lished jdants. When done blooming, the first thing to

be thouglit of is fresh growth, and, as soon as that has
freely commenced, our next care is to got the growth
bealtliy and ripen. In summer, therefore, the more sun-

light the plants receive the better, and the more heat and
air they endure then, the lower will he the temperature
they wfll endure uninjured in winter. After growth is

going on, a shady place for them in summer is the worst of

all places. I have, however, never trusted them entirely

out-of-doors, though, if the pots were secured from the

sun's rays, the plants sufficiently watered, and no more,

and at the same time defended from storms and heavy
rains, the brightest sun in tlie end of summer and the

beginning of autumn, would just be the thing for them.

Failing that attention, we must keep them in a cold-pit,

or in a very lightsome greenhouse, so as to secure all

the sunlight possible, plenty of air, and if exposed, as in
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a ool(l-]iit, with the means of pulling a sash over them
wlieiiever necessary. Wherever they stand in summer,
they should he housed hy the middle, or at the farthest,

the end of Septemhev; obtain a good position near the
glass, with abundance of air so long as the outside tem-
perature will enable you to do so. All these things at-

tended to, November and December are the months in

which they will stand the coolest temperature ; but even
then, it should not often he below 40^\ and not for any
long lime below 4.3°. That temperature, or even a lower
one for a short time, with air, will not luirt them so
much as a higlier one in a stagnant atmosphere. Hence
one reason why, after tlie turn of tlie year, a higlier

temperature suits them, is tliat the heat njiplied keeps
the air in motion. From January to February, the
plants, receiving fresh air, will thrive well in a tempe-
rature ranging from 4;)° to ^)i^^, with an allowance of
10° or 1.")" higher for sunshine. After that period, what
will suit heaths, and other greenhouse plants, will suit
them.

Cithly. ll'alering.—This is a matter of gi-eat import-
ance. All the means formerly mentioned as inti-

mations that tlie plants want watering or not must
be attended to. If dried at one time, and moisture
stagnating at the roots at another, the same ruinous
results will ensue. Soft water must be used. 'When
exposed upon shelves, double pots are therefore useful
both in summer and winter, liut much, even then, will

depend upon tlie judgment of him who wields the water
can. From my own experience, I should judge the
plant at best to be rather short lived. Attending to the
above treatment, I have succeeded in pleasing myself;
when, from various causes, any of these matters have
been neglected. I have been mortified to find the jilauts

very soon candidates for the rubbish-heap. A fine plant,
therefore, always augurs not only good, but very atten-

tive and jiains-taJiing gardening.
Other plants alluded to hy our correspondent, chiefly

of the same genus, I cannot now dwell upon ; Cut this

is less to be regretted, as every one mentioned may be
grown in a similar manner, and the only difference is

that they will succeed with much less care.

R. Fisu.

NEW STOVE PLANTS.
There ai'e, in some of the I^ondon nurseries, several

new stove plants. In this paper we purpose giving their

names, and, where we know the plants, a short descrip-

tion of each ; whicli description, with culture, &c., shall

be more fully given as they become better known.
AcHi.MES'KS.—In this fine tribe there are four new

and distinct varieties, namely,
A. Bffii'KjrANNii HiRsuT.A. cffi;nui.B.\.—With fine, large,

blue flowers; very distinct. 3s. (id.

A. coRY5iBOs.\.—This is said to be very fine, with
heads of flower in the corymbose style, os.

A. PURPUREA MAGNIFICA.—Large purjile flowers: very

fine and distinct. 3s. (id.

A. Rend.vtleri.—Very fine. ils. (id.

A'".scnTXAXTnus c.iXDiDus.—Rather small flowers, of

a good white colour, with the throat spotted with crim-

son : very prettv, and useful to grow in fanciful baskets.

3s. Od.

2F,. ruLCHEi.Lus.—Very free flowering variety, with
pure white flowers. 3s. (id.

Anectoohtlus LoEiiiANus.-—A charming addition to

tliis chai-ming family of plants, with leaves of the
brightest green, finely veined with white. (i.'?s.

Begonia Puseyii.—A most abundant (lowerer, very
handsome, with pendant trusses of pure white flowers.

73. 6d.

Barthohna macut.ata, and B. jrARMonEA.—Charming

dwarf plants, with star-shaped bi-ight pink flowers ; the
loaves of both are beautifully marked. 3s. (id. each.
Bkugmansia eximia.—A new fine species. 10s. Od.

BnuNsi-Ei.siA jAJiAOEENSis.— A great improvement
upon the older species, with large, white, sweet-scented
flowers, most abundantly produced.
CoLOMNEA AURAXTiACA.—Rich orftuge-coloured flowers

;

new, and very desirable.

Cyrtantheea MAGxiFicA.—Large trusses of salmon-
pink flowers. A good plant for exhibitions, flowering
the greater part of the summer. 3s. (id.

Dr.\c.e.va Noiiii.is.—This, as its name imports, is a
noble plant, with large leaves, thickly produced on the
plant, and richly coloured with crimson. 21s.

EcHiTEs Harrlsonii.—Flowcrs, yellow, striped with
crimson, the bottom of each of a lively red ; it is also

very fragrant. Very rare.

(jesnera roncscANs.—Glittering scarlet ; fine. .'is.

G. Knopfallii superba.—Distinct, and very beau-
tiful. 10s. (id.

G. Leopoldiana.—New, and very beautiful. 21s.

G. ZEDRiNA cojipacta.—This is a new, veiy dwarf
variety, not growing more than six inches high, and
flowering profusely ; very desirable. 10s. Od.

Geissojieria aurantiaca.—Very distinct, with orange-
coloured flowers, and splendid foliage. 10s. (id.

Gi.oRiosA Pi.ANTit.—This fine species was discovered
by Mr. Plant, in South Africa ; it is very distinct from
G. superba, and more easilv grown, flowering profusely.

21s.

Gloxinia argy'rostigma splendens.—Fine handsome
foliage, the veins having the appearance of crystal ; a
deep purple flower, with white throat. No coUection

can be perfect witliout this fine variety. 5s.

G. Leon Lequay.—-Light blue, with a deep purple
throat; good. 7s. Od.

G. sPECTABiT.is.—Light purple, with large deep purple
mouth, and richly shotted centre ; fine shape and stout

substance. A fine variety. 33. Od.

There are several other fine varieties imported from
the Continent, but the above appear to us to be the best

at present.

Ipomea PAi.MAT.i—A new and beautiful Ipomea, with
medium-sized lilac-blue flowers, and neat palmated
foliage ; a beautiful climber, well adapted either for the

rafter or for training to a balloon-shajied trellis. 10s. (id.

IxoRA AURANTi.iCA.—Orauge-floweicJ Ixora, a new
and s|)lendid addition to this fine genus ; a very free

flowerer. los.

Klugia Zeylonica.—The Ceylon Klugia. This is a
beautiful plant, with fine azure-blue flowers. 10s. Od.

Maranta sanguinea.— Unlike the rest of this genus
this has large clusters of fine coral-red flowers, with
noble dark-coloured leaves; it is very handsome. lOs. (id.

Nautylocalyx dracte.^tum.—This is a decidedly new,
handsome plant. We saw it in flower for the first time
at the Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, on the

2nd of this month
;
probably it has flowered nowhere

else as yet in England. It belongs to that fine tribe
I

the Gesner-worts. The plant was about a foot high ;
|

the foliage large, oval-shaped, and of a fine green. The I

flowers are produced from the axils of the leaves, and ,

proceed out of a large pair of green bracts, each pro- !

ducing several flowers in succession ; they are large, of .

a flesh V substance, rather turned back at the edges; the

colour," a creamy white, with two brownish-buff' stripes
{

down the lower limb. Altogether it is an acquisition I

to the stove, and will be much sought after when better

known. 31s. (id.

Paniianus J.avanicus varieoatds.—Perhaps this is

the finest variegated plant we have in our stoves; the

leaves are from a foot to two feet long, beautifully and
freely striped with white. Those who admire variegated

plants should by all means procure this. 21s.
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Passifi-oka alata superba.—A great improvement
evea upon that fine species P. alata ; the form is better,

and the colours more yivid. Tjs.

P. AJtAnrj.is.—Bright scarlet ; very fine. ")S.

P. CoMTE KiSSEI.OFF.-— 5S.

P. CoMTE Nesselrode.—Tlicse two are said to be
exceedingly beautiful, but they have not flowered yet in

Great Britain.

P. racemosa elegans.—An improvement upon the

species, with finer and more higlily-coloured flowers.

lOs. (id.

Portlanma pi.atantha.—This is a ti-uly fine plant,

often sent out as P. grandiflora, but is much superior

to that fine plant, flowering more freely, and more dwarf
inhabit. 21s. T. Appleby.

{To he continued.)

ct;ltuee of roses in pots for
EXHiBrnox.

{Continuedfrom patje lO.j.j

!Mii.DEw.—In the various pursuits to which mankind
devote their time and talents, there are none that re-

quire such a large stock of patience, industry, and
untiring perseverance as that of horticulture, in the

varying climate of this country. More especially are

tlie above qualities necessai'y to the cultivator of florists'

flowers. He may procure the best plants ; he may put
up the necessary erections to grow them in; he may pro-

cure the proper soils without exercising much thought or

attention ; his purse, if well filled, may do this, but the

after attention and care will still be in daily requisition.

The proper degree of temperature, of watering, giving
air, and destroying insects, must be daily bestowed, or

he will miserably fail. Even when all these points

have been carefully attended to, disease may attack the

objects of his labour of love, and put to flight all hopes
of success, unless remedies are applied instantly the

disease appears, and there is no disease so fearfully

desti'uctive as that plague, the mildew, and no plant

that suffers more than the rose from its ravages. In
the open air, it is very i-arely observed until the decline

of the year. Then, when cold, damp weather prevails,

this parasite may be seen malcing daily progiess, espe-

cially in wet soils and low situations. Then, by its

baneful influence, it destroys the energies and weakens
the powers of the plants to perform the functions of life,

prevents the late flowers expanding, and, what is of the

greatest consequence, prevents the wood from attaining

what is technically called ripeness, and so injures the
plants for the following year.

Roses in pots are subject to mildew from similar

causes, namely, a low, close, damp atmosphere in the
house or pit, and the remedy is obvious. In such struc-

tures, where tlie atmosphere is in a great measure under
the control of the manager, it is his own fault if the

internal air is not rendered sweet and wholsome. When-
ever the mildew appears, raise the heat of the house,
give abundance of air on all favourable occasions, and
be careful that there is no more water used than is abso-
lutely necessary to keep the plants growing and healthy.
Tlie floor of the house should be kept dry and clean,

and every decayed leaf removed. The soil on the sur-

face hi the pot should be frequently stirred, to prevent
moss and lichens from growing, for these are not only
unsiglitly, but positively iujurious, by retaining moisture,
and thus giving out a bad, unwholesome, and disagree-
able air, or, more properly, miasma, which is offensive

to the organ of smelling, and must be greatly injurious
to the plants that are constantly exposed to its ill effects.

If, notwithstanding aU tliese remedial measures, the
mildew still appears to spread, then procure some flower
'>r sulphur, as it is called, and dust it over the leaves

affected ; the parts that are mildewed will retain it, and
its pungent qualities will destroy it; and as soon as
that is effected, let it, some fine dry morning, be washed
off' with the syringe.

Very lately we had occasion to visit au establishment
not a hundred miles from London, and were shown a
house full of forced roses upon which the mildew
had made its appearance in gieat strength ; and no
wonder ! The roots were standing uj'on a bed of

wet sand—the walks were wet and slippeiy with mud

—

the house had very little au'—and the smell arising from
the wet and mud was exceedingly strong and offensive.

No wonder the mildew flourislied under such circum-
stances ! and we are fully persuaded that tlie cause why
it has prevailed so extensively lately, in some places, on
the vine, arises from the same circumstances in a great
degree ; and untU such circumstances are remedied it

will prevail stUl more extensively.

Let the grower of roses in pots for exhibition, or for

any other purposes, then, be careful to keep the air in

his rose-house sweet, dry, and wholesome, or, he may
depend upon it, the mildew will quickly make its

appearance, and render nugatory all the care, expense,
and trouble he may have put himself to.

There is another disease that sometimes makes its

appearance upon the leaves of the rose, and very much
injures and disfigures them. This disease, for want of

a better name, we shall designate gangrene. A small
spot appears somewhere near the centre of apparently a
healthy leaf It quickly spreads, becomes of a bright
reddish yellow colour, and soon destroys the leaf. The
cause of this is wrapped in mystery. No insect that we
could ever discover is seen upon or within the leaf,

neither was a drop of water near it. Whether any
specks in the glass may cause it is also a matter of
doubt, for we have observed it on leaves that the sun's

beams never could possibly reach. If any one of our
readers have been fortunate enough to detect the cause,

we should be gi'eatly obliged by the information. The
cause being unknown, it is difficult to say what remedy
to apply ; the only feasible one we can suggest is to cut
oft' the leaves afl'ected the moment they are observed

;

for though we are confessedly ignorant whether it is

infectious, and of a spreading character, yet we are
sensible that by cutting oft' the aft'eoted leaves, and e.\-

]ielling them from the premises, we are, as much as lies

in our power, preventing the disease from spreading.

T. Appleby.
(To be continued.)

KITCHEN-GARDEN WALKS.
If we were asked, if any one thing more than another

is necessary to give a garden, or grounds, the apjiear-

ance of good keeping, we should reply—Yes, the quality

of the " walks," and their adjuncts " the edgings." Even
tlie kitchen-garden, where the multiplicity of operations
are continually going on, is much enhanced in beauty
by being intersected with good sound walks ; we use the
word sound, because it is more important here that those
main thoroughfares, for wheeled carriages as well as
pedestrians, should be firm and hard, rather than only
ornamental, which is more especially the case where
traffic is confined, in a great measure, to the latter class.

Some months ago, Mr. Beaton detailed to us his mode
of making walks for flower-garden or pleasure-ground
purposes, which doubtless were good for such places, and
still more so where a considerable declivity was to be
ascended ; but unless the material he used differs much
from the same kind in other parts, they appeared to us to

contain too much of soft matter to endure the wear of

barrow-wheels, when continued from day to day, as is

often the case in this department of industry rather than
of repose. We, therefore, advise those of our friends
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about forming new garden walks, uot to be too sparing
of hard stones, as, after all, tliey are tlie most lasting of

road or walk-making materials. The grinding wheel
makes less impression on a piece of lime-stone or flint

than it would do on chalk, ashes, or soft gravel, how-
ever well they may be blended together. To make tliem

as hard "and durable as flint," is certainly on a par
with that argument which assured us tliat a wooden
)iavement was more lasting than one of Scotcli granite

for our streets. We, therefore, entreat our friends not
to depend entirely on those materials, which only bind
or consolidate others of this class into that state of firm
smoothness capable of bearing a certain weight, only
when that weight rests on a tolerable broad basis, as the
human foot ; widely difleriug from that is the pressure
of the wheel of an ordinary barrow when loaded, and
performing its evolutions on the same spot, hundreds,
nay, thousands of times; it is then when the wear of

the walks is felt, and of whatever material it he made, it

is sure in time to tell upon it, but of course moi-o so

when such walks are formed of such soft materials as

indents with the least weight upon them. Now, as it is

scarcely possible to keep the walks in a kitcheu-gardeu
in that uniform good order which those of a lawn are
usually seen in, yefthey may, in a general way, be kejit

tolerably even and good, by having recourse to the
minor walks on which to perform much of the wheeling
and all dirty traffic. Another thing, is seldom or never
to wheel on them in damp weather or after frosts; still,

with all these allowances, kitchen-garden walks are

necessarily more used than any other, and ouglit to be
firm, liard, and substantial, which can only he made
such by the plentiful use of hard stone of some kind or

other.

The best walks we ever remember seeing were in a
garden in the immediate neighbourhood of lead mines.
We understood the foimdation to be, as is usual in such
cases, rough stones intermixed with those of a finer

description, and finally a good coating of the tine hard
crushed stone, called " cuttings," which is the stone
which lead is found amongst, broken up by machinery
into pieces in no case larger than a walnut, and mostly
smaller. This crushed stone being angular, sooner
becomes a united firm surface than the hard flinty peb-
bles found on the seashore and by tiie edge of some
rivers, and which, in the southern counties, has received
the somewhat ambiguous name of "sea-beach." This
material, like a collection of boys' marbles, or hardened
eggs, having no affinity for each other, never unite
unless through the intervention of some other adhesive
body, which is hard to obtain sufficiently plentiful and
cheap to meet all the purposes of a kitchen-garden. We,
therefore, advise our friends to have recourse to broken
stones if they can be had. We have frequently seen
road-stones broken unusually small by the inmates of a
union workhouse, and sold at a trifle over tliat of ordi-

nary stones; such metal is the very best that can l)e

had for carriage-roads, kitchen-garden walks, and other
thoroughfares, where ordinary sized road-stones would
not be likely to get fixed in time without a coating of

something else. We, therefore, beg our readers, to turn
their attention to the above quarter in their respective
neighbourhood, and see if such materials are not to be
had. The chippings of stone masons' is another useful
article in the same way ; in fact, anything in a broken
way is serviceable if it be hard; and we have seen
clinkers, the refuse of glass and iron furnaces, and other
substances in that way, all used to advantage ; some of
the latter were, on the whole, better for a time than
stone, presenting a more repulsive bed for weeds to

grow on. But, as we have already said enough on this

subject, we must leave for another week our remarks on
the minor walks and edgings. J. Robson.

THE UPPER CHAMBER.
By the Authoress of "Mi/ Flowers."

I vnsu I could transport some of my readers into one of
the rooms of a little cottage, standing on the brink of a
canal, and show them all that it contains, for it would teach
them many lessons ; but as I cannot do so, I will endeavour
to describe the scene, for it is one well worthy the attention

of all, both higli and low,—the inmates of the palace, as well

as of the rural cottage.

In this little dwelling a lock-keeper has lived for forty

years, actively and carefully employing himself in the duties

of his calling. He was up early and late ; no weather stopped
his labours; and he was a man fully trusted by the company,
because he always discharged his duty well. He was a hale,

robust man too, and though advanced in years, was in no
peril of death, as far as human eye could see.

James Saunders, however, had a Master whom he did not

serve. He did the company's work well, but he left the

work of God utterly undone. He was a drinking, jesting,

ungodly man ; full of everything belonging to this world, but
dead to aU that belonged to the world to come. He could
hear the well-known sound of a barge, even when asleep in

bed, and would spring up and rush out to see that all was
right, but neither "the fire," "the whirlwind," nor the "still,

small voice," coidd wake his sleeping soul. He never asked
or cared whether things were safe within ; as long as " the
water " was all right, and he could get idle companions to

drink and joke with, he was cjuite content.

Last summer, the Angel of the Lord met James Saunders.
He went out of his house one morning in his usual health

and spirits, and in five minutes was carried in again without

power to move. Cut duwu like the grass, stricken like a

deer, smitten by the Hand that no man can resist, James
Saunders was placed in bed, from which he wiU rise no more.
When all hope of recovery was given up, it was necessary

to place another lock-keeper in his cottage ; and as poor
Saunders was unable to be moved, his wife was obliged to

make way for the new comers by settling herself in the little

bedroom, and giving up the rest of the small tenement
to the large family of the man i^laced in her husband's
situation.

In this little, close room, viith a south sun shining full

ui^on it, lies the poor suffering lock-keeper, a pitiable sight.

One side is powerless, and the hand and arm so heavy, that

it is held up by a string and hook from the top of the bed,

that it may not press upon his exhausted body, for the

weight was like that of a large stone. The pain, restlessness,

weakness, and distress of the body is great indeed ; there is

no ease, no comfort, and there is no "liijlu" to cheer him
on through the dai'k valley. He has all to learn, when he
is broken down and disti-aeted ; and his tears and prayers

are sadly mingled mth the oaths and foohsh talking of his

former days. Death has settled himself close by his pillow,

and terrifies the sold ; but when pain and disease afflict the

body, how can the spirit awake and give itself then to God ?

It is a fearful risk to run ; let us be ready before the bride-

groom comes.
Betty Saunders is a woman of weak and tottering frame,

but of great spiritual attainments. It is wonderful to liear

her speak ; how much she knows, feels, and lias felt, during
her obscure but eventful pilgrimage with the m.an she chose

in her days of darkness. She had much to bear from one
wlio hated and laughed at religion ; but now her tm-n is

come to pay back good for evil, and the words she speaks

to him by night and day are words of extraordinary power.

Exhausted by months of weary watching, broken rest, scanty

food, and great distress, poor Betty can scai'cely do more
than look at and feed her helpless husband. A second bed
crowds the small room, on which she sometimes rests ; but

he is so restless and violent if she is uot near him, that

most of her time is spent in a chair by his bedside. The
company give him a small weekly sum, the parish allows the

wife a loaf and a shilling now, but for months tliey withheld

it, and she was nearly starved ; for continual fire, caudle,

and other requirements for a sick-bed, all but swallowed up
the 3s. (id. poor Saunders receives. As it is, their privations

are great; but in Betty's case they are softened, sweetened,

almost put away by the power and energy of her faith. Her
eye kindles, and her Ups pour forth streams of simple elo-
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quence that flow from a heart acquainted with God; and
good would it be for some of us, who are surrounded with

blessings, to enter the " upper chamber," where so much is

to be seen and learned.

Saunders lies crumpled-up in his uneasy bed, unable to

move on his pillow. A small fii'e-place, which scarcely kept
them wariu in winter, now renders tlie room oppressive to

all but the sick-man, and the few articles of furnitm'e they

possess are all crowded into the room, so that there is little

space to move. Such is the dwelling-place of this aged
pair, who appear in it as monuments of God's judgment
and mercy. The one, who has defied his law through life,

is now brought to desolation ; his headlong race is run ; the

day of his mad foUy has ended; and the night of sorrow and
sufleriug set in. The other, amidst trial and ti'ouble, says

with a beaming eye—" Goodness and mercy have followed

me all the days of my life." " Though he slay me, yet wiU I

trust in Him.'

"

"We need to see the finals of the poor rightly to understand
them, and to measure their patience under them. We need
to see their trials, to measure aright our own blessings and
enjoyments. We need to see their trials, to measiu'e aright

the grace that supports them, and to feel how and where it

is that the believer gains sti'ength according to his day. We
must not be content with looking in at a cottage door; we
may see nothing there to interest us ; but we must go into

the " upper chambers," where sickness dwells. We shall

there see God's controversy with man ; we shall see the

ungodly tremble ; the strong man brought low ; the infidel

confessing there is a God ; the blasphemer silenced. We
shall also see the triumph of faith ; the truth and faithful-

ness of the promises ; the "power of Christ's resurrection ;

"

as well as the " fellowship of his sufferings ;" and we shall

be taught the most wholesome truth, that amid the changes
and chances of our restless lives, " but one thing is needful,"

both to sweeten adversity, to hallow prosperity, and to esta-

blish the "hope which is as an anchor to the sold, both sure
and steadfast," which " maketh not ashamed." Let us all

seek lessons of uistlom, which ai'e better than "much fine

gold," and we shall find them plainly and powerfully set

forth in tlie poor man's " upper chamber."

THE CHELTENHAM AND COUNTY OF
GLOUCESTER EXHIBITION OF POULTRY.
This exhibition, of which much was expected, came off

on Thursday the 'Ird inst., and certainly the expectations

which had been raised were not cUsappointed ; for whether
we regai-d the munber of entries, the qualities of the fowls

shown, or the interest taken in the exhibition, it may he
said, especially for a fijst attempt, to have been eminently
successful. This is not difficult to be accotmted for ; for

these exhibitions, hitherto confined almost exclusively to the
North of England, are extending, as the ftincy for good
poultry spreads itself, and wiU soon be held in many
localities in which they have never yet been heard of, or will,

l^erhaps, be added to the ordinary Agricultural Shows, for

which adchtiou tlio Royal Agrictdtm-al Society has ex-

tensively set the example. By means such as these, we
hope soon to see the breeds of superior fowl dift'used

through om: country' farm-yards, and as gi"eat an improve-
ment efi'ected in this branch of rund and domestic economy
as has been attained of late yeai"s in the breeds of other
useful animals.

The show of which we have now to give an account, was
held at the Koyal Old Wells, at Cheltenham. The day was
all that could be desired. A handsome and very capacious
tent was placed in the centre promenade, and here the most
valuable specimens were aiTanged upon a table extending
along the whole length of the tent. The rest of the fowls

shown, together with the pigeons, were exliibited in the
Music-room, and this an-angement was favourable to those
who desu'ed a good view of the different specimens, for it

caused a dirision of the company, and prevented crowding.
Too much pi'aise cannot be aUotted to the Blessrs. Jessop,
with whom the whole management appeai'ed to rest. It

cannot be expected that all the arrangements for a first

exhibition, so extensive as this, should be perfect, but with-
out experience, and with very little assistance, the only

wonder is, that these gentlemen were enabled to make their

arrangements so perfect as they were.

It will probably be expected that wo should give our
readers such particulars of the different classes as our space
will permit. The names of the principal exliibitors will

appear by the subjoined list of the prizes awarded by the
judges, Mr. Bond, of Middletou Lodge, Leeds, and Mr.
Bissell, of Birmingham. To these gentlemen, the managers
of the show, the exhibitors, and the pubUc, are equally

indebted, for undertaking an oflice which is neither easy nor
pleasant, and thereby preventing the necessity of resorting

to the very objectionable practice of appointing dealers to be
the judges to-day of the articles whicli they may have
yesterday supplied.

Of Cochin China fowls, which in this, as in most of our

recent exhibitions, attracted most attention, and deservedly

so, there was a collection equalled by few, and surpassed by
none of our previous shows. This fine breed of poultry,

equally useful and ornamental, is now becoming more
ihll'used amongst amateurs, although the great price which
good specimens still command, shows that they were yet by
no means common. They were here divided into several

classes. The first and principal class (buifs and cinnamons),
comprised some of the best bh-ds ever exhibited. The i^re-

mium prize, a Gloucestershire cup, for the best pen of birds

in the exhibition, of any breed or vaiiety, and the first prize

in this class, were awarded, most deservedly, to Jlr. Sturgeon,

of Grays, in Essex, whose bkds more than sustained the

reputation they had akeady earned at Bu-miugliam, and
elsewhere ; indeed, it is not too much now to say, that there

is no breed of Cochuis in England to equal them. The
second prize was won by Mr. Andrews, of Dorchester,

whose hens were equal to any in the e.'ihibition. In the clarlc

class, the hens shown by Mr. Punchai'd, were undoubtedly
the best, but the cock being buii', the judges felt obliged,

reluctantly, to disquahfy the pen. The white Cochins were
very good, but only fom- pens of tliem were shown. The
first prize being awarded to 3Ir. Hodgkinson, and the second
to Mrs. Herbert. For the best cocks, the first prize was
awai'ded to Mr. Holcomb, of Campden, for a very superior

buft' bii'd. The chickens of this breed, were, considering

the time of the year, wonderfully forwai'd ; some of them,
bred by Mr. Lawton, of York, weighing upwards of S lbs.

each. The judges, however, gave the prizes to more uniform
and better coloured pens, the successful exhibitors being Mr.
Peters, and Miss Wilcox. We cannot dismiss this class

without adding, that it was, as a whole, most excellent.

The Malays were few, but good, and we hope this fine

variety of fowls, which has of late been scarce at our

exhibitions, wiU be stiU cultivated among amateurs. The
specimens exhibited by Mr. Leighton, and in extra stock, by
Mr. Sayers, were first-rate, and well deserved the prizes

awarded to them.
The Spanishfowls, as a class, were not so good as we

have seen at other shows ; there were, however, exceptions,

and those shown by Capt. Hornby, K.N., to wliom the fii'st

prizff was awarded, were quite first-class specimens, and
wovdd have commanded a prize at any exhibition. The same
gentleman carried ofl' the tu'st prize in the Dorking class,

which he also well deserved, for all his kinds were good of

tlieu- sorts, and were shown in blooming condition. Mr.
Towneley I'ai'ker, also showed some good Dorkings; he
obtiuned the second prize, and the first prize also for

chickens of the same vaiiety.

Of Game fowls there were but few, but they were good,

and an extra prize was awarded to Jlr. Armitage, for some
very beautiful Indian game fowls.

The Hamburgh foul were very poor, and in some of the

classes the judges withheld the first prizes. The amateurs
in this locality must apply to their Northern brethren for

assistance in improving their breeds of these pretty varieties

of poultry, w hieh are cultivated to perfection, especially, wo
arc happy to say, by cottagers and artizans, in Yorkshii'e

and Lancashke.
The black Polandf, -which are becoming favourites, were good,

but not numerous, and there was a pau- of good white ones.

The pretty, pert, and sprightly Sebright Bantams, gold and
silver, were represented by some good specimens ; but of the

other varieties of these diminutive fowl there were but few,

and those but middling.
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The Ducks and Turkies were only poor specimens, but the

Geese shown by Mr. Towneley Pai'ker, an enthusiastic

amateur, were particulai'ly good.

Prizes were offered for the different varieties of PUjcons,

and very good kinds were shown in some of tlie classes.

The extra stock also, and the stock exhibited, hut not for

competition, by the Jlessrs. Jessop, comprised some good

birds of different varieties. Altogetlier, as we have said, this

exhibition was a most suceesslul one, and it was patronised, as

it deserved, by a numerous and most respectable company.

To say that there were some defects in tlie an-angements

made, is only to point out wliat miglit fairly be expected in

a first attempt, and we notice these things as a wai-ning to

managers of other intended exhibitions, and not by way of

reproacli to tliose to whom all are much indebted for that

now under om- notice. There was barely time given to the

.judges suffieieut to enable them to make their rounds
satisfactorily, specimens being received up to two o'clock on

the AVednesJay, and little time being, therefore, left to

arrange and classify them. But the most serious defect i

was the want of a catalogue—a want which prevented the

public availing themselves so extensively as they woidd
otherwise no doubt have done, of the opportunity afforded

to them of purchasing stock, because they had no means of

judging of the relative qualities and prices of the specimens

submitted to their notice.
j

But these, and some minor points wUl, no doubt, meet
with attention on future occasions. Jleantirae, we con-

gratulate the projectors and managers of this exhibition on
the success which has attended their first show, and we have

|

no doubt, that—profiting by the experience they have
)

gained, and the hints which we (and, we dare say, others )
\

have afforded in a spirit the most friendly—they will remedy !

the defects pointed out, and make this in futm'e one of our I

best and most attractive of exliibitions.

AVe append the prize hst.

CHINA FOWLS.
Cock and Two Hens ; cinnamon or buff, feather-legged.—(Pen 208)

Sturgeon, Grays, Essex (finest of either colour}
;
prize, the Gloucester-

shire Silrer Cup, value JBS. (209) Sturgeon; prize, the Cheltenham
Cup, value ^3, (205) G. J. Andrews, South Street, Dorchester; second
prize. (2U) /. Cattell, Moseley, Birmingham ; third prize.

Cock and Two Hexs; colour, dark, feather-legged.— (238) J.

Punchard. BUint's Hall, Haverhill, Suffolk ; the best, but disqualified

because not dark. (236) T. Smith, Cheapside, Birmingham; second
prize. (234) E. Farmer, Greet, Sparkbrook, near Birmingham ; third

Cock a^d Two Hens; white.—The birds taking prizes in this class

were all bred by Mrs. Herbert, Powick, Worcestershire. (245) G.
HodffkiTtson, Jloseley Wake Green, Worcestershire ; first prize. Mrs.
Herbert ; second prize. G. C. Adkins, EdgbastOD, Birmingham ; third

prize.

Cock and Two Hexs; yellow or white legs, not feathered.—(253)
Hon. and Reo. \V. C. Talbot, Ombersley.'Stourport ; third prize ; the

only one given.

FisEST Cock of axv colocr; feather-legged.—(263) W. H. Hot.
combe, Campden, Gloucestershire.
Finest Cock, White Oft Yellow; leg not feathered.—(276) Hon,

and Ren. W. C. Talbot.

COCHIN CHINA CHICKENS.
Six Chickens of 1852.—(300) G. C. Peto-s, Moseley, Birmingham ;

hatched March 12 ; first prize. Miss Ann Witcox, Nailsea Court, near
Bristol ; eleven weeks old ; second prize. G. Hodgkiytson, Moseley
Wake Green, Worcestershire ; hatched March and April ; third prize.

MALAY FOWLS.
Cock and Two Hens.—(322) J. Oldham, Nether Whitacre, Warwick-

shire ; second prize. No first prize awarded.
Cock and-Onb Hen.—(321) /. Leighton, Cheltenham.

DORKING FOWLS.
Cock and Two Hens ; speckled or grey.—(326) Ho7i. Capt. Hornby,

H.N., Knowsley Cottage, Prescot ; first prize. (334) T. T. Parker,
Sutton Grange, St. Helens, Lancashire ; second prize. (329) Hon. and
Reo. W. C. Talbot; third prize.

Cock and Two Hens; white.

—

J. Jennens, Moseley, Birmingham

;

first prize. [343) J. Oldham; second prize. No first prize awarded.
UOKKING CHICKENS.

Pen of Six, Hatched in 1852; speckled or grey.-(347) T. T.
Pnrlier; hatched February 2; first prize. No competition in white
chickens.

SPANISH.
Cock and Two Hens; black.—(.152) Hon. Capt. Hornb;/. R.N.

;

first prize. (360) -B. Simons, Birmingham ; second prize. {3i9) R. Cox,
Hiphfield, Edgbaslon, Birmingham ; third prize.

Cock and Two Hens; white.—(357) J. Taylor, Crescy House,
Shepherd's Bush, London ; second prize. No first prize awarded.

GAME.
Cock and Two Hens.—(371) E. G/oocr, Alton, near Solihull; first

prize. (37.1) A. Armilage, Bljraston, near Ross ; extra first prize. (370)
T. Smith, Cheapside, Birmingham ; second priie. Tf. P. Hurlstone,
King's Head, Cheltenham ; third prize.

HAMBURGH.
Golden-spangled. Cock and Two Hens.— (3891 W. V. Tonet/,

Handsworth, Birmingham ; first prize. (384) E. Archer, Great Malvern,
Herefordshire ; second prize. (385) J. Walker, Malvern Place, Chelten-
ham ; extra second prize. ^390 W. M'elsh, Chapel Place, Cheltenham;
third prize.

Cock and One Hen.—J. Lloyd, Angleston, Leicestershire; second
prize.

SiLVEE.PENCILLED. CoCK AND TWO HeNS.—(397) G. C. AdkinS,
Edgbaston, Birmingham ; third prize. (400) D, Stratford, Malvern
Place, Cheltenham ; extra third prize.

Cock and One Hen.—(404) R. Cox; second prize.

SiLVER-SPANGLED. CocK AND Two Hens.— (409- H. Herbert,
Powick, Warwickshire ; second prize. (407) .^. Jennen.s, Moseley, Bir-
mingham ; third prize. (410) H. Wiggin, Blonument House, Edgbaston,
Birmingham ; extra third prize.

Cock and One Hex.—(415) J. Harlow, Moseley, Birmingham; first

prize. (413) W. G. Vivian, Singleton, Swansea; second prize.

POLAND.
Black with White Ceest. Cock and Two Hens.—(419) B.

Hewett, Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, near Birmingham ; first prize.

(420) G. C. Adkins ; second prize.

Golden. Cock and One Hen.—(428) W. G. Vivian; second prize.

White. Cock and One Hen.— (430) W. G. Vivian; first prize.

CUCKOO FOWL.
Cock and Two Hens.—(43i) H. Herbert ; first prize.

KUMPLESS FOWL.
Cock and Two Hens.— (433) Mrs. Buckle, Uckington, near Chelten-

ham ; first prize.

SILKY OR NEGRO FOWL.
(436 and 437) J- Harlow; first prizes.

BANTAMS.
Golden-laced. Cock and Two Hens.— (446) Dr. Comyn, Berkley

Place, Cheltenham; first prize. (445) Hon, Capt. Hornby, R.N.; second

SiLVEE-LACED. CocK AND Two Hens.—(454) E. HcwUt ; first

prize. (452) T. Basket!, Cheltenham ; second prize.

White. Cock and Two Hens.—(461) W. G. Vivian; first prize.

DOMESTIC GEESE.
Gandek and Goose.—(470) T. T. Parker; first prize.

DUCKS.
Aylesdury: Drake and Duck.—(483) il/rs. L. C.Stow, Bredon, near

Tewksbury ; 1st prize. (482) Jl/iss G. il/. Hoicarrf, Milborne; 2nd prize.

(481) W. E. Lawrence, The Greenwav, Cheltenham ; 3rd prize.

Rouen: Drake and Duck.—(489) W. A. Maule, Stapleton, near
Bristol ; 2nd prize.

Best Drake ANn Duck of any other Variety.— (493) Miss Grif-

fith, Marie Hill; 1st prize. (493) H. King, Park Place, Cheltenham

;

"2nd prize. (492) R. L. Amot, Alston Lawn, Cheltenham; 3rd prize.

DIuscovy; Drake and Duck.—(501) N, H, I>yer, Bredon Manor
House, near Tewksbury ; 1st prize.

TURKEYS.
Cock ano One Hen; Mrs. S. R. Herbert, Powick ; second prize.

Mr, W. A. Maule, Bristol ; third prize.

GUINEA FOWL.
Cock AND One Hen ; Capt. Levett, Hucclecote; first prize. John

Smith, Sevenhampton ; second prize.

PIGEONS.
Carriers ; pair, first prize, William Baker, Cheltenham. Anttverps ;

first prize, G. C. Adkins, Barbs ; first prize, G. C. Adkins. Pouters
or Croppers; first prize, G. C. Adkiits. Runts; first prize, G. C.
Adkins. Fantails, viYiite ; first prize, A. Smith, Charlton Kings. Fan-
tails, black ; first prize, T. J. Cottle, Cheltenham. Jacobins ; first prize,

A. Smith. Turbits ; first prize, G. C. Adkins. Nuns; first prize, A.
Smith. Trumpeters; tirst prize, T. J. Cottle, Cheltenham. Almond
Tumblers; T. J. Cottle.

EXTRA PRIZES.
Chitteegongs.—A. C. Sayers, Rambridge, near Andover, Suffolk.

And.\lusian Fowls.—John Taylor, Crescy House, Shepherd's Bush,

Pair of White Pea Fowl.—J0A71 Smith, Sevenhampton.

Messrs. .lessop Brothers, the secretaries, exhibited liirds

in every class, but not for competition, the rules excluding

dealei-s.

TROTECTION OR NO-RROTECTION.
" That is the question."

You inijuire of yoiu- readers what effects the frosty weather

in spring had on vegetation, and Mr. Eiringtou, rejoicing ia

his success, exultingly demands, " What say the no-protec-

tionists now ? " I cannot settle that disputed question, but

I am a regular protector, and yet for these last four years I

have had little wall-fruit. Up to the UOth of last month 1

thought all was going on well, but on the previous evening

the frost was so sharp that my apricots, protected by three

thicknesses of herring netting, and some by spi'uce-fir

branches, having poles to keep them a little distance from

the trees, were completely blackened, and have nearly all

dropped ; nor am I the only one that has suffered. A friend

of mine (I may as well name him, as I believe he is not un-

known to you, Mr. AVighton, of Cossey) writes me on that

fatal night his all perished ; but not despauing, he says we
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must begin again. Pears, though covered likewise, are

iiuarly all gone, and my plums on north walls, which are

now beautiful in bloom, have perished in embryo ; cheiTies,

I fear, are no better. It is my opinion that locality has far

more to do with success than anything we can do, either in

retarding or protecting. The gardens here are situated at a

jioint where two vallies meet, one from the east, the other

north-east ; the latter full of springs and a small stream ;

consequently the air is always charged with vapour, which

the winds we have lately had make very destructive. Last

year, it was the wet that did all the injiuy. The only

peaches I had wci-e on unprotected trees. The season before,

in March, we had a deep snow and a severe frost, piuticu-

larly one night, and in the morning the rime hung on forest

trees resen^hliug what it did in Mm'pby's January. Of
course everything here perished; even the apple-tree flower-

buds, by applying the linger and tluunb to them, could be

made to si>in oii'like a marble; yet not two miles from here,

on the ridge that divides the two vallies, a farmer had a

splendid crop of apricots and gooseberries ; so had every

iMie that possessed them in the little town of Swaffliam.

Xone if them ai'O protectors. From the 17th to the "^Oth of

April the preceding yeai-, the frost was so penetrating tlu\t

it destroyed the very trees themselves. I had planted the

month previous, against a north wall, some fnie chenw-trees:

the previous year's wood was all destroyed; some old ti*ees

suffered so much that they never got over it ; my apple-tree

blossom was all destroyed, while all around here, in May, I

never saw the orchards so ga}'. The only good effect I have

experienced from it was on some large fig-trees, from which

I Iiad removed the covering only two or three days previous;

all the previous year's wood was killed, and it so injured the

constitution of the trees, that the last two years I have had
excellent crops, and the present show equally good signs

;

they are an excellent substitute for peaches in September.

After all this, who will be so confident in their practice, or

presume all are laggards that cannot cope with them ?—J.

Mi'imocH, Clay Huli, S'.rafham.

PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE
MANAGEMENT OF REES.

Bi/ Henry Jf'enmaii Xewman, Esq.

{Continued from page 00.)

HEAT AND COLD.
Heat and cold are both to be guarded against by bee-

keepers. In severe cold the entrances to tiie hives should
be closed entirely, and if the hives be good ones, with theii"

coverings, this will generally be sufficient. That great ob-

server, A'irgil, who lived in a warmer climate than Britain,

obseiwes :

—

** Ipsa autem, seu corticibus tibi suta cavatis,

Seu lento fuerint alvearia vimine texta,

Angustos babeant aditus ; nam frigore mella
Cogit hycma, eademque color liquifacta remittit.

Utraque vis apibus paiiter metuenda."

(Whether your bee-hives are made of hollow cork sewn
together, or of bemling twigs interwoven, let them have
narrow entrances ; for winter, ^\'ith its cold, coagulates the

honey, and heat, on the other hand, liquifies and wastes it.

The effect of both these is dangerous to bees.)

The advocates for ventilation will do well, in severe

weather, to have no chinks beneath their hives : for a di'aught

of air, when the thermometer gets as low as from 5° to 10°,

will candy the honey. So, on the other hand, although
Virgil, in an Italian climate, recommends the shade of a
tree for hives, this is only wanted in England in such sum-
mers as iH-tO ; then, a temporary shade or wet cloths should
be applied to the hives. In June and July, 1840, 1 met in

my travels with a great many cottagers who had lost stocks by
the melting of the combs ; the greatest part of the losses oc-

cuiTing where stone floors instead of wooden tloors were used,
A bee-house facing the south-east is certainly beneficial

in this respect only, as the great heat of the meridian sun
and afternoon are avoided. These hot summers, in England,
are few and far between, and the bee-keeper is consequently
not always prepared to meet them. Generally spealdng, there
is not sufficient sun ; for sun, after all, is the life and soul
of a hive bee, and without it his fife would be of little use.
From the number of bees in Russia, there is no doubt

that they can stand the most severe cold. A few years ago,

20 lbs. to 00 lbs. weight of honey were cut out of a piece of

timber at Gloucester, which came from Memel ; the combs
were entire. Many persons went to see it as a great curiosity,

it having been mentioned in the newspaper.
Certain it is bees always thrive better after a severe

winter than after a mild one, and during such severe seasons

they consume much less honey.

( To be continued.)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Sewage.—" An Old Suhsi-vihrr,'- «ho manages a public establishment

of TOO or 80 1 persons, wishes to know, if the sewage of the establishment

equal daily to about 7000 gallons, can be profitably filtered through peat

charcoal ? We are of opinion that such a plnn would not answer in

practice. The peat charcoal would be required in too larce quantities,

and is expensive, as it must be used as a deodorizer in considerable pro-

portions. If, however, "An Old Subscriber" would use the sewage in

the irrigation of his land, the good effect would be certain. If he can
pass it over his grass lands, he will find the grass the best, the most
profitable, and the most certain of all deodorizers. He will soon discover

that, ao the sewage trickles over the grass, it gradually becomes more
limpid and colourless, till at last its colour, taste, and smell, entirely

disappear. And if cur correspondent once saw the luxuriance of the

grass produced by sewage irrigation, he would not hesitate to adopt so

certain and so profitable a means of getting rid of a nuisance, and, at the

same time, raising annually three heavy crops of grass. Peat charcoal

has been tried, and found too expensive a deodorizer by the Croydon
Board of Health. 7000 gallons of sewage daily is far too valuable a

spring of liquid manure to be suffered to escape into the adjoining water.

Peat charcoal is most usefully mixed with rich concentrated manure,
such as nightsoil.

Bees— Earlv Swarm, their Enemies, &c.— fl. W. Nenman, Esq.,

writes to us as follows :
'* I find a neighbour of mine had a swarm go off

on the 8th of QIay. It was taken about half a mile from the stock by a
stranger. 'The Country Curate ' had also a swarm, on the 7th of May
in Herefordshire. I regret to say that one of ray old stocks to-day shows
symptoms of poverty, having found several grubs about a-week old

thrown out. I have not seen the bees pressed so hard since the year

1843, when I lost two stocks from starvation, one of which had swarmed
in that month (May), when we had twenty-five wet days, more or less.

The late rains and cold nights have been most unfavourable. I have
adopted Mr. Payne's plan, and given my bees some barley -sugar

—

a very good and clean way of feeding, as they do not get bedaubed as

they do with honey or sugared ale. I put in a few flat cakes of the barley

sugar, Vour correspondent, * Verax,* mentions Earivigs amongst the

enemies of bees. I beg to remind him, that no bushes or shrubs ought to

be suffered to touch the hives ; and that the hackles ought to be taken off

and examined every three months at least. Mice are more apt to do
mischief than earwigs. It is surprising the bees did not desert 'Verax's'

hive. I never found Hornets annoy my bees, although I was surrounded
by them when I lived in the Vale of Gloucestershire. I frequently saw
the hornets attack the wasps and kill them. Amongst the traps to kill

bees, greenhouses are bad, as, independently of the number of bees that

perish, I find that most of the nurserymen keep a piece of lath on pur-

pose to kill the bees in greenhouses, on account of the injury done to the

flowers. A writer in ' The Zoologist ' has mentioned the poor Hedgehog
as an enemy to bees, but how is he to get at them ? He seldom appears
in broad daylight, and is a wretched climber. I found one in a well-cis-

tern on my premises, not above right inches deep, and he made several

attempts to get out and always failed. I released him, and placed him on
my lawn, and after remaining coiled about ten minutes, he went off at his

usual slow pace. On Saturday, the 29th of May, after a very wet morn-
ing, about four o'clock, I found a swarm of bees' in a clump of currant-

trees ; the bees were drenched with rain, and quite quiet, about twenty

yards from the parent hive. Let this warn young bee-keepers to search

their bushes, shrubs, and trees every hour, all round within fifty yards,

from eleven o'clock until five. My last swarm came out with a blink of

sunshine of ten minutes. If a watcher turns his back only for five

minutes, he may not see them come out. The bustle of swarming or

settling only lasts from three minutes to five minutes at most. I have
killed fifty queen n-nsps during the months of April and May,"

Berberis FAScicuLARis f
J". G.).—This is an cvergrcen which every

nurseryman in the three kingdoms can show you, but Berberis aqui/olia

is the one intended by I\Ir. Beaton. The Elford Rhubarb, in our opinion,

is still the best for coming in earliest without forcing, but we cannot tell

by how many other names it may be known in the countrj'. Y'ou can
always tell it in a tart, however, from the juice coming near to Port wine
colour. There is onlv one kind of hand-mowing machine, and it requires

two men with two hands each, to work it ; or a man and a stout lad ; it

it better than a scythe, but not so convenient, as it will only work in dry

weather.
HiMALAYAH RnonoDENnBON SEEDLINGS.—Q asks, " What 15 the

proper treatment for these, sown in 1850, and at present in pots, in a cold

frame ? "—Seedling rhododendrons of that age, and from that mountain
range, require treatment differing for different species as much as do
orchids and calceolarias. If they are of the arborea kinds, they would
come on faster iu a stove. If they are of the thick, broad-leaved sorts,

a.5 lepidntum and rampanulaium, a close cold pit, with a high summer
temperature during the day, and quite cool at night, would suit them well;

but if they are of the very small-leaved kinds, a very cool place, and
away from the sun, is the proper place for their growth.
Verbena Vekosa (TerffJ).—Transplant the March sown seedlings

out of the pots at once, and so leave them to the end of next fliarch, but

throw a slight dry covering over them in winter. They are to be annually

replanted at the end of March, and pieces of the trailing underground
shoots, which look like roots, grow from every joint, if they are only stuck

in the bed, so that their propagation is as easy as tlmt of Spear-grass. If

we chop what are usually called the roots of Spear-grass, or of this ver-

bena, with a spade, the smallest piece will grow, if it has a joint, and is

put into the ground.
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Cockroaches (E. S. (?.).— Like wasps and hornets, cockroaches have
had a full share of the attention of receipt makers. We have seen, or
known every receipt fail except the one *' to catch and kill," and there is

no other remedy for getting rid of them. The beat traps for them are
glass jugs, wide below, and narrow at the mouth or neck ; out of this

they cannot climb, and they will enter them, if properly placed, without
a bait; otherwise sugar and water, meal-dust, or oatmeal will entice
them. A stone or the ends of a couple of the flooring-boards at each
end of the fender, should be removed the last thing at night ; the glass

jugs should then be fixed in their place, and the spaces between them to

be filled up with sand, so that the mouths of the jugs are level with the
surface. They are to be emptied every morning in scalding water. We
have caught them by putting the glass within the fender and packing
paper between them, but it takes a long time to get rid of them so.

Clematis Sieboldh (E. S. G.).—We have seen it go ofl" by the
stem, rotting at, or a little below, the surface of the ground, but reco-

vered again by a fresh stem, and a much stronger one, from the roots.

We hope yours may do the same; probably some grub or insect had
barked it.

Bees (S. Devon).—The dead beos which you mention are, most pro-
bably, imperfectly formed young ones, and. on that account, turned out
of the hives. Some may have died from the cold winds and rain. Vou
will, in all probability, have had a swarm before this reaches you. Supply
a glass or two to your "Neighbour's Cottage Hive;'* in about 21 days
from the time of putting the bees into it, remembering to put a piece of
guide-corab into each glass.

The Feosted-silver Plant (it/. B.).—This, the Cineraria inari-

tima, you must keep trained down all the season, round the scarlet gera-
niums ; and, if it gets too thick or lumpy in any part of the circle, you
can thin out the branches, stop them, or indeed do anything to them. It

is a plant you cannot possibly hurt by the hardest treatment. The sooner
you make cuttings of Ladi/ Plyjuottth geranium the better, but March or
April is the right time for them. If it is in flower do not touch it, a?
such cuttings never make g'ood plants.

Climbers {E. J. P.).—The very best ** creepers, " or rather climbers,

for the *' north side of a house, in a windy situation," are the evergreen
climbing Hoses ; the next best are the Sivect'Scented Clematis and Cle-
matis moJitana; and all of them will cover large spaces in a short time,
if the soil is a good rich loam on a dry or well-drained bottom.

ExPORTiwG Rhubarb (F. W. T.).—Any time from the end of Septem-
ber to the end of January will do to send rhubarb-roots to Havannah, and
they may be sent in a strong case like so many potatoes, without any
packing stuff. But how they will answer in Havannah we cannot say

;

perhaps some of our correspondents have so tried them, and can let us
know. Keeping green pens bottled for winter v-se has been treated of in

former volumes, but, for your benefit, we open the question again, and
would be glad to hear again from our friends on the subject.

Sloi'inc Bank (H. C.).—There is no definite rule on the subject;
neither is it " a matter of taste," in one case out of five hundred, but
only a matter of necessity. If you are limited in space, the slope must
necessarily be steep ; if not, the easier the slope the better. There is no
rule whatever respecting gradual slopes in flower-gardens. Your best

plan, and by far the cheapest, would be to have a flight of steps xif wood,
painted in imitation of stone, to get from terrace a to b and c at once

;

but better and cheaper still, to have the rises of the steps wooden, two
inches thick, and seven inches deep, and the treads of the steps in concrete.

Chrysanthemum Cultdee (G. T. C.).—You ask how often may a
chrysanthemum be stopped ? This depends upon the time the first stop-
ping takes place. If as early as March, it may be stopped again in Blay,

and again in July. Again, you ask what is the latest time you may make
the last stopping ? Certainly not later than the middle of July. The final

potting should be given just as the buds appear; this is some time after

the stopping should have ceased.

Bulb {Forest Hill).—The flower you sent, as far as we could judge
in the faded state it reached us, is a flower of Ismcnc calathinum, a bulb
easy enough to manage. Pot in spring, and place it, if possible, in gentle

heat; a bark bed is best. Water as the plants grow; and when the

leaves turn yellow, then leave ofl' watering, and give rest. In fact,

treat it exactly as you would an amaryllis, and it will flower well. It is

not difficult to cultivate.

Deodar, with Broken Leader (J. Hat/ward).—In order to remedy
the misfortune that has happened to your Ctdrus deodara, of losing its

leading shoot, procure a moderately stout stick, tie the lower part of it

to the upper part of the stem of the Deodar, and tie up to it the highest

j

side-shoot that is uninjured. The stick should be long enough to enable

!

you to tie up the side-shoot ifs full length. It will soon form a new
i

leader, and in a couple of years the stick may be removed. Watch the
1 ties, and if they appear to strangle the stem, cut them open, and tie

!
afresh.

Wild An obta.— 3'. D. would be glad to know where he
plants of our British Anemones. For a late crop of Peas sow the Prince
Albert.

Nectarine Shoots Leafless {Eugenia).—When this occurs either

to the peach or nectarine, and only a few leaves are left at the end of
the shoot, it arises usually from the occurrence of the late spring frosts.

Ripening the young wood, with retarding and shelter in spring, are the
means of prevention.

Poultry {A Subscriber /mm the First).—U the case were in our own
poultry-yard, we should shut up the rooster until the wounds he has
occasioned in the hens' sides were healed. Then, if the nails were kept
cut, the wounding would probably not recur.

Vine Leaves {Osivestry),—Some are eaten by the weevil mentioned
by us at p. 170. Others of the leaves are mildewed, or have the red
spider, we cannot tell which from the dried specimens received. If you
find no insects, numerous and minute, where the whiteness appears, you
may be certain that it is mildew, and treat it with sulphur, as directed in

back numbers.

Stravfberry Runners (H., Taunton),—Peg down the very first leaf-

lets; the end of the runner will continue to extend, but stop it as soon
as the first leaflets shew symptoms of rooting.

Crystallizing Fruit.—31. M. would be obliged for a receipt whereby
she can crystallize sugar over currants, sections of oranges, &c. Seed-
lings of Marvel of Penty raised in a hotbed in March, will flower during
July following in the open border.

Bees.—"A Grateful Subscriber" is informed by " A Country Vicar,"
" that to manage bees on his plan, with complete success, a little foresight
is requisite to insure the presence of a youthful queen : which may be
obtained either by securing one to such first swarms as arc intended to

be used for this purpose the following year, viz :—by destroyius their

queen, and returning them, when they will soon swarm out a:xaiu with
a young queen ; or in default of this, having fixed upon the hive to be
operated upon, let it swarm first as usual. Let her majesty be killed,

and the swarm returned, and proceed with the plan proposed. Then, not
only will the promised harvest be gathered in, but a splendid stock will

remain for breeding or other purposes next year. If the queens are old
in the two hives now working, "A Grateful Subscriber" must exert his

ingenuity to catch them, and kill them as soon as possible, or the result

will probably be as he anticipates."

Names of Plants (Quidam).—Statice viucronata and Cytisus race-
niosus. {M. Ji.).—The purplish red flower is Cynoglossum officinale.

The other is allied to Phloviis, but wc do not recognise it. {A Sub-
scriber).—The bronze calceolaria we do not know; the yellow is Cai-
rcnlaria amplexicaulis ; Geranium graveolcns ; Alyssuni saxatile ; Oxulis
cuprina (?) ; Mesembryanthcmum mult{ftorum rub^-um ; the variegated-

leaved flower is Aiyssum variegatvm. {Rev. R. M. Evans),—Lithos-

permum purpureo-caruleum is common in most nurseries. Your plant
is CoUomia Cavanillesii, but has been known by several other names.
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WEEDS, WEEDS.— Evei-y lady
or gentleman desirous of keeping their

garden clear of weeds, without much labour,
should use GIDNEY'S IMPROVED PRUS-
SIAN HOE. "See Cottage Gardener.
24th July, 1851."
May be had of all ironmongers and seeds-

men, and of the manufacturer (wholesale and
retail), J. W. GIDNEY, Dereham, Norfolk.
Price Is (jd, handled fit for use.

Copies of testimonials from most of the
present Horticultural works, and leading prac-
tical gardeners, may be had on application to
the 1 nufacturer.

mHE LONDON jMANURE COM-
X PANV beg to ofler as under:—
Corn Manure, most valuable for spring dress-

ing. Concentrated Urate, Super- Phosphate of
Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia,
Fishery and Agricultural Salt, Gypsum, Fossil
Bones, Sulphuric Acid, and every other artificial

manure ; also, a constant supply of English and
Foreign Linseed Cake.

Peruvian Guano, guaranteed the genuine im-
portation of Messrs. A. Gibbs and Sons, s^g los
per ton, or jf9 5s in quantities of five tons or
upwards. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary,
40, Bridge Street Black/riars.

•DLP. HnPS—A Nl W AND 1 XTENSJM Si LEtllON OF THED MOST APPROVED KINDS.—A Detailed Catalogue, with Drawings and Prices, sent on
receiptof Two Stamps. GEORGE NEIGHBOUR & SON, 127, High Holborn, London.

" In noticing the hives exhibited in the Crystal Palace, first and foremost, in my opinion, stands

Mr. Taylor's Eight-Bar Hive, and Messrs. Neighbour and Sons' Improved Cottage Hive, both
exhibited by Messrs. Neighbour."—J. H. Payne. Sec The Cottage Gardener, Nos. 1C9, 17O.

AGENTS.— Liverpool : Wm. Deury, Castle Street. Manchester: Hall and Wilson, 50,

King Street. Glasgow: Austin and McAslan, I6&, Trongatc. Dublin: J, Edmokdson and
Co., 61, Dame Street.
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In akl of the dessert, Sir William Paxton fui-nislied pine-
apples, the largest weighing D^lbs., the grapes were from the
gardens of the Marqiiis of Aylesbiu'y and the Marquis of
Lansdowne.
The usual loyal toasts having been given and responded to,

The Chatrjian said—I have now to otter you a toast which
expresses our interest in, and our cordial good wishes for,

the institution in whose belialf we have met here to-day
(cheers). For three times three years it has been strength-
ened and encouraged by assemblies like these, and with
three times three cheers we mil shortly, if you please, urge
it onwai-ds in its prosperous cai-eer (loud cheers). While
occupying this place, I feel myself somewhat like a counsel
for a plaintift', with nobody on the other side (cheers and
laughter) ; but although the society had numbered 'M times
nine instead of three times three years, I must have troubled
you with a few facts from the very short brief with which I
have been provided. That desperate old finnlcner, Time,
does so iransplant and remove ; and, besides, it is to be
hoped that the number of our friends does so augment with
the eniling years, that it becomes absolutely necessai7, even
in a company like this, to recapitulate the merits of my case.
The institution was founded in In-38; and dtu-ing the first

five years of its existence, it appears to have been not par-
licidarly robust. It seems to have been placed in rather a
shad;/ position (cheers), and, after its planting/, to have
received somewhat more than its needful allowance of culd
water (cheers and laughter). In 1S48, I believe, it was re-
moved to a more sunny situation ; and, being ynifteit upon a
newer and more energetic slock, began to blossom, became
a sturdy and healthy tree, and now, under the sheller of its

extended branches, li'y old gardeners daily assemble (cheers).
It is to be particularly observed, in respect to this institu-
tion, that, unlike old foundations (of which I msh I could
say as much), what it is iu name it is in fact, and the
class for whose benefit it purports to be designed have
the full and entire advantage of it (cheers). All the
pensioners on its list are veritable gardeners, or the mves
of gardeners ; and, besides, it has on its own books this
excellent rule ;—" Any gardener who has subscribed for 1-5

yeai-s, and has complied with the ritles, and faUs into dis-
ti-ess, may, if he please, be jilaced on the pension hst without
solicitation, without canvas, without election, as his inde-
pendent right (loud cheers). I lay great stress on this
honourable characteristic, because I always hold that the
main principle of every philanthropic society should be to
help those who help themselves, and help others ; also to
merge all considerations of our own patronage, and of our

|

own bustling importance in the sacred duty of relieving such
persons when they fall uito affliction, with the utmost pes-

|

sible delicacy, and without the least chance of cairying a 1

pang to their hearts, or of bringing a blush into their lionest '

cheeks (loud cheers). That the society's pensioners do not
become such, so long as they are able to perform the duty of
supporting themselves, is evident, from the fact that"tlie
average age of the pensioners on this list is 77 years ( cheers).

;

That they are not wastefuUy relieved—though what is little
I

to a society is much to them—is shown by the whole sum
expended on relief being only £00(1 a-year. That no narrow
confines are favoured in the'selection of pensioners will be
clear, when I tell you that tliey come from all parts of
England—east, west, north, and south (cheers). That the

'

exijenses of offices and management are not disproportion-
ate to the society's income is obvious, by tlieir being defrayed
by the ammal subscriptions and the interest of the funded
stock, which is now iBi.TOO, and which, after this evening's
proceedings, I trust mil be increased to y,00n guineas (loud
cheers). Such, gentlemen, is the institution for which I
now appeal to you for support. I appeal first, and particu-
larly to the employers and employed amongst the class from
which oiu- pensioners are taken, and also to the public of all
degrees aud of all ranks. And to the latter I shall not adthess
myself in vain for a society which has for its president a
nobleman of the most generous aud munificent spirit in this
land (the Duke of 1 )evonshu-e

) , whose whole possessions,
from end to end, are a gai-den of taste and beautv, and
whose gardeners laurels are famous through the world' (.loud
and long continued cheering). I notice, with great pleasm-e,
in th e list of vice-presidents, the names of noblemen and gen-
tlemen of great influence aud station (cheers). I am also

particularly struck, on loolcing through the pages of the
report, to see the number of nurserymen and seedsmen who
contribute to the fimds, and the handsome sums written

opposite their names (cheers). It is a worthy and generous
example to those gardeners who may become masters them-
selves ; and I really hope that the day will come when every
decent gardener in England mil regai-d this society as a
part of his calling—(cheers)—and that, if he thinks he
never may want its aid himself, he will still regard it as a
duty to belong to it, because others may, and indeed always
will, want its cherishing assistance (cheers). Gardeners
tliere are by scores, I fear, who know gold and silver more
as the colours of fruit and flowers than as coins in their own
jDockets, and exposure to all weathers, and all temperatures,
render them particularly liable to infirmity when old age
comes on (cheers). To gai-deners, of all men, from their

continual observations of the mutations of natm'e, the
changing seasons, the shortening days, the falling leaf,

tlie withering tree, all suggest lessons of worldly, prudent,
aud Christian kindness (cheers). But I appeal to all here,

and all not here, who ai-e anything but gai'deners, except
as we trace iu a direct Une from the gai'dener, Adam, and
his wife—(cheers')—on behalf of this institution. After all,

the universahty which awaits every exertion of the gar-
dener's skill is one of the characteristics of this pursuit
wliich ought to make it patronised by everybody. If an
improvement be made by the CJueen, by my lord, by my
lady, or by Sir John, it is not mireasonable to supxJose that
it will be quickly down to the costermonger in om- streets

(loud cheers and laughter). If it be no heresy to say
so, I think the market-gardeners of this metroijolis are
teaching lessons of practical wisdom to the fanners of
this day (cheers). In the colour of a flower there cannot
be, in its very natiu'e, anything vei-y exclusi^e or vei'y

selfish ; and the wind that to-day blows the scent of the
honeysuckle over the cottager's porch to tlie portico of the
squire's hall, brings to-morrow the rarer, but not richer and
sweeter, odours from his expensive gai-dens to the lowly
cottage (cheers). The sun, which shines alike upon the
just and the unjust, sheds its life-giving beams also alike

upon the poor man's garden and that of the rich man

—

communicating to neither any exclusive dehghts (cheers).
We often hear of gentlemen spemUng hu'ge stuns of money
in developing a flower, or in deepening a colour. The im-
provement in a short time becomes general, and thus that
gentleman's gardener is, in short, my gardener, and every-
bxly'selse (a laugh). Speaking as a man acquaiuled with
some books, I have found that in flowers our poets have
found their most beautiful illustrations, and most true as
well as most fanciful sentiments. The garden has been to

them a book of insim'ation. It is a book, too, which, when
we see it lying at the labourer's door, tells us that that la-

bourer is a happier and a better man, for it is not too
much to say that gardening is in\ariably connected with
peace and happiness. Gardeners ai-e associated iu om"
minds with all countries, and all degrees of men, aud with
all periods of time. We know that pamters, and scidptors,

and statesmen, and men of war, and men who have agreed
in nothing else, have agreed, in all ages, to delight in

gai'dens. We know that the most ancient peoiile of the
earth had gardens; and that where nothing btit heaps of
sand are now found, and arid desolation now reigns, gardens
once smiled, and the gorgeous blossoms of the east shed
then' fragrance on places which would have been long ago
forgotten, but for tlie ruined temples which, in those distant
ages, stood in their gai'dens (cheers). We laiow that the
ancients wore crowns of flowers: and the huu-els and the
bays have stimulated many a noble heart to deeds of heroism
and virtue (cheers). We know that, in China, hundreds of
acres of gardens float about the livers ; and, indeed, in all

countries gardening is the favourite recreation of the people
(cheers). In this country its love is deeply implanted in

the breasts of everybody. We sec the weaver sttiriug for

a pigmy garden on his house-toji—we see the poor citizen

wrestling with the smoke for his little bower of scarlet

runners—we know how very many, who have no scrap of
land to call their own, and will never have until they lie

their length witliin the ground, and have past for ever the
portals of hfe, still cultivate their favomite flowers (cheers)
—we know that in factories and workshops we may find
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plants—iind I have seen the poor prisoner, condemned to

linger out year alter jear within the narrow limits of liis

place of confinement, frardeuing in liis cell ilor.d cheers).
Of the exponents of a language so universal—of tlie ijatient

followers of nature in their efforts to produce the finest

forms and the ricliest colours of her most lovely creations,

which we enjoy alike at all times of life, and which, whether
on the hosom of beauty, or the breast of old age, ai-e alike

lovely—siu-ely it is not too much to say that sucli men have
a hold upon our remembrance wh.en they themselves need
comfort (cheers). And now, tlierefore, I come at last to

the three-timesthree cheers with which I ask you most
heartily to drink success to " The Gai-deners' Royal Benevo-
lent Institution, and health to its noble President, the Duke
of Devonshire " (loud and continued cheeiing).

The toast was drank with great enthusiasm.

Sir Joseph P.ixtun said, when he entered the room that
evening, he was not aware that he should be called upon to

respond to the toast which they had just heard given iu such
feeling language by the Chairman. That toast was to him
a most impressive and important one, and resolved itself

into two parts. The first was success to this Institution,

and that required from him the eSjiression of his wai-mest
bvuipathy, because he had been placed by good fortune in a
position to assist it. The latter part of the toast received
from him his warmest testimony of lively gratitude, for tlie

nuumer in which the company had drank the liealth of the
noble Duke, the President of the Society, with whom he had
been connected for a period of twenty-six years. He was
perfectly well aware that he need not make any remark on
the character of the President, or on the importance of the
Society, having the Duke of Devonshire for its President
(cheers) ; because they well knew, in common with himself,
tliat tlie uolile Duke had done more, and had given more
assistance to horticulture tlian any one indi\idual in tlie

kingdom. He hoped those ai'ound him would not think him
egotistical in saying, that he looked at the vast improvements
which had taken place as attributable to the gi-eat support
which the Duke of Devonshire had given through hira (Sir
Joseph Paxton) to every branch of horticulture. He did
not mean to say that he had been in advance of his neigh-
bours, but he meant to say that the encouragement of the
noble Duke had given a fealm'e and an embodiment to the
science, and had brought fonvai-d the energies of many
intelligent men, from which great results had accrued. It
was not many years ago, perhaps some few years ago only,
that a great stimulus was given to the science by the
erection of the great conservatoiy at C'hatsworth. One
acre was first brought into cultivation under a new principle

;

and this gave a stimulus to increased exertion,—that stimulus
was continued, and lie received encouragement as great as
ever. Tlie Crystal Palace had emanated from the example
at Cliatsworth, and he considered that the merit of the
Crystal structure which had been the dehght of this and aU
civihzed nations of Em-ope, was as much due to tlie Duke
of Devonshire, as to himself (applause). Through the noble
Duke's liberality, he had the means to make vaiious ex-
periments. The Duke had ever been his constant friend, and
had supported him through all his trials. When the question
was raised as to the Crystal Palace standing, tlie Duke gave
him his most hearty assistance. But it was eventually
decided that the I'alace should not stand in Hyde Park, and
after some time he was solicited, by a siiiritcd company, to

aid them in removing the Crystal Palace to a new site. Tlie
matter was subsequently argued in the House of Peers, and
there the noble Duke gave him his cordial support. Within
the last week the subject had become one of much greater
interest, and he should have a new design shortly ready, which
had more consideration from him than the original design had.
In reference to his new design, the edifice would be a more
magnificent pile (at Sydenham). That in Hyde Paik had a
transept 108 feet high, but that at Sydenham would be with
tliree transepts of 300 feet high. In this new building
would be exhibited the magnificence of natm-e, in the shape
of plants and shrubs. Tlie gentlemen who had engaged
in the undertaking were spirited men, and he had no
doubt that by that day twelvemonth he should be able
to give the public a good account of the Crystal Palace.
He nov/ came to the Gardeners' Benevolent Fund. He
really could not find words adequate to express his admir-

ation of, and his gratitude to, his friend, Mr. Charles
Dickens, for the very feeling, and warm, and enthusiastic
manner in which he had introduced the toast to their
notice. Ho was sure he only spoke llie sentiments of
every one present in thanking their Chairman most cor-

diaUy. He was satisfied that his amiable friend had never
done more good in his life-time than in patronizing this

institution (cheers).
Sir J. V. B. Johnstone regretted the unavoidable absence

of two noble friends of his, inasmuch as that fact involved
him in the task of proposing the toast which he was about
to give. The toast he had to propose, was the health of one
whose name and reputation were* as familiar to the mouths
of Englishmen as his own " household words" (great cheer-
ing). He presumed it was not necessary for him to say
that it was the health of the Chairman, who had been a
most successful labourer in the garden of literature. He
had, on various occasions, gomered bouquets of varied
fiiruis, and their fragrance remained to cbai-ra and delight

all. He would fain liope that those which were even now
annuals would become perennials. He was sure the com-
pany would join him in assuring the respected Chairman
how deeply the Society appreciated his presence amongst
them that day. If their Chaiiman was not able to make
them all unbutton their breeches' pockets, he did not know
who could (laughter). He hoped every one would join him
in giving nine times nine cheers. He had to propose the
health of the Chairman (tU'ank with immense enthusiasm).

Mr. Dickens briefly retiu:ned thanks ; and after the " Vice

Presidents," "Nursery and Seedsmen," "Botanical and Hor-
ticultural Societies of London," " Stewards," and " Ladies,"
had been approjiriately drank, the company separated.

To the exertions of the Secretary, Sir. E. R. Cutler, great
credit was due for the manner in whicli the entertainment
was got up, especially with reference to the an-angement of

the very elegant dessert. The entertainment was one which
gave universal satisfaction.

iMr. Higgs was the toastmaster, and discharged the duties

of his office with his usual discretion.

FORSYTH MSS.

Of the writer of tlie follcsving letter, Mk. Logan

Hendeuson, we regret that we possess uo biographical

particulars, except that lie was botanist to tlie Emperor

of Russia. It is dated Crimea, l'.ith September, 17S7.

Mil. I.. HENDERSON TO MR. lOItSYTH.

The [UfGculty of getting packets, or even letters, conveyed
with any degree of safety, has prevented me from sending
to you many seeds which I have collected here. I now send
you a few seeds of the plant which they use as horse-radish,

the root grows to above three-ond-ahalf inches in diameter,

and some feci long. I have them two feet long, and near
that size at the smallest end. I have not had an oppor-
tunity of examining the flower, which is white, but I believe

it is a Cramh'-.* The leaf is broad, ragged, and waved,
something like Scotch kale. I shall be glad if you can cul-

tivate that plant iu England, as it is much preferable to

horse-radish, as it is less heating. If I eat the smallest

quantity of the English horse-radish at night, it throws me
into fever; but a plateful of the sort we have here does not
affect me. I mention this as a proof of its good quality.

It grows on dry pasture ground. You will also receive some
seed of a very beautiful winged Sahiu, with a trailing stalk,

and very liu-ge white flower spotted with red ; this is a

species undescribed, and peculiar to the Crimea. The seed
is of last year; I have not been able to procure any this

year. It also grows on dry ground. The seed of the

Salvia with the pm-ple braclea is of this year, but it seems to

degenerate on cultivation. You will receive a few seeds of

a rcil bramble, which is, as I believe, a new species. I found
it in plenty ueai' tlie top of Cheterdag, our highest moun-
tain here. The Gijpsoplula per/oliala is a new variety, with

a red flower.

I have several other seeds for you, but they are not now
at hand, and 1 don't wish to let slip this opportunity. As

* It is Crambe cordifolia, or Heart-leaved Sea-kale.
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to minerals, wc Iiave none worth youf notice ; all the rocks

which I have examined are calcareous, containing shells,

hut no great variety. The most remai-kahle seems the

pearl oyster, and another lai'ge oyster, the shells of which
are about one-and-a-half inch thick, one shell. Sea lish ive

have few, and bad, excepting the sturgeon, and another

large fish they catch at the mouth of the sea of Azoph. As
to sea shell-iish, there are none but a few very small bad
oysters found in the Bay of CaU'a. There are ijlenty of

cray-iish in the rivers, and in one river, about twelve miles

east of Sharazbazer, there is a muscle with a \eiy fine

white shell, about oue-eighth-of-an-inch in tliickness. "We

have an animal about the size of a rat, that lis-es in holes in

the ground; its head is exactly Ulce a hare, its hind legs

ai'e more than twice the length of its fore legs ; by this

means it is enabled to jump so far it is very difficult to catch

it. The tail is long, and has long hair upon it, and lays

flat on the ground.
1 make no di^ibt hut your newspapers will be full of a

formidable invasion intended by the Tui'ks ; we are not
very much in dread of them, though we are not without

our grievances, which I shall take another opportunity to

mention to you.

The following is a list of the Ilorlkullural and

Poultry Shows of which we are at present aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HOIlTIC'ULTtniAL SHOWS.

BAETON-tTON-HuMBEE. First show Uth July ( S-'c. C.

Ball.l

Bath, June 24th, July '-i^th, Sept. ICth. [Sec. H. T. St.

John Maule, Esq.).
Botanic (Royai.), June :10.

Bbidgewatee, Sept. 22. (5fcs. Mr. J. Leaker, and Mr.
J. Hayward.)

Beigg, July 7th, Sept. l-'ith. (See. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun.)
BuEY St. Edmunds, June 2.5, at Sir H. Bunbury's

;

July 30 (Picotees) ; Sept. 10 (Abbey) ; Nov. 36 (Chry-
santhemums). {Sec. G. P. Clay, Esq )

Caijsdonian (Inverleith Uow), Edinbiugh, Aug. 7, Sept. 2,

Dec. 2.

Cheltenham, .\ug. 26.

Cnis-mcK, July 10.

Clapham, July 8, Sept. 11.

Coi.CHESTEK and East Essex, Sept. 8, at the Eev. T.

Round's grounds, Holly Trees, All Saints.

Deeby, Aug. i.

DuEHAM, Sept. 8.

FoEFAESHiEE (Easteen), JrJy 21 (Brechin) ; Sept. I-}

(Arbroath).
Hameshiee, July 1 (Winche.ster), Sept. (Southampton),

Nov. 18 (Winchester). {Sec. Eev. F. Wickham, Win-
chester.)

HAiiriON Wick, July 1. (Sec. Mr. B. Regester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 16.

Hull, June 24, Aug. 4, Sept. IG.

KiEKCAi.DV (Fifcshu-e), June 24, Sept. 9.

Lewes Grand X.viional, July 14 and 10.

Lincoln, July 27, Sept. 14.

Liveepool, June 24, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).
London Floeicultueal (Exeter Hall, Strand), July 13t,

27, Aug. 10+, 24, Sept. 14+, 28, Oct. 12+, Nov. 0+, 23,

Dec. 14+.

Maidstone. Fete. June 24. In-door Show. Sept. 8.

{Sec. Mr. J. G. Smith, Week-street.)
Mid Caldee (Paiish schoolroom), July 9, Sept. 10.

Newbuet, Sept. n.

Noeih London, Sept. 14 ; Nov. 23, Clirysanthemum.
NoETHAHPTON, Juue 20, Rose and Pink ; July 27, Car-

nation; Sept. 27, Dahlia.
OxFOEDSHiEE( Royal), July20 ; Sept. 23. (5'(T.?.,C.Tawncy,

and W. Undershell, Esqrs.)
Peebleshiee, July 13th, Sept. 14th. (Sec, J. Stirling.)

PoNiELAND <Nowcastle-upon-Tvne"s Jidy 14; Sept. 8.

(Sec. Eev. J. M. St. Clere Raymond.)

South Devon Botanical and Hoemcultueal, July 13

;

Sept. 7. (Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonchouse.)
South London (Royal), July 10+, 21, Aug. lOt, Sept.

2+, 8, Oct. 14|, Nov. 11+, Dec. 0+, !(!.

Shacklewell, Sept. 1.

SuEEEY Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-
well), Sept. 15, Dahlia.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. 25.

TuREiFF, Aug. 0, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, July 9, Pinks ; Sept. 17, Dahlias.

poultry shows.
Ageiculiue.al Society (Eotal), Lowes, July 12.

BlEMINOHAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES, 14th, 15th, 16th,

and 17th December.
BuEY AND Eadolifee (Lancashire), Sept. 3 (Radclifle).

Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Birming-
ham. (Sees. Rev. A\'. W. Wiugiield, Gulval Vicarage,
and £. H. Rodd, Esq.)

t For seedlings only.

TRUITS K)R EXHIBITION.
One of the chief featiu'es in modern horticulture is

the frequency and rapidly advancing chai'acter of our
exhibitions. Every town of any note can boast of

results in its suburban gardens, attributable to these

grand exciters to emulation ; these progi'ession centres,

whence innumerable rays diverge, the termination of

which is not easily ascertained. All honour to " the

press," in the first ]ilaoo ; for these would have been
but hole-and-corner affairs without the mediation of that

mighty engine, by far more powerful than the battering-

rams of old,—able to break dow^n and destroy tlie most
ancient and poweiful ]n-ejudices. The press, however,

was not a mere vehicle in the affair ; it assumed the

office of pioneer, prompter, and comraissariat ; in each
de])artment alike famous.

It has been a subject of grave complaint on various

sides, that exhibitions are capricious things—a mere
fashion of the day—in their very essence ephemeral.

In taking a retrospective glance over the last twenty

years, we do remember some sage old gentleman of the

blue apron affirming stoutly that our shows were at

fever heat, and that a state of collapse must inevitably

ensue. One of the olden time, too, and a much respected

master, and first-rate gardener in his day, repeatedly

declared that " books and exhibitions w-ould ruin gar-

dening." Now it is not quite clear what the old gentle-

men meant by ' gardening." It does seem to me to be

a most latitudinarian mode of expression, strongly

reminding me of those phraseological ambiguities so

frequently used by our great politicians, such as " the

good of tho nation," " the sense of the country," &c.

;

modes of expression in use before the days of those

worthies of old who made shrines for the great goddess

Diana. Gardening, however, is not ruined ;
gardeners,

as a class, although not progressing as to comforts in

proportion to some other classes of society, still main-

taining a good social position, and even recognized as

useful auxiliaries to our agriculturists. Books, exhibi-

tions, &c., therefore, have done little harm, but much
good; had it, however, been the reverse, who could have

stayed the advancing waves,—who could, like Dame
Partington, have gone mop in hand to keep back the

ocean wave ?

The groat July shows are well known as concentrating

tho strength of our gi-eat fruit exhibitors ; and as some
of our readers nuiy wish to av.ail themselves of the pre-

paratory training necessary, wo will ofler a few remarks;

for fruits may be "trained ' for exhibition as well as

horses. The foin' principal means employed aio " stop-

ping;" the application of manurial matters; thinning the

fruit; and a judicious thinning of the young spray wliere

requisite. To which may be added, as necessary au&i-
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liaries on soiuo occasions, leaf-removal, wholly or partial,

retardation, iS:c.

Stopiiiny has a direct tendency to augment the clabo-

rativo powers in the immediate vicinity of any given
I'ruit or fruits; its ctiijcts on the system of the tree are

to equalise tl]e s.ap, and to exercise a temporary restric-

tion on tlie rnnipiuit propensities of the tree. The en-

largement of tile volume of the principal or first-formed

loaves, and, by consequence, the increase of their powers,
is one of the most imjiortant matters connected with a
judicious stopping. It must he remembered, that this

stopping must be judiciously managed; it will not do
to stop at any jieriod. Every tree, every shoot, must
first be permitted to develope what may be considered
a proper amount of healthy leaves, or reciprocity in tlie

functions of the tree will be deranged.
The application of manuiial matters is nest in order

;

and it need scarcely be observed, that such is an assistant

in increasing the capacity and powers of the leaves.

We trust that none of our younger readers will supjiose

that the crude juices of mauurial matters will pass at

once into the fruit. Xo; they must first be appropriated
by the foliage, and thus be made into food such
as the fruit is qualified to receive—accretive matter.
It is most absurd to witness the immense mystery with
which some of oiu' growers and exhibitors of big goose-

berries enshrined their processes. Ask some of these
wortliies how tliey get them so large, and they will

shrug, nod, or wink, as the case may be, and remain
obscin-e. " Obscurity," said Burke, or some other fine

writer, " is one source of the sublime
;

" ergo, the growers
of big gooseberries are most sublime gentlemen. To be
fair; it is the minority, in holes and corners in the far

west, or, rather, north west, that is meant ; we have met
with many far superior to this description. About six-

teen years since, at a " show" of this kind, one old squire
bravely asserted that he could introduce lumps of fat

into the gooseberries; and surely his "Eagles" were
enough to sap the foundation of the faith of those not
" well up," for he had a berry of tlie Eagle—then a
flrst-rate kind—which had a huge white lump beneath
the skin on one side. If any one asks why Lancashire
and Cheshire are so famous for big gooseberries, we
answer, because the gooseberry, although it loves a mel-
low soil, equally loves a moist atmosphere. We have
known these gooseberry men ])laco a saucer of water
beneath the supposed winning berry ; no doubt to meet,
in a high degree, the absorbing powers of fruit as well

as leaf, and to ward olF or soften down any vicissitude

tending to dryness. Doubtless, the old chap's lump of

fat was simply tlio results of a high amount of absorb-
auce preponderating on one side.

Thinnintj the fruit : extra thinning, we mean, for

exhibition purposes. The influence of this proceeding
all must be familiar with ; nature lierself gives us first

lessons in this case. Who has not seen an apple-tree,

or a cherry-tree, cast olf fruit that could not well be
sustained without prejudice to the remaining crop, and
even to the well-being of the tree? Those who want to

scrape acquaintance with the gold medals of our so-

cieties must thin with no niggardly hand. This kind
of thinning is by no means compatible with the highest
amount of profit, and hence our market-gardeners are

not fond of rusliing into the exhibition arena. Of
course, a given tree can only elaborate a given amount
of accretive matter, that amount regulated by the aggre-
gate surface of well-disposed foliage. Too heavy a draw
on this alimentary stock will not only render the I'ruit

smaller, but will tax the very vitality of the tree.

Thinning of the young spraij.—Not every tree produces
that even amount of young shoots which is most condu-
cive to tlie most fruitful condition. The thinning for

exhibition fruit must be of a more special character
than is conveyed under the ordinary term and practice

of disbudding. Here, not a surplus shoot should bo per-

mitted on any pretext ; not one which is not cither cou-
tributary to the fruit or conducive to the welfare of the
system of the tree. Thinning, here, is intended as a total

removal of the spray in question. A good vine-drcsser,

having an exhibition in his eye, will not encourage
many surplus shoots. Vines, however, form a slight

exception to fruits in general ; of all our fruits, none
appears to submit to, or require, a more severe hand than
the vine. Notwithstanding all this, a good vine-dresser

is as chary of a fine leaf on bis favourite bunch-shoot
as a miser of his gold ; and we should like to see the
man who would dare to strip one of the principal leaves

oil' a shoot coutainiug an exhibition bunch in the pre-

sence of the ardent proprietor; such a man would possess

valour enough to lead an expedition against Nicholas of

the far north, although his amount of prudence might
be doubted.

We have thus touched some of the principles which,
judiciously applied, are capable of enhancing the size

and quality of fruits. In a subsequent paper, we will

endeavour to show their application, and bring the

matter closer home. 11. EnaixoTON.

EXHIBITION OF THE BOTANICAL SOCIETY
AT THEIR GARDEN, REGENT'S PARK.

June 9th.

They say that the pi-oper education of cooks and
gardeners ought to embrace the circle of the sciences, as

much to teach them the necessary patience to endure
the disappointments incidental to their respective call-

ings, as that they have to deal with subjects—simples,

and compounds—which are founded, or ought to be so,

and also compounded, on scientific principles. Cooks
say that the most trying and tiresome thing in the world
is to have to stand the heat and hurry of getting up a
dinner under a full conviction that one must sit down
and eat it in solitude, and ten times worse if, after in-

viting and expecting a largo company, none of the guests

can come. But gardeners assert, with better reason,

that that is as nothing to the disap)>ointment of provid-

ing for an exhibition of plants and flowers, and, after all,

the show-day turns out so wet and dreary, that people

cannot leave their homes but at the risk of their lives.

So it happened on the last Derby-day at Epsom, on
the best day at Ascot, and on the finest exhibition which
the Botanical Society has yet had to record. The rain

began that eventful morning about four o'clock, and, in

the neighboiu'hood of London, continued, without inter-

mission, for six-and-thirty hours ; and it was as warm as

it was wet, and " as still as tliought," so that the most
delicate plant could take no harm. All the tents were
brim full of the finest grown plants which this country
could produce, and which no otlier country can imitate.

The Rhododendrons under the monster tent were just

about their prime, and the garden itself, as far as one
could judge, was in its best summer dress; but all this

was lost to the thousands who would have been tliere if

they could have ventured out of doors.

At all these great exhibitions, the first prize, or the

largest medal, is given to the best collection of stove and
greenhouse plants. The number of plants have varied

from time to time ; on this occasion there were twenty-

five plants in the large collections, and every one of the

five-and-twcnty woidd have been admitted, ten years ago,

to compete as single specimens of extraordinary merit,

and prizes would have been awarded to at least a score

of them. Both this Society and the Horticultural Society

still keep up a class for specimen plants ; that is, they

will give a handsome pri/.e to a single j)laut, if the judges

think it is better grown than any plant in a collection

This was a very 'great stimidus to plant-growers for a
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long while, but now we gardeners see plainly enough

tliat it has fulfilled the ends proposed, and that there is

no use nor reason for continuing prizes for single speci-

mens at the present day, hecause every other plant all

over the tents is a lull and iair " specimen plant;" then,

if one plant is entitled to a prize, why not give single

plant prizes to one-half of the plants exhibited? Being

an old gardener, well-known, and now having more time

to spare than any gardener or nurseryman whatever, 1

have better means'of collecting or receiving the opinions

of our craft tlian most people would believe. Add to

this, a free and independent spirit of the Rob Roy class,

and you see how people of all opinions will trust me with

their thoughts, although Iconstantly say, that I shall never

keep a secret, if I think any good will come of telling

it. All this is to show that it is not my own individual

thoughts or impressions only that I olten jiut forth in

my writings, but rather tlie collective opinions or sug-

gestions of many gardeners and amateurs; but to take

the whole responsibility on myself, I write in the single

personal pronoun, instead of the we.

Well, then, on this footing, I think that the two great

societies are entirely wrong in allowing duplicate speci-

mens in the collections, both small and great, thus limit-

ing the May, .June, and July flowering plants to a mi-

nimum, instead of endeavouring to increase the numbers
as much as possible, in order that their country sub-

scribers should benefit as largely as possible by attending

their exhibitions, to see as great a variety of plants as

gardeners could manage to flower at the time, then they

would be able to make good selections ibr their plant-

houses in the country; thus the shows, the nursery

trade, and the plant establishments all over the country

would be benefited, and certainly there is no stint of

medals or money to prevent all this and more besides

being done. Instead of all this, however, we are doing
exactly the reverse—encouraging purse-gardening on the

one hand, and the easiest style of gardening on the other.

Whoever has most money can put up the largest houses

to grow plants in to an enormous size, and th'en the

fewest plants and the easiest to grow will suffice to fill

these houses, and win the prizes. If \. is. and c. represent

three jdants which require a great ci'eal of judgment,
care, and forethought, to grow and flower them well, and
D. stand for another plant, which a cottage gardener

could easily manage if he had room for it, an exhibitor

is allowed to choose u, and put up three plants of it in

one collection, and in one day, too, if he chooses, and A.

B. and c. may go to the wall. They have excluded Cocks-

combs for many years from these shows, and so they

ought; but I know there is more real merit, or real good
gardening in growing a Gockscomb to perfection, than in

growing many of the plants in the " large collections."

On the other hand, it is four to one more difficult to get

up an Oleiiiiiler to an exhibition trim, than uStcphaitolis,

or Ahimdiula., Ixoni, Cyrtoceras, Franciscea, and CJero-

ileiulruii ; so an Oleander is never seen there, but the

others are never absent, and they come in duplicates and
triplicates almost at every show. I liave even seen such
common stulf as the pink Coleonema in duplicates, in

full collections, and that not long since; and after all

this, the most difficult thingin the world is to win a first

prize in these days, the societies having allowed exhi-

bitors to grow the very commonest plants, and to put up
as many of one sort as they like. It has come to this pass
at last, that all the plants have equal merit; all the collec-

tions the same; and all the judges in the world can find

nothing at all in the plants, or in the collections, to

represent the ditt'ereuces which the diH'ercnt values of the

medals would lead one to suppose. It is very likely, how-
ever, that if we hud lurd a fine day, and the garden had
been full of people, gardeners would have found some
better amusement than running over such things; and
I wish they would, for not one out of ten of them have any

idea of the difficulty that is encountered in the private

management of these large concerns.

Khododendroxs.—The display made by these, under
an immense tent, without any sunlight, and under a

torrent of rain, with only here and there two or three

people moving slowly along, and owing to tlie judicious

way the place is laid out, the whole of this is seen under
the eye from one or two points ; I say, the display

made, and the effect produced on the senses, was sin-

gularly striking : it was like being in a dream, walking
in a fairy laud, and conscious that it was only a dream,

but still clinging to the idea of being awake ; it was, to

me, melancholy grand. Everybody in the kingdom
ought to see this tent of rhododendrons before they are

out of flower, so I shall say no more of them now than,

that some of the standards looked at a distance like

apple-trees covered with scarlet Nonpareils, and from
this size down to that of a sixpenny geranium, every

other size, form, and colour peculiar to the family was
to be seen in every group, or bed, or border, for they

are all planted in the ground.

There were a few specimens on a stand, by Mr.
Standish liimself, of the new Sikh-im Rhododendrons,

which are little more than two years old. One called

Falconer'd had the largest leaves, and they looked as if

made up of the leaves of the Chinese Medlar (Loquat)

and an European Sorbus, with a whitish down on the

under side. Nivcum had the next largest leaves ; they

were long, large, and leathery, with a white down
beneath : if these had been shown without the plants, few
gardeners would think them to be rhododendron leaves,

while Arijenteum, the third largest-leafed kind, covdd not

be mistaken ; the leaves of this have no down nor rust

on the underside. C'iliattini, the one which flowered so

early, and which I have mentioned as being exhibited

in Regent Street, was the last on the stand ; it belongs

to the Azalea section of the rhododendron, and to the

Chinese section of the azalea, and when all the Sikkim
and other rhododendrons come to be collected into one
]ilace, I think they will be found to run in a natural

and easy gradation I'rom the tree rhododendrons, of 30

to 40 feet high, down to Azalea ameena, which does not

rise to half so many inches, and that some of each of

air the sections will interbreed with each other, so that

it cannot be said where the old rhododendrons end or

the new azaleas begin. Of the Chinese azaleas at this

show, decora, rivicans, and exquisita were the best.

Tai.l c,\cti, as they are now called, have been very
sparingly brought out this season ; only one collection,

and that, I think, by Mr. Green, both here and at Chis-

wick. The cactus called Ejiiphijllum erenalum, anybody
might grow who can manage any of the old w'iudow

sorts, and it gives the nearest idea of the night-blowing
cactus of all the sorts requiring little skill to grow them.
There were two kinds of crenatmn in beautiful bloom
here ; the second one called crenatmn grandiflorum, a
bad name by the way, as there is not the slightest dif-

ference in tlie flowers, but the yrandis of the thing is in

the growth of the plant, which is much stronger, and
more like some of the old flat^stemmed sorts than the

true species ; it deserves extended cultivation.

Pelargoniums.—I had another close survey of all

that were exhibited, and those who prefer distinct

colours, or shades, or well-marked sorts, to the best

florists' flowers, will not be disappointed if they beg,

borrow, or purchase from my selection, beginning with

the highest-coloured ones. Jjasilisk, a new seedling, is

the very best yet seen, call it number 1 ; Incomparable
is next ; 3, Prince of Orange ; and, 4, Salamander.
Hoyle's Magnet is as good as any of these, with the

additional advantage of being a real florists' flower.

These five geraniums would break the usual sameness
of geraniums in the largest conservatory in the country.

Of whites, we had here three excellent ones ; the best is
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Mont Bhini', a pure virgin wliite, with a clear, scarlet,

small spot ill eacli of the back petals ; Pearl is the next
best white, aud Emma the third uud last. I put down
tliese degrees of comparison at each sliow, as they occur
on the spot, and at the end of llie season I shall collect

them in one place for reference ; and very lil<ely I may
see otliers that I would prefer before some of tliese, so

that I shall be forced to give the final choice some day
or other. Out of the great mass of geraniums which
look so much alike, I marked the following as the most
distinct :

—

Oulichna, Rosamond, Centurion, Ner/ress,

Prettji Polhj, and Optima ; and out of a lot of new
seedlings, Oscar and AurcUa were the only two I would
select for myself. I saw two great blunders in this

class of geraniums, of which I sliall only mention one.

Ocellatum, a true fancy sort, and a new strain, too,

for that class, but it was placed among the florists'

varieties, where its character and beauty were entirely

lost ; it ought to stand between Gaitij and Hero of
Surrey, in the fancy class. Some months ago, I said,

from memory, that this (Jcellnlum was a new strain in

the fancies, got from some relationship of Yermaniana
grandtflora, and now I am confirmed in this opinion ;

and if OceJhilum is a breeder, it should he carefully

worked back with the Yetmaniannm class for bedders.

The following fancies are to be added to those I have
already named:

—

Lady St. Oermains, Celesti(d, Qaily,

TriumpluoU, and jMiss Emily Fiehlbuj ; their characters
shall he given some other day. A variety of the scarlet

breed, with flowers like those of Lucia liosea, and the

leaves of Compncltim, will make a pretty pot plant for

forcing in the spring; it is called Kinysbnry Farounte,
wliicli does not make it the more favourable in my eyes.

There was also a new form of the variegated scarlet,

called Flower of the Day, with purple marking between
the white aud green of the leaf; and if that is perma-
nent, and will stand the sun, this will be the best of the

two for beds. TriumpJiant (Ambrose's) is tlie most
scarlet of all the fancies ; what a splendid bed it would
make if it stands the sun and rain, and he a perpetual
bloomer

!

Of stove plants not mentioned before, Hoya hella was
particularly . neat and well grown; it really is a fine

thing when it comes to a large size. Franeiscea auijusla,

with fine heads of sweet flowers, more crowded together

and muoli darker than those of acuminata. I.vora alba,

in all respects like the size, shape, and profusion of

bloom of the old coccinea, but the leaves are very dif-

ferent, and much larger. /. javanica, of which there

are two or three varieties, is also very good, a mi.\ed

colour of orange and brown ; and /. crocata, a bright
yellowish flower. Alamanda yrandijlora is a nnich
smaller plant, at least, not near so large as cathartica. ;

nor are the flowers generally so large as in the old sort,

notwithstanding the name.
Of new stove plants, we had one called JIunronia

javanica, which, I think, will turn out a nice thing for

drawing-rooms; it belongs to the order of Meliads, hut
as yet few gardeners know many plants in this order,

let me say that it looks exactly like a young plant of

Gardenia Stanlyana, with the pure white flowers of

some jasininum. Pana.v excelsa promises to he a good
thing; leaves and growth similar to Brownca, with
umbrels of coral buds opening into small pink flowers

—

say like a bunch of elderberry flowers if they were of

that colour. Artocarpvs imperialis was (piite new to

me ; it is one of the bread-fruit trees, and looks not
unlike a young Astrapjea, but not in flower. Jacaranda
earoha, looking like a young ash, would look fine in a
large stove, if it would ilowcr freely. J>. Be.vtox.

{To be continued.)

KXIIIBITIOXS AND EXHIBITORS.

It has been reported of an ancient wortliy, that when
defeated in a contest for honour and office he expressed

his gratitude that his country possessed so many men
better than himself. What a satire ujion, and a rehuke

to, the heart burnings lel't hy political and oflicial

contests, and the grumblings and frettings of defeated

ambition, when the chief reward was merely the honour
of standing in a first, second, or third place ! Disagree-

able at all times, these frettings are never more
unseemly than when they manifest themselves at floral

and horticultural exhibitions. Everything there invites

to that delight which is blended with repose. How
jarring, therefore, does one note of wrangle, or dis-

content, from us blue aproners break in upon that

harmony. Yet that harsh note has sometimes proved

the source of a discord fatal to many a once flourishing

society. So sensible were committees of management
of this, that it used to be no uncommon thing to have an
article inserted in their laws, that no exhibitor was to

call the judges decision in question, without previously

depositing a fine to a considerable amount. 1 say used,

for I do not think such a law is nou- found to be requisite.

Liable to errors and oversights as all judges are, still,

in the vast majority of cases, they were in a position to

form a better estimate of the productions exhibited tluin

the exhibitors themselves. Men, cool and clear-headed,

we have found in plenty, who, at a glance, could tell the

position each exhibitor would occujiy, and even direct

your attention to something so superior to their own in

their neighbour's collection, but with young exhibitors

this is the exception, and not the rule. We liave all read

the tale of the man driving his hog to market, and finding

that every grog-shop he visited increased his hog in size,

until it became a perfect mountain of pork. With much
of the satirical, the tale conveys too true a picture of

human nature when the mind is engrossed with one
object. Young exhibitors, as a class, are apt to bo too

sanguine. They see beauties and perfections in their

productions that other people fail to discover. I speak

feelingly. Their enthusiasm is good, so long as it nerves

to the surmounting of difficulties; but it becomes an evil

when it conceals defects that every hody else can see,

and leads to fault-finding with judges, instead of looking

for reasons nearer home. Wluit a weight of irritated

disappointment these poor judges must carry did they

hut know it. What an anxiety with committees to get

judges that could give general satisfaction ! How multi-

form the schemes of labelling the articles, so that the

judge must give an unbiassed verdict! This last

condition, a source of great trouble to the managing
committee, and, necessary it may he, to please suspicious

and crotchety people, is, practically, of no use whatever.

Get honourable men for judges, and you may place, at

once, each man's name on his collection. 'The decision

will be just the same. Complaints of decision are now
rare at tlie Metropolitan exhibitions, and statements of

collusion are now unheard of, although every man's name
is placed conspicuously against his i)lants. True, the

exhibitors there are generally so used to the results, and

take the whole matter so calmly, that a keen observer

would hardly know whether they were satisfied or not.

It certainly redounds to the honour of all concerned,

when, hy the very openness of their conduct, suspicion is

disarmed. With these preliminaries, let us glance at a

few means for warding otf unpleasant disappointments.

1st. Mahe up your mind u'hat you are to competefor—
whether (puility—fitness for a specified end—or cultural

skill. Some societies specify these matters in their

schedules : and did it not tend to confusion, it would be

better if all would do so. E.\hibitors, variously situated,

would not then clash with each other. First, as respects

quality in flowers. All florists' flowers are now judged
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by a pretty well genenilly reeogulsecl standard, not that

we consider tlio circular outline contains tlic jierlection

of beauty. AVere all flowers perfectly circular, tliey

would become hideous from their very monotony.

Even now, wo arc sacrificing brilliancy of colour to

texture and outline ; whilst laws are recognised, however,

they must be acted ou. If no class for culture exists,

the finest specimen of cultivation, if deficient in florist

properties, has little chance with wliat is a superior

article, though shewing less slcill in the grower. Judges

here have often a very difficult duty to perform. It is

safest for tlie exhibitor to shew the best kinds of florists'

flowers well grown : and if he cannot obtain these, to

reserve his skill to objects which the florist has not yet

succeeded in taking under his peculiar care. Then,

secondly, plants must be shown for what they are, not

for what they have been, or what they may become.

A plant past its best will succumb to a plant not quite

come to its best ; both will yield to a plant about equal

in cultural skill, but just in its prime. Thirdly, size

must not be idolised; too much importance has been

given to this. Compact, healthy growth, abundance of

fine flowers, and little shouldering from stakes per-

ceptible, will always beat a straggling plant, thougli a

waggon might be required to carry it.

andly. Fitness for a defined end.—Thus, in vegetables,

without any rules to guide us, we should judge some-

what diS'ercutly the productions of a cottager and those

of a gentleman's gardener. »S'jse would form a prime in-

gredient in tbe first case ; quality the first consideration

in the second. Then, as respects fruit ; some societies

have two classes, divided into weight and flavour. Here

the man of fine taste, and superior cultural skill, can

each compete withoiit crossing each otlier. "Without

such definition, and with judges wlio look upon flavour

as the first essential, what would be the use of showing

the finest specimen of a plum against a little well-ripened

greengage. Fitness for tlie table is generally the criterion

for fruit" Without specific notice, this often interferes

with cultural excellence. Over ripeness, or not'being

riiie enough, bruised in the packing, or the bloom rubbed

off, or the hole of a slug or worm, will run the risk of

placing them below inferior specimens as respects

culture. Now for myself, I should bo loath to pass a

very fine dish of peaches with a bruise or two from a

long journey, and put unmutilaled, hut inferior speci-

mens' above them ; but such things are often done. Tlie

finest plate of Kean's strawberry I have ever yet seen

was passed over by the judges. The exhibitor quietly

said to one of the judges, whilst looking at them, " I sup-

pose you were afraid of them." "Oh no," said he, and
taking up a huge one, aud pointing to a slug hole on

the under side, he as coolly said, " If you can send

holed fruit to your employers table, I can't do it to

mine." Kow I say nothing of such a decision
;
you

will form your own judgment; but if cultural excellence

had entered into the clecision it would have been dif-

ferent. Most gardeners would contend with me, that,

unless in specified objects nud novelties, cultural ykill

should hold no seoondar;/ place.

.'h-dly, and finally at present. Be more cure/id of the

qualiUj than the ipiaiUity you exhibit. Bo neither over-

sanguine, nor over-covetous. Every bad specimen,

among either fruit or flowers, detracts from tlie value of

good ones in the collection. A grasp after all may leave

you with nothing, when, by moderating your desires, you
would have been successful. This is a I'ock, on which
hundreds founder; get disappointed, and exhibit no
more. Thus, a man has three kinds of fruit, all very

good; he must exhibit in a collection of six. ti'usting to

the superior to overcome the blighting efi'ecls of the tliree

inferior dishes. Nay, he may bo so grasping as to ex-

hibit likewise several single dishes, but not so good as

the best ill his collection. His three inferior dishes

weigli down his three good ones to zero. He is beat in

the single dishes ; and, instead of having several principal

prizes, be goes away grumbling that he has little or

nothing. Ho has himself entirely to blame. And so

with plants ; the honour of showing a splendid single

speoimou is greater than that of cxliibiting a very in-

ferior six. 'J'lio taking a first prize for six is greater

honour than being ever so far down for a twelve. Every
inferior plant detracts from the value of a good one. It

is no disgrace not to e.\hibit at all ; it is no dishonour
to exhibit sparinghj, and only what is good. There is no
honour in mere size and quantity, some of which will

scarcely bear inspection. Besides, people judge from
what they see, and not from what you may have at home.
Articles, however few, but good, will ever give honour
to the gardener. ] know that many have little means,
and little command of labour for preparing for exhibi-

tions. Let them not exhibit at all, or exhibit sparingly.

The success of an exhibition depends upon its quality,

not the quantity of the articles.
' O, but," say some of our comniitteo men, and ex-

hibitors, too, " we should have so fev,' things that the

people would not come to look at them. They like

masses and quantity, and without it our rooms and fetes

would soon be desolate." I reply, humour the wish for

great display, by all means—quantity is so far always
attractive ; but confine your good things to exhibition

tables, and have other tables filled with objects not for

cninpelition. Bring them, if you will, in waggon-loads;
if your funds will allow it, give extra prizes in abundance
to tliese; and, at all events, do not scruple giving plenty
of commendations and honourahle mention.^—they cost

nothing in bard cash ; they please the bringers ; the

public is satisfied; the society will flourish; aud all con
cerued meet in satisfaction aud harmony. H. Fish.

FLOIUSTS' FLO'WEES AT TH]', IlEGENT'S
PAllK SHO\\\

The ilih of June, 1802, will not be easily forgotten by
the visitors and exhibitors at the Horticultural Fete, in

the Royal Botanic Society's Gardens, Regent's Park, on
that day. As early as five o'clock in the morning, and
until the closing of the show, the rain fell incessantly,

and most of the time very heavily, thus disappointing

thousands who would otherwise have paid their tribute

of admiration to the beauties of Flora and Pomona,
spread with no niggard hand for their gratification. Yet,

notwithstanding the " jielting of the pitiless showers,"

several hundreds of the more ardent lovers of the

produce of "trim gardens" paid their devoirs to the

beautiful objects placed in the tents, congratulating

themselves with the somewhat selfish feeling, that they

had a better opportunity of seeing the flowers and fruits

than they would had it been as fine a day as it was a

foul one.

Florists' flowers were, in most instances, in flue con-

dition, the exception being most seen in the Hose tent.

Had wo not seen the May exhibition, we miglit have
thought the roses excellent, but at this show they were
decidedly at a discomit, though there were some half-

dozen in the whole lot that were quite up to the point

of excellence.

Pelargoniums, as might have been expected, were of

first-rate excellence, indeed, superior to the May shows.

The following are noted as being cither fresh kinds, or

in better condition than ou ibriuer occasions :

—

Jjax,

upper petals, purple-crimson, edged with scarlet ; lower

petals, rich purple-rose; form good, and substance ex-

cellent. Conspictium, a richly dark-coloured flower, of

good properties. Upper petals, very dark crimson,

edged with fiery scarlet ; lower petals, a pleasing light

rose, with a crimson spot in the centre ; eye, a bluish.
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white : form and substance good. Emily, ver}- similar

to the last, with larger flowers, and the colours in every

part of a lighter hue, liosamonJ : this beautiful variety

was never beforfe seen in such perfection; it is a real

good standing kind ; colours, light rose, and large

white centre. Miuinijh-ent : the prevailing colour of

this showy variety is a glowing crimson, approaching to

scarlet, with dark crimson spots; form and substance
good. Alonzo: rather an old variety, but a very good
one ; upper petals, a rich dark purple, with a very

narrow edging of scarlet ; edges very smooth ; lower
petals, dark rose ; form and substance fii-st-rate. Ocdlu-
turn, a name meaning " ei/ed," and a good name it is, for

every petal has, as it were, a dai-k eye. It has more the

appearance of a faucy geranium, and Jlr. Beaton says

it is one to all intents and purposes : most likely he will

claim it as one : let it be whichever it will it is a beau-
tifid kind, and desirable for any body, or for any purjiose

where a ini.xture of gay colours is required. OuUehnti,

we never remember to have seen in better trim, but
llosamond beats it hollow, though there is a resemblance
in colour, form, and substance. The plants of all the
eolleotions were most excellent ; no sticks were visible,

and the pots scarcely so. We must e.\.cept one lot,

which were too well grown ; that is, the foliage was so

large tliat the flowers were almost smothered by them;
they had evidently had too rich stimnlants applied, thus
disappointing the grower of a fine bloom. There is a
medium in all things, and he who hits the happy one of

neither under nor over feeding his plants is the clever

cultivator, and will stand No. 1 on the prize card.

jVlr. Hoyle exhibited in one stand twelve quite new
varieties. Though the plants were in small pots, and
the foliage but middling, the flowers were all first-rate as

far as culture went. The best of these will stand, 1.

Zaria. In the whole race of show Pelargoniums, there

is not one that approaches, in form and substance, so

near perfection as this charming variety. Even our
somewliat sceptical friend, ilr. Beaton, was obliged to

confess that there was great merit in this variety in the

aliove properties, independent of his hobby— bright

glaring colour. Even in the colour it was not beliind
;

tlie grouud was a pleasing bull-white, the U2>per petals

largely clouded with chocolate, and the lower small spots

of the same. 3. Astrea ; form and substance good ;

colour, upper petals dark, edged with white, lower petals,

rose; eye or centre, large and pure white. S. Leonora,
something like Astrea, with a better outline, and lower
petals of a paler rose ; trusses not large. 4. Dion: dark
upper ])etals, broadly edged with scarlet ; form excellent.

0. Kiiiui, dark upper petals, edged with fiery red ; lower
petals, pink, with a dark blotch on each ; form good ; a
showy variety. 0. Diadem, a fine thing in the way of
llosamond, with larger flowers and lietter defined colours.

There was a showy freely-blooming one, cMedBiitterJii/,
which will be nsel'nl as an ornament to an amateur's
greeu house stage. The whole formed a group of seed-
lings quite a wonder as one man's raising.

In new seedlings, shown in fewer numbers, Mr. i'oster

had several plants of his Optimum, which was shown last

year, and is a fine dark variety, but the colours run too
much into each other. Whether jiigh cultivation will

correct that fault remains to be proved. Mr. Foster's
Qi<een of May is a decided improvement upon Optimum
by tlte same raiser, and when seen in a large plant will

I

no doubt be effective as a show flower.

I

Hoyles's Albina, though shown as belonging to this

\
class, is too flimsy and starry. It woidd. like Ocellatum,

j

lie more at home amongst the fancy varieties.

!
Pelargoniums—^Fancy VAniRTiEs.—Gaines's Hero of

j

Surrey still holds the first rank amongst tiiese lady like

I

varieties; the next best being Ambrose's t/dic?)/. 'fhcse
stood together in one collection, and were deservedly
t\ hnired. There was one named Nonrmajed (Hill's) that

was truly sbowy, and remarkably brilliant in colours.

'The flowers were larger than ordinary, and had the form
been good it woidd have been a first-rate variety, but
that was deficient ; the edges being all almost as much
curled as Cattleya crispa ; still it is worth growing for

its fine rosy colours and large size both of flower and
truss. Ayre's Caliban and Formossissima well sustained
their fame as fancy varieties. Our readers will remember
that they obtained several certificates of merit last year.

Amongst a crowd of seedlings there was only one of

superior merit, and it had only one bloom open ; and as

the rule is not to give a })rize to only one, the judges
were obliged to pass it over at present ; when exhibited

again, it will no doubt receive an award. Form excel-

lent; upper petal dark, large white eye: lower petals

had a distinct vein of crimson running in a line through
them all; outer edge, white. It was named .i-lDefroH.

Pansies were shown in pans of cut blooms, and did
credit to the growers. Tlio best were Nonpareil, Blue-

eyed Maid, Smolensko, Falkirk Hero, Madonna, Lady
C'artirrii/ht, Beamy of Haverhill. King. Pandora, Flower

of the Day, Ihrahim Pacha, and Sandm. There was a

seedling named Turner's Xonsiich, a bright yellow, with
a well-defined dark spot ; form good ; and another
named Bragg's Sir Harry Smith, yellow ground, dark
eye, and rich purple blotch, very distinct, and of a good
form. In this class of flowers there is a decided advance.
That beautifid flower the I'anuxcui.us was shown in

fine order. We noted as the best. Bake of Devonshire,

Pueella, Princess le Qalitzin, Nixon's Queen, Eliza,

Venus, Orange Banhsian, Vinlet Fonce, and Miss H.
More. There was one stand of Pixics, which might
have been better had the season allowed. 'The following

were tolerable— Brinkler's Queen, Holmes's Coronation,

Wilmer's Laura, Independent, Morning Star, and Wil-
mer's Surjjlus. 'There was also a pan of beautiful

double Anejiones. 'Tliese flowers are so charming,
and have such splendid colours, that it is wonderful
they are not more grown : they were not named.

FccHstAs were large enough, but the season was too

early for them; they were generally deficient in bloom,

and had evidently been grown in heat. Kossuth was the

finest in dark varieties, and Elizabeth in the light ones.

Why do not the competitors grow better varieties; there

are plenty in the nurseries? Bank's Oloi-y was shown
again as a seedling, and proves to be a considerable im-

provement; it deservedly obtained a prize.

Calceolabias.—Several collections were present in

fair condiiiou. There is aji improvement in this favourite

flower. The best were Fascination, a smooth, round
flower; colour, orange-ground, shaded and streaked with

yellow. Remarkable, a seedling, obtained a certificate

amongst a host of inferior varieties ; groundcolour,
shaded rose, spotted and shaded witli yellow ; shape ex-

cellent. Of old varieties, (iremulier. darl; ; Marian, light;

Prima Donna, dark ; Earl of liosslyn, light ; Triumph,
dark ; Xil desperandum, dark ; all more or less spotted

with yellow and crimson.

There was a seedling calceolaria, with bright, rich

crimson, large flower; a self, very showy, and attractive,

hut sadly deficient in form ; yet, as an ornamental plant,

possessing great merit. It is to be hoped the owner will

propagate it largely. It will make an excellent breeder.

Mr. Griffin, of I'xbridge, exhibited some seedling

RuouoDEXPRoxs of considerable merit. One named 7i'.

compactum, will be useful to grow in jiots, and for forcing,

flowering as it does on plants not a foot high. He had

a good yellow one, named Prince of Orange, and another

named Captivation, which was somewhat paler, but had
more dark spots on the ujiper petal. Tliere were some
seedling Bedding Gebanicms of merit, especially one

from Mr. Kinghorn, of Twickenham, nmneA Attraction.

l)ur readers will learn of these from Mr. Beaton; they

are exactly in his way, but we must sny that Attraction
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is a beautiful ami novel variegated geranium. Tliere

are lluee distinct and well defined colours on each leaf,

green as aground colour, edged with white, and a distinct

ring or hovse-slioe between them; colour of the flower,

a pleasing salmon red. T. Arfi.Kin'.

CrLTUIiE OF ROSES IN TOTS FOR
EXHIBITION.

( ConI III liedfrom pntfe 17'J.J

Conveying to thk place or ExiiunTins.—The cul-

tivator having successfully (by following the instructions

we have given as near as circumstances would allow)

brouglit his plants into a line blooming condition, the

next consideration is how lie is to convey them to the

e.\hibition safely. This can be done in tlie mode Messrs.

Lane, Paul, Francis, and others have proved. They
bring their splendid plants 15 or 2(1 miles in such fine

condition tliat tliey lool; as if they bad not been brought

as many hundred yards. Tlie first thing to do is to have

in readiness a spring van, or vans, according to the

number required, sufficiently capacious and lofty within

tlie cover, to hold tlie plants without crowding or touch-

ing the sides or the roof. To keep the pots steady in

going up or down a hill there should be some kind of

package employed to put between the pots. A material

that, perhaps, can be the most easily procured is coal-

ashes, neitber wet nor dry; for if it be wet, it would

allow the pots to slip about ; and if dry, the dust would

rise up witli the shaking of tlie van and spoil the flowers.

It should be about six or eight inches thick, and the pots

should be plunged in it close down to the bottom, and

the ashes packed firmly around and between eacii. Some
persons use decayed tanners' bark, and others damp saw-

dust, whilst some thrust in sboi i lilhr biiween the pots.

Any of these will answer the |iiii puM^ inliiably well, but

we give the palm to the coal a-hr^, junMdcd they are in

proper condition.

Selecting the Plants.—This requires considerable

judgment. The great point is to clioose such as are

only expanding the greatest number of bloom. If they

are'fully o]iened, there is great danger before the day is

over that the blooms so forward will shed their flowers.

The state of tlie weather will, it is true, greatly influence

their power of retaining tlie bloom. If the day previous

is liot and sultry, fully opened flowers are almost sure

to be S|ioiled, but if it lie cloudy and cool, tlic more
advanced plants might bo ventured with.

riiEi'.uuNG THE Pl.\nts.—Previously to putting them
into the van, let every rose, or bunch of roses, be tied

firmly to some support, either to slicks, to be removed
before ]ilacing them on the stage, or to some strong

neighbouring branch. Care must be taken that the

blooms are so distributed and fastened that they do not

rub against each othei', the foliage, or the branches, nor

indeed against anything, because the least friction during

even a short journey inay injure the blooms sufficiently

to lose the prize. Then, when they are as well .secured

as the ingenuity of the cultivator can devise, place them
in tlie van, being careful again that they be so jilaced

that the flowers do not touch each other, or anything

else. Pack each jiot firmly, so that it is not possible,

with moderate care, to slip backwards, forwards, or side-

ways. Also, if there be room, take one, two, or three

plants more than are required, for fear of accidents, and
then all is ready for starting. Whatever the length of

the journey may be, start soon enough to arrive there,

without hurrying, full three hours before the time for

tlie censors to enter the tents. This will allow time to

di-ess the plants, remove useless sticks, clean the pots,

and give water, if needful, to carry them through the day

fresh and blooming. Not the least important point is

to have a steady, careful driver, one that thinks on what

he is about, and will, during all the way, constantly

remember his charge ; will keep a look-out every
moment for stones and deep ruts, and carefufly drive so

as to avoid them. Many a prize has been lost by start-

ing too late ; driving fast and heedlessly, and thus shaking
the plants, and scattering the best and finest blooms
before arriving at the journey's end. The exhibitor

himself, if he cannot depend entirely and fully upon his

driver and assistants, should always travel with his

choice plants that have cost him so much care and
expense to bring them into a fit state to compete with.

Staging.—Supposing they have arrived in the best

condition, at the proper time, the next point to attend to

is to place them to the best advantage on the stage

;

and here, agaiu, the benefit of early stirring will be found
advantageous. The exhibitor can then place them in the

best situation ; whei-cas, if the plants arrived late, the

best position will perhaps be occupied, and he will have
to place them in the worst place, if there even is room
for tliera at all ; but by being in the field early, he can
secure a good place at once, and have leisure to arrange

them, as well as dress and set them off to the best ad-

vantage. Let the pots be clean wiped, the earth on the

surface in the pots stirred, every decayed leaf, or over-

blown or rubbed flower removed, and the perfect ones
so arranged that every one will tell, and, as a whole,

have the best eff'eet. The taller plants place at the

back, and the more dwarf ones in front, and do not

allow them to be crowded, but let every plant occupy a

position. View them over at diff'erent distances with

the eye of a censor; and when you have placed them
so as to have the best appearance, see tliat your col-

lection is properly entered in the clerk's book, and
ticketed according to tho rules laid down in the schedule.

You having then done all that you can-—leave them to

the mercy of the censors, and go and refresh yourself

witli a good breakfast, not forgetting your assistants,

your driver, and your horses. We have not space for

the exhibiting cut roses, and so musl defer our remarks
upon them to the next opportunity. 'I". Atplehy.

KITCHEN-GxVRUEN WALKS—EDGINGS.
As we last week urged the projiriety of using hard

stones rather freely in forming kitchen-garden walks, we
have little more to add to the opinions then given, except

it be that in certain speiiial cases, where expense is no
object, a firm, smooth, solid walk may be made at ouce,

by floating tlio surface of it with liquid moi'tar after

the stones have been carefully levelled and pressed

dovifn. This, of course, is a concrete walk in its literal

sense ; and in all cases where it is advisable to form a

walk or road in a short time, regardless of cost, this

metliod may with advantage be adojited ; scattering a

little gravel on at top will give it the necessary colour.

But in a general way walks may be made pretty firm

and good by a less e.ipensive process, tiy having recourse

to that all-important agent, " time," to assist in complet-

ing the work, and good hard serviceable walks may be

made without concreting.

We now take leave of walks as far as regards their

formation, and address ourselves to the Kilijiuys most
suitable for a kitchen-garden ; and wbatevei- our floral

friends may say to the contrary, we believe kitchen-

gardens in" general present a greater variety of such

margins than do the parterres of the most enthusiastic

admirer of Flora, with the exception of here and there a

flower-garden edged with Stone kerhing, or something in

imitation of it ; the greater portion consist only of Box,
or, it maybe, nQrans leri/c. It may be true that nothing

can exceed these things for beauty and utility, and their

presence in a kitchen-garden, when well kept, is always

welcome. Nevertheless, box will not grow in all places,
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and dressed stone-kerbing is often tbouglit too expensive

for all purposes, and as Straivherries, as an edging, are

ill too exposed a place to receive any benefit from tbeir

produce, while Thyme, Chamomile, and Chives, are too

clumsy and unsightly to be tolerated, I'ocourse must be
bad to some other kind of edging.

It often happens wliere box will not thrive, Geiitianella

is as untractable, otherwise a good marginal outliue of

the latter is, we think, preferable to bo.x. Tlirift will do
on dry situations, only it requires replanting once every

two years, if not yearly, as we have done some; only we
beg to observe that when it, or anything else that

way, is replanted yearly, their roots ought to be laid

into the border, and not into the walk, as is the case

generally with box, &c. Double Daisies have gone
much out of fashion lately, unless the taste for them
be revived in those Belgian varieties we have been
told so much about ; but, we must confess, we failed to

discover anything novel or striking amongst some shown
to us as belonging to that class, so that as far as edgiugs
are concerned, the old ipiilled red and white, and the

rose-leaved of the same colours, mi.xed as well as sepa-

rately, jireseut as good a selection as those imported
from oiu' enterprising neighbours ; but we are not ad-

mirers of daisy edging for a garden of any extent. Box
is the only live edging wc do like in a kitchen-garden;

its sturdiuess enabling it to endure encroaching crops

better than others do ; that where box, and its compeer
Oentianelht, will not thrive, and Thrift be objected to, we
see no alternative but having recourse to a permanent
edging of some nndecaying material.

We long sought for some cheap, durable, and efficient

article as an edging to walks underneath trees, and
where no live edging would grow, and, like others

similarly placed, have tried flints, or pebbles, or rough
stones, partly sunk in the earth, but someliow or other,

they too often got out of place, by the broom catching

them; besides, tlints and pebbles, however pretty at first,

soon get discoloured, and as dressed stone kerbing
cannot always be had, we at last had recourse to an
article the most common and cheap of any, yet at the

same time, neat and durable, and which is within the

reach of all, it being, in fact, only common bricks .'

Condemn us not, gentle reader. The mode we lay them
down, is, we believe, not generally known, at least we
have never seen it elsewhere ; it is neither edge nor end
up, but is so laid down, that its edge presents an angle

of i-)" to the walk-side, and of course its flat surface will

present the same on the border-side ; being laid, in fact,

with its angle-edge up. Some care is required to lay

the bricks accurately, but a little practice will enable
any handy workman to lay them as well as a mechanic,
and often better, where a curve instead of a straight

line is to be done, and when nicely finished, many
a looker-on would be calling it a prepared kerbing,

instead of only common brick, as it should be let into

the ground so low as to hide the under edge of the

brick on tlie walk-side. A little ramming soon tightens

it, so that no ordinary operation is likely to loosen it,

and it forms an excellent barrier for the broom to rub
against.

Now, though we have not ourselves tried the above
for edging to walks in a kitclien-garden, we have ample
experience of its utility and appeai-ance in the darkened
shrubbery, that we strongly advise those of our readers

who are averse to box to give it a trial.

We have seen garden-walks edged all round with
iroiiden }}lniilcs, laid edgeways up, and fastened to stakes,

&c., like a continuous line of railway; but assuredly

bricks form a more enduring material than timber, and
we think look better; another advantage they have,

even over live edgings, they do not harbour slugs, and
other vermin, and that is no inconsiderable object, where
the welfare of tender plants is at stake, and the expense

of doing a given length of walk may be calculated on
to a sixpence, by any one who knows the price of bricks,

which latterly have been very reasonable, except so far

as an increased demand has kept up the price.

It easily will be seen that one of the principal recom-
tneudatious to an edging as above, is that it requires no
after trimming, clipping, or relaying—three operations
which too often distiu-b the walk, when box or other

plants are used, are here entirely avoided, and their

operations and their consequences, are evils of greater

amoimt than is often thought of; and unless some nu
skilful hand loosens or alters the bricks in digging the

border, there is every probability of their remaining in

good order for half a century, supposing the bricks to

be good, and serious accidents guarded against.

Sundries.—Sow more Turnips, choosing rather poor
ground, but not shaded by trees; the richly-manured
ground of kitchen gardens rarely produce good sweet
turnips, e.xcept those drawn early in the season : in such
a place they become gross and spongy. It is better,

therefore, to keep the above in mind when the time
comes to sow the principal winter crop ; and if the gar-

den does not present a suitable plot, it is better to make
friends with the farm bailiti', who may have a spare
corner better adapted to them. Sow a little of the Green
and IVhitc curled Endive ; and, of course, Leitucc, of the

best Cabbage and Cos kinds. Radishes can only now be
sown in moist places, as on a north border. French
beans may now be sown for a late crop, and the same
may be said of Scarlet Runners ; attend to the staking
of those now wanting it, and the same may be said

of Peas, the latest crop of which may be sown as late

as the beginning of July in the South of ICngland.

Attend to all progressing crops, not forgetting to thin

those requiring it. Hoe, stir, and work the gTouud
amongst all crops in rows, and take advantage of fine

weather to plant out the various members of the C((b-

bage-worts which are now ready for that operation. Un
the whole, we prefer dull dry weather for that duty : as

when moist and showery, the slugs commit sad havoc
amongst them, while a little flagging is soon overcome.
.A little more seed of the Walcheren llrocoli may be sown
on a favourable border, but if there be a crop just

showing itself, sufficient plants may there be had to

furnish all that it is prudent to plant at so advanced a
season as it will be when they are ready. Sow a few
Carrots, to draw young in auttimn ; and the same may
be said of Unions, when such are wanted for salads, or

such purposes. J. Rouson.

ALLOTMENT FARMING.—July.

We are not aware liow the rest of the country has fared
of late as to weather, but here (Cheshire) after one cjf the
ih-iest springs ou record, we have liad tlie most abunilarit
and genial raius. The ground is at last fairly moistened
through, and that too by rains almost as soft as dew. This
is, indeed, a boon ; for we have known dasbinj; storms so
saturate and choke the soil, that drought woidd have been
preferable. Crops in general are exceedingly luxuriant;
potatoes particularly so ; we have never before seen the early

kinds so luxmnant as in this neigbboiu-hood, although we
lieai' that in many parts of Lancashire they are seriously
injured by a frost, wbieh occurred so late as the last week in

May. It becomes all parties, however, to be grateful to God
in a high degree for sucli continued blessings, and the poor
especially; they sufler not by famine in these plentiful times
as their forefathers did. The consideration of this ought to

lead to increased exertion, not only for their own families'

sakes, but as a duty they owe their country ; remembeiing
Nelson's signal, "England expects every man to do his

duty."

And now let us examine the position of allotments at the
very beginning of the month :

—

1. Is your ground all cropped ?

J. Have you any blanks hi existing crops ?
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3. Are you prepaveil with sucoessional croji'^
"

i. Have you jilenty of winter greens ?

5. Have yo\i secured a seed-betl of swedes ?

0. Is your allotnient free fi'oiu weeds ?

7. Is it tit for your landlord to look over ?

8. Do you Iveep a constant eye on manures ?

Our readers must excuse our cateehising, but the above are

very wliolesome tjuestions to put at this period.

If your ground is not all cropped, pray, then, lose not a
day in either plaTitiug, sowing, or determining. As usual,

we suggest root-crops as the first consideration, and winter
greens as the second. Tliis, however, depends on the posi-

tion of the cultivator, wliether he keeps a cow or a pig. The
root-crops are always valuable to either, but the greens will

certainly accomplish wliat tlie roots cannot; tliey will furnisli

the family table daily as a help to potatoes, and yield much
garbage afterwards for animals. The second point, ''blanks,"

refers to crops which have missed in places, and, as before
observed, swedes or cabbage plants, of a dwarf and compact
kind, are the most eligible at this jieriod. Not one hour
should be lost in making such gaps good, especially if tlie

ground be moist. The cultivator should, however, make a
point of thoroughly clearing such plots of weeds fii-st, or tlie

transplanted things will be in danger of choking if the hoe
tie not introduced before they get a stai't. As for blanks in

crops, which will coniQ ofl" the ground in a few weeks, such
liad better not be filled ; they would only tend to fetter the
hands as to succeeding crops. Suocessioual crops have, we
trust, been planned, and provided from the commencement
of the season ; if not, let such be considered immediately.
WiNTEK Greens.—As we have constantly urged, evei'j'

cottager who holds a plot of groimd should provide a nice
bed of these. "iVe pity the mau who would rather depend
on his neighbour than sow a bed, when aU the seeds requi-

site may be piu-chased for less than a couple of shillings.

It is shameful neglect to go about, at the " eleventh hour,"
trying to beg a few score of plants. Cabbages we have before
recommended as very fitting for gaps in crops of potatoes,
mangold, parsnips, or even swedes. Green kale being of
taller and coarser growth, is fitter for planting in alleys,

after row or bed-culture has gone through a thorough
cleansing process. This green is higlily to be recommended,
as being the hardiest we have : no winter in Britain ever
injures this most valuable vegetable. Planted in the begin-
ning of July, the heads may be in constant cut from the end
of November untU Mai-ch, or even April, and it will all this

time j-ield sprouts abundantly. These sprouts we consider
the finest-flavoured green we possess ; superior to all the
other cabbage worts, combining, with the best cabbage-
flavour, a slight amount of that taste so much admired in

the turnip top. The Brussels sprouts is another capital

thing, and may be planted in similar situations to the kale,

with which it is equally hardy. It is not quite so productive
in point of bulk as the kale, but as it may be planted much
thicker, it thus becomes nearly a match for it. Savoys are

famous autumn greens, yielding a considerable bulk of food.

A good bouncing savoy of six pounds is a good match to a

lump of fat bacon, as a Sunday's dinner to the cottager with
half a score children. Our gentry, who have then' meats
cooked so distinct, have no conception of the richness and
mellowness of a savoy thus cooked. They are not by any
means hardy; some winters totally ile^troy them, and we
recommend a few as a November and December dish, to

decoy the cottager's wife from the real winter and spring
greens. The Thousand-headed mliba;ie is one of tlie best
things we know, where a cow is kept ; its only fault being
that it requii'es a deal of room. Its peculiar character con-
sists in its great bulk, and its excitable nature. It will grow
freely, and produce young sprouts in the very ciddest
weather, jiroducing a great bulk of early spring food. It

must be a capital thing for the lambing season for those who
keep sheep. Brocoli is more of a delicacy than a profit,

unless grown for sale. The fact is, they are too tender to be
allowed to supersede green kale and the other hardy cabbage
worts. If the cottager will plant some, we advise Capes and
Walcherons for October and November; the sprouting and
Snow's winter white for very early spring ; and the Protect-

ing, Wilcove, <tc., for April and May.
Swedes in Seed-bed, if getting rather tall or drawn, ni.iy

have their tops cut with a scythe, passing it lightly over

them, and removing just the points ; this stiffens them
much. We have before named that swedes transplant ad-

mirably when the bulb is as large as a duck's egg ; we like

this plant liest, as endming drought better.

PiOOTS IS Genei1;VL.—All such things ought to have been
duly singled out, if not placed at final distances, weeds extir-

pated, and the hoe or fork well pUed between the rows. Per-
sist in high culture and cleanliness, feeling assm'ed that you
will be well repaid both by the bulk of the crop and the con-
dition of the land for succeeding crops ; adiled to whicli it is

well to jiossess the confidence and apjiroval of the owner of
the soil. Let all transplanting processes be well carried
out, not forgetting to puddle tlio roots, and attend to the
other minutia; in foi-mer allotment papers. Keep a sliaii)

eye on carrot beds, and such crops as are liable to the dijvas-

tation of snails and slugs. L'se the mixtures so often recom-
mended in these papers. Pine cinder-ashes, without the
mere dust, can hardly be strewn too often amongst such
crops ; the slugs cannot bear to travel over sucli material.
Let eaily Peas be di'awn from the ground as soon as the crop
ceases to be profitable ; as for keeping them for seed, it is

nonsense ; the ground will pay much better for a succession
crop.

Bkoad Beans should be well " soiled up " the beginning
of the montli foi- fear of storms, and let the tops be pinched
as soon as a good bloom is out ; nothing is gained by en-
couraging too great a length ; it keeps them too long on the
ground. If the fiy attacks, pinch the tops speedily if much
bloom is out; this will stay the fiy. See tluit Scarlet limuiers
are well staked, or conducted up their stakes or strings, and
ii\ater well when dry. Unions must be watched for the mag-
got ; if it commence, apply soap-suds, sprinkling them with
a waterpot-rose, or a syringe ; we have known this avert an
attack or mitigate it much. It sliould, however, bo done
before the maggots are seen. It is intended to drive the fly

which lays the eggs producing the maggots. Of course the
onions have received their final thinning by this time ; ours
are finished ; every weed pulled out, and the alleys all dug
and planted with Savoi/s. The beds being by our practice,

heretofore explained, a foot above the alleys, the savoys
shoulder below the level of the onions, and do not molest
tliem. Now these onions will, we doubt not, be oil' the beds
by the middle of September, perhaps earlier ; the beds will

then he slightly manured, dug only six iucUes deep, and a
crop of cabbages, from a !\Iidsummer somng, immediately
planted. Tiiese will be what London market-gardeners term
Coleicorts, and we shall plant them only ten inches apart.
Tliis will seem sharp practice to those who do liot know the
value of land ; but, for our part, we cannot bear to see a yai'd

wasted, laiowing that the capabilities of the soil in general
have never been fairly estimated. If our allotment tiiends

had as frequent calls as we have for a constant succession
of young vegetables, they would soon discover the impro-
priety of suflering ground to l.ay idle for a moment, eitlier

from want of interest or want of contrivance.

IlHrEARB.—Be sure to pluck every blossom shoot away
except the favourite one for seed. Do not continue plucking
it in a reckless way; the gooseberries should ere this have
taken its place in the dumpling, and they will in their turn
be ousted by the apples.

Lettuce.—Sowings may be commenced fortnightly until

the early part of iVugust. We prefer the Bath or .\dy's Cos.
SpiNAeu.—If required, sow a bed or row about the '^(Ith of

July ; this will yield bountifully until nearly Christmas.
PoT-iTOEs I'oi! Si;ed.—The Ash-leaved Kidneys, and other

very early kinds, will be ripenuig by the beginning of August
in some places ; and we do think it good practice to take
llujm up just before they aa-e dead ripe. We remove them
instantly to a floor in some north building, and strew them
thinly over the floor ; thera they greiui sufficiently witliout

sprouting. Such floors, liowever, should he very dry.

11. Lni;IN0TON,

THE APl.^HIAN'S CAI.ENUAK.—.Jt i.y.

Bu J. H. Payne, Eaij., Author nf" The Bee-Keejiers Guide.

Swarms.—Swarming has been earlier this year generally
than is usual, and in some localities especially so. Some
were as early as the lOtli of Jlny, and even in this

neighboiu'hood. Bury St. Edmond's, there were several
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before the 24111 ; btit some of them, I am soitj- to say,

from cold, wet weather setting in at tlie time, and from
the want of a little food being given to them, whicb, imder
such circumstances, should always be done, bave perished,

blighting at once the expectations of theii' owners of tbe

large supx^ly of boney -which they hoped to gain from such

early swarms. Otlier person^ are disaiipointed in having
swarms from stocks on wliicb they had placed glasses, ex-

pecting them to be tilled very speedily. This may have
ai'isen, in some measure, from the weather (for in showery
weatlier there is a gi-eat lUspositiou in tbem to swann), but

principally for tbe want of a little nice management, for it is

not simply placing a glass upon a stool; that will prevent its

swarming, but seeing, also, that tbe bees take to it, which
they may be made to do by placing a few pieces of guide-

comb neatly in the glass, and then, long before the glass is

filled, placing a small hive or box between the partially-tilled

glass and the stock bive, and care must be taken tbat this

latter receptacle is not too deep. It is better not to exceed
fom' inches ; its breadtli is immaterial ; raising the glass a

greater distance from the stock bive gives the bets a dislike

to it, they forsake it, and swarming is frequently the con-

sequence.
liiisixG A Stock.—If I had a glass filling well with

honey, and a disposition for swarming appeared, I should
not hesitate in adoiJting " Miners " plan of raising the stock

a quaiter-of-an-incb from tbe lloor-board all round, by three

or fom- wedges, for a few days, until a change of weather
rendered its continuance unnecessai-y.

TEANSPEnr.raG (inssES.—Those persons whose bees have
swarmed, and left a glass partially filled with honey, would
do well to remove the glass from the stock hive and place it

upon the swarm, where it will, should the weather be favour-

able, very soon be filled ; but it should not be placed upon
the swium until fourteen or twenty days after tbe swarm
has been hived, for if put on at tbe time of hiving the queen
will go into it, and fill the unoccttpied combs with brood,

which will greatly injure the appearance as well as tbe

quality of the honey.

COCHIN CHINA FOWLS.
I AM rather tenacious of committing to writing what may

appear in public, but I have been so much interested with

tlie remarks and communications in The Coitage GAnnENER,
on the subject of poultry, that I cannot refrain from giving

you my experience in tiie matter. 1st. I perfectly agree

with you, that Coclun China fowls are more profitable than

Spanish, so much so have I found it, that after a fair trial of

almost every breed, the Spanish being the last, I have given

them all up but the Cochin China's, and now keep nothing

but them. I have this spring, up to the first of ilay, batched
131 chickens (and tbe only casualties have been, one with

tbe cramp, which I killed, and two or three trod to death by
the hens, when very young), and disposed of a large number
of eggs, all from six hens. Jly stock is composed, partly of

Jlr. Andrew's breed, and some very tine, heavy Shanghai
hens, which I am crossing with Mr. A.'s cock. " Amateur,"
in your last part, states Andrews's breed to be lender and
small. To the first I can answer I do not find them so ; and
to the second, I have now chickens hatched the first week in

Februai-y, weighing "Jibs, per pair. I would also mention a

fact, which to jue is quite a new one ; a pullet of the above
hatchmg laid an egg yesterday, Jmie :Jrd, before she was
fom' months old. I begin to think that very early batching
is very well for cockerels, but not so for pullets, as by their

beginning to lay before they are fully developed, must retard

their growth. Your opinion on this matter will be esteemed.
(We think early spring hatching desirable. T'ery precocious

pullets rarely occiu'.) I find many of my neighbours com-
plaining of this season being a very bad one. I think the

contrary, as I believe nothing so fatal to young chicken as

damp, wot weather. They also complain of gapes, I do not
know it in my little establishment, neither do I profess to

know how to cure it, but contend that prevention is better

than cme, which if you think worth while, I will communi-
cate at some futm'e time, having now written nmcb more
than intended.—A Subsceibee. (By all means.

)

HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS.
No. 1.

I'EXTSTEMOX OENTIAKOIDES AM) ITS VAP.IETIES.

The now prevailing system of flower-gardening, namely,
that of filling the beds and borders of tbe flower-garden

witli plants entirely of one kind, or of one colour, has tended
in a great measure (somewhat unjustly) to render those

pbuits, commonly termed hardy perennials, compai'atively nn-
pcqjular, and in many cases where they are grown they are

not found to receive the attention which they deserve ; for

although it must generally be acknowledged that, as a whole
for general efl'ect and display, they cannot be placed on an
equality with those by wliicli they have been superseded,

yet there are many, under proper treatment and care, placed

in a situation suited to the development of their floral

beauties, which would be found to possess qualities which
merit equal attention with more tender plants, and would be
found to furnish as great an amount of satisfaction and
pleasure. To direct to these the attention of the amateur,
I'rom time to time, will be the object of the wTitcr of this and
succeeding papers.

Every one at all acquainted with flowers, is well acquainted

with the efl'ect produced by a bed of the scarlet Pentstemon,
geiitianoides coccinea, in full bloom, or of a single specimen
among others in tbe mixed borders ; for all tiie varieties of

gentianoides are well adapted for bedding purposes. The
situation which suits tbem best should be open and well

drained ; tlie soil in which they deUglit is of a light loamy
nature, neither of a sandy nor clayey tendency ; the propaga-

tion of all the Pentstemons is of a very simple and easy

nature, as cuttings of the young shoots readily strike root,

and soon form flowering plants; they may also be easily

raised from seeds, although they do not always come true,

they possessing a sporting tendency ; and to those who have
time and opporttmity, a rich harvest might easily be gained

by hybridizing tbe various kinds together. Much has

already been achieved by this process, and much remains

still to lie attained. The following is a list of the best and
most tUstinct kinds, selected from above twenty acknow-

ledged varieties.

1'. yentianoides giyautea eleyans, scarlet, two feet high ; sent

out in 1845 ; flowers very lai'ge ; much superior to the old

coccinea.

P. gentianoides splendens. This fine variety partakes both

of the purple-crimson of the old gentianoides, and the scarlet

of coccinea ; two feet high ; a fine variety.

P. gentianoides Morrisonii, somewhat similar in colour to

splendens; very large; a fine variety.

P. gentianoides Me i^vanii, raised in 1847; of a light red

colour, with white throat, and dark markings; the most
compact growing kind of the gentianoides section ; deser^ves

extensive cultivation for bedding pm-poses.

P. yentianoides Sliinnerii. This fine variety is but htUe

known. It was raised in 1848, by Mr. Skinner, gardener to

Jlrs. Watson, of Rye, and sent out in 1849. It is of n bright

scarlet colour, with a very large conspicuous pm'e white

throat ; very distinct.

P. gentianoides alhu, white, but of rather straggling growth,

but valuable on account of its coloiu-.

P. gentianoides variabilis, Salter's. New; colour rose;

throat white, changing in the autumn and under glass to a

greenish-while, edged \vith clierry ; very novel, good habit

;

height two feet. .Iosemi Heniiv Ivxioiit, Battle.

FEATHERS.
" Which is the heaviest, a pound of feathers, or a pound

of lead ? " is an old puzzle for boys and girls beginning to

learn their avoirdupois. There can be no barm in making
light of thuigs whose vei-y lightness constitutes their merit

and their \ alue. In most objects weight is synonymous with

excellence ; tbe chaff is blown to the winds, tbe grain

remains, samples of which may be tested by weighing equal

measures of one against the other. Gold is notoiiously

ponderous ; and so ponderosity becomes, even in figurative

speech, an expression for worth. Light characters are con-

trasted with men of weight; and the lives of most men,

when tried in the balance by what they ought to be, kick
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the beam, and are found wanting. But amongst bad things,

heavy featlier.s are tlie worst. Worn-out stumps, thrown off

just before moulting, will hardly fetch the price of so many
sticks and chips ; while precious is the impalpable substance

of ft mass of eider-down (which the French ludicrously call

edreilon), aiul still more so, the—not plumes, but—fragments
of cloud, which the unsightly Marabou Crane yields for the

adornmeut of our fair and wealthy dames.
Ijut use before show is the wisest order of precedence

;

and a good feather-ljed is a truly British comfort, of older

date than many of our modem luxuries in the furniture

department. Thus from the 1st vol. of Norfolk Archieology

we learn, that in wills made prior to lfi30, heds and chattels

of all descriptions are detailed with a painful minuteness,

shewing the great value of such things in those times.

Among the e-\tracts given, is this from the -will of Margaret
(jrrey. Little Walsingham, widow, 1.015 :

—" I will Johan
Grey, my doughter, have 1 federbedd, natt of the werst, as

it slanditli ; i.j peyer of honeste whets, &c." Again, Thomas
Harpley, of Garbeysthorpe, a.d. l-OOT, bequeaths " Item, to

Itichard Harpley my son, (evidently a favourite legatee),

my heslefether bedde, a great hotche callyd an arke, ray best

brasse pott, my best brasse panne, the best table, .tc. JL-e."

An old notion is, that pigeon's feathers should not enter into

the composition of beds, because they cause the person
whose fate it is to e.xpire thereon, to die hard.

Most Englishmen will not at first take kindly to any bed,

except one made of feathers ; and it must be confessed

they are the very thing for our clmiate. But a short ex-

perience of the French piles of mattrasses, filled with wool,

will shew tliat they, too, have their merits. The German
plan of sleeping uinkr what may be called a feather-bed of

eider-down, is delicious, if you can lie quiet all night; but it

is terrible to walie after your first sleep, shaking with cold,

and to have to get out to replace jour upper-bed. I remem-
ber to have had, years ago, in the south of Italy, many
wholesome and refreshing nights' rest on beds tilled with
the husk-leaves of Indian corn. The dried husks wei"e put

into coarse canvass ticks, having two open slits towards each
side, just where you would make the cut for the wing, if the

fviillier-\)ei\. were a plump fowl, or in the region of the air

openings on the front of a vioUn. "When the bed was made,
the mmnru-re or camariera ( for male bed-makers are more com-
mon there than female), just thrust his or her arms tlirougli

the two slits, gave the contents of the husk-bag a thorough
stir up, very like shaking a heap of shavings, and so re-

placed the sheets and coverlid. A bed of straw is spoken of
j

in Kngland as the extremity of misfortune ; but while in the
]

enjoyment of youth and daily exercise, I found a husk-bed .

in place of a feather-bed to be no hardship whatever. But
Indian corn will never thrive here, while geese, ducks, and
chickens are an ancient staple. In place, therefore, of im-

porting husks for beds, it mU be as well to warn country

housekeepers against all waste of feathers, and to remind
them tliat ttie feather-bag, like the money-box, may become
the accumulated treasure formed by daily savings.

The usual methoil in preparing feathers for the purpose

of stufling beds, is to separate the smaller from the quill

feathers into different thick linen bags. They are then kept

in a dry place ; and where there is an opportunity, the bags

should be placed in a brk-k-ovea after it has cooled suffi-

ciently not to singe the feathers. This must be repeated

for several weeks, in order to prevent their acquiring any
unpleasant smell. When well dried, they are put into a

large tub, close to which another tub is placed to pick them
into. Those that have quills, should be clipped oft" with

scissors ; the smaller ones also require to have the nibs cut

out. Goose feathers are by far the best for beds, but ducks'

answer equally well for bolsters and pillows. Turkeys' and
chickens' feathers, when dressed in the same manner, will

make good common or second-rate beds.

.V full-sized bordered bed requires oO lbs. of feathers ; a

1 bolster to match 10 lbs. ; and a pair of pillows to tlie sanre

I

8 lbs. The tick should be prepared by rubbing the inside

all over with either bees-wax or hard brown soap ; the latter

substance is preferable. It is desirable that beds should be
emptied every two or three years upon a clean boarded floor,

and the feathers gently beaten with a small stick. They

I

are then put into a large agricultural sieve, and rubbed

I
lightly between the hands, till the dust is all removed, when

they may be returned to the tick again. The featliers of
wild-fowl, i. e., shot birds, are not commonly used for beds,
but do exceedingly well for cushions, and such like. Poor
Richard, were he the writer, would here remind you that
" As you make your bed, so you must lie."

Ti'oni feathers to lie upon, we might skip to feathers to

eat; for it is a strange fact that feathers are eaten, and
that by birds tliemselves. The creati'ires are occasionally
seized with what might be called, in learned language, a
plumivorous disease, which is very apt to become a chronic
malady. At the Suixey Zoological Gardens there w'ere, and
may still be, some Macaws, which sat on their perches as
naked as a fowl dressed for the spit, except on the portions
of their person which they could not reach. I had often
seen others of the parrot tribe in a iiartial state of nudity,
but never any so thoroughly devoid of clothing as these.

.\s fast as the stumps of new feathers appeared, out they
stripped them. It was Uke the irresistible propensity which
some unhappy maniacs feel to divest themselves of every
article of dress. The keepers were ignorant of the exciting
cause, ami unable either to check or cure them, ^'arious

things are advised to be withheld or given to parrots in
whom this tendency is feared, but nothing has been found
effectual. Their close confinement would be sufficient to

derange the nervous system of such active, excitable crea-

tures ; and a half-year's run in their native home, or ndmt
comes nearest to it, would be the most hkely mode of giving

their thoughts and their bills some other direction.

When fowls are affected with this strange appetite, it is

not exercised upon themselves, but upon each other. A
favourite tit-bit with Polish hens is the top-knot of their

lord ; and the second course, i.e., the new crop of half-grown
feathers, is more relished than the first. I was once intro-

duced to the acquaintance of a Polish cock who had had his

head-ch'ess devoured./b»r limes by his ladies. He was at that

time intended by his owner to be in solitary confinement,
till his feathers should be once more r'eproduced ; but the
cottager's wife, in whose charge this Polish party were, pity-

ing either the cavalier or his iliilciiieas, bad allowed an expe-
meutal interview, and they were at it again. I suggested,
as a last hope, that the cock should wear a comfortable elastic

niijhlcap, well tied under his chin, till the rightful honours
of his crown were restored to liim.

The growth of featliers is a remarkable thing to watch,
and can be best done in those birds where the process is

rapid. The relation of the first down to the feather which
succeeds it, is also curious to trace. " Have you ever no-

ticed," writes a valued friend {H. H.), "during the moulting
of fowls, that the young cases containing the feathers some-
times make their ajipearance doubled doivii at the ends ?

This was quite new to me this year, when I observed, on
the heads of several half-grown Polish, that the incipient

feathers were doubled back nearly a quarter-of-an-inch, and
only pushed through the skin with a sharp struggle. It is

a singular thing, that when hens, for it is not the case with
the cooks, begin to moult early in the season, say about the
beginning of August, they lay a certain number of eggs, and
then chanije half their feathers again as soon as the end of

October or the beginning of November. Now it appears so

soon for the young feathers (especially those of the tail) to

be cast off; and seems to us, who are ignorant of many of

nature's doings, to be (as in Waterton's fact of the Mallard)
useless and unnecessary. Had we tlie means of further

investigation, we should probably find it not so."

[ Mr. Yarrell has supplied an admirable paper on the growth
of feathers to the Trans. Zool. Soc. Loud., vol. i., p. 1.3. The
transcription of a few sentences will shew the reader how
much more there is in the subject than he may at first

imagine.]
" A perfect feather presents many points of interest, if we

consider its various parts, form, colour, strength, lightness,

durability, and the peculiar manner in which the fibres of

the web lock in with each other to afford continuity of

surface. The accessory plume also requires to be noticed.

Tliis is usually a small downy tuft, which not only assumes
a very different character in the feathers of different species,

but is even very dissimdar in the featliers of dift'erent parts

of the body of the same bu-d. The accessory plume is

situated at the distal end of the quill, at the aperture

through which the shaft and its lateral fibres have passed
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out, and at the central point from which the two lines of the

web befti'i to diverge. In the strong feathers peculiar to

the wings and tail, it remains a smaU tuft of down, as at first-

mentioned ; hut in tlie featliers of tlie body in the Huwks,
Grouse, Ducks, Gulls, and some others, it is to be found of all

sizes, augmented in some species to the full extent of the

feather from which it emanates. The four species of

Slruthmis birds afford remarkable instances of the variety

that occurs in this accessory plume, even in subjects so

closely allied ; and the rich menagerie of the society

enables me to speak of them from personal examination
upon living specimens. In the Ostrich the feathers have no
accessory plume. In the Bhca there is a tuft of down. In
the Emeu the accessory plume is augmented to the full size

of the principal shaft and web, and the feather of this bird

is constantly and correctly represented as having two plumes
on one quill. In the Cussoicurij, besides tlie double shafts

and webs from a single quill, as in the Emeu, there is still

an accessory plume, thus forming three distinct parts.

" In young birds the fii'st feathers are preceded in their

passage tlirough the skin by filaments of down ; but after

the first plumage, at tlie regidai- period of moulting, each

old feather is the pioneer of that which is to follow. If the

shaft of a principal feather becomes broken oil', the bii'd

ejects the stump with difKcuIty ; a certain portion of shaft

appears to be necessary to enable the bird to get rid of tlie

feathw. Though perfectly able to throw off the old feather

if entire, it seems unable to cast off the smaller but muti-

lated portion, and no new feather comes through the skin,

the orifice being occupied.* Inflammation of the vessels in

the part of the bird, and increased adhesion of the stimip,

are the consequences ; and ^^'hether these portions of the

feathers ai'e allowed to remain, or too many of them drawn
out at the same time, disease and some risk to life are the

result ; in the fu'st instance from continued irritation, in the

second, from too great and sudden a demand upon the vital

powers of the animal. The natm'al moult proceeds by
degrees, and the large qiiiU-feathers of the wings and tail

are generally shed by pairs.

" The state of the plumage in birds, Uke that of the pro-

ductions of the cviticle in other animals, man not excepted,

is in general a good criterion by which to judge of the health

of the body."

This is so perfectly ti'ue, that a fowl-dealer or bird-mei--

chant can tell, with half an eye, whether what is brought to

his market be in or out of comlition. Turkeys especially

show, by the state of their coats, which ^^•ill fatten fastest,

without much need to handle them. While cases have
occurred, in birds tliat have been starved to death, where
tlie webs of the featliers had been absorbed before the suf-

ferings of the creature came to an end.

But featliers ought to be looking up, now that their most
dignified representatives in the realm are not a dormant
symbol, but an actual reaUty. Long may they continue so.

We have a Prince of Wales, who will insure to himself a

nation's love, if he be but led to walk after the virtues of

his sovereign. The memorial of Cressy, and the motto
" Ich Dlen," " I serve," aptly point to the duty of filial obe-

dience, whose observance, whether in peasant or prince, is

so graceful in the act and so happy in the consequence.—D.

1-2 members, at

IDs. 6d

PLANT CLUBS.
I HAVE been of late devising a scheme whereby myself

and other cottage gardeners might manage to purchase
such a class of plants as at present we aie debarred from
on account of price. I trust you will consider the eluci-

dation of my scheme of sufficient interest as to secure your
cooperation. I beheve it is entirely original.

The plan is, to establish a club among amateurs. As
there is nothing so explanatory as an example, I here pre-

sent one. Suppose the object is to obtain pelargoniums
;

by selecting Turner's list (Slough) I find his most expensive

plants range from one-guinea-and-a-half to lialf-a-guinea.

Say the club shall consist of twelve members, each sub-

scribing His. (id. Then

—

* Therefore, wlicn a bird has its larger featliers broken, their due reno-
Tation is assisted by drawing them carefully, and with the caution subse-
quently pointed out by BIr. Yarrell,

£
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Thai is, tliiee dozen plants to each person, or at the rate of

3^(1. per plant.

Thus far the plan, which I trust will receive your sanc-

tion ; and, if so, I heg to name it The Cottage Gardener's
Plant Club. Let not the dealer suppose that such a union
would spoil their ti'ade ; on the contrary, they would ably

tend to increase the taste for good ilowers, and so increase

the number of jirn'ohasers. I, for one, could never give 7s.

for one pelargonium ; but could, and would, be one in such a

society.

—

\ Cottage Gakdenkk.

THE MALAY FOWL.
As this breed of poulti-y is quite eclipsed by the Cochin

China, and it is broadly and carelessly hinted, that, like the

red man before the face of the white man, it is liliely to be
consigned to obhvion, perhaps it would be well, before it

shares this fate, to enquire if it could not bo made to answer
some useful purpose. True, it is not so prolific as the

Cochin, nor so epicurean a dainty at table as that fowl or

the Dorking ; but much that is false as well as that which
is ti-ue has been said and \viitten j'l'o uml con. Truth, how-
ever, is hesi, and perhajis only, eUcited by cUscussion, I

propose, therefore, to add my mite to the general stock.

About twenty years ago I first saw the Malay breed of

fowls, at which time I was kindly initiated into all the

mystery of points necessary to constitute a perfect specimen
by old Mr. P. Castang, a good tutor, all will allow who knew
him. Whether or not I have profited as I ought is not for

me to say.

The cock is in general very tall, some specunens in

my possession having measured, from toe to beak, when
stretched upon a table, 38^ inches, and most of tliem 35 to

30 inches. The limbs are very stout, and the legs, which
ai'e ijclloii; free from feathers. The body, owing to the
great length of leg, and the closeness of the body feathers,

upparenthj small, though, in reality, they are very heavy
bu'ds, some cocks being as heavy as the finest Cochins, and
the hens lOlbs., but the general weight with me has been
iJJlbs. the cocks, up to 11 lbs., and the hens 8lbs. to 9Jlbs.
Dming the years 18&0 and 1851 the remnant of my stock

was sold, to make room for an increasing stock of Cochins ;

these weighed, hens U^lbs., cocks lllbs., but it is light to

say they were birds selected from many. I am aware that

these weights are strangely at vainauce with those named by
Mr. Dixon, but not otherwise than warranted by facts, as

many fanciers can testify ; indeed, Mr. D. could never have
possessed or seen first-rate specimens.
The comb of the cock is somewhat singular, or, as some

say, misshapen, though this term can scarcely be applied

with propriety to that which is the true characteristic of the
breed. It may be compared to the half of a sti'awberry

placed upon the head with the flat side downwai'd, or, some-
times, to the half of a walnut similarly placed, for in some
cases It rises less than the height of the half strawberry, and
in other specimens more than the height of half a walnut.
The comb of the hen is similar, but very slightly elevated,

so much so, that in many of them there is so very slight a
rising that they may be said to have almost none at all. It

must not be omitted, however, that many have single, erect,

thick c6mbs, a characteristic rather of the Chittagong,
though in other particulars they are perfect specimens ; the
peculiar comb before described is, however, the correct one,

and every fancier would do well to cull out all that have not
that property. The head should be broad and shortish,

the beak parrot-like, or, as some :vriters have it, they are
serpent-headed. They are remarkably pugnacious, the hens
having often been known to fight till they have destroyed
each other, and the cocks to dispatch at a blow a favourite

Cochin. .\s I hinted before, they are not such good layers

as the China fowls ; but those with which I commenced,
hatched from eggs procm'ed by Mr. Castang for me, com-
menced laj-ing at twenty weeks old, hiid through the entire
autumn, and nearly the whole mnter, and throughout the
two following seasons proved equally prolific. At six months
old the cockerels weighed Tibs, each, the pullets (I and
ejlbs., and the former measured 3() and 37 inches. The
flesh is certainly not so delicate as that of some breeds, but
the body and wuigs are by no means despicable, though the
legs are dark and coarse.

I have had crosses between them and the Cochin, some
of which were very liandsome, and continued perfectly dis-

tinct for a long time, and were perhaps worth perpetuating

;

others, and most of them, varied as greatly as can be con-
ceived from each other, and were as objectionable as could
be in every pomt of view. The most cmious, and the
prettiest, cross I ever saw w'as an accidental one, between a

white IMalay cock and two smaU Bantams, one yellow the

other black. From the very assiduous attentions paid by
tliis gigantic bird to these diminutive creatures, it was
supposed the eggs might be fruitful : one from each was
tried, and both succeeded ; the one from the black hen
proving a pullet, being very dark, the one from tlie yellow a

beautiful speckled, or cuckoo-colom'ed, cock, with golden
hackles. The following season the hens were crossed \vith

a Sebright Bantam ; these, again, with the cuckoo-colom'ed
cock, and the produce was a race of grey, cuckoo-coloured,
bu'ds, which were pierpetuated for a long period without
varying, a few of which were presented to tlie Surrey
Gardens, but shortly after died. In size they did not much
exceed that of a common Bantam, and in shape were like a
partridge, with full breast and splendid tail ; they had the

comb and head of a JIalay, yellow beak, and yellow legs of

very moderate length. I have also seen crosses with the
Spanish, resulting in a race of maguiJioeut birds, better

layers, and fitter for table, than the Malay.
From these remarks it will probably be conceded that, ere

they are quite discarded, it would be desirable to attempt
some crosses with them, as then' size would improve many
of om- common breeds, particularly if those of greatest

weight, shortest legs and neck, and general good shape were
chosen for the purpose.—Q ix a Coener.

POTLTRY EXHIBITIOXS.
" Honour to whom honour is due."

At all cattle shows, over each animal there is placed an
account of its breed, breeder, feeder, mode of feeding,

age, &a.

Now, let this be done at all futiu'e poultry exhibitions,

and then all entitled will receive their share of credit, or, to

recur to my motto, honour will be given to whom it is due.

And let this be strictly enforced, expulsion from all futm'e

shows following every transgression of the rule.

To make my meaning clear, suppose the birds exhibited

to be Cochin Chinas, the femiile parent being of Mr. Puu-
chard's breed, the male of Mr. Moody's, let the label run
thus :

—" Bred from a ' Punchard ' hen, and ' Moody ' cock,

by Sir. , and reai-ed by him on groats and barley-meal.

Age six monUis."
Besides the due award to merit, there would be the public

benefit, tliat we should then see the effect of certain crosses
and modes of feeding ; know which would produce the

greatest weight, with greatest beauty of form and plumage,
and give to every man his full share of credit.

I think it would not be difiicult to jjrove, that had some
such rule been laid down at first, some, and no small credit,

would have fallen to the share of those who at present ai'e

kept in the back ground, though many have availed them-
selves of their breed to improve their own. Speculators,

too, would have found their proper level, and the judges
themselves would have been greatly aided, and prevented

from falling into soma blunders ; for it is a fact almost
patent, that prizes were awarded to birds of a particular

breed, which privately hadmetwith wholesale condemnation.
As " Amateur" is affixed to so many communications, allow

me for the future to subscribe myself.—Q in a coenee.

PllACTlCAL OBSERVATIONS OM THE
MANAGEMENT OF BEES.

Bi/ Henry Wenman Newman, Esq.

( Continued from page 183.)

THE HONEY HAEVEST.
" Aut pressa puris raella condit amphovis."

—

Hor., Ode 2.

(The out-pressed honey stored in pure vessels.)

The best practical mode of collecting fine honey without

killing the bees, is to keep as many stocks as the country
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mil suatain, and to have in good seasons a couple of glasses

lit to contain seven oi' eight pounds of honey on each hive.

When these glasses are filled, it is always witli pure, or

virgin houey, trithout brood-combs ; and there is this benefit

attending it, that the queen is seldom or never in the glasses,

as she is in the " nadir hives," or " side boxes," and other

couipai-tments of the different new-fangled hives ; for she

seldom visits these places, excepting to lay her eggs. Jlr.

Niitt, I believe, states that the queen never goes into the

side boxes; but it is certain that she will go wherever there

are brood-combs, and I know from experience this to be

true. But, then, frequently the side boxes are partially

tilled, and in steps our very uncertain climate, with ils wind
and rain, and the labour of tlie bees in the side boxes is at

an end ; the poor bees have enough to do to keep the centre

all light.

How often this depriving system fails, unless done in

the most skilful manner ! and as often does the fumigating.

I do not think it succeeds onoe in a hundred times. If too

many combs ai'e taken away, the bees decline from that

moment ; in a case of my own, the swarm deserted on a line

day in Apiil following.

I like Mr. Gelieu's plan of cutting out pai-t of the combs
from old stocks. This, when done with judgment, ia one of

the best modern Improvements. In January, before the

queen begins to lay, tiuni up the hive, and take about one-

third or one-fom'th of the old combs out, and so repeat this

in very old stocks, until they are quite renewed. Mr.
Cotton, who is all for humanity, talking of the weak stocks,

says, " feed them with a brimstone match I

' Now, after all

his attempts to save the bees, this is rather inconsistent.

However, he has done a most desirable thing in trying to

iuti-oduce bees into New Zealand, and I most heartily wisli

him success. I have not heard yei whether he has succeeded.

One thing is certain, that in bad seasons the majority of

the hives must be fed all the winter. The question is,

whether it is not good policy to destroy some of the late

swarms that have their eight or ten pounds of virgin honey,

and prevent a most awful amount of pillage !

!

In lHi4, my number of hives was tuenli/six; and this

number (being a dry, bairen, unpropitious year) I found

was too many for my country to support, notwithstanding

all ray bee-tiowers. There was no honey-dew that year.

Jlr. Huber assei-ts, that a country of meadows is better

than one of corn and viueyai-ds ; but there ai'e certainly

more bees kept in England in corn districts than in the

grass distiicts. A mere grass counti-y may be a counli-y of

milk, but not one of honey.

The colour of honey differs in the different counti-ies

where it is gathered. In a heath country, it is of a darker

colour, and has a particular flavour. Honey should be

gathered before the weather gets cold, as it nins from the

cells more freely ; and the combs ought to be cut, and the

houey allowed to ijass through a seive. ^irgin honey will

require little trouble to save and put by. .HI combs ought
to be taken in warm weather, in order that it may run off

easily. Many persons prefer to eat the pure lirst yeai''s

houey with the comb ; at all events, the virgin honey ought
to be kept entirely by itself, as the least mixtui-e of the old

will spod it.

Here is another of the delusions about bees. Some
writers gravely talk of a farmer paying his rent by bees ! and
talk of his keeping '^iOO, or even 300 hives : Kven those

farmers in England who keep from fifteen to twenty stocks,

on the average of seven years, find a " beggarly account of

empty boxes." In nine oases out of ten, they do not pay

sufficient attention to their bees to make them pay, and
without the greatest attention, it is no use to keep them.

MERITS OF GAME lOWL.
•As to the most desirable breed of poultry to keep, allow

me to offer a few words of advice, the result of ten years

experience. I find the game fowl, and also a breed between
the game and India (or, as they call them here, the Hinjei/)

to be the best birds for table : their flesh is white, tender,

and juicy ; the birds fatten im a very small quantity of food,

they have, moreover, the breast bone perfectly straight.

I'hc hens generally lay from ID to 17 dai'k-coloured eggs,

and then want to sit. The next best is the Dorking, both

speckled and white. This breed of birds grow to a greater
weight than the above, but, as a set-off, i"equire a much
lai-ger amount of com to fatten Ihem. I do not know how
it is, but with me the Dorkings prove very unprolific, both
as to eggs and chickens ; they ai'c, however, excellent nurses.
The Cochin China comes next. These birds are certainly

the best layers, even beating the Spanish and Monorcias.
By some miknown reason the light birds arc now all the

fancy ; but, although I have kept both the light and dai-k

varieties, I never could distinguish the least difference in

their productiveness. I fancy the dark birds are the
strongest, but this may be only a matter of opinion. To
give a sUght idea of the superiority of these bu'ds, I will

just mention the produce I obtained from one pullet, a bird

bred from a dark cock and light hen, and which, when only
five months old, commenced laying, and laid an egg every
day for 09 successive days ; she then set on 1.5 eggs, and
hatched out of them l:^ chickens, which, when four weeks
old, the hen cast oil'; began laying again, laid 43 eggs ; set,

and the second time brought fortli, out of 14 eggs, 11
chickens, both of which broods are now living and doing
well.

Spanish and Monorcias are both excellent birds for laying,

but for table m-o very indift'erent, paitaldng in form and
uatm-e something after the Alderney cow, which, although
excellent for the dairy, is very poor for the butclier. The
common dunghill fowl i^^ very prolific, but is very smaU and
ill shaped. I would strongly recommend all persons de-

sirous of keeping poulti-j- to ti-y the Cochin China, leaving

colour entirely as a matter of fancy. As regards the legs

being feathered, I find some have feathers and otliei-s none,

altliough bred from feather-legged birds. The dar'k bii"ds

lay the largest eggs, and also the darkest coloured.

—

W. M. J.

THE DOMESTIC PIGEON.
ON LAYING jU)D IKCUBAHON.

(Contiitiied from page 139.)

We find some females, which from disease, or some
defect, cannot lay. The egg remaining in their body a much
longer time than it naturally ought to do, gets hard, and the

shell becomes gravelly. A kind of fleshy substance, no
doubt occasioned by the inflammation of the part where the

egg is formed, sticks to the egg, which it embraces on both

sides, and holds it like roots to the intestines, to which it

adheres so closely that the egg cannot release itself. The
female attacked with this complaint is no longer fit for

breeding ; she remains a suftercr for a long time, and at

last is found dead in a retired corner. This disease is pro-

duced by inflammation, which has lessened the opening of

the passage or neck of the matiix.

Some amateurs, on discovering this disorder hy feeling

for it, have attempted to ciu-c it by means of an operation,

but the pain they cause the suflering animtl rarely saves its

life, and tbi; bird always remains a sufferer, and no longer

fit for breeding. It would, therefore, be much better to

relinquish it altogether.

It may happen, although but rai-ely, that a female, after

having laid one egg, remains seventy-two hours, and even

more, before laying the other. As soon as wo perceive such

delay, we must watch her attentively, and if the interval

exceeds seventy-two hours, we must no longer trust to

natiu'e, but resort to remedies, which we must administer

with judgment, and in time. These remedies consist in

maldng her swallow, by placing in her beak small bidls of

butter or soap, and tlien by opening the orifice of the fun-

dament with the finger wliicli has previously been rubbed

with butter, afterwards give it one or two injections with

good olive oil, by means of a vejy small syringe. Some
persons make females attacked with this disorder lay, by

forcing the egg fronr them. AVe will now describe the

manner in which they hold them. Whilst with one hand

they gently open the fundament of the bird, with the other

they press on its abdomen, between tlie egg and the breast-

bone, and by gradually increasing the pressure, force out the

egg. But by resorting to this method, the egg almost

afways breaks in the inside, and the bird is wounded for life.

Other females lay nothing but soil ly^is ; that is, eggs
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without a shell. They cau never be hatched, although
fruitful, because they will not hear pressure. This fault

often proceeds from the female not possessing the secretory

organs which sliould i'lu'nish the calcareous earth that forms
the shell ; then there is no remedy. Sometimes it may he
caused by a simple organic obsU-uction occasioned by fat or

inflammaliou, and in this case the hiril may he cured by
changing the nature of its food.

In all cases we should advise amateurs not to take tliis

trouble, except for valuable animals, as the success is always
doubtful. We also meet with couples that constantly have
barren eggs. The difficulty is to discover which of the two is

bai'ren. To do this, we must couple theni with two others,

and immediately remove the one in whose nest we find un-
fruitful eggs at the first laying. However, wo must not he
surprised if hotli should produce young ones, for this defect

may he brought on by an incompatibility of organisation
altogether ine.xplicable. If several pahs of pigeons should
be attacked with this complaint in a dovecote or dove-house,
we must not hasten to uncouple them, for in all probability

it might be the result of bad food, or some other cause
besides that of sterility ; for example, to produce this effect,

it is only necessary to have two or three smelter pigeons in

a pigeon-house of fifty pah's. In these two cases, nothing
is more easy than to remedy these inconveniences, eitlier by
changing the ipiality of their food, or by removing the
disturbers.

A pigeon may jjreserve its fruitfulness to the age of ten,

or twelve, or even fourteen years ; but it generally loses it

sooner. The females especially do not become exhausted
so soon as the males, and when we perceive that as they
advance in age, they lay a greater number of barren eggs, we
must take away their old male, and give them a young one,

in order to procure again a good production. When an old

pair of pigeons no longer produce, it may be useful to keep
tliem to bring up other young ones, and even to sit on fresh

eggs, for these birds preserve the faculty of hatching and
feeding the yoimg ones, even to an extreme old age. Some
have been seen to occupy tliemselves very usefully in this

manner, even after having lost their siglit. A fact more in-

teresting, because it shows a character of great kindness in

some of these animals. As soon as they hear the plaintive

cry of a young pigeon neglected by its parents, they hasten
to feed it, and will frequently heat its unnatural parents to

make them return to the cares of their young family.
When we possess a good pair of jiigeons, we must not let

tliem lose time by setting on clear (barren) eggs, but remove
them ; and they will produce others in about eight or nine
days. To satisfy oneself if the egg is fruitful, we must look
through it in the following manner :—Take one and hold it

between the eye and the light of a candle, or the rays of the
sun ; if we cannot perceive in the middle of it a small
round substance, forming a dark spot, it is not fruitful.

If the egg is good, we shall immediately perceive the
spot we have just mentioned ; four days after we shall see
some small blood coloured vessels extending round it ; the
sixth day the egg will have a darker tint, and eutu-ely lose

its transparency. Sometimes, however, the httle one may
perish in the shell, at an age more or less advanced. It is

as well to know how to discover this, by the following signs :

the egg becomes a deeper colour than usual, and is covered
with some whitish spots, and its weight decreases as the
young one withers. On the contrary, if it is good, it be-

comes heavy, and one may perceive a vacuum made by the
separation of a membrane towards the large end, but a
little obliquely.

{To be coiiliiiiinl.)

DOMESTIC PIGEONS.
(Continuedfrom pa<ie 130.)

TWENTY-SECONl) KACE.

TiEn Pigeon {Cohimha impacla). — The under man-
dible of the beak is white ; it has a small spot of blue,

yellow, black, or red, colouring the upper mandible, and
extending to the middle of the head; the tail is the same
colour as the spot, and all the rest of the body is white;
the feet are naked, and the iris black.

Some of tlie Pied pigeons are occasionally found with

a white tail, but these degenerate birds ai-e not valued by
the amateur-. Besides, pigeons of this race may easily be
obtained by crossing a male or female with a mixtm'e, or a

Carrier with a black tail and white iilumage, which are com-
monly to be met with. In the first generation the young
ernes will aheady have a coloured bean on the front of the

head, and in the second they may he perfect.

Common Pied Pigeon {Cohimha imiinda viilrjoris). —

This bird, which is much esteemed by the amateur, is

marked as if with the stroke or dash of a pencil, black,

blue, or red. It has a filament round the eyes, and is about

the size of a common mixture. It is very fruitful.

Yellow Pied Pigeon (Cohimha impacla hilta).—This

does not ditfer from the iireceding, unless it is in the tail

and cloak, which are yellow. These birds, as well as the

preceding kind, produce well in the closest captivity; even

in a common parrot's cage.

{To he continued.^

WAHMTH, NOT MOISTURE, FOR HENS NESTS.

Seeing so many complaints in your valuable paper about

the non-productiveness of eggs, and also seeing that a

" Constant Subscriber " recommends placing mould in the

hatching nests, with turf above it; as I have tried the same
plan, I take the liberty of stating that I cannot say that I

have seen much benefit from it. I am disposed to attribute

the unproductiveness to other causes than that of the

" dryness of the season." As a proof of which, I might

mention that a friend of mine, by my recommendation,

placed his hatching hens on a loft, beneath which there was

a large fire, and the result was, as I anticipated, exceedingly

favom-able ; there being about So per cent, of birds for the

number of eggs, many of which were " carried." It was

impossible to select a dryer place. I might also state that

I received some eggs (which had travelled by rail near 2iin

mUes), seven of which I placed beneath a hen, in a box

made of half-inch deal, and suspended against a wall, all of

which proved productive. The buds (Spanish) are about a

inontli old, and " doing well."

If I might be allowed to venture an opinion, I would say

that if the eggs have been rendered fertile, that their uniiro-

ductiveness, may, in many cases, be attributable to placing

too many of them under each hen. When a hen has more

than she can properly cover, those on the outside are

not kept up to the temperature necessary to the healthy

development of the chicks, the conseiiueiice of which is,

that they are seldom strong enough to extricate them-

selves from their shells. Another disadvantage arises from

giving too many eggs ; the hen, anxious to cover them all,

pulls them beneath lu^r so much, that they arc almost suri-

to get one above another lif I may so write), a position in

which many of them get broken. In my opinion, a hen

never ought to have more than U Spanish, II China, or 13

Hamburgh fowl's eggs.

I purposed to allude to the question—Which is the most
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profitable kind of fowls ? but I find I have not time just
uow to do so.—W. T.

[The above is from au extensive poultry -keeper, and tlie

oflener we see his handwriting the more we are pleased.—
En. C. (i.j

MONTHLY WEIGHT OF A HIVE.
SoJiE years ago I kept bees at Blacklieath, and as I

weighed one of the hives very regularly on the first of each
month, for one year, I have thought that the list of weiglits
may be interesting to some of your readers.

Nett weight ; the hive and board having been weighed :

—

Oct. 1, a:Ubs.; Nov. l.-ililbs. ; Dec. l,aif lbs. ;.Jan. 1,20 lbs;
Feb. 1, 17J lbs. ; March 1, 15^ lbs. ; April 1, 13 lbs. ; May 1,

IT^lbs. ; June 1, yiijlbs. ; July 1, VJ^ lbs., having swarmed
in June ; Aug. 1, 18 lbs. : Sep. 1, not weighed : Oct. 1,

15] lbs. Constant 1!f..ujee.

Horn is the best variety, as it may be sown very thick, so as
to begin drawing them early, and leave the others room to
grow. The Ear!;/ Green Topt is also a good variety where
some are wanted for the winter.

Onions.—The While Spanklb aiul James's Long Keeping
are the best sorts for the cottage garden. I generally mix
the seeds together, and sow in drills for the convenience of
keeping them free from weeds. J. K. T.

NOTES ON VEGKTAIiLES AND NEW
VARIETIES.

I BoroHT, last year, a number of new sorts, advertised in

various works on gardening, several of wliich turned out
quite worthless, and many were the same variety I had grown
liefore. I bought them chiefly to give them a trial, and to

prove their qualities with tlie older sorts. The observations
1 made on their merits will perhaps interest your readers

;

and I have also added a few remarks on such old varieties

as are fit for the cottage gai-dener, as I really think that the
growth of vegetaliles has been a httle neglected of late years,

the rage for flowers only giving them a secondary thought
with many gardeners ; but with cottagers they ought to be
certainly the primary object, as they are siu'ely the greatest
addition to the comfort of a family. ' "e gi'

Beans.—I never plant but three kinds of these. In the '

Heed' not be
first or second week in Januai-y I plant a few of the Green
Mazagan for the first crop ; the last week iu tlie same month
a few rows of Long Po'.ls ; and after that, iu succession, I

plant once a fortnight some of the Uld Broad It'inilior. and
I have seen them grown to a very large size in this inirt of

the country ^Wiltshire), as there are many bean shows held
at the various village public houses, where prizes are given
for the largest and best-shaped beans, and they are certainly

grown to a state of great perfection. Marshall's Prolific I

grew last season, and find that it is very useful as au eai-ly

and good cropping sort.

BoKECoi.E.—I find the Duarf Green Curled and tlie Chon
de Milan the very best varieties for the cottage garden.

Brussels Si'EOUts.—This is an e.xcellent vegetable, and
the seed cannot be sown too early, so as to get the plants
forward for planting out; and they require good groimd,
with plenty of manure, otherwise they will not cabbage. I

do not think that any vegetable can be nicer than a dish of

Brussels sprouts well-boiled and served up alter the manner
of asparagus. The imported seed is the best.

BnocoT.i.—I sow Grange's Eurlg White for the first crops;
also a little Cape, as it is not long iu coming to perfection

;

Knight's Protecting, and the Ports-month, for late cro^is.

Cahbages.—There ai-e many sorts of these, yet if you buy
ten different sorts of seed you could scarcely perceive a dif-

ference in their produce. Nearly eveiy district lias its fa-

vomite kind ; tlie best that I ever saw for autumn sowing and
planting to stand the \rinter, is Wheeler's Imperial. It is both
eai'ly and will never rmi to seed ; you may plant out ten
thousand of them, and never have a running plant among
the number ; and it is the best sort grown for small gardens

;

for what is a greater disappointment to a cottager to find
that, after having bestowed a winter's care on his plot of
cabbage plants, uinety out of every hunch-ed start to

I seed. I have grown this sort for the last ten years, and

I

never saw an instance of one running plant in my garden,

I

when I have purchased of Mr. Wheeler.
Savoys.—I purchased a variety of the Savoy cabbage

I

called the Xciv Vim Savoy, but which was not so good as the
1
old Dwarf Green. A good Savoy cabbage is a very useful

I

vegetable for the cottager. I consider the first week'in May
quite early enough to sow the seed, for if planted too early,
they often crack and spoil before they are wanted for use.

I

C.uuioi.—For the cottager and small gardens the Earig

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Calceolaria i J. S.}.—Form good ; colour rich crimson, netted with

gold. A desirable flower.

Pansey {lrlaudais).—Yonr Pansey, Candidate, is of goodform, hut the
blue and straw colours are loo clouded, or muddled together, to permit it

to be a first-rate flower.

Passey (ii. R. C.).—Vour Pansey, Man/ Jane, is striking and novel

;

form good ; standard petals violet ; under jietals yellow, with broad
violet edge and spot. Vour other Pansey, a purple self, with blue tinge
around the eye ; the eye small and partly white, partly yellow, is of good
form. Uoth are handsome desirable flowers.

Calceolarias (E. Turner).— Voxm good in all. No. 2. Large
reddish plum-coloured blotch on a creamy ground. No. 4. Deep maroon
mottly blotch, on straw ground. No. ft. Dark plum blotch, on French-
white ground. These three are striking flowers, and sufficiently novel to
merit attention.

Pansey (E. H.J , C/«/?^on}.— Form excellent; medium size; in-
tense purple self so dark as to appear black, with flush of blue round
yellow eye. A very beautiful flower.

Calceolarias {M. E. S.).-Vour flowers packed in cotton, instead of
damp moss, were all shrivelled up. No. 5 is Neighbour's Improved
Cottage Hive,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
BoROMA SERRULATA, .'vc. ' F. N. .—Vou \\ill have seen last week

that you have been partly attended to. The Plati/lobium was lately
referred to. The Aotus is a very graceful plant, and fuller notices may
' "" long ; meanwhile, you will not err in giving them the treat-

nded for Boronia semtlala, only the temperature in spring
high. We are not quite sure that the flower sent belongs

to n. pinnata ; there is rather more pink in it than that flower generally
has, unless wheu in high health and full iu the sun. If the shoots arc
very twiggy it may be vimineui if the leaflets are in threes it may be

I

triphijila. But we have had pinnata as high coloured, though generally

I

described as purple.

I

TuuF AND Earth Pits f Kmf.r\—We have never found any difficulty

I

in making these pits, though when of the latter material they require to
I have the mound or wall wider than it is resolved to leave them at last.
We are, however, much obliged for your suggestion—"that the earth

I rammed in a frame or mould would be far more durable, and that giving
I an account of the operation would confer a public benefit —frame,
!

rammer, itc., covered afterwards with gaa-tar." We have made such
I pits, having a rough stationary frame of old boards and slabs at the

have not made any a piece at a time, with a moveable
frame, as you describe. We should have no hesitation in having a
strong frame of wood, made smooth on the two inner sides, and kept a
little damp where the clay or e.irth was firmly rammed against it; and,
VI hen thus firmly consolidated, the frame moved off, just as a brickmaker
disengages a brick from its mould. But we would rather some other
person would give details who had tried some such method. Of course,
the width between the inner sides of the frame would give the thickness
of the wall. However made, there can be no (juestion of the utility and
economy of such walls.

Gas-tar (Idid),—This, mixed with dry, sharp sand, makes a mortar
very durable and waterproof; and fur certain purposes, such as has
already been referred to, we have known it applied as a casing to old
brick walls, filling every cranny, though it is no enviable job for the
operator. Would you kindly inform us how you have used such mortar,
or seen it used.

Fics (R. P.).— It is by no means unusual for in-door figs to cast
autumnal-formed fruits. Why, it is not easy to say, except that the fig,

as to its fruit, is very susceptible of any changes or extremes of any kind.
Is your roof very much shaded ? You have not stated the particulars so
well as we could wish. We have seen figs on back walls of houses
smothered with vine spray, luxuriating indeed in foliage, but of very
barren character. Although the fig will endure shade, a total deprivation
of the sun's rays is by no means desirable- Have you pinched or stopped
the young wood when five or six eyes long ? Probably your tree is too
luxuriant.

Old Orchard (Georgius).—Your worn-out orchard is an awkward
case to begin with. ** The knowledge of a disease is half its cure." Surely
your subsoil is bad, and the roots are in it. Vour case is put so vaguely
that it is somewhat unsafe to answer it. Dead points to shoots are gene-
rally sure evidence that stagnated moisture or a bad subsoil exists. Itely

upon it, pruning alone will not be a cure. If you retain the trees, begin
by thorough drainage, if damp, .ind a system of top-dressings, with a
prohibition of spade culture over the roots. In addition, prune them
into new growths next winter. Melons arc impregnated artificially, by
inserting the male flower, divested of the corolla, in the interior of the
female blossom. For suu-ing smalt seed.t, there is no implement so cheap .

as a pint glass bottle, with a small quill passed through the cork.

Cinerarias and Calceolarias [K. C. Sfini-pin}.-Thcsc done
blooming should be set out-of-doors ; and, as soon as the cinerarins send
forth bide slips, they should be cut off and put in as cuttings, in sand, in

a little heat. As soon as roots are formed, pot them off into small pots
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singly, and place them in a cold frame, shading from the sun. When
the pots are tilled with roots, repot and grow them on ; by the time frost

begins to appear, they will be nice bushy plants. Cnlceolarias cut down,

and put in cuttings tor stock next year. The old plants of both are of

no use after a crop of cuttings are taken off; they should be thrown away.

It is too early to cut off the fore-shoots of pear-trees against walls. It is

a good plan to bend them downwards.

Diseased Fdciisia Blooms (Jlffliwoorf).—The blooms of your fuchsia

"Sapphire," are all as if they had been scalded. This is not usual to

that variety, and there must be something wrong in your treatment,

either in giving air, exposing to the sun too much, or by syringing over

the blooms during bright sunshine. As you do not state the particulars

of yuur management, we are not wizards enough to divine the cause. If

you desire further information, pray enlighten us as to the way you ma-

nage the plant.

Rust in Grapes (F. 5e)T^).—Ilust in grapes is occasioned by more

than one condition. Nothing more conduces to it than neglect of early

morning ventilation. Few arc thoroughly aware of the serious accumu-

lation of heat in vineries with an early sun. A very hot and damp air is

almost sure to scald, and scalding engenders rust. Rust is seldom seen

out-doors; but the open air is capitally ventilated.

Ndtt's Hives {A Cotistajit Subscriber),—Poor Nutt 1 we believe, has

long since been " hid out of our sight," therefore he cannot be consulted ;

and it would have been well if his hives had been so too, for they have

caused more trouble, vexation, and disappointment, than any of the kind

has ever before done ; we have made fire-wood of ours long since. The
bees )(('// swarm from them in preference to working in the side boxes

;

and if, by any chance, they put a little comb into one of them, the queen

is almost sure to follow and till it with bloom.

^Lameness in CocniN-CniNA Fowls (7^. C.).—Cochin-China fowls

are not more apt than other kinds to lose the use of the legs, but are, on

the contrary, exceedingly strong and hardy. I quite agree with *' 1>- C-

in attributing the lameness of her two cocks to their descent from the

perch. Roosting on perches is decidedly not good for such heavy fowls

as the Cochin-China. After trying diffeient plans, I find the best roost-

ing place for them to be an open platform, iliade of either slaters' laths,

or quartering, raised a few inches from the floor of the roosting-house ;

over this is spread a bed of clean straw. Lameness in large, quick-

growing fowls may proceed from an insufficient supply of phosphatr

of lit ER Bo

Best Fowls to Keep {ti.).—\ovL having fowls running in a field

frequented by other fowls, will find it very difficult to keep to any breed
|

in particular. Having lost one bird from fighting with the others, ren-

ders it desirable that the cock should be of some strong spirited breed
|

likely to become master of the rest—a game cock, a Malay, or a fine
i

Cochin-china. I find the Coehin-China in all respects the best kind of

fowls to keep ; their eggs are of a medium size, and produced in great

abundance ; they are capital fowls for all domestic purposes, and, I think,

very handsome. " H.'a " common hens must be pretty, and fifteen eggs

in a week from three proves them to be good layers also.

AnsteeBonn.

Plav-ground Concreted {D. T.).—You need not put on ^he second

layer of flints and iime unless you want to raise the play-ground higher ;

two inches of common gravel, such as you would put on the top of a

walk, will be sufficient ; to this add one-tenth of fresh slaclted lime, niix

them well before laying down, and break the lumps with the back of a

spade, rake and roll, then a good watering to soak the whole through

and through ; as soon as the surface is dry enough for a second rolling,

run over it, or if the lime appears much on the surface after the watering,

you had better lay on just as much of the finest gravel as will barely

cover the whole surface, and then use the roller repeatedly ; as long as

the whole is damp, it can hardly liave too much rolling. Your " six
;

inches of rough flints for a dry bottom " would be a sufficient bottom for

a railroad, if the flints were concreted with lime and gravel. Two inches

of pebbles or small flints, and an inch of concrete, as above, would do for

any plav-ground, not excepting both sides of the play-wall in the Academy
Park at' Inverness.

Elder Wine {M. il.t.— Pour three gallons of cold water over one peck

of berries ; let them stand for twenty-four hours ; then boil the whole for

twenty minutes, adding 1 oz. bruised ginger, 3 oz. of cloves, and ^ oz.

cinnamon, tied in a muslin bag ; strain oft" the liquor, and add 3 lbs. of

moist sugar to the gallon, and boil again with the same spice for (piarter-

of-an-hour; when cold, put it into a cask, and if reiiuired for long

keeping add half pint of brandy.

To Preserve Gooseberries.—When green, top and tail, and fill a

dry jar; tic,over it a piece of bladder rather loose, but secure it tightly

round the rim, place the jar in a vessel of cold water nearly up to the

bladder, set it on the fire, and let it simmer for twenty minutes, then

remove the vessel, and allow it to stand until cold. These will keep good
till gooseberries come in season again. Daaisons and plums may be served

the same, only that they should be put up nearly ripe.—S. P. Ru sum ere.

Rhododendrons (J. G.^.—Anf/inpogon is a dwarf alpine species of

no greiit beauty. It belongs to the bearded section, but is very different

from harbatiim. Lepidotum is distinct from dauricum, but is related to

it. Lord Hardinge sent thousands of seeds of these from Simla. If you
want gay flowers rather than botanical species have nothing to do with

either of them.

Budded Roses (South ira/z-A^—About the end of next August you
may take plenty of buds from plants budded last year, and if yours are

perpetuals, you may let them bloom after the end of July-, most people

allow the first blooiiis to open as if they were on old plants ;
your plan is

much better in the long run.

Bees.—T. ./. Korn says, " 1 put a six-pound glass on one of Neigh-
bour's Improved Cottage Hives the first week in May, and when nearly

I

full of comb, which was in about ten days, another holding three pounds,
thinking, but erroneously, that this additional room would effectually

I

prevent swarming." Your glasses were not large enough ; the bees had
not sufficient room. Three six-pound glasses would not have been too

I

much, as your stock was, in all probability, a very strong one.

Bees (F. F.).—Your hive b will, in all probability, swarm very shortly,

if it has not already done so ; A had better remain as it is. Your hives

are very much too large to put a swarm into. If your stocks are healthy

and strong, you need not regard the ants, the bees will defend themselves

against them.

Bees (T. //.).—In all probability, the cause of your bees leaving the

hive (for it could not be called swarming), was on account of your placing

a glass on so earlj'; you should have waited till they bad established

themselves in the hive, certainly fifteen or twenty days. You having
returned it to its parent stock, it will in a few days come out again, and
then do not ]iut on your glass till want of room in the hive appears

evident.

Poultry in Limited Space.—G. G.. of Liverpool, mentions that

he has always been a lover of poultry, that residing now in a town, and
confined to limited space, he would still like to keep a few fowls.

Having confined space only, he is earnestly recommended to confine him-

se/f to a few, and the result will, no doubt, be pleasure and success. It

is to be feared that four families of fowls confined to a portion of ground
measuring (houses included) 46 feet by 4 feet 8 inches, two of the stocks

being placed on a sort of second story, would suffer much for want of

air and liberty, and the raking and scratching in which they so much
delight. When there are chickens, where are they to go ? Is this a

question which has escaped the recollection of the enquirer? I fear fowls

so kept would get unhealthy, at any rate after the first year ; and hope it

will not be unpalatable advice to G. G., not to attempt more than two
kinds on the ground named ; one would be better, and if these could occa-

sionally have a run out into some field, street, or lane, it would be very

beneficial to them. I think the Cochin-China fowls the best sort, but
there are many other choice kinds which are very good.

—

Anster Bonn.

UoRKiNG Combs AND Poland Rufi-s.—Several weeks back I troubled

the lovers of the Dorking fowls with a question, whether the comb of that

fowl must of necessity be single. This question is now settled by high

authority, for the promoters of the Birmingham show for ISS2, offer

prizes to both single and rose-combed Dorking fowls. The same
authority has decided similarly about the ruft' or beavd of the golden and
silver-spangled Poland fowls.

—

Anster Bonn.
PuESERViNG Plcms WITHOUT SuGAR OK Water.—F(7/ the jars or

bottles with the liuit, and tie bladders over them ; pierce the bladder

with a large needle to prevent bursting. Place them in the pot they

are to boil in, in cold water, then place on the fire, and boil, and continue

to boil for twenty minutes ; take from the fire, and stand till cold. Store

in a cool dry place.

Veronica Decussata (i>euonia«).—Many thanks for the opportu-

nity of seeing the flowers of Veronica decussata for the first time. They
are pure white, and are produced in close rings near the ends of the

shoots, and are abouttbesizeof those of the Mezereon. I hope "Devonian"
will succeed in getting a cross between it and spedosa, the fine purple

New Zealand species. Such seedlings would probably live out at Edin-
burgh as Veronica deciissata does at Inverness. Bryanthus ercctus is a

true Menzieaia, and very likely a cross seedling. The old Menziesia
polifolia has a natural tendency to vary, though slightly, from seeds.

The w bite variety of it discovered in Cunnemara, in 1S20, growing along-

side the old sort, is supposed by good judges to be a seedling sport

;

be that as it may, kindred genera, as heaths and rhododendrons, are

notorious for their freedom of intercourse, and, therefore, why not the

I^Ieuziesias among themselves, and with the section of them called Bri/-

anthus, which are very rare in this country? With respect to the little

Kamtsehatka rhododendron, I think Dr. Herbert mentioned somewhere,
that a brood of cross seedlings was once raised from it, which could not

be reared ; but that is no reason why other attempts should fail, and even
should a union between it and any of our older rhododendrons not suc-

ceed, there can be little doubt about some of the new Sikkim alpine

rhododendrons uniting with it, and that a new race of trailing rhododen-
drons, with the habit and sportivencss of the rock rose (Heliantheinum),

might be got after awhile. "The prince of climbers," Beaumontia
grundijiora, casts off the old leaves as in "Devonian's" case; and, if

required, it might be trained up to the top of the Crystal Palace as bare

as one of the bracing rods ; on the other hand, it can be formed in shape

like a pillar rose, and be always evergreen ; but, for ordinary conser-

vatory w^ork, the best way to treat it is to train and prune it exactly as

you would a grape vine, taking care that the bottom is well clothed with
side-shoots before the top is jUlowed to go too far; the same precaution

is necessary for the vine, as, if it is left in very long rods the first two
years, the bottom eyes are apt to lie dormant, or if they grow at all, the

shoots are weak and bear no fruit. The Beaumontia may be pruned any
time in the year, just as soon as the flowering is over ; but May and June
are the best months to cut it. The side-shoots ought always to be cut to

one or two joints, and if the leader is strong, it must be cut back to half

its length. The whole plant, after pruning, will be as bare as a May-pole,

except what leaves may be on the leading shoot ; in August, any of the

shoots from the spurs that appear too strong, or running away too fast,

maybe then stopped; the shoots from this break will all flower next

year, only a little later than those not cut. After pruning, is the right

time to clean off scale or other insects.— D. Beaton.

Bad Bedding Plants (C.).—You are only like nine-tenths of all we
have seen this year, and have seen for the last ten years, and what will

always be seenuntil the tables are turned. Flower gardens ought to be

as gay in May and June as they usually are at the beginning of August.

We have said all that can be urged in favour of a better state of things.

As late as last year we have shown how one of the largest flower-gardens

in the country was made brimful and gay from the moment the spring

flowers were over. We have also croaked for years about May and June
being blanks in more than half the gardens all over the country. It is true

that this was au exceptional spring; plants could not be trusted in or out of

doors without much coddling, and the planting season was dreadfully cold

at nights. Beddingplants and forced vines will never agree ; the moment the

vinery is shut up for work every plant ought to be removed to a still cooler

place. No art or science can ever get over the difficulty of making bed-

ding-out plants and vines agree, and, without surmounting it, plants will

look poor and sickly for the first month after planting ; but during that

time, a temporary crop of transplanted annuals ought to be in full bloom,

in rows, between the bedding stuff; there is no other means of looking
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brimful and gay at that season ; hardy herbaceous plants ore a jioov sub-
stitute for this kind of display, and we are glad you have given us the
opportunity of rci)eating this once more.

Plan of Garden (J. 5.)-—The plan is filed ; we never saw that style
of massing groups of beds ; when the planting is well balanced it must
look very gay from the windows.

Sloping Banks (W. C. C.).—Your plan for making a sloping hedge
on one side of the grass garden, to matcli a turf slope on the other side,

is a capital idea, if not an original one. It will answer perfectly, and
Cotoneaster mia-ophylla will be your best plant to use, as you can keep
it more easily to any shape required, and it will grow much faster in
poor or bad soil than either yew or box, and besides will look less old-
fashioned. The Pymcantka would not suit at all ; it is too straggling,
and would require supports.

Salvia Patens.—.!/. M. says, '* In one of your former numbers, I

think in J 85 1, you wished to know the result of having the Salvhi patens
in tfie ground all the icinter. I have two large beds of it. One, two
years old, was covered up the previous winter as soon as frost set in ; the
other, only seedlings planted out last summer. They were both unpro-
tected till the winter had set in, and then they were covered with asbes
about four inches deep. Both beds are now throwing up strong shoots,
and give every promise of being as brilliant as they were last year. I

would, however, never advise their being allowed to remain uuprotected
so late as mine were last year, but it was unavoidable here at the lime."

—

M. M.

Early Swarms, &c.—Amattur says, " Wc had a fine swarm on the
15th of May, and a strong cast on the 5th of June, both doing well. A
friend of mine had a strong swarm the first week in May, and on the 1st

of June a large cast from it, and at the same time a swarm from another
hive. There are bean-fields in the neighbourhood, which form quite an
attraction to them. The Eccremocnrpus scabrn, noticed in a former
nuniber (No. 152J, as having lived iive years, paid the debt of nature this
spring; the stem, which was of considerable thickness, being quite split
into fibres just as if it had been twisted."

Bees.—J". ^. says, " I use Neighbour's Hives with five bell-glasses.
What is the best time of the day to remove them when full of honey ?

"

Remove your glasses in the middle of a bright day ; put on the fifth glass
immediately, and give all the room you can, or a swarm will leave the
hive.

Chilled Eggs.—iV. P. says, " I have had a hatch of hen's eggs that
have all hatched after having been twice left till quite cold ; once about
a week or ten days after they were set, and again two or three days before
they ought to have hatched. However, having seen an instance men-
tioned in Tue Cottage Gahde.ner of eggs hatching after being allowed
to pet cold, I was determined to try mine, and though my hen was dis-
turbed by another broody hen, who drove her otf, and took her place
twice during the last week of her sitting, the chickens were all hatched
on the third and fourth days after the prop?r time, and are lively and
healthy."

Green Scum on Water (E. S...— Is there any correspondent who
can put a lady in the right way to get rid of the green scum ou a pond?
Gathering it otf only keeps it down a week or two.

Geant des Battailes Rose i,C. il/.;.—No rose can flower more
freely than this usually does. Ifyou have not got the Manetti head on
the stock, as your friend thinks, the soil must be far too rich, or too wet
in the subsoil. Root-pruning, if this be the case, is your only remedy.
Can you not compare a shoot of your rose with those of a known Geiuit
des Battiales. A child could tell the difference between the leaves of a
JIanctti and a Geant.

Plants Wintered at Ashbueton. — Exonietisis says:—"The
following jilauts have been grown in the open air at Ashburton (l>evon\
during the last winter, and uuprotected ;—/Icflcm nnnatd. Erica
Botvieana, Ciianthus ptuiiceus, and various Calceotarius.'"

Cuttings for America (/6(rf).— Cuttings of Fuchsias and Pelar-
goniums had better be rooted here several in a small pot j be cut back, 1

and taken out by your friend, in their pots, packed closely in a box
covered over with glass.

'

Books iMonandria).—There is no work with coloured plates on
British Wild Plants, that is cheap. Soiver6i/'s English Botany has such '

plates, but the work is now republishing in eighty parts, at 38. 6d. each,
i

Smith's English Flora describes all British plants, but has no plates.
There is no separate work on Hybridizing. Buy Smith's Introduction to I

Physiological and Systematic Botany. The above is in answer to a note
from which the following is an extract. Its writer need never fear that
we shall neglect his queries :

—" I work in a factory all day ; my garden
is my relaxation; to the enjoyment I find there, I would add that to be
derived from an acquaintance with the wild beauties of our fields and
roadsides. Vou may infer, from my occupation, that I cannot aft'ord very
expensive books, but am one of those who would rather possess one con-
taming sound information on its peculiar subject, and be content to « ait
tUl I can afford the others, thvin purchase an indifferent one because it is
cheap."

Geranium Leaves Diseased ^B. IF.).—They have been scorched
by exposure under glass to a brieht sunshine without a free ventilation.
Crushing the green fly on rose-buds does not injure the buds, but it is
best to syringe them well afterwards, as this clears the pores.

Hybrid Purple Laburnum (T. ir. E.).— It is very common for this
tree to bear some yellow blossoms. It is merely a sport, or variety ; and
all such sports will recur, more or less, to the parent colour.

Cyrlostegia (L/and«/o).--Therc is no such plant. It must be mis-
written for Cryptostegia grandiflora. If you reJer to The Cottage Gar-
deners ptctwnnry you will find that it is a climbing stove evergreen, «Lx
teet high, producing pink flowers in June, that it is a native of India,
and mtroduced here in 1818.

, ?^^^,?r^',^*^'^
^"'^^ ^^^'^ Flowers .Matilda .~\Ve arc afraid that

jou Will lail to produce blue flowers on your Hvdrangea by waterlog it
"itn nitrate i^f iron. Alum has been successfully employed for the pur-
pose

;
but if you have our second volume you will find a full detail of

bones to lime (not phosphate of lime),

is, reduced to a white powder by being

attending to this

Ur. Beaton's experience on the subject at page 243. If you have not the
volume, buy our No. 45.

Roses -witu Green Centres {An Irish Subscriber).^This arises,
probably, from the soil being too wet and undrained, or too highly
manured. In the moist climate of Ireland a more open and less rich
soil is required for roses than in England.

Ants in Greenhouse (A Young Gardener).— Ifyou only grow
flowering plants in your greenhouse, why object to the ants ? They are
great destroyers of the green fly. Placing a Little gas-lime over their
haunts, and renewing It two or three times for a week, we have found drive
them away.

Emigrants to Australia (Bos^oh).—Can any correspondent inform
us for what sum Government are sending out emigrants to Australia;
and if so, where an- intending emigrant should apply.

A:uERicAN Blight (.i AV«'SK6.sciv'fii.'r;.—Spirit of turpentine, applied
by a brush to each spot, is the best remedy. Tulips, of any valued
variety, should be taken up as soon as their leaves are dead, and their
bulbs kept in a cold dry place.

Bones (Himus).—To reduc.
they must be calcined; that
heated red-hot for some time.

Lists of Ornamental Plants (IF.).—We
subject.

Furniture Oil (A Young Housekeeper).—Bees-wax is the worst in-
gredient ; it shews where every finger touches. The best preparation is

one pint of linseed oil, two ozs. black rosin, and one oz. alkanet root (tied
up in a little bag), heated together until well coloured.

Gas Tab {Jtivenis).—This, employed in forming the concrete floor of
a rabbit house, will not, wc think, be injurious to young rabbits,

DiSEASEn Apple Trees (E, T. I'.).—Your young trees are cankered
and this arises probably, from your *' heavy loam" being undrained.
Although planted four years ago, we would take them up, and replant
them on the soil, in stations prepared as Mr. Errington has often men-
tioned.

Asparagus Beds (C. R. 72.).-Your compost is more than rich
enough. Half earth, quarter old cow-dung, and quarter night-soil and
road-scrapings in equal proportions, will be quite sufficiently fertile, for
you must manure annually to keep up the fertUity.

Vine Insect \Cuddesden).—The insect infesting your out-door vine,
is the vine scale [Coccus vitus), of which you can see a drawing and full

particulars at page 26o of The Cottage Hardeners* Dictionary, Paint
over the stem and branches with the following mixture—^ lb. soft soap,
lib. flowers of sulphur, ^ oz. ground black pepper, and 4 gallons of
water, boiled together for twenty minutes.

Sundries (J. L. P.).—The fungi or toadstools in your hotbed cannot
be kept away. We pour boiling water on them when we can ilo so with-
out injuring the roots of the plants. There are hundreds of different
species of *' hairy caterpillars." There is no remedy but hand-picking
against caterpillars rolleil up in leaves. Heracleum giganttuni is a
biennial, and should be sown annually.

Caterpillars on Pear-trees ,/. A*. ZJ.;.—Try dusting them with
white hellebore powder.

Names op Plants (T. M, IF.).—Your " Blacrantha rosea," is Heli'
chrysum macranthum roseum. [ E. B. K . .—Vour plant is the female of
the Perennial Mercury, Mernurialis perennis. It is poisonoun. {E, A.).—
No. 1. Ulalna grnssttlftrifotia, propagated by cuttings. No. 2. Wc
believe is Salvia Grahatnii coccinca, but are not certain. {M. W. G.).—
Yours is not an Australian plant, but an English weed, introduced with
the soil. It 18 one of the Galiums or Bed Straws. {Sigma).—Saxi/raga
mutala is used in bouquets ; your plant is Spireca bella.

Bees.—Will '* A Country Curate,'* not our usual correspondent in
Herefordshire^*^ send ns his address?

CALENDAR FOR JTIA'.

PLANT STOVE.
Air, give most abundantly by day, and partially by night. Amarvllis

Bulbs that have done flowering, place in a cool house, to cause a state
of rest. Amaryllis (Hippcastrum) aulica, pot, and plunge in heat.
AcniiMENBS PicTA, put into wide shallow pans, and start into growth.
Aphelandra aurantiaca, pot and grow on, to flower in winter. Bas-
kets, any plant in, water freely, by dipping them in a cistern of well-

aired water. Baskets with drooping plants dip frecjuently. Begonias,
to llower in winter, repot and grow on freely. Eupuokbia Jacquini-
folia, Exanthemum strictum, and Erantukmum pulcuellum,
require bberal treatment now, to cause them to bloom well in winter.
Bulbs done blooming, remove into a cool house, to induce rest.

Climbers, tie in, and keep clean from insects. Cuttings of various
kinds of fast-rooting stove plants may be put in now successfully.

Cuttings that are rooted, pot off, and shade for a few d.iya. Gloxinias
and Gesneras done blooming, set out in the air in an open situation, to

induce them to rest ; lay the pots on one side to keep off heavy rain.

Gesnera ZEBRiNA, repot to bloom in winter. Ixobas, give the last

potting for the season to such as are intended for specimens ; tic down,
to allow the young shoots to spring up in the centre; stop these, to
cause bushiness. Moisture, supply to the internal air liberally. PoiN-
skttia PULCHEBRii^iA, pot and place in heat, to start into growth
freely. Plants (young,', remove as many as possible into cold frames
early in the month ; this gives them a stout hardy habit, and helps to

keep down insects, especially the red spider. Potting may yet be done
for all freely-growing young plants. Rest, give to alt bulbous plants,

and early flowering shrubby and hcrbace^jua i)lants. Syringe, morning
and evening, to keep down red spider, and to wash the dust off the leaves.

Water, apply in abundance to the freely-growiug species, but withhold
it from such as have made their annual growths. T. Appleby.
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FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas and Polyanthuses, supply with water in dry weather;

repot such as were not done in spring. Carnations and 1'icotees,

shade from sun, and shelter from wind and rain ; layer them as soon as

the shoots are long enough. Cinerarias, put in slips of as cuttings ;

transplant seedlings. Calceolarias, treat similarily. Carysantiie-
MUMs, advance a stage by repotting. Paiilias, attend to tying; see

the ties are not too tight ; thin br.inclies where too numerous; pluce

traps to catch earwigs ; look out for slugs, and if any are found water the

ground with lime water; mulch freely, if not already done ; and water

abundantly in fine weather
;
put stakes to, if not done before. Cuttings

put in of new and rare sorts ; shelter the flowers when they open {See

next month's Calendar). Fdchsias now in flower, supply liberally with

water; repot such as require it. Hollyhocks now advancing to tlower,

keep well tied to the stakes ; mulch and water freely. Hyaciwtus, take

up, dry, and store. Pansies, save seed from; layer; protect from

adverse weather ;
put in cuttings; seedlings transplant where they are

to flower. Pelargoniums, specimens of, cut down; give no water till

they give over bleeding; put in cuttings; pot ofl' those that have struck.

Pinks, cut off decaying blooms; layer, imd pipe—it is not yet too late.

Ranunculuses, take up, dry, and store, e. Roses, cut off all decaying

flowers and flower-stems ; destroy insects on, or the autumn bloom will

be spoilt. Tulips, take up, dry. and store, e. or b. Water all florists'

flowers in pots freely in dry weather. T. Appleby.

ORCHID HOUSE.
Air may yet be given freely, and moisture in liberal supplies, by wet"

ting the walls, walks, and pipes two or three times a day. Blocks,
syringe daily, except such as may have ripened their pseudo-bulbs ;

remove such into a cooler and drier house. Dendrobes, continue to

grow on for another month; water them abundantly. Insects breed

fast during this month : apply the usual destroying remedy quickly and
ettectually. The white scale propagates the fastest of any of its class

:

wash the plants infested with it with a strong soap water worked into a

lather, and laid on warm, but not hot. Syringe all the plants daily

during the month, excepting it should prove cold and cloudy ; let every

part be kept neat and clean in every plant house. Top-dressing; during

this month go overall the plants, sponge the leaves, and top-dress such as

require it. Water freely all growing plants, but as soon as the new
pseudo-bulbs are fully formed,* withhold water, and place the plants in a

cool house. ' T. Appleby.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Apple Espaliers, train, thin, and stop. Apricots, pick off cater-

pillars, stop and train. Cherries, cleanse from fly and protect from birds.

Cucumbers, thin and stop frequently, and reserve specimens for seed.

Currants (red and white), prune back all side spray and top. Cur-
rants (black), water freely. Figs, thin out the wood, and stop. Goose-
berries, exterminate the caterpillar; thin out where bushes are over-

loaded. Insects of all kinds exterminate. Melons, train, stop, thin,

set fruit, and water freely when swelling the fruit; also syringe on fine

afternoons. Nectarines, as peaches. Nuts, remove superfluous spray

from the interior of the bushes, also suckers. Pears, remove waste

shoots, stop, &c., according to advice previously given ; thia fruit if too

thick. Peaches, make a final thinning of both fruit and wood ; stop

gross shoots wherever found. Plums, beware of the lly ; stop, and thin.

Raspberries, thin suckers, and stop when more than five feet high.

Strawberries, keep down runners, and water late kinds. Vines,
remove extra laterals from those ripe, and continue stopping late grapes;

water border, if dry and sound beneath, in dry weather.
R. Errington.

FORCING HOUSE.
Borders, attend to. Bottom-heats, minimum 80°, maximum 9«°.

Cherries, secure from sudden changes, may sink gradually to rest; use

a little liquid manure. Cucumbers, water" and stop regularly ;
beware

of insects. Floors, moisten twice a day. Fires, try to forget at present.

Figs, be sure the root is moistened ; stop every shoot when four or five

inches. Grapes ripening give abundance of air of a dry character ; suc-

cession crops give air and moisture ; thin, tie, train, stop, itc. Insects,
continue to destroy. Liquid-manure, apply where needed. Melons,
sustain the foliage for a second cro^p

;
proceed as before with very late

ones. Moisture, Root, see well to; in air, should be well kept up,

except with ripe fruit. Nectarines, as Peaches; neglect will prove

painful in the end. Peaches, stop, train, and thin foliage, to colour

fruit; late crops, apply liquid-manure. PitiES, fruiters, use liquid-

manure, clear; sustain a bottom-heat of Sh'^ ; shut up hot and moist.

Pines, successiuns, frequently sprinkle ; shift boldly when requisite, and
air liberally, to keep them sturdy. Vines, young, train carefully, stop

frequently, and apply liquid-manure, if moisture be needed. Venti-
lation, forget not by day, and all night if possible ; be not niggardly.

Watering, attend to constantly. R. Errington.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, admit freely night and day, unless when stormy; make an ex-

ception, however, in those cases where growth is still desirable. There
.shut up early, and use the syringe morning and evening. Bud and
Graft oranges, camellias, azaleas, climbers, &c. Cinerarias, cut

down, plant out-of-doors, or keep in pot, according as you wish to grow
from suckers, or merely by thinning-out, or dividing the old plants when
growth has commenced. Cuttings, make and plant, placing them in

cool pits at a distance from the glass, or in a mild bottom-heat, accord-
ing to their requirements. Dress and keep everything neat. Calceo-
larias, give manured water; fumigate when necessary ; cut down early

blooming ; thin the pods of those left for seed, as one pod will give hun-
dreds of jdants. Fine kinds done flowering, cut down and plant in light

soil, on a north border; sow seeds of these and Cinerarias to have them
early ; for moderate early blooming in spring, it will be time enough a
month hence. Geraniums, cut down the forwardest ; tie and train

successions; prepare for early supply of cuttings; they will do better

now stuck in an open border, than two months hence in pits oir frames.
Heaths, cut down and prune when done flowering

;
give plenty of air to

those in flower; shift those starting again after being pruned; and pro-

pagate by seeds and by cuttings in a pit under hand-glasses. Examine
all Peat Plants as respects water, for if dried up several times, death
is next to certain ; your only chance is to set the pot or tub in water
until all is saturated, and then allow it to drain. All Hard-wooded
Plants must receive similar attention; the more sun they can stand
now, the rougher and colder the treatment they will stand in winter.
Seedlings of all kinds prick off' as soon as up, or they will be apt to fox
off" at the surface of the soil. Suade when necessary, especially things
not well rooted; it is better in bright weather than more air or delugings
of waterings. Shifting must be attended to with all successions, such
as fuchsias, geraniums, balsams, cockscombs, &c., and free-growing,
quick-blooming plants, as Achimenes patens and cocchica. Tro])aoiums,
and other twiners and climbers, must be traiued and fastened daily. One
of the prettiest ornaments for a window is the Tropwolum pentaphyUum;
when done flowering, keep bulbs in dry earth until they vegetate. Water
must now be given with great judgment, especially to newly shifted

plants that have been transferred irom a small to a large pot. In general
circumstances, there is now as much danger from want of water as in

winter there was the danger of giving too much, and giving it when not
required. All bulbs that have finished flowering and growing are an
exception ; as soon as the leaves get yellow, they should be encouraged
to get into a state of rest as soon as possible by withholding water.
Those that have their leaves yet green should be assisted with water until

the bulbs are mature. R. Fisa.

FLOWER-GARDEN.
Annuals (Tender), bring out from frames; dress; give fresh earth;

stake and tie. Annuals, sow for autumn ; transplant generally. Auri-
culas iu pots, dress and water judiciously; seedlings transplant; old
plants repot, e. BOX edgings clip, b. Bud roses, jasmines, &c. Bulb-
ous Roots, take up {see.Iune}; seeds, sow. Carnations, attend to

(see June) ; shade and shelter during hot weather; water freely, and give
liquid-manure. Chrysanthemum suckers separate and plant; layer.

Cuttings of most herbaceous plants will root now, and of all the scarlet

geraniums, if planted on a south border; b. Dahlias require support
and pruning. Edgings, clip. Evergreens, prune; seedlings, prick
out. Flower-beds, stir surface often ; train; stop and often regulate
the plants, to get an uniform growth and bloom. Grass, mow and roll

often. Gravel, weed and roll. Heartsease, plane slips, e. ; water
freely. Hedges, clip. Hoe and rake at every opportunity. Layering
carnations, &c., may be performed, b ; water freely ; transplant rooted
layers. Leaves, decayed, remove as soon as seen. Liquid-manure,
give occasionally to flowering shrubs. Mignonette, and a few other
([uick-flowering annuals, may be sown, b., for autumn. Piping of pinks,
ifec, may be still practised, b. Pelargoniums, cuttings, plant, b. Po-
lyanthuses, seedlings, transplant; roots of old, part. Roses, bud,
layer, and make cuttings of, b. Seeds, gather as they ripen. Stake
and tie up plants wherever necessary. Transplant, b., from the re-

serve garden in damp or dull weather. Water freely, not only the
roots, but over the foliage. D. Beaton.

KITCHEN GARDEN.

has been attended to.

instrument. B e ets
freely. Rroad B

earth

earthing-up, &c. C
well thinned out, and
plant out ; supply tho

invert a few leaves o\

out in earnest, and attend to

seed as it ripens. Ciia

chokes, attend to.

1 weeds. If salting

; pointed

earth up in dry weather. Art
cutting ; keep clean froi

! will appear; but earth-s
that these are well thinned out ; use the hoe
ave seed from the best kinds ; a small planting

may be made of the Early Mazngan kind in an open south border, and
ell watered at the time of planting, should the weather be dry. Borage,
jw, and thin out a foot apart. Borecoles, plant out and prick out; in

11 cases well water at the time of planting. Brocolis, treat tbe same.
ABBAGES, plant out ; sow seed about the 20th of the month, in an open

situation ; should the weather be dry, well water previously to sowing,
among frequently. Cardoons, attend to

Uect seed, &c. Carrots, see that all are
e the hoe freely among them. Cauliflowers,
that are forward iu growth with plenty of water

;

the heads of those turning in. Celery, plant
sartbing-up forward crops, and look after
LE, keep clear from weeds, and collect

Cucumbers, attend to daily as to thinning, topping, training out,

top-dressing, and watering. The hand-glass crops, fork up the earth
round about their roots, allowing them sufficient room to run out freely.

Endive, of both sorts, make a good sowing toward the middle of this

month, and plant out previously sown plants. Garlic and Suallots,
take up and dry off for winter use. Herbs of any kind, cut and dry
when in bloom. Kidney Beans (dwjirfs), at this late season, should be
sown in open, warm borders. Knotted or Sweet Marjora.m, attend
to earth stirring. Leeks, plant out, b. Lettuces, sow or plant out,

tie up in succession, and seed look after. Melons, attend to earthing-

up late planted-out crops ; do such work in the afternoon ; shut up close ;

setting the fruit is best done about 10 or 11 o'clock in the forenoon ; give

plenty of air to those ripening oft' their fruit ; be sparing of the water
among the ripening fruit. Onions, well thin out, weed, and earth-stir;

press down stiff-necked onions as they advance in growth. Parsnips,
use the hoe freely. Peas, at this late season, sow early kinds in warm
situations ; well water at the time of sowing in dry weather ; save seed
from the best favourite kinds. In all kinds of Planting-out, take
advantage of dull weather, and water well at the time of planting. Make
good use of THE Hoe in dry weather, in cutting down weeds and earth-

stirring. We never like to see the rake used much in the kitchen-garden.

Radishes, sow where required. Salsapy and Scorzonera, thin out,

and hoe among, b. Savoys, plant out. Seeds of all kinds look after,

and collect as they ripen. Spinach, sow in succession and thin out.

Sweet Basil, earth stir among. Turnips, sow in succession; and
attend to thinning-out; and use the hoe freely among them. Particularly

attend to planting out this month; water, and use tbe hoe. Vegetable
Marrows, train out and thin out. T. Weaver.
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the milliou who can aflord a sliilhng to see good gai'-

dening in nil its dopartments—to say nothing of the

other arts—the Crystal Palace is ahout to be established.

To use the phrase of the most energetic of its friends,

" It will be an illustration of The Cottage Gakdeneb."

Any one, without asking any other one's leave, may
enter the grounds, see growing the plant of which he has

read, and may then and there judge for himself of its

habit, its culture, and the soil in which it will flourish.

Within the three hiuidred acres which have been pur-

chased, inokiding the Annerley Arms, and other local-

ities which might have led to a transgression of the

rule against the use of intoxicating liqnors in the

gai'dens, will be found illustrations of some of the best

features of landsoai^e, border, and shrubbery gardening;

whilst within its glass structures will be all that can be

effected in the stove, greenhouse, and conservatory. To
the last, especially, on a most gigantic scale, will atten-

tion be paid, so that even in the depth of winter there

will be a vast garden under glass, entirely without that

dangerous, and at all seasons oppressive, heat which

renders the Palm-house at Kew a place of punishment

as well as of pleasure.

At one time we felt-regret that tlio Crystal Palace x-ias

not established in the vicinity of Chiswick, not so much
because we thought it might have stimulated the Horti-

cultural Society into better gardening, but because we
thought that it would there best secure tliose two desir-

able circumstances—powerful patronage and easy access.

Narrowly did the Crystal Palace escape being there

located. Parties who could and would at once have

placed it there, were only one day too late in coming
forward as its purchasers ; and even after it had passed

into the hands of the present possessors, tempting oilers

camo to them from Chiswick and from the South

Western Railway, to induce them to change the locality

to that aristocratic ueighbourhood. Further considera-

tion, however, had convinced the purchasers that Syden-

ham was to bo preferred, for that, whilst it would be

equally easy of access as Chiswick to all, it would be

more easy of access to its best patrons—the majority of

the people. " Sydenham," says one of its ablest friends,

" combines pure air and beautiful scenery, with muximam
accessibility. It is within fifteen minutes of the London
Bridge Terminus, through which 6,000,000 of suburban

passengers already pass annually." " There were per-

sons connected with the Great Exhibition who predicted,

only a week before it opened, that the maximum traffic

would be 3000 per day—the actual average was 43,000.

Mr. Fuller- predicted a receipt of i£.jOO,000, and the

actual receipt was JoOG.OOO. The same authority esti-

mates the return of the Ci'ystal Palace Company at 30

per cent., and that Brighton shares will go up to 12(\.

No doubt this is but a guess, but who so competent to

guess as he who before guessed right ?
"

We have uotliing to do—nothing to influence us—in

the jousting which is now proceeding as to whether the

Brighton Railway sliareholders should bestir themselves
and sanction an outlay to prosi)er sueh an undertaking.
One " John Small," cither with ideas equivalent to his

assumed name, or with cunning equally deserving of it,

has opposed the employment of that effort and outlay ;

but we cannot think that the shareliolders will be misled

by his " cautious," since we are told that the South

Western Railway offered some tens of thousands of

pounds to have the Crystal Palace located on their

line, and that tho secretary of this railway corrected

the proofs of the pamphlet ! So far as we are per-

sonally concerned, we should i)refer having it on the

South-Western line, but for the sake of the " mil-

lion," we throw in our vote in favour of Sydenham ;

and the more readily, because we would have no im-

pediment placed in the way of Francis Fuller, Esq.,

and those other energetic gentlemen who have made

such progress in its establishment, and whose judgment

and power is evidenced by their having " raised ^£500,000

to perpetuate it in all its glory, and secured tlie names

of Paxton, Fox, Wyatt, and Owen Jones, to the back of

the bill which they have drawn upon public confidence,

as a guarantee that the large amount raised shall be

well spent, and the national uudertakiug nobly carried

out."

FORSYTH MSS.

Balloon ascents are now so common that it is rather

extraordinary if one or more of the certainly-not-wise

men who thus fruitlessly jeopardize their lives are not

dashed to pieces during each year. There was a time,

however, some three-quarters of a century since, when

it was an occurrence deemed so incredible for any one

to travel through the air, that, as a contemporary wrote,

" The multitude scarcely believed that a man
With liis senses about him could form such a plan

;

And thought that as Bedlam was so very nigh,

You had better been there than turned loose in the sky."

The travelling among the clouds to which these lines

allude, was that of Vinoekt Lunardi, in 1784. Of this

he piublished a narrative in that year, entitled. An
account of the frsl acfutl voyage in Britain, in a scries

of letters to his guardian, the Chevalier Oherardo Com-

pagni.

The balloon descended in a field near Colliers End,

in the parish of Standon, Herts, on the left of the high

road from London to Cambridge, where is a stone,

bearing on a copper-plate an inscription, of which the

following is a portion

—

" Let posterity know, and knowing be astonished, that on
the iJth of September, 1784, Vincent Lunanli, of Lucca, in

Tuscany, the iiist aerial traveller iu Britaiu, mounting from
the Artillery ground iu London, traversing the regions of

the ah- for two hours and fifteen minutes, on this spot

revisited the carlh."

Mr. Baker, then a neighboin-ing magistrate, residing

at Bayfordbury, caused this monument to be erected,

and actually took depositions on oath of those who

witnessed Lunardi's descent.

The following letter, headed " Bayfordbury, Mr.

Baker's," is among the Forsyth MSS., and, although

without a date, evidently states particulars of this

voyage. Lunardi, at the time, was secretary here to the

Neapolitan Legation. He died of a decline, on the
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31st of July, 180(1, in tlie convent of ISarlmdinas, nt

Lisbon.

M. VINCENT LUNARDI TO DR. POKDYCE.

This evoniug I sliall be at your house, about (en o'cloolc.

Tiie obligations I profess to you are beyond any expression.

I liave been up in the air two hours and twenty minutes.

The oars did answer according to my expectation ; I was
able to lieep myself tbree-fiuarters of an hom', or about fifty

minutes, at tlie level of 50" of the thermometer, wliich I

find to be the liappiest situation. I went up as high as the

freezing, .32° ; and the water wliich did droj) from the neck
of the balloon was a piece of ice; then I began to work
again with my oar (having lost one), and I descended.
When I was an eighth of a milo from the earth, I called to a

parcel of farmers with the spealdng trumpet; they answered
to any question. I then touched tlie ground ; left in their

care my little cat ; and I promised them to go out of sight.

I remaineil on the ground at anchor two minutes. I let ofl'

great quantity of ballast, and ascended about four miles
perpendicular ; the thermometer at 2!)'. I went at th.it

level a few miles, and I began to descend. When I was a

mile from the earth, I began to work with my oar, and en-

deavoured to descend in an open field, about twenty yards
from a large tree, against olf which I could keep the balloon,

lia^-ing thrown down my anchor. Then I thought proper to

let out all the air and parcel the balloon, which I send to

you, and by the bearer, it may, if yoxi please, be put into

31. Biggren's room. My compliments to the young ladies.

GOSSIP.

A Fir.sT ftutbority, who visited Taunton on the 10th of

last month, for the purpose of seeing the Exhibition of

the Btith and West of Emjland AgricuUiiral Society

reports that " its poultry department was a I'aihu'e, for

with the e.Kception of a few pens of game fowl, there

was not a good pen of poultry." We shall, therefore,

not occupy our pages by reporting the awards. The

following remarks upon the Cochin China variety,

which we borrow from 7'Ae Western Luminarfs report

of the show, will be read with interest :

—

"This extraordinary' fowl, weighing from ten to twelve

pounds, has been one of the latest importations from the
eastern part of the Asiatic continent—a locality which, there
is li((le doubt has been the principal, if not the only district,

that has supplied us with tliat most important auxiliary to

the dining-table—the domestic fowl.
" We have used the names ' Cochin China' and ' Rhanghae

'

as synonjTiis ; lor wo must confess we have been unable to

find out any marks of distinction between them, which would
bo sufficient to stamp each as a distinct variety. The first

Mrds of the breed to which our attention is directed, were
brought to the (Queen's aviary, and were called the " Cochin-
Cliina;" while a gentleman of Hampshire—Mr. Samuel
iloody—who was also one of the earliest introducers,

having received his birds from Shanghae, called them
naturally by the latter name. Shanghae is, as is well

known, one of the most northern ports with which we trade
in his Celestial Majesty's dominions, and is situated about
'il° N. lat., while Cochin China is a country about one-
tliird larger than the British islands, and ranges from about
'J" to about 2o' X. lat. Now it is quite possible tliat buds
of this kind may have been imported from both countries,
find as there has long been a trade carried on between the
Ciiinese and Cochin-Chinese, either country may have im-
ported them from the other,

" A\'e know, moreover, from parties who some years ago
resided at Adelaide, that birds of large size, feathered-legs,
and possessing all the main features of these birds, were
brouglit from Singapore to that port ; so that, years ago,
they were in the very southern part, of the Malay peninsula.
On the other liand, we are informed that at Shanghae they
are known by the name of /.oo-cAoos—the name of a group of
islands lying some six or eight degrees offthe channel coast.

It would appear, from these circumstances, that they have
been pretty generally distributed over the Eastern coast of

Asia for some years, and that to establish their original

habitat would now be no easy matter. This fact will also in

some measure account for tbe many imperfect specimens,
or impurely bred birds, which have been brought home, a
fact well known to the best judges. Jlore especially is this

lilfely to happen if the birds are from Southern ports, as we
know this is the district of that better known variety—the
Malay. The birds, therefore, from Shanghae, we should,

from the above reasoning, infer to be most likely of the
purest blood, and we should on this account prefer the

name given to them by 3Ir. Moody; though perhaps a mora
general name would be better still. To divide them, how-
ever, into two classes, is decidedly a mistake, as no suffi-

cient marks exist to establish them as distinct varieties.

The two names best known in connection with tins bird, are

those of Mr. Punchard and Mr. Sturgeon. How the former
gentleman became possessed of them we do not know ; the

latter, we understand, had them from some ship-caiJiain, and
afterwards his were crossed into the blood of Mr. Moody's. If

we are rightly informed, the latter gentleman has been one
of ( he oldest jiossessors of these fowls, but from his never
having exhibited, his name, tmlike the others, has not
become associated with their history.

" It is to be exceedingly regretted that, as yet, no sound
and reasonable laws have been laid down on which to decide

the superiority of this species of slocli-. The many faults

which have been urged—and we think justly^against the

decisions of the Eev. Mr. Dixon and otlier judges, show us

that no generally acknowledged criteria have yet been
established, and, until such are formed and made tbe basis

of all decision-i, there will always exist this discontent,

giving us after each exhibition its mutterings ' low but
deep.' V/e will ventui-e here to state, that the fact of putting

the dark black-red variety out of court, merely because of

their colom-, though tliey may be the heaviest and the finest

in every point besides, is one of the greatest absurdities that

could be perpetrated. If, indeed, a fowl, like a flower, were
merely to look at—a thing of fancy alone—without possess-

ing useful qiiaUties—then there might be some show of

sense in the arrangement; but when the contrary is the

principle upon which Fowls are kept and cultivated—titility,

and then beauty, being the sequence of merit, at least in

the great majority of instances, wo think that any man's
<lictu)n, setting up a particular colour beyond another par-

ticular colour, and which is equally as natural to tlie race,

and combined with whicli are generally found the largest

and best developed forms, should be put down as incon-

sistent with common sense. However, we rejoice to hear

that men are not to be long !;ept under such absitrd regu-

lations, at least m the West of England, and that here we
shall have prizes for dark birds as well as light."

It is The Xational Tulip Show that will be held at

Nottingham next year, and not the Birmingham Poultry

Show, as we erroneously stated at page 158. It is uot

intended that tlie latter exliibitiou shall bo moved in

any year from Birmingham.

At a late meeting of the Edinburgh Botanical Society,

Mr. M'Nab read a paper On the Transmimon of

Foreign Seeds in Soil and Sphagnum.

" This experiment was fully tested by himself during

1834, when he brought over the seeds of many of the rarer

American Oaks and other trees in boxes filled with soil,

while portions of tlie same kinds of seeds packed, both in

brown paper and cloth bags, were in many instances totally

useless.
" The method he adopted for tlie American tree seeds,

was as follows :—He purchased several strong deal boxes

about 11 inches in diameter, and made of J-inch wood. He
afterwards procured a quantity of soil taken from a depth of

8 or 10 inches under the surface so as to possess only a

natural dampness. A layer of the soil 2 inches deep *as

placed on the bottom of the boxes, above which a layer of

seeds was distributed ; another fayer of soil and then seed,

and so on till the boxes wore full ; tbe whole was pressed
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very firmly down, when the lids were nailed on, allowing no

possible room to shake abont. Wlien they readied F.dm-

burgh, December, 1h:!4, the seeds and soil were sown over

tlie surface of shallow pans and boxes. During tlie follow-

ing spring they grew freely, while of those brought liome in

the paper and cloth bags, comparatively few of the varieties

grew, the Acorns being without an exception perforated with

insects. The kinds which grew were from four to five weeks

later of vegetating than those hronght home in soil. Acnrns

brought home in a box of sphagnum moss, after the super-

fluous moisture had been wrung from it, were equally

successful with those in soil.

" During the summer of IHol, Mr. M'Nab induced his

brother, Dr. M'Nab, of Ivingston, Jamaica, to send a box of

West In<lian fruits and seeds, to be put up as described, and

which lie dispatched during the month of August, con-

taining seeds of the following :—Granadilla, Gom-ds, For-

bidden fruit, Shaddocks, Sweet sop. Sour sop, Cherimoyer,

Sapota, Guava, Lignum vita;, Papaw, Alligator Peai', Jlango,

Ochra, Fustic, &c. The box reached EiUnburgh last

October ; shortly afterwards, the seeds and soil were sown
over the surface of boxes prepared with drainage and soil

for the purpose. During the month of January the sur-

face of the boxes became covered with umuraerable speci-

mens of cucurbitaceous and other herbaceous plants ; when
aboiit three inches high they were removed, and again the

surface became covered with ochra, I'apaw trees, itc. ; and

now the tlifferent species of Anona, Citrus, Lignum-vitoe,

besides several of the stronger hard-wooded sorts are making
their appearance. It would be very desirable, in all cases

where seeds ai-e transmitted in soil, to have small portions

of each named and sent in paper; many of the seeds cotdd

thus be picked from the soii, and identified before sowing.

This, however, is only applicable to tlie larger fruits and
seeds, while with the smaller ones, dried specimens would

be the only way to identify them."
Two of the boxes were exhibited to the meeting, and

tlie luxuriant growth of seedling plants which they contained

bore inimistakeable evidence of the success of the mode
recommended by Mr. M'Nab.

The foUowiug was contained in a letter we lately

received from Bougliton Kiiigdou, Esq., of Exeter, and

contains tmmistakeable evidence of the higli value of

pure and superior Oocldii China fowls :
—

" I see that in The Cott.wie Gaedener (page 17^3) ^fou

insert a notice from a correspondent relative to the sale of

('ocliin China fowls, and, perhaps, the following fac/s will

interest him and others. Within the last few weeks, a gen-

tleman, near London, has sold a pair for -iO guineas, and
another pair for 3i guineas. He has been offered £'iO for

a single hen ; has sold numerous eggs at one guinea each,

and has been paid down for chickens just hatched, lii guineas

the half dozen, to be delivered at a month old. One amateur
alone has paid upwards of .£100 for stock birds. These
are facts which quite throw yoiu' coiTespondent's into the

shade."

Information such as this gives us very great pleasure,

not because of the high prices, liut because it shows

the energy with whioli poultry are being cultivated—an

energy which must result in the improvement of what

ought to be part of the stock of every householder who

has a few square yards of ground attached to his

residence, either in town or country.

With much regret we have to announce the death of

William Gardiner, tlio Dundee Botanist, in wliose

behalf we made an appeal some weeks since. He died

on the 21st of Juue. We hope soon to see the Ith

edition of the first series of his Mosses, and we trust

that it will sell largely, for the benefit of his little orphan

boy.

The following is a list of the Horticultural and

Poultry Shows of which we are at present aware. We

shall be obliged by auy of our readers sending us ad

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HORTicur.TtmAi. snows.

AixEND.u.E, Sept. 11th. {Sees., G. Dickinson and G. J.

French.)
BAnTON-UTON-HuMBER. First sbow 1 1th July (Sec C.

Ball.')

Bath, July 29th, Sept. Kith. (,SV>f. H. T. St. John
Maule, Esq.)

Bridgewater, Sept. 2'2. {Sees., Mr. J. Leaker and 3Ir.

J. Hayward.)
Brigg, July 7th, Sept. l.'ith. (Sec. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun.)

Bury St. Edmunds, July ;)0 (I'icotees) ; Sept. If) (Abbey) ;

Nov. 2e (Chrysanthemums). (Sec. G. P. Clay, Esq )

Caledonian (Inverleith Row), Edinburgh, Aug. 7, Sept. 2,

Dec. 2.

Cheltenham, Aug. 20.

CHIsw^cK, July 10.

Clapham, JiUy 8, Sept. 11.

Colchester and East Essex, Sept. S, at the P.ev. T.

Round's grounds. Holly Trees, All Saints.

Derby, Aug. 4.

DuRH.iM, Sept. 8.

Forfarshire (Eastern), Jidy 21 (Brechin) ; Sept. IT)

(Arbroath).

Hampshire, July 1 (Winchester), Sept. (Southampton),

Nov. 18 (Winchester). {Sec. Kev. F. Wickham, Win-
chester.)

Hampton Wick, July 1. (Sec. Sir. B. Regester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 10.

Hull, Aug. 1, Sept. 10.

Kirkcaldy (Fifeshire), Sept. !).

Lewes Grand National, July 14 and l-"i.

Lincoln, July 27, Sept. 14.

Liverpool, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).

London Floricultural (Exeter Hall, Strand), July Lit,

27, Aug. lOt, 24, Sept. 14+, 28, Oct. 12t, Nov. 9+, 2:t,

Dec. 14+.

Maidstone. In-door Show. Sept. S. {Sec. Mr. J. G.

Smith, Week-street.

)

Mid C-Aldek (Parish school-room), July 0, Sept. 10.

Newbury, Sept. 3.

North London, Sept. 14 ; Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, July 27, Carnation; Sept. 27, Dahlia.

Oxfordshire (Royal), July29 ; Sept. 23. (Sees., C.Tawney,
and W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

Peebleshire, July 13th, Sept. 14th. (Sec, J. Stirling.)

PoNTEijiND (Newcastle-upon-Tyne), July 14; Sept. 8.

(Sec Rev. J. St. St. Clere Raymond.)
South Devon Botanical and Horticultural, July 13

;

Sept. 7. (Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stoneliouse.)

South London (Royal), July lOt, 21, Aug. l'J+, Sept.

2+, 8, Oct. 14+, Nov. 11+, Dec. 9+, 10.

Shacklewell, Sept. 1.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camlier-

well), Sept. 1.5, Dahlia.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. 23.

Turriff, Aug. fi, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, July 9, Pinks; Sept. 17, Dahlias.

rouLTRY snows.

Agriciilturai, Society (Roy.u.), Lewes, Jui.y 12.

Birmingham and Midland Counties, 14th, 15th, Ifith,

and 17th December.
Bury and Radcliefe (Lancashire), Sept. 3 (Radcliffe).

Cornwaix (Penzance), about a week after the Binning-

ham. (Sees. Rev. W. W. Wingtield, Gulval A'icarage,

and E. H. Rodd, Esq.)

t For seedlings only.

PKUNING VINES.

(Conlinuedfrom jifii/c 125._)

The Spur System.—It will be remembered, tliat we
carried tlio young vines through the first season's cul-

ture, up to the rest period, at which point we resume the

subject. We will assume tliat the rafters are required

i
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to he, comjilete in four years, and thus matters will

stand in the I'ollowing position.

—

First summer : a cane
jirndueeil, reaching to tlie back of the house, or nearly

so, and pruned back the lirst winter to about luilf its

length. Second summer: the cane again e.'; tending to

the back of the house (at which point it is immediately

pinched), and in the mean time the lower half, or first

year's wood, developing its spurs, each of which is in-

tended to form a permanent source of fruit shoots for

years. The third summer : the cane having been sliort-

ened to about a foot Irom the hack of the house, the

lower half will be in full bearing, and tlie upper half

developing its portion of spurs ; and the fourth summer,
the whole cane complete, in full bearing, from one end
to the other, with a mathematical regularity.

Now this is the plan we should take in establishing

a vinery intended to stand the test of many years, and
to produce tirst-rate fruit without taxing the vital

powers of the tree.

It is much to be feared, however, tliat the patience of

many persons would be exhausted in the procedure;

they would think it hard that the second season's side

developments could not be allowed to bear, " only just

to carry a few bunches," a consummation so' long

desired. We do not dispute the possibility—nay, in

some oases, its eligibility—but merely advise as to what
we should term first-rate practice.

It is often the case with vines, on the spin- system,

that some of the spurs, although rightly placed with

regard to distance, position, &c., are much weaker than
the others, especially if permitted to bear during the

season of their development. Now, by the plan here

suggested, all such difBculties may be obviated ; the

finger and thumb plied according to tlioso principles

which promote equalisation of strength, can set all

right, beyond the control of any future disturbing causes.

To come more to the point, we will suppose that the

young canes, after being pruned in November, and
dressed according to practice, have had a winter's rest

;

have undergone a depression of temperature, say, on
the average, '•id" to bO° ; if occasionally a little frost, so

much the better. But here we may observe, that severe

frosts are sometimes very injurious to vines, especially

if in a succulent and immature condition; we would
never, if possible, permit them to undergo more than

j
half a dozen degrees.

Fermenting material was before adverted to ; and if a

heat of 7 0° to 80" can be maintained on the border

—

commencing in the middle of February, and removed
entirely in the beginning of June—it will doubtless

facilitate their free rooting ; they will, however, do very

well without at first. The young vines may be suffered

to break according to their' natural habit, and the leading

shoot will now speedily acquire a great degree of luxu-

riance, if the root be all right. The side-slioots, which
are to form the spurs, will progressively develop also;

those near the point first, and thus in order towards the

front of the house. The leader, the while, must be care-

folly trained for fear of any accident, for a breakage
here would cause a sad blemish for some time. Those
who are jealous of any accident may encourage double
leader.? for awhile, as they frequently push two. As soon
as the side-shoots have developed about five or six eyes,

they may be stopped, in order to enlarge and strengthen
the principal leaves, and concentrate much growth-
matter around the base of each shoot. Next in order,

the extending leader, pushing forth axillary shoots, will

require attention.

Our younger readers will here understand that, like

the germ in the seed of the broad bean, and, indeed,

many other seeds, our gracious Creator has ordained at

least a couple of buds, obviously in order to provide
against a contingency. This, what some men terra " a
lucky accident," we regard as carrying the marks of

design—marks, it need scarcely be observed, impressed

on all created thhigs. Well, then, under a luxuriant

condition one of these buds will burst forth, and proves

a safety-valve to the other—another " lucky accident."

The main business, henceforth, with all such waste

shoots, is to pinch them so as to render them subservient

to the main points at issue. And what are the main
points'? Why, by a well-ordered and somewhat re-

strained amount of growth, so to economise the rampant
propensities of this excitable tree, as to induce a fruitful

habit, combined with soundness of constitution.

Now wo must back to the side-spurs, which will soon

be found sporting amain. As soon as, by two or three

weeks' rambling, they are found to be getting into dis-

order, the finger-and-thumb must go to work again.

Thus, through the whole summer may stopping be prac-

tised with the laterals, the only maxim being to let them
continue producing a joint or two between the stoppings,

taking care all the time that not a leaf of the inferior

shoots shades the principal leaves— in fact, always

making late growths give way to early ones whenever a

necessit}' arises.

The leader having reached the back of the house, must
bo pinched, and the laterals in this portion of the tree must
be frequently pinched also ; sufteiing one or two at the

summit to ramble rather more freely, which will en-

courage a liberal root action. Tliuswill matters proceed

until about the first week in September; after which,

we would not sutt'er a shoot to continue growing unless

for some express purpose, or in the event of the vines

having done badly, when some latitude may be allowed

in these things. It should bo here well understood by

the Tyro in vine culture, why late growths should not

ho encouraged, seeing that the trees are full of vigour,

and anxious to be extending. The fact is, that the con-

ditions existing in Britain, in the autumnal montlis,

are not precisely the same as those in tlie native climes

of the viue. Where vines bring forth their produce iu

the very highest perfection in the open air, they are for

the most part liable to extreme droughts in the autumn.

This, witli a burning sun, producing an extremely dry

state of atmosphere, throws the plant naturally into a

quiet and unexcited state ; the ascent of the fluid is

almost stopped, and the sure consequence is an amount
of solidification in the wood scarcely known in northern

climes. This latter condition is what practical men
term " ripening the wood," and the neglect of this is pro-

ductive of various defects.

In Britain, therefore, it is a fair presumption that all

growths, after oiu- best smilight has departed, take more

from the system of the tree than they return, besides

impeding the ripening of the wood. It will be proper,

in early autumn, to commence a removal, by pinching,

of the spray which has been produced, and this is a pro-

cedure requiring caution. The spur-shoots may first be

handled, just slipping away any laterals which impede

the light, in order to render the buds for the next year's

fruit-crop ])lump. Tike disbudding, this is best done iu

a progressive way, removing a few weekly ; and by the

middle of October Uttle will be left but the principal, or

first-formed leaves, which should now be turning yellow.

If these vines arc intended for a system of forcing,

we advise that the border, if outside, be covered nearly

a foot in depth with any half-decomposed manurial

matters—such as tree leaves, hotbed linings not ex-

hausted, hall'-spent tan, &c. 'This material we would

place on the border in the end of September, to arrest

the departing warmth of the soil, and to keep out I'rost.

If such be in a somewhat fresh condition, so miudi the

better, and it will in that case do to work up with hot

manure in January, to produce fermentation iu tlic

mass.

We have now carried the vines through the second

year; and, as many enquiries continue to be made about
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vines, an early opportunity will be taken of carrying the

subject farther out, when we will say something about

the long-rod system. R. Er.EiSGiox.
{To be ^onlliiin'tl.)

FRUITS AT THE CHISWICK SHOW, JUNE L-'th.

The Pines, although respectable, were by no means
remarkable, considering tlie advanced period of the

season, and the perfection to which pine-culture has
recently been brought. Mr. CoUinson's 10 lb. 8oz. fruit

was of course a noble one; but we noticed one or two
rather " pinched " in the middle ; a circumstance which
points to a slightimperfection in the fruit, and derogatory

of its beauty.

The Blelcins, in which there was some variety, were
tolerably tine as to appearance ; the tlavour of course we
could not ascertain ; but we were glad to see Mr. CoUin-

son's green-tlesh Egyptian prel'erred before others of

much more splendid exterior; shewing that the judges

were, as they ought to be, ruled by the flavour, instead

of size, appearance, or noveUy, in this most important
section.

The Black Hambro' Grapes were good, but not by any
means- extraoi'dinary ; the berries being rather small

for exhibition articles. T'hey were very well coloured,

but not perfectly so ; and, perhaps, the season is to

blame, ^[r. Lush's Black Prince grapes were very fine

fruit; and had Mr. TurnbuU's Muscats been thoroughly

ripe, they would have been capital specimens for the

period.

In Peaches there were some fine dishes for June , but

the Nectarines possessed, we think, more merit. The
Figs were nothing extraordinary ; but in Strawberries

there were some capital British Queens; one basket,

indeed a noble pile. Strawberries in pots had two
competitors, and those by Mr. Smitli, market-gardener,

were specimens of good culture.

On the whole, then, the fruit, although respectable

for the season, were not remarkable, and not good
exponents to a stranger or foreigner of the liighest

l)erfeetion of British fruit-culture. We should like

to see fruit, at such exhibitions, as much sui)erior

to what may be found in Covent Garden market,

as the specimen-plants on the exhibition tables are

to the market, or to our nursery establishments; but
this is not by any means tlie case. Wo can scarcely

divine how it happens that the amount of fruit is

not more extensive. Surely, there is no want of

interest on the part of the public ; a fact sufficiently

evinced by the constant pressure at this portion of the

tents. It is extremely difficult for the reporter to get

a peep at them ; and if a slight inaccuracy should oc-

casionally occur, it is no marvel. We should like to

see the amount quadrupled at least, feeling assured

that nothing coidd add more to the glory of the tents,

and the satisfaction and pleasure of the visitors. And
why not plenty of Cherries ? as also of Baspherries, Cur-

rants, Oooseherrics, &c. ? Why not all possible forcing

be encouraged and represented? We really thought to

have seen huge trained specimens of grapes in pots

;

a practice which many amateurs take much delight

and interest in. There can be little doubt, that as

orchard-houses are in the ascendant, the interest in

fruits will be much increased ; and it behoves the com-
mittees of our societies to take the lead, by giving more
importance and signifioance to this interesting subject.

THE JUNE EXHIBITIONS.
Too much of a good thing is almost as bad as too

little; and two large exhibitions in one week is an
exempliUcation of the adage. Having so experienced it

myself, I shall be more leniuiit to my readers by com-
binhig what I intend to say of both on this occasion.

After the soaking through and through at " the Pai-k,"

my frame was not in a fit condition to try another
squeeze at the narrow gate at Chisndck, so I went over

to Mr. Montgomery's saw-mills at Brentford, to see the

new machinery by which he prepares sash-bars, styles,

&c., for hothouses, pits, and frames ; but having only

time to say that those who intend building hothouses
ought to consult him before they close a contract, I go
on to say how agreeably I was surprised to find tho

narrow gate done away with at the Chiswick Garden,
and an entrance fit for her Majesty to pass through put
up in its place, with ample accommodatiojr lor any
sudden push that might occur, as did at the May show.
I hope this favourable impression will not be thought
to induence my private opinion of the plants and ar-

rangement, or of any other thing that I shall have occa-

sion to notice.

The first tent on the right, where the roses stood last

Jlay, was filled with well-grown Calceolarias and
Heaths—just the style of heath-growing wliich an ama-
teur ought to aim at. It is all very well for our first-rate

gardeners to show the world, that all the world, or all

the gardeners in the world put together, cannot com-
pete with them in this branch of plant-culture ; but
there is not one amateur out of a thousand who could
keep one of the monster bushes of heaths alive for one
month in the summer season. There was one good
plain yellow Calceolaria, called Aitractiort-; a red one,

named Joe Miller; and a third, a purple one, Cleo2Jatra ;

the rest were spotted on various ground colours. All

these were of the size that I would recommend amateurs
to imitate, judging from what one sees at these exhibi-

tions. Erica Cavendishii, with splendid yellow flowers

and an upright growth ; E. depressa, a fine yellow one,

with a spreading and drooping growth ; all the varieties

of E. ventricosa and E. ctegans, a dense low glaucous sort,

with a powdery hue on the dull red pink blossoms, must
be the easiest to manage for sunnner show, as every heath

grower is sure to have them in las stand. Cavendishii, I

recollect, was the first that they exhibited some years

as a single specimen of good growth, when heath-grow-

ing was in the balance ; some maintaining that they

could not be grown in England at all ; but our gold

medals and the inflexibility of the judges soon disproved

the assertion.

This brings me to a point wdiich I wish seriously, and
witli the best possible feeling, to recommend to the

councils of the two great societies, and that is to do
away altogether with giving prizes for single specimens <i/

plants that have been under cultivation for some years,

because 1 see quite clearly that that stimulus is not now
required; and wlieu a good thing is accomplished why
not use this prize for some other department'? The
lowest grade in London gardening at the jiresent day,

and the one that is most highly desired in tlie country

by the great patrons of gardening, is that which, by
either forcing or retarding, can bring up a host of well-

grown plants in bloom at a season not natural for them
to bo in flower. Moss Roses on Christmas Day, and
Chrysanthemums at a July exhibition, may not be easy

of attainment; but apply the stimulus which is now
wasted on specimen plants, and you may rely on it that

March and A]n-il flowering plants will be brought up in

full condiiion in May and June; and that those never

seen in flower excejit in August and September, will be

ready at our July ietes. We have i)ines and grapes all

tho year round, peaches and nectaxiues from the end of

March to near Christmas, and why not Luculias from

October to May? But, let us first make a start with

the principle, and leave tho selection of subjects to indi-

vidual elforts without a stop or hindrance. There is one

class of specimens that 1 would still keep open prizes
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for—very fine and very rare plRuts like Mr. Voitcli's

Hexacentras mi/soreum and Medlnllla magnifiea, as ex-

hibited last May. Here I kuow I shall ba met with

such objections as encouraging pur.se-gardeuing, but I

liave been too long on the boards to bo caught in a trap.

You encourage purse-gardening already ; and at every

show, for the last ten years, when j-ou give a prize to

the smallest morsel of a " rare plant," you even do a

great deal worse, for before anybody is at all aware of

the capabilities of your rarities, you stamp them with

an importance which future experience otten proves to

liave been most mischievous, because yoii jiut our teeth

on edge; and, however light our puvses, wc cannot with-

stand the temptation of letting a season or two pass

before we purchase that which, perchance, may disap-

point us the very first season. But keep your medals

until it can be shown at your exliibitions that new
plants are really capable of being grown into good speci-

mens, and that will save us our three half-sovereigns

and our vexations to the bargain; and before a new
plant can be grown to the size requir-ed, its possessor

will be able to propagate a'good stock of it, and that

will enable hinr both to warrant it, irrespective of your

awards, and sell it cheaper with more profit to himself.

The plant at the Chiswick Sliow, on tlie rjth of June,

which attracted most attention among gardeners, was
an orchid, a new Gattleya, belonging to the same section

as Vrispii, or it might be a Lwlia ; for the difi'erence

between the Cattleijas and Lalias being in the number
of the pollen masses, without examining the column
where the pollen is found, it is not easy to determine to

which genus it belongs, i shall not attempt to describe

this beautiful orchid, because Ml. Appleby was there;

and all the writers in The Cothois G.\p.dener allow

him to be the best hand at this tribe, because ho has

been a successful grower of them lor many years, and
HOW has the sole charge of the best collection of them
on sale anywhere ; and thus has a better opportunity

than any of us of knowing what is best and newest
among them.
Erom tliis I went to the collections of the Messrs.

Veitch, where wo all expect the greatest novelties.

Hero I found the Snxf/othea conspk-ua and Fitzroi/ea

patagonicd, two of the best and newest hardy evergreens

of the season, and I am glad to say they are on sale

already, and not at all dear for such rarities. Sax-

gotkea has much of the aspect of a yew, with a more
upright way of growing ; and Fitzroi/ea looks as if it

was a cross between some kind of Cypress and one of

the more rare Junipers. Both seem to be free growers,

Fitzroyea particularly so, as anybody might see from the

way tlie leaders droop, as in the Deodar and Evergreen
Cypress; always a sure sign of fast .growth in Conifers.

Beside them was a beautiful new white Rhododendron,
called alba muUiflom. Their Pitclier plants were in the

most luxuriant health, and were very much spoken of.

There were six of them which were sent to Exeter as

varieties oi Samjuincum, but five of tliem only appeared
to me to belong to one species, and they had no disposi-

tion to climb about like the sixth plant, and like the old

one. Nepenthes dislillatoria, but were quite dwarf, and
so far are better suited for the low stove of the amateur.

The size and colour of the pitcher ai-e the great points

of attraction in these curious plants ; the colour is from
greenish brown to real brown and pm-plish brown, and
one of them would hold more whisky than it would be
safe for any Scotchman to drink.

After them was a heaulitiil Aeridcs, called roseum, in

the way of nuwidosum, and another Aerides without a

second name, just after the same style; but I see that

Aerides maculosum and afUne have sported very mvioh
into varieties ; and if we could but rear them and many
others from seeds, we should find that they are as free

to sport as the Calceolarias. Without waiting for this.

however, we see them sporting under the influence of
ordinary cultivation, and I can quote from this very
collection. A fine largo plant of the lovely Dendrobium
Devonianum had two of the shoots covered all over with
flowers twice the usual size, but in all other respects, as
to the exquisite fringes, the lace-like intermixture of the
soft and charming colours, and the lady-like appearance
of the whole flower, there was not a shade of difTerence.
In two or three years we shall have this on sale as Den-
drobium Devonensiss'imxim, or magnificum, or, perhaps,
simply Devonensis gnindijionm ! Aerides Schrodcrii and
Aerides Larpentai are only two of the forms assumed by
(ijfine or crisjnim. There was also a small gem, called
iSaecolabium curvifolium, with a loose spike of deep
orange blossom, the individual flowers being quite
small. The best Saceoliihitnn shown this season was
gutlalum, by Mr. Williams, gardener to C. B. Warner,
Jisq., at the Regent's Park ; and one of the best orchids
there and at Chiswick, was Vanda Batemanii, shown by
ilr. Lawrence. This plant looks the strongest-grow-
ing of all the Yandas

; you could hardly clasp the
thickest part of the stem in your hand ; from the
body of this stem, and not far from the pot, the
flower-stem comes out, and darts up as straight as
an arrow, and at the bottom is as thick as a wag-
goner's whip handle ; then it diminishes all tlie way
up, just like a wliip four feet long ; and all the way up
it is studded with drooping flowers, so that you see the
backs of them first, and you might almost suppose the
droo]iing was on purpose for you to see the best part of
the flower first, which is all over of a colour between
scarlet and purple ; inside it is streaked or barred with
purple markings, on a yellowish ground, and the end of
the lij) is richly tinged'like the back; altogether this is

a noble thing, and any one who has read Mr. Batoman's
large work on the Orchids of Central America, will not
grudge the name. Cxlogi/ne Louii, named after a re-

spected friend, the Colonial Secretary at Labuan, who
found it in Borneo, and Angraeum suavis, were the next
newest orchids, but neither of them are first-rate. The
Borneo flower is a dull mixture of buff" and brown ; the
other is green and white. To make up for them, we
had immense specimens of Aerides odonUiim, and large
plants of such fine things as A. affiite.pnrpurascens, and
crispum ; Catllei/a mossim intermedia, of whicli the best
variety yet seen was in a beautiful collection sent by
E. B. Ker, Esq., an enthusiastic admirer of this family,
who bids fair to rise, step by step, like Mr. Schroder,
instead of laying ont a whole fortune at once to get at
the top of the ladder of fame by the weight of his purse,
'i'liere is far more to be learned from the " rise and
progress" of this class of useful amateurs, than from all

tlie elephantine growers put together ; because, after
onco knowing their plants, you can see their annual
progress I'rom year to year, and compare that with your

\own efforts at home. Y'ou can also learn more from
their conversation, because they know the turning
points, and the ups and downs of every plant they
grow, almost from the- cradle; whereas, some of the

[

great growers are as unconscious of the difficulties '

about the earlier stages of their huge specimens as 1
\

am of how to rear them fiorn seeds. Dendrobium ere-
\

taeeiim, though not very new, has, hitherto, not been
much seen in public ; he must, therefore, have a special
introduction. The stems are of medium size, upright, I

and bare of leaves ; while in flower, the flowers are
|

about the same size and shape as those of ^"iMieUum,
I

and of a faintish white colour all over, therefore not
much to boast of. Mr. Green, the great prize-fighter,

or, rather, the great prize-taker for many years, must
have heard of my complaints at the absence of Oncidium
hinceanmn from the May shows, for at both the Juno
ones he had an enormous plant of it, quite big enough
to make four plants for ordinai-y growers, and it was in
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splendid bloom. If over there is a shy plant, or cue

very diflkudt to l;eep and grow well, Mr. Green is sure

to come out witli it alter everybody else had nearly ibr-

gotten it, and, better still, be never keeps bis plan a

secret, but writes a plain and full account of it in some
periodical, just as we do in Tue Cottage G.^rdener,

so that they all may try their luck again. The thick

and broad-leaved Cactus, Epiplujlhaa crenatum grandi-

flormn, which puzzled me so much at the Regent's Park

Show, was from him. 1 knew so much of the family,

that I was quite sure it could not possibly be a cross

seedling, and I never knew any of them sport away like

this, and we all know that botanists in our times do not

outrage the world with such mongrel names. A puzzle

like this haunts me so, even in bed, that I cannot sleep

until I find out a clue to unravel it. This cactus,

at which we all gaped, and which we took to be so

new, has been long in England, though only in the

hands of those who introduced it from the wilds of

Central America. It turns out to be a genuine wild

species, never yet recorded in books. There are many
stout cross seedlings from it in the country by the pollen

of speciosissimus, but not of a flowering age ; and Mr.

Green had it all the way from Heretbrdshire, where it is

found to be as hardy and as easy to manage as the old

speciosa in the cottage windows. Open a regular siege

on the nurseries, and we shall soon get this fine addition

to Mr. t'isb's department, which I highly recommend.
Crenatum is nothing to it, e.tcept in flower ; but no
cross breeder need take it in hand, for it is in the liauds

of one of the best of them as it is, and he will do

wonders with it, and has done so, altbougli we took it

for a new plant. Cattlei/a citrina is another orchid

which is seldom seen at exhibitions; though an old

plant, it is one of the loveliest of the genus, with

large pure yellow flowers, which are very sweet. It is

one of those little Alpine ]jlants froui the higher ranges

of the orchid tribe in Me.xioo, and requires only green-

liouso heat, except just while makuig its annual growth,

and, like Onc'uUum bicoloi; from like situations, rejoices

in the full glare of the summer's sun. Acineta Barkerii,

a yellow flower, and free bloomer, seems an easy one to

grow, but is not often seen ; it was here in very good bloom,

but is, on the whole, a second-rate plant. JSlaxiUarla

temiifolia, a small, and often a despised plant, was at

the Chiswiok show really in very good order, and when
seen in that state is not at all to be overlooked ; it is

one of the commonest of the whole order in Mexico, and

I have seen it introduced in such quantities as would

thatch a cottage. The once Maxillaria aromatica, but

now a Lycaste, with its yellow flowers, was near it, and

ought to be in every collection, on account of its delicious

cinnamon smell ; indeed, it ought to be grown for cut-

flowers for the market, as everyone likes the smell of it.

Ep'uleiulrum longipetahmi was new to me ; it is one of

the best of the small flowering ones, of which there

seems to bo no end of the species; the sepals and petals

spread open like a star, their colour is chiefly brown,

and the lip is light at the bottom, and yellow in the

i broadest part ; .all this class have green, smooth bulbs,

with two leaves from the top, and tliey stand the full sun
when well established. Of the section of Deiulrohliim,

in which the lip is formed into a pouch like the bottom

I

of a calceolaria, densijiorum and moscliatmn are the two

I

most often seen. The former is pure yellow, and very

rich indeed, producing dense spikes of large flowers; the

other is a soft yellow, with the throat or mouth of the

pouch well marked with purple, as you often see in the

common sorts of calceolarias.

There was a full collection of variegated plants from
Mr. Rollinson, of Tooting, of which Marantaalha lineata,

and jSIaraiitn lineata rosea, with Cijpripedium Javanicum
were the very best. The Cypriped belongs to the section

of barhatum, the ground colour of the leaves a glaucous

or greyish green, marked irregularly with bars of a dark
green. Of this I never saw the flowers, but witliout

them the plant is exceedingly interesting.

Talking about novelties and interesting plants, there
was one in this collection which surprised every person
at the show at Cliiswick. Nothing has ever been seen
in London like the leaf of it; you might call it a hand-
plant or a ducl;'s-foot-plaut, but the semblance in the
hand-plant of Mexico is nothing to it ; that of the rays
in passion-flowers is nothing to it also ; neither can the
figures of ghosts, fairies, and hobgoblins presented by
the orchid-tribe, be likened to it ; for it puts them and us
all to the blusli, that we should think of such things
when more strange appearances, as in this instance,

come before ns unawares. The name of the plant is

Philodendron pertusum (from phileo, to love, and den-

dron, a tree; delighting to embrace the nearest tree with
its long fleshy aerial roots to support itself, like a great

Pothos, for an epiphytal kind of life) ; yet its affinity

is not with Pothos, but rather with the great Arads, as

Golocasia, Caladium, and even Arum itself; and jiertu-

sum means to break, or slit through. Here we have a

visible meaning in every syllable in these names ; long
fibred stems rise from large fleshy acrid roots, the leaves

so large and heavy that the roots cannot support them,
great roots come out all the way up, to mend matters,

avid fasten themselves around the largest trees in the

Brazilian forests, and as the name exjiresses it, they
glory in their support. Such large leaves, so high up
in air, would run the risk of being torn to shreds by the

violence of the tornado, were it not for a provision of

nature which secures them in their aerial position; this

provision gives the meaning o( pertusmn, the blade of

the leaf, which is somewhat in the form of a hoise-shoo,

and more than a foot through each vray, being slit up from
the front into fourteen divisions, like so many fingers,

or rather like so many toes on the web-foot of some
monster bird, and what is left whole of the web is bored
through, leaving large holes of no definite shape ; so

that, though the leaf is as big as I said, with these slits

and holes, the wind has not power to do them harm, let

them reach ever so high among the trees and branches
;

nevertheless, the plant can be grown, nnA jiertusum ex-

emplified in less space than that required by a specimen
geranium ; and to prove the whole, I advise everyone
who has a stove to get hold of this most singularly-leaved

plant as soon as he can, and whoever wishes to draw it

out in its natural beauty and proportions, will only have
to plant it out against the back-wall of the house, in very

rich soil, to keep the soil as wet as a swamp while the

plant is growing, to syringe it every time he enters the

house in fine weather, and if he never saw an orchid,

lie can luiderstand from this Philodendron how they

put forth their roots into the air for nourishment and
support. D. Bkato.n.

HARD -WOODED PLANTS.
AcACi.v GRANDis.—Were we confined to growing two of

this genus of New Holland plants, we would fix ujiou

this and the Acacia unnata. Could we have no move
than one, then there would be the difficulty of deciding,

armata being as striking from its golden blossoms, and
dark, mossy-greeiv foliage, as grandis is distinguished

by its light green, finely-divided, airy foliage, and its

dense masses of globular, orange-yellow flowers. For a

huge plant in a tub, or for covering the wall of a con-

servatory, commend us to armata ; for a neat specimen

in a pot, ranging in size from six to sixteen inches, I

would give the preference to grandis. We are indebted

for this graceful plant to New Holland, whence, also,

have come all the species that are fitted for the green-

house, and those still hardier that rejoice in tlie pro-

tection of a conservative wall.

I
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Tlioiigl) (jrandis is geneviilly spoken of as bloomiug in

spring, il might almost be described as a constant

bloomer. In a bouse wliose average lowest temperature

seldom falls below iW, and tliere sbould be a fair

amount of sunshine, il will bloom profusely all the

winter, and will continue to do so also in spring and
early summer. Its compact habit, gracefulness, and
free flowering, will render it a universal favoiu'ite.

Those who wish to have it bad better obtain a nice little

plant from the nursery, as it may now be easily got

;

then it may be grown freely. Our own experience leads

to the conclusion that it does not grow fast at first, and
that there is a particular period when it propagates by

cuttings best, more likely to be known by the mercantile

tradesman than the young amateur. Let us merely

glance at a few features of cultivation.

Propa(jiition.—By seeds when these can be obtained.

Soak in warm water twenty-four hoiu-s before sowing,

and plunge in a gentle moist heat ; or sow the seeds

as they are taken from tiie pod, and before they are

thoroughly hardened, but in this latter case be careful

that the seeds are sown in earth not wet.

The time for getting good cuUiiujs will be when fresh

growth is taking place, after you have slightly pruned,

by removing Bower-stalks, &c. The free blooming

renders cutting-getting a matter of some research ; but

at most times, in narrowly examining the plant, you
will find some nice little shoots, neither hard nor soft,

but the medium between the two, and from half-au-inch

to three inches in length ; these, taken off close to the

stem, will make admirable cuttings, and should be in-

serted in silver sand, over sandy peat, and covered with

a bell-glass ; treated as carefully as for heaths, kept in

an average temperatin-e of oO" by night, with a rise of

10° for sunshine, and enough shade to keep them from

flagging, and no more. The glass should be tilted a

little at night to prevent damping. After the base of

the cutting swells, a little bottom-heat will hasten the

process of rooting.

Potting.—Whether in the case of cuttings or seedlings,

this should not be delayed after there are plenty of

roots. The Soil, at first, should be sandy peat, with a

little broken pots and charcoal ; and the pots small, or

several plants round the sides of a five-inch pot. In

progressive shifting, a little leaf-mould, and very fibry

loam may be added, which will have a tendency to render

the growth more compact ; but at all times it will be

found that the plant will do best with the chief part of

the soil consisting of peat.

Temperature.—This has been indicated, but when
bloom is not wanted, or it is desirable to keep it back, it

will be uninjured at from o.")» to 40°
; but it will tluive

better with from -j" to 10" more. \Ylica kept long in a

low heat great care must be taken of the watering-pot, so

as not to give too much. When grownig freely, and well-

drained, it can scarcely be over-watered after March,
though, of course, the weather must regulate that. It

may safely be set out of doors, in a shady place in sum-
mer, after the wood is made and hardening.

Insects.—The red spider is apt to seize on its delicate

foliage. We have not yet seen a white scale on it, but

that will very likely be a visitor ere long. Cleanliness

is the best guardian against both. Washing and smo-
thering will be the best remedy for the last ; suljjhur-

fumes, syringing with clean water, and syringing with

water in which lime and suphur have been blended, and
allowed to stand until clear, are the best remedies for

the first.

Acrophylluji venosum {Synonymo vertieillatmn).—
There is always profit as well as pleasuie when those

engaged in the same object have an opportunity of

personally comparing notes. The last meeting of the

staff of The Cottage G.^rueneii will not soon be for-

gotten by them. Writing the word Synonyme alone

brougbt forcibly to my recollection what our friend Mr.
Weaver said about the importance of giving synonymes.
The deficiency in that respect will in a pet work, no
doubt, be at least partially met, ere long, by a Supple-

ment, along with corrections of errors, and an index of

new plants. It also reminds me that the beautiful

plant named above is also known under the name of

Weininannia renosa,—in that case being commemorative
of J. W. Weinmaun.
The name AcropJiyllum is very appropriate, from

words signifying the leaves at the top, as the leaves are

chiefly produced on the branches above the flowers;

these, in their spikes, are very beautiful, of a light

pinkish colour, and appear altogether more like the

Spiraa frute.v than any common plant I know. The
leaves have a considerable amount of carmine mi.Kcd

with the green, are saw-edged, and so hard and stift'as to

resemble the Banksian family more than the Saxifrage

alliance, to which the plant by its flowers belongs.

When I grew it it was under the old name, and I found

it no easy matter to strike it, even when cuttings were

procurable. It is not even now at all very common,
though a plant of it seldom appears at an exhibition

table without its attracting those best judges of floral

beauty—the ladies. There nuist, therefore, be little

demand for it, or it is propagated not very easUy. The
following hints are from recollection.

Propagation.—Any time during summer, young shoots,

two or three inches in length, getting firm at their base,

should be slipped oti' close to the stem, and inserted iu

silver sand, under a bell-glass. Young shoots rising

from the roots, or the base of the stem, generally, when
obtainable, make the best cuttings. The cuttings may
be kept in a shady place, in a temperature not below SO",

and shaded only to prevent flagging, with air admitted

at night to prevent drawing and damping. In potting,

drainage must be particularly attended to. The soil

should be open, and yet in such small pieces as to admit

of going firmly together. Compost, three parts peat,

one of turfy loam, and one of equal portions of charcoal,

small pebbles, and broken pots.

Temperature and position.—An airy place at all times,

when the plant is growing, seldom below 45° in winter,

and kept in an open airy situation in summer, the pot

defended from the sun if out-of-doors, or the plant alto-

gether kept on the front shelf of a greenhouse, where it

can have plenty of light and a free current of air. 1

prefer the last position.

Adenaxdr.v fragraxs.—This plant will always com-

mand attention when well grown, owing to the numbers
of pinkish flowers it produces. Many of our readers

may be better conversant with it as a Diosma.

\ts propagatiiin is easy. The best time, if it blooms

early, is to have short half-ripened shoots, from one-

inch-and-a-half to two inches in length, which are soon

produced after it has been pruned. This pruning should

take place by removing all the flower-heads, &c., as soon

as they begin to fade. If kept back, as respects flowering

time, a few young shoots may generally be procured

for cuttings. They merely require planting in sand,

under a bell-glass, and care taken by an airy atmosphere

outside of the glass, and tilting it a little at night, to

prevent damping. Similar treatment to the Diusma will

afterwards suit it.

Soil.—Open and turfy, mostly sandy peat at first, and

increasing the loam until it constitutes nearly one-half,

as the plant comes to fill an eight or twelve-inch pot.

Temperature from ;i;j° to i:/' in winter, a sheltered, airy

position out-of-doors in summer ; or fully exposed, as

respects the top of the plant, in a light airy greenhouse.

If placed out of doors, bouse it again by the middle

of September.
AoTcs GRACiLLrans.—This is a beautiful slender

shrub, with abundance of small, pea-shaped, yellowish
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and ci-iinsoii blossoms, that, under common greenhouse

treatment, hlooni freely in spring and early summer.

Like some near neighbours, the habit is so slender, that

if not looked after, tlie plant would get what is termed

legiiii : but this, in a large specimen, may be easily

I guarded against by frequent stopping, and tying the

I lowest shoots down to the ring round the rim of the pot.

It will, no doubt, be easily propagated by seeds ; and

considering the ease with which seeds may be obtained

from similar New Holland shrubs, it is full time our

hybridists turned their attention to the pea-blooming

groups. Mr. Beaton lately told us tlie meaning of A
when placed before some words, and here it is used in

the same subtraotivo manner. Tluis olus would have

been eared; Aotus, without ears, having reference to

the appearance of the calyx.

Cuttings are easily obtained from this plant, as, while

the shoots are blooming, they also continue growing

freely at their points, so that halfripened cuttings from

these may easily bo procured in April and May. In-

serted under a bell-glass in a cool pit, they will soon

root. About equal portions peat and loam will suit it,

and enough of charcoal and broken pots to keep tlie

whole mass open. When stubby plants are required,

the plants should be liberally pruned after blooming;

and to expedite the forming of young shoots, it will be

advisable to shorten tlowering-shoots when they begin

to bloom, by nipping out their points. Instead, then,

of making growth, wliicH would in most cases require to

be removed, the strength of the plant would be given to

swelling the buds nearer to the base, to which you wish

to cut back. Alter pruning, keep close, until fresh

growth has taken place ; then repot if necessary ; keep

close again ; then e.\pose to sun and air; liouse by the

end of September ; and if there is plenty of room, keep

in an airy place in-doors all suninrer, though the plants

will not he injured if out of doors from June to Septem-

ber, if well-drained, watered, and guarded from storms.

R. Fish.

EnKOit.—Page 1'2S, 1st col., 5th line from top, (or " sixpence," read
'* su s/iUlingis and sUpence."

FLORISTS' FLOWERS AT CHISWICK.
June 12.

On this occasion the exhibition of florists' flowers

was exceedingly interesting, cspeciidly in two classes of

flowers, namely, the Pa?isies and the Pinhs. The once-

thought impossibility of bringing roses in jiots to the

exhibition has been triumphantly overcome, so much so,

that we may assert, without fear of contradiction, that

larger and more perfect blooms of roses have been
shown in pots than ever were exhibited in stands of cut

flowers ; and as the cultivators have been so successful

with roses, there is no reason why they should not be
equally so with other flowers, and pansies in particidar.

This flower, indeed, has made some progress already as

a pot plant. Wo reported, at the last exhibition in

May, a fine stand of well-grown and finely-bloomed

pansies in pots, from Mr. Turner, of Slough, and the

same grower sent another stand on the ]'.2th, equal, if

not better, than on that occasion. !Mr. Bragg, of the

same place, also sent a stand in very good order. Wo
noted the following as being flowers of lirst-rate proper-

ties

—

Famuj Irbii, dark eye, yellow ground, with a rim

of rich blue, sui-rounded with dark crimson ; good form
and substance ; size medium ; a beautiful gem. Eu-
phemin, yellow ground, dark blotch, broad white line

round it, with purple margin ; large size ; form and
substJinee good ; a fine variety. Jubilee, yellow ground,
dark yellow eye, margin purple-maroon ; good form.

Adda, yellow self, with a dark eye; good form. Thishe,

a bronze flower of good properties. Aurora, a light

flower, excellent form and substance, and Bhte Perfec-

tion, similarly good.

Pinks ix Pots.—There was a stand of twelve, exhi-

bited by Mr. Wilraer, of Sudbury, in good order. The
plants were healthy and well grown, with numerous
flowers on each plant, being another proof what skill

and perseverance can efl'ect. They looked remarkably
neat and handsome, and exhibited a good lesson to the

amateur of what can be done with the pink in pots, and
we hope to see this worthy example imitated in future

largely. The following were the best

—

Jeiiiii/ Lind,
Holmes' Coronation, Ladij Mtldmay, Princess Royal,

Lord John Russell, Lady Rivers, Norman's Henry
Steers, Ibblet's Jenny Lind, Wilmer's Sudbury Hero,
and King of Purples.

'There was a beautiful stand of fifty cut R.wcn'cuix'SEs,

from Tyso and Sons, of Wallingford. 'The following

were noted as being excellent

—

Flamingo, Qipsy, Kil-

geour's Queen, Dido, Herald, Burns, Kilgeour's Princess,

Ooniei, Horatio, Lady Cathcart, and Tete Kocturnum.
Roses in Pots.—'These were in better order than at

the Park. Tlie following aro additions to our former

report

—

Paul Ricaut, a dark hybrid Bourbon ; Lady
Alice Peel, Magna Rosa, Ooubalt, Borbot, Brenmis,

Pauline, Plantier, and Pactole.

pELAiiGONitiMS.—The Collections of this effective exhi

bitiou plant were numerous. 'They occupied a large

tent entirely. 'The following were the best in addition

to such as wo have already noted at the May shows

—

Ambassador, deep crimson; Delicatissima Purpurea,
dark crimson, shaded with purple; Pearl, a good white,

with small blotch ; Constance, light ; Enclianlress, ex-

cellent form and substance ; Ganymede, a new variety,

of excellent form, upper petals dark maroon, edged witli

crimson, white eye, lower petal a rich rose; Diadem,
dark upper petals, white eye, lower petals a dark rich

rose, an excellent variety ; and Bertha, a white, with

small dark spot, lower petal a pleasing salmon colour.

'Tlie above are all worthy of being in every collection.

Fancy PELAncoNuiMs.—Ayres's Oelestial,&\ino variety,

a grtat improvement on Anais ; Mignon, dark, a well-

formed flower; Purity, a delicate, handsome variety.

Mr. Ayres, of Blackheath, offered a prize of a piece of

plate value five guineas, for six plants of fancy gera-

niums, sent out by him in the autumn of 18Ji I. 'The

prize was adjudged to Mr. Robinson, of Thames Bank,
Pimlico, for Advance, Formossissima, Oipsy Queen, Mi-
randa, Caliban, and Conspicuum. They were all neat,

well-grown, and finely-bloomed plants, and the kinds ai-e

all desirable.

Seeiilings.—Very few seedlings were exhibited, and
for the very simple and suflScient reason, that the society

does not give prizes for them. There was a seedling

Fuchsia named Model, which is a superior variety ; beau-

tifully reflcxcd; sepals, broad, and of the richest crimson;

corolla, a fine deep purple; size, large; a free bloomer.

'This will bo sought after by the connoisseur. 'There were

two others, named respectively Orandis, a large llowor,

but not reflexed sufliciently ; and Perfection, not so

good as " ilodcl." A Petunia nameA Pilot, ixom Mr.

<>add, was a good large flower; rose, veined with dark

maroon ; a superior variety ; of fine form and substance.

In Fancy Pelargoniums there was a seedling named
Jane, of considerable merit, but it only had one bloom
expanded. We hope to see this again ; dark blotch

broadly edged with white; the centre white; surrounded

by a rim of dark maroon; form and substance good.

The plant that attracted the greatest attention, and

unqualilied admiration was an orchid, named Cattleya

purpurata (though we believe it to be a Leelia), from

Messrs. Backhouse, of York. 'The plant itself, when out

of bloom, might very easily be mistaken for Cattleya

crispa, or a broad-leaved variety of that fine species.

Tho flowers are produced from tlie top of the pseudo-
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biillis ; tlio sepals and petals are of moderate size, iu-

cliued to vetit'x ; tliey arc white, delicately tinged with

rose ill streaks; but it is the labelhim, or lip that is so

truly magiiiheent. The tlowers are quite tour inches

long ; the throat is a clear yellow, beautifully streaked

with rich brown ; this colour, and the stripes, terminate

in an even line just where the labellum begins to expand ;

tlic rest is of a rich crimson-purple, with a shade of

white in the centre: the edges are tlat, and without any
fringe; this part measures nearly three inches across at

the widest part, altogether forming a truly splendid

Hower. It is one of the tiuest of orchids, and was im-

ported from St. Catherine's, in the Brazils. There were
two jjlants exhibited, and we understood they comprised

the whole stock. The same gentleman sent a new
Saccolabiam, named cnissifuliiim, which was, we believe,

purchased at the sale of J. Blaudy, Esq., of Heading.
Though the llowers wore small, they were numeroixsly

produced on a single spike, with nine branches on it.

Though not so conspicuous as tho La3lia, it is never-

theless a very interesting and curious plant.

T. Appleby.

CONIFERJ::.

(Conlintwd from paijc ICi).)

AnRAXGEMENT .\ND Plantixo.— The extent of the

pinetum being determined upon, the ground duly

trenched, and exposed for several months to become
improved and pulverised by the weather, the next point

is to procure the plants. These may either be purchased

at some nursery at the time, or may bo procured some
two or three years previously, and nursed, by either

repotting them, or by planting them out thinly in rows

in a part of the ground, which ground should be fenced

so closely that hares and rabbits cannot have access to

them, if this previous training or nursing is practised,

much smaller, and consequently cheaper, plants may be

purchased. Tiiis course is much to be commended, for

plants so treated have their roots more spread abroad,

and are not so much coiled in the pots as they must
necessarily be in public nurseries, however carefully

managed. Besides, there is less danger from removal,

because a few at a time need only be taken up, and
those few planted immediately before any moro are

disturbed.

Arrawjemcnt.—This is a very important point, and
requires a knowledge of the habit of each plant. No-
thing is so annoying as to find, after several years'

growth, that the trees are encroaching upon each other;

and, if not timely cut down, the lower branches will

have grown and spread so far that they will begin to

interlace each other, and thus soon die, and so injure

the general contour and character of each other. Better

is it by far to be content with a smaller number, and
arrange them at the first so as to allow plenty of space

for them to display their several characteristics natu-

rally, without crowding too thickly upon the ground.

If the situation is much exposed, it may be advisable to

plant what are called nurees, to protect and shelter tho

more costly and beautiful species. The best kinds for

nurses are, for high situations, tho common Scotch fir,

and, for lower, the equally common Spruce fir. In order

to arrange them properly, there should bo either a plan

of the piece of ground, or a book, if it be large, with a
portion of the ground drawn on each leaf—the book so

folded that each successive portion drawn on each page
should join that which precedes it: then, having pre-

viously ascertained the probable diameter the branches
of each tree intended to stand alone when the nurses
are removed will occupy, mark the exact spot on the

plan where the stem of the permanent tree is to be,

place a number on that spot, and let that number be
entered in another book, with the name opposite to it

;

and so proceed till a place is arranged for all tho trees

or shrubs intended to remain in alter the nurses ai-e cut

down. In order to observe the beauty of each tree so

arranged, walks should lie formed so that the spectator

might walk comfortably and dry through the whole
pinetum.

If game abounds on the estate, each tree should be
protected from their ravages by a circular wire trellis,

high enough to prevent them from leaping over to feed

upon the young and tender shoots, or on the bark. Or,

what would be infinitely preferable, a wire fence should

surround the entire site of the pinetum. This, though
expensive at the first, will be found the best and most
satisfactory protection. All this arrangement and pro-

tection having been properly and efl'ectively attended to,

and the season for planting having arrived, then

proceed to put in the plants, irrespective of their size at

the time, in their proper places, as indicated on the plan.

By this methodical arrangement there will be no
ditficulty or hesitation at the time.

It was mentioned tliat March is the best month to

plant Coniferee in, and the reason given was that the

roots will then be ready to start into action and growth.

Now, if the ground is in good order, and the plants have
made their annual growth, and it is thought desirable

they may be planted early in the month of August,

for there will then be heat enough in the atmosphere,

and in the ground, to cause them to strike fresh roots

before the autumnal rains and cold nights set in, and
these fresh roots will keep the sap slowly moving
through the dreary season of winter, and the plants will

bo ready to start into growth as soon as the genial days

of spring arrive. But never plant in winter, or even so

late as the middle of September, especially in tho more
northern parts of Great Britain

Planting.—The great point to attend to in planting,

whether the plants arc turned out of jjots, or planted

from the nursery row, is to gently disentangle tlie roots,

and spread them out equally on every side. In dry,

hilly situations, the plants should be planted quite level,

the upper roots being covered about two inches ; but in

lower grounds they should be elevated a little above tho

level, the roots being covered the same depth. If planted

in March, in hUly localities, it will even be desirable to

leave a little hollow round each tree to hold the spring

rains longer about the roots ; these hollows to be filled

up early in the following autumn. But if planted in

August, it is better to give a good watering, if the

weather is dry, and fill up the holes quite level. We
have a great horror of retaining moisture close to a tree

during winter ; it can do no good, and will certainly do

harm if a wet autumn and winter succeeds tho planting

season. After the permanent trees are all planted, then

put in the nurses, if desirable, on account of the situa-

tion being bleak and exposed; but be sure and remove
them as soon as the permanent trees are fairly esta-

blished. These nurse trees may be planted as tho pro-

prietor pleases, but they should never be nearer to the

permanent trees than seven or eight feet, even in the

most exposed situations ; but in such situations no
doubt they will be useful, and consequently desirable.

The only thing, we repeat, is to remove them in time

;

they will make excellent fire-wood, or even stakes, or

they may be used to plant out in situations far removed
from the site of the pinetum. T. Applebv.

{To be continued.)

GLASS FOR FORCING TITS, &..,

Ir is not without some degree of reluctance that we
venture on this fertile subject of contention ; and it is

only at the request of a correspondent, whoso case we
believe to be a common one, that we enter this hitherto

unsatisfactoi-y field of controversy, on a subject of the
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most vital importaucc to that class of produce which
some are pleased to say forms the criterion hy whicli

good or bad cultivation may be kuowji. Whether this

be entirely true or not, we do not here pretend to say
;

assuredly it is partly so, as the more a plant is forwarded

or hastened on, so as to arrive at that maturity we call

ripeness, at an earlier period than it otherwise would,

the more it becomes an object of artificial treatment,

and consequently the more credit is due to the means
taken to preserve it in health, vigour, and perfection

;

and, as every one knows that lieat and light are the two
principal agents by which a satisfactory result is accom-
plished, let us see in which way the latter of these is

aii'ected by the means now adopted to secure the former;

as every one must know that glass is used not as an
agent of light, which the best of it partly excludes, but
as a covering which confines the imparted heat with
the least possible diminution of that other all-important

element " light."

If this doctrine holds good in all cases, it would
appear that the description of glass which admits the

unobstructed rays of the suir with the greatest facility

must be the best for the welfare of all plants enjoying

the sunshine of their native places : by this we mean
that all plants, from tropical or even continental coun-

tries of the same latitude with our own, where the un-

clouded summer's sun shines on them for days or weeks
together, ought never to suffer from receiving too much
in this country

; yet they certainly do suffer, and that

to an e.xtent that calls for every inquiry as to whether it

is anything inherent in the sun's rays, as we have them;
or wlietlier those rays be not altered in their properties

before they reach the plant in question. That the latter

is the case we fully believe, and will here endeavour' to

state our reasons lor that belief

It is a well-established fact that the heat and light we
derive from the sun is imparted to us in parallel rays of

more or less intensity, according to the state of the

atmosphere through which they force their way, as also

whether they fidl obhquely on the body on which they

act. Now, this mode of applying warmth to the earth

differs widely from tlie best regulated heated contrivance

that human ingenuity can devise ; the heat from the

latter ascending, instead of descending, is more likely

to try every chink in the roof or upper portion of the

stnicture to efl'ect its escape, rather than commingle
with the earth or bod forming the floor of the house.

But we are digressing, and must return to our te.xt

;

and as we have accompanied the sun's rays to where
they alight on a glass roof, let us see in what way they

are likely to be altered in their transmission through
the transparent substance which forms the roof of a

forcing house. This is an important question, as altered

they certainly are in many (if not all) cases, and to

such an extent do they differ in some instances as to

be next to ruinous to all plants cultivated beneath some
kinds of glass, unless particular care be taken to coun-
teract their baneful influences ; and much of this is due
to the article " glass."

Some years ago, when the remoyal of the duty on glass

took place, the mcreased demand for that article for a
time kept up its price beyond its just value. 13y-aud-

by, however, tlie supply became equal to the demand,
and prices receded, but not until a large quantity of a
very inferior kind had found its way into tlie Euglish
market from our enterprising Belgic and Oerinau
neighbours, and no inconsiderable quantity of this

spurious article was also supplied by our own manu-
facturers, tempted, as they were, by being able for a
time to sell everything they could make. But the

day of reckoning came, and long and loud were the

complaints made against the badness of the new-
fasliioned sheet-glass, as it was called ; this, of course,

led to the introduction of a better article, but those

who had the misfortune to use the inferior kind, felt i

but little consoled at being told they must ventilate
|

more freely, in order to avoid bad consequeuces. Now,
|

though we do not affirm that all the evils attributed to

sheet glass arise from its bad quality, yet we believe it
,

often does. The wavy, undulating surface it presents, I

acting as so many lenses, is sure to cause more or less

injury to the plants, or parts of plants, on which such

focuses play; as it may be fairly inferred, that all convex
surfaces on the glass exposed to tlie sun's rays, are just

so many lenses, not, perhaps, true in their action, yet

sufficiently so to be hurtful to a great extent, while the

concave, or depressed portions, are scarcely less so, di-

verting as they do the parallel rays of the sun into a

fan-shaped direction, they are sure to come in contact

with those of others, and the result is, their united

action is too much for the tender foliage of such a cli-

mate to endure with impunity, aud blotched or scorched

leaves arc the consequence. This is more especially

the case if the means of ventilation be not sufficiently

ample or properly attended to, as a neglect of a very

few minutes makes a great change in the atmosphere of

a pit containing, pei'haps, only a very few cubical feet

of air, and a tolerable large ai-ea of glass surface, un-

broken by overlaps or other means, whereby air so

often found its way into the structure of former days.

Now, we all know the extreme hurt which pits and
frames are subject to, whose cubical contents are only

meagre ; and we believe it is this sudden change of

temperature which, when very careful attention is not

bestowed on them, is the cause of the most of the

misfortunes that befall the inmates of such a place.

We, therefore, urge on the correspondent (whose case

we now try to throw some light upon) to be sure and
give air with great caution, aud never to allow his

melon pit to get overheated, as the tender tbliage of

that plant caunot brook such treatment as to live un-

scathed in an atmosphere not much below a cooking

heat. The high state of excitement then suffered is

sure to be hurtful, if not fatal, to the object under-

going it. 'This, of course, relates to the purer kind

of sheet glass, glazed in long squares, and as air-tight

as can be made ; this is apai't entirely from burning,

wliich is caused, as we have said, as much by bad
glass as any kind of indifl'erent treatment; but the

results of both are loss of health on the part of the

plants so placed, only the one is the action of an unduly

heated atmosjihcre, tlie other the collection of rays to

one or more points of action; but wo find our space is

occupied, and must leave the remainder of this subject

until another week. J. Robso.n.

A MOTHER'S LESSON.

By the Editor of " The Cottage Lamp."

The same person who gave us tlie valuable auecdote of

the " Fool's pence," mentioned another circumstance, which

may mterest and benefit some of luy readers, as proving how
surely pmusliment follows guilt; and how often, too, the

punishment is so exactly like the guilt in kind, tliat we cannot

help seeing and feeling tliat the one springs from, and belongs

to tlie other; so that one cannot say, " Oh, this misfortune has

nothing to do with my conduct, it is quite auotlier thing, and

springs from another cause." It is a great blessing wlicu

the lesson is so plain that " he may run that reaJeth ; " aud

if we looked closer than we do at wliat passes ai-ound us, we
should see many things that are veiy plain indeed, if our

eyes and heai-ts were not shut against them.
The mother of the excellent man who told us the anecdote

was a wise and good jjarent ; and if we may judge by the

large family who have all done well and pro.sperously, her

lessons were listened to and blessed. It was her custom to

address her family, particularly, upon every subject and

event that taught a useful and edifying lesson, and the time

she chose for this interesting duty was when they were all
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seated at their meals. Then she sat with liev chiltlren

round her, and called npon them to hear )ier words ; and

her son, now a man in the decline of life, spoke with deep

feeling of the impression they all received at those times of

special instruction applied so aflectiugly to their hearts.

The family had some distant connections, who lived not

very far from their home, but whose ways and habits wei-e

not like those of the mother's household. They were

people of substance and respectability; but they did not

consider from whence " all blessings tlow," because they did

not use them in the manner the Giver of them all has taught

us. There is a scriptural rule by which we may and must
be guided in everything ; and if we neglect it, son-ow will

overtake us one day soon.

The mother had often noticed the waste and extravagance

gouig on in her connections' house ; and it had shocked and

grieved her. She had seen bread thrown into the hog-tub,

which was good and tit for food, and might have nomished
many a poor person, and broken meat of various kinds tluug

away and sinfully wasted too. She had drawn her children's

attention to this unlawful practice, and pointed out the

wickedness of so abusing the gifts of God ; for destroying or

wasting anything that is good for food is a sin, and we liave

I a sti'ong aud strildug example of the way in which we should

take care of every bit that is broken, or left at our meals,

when our Heavenly Pattern said, " gather up the fragments

that remain, that nothing be lost."

In the com-se of time the wasteful family removed to

another neighbourhood, and little was heard of them for

some few years ; but one day, the wise and fond mother, on
taldng her place among her children at meal lime, adiU'essed

them in a very solemn way. She reminded them of their

friends who had been so long absent; she sj)oke of their

former habits of careless waste, and of the fears she herself

had always felt and expressed for the consequences of such

sinfulness ; and then she told them that she had just heard

this very family were now reduced to such deep poverty, that

they actually had not bread of their own to eat. All their

riches had tied away, in what manner I do not know, but

they were gone ; and the very portions of loaves, and pieces

of meat that had been thrown on the dunghill, or to the

pigs, would now be received by these] very persons with joy

and thanld'ulness. This was a fruitful subject for an anxious

mother to enlarge upon, with a large family of boys and
girls before her, who were to be pai-ents, men of business,

householders, managers of families, ui days to come, and
who felt that upon her teaching, by God's help and blessing,

the welfare of generations yet unborn might hang.
This circumstance made a strong and deep impression

uiJon the children. It was a consequence and a judgment,
taking place so evidently before their eyes, that it caught

and fixed their attention ; aud by the way in which the

account was given to us, it would appear that it remained
almost as fresh now as when it first took place.

The minds of children ai'e very open to impressions ; and
more good might be done by improving to them such events

as happen around them than by almost any other means

;

because a young mind is always caught by a story, and a

picture, and a story of real hfe may, therefore, convey a

clearer and more profitable lesson than along, uninteresting

exhortation, which too often passes away and is remembered
no more. "Precept upon precept, line Jipon line" is needed,

both for old and young ; but a fact, and an anecdote fasten

upon us, and very often strike home to the heai-t.

To be wasteful is not hberality, nor is it mean to be
careful of that which we possess. Oar blessed Saviour's

precept and example sets forth the golden mean. He
dealt with an unsparing hand bread to the hungry multi-

tude, " as much as they would." Then, " when they were
filled," but not untU then, " He said unto His disciples,

gather up the fragments that remain, tliat nothing be lost."

"When we throw away, or suffer to be improperly or

needlessly consumed, fragments of food that might do
good even to one little hungry child, let us remember how
we have been enjoined to take cai'e that nothing he lost.

And let us also follow the same perfect Pattern, in hoardin(j

vp nothing, but what we have freely received, as freely give.

Let us break our bread, and distribute according to that we
liave to those that lack, as well as take heed that nothing be
lost; for Jesus Christ did both. And wo who are poor,

frail creatures, must take care not to ran mto one extreme

to avoid the other ; but remember that " There is that

scattereth yet increaseth ; and there is that withholdeth

more than is meet, but it tendeth to poverty."

Many simple, scriptural lessons might the humblest

mother teach, if her heart was set to obey the commandments
of God, and if her chilth-en's souls were of as much value to

her as their hungry bodies. It needs not to be a " scholar
"

to point out the way that leadelh unto eternal life, and the

path of God's commandments. We can hear, if we cannot

read, and the will will find out a way to acquaint ourselves

and others with the revealed Will of God.

Let Christian mothers take courage, and not faint at the

difficult duties they have to do ; and let worldly mothers take

notice of the wise and blessed means this mother used to

strike the minds of her little ones. Let us all remember that

the " meat which perisheth," needfid as it is for the body, aud

bound as we are to use it to the glory of God, and the good

of men, is as nothing compai'ed to that " wliich endureth

unto eternal Ufe;" and that as our blessed Saviour first

taught, and then fed the people, so must we do by the souls

committed to our charge.

GAME, AND POLAND FOWLS.
Ix following the order observed by the compilers of the

prize list for the Birmingham Poultry Exhibition, passing

over the Malay, which has ah-eady been noticed in the pages

of The Cottaoe G.vudeneu, we jilace the Gainc fowl next

upon the list. This might, iJerhaps, be more readily

described by disposition than by appearance, for the well-

known fightuig propensities of this race are so powerful,

that even among the young chickens their eyes and lives

are endangered by it at an incredibly eai'ly age. This ex-

ceedingly troublesome quality occasions then- exclusion from
most poultry yards, although they are frequently good layers,

aud then- somewhat small, but prettily tinted, eggs, ai'o ricli

in flavour : the hens are celebrated as good sifters and
spirited, careful mothers.
Now that this pugnacious disposition is, to the honour of

civilisation, no longer cherished for sport, their spirit is a

characteristic which has no advantage, but is, on the con-

trary, a great nuisance and inconvenience appertaining to

this pretty kind of fowl. In size they are rather small,

weighing from four pounds to five-and-a-half. Their colours

are as vai-ious as they well can be ; not to enter into all the

technicalities of piles, pole cats, cuckoos, itc. Ac, they arc

hurt', yellow, red, brown, grey, aud, I believe, sometimes
black. The form of tlie cock is pecuUarly slender and up-

i-ight, with a fine flowing tail, bold bearing, small head,

single comb, bright fierj- eye, and white or yellow bealj. The
plumage should be long, glossy, crisp to the touch, and sit-

ting close to the fowl. The fowls should have a ruddy ap-

pearance about the head, with the legs white, or inclining to

yellow; beak and legs should agree in colour.

On account of tlie celebrity of this land of fowl, many
rules respecting the breeding of them have been laid down ;

such as to mate an old cock with pullets, or mature hens

with a young cock ; to give the gentleman only a smaU
number of companions ; to let there be no relationship

between the cock and the hens ; to divide info groups which

are well matched in plumage, and to let the advantage of

size be on the pai-t of tlie hens. If tliis kind of attention

were bestowed on stock fowls in general, I believe we should

meet with fewer degenerate specimens of choice sorts than

we do by a great number. A game cock is sometimes dis-

posed to take a dishke to some one of his hens in pai-ticular.

I once knew a pretty hen whose life fell a sacrifice to some
such unaccounfalde fit of aversion on the part of the cock.

The game fowl is said to be more subject to roup than other

kinds of iioultrj'.

It is omitted to mention, at any rate for the present, the

golden and silver spangled and pencilled Hamburgh fowls,

in hopes that the appeal in The Cottage GaI!DEXEi:,

Jlay 27th, may be responded to, aud that some amateur of

these kinds will favour its readers with a description of

them.
The difi'erent varieties of the Poland fowls, black, silver

spangled and golden spangled, are both beautiful and rare
;

it is VC17 difficult to obtain them pure bred and handsome.
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They are rouud, compactly built, medimu sized birds; they

are good for tho table, and' are said to be good layers. The

eggs have white shells, are ot good size and flavour, and are

rather thick in shape. The distinguishing mark of the

Poland breed is a large, round, compact tuft on the head,

designated in the newly-hatched chickens by a round lump

on the little pole, perceptible from the very tii-st. This tuft,

or top-knot, is much less compact and handsome in the

cocks than in the hens. In tine weather it gives a very

pretty appeai-ance to them, but looks miserable enough

when the weather is wet. The black Poland fowls have the

plumase of a deep, velvety black, and very soft to the touch.

Tuft, pure white ; legs and beak, dark grey. The spangled

varieties ai-e the golden, yellow spaugled with blaci ; and

the silver, white spangled with black. The spangling

should be eiiual, the tuft on the bead being also spangled.

For perfection of beauty, the golden spaugled Hamburgh
fowls should have yellow beak and legs, and with the silver

spangled the legs and beak should be white, or very pale

grey. Perhaps'those who are in the habit of rearing these

fowls, and have had more experience with them, will say it

is as difficult to get together a number so perfect, as the

amateurs of the Cochin-China fowls tind it to raise a great

many of a delicate, pale butt', without speck, or spangle, or

pencilling of any other or darker colour.

Another kind of Poland, the white with a black tuft has

often been mentioned, but it is, I believe, seldom seen ; I

have never met with it. Supposing the tuft to be quite

black, and the white to be pm-e, it must be singular in ap-

pearance and very beautiful.

It is hoped that those persons who are well acquainted

with the game and Poland fowls, will kindly remember that

discussion is desired, and that they will favour- us with such

corrections or additions to these desciiptions, as may appear

to them necessary. Ansiee Bonn.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
o. 3).—A rich purple self; ey*

diuni size. Not differing frou

I which it had been stuck had

Pansey (n. i2. C , Stamford. ^
yellow find email; form very good; mc
many others, but quite their equal.

Gladiolcs OV. H. T.V-The potato

broken loose and beaten it to pieces.

Fucusia(X irf//(So»).—Sepals brilliant dark crimson, shlni;

stouter than any variety we remember; corolla purple, softening

near the bottom ; size large. If the sepals reflex well, and the

the plant is good, it is an acquisition.

Cochin China Eggs.— Will A Subso'lfjcr, who at page i;3 com-
plains of the dearness of these eggs, send us again his address, which
has been mislaid. We have a letter for him.
Bees (T. Farquhur).—Ants may be prevented creeping to the hives

by having a ring of coal tar painted round the pedestal of the stand, and
renewing it a3 often as it becomes dry. You cannot keep out earwiiis,

for they can fly.

GoLnEN-PENCiLLED Hamburghs.—J". F. wishcs to know where he
can obtain some chickens of the genuine breed.
OacuARD-HOusE (T^ro)-—hi our No. 120, you will find full direc-

tions for erecting one. If eight feet high behind, it should be thirteen

feet wide, and three feet high in front. Vou must refer to advertisements

in our back numbers as to dealers in glass. Vou may grow fruit trees

all round them, and all over the floor, if in pots, according to Mr.
I
Rivers's plan.
Liquid Manure (.-I Subscriber).—The undiluted drainings of a stable,

consisting chiefly of horse urine, will be quite strong enough for liquid

I
manure if mixed with four times its measure of water. You may use it

I quite fresh poured in a trench about the roots of your roses, flowering

I

geraniums, and kidney beans.
Insects (J. F. B.),—The insects you enclosed are a species of Snake

I

Milipede {Juitcs pulcheltus), of which you will find a drawing and de-

I

scription in Number 38 (vol. ii., page 139J. Wc do not think they injure

tho roots of peas, nor any other living vegetable, but that they come to cat

I decayed or injured parts, just as you find them in the holes formed by

I slugs, &c., in ripe strawberries. This is our opinion, against or in favour

of which wc shall be glad to receive any statement of facts.

Raubits {W. 13.).—It is very uncertain work destroying rabbits to

save your crops, which they invade. Y'ou had better run a galvanized-iron

net, if practicable, round the boundary.
Tenant Removing Trees.—.-1 Worcestershire Man says, " I am

glad you have set at rest this deteriorating question. I remember a case

tried at Warwick assizes, some years ago, for removing shrubs, trees,

and box-edging, from a garden at Leamington, planted by the tenant

;

I

verdict for the landlord, the plaintifl". Chief Justice Best told the jury
' thjit, prima facie, the premises were let to be improved, and not after

years occupation to be denuded of ornaments and comforts, and so re-

I

duced to the state of newly-made premises, and even worse. If landlords

j
agree that a tenant may do such things, common law becomes inopera-

' tive, and the special agreement will, of course, prevail ; but it is the policy

;

of the law to improve, not to allow the retrogression and deterioration of

,

property.* When a nurseryman steps into the shoes of an ordinary

I

tenant, he will fall within the same rule of law, therefore, it is incumbent

1
upon him to have a clear understanding with the ground landlord as to

his right to remove, for, otherwise, coming in under non-exemption, he

could not plead the exemption in favour of trade."

I

Cochin-china Cuickens fob Exhibition [An Intending Fiki-

bitor). —Give them all the food and exercise they will take, varying the
' former as much as possible. Crushed corn, barley-meal, boiled rice, &c.,

i and a little cooked meat daily, chopped very fine. Keep the cockerels

I

apart from the pullets. The young cockerel's voice will be quite right

shortly

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Forcing Strawberries {Countri/man).—The most successful of our

strawberry forcers endeavour to obtain their runners as e.irly as

possible ; for that purpose a few plants arc planted out, very \vide, on

some suitable place. The flowers all picked off' as they show themselves,

and the pots, filled with good soil, placed to receive the runners as soon

as they appear, which of course is much sooner when there is no crop,

than when there is one. The runners from plants forced the same
season are generally deficient in vigour, and seldom succeed well ; one

of the principal points lo be attained, is to get the plant well established

in the pot, and to form a bold prominent crowu ; large pots are less

likely to accomplish this than smaller ones ; 48s, or it may be, 3'2s, are

quite large enough. A description of a pit suitable for forcing strawberries

was given by Mr. Errington some time ago; but if you have not the

number by you, we may say that bottom-heat and plenty of top air are

the principal agents at work. A pit for strawberries ought to produce

melons afterwards.

Melons Cankering {Ibid).—You will see an article by one of our

departmental writers, on *' Glass," which wdl partly explain the most
probable cause of your melons becoming brown; but cankering at the

stem is another affair, and we fear you over-watered them during the dull

seasons. We have some time in June encountered canker early in the

season, to counteract which we applied quick-lime to the part, which,

acting as a caustic, often cured the evil.

Pines Blotching (/AM).—There must be something radically wrong
in your pine-pit, otherwise the leaves ought never to have been blotched

with the little sun wc have had prior to receiving your letter. Examine
your glass, and see if you cannot discover some defects iu it.

Bottled Apricots and Peaches (E. L.].~The fruit must not be

quite ripe; cut with a penknife, near the stalk, a small hole, and take

out the stone ; dip them into boiling water, taking care that they do not

break, take them out as they rise in the water, andput them immediately
into cold water ; when cold, drain them on a sieve. Boil some syrup,

skim it, and put it gently over the fruit, leaving them room to float,

boil them three or four times very gently, and put them carefully with

the syrup in a pan. Next day drain them from the syrup, which is then

to be boiled, anil thus made thicker; put the fruit back into it, boil them
gently twice, skimming well. Repeat this for three days, and the last

time boil the syrup until it is a little thicker, but not too much so. Boil

the fruit in it again gently
;
put the fruit into the bottles or jars, and

cover it with syrup.

iIbid).~Lct the super-box be placed upon Taylor's hive three

weeks after the swarm was hived.

Bees {€. S.).—It is not simply placing a glass upon a hive that will

prevent swarming. The bees must be induced, by guide-combs being

fixed, to commence working at the top of the glass, and, when well esta-

blished in it, ventilation iu some way must he afforded. Perhaps the

most simple manner will be to raise the glass from the hive about an

eishth-of-an-inch all round, and the hive the same from the floor-board.
°

J. P.

Bees (A Country Cwm^e).—There has been an unusual disposition

amongst the bees to swarm this year, which is always the case in a rainy

time; but this season much greater attention than common has been

necessary to prevent it, and, indeed, in some cases it has been impossible.

In your case all appears to have been done that in an ordinary season

would have prevented swarming. It would be well to transfer the supers,

of whatever kind, from the stocks to the swarms, uhere they will be

filled if favourable weather sets in. A much better price may be obtained

for really fine honey in glasses, in the months of June and July, than Is.

per pound, even of honey-dealers in London.—J. P.

Queen Bee's Piping.— '* A Country Curate," in reply to C.R.R.,
says—" I have not yet heard the piping of young queens in the interval

between the compulsory return of a first natur.il swarm—the old queen

having been destroyed— and its reissue. But I know no reason why
piping should not occur, as is usual before the issue of a cast ; indeed,

we might a fortiori expect it, as it is only when there is a coubiderable

population in the hive that piping is heard; for then, if ever, the bees

can afford to place a strong guard over the cells of the often full-grown

but imprisoned princesses, who are impatient of confinement."

Exchange ok Rose-buds.- .^fr. James liiley, jun., of Chicheley,

near Newport Pagnel, having a moderate collection of roses, is willing to

exchange buds of them for buds of varieties he docs not possess.

Kidney Beans {A Constant Subscriber). — The two seeds you

enclosed are those, we think, of the Prague variety. They are sold by

most largely dealing seedsmen in London and Edinburgh.

RuMPLESs Fowls.—This variety may be obtained by applying to Mr.

Samuel Hill, Victoria Boiler Works, Heywood, near Blauchcster.

Strawberry Runners (J. C.).—We never employ the runners from

barren plants ; if we require runners very early and strong, we pick the

blossoms off from the requisite number of fertile plants. These then

produce runners as strong and as early as the barren plants, and for the

same reason—whenever you remove one mode ot a plants propagating

itself, you increase its energy in any other mode it may possess.

Names of Plants {H. B.).—No. 1. Gnultheria procumbens. 3.

Me7izicsia polifolia. Of 2 and 4, send us better specimens when in

flower.

iOhdon: Printed by Harry Wooldbidgk, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William

SoMERViLLB Orr, at the Oiiice, No. 2, Araen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—July 1st, 1862.
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pui-poses ; and the rector considers, according to recognised
custom, tliat he is not liable to church-rates, and always
pays theia under protest.

Not so, Dr. Mavor. Once upon a time these rate> being
ohstinately demanded, or something equal in money value
insisted on, the Doctor said, " seize the dun," and the gun was
seized accordmgly. As a lawyer, he then set himself to

work, and immediately the gun found itself again in its

place, in the entrance-liall, which large old-fashioned apart-

ment the Doctor would complacently pace, soliloquising

aloud, "Ah I gun—gun ! so you are come back again. Ah !

gun—gun ! so I see you're come hack again." " He'd a
mighty knack of talking aloud to himself ; and a wonderful
man he was for studying, and was most always a writing,"

said our informant, who lived with the .Doctor many
years.

So great is the interest now prevalent in all that relates

to our Domestic Eowls, and that interest is so likely to

be productive of national benefit, that we shall devote

the present and some future leading pages to a con-

sideration of their history. We shall do this the more
readily, because it will enable us to bring in succession

before our readers the works of the chief writers upon
the subject.

It must have struck every one conversant with the

Bible, that abounding as does the Old Testament with

beautiful similes, yet not one is derived from the habits

of the domestic fowl. This may have arisen, as is

suggested in one of the best books we have upon
poultry, " because tending them would be the occu-

pation of women, whose domestic employments are less

prominently brought forwai'd by oriental writers than

the active entcrprizes of men;"- and this opinion is

sustained by our knowledge, that the milder spirit

commended and illustrated by our Saviour, made him
select the brooding hen as the comparison to malte his

hearers feel most forcibly his anxiety to gather together

and to cherish the Jewish people. In one of tlie apocry-

phal books (i Esdras, i. 30), there is the same simile,

but there is great reason to believe tliat this book was
written in the first century after the crucifixion. Not
only is there an absence in the Old Testament of all

similes derived from the domestic fowl, but even' any

mention of it is obscure. The only passage in whicli

we think it is clearly referred to is in the -ith verse of

the l','th chapter of Ecclesiastes. It is there said that

one of the habits of the aged, is that " be shall rise up
at the voice of the bird." " This," says Dr. Parkhurst,

" appears to be the house-cock, at whose first crowing

the restless old man is ready to quit his uneasy bed."

The same good Hebrew scholar considers also that when
Nehemiah states " fowls were prepared " as part of his

daily provision, during the Jewish captivity in Persia

(Nehemiah v. is), that domestic fowls were intended,

observing that these are still sold in the Aleppo
markets.

That the domestic fowl was well-known and fostered

by the earliest nations of which we have record is

certain, and we know not bow it can be disputed that

they existed before the Noahchide Flood, for if they did

not, it would be difficult to explain how they reached the

Islands in the Pacific, where they were found to be

abundant, when those Islands were first discovered by

Captain Cook. Be this as it may, it is quite evident

that they were in such great request in Egypt at the

earliest time of which a faithful history is preserved,

•* Oi'namental and Domestic PouUrij, ihei
By the Rev. E. S. Diion. Second Edition.

nd Managevient.

that their eggs were hatched artificially. AVe know this

on the authority of Diodoras Siculus, an historian who
lived about half a centm'y before the birth of Christ

;

that is about lUOO years ago.

We have notices of the regard paid by the Grecians

to domestic fowls at a period of more than four cen-

turies earlier than that, and by them they were con-

sidered as particularly under the guardianship of Mars,

their God of Wai'. They were offered to him in sacrifice,

and are so mentioned by Aristophanes, who flourished

430 B.C. The crowing of cocks was considered an

auspicious omen, for it was heard just previously to the

victory of Themistocles over the Persians, 480 b.c, and

he instituted an annual feast in consequence, and dis-

tinguished it as the Alectryonon agon, wliicli may bo

Englished—The Cock Festival. The reason of the cock's

crowing being interjireted an omen of success was

because he sits silent and moody when overcome, but

struts and crows when he triumphs in his contests.

The same superstitions influenced the Romans, a

people of whose practice in husbandly, poultry-keeping

inclusive, we possess fidler information than of any of

the other of the ancient nations. Cato, the most

ancient of their writers on such subjects, lias a chapter

on the fattening of fowls and geese, but passing on to

another author. Columella, who lived a century later,

namely, about the year 50 of the Christian era, we find

in his pages very full particulars concerning the Roman
fowls and their management. These we shall extract

with such comments and illustrations as they seem to

require.

" The keejiing of fowls is a usual occupation of the

farmer. The kinds are either the poultry-yard, or the

country, or the African. The poultry-yard fowl is a

bird commonly observed at nearly every country resi-

dence ; the wild fowl {ruslica) is not unlike it, and is

caught by the fowler ; there are many of these in an

island situated in the Liguriau Sea (on the coast of

Italy), whicli the mariners, lengthening the name of the

fowl, call Gallinaria."':: Of the African or Numidiau

fowl we shall take no further notice at present, as Colu-

mella evidently intended by it that which we new know

as the Guinea Fowl, Pintado, and Gsdliua. The females

of the poultry-yai'd fowls are properly called liens {gal-

lina), the males cocks (galli), and the half-males capons

(ccipi). The profit arising from these fowls is not despi-

cable, if skill be employed in bringing them up. For

this skill many of the Greeks, and especially of the

* From this passage vie gather that there were then in Europe a wild

species of the domestic fowl. Varro mentions the same island, but

observes that the poultry upon it were, probably, the result of the

poultry-yard fowls, put upon the island by seat

deserves remark, that Juvenal mentions a wc

called "The Poultry Wood {Gallinaria st/lvfi).

Italy,
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Delians, were celebrated. They, however, prefen'iiig

large-bodied fowls, aud fowls courageous and obstinate

in fighting, selected chiefly the TanagrUm aud Bhodkui
kinds. They scarcely less preferred the Ohalcidian aud

Median, which the ignorant vulgar, by changing a letter,

call the Melian. For our own part, we chiefly prefer

our own Italian breed, for we have no taste for that

pursuit of the Greeks, who prepared the fiercest to flght

for their amusement. We prefer to show our opinion

how an industrious housekeeper may provide a yearly

income, rather than to instruct a master of cocks, or a

keeper of quarrelsome fowls, whose whole patinmony

often is hazarded and carried oft' by the victor in this

poultry pugilism."

Yarro tells us that the Median variety was brought

from Media on account of its large size, and their oft'-

spriug continuing to resemble them the name was
retained. Media, it is worthy of remark, was a country

of Asia, that quarter of the globe still celebrated for the

size of its fowls. Tlie Tanagrian breed came from

Tanagra, a Grecian town greatly celebrated for cock-

fighting; and the Chalcidiau variety from C'halcis, a

town iu one of the Greek Islands.

We shall next detail the points which tlic llomans

considered characteristic of excellence in fowls.

FORSYTH MSS.

At page 70 of our 5th vol. we gave a memoir of Dit.

John Co.\kley Lettsom, and we must refer our new
subscribers thither for particulars relative to that amia-

ble man. We have nothing to add to that memoir, but

the following letter is so characteristic of him, that we
publish it as an illustration of his biography. It is

dated February 20th, 1804.

Dn. LETTSOM TO MI!. FOUSVTH.
Dear Jlr. Forsyth,—I hardly could have expected that

in the multitude of your eugagements you would have
remembered an absent friend, I am, therefore", the more
iililiged to you for yoiu- kindness in sending me tlie vines,

whose roots will, I hope, afford good shoots this year. My
trees are undergoing the medical and surgical operations
recommended in your invaluable work ; even the goose-
lienies have each got on a new spencer. Some I liave cut
down low, to gain new shoots ; and I hope yon will tiike an
opportunity this spring to vfsit yotu- patients at Grovehill.
By the change my ouly daughter is soou liliely to undergo,

I shall claim Colonel Elliot, of Pimlieo, my son, whom I

desired to visit you, and I am sure you will take a pk-asure
in showing hira your hospital of invalids. I am as well
persuaded that he will lie happy to see you at Pimlieo.
where he possesses a magic liabitation, with twenty acres of
useful and ornamented land. Although in the city of West-
minster, he is about erecting hot and greenhouses, wliich
will altogether render his residence a paradise, and I know
you like to see a teiTestrial one, whicli, indeed, is an excel-
lent preparative for enjoying a celestial one ; but although
you have a fair title to the latter, I hope you will be long
Icept out of possession, and that you may long long continue
to enjoy the former, is the wish of your friend,

J. C. Lettsoji.

GOSSIP.

One of the .judges of the Liverpool Hortimltural

Show has obliged us with the following notes of that

meeting.

The second tioral and horticultural exhiliition of this

influential and growing society, took place in the Botanic
Gardens, at Edge HiU, on Tliursday, the 2ith of June, and
a more auspicious day could scarcely have been selected.
A spacious tent was specially erected, and so arranged as to
olfer several very broad promenades to such a stream of
ladies and gentlemen as such towns as Liveriiool alone can
pom- forth. A select band, stationed on an elevated orchestra
at the entrance of the delightful tents, discoursed most ex-
cellent music ; and, indeed, the whole arrangement of the
tents, and the carrying out the objects, reflected the utmost
creiUt on the officers concerned. Haring for many years
acted as a judge at these interesting gatlierhigs, wliich was
the case also on this occasion, I may be considered capable of
estimating the po.sition of this society and its rate of progress.
On the whole, then, this is highly satisfactory, and quite
in proportion to the general advance of horticulture ; indeed,
this season, as far as cultiu'e is concerned, it may be said to
have made a boimd ; for in some classes the advance was
beyond my expectations, which were not of a very moderate
character.

First, I may particularise the Pelaiyoiiiiims. These, espe-
cially the fancies, were a glorious group, and little behind
our great metropolitan shows. Orchids, too, which some
three or four years since were scarcely represented, were
very respectable, although not of great rarity, and contained
some fine specimens of Oncids, Cattleyas, &c. Amongst
stove and yireiihonse 2'laiits I would point to good specimens
of Allamanda, Clerodendron, Aphelexis, Ixora, Kalosanthes,
Chironia, Stephanotis, Schubertia, Nerium, Erythrina, &e.,
and such new or singidar things as Hoya hella, Mitraria coc-
cinett, M'issieiida, C'l/rtocera, Curcuma Itoscoeana, Fleroma
eleijans, ifcc. The Heaths were not by any means remark-
able, and the jRoses fai- beneath my expectations. Tlie
Ghxinin section was very rich—^one of the most interesting
features—and a nice group of Exotic Ferns graced the ex-
treme end ; amongst them some choice species. Some rare
Conifers, from Skirvings, formed an interesting group, and
some beautiful wax flowers, by laiUes, formed a feature of
much interest. Those by Jliss Newton, one of the " Min-
tern " school, a young lady from Newcastle-on-Tyne, were
much admired, and carried off the prize. The Bouquets were
rough. John BuU is still much behind his GaUic neighbour
in these thmgs.

'With that liberaUty which distinguishes such optdent
towns as Liverpool, a cold collation was placed on a table
appropriated to (he pm-pose, iu a shed at the liack of the
house, where the orticers, judges, and exhibitors, many of
whom came from a long distance, might recruit their strength.
I am not aware of the number of visitors, but should
imagine they might range from three to four thousand. I

j

may add, everything passed otf delightfully. Tlie .judges
i

were Messrs. Uwenihouse, EUison, and Ernngton for the I

fruits, plants, &c. ; and Messrs. Slater, of the " Northern
Florist," and Chadwick, for the florists' flowers.

We have been favoured with the following report of a
sale hy auction of choice poidtry, which took place on the

29th of June, at Mr. Stevens's Rooms, in King-street,

Covent Garden, and was the first of the sort which he
has conducted.

!

" There were between thirty and forty lots. A middling
\

good Cochin-China cock sold for four guineas ; an exceedingly
good Cochin-China hen (but not grand in either size or t

colour), the same ; a nice coloured Cochiu-China cock, but
small, M'i ")3. There was one very nice pair of Cochin-
China chickens sold for £i 12s. fid. Tlic rest of the
chickens went, what I consider cheap, as any which are I

not Krst-rate generally do ; the prices varying from 10s. to
Sis. the pair. One good pidlet sold for SHs. Of course I

[

cannot tell whether all the sales were real.
j

It was a great illustration of the tameness of these pretty
|

creatures, that all the Cochin-China fuU-grown fowls were
taken out of their baskets, and placed on the table amidst
a nuiiiber of persons. They only looked a little surprised,
quile self-possessed, and very much as if they would liave
been grateful to have had a handful of corn spread on the
liilile. A Spanish fowl got out by accident, and behaved in
a verj- different manner. A pair of silver Hamburghs were
not good, and badly matched.
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I am afraid you rathei' misled folks, iu saying that "very
precocious pullets rarely occur." In raising hens of good
weight, it is the greatest difficulty we have to contend
against. My best pullet (or rather pnUet of best promise),

last year began to lay at fourteen weeks old. I let her go
in consequence, but I have heard of her since—a bad
account with regard to size—she is of course a first-rate

layer.

I had almost forgotten to add, that most of the fowls at

the sale came out of Norfolk. Some, one hen in particular,

I tliink I have seen in the stock of a fellow amateur near
London.

Mr. PaniieU, of Lciocstev, lias written to us as

follows :

—

" I have delayed writing to you, as I have Ijeen ivaiting (o

see the results of my healing apparaliis, where I have fixed

it. I can now, with the greatest confidence state, that for

the growth of pines, grapes, cucumbers, melons, etc., tliere

is nothing that I have seen will touch it ; and 1 have visited

most of the lirst houses in the country, as you are aware. I

fixed one for James Yates, Esq., of Rotherham, Yorkshire,
I

which gives bottom-heat to a pine-bed 90 feet long, and 10
feet wide, with 20 inches of mould, and the heat they can
constantly maintain is from !)")" to 110°, and higher if

required. It gives top-heat to the house, which is IJC feet

long, and In feet wide ; it also heats another grapery .'iO

feet long, and 1") wide, divided in the middle by a glass

partition. One end is heated as an early grapery, the other
a late one, and both have a good crop this year; at the
end of this house it heats a cucumber-pit •;() feet long,

and feet wide, with top and bottom-heat; and at the
end of the pine-house it heats a tank outside, for bottom-
heat for the roots of a vine, ' an cTperimcnt,' and it

succeeds to admiration. I made the pine-bed, and planted
ninety pine plants in the open mould, and they are

growing and fruiting well. Heating tlie vine-border outside

the house for very early forcing is a desideratum long
sought for, as you are aware, and I again say, this plan
jiroves most successful. I can heat it when required, and
when the vines are at rest shut it off. Mr. Y'ates's gardener
jilanted some potatoes on the bed, and they also did well

;

therefore, as you wish to make the Cottaije Gaedenek the

medium of communicating useful information to the horti-

cultural public, I am confident you cannot too widely disse-

minate this, as by it the roots of the vine can be steadily

excited at the same time the buds are inside the house, so
that it will produce an aililicial spring. I have heated a
new hotliouse for the Rev. B. E. Watkins, of Truton
Rectorv", near Rothei'ham, Y'orkshire, 74 feet long, and Ifi

feet wide. I put in .354 feet of four-inch pipe, and it heats
it presently, and has given him great satisfaction, I have
also heated a new conservatoiy for Geo. B. Paget, Esq.,
of Sutton-Bonnington, Notts ; his is heated by eight rows
of four-inch pipes underneath the floor, which is laid with
seven-inch battens, with tj-incli joists over the pipes ; the
building is 38 feet long, and 34 feet wide, and it heats it

and the end of the drawing-room, whicli opens into the
conservatory by means along the wall, with three venti-
lators, to let tlie heat into the room. I have also heated
one for pines, vines, and cucumbers, for B. B. Sandbrook,
Esq., Market Drayton, Salop ; one for .1. Price, Esq., Colon
Terrace, Shrewsbury, which heats two pits with bottom and
top-heat, one three feet above the other; another for the
Rev. R. Drake, of Stourmouth Rectory, Wingham, Kent,
and all give the greatest satisfaction."

The following is a list of the Horticultural ami
Poultry Shows of which we are at present aware, ^^'e

shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad
ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HOKTICITLTUEAL SHOWS.

AI.LENDALE, Sept. 11th. («c'cs., G. Dickinson and G. J.
French.)

Barton-upon-Hujiber. First show 14fh Julv. (Sec C
BaU.)

Bath, .Tuly 29th, Sept. Kith. {Sec. H. T. St. John
Maule, Esq.)

Bridgewater, Sept. 23. {Sees., Mr. J. Leaker and Mr.
J. Hayward.)

Brigo, Sept. 15th. (Sec. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun.)
Bury St. Edmunds, July 30 ( Picotees) ; Sept. 10 (Abbey)

;

Nov. 36 (Chrysanthemmiis). {Sec. G. P. Clay, Esq )

Caledonian (Inverleith Row), Edinbm-gh, Aug. 7, Sept. 2,
Dec. 3.

Castle Eden, July n.

Cheltenham, Aug. 2G.

Chiswick, July 10.

Claphabi, July 8, Sept. 11.

Colchester and East Essex, Seiit. 8, at the Rev. T.
Round's grounds. Holly Trees, AU Saints.

Derby, Aug. 4.

Durham, Sept. 8.

Forfarshire (Eastern), July 21 (Brechin) ; Sept. 15
(Arbroath).

Hampshire, Sept. (Southampton), Nov. 18 (Winches
ter). {Sec. Rev. F. Wickhara, Winchester.)

Hexham, Sept. 1-5, 10.

Hull, Aug. 4, Sept. 16.

KiKKCAi,DY (Fifeshire), Sept. !).

Lewes GpvAnd National, July l-l and l.'i.

Lincoln, July 27, Sept. 14.

Liverpool, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).
London Flokicultural (Exeter Hall, Strand), July 13t,

27, Aug. lOt, 24, Sept. 14+, 28, Oct. 12+, Nov. !)+, 33,
Dec. 14+.

Maidstone. In-door Show. Sept. 8. {Sec. Mr. J. G.
Smith, Week-street.)

Mid Caldek (Parish school-room), July 9, Sept. 10.

Ne\\t3URV, Sept. 3.

Nop.th London, Sept. 14; Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, July 27, Carnation; Sept. 27, Dahlia.
Oxfordshire (Royal), July 29 ; Sept. 23. (5pcs., C.Tawney
and W. Under.shell, Esqrs.)

Peebleshire, July 13th, Sept. 14th. {Sec, J. Stirling.)

PoNTELAND I Newcastle-iipon-Tyue), July 14; Sept. 8.

{Sec. Rev. J. M. St. Clere Raymond.)
Seaham Haebour, July 14.

South Devon Botanical and Horticultural, July 13;
Sept. 7. {Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.)

South London (Royal), July 15+, 21, Aug. 19+, Sept.

2+, 8, Oct. 14+, Nov. 11+, Dec. 9+, 16.

Shacki^well, Sept. 1.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-
well), Sept. 15, Dahlia.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. 35.

Turriff, Aug. 6, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, July 9, Pinks; Sept. 17, Dahhas.

POirLTRY SHOWS.
Agricultural Society (Royal), Lewes, Jui.y 12.

Birmingham and Midland Counties, 14th, 15th, 16th,

and 1 7th December.
Bury and Radcliffe (Lancashire), Sept. 3 (Radcliffe).

Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Birming-
ham. (Sees. Rev. W. W. Winglield, Gulval A'icarage,

and E, H. Rodd, Esq.)

t For seedlings only.

BREAST WOOD.
Most of oiir readers are aware that trained trees,

especially those confined to walls, produce a most incon-

venient amount of spray diu-ing the growing season,

and that much of it proceeds from portions of the trees

where it is by no means required This gardeners term
" breast wood," and iu some trees, as in the pear, it

proceeds almost at right angles from the wall or

trellis. It is well for the novice that nature has
stamped a peculiar character on this kind of wood, for

it cannot readily be confounded with the true or bearing

wood. It will, for the most part, be found much longer-

jointed, grosser, and, as before observed, producing a

more obtuse angle at the point of junction. It is almost
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unnecessfivy to observe, tlmt tlie production of such

gives to tlie trees a most confused appearance ; nor is

this the whole of the evil ; its immediate tendencies

are to rob the fruit of a portion of their nourislnnent,

and to decoy the Sow of sap too much from the fruitful

wood—indeed, the former is, in the main, a mere eon-

seijuence of the latter.

Besides all this, it produces a most inconvenient and
prejudicial degree of shade, leading to immaturity in

the wood and the embryo spurs, and a consequent in-

fertility. Thus, then, stands the case as to its present

bearing ; but this condition is fraught with consequences
affecting the tree in futiu'e years. An almost invincible

coarseness of habit is engendered—a tendency to pro-

duce wood rather tlian fruit, and that too of a succulent
or immature character. Hence the necessity for severe

root-pruning, or a total removal of the tree; and al-

though root-pruning cannot be estimated too highly as

a remedial measure, preventives are by far preferable.

As to such wood being a robber of the fruit, any one
may soon be convinced of this by obtaining a peacli or

pear-tree which has become unequal in condition

through mismanagement or neglect in this resjiect.

Such trees may be found in most gardens, the lovver

portions luxuriating in this breast wood, whilst some of

the upper or extreme portions, covered it may be with
fruit, have scarcely produced any wood. Here the very

portions which most need the assistance of the life-

giving fluids are worst supplied, tlie ascending current

being arrested and apin-opriated by the greedy breast

shoots. This state long continued, the extremities

wear themselves out by bearing n,nd partial starvation
;

a drying-up gradually talcing place in the sap-vcssels,

whilst the coarse breast shoots have been in vain at-

tempting to escape the trammels of man — trying to

gain their liberty. All this hapj'iens in strict accord-

ance with those laws which determine the flow of the

sap, and the habit of growth of the tree—a habit which
man is compelled to control and regulate in order to

render the tree subservient to his purposes. This brings

us to the measures necessary to be pursued under such
circumstances.

We liavo, in previous papers, suggested a close atten-

tion to the young shoots in May, at what is broadly

termed " disbudding " season. Here, to pursue first-rate

practice, the ijreventive measures should commence.
Unluckily, however, most people are too busy to lie able

to carry out the proper course. Very few gardeners in

the country are allowed the proper amount of labour

through Jlay and June ; but if over it should be our lot

to attain to a coronet, or even reach that round of the

social ladder on which stands the coimtry squire, we
shall make a point of giving our gardener a carte hhinclie

in regard of the .amount of labour during those two
months, however we might arrange during the rest of

the year. No man knows the consequence of a scant of

labour in sjiring but the gardener ; and wo can only

i-epeat that it is anything but a gain to those who have
to pay the piper. But to our track. The preventive

measures in May consist in first totally disbudding all

gross shoots assuming the character of superfluous

breast wood. Next in order, and following on the

heels of that operation, should commence the pinching
process ; and, in order that our readers may have the

riitionale of every proceeding, it may be observed that

two reasons exist for this operation ; the one a matter
of expediency, the other based on a principle. It may
here he noticed, that ear!;/ pinching or stopping is not
resorted to simply to admit light, although it must be
confessed fliis is one of the reasons ; it is resorted to,

also, in order to control the over vigorous root action, a

power which at this early period it exercises with much
influence. Trees cannot long continue exuberant with-

out a reciprocation between root and branch, and the

strongest subject may soon be conquered by using this
j

power with an unsparing hand. To illustrate this, we i

would point to the means sometimes employed to extir- I

pate some of our worst weeds, when they prevail to an
extent which precludes the chance of pulling them
entirely up. l''or instance, the nettle, the dock, tlie bear-

bind, or wild convolvolus, and thistle : who does not
know that by an early mowing or cutting, and this re-

peated a few times, such may be eradicated without the

labour of taking them up ? We have known a vast

extent of nettles thus destroyed ; and for that predatory
rogue, the ' bear-bind," there is nothing like a beheading
the moment it is up, and a constant repetition of the

same through the season. This poinis to the power pos-

sessed by tlie tree manager in disbudding and stopping,

or pinching ; and it is good practice to go over the trees

once a-week, pinching a few shoots every time, if neces-

sary, until all the grosser shoots are gone over, which will

bring the operator to about the present period: say to

the end of J unc, when other measures should be resorted

to. The trees, by tliis time, will have become moderated
in their luxuriance, and training must he commenced.
And now a clever selection must be made of the neces-

sary quantity of fruitful shoots, both as leaders, and to

tie down on the main stems—a practice we must con-

tinue to advocate.

Before proceeding to the training, wo would here
wish to ofter a caution as pertaining to the pinching
and disbudding; and that is, to refrain from pinching
wood of any kind about the terminal point of each
branch, or, in other words, about the leaders. The
reasons for this were given at the commencement of

this letter ; the object being to draw that sap freely to

the extremities which was in danger of being arrested

and appropriated by the barren breast wood. This
caution, of course, applies chiefly to old or bearing

trees, in which the points have become lean through
much bearing. Tlioso who have been accustomed to

watch the peach, the pear, &c., as we have, closely at

all periods during the last thirty years, will readily

know what we mean. The inexperienced must take

the i^ains of studying their trees under different phases
;

they will find it like all the Creator's works, a very

interesting study, and containing numerous points too

apt to be lost to the ordinary observer.

Such things being duly attended to, the next point is

to look well after all leading shoots, and to sec them
carefully trained. Before the end of July, many dash-

ing storms may have to be encountered : and llio young
leaders, soused in heavy rains, are exceedingly lialile to

get broken. All leaders, indeed, should be "laid in"

before Midsummer. And next, let a necessary amount
of short-jointed spray he tied down or nailed on or be-

tween the main branches, taking care not to crowd them.

'In doing thus, an attentive eye must be had to the

character of the young spray in all kinds of trees, for it

differs much in character. It will bo seen that we are

generalising the matter; to handle every fruit in detail,

would be cither to tire tlio patience of our readers, or to

preclude the possibility of handling in speedy succession

other branches of fruit-culture. Vet a little particu-

larising may be necessary. The best wood of the peach

is of middling strength, neither succulent nor lean,

and by no means of an alternate character. All such

spray as produces axillary or subordinate side spr.ay,

neccssaiily at an advanced period, is to be avoided,

provided better is at hand; it maybe pruned back to

two or three leaves, and left for the winter pruuer
Equally to be avoided are weak and lank shoots. In
the pear, most of those young shoots which are pre-

disposed to a fruitful habit, either cease to lengthen

about ilidsummcr, or become thickened, hardened, and
assume a brownish tint about that time, whilst what
gardeners term " wateiy spray " will lengthen for weeks,
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and will contiune of a pale appearance : such pertain

merely to a tree in the wild or uutraiued state ; they
are striving to become branches, wliich would, in their

turn, produce fruitful spray after a year or two. As
speedy and steadily-continued fruitfulness is the gar-

dener's aim, of course such may be regarded as foreign

to the object in view; they may be pruned back to tliree

or four leaves; not quite so close as the peach.

Very similar proceedings suit the apricot, the plum,
&c., care being taken to tie or nail down most of the

compact short-jointed growths wherever room can be
found, some on the old hrauclies, and others, it may be,

on the wall or fence.

The trees thus managed will, at the completion of

these processes, present a surface uniformly clothed with
foliage, yet iu no part crowded The pinched or cut-back

spray will stand in relief from the branches some three

to si.x inches, and this will, in many cases, sprout again
and again, a circumstance much dependant on the

ground moisture of the summer. Enough for the pre-

sent : the subject will be returned to iu due time.

R. Erimngton.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.—
June 12th.

At the end of one of the tents stood the newest and
best pla.ni at this exhibitiou, a new, hardy, evergreen,

upright-growing Berbe'iTy, from the north of China,
called Berheris trifurcata, and trifurcata means, lite-

rally, three tiued, but the application is to the spines

on the leaves. As I stood puzzled to know if this new
Berberis was hardy, or where it came from, and all

about it, my eye caught Mr. Fortune in the crowd, and
thinking he might clear up the difficulty from his great

knowledge of new plants, I made uji to him, and he
seemed as much pleased with my remarks on this beau-
tiful Berberis as 1 was to get hold of him at the lucky

moment. It turns out to be one of his own introduc-

tions from China, " But," says he, " did you see the

other one'?" " No," says I, " do you mean another tri-

furcata?" " No, but another species quite as new and
as good ; and as you are one of our Fellows of the Hor-
ticultm-al Society, I shall tell you their whole history ;

"

and so he did, without reserve, but, like Mr. Green's

Azalea, they are to be first described in our journal.

The second one is called Berheris Bealii, after a gentle-

tlenian named Beal, who. like Mr. Fortune, was a good
deal in China, and had a celebrated garden at ]\Iacao.

There is a fine camellia called after him likewise. I

have said already that all Mr. Fortune's new ])lants

from China are at Bagshot, with Messrs. Standish and
Noble, and I must run down and see them some of

these days.

Roses.—There were several collections of them exhi--

bited, and some of the plants were surprisingly good,

but not nearly so flush as wo had tliem iu May, nor
were tliere so many new ones. Emperor Prohus and
La. Seine were again the largest flowers, and Chene-

dolle was at last beaten out and out iu its own section

of July flowerers by Paul Ricaut. This Paul is among
my selection of hybrid Bourbons. It is a newish rose,

and this was the first time that I saw it in a pot. It is a
splendid rose for that purpose; the colour a dark purple,

and very likely out-of-doors it will come nearest to

Boule lie Nanteuil than CheiieJoUe, or, rather let us say,

between the two, and that will make Paul liicaut fami-
liar to thousands. Elize Suarage, a tea-scented, and
one of the best of them, was in admirable condition,
fi'om Lady Puller's gardener, Mr. Terry. It is a charm-
ing colour, which no one can describe ; not a yellow,

nor a buft", nor nankeen, but a mi.xture of the three.

Pauline Plaiitier always puts me in mind of Nipheios,
the best of them all for a bridesmaid ; Pauline is not

quite so large a flower as the other. Bnrbot is another
fine rose, and being very nearly the shape and colour

of Bouchcre, puts you in mind of the tea-caddy ; but
neither Barhnt nor Buucliere should ever be seen at

a wedding ; their faintish red, yellow, and coppery tints,

are signs of bad luck or something worse. Coupe ile

Behe, Duchess of Sutherland, and the Mahnaison rose,

you see wherever roses are exhibited, but Noisette La-
marquc, one of our fiuest white roses, you seldom see

very good in a pot ; the best one I ever saw in that way
was here, from Mr. Terry, who, although a perfect

stranger to me, will excuse me for saying that his cut

roses looked out of place altogether, from so good a rose

grower, wlio cau take off first-class prizes. It is all

very well for the Covent Garden folks to exhibit out

roses, but I hope the day is gone for ever when a good
gardener will think it any credit to cut a basket of rose

blooms to send anywhere, except as jiresents to people

who have no roses of their own.
Florists' Flowkes.—The pot cultivation of roses is

not the last triumph efl'ected by gold and silver medals.

Pansies iu pols are now a regular thing, and at this

show we had lots of Pinks in pots, but not florists' pinks
;

they were very gay though for all that, and very well

bloomed, but not better than hundreds of gardeners in

the country are yearly in the habit of flowering from

March till they come in the open ground ; it is the

system that we must look at as the great improvement

—

bringing up everything in pots for competition, and
leaving cut flowers for the tea gardens to make shield

bouquets with. I was among strangers the other day,

of whom some were gentlemen florists, but none of them
knew me ; I had on my Sunday clothes, and I was a

little more spruce than usual, so one of them took me,

or ratlier mistook me, for a half-pay officer, and out of

him I got tlie grandest secret yet out about Pansies ; I

think I could now win a prize with them myself Like

all great secrets, it is very simple when you know it.

Grow your pansies as large as it is possible that any one

cau do in rich free soil, with doses of liquid manure,

thinning out flower-buds, and stopping the shoots (all

this is as necessary for the pansey as it is for the grape

vine) ; then, two days before the show, the plants must
be allowed to flag for want of water—even the shoots

ought to droop, aiid the flowers be collapsed. This

is the moment to pick them for the show ; there is no
blood or sap in them, so you can handle them as you
would Indian rubber lace ; then, with a pair of com-

passes, draw a lot of circles on a sheet of paper or

pasteboard, and fit the dried flowers with mathematical

precision. When you have them all exactly iu the right

way, make dots on the paper wliere the footstalks join

the blade of the flower, then a hole for every dot for

the stalks to pass through ; now put your pasteboard

over a vessel full of watei-, and the footstalks of the

flowers will dip into it, and feed the flowers till they are

like to burst—they are then fit for exhibition; and the

prize will be according to your dexterity iu drying, iron-

ing, and final damping.
Judges—Societies may spend all their money in

prizes, but without judges as upright and as independent

as a Lord Chancellor, no good will come of the shows,

be they for bullocks or for bull-eyed daisies. At this

e.xhibition tliere was a good test for the judges iu a col-

lection of Oa])e Heaths, which, according to the rules,

must be so many in number, and all of diflerent varie-

ties. Now, if you were to raise a seedling Greengage
plum quite as good as the old one, and as much like it

that no one could tell which was which, would it be

really a new plum, or a repetition? 'Tliis question is,

in effect, that which the judges had to decide. A seed-

ling Heath was so much like the parent plant as to

disqualify the best grown collection of heaths at the

show. That was certainly the true and lawful decision ;
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and if the councils were to be as strict in their rules as

the judges are in applying them, we should, in a few

years, see twice the number of species or varieties at

each of the shows, both at Chiswick and at the Regent's

Park; or, if the "collections" cannot be disturbed, in

the names of Ray, LinnfEiis, and Jussieu, let us have

a new pri/e altogether, and let everybody try to win it

without distinction. The prize must be amongst the

highest, if not the very highest—say for ten plants

from the stove and greenhouse, which any three gar-

deners and three nurserymen would decide from time to

time to be the most difficult to manage in England.
Why is Pctraa volubiUs not seen at exhibitions ? It is

the ne.\t best to Amherstia nobiUs, and grows as easily

as an Alemamla. ifrs. Withers made a fine drawing

of it in my parlour, for a coloured work at Birmingham,
many years since. It was then the subject of remark
with everybody, but being very ditificult to flower, and
no encouragement given for blooming such things, I

believe the plant is now lost to the country, and an
inferior sort called Stapvlia is generally substituted for

it in collections. This is only one instance out of a

score, but it will explain my meaning ; and I do hope
the two great societies will step in and do something or

other for the higher branches of cultivation ; and if

they do not, depend upon it Sir Joseph Paxton will do

it for them at the Crystal Palace, and gardeners will go

there in preference, to learn more about their business

than they can now do at the old shows.

Pelargoniums.—There were five plants placed side by
side, and whether their positions were determined by
high artistic rule, or by mere chance, I could not make
out, but I never saw five plants of any kind, or five beds

in a flower-garden, so well put together ; every one of

them helped to set otV the other, and very likely, if one
of them was changed to the other side the efl'ect of the

whole was lost. Their names are Bertha, Star, Cen-

turion, Rosamond, and OuUclma. I could look at them
as they stood for hours ; and I regret that I did not take

the name of the exhibitor. The best geranium at this

exhibition, according to ray fancy, is one called Maijni-

ficent. It stood in Mr. JJobson's collection, and was
probably raised by hiui and Mr. Beck between them,
when Mr. Dobson was foreman, but now he is first man
and master, and certainly his plants lost nothing by
his rise in the world. I must get an introduction,

and call on him some day. The flowers of Magnijicenl.

have the two back petals nearly black, with a white

edging ; the eye or bottom of the flower is white, and
the front petals are of a fiery red colour, and slightly

streaked. Ojitimuni is also a very bold and capital new
sort ; very large, very dark at the back, high coloured,

and streaky in front. Queen of Ma;/ is another I should

like to grow if I had a house of my own ; orange-

I scarlet in front, dark back, with scarlet edges. Carlotta

I

Orisi in the way of Ocellatum, but not so distinctly

I
marked in the front petals, and marked down as a breeder

1 for fancy bedders ; and, on comjjariug the mulberry-

coloured sorts, as Statuhld, with all the other selections

at this great gathering, I could see plainer than ever

why ladies call them " such frights." Some of them
look like half-drowned witches brought on the stage to

take your attention from the real thing, and still giving

you the shivers to look at them. Jjnx, Loreliness, Pur-
purea, and Diadem are the next best on my list of the

most conspicuous ones, without any reference to their

eircularitij . Diadem is a particularly striking flower;

dark back, white eye, and a fiery red front.

FuoHsi.\s.—The Fuchsias seem to have had tlieir day,

and disappear like moths and butterfiies ; and there is

not the slightest question but this is entirely owing to

the " trade " and the florists; for go into whatever large

place you please in tlie country, you will find them by
the scores ; and they are the chief props of the con-

servatories, all over the country, and deservedly so

—

from the end of Jlay to November ; and for winter
flowering there is no plant more serviceable than
Fuchsia serratifolia, wbm properly managed; so that

their own intrinsic merits keep fushias afioat in the

country, after being swamped in London by stupid rules

and exorbitant prices. I marked three as good ones at

this show, and I think one of them will turn out the

very best we have yet seen for the flower-garden ; it is

called Perfection, and, if it was not in flower, no one
could distingiush it from the old OraciUs, indeed it is

(iraoilis all over, with flowers four times the size of the

old one, rather a brighter red, and a better purple, it also

reflexes very much ; and if the habit is equal to that of

Gracilis, this one fuchsia will make up for mucli of the

disappointments we have had with them. The next is

called Model (Banks'). This is in the way of Carolina,

but a much better flower which reflexes much, and I

think a better habit of growth for planting out. tirandis

is the third, just intermediate between the other two in

flower and habit, but does not refle.x so miicb as they do.

Fancy Geuaniums.—-Gipsy Queen is the best of the
newest exhibited here ; it is a very near match tor Ocel-

latum. This strain should be encouraged as much as

possible. Advancer is the next best, and is from a
difterent type. The old Jehu blood is strongly marked
in it ; but a much better seedling, in exactly the same
strain, is at Shrubland Park— the beautiful bedder
called, by permission, if not by request. Sir Ji'illiam

Middleton ; and whoever knows him knows the best

judge of a bedding geranium in England. Mr. Ayres,
of lilaekheath, was the fortunate raiser of these, and of

a lot more nearly as good, which he sold last year, and
ofiered an indei)endeut prize for him who could grow
tliem best for this season's e.xbibitions ; and Mr. Robin-
son, a distinguished grower of all the family, won the

cup at this show most triumphantly. The others in

this collection are called Conspicuum, Formosissimum,
Caliban, and Mirandum. With the e.xception of an
author publishing a bouk on his own account, and at his

risk, there is nothing that I know of which gives so much
confidence to a purchaser as a man offering a prize for

his own seedlings. Conspicuum is my next favourite after

the strain of Triumphans.
There was a good bedding Calceolaria called Golden

chain, the nearest to Coryvihosa, the best bedder of them
I had at Shrubland Park; and in a large flower-bed in

this garden I saw an entire new species of Calceolaria,

called Chelidonifolium, said to come to us from the Con-
tinent. I shall look closely after this new bedder, lor

at first sight it promises to be a first-rate thing, very
dwarf, and plain yellow, but quite a diSerent-shaped

flower from all we have. I have no room to-day to tell

of tlie best bedding plant at this show, but two years'

since I would give ten guineas for a dozen of it.

U. Bk.mun.

WARM GRKENHOISES.
" Why do you not give us something now and llieu

upon things in general, a sort of running commentary
of what siiould be done and avoided?" is a qnestion
oftener put than it is easily answered. If we refer to

the monthly calendar, we are told that is neither lengthy
nor pithy enough. Speak of a companion to the calen-

dar! " No, not exactly that; it is such a plummet-Rud-
line, such a regular-succession A, B, C, affair, hut a

something between a calendar and a sober-sided article,

a compromise, especially as that is so much in vogue

—

in fact, a romping gossip about things in general."

Would that I could oblige; but the task, I fear, would
have to be intrusted to other hands than mine. I should
neither know where to begin nor where to end. Writing
here, after all, is just conversing with our friends—sit-
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ting in a quiet corner when the bustle of the day is over.

Glance at the listlessness apparent when general tojiics

are simpered over, contrasted with the interest percep-

tible when one definite subject for the time engrosses

attention. Wliat a bore to all concerned to attend a

public meeting where tlie speakers are left to things in

general. Whatever the genius and the intellect congre-

gated, they are confined by a network which they seldom
can ])ierce. Arrangement and order can never be trans-

gressed with impunity. Some minds can grasp a sub-

ject, and make it clear to others in a few words. The
most of us can only undertake to explain wliat little we
know bit by bit at a time. Even tlien the piece-by-

piece system is generally the best in the end. The hum-
blest in means, or mental power, may ultimately accom-
plish almost anything from concenti'ation of thought
and firmness of resolution. Give to a great genius tlie

task of writing a short article on the vegetable kingdom,
and give to a very ordinary intellect the task of writing

a similar short article on a broom stick, and ten to one
but the latter would be the most interesting and in-

structive of the two.

However niunerous the subjects then introduced, I

must have a lext for each. For the heading of this

article I am indebted to the following questions and
statement :

—
" What should be the summer temperature

of what you describe as a warm greenhouse ? Should
fires be used in cold and damp days, when even by
closing the house the thermometer will not be raised

much above 00"? Should air be admitted at night, and
if so, should it be by the top-lights, or at the sides?

Ours is a small lean-to house, occupied at present with

such plants as Acacia, Veronica, Lantann, Pinuiea,

Ilelichri/sum, Oloxinia, Aohimeiics, Cactiin, Cnheohiriu,

&o., a row of geraniums along the front shelf, with a
few climbers against the windows at each end."

1st. The necessityfor yiving artificial heat to a green-

house in June. In general cases this will be unnecessary.

This has been an out-of-the-way season : in the first

part of the month we had the general climate of April

;

the ground had never been heated, the atmosphere was
cold and damp, and bedding things turned out, if they
did not grow backw-ards, made no perceptible progress

onwards for several weeks. For common flowering

greenhouse plants, the lighting of a lire, unless in ex-

treme cases, so as to give a great quantity of air, would
be lumecessary. On the other hand, in such weather,

where it was desirable to get azaleas and camellias after

flowering to start into growth and set their buds early,

a lire would have been of importance ; unless, in sucli a
season, keeping the house rather close would have been
amply sufficient, and thus the greenhouse may be easily

changed, by diminishing the air given, into a hothouse.

This same closeness, accompanied by a humidity in the

atmosphere, will be essential for such plants as Achimcnes
and Oloxinia growing freely.

iindly. With such a mixture of plants, how, when, and
what quantity of air should be given '? For yonr Acacia,

Pimelea, Veronica, &c., you can scarcely give too much
air, in a flowering or growing state, from the present time
to the end of September. Your house for them may be
open night and day. Ifjust pruned after blooming, you
may give them the treatment mentioned for azaleas, &c.

In fact, when growth is proceeding freely, they will do as

well out-of-doors as within. Your geraniums must also

now have air night and day, and it must ho given back
and front. The cooler you can keep them, and if a little

shaded, the longer will they remain in beauty. As to

calceolarias, wherever they are, they cannot be kept too

cool until the middle of October. Splendid specimens
of the best kinds may be made by giving extra heat in

winter. From May and onwards they cannot be kept
too cool, or have too much air, provided it is not breezy
enough to break them, or scatter the flowers. Soft

water, kept in the shade, will even be better for them
than water lieated powerfully by the sun. Sickly leaves
and myriads of insects are the result of our coddling;
but your gloxinias and achimenes would look miserable
under such treatment. When in bloom, they will stand
more air ; when growing, none should be given at night,

unless the temperature outside is 00°, and even during the
day the air should be confined to moving the top sashes
when the heat rises above 75°, and not by opening the
sashes near the sides where the plants stand. But

•ji-dly. How are we then to manage to attend to the

interests of each tribe of plants 7 In various ways,
according to your means. First. Make your house the
recipient of plants that require similar treatment at the
same time. Thus you decide on a warm greenhouse in
winter. AVell, this will just suit Ginerarins, Bulbs,
Primulas, and Epacris coming into bloom. It will just
suit your best stubby plants of geraniums and cal-

ceolarias. The two latter will come into bloom early,

and the same may be said of your Acacia and Pimelea.
Your Lantana will just be in its element, and if freely

pruned last autumn will be a gorgeous object in even a
rather close house all the summer ; it will not get
drawn like an acacia or a pimelea. When such hard-
wooded plants are kept in a house all the summer, the
house must be open and airy. Uy this time they will

have been making fresh growth, and may be turned out
ofdoors, first into a shady place, and then right in the
Sim, defending the jiots from its rays; or you may
pdaoe them in any sort of cold pit. By such means,
you may appropriate your house for several montlis to a
class of plants that require a moister and closer atmo-
sphere, such as Gloxinias, Achimenes, Torrenias, Thun-
hergias. Cockscombs, and tender annuals. To do this

well, you would, in most cases, require the assistance of
a slight hotbed to start them in April. Your cold pit,

with a little manoeuvering, can thus be made a cold or
a hot pit by turns. The beauty of all these things would
be going when it would be necessary to bring back
again your hard-wooded plants. Achimenes will bloom
wider the same circumstances as hard-wooded plants in

bloom in a house, but they cannot he grown under such
circumstances. Still less would the close atmosphere
they require, then suit Oeraniums or Calceolarias in

bloom. Both of the last—and especially the last—would
thrive better under an airy awning out-of-doors than in

any house at this season. But

—

Secondly. " I have no pits, no frames, and no place to

put my plants out-of-doors." Then, first, you must limit

your plants to those that do not require treatment so
ditferent as a Pimelea and a Gloxinia ; or, secondly, you
must shut off the end of your house next the furnace,
in order that you can maintain a close, moist atmosphere
to set these tender things a-going ; and the same place

would be a capital position for starting hardier ])lants

into growth for a week or two after pruning. Never
mind if the flue or the pipe passes right through the

house, with a stop-cock the extra heat among the hardier

plants can be easily counterbalanced by additional air,

and sprinkling the floor with water. By divisions, we
can have as mauy different circumstances in our pit as

there are lights. But, thirdly, you do not wish to divide

your house, and yet you wish such a variety as yon
indicate. Then your only chance is to classify your
jjlants, and give air only or chiefly at one end, keeping
the other as close as you can. This is what I often do
myself .Tust now, in the end of a house, with mauy
hardy things in bloom, there is air on back and front,

night and day ; in tlie other end are Azaleas and
Camellias done flowering ; the sashes opposite these

will not bo opened for six weeks to come. I have
grown acliimenes and gloxinias in such circumstances

very fairly without assistance from a hotbed. The
tubei-s were kept in dryish 5arth all the winter ; were
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placed in pans in the middle of April, when the sun
was gaining strength ; were set on some close, opaque
medium at the warmest end, and there covered with

a hand-light, exposed as much as possible, to the sun.

This light, after vegetation was progressing, was only
tilted in the middle of the hottest days; was always
closed early in the afternoon ; and, if the night was at

all cold, was indulged, in addition, with a night-caji of

paper or calico. The hand-light could seldom be dis-

pensed with before July. Wiien in bloom, the achi-

menes will stand a fair amount of air
;
gloxinias always

like a humid atmosphere, even when in bloom, and in

such 11 position should be humoiued by standing on
damp moss. Few things answer better as cut-flowers

in small glasses ; but if without hothouse or hotbod,
and the above care being deemed too troublesome, they
had better be dispensed with. With your present col-

lection of plants, the following may be your arrange-

ment:—Give air at one end of your bouse ; give none
at the other. Place at the open end, exposed to air

night and day, unless when very windy and stormy,

your calceolarias in bloom, then your geraniums, then
on the stage above them, as near to tho place where the

top sashes open as convenient, your hard-wooded plants,

growing and in bloom ; then, between these and the

extreme of the close end, your Lantanas, and such
plants of tho bard-wooded family as have had their

Howers and extra wood removed by pruning ; then your
gloxinias, and such plants as require a higher tempera-
ture and closer atmosphere; as they like a little shade,

between them and the glass may be jilaced your cactus

out of bloom, as a preparation to their standing out-of-

doors in August, or flie driest and sunniest part in the

house. Wlien the calceolarias have dons blooming, the

coolest and shadiest place will suit them, and thus you
will get plenty of young plants, and escape the spider

and thrip. The geraniums, when done blooming, must
have the simiiiest and driest place you can command,
either in-doors or out, to ripen and harden the wood,

—

an essential necessary for vigoi'ous growth when cut
down, and for obtaining strong, healthy plants from the

cuttings, R. Fisii,

NEW STOVE PLANTS.
( Continuedfrom j)a(/e 179.^

Z']cnMF..\ jiiNi.\T.\ (Glowing-red JF..).—Tho ^Echmeas,
as is well-known, belong to the Bromohvorts, amongst
which is the famous pine-apple, the king of i'ruits. 'J'lie

^Echmeas approach very nearly to tliat section in which
that fruit-bearing plant is placed. In this genus there

are two additions of great beauty, namely, .i,'. miiiiuta,

31s., and M. Miltonii. They are very useful plants of

decorative interest, from the fact of continuing in bloom
for a long period,

B.\Ls.iMiNA LATiFOLiA ALBA.— This plant has pure
white flowers, jiroduced all the summer long, and also

green leaves and stems, differing in those respects from
the species. 7s. (Jd.

BiLBERGiA.—Several fine species of these Bromelworts
have been imported lately. They are to be commended
for their easy culture, fine foliage, and handsome Bowers;
their names are B. Lenpoldii, 21s.; B. Due de Croy,

42s. ; B. moreUiana, 42s. ; B. rhodocyaiwa, 2l9. ; B,
splcndida, 42s.; and B. vittata, 21s. Plant collectors

that have plenty of space should procure all these.

RiioDoLETA cH.vMPioNii.—A most beautiful evergreen

j

shrub, witii roundish foliage, and large, beautiful, rose-

coloured flowers, produced freely at the ends of the

I

shoots. The flowers are semi-double, something like

' those oi' Pi/riis juponica. It is a truly handsome plant,

but as yet very scarce. lOOs.

SrPHoC.vMPYLos.—This fine genus of handsome winter

and early spring-flowering plants has lately had some

fine species added to it. Though they will exist in a

greenhouse, yet their proper place is in a stove moderately
heated. S. amcetia, a verj' neat pleasing plant, with
moderate-sized foliage, and deep-rose-coloured flowers,

produced abundantly on the terminal shoots. 5s. S.

leucnsloinn, flower red, tii)ped with white, very pretty.

;!s. (id. S. pendidijiorus, flowers drooping, iis. ti. reti-

culatiis, leaves veined, a desirable new species. 5s. ;S'.

scandens, a climbing species, free flowering, us.

SiNNiNoiA PUNCTATA.—Tliis is an improvement even
upon the beautiful S. guttata. I'lie flowers are larger,

the spots more vivid in colour, and of a larger size, and,

in addition, they have a beautiful yellow throat. 5s.

Stephanotis oblisii.—An addition to this charming
genus will be gratefully received by the lovers of beau-

tiful, fragrant, stove climbers. Unfortunately, we are

not in possession of sutficient information about this

said-to-be-new species, but it is in the country, and will

soon, no doubt, be proved. Its price is high as yet. lO.Js.

Tacoa iNTEQRifo7,iA (Syn. Assacia cristata).—This is

a curious, interesting plant. Our readers will remember,
that our friend, Mr. Beaton, described this plant in his

report of the Cbiswick and Park shows. Though not of

showy colours, yet the peculiar form and colour of the

flowers renders it a curious, desirable plant. It is not

yet on sale, but from its habit there is no doubt it will

soon be increased.

Pdta Funckiana.—That fine plant, the Piiya Alten-

stenii, will be a passport for this new species into favour.

We know as yet little about it, but it is in existence in

this countiy, and we hope soon to give a better account
of it. This genus belongs to Pourretia.

Tii-LAN-DsiA VITTATA (Ribbon -leaved Tillandsia).

—

Another beautiful addition to this fine genus, but we
have not yet seen its flowers, though they are said to be

very beautiful. 21s.

T. CARNEA.—Flesh-coloured flowers; very pretty. 21s.

Vriesia psittaoina.—This is a fellow species with

that lovely plant the Vriesia splendens ; though its

Ibliage is green throughout, and therefore not so beau-

tiful as its fellow, yet it does not yield in beauty in its

flowers ; they are produced on spikes, in regular order,

and are of a bright, shining, orange and yellow colour.

31s.

Such is our very brief notice of the new or rare stove

plants in the nurseries round London. We are much
astonished frc(juently at the immense number of new
plants which the industry of collectors travelling

tlirough hot unhealthy climes, send over constantly

to this wealthy country. Could we do this without

wealth ? And is not wealth wisely, or, at least, in-

nocently, employed in buUding and keeping up habit-

ations for such plants? Who can tell how many gardeners

are employed, how many glass manufacturers, carpenters,

iron-boiler and iron-pipe makers, brick and stone masons,

painters, &c., are employed by tho gentry of the country

in order to grow tho plants and fruits of foreign

countries'.' Who can deny tluit this love of novelty in

plants is wisely implanted in the human heart, and
the good that the indulging this innocent luxury does

by giving employment to so many thousands of our

countrymen? T. Appi.eby.

CUT ROSES.
(Continuedfrom patje li)4.)

Conveying to the Exhibition.—To a person who
had never seen a stand of twenty-five, or fifty, or one
hundred cut blooms of roses, the carrying them to a

place to be exhibited would seeui simple enough, and
a matter scarcely worth a thought. He might think, the

growing of them well, and having plenty of fine blooms

to cut the day before, would be quite sufficient to ensure

the prize ; all that he would want would be a sufiicient
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number of bottles, ready filled with water, to put his

roses into. We have seen beautiful roses, cut perhaps
only that very morning, put into a basket carefully

enough, with damp moss, and carried by hand as gently

as possible, placed in bottles judiciously, and put in

competition with others conveyed in the way we are

about to describe, and have wofully failed. And why?
15ecause, carried in baskets ever so carefully, the want
of water at the base of the stem, and being so many
hours without that sustaining refreshment, causes them
to lose their freshness and beauty in n great degree, and
in many instances to drop their petals.

To prevent this it is necessary to have oblong boxes,

made with a moveable cover ; this cover or lid to have
sides to it deep enough to keep the lid clear from the

roses. The lower part of the box should have a division

board resting upon a ledge of wood ; this board should

have holes in it wide enough to admit tin or zinc bottles

through them, and these bottles should have a flat rim,

wider tlian the hole, for them to rest upon the board,

and so prevent them slipping through. If the bottles

fit pretty tight, so much the better ; but as the board is

moveable and can be lifted out, should any of the bottles

feel loose they may be wedged tight with chips of wood
from the underside. The lower part of the box should

be deep enough to allow the bottles to bang clear of the

bottom ; if this were not so, they would be pushed up-

wards, and the roses spoiled. The box being so made,
and fitted with bottles placed at such distances as to

allow the roses to be put in them so as not to touch
each other, let the whole have two or three coats of

paint, the last beiug a pleasing grass-green. This
ought to be done time enough to allow the paint to get

perfectly dry, and then the box or boxes will last for a

man's lifetime.

This box or boxes, for more than one will be neces-

sary when a large number of roses ai'P required, having
been duly prepared, and the day previous to the exhibit-

ing one having arrived, then examine the roses in the

garden, and cut such as are rather more than half-

opened. Some Societies ofier prizes for single blooms
only—one of a kind; this is not judicious, for it is

always desirable to see the mode in which they bloflra.

To do that they should be exhibited in clusters of at

least three blooms on one stem, each to be as much as

possible in different stages of development—the fully-

grown bud, the halfopened, and fully-blown flowers.

The exhibition of these lovely flowers then becomes
exceedingly interesting and instructive, giving the

S])eetator an opportunity of observing and noting their

beauties in the difl'erent stages of blooming. The ex-

hibitor will, as a matter of course, be guided in the
selection and cutting his blooms by the schedule. He
should first fill the bottles three-parts full of water, and
take the box into the garden ; then choose the best

flower, or buncli of flowers, as may be required, put
them into the bottle at one corner, and mark that with
a number corresponding to the name, say. No. 1, Coup
tVHfbe; then cut the roses for the second bottle, mark
it No. 2, Oifiint des Battailes, and so on, arranging the

colours with taste and judgment, so that tlie whole shall

form a blended pleasing composition. If a few leaves
are placed in each bottle, round each kind of rose of the

same tree, by way of garnishing, they add greatly to

the general effect. As soon as the box is quite full,

remove it into a cool room, and fit on the lid just before
commencing the journey. If you travel by tlie rail, sec

them placed carefully in the parcel's van yourself, for

the porters are not very ])articular how they handle or
place such perishable or easily-injured articles. If you
can get them placed under the seat in the same carriage
you travel in yourself, so much the better, you can have
your eye upon them all the way; but if they are too
large for that, have them put upon the floor of the

parcel's van; they will not be injured by having other

parcels put upon them half so much as they would if

put upon other parcels, and be knocked about probably
at every station to get at the luggage imderuoath them.
Then, at the terminus, take care to be at the van the

very first, and see the I'oses are lifted out the right side

up, and carefully carried to a cab or omnibus, and
placed upon them equally as carefully. All this may
seem trifling and unnecessary, but we know how need-

ful it is to be on the look-out, and how grievous it is to

find, for want of a little care bestowed at the right mo-
ment, your blooms, or at least part of them, so injured

by, perhaps, a fall or a turning topsy-turvy, as to render
them unfit for the exhibition. If the exhibitor takes

his own conveyance even, the same care must be taken
;

but that ho will do of course. It is those porters on the

different stations and at the terminus that are to be

watched and warned. It is them we fear; for the hurry
and bustle at the time is often so great, that without
thinking, or, perhaps, knowing the consequences, they

throw about a bo.x of choice roses with as little care as

they would a box of soap.

Well, then, all this care having been duly exercised,

you arrive at the place of exhibition in good spirits, and
firm assurance that your stands of roses are all right

and in good oi'der; but just unfasten the lid, and take

a good peep at them, you will then be sure that they

are so. And if due care has been taken to be there, as

in the case of roses in pots, an boui' or two before the

time appointed for the censorship, let the lids be fast-

ened down again, and placed upon the table appointed

for them; then seek for the entry office ; have your name
and what you intend to compete for written ready upon
a slip of paper; hand this to the entering clerk, aud
obtain from him the cards to jilaoe to the stands ; then

return to the exhibition tent, and if the time has come,

take off the lids, observe the blooms, and trim and set

them ofl" to the best advantage, so as to show every

bloom to the eye ; place the cards to them, and leave

them to the skill and patience of the censors.

In our next, we shall treat upon the raising of new
varieties from seed, which will complete the series of our

essays upon this all-worthy and lovely flower.

T. Appi.f.dy.

CULTURE OF SUPERIOR CELERY.

TiiEKE are few things in which gardening skill is

more required than in the production of good, useful

celery, in such a succession as to carry on the supjily

for some nine months out of the twelve. It may be

true that a something bearing the name of celery may
be had during the other three months likewise, hut this

only resembles superior celery by the flavour which it is

capable of giving to soups, &c., during the early summer
months, which we shall state to be from the middle of

April till the middle of July. During this period, the

abundance of other description of salads renders the

want of good wefl-blancbed celery a matter of less

moment, yet all gardeners try to have some of it as

early as they can ; and though its first appearance at

table is less an object of attention than that of " Pens,"

still a considerable interest attaches to it, and being

a more general favourite than many other things, it

deserves all the attention and encouragement that can

be given in its progressive career; but as we have at

various times, for the last few months, urged the pro-

priety of assisting the earliest crop in every mode jios-

sible, we need s;iy no more here than again advise the

use of liquid manure, which seems more peculiarly

adapted for celery than anything else. We now come
to that more essential portion of the quantity cultivated,

" the main cro])," and preface our remarks by a few

observations on this vegetable generally.
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It is coiiimou to refer the parentage of the varieties

now in cultivation to a stroug-smelling umhellifcrous
plant, growing wild in our salt marshes; be this as it

may, we may say that the strong smell of tliis wild

plant (agreeable or otlierwise) is much modified in its

progeny. This is, we believe, in accordance with one of

those laws to which there are few exceptions, and cer-

tainly the cultivation, which enhances the beauty of any
one plant, is generally at the sacrifice of some other of

its qualities—witness the carnation—the parents of

which are said to be found wild in several places in
England ; and yet the fancy kind of the enthusiastic
florist have so far lost their native hardihood as to be
unable to endure the winter in sheltered gardens, in

districts not many miles from where theu' parents have
been able, through many ages, to maintain a successful
struggle with herbage of a coarse and robust character.

So much for constitution being sacrificed to improve-
ment ; but then the advantages we gain are tenfold

to those we lose, and, to a certain e,\tent, we compel
the "well-bred" progeny to obey our commands;
whether it be a carnation for a flower show, or a head
of celery for the salad bowl, both are alike tlie produce
of well-directed skill, by which some of the faults or

propensities of the original have been overcome. In
celery, the inclination to run to seed the season it is

sown has certainly been combatted with success, ex-

cept that now and then a spurious specimen runs
away; but in most other cases, it may, with proper cul-

tivation, be depended on as not likely to run until early

the next spring, and tlie object of cultivators is to retard
that as much as possible, both in the selection of kinds
planted, and the way in which it is managed. On this

latter we beg to offer a few remarks.
It is well known that the ground producing the best

celery is not always the most suitable for keeping it in
good order to the latest period at which celery is

capable of keeping ; that degree of richness in the
ground, so essential to robust growth, is at variance with
the preservative principle. Slugs and worms of every
description prey on it with impunity, so that very early
in the winter the onoe-beautiful-heads are a mass of dis-

figured objects, perhaps not one in ten fit to send to

table ; this is almost certain to be more the case in a
mild winter than in a severe one; so that for the welfare
of the last crop other means must be adopted than those
deemed advisable for the " first or principal one." We
shall, however, begin with the main crop, which includes
all intended for use from early autumn to past mid-winter

;

in other words, from the beginning of October until the
end of February, wluch embraces the period when its

uses and quality is supposed to be greater than before or
after.

Omitting everything relative to its being sown early
in spring, as due notice was made at the time, we shall

suppose the young seedlings to be progressing, and to
have arrived to the size at which they can be handled with
comfort. Every one who has had any experience tliat

way can tell when such plants are fit to prick out, and
it is often a matter of anxiety that the weather is not
always favourable at tlie precise time, as the plants are
generally sown so thick on the seed-bed as to draw each
other if left unthinned for any length of time. The
cultivator must, in this case, exercise his own judgment
as regards the probability of there being rain in a day
or two after his plants are the proper size ; in the mean-
time, he must prepare his nursery bed or ground, which
ought to be in some fully exposed situation, and if not
already rich, it ought to be made so with a liberal
aUowauoe of well-rotted dung, or leaves in the last stage
of decomposition. Sliould, however, the weather appear
to be settled dry, it would be better to plant or prick out
a quantity at once, rather than allow them to become
drawn and spindling on the seed bed, and have recourse

to shading as a means of saving them from the scorch-

ing effects of summer's sunshine. A few pea stakes laid

over them answers very well, with mats occasionally in

the middle of the day ; this, of course, may be dispensed
with gradually as the plants take hold, and probably the

weather may become more dull. In a usual way, young
celery plants grow pretty freely, and the loss in any
given piece is really less than iir most other things
similarly treated. If all go on well they will make very
good progress after the first week or ten days, and will

soon be large enough to occupy tlie trenches or places

allotted to their after, or principal growth. This brings

us to that important feature in celery growing—the

formation of the trenches, about which much has been
said of late years.

Previous to the last twenty or twenty-five years celery

was invariably grown in single rows, planted in trenches,

or rather ditches, more or less deep. The utility of a
deep ditch is that it affords a greater amount of soil

wherewith to earth up the crop the required height.

Some one, however, found out that the soil at the bottom
of this ditch was not so good as that nearer the top or

surface of the ground, and loudly exclaimed against

consigning a vegetable requiring such nourishing diet

to the questionable capabilities of the ordinary subsoil

of the garden when grown, and, consequently, advised its

being planted on the surface, or with little excavation.

This, no doubt, was attended with a more speedy growth
at first, and even throughout; but then, some other mode
in place of the old one must be adopted to retain the

earth heaped against it in its position, so as to insure its

blanching, and, consequently, straw bands, moss, litter,

wooden bo.xes, and earthenware tubes or pipes were all

used in turn, with more or less success, but the result

proved these means to have beeu, iu most cases, too ex-

pensive, improper, or unsuitable, as they never got into

general use, and plain earth was after all found the

cheapest and best for all ordinary purjjoses, and means
were accordingly taken to improve the soil in which it

was planted, by deepening tlic trench or ditch, so as to

allow of a good quantity of suitable soil being thrown
in, enriched also by a liberal allowance of well-rotted

dung ; assisted afterwards by what was of not less con-

sequence, the application of liquid manure. This system
is, we believe, the one most generally adopted in the

gi'owth of the great bulk of Celery offered for sale in the

London market, as well as that grown in private gardens;

but another mode has been adopted by some, which we
will give iu another week, as well as some notices of the

time and manner of earthing it up, and other matters

connected with its keeping. ). Hobsos.

PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE
MANAGEMENT OF BEES.

By Henrij Wenman Nemman, Esij.

(Concluded from paije U'Ol.)

THE QUEEN BEE.
The queen bee is difl'erent in many particulars from her

subjects. She is not so vindictive as the workers. How
the Divine Wisdom has wisely ordered this is evident, for

if the (iiieeu was as vintlictive as her sulijects, slie would be
iu danger of lier life every time she was rudely distiubed.

I have had many live queens in my hand. In hiving a swarm
iu one of the straw hives (a second swarm), they fixed iu a

most awkward place, the but of a plum-tree. I endeavom'cd,
in vain for some time, to get the bees to ascend, hut, at

last, observing the queen, I seized her, and gently placed

her inside the bottom part of the hive ; she ascended in-

stantly, and the whole of tlie bees, iu about tliree minutes,
followed lier ; I then allowed them to work until the evening,

when I removed the lii\e to its destination.

The queen's wiugs are much shorter than those of the

workers, and many swarms are yearly lost in consequence
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of an old queen, with worn-out wings, going out with the
Jii'st or best swarm. She does not always go out with the
first swai-m, but very frequently. I never .jaw the worldng
bees lull a queen. They will prevent her from coming into

a strange hive if they do not want her, but they will not
attack her vffensively ; so that what some writers assert, that
the queens only kill each otlier, may be true. I have found
dead queens often on the ground neai' a hive after swarm-
ing ; but I never observed a worker can-y oil' a dead queen
as they do a brother worker. A poor labourer of my own,
in describing a swarm which went off and returned to the
hive, said, "Yesterday, sir, that hive swarmed and went
back; about an hour after, I found a small cluster of bees
on the ground, and in the midst of them was a queen, and
the bees did worship her." Slie could not Uy.

DEONE,
As well described by Butler, is "a gross, stingless bee,
that spendeth his time in gluttony and idleness, living on
the sweat of others' brows. In the heat of the day, he
tieeth abroad, aloft and about, and that with no small noise,

as tliough he would do some great act." In fact, he is Uke
tlie " Bond-street lounger " of the great metropohs among
EngUshmen ; he does not condescend to make his appeai'-

auce until t)ie afternoon, and makes a great swell for a
short time. They have not the power to gather honey in
the fields, and it is only in the hive that they feed. I have
my doubts whether they are not of more use than many of
tlie modern writers assert ; they certainly increase the heat
of the hive ; and in swai'ming time, a considerable number
of them go with a swai'm, and they enter into the spiiit of
the new colony, for they 'may be seen the very next day
going in and out.

The di-oues never rest on a flower, nor go in search of food,
and seldom lly above 100 to 200 yards from the hive, except
when they follow a yomig queen in the crowd at swaiming
time. I never observed a drone settle in my life, except
from complete exhaustion and fatigue, when by himself.
I have watched them most narrowly for many seasons,
during the warm weather in July, when they are in their
" hey-day." One singular fact is, that tlie working-bees
seem not to molest them at certain times, when they are

4 put into a strange hive eai-ly ui the season, although, if a
strange worldng-bee should attempt to enter, they imme-
diately attack it.

Having Ijrought my remarks nearly to a conclusion, let

me ask
—

"Who is there that does not admire the wonderful
instinct of bees ; the astonishing mechanism of the combs,
so beautifully described by vai'ious uatui-alists ; the insects'

never-ending perseverance ; their discrimmation ; their sa-

gacity :' Well, indeed, might \'irgU exclaim in liis enthu-
siasm, that they had " partem divinaj mentis " (a portion of
the divine mind).
The study of the insect tiibe is a fund of entertainment

to a contemplative mind ; and even tliis small portion of
animated natm-e, in the history of the bees, the wasps, the
hornets, and the wild bees, ought to impai-t to us some
idea of the stupendous attributes of that llreat Being who,
in His infinite wisdom, formed them all. AVell might the
\euerable Mr. Kirby exclaim, in his ' History of the Wild
Bees of England," " Can we consider this curious histoiy
withuut adoring that Divine Wisdom which teaches these
diminutive creatm'es to provide in so wonderful a manner
for the secm-ity and sustenance of then- young ? Who is it

that iusti'uots them to bore a fistiUar passage, either under
ground, or in the trunk of a tree, for the reception of their
nests? What ride do they take with them to the shrub
trom which they borrow their materials to assist them in
meting out tlieu' work, by which they cut some pieces into
portions of an ellipse, otliers into ovals, others into accu-
rate cu-cles, and to suit the dimensions of the several pieces
of each figure so exactly to each other? Where is the archi-
tect who can carry imin-essed upon the tablet of his me-
mory the entire idea of the edifice he means to erect, and
without rule, square, plumb-line, or compass, can cut out
all his materials in their exact dimensions, without making
a single mistake, or a single false stroke ? Yet, this ia what
these Utile insects invariably do, and thus teach us how
much more wonderful and certain instinct is tlian all the
ett'orts of our boasted reason, which, after many painful
processes, interrupted by munerous errors and failm-es, and

by a long train of deductions, cannot arrive at that expert-

ness and certainty which these creatures manifest sponta-

neously, working at all times with unerring precision.

What is this instinct but tlie teaching of the Almighty, the

manifestation of His eternal wisdom infinitely diversified,

sustaining, directmg, impeUing all things, and making all

things work together for the good of tlu' whole, which, like

its gi'eat emblem and instrument, the light, ads everywhere
and upon all, and while it guides the planets in tlieir

courses, directs the minutest animalcule to do those things

that ai-e necessary to its preservation and tlie continuance

of its kind."

CROSS-BRED POULTRY.
Though 1 am a great admirer of the pure Cochin-China

fowl, 1 am very much disposed to think, that by crossing

the breed witli our own domestic or barn-door fowl, we should
acquu'e a more generally useful, as well as a more profitable

kind of bird. Those who are desir'ous of obtaining prizes,

and ai'e fond of distinctions of that sort, must, and will be
very particular as to the purity of the blood, but for those
who breed for the .spit, I recommend a good collection of

common hens with cocks of the finest and largest Cocliin-

Cliina breed, in proportionate numbers; say a dozen hens
to each cock. I find the chickens more healthy and stronger

than the pm'er breed, and altogether more yvnerally usvfiil

1 have my fancy bii'ds also, hut we cannot eat om' pets. In
the collections I have seen, I have found most of the

young chickens almost free of any plumage—I mean of six

weeks or two months old. Now this, 1 was told, is a proof of

their good breeding, but I consider it as no recommendation.
Fowls ai-e bred as food ; and as they ought to be ready for

the spit at three months old, I do not think it any recom-
mendation when they only want ti'ussing and skewering
before they ai-e put down to the fire to roast ; they do not look

wholesome. But 1 very strongly suspect that this deficiency

of plumage is no proof of the i)urity of blood,— on the

contrary, a proof of complaint in the blood caused by over-

feeding, for the gentleman who showed me his stock, stated

that animal food was given to his birds. Now, I have known
paiTOts, jays, magpies, and even cuckoos, in a domestic
state, fed on animal food, as bai'e of all plumage as possible,

so as to render them the most hideous and disgusting

objects in the world. X have a very fine Cochin-China male
bird, bought at the sale spoken of in my last communication
(page 173), and he is so ragged in his plumage as entirely

to spoil his appearance. I attribute this to the animal food

he has had given him since he was hatched. In other

respects, he is a magnificent fellow ; and while speaking of

him, I must relate something that tolls greatly to his advan-
tage. I had a hen with live young chickens which were
neai'ly fledged, which had been kept for a few days only in

tlie same yard with him. Thinking the chickens old enough
to take care of themselves, I turaed the hen into the general

poidtry-yard ; and the young ones, on being separated from
their mother, at first comiilained most bitterly, but they soon
found a substitute in their gallant friend, who kindly nestled

and adopted them at once as his own. It was amusing to

see him bending his long legs, and lowering his short wings,

to cover his adopted family, whilst his silly-looking affections

contrasted so oddly with his usual hectoring insolence. I

must not omit to render illusti-ious, by means of your
popular Jomnal, m^ favourite hen, Betsey. The name of

Betsey has become popuhu- among Cochin-China fowls,

as having been adopted by our gracious Queen for one of

her pets ; and we all now, as loyal subjects ought to do,

keep our Betseys. My Betsey is as handsome a Betsey
as anybody's Betsey, Her colour and her shape are perfect,

and she presents me with a beautiful egg daily, and this

egg is a perfect curiosity as to colour. It is a tine salmon
colour, inchniug to chocolate at the small end. Her eggs

are held sacred, and never applied to any other puiiiose

than the increase of her descendants. I have several of

her chickens, which promise to be great beauties.

I see, on turning over the leaves of your last volume
(vol. vii. page 389), you ask in what manner greaves are best

used for feeding poultry. Though it is some weeks since

the question was asked, it may not be too late to inform you
that 1 have pieces of the cake boiled into soup, wliich I
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thicken with grains, bai-ley, or pollanl, ami that tlie fowls

eat it greedily. I do not give them it more frequently than

every other day, as it might be too fattening ; and I do not

give it to the very young poultry, thinking it may be too

strong for them, and especially niiglit not imiirove the

liavour of those intended for the spit, 1 am also able to

inform you, tliat there is a person in the neigliliourhood of

St. Paul's Churchyard wlio sells them in calies, giving

directions liow to use them to the best advantage for that

plumose; inasmuch, as it Avas on reaiUng Ins advertisement
in the Times newspaper tliat I determined to try them,
Wlien I can get Imld of a file of the Times newspaper I will

look for tlie advertisement and send it to you. It is headed,
I think, " Eggs for the MUlion," and professes to be a

iL'feipl to make hens perpetual layers. I do not tliink it

lias hud tliat efl'ect on my hens as yet, but time will show,
1 admire much tlio spirit of good natiue with which your
Joiu'nal seems to inspire your readers. It is pleasant to see

so much reailiness to oblige one another as is displayed in

so many instances; and it is in humble imitation of tljat

spuit, that I propose myself the pleasure of procuiing the
information you require ; and in proving that good nature is

infectious, I hope it will encourage you in establishing a

certain fraternity, or rather a generous rivalry in all those

pursuits which your Jom'nal illustrates so well.—A Bbighion
SUBSCEIBEE.

HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS,
No. 2,

THE PENTSTEJIOX, ITS SPECIES AND V.41tlETIES,

In my last paper I gave some hints as to the culture of

Peiilstemon ijenlianoides, and its varieties ; in this, it is my
intention to du-ect attention to some of the most ornamental
species and varieties of this extensive genus not comi)re-
hended in that section.

The flowers of all the Pentstemons are pretty, but some
are highly ornamental, and enduring decorations to the
llower-garden, for many of them bloom from May to

October, It is also a family that comprises many colom's

—

crimson, purple, scarlet, rose, pink, blue, and white. There
are also many of various habits of growth ; some shrubby
and others herbaceous. The foUowiug are deserving exten-
sive cultivation, and sliould be in every collection.

P. puhescens (haii'y). Nativeof North America; 1ft. high;
colour-, lUac-purple ; blooms in August and September; of a

very neat, compact habit, and showy appearance.
P. ijluberrimum (smoothest). Native of Columbia; 'i ft.

higli; colour, blue-purple; blooms from June to October;
of rather straggling, shnibby-Iike habit, but valuable for its

Uvely colour, and length of time it continues in bloom,
P. heteroj)h!)lltim (various-leaved). Native of Cahfornia

;

colour, yellowish, tinged with purple; height, 2ft, ; liowers

I'rom Jime to October; of shrubby habit, and, from its

colour, of showy appearance.
P, <///?»s»m (spreading), Nativeof North America; colour,

pmi>Iish ; height, 1^ ft, ; flowers in September ; a free-

growing, hardy species.

P, ScoH/tri(Scouler's). Native of North America; colour,

purple ; height, tl ft. ; flowers in May and June, A very
compact, perfectly shrubby-growing species, and large i)lants

assuming tlie chai-acter of a dwarf evergreen shrub.
The above five lands are of easy culture, preferring a light

loamy soil and open aspect, Scouleri and puhescens are well

adapted, from their neat habit and being abundant bloomers,
for bedding purposes ; the others, being of more straggling
groAVth, requu-e supporting with sticks, and form useful
objects among mixed beds or borders.
The following are herbaceous in their habit of growth,

dying down close to the ground annually, and forming
fresh shoots for the next year's growth underground. Tliey
require to be grown in a situation thoroughly drained ; for,

although nearly all the species are perfectly hardy, an over-

abundance of wet during the winter season about the roots
generally proves fatal to them.

P. alropurpureum (dark purple). Native of Mexico ; colour,

dark purple ; height, 1 ft. ; blooms in July. One of the best
of the herbaceous kinds.

P. pulchellum (pretty). Native of Mexico ; colour, hlac-

purple; blooms iu June ; heiglit 1 ft. A very pretty orna-

mental species.

P. ovalum (egg-leaved). Native of North America ;
coloiir,

blue ; height, 1 ft. ; blooms in July. A beautifitl plant for

rockwork ; evergreen.

The following, although not perfectly hardy in many
situations, prove perfectly so m others, and from their

peculiar' beauty demand particular notice, namely:

—

P. Cohiea (Cob.La-like ). Native of Texas ; colour, a mixture

of white, purple, yellow, and rose ; height H ft, ; flowers

toward the autumn. This fine variety, although it has been

in cultivation ever since 183o, is still comparatively rare,

being the most ditiicidt of the whole family to grow. It is

generally foimd to succeed well in a Ught soil, composed of

tm-fy-loam and peat, or leaf-mould ; and to secure its living

through the winter, it should receive the protection of a

frame during severe weather. None of the Pentstenions

are more susceptible of too much moistm'e than this variety.

P. azureum (blue). Native of Mexico ; colom-, light blue;

flowers in Jime ; height I-J ft.; a species of recent introduc-

tion, of somewhat shrubby habit, and valuable on account of

its hvely colour. It is of easy culture, and when well estab-

hslied will stand the severity "of tlie winter without injury.

The above may be easily propagated by cutl,ings of the

young shoots at ahnost any time of the year. Those shoots

selected should be neither old nor quite young, as those of

moderate hardiness strike best. Dm-mg summer, the pro-

tection of a hand-glass is all they requu'e in some shady

situation selected for the pm-pose. At other times of the

year a slight bottom-heat is necessai-y. All the above seed

"freely, and raised from seed make good flowering plants.

The herbaceous species are easily propagated by divisions

as soon as the yoimg slioots begin to grow.

JosEM Henkv KNiGur, Battle.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Tbopceolum sPEciosuji.— K. M. has obliged us nith the following:

" I sent a communication a lew wceli! ago about a Tru/i<eoluin spcciosum

which lias Bucccedcd with mc so well that I thought it might be worthy

of some notice. 1 h.nc only just seen your note at page 156, in which

you say you would Ulse to know the exact locality and soil in which my
plant has thus prospered. I live in a very cold part of Cheshire (near

Congleton). We are near the Macclesfield hills, and c.\posed to cuttmg

cast winds. The thermometer on the night of the 29th of May nidicated

25°
J the Tropojolum was very little if at all damaged, thouch every

potato iu my garden was cut down. Our soil is very light and dry—

a

gravelly sort of sand. The aspect of my bouse is due south ; and the

corner 'in which my little favourite dwells is a broiling one at mid-day,

but sheltered by a projection from the rude west wind. 1 have only to

add, that finding it do so well, I have never ventured to meddle with it

in any way, not has the soil about it been renewed since it was first

planted in the autumn of 1848. 1 train wires in every direction for it to

creep up i but it rambles still further on its own account among the ivy,

from the dark leaves of which the bright scarlet little flowers peeping

out on all sides have a most beautiful effect." We cannot learn anything

about Jllasoti's Hygrometer,
Ueeenhodse (flector).—Yours is one of those mixed cases in garden-

ing in which it is not easy to advise safely. Statements concerning such

things are seldom so complete as to enable the adviser to give full and

complete advice. With the combination you mention, two questions

present themselves ; either the vines must be sci)arated from the too

warm air, or the pines must be isolated. Some old practitioners in this

way used to have a second set of front sashes, adapted to the rising angle

of the roof, at :.bout some two or four feet from the frontage, and these

were placed perpendicularly on some kerb-stone or base provided, thus

cutting otf a portion of the interior frontage of the bouse Irom the infiu-

enec of the piping ; the vines being lowered and wintered within this

cool and detached portion. Now, this answers very well, but much
depends on the " fittings " of vour interior. We fear your glass frame

within the house w ouH be an aw Uward thing to carry out ;
and question if

the heights, widths, and piping-levels would permit you go to through

with it. These corapUcated cases arc, at the best, awkward things to

deal with.

Bees (C , Z.eice«<ei-s/itre).—There has "not at present {June 25th),

been any honcy.eathering weather, and until there is, your bees will not

work up, either in the glass or small hive. If there come tine, dry

weather, you need not fear having your supers full, if the long-continued

wet has not already caused your bees to swarm.—J. H. P.
. .

Bees in Acstkama (GAi/;-a).—The accounts from Australia give the

most flourishing statements of the success of bee-culture there. An
emigrant, five years ago, took out a stock of English bees, and he now

has above 3(10 families ; there may be some error in this, but, doubtless,

the climate is most favourable, and I am told about a ton of honey has

lately arrived from thence, and of fine quality, 'fhey work and swarm

for nine months with little stopping. 1 should rccommcud their being

placed in a shaded situation, and the use of hives of larg-

common in England, holding, I should say, nearly

made of wood or of straw, and if the depriving system

the supers proportionably large.—J. H. P.

Wi.NTBK Plants (O. P. y.).— If >ou give way to such an idea as that,

the proposed conservatory can be filled with plants and climbers that

will only flower from September to March ; you will break your own

heiher

.dopted, to have
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edy to get rid of ants
it will not kill them,
emove to a safer one.

the only sure way of

back, and your employer will turn you adrift for allowing him to spend
his money on such a scheme. All the beautiful climbers you mention
are not of the least use to you. There are no winter climbers at all for

a conservatory, properly speaking, neither are there any trailers known
that would flower in the dead of winter, at the back of the house, among
ferns.

Ants (S/iyaJt).—Lime-water is the only safe rei

in your lawn. You must apply it several times, a

but make the place so disagreeable that they will

Boiling-water, where it can be safely applied, i

killing ants.

Geranium Leaf (E. A'.).—The leaf of Tom Thumb was dreadfully

sucked by the thrips, the very worst enemy to plant growing, and there is

hardly getting rid of it at this season. Strong tobacco-water, and several

applications with tobacco smoke, are the only sure remedies.

Names of Insects {E. P's, Exeter).—Two small moths, Nos. l and

2, reared from Chrysalides, in rolled-up leaves of Coe's Golden Drop
Plum, arc Lozotoeniu Iwvigana. No. 3, from young apple shoots, is

Lozotwnia carpinlann. No. 4, from the same, is Lozottenia Gerningiana.

No. 5, found on leaves of the plum, is the caterpillar of some other i

species of Turtricedce, which it is quite impossible to determine in this
|

state ; and No. 6, on the leaves of the Jargonelle pear, are the minute
white-powdery winged insects, which Linnieus mistook for moths, caUing :

them Tinea proletella, but which are now ascertained to belong to the
;

order Homoptera, forming the genus Aleyrodes.—J. O. W.
j

Honey Dkw.—J. B. P. says:—" The question of domestic bees
|

availing themselves of honey-dew was more than once mooted in your :

columns. A circumstance has just come under my observation, which
seems to throw some negative evidence on the subject. At the end of my

|

garden is a large and very ancient pear-tree. A few evenings since, I
j

was alarmed by hearing among its branches what I at first believed to be i

a swarm from my apiary, which is situate nearly under it. A closer

examination, however, assured me that it proceeded from a large number
;

of humble bees busily engaged in abstracting from the upper surface of
\

the leaves that viscid sweet matter which is called honey-dew. On
examining further through my garden, I observed the same occurrence

in a less degree on wall-fruit trees, and among the wild bees there were

several wasps, also employed similarly, but I did not anywhere observe a

single domestic bee, although- the meadows being nearly all mown, in

my locality, has more or less deprived my bees of the extent of the pas-

turage they hitherto enjoyed. From this I was at first inclined to infer

that the domestic bee docs not gather honey-dew, as here was evidently

a fine opportunity neglected by them, and the 'dew' seemed very

heavy ; but led by the circumstance to be more on the qui vive, 1 this

day discovered a few domestic bees at the opposite end of my garden just

as busy on the under aide of the leaves of a small laurel hedge, and as I

approached within a few inches of them, I clearly observed the tongues

actively used, as the insects rapidly proceeded over the surface, in collect-

ing some secretion. I am not positive, however, that it was honey-dew,
for it was so small in quantity that I am unable to ascertain its similarity

to that on the pear and plum-trees, which, on the contrary, was not only

plentiful but unraistakeable."

Habrothamnus pascicularis {J. ii.).—This, intended for a trellis

in a greenhouse, should be stopped in order to get a great number of

stubby side shoots, on which the bloom will be produced. We almost

fear that your warm greenhouse will be too good a place for it. It would

do rather better on a conservative wall. The H. elegans would more
delight you, either on a trellis, or trained wildly up a column. Warm
greenhouse;—treatment for various plants in summer; see an article

to-day.
Begonia Fucuioides (F. W. T.).—This, which you wish to bloom

late, we presume in winter and spring, you may go on with as yuu
propose. Give it another shift next month, keep it m the temperature

you propose, about 80"^ by day, and QvP by night ; but towards September
place it in an airy light part of a plant-stove, or in a warmish greenhouse

for several weeks, which will harden the shoots before placing it in the

regular stove-house, about the middle of October. Accordingly as it is

grown and rested will depend the time it will bloom freely. We have

had it good without resting at all ; but we prefer stopping and hardening

the growth for several weeks. By treating it as a warm greenhouse

plant, we have had it fair in early summer ; but it seems to do best

bloomed in winter and spring, and from young plants grown

Hybridising Begonias (J6(rf).—We do not see why you should not

be successful in crossing Ciniiabarina and others with parvi/olia, &c.

If you could get the compact habit and free blooming of the last, with

the colour of cinnabarina, you would achieve something in a pecuniary

point of view. We would make parvifulia the seed-producing parent;

but if you have room, you might also try nitida. Little has yet been

done with this family, and yet the worst of them is beautiful.

Plants kept without Hothouse or Greenhouse [M. Fer-

managh).—We are very much pleased, but must con your letter over

again, and give it more attention. Meantime, build your pit as you pro-

pose, and the sooner the better. Put slate, or a layer of tar

the foundation ; and you niEty safely add a coating of

or aviary with other birds, and let them take their chance. I shall write
a paper at no distant time on the Robin, when I shall be more explicit.

William Rayner.
Bees.—B. B. says :—" The following shews the increase and decrease

of 8 hives during the last two months ; my other 4 I could not weigh.

No.
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breed which are fivc-clawotl, but so iilaced that no cross

spui-s ai-iso from the legs ; for sho which has this male-

like ai)pendage, is rarely fruitful, and when she does sit

breaks the eggs with her sharp claws.

•' The cocks should bo lustful ; coloured like the liens

;

with the same number of claws, but taller; proud of car-

riage
; combs erect and blood-rod ; eyes brown or black ;

beak short and hooked; cars very large and very white;

wattles looking whiter from their shining, and hanging
down like a lioary beard ; the feathers of the neck or

mane varying, but preferably from yellow to golden,

and spreading down over the shoulders; the breast

broad and muscular ; the wings brawny, liko arms ; the
tail lofty, and composed of a double row of arching
feathers, alike on each side; the thighs ample, and usu-
ally thickly clothed with coarse feathers; legs sturdy,

not long, but armed as it were with dangerous spears.

Even when neither prepared for fighting, nor for the
triumph of victory, their temper should be shown to be
highly generous, haughty, active, watchful, and given
to crow often, also not easily alarmed ; for sometimes it

will be needful for them to repel attacks and to protect

their conjugal flock." .

Such were Columella's models of what he considered
a most superior hen and cock, and if two specimens
now in our poultry-yard, drafted from Mr. Punchard's
stock of dark, or partridge-feathered Cochin-China fowls,

had stood before tlie Roman narrator, he could not have
described these more closely, if the arched tail of llie

cock were excepted, and three claws were substituted
for five. The management of fowls adopted by the

Romans, and tiro construction of their poultry-houses,

closely resembled those adopted by ourselves ; but for

the present wo shall pass over these particulars, and
proceed to trace the history of the domestic fowl in our
own counti-y.

When Julius Crosar invaded Britain, about o.j years
before the birth of our Saviour, it is curious tliat he
found that, although their religion would not permit
them to eat either the hare, the goose, or the lien, yet
that they kept tliem all " as well for novelty as for

variety " (Casar's Comm., 1. v., c. 10) ; a description

which means, if it means anything, that they bred them
for the mere pleasure of breeding them and varying the

breed.

The Romans probably weakened the prejudice against

eating the domestic fowl ; and as it is well known that

they strove to improve the British farming and garden-
ing, so it is ho more than reasonable to conclude that

poultry shared in the progressive efl'ort. As already
observed, our most prevalent breed, the Uorking, share
the iivo-toed excellence that characterised the most es-

teemed fowls of Rome.

When tlie Anglo-Sa.xons over-ran Britain in the course
of the fifth and sixth centuries, they would still further

sweep away the poultry-prejudice, for they not only

bred them, but made them a prominent article of food.

We have more than one testimony upon this point, but
the most curious aru found in the details of the rent

reserved for laud let in those days of money-scarcity.

For example, we find one noble Sa.Kou dame received

annually out of her lands 40 ambra of malt, a full-grown

ram, four wethers, 240 loaves of bread, one weight of

bacon and cheese, four fothers of wood, and 20 hen

fowls. In the laws of the Saxon King Ina, the amount
to be rendered was fixed as follows;—Every ten hides

of land shall furnish ten vessels of honey, :iOO loaves of

bread, li ambra of Welch ale, 30 arabra of clear ale,

two full-grown rams, 10 wethers, 10 geese, 30 hens, 10

cheeses, a full ambra of butter, five salmon, 20 lbs. of

fodder, and 100 eels.

—

{Turner's Anglo Sci.mns, iii. 602.)

The Normans, in conquering England, caused but

little change in its farming, either in the tilling of the

ground or in the management of live stock ; we shall,

tlierefore, pass over all the intervening period, and sliall

next resume the subject where we find poultry-keeping

a subject dwelt upon in our national literature.

BEI,L-FLOAVERED DIGTYANTH.
{Dicti/anihus cavi'jftamilaiua)

This plant, extraordinary even among Asdepiads, to which

it is referable, is a native of Brazil, where the authors

of the Flora Peruviana, Ruiz and Pavou, mistook it for

a Stapelia. It is Pavon's Stapelia maculala. This in-

tricate order, however, has been since studied more
closely, and its limits and divisions have been better

defined. Dccandole is tlje author of tlic name now
given, which is derived from ilictyon, a not, and anlhon,

a flower. It has also been called tlie Drumhead flower,

Tympanmitlui.

What makes this plant the more remarkable in the

eyes of the botanist is the excessive development of the

I
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succulent matter in tlie flower, placiug it on the same

level with that of a StttpeVui, wliile the leaves and stems

exhihit no more than the usual development of cellular

tissue. This plant flowered tirst on the continent last

year, with ilr. Baumau, of Ghent ; and the Horticul

tural Society of Auvers awarded their first pri/.e medal

for it. Professor Morron gave a figure of it in L<i Bel-

glque HortkoU, and traced its nativity to the Brazils,

although formerly stated to be from the neighbourhood

of Duraugo in Mexico. Mr. Baiuuan had it growing

on a trellis about thirty inches high, out in the open

garden all summer, and found the heat of an orange

house was sufficient for it in the winter. Tlie bottom of

the stems turn hard and corky witli age, when they lose

the hairiness, which gives tliem and the whole plant a

shaggy appearance. Tlie flowers are produced singly

on long stalks, and keep open about a week. Thej' are

very curious to look at. Tlie bottom of the flower is

like a green pitcher, with a whitish limb or border folded

back, and prolonged into fine projecting corners or

horns. It is i'rom this portion that the plant is called

the net flower, the wliole being crossed with numberless

purplish lines or streaks. The organs of reproduction

are in one mass in the centre, in the shape of a star.

It belongs to 5-rentandria :J-Digynia in tlie Linuajan

artificial system. B. J.

Ci-i.TrnE.—I would strongly advise an early search after

this most curious plant. I am not (juite sure if it is in

London yet, but if not it will soon be; and very Ukely it will

come from cuttings as freely as Ceropei/ia or Jloya, two of its

own kindred, and if so we shall all have it )iy-and-by ; and
the way to turn it to the best account in the country will be

to keep it in a good-sized pot well-drained, and the pot to

be sunk in over the riiu against a south wall, and train the

shoots up as far as they will reach. \'ery likely, that after a

while the roots and bottom pai'ts of the stein will get so thick

and juicy that the tops might bo cut off when the frost comes,

and the plant would then recpiire no more care than we
bestow on the fuclL^ia ; or, wluit is fur better, even with

fuchsias, to turn out the balls out of the pots, and cover

them in half dry soil, or sawdust, or sand, in a dark dry cool

place away from the frost. About London they will grow
it in pots for the shows, and some one will be trying to

imitate the way Mr. ^eitch brought out his beautiful

Hexaeentris, which chamied everybody. I am glad of tliis

opportunity to explain the stamens and pistils of these

curious Asolepiads to my young readers who follow me so

earnestly in all my crossing and recrossing vagaries, and the

more so as the father of all our crossing, KiDieuter, a

famous German naturalist, was so much put out by the

strange mixture of forms in tbese pai'ts, that he aud others

verily believed that the poUen itself was the real stamens,

ami that Asclepiads must be fertilized like so many orchids.

The middle part in the centre of the dower is called the

little crown ; on this crown is glued or consolidated tlie

stigma or female organ, the style, the stamens, the anthei-s,

and the pollen, all in one ghied mass ; the whole of the

centre is a stigma in the shape of a broad disk, with five

little horns or projections. These five projections are

always taken by young gardeners to be the five stamens, aud
no wonder, but they are the part of the stigma to which the

pollen must be put, aud there is a gland on each of the

jirojections to whicli the pollen will stick as if glued. The
pollen is yellow, not in the usual dust, but in solid bodies.

There is no trace of stamens at all, and the masses of

pollen, like little bits of bees-wax, are placed in little

lioUows round and below the horns of the stigma. "When
the pollen is rijie, the hollows or anthers open, tbe lump of

pollen comes out by its own weight, the wind or the tlies

shake the flower, causing the mass of pollen to swing about

until it is caught by the gland on one of tlie boras, to which

it sticks.
'

I>. Beaion.

GOSSIP.

Mr. James B.iUNES, waiting to us from Bictoii, near

Sidraouth, in Devonshire, says

—

" The potnlo crop, which has this year been planted to a
large extent in our neighbourhood, is looking woefully bad.
The disease is making serious havoc both in stem and
tuber. As to the late -planted, I observe some fields where
tliey came up and progressed only weakly a few iiiches, and
there they are crippled, aud completely stagnated with emd
and disease, aud never i\Ul be worth anything. Were they
mine, I should have ploughed the ground ere this for
Swedes or common turnips. Afiiles in this locality are a
partial crop ; the eaily-blooniing vaiieties being cut oft" bj-

the late spring frosts, and the latest-blooming varieties

being swept otf by the heavy rains and high winds. The
intHrmcdiate blooming varieties aie the fullest crop."

Knowing the source from whence the following inform-

ation, relative to the Cnjstid Pitlacf, was derived, we
copy it from The Times.

" Various arrangements have been already made by the
directors of the Crystal I'alace Company, in conjunction
with Sir Joseph Paxton, Messrs. Kox and Henderson, and
Mr. Owen .Jones, and tlie other gentlemen engaged in the
reconstruction of the edifice, and in the formation of the
grounds. The total length of the building will be 1,853
feet, the extreme width -'.iKi. The new palace will undergo
several modifications. It will have three transepts—two of
the same size and height as the original transept, and a
central one of l-'JO feet span, In.s feet higher than the two
smaller. The roofing of the transepts, as well as of the
whole of the nave, will be arched, and the ribs will be of
wrought iron, instead of wood, as employed in the old
transept, the former material being used, not for the sake
of durabihty only, but with the view also of absorbing the
whole ' thi-ust ' of the arches, and of preventing its being
thrown on the adjacent fiat roofs of the aisles. The glass
for the new roofs will be all il ounces instead of 10 ounces
per square foot The sloping form of the ground on which
the building is to stand will be made available for the vailous
works below the floor line, necessary for the heating of the
interior, for machinery, and for the stores required in a
building of a permanent character. Tins basement story
will be formed of cohmins and girders, with brick arches
fitted to receive the earth for the plants above. The dispo-
sition of the galleries will be much modified. It is deter-

mined that they shall not run along the nnve, as at present,
but shall be generally kept back to the outside walls coming
forward only at those pouits where they will command the
most sti'iking views. The interior will be aiTanged on the
following general princiides. At one end the chinate and
vegetation will be those of tlie tropics, gradually changing,
until at the centre transept, a temperate climate and tem-
perate vegetation are reached, wliicb will prevaU throughout
the remainder of the building. I'ortions of the palace will

be converted into quadrangles similar to the fine art or
mediajval courts of the exhibition. These courts will be
made to represent the manners, costumes, i-c, of different

countries. For instance, one court will form an Indian
bazaar, with adjoining dm-bars and reception rooms. Here
all the illustrations of Indian life will be collected in as
vivid and characteristic a manner as possible. Another
quatlrangle will be devoted to the illustration of China. A
third will contain a reproduction of one of tbe courts of the
Alhainbra, by Mr. Jones ; and a fourth will exhibit a Poni-
peian house fully restored. In one of the smaller transepts
ihei-e will be Egyptian antiquities, casts from the celebrated
reliefs, illustrative of the trades of Mgypt, and from tlie

most noted statnes—all coloured exactly like the originals,

and so disposed as not to be a mere dead collection of indivi-

dual objects, but a living reproduction of Egyptian manners
and things. In another part there will be presented a
Nineveh palace. Steps have been already taken to procure
collections of scidpture, of arcliitecture, and of ornaments,
illustrating the progress of those arts from their commence-
iiieiit to the present time. The sculptures will include the
linest works of the great European galleries and of the
modern schools. Many of the latter—the compositions,
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for instance, of Kaueli, Schwanthaler, Conielins, and Sclinorr

—the Englisli pnblio know scarcely hy name, and will be

made acquainted with for the first time. Tlie architectui'al

collection will fonn a progressive series, with which will be
mixed the industrial arts and manufactures of the middle
ages. All these, by means of casts, etc., are within the
reach of the directors, and the eft'ect of the combination of

statues and foliage will be as new as it is stiiliing. A large

sjiace will be set apart for geological specimens, arranged in

tlie order of the strata, accompanied by maps, %iews, and
sections of the country, specimens of vegetation, &c.

Modern machinery and manufactures will be largely repre-

sented in the exhibition of materials from their raw states,

in every progressive condition up to manufactured articles.

The intention of all the museums within the building mil
be educational. They will not constitute mere collections,

interesting and instructive only to those who are beforehand
acquainted with the illustrated sub.jects, but they will be
arranged so as to exhibit tlie connection and progression of

all the different parts. It will be impossible for the spectator
to take interest in what he sees, without deriving instruction
from his observation. Up the centre of the nave fountains
of various descriptions will play. The principal, or Victoria
Fountain, in the park, will play 150 feet high—that is to say,

'JO higher tlian the Nelson column in Trafalgai'-square.

There is every reason to believe that within a twelvemonth
the Crystal I'alace will be once more open to the public."

We liave heard, upon the best autboi-ity, of a gentle-

man near Bury St. Edmunds, who sold, within the last

three weeks, a CoclihiDhina code and two hens for thirty

guineas.

Tlie following is a list of the Horticultural and
PouUry Shoti's of which we are at present aware. Wo
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HOIITICI'LTUK.U, SHOWS.

AI.LF.NDAI.E, Sept. lltli. {Sees., G. Dickinson and G. ,T.

French.)
Bath, .July aOth, Sept. ICth. (AVc. H. T. St. John

Maule, Ksq.)
Briugf.water, Sept. 2'i. (Sn-s., Mr. .T. Leaker and JMr.

J. Hayward.)
BniOG, Sept. l.ith. (Si-c. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun.)

BiiEY St. Edmunds, JiUy HO (Picotees) ; Sept. 10 (Abbey)
;

Nov. 2C (Chrysanthemums). (Sec. G. P. Clay, Esq )

Cai-edonian (luverleith Eow), Edinhui'gh, Aug. 7, Sept. 2,

Dec. a.

Cheltexhah, Aug. 26.

Clapham, Sept. IJ.

Coi.f^HESTER and East Essex, Sept. 8, at the liev. T.
Hound's grounds, Holly Trees, All Saints.

Derby, Aug. 4.

Durham, Sept. 8.

Forfarshire (Eastern), July 21 (Brechin) ; Sept. 13
(Arbroath).

Hampshfre, Sept. 9 (Southampton), Nov. 18 (Winches-
ter). (Sec. Rev. F. Wickham, Winchester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 16.

HuiJ,, Aug. 4, Sept. 16.

Kirkcaldy (Fifeshire), Sept. 9.

Lewes Grand National, July 14 and 1 "i.

Lincoln, July 27, Sept. 14.

Liverpool, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).
London Floricultural (Exeter Hall, Strand), July

27, Aug. lOt, 24, Sept. 14t, 28, Oct. 12t, Nov. 9+, ^4,
Dec. 14+.

Maidstone. In-door Show. Sept. 8. (Sec. Mr. J. G.
Smith, Week-street.)

Mid Calder (Parish school-room), Sept. 10.

Newbury, Sept. :).

North London, Sept. 14 ; Nov. 2iJ, Chrysanthemum.
NoETHAHPTON, July 27, Carnation; Sept. 27, Dahlia.
Oxfordshire (Royal), July29 ; Sept. 23. (5cc.«.,C.Tawney
and W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

Peeeleshire, Sept. 14th. (Sec, J. Stirling.).

PoNTEi.AND (Newcastle-upon-Tyne), Sept. 8. (Sec. Rev.
J. M. St. Clcre Raymond.)

South Devon Botanical and Horticultural, Sept. 7.

(Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.)
South London (Royal), July 18+, 21, Aug. 19+, Sept.

2+, 8, Oct. 14|, Nov. 11+, Dec. 9t, ]6.

SlIACKIJiWELL, Sept. 1.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-
well), Sept. 15, Dahlia.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. 25.

Turriff, Aug. C, Sept. 17.

Whiteh-aven, Sept. 17, Dahlias.

poultry shows.
Agricultural Society (Royal), Lewes, July 12.

BlEMFNGHAH AND jMlDLAND COUNTIES, 14th, 15tll, IClh,

and 17th Decembei'.

Bury and Radcliffe (Lancasliii-e), Sept. 3 (Radcliffe).

CoRNWAij. (Penzance), about a week after the Bii'ming-

ham. (Sees. Rev. W. AV. Wingfleld, Gulval Vicarage,

and E. H. Eodd, Esq.)

t For seedlings only.

PINE-APPLE SHIFTING, AND GENERAL
CULTURE.

At til is period, the pine in every stage is in full vigour,

the foliage is attaining its most complete develojiment,

and now it is that not a day may be lost, not a chance
given away, but all the accessories to high culture must
be called fully into action. It is impossible, and indeed

impolitic, to attempt to lay down a rule as to the time

of shifting, as it is termed ; such must, in the main, be

ruled by the character of the plants, and the period at

which they are required to fruit. Pines, cultivated

under proper conditions, may be allowed from eight to

twelve months, dating from the period of the last shift

to the time of the fruit-showing. Of course, kinds vary
ill habit, and, by consequence, the period will vary,

and some allowance may be made for the character

of the period at which the last shift is made. Ou the

whole, however, it may be affirmed, that no period can
excel that of Midsummer to the end of July ; it being,

as we think, a very necessary condition tliat the pot

should be filled with roots before autumn. Such plants

will go through the winter better ; their tissue becomes
firmer, and the plant is well prepared to withstand

either high stimulus, or a degree of retardation, if neces-

sary, in the ensuing spring. The term retardation may
alarm some, but such mmj be practised in a considerable

degree with the pine, although not the most desirable

course. For instance, a cultivator may have a strong

lot of plants in the end of January, which he is assured

might be soon made to " show " by the application of a

liigii stimulus, but it is not desirable to have the fruit

ripe until August or September. In such a case, he

has nothing to do but to give them a longer winter

;

instead of a bottom-heat of 80'' to 85°, and a top warmth
of 70^ to 80°, he will continue his winter treatment with

a very trifling advance,—say bottom-heat 70" to 75",

and top-heat (iO° to C5°. This will carry him over the fob

lowing two months, when the increased amount of light

and length of day will demand a corresponding eleva-

tion of temiieratures, as evil as an increase of the other

elements necessary to success. He has, also, another

priwer, which he may refrain from applying—moisture,

especially at the root. Instead of resuming his water-

ing in the early part of March, he may pass them on to

the middle of April without any serious damage; and
all this we term, retarding the fruiting period. Thus,

out of the same stock of plants, circumstanced as before

stated in the early part of sjiring, may one portion, if

necessary, be started under a high stimulus, to ripen in

May and June, and the other retarded, to ripen in
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August aud September. We liave said tlius much to

sliow that people ueed not be very precise about a month
or so ill giving the final shift, providing the subsequent
treatment is rightly shaped to a given end. and in order

to suggest a very general shift about the time when this

meets the eyes of our readers.

As potting, especially the final shift, is a most ma-
terial point in the culture of the pine, we will, for the

benefit of those wlio have not access to the earlier

numbers of this work, give the detail, aud we feel as-

sured that old readers will out of courtesy acijuiesce.

To commence, we riuist advocate very roomy shifts

;

there is, in reality, no occasion for such frequent dis-

turbances of the roots as were practised a few years

since. ]5ut let it be observed, that the more roomy the

shift, the greater caution must be observed in watering;
this attended to, all is well. Much less water is required

at the large shifts than the small ones, at least until

the pot is nearly filled with roots.

Drainage is one of the chief essentials in pine potting,

so much so that it is immaterial what other pains are

taken if this be neglected. The crocks, or other im-

perishable material, should be so placed as to jiermit

the free ingress of the fertilising gases arising from
decomposing fermenting materials, as v.'ell as the escape

of moisture after watering. To accomplish this, four

or five lai'ge and crooked, or curved, crocks are well

adapted, and these may be placed slightly overlapping

each other, thus providing several apertures ; the whole
may then receive a slight casing of pounded crocks, the

size of horse beans. This mode of crocking, or drain-

ing, will accomplish all that is required, and will permit
the roots to escape occasionally into the plunging mate-
rial. A little of the turfy loam, with the soil shaken out,

is excellent to strew over the drainage, but care must
be taken not to force the ball too high up. The size of

the sliift, therefore, forms a primary consideration, and
this, in some degree, must be ruled by the dejith of the

ball of soil. Plants receiving the final shift are fre-

quently in the pots known as $Us, seven inches diameter.

Now the surface of the ball, when placed in the pot,

must be from two to three inches below the rim, in

order that a good casing of the new soil may cover it.

Not less than two inches of drainage can be used in

such full shifts, so that, if the ball be about si.K inches

in depth, it is plain tliat the pot for the final shift must
not be less than one foot in depth, indeed, many use

them two or three inches deeper.

Thus stand matters as to size of pot ; and now as to

soil. Almost all British pine-growers agree in the use
of a soinid maiden loam as the chief material ; as to the

continental pine-growers, and their peaty soils, we are

not aware that English gardeners have nuich to learn

from them. It is possible that such soils suit tlieir

climate better, for varying conditions of moisture in

the air may very possibly require a change in the staple

of the soil. A good, sound, yet mellow aud turfy loam,
then, two parts, and the otlier part composed of rich,

half-decomposed dung and vegetable soil, thoroughly
incorporated, will be found to grow the piue quite equal
in our climate to any other compost. A little sand and
burnt material may be added, especially if any jealousy
exist as to the stubbornness of the loam. As to the latter

material, much, very much difterence exists as to quality,

and it is rather difficult to convey an idea by the pen ; it is

well for the uninformed to take the advice of a soundly
practical man on such [joints. One thing we would
urge, and that is, to endeavour to obtain a sample homo-
genous in colour and equal in texture.

In repotting the plants little or none of the original

ball should be disturbed, aud care taken not to injure

the delicate fibres. One matter of consequence is to

use warm soil; a temperature of 70° to 80° is necessary.

We generally keep a hot brick or two overhead, iu the

compost, while the operation is proceeding. The com-
post should be chopped Jiite but not sifted, and should
be rather dry when used ; this condition enables the

operator to press it close as the filling proceeds, a course

which would be fatal to the texture of the soil under
opposite conditions. It will be found good practice

when the compost is filled nearly level with the top of

the ball to introduce a layer of coarse turfy lumps, and
that, pressed close, may have a casing of some two
inches of the finer compost.

Something may be said as to the state of moisture of

the ball previous to shifting ; it should be moist, but by
no means wet. It is a good plan so to arrange matters

as tliat they may require watering about three or four

days previous to the shifting ; a fair condition of

moisture will thus be secured, and no watering required

for a fortnight or more afterwards, it being desirable,

in large shifts especially, that the new soil should bo
mellow until invested liberally with the new fibi-es.

And, now, as to bottom-heat. Those who use ferment-

ing materials must beware of sudden excesses, which
frequently arise from newly-disturbed masses at this

season. It has been stated before, that although 90°

may occasionally prove harmless, possibly beneficial,

yet 8.j° is by far a more safe proceeding. Persons

whose plants have been tardy in rooting, or are

supposed to require a stimulus, are apt to try to gain

time by these extreme heats. Jly friend Hamilton
thinks that those extreme heats are promoters of un-

wieldy crowns, and we doubt not he is right. It is a

tolerable fair inference, that if by any sudden impulse

an unusual amount of sap is thrown into the fruit, an
amount which it cannot appropriate, such would be
employed in the enlargement of the crown. We would,

therefore, lu'ge on the amateur much caution : if his

bottom-heats, from now until the middle of September,

range between 78° aud 85°, he may feel assured of

being in a safe track.

All fermenting materials, whether with fruiters or
succession, should be stirred with a stake deeply once a
month at least. This will cause them to give out then-

genial gases with freedom, and tend to jjrcvent the

breeding of those nasty fungi which contaminate the

air of the pit and give a disgusting appearance to

things. Water should also be freely apjilied wherever
any huskiness appears, especially previous to stirring.

Fruiters " rising " or swelling must, at this period,

receive every assistance, such as liquid-manure, top-

dressing, &c. ; and during all such operations the most
anxious care must be had not to break or derange the

functions of the leaves. Every injury of this kind is a
positive loss to the fruit, especially after it has blos-

somed. Those who top dress are but too apt to strip

lower leaves—out-of-the-way, as they term it,—but the

less of this the better. Certainly, if leaves are really

decaying it is another affair.

^'entilation, in its utmost latitude, must now be in-

dulged in. There are those who believe that a close

atmosphere is absolutely necessary to the free swelling

of the pine, but we believe it to be mere fudge. That
a certain quantum of atmospheric moisture is indispen-

sable we know, and tliat it is somewhat difficult to

preserve that amount with a free ventilation we can
also understand ; but we cannot allow the question to

be thus mixed up to the prejudice of ventilation. We
believe that nine men out of ten draw false conclusions

this way, through confused aud vague ideas jumbled
together.

It is extremely probable that in all forcing matters too

much fresh air could not be given, providing the

requisite amount of air, moisture and heat could be

otherwise secured. Indeed, thus nature teaches us, and
we generally smart for it in neglecting her teaching.

However, it must be confessed that under certain cir-
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cumstances it would be both a waste of IVuit and an in-

convenient amount of artificial heat if extremes were

constantly resorted to ; all we can say is, be sure to con-

tinue at all times an ample supply of air moisture from

one source or other ; too much can scarcely be supplied

to tlie pine.

Light is the great ruling agent ; the heat apportioned

to it, and tlie moisture to the heat. These are the

fundamental principles of hothouse managemeut, and

the exceptions are few indeed.

Let every one avail himself of solar heat if attainable

;

the neglect of this involves bad economy, and forces the

cultivator to em)dny a medium by no means so general.

B'. EnBINQTON.

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, REGENT'S
PARK.—JUNE 30th.

This, the third and last exhibition of the season, in

the garden of the Royal Botanical Society, at the

Regent's Park, was quite as full of plants, and as gay in

flowers as any of this season ; the blaze made by the

Azaleas in May, was sustained to day by Cape Heaths.

The fancy Geraniums, and the great Pelargoniums, were

fully as good, if not better, tlian they were at either of

the other two previous exhibitions. The large collections

of stove and greenhouse plants were very rich in well-

grown specimens, and Mrs. Lawrence came in only as

second best in thi's class. Mr. Cole carried oft' the

premier prize of the day triumphantly this time; it

was not a race of heads or necks, but of full lengths,

and sometliing more. The worst plant in England to

grow well. Rnella cUiata, was the largest and best grown
plant of the kind ever exhibited, and the best specimen

of good gardening at this exhibition; it was in ISfr.

Cole's large collection. We must not confound this, old

as it is, with the genus Bucllia, which sounds so nuich

like it. RoeUa is a genus of Bellworts, and Rucllia one

of the Acanlhads. To know or describe a new species

of Miicllia is one of the most difficult tilings a botanist

takes in liand, because the species are so numerous, and
como so near to each other. But there is no difficulty

in the genus for gardeners, as no RuelUa is at all diffi-

cult to grow or propagate ; while a tyro in botany could

make out a Roella almost at first sight. It is questionable

if there are ten gardeners in England who could grow
Roella cilldta in the way that Mr. Cole brought out tliis

splendid specimen of it, nearly a yard across, and
trained as they do the great pelargoniums. I recollect,

some years ago, tlie iVIessrs. Frazer, of Lea Bridge
Nursery, having exhibited a specimen of it at Chiswick,

in as good bloom as we had it here, hut the specimen
was not near so large. Schiiberlia graveolens, a fine

stove climber, belonging to the Asolepiads, was spelled

Shubertia. M. Mii'bel of Paris called the deciduous
cypress, Scliuhertia ; it is so called in some English
books ; and Blume called Honfieldia an umhellifer-Sclm-

bertia. All this mixture and bad spelling is apt to lead

one astray viheu Schubertia is s\)o\ien of. Be it known,
therefore, tliat the Asclqnad Sclmbertia is the true one

;

that it is- a most profuse and lasting bloomer, a stove

climber, and that one might be excused for mistaking it

for Slephanolis Jloribundit, looking only at the flowers

with a cursory glance. As an instance of sleek pedantry,

we had hero the old Madagascar periwinckle, \"inca

\ rosea and alba, two or three times called Galharanlhiix—
what next '.' Who is to write " Cottage Gardeners' Dic-

tionaries" every year, to keep pace with all this routing
out of synonyraes ; and why not call the red I'iiicd,

Cathaniiithiis, and the white one, Locliiierci, or Pervincii,

for the one is as lawful as the other, as you may see in

any good arrangement of genera under I l)icn ; but I

saw something niuoli more to the purpose, under one
Vinca, at this show—jt was aoompaot and comparatively

a small plant, with the largest and best coloured flowers

I ever saw of the sort. The plant must have been
seven or eight years old, judging from the size of the

stem and colour; it must have been cut in every year

as liard as ever a geranium was pruned ; at last the

plant got so old, that it gave up the long growth pecuHar
to young plants of it. The shoots bloomed near home,
as we say, or near the main stem, and the great strength

of the roots was thrown into the bloom, instead of being

expanded in two-feet shoots, as you often see young
plants do; here is an excellent hintfor young beginners,

as all we of the old school thought that a thi-ee-year-old

Vinca was at its prime. Penliis carnea is another fine

plant wliich requires exactly the same treatment as

these Vincas, and a much better plant; but no one brings

it to an exhibition now. I saw a plant of it in Mr.

Jackson's nursery, next door to me, which was as good

as any plant at this exhibition. Perhaps Pentas may
be more apt to go ofi' in the winter—but Vincas are

ticklish in a damp house. A tall vinery, where grapes

are kept till February, is the best place to winter such

plants, and also the soft Clerodendrons, and, indeed,

many such ; an intermediate houte for orchids, where

the plants are kept quite dry in winter, is tlie next best

]:ilace for them, and they should not be pruned until the

very week you want to begin their growth, and after

jiruning they should not be shook out of the old soil,

nor get much water until they have made a slight

growth. Try them on this plan, and let us see how old

they must be before they show such marked improve-

mont in the dwarfer growth and larger blossoms, as

this Vinca has shown us may be the case. Ladies go

to the shows to see fine flowers, apd what-not ; but young
gardeners ought rather to go to learn more about their

biisiness, and to generalize on, what others might think,

very simple things. The fancy geraniums, and the

ladies who admire them so much, had full and freo

justice done them on this occasion; they were separated

from the great pelargoniums for the first time in my ex-

perience, and a collection of other and very different

kinds of plants put between them, and the best of it was,

that this intermediate collection was of such plants as

must attract general attention. So that you went to

either class of geraniums with that freshness of mind,

if I may so speak, which never fails to give us the full

enjoyment of scenes in landscape, as well as of the

diii'erent groups of plants at exhibitions.

These fancy geraniums are always about their prime

at the last shows here and at Chiswick, and those families

who leave London before the July shows lose the best

treat of the season. The best fancy here, in the way of

Anais, is Madame Rosaii, ov Rosutii : there were three

splendid specimens of it. Triiiwphans, as at the other

shows, is the most scarlet of them ; but one called

Beauty Supreme is nearly as high in colour, with a much
better habit and more profusion in bloom, therefore I

put it first and Triumplians second in the high-coloured

ones. The nearest approach to white in this class is

Henderson's DcUcatiim. I have a whiter one of my own
seedlings, called The Countess, but not so good a bloomer.

I know ladies have a dislike to white flowers unless

they are pure white. I wanted to call my seedling Lady
Middleton, as it was the finest I ever had, but her lady-

ship woidd not accept the compliment; the flower or

colour was " too faint," but until we get a clear white

flower, let us grow Lklicatiim extensively, to make a

variety. The very dark and ugly l)rown ones are fast

disappearing, and a new race of fancies is taking their

places, and the improvement is beyond comparison

already. I place this race as follows:— !. Hero of

Surreir. 'i, Rolland Cashcl ; ii, Annie, fine ; -1, Cabrera

;

.'), Ri',:hard Gobden ; 0, Punch : 7, Pilot ; and 8, Flora

Mc Iver ; and of seedlings, Madame Sonlag and Ne plus

ultra belong to this section. Tlie figures here are not
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accordiQg- to the merits of tlie flowers, but to show the

way I would arrange tliem for cil'eot, or iiialia a bed of

each ill tlie Uowcrgardeu to show lliem olV in ymdalion,

not ia contrast. Annie, a seedling, by E. B. Henderson,

is my own favourite of this group, and if tliey put Ocil-

latum among them another year, 1 would place it be-

tween 3 and 4. I said in June that it ought to stand

between the Hero of Surreij and Qaieli/, but this is the

best and true position for it. Queen of the Fancies and

Neplus ultra are in the transition state between the

above and the dark ones, such as Dejianoe, Magnifica,

Ytolinskii, Statuislcii, &c. &c.

L'lrge Pelargoniums.—I did not attend much to the

seedlings ia this class all the season for two reasons

;

first, because Mr. Appleby was there, and he could

see all about them if he was to shut one eye and

close the other ; and, secondly, that what they call

first-rate ones are as treacherous as " new and rare

plants," for which large prizes are often given before

anybody knows what they are good for. If ever

I am to have two or throe leisure days to call my
own, 1 shall draw up a list of all the "new and rare

plants " that have got first prizes for the last ten years;

ditto of all tlie first and second prize geraniums, and state

how many of these appeared in collections this season,

and then see how far the accumulation of ten years, and
the barrow-load of medals, have influenced the decision of

the judges both here and at Chiswick. Now, I rail

without blushing at giving away money for things

which nobody knows anything of, and for what the

florists call tho very best of their kind ; but if the lists

f contemplate refute me (I am very sure they will not),

why I shall willingly acknowledge myself at fault, and
pay more attention to the subject in future. Can any
one tell me if Arnold's Virgin Queen geranium had a

first prize anywhere when it first' came out, or has it

originated at or very near Cheltenham? The reason I

ask the question is, that we had eight plants of it in so

many collections at this exhibition, so that that stamps
it as a favourite ; and I missed the Gipsy Bride, the

best seedling that aU the gold in Englancl could get out

about iive or si.'c years ago; but it might have been

tliere without my noticing it, as there are a score much
like it,—dark back and reddish front. There was one

seedling there, and I shall stake my gold pen that it

will be a favourite plant in collections twenty years hence,

and if the pen lasts till they give over growing this

geranium, it will bo brought out on high occasions as

an heir-loom, of which it will, no doubt, be boasted, that

"one of our family" used it in writing for The Cottaoe
Gardener two hundred years ago. The name of this

seedling is J'irgineum, and a better name was never hit

on; it is all but pure white, large flowers, large trusses,

fine leaves, and a stocky growth, in fact, all that you
could desire in a virgin white geranium. There is a

dash of waviuess about the petals which would lead you
to suppose tliat a little of the pollen of the fancy sorts

got mi.x.ed with that of the pelargoniums to produce the

result, but that would lead us to the misty regions of

auperfetation, and we had better drop the subject. Out
of the large specimen pelargoniums, I marked the fol-

lowing as very distinct :

—

E.vaclmn, white front, and
dark purple back petals ; Virgin Queen—eight plants of

—

rather common-looking, but very showy ; the frout petals

white, and a white band round a large brown blotch ou
the back jietals ; Jja.v I never saw better ; it would
make a capital match plant for Optimum, where you want
to place some in pairs, as often happens in conserva-

tories, halls, and other rooms. Ajax is a fiery red in

front, with a dark back ; Optimum tho same, but a dif-

ferent tint in the rod, and the back jiotals are like the

back of a raven. Peerless is to be added to the scarlet

or high-coloured section, and it is as good as most of
them, with very little black iu it ; Alonso, red and dark

;

Cloth of Oold is quite a marked flower, orange-scarlet,

much streaked in the front petals, the back ones black,

with a rich edge of the ground colour ; and Shylock is

another very distinct one, the front dark purple, streaked

and blotched lilac or French-white eye, and black and
all black in the back petals ; and, lastly, National, red

and black, and a very bold flower. What a contrast

between these and the Adam and pjve of the race, which
stood modestly enough at one corner, Flexuosum, Fulgi-

dium, and Reniforme, of wliich there was a seedling

variation, with lighter blossoms, and it was called

Erectum, a name next door to nonsense; if we had
Smpejlorens and the old Orandiflora, the ancient pa-

triarchs would have been complete, or nearly so.

Chinese Azaleas.—Of them, there were still a few ex-

iiibited, of which Prastance was the best. Strange it is,

tliat cactuses are not brought out more plentifully— only

one or two collections the whole season. There was a

very fine lot of Lilium longiflorum, in two varieties, one

with very sweet flowers, the other not so much so, and
on this slight pretext the sounding book name E.rimeum
was given to the sweetest on the continent, from whence
Maquoy, of Leige, first sent it to this country. By the

side of these lilies stood two excellent varieties of Phlox
Drummondii. one a rich deep purple, called Thomsonii,

the other a fine striped one, called variegata. Then a

lot of tailings, new things, and specimen plants, not

worth much ; but I shall say that two of tlie specimens

were orchids, and would have been called good eighteen

years ago, Oncidium pulvinalum, and Cgrlocliylum fla-

rescois. There were three single specimens of Heaths,

two of them were Carendishii, the easiest to manage,
and perhaps the finest of all the family: one of them had
a prize; but this heath, tine as it is, will grow very well

in future without a prize at all ; the other prize was
given to Massonii, tlie finest grown plant of it, and the

largest I ever saw, yet it is one of the most diflicult of

them to grow well. I recollect the time when no
gardener in the kingdom could grow it fit to be seen,

except Mr. M'Halo, of the Edinburgh Botanic Garden

;

and yet, if my plan of managing this department of the

exhibitions were iu force, these heaths would have no
prize at all, and another " specimen " of which no
notice was taken, would have come in for a jiound or

five-and-twenty shilling prize, because it was a very old

and neglected plant, so much so, tliat if the label had
been off, there was not a gardener out of fifty there who
could tell the name of it. I had it in flower for two
months, in 183.S, and out of at least one hundred good

plantsmen who called two only could tell the name

—

j\lr. Low, of Clapton, and Mr. Grunebcrg, of l-'ranklbrt.

Three of the first botanists in Europe saw it, but could

not say what it was "just at the moment." It is easy to

grow, and is nearly as hardy as a myrtle, and does not

require training, as it gi'ows better without. It has the

look of some Diosma, and the flowers of a daisy, but

bright yellow, and as large as a shilling. 1 believe it

was never exhibited in London for competition, and
tlioiigh only a second or tliird-rato plant, it well e.xem-

piifies what I mean for breaking through the sameness

of the grandijtoras and florihanduscH which we see year

after year, and at every show. The name of this test

plant is Relhania Sipiarrosa, and let us all hope to see a

new class in the next schedules—say six stove or green-

liouse plants that were not exhibited since bSlO, or

some such date; they must be all good in their w;iy, and

we shall suppose—to make my meaning more clear—

•

that tliey have either been altogelber overlooked, like

this Relhania, or have been very difficult to grow to

good shapes, as Eupihnrhia jacquinijlora.

D Beaton.
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MILDEW, INSECTS, AND SULrHUR.

Being in company witli an intelligent farmer tlie

other evening, the partial and total destruction of the

winter bean crop naturally formed the toj)ic of conver-

sation. I had imagined tliat tlie sowing of these beans

so early had been a modern method witli a peculiar kind

of bean ; but I was informed that a similar melJiod was

adopted many years ago ; that the success, at fii-st, was

great: but tliat afterwards, in some seasons, they so

tailed that their culture became unpopular. Some of

our sires, in practice and experience, might, therefore,

have it in their power to furnish data tliat would be of

national importance. I also found tliat—very contrary

to the hap-hazard manner in which it pleases some

writers to describe fanners as conducting their opera-

tions—the gentlemen referred to could calculate at once

what a field of beans cost him, and the loss he sustained

by their destruction. Hut as to a remedy for the evil

we found ourselves sunk in the dumps, or traversing

without a sure chart the regions of Cloudland. Quick-

lime was mentioned as an enemy of the whole fungal

alliance, as those who water mushroom beds with even

clear lime water may find to their cost; and sulphur is

also very efhcacious in eradicating the smaller kinds of

mildew ; but, either separately or mixed, there is uo

antecedent for applying them successfully against

mildew in the fields ;. and the farmer might have added,

it will be time enough for us to try such specifics when
you gardeners can banish such blood-suckers from your

late peas in the garden. As to what were some of the

causes of the evil we were pretty well agreed—such as

the dryness of the air in April and May, and the cold-

ness of the soil even when there was a bright sun, the

heat from it being counteracted by radiation, and frost

at night, and this followed by the cold rains of June,

without sun heat to give energy to the vital forces, or

cause the evaporation of the stagnant juices. Granted

that this is the case, and it will at once be self-evident

that the higher the state of cultivation the greater in

such circumstances will be the danger. But even grant

all this, and we must go a step farther, and find that

there was something peculiar in the state of these' beans

to invite the disease at that time, or why should spring-

sown beans, and other crops, placed in similar circum-

stances, have comparatively escaped ? Questions these,

which, as in the potato disease, bring us down from our

stilted wisdom, and show us how little we really know.

But why introduce the loss of the bean crop here ?

For several reasons. First. Puzzling as many such

questions as the above are, without knowing much in a

scientific point of view of miUeicx, I have paid so much
attention to the circumstances in which they were deve-

loped as to convince me that if thefollowing circumstances

were not the cause, they were either the antecedents or

the coincidents of the malady. For instance; excessive

cold and moisture at the roots, while the branches were

in a hot, dry atmosphere; a great degree of warmth and

moisture at the roots, while the atmosphere around the

branches and leaves was close and muggy ; or, if there was

sunlight, the atmosphere being suddenly cooled, encou-

ragement given by warmth, and moisture, and shade, to

the extending principle, and not enough of light and air

to consolidate that growth ; a very dry state of the

roots, and the plant extending itself by absorbing from

a foggy atmosjihere. These are some of the circum-

stances which we have found associated with mildew,

whether manifested in a pea, a peach, or a heath, and,

1 may say, in a vine, though in that department I have

as yet had no practical experience of its virulence. The
failure of the bean crop becomes, tlierefore, a lesson and

an example to each of our readers who has a plant-

house, or who grows a few grapes, or any other fruiting

plant therein. From such classes (a few grapes being

as much thought of in autumn as flowers in spring),

complaints have reached me in shoals, and too fre-

quently when matters had gone too far for a remedy to

be effected for that season, while, in the case of plants,

nothing hut consigning to the rubbish-heap could be

thought about.

In tlie open air, preventive measures hitherto have
been to a great extent beyond our control; not so in

our plant and fruiting houses. These we can always
regulate according to circumstances ; and prevention

being ever better than cure, [ have found that pro-

portioning the temperature to sunlight, allowing the heat

to decline in dull, foggy weather, and using sulphur pretty

freely, as a paint on walls, and hot-water jiipes, have
operated as a security alike against insects (especially the

red spider) and the dreaded mildew. A number of ama-
teurs who grumbled sadly since they adopted these precau-

tious, and left, when possible, a little air in their houses

at night, have had reason to be satisfied. In every

mode in which I have seen sulphur ap))lied against

mildew, it is equally etiicacious against insects, except

when the sulphur is applied either dry or as a paint,

with water, to the parts aSected; in this mode it tells

against the mildew, but I never found it beneficial in

the case of the red spider, as these little fellows will

ride over and among the little dots of sulphur, and
seemingly enjoy the matter as a joke, while heat so

applied as to volatalize these dots into vapour will soon

send them a flitting, but if the colonies are well esta-

blished several repetitions will be necessary.

My chief object, however, in adverting to this matter

now, is to draw jxirtkiihir attention to an interesting

editorial article in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the Hrd

of duly, in which allusion has been made to what has

been done in this country, but more particularly by our

neighbours in I'vanoe, to arrest the mildew in the vine,

&c. I do not think the editor would blame us much if

we transcribed the article, as it contains matter im-

portant to every man who grows a plant. I will merely

glance at a few points :—Allusion is made to the pow-

dering and syringing of the atfected parts. Mention is

made of Baron Rothschild's gardener in Paris, JNI.

Bergman, moistening his hot-water pipes and then

sprinkling tliem with sulphur, and finding these eftect-

ual. I have been in the habit of doing this for more than

a dozen years, and I found it not only a capital remedy
against the spider, but noted that peaches that used

to be mildewed never showed a vestige of it afterwards.

Notice is taken of Mr. Tucker, in 184.'), using hydro-sul-

phate of lime in a clear state, dashed against tlie parts

with a syringe or brush, the composition consisting of

one part sulphur, one part lime, and one hundred parts

of water. Ten years, I should think, before that period,

something like a similar mode was recommended in the

Oardeners' Magazine, for keeping the red spider at bay.

I cannot fasten on the subject at present, but it strikes

me the writer there used rather more water. The other

week, such a mode of application was recommended in

these pages. For doing the red spider, I have found

such a liquid superior to using water with the sulphur

mixed up in it. Some years ago I got mildew on some

winter cucumbers ; those dressed with such a liquid

recovered ; those smeared with sulphur got unsightly,

and so shrivelled that the leaves might as well have

been removed at once. I'lowering i>lants, such as

heaths, growing among soft-wooded plants, infested with

mildew, were also bettered by being plunged in the

liquid, or syringed with it; at all events, they were

less unsightly than when smeared or dusted with sul-

l)hiir. Right or wrong, I used to avoid allowing the

liquid to get into the soil. The using of this hydro-

sulphate of lime is the great point in the article in the

Chronicle. But then the mode of preparing it is wholly

new, and deserves the consideration of every one who
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liiis a garden, whether looked upoueitlier ns a preventive

or cure. M. Grisson, head gardener of the forcing

houses at Versailles, is its autlior : already it has heeu
recommended to bestow upon him a public reward.

This is as it ought to be, immeasurabl)' better than
nirtldng a benefactor pay for the monopoly of a patent,

whicli after all may be of no service to him. j\l.

(irisson mixes together a pound of flowers of sulphur,

and an equal quantity of fresh slaked lime. ^Yhen well

mixed, these are put into an iron or glazed eartlienware

pot containing five pints of water ; the mixture is made
to boil for ten minutes, and kept stirred all the time.

'L'lie pot is then taken oti' the fire, and the mixture
allowed to settle ; when it has done so, about four pints

of the clear liquid is bottled for use. Before using it,

to each part of the liquid is added IflO parts of water

;

so that one pint of the liquid may be made to cover

si.Kty-eiglit square yards, or fifty-one feet along a wall

twelve feet high. M. Grisson uses such a wash before

the vines are in flower, again when the berries are set

and growing, and a third time afterwards should there

be any sign of the malady. The sulplun' costs only l^d.

per pound in France ; as yet we jiay much more in this

country for it, but the writer of the article truly says,

that with sulphur at the Paris price, and provided the

composition is as effectual as it is represented to be, there

is nothing in the way of expense to prevent its being
extensively used in our gardens, and even in our fields.

I have already shown that next to the fumes of sulphur
from hot water pipes, or the sun beating fiercely against

it on a wall, such a hydro-sidphuret of lime as is formed
by mi.\ing lime, sulphur and cold water, is very valuable.

I can easily imagine that the boiling process will cause
more of the sulphur to be absorbed ; at any rate the

new mode is worthy of a trial, either as respects insects

or mildew, and if found eft'eotual, it will not be long
before the price of sulphur here will be near the Paris

price. Were that the case, what 1 use now would be
trifling in comparison of what I would do then.

11. Imsh.
Erratum. Page 214, 2 col., 6 line from bottom, instead of "sis to

sixteen," read '' si.\teeii to sixty."

FLORISTS' FLOWERS AT THE REGENT'S
PARK EXHIBITION.—June 30.

A MORE glorious day for an exhibition of florists'

flowers and plants cannot be conceived; it more than
compensated for the thorough soaking one on the iUh.

More than seventeen thousand persons congregated
together to view the beauties of Flora and Pomona
displayed in the tents, with no niggard hands, for their

gratification and instruction. It was, indeed, a gi-atify-

ing spectacle to see such fine objects of horticultural

skill, and such a numerous company of well and ele-

gantly-dressed ladies and gentlemen drawn together.

The tents were crowded during the whole afternoon,

notwithstanding the heat therein was oppressive. We
think it would liavo been a great relief if the sides of the
tents had been thrown open ; but we suppose the breeze
would have been too strong for the plants.

Florisls Flouers, especially Pelarijoniums, were ex-

hibited in force. Indeed, the usual place or tent for this

class of flowers was not large enough to contain them,
and it is a pleasing fact to record that there was not an
inditterent plant of pelargonium there. The judges must
have had a ditficult task to decide which were the best.

There were but few additions of really good varieties to

note, and we consider it is our duty only to record
such as a guide to the readers of the Cott.vge Gar-
DENKU what to procure for next year. In show varieties,

Ambassador proves to be a fine variety worth gi'owing,
as also the following

—

Optimum, Enchantress (Foster's),

Mars, Ariadne, Little Nell, Exactum, Star, Boule de

Feu, Painter imprnred, and Camilla. The last was a
perfect beauty. All these are worthy the attention of
the grower of these fine plants. In seedlings of this

class, Zaria, raised by Mr. Hoyle, obtained the highest
prize—a first class certificate. It will be remembered
that we predicted, in our report of the last show at the
Park, that this fine seedling would take a high rank, and
of coiu'se we are gratified that our judgment has been
confirmed on this occasion. For the description we
refer our readers to that report. Every grower of Pelar-

goniums ought to procure it as soon as possible. It is

the most distinct variety that lias been raised for many
years. Mr. Turner, of Slough, also had a jirize of the

same value for one named " Novelty" a good deal in

the way of " Painter improved" but of a better form

;

upper petal dark maroon, edged with rich crimson :

lower petals rose, with a dark blotch in the centre of

eacli, and veins of the same colour branching from it,

giving it a rich, pleasing appearance , form and sub-
stance first-r'ate ; not so novel as Zaria, but a fine

variety. Mr Gaines exhibited one named Nepaulese
Prince, a variety much like Novelty, but the upper petals
overlap too much.
Fancy Varieties —The collections of these were well

grown, and finely bloomed—in fact, superior to any seen
before, but they mostly comprised the varieties we have
already noticed. There were a great number of seed-

lings exhibited, but none of sufficient distinctiveness to

warrant the judges in giving any a prize. Madame
Sonlag, however, is a well-formed, and distinctly-coloured

variety : there are several old varieties that are inferior

to it, but its trusses do not arrange themselves satis-

factorily. The cut Roses were, as usual, very attractive,

tliough rather deficient in numbers. Unfortunately we
did not get into the tent where they were until the

company ai-rived, and then it was impossible to take ob-

servations upon the kinds; but we shall do so shortly,

as a friend was, previous to the rush, taking notes lor

us, and we shall give the result.

The exhibition of roses, planted out in beds, near the
American gardens, were in excellent hetdth. They are

arranged in beds, with winding spacious walks around
them, and surrounded with a wide border of tall standards
behind, gradually lessening down to the edge of the walk.

The weather of late having been so unfavourable, there

was not a very great display of bloom, though sufficiently

so to relieve the uniformity of the green leaves. In ten

days or a fortnight they will be in fine flowei, and will

then be the finest show of roses near London. They
are contributed by Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead,
Messrs. Paul, of Cheshunt, and ^Ir. Rivers, of Saw-
bridgworth. Not being intended to be permanent, they
are thickly planted, which allows for a great number of

varieties in a comparatively small space. The late rains,

though they have prevented their blooming so early as

might have been expected, yet have been beneficial to

them by inducing vigorous growth and robust health ;

they will be well worthy of a visit in a few days. There
ai'e thousands of strong healthy buds, and they are re-

markably free from insects.

Eoses in Pots.—There was only one collection e.^bi-

bited, from Messrs. Paul and Sons, and there was nothing
new amongst them.

Pansies —Several stands were exhibited in very fair

condition. Mr. Bragg, of Slough, sent a fine dark seed-

ling, which obtained a certificate, and Mr. Thomson, an
old veteran in pansey culture, sent his beautiful seedling,

the Pride of Iver ; both have first-rate properties. We
could not note anything new in the collections ; they
certainly are not so interesting shown in boxes of cut

flowers as they are, or, rather, were, in pots at Chiswick.

Pinks.—The stands of this favourite flower were nu-

merous, and in fair condition. Mr. Turner showed
several seedUngs, the best of which was named Sarah,
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but they were all deficient iu one piopertj' or another

;

perhaps the late wet weather has had somethin!^ to do

with the matter. In tlie collection we added a few to

our former notes. Sdiah was shown iu better condition

in the collection than amongst the seedlings. It is a

large flower, with a heavy red lacing, well np iu the

centre, but rather too much fringed at the edges. Luld

Monies, Oxford, Rival, Optima, a seedling of last year,

Harriet, Criterion, JJotihle A', Dr. Hawkins, Huntsman,
KoU-i-Noor, Hon. Mrs. Herbert, Saj>2>ho, Narborouyh
Buck, and Morning Star. Cultivators of pinks who do

not possess the above varieties woidd do well to pro-

cure them.
Verbenas.—We were nuicli surprized that there were

no plants in bloom exhibited of these lovely flowers.

Is it because no prizes are offered for them ? Mr.

Smith, of Hornsey, who has raised more good varieties

than any other grower, sent a flue stand of cut blooms.

The best were Shyloek, Alba maijna, Ormsbij Beauty,

Purjile liival, Exquisite, Ariel, and Othello. Amongst
the seedlings we noted oue named La Oamargo, that

will be useful as a bedding variety ; Dowers medium
size, of a deep purple colour, relieved by a white eye ;

truss large; habit dwarf and comj)act; a desirable

variety. T. Appleby.

CONIFER.E.
{Cuiitiniml from page '.J17.)

Arrangement (continued).—Though it was mentioned
in our last paper on Coniferm, that to see these fine

trees to advantage it is desirable to congregate them
together on one spot of ground, called a Pinetum, there

to display their several characters of beauty of form,

stateliness of figure, or magnitude of growth, yet it by
no means follows that they may not be arranged in

different ways, and various situations, in the other parts

of the domain. The effect of avenues of Araucaria
imbricata, Cedrus Deodara, and the Irish Yew may be

seen at Elvastou Castle, Chatsworth, i3ayfordbury, and
various other ))lace3. Whoever intends to plant Coiii-

ferce merely as ornamental objects would do wisely to

visit these places, especially the two first. We shall

never forget seeing the gardens at Elvaston two years

ago. We were one of the favoured few whom the late

noble earl permitted to see the place; such was the

sensations of pleasure the sight gave us,thatv/e actually

threw our body down ujjon the soft lawn in an ecstacy

of delight. And this beautiful scene, be it remembered,
is created upon a tame, level piece of land, some eighteen

acres in extent, but so judiciously planned that the spec-

tator at almost every step sees fresh scenes of beauty, and
is delighted beyond measure at every turn. It is to be

hoped that Sir J oseph Paxton will introduce these elegant,

charming, evergreen trees most profusely in the park or

pleasure-ground at Sydenham. It is ;a matter of rejoic-

ing that Sydenham is far enough removed from the

smoke of Loudon to allow Coniferse to flourish as well

there as at Elvaston, or even Chatsworth itself This
alone will help to console the Londoners for the removal
of the Crystal Palace, and will be a great attraction to

the lovers of line, rare trees growing in the open air in

all the luxuriance of their native woods.
To return to our subject of arrangement. Wherever

there is an opportunity, plant avenues ; only bear in

mind our former hints about planting, and protecting

them from game. Hares and rabbits are very fond of

the young tops of most kinds of Coniferie, and we need
not say that if the leading shoot is nipped ofl' the beauty
of the plant is destroyed for a considerable time, if not
for ever. An avenue may either bo formed with turf

between the row of trees, or a gravel walk, with turf on
each side ol' it. There is one advantage if a gravel walk

is formed—it can be walked upon immediately after a
shower, or in damp weather, witliout fear of catching
cold by damp feet. The trees should be planted at

such distances from each other, and from the walk, as
will allow of their expanding growth without fear of
encroaching upon each other. Then, again, the avenue,
whether sliort or long, should be formed with oi;e

species. They are formed at Elvaston iu one direction

with Irish Yews, in another with Deodars, in a third

with Araucarias, the latter being on one of the fronts

of the house, so that when you stand upon the steps

leading to the entrance on that side you look down
upon it, aud a fine effect it has even now. In villa

gardens of moderate dimensions, an avenue of Deodars
would be the most elegant of all objects ; and it is a
matter of some surprise that our landscape gardeners do
not make more use of this beautiful and perfectly hardy
tree.

If, however, it is not thought advisable to form an
avenue on account of its formality, conifers may be
planted in different localities in the pleasure gi'ound

with tlie happiest efl'eot ; they may be arranged singly,

or in grou]is of three or live togetlier, only care must be
taken to plant lliem so that they have room to show
forth their several characteristics. We were very much
pleased with the manner in which a considerable

number of these trees are arranged on the lawn at

lloUestou Park, belonging to that fine old English gen-

tleman, Sir Oswald Moseley. There, in winding round
the walks, you come upon a noble Abies Douglassii,

forty feet high, aud branches that spread twenty feet in

diameter; then, after passing a clump of ordinary

shrubs, you are startled with a noble Pinus Sahiniana,
standing qiiite clear upon the lawn, aud fully as large as

the A. Douglassii ; after admiring its beauty, and walk-

ing a little further, you meet with others, more rare,

perhaps, and equally as beautiful. In this irregular

way they form most interesting objects. Any one with

an eye of taste, and a love for these beautiful plants, may
form such a scene as this. Even iu smaller jilaces, a

few of these interesting trees may be so placed as to give

the most pleasiug efi'ect, and at a very slight expeuse,

too ; for it is a fact, that there are now iu the nursei'ies

plenty of beautiful conifers that may be had as cheaply
as a common geranium, and after they are once jjlanted

there is no further expense, exceptiug jirotection whilst

young. The only objection to their universal cultiva-

tion is, that they will not bear the smoke of large towns,

and yet, the other day, when attending the exhibition

at Regent's Park, we were much pleased to observe

several species thriving well there, especially two
examples of the Abies Morinda ; these were flourishing

most luxuriantly, and had attained the height of twenty
feet, notwithstanding the smoke of London. This is a

beautiful species, with drooijing branches, and is worthy
of being planted extensively. Loudon describes it imdor
the name of Abies Smilhiana, but it is best known
under the name of A. Morinda. It is a native of the

Himalayan mountains, where it forms a drooping tree

from sixty to eighty feet high. It is perfectly hardy in

Britain, aud grows as rapidly as the comraou spruce

fir. 'P. Aim i.KiiY.

(7*0 tie continued.)

CULTIVATION OF CELERY.
{Cuntinuedfrom jniye 'I'W.)

In continuing our observations on celery, and more
es))ecially on that portion of it intended for the main
crop, consideration must be paid to the taste aud wants

of the family for whose use it is intended. In a general

way, the amateur celery-grower is more ambitious of large,

overgrown celery than the country gentleman ; the former

prides himselfon showing it to his friends, and sometimes
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it isoxhibitod with more of its outer covering on than is

agreeable to thu taste of all who like celery, whereas the

latter is satisfied if it bo large enough to occupy the

stand allotted to it on the dinner-table. And this vege-

table, unlike fruit, can bo made to occupy a much less

space tlian the cultivator intended it should, so much
so, that we have no doubt some of our ardent celery-

growers, who glory in sending in heads of celery as thick

as horses' legs, would feel much annoyed were they to see

their iirotegi' divested of some of its outer leaf-stalks,

and sent to table about half its original eircimiference.

Yet the kitchen-authorities are perhaps wiser than the

gardener; they, knowing their employer's good taste,

are fully aware that, however large a head of celery may
be, the centre of it is always the best, and consequently

send in little but such as they are aware he will eat.

Now, tliough it is easy to understand that the central

portion of a good, large head, must bo better than that

of a small, indifl'erently gi'owu one, yet it woidd be
difficult to say whether a piece tlie thickness of a

person's linger taken from the middle of a head of me-
dium size is not so good as that from a much larger

one ; aud if connoisseurs insist on using only this small

portion, then the cultivation must be regulated so as

to produce quantity rather than heads of e.\traordinary

size, and to accomplish that object where ground is

scarce, "the broad trench " system must be adopted, and
moi-e especially for the main crop. In making a broad
trench, we generally allow the widtli to be si.x feet (more
is inconvenient), a few inches of the earth is cast out,

which may either bo the top or understratum, dung or

other enriching matter is dug in in the usual way, and
tlie plants put in rows across, about a foot between the

rows, and generally ten plants in each row of six feet ; a

space of moderate dimensions holds a good many plants,

and if the ground be good, and the season favourable,

the produce will bo more remunerative llian by the

single row recommended for very early or late crops,

the former on account of giving it every encouragement
to hasten its growth, and the latter in order to withstand

the many changes it is subject to in winter. The
earthing-np of broad rows is not attended with so mucli

trouble as is imagined ; three or four thin boards the

required length, laid so as to keep the earth from bury-

ing the plants, are made use of, aud it is siu'prisiag how
quickly two active men will get over a large piece in

that way ; and the celery grows equally as well as by
any other, while in the application of liquid manure
there can be no waste, because what escapes one plant

must be taken up by another, they being so close. We
generally earth this crop up with the ordinary soil at

hand, but if ashes or sand were iised, no doubt but the

celery would keep better, the principal difficulty with

sand is preventing it running in too close, and thereby

sealing up some of those shorter stalks so necessary to

remain ; ashes are less heavy, and, consequently, not

so likely to obstruct vegetation forcing its way through.

Most other substances, as hay-bands, moss, litter, ^c.
are liable to the very bad property of inviting slugs and
other insects, to which we are compelled to say the

drain-tile plan, either in whole or in halves, are likewise

liable, otherwise the latter plan is not without its good
properties; still, worms and slugs congregate in such
numbers, and occupying almost every fold of the leaf-

stalk, soon render it unfit for use.

Unlike many otlier vegetables, the varieties of celery as

a whole have improved but little during the last quarter

of a century. True, the common long-stalked-pipedwhitc
may be less seen now than formerly, yet the best kinds
cultivated at that period differ but little from the best
of the present day, more especially in red celery, which,
taken as a whole, keeps better than white, and may
perhaps be more generally solid, but it certainly does
not exceed it for quality and general utility. Like

everything else, the varieties soon degenerate ; and how-
ever unwilling the cultivator may be to introduce fresh

names, we fear ho must do so, if ho buys his seeds at all;

otherwise submit to tlie vexation of finding half his

crop useless by its running away, becoming hollow, or

otherwise inferior. These evils are not easily guarded
against even by those who save their own seed, unless

they take care to select only the best to save it from ; in

doing which bear in mind that the property of " not

running away " until late in the spring is one of the

ntmost importance ; size, quality, aud other general

features should of course be combined. Amateurs
generally produce better celery than gentlemen's gar-

deners, because their object is often appearance, while

that furnished by the market gardener, and sent to

T^ondou, might vie with either, more especially with

regard to the quality of the kinds grown. 'Their

uniformity, and the economy of the mode they adopt,

which, however, cannot always be copied in a garden of

mixed produce, because there not one or two objects

alone demand attention and space, but a whole legion

of articles together shoulder each other for the best

plans. That celery deserves one of the very best is

universally admitted
;
yet it not uufrequently happens

the plot intended for it, or part of it, may bo under a

crop of equal importance, which cannot bo got off' so

early as would be desirable. In that case, the thoughtful

cultivator prepares for it accordingly, and thinning his

nursery beds in what plantation he is enabled to make,
his plants are jirogressing where they are, and as

nothing lifts with balls better than celery, it is surprising

what largo plants may be removed with very little

damage ; of course taking advantage of suitable weather
and otlier favourable chances.

The summer crops which celeiy is often destined to

follow, or wait for, are often I'eas, Potatoes, autumn
Onions, or for tlie last crop spriwj Onions. We usually

avoid planting it on ground previously occupied by
caulidowcr, while spinach, even summer salads, forming,

as they often do, an intermediate crop between some-
thing else, can hardly be regarded as being apart from
the principals. Dry, sound ground suits it best, only it

must not be that hungry dry sand or gravel which
retains nothing but what the elements furnish it with,

and if that aid be withheld, adieu to all prospects of good
celery, inhabiting, as it does in a wild state, a marshy
situation, it doubtless lloiu'ishes best in a similar one,

only such a position is inimical to its keeping, con-

sequently a more suitable soil must be made use

of; at the same time we beg our young friends to re-

member that this is one of the most gieedy plants they

have to deal with. It will devour dung by the waggon-
load, and drink liquid manure like a confirmed toper,

but, ditt'ering from the latter personage, its frame will

present that uniform enlargement wiiich in the (sup-

posed) rational being lakes place only on certain spots,

and then not always so as to be conducive to bis well

being. '' '^"''**"^'-

THE MALAY FOWL
The Malay should be large and heavy ; those of the

purest breeding are so compact and close-feathered, that

the iri'KjM is greater than any one would imagine from only

looking at them.
They stand very tall, and have an upright gait; the neck

Is ropo-Ukc, with no haclde ; the legs ai-e long, and re-

markdhly long, strong and firm in the thigh; thi; shaft of

the leg should be of moderate length, round, stout, and

yellow ; tail drooping—the more it droops the lietter ; the

head is snake-shaped, so much llatlcned on the top that it

quite overhangs tlie eye ; comb broad, and almost tint to

the head; a pearl eye; hawk bill, in colnur agreeing with

the bird's plumage; a dark bill to a light bird is ugly.

Their propensity for fightmg is too well known to need
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much mention. T)iey will positively fight with a shadow,
aud no otlier bird is safe within their range.

The hens are very indifferent layers ; they lay a medium-
sized egg witli tinted shell. The cliickens, when lialf-grown,

are gaunt, ungainly-looking young things, and, like most
choice kinds, feather very slowly.

For confirmation of these points I am indebted to one
who used to be much celebrated for his Malays, until he
changed tlieni for the more productive Cochin -China.

—

Ansiek Bonn.

BRITISH SONG BHIDS.
THE SKYLAPK.

InSESSOHES CoNIKOSTKES. ALAUDID.li.

Alauda Arvensis. Skylark ; Commnn Lark ; I'ield Larl
Laverock.

The Skylark is so general a favourite, .tnd so well known
as scarcely to require description. Its cheerrnl iind delight-

ful song, fresh as the spring, is appreciatiM liy ;ihiiMst evtry

one, and on that account is most sought iiln i- li\ iIkiso who
are fond of caged birds; whOst the facilily \Mlh ntiich it is

preserved in health under confinement, and tlie general

gaiety of its manner, and sprightliness of its song, make it

one of, if not the most desirable of song birds. In its

natural or wild state its food consists uf insects, worms,
grain, and seeds of the grasses, and occasionally on green
food. It is often discovered in the roads, shuffling and rub-

bing itself along the ground, setting up its featliers in a

ruffled manner, and, by a peculiar action of the legs and
OTngs, showering over every part of its body small loose'

portions of the soil—in fact, " kicking up a dust " about
itself, witli the view, it is supposed, and I believe justly, to

rid itself of the small parisitic insects with which it is so

often infested : they are, therefore, descriljed to be pul-

veratrices, or, in other words, dusters. Dining the number
of years that I liave kept these birds I have never known
them to use the bath ; neMTlbcb'^s, after a shower of rain

I have frequently observid ilnm tlmiiiing their wings, and I

in various ways disengagin;; ilic in.n^tm'e from then' plum-
age. I ha\e jireferred the trouble of bringing these birds

up from the nest, because I find them to become remark-
j

ably tame, though wild birds will very soon become recon-
|

ciled to confinement, but seldom or never become tame. '

When caught wild they will readily peck up crushed hemp- 1

seed, wheat, embden groats, or, in fact, any small grain ; if
]

brought up from the nest, crushed hempseed and lioiled
,

bread and milk, formed into a stirt' paste, was the usual food

upon which I reai'ed my bu'ds, whose song was as perfect at

mature age as any bird taken wild, and with this advantage

—

that they soon became familar with tlieir keeper. As an
illustration of this, I remember some years ago being
highly entertained, on visiting a gentleman farmer in the
village of Cowley, near Uxbridge,—wliose family were seated

round a table, busily employed in various piu'suits, some
reading, some writing, and others drawing and painting,—by
observing a lark running about the table among the chiliheu's

books, sometimes pecking at the writer's jjen, another time
running away witli a camel-hair pencil in its beak, knocking
and dashing it about as if it were an insect or seed ; and if

any of the children attempted to interrupt or intercept its

wanderings or vagaries, it would immediately turn round
and face its intruder with open beak, defying him with all

its power and vehemence, and at length fly oft' with the

disputed plume or pencU in its lieak, hover over the table,

aud finally aUght perhaps on the head of one of the

children, or settle down amongst them again on the table.

I need not say he was a i^et companion and a general

favourite, and was happily, when a nestling, saved from the

jaws of a eat, wlio had picked him u]> in the fields and
brought him into the house, when it was secured from her
grasp by the children unhurt, and brought up by them. I

had myself a lark two or three years, which was allowed to

run about my sitting-room at will ; and, although many in

family, it always managed to get out of the way of one's

feet so as never to get hurt. It iised to run about the carpet

singing as it pecked up the crumbs which dropped from the

table ( whicli was all the food it had, except now and then

a tit bit, which it would take from the hands of any of my
children), a pan of water being kept in one corner of the

room for its use. It was so tame and intelligent as appa-

rently to understand one speaking to it. It occasionally

ran out into the garden, which was on the same level as the

room, when, if observed, it would immediately crouch down
as if conscious of liaving done wrong, and make ofl' for tlie

room ; or if at some distance any of my children spoke to

it, as they frequently did, in a scolding manner, by telling it

to go into tlie house, or pussy would have liim, he would be

oft' in a twinkling into the parlour, and commence singing

as " blithe us a lark," as if to malie amends for his past

misdeeds. Unfortunately, however, he went out once too

often, for he never retmiied ; and I fear some feline rascal

snapped him up and made his dinner off' him. The lark

kept in a cage, which should be large and lofty, should have

a quantity of powdered mortar or road-grit at the bottom

with which to dust himself; and in addition, a nice fresh

green turf, or, if not procurable, a hit of fresh raw cabbage,

lettuce, or, best of all, turnip leaf, crushed hempseed and

bread, crumbled and mixed together, or German paste, a

receipt for which I enclose by way of postscript.

—

William
E.AYNEK.

GEHMAN PASTE.

One pound of wheaten meal (some persons prefer peas

meal), two ounces of fresh butter, four ounces of brown
sugar, three hard boiled eggs, cut up very small.

Put the meal, butter, eggs, aud sugar into a wide sauce-

pan, over a clear slow fire, and keep stming it to prevent its

burning ; and when it becomes dry, keep stming it till it

becomes crumbly. When this is ready (take notice, it must
not be burnt, as this would be injurious to the birds) put a

pint of cracked hempseed to the mixture, and mix them
well together. If kept in a ilr;/ place it will be good for

months.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Pink (J. Kennlei/).—Worthless, except as a common bedder. Are you

aware, that to be a show-fiower the ground must be wititt; ?

Calceolarias and Fuchsias (JS. 2'Mr»ei-).—All were dried up.

Pelakgonic.m (/. H. G.}.—All the flowers were fallen to pieces.

Sports, such as being half fancy flowers, and half of the standard size

and form, is not common, but the sport will possibly not be permanent,
and would be no merit if constant.

Six Antihriuncms i,U. B. J , Maidstone).—All (rood forms;
spikes large ; flowers on strong upright footstalks. The best are No. 2,

muzzle coppery-orange ;
petals plum colour. The uiunai-ked specimen

is pretty ; muzzle creamy white ; petals lilac, with darker lines of the

same colour. No. 3, also pretty ; muzzle white, with faint tint of yellow,

petals pinkish-white dusted with purple.

Pansev (C. F.).—Form good, size large; but is a purple self, not

su])erior to others already well known.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
.—J. B. P., uho resides at Dublin, says ;—" Last \veek,

ation to you, I mentioned that siUhough I had observed

ild bee and wasps gathering honey-dew on tiie xippcr surface of the

Ifavcs of plum and pear trees, no domestic bee was so engaged ; while,

on the contrary, altliougb the domestic bee was remarked similarly em-
ployed on the under surface of the leaves of the laurel, no wild bee or

wasp was found //(ere. This I have frequently observed since, and from

the singularity of the case I devoted some attention to the matter. By
applying the tongue to the under surface of the laurel leaf, I sometimes

fancied I could detect the faintest possible sweetness, but in no way
sufficient to establish the belief that it arose from honey-dew ;

but ob-

serving the bee closely, 1 noticed, that having traversed the leaf hastily,

it paused much longer at one spot on each leaf than at any other; this

was about one-quarter-of-an-inch above the lower part where it adjoins

the stalk, and close to the rib wliich runs along the back (I am not

botanist enough to describe it technically). In the place I allude to, I
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found two (sometimes three) small glands, probably, or, perhaps, punc-
tures, made by some insect to deposit eggs, and from these little

apertures I could detect a secretion, very small in quantity, but some-
times sensible to the taste. 1 send you several of the leaves for ex-
amination. The nature of these glands, if they be such, or of these
punctures, you can perhaps determine, and whether they are artificial or
natural ; but they prevail both on young leaves as well as old ; and I dis-

tinctly observed some under a magnifying glass of high power, which
bore the appearance either of the puncture having been covered by a thin
film, or of the gland not yet having burst and yielded the secretion,
(They are glands.

—

Ed. C. G.) I have frequently noticed, and you are
probably equally aware, that the wild bee, where it cannot reach the
nectary of a flower, from the peculiarity of its shape (such for instance
as the common bean blossom), makes a puncture near the base of the
flower with its powerful forceps or jaws opening laterally, and intro-

ducing the tongue, extracts the reward of its ingenuity. I have seen the
domestic bee toUow in the wake of its more powerful neighbour, and
expertly making use of the same orifice, glean whatever had been left in

the rifled nectary ; but in the case of the laurel leaf, the cft'ect is not the
result of the same cause, for I have never jct seen a wild bee there,

although wild bees abound in my garden, and a populous nest of them is

fixed not ten yards from my apiary, in the same wall on which the fruit-

trees are trained that yield them the honey-dew. Now, referring to my
first letter, the case stands thus— there is an abundance of honey-dew on
fruit and sycamore trees (the latter I have since discovered), of which
wasps and wild bees partake, but domestic bees do not ; and there is a
certain secretion (certainly not honey-dew) found on the leaves of the
laurel, of which the latter, and not the former, avail themselves. The
presumption is strong, therefore, that the domestic bee does not
habitually use honey-dew, but it is not irrational to suppose that tlie

atmospheric or electric condition that is conducive to honey-dew is also

conducive. to an extensive elaboration of honey in flowers, and afl^ords

bees a supply so large as sufficiently to account for the acknowledged
rapid increase of their stores that takes place at such a juncture."

American Aloe (.4 Learner, 6'. B.).—This is a good time to give a
larger tub to your aloe, and let it only be one size larger than the present
one, as you can reduce the old ball considerably. Then is the right time
to take off the suckers, and see that they are cut as close as possible to
the parts they grow from, unless you wish to increase them very much ;

in that rase, cut half-way between the green part of the suckers and the
stem of the old plant from which they grow, and the parts left will soon
send up more successors. Aloe tubs ought to be of the best wood, and
pitched inside, and five or six holes in the bottom for drainage— as, once
in seven, eight, or ten years, is often enough to retub them. From Way
to October, aloes will take as much water as any other plants, but they
will not suffer much if they happen to go without water for a week or
two. From October to April, large aloes require no water, but small
plants of them should be watered once a month all through the winter,
and all that they require is just to keep the frost from them. If you
could keep the suckers in a cold pit, without pots, only planted in any
light soil, in one corner, giving them room enough, that would be the
best and easiest way to keep them for the next four years. That is the
way we managed lots of them, and nothing could do better.

Weeds in a Pitched Court-yard (M. il/.).—The best and easiest
way to keep a pitched court-yard free from weeds is to sprinkle it over
with rough salt occasionally. June is the best month to make cutfings
of double Wallfloivers, but you are not too late yet.

BartomaAdbea ,S. S.;.—By the time you see this, your Bartonias
will not be worth the trouble of doctoring. You had them too thick ; a
foot apart would be too close for them. Moss would rather add to the
disease, 'j'he only cure now would be, to cut two plants close to tlie

ground, and leaving the third all over the moss; pulling any up would
disturb or destroy the rest. M'e shall look over our list of annuals and
early perennials, to see once more what can be done for the spring flower-
garden. Put us in mind of this pronuse six weeks hence.

Bees.—B. B. writes thus:—"A stock of bees, on which was an earthen
pan with glass window, and hole at top, sent out a swarm weighing 4^163.
While the bees were settling, we proceeded to remove the pan, and close
the four-inch hole at the top of the stock. The pan, we found, contained
honey, brood, chiefly drone, and a royal cell, with a worm in it and jelly.
It immediately occurred to me, that this young queen, when hatched,
might be of use in the autumn in forming an artificial stock from, so-
called, burnt bees, the age of whose queen was unknown. I, consequently,
set it on a board in the place of the old stock, which I shall keep at a
distance, stopped up for two days. A large number of bees nent to the
pan of those whicn were out, some having bee-bread. On weighing this
pan in the evening, 1st July, I found I had in comb, bees, honey, and
brood, a^lbs. ; it was about two-thirds full of comb, but bttle honev

;

when full, it would contain from 8 to 10 lbs. This day (2nd July) and .

the two preceding, have been very fair honey days; we have not had
many such this year before, and none of the stocks have been able to
store honey. Comb seems to have been readily made. I have one hive
that abounds with drones, and another without any. Should I do welt
to take up the former, as it has only increased ilb. in two months? and ,

might 1, with advantage, introduce drones into the other? " By remov-
ing the stock, and putting in its place the pan containing an embryo
queen, you have succeeded in making an artificial swarm, which, with

\

the addition of a few bees in autumn, and a little food, if required, will,
'

in all probability, make a good stock. I-et your hive that has increased
only 4 lb. remain. This change of weather may enable them to store
some honey. You will gain nothing by adding drones to your weak
stock.

Taylor's Bar Hive {A Correspondent mid Old Saliscriber).~You
had better mute the cast to the swarm, and leave it to the bees to kill
the queen.

PnEASAxTs Eggs (/6(rf).—Can any of our readers state
of these can be purchased ?

Fdrmsiiing a Small Greenhouse (An Admirer, fyci.—Yonr Vines
may be:— l Muscadine; 1 West's St. Peters; 2 Black Hambro's. Peach
for back trellis, Galande. Nectarine for the same, Elruge. We think

pit in the interior for your forced vegetables ;

)tten and rich

d when half-a-

i the shoot by
md, in a better
Mr. Uivers, of

tvherc s

you will do well to plai

and why not grow your cucumbers in boxes suspended about two feet

from the apex of the ridge ? They will do well there, if you are warm
enough, and well supplied with atmospheric moisture. Your interior

pit might then be reserved for kidney-beans, &c., and we should use fer-

menting material. In the back shed, of course, you will have plenty of
mushrooms, and a bin for forcing sea-kale, chiccory, rhubarb, &c. All

those things are easily carried out under circumstances like yours. As
you do not want many pot plants, you will accomplish much of the sub-
stantial kind.

Vine from Canada (W. Warridge^.—Your vine may be a hardy
variety—a great desideratum—but we should think the things of Upper
Canada ought by this time to be common to all Europe,
however; try and prove it. Apply three inches of

manure over the roots ; try and get one forward shoot,

yard long, pinch the top, and try by all means to rip

well-managed laterals, and other appliances. Let some I

situation, have the prunings in November, to propagate
Sawbridgeworth, for instance.

Driving Bees.—*' Your correspondent, a * Country Curate, Rutland,'
says that he has tried the driving svstera of A Country Curate, in three

cases, without success. ' I could not,' says he, * get the bees to ascend,
except very partially, and in no case succeeded in obtaining the queen.'
To this I reply, that, in order to success in driving bees, several con-

I
ditions must be supposed. First. That the hive be full of comb and bees.

j

Secondly. That the queen be neither too young (i.e., unimpregmUed),
' nor too old. Thirdly. That the operator go to work according to the
approved rules. The best time I now believe, and find, is when the bees
are mostly at home, and generally in the early morning. There must of

course be a queen in the hive. Item. The hive must not too violently be
handled, or the ascended bees may chance to be shaken down again. In
spite of all, failure will sometimes happen ; for the management of bees
is a science that will often baffle every rule. If I do not succeed the first

time, I try again. I have made sometimes three or four attempts before

success, but I know it is of very little use to attempt driving, if the hive is

not well Jilted with comb and bees. But ordinarily, I have no difficulty

whatever with this process. Your correspondent further says—' I have
also attempted the Schirachean method twice, with equal failure.'

I

Reply. So have I, and mnre than twice ; but ' practice makes perfect*
' I do not, however, generally recommend the adoption of the Schirachean
! system, until the bee-master has been very practically nctiuainted with
! the habits of bees and their economy. Be this plan resorted to by the

amateur, and the experienced alone. As, however, I am about to put
forth on the subject in your pages more at large, I shall say no more here.

Your correspondent complains of the season,—who does not?— save

those, perchance, who have succeeded in their cflorts to prevent the issue

of swarms, which was never more difficult than this spring, when bees
would swarm, as all my hives have swarmed, nolens volens, they are all

poorly off, save my gigantic hives of the 15th of May, 1861, and an arti-

ficial driven swarm ot the 27th of April last. Indeed, I have been
obliged to feed all last month, more or less, and have lost one swariu from
starvation."—A Country Curate.

Tobacco Plants (J. N., Omagh).~The moment you see them send-
ing up a stem to flower, break it off, and the strength will then be
expended on enlarging the leaves.

Roses not Flowering J/ii'rf}.—Unless your two standard roses were
closely pruned, the cause of barrenness is at the roots. Take them up in

November, and root-prune them, cutting all the large ones to within six

inches of the stem. A list of the best and hardiest fruit for a wall in the
north of Ireland will be given before planting time.

PlFFERENCK OF IlOSE VARIETIES ,B. B.).—No 0116 haS VCt bcCU
able satisfactorily to give marks of dilference between the different

sections of roses. We have failed hitherto in the task, and Mr. Beaton
thus replies to the inquiry:—"The ([uestion as to 'the diff'erence be-

tween Perpetual, Noisette, Bourbon, and Tea roses,' might be replied

to by another question as to * the difference ' between certain breeds of

domestic animals. What is the difference between a greyhound and an
Italian greyhound, a stag-hound, fox-hound, and all other hounds?
Just as much as is between so many varieties of hybrid-perpctuals.

Then hybrid-perpetuals difler from Noisettes as hounds do from spaniels

or sky-terriers; and Uourbons differ from both as much as a shepherd's

colly differs from either, and so on with the differences of all families of

domesticated plants and animals, and if we were to fill the whole of one
of our monthly numbers with the technical descriptions of ' differences,'

we could only make the subject more ditfirult to study. These thing can
only be learned by the evidence of the senses." A Hat of autumn sown
annuals is in preparation.

Blight on Kose-tbees {Subscriber).—Some blight "has stripped

every leaf and bud from a bed of dwarf hybrid perpetual roses," and
you ask the cause ; but no one can tell. You ask, also, if it is right to

prune them now? Not all ; let them rest awhile, and they will be green
and bloom finely in the autumn, if you stimulate them with two or three

dressings of liquid-manure, but not until you see by their young leaves

that they are in growth again. On light soils, and in many situations,

perpetual roses often look badly at this season, but they arc just in the

right way for all that, and no one need be alarmed ; on the contrary, we
are sadly put out when we see our roses fresh and green at the end of

July, because they never blossom or open their blossoms well in the au-

tumn when that is the case. It is possible, however, that the climbing

roses and the plum tree have robbed your dwarf roses ; and if so, they will

do no more good there this season, nor till you rid them of their powerful

The name of the yellow flower is Ftinldu, or Hemerocallis falva.
" the brown-yellow day lily."

PING AND Union Roses (S.).—All the best climbing rosea arc

; for " weepers," such as Ruga, Bennet's Seedling, Dundee Ram-
bler, from the Ayrshire section. Myrianthes, Felicite Perpetuelle, Prin-

cess Louise, Rampant, &c., from the section of evergreens ; then there is

the Crimson Barsault, Madame d'A ubluy, and Sir John Sebright. You
can gain nothing by having "unions" ot hybrid perpetuals ; all the best

of them being of one colour. It is only among summer
colours for contrast can be had.

That i

the be

that these
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Pyeus Japonic a (Ei't^.s/zf/w).—Yes, you are quite right, spur prune

it now, as you would a pear or apple-tree. What splendid specimens

your standard Japonicas must be, "twelve feet high." Do you know
whether they are grafted, or on their own roots, and if grafted, on what
stock ?

Ivy and Climbers (Tyro).—When ivy and roses are used to cover a

wall like yours, twelve feet high, plants of both should he planted the

same season, and by keeping the roses away from the ivy as much aa

possible, until it covers the wall, then fastening the roses, here and there,

to the stems or shoots of the ivy. The two may go on for years and
years, without doing harm to each other, but it will never do to plant

young roses against an old ivied-wall. Clematis montiuia is more likely

to smother the ivy than be put to the worst itself.

A Principle in Budding lEvesham)—Three friends, and great

rose growers, met together the other night, and with other good things,

they must have a smack at philosophy. Tarn O'Shantersaid. " when you
bud a rose, cut off the extreme end of the wild branch, in order to throw

the sap into the bud." " Nay, nay," quoth Souter Johnny, "that mona
be, but leave it its full length, so as not to stop the sap from rising."

And the Souter has the best of it, as he had that " awfu night," ISuds

do not unite as soon as they are inserted, so they cannot act like a new
joint-flow by a plumber ; but if the wild shoot is two feet long, taking oft"

the cftretne point does neither good nor harm ; but if cut half way down
it might kill the bud.

Wash fob Aphides (A'otJfVf)-—Tobacco-water is the best and only

safe "wash" for roses in summer. They do not bud or graft such

things as dahlias in the sense of your question, but you may splice tops

and side pieces on the tubers, so as to look like grafting and budding m
the spring. We cannot "account" for your strawberries going blind.

Use runners by all means in preference to old plants.

LovELL BREED OF POULTRY.—Several correspondents, besides one

in our last, are anxious to have a description of this breed. They all

agree in thinking them a sub-variety of the Cochin-China. We shall be

very much obliged by any of our readers sending us particulars concerning

them. Some call them " the Lawell breed of Cochin-Chinas."

Digging Fork.—A correspondent (B., U'a^er/orrf), says he has formed
an implement like that mentioned at p. 8U of the present volume, hut

with some improvements, and that he finds the following proportions

"most satisfactory." Length of prongs, 12i inches, width of prongs

from point to point of the two outer ones, 5A inches ; space between the

middle prong and each of the outer, 2 iuches ; width of top of the prongs,

7i inches ; length of strap fastening the head to the handle, 1 li inches

;

total length of handle from the top of the prongs to the top of the hand-

rest, 3 feet 5^ inches ; circumference of handle, 5^ inches ; prongs to he

square, hut ending in a spear head, as shewn at p. 80.

Preserving Pine Apples (Z..).—They should he taken before they

are ripe, and be kept for five days in some strong salt and water. Then
put a good layer of vine leaves at the bottom of a large saucepan, and

put in your pine apples, fill up the pan with some more vine leaves, and

pour over them the salt and water in which the fruit was kept. Cover

very close, set over a slow fire, and let them stand until they are of a fine

light green colour. With a quart of water and a pound of double-refined

sugar make a thin syrup, which, as soon as nearly cold, put into a deep

jar, and place the pine apples in with their tops on. Let them stand a

week, taking care that they are well covered with the syrup. At the end

of the week boil up the syrup again, and pour it very carefully into the

jar, or the tops of the pine apples may break. Let it stand eight or ten

weeks, during which time repeat the boiling of the syrup twice «r thrice

to keep it from moulding, remembering always to let it be nearly cold

before it is returned to the jar, and when the pine apples look full and
green make thick syrup of three pounds of the same sugar as before, with

just a sufficiency of water to dissolve it in, boiling it well, adding a few

slices of white ginger, and when nearly cold take thi
'

the first syrup, and pour this over them
*"

and they will keep for years.

successful ?

Diseased Grapes {A Subscriber—Gnenisei/).—They were shanked,
and ulceration had spread to the berry from the stalk. More, and drier

air, by means of fires during the wet, cold days of June, and a protection
of the roots from cold and wet, would probably have iirevented the
mischief.

Polish Fowls.— C. M. wishes to know where a pair of pure black
Poland fowls with white top-knot can be had, and at what price.

Ornamental Fowls {A Subscriber).—We know of none that can be
allowed to run freely in the garden without liability of injury to the
flowers, &c. Guinea fowls are less mischievous than peacocks.

Plants Clubs.—We have the name and address of a gentleman who
will be ready to co-operate.

Horticultural Society,—QMic^am may opply to Mr. Orr, 2, Amen
Corner, Paternoster Row.

Alphabetical List of Roses {R. E. B.).—We fear to undertake
such a list of the thousands of varieties. If you obtained a catalogue
from each of the great rose-growers you would usually find what you
reqiure.

Space for Poultry (C, C).—We know where a Coehin-China cock
and biK hens are very successfully kept in a space about four yards wide
and twelve yards long, partly turfed, and partly the bare soil. There is,

of course, a small poultry-house attached, and the brood hens are kept
under coops, which allow the little chickens to run about in the garden
at large.

Gardener's Place (M. N. G.).—Write to Mr. Appleby, 1, Princess-

street, Edgeware-road, London.

White Comb in Poultry (,Y. I'.\—Try an ointment made of cocoa-

nut oil and turmeric. We have tried it ourselves with perfect success.

Rub the ointment upon the white parts three or four times, at intervals

of two days. No other oil or grease but that of the cocoa-nut will do.

Aphis on Cherry-tree, &c. (J. //., Wilts).~Tbc black insects on
your cherry-tree, and the green ones on your roses, ^-c., are all of the

genus aphis, or plant louse. Either tobacco smoke or tobacco water, re-

peated two or three times, will destroy them.

Grub (S. C.).—The grub which had eaten through the strawberry
root is the larva of the common Cock-chafer, or May Bug {Mclotontha

Names of Plants (T. M. W.).—Pimelca rosea. {H. H.).~Cupri-
folium JiexuQsuvi, certainly. {Allendale),—Your specimens are only
varieties oi Polygala vulgaris. {Mary A.).— yoMT plants are

—

\, Pru-
nella vulgaris; 2, Cerastium tomentosum ; 3, Thymus scrpyllum ; 4,

Geranium striatum; 5, G. nodosum {?) ; 6, Campanula—we cannot be
certain what species without its root leaves ; 7, reron/ca—without any
leaves we can only say it may be Veronica latifulia ; 8, Erinus alpinus ;

9, Veronica A ustriacu; 10, Silene inflata. (J. F. W.M.).—l, Geranium
pratense; 2. Geranium collinum ? not certain the .species; 3. Geranium
pi/renaicvm ; 4. Pelargonium odoratissimum ; 5, Ptlargonium australe

;

G. Erica ventricosa stellata ; 7. Momoraica Charantiu. 4 and 5 are two
old species, and 5, as you say, not very commonly seen. 7. we should
say, was a worthless, weedy plant. {Brentinby Cottage).—Erigeron
philudelphictiin, a very desirable hardy herbaceous plant. Your Creedling
fowls are probably Creoles. Hortensia is now Hydrangea hortensis.

( W. K. ly.).—Your orchid is only a sport of the butterfly orchid, Orchis
bi/ulia.

London: Printed by Harbt Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Marv Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLB Orb, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of Loudon.—July 15tb, 1352.

SnJbcrtijSemfnW,

WEEDS, WEEDS.— Every lady
I

or gentleman desirous of keeping their

garden clear of weeds, without much labour,
,

should use GIDNEY'S IMPROVED PRUS-
SIAN HOE. "See Cottage GAEDE^ER,
24th July, 1851."

May be had of all ironmongers and seeds- '

men, and of the manufacturer (wholesale and
'

retail), J. W. GIDNEY, Dereham, Norfolk.
Price Is fid, handled fit for use. '

Copies of testimonials from most of the
\

present Horticultural works, and leading prac- ,

tical gardeners, may be bad on application to i

the manufacturer.
i

^jf V^*^-

OMALL DETACHED COUNTRY
O HOUSES. To be let, one or two pleasant
and heailliful residences in the South of Eng-
land, near a Railway Station, and within 40
miles of town. The houses contain Nine
Rooms, and stand in their own grounds, which
are laid out and planted, an acre or two to
each, and more land may be had if required.

The soil is light and easily tilled, and well
calculated for experimental gardening. Rent
from ^l6 to ^6^25 per annum.

Apply to Messrs. BROMLEY and SON,
17> Commercial Road East, London.

V >l) L\lL\bnL SLLEtilON OF THE"DEE Hl\

receipt of Two Stampn. GKORGK NEIGHliOUK Hi SON, 127, High Holborn, London.

d foremost, in my opinion, stands

Improved Cottage Hive, both

:tage Gakdeneb, Nos. I69, I70.

and Wilson, 50,

" In noticing the hives exhibited in the Crystal Palace, first

Mr. Taylor's Eight-Bar Hive, and Messrs. Neighbour and Son
exhibited by Messrs, Neighbour."—J. H. Payne. See The Cottage

AGENTS.—Liverpool : Wm. Diin»Y, Castle Street. Manchester
nd McAsLAN, 168, Trongate, J. Edmonds
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purgative. Mr. Purton never coulJ increase the dose of practitioners have acquired so little accurate linowledge of

powdered leaves beyond ten grains without considerable

ilisturbance in the intestinal canal ; nor can the same quan-

tity of the fresh-dried plant be exceeded with any degree of

safety. Experience may be too dearly purchased by ti-ials

of herbs so alai'ming in their efl'ects as are even the British

species of Hellebore, or it might be regretted that medical

their virtues. The difterent species of Hellebore flouiisli

under the shade of trees, and exhibit their singular blos-

soms during the most sterile season. They are, therefore,

acceptable in shrubberies, especially the Chrhtmns liose,

supposed by some to be the real Black Helleliore of the
ancients. (Smilli. Marlijn. Wilheriii'j. Pailiinsoii.)

[The Ibllowiiig memoir, furnished us by Mr. R. Hogg,

author of British Pomolo(/i/, is so excellent, so ftill of

information now for the first time published, and is so

relative to those nnignificent displays of American

plants by which we liave recently been gratified, that

we give it tliis iwomincnt position.]

Entbitsiasm, indomitable perseverance, and intre-

pidity, combined with patient endtiranee of privation,

areesscntial to constitute a traveller properly so called

;

and in all who are entitled to that designation wc find

various degrees of these characteristics exhibited. The

botanical travellers which this ootmtry has produced

are not the least in importance in these respects, and

the names of David Douglass, the two Cunninghams,

and several others we could mention, claim to bo

recorded among the most distinguished of this or any

other age. But justly celebrated as these men arc, we

question whether one of them furnishes such a com-

bination of these cbaracteristics as is to bo found in

JouN Fraseb.

As in this busy world of ours, and in this, the busiest

country in it, tlierc is much thought for the present,

and much forgotfuhiess of the past, so, it is many years

since the name of John Eraser ceased to bo a familiar

word. There are not many now living who know
him, and wo fear there are almost as few who ever

heard of him. But if any there should be who ask,

" Who was he '.' " we reply, he was the man t9 whom
Europe is indebted for the magnificent hybrid Rhodo-

dendrons that of late years have caused the "American

grounds" of the Old World to heave with a perfect

ocean of beauty and grandeur. Who, then, knowing

this, could look on lliat scene of splendour which for

the last three weeks has dazzled the eye and delighted

the senses of those who visited the tents in the Royal

Botanic Society's Gardens, in the Regent's Faxk, and

not venerate the name of John Fmser ? This were

indeed distinction enough for any one man. But it was

not alone the lihodudcndron Catawhiensc (which is the

basis of almost all these hybrids) that he discovered and

introduced to this country, it is to him wo are indebted

for Andromeda Jlorihwula, and all that is interesting in

Azaleas, Kalmias, Andromedas, Vacciniiims, Magnolias,

Menziesia (jlobularis and fcrruginca, many species of

Oalis, Piiius, Phlox, QSnolhera, and a list too long to

enumerate here, amounting to somewhere about two

hundred and iwcntij distinct species of American plants

!

all collected under hardships and privations, crowned

with less remuneration, and with more hopes disaj)-

pointcd, than any collector cither before or since has

ever experienced. Ho started on his perilous under-

taking single-handed and alone, with no society to

support, and no patron to encourage liim ; his labours

were labours of love, and his reward—a too much-for-

gotten name.

This extraordinary man was a native of Scotland ; he

was born in 1750, atTomnacloich, near Inverness. His

father was a highly respectable farmer, and occupied

the same land which his ancestors had done for many
generations previously. How his early life was spent

cannot now be ascertained, but it is supposed that he

arrived in London about the year 1770, being then in

the iOth year of his age. During the early part of his

life be laboured under a delicate state of health, being,

in fact, attected with consumption. Finding his health

declining, his friend, Admiral Campbell, then command-

ing the Newfoundland Station, induced him to accom

pany him to that Colony, with the view of arresting the

progress of the disease; he accordingly left England,

and arrived in Newfoundland in 1780. He had not

been long there before he found himself thoroughly

restored, and he devoted his time to exploring the

botanical productions of that country. He was always an

ardent lover of plants, and here he found an extensive

field, and new objects for admiration, among which he

remained till 1781. Ho had now acquired such a taste

for discovery, and such a habit of restlessness, which so

prevented him from setting down to any fixed occu-

pation, that in 1785 he set out on a journey to the

Southern States of North America, and during two

years he was engaged in investigating the botany of

that country, which resulted in many valuable additions

being made to the collections at home. It was when

on this journey that he mot, and formed an intimate

acquaintance, with Thomas Walter, the author of the

Flora Caroliniana, a work which Eraser undertook to

publish on his return to London, and which he did, as

is evidenced by the title page, " Londini : Sumptibus

J. Eraser," and to which is prefixed, by way of frontis-

piece, an engraving, inscribed, " 'To 'Thomas Walter,

Esq., this plate of the new Auriculatcd iSIagnolia is

presented, as a testimony of gratitude and esteem, by

his much-obliged, humble servant, John Eraser." He

again left England, in 1788, on a second expedition to

the Southern States, and this was attended with as

great success as the former, for on this occasion also he

sent home many new and valuable plants. While on

this journey he formed an intimacy with the elder

Michaux, who had then just entered on his labours as

collector for the French government.

Between the years 1780 and 17015 ho twice visited

North America, still with the same object in view, and

still with the same sticcosa. During this period he

traversed the Alleghancy Mountains, penetrated into

several of the Indian settlements, and exposed himself

to an amount of privation and hardship such as lew
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other niPii coiilcl have inulergoue. And here, be it

rememheied, the America of sevcuty years ago was uot

the America of to-day : much of the soil tliat is now
traversed by tlie locomotive, and gladdened by the

joyful sound of the gospel and civilization, was then the

hunting field of tlie Indian, and the scene of many a

bloody conflict. Where now the ploughshare and the

pruuing-hook pvn-sue their quiet and ennobling course,

the scalping-kuife and tomahawk savagely reigned.

Few now can realize what a traveller like John Eraser

liad then to undergo.

After his return to this country, in ITOC, he visited

Russia, taking with him a large collection of plants, the

result of his labours in America. These be submitted

to the Empress Catherine, who so highly appreciated

their value, and esteemed the character of the man, that

she requested him to set his own price upon them,

which was accepted. After the death of the Empress
Catherine he was requested again to visit Russia, when
he received commissions from the Empress Maria to

supply further collections to the Impei-ial Gardens of

Gatschina and Perlorskoe ; and such was the favour

with which the imperial court regarded liim, that, in

nns, an ukase was issued, signed "Raul and Maria,"

appointing him their botanical collector. This gave a

fresh impulse to his untiring spirit, and, in 1790, lie for

the si.Kth time crossed the Atlantic, accompanied on
this occasion by his son John," to prosecute, in the

Northern and Southern States, that discovery in which
he had already been so successful. Having ou this

expedition penetrated to the far west, it was ou tho

summit of the Great Roa, or Bald Mountain, that he

discovered the RhoduJeiuh-on Cataiibiense. Speaking

of this occasion, Mr. John Eraser, jun., said to me, "I
shall never forget so long as I live the day we discovered

that plant. We had been for a long time travelling

among the mountains, and one morning wo were as-

cending to the summit of the Great Roa, in the midst

of a fog so dense that we could not see further than a

yard before us. As we reached the top the fog began
to clear away, and the sun to shine out brightly. The
first object tliat attracted our eye, growing among the

long grass, was a large quantity of liliododemlron Ca-

tau-hiense m full bloom. There was no other plant

there but itself and the grass, and the scene was beau-

tiful. The size of the plants varied from seedlings to

about two feet in height, the habit being evidently

diminutive, from the high altitude at which they giew.

We supplied ourselves with living plants, which were

transmitted to England, all of wliicli grew, and were

sold for five guineas each."

On the terminatiouof this journey through the States,

they visited Cuba, in l.SOO, but on account of the war
which then existed between Spain and Great Britain

^

they were obliged to procure jiassports, and travel as

j

American citizens. On the voyage they were wrecked
on a coral reef, about forty miles from land and eighty

Mr. John Praser is still living, at an advanced age, at Horcourt
Villa, St. John's Wood, and to liira the writer of this notice is deeply

I indebted for the greater portion of the facts which are here recorded.

IVoin Havannah. For six days they, with sixteen of the

crew, endured tho greatest privations until picked up

by a Spanish boat and conveyed to laud. Through the

interest of the American consul they were allowed to

proceed overland to Havannah, where they met with

the celebrated travellers Humboldt and Bonpland, from

whom they received the greatest kindness, and to whom
they communicated the nature of their journey. Hum-
boldt relating in confidence to the Spanish governor

that they were Englishmen, and botanical collectors, be

replied, " Though my country is at war with England
she is uot at war with the labours of these men." They

pursued their course numolested, visited tho mountains

of Cuba, and discovered many now and valuable plants,

among which was Jatropha pandurafolia . Having
made his collections, they returned to America in 1802,

and thence embarked for England, but after being some
time at sea, the ship sprang a leak, and was obliged to

put into Port Massoii, in New Rrovidenco. On arriving

in F]ngland a greater disappointment awaited INfr. Eraser,

for on landing he heard that the Emperor Paul was

dead, and the iMnperor Alexander refused to sanction the

engagement entered into by bis predecessor. In the

Dowager Empress Maria, however, he met with a friend,

for she fully discharged his account, and, in addition,

presented him witii a handsome diamond ring. When
in Russia, in 17'JIJ, be procured tho Black and White

Tartarian Cherries, wliicb are sometimes called Fraser's

Black and Eraser's AVhito Tartarian Cherries, and intro-

duced them for tho first time into this country.

In 1807 he made his seventh and last voyage to

America, again accompanied by bis son, and again he

was successful in many new discoveries, with which the

son returned to England, leaving the father to prosecute

liis discoveries. He again visited Cuba, and in 1810

returned to England. During this last journey he had

the misfortune to fall from his horse, near Charleston,

and broke several of his ribs. From this accident he

never fully recovered, and, after forty years of unwearied

zeal and activity, be died, at Sloaue Square, Chelsea, in

April, 1811.

The herbarium collected by Thomas Walter, the

author of Flora CaroUninna, along with that of John

Eraser, was presented by Mr. John Eraser, jun., to tho

Linnaean Society about three years ago.

After his second return to England from America,

Mr. Eraser established the "American Nursery," in

Chelsea, as a receptacle for the plants w'hich ho dis-

covered and introduced. This nursery was situate on

the east side of tlie present Royal Military School, and

extended over twelve acres. After his death it was dis-

continued, and is now, what remains of it, occupied as

a market garden.

Thus lived, and tlius died, John Eraser, F.L.S., one

of the most zealous and disinterested, and at the same

time most successful, botanical collectors which this

country has ever had.

The followiug letter from Mr. Eraser, dated January

oUlh, 1787, and written at Charleston, in South Caro-

lina, is among the Forsyth MS8.
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MR. JOHN FE.VSER TO JIK. FOItSYTH.

This is only to give jou a short account of my proceed-
ings. On the 11th of November, 1789, I set off from this

place in a horse and chaise, which I piu-chased, in company
with young Mr. Brooks, who was to have paid half of my
expense when I sent Dr. Porter hy water to Savannah, and
in six days we arrived safe in Savannah (distance V-lo miles).

Being covetous of a large collection, left Porter with Brooks,
at Savannah, and went myself to Sunburry, forty miles to

the southward, and every mile of the road afforded me a new
scene, different to what I had seen before. There being no
inns on the road, I was forced to beg a night's lodging at a

Colonel Elliot's, where I received the greatest civility. After

making many enquu'ies concerning plants. Colonel Elhot's

son informed me where there was a very pretty red flower

gi'owing, and in the morning got his horse and went with me

;

to my great satisfaction, I found it to be the Scarlet EziUa
(Azalea ?). Being destitute of hoes, spade, basket or ropes
for can-ying it, went to a plantation and borrowed a hoe ; as

necessity is the mother of invention, I pitUed off my great
coat ami wrapped them up in that, and carried them before

me till I came to a public house, five miles from Suubiuiy,
where I had an invitation from the landlord to go to several

of the Sea Islands, where he and several others were going
on a shooting party for ten days. This was too great a
temptation to resist, although I promised to return in three

days ; but being convinced, as I thought, in my own mind
of my friend Porter taking sufficient core of the collection

I had already left, I accepted the offer. Jly friend Jlr.

Mclver, at whose house I should have been, was not at

home, but I met with every civihty I possibly could expect.

The day following, the hunting pai'ty called on me, accord-

ing to promise; we set off, seventeen of us, in a long
canoe, made of the sohd body of a large tree. All that

night we lay on moss, under a cedar tree ; it rained all

night, and next morning we had for breakfast oysters and
hominy, and set out for Saplo Island, and arrived there at

noon, same day ; after, the pai-ty went deer-lumting, and I

in company plant-hunting, but, to my great mortification, in

the evening I lost the party. After travelling for several

hom'S backwards and forwards, without any likelihood of

finding out our camp, I climbed up a tree, for the pui-pose

of staying there all night, but after being there for some
time I saw a verj' large light apjiroaching, and two or three
negroes, who appeared to me as so many devils, but, to ny
great comfort, it turned out to be negroes sent out in order
to find me. The cold, hunger, and fatigue I underwSnt that
night made me quite ill, and, to add to that, it rained all

night, without having any shelter ; next morning the medi-
cine prescribed for me was a glass of gin and pepper, and,
indeed, liad they given me arsenic I shotild have been
thankful, I felt myself so ill ; but luckily next day I got so
well as to shoot a deer and some birds, and to coUect
some plants and seeds, and still continued getting well,

notwitiistanding I had not pulled oft' my coat for ten days.
On my return to Mr. Mclver's 1 found him at home, when
he requested me to go a second expedition with him to the
different Sea Islands, and to Tintle P.iver, in his own boat,
which ofl'er I accepted, and on om- setting off, to our great
surprise, met Porter, near Sunburry, in a canoe, pleasuring,
with some gentlemen who had come from Savannah ; told

me Brooks was to remain at Savanuah until I returned, and
then go to the Indian country with me, which made my
mind easy in regard to the seeds and plants I had left.

After exploring. Saplo, Blackbeard, and l-'rederico Islands,
came to Turtle Paver, and sent what I had collected there
in a boat to Savannah. Having left the boat there, Jlr.

Mclver and I set off to Sunburry across the main land,
sometimes on foot and other times on horseback. The second
day, Mr. Mclver not being very well, I left him at a house
in the woods, and travelled along myself to Sunbimy, as I
was anxious to reach Savannah, in order to send my "collec-

tion to Charleston. On my anival I found, to my great
sm-prise, my friend Brooks with the seeds gone without
settling with me for his expenses. I overlooked this fault
of Porter's, and left him in charge of my horse and chaise,
to bring after me, and went immediately on board a schooner
for Charleston, in order to overtake Brooks. On my arrival
here, I made strict enquiry after Brooks, and was informed
of his being on board a ship then getting under weigh for

London, on board of which I repaired, and had just time to

ask him what he had done with the seeds, and his reason
for behaving so. He told me he could not think of staying
ivith such a disagreeable young man as Porter. My par-
ticular reason for accompamiug Brooks was liis tmder-
standing stuffing bmds and collecting insects

I beg you will tell I)r. Letsom that I have got a large
hornet's nest, that hangs on the trees, and one ditto for my
friend Tors.vth. Any omission that I make in writing I hope
\vill be forgiven, as I hope I shall be able to convince them
of my perseverance on my retm'u home. jNIy duty to Sir
Joseph Banks, and he shall be sure to have some plants of
the gentian, both dead and alive. In one of the boxes there
is a new Laiu'us which you will receive by this ship. You
will not know it from the Laurus sasafras, but you will

know it by being No. 18. Monsieur Michaux tells me
Linna:us gives no account of it. I shall think myself very
unfortunate if I have not sent home two or three new sorts,

and I still hope to add many more. By the time I return
from the Indian country, 'I expect the goods will be here
that I have written for, and also to hear from you, and, at

the same time, whether it is your wish that I should perform
the journey I mentioned in my last letter. If so, you must
give directions how I mtist draw on some of you, as the
paper medium of this state goes nowhere else. Jly friend

Monsievir Michau.x and I have altered our plans, and are
now going to the Indian country; for had we gone to the
Bahamas, the spring would have been spent before we could
have returned. The Frenchman seems very courageous,
and means to go as far as the Mississipi; and I have every
reason to believe I shall not be the one that will give out
first, for I have already seen one instance of the French-
nfan's courage, which was in the following manner:—Having,
amongst my collection I sent home in the John, several

plants which he had not before seen, which he was desirous

of seeing, the ship being then at anchor close by the bar,

five miles from the harbom-, we took a boat and went on
board, and by that time it was dark, when it began to blow
excessively hard, and lightened much, which teriified the
jioor Frenchman so much, that it was with the greatest diffi-

culty he could be persuaded to get into the boat in order to

go ashore again, notwithstanding he was almost like to go
to sea for England next morning, as the ship was then
a-going. In box of plants No. ;), you will find a Sujjple

Jack (Faullinia polyjihylla) ; I thought it might be worth a

place in yoiu' museum ; in the manner you see it grow, it

reaches the tops of the highest trees in this country, and
then crosses other trees to the distance of ;J00 feet, without
observing very httle difference from the top to the bottom.
I have sent home several young plants of it. I hope, on
my return, to add much to your museum

;
please observe

the same to Dr. Letsom.

GOSSIP.

At a recent meeting of the Entomological Society, it

was stated by Jlr. Hunter that the Blacli-bectles (Blatta

orientalls), so annoying iu some kitchens, are readily

destroyed by giving them powdered plaister of Paris

(gypsum) mixed with oatmeal.

As an answer to several correspondents, who mention

with surprise the prices asked for faiictj live gtocl:, we

will append a priced list of specimens exhibited a few

weeks since by Messrs. Jessop, of the Aviaries, Cliel-

teuham. Those who complain of the prices do not

stop to calculate the original cost of importation, the

uncertainty of rearing the progeny, and the length of

time before a purcliaser is found.

Ctirasson, 10 gs. ; two xmu' of ijolileu plwasanls, i gs. per

jiair ; two pair silver pkeasttiifa, -i gs. : ichite fantaii piyeons,

Vs. (id. ; black Jhntail pigeons, 2 gs. ; white carriers, 1 g.

;

three Dor/cine/ chickens, 1 g. ; three white Malnij chickens, f) gs.

;

j)air China silver fowl, :i gs.; pair ijolilen t/ame, 3 gs. ; black

Spanish, i.".;ills. ; Summer flruke, or Caioiins, 'i gs.; couple

Summer ducks, 5 gs. ; three bearded China fowls, 10 gs. ; couple
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ii'hile Miixmri/ ,liu/,s, :K)i. ; wliito m-iinx, 5 gs. ; Shaniihue. cock,

ugs.; pair G'lijiea fowls, 1 g. ;
pair stcan jihi-iisants, 5 gs.

;

Cochiit-Chiim cock and two hens, j£10 ; buff China cock, 1 g.

;

basket irhito doves, 1 g. per pair ; cream dones, 7s. (id. per
pair; ririjinian owl, T) gs. ; cock and three hens Cnehhi-Cliinu

fowls, i'.il); cock and two hens bearded ditto, T gs. ; ditto

ivhite biiiilams, 3 gs. ; couple dark Muscovy dut-ks, 1 g. ; cock
and hen Malay fowls, i gs. ; cock and hen Chinese silkfowls,
2 gs. ; cock and hen white face black Spanish, 3gs. ; cock
and two hens bearded China, i gs.; cock and hen Cochin-

Chiiia, 2 gs. ; cock and four hens Creoles, £i 10s.; silver-

laced bantam, 3 gs. ; cook Chinese silk fowl, 1 g. ;
pair of teal

(ducks), 1 g. ; Malay fowls, £5; couple decoy ducks, 1 g.

;

white-crested black Poland fowls, 'i gs. ; cock and two hens
black bantams, i gs. ; silver-laced ditto, '-J gs, ; five pens China
fowl chickens, from :30s. to :i gs. ; ditto bearded, :i03.

;
pair

f/old bantams, 1 g. ;
pair silver bantams, 1 g. ; ditto, I g. ;

Jacobin phjeons, 7s. Gd. ; T'injinian horned owl, 5 gs ; a pair

of hare rahhils, 1 g. ;
pair Spanish ditto, 1 g. ; fine buck

Spanish rabbit, 1 g. ; and a quantity of Guinea piijs, fts.

per pair.

At tliis season for budding we readil3- insert the

following communication from Mr. Foulstone, of Shef-

field, and liaring tried his littlo budding facilitator,

wliicli in its case is easily carried in the waistcoat

pocket, we can recommend it strongly to our readers.

" I beg to submit to your notice a
budding instrument, which I think is

well adapted for preparing and insert-

ing buds. For several years I liave

been fond of budding roses, but I have
been frequently disappointed in my
buds not growing, although, to all ap-

pearance, they have taken well, but have
made no shoots. I attribute the failure

to the heart of the bud having been
removed in cleaning out the wood. To
avoid this, I have contrived tliis in-

strument, which I use as follows :

—

When I have taken off the bud, I take
the instrument in my right hand, hold-
ing it by putting my fore-finger through

the ring, and my thumb upon the hollow at the bottom of

the long gauge. I hold the bud in my left hand betnixt
my thumb and fingers ; I then clean out the wood by
passing the instrument betwixt it and the bark, thus scoop-

ing it out sooner than with the point of a knife, and it is

not so liable to tear out the bud. After I have made the

cut I raise the bark at the top with the point of my knife,

in order to admit the point of the instrument ; I then press
it down the cut, and in this way the bark is raised much
better than by an ivory budder, and it is less liable to get
bruised. While the instrument is thus inserted, I have my
bud prepared, and slide it down the groove ; the instrument
may then be taken out, and the bud will be fixed. Whilst
tying in the bud, the instrument may be held in the left

hand, by putting the little finger through the ring, and
allowing the small gauge to be outside, while the large one
will be across the bottom of the fingers, and will not be at

all inconvenient. In this way the operation may be per-
formed much quicker than by the ordinary method, and I
think with much more certainty of the buds growing.

" The instrument being made of nickel silver, I think
much superior to steel, as it is not liable to corrode, and
therefore will not require so much care in keeping clean."

This last-mentioned fact is of more importance than

we usually consider. Either the Tannin or Gallic acid

cont.ained in all barks invariably strikes a black colour

—

that is, forms a salt of iron—with the blade of a steel

budding instrument ; and the greater the amount of the

blackness, or salt formed, the greater is the danger that

the operation will fail.

The following is a list of the Horticultural and

Poultry Shows of which we are at present aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HORTICUI.TITIAL SHOWS.

AI.LEND.U.E, Sept. 11th. {Sees., G. Dickinson and G.J.
French.)

Bath, July 20th, Sept. ICth. (Sec. H. T. St. John
Matde, Esq.)

Bkidgewatee, Sept. 32. {Sees., Mr. J. Leaker and Mr.
J. Hayward.)

Beigg, Sept. loth. {Sec. Sir. D. Nainby, Jun.)

Bristoj, AoRicuLTnRYL, December 7th, 8th, and 9th.

(Sec. .James Marmont.)
Bury St. Edmunds, JiUy -JO (Picotees); Sept. 10 (Abbey)

;

Nov. 2C (Chrysanthemums). {Sec. G. P. Clay, Esq )

Caledonian (Inverleith Row), Eclinburgh, Aug. 7, Sept. 2,

Dec. 3.

Cheltenham, Aug. 2fi.

Claphaji, Sept. 11.

Colchester and East Essex, Sept. 8, at the Eev. T.
Round's grounds, HoUy Trees, AU Saints.

Derby, Aug. 4.

Durham, Sept. 8.

FoEFAESHiRE (EASTERN), Sept. 15 (Arbroath).

Hampshire, Sept. 9 (Southampton), Nov. 18 (Winches-
ter). {Sec. Rev. F. Wickharn, Winchester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 16.

Huix, Aug. i, Sept. 16.

Kirkcaldy (Fifeshire), Sept. 9.

Lincoln, July 27, Sept. 14.

Liverpool, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).
London Floricultural (E.\eter Hall, Strand), July

27, Aug. lOt, 24, Sept. 14+, 28, Oct. 13t, Nov. Of, 23,
Dec. 14t.

Maidstone. In-door Show. Sept. 8. {Sec. Mr. J. G.
Smith, Week-street.)

Mid Calder (Parish school-room), Sept. 10.

Newbury, Sept. :).

North London, Nov. 33, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, July 27, Carnation ; Sept. 37, Dahlia.
Oxfordshire (Royal), July39 ; Sept. 33. (5ccs., C.Tawney
and W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

Peebleshire, Sept. 14th. (Sec., J. Stirling.)

Ponteland (Newcastle-upon-Tyne), Sept. 8. {Sec. Rev.
J. M. St. Clere Rajmiond.)

South Devon Botanical and HoRTicuLTtiEAi,, Sept. 7.

{Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.)
South TjOndon (Royal), Aug. 19+, Sept. 2+, 8, Oct. 14+,

Nov. 11+, Dec. 9+, 16.

Shacklewell, Sept. 1.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Cambeiv
well), Sept. 15, DahHa.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. 25.

Turriff, Aug. 6, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, Sept. 17, Dahlias.

POULTRY SHOWS.
Birmingham and Midland Counties, 14th, 15th, 16tli,

and 17th December.
Bury and Radcliffe (Lancashire), Sept. 3 (Radclifie).

Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Birming-
ham. {Sees. Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage,

and E. H. Rodd, Esq.)

t For seedlings only.

L.VTE MELONS.
So numerous are the subjects requiring, at least, a

passing notice, which present themselves to a writer on
gardening at the present period, that, seeing a wliole

book may not be written, it is difficult to know what to

leave untouched. One important item in this gardening
olio is the subject of the present paper.

Tliere are those who, although they cannot carry out
successfully the forcing of very early melons, can manage
very well to produce a late crop, their frames or pits
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lieiiis more at libert}'; to such wc ofter some fragments

of advice.

The Fhj.—Of all the enemies of melon culture tliis is

the greatest; aod he who would exrel niu^t hear iu

mind the saying of Cato on a greater suliject
—

" It must
be destroyed." Nothing short ol extermination must be

thought of. Now, this is not a difficult or expensive

achievement ; four ounces of shag tobacco will elfect the

piu-pose, for they will exterminate the green fly in any

pit or frame.

We must repeat here, that unless the leaves of melon
plants are healthy when the fruit is ripe, it is needless

to expect luscious, deep-flushed, melting, and high-fla-

voured fruit. Tluis the general culture of this much-
esteemed and noble fruit becomes a question of leal'-

culture.

Late melons are in blossom, or soon will be, and

careful settiiuj, or haud-impregnaiion, must bo particu-

larly attended to. This is even of more importance

now than in spring, for then omissions of the kind may
be repaired ; but in July and August the season is too

far advanced to admit of delay.

Sloppino and ihiniiing, too. Is of increasing import-

ance as the days shorten, which of course means light

declining; and the fruit should be placed betimes on

slate, or other sound material, to prevent contact with

the soil, which ruins many a fine fruit.

Towards the end of August, the linings must be re-

newed, if they are in ordinary dung-beds, i'or huttomheat

will become a most important aflair; no success can be

hoped for with a less bottom warmth than Ih" ; if S0°,

so much the better. This bottoui-heat not only sustains

a continuous root-action, but causes the soil to evapo-

rate freely, or, iu other words, to keep iu a mellosv

fundi lion : melons being exceedingly adverse to any
stagnation. A lively root-action is the best preventive

of the insect tribes, which always attack those plants

most which have endured some check, or acquired a

degree of torpidity.

Watering will scarcely he needed, if one pretty liberal

one be given when the crop is as large as bantam's eggs;

and this should be tejiid liquid-manure, poured carefully

between the stems, so as to effect the desired end yithout

damping the whole of the surface of the soil. Never-

theless, although very moderate root-wateriug is requi-

site, the syringe should be applied njost evenings just

before closing, yet iu a gentle dew, so as by no means
to wet the soil, and, indeed, such as will dry off betimes

the next morning.
A liberal veiitilulinii is of the utmost importance; and

here exists another reason why strong linings, or some
equivalent, should be had recourse to. The ventilation

will of course much lower the internal warmth of the

frames or pits, and su(!h would soon prove prejudicial,

unless an artificial heat be well sustained. The interior

air-warmth should, on no occasion, be allowed to descend

below 00°; indeed, in the absence of solar heat, should

generally range IVoui (i")" to TU", allowing a rise to 9(1"

maximum iu suuslilne occasionally. However, there is

no sustaining any iixed point; much depends on the

weather; and we would, on all occasions, close as early

in the afternoon as may be deemed safe, using the

highest amount of ventilation In the mornings, and
Indulging In the highest temperatures from :! to (l p.m.

TlK'sr directions are intended to apjily tlirough the

swelling period ; as soon as any of the fruit show signs

of ripening, a lower temperature through night and day
ventilation nuiy be observed,—say from ()U° to (if/'; this

win be found to add quality to the fruit, for there is

nothing like slow ripening.

Another point of consideration Is to pick away con-

stantly all icastc blossomn, whether nuile or female,

espeeially late in the summer. Such nestling below

the foliage rot and produce miasma of much injury.

tending to the production of caid<er and gangi-euous

Indications. All decayed, or deciiying leaves, too, should
he removed; and as the removal of such is not always
a safe procedure ; inasmuch, as in the event of damp
and cold weather supervening, rot is apt to he engen-
dered, means must be provided to arrest such conse-

quences. As far as our experience goes, the best pre-

ventive is a powder composed of equal parts quicklime
and charcoal dust; and whenever any portion of a leaf

shows sym])toms of rot, we apply a little hillock of the

compost over and around the suspicious portions. A
piece of broken glass or slate, placed slightly inclined

to sustain the dressing, will keep it in its place.

The careful training of melons, from the time the

leading shoots extend, is a point of more importance
than some may imagine. Confusion must be studiously

avoided, and it is really necessary to go over them at

least twice a week. They thus consume much labour,

or rather occupy much time in the aggregate; and this

is, indeed, the chief cause why so many failures occur.

Like good peach culture, a reason shoidd exist for eveiy

shoot; all besides those really requisite are robbers of

the system of the plant; and not merely so, but diverters

of the juices from those portions containing the crop.

It may he well to name, also, that melons seldom
swell so fine near to the main stem as they do farther

off: those blossoms, therefore, which are produced
within six or eiglit inches of the collar, should invariably

be pinched off. Such, too, are generally produced in a

premature way ; that is to say, before the plants have
laid up a stock of accretive matter, the consequence of

several weeks elaborations. Like the animal system, iu

most respects, Is that of plants, especially fruits ; a

proper foundation must be laid in tlio parent before

beuelicial reproduction can take place, and this of neces-

sity oocuides a given time.

In setting melons, it is a capital plan to use small

sticks, a bundle of which may lie in one corner of the

frame ; one of these may he stuck in as a signal to every

blossom that Is set in the earlier stages; this enables

the cultivator speedily to "take stock" at any time;

and, as soon as the fruit is swelling freely, the point of

the stick may be broken, or any other trifling signal

adopted. Thus will the number of set fruit be readily

ascertained, and as soon as the desired number is swell-

ing ofl', the remainder may be kept pruned away.

As to the numher each plant will bear, that is a ques-

tion to he decided by the area of the frame, or pit, and
the amount of good sod. The larger the glass surface,

the more room for extension ; and the greater the latter,

the more liberal the amount of soil. This Is all a q>ies-

tlon of light ; for, as has been often stated by the various

departmental writers in this work, light Is the prinmm
muliile in all gardening affairs. The more of well-deve-

loped and healthy leaf surface that can be exposed to

the light, tho greater the chances of full crops of high-

Uavomed fruit, and vice versa, other accessories being

present.

We think, that for frame culture, the best plan is to

train two leading shoots from each plant, two jilants in

a hillock, and to persist in securiug a crop from these

two however adverse things may appear. Thus, in a

single "light," containing two plants, and measuring
f) ft. by -1 ft,, we should only expect four first-rate fruits

;

or, If In a needy humour, six to eight; all this de-

pendant on the style and character requii'ed in the

produce. This, it will lie seen, is eilher one to a

branch or leader, or two, as the case may be. If any
one seeks e.vhdnlion fruit, he must only allow two to a

plant luider such circumstances. But come we to a

huge ])it, each light it may he 8 ft. or '.) It. by T) ft.,

and the case is altered. Then we say, by all means
expect eight ft-ults from each light. Whether they bo

Beeehuoods, the Bromham Hall, the Kggptian green-
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fleshed, Trrri/'s, Snnir'.t, or our Hi/liriil Persians, is a

maltor nf taste with the grower : all we can say is, that

the kind ol' green-flesh exhibiteil by Mr. Collinson of

J'lxetm- Hall, (an old, and worthy neighhonr of onrs,)

at Chiswieli, is, and has been ibr years of so superior a

kind as to leave little to desire. All praise, however,

to Mr. Snow, whose capital kind has surely a very

close connexion with the Terry's, the Bromham's, the

('oUinson's, &c. R. EmirNGTON-.

EXHIBITION AT THE GARDEN OF THE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—July 10th.

This, the third and last exhibition of the season nt

the Chiswick Gardens, went off triumphantly. The day
was fine ; the tents were full of plants that could hardly

be grown better; and, as always happens on a tine day
in July, if there is any want of freshness or gaiety in the

flowers, it is more than made up for by ladies' dresses,

and here, at any rate, we are not tied down to the same
things over and over again. If I had to report on this

part of the exhibition, f should say, without hesitation,

that the greatest improvement in it could be traced to

the Belgian lace court in The Cn/stal Palace. Beyond
these self-ventilating fabrics, the next greatest improve-

ments were in the contrasts and in the combinations

of the colours as we desire them iu flower-gardens

;

but, indeed, the flowers, except those of many orchids,

were as fresh as at any of tlio exhibitions ; the Heaths,

I think, were better than ever, and the Geraniums
were quite as good as at any of the former shows.

Stove plants, such as they exhibit, bold out much
better than the greenhouse ones, and here you would
see the Allamanilas, the Fiennts, the Cleroilemlrotis, the

Vincas, and the Dijilaihnkis, as two to one of green-

house plants, except. perha|)S, the Le.icheiunillias, the

Pol>j<ialns, and the different everlastings, as Pluenocnma
and Ajihelexis. In orchids there were no great novelties,

and many of the plants looked anything but comfort-

able. The truth is, we had such a sudden and very

inmatural change in the weather from the Sunday
before the show, whi(^h lasted ail the week, that to name
blankets, counterpanes, or curtains, was enough to in-

duce blisters; and the Orcliids, which delight in a damp,
uniform temperature at this season, were put out of

their way more than hardier plants, while the Heaths
shone as if this roasting weather had come on purpose
to brusii them on ibr the show. Fuchsias, after all, are

not to be put down by the compass or carpenter's rule.

We had here several collections of them, and some grown
on opposite principles, and the ed'ect of both equally

good. That is, some were grown, and most l)eaulifully

too, on old stems or standards, after the manner of

standard roses, and the heads were trained like so many
umbrellas; these were exceedingly well-grown, trained,

and flowered, and their novel sliape attracted nuich
attention ; they belonged, I believe, to Mr. Salter, the

celebrated introducer of Frencli and other continental
novelties to his nursery at Hammersmith. Others were
bloomed from stems of last year's growth, closely pruned
last winter or spring; and some from plants either

struck lust autumn, and kept growing in good licat all

the winter, or cut down to the surface of the pots at the
turn of the new year, or later, and only allowed to make
one central stem, from which branches come out regu-
larly, and at regular distances all the way up from the
pot. Any of these three ways will do cipiajly well for

different kinds of Fuchsias, for there arc some kinds
which admit of being grown on either plan, and some
which do much better from autumn cuttings or cut
down plants. But the Norfolk plan, which I told of
long ago, suits all the Fuchsias equally well, and is far
better for conservatory and terrace-garden plants than

this London way of growing them. Indeed, I never

saw the very free-growing ones, with soft large leaves,

in good bloom at any of the shows. Dun Oavonii was
the best representative of what I mean at this exhibi-

tion ; and although the plant could not possibly be in

better health, nor the flowers any larger, owing to the

rage about rapid growing among London exhibitors,

there was not more than one flower on that plant for

every hundred ih.eX mhjlit he, if treated on the Norfolk

system.

Now I am most anxious to turn tlie tide in favour of

the Fuchsias, because I am quite sure there is not

another family of plants in England so useful to ama-
tein-s and to country gardeners, and as anybody who
can keep a sack of potatoes free from frost all the winter,

will be able to save his Fuchsias all that time, there is no
cause why everybody should not grow them, except one,

and that is, the just prejudice raised against them at

these very exhibitions, owing to the wrong and unna-
tural way of growing mere forests of shining leaves on
long loose side branches, with small clusters of flowers

at the extremities ! Why you might often shoot wood-
cocks through some of the plants without shattering

a single flower ; then people cried out, " What is the

use of growing new fuchsias ; they are no good, they are

so gauky; or they are such frights?" But a humming-
bird, yea, a house-fly, could not pass tlu'ough one part

of any of Mr. Salter's Fuchsias umbrellas without dis-

jilacing a leaf or a flower ; and if his plants were
branched from the ]iot, and ten or twelve feet high, and
ecjually proportioned all round, a man might sit on
horse-back on the other side of it and you could not see

him, and the right criterion of a Fuchsia specimen
might be this, that

—

Yun conid not see an elephant

thnnitjii tlic hnsli ! The white I''uchsias on this occasion

were very rich indeed ; there were nine kinds really

good ones, but the two best, according to my notion,

were Pearl of Emjlnnd and Madame ISantaij ; Fair
Nosaniiiml next; Princess Elitaheth, Puritij, Dr. Gross,

Diadem of Flora (large), and Flavescens, having a pecu-

liar yellow tinge, were among the rest ; and one culled

Star might be said to be intermediate between the red

and the white ones. Do7i Oavonii is the largest red one
f ever saw : and the best one for the flower-gardener at

this exhibition was l^oltiyenr, because it was the nearest

in growth or habit to the old OraciUs, the finest bedge-

jdant of the whole family where the soil is suitable.

This Voltii/eur (pronounce it Volteshur) reflexes much,
and the inside is an intense purplish blue, or bluish

purple. Now let us make a fresh start with the Fuchsias
another year. All the globes may be grown as at pre-

sent, from cut down and then spring forcing, or from
autumn cuttings grown on all the winter: all the rest

we must try once more to flower from the old wood only,

and give them no heat until the middle of March, unless
they break early of their own accord and without help.

Here we must bear in mind that my Norfolk friend, who
takes otf the first prizes with Fuchsias there, has proved
that a Fuchsia is never fully up to the mark until the

flowering shoots come from three-year old wood ; there-

fore, a stem that is two years old now, or this autumn,
will bo a fit subject for this experiment next spring.

This class must bo kept rather dry all through the

month of October, but not quite dry; this will cause

them to go naturally and gradually to rest for the winter,

without any hurt from early frost, which Fuchsias often

have to stand against much to their hurt, when they are

allowed to make a late growth. In November, the water-

ing is to cease for the season, and before Christmas the

plants are jirinied, but they may be pruned as late as

the end of Janviary ; and the pruning consists in taking

oH" every morsel of the growth made this season, and
last year's growth too, except wbero it is very strong ;

the principle being, that the shoot which is to bloom
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must come direct from tlie body of tlie old wood, with-

out the agency of a visible bud. There are other plants,

no doubt, that would yield well under the same system,

but experiments enougli have not yet been tried to esta-

blish the fact. The tirape vine cannot he said to have

proved either way, and it never will prove the question,

because we know full well already, that this close prun-

ing will all but kill a vine on some soils, while, on the

other hand, it is llie safest way to insure a healthy plant

and a large crop on other soils. All this I have seen

proved over and over with my own eyes. My friend,
j

ilr. Salter, the great champiou cucumber grower of

England, would prime his vines until the rods were as

smooth as whipcord ; these bare rods would come clus-

tered with full loaded bunches from the very bottom, all

the way up, and on both sides, as regularly as you could

set them by measurement; and not five miles off, otliers

would lose two-thirds of their crop by the same process,

and some more than that. Not so the l''nchsia, how-

ever; I never heard of one losing a flower by the closest

pruning. The old soil must be kept to the roots of such

Fuchsias all the winter, and until they break into leaf;

then it is all shaken ofl', as they do fcr Geraniums, but

the main roots are never touched, only the small fibrous

ones, which are probably dead or nearly so. After pot-

ting, a close moist heat and a gentle bottom heat for si.K

weeks would make a wonderful dilierence in their ra]ud

growth, but it is not quite essential to success ;—if the

place is kept close 'for ten days or a fortnight to en-

courage root action, as the fruit-growers say, it will be

enough. Tims, by pruning at diti'erent seasons, from

October to February, and by potting from February to

May, with a little forcing early in spring, country gar-

deners have them for all uses from May to November,

and from July to September they are in prime order for

the e.^hibitions.

Achimenes.— I was highly pleased with this, the next

most useful tribe of easily-grown plants, after the

Fuchsias, at this show. For some years, I know, from

personal intercourse with the judges, they despaired of

seeing a well-grown Achimenes produced for competition ;

and was it not for the collection at Kew, where they

might be seen in beautiful bloom early in May, jmd at

the Duke of Devonshire's, Chiswick Gardens, where Mr.

Edmunds used to have whole rows of the blue A. longi-

^flora ready for the July calls, country gardeners would

go home laughing in their sleeves at the Londoners for

their abortive attempts nt cultivating this sportive

family. When a society ofiers a five-guinea medal for

so-and-so, and the judges cut the medal into five parts,

giving only the fifth part to the e.s.hibitor, ho may rest

assured that that part is only as much as to say—we

wish to encourage the so-and-so as much as the society

do, but you have only done a fifdi part of what might

have been done, and what we all do at home—here is a

sprat for you this time, perhaps tlie herring will come

next season. "The sprat to catch the herring" was
never better exemplified than on this occasion with the

Achimenes. Beautiful as the wild species are, and

much as botanists feared the stains of mule blood on the

character ef the race, whatever may he said about the

effects of free-trade on the flour of the wheat and barley, a

free intercourse with the pollen-flower of the Achimenes
has already done more to advance them into higher

favour than the most sanguine of us anticipated five

years ago ; and here, too, judging from the hard names of

the newer seedlings, the foreigners roii]) the advantages

of this kind of intercourse. Our English h/iiijillnni iillm

is eclipsed by the French, or at Iciist 1- leuch-naiiied,

Margaretta ; but this is a sad and most blundering

name for so beautiful a flower, because it comes so near

to the French way of pronouncing their name for the

China aster. If you were to accost a lady of fashion, and
say you had a Margaretta Achimenes to dispose of, her

ladyship would ring the bell immediately to get disposed

of one, whom she might well be excused for mistaking
for a daft dealer. This may seem a trifle to those who
know not the ways of the world; but I have known the

question—"What 'sin a name"/" answered by a fifty-

pound note on the value of a seedling plant, and on
both arms of the scales. Margaretta is a pure white

Achimenes, and longijinra aJlia a blui.'^ii-white ; ]Vtirse-

vhii is a charming seedling, the lighter blue of the longi-

flora breed, and the best grown and best trained plant

in the exhibition, in a pot—nearly a yard tbi'ougli,

and not more than ten inches high. Klezii is one of the

most singular seedlings I remember to have seen ; it is I

from longiflora. The flowers are, perhaps, larger, but
i

in colour more like those of the Indian balsain, called

Latifolia, than anything else—or between that and the

colour of the Shruhland rose Petunia. One called 1

Patens major is the i-ichest in colour of all the family as
]

here represented ; longiflora major the finest blue. For-

mosa, and C'ocoinea major are tlie best of the old Cocei-

nea breed. Baumania hirsuta looks like a Petunia ou a

dwarf plant of Hirsuta ; it is the best of that class, and
Liximannii is of the breed of Venusta, with flowers twice

the size ; altogether they deserve the highest praise,

and they also shew how desirable it is to go on crossing

them. Get the high colour of the old Coccinea into

these large flowers, and my word for it, you will soon
get above the great geranium raisers.

From Sion House wo had a fine specimen of Nelum-
hium speciosum in a tub of fresh water, with one large

flower open, another in the bud, and a third scope or

stalk, crowned with a seed-pod in the form of a trun-

cated cone ; the broad end uppermost, and filled with

holes, in each of which a single seed or nut is found

;

these seeds are supposed to be the sacred beans of

Pythagoras, and the soft stalks are used as food by the

poor among tho Chinese popidation. The Nelumhiums
are easily known from the Water lilies, which they much
resemble, by the shape of these seed-pods, by their

having only one seed in every division or carpel of the

seed-cone, or by other signs less easily seen or made
out. We had also an immense Humea elegans, ten or

twelve feet high, with a dozen main leaders, and twice as

many side-flowering spikes ; altogether making a noble

specimen out of a very common plant.

Of other plants not often seen in public, we had
Curcuma cordata, and Roscoeana ; two canna-like dwarf

plants ; the first with coppery-red and yellow flowers, and
the second having them of a bluish tint. J^'jchmea

falgens, a fine stove plant of the pine-apple or Bromel-

wort class, having the flower spike, the flawer stalks or

pedicels, as well as the buds and flowers themselves of a

bright coral colour, and the tips of the flowers marked
with blue, making altogolher a most beautiful combina-

tion from such a rough looking plant. The beautiful

Vriesia speciosa was there also, under a wrong name

—

Tillandsia splendens ; it had only one spike of bloom,

like the spike of some gladiolus just before the blossoms

open, and all of a shining orange-scarlet ; the plant is

one of the most beautifully marked in the leaves of all

the order—broad black hands across the gi-een or ground

colom-. My neighbour, Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, grows

this plant better than any one in England, and the

secret is this—to keep the boflow of the leaves con-

stantly full of soft water during the growing season, and

to allow it a comparatively small pot, as the roots are

very scanty and weak ; but the rest I must put oft' till

another day. D. Beaton.

JOTTINGS.

I

Sulphur.—Ihis extremely hot weather has given the

I
red spider a chance under circumstances wherein he

I
has otherwise scarcely ever showed himself. I have
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applied, for the eradication of this evil, the hydro-sul- :

phate of lime, which i\I. Grison uses for the vine

mildew. It is somewhat premature to speak couiideutly,

but the little practice I have had with it leads me to be-

lieve that it will be eflectual iu duiiuj for the red spider,
j

more so thau auy other applicatiou of sulphur when !

blended with a li(iuid. I do uot think I shall give up
smearing pipes and Hues in hothouses with sidphur,

;

but then what would he the use of it at periods when
lire was not wanted. As a preventive against lEildew

and insects, the mixture will he found most important.

I made it exactly as recommended last week—one pound

of sulphur to an equal volume of quick-lime, intimately

mixed, theu blended with five pints of water, kept

stirred, boiled ten minutes, then allowed to settle, the

clear liquid poured off, and to every pint of this add

a hundred pints of clear water, and syringe with it

directly. In the open air, with vines and peaches, I

should use the mixture of this strength, and that is far

from being weak ; for plants of all sorts, even for vines

and peaches in-doors, I would recommend a fourth .

more water ; and for delicate plants I would prefer

double the quantity of water—that is, two hundred pints

to the pint of clear liquid. Those who imagine that at

this strengtli they might as well use common water,

have only to hold the moisture to their nose, and let a

few drops be deposited on their tongue, to find out the

mistake. I presume we shall all have reason to thank

M. Grison for his simple mode of getting the strength

of sulphur into water. I found such a strong residuum

after pouring off the clear liquid, that I boiled it over

again, and used it the same way as the first, but with

only half the quantity of water—namely, fifty piuts of

water to the pint of liquid.

Another word or two about hurtling sul2ihur in houses

and pits. Thus used it is a good servant, but a merci-

lessly bad master. As previously shown, if ever it actually

burns, it will kill everything green, as well as insects.

The detailing a misfortune is never without its use, and

may often do as much good, in the way of a beiiare, as

detailing the most successful practice for imitation.

Now, I have had great experience in burning sulphur,

and yet I got caught the other day with a collection of
;

aehimenes, and, what is worse thau all, 1 can form no !

definite idea how the sulphur got to them. A pit is

divided into two divisions. The last thing in one was
British Queen strawberries, and, owing to the extreme I

heat, the red spider got on them. When removed,

before fiUiug with other things, it was decided to fumi-

gate with sulphur; and, that time should he gained, it

was done during the day, the lights fitting so close that

even the smell was uot perceived outside. The other

half, separated by a close brick wall, contained the achi- I

menes, and uot even the opening of a pin-hole could be

discerned : the sense of smell was also put in requisi-

tion, and all was right. But the next day, the aoliimenes
I

next the strawberry division were either done for, or
]

rendered so unsightly as to deprive them of ornamenting; i

properties until fresh growth was formed. Now, I had
burned sulphur in these pits often when one was filled

with plants, and never had the semblance of an accident.
[

No questioning will enable me to unravel the matter.

That ill-doer " nohodij" had unquestionably been there.
'

The matter will very likely come out some day. My
own impression is, that the lights over the aehimenes
had for some purpose been slid down, or tilted on the

side next the strawberry division, and that some youth,
with inquisitiveness largely developed, had lifted the
light nearest the division to ascertain what the white,

wreathiug smoke inside could mean, and thus allowed a
volume of the noxious vapour to touch the aehimenes.
It will be seen, therefore, that great caution must always
be used. I may also mention, that strong fmnes from
hot-water pipes, when daubed with sulphur, tell very

soon upon the aehimenes tribe. The most sensitive

things 1 have found in tliis respect are some of the
finer-leaved adiantums. When it is necessary to fume
a house from the pipes, such plants should be previously
removed.

Mulberry-coloured Fauci/ Pelargoniums, such as Sta-
tuiski.—Who can account for taste. Our good friend,

Mr. Beaton, ,says, " he sees plainer than ever why ladies

call them ' such frights,' and that they look like half-

drowned witches, &e. ? " Now, without giving an o])inion

of my own, tliis name, Statuiaki has already been in-

scribed in a number of ladies note books, this season, in

my presence, and I have scarcely noticed one that passed
without stopping to admire it. The plant, however, was
large, some three feet in height, and when at its best,

better than four feet in diameter, and it stood beside

a Queen Victoria quite as large. The darks themselves
might give us the blues, and the lights give a tendency
to the yellows, but when contrasted, the beauty of both
is enhanced. My object, however, in alluding to Sta-
tuiski, is not so much to defend him from our friend's

criticism, as to tell of two good properties he has, namely,
that he will bloom all the summer, in a box or bed, out-

of-doors ; and, secondly, that he is almost unrivalled for

continuous blooming in a pot. The plant referred to

has been an object of great beauty for nearly four

months.
Preparing Pelargoniums for cutting-down.— "How

miserable these geraniums look, Mr. ¥. Why my own
can beat these hollow." The plants referred to were
standing right in the sun. They had received no water
for nearly a fortnight. Any moisture they could get

must have been absorbed from the atmosphere, and from
the soil or gravel on which the plants stood, and yet

when these plants were cut down, they will break more
regularly and strongly, and the cuttings will strike better,

and make healthier plants, than if the plants had been
coddled, and regularly watered. The perspiriug and
elaborating influences to which they were exjiosed

rendered their shoots firm, and the juices they contained

higlily organized. And yet, j)eoplo who keep their

geraniums in a shady place, with their stems full of

watery matter, find that their flue succulent green shoots

break anywhere but where wanted, and wonder accord-

ingly. Let the stems be well ripened, aud neither plants

nor cuttings will require half tlio care atterwards.

Shading.—And who has not wanted it during the last

few weeks'? Every mode has its recommendations; at

some of our chief nurseries many things are tried. " We
must have this," says one; " we cannot do without that,"

says another; " the plants will be scorched without them,"

says a third ;—and it is all very well to have nice shading

of calico, and bunting, and oiled cloth, and Nottingham
lace, if you can get them ; hut even then this very

advantage may constitute a disadvantage. They will at

times be left on too long, or by shading all the house you
shade something that you cannot give too much light to.

I have no shading cloths at all ; where a temporary

shade is wanted I use a little whiteuiug in water, and
almost as quickly as you can let a canvass blind down.

For a more lengthened purpose, and a subdued light

like that obtained by Hartley's patent glass, I as yet

find nothing equal to double size, heated in a pot, and
drawn over the glass when hot. When the shade is

wanted to be abidmg and dense, a little whitening may
be mixed with the si:e. R. I'lsH.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS AT CHISWICK.
July IOth.

The Pelargoniums here were the grand attraction of

the day ; they were never shown in better condition.

This favourite flower is now cultivated to such an
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extent, and so siiceessfiilly, tbat it seems hopeless to

loolc forward to any improvement liere.al'ter ; tlie only

improvement that appears to iis as feasible, is a better

selection of kinds, for it is evident, from the few we have

selected as su|)erior varieties, that there must be a large

number of very middling ones exhibited. It is quite

certain, however, that a considerable importance must
be allowed to culture ; some good sorts were so indif-

ferently grown that they lost their character in one

stan<l, but in the very next to it were so well grown that

a stranger to them would have thought them quite

different from each ; therefore, we would advise, first,

the selecting all such as we have named, and then care-

fully studying the characters of the rest before discard-

ing them.
On this occasion we added to our list of first-rate

kinds the following:

—

Moclianna (Hoylc's) ; a large,

well-formed Hower
;
good truss, and free bloomer; npper

petals, very dark ; lower petals, rosy blush, with a pure

white eye. May Queen ; a very gay flower, of good

properties ; form flat, and nearly circular ; the upper

petals have a dark blotch near the eye, shading off

outwards into a fiery carmine, edged with white ; lower

petals, a lovely, delicate pink ; eye, large, and of tlie

purest white; a very striking variety. Peerless; the

whole of the flower is of a hright clear rose, excepting a

small dark s)iot on each of the up))er jietals ; it is a very

distinct, excellent variety. Chrislnhel ; an old variety,

but shown here in fine order; flowers generally of a

light colour; form excellent Old Stury ; a striking

light variety, with an odd name ; form good. Coriiiiie :

the shade on this benutifid flower is of the most delicnite

light purple imaginable; quite a pet in its way; form

good ; and a most abundant bloomer. Lord SUmley ;

this is also a beautiful shaded variety, almost approach-

ing to a blue cast.

Fancy Vauikties.—Beaute BeJhperches ; flowers and
raceme very large ; u])per petals nearly black ; lower,

white, with dark blotches; a striking, fine variety.

Fairy Queen ; good trusser, -with flowers of the darkest

rose, shaded with crimson. Lady of the Lake: a kind

the principal characteristic of which is the veins that

run thi'ough the colour. Gahiaris is also a distinctly

strijied one ; and Duchess d'Aumnle, a charming va-

riety, with deep rosy petals, deeply sufliiscd with crim-

son. These are all distinct, desirable kinds, well worthy

of being added to any collection.

Cut Roses were the next most attractive feature of

the exhibition ; but, as might be expected, the hot day

soon tarnished their brightness. We noted the follow-

ing as the best

—

Whites: Madame Zoutman, Countess

de Lacepede, Madame Hardy, Lamarque, 'J'riumjih de

Bague, Madame Plantier, Blanche Fleur, and Madame
Lignes. In Dark Roses the following wore excellent

:

Geaut des Batailles, Blairii No. 2, Souchet, Du Petite

Thouars, Ohl, Lady Fitzharris, Vandieul, Dr. Marx,
Barroue Halle/, Gen. Lamarque, and Paul Joseph.

Roses in various shades: Coup d'Hebe, Pius Ninth,

Brennns, Jaques Lafltte, Robin Hood, Wm. Jesse, Mrs.

Elliott, Gen. Lamoriciere, Gen. Jacquemont, and Cliene-

dole. Sulphur, more or less yellow in the centre

:

Devonieiisis, Cloth of Gold, Sofrano, Narcissus, Solfa-

terre, Niphetos, Eliza Sauvage, Smith, Jauno, Madame
Desjires, Clara Wendall, and La Pactole. Pale blush :

Duchess of Devonshire, Devoniensis, Niphetos, Celestial,

Eugene Desgaches, Gen. Negrier, Madame Nerara, and
Pierre St. Cyr. The only really yellow roses jiresent

were, Persian Yellow, one flower of the Cloth of Gold,

and Viscountess des Cazes.

In Pinks we noted, as being superior. Sir Joseph
Paxton, Lord Valentine, President, Hon. Mrs. Herbert,

Criterion (this was tlie best), Sarah was the next best.

T. Aei'i.Kiiv.

ROSE CULTURE.
{Continued from pai/e '.iMO.)

Raising new Varieties fro.m Sekd. — The rose-

growevs of this country are very much behind our con-

tinental neighbours in this branch of rose culture. All,

or nearly all, of our best roses have been originated

chiefly in France, as their names show—tionj) d'Hebe,

Geant des I5ataille8, Paul Ricaut, Mossie Partout, and a

host of others, whose names all show their French
origin. Several good and standard kinds have, it is

true, been raised in this country, such for instance as

Moss I^aneii, Duchess of Sutherland, Blairii, Duke of

Devonshire, and a few others. We consider the circum-

stance of so few good roses being raised in this country,

a slight stigma upon our (in other flowers) enterprising

and successful florists. Perhaps one of the causes may
be, the time that it takes to bloom them. If grown on
their own roots it may take from three to five years

belbre their merits can be ascertained ; but surely this

is not taxing the patience of the florist much ; and even

that time may be shortened greatly by budding any pro-

mising seedlings upon some other stock. For it is well

known, that seedling apples and pears bloom and Viear

fruit much earlier upon older trees, if they are worked
upon them. This has been repeatedly proved by T.

Andrew Knight, Esq., and other diligent raisers of new
fruits; and the argument in regard to seedling roses, is

that tliey will flower, which is a preparatory step to pro-

ducing fruit much sooner, if they are budded upon any
kiud of stock, or even upon trees already bearing roses.

'I'o save room, three or four, or even more, different seed-

lings might be budded upon one rose-bush ; such as are

not good flowers should be cut away as soon as they have
bloomed. Then, again, if the raising of seedling roses

be a work requiring some amount of patience and per-

severance, let it be remembered that the time required

to bloom a seedling rose, even on its own roots, is

nothing compared with some other flowers. The tulip,

for instance, which, upon an average, takes six years

from the sowing of the seed to the blooming of the seed-

lings, yet in this flower, we are proud to say, the English

florists far surpass their continental rivals, with all their

line climate and other ap])liances to boot.

Tliis being the undeniable fact, surely we are not

asking too much of our florists to turn their attention to

imjiroving our home-raised varieties of this universally-

allowed queen of flowers. To accomplish this desirable

purpose, the following points should be attended to :^
1

.

To save seeds from the best formed flowers, with

fine foliage, free habit of growth, and abundant bloom.

2. To save seed from such as bloom early enough to

ripen it thoroughly.
'!. To gather the seed as soon as it is ripe, cleanse it

from the pulp, and keep it perfectly dry, but cool, till

the sowing season arrives.

1. Sow this choice and carefully chosen seed in shal-

low pans early in siniug, and place them either upon a

shelf in a warm greenhouse, or upon a gentle hotbed.

5. As soon as the seedlings are grown a few inches

high, and the weather will permit, plant them out in a

nursery bed in a carefully prepared soil, neither too light

nor too heavy.

0. and lastly. Transplant them the following autumn,

where they are either to bloom or to yield buds the fol-

lowing season.

We feel the matter of sufficient importance to dilate

briefly upon each of these points of growing seedling

roses.

f^aving Seed.—The roses should be diligently marked

that are intended to seed. This should be no chance

work ; the seed should not be saved indiscriminately.

The perf'eetly-double flower will not, it is quite true,

yield seed, or, in other words, produce fruit within
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which is tlie seed of a tree, because all the stamens are

converted into floral leaves. It is, therefore, ouly from
the partially-double flowers that seed may bo looked for

;

but it generally happens, that on a rose-bush that gene-

rally produces double, j>crfcctly-double, flowers there arc

some few that have some pollen-bearing stamens with
perfect stigmas on them. From such save seed, cutting

ofi'all the barren flowers. Hero, in this stage, is an op-

portunity of hybridizing; that is, by dusting the stigma
of some line variety with a pollen of some other variety

that possesses a quality superior to the one operated

upon, i'or instance, one may have a rich, clean coloiu',

but is deticieut in substance or form ; or, it may be, the

centre petals are defloieut in number to form a fine

double flower. Though the diligent bee, and other

insects, may partially perform this, yet that is an uncer-

tain way of hybridizing, and of course done without
judgment or discretion; for their instinct docs not teach

them to carry the most suitable pollen to answer the

purposes of the hybridizer. Instead of that, they mar
the intended effect, and should b(^ prevented from doing
so by covering each flower operated \ipon by the hopefid

florist. This hybridizing is well worthy of careful atten-

tion, for it is by it, that truly wouderlul effects are ac

complished. We have dwelt rather long upon this point

of hybridization, because we fear our non-success has
arisen chiefly from an indiscriminate, shall we say, care-

less, way of letting them take their chance, and saving
seed from every kind good or bad. This is very wrong
in the case of the rose, as it is in other florists' flowers,

and must lead to disappointment and discouragement.

T Ari'LEBV.

{To be coniinucd.)

REMINISCENCES OF THE SEASON.

There is nothing at which human nature seems
more at feud witli than the weather; as Swift justly

observes, " it is always either too hot or too cold ; too

much wet or too little ; " or, when a combination of

these extremes does take place, we are told of " blight,"

impure atmosphere, and I know not what besides. Now,
we gardeners are no more exempt from such frailties

than are other classes—we find fault with all sorts of

weather. A continuation of dull moist weather, wo say,

is at variance with our fruit being well-flavoured ; while

bright hot sunshine is fatal to newly planted-out things:

so that we, like the rest of the world, are ever grum-
bling ; and, according to the creed of some, each suc-

ceeding season, or even each succeeding day, is worse
than any before it. Fortunately, the conventional usages
of society have placed a heavy ta.K (in kind) on such com-
plaints ; so that before each individual one receives the

sanction of public sympathy, a considerable reduction

in its general features takes place. There is nothing, per-

haps, more just than this, as wo are all too )irone to find

fault with the means whereby nature checks (or it may be
unduly hastens) the progress of some of her operations,

while we are blind to the benefits that other things are at

the same time receiving from the selfsame weather we
have been inveighing against. Now that the present

season has not escaped its full share of abuse is a]iparent

to everyone ; the early part of it, commencing when vege-

tation is wakening into life, was unusually dry; some
people said it was too cold also ; but we will not coin-

cide with that, this dry season continued uninterrupted
until the middle of May, when some slight showers
became the prelude to much heavier rain, which in-

creased in the early part of June, so as to occasion
floods in the low lands, while dull, showciy weather
continued until near the end of the month ; it gradually
dried up, and the sun, in like proportion, asserted bis

sway by an equally gradual increase of his daily visita-

tion, until the first week of ,luly found us complaining
of the most " extraordinarily hot weather we ever remem-
bered. " Certainly, the transition between dull and wet
weather to vuiclouded sunshine was shorter than is

usual, aud may in some cases have been hurtful to

plants in a highly artificial condition; but most out-

door crops hailed tlie change with delight, and of course
a corresponding advance in their position took place,

the same as occurred when we had the fine rains at the
end of May, only the progress in the two eases ditier in

their import, the one being in the enlargement of

the vegetable portion of the plant, the other hasten-
ing its fructification, or period of coming into profit.

Grimiblers tell us that both these extremes of weather
are nsefifl in their way, but that we have too much of

them. It is unnecessary here to enter into a justifica-

tion of that Providence which dispenses to us such
weather as is best for our collective wants ; let us see

how much real good, and even harm (according to the
opinion to some) the present season is charged with.

h\ the first place, it is admitted by all that the dry
spring rendered the ground in better condition to receive
the various plants and seeds committed to it than has
been observed for many years. In fact, we seldom
know a hard winter mellow the soil so well, and its being
so at an earlier period than usual ; the sowing of seeds
and other operations were (or might have been) done
much sooner than usual. Where this was accomplished,
the evil eflects of the continued dryness was counter
acted, so that it was only those crops which were sown
late in the spring that wore retarded by the drought

;

but then our gi'umblers will be pointing to the long
continued north-east wind, and its baneful eflects ou
vegetation. True, we cannot deny that its withering
influence was hurtful to living plants by withdrawing
more of their juice than they could well spare, without
aUbrdiug them anything invigorating in return ; still, it

must be confessed, in so far as acting the part of a

fertilizer on tho ground, it was equally as good as a

severe frost, and more so, perhaps, because its influence

by continuance extends deeper. We may, therefore,

take it as granted, that notwithstanding the supposed
want of sunshine, the ground was in better order the

beginning of May than is usual at that time ; but as

the month advanced with no rain of any amount. dec]i

and loud were the complaints, until by and by wo were
blessed with more abundant showers, and tlicse gradually
softcniug into settled wet weather. This gradual change
was no doubt wisely ordained :—Supposing a heavy fall

of rain had come all at once moistening the earth to

the full depth required by vegetation, would the latter

have benefited to tho full extent by it? Certainly not.

The withering influence of tho cast winds had so scaled

u]) the tissue of the plant, that it could not at once have
adapted itself to the profusion by which it would have
been so suddenly surrounded, as it is reasonab'e to

suppose it would have suflered in a similar way to the

human or brute creation if suddenly removed from a
state of starvation to one of superabundance, and the

reasoning powers forbidden to act Much better regu-

lated therefore, was that gradual stato of transition by
which the plant was enabled to i)reparc itself for the

change.

Now, wo ought to copy this in our forcing, and other

operations of an artificial character; and, though wc
have little hopes of balancing the various elements with

that degree of nicety so essential to the success which
nature alone claims as hers, yet wc ought to make the

difference as small as possible.

But, continuing our notes on tho season, we may
observe, all accounts agree that the quantity of rain

which fell in June exceeded the average of that and
almost all other months in the year; and so completely

was the ground saturated that it was reported, springs,
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&0., flowed with an iuoreased supply, while, of course,
brooks, streams, ponds, &o., were all filled to the brim

;

and towards tlie end of the mouth, reports got abroad
that tlie ground was chilly, cold—crops late—potato dis-

ease, like a jjestilenoe, spreading-— beans blighted—
wheat mildewed—and I do not know how many other
diseases appearing. However, by-and-by, the monarch
of the day asserted bis supremacy, and for a time,
dividing his authority with the clouds which impeded
his track, he quickly sliook off those necessary yet
troublesome ojjponents, and towards the end of the first

week in July shone forth in all his glory, looking almost
as if his brightness had increased with his concealment,
and warming the earth by his powerful influence, soon
began to call up from below some of that moisture which
lies in store to rejilace the loss of that near the surface,

which is carried off by evaporation, the requirements of

plants, and other causes. Ho well, and so continued has
this been going on, that we apprehend shortly to liear

of plants suffering whose roots do not extend so deeji as

to reach the store of moisture beyond the sun's imme-
diate action. Now, though like the rest of mankind, we
are at times inclined to find fault with the caprice of the

season, in so far as afl'ects the welfare or otherwise of

certain things, more e.5pecially our hobbies, yet we must
all admit that the present one, though somewhat
singular, has been on the whole favourable to the growth
of most things. But we must defer further details on
this head until another week. J. Kodson.

BENEFIT CLUBS.
By the Editor of " The CoUai/e Lamp"

I AM now going to write alittle upon the subject of Benefit
Clubs, which have appeared to me, since I have had some
insight into the wants of tlie poor, to be most valuable
means of assisting the industrious part of the population,
and of pro\idiug for their sickness and old age. It seems
to me, that by establishing and propeHi/ managing these
clubs, we should do much towards forming the "model
parish," whicli I have seen suggested, and which must be so
difficult to effect even with the best and most zealous inten-
tions.

In the beautiful memoir of that man of God, the late

Rev. Legh Kichraond, there is a long and interesting account
of the three clubs he formed in his parish, which took in all

the population, and were most beneficial in their effects.

There was a club for men, one for women, and a third for
young jjersons of both sexes below the age at wliich they
could enter eitlier of the other two. They were, of course,
regulated by a system of rules drawn up by Mr. Richmoud,
wlio conducted them, and presided over them witli lioly

watchfulness and care. I'kis, let me strongly assert, is the
grand cause of all good in a parish, for where the clergyman
goes before his flock, leading, directing, insti-ucting, and
guarding them, all its institutions will flourish ; because all

are conducted, or should be so, with a single eye to the glory
of God, and the good of souls ; and when God is regarded
in all we do, we have the only sure wan-ant for expecting
that our works shall be blessed and estabhshed. The
description -Mr. Richmond's biographer gives of the meet-
ings of these clubs is delightful indeed, and would fonu a
valuable model for other parishes where such clubs ai'e

desu'ed.

"When a man has worked all his life for the support of his
family, what can he lay by for sickness and old age ? Sup-
posing he could set apart one guinea in the year, what
would that be when many yeai-s of helplessness, sickness,
andwant came upon him ? It would soon be gone,when others
were dependant upon him, and when a doctor's bill came to
be discharged ? No ! I am persuaded, that with the very
best endeavom-3, a poor laboin-er can do nothing for himself
or family, when age or sickness comes. But when he is the
member of a Benefit Club, his monthly payment is a httle
store for the days of trial. "VVe know " how good and how

pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity ; " and,
even in a worldly sense, we may see tlie advantages arising

to all from banding together for mutual support and assist-

ance. The subscriptions form a fund, frequently aided by
honoraiy members, which enables all who need to receive

far more, and for a longer time, than they could possibly

do by their own single-handed endeavours. The subscrip-

tion monthly is small—the benefit eventually is great.

In our own parish, where things aii- managed any how, I

have clearly seen the good of l)enefit clubs. Two have been
established for a great many years. One is a life club ; the
other is only for a sort of nmning lease of seven years.

This kind should never be permitted for an instant. Every
seven years it breaks up, the funds are divided equally, the

members most frequently eat and drink away their share

;

they then form again for another seven years, and any aged,

or confirmed sick member is rejected. This is altogether

bad ; and I hope ours is the only club of this kind in Eng-
land.

!

The Life Club is a great blessing indeed to all who belong
[

to it, although it is very differently mauaged to those in

Mr. Pdchmond's happy parish. The annual meeting takes

place at a pubUc house ; it is not presided over by the shep- i

herd of the sheej), and of coiu'se, under such circumstances,

sobriety and religious observances are very little indeed con-

sidered, y'et even so, the members reap worldly advantage
from it. The monthly subscription is one shilling and four-

pence ; this intitles each member, in case of sickness, to

medical advice ; and an allowance of seven shillings a week
for nine months, if illness continues so long. Should the

member continue ill beyond that time, the allowance i>,

reduced to three and sixpence a week, as long as the illness

lasts. Now what a provision this is, and how cheaply bought
by the care and self-denial needed to lay hy the monthly
pajTuent

!

I remember being pai-ticularly struck by the good effects

of this club, in the case of one poor man, in whom we all

took great interest, from the steadiness of his character,

and his having worked for us for many yeai-s. Consumption
was God's appointed means of calling him to judgment, and
he lingered for many months, when he could no longer-

fight with disease, and struggle to earn his o^\'n bread.
" "What should I do without my club money ? " he often

said, during his long decline ;
" parish pay would do little

for me now ; but I thank God, He enabled me to pay up re-

gularly, and now I find the good of it. Many people

grumble at havhig to pay, pay, pay, every month, without

getting any good ; but when they do come to be sick like me,
they'll never gramlile again."

The want and distress that many endure, who belong to

no club, makes one very anxious to promote, as far as

possible, such parochial institutions ; and where gentlemen
have tlie heart and the purse, they might do more to lessen

the poor-rates, thin the union, and benefit their humble
neighbom-s in this way, than by the strictest economy in the

management of the parish funds. I know that in many,
very many cases, labourers have not the power of imttiug by
even the small sum required for this fund ; where wages are

low, and children numerous, it cannot, very frequently, be

done ; but Ihrrc iue, in most parishes, persons whose means
miglil il" iiiiii-li, il llieir hearts were set aright, and some of

the iudu^Uiuu^, liul very poor, might be assisted by them,

according to their ability, to belong to a club, and thereby

provide for them when help is of greater consequence than

now.
I would strongly impress upon my readers the immense

importance of having these parochial institutions conducted

in a godly manner ; nothing else can give them sti-englh

and blessing, and they may, by this means, be made to

promote brotlierly love, close union, and holiness, as well as

worldly prosperity.

I should be very thankful if my feeble pen could at once

rouse attention to this subject among those who love to

benefit the poor. Do what we will for the labourer, we
cannot otherwise provide for his decrepitude. Tlie union,

or a miserable pittance, is his certain portion, because no
poor man can lay liy enough for years, perhaps, of suft'ering

;

and if every clergyman would set on foot one or more clubs,

according to the state of his flock, and obtain the assistance

of his richer parishioners in their behalf, with the blessing
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and help of the Lord, who " careth for the poor," and can
give increase to every endeavour, made in His love and
fear, it does appear to me that great good woukl result.

We must not expect perfection in any thing liere below, when
the hearts of men " are deceitful and desperately wicked

;

wlio can Icnow them ? " Ijut ijrcat good would surely he done,
and if only one httle portion of a pai'ish was benefited, this

would be a blessing ; and by not despising " the day of

small things," yet greater things might arise. Let me
press upon the attention of ray richer readers the subject

of benefit clubs, supported by the sheplierd of the tlock,

and conducted in a spirit boliUy and decidedly religious.

THE VANISHED HEN.
" I do'nt know wliat the endurance of the class A\'Es may

be in general, thougli there may be many reasons for sup-
posing them patient of hunger, or rather, pro\-ided agamst
its injurious etlects. Many more instances and illustrations

of this property of birds will occur to the scientific ornitho-

logist than to the mere unsophisticated admirer of the
beauties and habits of this interesting class of animated
nature. I would suggest the ostrich as an instance. I do
not mean to assert tliat in its wild state it lives entirely

upon the anchors, iron cables, rings, and bolts of stranded
vessels ; or tliat in its state of semi-domestication its food is

necessarily cellar-keys ; but its faculty of digesting ii'on is

proverbial; the human ««)« sacra fames not more so. And
as Dame Nature is too economical to be lavish, abhorring
waste of means to an end quite as much as a vacuum, we
may not attribute to the ostrich a West Indian steam-boat
provision of boilers and furnaces, which may reduce iron

and steel to a nutritious pulp in the shortest possible time.

In the absence of such hypothesis, the bird-camel must be
considered as patient of hunger as the camel of the desert
is of thu'St. We might better say, for huii(/cr and Ihirst, the
absence of food and water. Having erected this dogma on
a basis which I may call irrefragable, if not a^ie pennniii,':,

certainly as durable as iron, I proceed to an instance which
came under my own observation respecting the endurance
'of abstinence by a unit of the class Avcs, genus Galliis,

variety non-descript.

It was a gladsome day for me and my sublimer help,
when we approached our emancipation from a dingy lodging,
and our bran-new little vicarage was almost ready to receive

us. Besides, I was to take nearly thirty acres of glebe-land
into my omi hands at tlie same time. ^Vhen I followed the
first load of my impedimenta—rightly so called in this if in

no other case, for they bad impeded my motions in a room
1-3'ind pai't of which was assigned to me as my dressing-
room for above a-year-and-a-half—I beheld a cottager carry-
ing to a sunny spot a little hen with a large batch, or clutch
of newly-hatched chickens. The hen had a tinge of the
golden pheasant, and a top-knot. She was pretty enough,
with her lai-ge family, to awaken my sympathies, and to
induce me to satisfy no common demand, or rather to gratify

the cottager's burning lust of filthy lucre by an itncommon
sacrifice of sixpences, as item, first towards stocking my
farm-yard. To this, sundi-y other specimens of the ovi-

positing and chicken -producing genus were soon added. It
would be ' beside my subject,' as your logical and methodical
folk would say, to tell you that due respect was had to the
corollaries of eggs and chickens ; need I name ham and
bacon? but, as I make it a Reliijio Clerici to steal nothing
from one topic to enrich another, I only allude in the most
scrupulous manner to aught that might be deemed ex-
ti-aneous. Moreover, to wu-edi-aw a narrative is a page-
engrossing trick I especially detest and deprecate. In
medias res is my faiUng, I might almost say. Well, my sole
mammal, if you will except a dog or two, and three or four
cats, was a horse ; and this horse a mare. But my mammal
wanted a warm bed the more, rather than the less, because
she was solitary in a four-stalled stable. Straw was to be,
and was, procured. It was deposited in an empty Iiai-n by
the simple-operation of forking it in at the ' sheaf-hole '

window. Now this empty barn and in-lay of straw are the
very res med'ue, as a poor Avis, myself, and my readers, if

any, are to know. For the present we will leave the straw
there, or only go to it as it may be wanted.
My custom has always been, for now upwards of fifteen

years, to go inimeiUately after breakfast and with my own
proper hands to feed my poultry. That goodly habit I have
only very recently doffed in deference to a cunning Yankee,
ycleped Micaiah Cock, wiiose feeding trough I have adopted.
It is upon the principle of letting out corn from a half-inch
openmg at the bottom of a hopper, formed by two inchned
boards and two ends. I don't much like it. Not that it

does not answer well. Your birds are always secure of the
power to feed tliemselves when, and as much as, they like.

Btit they don't jhkc/j run after me now. They look mighty
independent, and as it they wondered '• what master be
com'd for, and what he be a wanting." To return from this

agreeable and instructive episode on Micaiah Cock, his feed-
ing troughs, it was till lately for many years my wont to feed
my poultry every morning. At the date at which this nar-
rative is laid, I went regularly down to my farm-yard for

this purpose. One morning I called them together as usual,
and found only five of my six hens. There was his impe-
rious majesty, their sultan, and their downy pledges were
there. I might call ; hen sixth came not, answered not. I
was stupified at my loss. I made many, vaiious, cross, and
coaxing, bitter, and beseeching inquiries. I suspected my
servants of carelessness, or worse, and concealment, and all

the world of the most heartless dishonesty. Every bag and
every basket, that every man, woman, and child canied, did
I regard with suspicion. I looked with a hard face at every
mendicant, and an iron visage at every tramp. " Stolen
hen " was written in every lineament of my countenance. I
vehemently desired to make an ante mortem examination of
all possible stomachs. Pays and even weeks passed away

;

no tliief was taken, no hen restored. The heap of straw,
which we left in the barn, began to subside by daily use.
"An thinks there be rattens i' barn, or summut," said my
parish clerk and factotum. " Catcli 'em, AVillison," was my
reply. But he was so urgent that I walked away, snatching
up a big stick, ofi'ensive and defensive, with him to the bai-n.
" An thinks an 'eered uu," said factotum. "Well ! I heard
something. Is that a rat?" "'t be a rat, or fomart, an
thinks." " Why, Willison, what a noise. Y'our rat, or fomart,
or whatever it is, must be sadly asthmatic. What a croak-
ing and wheezing !

" "An ne'er 'eered un sa mich afore.

Sal an rem-man (remove) stra' ? " "I think you might as
well, and then we shall cure the fellow of his complaints at

once." So the straw was gradually and carefully removed
by factotmn. Self stood gasping with curiosity, and dogs
(iitrihus creeds. Now we approached the bottom ; factotum
pounced at something, and I should have made sliort work
of it but for fear of hurting liim. He had got it under his

anus, and only a small layer of straw to remove. He drew
it forth. The asthmatic rat or fomart was, as he shouted
out, nought but (pronounce nor-hiit) " an'd hin !" And my
poor hen it was. She was alive, but light as a feather, and
weak as claretand-water. She made an eftbrt to sit up and
gape a strange attempt at "How d'ye do?" The poor
creattire had liappened to be in the barn, and under the
sheaf window, and was buried in the aforesaid straw. She
had laid there within two or three days of three weeks. She
might have obtained a grain of com out of the straw, but
how had she done without anything to drink ?

I supplied her immediately with wanned milk ad libitum.

She drank as if she never meant to give over. Soon after-

wai'ds she had some nice warm pulpy food given her, ol'

which she would then have eaten more than I deemed good
for her case. She rapidly regained her plumpness, strength,

and facetiousness, and was many times after that " in the

straw," to our better supply and great satisfaction. " All 's

well that ends well ;

" so ends my veracious tale.

The 3I0EVL is, that we ought never to throw straw into a
barn till we have looked and ascertained that we are not
bm-ying a very useful specimen of a nondescript ovi-posi-

tress. She was a brown hen, somewhat black-pencilled;

but nature had not thought her finished till slie had been
timied out into a storm of adhesive and nnmelting snow."

R. G. S. B.

BLACK POLAND FOWLS.
H.vvrxi; for many years been a careful amateur breeder of

black Poland fowls (with white crests), I beg to oli'er a few
jottings as to their meiits.
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Tliey liave always been kept by myself in somewhat
limiteil space, and although not possessing iiiii/ superior

advantages of situation, I have found them nnich better

layers than any other variety witli which I am acquainted

(not even excepting the Cochin-China, of which I liave long

kept a very superior strain). The eggs are equal in size

to those of ordinary poultry, and though not so large as the

Spanish, are certanily of far liiyher flavour ; and the state-

ment in your number, for June 10, of " five liens laying

bO:i eggs, in eleven months," has been far exceeded by the

Polands in my own stock. In respect of the Ihivoiu' of the

Hesh, certainly none can be superior to the black Polands
;

whilst being roundly-built bii'ds, having the merry-thought,
wings, and breast./«% developed, they outshine most of the

larger varieties in which the coarser parts are most pro-

minent ; the latter being what is generally termed " leggy."

Your conespondent, Auster Bonn, asks—" Whether it is

as difficult to rear perfect Polands, as light-buff Cochins, with-

out speck, spangle, or pencilling of any other or daiker

colour ? " I reply, certainly not ; if you commence breeding
with perfeclly-plnmaijed stock.

I have always selected the best feathered to breed from ;

and now find it a very unusual occurrence to meet mth an
imperfect chicken, and their crests very far suipass in size

those of former years, whilst, though breeding Cochins
from pcrfeclbj buff birds (themselves being bred from light

buff's), I have buff, pencilled, and even dark chickens.

The l\)land chickens ai'e not more difficult to raise than
others (even when enclosed in aviaries ; and I may here
add, they may beai' confinement wellj, and are eertaiidy not
so tender as the Spanish, Cocliins, or the Hamburghs. It

will be found, too, that the eggs of the Polands are iJmost
universally productive, but after the fiftli year, the cocks
become quite useless for stock birds, though still very

superior for *' exhibition fowls."

The only drawback to Polands, is their non-sitting, which
certainly causes extra trouble, but for profit, as laying birds

and readiness of sale, I should be most happy to hear of

atii/ that can rival them; and though "miserable-enough
looking, in wet weather," after the first tine day, what other
variety can be so unique and ornamental.

I enclose you my card, by which you will perceive how
very successful my strain of fowls have proved themselves
at the various local shows of poultry.—A Subspkibee.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The poultry exhibited at Lewes on the 14tb, 15th,

and ICth instant, were, with very few exceptions, not
first-rate ; but we must reserve a fuller notice of the

show, and of the horticultural exhibition at the same
place and time, until our next issue. The unavoidable
absence of the Editor must be our apology for this, and
for our coiTcspondents' numeious questions remaining
unanswered.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** Wc request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

e-\penae. All communications should be addressed " Tu the Editor nf
the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Palernnster Row, London."

Roses {Simplex).—Long ago there was a class of roses called Damash
Roses, and some of them produced flowers in the autumn, of which one,
called Lee's Perpetual, was the best, and there is hardly a better one
now. Roses, iike dogs and horses, are distinguished by " breeds ;

" some
of these "breeds'* were crossed with Lee's Perpetual, and other per-
petuals of the old Damask ; and the offsprings from these crosses are
now called cross perpetuals, or Hybrid perpetuats. Any one who knows
the difference between a house-dog and an Arabian ponv (donkey) may
understand this section of the rose ; but we should fail 'in the ciTort to
make any one understand the " breeds " of roses from our descriptions.
Hybrid perpetuals are hardy roses which bloom from May to October,
according to the season, soil, and situation ; among them arc some of
the best roses in the world, and some of the worst, and some of all

degrees between. Of the best kinds we gave lists last winter, and also
the beat in every "breed;" for particular ]>urpose3 and situations we
must always repeat more or less from these lists, and add to them as new
roses arc proved. We should think the following Hybrid Perpetuals
would suit you very well, cither as dwarfs or standards :— ilfra. Elliot,
Madame Laffai/, William Jesse, Duehess of Sutherland, Barron Preoost,
Geanl dcs Butailles, Marquis Boulla, La Heme, Soliel d' Austerlitz,
and Standard of Marengo. The following Hybrid Bourbons are
among the very finest roses, but will not bloom beyond July -.—Charles

Duval, Coupe d'Hebe, Paul Perrus, Paul Ricaut, and Las Casus.
Hybrid Ciiin.\.s—Chenedollc, Brennus, Beauti/ of Billiere, Fulgens,
Margined Hip, and Triomphe d*Angus.

Ranunculuses from Rome.—Ladi/bird informs us that she has
" brought some ranunculus roots from Rome, and wishes to know if it

is too late to put them in the ground?" "Ranunculuses," she adds,
" are beautiful at Rome ; and these brought over were all marked plants,
and it would be a great pity to lose them. Marigolds arc liner at Rome
and larger than they ever are in England. In the Pope's garden they
are magnificent, and ijuite dazzle the eye to look at them. They cultivate
them with great care, and manure them highly, mulching them as we do
dahlias. Treated in this way, they would make a very showy bed to match
Escholtziu. An English gardener would soon make his fortune at Rome.
if he could stand a little sun. Everything is in his favour,— soil, climate,
and, from October till Way, abundant custom from the English and other
foreigners, for bouquets, and, in fact, all flowers cut or uncut, of which, as
far as Camellias, Lilies of the Valley, Violets, Roses, Ranunculuses, itc,
they have an abundant growing in the open ground nearly all winter. With
glass what wonders might be achieved." The roots which " Ladybird "

brought home from Rome, were those of " marked plants ;
" hence we

understand that " Ladybird " had her choice flowers in a bed marked for
removal as soon as the leaves were ripe and withered. The very same
roots, in all likelihood, were just marked in England, or in Holland, and
sent to Rome ; but if they were quite ripe before leaving Rome, they can
take no harm to the end of October, when they may be planted. If they
were planted now they would be in full leaf before winter, and if it

should be a hard one, it might injure them much.

Pruning Rises sanguineum (H. A. ii.).—Just after flowering is a
good time to prune this Ribes, and again at this season some of the
shoots ought to be thinned out where the plant grows too crowdedly.

Flower-beds i,Inquirer).-~Exec\it what is interspersed in Mr. Lou-
don's diifcrent works, wc do not know where to direct you for plans of
flower-beds.

Hybridizing.—J. H. H. wishes to know if a marriage can be con-
tracted between a double red wallflower and a single red stock ? If it

can, what would be the produce? The union is not lawful, at least on
this side of Gretna Green ; but why not try it? Dlore strange unions
have been spoken of, if not suggested, by legal practitioners. The pro-
duce could not fail to please.

Cantua dependens (X. Y. Z.).—This will not flower without a
decided rest. It ought to be treated exactly like a fuchsia that is grown
freely through spring and summer, and then kept dry and cool through
winter. It should be almost without water during that season. The
original plant at Messrs. Veitch's, of Exeter, is planted out against a
south or north-east aspect, and is now covered with bloom-buds, and
would no doubt do well in a similar situation in any part of Devon, or
Cornwall, or even in the Isle of Wight.

Preserving Orchid Flowers (Cori/anthes Maeruniha).—There
are no flowers that travel more safely when cut, than many of the

blooms of the orchids ; but such as are naturally short lived on the

plant are exceptions to the rule. Sobralia, Curyanthes, and Stanhopea',
are examples of this exception. There is no means of overcoming this

difficulty, excepting that of sending them in spirits, and then they lose

their colours.

Paulownia iMPERiALls (Qi/ccn Jtf«/i).—By all means dress off the
young shoots that have appeared on the stem. Vour other question
shall be answered .is soon as wc arc in [lossession of the price of the

plant you mention.

Killing Caterpillars, &c. (.-1 Constant Ueader).~\Ve are sorry

that any one so generally correct as the writer you name should insert

such nonsense in his work, as the alleged mode of killing caterpillars by
boring a hole into the tree and tilling it with sulphur !

Candying Strawberries [Julia).—Will some of our readers inform
us, for our correspondent, how these are done and dried ?

Land over-limed {A Subscriber frotn the Beginning).— If a case of

over-liming were ours, we should give the ground a slight dressing with
Epsom salt before planting or sowing any crop, but after the digging.

But we cannot think that the failure of your crops arises from the lime
applied four years ago. Were ,hey good before ? Is the land heavy or

light ? Where was the soil to make your ground brought from ? What
is the depth of tlie soil you complain of ; and what is its subsoil ?

Cantu.v dependens.— I. H. W. wishes to know where the Cantuu
dependens can be procured at the low rate mentioned by A. D., page
234 of the present volume of The Cottage Gardener. She has also

observed the remarks in the same number on the Tropwolum speciostim,

and begs to say she has a fine plant in full bloom against a south wall,

plauted there in May, 1851. It is many feet high, and festoons itself on

the roses near, like the one described by E. M. The soil and situation

are very different, being fibrous and boggy, admirably suited for American

plants, in a cold part of Devonshire, not far from Dartmoor.—Perhaps

some florist will send us an advertisement of cheap Cantuu dependens.

Books (.1 Subscriber).—Bay " Abercrombie's Pocket Journal," and

"The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary." The two together will cost you

about ten shillings.

Names of Plants (Qtiidam).—The single leaf Campanula garga-

nica ; the purplish flower, probably Malvafragrmls ; and the white one,

Pyrethrum Purthenium plenum. [Rev. R. M. Eruiui). — Gazania
rigens, or Large-flowered Gazania, a beautiful old greenhouse plant,

deserving a place in every collection. The nettle-leaved plant (only one

leaf!) is, we think. Campanula attiaritefolia, var. macrophyllu. {A

LadiD.—Orubunche elatior. {E. S.).—Veuts:iu scnbra, or Rough-leaved

Deut/.ia. (S. S.).—No. 1, Arum dracuneulus, or Carrion plant. No. 2,

Sajifragn sarmentosa, or Thread-of-lifc plant; it is not quite hardy.

London: Printed by Hakry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalrndar; and Published by William
Somerville Ore, at the OlBce, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Palish of

Christ Church, City of London.—July 22nd, 1852.
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tlie other. Aocoitliiif; to the idea I have formccl of it,

intricacy iu landscape might be deliued, that disposition of

objects whicli, by a jiartial and vincertain concealment,

excites and uoiuishes curiosity. Variety can hardly reiiuire

a doliuitiou, though, from the practice of many layers-out of

ground, one might suppose it did. UiJon the whole, it

appears to me, that as intricacy in the disposition, and
vai'iety iu the forms, the tiuts, and the lights and shadows
of objects, are the great characteristics of picturesque

scenery ; so monotony and baldness are the greatest defects

of improved places."

One of the principal modes of teaching the improvers of

grounds justly to appreciate picturesque combinations, Sir

L'vedale I'rice insisted was studying the pictures of the best

laiidsciipc iiainters, and he did not overrate his success,

when in the preface to the work of his old age, he re-

marked :
—" In my Essays on the picturesque, I endeavoured

to show tliat our English system of laying-out grounds is at

variance with all the principles of landscape painting, and
with the practice of all the most eminent masters. 1 rather

flatter myself, that since the pubhcation of the Essays,

fewer distinct clumps have been planted, and fewer clumps
of trees made as clump-like as their originally varied

chai'acter would allow of."*

Sir UvedaleJI'rice was descended from the Ap Rhys clan

of Wales, and was born at the family mansion, " that far-

famed seat of dignified and benevolent retirement," Eoxley,

in Herefordshu'e. The date of his birth was 17-17, and it

was gracefully said of him, when he cUed at the age of four-

score and two, in the September of l&M—" His learning,

his sagacity, his esquisite taste, his indefatigable ai'dour

would have raised to eminence a man much less con-

spicuous Ijy his station in life, by his correspondence with

the principal litterati of Europe, and by the attraction and
jiolish of his conversation and manners. I'ossessing liis

admu'able faculties to so venerable an age, we must deplore

that a gentleman who conferred such honour on our

country is removed from that learned retirement in which
he delighted, and from that enchanting scene which, in

every sense, he so greatly adorned."

In these pages we inust not dwell upon his translation of

Pausatiias, and oilier works, but we will add, that no miin

more deserved the Bai'onetage confen-ed upon him, in ISviO,

and that no one was a better qualified member of the com-
mittee for inspecting models for our public monuments.
Among those public monuments, we think he must have in-

cluded our villages, at all events, we are sure they desei've

to be such evidences of cm' national blessings, and they

would be beautiful ones, if this, his suggestion, was
adopted •

—

" Village-houses generally afford many warm aspects and
sheltered situations, where the less hardy climbers will

nourish, and of course a still greater number of more ex-

posed walls and projections, against which those that are

perfectly hardy may be placed : and from the irregular

shape of many of the houses, there are various divisions and
compartments of varicm . si. .s niid heights, by means of

which a collector of chmlni^ pi. mis might ai'range them,
according to their dilH-ivni <li jivi , of hardiness and luxu-

riancy ; so that while he was indulging his favourite passion,

Essay on the Modem Pronunciuiion of the Greek and Latin Lan-
guagcs. I827.

he would he adding the most engaging ornaments, to the
most pleasing of aU rural scenes. In all chmbing plants,

there is so much beauty arising either from theii' flowers,

then- foliage, or from their loose and flexible manner of

growing, that no arrangement could well prevent them from
giving pleasure to the lover of paintuig, as well as to every
spectator : for the detail would be iu a high degree interest-

ing, whether the plants were considered in a botanical light,

as detached flourishing specimens ; or in a pictm-esque light,

as exhibiting a variety of new combinations of form and
colour : the different vegetable tints being sometimes
blended with the rich mellow hues of old stone or wood-
work ; sometimes with the neatness of the fresh colours of

new work. Sometimes, too, the more light and delicate

leaves and brilliant flowers would appear alone ; at other

times mixed and twined with large broad leaves : either

jagged and deeply indented, such as the Vine ; or entu'e as

those of the Aristolochia.
" Though I have particularly dwelt upon the beauty of

climbing plants, I do not mean that no others ought to be
made use of in such situations as I have described. Where
there are brick houses in villages, we sometimes see fruit-

trees against them, while honeysuckles or jasmines are

trained over the porch or the trellis before the door. This
mixture of utility with ornament, of that which is nailed

close to the wall, ivith what hangs loosely over a projection,

forms a pleasing variety ; indeed, fruit-tr'ees, which in evciy

situation give the cheai-fullest ideas, are peculiarly adapted
to villages ; for as they exhibit both in spring and autumn
a stiilcing image of fertility, they are the properest, and,

indeed, the most usual accompaniments to habitation. Con-
sidered, likewise, iu another point of view, they are seldom
seen to such advantage in other situations : the effect of

blossoms, however gay and cheerful, is often, in painters'

language, spotty and glaring; but I have frequently observed,

fliat when they were seen near stone buUdings or houses of

a light colour, the whole (to use the same language) was
uiion the same scale of colouring, and jiroduced a highly

briUiant, but harmonious picture. Should the taste of im-

Xirovers be tm'ned towai'ds the embellishment of villages, a
variety of such standai'd fruit-trees might be introduced, as

are remarkable in tliek difl'erent kinds, not only for their

goodness, but for the beauty of their blossoms and fruit.

" It might not perhaps be expected that a lover of paint-

ing and of picturesque circumstances, should speak of trees

nailed close to a wall, and still less of clipped hedges, as

objects that are pleasing to the eye : it is certain, however,

that both of them do give pleasure, though upon a totally

different principle from a tree in its untouched luxuriant

state, bencUng with the weight of its fruit ; or from a neg-

lected hedge with trees and bushes of various heights, and
overgrown \vith ivy and woodbine. The fact is, that neatness

and regularity ai'e so connected with the habitation of man,
that they almost always i)lease on a small scale, and w'here

that connection is immediate : especially when they are con-

trasted with what is wild and luxuriant, without being
slovenly. A hedge that has been so cai'efully and regularly

trained and sheai-ed as to be of equal thickness from top to

bottom, gives pleasm'e also, from its answering so perfectly

the end for which it was designed: on the other hand, where
there is a wall, climbing plants may be allowed to spread

over it in hU their luxuriancy; for they adorn, without

injuring it as a fence."

On a former occasion we expressed as our eouviction

that the establishment of the Crystal Palace at Syden-

ham, surrounded by its own gardens and park, and

conducted, as it is proposed, so as to render it accessible

at all times and to all people, is one of the most

important steps taken during the present century for

the impvovement of our national liorticulture. Since

we so expressed ourselves we have had an opportunity

to examine more into the details of this magnificent

design, and we have risen from the examination still

more deeply impressed by its true grandeur. Wo are

too apt to lavish praise upon the useless beautiful, but

whilst \vc admit that all that is beauteous deserves our

admiration, yet always do we feel that it is only where

utility is combined with the pleasing that wo arc justi-

fied in sounding the trumpet to summon general and

special approval. That combination, in the fullest and

most entire relationship, is to bo found in tho Crystal

Palace, as now designed to be established ; and we feel

that we must fail in impressing upon our readers, by
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mere words, what we readily discerned when examining

the plans and drawings of departments po\n-trayed in

the colours and forms such as they will ho clothed

witli when completed. Wc cannot paint in words

tlio efl'ect of a nave of glass, semi-circular rooted,

IC08 feet in length, and 108 feet high, entered at

one end through the gorgeous plants of the tropics,

canopied over by the loftiest Palms, and cooled to the

eye by the broad and tender groon foliage of the Musas;

nor will the wonder cease with tlio entrance, for from

the climate of tlie tropics—-without an intervening veil

oven of glass—the spectator will pass on uninterrupted,

except by a cliange in the character of the vegetation,

to the far more extensive portion devoted to an imitation

of the milder climates of the globe. This larger portion

will include the transepts—for of these there will be

throe. Our readers will remember the one in Hyde

Park, higli arching as it did over the included elms;

but at Sydenham there will be two such, each 108 feet

high, with a central one of 17-i feet elevation—thus

approaching in height the Monument of London! The

general width of the building will be 312 feet, and the

lengths of the crossing transepts will bo somewhat

more than that, the central one being SSi feet long, and

the two end transepts .S?'! feet.

Together, the basement, ground-floor, and galleries,

will have an area of about 2-j acres. The galleries

will be narrowed, and not be occupied by plants, but bo

reserved for the exhibition of light articles, and still

more for seats and vacant spaces from whence striking

views of the interior may be obtained. Clustered round

by the plants of the milder regions will be various

courts, of which eight will bo occupied by illustrations

of architecture, and antiquities—.'\ssyrian, Egyptian,

Greek, Roman, and JMedioeval. Four other courts in

tlic central transept will be devoted to the Natural

History of the quarters of tlic globe, nor will either

astronomy or geology bo without its academos within

the Palace.

Even the warmest portions will be rcrrcshed with

fountains, and there also will be a vast aquarium, in

whicli will 1)0 collected together the Victoria regia, and

other gorgeous water lilies of the tropics.

A well-informed correspondent, who contributed the

same information to the Atheumun, observes :

—

" All these new constructions will be of a kind suited to the
intended permanent character of tlic Palace. For example,
the wooden transept ribs will be substituted by iron ribs of
increased strength and more aerial appearance ; and the
strength of the glass will be throughout increased by nearly
one-half, from l(i ounces per foot to 21. As the galleries in
the existing building would seriously interfere with the
growth of the plants with which so large a portion of the
interior is to be filled, they will be kept back to the outside
walls, except at those points (as the corners of the tran-
septs and nave) from which the most sti-i);ing views can
be commanded of the coiip-d'ccil. There will be also a
narrow gallery on the third story, close under the spring-
ing of the arched roofs.

" The building will form a vast conservatory, in which, by.
simple means, tlio most differing climates will he obtained
in various parts, and the charactetistic vegetation of the
difterent quarters of the world be fully represented ; and this
wUl badone without that oppressive heat which is so much
felt in the Palm House at Kew. Among the fohage will be

interspersed casts ofthe most noted groups and statues of the
world—both those of antiquity and those of the great home
and Continental sculptors of the present day—in a manner
which \vill be new to tlie great majority of those who witness
it, and will at once set at rest the long-vexed question of the
right accompaniments to scidptiire. Amongst these sculp-
tures, many Englishmen will make their first aciiuaintaiioe

with the finest works of Fraccai'oli, Tenerani, Kiss, Scluidow,
Danneker, Thorwalsden, Jerichau, Pradier, and the other
great artists of the German, French, and Italian schools.
There will bo several quadrangles devoted to the illustration

of the successive periods of Architecture and ornamental
Art, and of national manners. Thus, the illuslrations of
Indian life will be collected in a representation of tho court
of an Indian palace, with reception rooms, itc, and with its

adjoining bazaar and shops. So, also, with the Chinese.
The Architectural series will extend from the Byzantine
period to that of the Picnaissance : different courts or quad-
rangles being appropriated to, and tilled with, speoimcns of

the productions of successive ages. Amongst these will be,

a court of the Albambra, produced uiulor the immediate
care of j\Ir. Owen Jones ; and a Pompoian house, by Mr.
Wyatt. In one of the smaller transepts will lie collected

exact reproductions of the most wonderful of the remuins
of Egyptian art, and illustrations of Egyptian manners.
Among these will be conspicuous the sitting figure of an
Egyptian king, from Aboo Simbel, in Nubia, more than
forty-fivo feet high, completely coloured after the original.

In the basement below the present ground floor will bo re-

produced one of the large Egyptian tombs.
" With the series of architectttral and ornamental casts

will be combined all such illustrations of extinct or dormant
processes of Art as may be interesting as affordiiitr either

illustrations of the past or hints for the future. 'Ihu;, in

connexion with Itahan art will be introduced specimens of

fresco, tempera, sgraffito, mosaic, etc. ; in connexion with
mediaeval design, specunens of caligraphy, metal working,
mural decorations, embroidery, enamel, niello, etc. All these,

by means of casts, fac-similes, and in many cases of the

objects themselves, are within the reach of the Directors ;

and the whole will be so enclosed by foliage, interspersed

with statues and fither ornamental objects, as in no way to

interfere with the harmony and entirety of one groat general
impression.

" Large spaces will be left for the general purposes of

exliibition, in which it is intended to have geological exhibi-

tions—an-anged not as mere collections, but so as to render
it impossible not to comprehend the order, construction, and
connexion of the various strata and their contained fossils,

the appemauce of the country lying over each, &a. Also
cxhiliitions of the great staple materials of the world, from
their raw comlition through all their various stages up to the
most perfect manufactures^involviug the presence of ma-
chinery of the most compUcated and interesting description

in full work.

"The grounds around the building—which are upwards of

2.50 acres—will be laid out as a park and garden, with the

addition of one feature not common to J')uglish parks—that

of fountains. Those Londoners who have gaincil their con-

ception of a fountain from the pigmyjcts ui Trafalgar-square,

and in tho Temple Gardens, will iind it (Utllcult to realise

those of which we speak ; the highest jets of which will

reach nu altitude of l.'iO feet, while in mass and total eU'ect

they will equal those of Versailles. It is in contemplation

to inovidc the lovers of m.anly sports with evciy opportunity

for gratifying their desires, whether taking the shape of

criclii>t and i\rrh(-ry, or that of the less common games of

tiiiiii , I .M|ii('l. and golf. Besides these, there will bo liatlis

auil swi Mi;,'-places, and extensive skating grounds, so

sludluw that, while they will bear after one night's frost, they

will not need the presence of any Humane Society officers

for the preservation of the skaters."

Passing from tho palace to the tlirco hundred acres

of park around it, wo can inoraiso our readers that

these will be devoted with equal caio to the cidturo of

hardy trees and other useful plants. Wo believe, and

wo hope, because wc know how extensive will be their

utility, that the Arboretum, Orchard, and I'lower und
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Kitchen Gardeua will Ijc I'lilly exemplified. Wo are the

more auxious iijioa this point, because wo have more

than one letter upon the subject, from which we will

select this from a most intelligent mcmlicr of the

Society of Friends :

—

" Seeing that one object of the prujectors of the new
Crystal I'alace i.s to do away with the local hiirriers and
restrictions which now confine the advantages of llorioultiu'e

to tlie opulent/citJ who arc suhscribors tii the Koyal Botanic,

iTliiswick, and other siinilai- establishments, and to throw

tlie Sydenham Gardens open at a small cost to the million,

it is devoutly to be hoped that this end will be steadily Uept

in view ; and although exotic and rare plants niuy form a

noble and interesting feature in the grand design, that our

truly valuable, and scarcely less ornamental, hardy jieren-

nial plants will claim a due share of their attention. These
properly belong to the milUon, who, though they may have

their gardens, have not the accessories ut' stoves and hot-

houses for carrying on the higher brandies of tlower culti-

vation. The effect would be, to improve largely the floral

taste of the age, to gratify thousands who at present arc un-

acquainted with the many beautiful ti-ibes of plants within

their reach and means of management ; it wuuld redeem
from neglect, and restore nitmbers of gems now almost

lost sight of through the prevailing taste for the bedding

system, and give a stimulus, not only to their higher cultiva-

tion, but also to the increase of new rarietjes by hybridiza-

tion, and to the introduction of many new ones from friends

wdio ai-e settled in distant Colonies. Let any one take up
the " Cottage Gardeners' Dictionai-y," and see the numbers
of liardy perennials there described, and he will be surprised

at the many with which he is unacquainted even by name,
and has no knowledge as to where to seek them : these, by
degrees, might aU be introduced into the gardens at Syden-

ham, and that not at a great cost. It is a frequent remark
among the lovers of Howcrs of the middle and lower ranks,

that at the jiresent public flower shows, the iirincipal plants

exhibited are beyond their moans of cultivation, and this is

a drawback to their enjoyment. Let us hope that in the new
undertaking this defect will be obviated, and this want
supphed. If profit be an element in the scheme, it will

certainly increase the number of visitors, and add to the

railway traffic. There is yet another feature connected with

the last point which might be mentioned. If a nursery was
attached, containing the duplicates, or sin"j)lus stock of the

various plants cultivated in the gardens, and those were
sold at a moderate cost, it woidd bo an immense boon to

the public." S. P., Bushmen:

Notwitlistandiug those courts devoted to special pur-

poses which wc have eiiumoratod, there will still be

large spaces in the central transept, and elsewhere, open

for occasional exhibitions. The public liavo their atten-

tion upon this already, and how alive thoy are to the

Palace's useful capabilities may be learned from the

following letter, written by one very favourably Imown

to our readers :

—

" What have the lovers of poidtry to do with the Crystal

I'alace ?

" The pleasure of one party can scarcely exceed the plea-

sure of the whole community—high and low, great and
small—at the continued existence of this monument of our
pride and pleasui-e.

" Charles Dickens, spealdng of Chalk Farm Fair, says,
' Imagine in this broken, dusty, confined patch of bttihling-

ground, a compact, wedged-in, fighting, screeching, yeUing,

blaspheming crowd. * » * * There was more crime,

more depravity, more drunkenness and blaspiheray, more
sweltering, raging, and strugghug in the dusty, mangy, back-
yard of a jilace, than in a whole German principality.' I,

too, have both seen and heard Chalk Farm l-'aii-, alth

not like this great practical preacher, by hum luu i

masses; the description which he gives is imi . . i , i

By way of contrast, let any one compare witli il :iihI -i

places, of which there are so many, one of the must cro

s
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Iiliimagecl Cocliiu- China, and iili tbo preLty varieties of tuftcil

lirads, and prncillod and spangled plumage, with colours

and ^i/''s iiir(l\ (Muh .1^1 .1, all pi<;,rr\rd with perfect order

and clranliihi.., uoul'l 1 am an c liiliiiinn which few visitors

to Ihr CnMal I'.ilih-,. ,11 -;.d.iiliaiii would willingly ,overlook."

We have t'.\.cccded our usual limits upon one subject,

yet \vc are very far from having exhausted our thoiiie ;

however, we must uow conclude, and it shall bo iu the

following extract from a letter we have received from

a higli authority connected with the Crystal Palace

Company ; and wo publish it, not to gladden the hearts

of tlio shareholders, but to shew what powerful attrac-

tions one who is conversant with the Crystal I'alace

knows it will exercise over the public :

—

" If yon like to quote my opinions as to the return whicli

I hope and believe, you shall be at liberty to do so.

£ s. <l.

liy rent of stalls, and for refreshment
rooms, etc. .... nn.ono ii (i

By passengers from Brighton railway . (ill.nno I) (I

By visitors exclusive of Brighton railway . ao.OOO (J II

A'1.50,00n (I

" I believe that those sums, which shew a profit of 30 per

cent, per annum, will be clear of expenses, and will be below

tl>e average until we get a West-end hue by railway (which is

m contemplation), and then the revenue will be increased."

GOSSir.

Many years since, when lecturing on some of our chief

cultivated crops, we observed of Wheat, that " the fact

of its never being found wild seems to bo only explicable

on the sujiposition that it is some other grass altered by

cultivation." The only illustrations of somewhat similar

known cluinges which wo adduced, were those ellccted

in the carrot, asparagus, apple, and pansey. That sur-

mise has recently been demonsti'ated to bo correct by

the experiments of iM. Esprit Fabre, of Agdc, published

in a pamphlet by Professor Dumal, of Moutpelier.

These experiments, commenced in 1839 and continued

until 1S50, prove, if they are correct, that a variety of

the grass, .-Egilops ovaUi, which variety has been called

M. trU'wo'ides, if carefully cultivated, and the seed each

year carefully sown during twelve consecutive years,

gradually improves and becomes real wheat. It is a

I circumstance deserving of notice that the JEyilojis ovata

I

is a native of Sicily, that island iu which the ancients

stated that Ceres, the goddess of harvests, first showed

herself to mankind, and who first taught them the use

of corn. Docs not this justify the supposition that the

i ancients were aware of the origin of wheat, but, as usual,

concealed their knowledge within a myth ?

The PouUrij Exhibition at Lewes, forming a portion

of the Royal Agricultural Society's Show, extending

from the 12tli to the lUth instant, was not characterized

by excellence. There were about 70 pens of fowls, well

accommodated in boxes about three feet square, raised

to a level with the eye of the spectator, and with fronts

I

only enclosed by wide-meshed, wirc-ucttcd doors. No
exhibition ever demonstrated the want of knowledge,

with regard to the desirable characteristics of poultry,

more than did this ; for in the pens of '^pure Dorkings"

and "pure Sussex," there were mongrels with almost

every possible degree of cross with the game and other

breeds. Eor example, have "the old Sussex" variety

single or double combs? for there wore both kinds

exhibited, and with every imaginable variety of plumage.

It is somewhat curious, too, that for these breeds but

one prize, and that only the third, was secured by an

inhabitant of Kent, Surrey, or Sussex. The prize birds

in the Cochin-China class were really good, for they

carried away the award from those exhibited by Mr.

Sturgeon, and Mr. Punchard. Both the prizes were

won by Mr. H. B. Higgs, of Southampton, and wo ai-e

wcll-pleased to say, that three more beautiful, well-

grown, fine-conditioned birds than those bred by himself,

and wliich gained the first prize, we never looked upon.

They were of the favourite buti', or pale cinnamon

colour, and had yellow, well-feathered legs. Wo append

the list of prizes, but none of the other lots merit a com-

ment. The judges were the llev. Stcphou Lawlcy, Mr.

John Baily, and Mr. T. B. Wright.

Class 1.— Coc* and two Hens nf tlic Dorl.iiirj (irhitr, fpLvkhd'

or rirnj), Snrriij, or Old Suss,\i; or Kent.

First Prize of £0 to Mr. Thomas Townley I'lU'ker, of

Sutton tirange, St. Helens, Lancaster (a grey Dorking cock

and -l lions ; bred by himself, 10 months old).

Svcoiid Prize of £-i to Mr. Henry Blandiord, of Sandridge,

neiu' Melksham (speckled Dorking cock and 'J hens; bred

by himself, i months and 2 weeks old).

Third Prize of £2 to Mr. James Lewry, of Handcros.5,

near Slaugham, Sussex (Dorking cock and 'J hens; bred by

Iiimself, months and two weeks old).

CiAHS %.—Cock and two Hens of the Malnu, Cnchin-Cliina,

or otiicr Asiatic breed.

First Prize of ^3 to Jlr. Henry B. Higgs, of Hill Lodge,

Southampton ( Cochin cock and 2 hens ; ."1 months and

1 week old, bred by himself).

Second Prize of £'1 to Jlr. Henry B. Higgs (Cochin cock

and U hens; 4 months old, bred by himself).

Class i.—CocI,- and two Hens of the Spanisli, Hmnhunjli,

or Polish breed.

First Prize of ,£') to Mr. Cleo. C. Adlcins, of Edgbaston,

Birmingham ( a black Bolish cock and 2 hens ; about 12

months old, breeder unknown. Tliese were very beautiful).

Second Prize of X2 to Mr. Joseph Tnley, of Matchless

House, near Keighly (gold spangled Ilambuvghs; cock 20

mouths, and 2 hens li mouths old, bred by Jlr. John
Driver, of Coin).

Class i.—Cock and two Hens of any other pnre breed.

First Prize of i'3 to Blr. Joseph Tuloy, of Jlatchless

House, Keighly, Yoiksliire (Bolton grey cock and 2 hens

;

20 months old, bred by himself).

Second Prize of £-i to Mr. Will. Ludlam, of Bradford,

Yorkshu'e (silver pheasant cook and 2 hens; 2-1 months old,

bred by himself).

Class 5.

—

Cock and two Hens of any mixed breed.

First Prize of X3 to Mr. J. T. Leigh, of Tnrnhani Green,

Middlesex (golden bantams, (Sir John Sebright's), cock and
2 hens ; 2i montlis old, bred by himself).

Second Prize of £i. Withheld.

TURICEYS.

Class 0.

—

Cock and two Hen Turkeys.

First Prize o( n. ] y^;^x^\,^xA.
Second Prize 01 £.. ]

C-iEliSL.

Class 7.

—

Gander and two Geese.

First Prize of £:t to Jlr. Thomas Townley Parker, of

Sntlon Grange, near St. Ileleus, Lancaster (Toulouse

gander and 2 geese ; 3 months and 2 weeks old, bred by

himself)

.
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I S>:cond Prize of £-i to Eoliert Glover, of Il.ilfc Hull,

Fazeley, Staffordshire (white gauder and 2 geese ; age uii-

I

known, bred by the Kev. John EobinsoD, of Widmerpool ).

I DUCKS.

j

Cl^SS iK—Drake and liro Ducks nf the Aijhfhiinj or nii;/

other white variety.

First Prize of £2 to Mr. Robert Glover, of Holt Hall,

Fazeley, Staffordshire (white Aylesbury's ; about ll yeiu'.s

old, bred by himself).

Second Prize of £1. Withheld.

Class 0.

—

Drake and lico Ducks of anij other (jnod variety.

First Prize of £--l to Mr. T. T. Farter, of Sutton Grange,

I
St. Helens, Lancaster (Eouens; V^l months old, bred by

himself).

Second Prize of .£1 to the Right Hon. the Earl of March,

of Molecombe, Chichester (wild variety; drake ;ii montlis,

and diicks 10 months old, bred by himself).

Cl.vss 10

—

Best Cock and tito Hen Guinea fowls.

No Entry.

One of the judges says {Midland Counties Herald), "The
show of jjoultry was not large, but it jjroved highly attract-

ive to the visitors, that part of the yai'd in which the speci-

mens were arrangeil being constantly crowded. The prize

list was scarcely adapted in some respects for an exhibition

at this period of the year. With proper alterations, we have
no doubt that this depailment of the exhibition will next

year be greatly extended. The judges, we understand, dis-

qualified several pens of Cochin-China fowls, in which the

princijjal feathers in the tail of the cock had lieen removed.

The enthusiasm show"n by the poidtry amateurs in the south

of I'Jngland is quite equal to that of their friends in the mid-
land and northern counties ; and the competition in Bir-

mingham, in December, next may be expected to be ex-

tremely severe in every class."

That there is sometliing iu a name, was ovideuced by

The Onuul National Horticultural Show at Lcwgs ou

the 11th and l.jtii instant. If it liad been merely au-

uounced as a local exhibition, expectation would not

have been excited to anticipate more than is usually

found at such gatherings, but sonielhing extraordinary

was necessarily expected at " A Graud National." Wo
need scarcely say that the expectation was disapjaointcd.

It would bo difficult to recollect a horticultural show

where so many ill-grown, ill-arranged, over-potted plants

were straggled over so much space, mixed with bad cut

flowers in old chiua and odd-looking vessels. Of course

there were some exceptions, and among these, a very

splendid exception, were the .JOO varieties of cut roses,

exhibited by Mr. Mitchel, florist, of Maresfield. The
failure of the show is not attributable to the committee,

who worked hard, nor to the ground, for it was beauti-

ful and well arranged ; but it would require herculean

efforts to render a show successful in July, iu the midst

of a still more attractive show, at such au out-of the-way

place as Lowes.

The following is a list of tlio Horticultural and
Poultry Shotvs of which wo are at jn-esent awai'e. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HOUTICULTCR.VL SHOWS.

Allendat.e, Sept. llth. {Sees., O. Dicldnson and G.J.
French.)

Bath, July aiJth, Sept. Kith. {See. H. T. St, John
Maule, Esq.)

Beidgewater, Sept. ^2. {Sees., Mr. J. Leaker and Mr.
J. Hayward.)

Erigg, Sept. loth. {Sec. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun.)
BuEY St. EDHtJNDS, July 30 (Picotees) ; Sept. 10 (Abbey)

;

Nov. 2C (Chrysanthemums). (Sec. G. P. Clay, Esq )

Caledonian (Inverleith Eow), Edinbm-gh, Aug. 7, Sept. 2,

Dec. 3.

ChelxenHjIM, Aug. 26.

Cl.ATHAM, Sept. 11.

Coi.cuESTER and East Essex, Sept. 8, at the Eev. T.
Bound's groimds, Holly Trees, AU Saints.

Deiiby, Aug. i.

DukhjUI, Sept. 8.

FoRFAKSHiKE (EASTERN), Sept. Hj (Arbroath).
Glasgow, Sept. 10.

Hampshike, Sei)t. 9 (Southampton), Nov. Ik (Whiches-
ter). (Sic. Eev. F. Wiekham, WinclK-bter.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 10.

Hull, Aug. i, Sept. 10.

Kirkcaldy (Fifeshire), Sept. 9.

Lincoln, Sept. li.

LrVEEPOoL, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).
London Floricultuk.u:, (Exeter Hall, Strand), Aug. lOf,

21, Sept. lit, 28, Oct. 12+, Nov. 9+, 23, Dec. U+.
Maidstone. In-door Show. Sept. 8. {Sec. Mr. J. G.

Smith, Week-street.)

Mid Calder (Parish school-room), Sept. IU.

Newbury, Sept. 3.

North London, Nov. 23, Cln7santhemum.
NouiHAMrioN, Sept. 27, Dahlia.
Oxfordshire (EoYAL), July 29 ; Sept. 23. (5tes.,C.Tawney
and W. Uudershcll, Esqrs.)

Peebleshire, Sept. llth. {Sec, J. Stirling.)

PoNTELAND ( Nowcastlc-upon-Tyne), Sept. 8. {Sec. Eev.
J. M. St. Clcre Eaymond.)

South Devon Botanical and Horticultural, Sept. 7.

{Sec. J. Crce Hancock, Esq., Stonehousc.)
South London (Eoyal), Aug. 19+, Sept. 2+, 8, Oct. llf,

Nov. 11+, Dec. 9+, ]0.

SUACKLEWELL, Sept. 1.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-
well), Sept. U, Dahha.

Troweridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. 25.

Turriff, Aug. 0, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, Sept. 17, Dahlias.

poultry shows.
Birmingham and Midland Counties, lltli, lOih, loth,

and 17th December.
Bristol Agricultlrm., December 7tli, ^-tli, and Uth.

{Sec. James Marmont.)
Bury and Eadcliffe (Lancashu'c), Sept. 3 (Eadchffe).
Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Birming-
ham. {Sees. Eev. W. AV. Wingficld, Gulval A'iearage,

and E. H. Eodd, Esq.)
LivEETOOL, Sept. 23.

t For seedlings only.

GARDEN STKUCTURES.
The receipt of some queries connected with hot-

houses, pits, frames, and other garden structures, seems
to mark it out as a duty, on the part of The Cottage
Gardener's staff, to discuss this subject occasionally

;

and in doing so, if our respective opinions should some-
times undergo collision, so much the better, so long as

we keep our tempers; and certainly the loss of that

valuable commodity has not as yet constituted ground
of accusation against our hitherto harmonious baud.
Long may they continue in harmony of feeling.

One correspondent, L. B. T., says, " Will you give me
some information respecting some pits I want to build.

I want one for strawbemcs, to be succc;eded by melons

:

of strawberries about three hundred pots. 1 also want
a propagating pit, and one for potatoes." The rest of

our quei'ist's observations are of so special a character,

that they arc answered in the querists' column.
Let us now examine the conditions requisite for suc-

cessful Strawberry forcimj, and for growing Melons, and
iu so doing let us consider how far they can be recon-
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ciled, aud what compi-omise is necessary, if n pit must

be appropriated to tliem.

Bi'dl.—-Strawberries do not require imieli beat—nay,

will not endure it. A temperature eonnneuciug with

their iirst introduction to heat ol' M'\ advancing by easy

gradations to 0.j° when in blussoin, and until they begin

to colour, suits them best ; and if they can be lowered

during colouring to 5-5" or liU"^, by abundance of air, so

nnioh the bettor for their colonr and flavour.

Atmospheric Moisture.—Strawberries love a liberal

amount through all the stages of forcing—least when
ripening ; not, however, what is termed steaming, but a

steady and permanent supply.

]'eutilation.—No iu-door fruit requires a more liberal

airing than this ; it may bo almost affirmed that the

success will in a great degree be counnensuratc with the

amount and frequency of the ventilation, provided the

necessary warmth and air moisture can be sustained.

Lii/kt.—Although a considerable amount of light—

•

01-, in other words, a somewhat light situation—suits the

strawbcri-y, yet it must not be considered as requiring

tliat intensity wliioh the melon needs. Indeed, during

the earlier stages—the expansion of the foliage and the

development of tlie blossom—it is customary to assign

them a subordinate position in this respect.

So far the strawberry as to the four elements—the

means to the end in view ; let us now examine the

Melon by the same standard.

J/eat.—Here we have the very converse of the straw-

berry. 'J'oo much heat, in the gardening sense of the

word, can hardly be accorded to tlie melon, provided

light and air-moisture keep pace with it. The melon
will enjoy, thus situated, !)•")" nnscathed, and, indeed,

must, under all circinnstances, have 7U° available, the

only exception being during ripening, when a higher

flavour is secured by sulfering it to be reduced to U0°

and (i3° by liberal ventilation.

Atmospheric Moisture.—Although the melon at certain

periods—such as " svpelling off"—enjoys a considerable

amoimt, yet a constant jealousy is requisite, especially

during dull and damp periods, in order to secure it from

a gangrenous tendency.

Light.—^It is scarcely possible for the light to be too

biiglit for the melon, provided a powerful root action

is sustained. There are periods when a slight shading
is beneficial, such as during the early part of the swelling

period, and after a "run" of bright weather; but such
is quite an exception to the rule.

Venlilation.—There are three distinct periods in the

life of a melon, eaeli characterized by some peculiarity

of treatment; for instance, tlio growtli and setting pe-

riod, the swelling period, and the ripening period. The
first and last donuind a most liberal venlilation; the

middle period a very moderate degree. Thus stands

the case, then, as to these two crops; and in order to

carry out the melon culture, which runs to greater e.x-

tremes, in point of heat and light at least, it is plain

means must bo placed within the reach of the culti-

vator beyond the needs of the strawberry. An analysis

of tlio case will be as follows :

—

Deane nf Air.
L/>/,/

Ventila-
Heut, Muisture, ^ ' tion.

Jfelon m.'i.Timum I medium I maximum
|

medium
Strawberry medium | maximum \ medium

|
maximum

The result will be, that to use a pit or house for these

two crops, a maximum amount of the four elements
must be provided. However, as the melons are, of

course, succession crops, aud produced when the sun is

gaining some power, less heating apparatus becomes
necessary than for early work. This is merely presuming
that the cultivator has made np his mind always to

employ this pit the same way. It may be observed, too,

that during the time the strawberries occupy the pit,

which will be from Deoembei- to April, some use might
possibly be made of the space overhead, esj)ecially if it

is a roomy pit or a small house. Thus : suppose a low
house or pit, possessing a back walk thirty inches wide,

aud an interior pit, chambered, of six feet, with a mode-
rate pitch of roof, and the surface of the interior pit

about three feet from the roof, aud parallel with it, here

would be a useful thing for the purpose. There might
be a back shelf of nearly twenty inches for kidney beans
or cucumbers ; and as the heat for the strawberries

would not warrant a beginning with the latter crops

until February, the shelf might be occupied with straw-

berries, bedding plants for propagation, bulbs, or various

pot plants, until the cucumbers in boxes, or kidney beans,

were set to work; and, ultimately, the house or pit would
be engaged for melons and cucumbers all the summer.
A pit for sucli a mixed purpose would require a flow

and return pipe in front, aud a pipe-tank or other source

of bottom-heat in the pit ; the latter being chambered,

with sliders in the back wall of the interior pit, to sufter

surplus heat and air-moisture to escape into the house

when necessai-y, and to spare. The pit should have
sliding front sashes, for most of the ventilation would
have to be carried out there, and a canvass shade applied

occasionally over the back walk, in order to supersede

the necessity of giving much air over the cucumbers;
still, however, providing a few sliding ventilators in the

outer back wall, within a few inches of the very apex, to

resort to in time of need. In such a house or pit, the

objects described might be carried out in style, and, in-

deed, the pit would be capable of a variety of other

purposes. But the modes by which such objects may be

carried out are indeed various, and ought at all times to

be ruled in some degree by the circumstances of the

establishment, more especially by the consideration of

the question, whether such will form a necessary portion

of the whole gardening system ; for there is more

blundering and bungling in this portion of gardening

economics than in anything extant. Our readers will,

we trust, excuse the tedium of following out this subject

somewhat analytically, but we do think this by far the

best course with regard to the (juestiou of structures for

mixed purposes ; for to set out with iU-deflued objects is

assuredly a false economy, aud almost sure to end iu

futility and disappointment.

Persons about making changes, and extending their

glazed structures, should at once take into serio\is con-

sideration the character of those already available ; and
see whether by well-digested schemes they can perform

a sort of horticultural revolution, without damage to the

state ; nay, with immense advantages. We are certainly

no friciuls to the reformer, who, wliilst brushing away
the cobwebs, the accumulation of years, with itching aud
undistinguishing hand brushes away tea-cups and
saucers ; yea, the very fixtures of the tine old mansion.

This, however, is no solid reason why a man sliould

i

turn coward over his affairs, and for fear of doing wrong
' be not able to do right.

I We repeat, that every one should aim at a system in

1
his glazed structures, which should in every establish-

ment resemble those geographical puzzles, in which, if

you derange one portion, the whole world is out of joint.

In no department of horticulture is there more room for

reform tlum in this, and more sound advice is needed

on this point than perhaps any other. I'ersons about

to make changes this way, should call in a first-rate real

practical—one with whitened cliin. They should at

once draw up a set of objects distinctly specified, and
after sliowing this " king of spades," their existing gla.ss,

require him to chalk out a system at once complete and
economical.

We shall feel a pleasure in returning to such subjects

when occasion serves, feeling assured that it will sub-

serve the purpose of many of the readers of the far-

travelling, but never weary, Cottage O.vrdener.

R. Errington.
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FINAL NOTES ON THE EXHTBITIONS.

Thk specimen of Hmnea elegans which I inentionod

last week as hcing exhibited at Cliiswick, and auotlier

of IpoDurit, or Pharhitis Learii, which stood not fiiv

from it, I'cquired as mucli sicill and good gardening to

bring them ont, such as they were, as any two j>lants

exhiljitod. The bhie Ipomaa was a triumpli of skill

and good management ; every leaf was perfectly healtliy

down to the rim of the large pot, and the whole surl'aco

of tlie large trellis on which it was trained was filled

with the most luxuriant growth and bloom. Some good
gardeners, whom I could name, could never keep this

line climber in health, even after planting it out into a

iree border.

PIcroma f!ctjaii.i.—This is magnificent for a sjiecimen

plant ; but very few gardeners liave yet made the dis-

covery how to grow it lit to be seen, and so wo liad only

one sjieeimcn of it shown all the season. It was at the

last (Jhiswick exhibition; the plant and growth wore
specimens of skillful training and culture ; there were
not many flowers open, but tlie ends of all the shoots

were studded with blossom-buds, much after the iashiou

of tlie Gum cistus, but the shape and size of tlie flower

are more like lAsyimthus RusseUimms, and the colour is

most rich and lovely,—a bluish purple of the richest

dye. It is altogether one of the finest plants we have
in cultivation; and tliis specimen proves that it will

grow and bloom as- freely as a Gum cistus on the lawn
when properly treated. It is a warm greenliouse plant,

but would grow and bloom out-of-doors in a shaded
pent border from July to the end of Sejitcmber ; after

blooming, it may be cut in as close as a geranium ; and
after a little growth bo shaken out of the old soil tlic

same way. It requires no more heat in winter than a

geranium ; but as soon as it begins to grow in tlie

spring, a moist pit, witli a gentle bottoin-lieat, with

plenty of air and liglit, are necessaries to its final suc-

cess ; and, last of all, the compost they use for the

EpKcris, with less than onethird very good mellow loam
added to it, will suit tliis lieautiful plant to perfection,

and it will grow in time to the size of a large goose-

berry bush.

ClerndemJrons.—Of these C. Kannpferi is the richest

and finest they exhibit; G. fnllax the next best, and
tliere are several good varieties of it now; but they have

an exceedingly bad sort of C. paniciilatum about Ijondon,

and they grow it so badly that it is a disgrace to the

gardening of the country to see the abortive apologies

tlioy bring to table ; but it is by over-doing the

thing tliat they spoil this Clerodendron, and, perhaps,

that is the reason also of the nasty dull colour or no
colour of their flowers. If I was one of the judges, I

would disqualify a collection if there was a O. puiiieu-

latum in it with the flower-spike less symmetrical than
the top lialf of a cliurch spire, for that is its natural

shape. All monstrosities and coxcomb growths in tliis

part of the jilant detracts from its natural beauty and
symmetry, and also diminishes the length of the panniclo.

Qloriosa superha.—This iiue old plant came out on
two occasions, first at the Regent's Park, and again at

Chiswick; and were it not for a specimen of it which
Mr. Ayres exhibited two or three years back, wo would
all say that this was the best specimen of it ever pro-

duced. Good strong tubers (not bulbs) of tliis will

bloom as freely-as the Japan lilies, to which it is related,

but not in near afllnity ; although Ohrinsa is almost
placed side by side with tlie true lilies by our best

autliors, tliere can be no question of their being as far

apart as great grand-cousins, still the same times of

growth and rest, and the same compost, will suit both

parties, only that the Gloriosa needs a strong bottom-
heat at first, and afterwards to be trained ; but it is

worth all the pains you can bestow on it.

Criiiiims.— There was a large mass of one of the

Asiatic crinums belonging to the section with columnar
stems above the bulb, with plain white flowers, so

common in this fine genus ; it liad a wrong second
name, but was a fine specimen of bulli culture.

^1'jschijnanths.—The one called pidclwr was at Chis-

wiclc in fine bloom, and covered a barrel trellis nearly
four feet high ; and thei-e was another plant very much
akin to the same genus, called Agalmijla (beauty of the

forest) stamine/i. This was a very small plant, and the

soft shoots being trained down on the surface of the pot,

and producing their flowers from the lower parts, might
deceive one into tlie belief that this species sends up its

scarlet flowers direct from tlie ground roots, instead of

whicli, however, the plant can be trained like any of the

.Eschynanths, and the llowers will show after tlie same
fashion. I saw one little plant called Oyrtanthera mru:/^

nifica, whicli 1 took to be a magnifloent error. 1 never
heard of such a name, and the plant was as much like

Justicia ptirpiirm as anything could be ; some people

call this c/iriiea, but the true J. eariica is quite a dif-

ferent thing, and not nearly so iiseful a plant. Mr.
Oattleugli used to exhibit line specimens of the J. jmr-
pitirea.

Pavetln Caff'ra.—This is an old stove jilant ; a tall,

loose grower by nature for a shrub. Mrs. Lawrence
used to have it finely in bloom, at six or seven feet

high. It came out this season in quite another, and in

a much better, style, grown as a low bush, like a gera-

nium ; and whoever succeeds with it that way will not
regret reading my random recollections of the exhibi-

tions. Lot an old ugly plant of it, now not fit to be
seen, but useful for cuS flowers, be cut down to within
nine inches of the pot ; if the roots are good, this stump
will board out surprizingly, and you must tliin the

shoots ; then, when they are an inch long, shake away
the soil from the roots, and prune them as jMr. Erring-

ton would those of a young pear tree. In other words,

root-jirune this I'avetta most severely, and put it into

tlie smallest jiot you can get the roots into; alter that,

go on with it, year after year, as you would witli a gera-

nium. Here, then, is a great point gained ; and if it is

true that the constant dropping of water will wear away
the hardest stone, surely it must be no less true that

tlie industry of British gardeners, stimulated by gold

and silver medals, will overcome all difficulties in the

way of growing plants, and bring in a host of fine plants

that have long since been neglected, because, under less

favourable circumstances, they were not found to yield

to the first few experiments. This Pavetta was from

Messrs. Fraser, of the Leo Bridge Nursery, the enduring
rivals to Mrs. Lawrence, until she bought up their oppo-

sition. But now they are coming round again ; they

were the first who showed the capabilities of the old

Ornssiila, now erroneously called Kalosinilhus coccinea,

and their specimen of it at this exhibition had more
lustre in it than any out of the great numbers tliat

were shown.
1 do not know who first took up the erroneous idea

that Kalosanthes was meant for Crassuln coccinea, but it

was no such thing. The word was coined by the late

Mr. Haworth for Kochea falcata, quite a different plant;

but very few of Haworth's names have been adopted by
authors, and Kalosanthes is one of the rejected, and yet

it meets you at every turn round all the exhibitions.

'I'ristaiiiii nereifoUa, a very old New Holland plant,

belonging to Myrtleblooms, with quantities of small

yellow flowers towards the tops of the branches, was in

Messrs. Eraser's collection, and when it can be bloomed
near home, like their PavetUi, it will come to be a

general favourite. They had also Turnera irionijlora, as

easy to grow as anything, but as uncertain for full-

blown flowers, when you want them, as the smiles of a

giddy maiden, and yet, on a fine sunny day, what can
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lie inoi'o licautil'al than those flowers, or more cliarniiiig

tliau tliose open smiles. Rhyncospermmn JasmiiioiJes, all

lint a hardy climher, Messrs. l''raser had an iniineiise

specimeu of. It was also at all the exhibitions, and
early in the s])ring at the Rooms in Regent-street ; but

no one who has seen it in a floiu-ishing state planted out

in the open air, against a wall, pillar, or paling, will ever

make up liis or her mind to it in a pot. It is just the

same witii Maiuh'tillii .iiiiireolois : and they tell me it is

tlie same also with the F.xcaUoniu. macranlha. and with

Milrarid coci-iiwa, both of which stood out last winter

iu several plao's iu Scotland, and I think Mr. Veitch

told me that MUraria coccinea is one of their finest out-

border shrubs ; those, therefore, who do not know this

fine plant may get an idea of it by supposing Correa

pnlckella studded all over with the flowers of some scarlet

gesnera. It has been at all the summer shows, and
deserves imivorsal cultivation.

I cannot go farther without mentioning the gratifying

fact, that a whole row of the Oenothera spcriosa opened
its pure white blossoms with me on the first of Juljs
that they are in a liglit, rich border, where the sun does

not reach thcni till four o'clock in the afternoon ; and
that they keep open day and night, and promise to do so

to the end of the season. Every one who has a flowei--

bed, or nice border to fill, ought to get hold of this

CEnotliera, for it will answer equally well for growing in

masses, and for distributing in single plants along a
border, as S. P., of Rushmere, uses it.

I see they have began to raise seedlings from the

Crassula coccinea ; and tliere was one e.\hihited at Chis-

wiok which seems a cross between mininta and coccinea,

for it is exactly intermediate between the two ; less

white in the eye than miniata, and the white lower down
in the throat. It is called Bemitij of Churonne.

Mr. Appleby's emjjloyers sent their beautiful Phlox
Mayii variegata, and their crimson-purple one, called

Thomsrinii ; two of the very best yet seen from Driimmonclii.

Also two very nice dwarf blue Lohelias for beds, with

part of the habit of gracilis, hut not quite so strong ; one
is called Eamosoides, a dark blue, and the other Erinus
occulata, meaning wliitc-eyed, because it is bright white

in the eye, and the blue is lighter than the other.

Mr. Veitch had two very nice Collinsias ; one a pur-

plish and lilac colour, and muoli streaked, called Multi-

color, and a lighter one than Bicolor, called Bartsifolia.

Also a yellowish Leptosiphon, with a reddish eye, which
will make a nice early bod : I did not learn the second
name, but I believe Mr. Reutham named it from Mr.
Hartney's specimens.

There was a tine plant of that extraordinary A raucuria

called after Cook, the groat circumnavigator, from i^lr.

Appleby's employers ; and I saw Araucaria Biduillii

in the large conservatory of the society; it looks as if

intermediate between imbricala and Braziliensis. This
brings mo to Mr. Fortune's new conifers from Chiua,

which are really splendid evergri'ens, and if they are

quite hardy, as he and Mr. Standish believe they are,

they will vie with the best from tJalifornia and Patagonia,
and also be fit companions to the latter

—

Saxyoihen,
and Fitzrojid. I"'irst of all, there is a spruce, which
looks exactly as if it was a cross between our common
yew and silver flr, but of more open and freer growth
than either of them ; the name is Abies jezoennis. The
history of it is very singular. Mr. Fortune sent ofi' a
tree of it nearly as thick as ipy arm, which died down to

the ground on its passage to England, and as conifers

do not stole, or throw up suckers, the Bagshot folks

thought it was all up with this treasure ; not so, however;
for after awhile suckers came out as tliickly as bristles on
the back of a hedgehog, and no doubt they were all made
into plants except one, and that one was on the old stump
at this exhibition, and nearly six feet high, with all the
character of a seedling, as visitors took it to be; but I

scratched off the moss from the top of the pot to see
that all this was true to the letter. I think Dutrocbet,
or Decandolle, once mentioned a fir in the south of
France that make a sucker some years after being cut
down, but I forget tiie story. The next is called

Oephilota.riis Fortuni. The literal translation of this

new name is, Mr. Fortime's head of yew ; and the mean-
ing is, that one might take it for some kind of yew if

seen at a long distance off, but when you come near to

it you would say it was a cross between the new Ever-
green Cypress and some monster yew ; the leaves being
just like a yew leaf, but longer and more wide, and set

farther apait from each other, and the growth is quite

as free and fast as that of Evergreen Cypress ; altogether

it is one of the very finest trees ever introduced. Mr.
Fortune told me he did not see it grow higher than
tliirty feet; that Oaks, Chimonauths, Weigchi rosea, and
such hardy jjlants were growing in the same parts, and
that he believes it to be quite hai'dy, but he could not
meet with it in fruit. He employed some natives to get

cones for him, and from tliese two very distinct jilants

have been reared, which they call male and female, hvtt

I doubt that altogether, and I think they are two very

distinct species ; the second is much smaller in all the

parts, and more lil;o a silver fir tlian a CephaloUixus.

The next greatest curiosity was a beautifully trained

large plant of SUphcinotis Jlorihunda, in full fruit and
bloom. The fruit looked like young green vegetable
marrows, when fit for a French cook to slice up for white
sauce. A branch of the Dale Palm in fruit was also

exhibited
;
perhaps the most useful fruit of this noble

family, supplying, as it does, food and sustenance to the

w-ild desert tribes. Also a very nice Pear Tree in a pot,

looking as well as could he, and having green fruit, but
not a great crop as the pot was hut small. They often

show grapes in pots, but b}' the time tlie grapes are ripe

the vines are not fit to be seen, and I often thought
they would be much better left at liome ; and no one
has ever made a fortune or a reputation by growing
vines in pots ; but apples, pears, and cherries, witli

plums and apricots, peaches and nectarines, would
really be a great acquisition to London sightseers if

the plants could be brought out in healtliy loaf.

Ferns.—Many of those are shown, hut with the excep-

tion of Li/copods and a few others, I see )io sort of use
in crowding the tables with them. People are almost
tired of Cape Heaths and large Pelargoniums, although
the main supports of the shows. Who thou will stretch

his leathers to see what is the difference between this or

that fern, when all ti:e botanists in Europe, and everj-

where else, are at loggerheads about whatis-what in a
fern':' Mr. Fortune's pui^ilish and light-green Lycopod,
C'<isium, is the prettiest i)iing in that class, and the

clinrbing or true variety of it is really worth a dozen of

the newest ferns ever seen ; Imt all the Lycopods, and
many of the small-leaved ferns, are very useful for fring-

ing or otherwise mixing in noiegays, and for covering

rockwork and borders in hothouses. All this useful

garnishing is a very different thing from carving for the

multitudes at public shows or festivals. D. Reatox.

I

^

\^^NTERI^G tender plants in rooms
AND COLD PITS.

A FEW weeks ago an answer was given to an in-

teresting letter of a correspondent on this subject iu the

usual column, with the promise shortly to revert to the

matter more in detail. With a word or two of advice as

to the formation of the pit, I once thought it would be
hotter to leave the matter until the cold nights oamo to

I

visit us, as it did not seem quite in cliaracter to be

!
writing about wintering wlien we were broiling under

,
soniothiug liko a tropical sun ; but two reasons have
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decideil mo to Ujo contrary. First, the unwillingness to

keep a oorrespomlent waiting so long; and secondly, tlio

conviction tliat liall' ol' our mishaps proceed from not

attending to the precepts ol' that worthy lady, Mn.
Tldnh-iu-time; .joined to the conlidence that tlic ex-

perience of our correspondent would not only operate as

a safeguard against dangerous delays, but as an in-

centive to imitation by all those Bimilarly circumstanced.

Means for ell'ecting certain results must of course he

obtained ; but in our own practice, and the tantalising

failures of young beginners, I have found that means
generally were not so deOcient as the want of the liiiow-

ledge, and, more frequently still, the ^jo-scoc/YW/fd! to make
the most of existing oiroumstances. That genius well

knew what human resolution could accomplisli who
propounded the axiom, "Where there's a will there's a

way."

But I cannot do better thau introduce the statement
and queries of our correspondent, all the more pleasing,

and worthy of attention, as coming from our sister

emerald isle. Amid the heat of jiarty strifes, how cheer-

ing to find everywhere in the love of (lowers (those gems
tliat ever testify to the boundless beneflcouco of our
eoDimon Creator), a public platforju, on which all ranks,

classes, and creeds may meet, and find their hearts

fusing in kindliness, forbearance, and humane aspira-

tions for each other. Our correspondent states, " ns you
once wished people who have no hothouses or green-

houses, to say how fliey succeeded in preserving plants

through the winter, I will just mention what I have
done iu a small way, and beg at the same time some
advice for next winter. In a room without a fire, but
over a kitchen, with windows facing the south, I have
preserved, in a most flourishing condition, old ])lants,

and young rooted cuttings of the following flowers; no
cuttings, according to your direction, being taken after

tlie 1st of August, very little water being given during
the winter months, but in February more and oftener,

to all except the scarlet geraniums, which I wished to

keep back until ]>lanted out." The plants were " Oera-
niiiiiis, Janeij and scarlcl ; Verbenas; searlet Salvias;

Lobelia ramosa; Ecremocarpiis scaber ; Hel'wtropium

;

Fiichsias; Hydramjeas." This is the statement, and in-

structive it is, proving that those who followed directions

given in this work on room and window gardening, were
following no Jack-with-the-lanthorn. The questions
that follow are, therefore, well worthy of attention.

" 1st. Was the treatment right ?" Ask a schoolboy, sur-

feiting himself with plum-pudding, if ho likes it';* Suc-

cess, in this case, is the best proof that your practice was
right. There is one plant iu which yoiu- success rather
surprises mo—the Lobelia ramosa. It is a ticklish

customer to keep over the winter iu such circumstances;
so much so, that it is generally raised from seed in

spring. While it lasts, from the size and beauty of the
flowers, it is the most beautiful of that section of

Lobelias. If you have preserved ramosa, either from
cuttings, or seed sown in autumn, your success, in either

case, has been great. The chief elements of success

with the plants mentioned, &o., are, taking cuttings

early, and having them established before winter;
watering carefully during winter, and appropriating a

room for the reception of the plants. U'his latter

arrangement is far preferable to keeping them in the
window-sills of sitting-rooms, where they are drawn from
want of air at one time, and dried up by parching air at

another. The room being placed over a kitchen was
also a great advantage, as the cold would never become
so intonso, and air could always bo given to counteract
the heat. One or two more points should be attended
to by beginners. 1st. The aspect was the best for grow-
ing plants, as more liglit and air could tlius be given,
and the more of each, the sturdier would the plants
become. Many of them, sucii as scarlet Salvia (if

ful(/ens), Ecremocarpiis, Fiiolisin, and Tlydranyea, might
be kept in a dormant state for months, even iu a room
with a north aspect; but when they commenced grow-
ing any other aspect would be preferable. Sind. In very

severe weather iu winter, when it is necessary to exclude
frost, by shutters, curtains, &c., be careful that the

plants are kept cool and dry; no excitement to growth
sliould ever be given, unless when there is light to con-

solidate the growth formed. Sometime ago, I was
asked to give a rough estimate of the value of pot plants

as between an out-going and incoming tenant. I was
amazed, not at the dozens, but hundreds of nice young
plants in rooms, supported on tables, and every con-

ceivable make-shift. In fact, the plants just looked too

nice, from having too much juice about them. They
were got up to please the eye of the buyer; but if the

new owner had not been put on the right scent, as

respects air and watering, not a tithe of them would
have passed through the ordeal of the severe weather

that followed ; a dropsical, diseased, cold, bitter lot they

would have been.
" 3ndly. I live in the north of Ireland, in a very wet

county, do you think a pit constructed in the following

manner would bo a good one for preserving plants in ''

A hollow nine-inch wall, bottom on a level with the

ground, hardened, sprinkled with lime and I'ough char-

coal (as we have no coal-ashes), covered with a frame

and bass mats, and made under a beech hedge, if not

hui'tful, as I wish to keep more plants next winter."

This was referred to in page )>'M. In addition, I may
remai-k, that a tar bottom will render it firm, and pre-

vent the damp rising; but then the bottom must slope,

or you must be excessively careful in watering in winter,

as the moisture cannot get down, but m>ist be dissipated

by evaporation. 2. The rough charcoal will beat every-

thing else for setting the plants on. 3. The bottom of

the pit would, in such circumstances, be better if from

six to twelve inches above the surrounding level. 4. The
hollow walls will be of vast service for keeping the inte-

rior of the pit dry and irarm. 5. Causing the ground
to slope all round from the walls of the pit, firming it,

coating then with tar and gravel, will be another pre-

servative against damp. U. If the beech hedge is on
the north or east side of your pit, and far enough from

it for the roots never to interfere with the brick-work, it

will be an advantage as shelter. 7. Tarpaulin, or even

waterproofed strong calico, at lid. per square yard, will

answer better for covering than mats, and be much
cheaper. A very small quantity of dry litter will keep

out the hardest frost. Such covering will keep it dry,

even when raining fast, and thus the great evil of damp-
ing be avoided. If you are anxious for neatness and ulti-

mate economy, provide yourself with wooden shutters.

You will find them exceedingly useful for protecting

your things before planting out, after thinning them in

the pit. b. Give abundance of air in fine weatlier; keep

the plants stationary and cool when shut up ; make it,

in fact, yom' object to keep, uot to ijroir, during winter,

and you will lie quite as successful as you have been

with your room in the house.
" .Grdly. Will you state whether the annexed plants,

in such cii-cumstances, had best bo kept in the house or

])it'?" We have kept them all in both such places, but

the following will be found, taken with the remarks that

follow, a suitable arrangement;-

—

In the room of the

house: Fancy and large floj-ists' Geraniums, and young
scarlet and variegated Geraniums for beds, different

kinds of double Groundsel, Anagallis, Heliotrope, Cu-

phea, A'erbena, Petunia, Alonsoa, Lobelia, of the small

blue kinds, if kept over, best varieties of Phlox Drum-
mondii, Mesembryanthemum, and Cactus,—these two

last cannot be too dry, if they do not slu'ivel much. In

such a place, Azaleas and Camellias might also be ma-

naged nicely, provided you could keep them close in
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j'om- pit wlii'ii (lone flowering;. Roots of the large

sciiili-l l.nlii'lia will keep adniinibly in such ii pluce, anil

ho tuiimd iiilo the pit iu spring to grow. For the pit,

the following will he easily kept: All kinds of old

]ihints of scarlet Geraniums, young and old Penste-

iiions, Fuchsias, Phloxes (hardier kinds). Hydrangeas,
Alstroemerias, Salvias (young or old plants, red or blue),

'i'ropocoluras (the tuberous kinds), cuttings of succulent
ones, double or otherwise (best in the house), and,
though last not least, the whole of the Calceolaria tribe,

i.arge, blooming herbaceous kinds must have e.xtra care

to save them from damp ; but a very dry place is also

their ruin. All the shrubby kinds will take no harm,
rather the reverse, if the dew stands on them the whole
winter. Provided frost is shut out, they can hardly be
kept too air;/, cool, and moist for the winter season.

Coddling is their ruin. I mean nice healthy young
jilants, not old rioketers. I shall now conclude with a
few extra remarks •—

1. In a pit with a good depth of light soil, most of

the things enumerated will do better pricked out than
when kept in pots. For instance, young calceolarias

might at first have two-and-a-half to three inches square.

(Jkl geraniums and fuchsias may bo set in quite thickly

by tlie heels, but, of course, must be thinned iu spring.

Plants, young and old, are thus kept in a more equal
state, as respects temperature and moisture, than when
in [lots. Young plants must, however, be witliin a foot

of the glass.

2. iiany plants recommended to be kept in the room
spoken of, or in a house where heat can be given, will

do much better if phinteil out in such a ])it. For in-

stance, if not carefully watered, verbenas will get both
fly and mildew. The healthiest ever I had were pricked
out in a border, and lights laid over them; at cutting-

gettiug-time in spring, these plants were 101) per cent,

superior to those coddled in pots. To prick out these,

however, they must be jiropagated about September,
instead of the 1st of August, as otherwise they would
get too large before winter, and take too much room.

3. Such convenience of a pit will enable you to dis-

pense altogether with keeping many things as stock

over the winter, l^or instance, there is all the pretty,

dwarf, blue and white-fJowering J^obdias, the best of
which I presume to be the Erinus maxima. Now, there

is a little trouble with all these, as they have got so

much of the annual character about them. They seed
freely ; and, unless in rare varieties, the seed comes
true to its variety. Whatever the number of the lights

of your pit, you may easily, by rough, moveable, wooden
divisions, make each light a separate pit. Suppose you
shut oil' one light; a few barrow-loads of dung will put
you in possession of a little hotbed, and there you may
sow your lobelias in March, and by pricking out, obtain
them, and many things besides, strumj for planting out
in May, and with less trouble than you could attend to

cuttings all the winter through. Such a pit, however
small, may thus, with management, be made a hot pit

or a cold pit, a gi-owing pit or a resting pit, a close pit or
an airy pit, a ))it which will be a palace for the healthy
and an hospital for the sick and diseased. R. Fish.

CONIFER.E.
(Continuedfrom paijc 241.)

SECTION ;l.

An AljiJialietical Catalogue of Species. — This will

include the average height, habit, and uses, as timber,
as resin-jiroducing trees, as food, as fuel, and as objects
of ornament to the lawn or park.

Abies.—The word Abies is derived from aheo, to rise,

alluding to the habit of trees which are rising or aspiring.
It is a numerous group, and is distinguished from Pinus

by the cones being pendant and more scattered, by the

leaves being solitary, not so much clustered, and gene-

rally iu two rows. The greater part of the species

thrive best on an elevated site, and will flourish on poor,

thin soils; but some do well even in low valleys. Many
are useful as timber; the Abies exccha, for instance,

which largely supplies the " deal" of commerce.
A. alba (White Spruce Fir).—Native of Canada and

the most northern parts of America, having been found
by Dr. Richardson within a few miles of the arctic

circle; hence it is perfectly hardy. Its average height
is i'rom forty to fifty feet. It has a pyramidal habit,

forming a handsome single tree. The wood is hglit

and elastic, produces resin iu moderate quantity, and
is excellent as fuel. In cold, bleak situations, where
almost no other tree will grow, tliis cold-euduriug tree

may be jilanted with the best eli'eet as a shelter to more
tender Conifers, and as an ornament to the gi'ounds.

A. Brunoniaiiii, syn. diimosa (Bushy Alpine Spruce
Fir).—Native of the hilly parts of Nepaul. Average
height, seventy to eighty feet. This is a truly elegant

'. species, of a drooping habit, bearing iu that respect

!
some resemblance to the Hemlock Spruce, but is more

i

beautiful than that species, inasmuch as the leaves are

i
of a silvery appearance on the under side, contrasting
beautifully with the dark green on the npper side.

Being but lately introduced, we are not iu possession of

knowledge as to the uses to which it may be applied,

]
but as an ornamental tree there ai'e few that surpass it.

; It has stood the vicissitudes of our climate, at least in

I the southern counties, so far.

i A. Canadensis (Hemlock Spruce Fir, or Canadian
;

Pine).—Average height, seventy to eighty feet. This
' beautiful tree is well known and justly atlmired in this

I

country. Its habit is a gracefid drooping tree, and so

I

dense is the foliage that the limbs are frequently broken
by the weight of the snow they retain upou them. Uses

:

As a timber tree the wood is too brittle, but it makes ex-

cellent fuel ; and the tanning priucii)le is so strong, that

I the tree is highly valued in its native land for tanning

j

leather, though we never knew it tried in this country.
Its chief use here is to ornament our lawns and planta-

I

tions, which purpose it answers admirably ; but to dis-

I play its peculiar beauty it should stand alone ; its

branches will then descend and cover the ground com-
])letely. It is perfectly hardy, though it loves to be
sheltered from strong hurricanes of wind.

' A. Douijlassii (Mr. Douglas's Spruce Fir).—Native of

the north-west coast of America; average height, one
hundred to one hundred and fifty feet. Tliis is un-
doubtedly the most beautiful of all the American Spruce
Firs. It is named in honour of the late ifr. David

,
Douglas, wlio was for many years collector to the Horti-

cultural Society of London. Tlu-ough his persevering
' labours great numbers of the firs and pines, as well as

other things that are now ornamenting our gardens, were

I

introduced. The habit of this most beautiful Conifer is

upriglit and spreading ; the tbliage is of a brilliant

green, even through winter; thus rendering it a plant

to be desired wherever there is space to plant it. It

\

grov/3 very rapidly, and is perfectly hardy in all parts of

Great Britain, excepting on the tops of bleak moun-
tains, and the sea coast. As a timber tree it is inva-

luable, the wood being firm, close-grained, and heavy,

and not at all inclined to warp. It does not yield much
resin, but the branches and spray burn freely. The
price the plants sell at at present, however, precludes all

iiope of planting it out as a forest-tree. Its chief use,

then, is as an object of ornament. In our last, we men-
tioned a fine example at Rollestou Hall, iu Derbyshire.
There is also a good example iu the grounds of the Lon-
don Horticultural Society, and several others in various

parts of the country.

A. exceha (Lofty, or Norway, Spruce Fir).—Nativ?
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of the North of Europe. Average height, eighty to one

huudred feet. This is tlie common spnioe fir of our

woods and plantatious, and whoever has travelled

through ]Jerbyshiro, near Chatsworth, must have been

struck with the density of the plantations of this fine

ornamental tree. I'or such situations, by the sides of

mountains, no tree is more useful, both for shelter,

shade, and as an object of ornament. We lately visited

that region. The sprnce firs were then making tlieir

summer growth, and nothing could be more pleasant to

the eye than the delightful freshness of their newly-

made shoots and leaves. We remember, many years

ago, botanisiug at the top of Airdale about the same
seasou of the year. The hills are there near some gen-

tlemen's seats, clothed with this fine tree to a consider-

able e.Ktent, and were beautiful in the liighest degree.

No doubt many of our readers will remember similar

scenes in various parts of Great Britain and Ireland.

The habit of this useful tree is, as is well known, of a

pyramidal form; and when a single tree stands alone it

forms a truly nnble object. Its trunk is then clothed

down to the ground with its elegant branches, and
it forms an upright symmetrical towering pyramid.

With the single exception of the oak, there is no tree

grown so extensively in Europe as this, and none more
useful. Witli the above exception, its timber is the

most valuable, whether used as beams and boards for

building, and various other purposes, or for ]iroduciug

rosin and turpentine., or as fuel. It is a great national

treasure upon the otherwise barren mountains of the

North of Europe ; iu truth, the uses to which it is

applied might fill a volume. It is so hardy that it will
!

thrive upon our highest mountains, and, therefore, ought
j

to be planted in such situations most extensively iu con-

junction with the larch. For mere ornamental purjioses ,

it is, perhaps, too common; but in peculiar situations,

such as by a walk iu romantic dells in hilly regions,

where few "others would thrive, this fir would fill up such

a situation with tho best efl'ect; and also planted in

groups of three or live in a park, in more gentle scenes,

they would add greatly to the scenic efiect; also as a

nurse for more tender Conifers this would be invaluable.

Tiiere ai'e several varieties of this fir, the most import-

ant of wbieh is tlic A. excelsa nigra (Black-leaved 'Siuuce

Fir, or Red Fir of Norway).—Native of the north of

Europe and America. Average height, seventy to eighty

feet. Excepting in the dark colour of the leaves, and their

being somewhat shorter, there is not much difference

between them. It seems our botanists do not consider

these difl'erencos of suflicient importance to constitute

this a distinct sjiecies ; yet they both come from true

seed ! In all other respects they are equal, both as

timber, and in usefulness to man. The wood of this

variety lias a reddish cast, hence it is called red deal,

and tlio Canadians prefer it for making the famous,

useful, aiid medicinal liquor called spruce beer. A.

e.fcelm carpntica.—From the Carpathian Jlountains ; a

tree of considerable dimensions and beauty. A. excelsa

pemhila (Weeping Spruce Fir).—An elegant tree for

ornament; there is a variety with variegated leaves.

A. excelsa gifjantea (Giant Spruce Fir). — Au acci-

dental variety of rather stronger growth. A. excelsa

tentiifolia (Slender -leaved Spruce Fir). — A garden

variety, but very handsome. A. excelsa monstrosa

(Monstrous Spruce Fir).—A variety with branches that

form cockscomb shapes; curious enough. A. excelsa

Clanhrasiliana (Loi-d Clanbrasil's Spruce Fir).—A very

dwarf, dense bush. We have seen one twenty years old,

and iu a favourable soil, that was only five feet high,

but nearly as much through; suitable for a small place,

or near the walk of tho pinetum. A. excelsa pi/ijmea

(Dwarf Spruce Fir).— This is still less in Its growth

tlian the preceding one. There is an example in the

gardens at Kcw, not a foot-and-half high, that is near

forty years old. If it could be raised freely from cut- 1

tings it would make a cliaracteristic edging to the walks
\

of a pinetum. There are other two pygmy firs named i

elegans and conciniui. The whole would be useful as
|

rock plants iu a woodland scene.
j

A. Jezoensis (Jezo Spruce Fir). — Average height,

fifty to sixty feet. Native of the Japanese Mountains.
This fine species has been lately introduced, but it

appeai-s likely to be quite hardy in this country. The
leaves are of two ranks, and are said to be very pei'-

sistent, that is, evergreen for seven years before they
drop off. The cones are six or seven inches long, and
have at the base of the scales a short bract, difl'eriug iu

that respect from all others of this genus. Its uses,

unfortunately, we know little of as yet; but hope to see

it grown extensively till they are found out. ft is as

yet very scarce.

A. Klnitroir (Khutrow Spruce Fir ; syns. A. Smith-
iana, Pimis Morbnla, A. Morincla).—Native of Nepaul.
Average height, sixty to eighty feet. A very beau-
tiful species. Wo alluded to it as an instance of a
Conifer bearing, in a degree, the smoke of London, and
described two specimens in the Regent's I'ark ; that
description must have satisfied oiu- readers that it is

a beautiful tree. It is, when of a moderate size, of a
drooping habit, tliough it varies slightly in that re-

spect, some individuals drooping more than others ; by
drooping, we do not mean weeping like the weeping
asli or elm, but more like the weej)ing willow, which,
though the branches droop or hang down, yet the

central shoot gradually acquires au upright position.

Tho Deodar cedar is an example of a drooping character.

We are not aware of any especial use that this species

possesses more than those common to the wdiole tribe.

Tlie timber appears to be soft and light, and, therefore,

will make any article not requiring much strength, and
for fuel, like all resinous-bearing trees, it is excellent As
an ornamental object there are not many that surjiass

it, therefore it ouglit to be in every pinetum, or even iu

any pleasure-ground where there is space for it. To
preserve the beauty of its drooping character, it should
stand clear of the drip or shade of any other tree.

A. Menziesii (Mr. Menzie's, or tlie Wartcd-branched
Spruce Fir).— Native of North California. Average
height, sixty to seventy feet. This handsome species

forms a pyi-amidal-shaped tree, with tiers of branches
regularly encircling the stem. Tlie branches are co-

vered with waits, or tubercles; leaves, very numerous,
with the imder side distinctly marked with silver lines.

Uses unknown, excepting as an ornamental tree ; the

singularity in its warted branches, and its silver-marked

leaves, render it a desirable tree to every collection. It

is very hardy, growing with great vigour even on the

moors of Scotland.

A. niyra (American Black Spruce Fir). — Native
of North America, from Can.ida to Carolina. Average
height, seventy to eighty feet. Upright pyramidal, with

horizontal branches ; leaves solitai-y, four-sided^ thickly

placed upon the shoots, persistent. A very common tree

in its native localities, but not a favourite among En-
glish planters, on account of a kind of aphides that

efi'ects and destroys both branches and roots. Our mild
climate in winter may have something to do with this

disease. The frost is so severe in North America that

no insect cau exist through it, wliilst here they can live

and bear our winter witli impunity. Its uses are the

same as A.alha. As au ornamental tree, when it thrives,

it is very desirable, from the contrast the colour of the

leaves give to the lighter green of tho other species.

A. ori-eiitalis (Oriental or Eastern Spruce Fir).

—

Native of tho mountains of Taurus and Caucasus.

Average height unknown. Habit upright, with spread-

ing branches. Rare.

A. rubra (Red Spruce Fir of Newfoundland, or
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Red riiie).—Xative couuti'y, Nova Scotia aud about

Hndsou's Ba)'. Average height, seventy to eighty feet.

Habit : the same as A. nigra, excepting the leaves are

of a bright green. Tliis is a very useful and vahiable

tree in its native country, yielding fine, sound timber,

useful in various ways. Tliis timber is a great rival to

what are called the Baltic deals, which are formed prin-

cipally of the A. excelsa (Norway Spruce Fir). Like

that tree, it is very ornamental, even in the highest-

dressed ground, and is quite as hardy. T. Ai'I-leby.

{To be continued.)

INFLUENCE OF DRY WEATHER ON CROFS.

It cannot have escaped the notice of the most cai-e-

less observer how fast all nature's operations are

hastened on during a period of liot, dry weather. It

jnay be true, that the scorched-up soil denies the thirsty

plant those generous juices requisite to augment its

vegetable bulk in tlie same proportion as it did in a

moister atmosphere, yet it affords it sufficient nourisli-

inent to hasten on to its ultimate destination—that of

producing seed for a future progeny. That the present

season has been equally fruitful in these premature

ripenings, we believe all who have had a dry, Inmgry
soil, in a hot situation, will give evidence ; as the many
reports wo have heard of the extraordinary heat of the

early part of this month must have told on the vegetable

as well as the animal creation ; and it is no unusual

thing to find those, who, at other times, display great

energy and activity, giving way to the relaxing influence

ofunclouded sunshine, when the thermometer, instead of

themselves, attains the mnisual period of four-score and
upwards. Now, thougli nature, unassisted, does wonders,

still, if there is a time in wliich our aid is more necessary

tliau at any other, it is when the rapid progress of every

thing threatens tliat some or other of them wOl attain a

premature ripeness, from the fact of their being in so

crowded a condition as to have to struggle with each

other for the little food which the earth is capable of

supplying them with. A bed of Lettuces fonns a very

good example of this, allowed to remain where sown
aud untbinned,the outside plants are the only ones that

become of any size, while the centre ones, stifling each

other, speedily terminate their existence, without ever

reacliing a state of matiu-ity at all approaching per-

fectiou.

Now, Lettuces are not the only suflferers in dry, hot

weather. We have sometimes been pained to see crops

that had passed the stage of usefulness, left to tyrannize

over a struggling young brood of something else,

destined to become the occupants of the plot. This is

too often the case when a mixture of crops takes place.

We have said, elsewhere, that we are not friendly, in a

general way, to the mixing of crops ; yet we often plant

Brocoli, &c., between rows of Peas, in such a waj' as to

occupy the whole ground when the latter are removed,
and most of tlie summer crops of Peas are cleared away
iQ time for the Brocoli to strengthen before the hard
weather of autumn sets in; but the latest sowings of

Peas have all the space to themselves, they being ex-

pected to continue in bearing until tlie growing season is

about over. But referring again to struggling cx'ops,

how often do we see Sjiimicli running to seed to the

detriment of a neighbouring crop ; 'Turnips of the early

sort, perhaps the same; and HniUshes, which are often

a sort of catch-crop, are sometimes overlooked, until

they are able to look over the cultivator. These are sad

robbers of the soil ; rooting deeper than many other

things, they extract from tlie soil that moisture which
ought to have been withdrawn by capillary attraction,

to supply the wants of some less robust family living

nearer the siu'face.

Having said suflicieut in condemnation of superfluous
crops occupying the ground, let us turn to the more
legitimate ones, and see in what way they can be I

benefited during this dry weather. Salutary waterings
will be of service to all gross feeders, and still more so

if that water be impregnated with some stimulating
matter. Liquid manure will now be of infinite service,

and the cultivator will do well to treat his advancing
Celery with occasional doses of it, and the morning
after to crumble a little earth over the ground so watered,
which will check undue evaporation, as well as pre-

vent that liardening and cracking of the surface so com-
mon after repeated waterings in dry weather. Ridge
Cucumbers, Cdulijlowers, Lettuces, and many other crops,

will be equally benefited by this seasonable liberality,

while Tamiitoes, ChiHies, and perhaps Seurlet Runner
Boms, would be as well without it, unless in very dry
situations, wliere atmospheric or artificial moisture forms
the only food they have to live upon ; but such
situations are exceptions to the general rule, aud in

most gardens the last-named articles become more
robust than fruitful, for the hot, dry weather (so con-

genial to them in their native habitats) is not likely to

be equalled in this country to an extent hurtful to their

welfare
; but, in a usual way, nature points out what, and

what not requires our aid; the stunted growth of a vege-

table in that period of its existence, when its piogress
ought not on any account to be arrested, is itself

apparent to every one as being in need of nourishment
suitable to its wants.

Next to watering growing crops, Shade is required to

aiTcst undue evaporation, and in ease of newly planted-
out things tliis is still more necessary, as tlio scorching
sun of tlie dog-days would withdraw more of the juices

of the lately-disturbed vegetable than it could well
spare. Where it becomes a matter of necessity to plant
in dry weather—and it very often is so—utility must be
consulted rather than appearances ; we say, therefore,

shade by all means, if in ever so humble a way. The
object may be attained the same by a sprinkling of the
haulm of peas over a newhj-soun bed, as if the same
were covered with slight canvass, or fine linen—certainly,

the one would look better than the other at the moment.
A slight shade is also necessary to 2>!nnts vJiich have
been pricked-out to strengthen on a nursery bed; and,
in fact, most plants which have not tissues to ripen for

another year's use seem more at home when slightly

shaded, or, shall we say, protected, from the fine rays
of sunshine at this season of the year.

JMany things will now require to be sown and planted

;

but as we propose to devote our next week's article

exclusively to calendarial matters, we only now remind
the amateur to sow,' without delay, a little of the best
kind of Earlij Cabbage, some Lettuce, and £ndire, and
to plant out a good breadth of tlie latter, if favourable
weather occurs. Brocoli may yet be planted, but we
expect the various kinds of gi'cens, &c., to have been in

some time ago. Turnips may also be sown for winter use,

and advancing crops of the same thinned, and other-

wise attended to ; and a sharp loolc out kept that
weeds, sheltered by tall crops, do not sometimes adroitly

escape notice, ripen their seed, aud lay the foundation
for future annoyance. J. Robsox.

ALLOTMENT FARMING.—August.
We have now arrived at that part of the year in which

almost every crop is in possession of its full digestive

powers, more especially the root crops, and henceforward
they should be so situated as to be enabled to enjoy a full

share of light, for on this depeiuls both their bulk and
nutritious properties at housing time. The latter is a point

but too often lost sight of; how frequently do we see plots

—

yea, extensive fields—of such things as the swede, or other
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turnip, lialf smothered in woods until tlie approatdi of au-

tumn, tlie owner ajiparently as ignorant of the facts above

suggested as though lie had been bred in tlie back woods.

This is truly a disgrace to the Knglish fai'ming chai'acter,

and could only he justified in such pai'ls as Australia, where
agricultural labourers are a scarce ai'ticle. If any one
doubts the importance of a free admission of light as to its

bearing on the qiuilUin of vegetables and roots, let liim test

their feeding properties for a week or two, or let him toss a

handful of potatoes to the pigs, part grown beneath the

shade of trees, and part from high and dry ujiland soil, with

nothing but the sky overhead, and see which the hog will

select. But, if any doubt could possibly exist here, surely

there can be none as to bulk of crop. It would not be
extravagant to affirm, that a coarse crop of weeds permitted
to run out witli any crop, will abstract twenty per cent, from
its value, that is to say, fifteen per cent, for soil robbery,

and five per cent, for the baneful influences of shade. Let
us express a hope, therefore, that these admonitions will

come home to the negligent allotment holder, and that he
will at once muster courage to pull every weed from his

crops, at tliis period especially.

Tli'iiiiiiiiij Processes.—In all root crops, if handled accord-

ing to our advice, there will be a good deal of thinnings
coming to band in the course of July and up to the middle
of August. These thinnings are the conseijuence of reserv-

ing a portion extra, in order to provide against casualties,

such as the depredations of insects, birds, and such diseases

as the canker, itc. Such thinnings are of imineuse im-
portance in tlie house economy ; and we do think a cot-

tager's wife would be justified in looking very cross at her
husband if lie did not bring home a bundle of such things

as carrots and parsnips every evening from the end of June
to the middle uf August. But not only may the bairns

partake of such things, which, in their young state, malce a

capital soup with a bit of bacon, but some surplus thinnings

should be obtained for the pig ; and, indeed, in all such
crojis there are what are termed " liolters," and other coarse- '

necked plants, which sliouM lio mllrrird.
|

Giijis.—These, of coursr, \\.-r<- jilnitid in July with cab-
j

bages, swedes, &c. A litllo rjw is nocessaiy at first to get

these a start; weeds must be kept away, and sometimes
(

a stray leaf or two from the original crop plucked away and
j

given to the pig. Cai'e, however, must be taken not to
|

trample on the crop ; this must not be allowed.
!

General Oiillural Processes.—Such at this time will consist i

chiefly in the free use of the hoe during dry periods, and
the spade during wet ones. AVe are aware that the latter

tool cannot, at this advanced period, be used among all 1

crops, we merely urge that where cleaning processes become
necessary, and the spade can be introduced, it is by far a '

more elficient weapon than the hoe, which demands a rake '

to follow it, at least, in all uncertain periods. We have a

practice of this kind we term " jiointing in," and it consists

in slipping the spade in almost horizontally, and in doing

so, the foot is not applied to the " tread " of the spade, but
the knee is substituted. This is an old gardening practice,

and by it a man will go over twice the ground as in ordi-

naiy digging, and bury the weeds efficiently.

Ilaiul'iceedimj.—In all weeding after this period, beware
of in'iuling on and mangling the leaves of existing crops;
too much care cannot be exercised.

Poluloes.—This has been a splendid season in the early

potato way in these parts ; but at the time we write (July

IHth), the disease has commenced in the foliage, and is

becoming pretty general. Let us repeat former advice con-

cerning the careful selection and preservation of seed for

the ensuing year. Let those from very early crops be se-

lected; ,111.1 ii-, to soils, wbi'io a choice exists, obtain your
seed tioiii lii.'li, ,hv, :iii.l ^iiiniy situations. Seed should
never I"' -..!. 1 1( .1 iioia lirh soils, nor from crowded allotment
plots, noithir IVum siiaded situations. AVe grow our potatoes
speciully for seed, and would fain persuade the country at

lai'ge to do the same. We select the driest and poorest
plot, throw four-feet beds up, nine inches above the ordinary
level, and dibble small whole potatoes in, at aliout one foot

apart ; the produce is a profusion of small potatoes, about
the size of the seed, which are reserved to be planted whole.
By this practice we have no large potatoes; and the soil

being poor and totally free from manure, the produce is

small, hard, heavy, and rouglicoatod, all which are gua-

rantees of hardihood in the succeeding year. Select, then,

betimes for seed, and spread it out on any cold, shady lloor,

not more than two potatoes deep, if possible ; and in a

month's time let them be turned, in order to green them
equally. In the beginning of October they may be pitted, if

necessary, on a high, dry, and shady bank', and remain so

until the beginning of February, when they shoidd be taken

out and placed on a room floor, safe from the frost. Such
is annually our practice with most of the kinds, and we are

exceedingly successful. In pitting, however—a practice we
only recommend on the score of laboiu'-saving and safety

—

care must be taken to keep them in a narrow body, in no
part more than half-ayard through.

Turnips.—We here beg to recommend to the allotment

man, and, indeed, to everybody, a new turnip which has
iip|ir;in'd ill these iiarts during the hisl two joins, mllod the

•Ml, „»./, ./,////." This has been given lo ili.' imlilir 1,\ My.
(.'Iii\as, Si'oilsinan, Chester, who ymus an inniiciis,' -.look

fertile agrioidturists ; they are beginning to find its value.

To allotment holders, it is of equal importance, as com-

bining all that is requisite, viz., heavy cropping, short tops,

and a peculiarly rich flavour and pulpy flesh. As we had
some doubts of its earliness, we this spring tried a plot

against the Early Dutch and Stone, a pretty good test, and

it beat them hollow ; and as for flavour and texture, there

is no comparison. We were shown a field by Dr. Brindley,

in April, which the Doctor said was sown in the second

week of September last, and, strange to say, had produced

at that late period a crop large as good-sized cricket-baUs,

and which had stood the winter in style. This is a great

boon to those who want to crop very late ; for at that period

most of our other kinds would be nothing but foliage. The
allottee may sow some by all means, if he can get at it, for

his family's use as well as for the pig. Swedes will require

general rnllmal inaotice; and we beg to remind the class

of readoi , In, uboni we write, that mildew, so common to

the swodo, is llio oliect of a torpid root-action. Torpidity

may be induced vaiious ways ; drought, stagnation through

heavy storms, acting mechanically on soils naturally stub-

born ; or an eaiiy and forced plant through the agency of

quick-acting manures now become deficient in moisture
;

such and other causes, singly or combined, lead the way to

mildew. Those who liave but small plots should apply

liquid-manure tlie moment it threatens.

Muiiijold, Ourruls, J'arsnips, etc., will require to be tho-

roughly cleared from weeds ; and, as observed of other roots

a good deal of useful thinnings should by this have found

their way to the cottager's house.
Cabhayes.—Wherever cabbages are standing uncut, and

they are intended to produce sprouts after cutting for the

winter, the heads shoidd be cut and worked-up for some
purpose. If the cutting of the summer's cabbage is finished

by the middle of August, the stems will inodnro a I'lill <i..p

of useful sprouts to face the winter \iiili: indie,!, many
will produce nice-sized cabbages. Oiqioiuuiiiies, ilmeluio,

should be seized of getting the store pig on by suoli moans.

\Vhen all are cut, the ground should be thoroughly cleaned

and deeply-hoed through, drawing a little soil up their

stems. Some of tlie dwarf lands should be sown in the

middle of the month, to be pricked out for the winter.

Leiliices.—A little of the Ady's Cos, the Bath Cos, and

the Hammersmith Hardy Green, may be sown at twice

;

one lot about the 10th to prick out, and a second about the

;J4th to remain in the seed-bed.

Onions.—By the middle of the month, the onions may be

bent down, in order to hasten their ripening, for we shall

expect lo hear of a good crop of Coleworts, from the June

sowing, being produced where the onions stood. This is

our practice e\ery yeai'.

Greens for Winter and Sprin;/.—Those who have delayed

planting these things must lay hold of the old maxim

—

"better late than never;" these things aie so valuable to

the housewife, that it becomes an imperative duty, as well

as a high point of interest, to jirovide them. Every nook
must be soai'ched, every crop scanned, to see if advantage

01111 be taken to get some in. Savoys we do not advise

planted late
;
green kale is the most generally useful at a

late period, and plenty of dwarf cabbages, as Coleworts.

The Piij.—Now is the time to push on the store pig at a
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cheap rate. But little piu'chasecl material will be necessary

for some time. The thinnings of the allotment, with some
Indian corn meal, oat, or barley meal, &c., to correct a loose

habit, engendered by the free use of green materials, will

be found a sure economy. As to the purchase of meals,

we are not sure how this matter rests. We have lieen pig-

feeders some twenty-five years, and have tried all the meals.

Bran, here, is too dear for its quality. Indian corn meal has

been the greatest favom-ite of late in these parts
;
perhaps

owing to its comparative cheapness, generally from l.Os. to

18s. per load, of 2i() lbs., and it is a ti-uly good thing.

Barley meal is too well known to need description—always

a good pig food; pork tlavom' is understood to be of a capital

character from this food. Oatmeal makes a capital gruel

for young pigs, where a breeding sow is kept ; it remains
suspended where barley meal would sink. Beans sliould be

used with caution, and sliould be well cooked ; they arc

rather apt to swell and jiroduce constipated bowels. How-
ever, districts diU'er

;
people must be m part ruled by the

neighbourhood tliey live in. Now that the direful potato

disease has set in again with a virulent appearance (?), fa-

voured by high atmospheric conditions, we fear that many
broad acres will go to the swine and other stock, and in that

event they will take the place of meal up to feeding-time.

We have a good deal to say about breeding sows, as well as

store pigs ; and these things, with the cow, must pass on to

future papers. K. Eriuxgion.

THE APIARIAN'S CALENDAE.—August.
B^ J. H. Payne, Esq., Author of " The Bcc-Kccpcr's Guide:'

The Season.—The honey-gathering season this year has

been a most extraordinary one. Continued rains during the

usual time of swarming, so that up to the end of June very

little or no lioney was stored ; and, indeed, many stocks

were lighter at that time than they were in April. Bees, in

such a season as this has been, will be subject to all sorts of

vagaries; and owing to the continued succession of rainy

weather during part of May, and nearly the whole of June,

which has proved an obstacle to swanuing, no doubt many
embryo queens were destroyed, and thus prime swarms as

well as after-swarming was put a stop to. Since the hot
weather of July has set in honey-gathering has gone on
rapidly, and much of fine quality has been stored in the

supers; but from the unusually high temperatm-e it is feared

that its duration will be but short, and that the hot weather
will dry up all the Uowers, as the wet washed their predeces-

sors away.
Melted Cosibs.— Complaints are reaching me of the

combs of early swarms having been melted by the beat of

the sun. Shading shouhl always be had recourse to in such
weather as that of the middle of this July, and more espe-

cially so for swarms of the year. In those cases where it

has unfortunately taken place, it will be better to shade im-

mediately, and notliing more, leaving the rest that is to be

done entirely to the bees.

Additional Room.—Although the time for swarming may
be considered past, yet, where bees ai'e seen to persist in

clustering outside the hive, additional room should be afforded

them ; but whatever kind of super is added, it should not

exceed in depth four or five inches at the most, at this

advanced period of the honey season.

Tkansportixg HtVES.—I should imagine that after such a

season as this, and in the prospect of a fine autumn, every

person whose locality admits of it will embrace the oppor-

tunity of sending his hives to the moors. The advantages
must be incalculable ; not only in the quantity, but in the

dehcious quality of the honey there obtained. I can almost
fancy, while writing, that I have its delicious flavour on my
palate.

Taking off Glasses of Honey.—Some persons, I doubt
not, are beginning to be anxious to iiosscss themselves of a

few glasses of honey from their bees. If the combs are sealed

up they may be taken, but I would recommend every one
who attcmjits it during hot weather to lie more than com-
monly careful how they remove tliem, or the combs will fall

out.

WHAT BREED OF ROULTRY IS LIKELY TO
PROVE MOST PROFITABLE TO THE

FARMER AND COTTAGER?
This, after all, is the main question, for the solution of

which we must look to the now rapidly increasing poultry
exhibitions, since it is evident, that the public interest and
support that has been so extensively accorded to these
societies can only be maintained by such practical evidence
of the benefits wrought by them for the above classes.

It is, indeed, more than probable, that without the skill

and outlay that in the beginning was so liberally bestowed
on poultry matters by amateurs and fanciers, general atten-

tion would not have been sufficiently drawn to tins subject,

nor would such acquisitions of really pure and valuable
breeds of poultry have been effected as now encourage the

efforts of the farmer and cottager, who iiossess the means
of keeping a few fowls, to replace the comparatively un-
profitable barn-door, or other mongrel races, with birds

whose excellence and merits have been well tested and
thoroughly proved.

Following the Birmingham classification, let us commence
with the Spanish, for which I can now venture to say but
little for the purpose we have in view. Their present price

alone would indeed be as yet a bar, for really good sjieci-

mens will readily sell from two guineas to three guineas per
pair. They are, certainly, very beautiful birds, laying a large

number of eggs, but cUfficnlt both to hatch and rear, and
requiring greater care and attention than would be con-

sistent with a iirofitable retm-n. Whenever their price may
become more moderate, they will doubtless bo sought after

where eggs can be profitably disposed of.

Witli ri;,'rtid (•' J'l'ilnin/s, 1 feel much hesitation in speak-

ing of Ihrir [(iiM|i:ir:iii\r iiiirits, SO luauy excellent juilgos

and skiib il i"iulin 1> i'li- thinking so far more highly of

them than I as yet am disposed to do. But bearing in

mind that this breed has not been as yet commonly kept in

this county (Cornwall^), it is not unlikely that their good
qualities may appear to better advantage when wo know
more of them. Of several very fine specimens sent down
by Sir. Baillie, of Mount-street, Grosvenor- square, and other
known judges, the chickens iiave not shown such rapid

growth and hardy constitutions as would give them pre-

eminence over other breeds. As regards eggs, I have not
found them by any means remarkable layers ; and the

youjig chickens are not unfrequeutly found so weak in the

shell as to rcijuire assistance. Judging from the account
given of the Dorkings in the beft works on pimlh-v, il wciulil

seem that there is often griMl '1> li.ii.y mT i^.n iihiii"n. ;ind

that it is only by the coii^iaiii iiLlin-in, inn i mi.tiii.' of

fresh blood that degeneracy is iH uidid. I l.i.>l y.n nas in

possession of scjme good specimens of white iJorkings, my
experience of which would lead me to this same conclu'^ion ;

and only last week I hatched a nest of gi-ey Dorkings, all

of which, but one, required assistance in emerging from the

shell, though hatched by a hen remarkable for her excel-

lence as a sitter. My neighbours, who are poultry-keepers,

give me the same account; but it is very possible that

others may form a different estimate of their merits, and
that I may be mistaken in thus questioning their fitness for

the general puriioscs of the poultry-keeper.

We now come to the Cnchin-Chinas, a race, judging from
imported specimens, ccsntaining several varieties. In the

view we are now taking we shall have to lay aside all points

which are merely matters of taste to the fanciers of these

fine birds. For instance : the pale huft' and fawn colours,

at present so much coveted, would be the last I should

recommend for the puiTioscs of profit, since it seems that

the darker birds not only jiossess a more vigorous habit,

but also attain a much greater weight. Of some hundreds
of young birds, bred by different persons, that I have lately

seen, tlio dark red and parti-idge-coloured mckerels are

many of them from five pounds to six poumK in wri^dit—
a size I have not seen attained by any of tin' li'_ tih i- , ..Innrs

at the same age. The white Cochin-Chin. is ;ii.\ inlred,

splendid birds, of robust shape, and, as 1 lielicve i never

having had any in my own possession), e(|ually hardy with

the others ; but from then- present value it must be some
time before tliey can be generally obtainable by the classes

for whose information these observations are made.
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Tlie points of cxccUeucp, in an economical view, of the
Cochin-China race, are as follows. They are excellent layers
—pui-e breil birds will generally lay from 30 to 35 egss
before wanting to sit—they are good mothers wliile wilh
their chiclieus, and recommence laying one mouth after

hatching, thougli generally remaining with their young ones
for a woelc or ten days after beginning to lay. On this

account it would not answer to let Cochin-China liens hatch
their own eggs very early in tlie year, as tlie young ones
might then be too soon left without tlie warmth and pro-
tection of the mother ; but for this pui'pose, were very early
chickens desired, a few Dorking or game hens might he
kept, and the Cocbiu-Chinas, when wanting to sit, might be
put upon goose or ducks' eggs, for which, from their large
size, they would be well fitted. For ducklings, a very
short attendance from the mother is all that is required, as
is seen in the vale of Aylesbm-y, where they are usually
taken away as soon as hatched, and brought up by hand

;

the hens would then recommence laying almost immediately.
The middle of April is quite soon enough for hatching
Cochin- Chinas, nor have I ever observed anything gained
lit the following Christmas, either in size or otherwise, by
hatching them before that time. With a short interval at
moidting, 1 liiid they lay the whole year round, and a supply
of young pullets would therefore afford eggs oven at the
time when the old ones cease lading. They hatch readily,

and the young ones ai'e at least as hardy as those of any
otlier fowl that I am acquainted with. During the recent
cold, wet weather they have done well, when I'olands,
Hamburglis, and Dorkings, have had their- numbers sadly
thinned.

Now as to the ago at which tliey will be fit for market.
.\t four months old there should be no dilUculty, under ordi-

nary circumstances—as to a good run and fair feeding—in
getting the pullets to three and-a-half pounds, and the
cockerels to five pounds, live weight; and, by being then
cooped, a still larger amoimt of flesh can be easily and
pi-ofitably laid on. I am inclined to doubt whether any
other breed of fowls can attain tlieir weights at so early an
age, or give so quick a return ; as to the qiialily of their
ilosli, when properly fed, it need only he tasted to be
appreciated.

But, as I before observed, there are seveial ilistinct

varieties even of imported birds. For my own part. I am
inclined to give the preference to those of a medium size,

deep in the breast, broad across the back, and wilh xhurl
lec/s. Length of leg, indeed, appeaj-s to me to he "&. fault
against which breeders raustcai-efuUy guai'd, as deteriorating
both from the appearance of tlie live bird, as also, when, in
due course, he is placed upon the table. I shonld here
observe that at all periods of their age, rice boiled and
kept well stirred for six minutes, so that the grains are
separate one from another, should fumi a portion of then-
food; it seem, r,]i< i.i.ill> ii-, I'lil lo i]h iii when young. I do
not think tlKii iii.\ :im i.n.. .

. .n .luii. i, of food; and, from
their quiet .li ]iu,ihi.M ,iii,l t,n ,ii In mir habits, a less quan-
tity would lit couiso luolii them in. ire than the same to

fowls of a rambling habit ; and, in almost every instance, it

would be a great recommendation that the lowest fence is

sufficient to restrain their wanderings.

But I know what will now occur to many of your readers.
"Granted," say they, "that these Gocbin-Chinas are very
profitable, and answer this description ; but look at their
present price ! How is the farmer—to say nothing of the
cuUaijer—to procure his stock ? " No doubt Cochin-Chinas
are selling at very high prices, as instance the accomit of
some recent sales in The Cottage Gajidenek ; hut these,
it should be remembered, are choice show birds, bred from
prize parents, the high value of which turns probably on
some favourite colour, or remarkable beauty of shape. The
darker and pai-tridge-coloured birds may generally be ob-
tained for very reasonable terms ; and while tlie favourite
eolom-s retain their large, but, when the original cost and
risk is considered, not excessive price, others, in every way
suitable for the purposes I have been speaking of, will, I

believe, be this year attainable in most localities at a price
varying from as. to lOs. each. Thus, when we bear in mind
that a lai-ge yard may be amjily stocked by a single pan- of
birds in one season, I do not think that price can long
hinder their general adoption by the fai-mer. The cottager.

again, to whom even this amount may bo an obstacle, may
purchase eggs of his more fortunate neighbour, or another
year- obtain his birds at a still lower rate, supposing he is

altogether uualile to procure the means of such a present
purchase as would hold out the prospect of a remunerative
sale for his young birds ; for seldom are better specimens
of poultry to be had than those reared m a cottage, where
the knowledge of their ultimate value, either to keep or sell,

would ensure them full care and attention.

But I must now turn to other members of the iJOultry-

yard, lest I incur the chai-ge of favouritism
; yet, after all,

I believe that the (luestion at the head of this paper would
truly find its answer here, notwithstanduig all that may be
said of many other excellent breeds—the Maluy, for example,
which stands next on om- list, but which appears to be
receding in public estimation since the introduction of their

oriental neighbours, the Cochin-Chinas. Their general
fault is an inordinate length of leg ; some that I remember
seeing at Falmouth, where tViey were formerly landed in

considerable numbers from our homeward-bound East
Indiamen, would have been justly, in this respect, called

ostrich fowls ; but of late years much better specimens have
been introduced, of which there were good examples shown
as Chittagongs at Cheltenham ; hut I believe it may be
fairly said, that, whatever advantages they possess, they
are, at any rate as regai-ds the present enquiry, at least

equalled by the Cochin-Chinas.
But what shall ne say for that most beautiful bird the

English Game fowl I Little, I fear, for their profit, as regards
the market, however useful the hens may prove as mothers
to otlier chickens, provided tlieir disposition be tolerably

quiescent; but this is a quality seldom found to be the case

even in young chickens, still less so in mature birds even of

the fair sex ; and they are certainly not in the first class as

layers. The Indian game fowis, wliich are often seen in

this counU-y, arc handsome birds, especially tlie white ones

;

but 1 have never hoard of their possessing any advantage
over our native breed.

Next come the Hamhunjlis, gold and silver-pencilled and
spangled, all of them very good layers, and rarely wishing
to sit, easily reared, and attaining a fair average size.

Wherever eggs, rather than chickens, ai-e in demand, few
birds would pay better than these, antl good specimens may
generally be had at from 4s. to -'is. each. A silver-spangled

Hamburgh, belonging to a gentleman in this jjaiish, has
laid 01 eggs from the 2-2nd of February to July l-2th, in the
present year. The diil'erent varieties apjiear to be equally

commendable, although a greater preference is often shown
to the silver, iirobably from the greater elegance of their

appesu-ance.

What claim can the Polish fowl advance to the distinction

in question ? Admii'er, as I certainly am, of this most
graceful bird, I cannot put it in competition with others

that have been enumerated; for although the hens lay well,

and the chickens ai-e probably unrivalled when properly fed,

they are, it must be allowed, of delicate constitution and
slow growth, as is evidenced by their contiuumg to increase
in size for two or even three years.

Here, then, our list closes, as probably also the jiatience

of our reader; for bantams, the rmnpless, the frizzled, and
the silk fowls, however interesting to the amateur and
fancier, are not at present before us, nor probably are they
ever likely to be so, although the white silk fowl is said, on
good authority, to be distinguished in India for its excellence

for the table,—certainly those I now have keep themselves
in excellent conilition, and have the largest and most con-

stant appetites of any fowls tliat 1 have hitherto noticed
;

I cannot, however, but regard their black skin as against

them for this purpose. No bu'ds, I should observe, sit

better, or take greater cai-e of their young.

In conclusion, I must repeat my belief, that the pure
Cochin-China fowi (for unless of perfectly pure race, dis

appointment must inevitably follow), such as I have de-

scribed him, is the bird to which precedence must be given
by the cottager. I'articular localities may be best occupied
with a particular race of fowls, to which special circum-
stances may .justly gi\e a preference; lait, on the whole, I

firmly believe that Cochin Chinas must eventually cari-y

with them an acknowledged superiority, as regards the

economy and profit of the poultry-yard.
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May it not, in tlie same way, be a useful matter of inquiry,

whether such ijccsc as canieil off the last Birmingham and
Cheltenham prizes would not he more profitahly kept than
tlie ordinary specimens of the genus Anscr which usually

meet our eye ? Not to forget that the Rouen and Aijleshiiry

ducks constantly double the weight of those of plebeian
pedigree ; while, to go a step farther, in remembrance of

the excellence of Italian pit/cniis, the Leghorn, aud other
vai'ietios of the Hunt, would probably, with benefit both
to producer and consumer, succeed the skinny specimens
that too commonly occupy our dovecotes.

To comprise, within proper limits, an answer to our ques-
tion respecting so great a vaiiety of birds as our poultry

yards uow contain, much necessaiily remains unsaid, al-

though the principal points of merit, as regards their

lirofitable management alone, enter into tho question, and
on these points alone precedence must bo given. We can
but speak of what falls under our own observation, and
very possibly the greater exporienco of other poultry-keepers

may lead them to a diftereut conclusion. But under any
circumstances, good must result from the inquiry, for by
such comparisons only can a correct judgment be obtained.
Hence the great value of our poultry exiiibitions, which not
only excite the attention of the public generally to our
subject, but also collect the best specimens of each class, for

the information of all those who may interest themselves
on a subject which appears likely to lake a far more promi-
nent position in rural economy than would have been
thought at all likely some few years since.—W. W. Wing-
field, Gulwid rUariiije, PcHciificf.

THE NO-BEAEDS OF POLAXDS.
" But is this law ? Ay many is it !

"

It has been said, indeeil I have myself " seen it in a
book," that the golden and silver Polauds shoidd not have
beards—that the beard is " a moustrous appendage," and
that all I'olands possessed of one " shotUd be sent to the
fatting coop." How many of my fellow-worldlings are ready
to believe and to receive a thing as true and substantiated,
on no better authority than that "they have seen it in a
book."

No proof, however, has yet been adduced (nor can it be)
that the beard of Polands is really " monstrous." It is, so
far, a mere matter of dislike with one or two individuals.

Woe be unto beards ! from that of the he-goat aud "bearded
Pard," to that of the trim " lady-killer," or the smart chin of

a modern beau 1
—"'away"—" to the fatting-coop," says oiu'

author.
" An Marcus dixit ? ita est.**

"Did Marcus say 'twas fact? Tlieil fact it is.

No truth so valid as oue word of his !
"

The very best authorities, however, as Mr. Vivian, Baker,
&c., men of great experience, observation, and knowledge,
tell me, that no really good and true bred gold or silver

Poland is mthout tlie beard. Blr. Baker, being recently
asked by a friend of mine, how it happened, that a few per-

sons condemned the beard of Polands, significantly replied,
" Ah, because they know nothing about it." This gentleman,
whose experience and knowledge will haidly be doubted,
writes me that, on the Continent (as in Holland, France, &-c. ),

all the best, really pure, Polands have beards, and emj)hati-
cally states his opinion that they should have.
My own experience and observation quite confirms this. I

have recently had Polands from the Continent, Ireland, and
other parts, and, in all cases, the beardless fowls were
miserably inferior to the bearded ones—inferior both in car-

riage, plumage, and shape itself; their topknots being com-
paratively small, their necks thin and spai'e, their gait and
deportment wanting in the pomp and circumstance of a fine

and true Poland. Nay, so evident were these deficiencies,

that, in every instance, I could at once select a ijearded from
a beardless Poland, where the throat itself was not visible.

Possessing at present both the bearded aud the beai-dless

sorts, I am impartial in my opinion ; but, from observation
and retlectiou, I feel convinced that the beani of gold and
silver Polands is a natural, aye, and a really (in them)
becoming appendage. It entirely comports with the tout

ensemble of the Poland ; it is in keeping with his magnifi-

cent topknot—with his lai-ge, full, thick, and long neck—his

long flowing hackles—aud with his general dashing and
ilehonnuire deportment.

It is very highly probable that the beardless Poland is a

crossed and mongrel bird, originally produced between tlie

Poland and spangled Hamburgh ; and, in colour of plumage,
there is much similarity. A thorough-bred bearded Poland
ever produces bearded jjrogeny ; out of forty chickens reared
this yeai', all are bearded.
On looking over the chickens bred from beardless silver

Polands, I find, that not a few of the cocks have the double

or rose comb of the spangled Humbunjh. I have but just seen
this, and surely it is " confirmation strong " of the ojiinion

just expressed, that boai'dlcss Polands are a mongrel breed.

Unfortunately, the really clever and excellent author alluded

to himself oft acts as jiulge at our poiiltiy shows, and has
inoculated other judges with his dislike of bearded Polands;
but these very judges were compelled to give tho premiums,
at Bii-mingham, to bearded Polimds. Why ? Because, as

they confessed, they were so immeasurably superior to the

" shaven and shorn,
And all forlorn "

beardless ones.
Though this communication is, I fear, too long, yet, for

the sake of others, let me observe, that I have this year
crossed the bearded with tho beardless Polands, cock with

hen, and hen with cock, and the result is, in by far the

greatest majority of cases, that I have siioilod all ; most of

them still have some beai-d, but ruined iu all other points ;

as in their small topknots, thin necks, &c. ; but, in a very

few cases, there is the smooth face, with a tolerably large

topknot and the full neck.—F. E. Hoenee, M.U., Hull.

THE DOMESTIC PIGEON.
ON LAYING AND INCUUATION.

{Continuedfrom page 202.)

It is sometimes necessary to make a substitution of eggs ;

for example, suppose a pair of valuable pigeons perish after

laying, or escape permanently from tho dovecote ; instead

of losing then- eggs, we may place them under oommou
])igeons, but this substitution requires some precaution.

1st, the time of their beuig laid must be exactly the same,
wliether the eggs have been set upon or not ; if there is

more than twenty four hours difference, we run the risk of

losing all. 2nd, we must change both the eggs, for if we
only change one these animals have sagacity enough to

discover it, and wiU throw it out of the nest. 3rd, never
give them three, because they seldom cover more than two,

aud in this case they would separate one ; but, as they are

in the habit of moving them occasionally, iu all probability

they would not always separate the same one, and the result

of this would be that they would all i>erish. However, they

will sometimes adopt all three. Besides these cases that we
have just mentioned, the substitution may be advantageously

made iu other circumstances. Suppose that one has a pair

of rare pigeons, and desire their rapid increase ; we might
take every third brood from them, and have it hatched and
brought up by other birds ; we should by this means gain

two or three pairs of young ones during the year; but we
must not abuse this expedient by making use of it too long,

as it would, after some time, greatly weaken the father, and
still more the mother. AVhen we would make this kind of

substitution, we should use some means before hand to in-

sm'e success. In a dovecote inhabited by a great number of

paii-s, it is indispensably necessary to write in chalk the date

of the laying over each nest, so as to make the time exactly

agree, as we have said above. We must also, as nearly as

possible, give the eggs to be hatched to those birds that

liave produced clear eggs, so as not to lose a brood unneces-

sarily. Again, we should choose, as foster-parents, old

pigeons, but still having energy, and above all, the habit of

always rearing their* broods well.

It would be very interesting to know how long eggs may
be kept tit for Ijroodiug, in consequence of tho facility we
should have in procuring pigeons in this manner from some
distance, the carriage of which is always veiy dear ; but,

unfortunately, obsei*vations on this subject have never been
made sufficiently exact for us to bo able to give any useful
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information. Our knowledge on tliis matter is confined to

some remarks made hy chance, the result of which is, that

some eggs put aside without any precaution, and taken again

some time after as clear, to amuse some pigeons whose lay-

ing we would wish to retard, have, nevertheless, sometimes

produced young ones healthy and strong. However, wc

know a means of preserving eggs fruitful during fifteen days,

which is to put them in a box, on a thick bed of ashes sifted

very fine, to cover them with another thick layer, and to shut

the box close.

As soon as a female has laid her last egg, she begins to

sit. Every day, about eleven o'clock in the morning, she

leaves her eggs to go and feed at the trough ;
but, before

doing so, she calls her mate by a particular little cooing.

He immediately hastens to relieve her, and sits in his turn,

until four o'clock in simiracr, and about three in winter. At

this time the female returns to lier nest, and does not leave

it at night. If it happens that, led away by pleasure, she

forgets herself longer than usual, the male rises, seeks her

with uneasiness, and brings her back by administering

matrimonial coiTection.

Buffon, and those authors v,-ho have copied him, pretend,

that from the date of the laying of the second egg to the

hatching of the young ones, it requu-es seventeen or eighteen

days in summer,and nineteen or twenty in winter.
^

M. Corbie

observed the duration of incubation with a precision that no

one had hitherto taken the trouble to do. It always had the

same result, within a few hours. For 4b years, his pigeons,m
winter as well as summer, have invariably sat from 420 to

i'>i hours, which corresponds to 17 days and 16 hours, when

there has been any la'ok of heat, occasioned by the negli-

gence or confusion of the pigeons ; and 17 days and Vi

hours when the pair sat close and warm criually. It is true,

that the young ones never both hatch at the same time, and

the second may not do so till 21 hours after the first ; but

the fault cannot proceed from that cause. We know that

the vouug ones are about to hutch when the eggs are what

wc call chipped—that is to say, a little broken near the

large end. It is a very common error to think that tlie shell

is broken by the parents to help the young ones out ;
wc

may easUy convince ourselves that such is not the case by

the slightest examination, when we shall perceive that it is

broken by the young pigeon alone ; we have only to observe,

tliat the crack of a chipped egg is always made from within,

since the small fragments of tlie shell constantly rise up, or

rather are pushed out, above the level of tlie surface of the

egg. We may easily suppose that the operation of disen-

tangling itself from its calcareous covering, to come to hght,

is extremely laborious for the little one. With some it quite

surpasses their sU-ength ; and they perish, if I may tlnis

speak, before they are born. In this case it is necessaiy to

assist nature. \Ve take a blunted pointed instrument, and

open the egg with the greatest precaution, so as not to liurt

the bird it encloses ; for if the smallest particle of blood

appears the bird infallibly dies. Never attempt this operation,

except as a last remedy, and when nature lias evidently ex-

hausted all its resources, for if by this means we save one

out of ten, we may think ourselves very fortunate. Besides,

it is always dangerous to hasten it, since we have sometimes

seen chipped eggs not hatch for 48 hours, without the young

ones appeai'ing to have sufl'ered much.
(To be continued.)

- DOMESTIC PIGEONS.
{Continuedfrom page 20'2.)

TWENTY-THIKD RACE.

Shakes Tigeon {Colmnhn /rcniKM).— These birds are

very small ; their beak is thin ; their eyes have a yellow

iris, and no filament ; their wings are drooping below their

tail, wliich is more or less elevated, and tlieir feet are never

ornamented with featliers. These singular animals are

almost always agitated with a convulsive trembling, parii

oularly when cnurling. They cannot be crossed with any

other species without losing these characteristics. Tlio

Shaker pigeons do not thrive well in a dovecote ; they fly

badly, and are apt to be carried by the wind, in consequence

of the size of their tail; but as lliey very soon become

familiarized, they are frequently reared in a cage as objects

of curiosity.

Bkoad tailed ShmvEF riCE0\ ( Ci Inmlid tnmulu luticaudu).

^^l^W

—It has a very large tail, composed of from twenty-eiglit to

forty-two feathers, having the faculty of raising and dis-

playing it like tlie peacock. In doing this, it brings it

forward, and then throws its head back so as to touch its

tail. The animal trembles more or less in this attitude,

and this trembling very much resembles that of a peacock

or turkey-cock when spreading its tail. It is all white, or

white with the head and taU black. There ai'e oven some
to be met with whose cloak and tail partake of all the ordi-

nary colours of pigeons. The female raises and displays

her tail like the male, and has as fine a one. This bird is

not very productive, and is but little sought after, except for

its originality. It appears that this race has been brought to

much greater perfection during some few yeai-s, for Bufi'on

pretends that the handsomest have thirty-two feathers in

the tail, and they are frequently to be met with at the pre-

sent time with as many as forty-two (we know that all other

l^igeons have but twelve). Fresch remarks, that at the

same time when the I'eacock-pigeon displays its tail, which

always happens when it is amorous, and frequently in other

instances, it liaughtily and constantly agitates its head and

neck, very much like the bird called the woodpecker. Gmelli

Careri, quoted by Bufibn, says that pigeons are found in

the I'hillipine Islands which raise and display their tail like

the peacock ; are these individuals that have been carried

there, or do ours come from that country ? Another and
more mteresting question would be, to know if this Phil-

lipian jiigeon is found wild there, which would prove it to

be not only a variety, but a true species. If that was the

case, the great difficulty of knowing whether our varieties of

the dovecote pigeon descend from the stockdove alone, or

from the stockdove and other species crossed with It, would
cease to be a difficulty.

Narrow TAu>ED Shaker, or Quaker Pigeon {Columhn

trcmula anijuslieanda).—It only diffijrs from the preceding

by its almost continual shaking, and from not liaving the

faculty of raising its tail, which is also much smaller.

Sli.KY SiiAiiER Pigeon (Oolumbii Miemida sel.acea).—It

resembles on the whole the peacock; but the beards of its

feathers arc soft, separated, and falling like a fringe of silk

or cotton, which deprives it of the faculty of flying. It is, also,

not very fruitful. Like the preceding, it is very familial-,

and some ainatem's bring them up in their apartments. Its

tiesh has a gamey flavour, resembling that of river birds.

The Guiana Shaker Pigeon [Colmnha trenwia Giiianir).

This superb variety, with a wide tail, and displayed like that

of the peacock, has been brought from Guiana. The end

of its ]ilun)ngc is of a dull white ; the wings are blue,

shaded with some kind of paler-coloured eyes, and striped

with black bars. All the smaller races of pigeons, crossed

with the Silky Sbolcer, iiroduce Silky pigeons in all_tlieir

forms and colours ; but, above all, if wo couple this one

with a pigeon whose wings are barred with black, they will

produce individuals whose fringed bars of varied colours

will ri.'semblo unwoven fringe, and produce a very agreeable

eft'ect. (To be continued.)
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BRITISH FUNGI.
{Continued from page lo7.)

I.v tlu! higher, or most perfect groups, Fungi are un-
iloiibteiUy equally worthy of our notice, and form a deliglit-

ful recreation to those wlio seek them amongst the dead and
d)ing bodies of both animals and vegetables. They are

seldom, in the higher groups, found growing as parasites on
the living bodies of other plants. Sometimes, however, our
noble forest-troes, either where they have been injiured, or
where, from disease, they have in certain pai-ts decayed, ai-e

attaclied by fungi of the higlier groups ; for as soon as ever

decomposition tal;es place, then do fungi talie possession
and flouiisli, thereby proving themselves, as before-named,
the scavengers of natm'e.

They are fimgi whicli, in autumn, spring up and flourish

upon the perishing remains of our gaudy summer flowers,

thus converting the robes of one generation into manure to

supply nourishment for a succeeding one of equal grandeiu'.

Truly may we say "all the world's a stage;" one generation,
having performed its part, passes oS but to make room for

a succeeding one, which, in its turn, performs its allotted

office, and then makes room for some other successor.

The variety of forms, colom's, and odours, are more
numerous in tliis class of plants than any we ai'e acquainted
witli—one genus alone producing species corresponding to

every hue, which adds considerably to the extreme beauty
of this extensive order of plants ; and even the painter has
but little fear of committing excess in profuse tints, which,
with flowering plants, sometimes offends the eye as it

swerves from truth ; and tliose wlio minutely examine tiiem
will find their veiled beauties rival, in sjinraetry and splen-

dour, the tulip and lily, those gaudy favourites of the world
in common.

Again, there is something truly delighlfid in that varied
fragrance which leads us to their hidden retreat. Linnajus
states, that the Pvlyporns suavcolens produces a delightful

odour which is much admired, and that the young men of
Lapland can-y it mtir them to render themselves more
agreeable. The pliosphorescent light which mitigates the
gloominess of those regions in which fungi almost alone
deliglit to dwell, arc not wholly confined to the lower groups,
for many recorded by ti-avellers are equal and similai- in

their light to the moon's pale beams ; others are equal to

lai-ge fire-flies, as .4iiariais olcnriiis, Aijaricus Gardneri, and
several Agarics at the Swan River.

Pohjporus liicldiis is a most elegant species, found in all

parts of the world, like that of whicli Mr. Curtis describes a
magnificent specimen found growing at Peckham. He
scai-cely knew, at fii-st, whether he had found a natiural or
ai'tificial production.

Perhaps nothing concerning the growth of fungi has
created so much interest as the formation of fau-y- rings,
caused, generally, by Aijaricus oreades,coccinetis, or pcrsonnlus.
In the first place, I must state, that tlie circular appearance
in pastures where the grass is generally found darker, more
luxuriant, and of a coarser nature, is not, as is generally
supposed, the result of the fungi growing beneath it, but,
rather that the decaying fungi of the preceding year-

manm-es the soil suitalile to the grass, but in their growtli
rob it of that nutriment which is beneficial to tliemselves;
therefore, it is well to remark, that the same circular
appearance might be artificially produced by distributing
maniu^e in a cii-cular direction; but, that in a majority of
instances, the circular appearance obsei-ved in downs and
pastures is caused by fungi, in my opinion, there is no doubt.
It next remains to enquire why fungi should so generally
produce this circular- growth.

First.—Fungi (imlike flowering plants) commence their
growth by throwing out filamentous thi'eads in a radiating
dii-ection, which finally cross each other, and terminate liy

collecting and joining together at certain points, fi-om which
the portion beaiing the fructification spi-ings. And these
filamentous threads (which are generally formed in the
dark, and are concealed under ground, passing imnoticed)
are termed the Mycelium (spawn), and form the most
important part of the plant (,ind in parasitic fungi the
only injurious part). What is generally known as the mush-
room, and is seen above groimd, is not, as is generally
supposed, the whole plant, but, rather, the inflorescence

(only), or portion bearing the fructification which spring
from the gro:ving points of the Mycelium above-named ; so
tliat it is probable the whole circle whicli forms a fairy-ring
is numerous flower-stalks from the Mycelium or spawn of
one plant concealed beneath the grass, and not a circular
collection of many plants.

Secondly.—Fungi never grow two successive yeai's on the
same ground ; for the spores, falling on tlie interior of the
circle, perish, owing to the ground being previously deprived
of tlie nourishment suitable to them ; but those falling on
the exterior of the circle, spring up and form the succeeding
crop. On the other hand, tlie fungi, during then- growth,
derive nomisliment from the decaying portions of other
vegetables (or animals), but, in their decaying, supply
noiuishment for the grass the following year.

Fungi are remai-kable for the rapidity witli which they
grow ; some attain perfection, and dissolve away in a few
hours, and Phallus imjjuiliais has been known to shoot up
three inches in twenty-five minutes, and to attain its full

elevation of six inches in an hour-and-half ; and Bovisia
(jiijantca, in a single night, has increased from the size of a
pea to tliat of a melon. I deem it unnecessary to dwell on
tlie expansive power in the growth of fungi, as I consider
this property of the vegetable kingdom generally, which
hurls to tlie ground our noble works of art, is too well known
to be for a moment doubted.
Some fungi have the power to repair injuries they have

received, and even to replace portions of tlieir bodies that
have been accidentally removed, as Boletus, Pohjporus, and
Bi/coperdoiis,

Tan, altliough it kills some plants, has a quite opposite
efl'ect on fungi ; in fact, one fmigus originates in saw-pits.
They are nearly the only plants that have not been found in

a fossil state, wliicli may be accounted for by then- being
amongst the simplest in structm-e of any existing plants,
and, tlierefore, few would retain tlieir forms long enough
to bo sealed up by successive deposits in the heart of
nascent stone. Fungi secrete albumen, sugar, a fatty

matter, and several acids, and by putrefaction of tlie flesliy

substance is obtained fungin, which is very analogous to ani-

mal substances, abounds in nitrogen, and forms the greater
portion of all fungi (whether poisonous or othenvise) ; and,
therefore, by removing the poisonous secretions, all fungi
may lie considered as the most nutritious anil important,
as an article of food, of aU vegetables ; and to the eatable
ones especially my next paper will be devoted.

F. Y. BitocAS.
(To be coiitiiDied.)

SHOET NOTES.
Mistletoe.—As much interest seems to be felt by many of

your coiTespondents about this interesting plant, it may save
disajipointment if I mention my experience. The plant
requu-es a moist atmosphere ; hence it is that it flciurishes

so well in the western counties. If the chmato is not
naturally moist, it must be planted on trees in a damp,
shady situation, near water, &c. It will only germinate, and
often not even so inuch as that in a sminy, aiiy garden.

Hooks.—I believe these birds are actuated by an in-

stuiclive pohtical economy. It is, I think, an established
fact, tliat many rookeries have been deserted owing to the
gun not being freely used; in other words, the communities
become so large that the feeding ground would not support
them. They have, in such case, no alternative but emigra-
tion, or rather dispersion. I think it will be found that they
require abundance of food in the breeding time pretty close

at hand ; at least, I have observed, this yeai', that the rooks
of a rookery, about a mile-and-half from my house, never
foraged for their yoimg much more than a quarter of a mile
from their nest trees, whilst, at other times of the year, 1

have them regularly enough in my meadow, and this is the
nearest rookery to me.

—

Sigma.
SiDSTiTuiE FOR Malted Eahley.— Kobert Baker, of

Writtle, Essex, a respectable agriculturist and laud-valuer,
has published a letter, in which he says :

—" I have at the
present moment thirty hogsheads of beer brewed from beet,

at a cost of ajd. per gallon, quite equal in quality to that
brewed from malt. It may be tasted upon the premises by
any person desirous of availing himself of the opportunity.
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As I intend to publish a statement of the entire process,

I shall not enter at present into further detail, but advise

every farmer of '-iOO or ;300 acres of land to plant one-

quarter-ofan-acre with the White Sik-sian Sutjar Beet, Qi\d

I will undertake to teach him afterwai'ds how to convert it,

at an additional cost of 5()s., into a substance equal to from

eight to ten quai-ters of barley malt, for brewing;, and which

will not cost altogether more than 208. per quarter. This

is no \isionary project, of which any one aiiay satisfy himself,

if he mil pay a visit to my farm at Writtle. The Yellow

Globe Mangold-wurtzel will answer, but the ilavour of the

beer is not so pleasant as that derived from the Silesian ;
but

it is, however, more productive, and more easily obtained,

and an excellent beer may be brewed from it at 10s. per

hogshead."
Ctnder Sifter.—I saw the other day, at the house of a

friend, what appeared to me a very simple and cleanly con-

trivance for sifting cindei's. It stood in his back kitchen,

and was a box, say two feet wide, two feet deep, and eighteen

inches from back to front, with a close-fitting lid, a couple

of wood handles, and two convex pieces of wood nailed on

the bottom to serve as rockers. "Within, was the sieve four

inches deep, its sides of wood, with a wu-e bottom, resting

on two ledges, upon which it slid freely from side to side,

being made four inches shorter than the width of the box.

The cinders being placed in the sieve, and the lid put on, it

was only necessaiy to rock it two or three times by pressmg

with the thumb and finger at one end of the box, and the

ash was discharged to the bottom. The operation might

take a minute, and was performed with the greatest cleanli-

ness. Its other advantages were, that the servant, instead

of being obliged to go out daily in all weathers, could sift

her cinders indoors as often as they accumulated, and the

box required to be emptied but once a week. The one I

saw was painted, but it might be made rouglily and of any

dimensions, and serve to sift mould or other materials for

potting plants iu a shed or greenhouse.—S. P., Btishmcrc.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottaqb Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Rowy London."

HovEY Ukw.—H. ir. ;V. writes to us as follows :—" Your coitcspond-

ent, ' J. B. P.,' has made some observations on this subject. In reply to

Iiart of tlicm—laurels have an exudation during four months in the year

which the hive bee delights in : some trees yield a honey dew to only

one or two species of the wild bee—the beech is one of these. The Apis

terrestris, and one other species, may be seen at this time in great num-
bers on the beecli leaves, but none of the hive bees. Wasjis are in the

greatest numbers at present on the larch, of the resinous juice of which

they seem exceedingly fond. In very hot summers the extraordinary

exudation of honey dew supplies the place of flowers ; indeed, a week of

tiiis dew is more productive of honey than a month of the finest bee-

flowers. A high temperature is required to produce honey dew in full

force. I have long observed that in cold, wet summers very little honey
dew appears. That mentioned by your Dublin correspondent, on the

laurels, is not the same sort which appears on the sycamore, lime, oak,

and fruit trees. The laurels in all seasons afford some honey to the hive

bees. The great honey dew which takes place in hot summers is quite

independent of this, and during the late thunder storms seems to have

been very general."

Destroying Thistles.—Pm^en^is asks, "What truth is there in

the proverb ?

* Cut a thistle in June,
And you cut him too soon ;

Cut a thistle in July,

And then he 's sure to die.'

If true, what are the reasons? " The proverb is correct, and easily ex-

plicable. If you cut down a thistle whilst vigorous in June, it has power
to shoot again, and to elaborate sap for fresh growth nest year ; but if

you cut it in July, after its strength is exhausted in producing its flowers,

it has neither strength nor time to effect that elaboration of sap before

the wiuter sets in, and it cither dies, or is killed by an early cutting down,
the year following.

Swarm in Stock's Place.—B. B. asks—" \\Tien a stock swarms, I

have, in four instances, placed the swarm in the place occupied by the

stock, and stopped up the stock. This plan has answered, so far as to

prevent casting (which I now consider will not take place, this being the

fifteenth day since two swarms came off). Now, in all the cases the bees

have immediately set upon the drones, hundreds of which were found

dead on the hives being unstopped. Will not this be prejudicial to the

hive being furnished only with a virgin queen ? You will see I am not

of Huish's opinion, that the queen is a virgin and mother." To this "A
Country Curate" replies

—" I do not think your correspondent, ' li. H.,'

need feel any anxiety about the success of his stock, which, when shut

up, killed their drones. That they should wish to get rid of them, under
the trying circumstances of last month, when starvation stared even the

strongest hives in the face, is not to be wondered at. It s])caks well for

the sagacity of the bees. The fact, however, is to me interesting, as

being singular. I never have shut up my bees as yet, but have let as

many join the swarm as choose, (I mean where the swarm has been
located on the old stand in the place of the parent stock), therefore it is,

perhaps, that I have never witnessed this circumstance. Have any other

of your apiarian readers, who may have given my new system a trial,

experienced anything of the kind ? I remember well, last summer, that

after the issue of a monster prime swarm on the first of June, from a
monster hive (itself an artificial swarm of 1851

;
queen then at least

two years old), holding at least ten gallons, i. c, 1^ bushel, the bees
which remained at once set about killing the drones, of whom many
hundreds were destroyed, chiefly young, though full fledged ones, while

quite enough were left—in fact as "many hundreds—for all the needs of the

hive. And I dare say "B. B." will have seen a great many drones by
this time issue from each of these hives on fine days. At all events, the

bees, depend upon it. knew what they were about. Even had all the

drones been destroyed in those identical hives, it would have mattert-d

little, provided there were common bees enough to keep up the necessary
temperature, of which there can be no doubt. Huber proved, years ago,

and I have abundantly proved this year, that drones are not requisite in

a hive which has a virgin queen, provided there are drones in the apiary

close at hand. I had ,a virgin artificial queen (reared after the process

suggested at pages 119 and 120, vol. vii , Cottage G/ ?dener, i.e., in

a glass over a hive containing some empty comb with a little honey)

hatched on the 9th of May last, the swarm having been i lade on the 27th

of April out of a nine-gallon hive, in which I had as yd seen no drones,

although there were a good many in two hives in the kitchen-garden

twenty yards off. On the 13th, I caught sight of a drone entering the

hive, I believe one that had scented his way in from one of the other

hives. On the 14th, I took away the glass in which th: young queen
had been reared before my eyes, caught her (she was a fine queen), and
examined the comb, but found not a single egg. The q leen, who I do
not think had yet left the hive, was then put back into tbs hive, but did

not, I think, begin to lay till about the 23rd. Besides this drone, I am
not aware of any having been seen in or about this artificial swarm, yet

its queen has turned out very prolific, the hive being at this moment
(July 12th) full of brood, and the bees hanging out at the entrance.

The queen of another stock, out of which another artificial swarm was
forced, a la Scudamore, on the 15th of May, also became a prolific

mother (she also having been reared artificially), although there were
scarcely any drones in the hive. I saw her myself returning home from
an excursion abroad three several times ; this was some days after her

birth. I take this opportunity of requesting those of your apiarian

readers who have tried the plan of substituting swarms for old stocks to

inform us of their success—or failure, should they have had the ill-luck to

fail. The season, however (though much improved of late), has been
very unfavourable for all late May or June swarms (whatever be the

system of management, new or old), many of which have perished from
sheer starvation in many parts of the country."

Rose-buds Dying (B. B.).—Some check at the roots, we think, was
the probable cause of your rose-buds dying off suddenly ; but, were we
on the spot, we might have been as much puzzled as yourself.

Heat for Pine-apples {An Amateur).—" Having commenced pine-

apple growing as an amateur, and wishing to obtain all the information

I could on the subject, I was told that if went to F. Middleton's, Esq.,

Park Hill, near Eckington, I should see some pines growing in great

perfection on a new plan. Accordingly I went over, and Mr. Barnes,

the gardener, very politely showed me the pines, and explained his

method of growing them. The plants are plunged in the open mould,
in a bed heated by a tank of hot water underneath, and the top-heat is

obtaineil by a flow and return pipe along the front, and the end of the

house is heated by the same pipe flowing into a cistern in the house, and
which also supplies him with warm water for his use. I asked him the

temperature he kept his bottom-heat at ; he said from 90" to 95°, and
sometimes over that; the water in the tanks to obtain the bottom-heat
was then 130°. He told me that it was a new mode of heating, and that

it had been in operation about eleven months, and nothing could do
better ; his pines did look remarkably well. He said he had cut nine
fruit, and he had now twelve more in fruit, out of thirty, which he first

planted in tjeptember last; and he has some capital successions coming
on, which he told me were only suckers in March last ; these he is growing
in the front bed in his house. 1 must tell you, bj^ the way, there is a

path through the middle of the house, dividing it in two beds, and all

last winter he grew cucumbers in the front bed; but finding the plan

answer so well for pines, he has now devoted the whole house to it, and
has put up a pit at the end of the house, twenty feet long, heated the

same, and from the same apparatus, to grow his early cucumbers in ; he

has tried it with melons this season, and has grown "them in it to great

perfection. He told me he had cut thirty fruit from four plants, and is

now growing another crop from the same plants. I must say his pines

are looking first-rate, and his succession plants arc growing like barley,

and it appears to me that the plan he has adopted is a good one ; he told

me that his master saw it last year exhibited in the Crystal Palace,

What led mc to make these observations was, I was reading Mr. Erring-

ton's article IuThe Cottage Gardener to-day, on Pine-apple Culture,

wherein he says Q0° may be harmless, or, in some cases, beneficial, yet

85^ is a more safe proceeding ; here, it appears, the plants have been

constantly kept in a temperature of Q0° or 95°, and are doing well."
In reply to your first—** Which is the best mode of heating a bed for

pines?" we answer—Tanks, or piping; being by far more certain than

fermenting materials. 2nd. " Are they best grown in pots, or in the

open mould? " This depends on the kind> and the objects of the culti-

vator; this question may not be answered iu the absiract. If the only

problem was, how to grow the largest pine, we should say, ^dant out in

accordance with nature, all other accessories to perfection being present.

But this answer is far from settling the whole question; kinds and con-

ititious urge other considerations. 3rd. " If successions have been grown

in a temperature of 90° or 95^ bottom-heat, may they be allowed that

temperature until they fruit ? " Tlie idea of setting up one standard of

bottom-heat, irrespective of the seasons and the atmospheric conditions,
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18 most preposterous. Science will not own such practices ; nature
abhors them

; and yet we meet with glaring successes occasionallv—oBpa-
tentlu the result of these bad practices. We are aware that the "pine will
endure,— It may enjoy,—95° under certain circumstances ; hut dare anvman persist in recommendinj such a thing for a pine-pit at Christmas'?
\v e think not. More of this by-and-by ; we thanit you for the due
anurded.

JIiniEWED PEAcn Teees (B. B.).-Give your peach trees a
thorough soaking of liquid manure tpresuming your case mildew)
unless you are assured the soil is already wet and stagnant; and dust
flowers of sulphur hberally over aU affected parts, repeating the dose if
washed off.

r
.

i- o

Pe.\ch - FORCING (H»/ji-oWiam»iKs1.-Peaches commenced the first
week m January should be ripe in the beginning of July. We shouldmuch tear that the syringing is concerned in producing the defect vou
allude to. Grapes it was sure to be prejudicial to.

PiTS-JIoDES OF Heating, &c. (i. B. T.).—You will find most of
your enquiries answered iii an essay by Mr. Errington. For your melons
and strawberries, we should say hot water by all means ; the form of roof
IS much a matter of choice. We should not fear to adopt a span pre-
senting east and west facings, with a walk up the centre. If you have a
pit eighteen lights long, heated by hot water, why, surely, you can make
potato pits out of it without moving a brick. We should prefer a span
propagating pit, with north and south roofs ; the north side giving a live-
feet bench, and the south a three-feet one. The back bench for cuttin-s
and the front for potted-ofif stock. This should have a canvass shade on
rollers. A walk, of course, up the centre, and the roof kept low and flatm pitch, you might go down three or four steps into it. The rest of
your plans are not well enough defined to enable us to give advice.

^
PuEASANTS' Y.oos.-Upwards and Onwards says :-' I would adviseA Correspondent and Old Subscriber,' to defer procuring these at all so

late in the season, if he intends them for breeding purposes. Pheasantsbegm to lay m April, therefore fresh eggs are very unlikely to be obtained
nowj^Uesides, there is a great deal of truth in the old distich, which

' Between the sickle and the scythe,
AVTiat you rear will seldom thrive' "

shaifbe piblESed'''"''
'^'' "•'•~'^^'° "= "^'''"S ^^^ enquiries which

White Poppy (Cad/oou).-This (Papavcr sojnniferum) can be and iscultivated largely m England, for the sake of its heads or seed-capsSles!
J on may obtain seeds out of those heads at almost any druggist's There
l»;^il,"*'r.

^^P£" of eiperiments conducted with the intention of ob-taining Opium from them, in one of the volumes of the Uuarterhi

M^lLi^-"""' f°™-'y<=1it«1 by Professor Brande The cf^tor

."diftrentf"'iv;;^
"""'""""' '^ -. ^If-K^rdy annual, but it grows but

whfriSpTa™tsi:yr"e",;irr''°"' '"' ^""" "'
"
«'""'"--•

b°st""SSrfoli'''' '%r^\f *-"». beca'uset'hat colour harm™!::
n„P v .. wi ? ^"j M?'=

f»"''^™S note "ill be a good answer to yourqueiy, \\ hich wood wdl make the most enduring stikes ' " "
It is nowabout ten years ago, that I got a number of dahlia and other flower

£|^^!he-^^&^rr';---s^^-i!
but It lasts so much longer, that it is much cheaper in the end. If you
^m^r 11 1

"" ^°'^^^' "'' = P'^"^' '" y^' valuable work, some of

rM„K™E!p"??'G?r4„fe.'^'^ '" ""= "''' """"^ stake." -JOHN

Potatoes (H.).—The very earliest variety is the trcnuine Walnuf

TuwheVe'vo-^i'crnTer^'^frt'''
'^ ""= ^"'^ ^-4.^ We'caS^^tTeUyou Where j ou can get grafts of orange-trees.

White CociiiN-CniNA Fowls — -I Npm <:„;.„^,.-a„ . • 1 <
ofnurchreH lf.i..„ 1 ^J

™' AuMcnSei- wishes tor a pair

Hprh^r, fD ,

r?iiuired any, we should venture to write to Mrs.Hertert, of Pow.ck, m Worcestershire, who has a beautiful breed ^f

fuLu^wUrhrfnuTH i/;
'^""'""^•-Nearly all that i, known of thislungus will be lound lu our second volume, especially iu No. 35.

na^"^!" ^^l'"
'" Pf'-'f''-'- (-O- y- r..).-Foz mode of applying it see

Sefrlv a,',o?f l"'
""''' "" ^"J'-d'^fi-ite reeeipt-coeoa-nutoU(which Is

ycTow ia^ H,^,
.spermaceti with a little turmeric to colour it a deep

it U »
'n„„ n

<i<^^iei. Lose no time before you apply the ointment

yoi feed ttm ^Xrlno" f'^./.'i'^'ry brown sugar'^^n'theLfooS^'lf

either got too far,th->vP^n5"^"^ "r'°.°
nutritiously the hens will

cause >'oft eggs or barxcnnes'l!'"""'""'
"' ""^ '''''"™- Either case wiU

is uTes;r'able''th.f?;°'i;'",7J-^"«'''''''"'--^"'''''"«
™i" P'^ent this, nor

theyS irg^wth i %tn,nle.,d'','L"''=°'T'' "J' "'""^ "yniptomatic'that

covered wiflmuieh dmiSL the,,""
"^ '"'/"""S ='"=• ^'^^ "' roots

with water aniSTi'qtd'Srf^wf/t' tfey^a're^grr^n';;."'''''
""" '"P'""'*

firft^ilTn eve?irfeen'',hrnh';^ ^f"'"''—
fhey are totally different ; the

anthers of7h"^crmtful'btrpS,'^t";h„"j;t'^'°» '' ""= '''^'

the^Sk'eT„::^thlro"ur^elvt*^'^^/^Srr-'^r„"'= -? -^-'

,
but It was an omission not to have stated that the poiUtry show

imagination carried us back to the days of Willi:
the distortions of Dutch gardening.

I of Orange, and all

r^r.\„,:^\ f„A~ ', u'
" """—A correspondent [J. S. Stoke) says,—" Inreply to a lady, I beg to state, our fresh water river snails are recom-mended for preventing green scum on fish-ponds."

IMPLEMENTS.-The Royal Agricultural Society have this year given

Sand u;e in'Sf infn.^ '"t,Hr% '^ "^'^ "" "' ''''' instru^mentffo?

American dit<rinTf„U
"^/'«^S'=^ ^ave also highly commended their

anTfarm latoSiefs' use! '
"'""'""^ '"""^ '•" """«"^'

RncBAED Preserving (7«rf).-If the stalks are gathered in dryweather, cut into slices as for a tart, and are then trcafed bke bottledgooseberries the slices wiU keep good until January. This we are toldbut have uot tried. *

C^i^^L?J- ^"r-"'''
<^' ^/- W'-)—Vour pea is known as the White

French T„ K , ^"7?' ™'' ^°'? ^"^^ " '' ""= Pois-a-bon.,,uet of theFrench. In botanical language, it is Pisum salhum umiellatnm and
bTvf.„%'"'"' " "^/..diftinct species. We cannot make out yourbulb even fron. your very full description. We incline to think it Orni-thogulum caudatum. but one botanical friend thinks it may be Arthro,wd,um pam^latum. UV. S.).~Yo^rstyau'ieyry is apparentlyVilmor™

,r ^°,' f-
•")•—-"'"''"'M Officinalis, formerly called Trifolium omrinalis

ftom a ,^"f°','' f"^;' ''^T' "" <^- "•'-^^ cannot recognise yoursfrom a single leaf and corolla. (A Constant Subscriber).-Tht fungus is

^e"w T7 r\°l ^'""''"1? '*^'"'^'- Destroy it in its young state bythe hoe, and it will be soon got rid of. (fewmjBKsl.-We think thepjeceof ashrub is Centaurea nlata. The others ^tJvcr^nica^UolaV.mar,tima vm-ugata; Lylhrum alatum ; Pentstemou gentianoide'svar. coccmea. What you call a Lychnis is Agrostemma coronaria, Ihl

P/,t rf,^, /
flower /.^,-e«„.i.,„ purthmium var. plmum sth^ palePnloj: deltcata i the Oaik P/dox acuti/oHa i?)

•"•[»,!

CALENDAR FOR AUGUST.

ORCHID HOUSE.

f„.™'-^'
^^ P'^n'jfu'l.v.oti all fine days, to consolidate the now fast-

Kf?^i/» •'"'""l""^"""-.
li^sK^s, dip every week in tepid water.Blocks syringe twice a day. Barkerias now growing keen verymoist till the annual growth is made; allow the air rpla/'freel? uponhem this will strengthen the plants much. DendrobJcms ; Sywill have made their new pseudo-bulbs, cease giving much water to these,and remove them into a cooler house. EpinENDRUMS in the same condition give a similar treatment to. Grammatopuyllum, a noble

cmitln,',"?'!'"""
^°j'"« °,"''"-. HfNTLEYAS, having no pseido-bulbs,

^,Z^^
to keep moderately moist and cool. Insects, diligently keepunder, or they will be a pest all the year, and be difficult to eradicate mwinter, lcelias will now be growing freely, be liberal, and use the•yringe frequently

;
if ou blocks, add a thin layer of moss to give and retainmoisture about the roots. Moistoee to the Internal aIr, continueto supply dai y. especially in the growing department. Peeisteria

?„''n^7n^'
."

f
* V,u' ''="«strial species, keep moistas long as the bulbscontinue to swell, but not a moment longer. Plants in Basketsremove into a cooler house when in bloom, or as soon a, the new growth

'holldT, „ ./'I '''"?.'%"'*? '"'''= """^^ ">''• P'eudo-bulbs qSite upshould have the benefit of a lower and drier atmosphere. Th s point

s^ar\ ^r,'"" T ".'i""*""-,'
';"='"'= 'f "">' ""^ kept moist they' wiU

and „.?,//" i"'-
""" '""""^ ,"">=. which wUl weaken stronger growth

dpi^i 'L" '"'"'l
""= '''<"""'• The success of next year's bloomdepends much upon the strength of the preceding year's growth, togetherwith ajudicioils period of rest, induced by a cool and dry trcatlncnt.

T. Applebv.

PLANT STOVE.

.ij^'^?'?"'"''i''i"u*'"'""™8:.
set out-of-doors, laying the pots on one

side, to keep the bulbs at rest, and free from wet. Aiu, giie liberallythrough the whole month, unless cold wet days intervene toward the end'.i.otti.ngs, pot oil as soon as struck, because the time is short for them toacqmre strength to carry them through the winter. Gloxinias and
liESNERAs, as they cease blooming, treat the same as Achimencs.HEAT, keep under as much as possible, but have the flues and pipes ingood order for working, as cold nights might come towards the latter
eno. INSECTS, destroy as much as possible, or they will rapidly increase
txoRAS, specimens of, top-dress and tie out, so as lo form 'handsome
bushes of a rather pyramidal form. Voung plants give a shift to b. •

stop and tie out ; moisture, supply plentifully both to the roots of the
plants, and to the internal air. Passion-flowers, and other climbers,
trim in freely, and tie them so as to allow plenty of light to descendamongst the p ants. Plants in Frames, top dress, and repot if
needful

; give plenty of air to, and water only in the mornings. .Sponge
use freely to clear the leaves from dust and insects ; this is preferable toso much syringing. Water more moderately as the days shorten.VVebds and decaying leaves remove daily. ''' *'1'. ArPLEBV.

ments
; but it i

corainenccd on the IJth.

ipechnens of thele' to^^e"!;;^?^'!?", f"*
"'shes to purchase two good

aescriptioa of them, as " topiary -work peacocks,'

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
AoKicDLAS and Polyanthuses, finish potting, b. Cinerarias,

take off slips, transplant seedlings, sow, b., for the last time this year.Laenations and Picotees, finish layering, m. ; seedlings transplant.
i..uR\!,ANTuEMpMS, layer those planted out for that purpose; pot off
cuttings

; give the last potting to all intended for blooming ; water most
abundantly and syringe daily. Dahlias, stake, tie, mulch and water
in dry weather

; cuttings of new ones may yet be struck. Fi.cnsiAS
done blooming, place out-of-doors ; save seed. Hollyhocks keep well
tied to the stakes

; cuttings of, put in heat under a frame, shade from
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j
sun till rooted. Pansies, save seed of, put in cuttings, b., for the last

time this year; transplant seedlings. Pinks, cut down old flower-
' stems; save seed of; transplant pipings already rooted, and also seed-

I

lings. Pelargoniums, cut down; give no water till they break again
;

put in cuttings; transplant seedlings; pot off cuttings already rooted.

!
Petunias, save seed from; transplant seedlings of; put in cuttmgs.

I

Ranunculuses, take up and store without fail, b., or they will

I begin to grow again. Uoses, bud b. ;
put in cuttings of; save seed.

i
Tulips, if not all talcen up, should be at once. Verbenas, peg

down ; water freely in dry weather ; put in cuttings of good kinds only ;

save seed. See that all plants in pots arc duly supplied with water, and

keep a constant look out for all kinds of vermin, T. Appleby.

FLOWER GARDEN,

Anemones (common) sow. Annuals, stick; water; clear from de-

cayed leaves, J(:c. Auriculas, shift into fresh earth; water; seedlings

prick out; sow. Beds, in which bulbous flowers have grown, fill with

annuals from pots, to flower through autumn. Biennial seedlings,

transplant. BuLBOUS-rooted flower-seeds, as bulbous Iris, &c., to obtain

varieties, sow. Bulbous roots remove or transplant ; remove and plant

offsets; plant. Carnation layers cut from old root and plant ; water

frequently; layering may still be done, b. ; card the flowers, and shade

from sun, e. Dahlias, stake ; thin the flowers. Daisies propagate.

Put in Cuttings of all flower-garden Geraniums early Double-
blossomed perennials with fibrous roots, as fine double Larkspurs, &c.,

propagate by division, e. Dress borders as required. Edgings of bos,

Ac, clip in wet weather. Evergreens may be moved, e., if wet wea-

ther ; plant cuttings. Grass, mow and roll weekly. Grass Seeds
maybe sown, e. Gravel, weed and roll weekly. Hedges, clip in

moist weather, except laurel and holly hedges. Heli
cuttings under glass in a gentle heat, b. Mignonett
Pelargoniums propag.ate by cuttings, b. Perennials, in pots and
elsewhere, will require water almost daily ; cut down flower-stalks as they

finish blooming ; seedlings transplant. Pipings of Pinks may be planted

out. PoLYANTUUSKS, sow, PoNDS keep clcar of green scum. Potted
Annuals will require water daily in dry weather. Ranunculuses,
sow

; plant in pots to bloom in November. Roses, bud ;
prune in strong

straggling shoots; cuttings of China and Tea-scented varieties plant

under hand-glasses. Roses may be budded to the end of September on
the Manetti and some Bourbon stocks. September is the best time to

bud, unless done at the end of May. Seeds, gather as they ripen. Even
those of Heliotropes and Verbenas will frequently be found to be fertile.

SuRUBBERY, cut off the bunchcs of seeds ot Laburnums and Lilacs, &c.,

to strengthen in the bloom next year ; also cut oft' the seeds of Rhododen-
drons. Sowings, to obtain varieties, had better be done in boxes. Ten-
week stock, sow, b. Tulips, and other bulbous-rooted flower-seeds,

sow. Turf may be laid, e. Verbenas, put in cuttings of new kinds, o.

Watering will be required generally in dry weather. Weeding, gene-

rally attend to. Catlings of Pcnstemons, Snapdragons, double Lychnis

and other herbaceous plants, will yet succeed, if planted

under hand-glasses. Of the China Asters, mark the finest

nd shaded
for

D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE.
Aib, give plenty night and day, especially during the former. In very

hot weather, it is often advisable to keep rather close with a moist atmos-

phere during the day, even though the sashes should be entirely removed
in the evening, to be replaced in the morning. This treatment will apply

to Heaths, Azaleas, Camellias, &c., that are now making their growth.

Those which have set their buds may be removed to a sheltered place,

and have no glass protection for a time. Budding, of all things, finish

before the wood gets hard. It may yet be done with Oranges, Camellias,

^c. Cinerarias, propagate by rooted slips, and transfer the earliest

to blooming pots. Pelargoniums : those done flowering cut down,
and now pushing again may have the soil shaken from them, be placed

in light soil, and in a close moist pit, to encourage free growth. Until

that growth has taken place, however, give little water at the roots. In

growing from cuttings, success will greatly depend in never allowing

them to stand still, but keeping them constantly, but slowly, growing.

Cut down successional plants as they get out of bloom. The fancy kinds,

if the points and old flowers are merelv removed, will flower again

before winter. Greenhouse Plants in General, if healthy, and
their wood made, will be better out-of-doors in a sheltered place than

within ; defending the pots from being too much heated in sunshine is

even of more importance than shading the tops. All Young Stock
growing freely begin to harden by exposure by the end of the moKth.
Potting : finish shifting as soon as possible, that the plants may be
feeling the outside of the pots before winter. Chrysanthemums,
Salvias, &c., for winter blooming, set in an open place fully exposed
to sun and air. The former must not be stopped any more. The latter

should alone receive final stopping and shifting. Propagation:
almost everything may now be successfully propagated. The whole of

the Succulent Geranium Family will do best on a south border.

Climbers, on the rafters, train when over rampant, but the more natural

looking the better. By and by they must be cut in to allow more light

to the plants. Gather Seeds of all desirable things as they ripen.

The propagating of half-hardy things, such as Calceolarias, may
commence about the end of the month. About the middle of the month,
sow seed of herbaceous kinds in a cool pit. Watering will not
he wanted quite so much, unless the days are very bright. In such days
use the syringe among growing plants freely in the afternoon.
tic, surface earth, and keep all neat and clean. R. Fish.

FRUIT-FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Aa long as the temperature will permit, admit Air day and night.

Allow the Temperature to range, with sun-heat, from 65° to Sh'^, and
during night from 56'^ to 6,1°. Figs, water liberally. Give the last

shifting, early in the month, to those Pines intended for early fruiting

next season ; let others follow in succession ; keep down superfluous
suckers; use abundance of atmospheric moisture. Clear ripe Grapes
from all diseased and mouldy berries; admit abundance of air. Keep
down, or, rather, keep aivay, the Red Spider, by lighting a fire on dull

days, and brushing the pipes or flues with a thin mixture of sulphur and
water. Thin freely the late crops, and water the Vines in dry weather
with liquid manure, also use mulchings. Give Peach-houses from
which the fruit has been gathered copious syringings ; and get the wood
hardened and ripened before removing the sashes. Regulate and stop

the shoots, and set the fruit on Melon plants ; use manure-water
liberally. Strike cuttings, or sow seeds, of Cucumbers intended for a
late supply. Encourage the completion of growth of all Plants in Pots
intended for forcing, and place those fully matured at the back of a north
wall. Lay Strawberries in small pots, to be shifted into larger.

Turn Baric Beds. Paint, wash. Clear out furnaces, empty and rinse

out boilers, and have everything in readiness for a cold weather campaign.
R. Errington.

Budd
ORCHARD.

G, finish, and remove bandages from that done three weeks
Remove waste shoots from stocks, especially below the bud.

Blight (American), apply the brush once more, using spirits of turpen-
tine. Aphides, still try to extirpate them in peaches, plums, &e. Bed
Spider, if this appears, dust flowers of sulphur on the back of the leaves.

Cherries, net carefully. Coccus, or scaly insect; if this appears use

soap-suds. Figs, continue to disbud, and commence stopping rambling
shoots. Vines, follow up stopping of laterals, and keep them thin ; also

thin the berries. Apricots, stop gross leaders, and keep down breast

shoots by pinching. Peaches and Nectarines, stop all gross shoots,

and keep under breast wood by the same process ; where too thick,

remove shoots altogether. Pears, remove foreright spray, thinning or

stopping the wood freely, first selecting and tying down all short-jointed

and brown-looking wood. Protect fruit with nets, &c. M'^asps,

destroy nests. Late Strawberries, water well. Alpines, reduce
runners from, and place slates or tiles beneath. Strawberries, make
plantations of early and strong runners. Raspberries (double-bear-
ing), remove all barren shoots from, and carefully train those in blossom.
Tomatoes, thin, stop, and tr.iin. Commence and complete, as soon .is

possible, all Nailing and Training, whether on walls, pales, or
espalier trellises. Gooseberries, still continue the extirpation of

caterpillars. Busn Fruit, retard by shading with mats. Grafts,
remove stock shoots from, and protect from wind waving.

R. Errington.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Particular attention should be paid to Sowing from the 1st up to the

12th of this month, as so many of our best vegetables and flowers are

produced for the next season from the sowing made at the above-men-
tioned time ; the Caulijiower only should be deferred until about the 2 1 st

of the month. Alexanders and Angelica, sow, and attend to earth-

ing-up that in growth. Artichokes, cut away the heads of, whether
required for use or not, for if allowed to run to flower they will very

much exhaust the roots. Asparagus, attend to ; keep clear from weeds
;

should any branches be falling about over pathways let them be tied up
to sticks rather than cut away. Basil, attend to; cut and dry off

steadily when in bloom. Borage, sow, and thin out growing crops, or

earth-stir and look after seeds. Borecoles, Brocolis, and Brussels
Sprouts, plant out as early as possible ; do not spare manure among
any of the cabbage tribe. Cabbages, sow of any favourite kinds ; also

a little lied Dutch for pickling ; and prick out for planting out next

month. Carrots (Early Hornj, sow on dry warm borders for early

spring use; keep the growing crops clear from weeds. , Cap5icu:ms en-

courage the growth of by earth-stirring. Cauliflowers, sow out in

open quarters, so as to have a stock of healthy sturdy plants, about the

21st to the 24th, to stand the winter; also plant,and water well. Celery,
plant out in earnest, and attend to earthing-up advancing crops in dry

weather. Cress (American), sow. Cucumbers, attend to thinning,

topping, and clearing away all decayed leaves, either in pits, frames, or

out-door crops ; cuttings may be struck of any favourite kinds for autumn
and winter growth. Endive, sow, plant, or prick in succession, and
tie up, or cover up, full grown for blauching. HERBsof all kinds, cutand
dry when in flower. Hoeing, attend to at all favourable opportunities.

Leeks, plant out. Lettuces, sow Brown Cos and Hardy Hammer-
smith, the two best kinds for general culture. Melons, give plenty of

air to ; be sparing of the water among those ripening off their fruit

;

encourage the growth of the younger crops just swelling off their fruit

with about three liberal waterings of liquid manure-water ; let it be given

steadily from the spout of the water-pot, and principally at the back

part of the beds, and not over the crowns of the plants ; and sprinkle

almost daily in hot, dry weather, at shutting-uptime. Omons, sow of

the silver-skinned kind", being most hardy, to stand the w inter ; keep the

advancing crops clear from weeds, and press down stiff-necked towards

the end of the month, as cases may require. Parsley, cut down or

transplant, or sow, and collect seed. Potatoes, if early and ripe, may
be taken up and stored away in a cool situation, for present use, in par-

ticular where the ground is wanted for some other immediate crop.

Radishes, sow, if required. Savoys, plant out as early as possible.

Seeds of all kinds, collect as fast as they ripen, or the birds will make
sad havoc among them. Sorrels, keep flower-stems cut away.

Spinach, sow, of the prickly seeded kind, in well prepared borders

;

and sow in drills ten inches apart. Sweet Marjoram, see Basil,

Turnips, sow, of the little early kinds, any time during the month, .ind

attend to thinning and hoeing advancing crops. Should the weather he

very hot and dry, Wafer thoroughly previously to sowing the various

seeds, and if a little shading could be given from ten to three in the

afternoon, until the plants arc up, all the better. T. Weaver.
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Christ Church, City of London.— July 29lh, 1852,
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" That it is agreed by compositions tliat tlie Fellowship

of the roulterers shall serve the Kiug's Majesty
i
Henry

Yin.) with these kinds of poultry stiitF following, on the

price as here after appeareth."

" Pecoliks, old, the pece, 2s.

Pechykks, the pece, lid.
Capons of gr(owtb) of the best, the pece, aod.
Capons good the pece, l-ld.

Capons the pece, 8d.

Hennes of gi'(owth) the pece, 7d.

Grene Gesse from Ester tyll mydsommer, tlie pece, 7d.

Geese grett (great) from mydsommer tyll shroftyde, the
pece, 8d.

Eggs from Ester to BIyghelmas, IGd. (the dozen.)
E.ggs from Myghelmas tyll Ester, 'iOi\. (the do.i^en.)

"

Passing over Tusser's Five Hundred Points of Hus-
bandnj, which barely touch upon the subject of poultry,

we come next to Jiarnaby Googe's translation of Hcrcs-

bach's Four llookes of Hushuiuhie, published in 1.j78.

The text of Heresbach is no more than a compound
from the works of Cato, Varro, and Columella, but

Googe introduces some additions, one of which we shall

separate from the less interesting contents :

"\'om- Henne houses must bee made in that parte of
yom- house, as lieth in the Winter lowardc the risyng of the
Sunne, and iojuyng as nere as maie be to some Iville, (juen,
or Chimney, or to the Kitchhi, so as the smoke maie come
umnngeste them : for smoke is verie holesome for tliis kinde
of foule. And that was (I thiulie) the cause that the old
people made choise in their f|uitrenlos of smoke Hennes, as
of the besle, a< it appeareth by olde KentaUes. Lette the
front of your Henue house stande alwaies towardes the
Easte, and to that coasto let the doore open. Let the inner
roomes bee well furnished with Loftes and Lathers, and
small windowes opcnyng Eastward, at which your I'oultrie
maie tlee out in the mornyug, and come into the roust at
night. Looke that you make them close at night, and let
the windowes bee well lettised for feai'o of Vcrmine. Let
your nestcs and lodgynges, bothe for laiyng and broodyng,
bee orderly caste, and against euery neste and roustyng
place, place steppes and boordes to come up by,, making
them as rough as maie lie, that the Hennes uiiiie take good
hold when thei flee up to them, and not by tlieir ouer
snioothenesse, bee forced to flutter and hurte their Egges.
It shall not bee araisse, if you piu-getto the house bothe
within and without with good Tlaister, wliereby neitliei'

WeeseU, nor other burtfuU Vennine maie enter in. Boorded
lloore are not for foule to rouste upon, whiche almoste all

Idnde of Eirdes refuse, because of the hurte that thei
receiuc by their dounge, whiche if it cleaue to their fecte,
breedclli the Goute. And therefore to roust upon, you
must iiud>(' lliem perches, which Culumclla would, should be
madr t.n\ri' s.|uare: but it is belter to haue them rouiule,
su dial Uiei lir not too smoothe for them to take holde by.
Let tlie Perches reache from one side of the wall to the
other, so as thei stande from the floore a foote in height,
and twoo foote in distaunce one from the other: and thus
haue you the fashion of your Henne house. The Courte
where thei goe, must bee cleaue from douug and durtinessc,
not hauyiig water in it, sauyng in one place, and that must
be verie faire and cleane : for if it bee pudled, or durtie,
it brcedeth (as I saied before) the Pippe. To keepe tlieir

water cleane, you maie haue faire eai-theu, or stone vessel,
or trongbes of Wood, couered in the toppe, in the whiche
there muste bee seuerall holes so liigge, as the bed of the
foule maie easely enter : for if yon should not keepe them
thus couered, the Poultiie would in their drinkyng defile
and poison it with their douug. Their meate muste be
given them betimes in the morning for straiyng abroade,
and a little before night, tliat thei maie come the tymelier
to their reste. Tliose that bee in the Coope, must (as
Columella saiethj be fedde thrise in the dale: the others
must be used to an acquainted voice, that thei maie come at
the caliyng. The numl)(>r must liee well marked : for tliei

sone decciuc their keeper. Beside, you muste haue rounde

aboute by the walles, good plentie of duste, wherein thei
maie bathe and proine them selves: For as the Swine de-
lighteth to wallowe in dirte, so dooeth this kinde to bathe
and tumble in the duste. And this is (I thinke) almoste al

that is, to be saied of Pidleiu."

FORSYTH MSS.

Tiiic letters of the next person eminent in the republic of

science, which occur among these manuscripts, are a

few—would they were more—from Fp,.\ncir Masson. He
was of French extraction, but being well skilled both in

the botanical and cultural knowledge applicable to

garden plants, be was enrolled among the number of

the Royal gardeners at Kew, and was the first, in modern

times, we believe, despatched under royal patronage

from England especially for the piu'pose of collecting

from other lands their floral novelties. The first region

he was required to examine was the Cape of Good

Hope, and the results of his researches arc narrated in

the 06th volume of the Philosophical Transactiuiis. A
contemporary thus epitomises the narration :—

•

" Our botanical traveller, in his first journey, which

was performed in Dec. 177^, and Jan. 17 » 3, went as far

as Schwellendam, a place about 150 miles N. E. from

the Cape Town ; but, finding the season too far spent

for making any considerable collections, returned back

to the Cape by the same i-oad he went. He was at-

tended by a Dutchman, and a Hottentot, who drove his

waggon, which was drawn by eight oxen—the manner
of travelling there. In this journey, however, he col-

lected the seed of the many beautiful sjiecies of Ericce,

which have succeeded so well in the Royal Garden

at Kew.
" His second journey, begun in Sept. 1773, was per-

formed in company with Dr. Thunberg, a native of

Sweden, who was sent out by the Dutch to collect jilants

at the Cape, and is now on that errand iu the East

Indies. In this journey, which lasted four months and

fourteen days, our travellers were veiy successful iu

their botanical researches, collecting many plants and

shrubs that were new, but which were dearly purchased,

considering the fatigues and dangers here recounted.

And probably neither they nor their plants would have

been heard of more, had not the servants been wiser

than their masters, by refusing to advance farther, or to

venture among the Cafires, a savage race, who, they

said, would kill them, were it only to get the iron be-

longing to their waggons.

"In bis third journey, Dec. 17 74, ilr. i\Iasson pro-

ceeded as far as the last Dutch habitation, o-'iO miles N.

from the Cape, and then changed his coiu'se, going

S. E. On the whole, he has reason to congratulate

himself on being now safe in Kew Gardens—escaped

from torrents and precipices-—from deserts and lions;

and as to the succulent plants and aromatic shrubs thus

procured, we cannot help comparing them to the water

of Bethlehem, which three iiiiylilij men drew, in jeopardy

of their lives, and which David therefore, though he had

longed for it, nevertheless would not drink, hut poured il

out unto the Lord." (2 Sam. xxiii. 16.)
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Jlr. llassou remained at the Cape moro tlian twenty

years, for the following letter is tlatod there on the

15th of May, 1793 :—

MB. F. JIASSON TO MR. FORSYTH.

A few clays ago T received a letter, dated Jlay, ITfll, from
T. Hadley Swain, secretary to the Natural History Society,

of which I am an unwortliy member. I liave long liad a

sincere desire to contribute something, hut my constant

ntl.^ntion lias been in botanical researches, niul the animals
111' ihis counfa'y are, I believe, pretty well Itnowu. The
lisliis here, I believe, are little laiown, and would be some
ii.hlition to natm'al history. I have collected many of them,
and made some dramngs ; if they can contribute anything
to the advancement of science they will he much at their

sernce. I am busy at present describing and drawing the

Slaiirlias, of which I have discovered about thirty new speci-

mens, and I believe that there are many more, but they

grow at such a distance from the Cape, and in so imfre-

quented jilaces, that it is very difficult to find them out.

We have had a ship here from Port .Jackson for provi-

sions ; by the aceoimts by her the place is not so bad as it

has been represented. Captain Paterson returns from
Norfolli Island there.

I send this by Mr. fioodsm.an, a British officer, with a
small chip box containing two siienimens of a large species

of Chiton, whicli I do not remember to have seen before. I

beg yo>i will iiresent tliem to the Society for their inspection.

The collection of the suoculout genus to whicli he

alludes in the above letter, was depicted and described

in a work he published at Loudon in 179G, entitled,

Stapeli(B Nova. Like other searchers after the natural

treasures of foreign lands, the love of change, the desire

for discovery, and impatience under restraint, predomi-

nated over all other considerations ; and, after a year's

residence in England, with the king's permission, he

sailed to America. One or two letters from him, dated

Montreal, at the close of 1801, occur among these manu-

scripts, but they allude to no subject of importance, nor

were his researches in the far west compensated by any

discoveries at all to be compared with those which

rewarded him at the Cape. From North America he

proceeded to the West Indies, and died there, in the

island of Montserrat, at the close of 180(1, iu the (iith

year of his age.

GOSSIP.

Messrs. Wf.eks and Co., of King's Eoad Nursery,

Chelsea, have the following Water Lilies doing well in

an open heated pond :

—

Nympluca dcntata, N. cijanca,

N. earulea, N. rubra, N. alba, N. hybrida, Victoria regia,

Limnocliaris Hiimboldlii, and Aponoyeton distachyon.

The six first flowering nicely.

Our respected correspondent, .S'. P., Buslimerc, having

recently visited the Channel Islands, says

—

"One of the first things which attracled my notice, on
landing in Jrrscy, was a printed bill, announcing the Royal
Jersey FhnniilitirnI JLihibitloit. This was held, July Iith
and 15th, in til. ( itilr .Market, at Minden Place. On en-

tering, the pimiIii.-umh, were seen airanged under the colo-

nade, which forms three sides of the square, affording both
slmde and space to the visitors. On the second day was a
ilejeiincr at half-past four, to which parties were admitted
by tickets at five sliillings each.

" In Veyelnbtrs, with the exception of being foi-warder for

the season than with us, there was nothing remarkable; the
lettuces and potatoes were, however, decidedly fine.

"The Friiils were belter. A mixed basket belonging to a

Mr. J. Kobin, of Petit Menage, containing a pine apple in

the centre, and surrounded by grapes, ciu'rants, goosebennes,

Jfcc, attracted much attention, and obtained a first prize.

Apricots, peaches, cherries, strawberries, raspberries, were

good, but our English cultivators of these fruits havo nothing

at present to fear from the .Tersey gardeners. A new cherry,

which was exhibited liy Mr. B. Saunders, one of their lead-

ing nurserymen, and called Ulcrveilh D'Hollnnilr, elicited

considerable praise.
" The Floirers were not up to those of many of onr

English provincial exhibitions, either in variety or perfec-

tion of cultivation. The specimens of Heaths, Calceolarias,

Geraniums, and Pansies, Were second-rate; Celosias, Ixoras,

and Carnations, good ; and the show of annuals, biennials,

and perennials, with the exception of a stand of capital Sweet

Williams, were few and inferior, probably owing to the heat

and drjTiess of the season ; this affected also the roses, of

which there were but few. Three large bouquets of cnt

(lowers, upon tables in the centre pavilion of the square,

were the best things in the exliibition; here, also, was the

band of music, witli seats placed round for the visitors, who
were said to be not so numerous as on foi-mer occasions.

" To the lovers of flowers, Jersey offers many attrac-

tions in its prettily-cultivated suburban gardens ; here the

plants assume a vigour of gi-owth and perfection seldom

attained in England. Climbers of various kinds cover the

verandas, and fronts and ends of many of the houses;

whilst Geraniums, Fuchsias, and "Verlienas, display their

beauties in full luxuriance under and up tlie sides of the

windows: and, as an example of the mildness of the

climate, I noticed, in one of tiie gardens at St. Heliers, a

yellow Calceolaria, named by the owner and raiser Cnpensis,

about sixteen feet round, three feet high, dense in foliage,

and -nith at least 'iOO flowers upon it, in fine corymbous

heads, of tiie size of large oranges ; it had stood out in the

open gi-ound, without protection, for the last seven years.

In another gai-dcn, at St. Aubins, my atteution was caught

by an Hytlramjea, full thirty-six feet round, four feet high,

circular in form, and having at least -.iOOO flowers—a com-

plete dome of purple. The gentleman in whose garden, or

rather court-yard, it grew, said he bestowed no particular

attention upon it, beyond cutting out in the spring the dead

flowers and some of the old wood ; it grew in the ordinary

soil, which is a debris from the granite rocks in the vicinity,

and as tlicse appear to contain much forrngiuous matter, it

may probably account for the almost universally blue colour

of the Jersey Hydraugeas.
" Canialioiix and Pinks are another class of flowers much

cultivated in the Jersey gardens, and many of the clioicer

collections of these are truly splendid. 'I'wo shiUings per

hundi-ed was the price asked me by one of the best growers

for young seedling plants, and I brought away as many as I

could find room for in my carpet bag. Phloxes do not

appear to do well with them ; the colours run ; in other

words, they want distinctness and brightness ; a circum-

stance perhaps attributable to the hot sun, and dimness of

the soil; but floriculture in Jersey appears to owe less to

skilful cultivation than to its genial climate. The taste of

the people turns more to fruit and vegetables. The Char-

montel pear, apples, figs, &c., so crowd the gardens, that

nothing short of the natural capabilities of the island could

insure the perfection to which so many things attain. The
Jerseif tree-cabbayc often occupies much space ;

from the

stems of these wallcing-sticks are made ; and when dried and

polished they are light and handsome. Fuchsias assume

the character of small trees ; at least, I saw some ten and

twelve feet high, with stems as thick as my wrist.

"The walks and rides in Jereey are delightfully romantic.

Its clifls and bays, its shady lanes (the latter forming a com-

plete network over the island) ; its numerous orchards, with

the pretty Jersey cows tethered under the shade of the trees

;

its rustic farm-houses and ornamental cottages in which the

English chiefly reside, are met with at eveiy turn. The
hills, in addition to their inland and sea views, abound in

many wild plants ; amongst them I noticed Harebells and

Alpine Pinks of two or three colours, the Lotus coriiinilaliis

Ceiilaiireas, &c.; the latter bloom on the tops of the stone-

walls in conjunction w-ith the Aiilirrhiiium and Berl Valerian,

displaying their blossoms above the dense mass of creepers

tliat clotlie their sides. Occasionally may be seen ariiong

the heaths the beautiful and hannless eniei'ald green lizBvd
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s|iorlinp; in the sun (niitl rostrifitecl in its locality in Englnml,
[ In-lii'vo, to IJlackliralh ) ; these, aud the many inseot tribes,

I'unii^li aljnndant interest and pleasure to the tonrist and
lover of natural liistory.

"Tlie fruit, vegetable, and fish markets of St. Heliers will

well repay a visit, not omitting even the cattle market, in

which may lie seen the beautiful Jei'sey cows, led about by
women with lialters, who act the part of vendors. A pair
of these tractable animals we brought away on board our
steamer. By the address affixed to their horns, I saw they
were for some gentleman in Connecticut, United States, and
thoroughly pitied them, both for their change of homo and
their voyage."-—S. P., liiishmcre.

Another correspondent says—
" I made a mistake in stating the Sliiiiilun/ Pyrus Japonica

to be twelve feet high, and, tlierefore, wish to correct it. The
one I have is on its own roots, and has sevei-al stems rising
from the soil. It is ten feet within an inch or two, and is

seven feet in diameter at the base, and trained as a pyramid.
I expect to see it much higher than it now is ; when I took
it in hand, it had been left to run wild,' and though then a
splendid specimen, nothing compared to its jiresent appear-
ance. This last season it was a mass of flowers from the
ground to the top, and was a most gorgeous sight. It is a
very old tree. One against a treUis, which has only been
planted four years, is twelve feet high, and was it not
stopped on account of a Wistaria running above it, would
grow higher."

—

Evesham.

The wetness of June seems to have been very pro-

motive of vegetable diseases connected with the de-

velopment of fungi. The Potato disease is very virulent

upon tlie leaves in Devonshire, Cheshire, aud Hamp-
shire ; but wo liave not heard of any serious attack

upon the tubers. If we have a dry August we think the

loss will be small. Wherever the haulm is turning
yellow we recommend the crop to bo taken up, aud
stored forthwitli in a diy shed, aud in dry earth, ashes,

or sand. We are sorry to find, also, the Vine mihleic

very prevalent in Hampshire.

It ap])ears from tlie returns prejiared by the Tioard of

Trade, that during the five montlis ended llie' "itb of
June last, we imported no less tliau 53,:i'?H,(i7f, eggs, the

whole of which were entered for home consumption. Of
these, two-thirds were delivered to supply the London
markets. The average monthly consumption of foreign

eggs is 15,000,000, We hope to see tlie day when this

importation shall cease, owing to the more general keep-
ing of jioultry.

Tlie following is a list of tlie Horticultural and
Puullry Shows of which we are at ])resent aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, aud giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HORTICUI.TUKAL SHOWS.

Ali,end.\i,e, Sept. 11th. {Sees., G. Dickinson and G, .T.

French.)
Bath, Sept. ICth. (Sec. 11. T. St. John Maide, Esq

)

Beidcewater, Sept. 32. {Sees., Mr. J. Leaker and Jlr.
J. Hayward.)

BmoG, Sept. 1.5th. {Sec. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun,)
Bury St. Edmunds, Sept. 10 (.4bbey

) ; Nov. 'JC (Chry-
santhemums). (S.;c. G. P. Clay, Esq )

Caledonian (Inverleith liow), Edi'iiliurgh, Au" 7 Sent "
Dec. 2. ° ' ' ' '

Cheltenham, Aug. 2G.
Clapham, Sept. 11.

CiiLCHESTER aud East Essex; Sept. 8, at the Rev. T.
Hound's grounds, Holly Trees, All Saint's.

Dunn ur, Sept. S.

]'.nii'Ai;sim:E ( I'Iastern), Sept. \.> (Arbroath),
GHn,;..w, Si'jit, II).

1 Iai.if.ix, August IM, (See. E. riiolmnn).
Hampshire, Sept. 9 (Southam]iton), Nov. l.s (Winches-

ter). (Sec. Kev. F. Wickham, Winchester.)
IIexuam, Sept. 15, 10.

Hull, Sept. 10.

Kirkcaldy (Fifeshirc), Sept. 9.

Lincoln, Sept. 14.

Liverpool, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).
London Floeicultural (E.\eter Hall, Strand), Aug. lOt,

•U, Sept. 14+, 28, Oct. 12+, Nov. !)+, 23, Dec. 14+.
JIaidstone. In-door Show. Sept. 8. (Sec. Mr. J. G.

Smith, Week-street.)
Mid Calder (Parish school-room), Sept. 10.

Newbury, Sept. 3.

North London, Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum.
North,\mpton, Sept. 27, Dahlia.
Oxfordshire (Eoyai.), Sept. 23. (Sees., C. Tawney and
W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

Peeeleshire, Sept. 14th. (Sec, J. Stirling.)

I'oxTEL.isD (Newcastle-upon-Tyne), Sept. 8. {Sec. Piev.

.T, M. St. Clero Raymond,)
South Devon Botanical and Horticultitral, Sept. 7.

(Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.)
South London (Uoyal), Aug. 10+, Sept. 2+, 8, Oct. 14+,

Nov. 11+, Dec. i)+, Ifi.

SlIAClCLEWELL, Sept. 1.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-
well), Sept. 15, Dahlia.

Trowrridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. 25.

Turriff, Aug. C, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, Sept. 17, Dahlias.

POULTRY SHOWS.
BlRHINOHAM AND MiDLAND COUNTIES, lltll, L'ltll, Uilll,

and 17th December.
Bristol .\griculti'ral, December 7th, 8th, and !)th,

(See. .James Marmont.)
Bury and Kadci.iffe (Lancashire), Sept, 3 (Eadclitfe).

Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Birming-
ham. (Sees. Rev. \V. W. Wingfleld, Gulval ^jca^age,
and E. H. Eodd, Esq,)

LnERPooL, Sept. 23.

t For seedlings only.

STRAWBERRY PLANTING.
We take blame for not pointing to this important

procedure sooner; not that it is too late, but that in

order to obtain a fine crop the first year the runners
should be got out by the middle of July, or sooner, if

obtainable. The providing good and early runners is,

therefore, no trifling affair ; so important, indeed, that

the success of the next season is principally dependant
upon tlieir quality and earliness. By tliis, it is plain

that it is not wise to leave the production of runners for

planting entirely to chance, inasmuch as seasons differ
;

aud in some dry springs and summers, we have known
it difficult to obtain them well rooted until September,

In our younger days, wo used to plant detached beds
purposely for breeders, so tliat the kinds being far apart

could not by any possibility become introduced ; and,

after all, there is no better practice. One row was put
in the centre of a four-feet bed, the jilants six inches

ajiart only; and each side of the bed was cased over in

the beginning of April with a good coating of half-

decayed mulch for the runners to nestle in. It was the

practice to water frequently whilst the runners wore ex-

tending, through the month of June ; and, by such
means, abundance of fine runners were, in all seasons,

available by the beginning of July. Now, this we
recommend to every amateur who loves distinctness in

bis kinds, and simplicity in practice. It is gratifying

to observe how speedily the runners become rooted by

contact with the mulch—they are plants directly—and
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ill renioviil, a nice little liall ndlieres to tliem, ofeminent
service in j,'iving the young plant a start.

It is the jtractice, with many, to go over the rnnners

betimes, and to place a stone on each required for new
])liintations ; and a very good plan it is ; some, however,

go farther, and plunge small pots with prepared conijjost

in them, laying one runner on llie surface of each, and
placing a stone on the runner to load it. This is, in-

deed, the highest practice of all, but we fear few find

time to carry it out. The plants may thus be planted

with nice balls free from all checks. I'ersons possessing

small gardens, and who attend to such miuutiaj llum-

sehcs, having little else to engage theb' time, may carry

out such objects in liigb style ; but with gardeners in

the country the ease is far otherwise. There is so much
mowing, sweeping, cropping, kitchen - serving, fruit-

gathering, flower-tying, potting, watering, blight-doctor-

ing, slug-hunting, &c., that the gardener is obliged to

adopt what are vulgularly termed, " cut-and-ruu" plans;

and, on the old maxim, "set a thief to catch a thief," a

man who has passed bis lifetime amid such turmoils is

pretty well qualified to advise concerning economy of

labour.

It may here be observed, with regard to the special

bed plan, lirst described, that, as soon as the runners
have extended some throe to four feet, the points may
be chopped off with the spade ; this, by preventing
fartlier extension, strengthens the reserved runners,

and enables the planters to get at them without tramp-
ling.

Modes ql' Planting.—Everybody knows that it is very
common to hear the exclamation—" My strawberries

run too much to leaf." Now, it sounds very well, and
looks pretty on paper, to meet with slashing details

about plenty of manure, &o. ; but those things require

some cool discretion in their application. Besides the

jjossible waste of manurial matters, there may come
the disappointment—expensive disappointment! We
hear talk of market gardeners using so much manure,
that, fancying all circumstances alike, folks are but
too apt to cause a " run " upon the muck heap, thereby

endangering its credit, totally regardless of the sayings

of our latter day politicians, tliat " the cost of production
must be lessened." I,et it not be supposed that we re-

pudiate the benefit of manure ; far from it. We set as

high a value on our ordinar\" manure as anybody, not
only for its enriching properties, but for the great value

of the organic materials it is capable of imparting to

hard-tilled and exhausted soils. It so happens, that

very little of the power of selection as to soil is left to

small gardeners, or we could at once suggest what arc

the best of all soils for the strawberry. It is well known
that it prefers a loamy soil—a deep, sound, yet mellow
upland loam. Tlie majority of soils, however, where
the strawberry must he planted, are such as belong to

our ordinary kitchen-gardens—a friable, loose, darkish

material, which has long siuco forgotten its origin.

A slight amount of adiiesiveuess we hold to be a
benefit to the strawberry, or, to speak guardedly, that

character, which in gardening language is termed
"sound," in contradiction to a loose, friable, blow-a-way
earth. Where soils are of the latter character, means
should be taken to alter the staple itself, independent of
manurial application. ilarl, where it is near, is a
capital application for loose and hot soils, and as our
CoTT.\OE GAnDKN'ER travels in all directions, and has to

advise under almost every existing condition of soil and
circumstance, it requires something in the way of advice
to carry out its duties and its objects.

We have known loose, black soils, on which strawberry
culture had signally failed, made to produce them in

abundance by the application of clay marl. It is very
probable that chalk, where obtainable, would be bene-
ficial as part dressing; strong loam, also, may be libe-

rally emiiloyed ; or even clay, if the others cannot be ob-
tained. Tills advice, of course, applies simply to the
correction of the staple for permanent plantations ; but
what is termed ' the frequent runner si/stem" is the best
policy. We heartily pity those who witness the decline
of old plantations, year by year, without an eftbrt to

renew their stock. This is a sad waste of laud ; and
wlien it is taken into consideration bow very desirable
it is to change the site for crops fre(piently, in further-
ance of a proper rotation, the omission becomes doubly
pernicious as to its etFeets on a gardening system. Of
course, in making what is termed a new plantation, to

remain three or four years, some manurial matters are
necessary, and, above all, deep digging. The soil

should be half-a-yard in depth, if possible. Our practice

has been to work fresli manures in the lower poi-tion of

the trenoli, for durability, and to introduce a more de-

cayed material within a foot of the surface. This " sets

the plant on its legs " betimes, and in a twelvemonth's
time, the manure becoming somewhat exhausted, the

plant is prevented becoming gross at the period it is

most inclined to do so. The amount of manure must,
of course, be regulated by the condition of the soil. It

is almost needless to observe, that if the stajile of the
soil is too adhesive, opposite means must be taken to

correct its tenacity. Here, sandy materials, old lime
rubbish, cinder-ashes, or other burnt materials, sandy
heath soil, &c., with the addition of lime, may be called

to the aid of the planter. The larger sorts, as the

British Queen, Goiiah, Keen's Seedling, &c., should be
allowed nearly three feet between the rows, and the

plants placed one foot apart, with the design of cutting

away alternate plants in the second season.

Thus much for the old practice of permanent planta-

tions : we come now to what we consider a superior

practice. When wo take into consideration the length

of time that must elapse from the founding a new planta-

tion in July, to the fruiting of the plants, and the extent

of ground occupied, it becomes a question, whether the

plants could not be encouraged as mere nursery subjects

for a portion of the time, thus enabling the cultivator

to work other crops for awhile. JNIarket gardeners mag
spare their acres for stiindard plantations, but most
small private gardens are of so limited a character, and
the demands on them so multifarious, that the occupying
even a pole or two of ground from strawberry planting

time to November, or Eebruary, with young straw-

berry plants, becomes a serious encroachment on the

vegetable cropping. That strawberry-runners, pricked

out in the early part of .July, ou rich soil, in an e.x-

posed situation, and removed to their fruiting quarters

in the end of October, or even in the early part of the

ensuing February, u-ill produce a. Jirst-rale crop, we are

well assured, having long practised it; and this is tlie

course we recommend to the readers of this work. If

the old plantation mode be adopted, every one is

tempted to introduce other crops between the rows, " to

make the most of the ground," as it is termed ; and the

mischief that occurs through trampling, &c., is always

considerable. Select, then, we say. a sunny plot; if a

wall-border, so much the better. Wake the surface, for six

inches in depth, rich with old maiunial matters; and
prick the young ]ilants out here as a nursery, at about

eight or nine inches apart. They must be liberally

watered until thoroughly established, and growing

strong, and, of course, all weeds kept under ; and by

the end of October they will be found to be stout, com-

paot plants, with firm buds.

In this practice we lay much stress on the gi-ound

being shallow, rich, and fully exposed to the whole day's

sun. The shallo\\Ticss recommended may astonish

some; but, in such cases, we must banish preposses-

sions, and see whether, having chalked out a defi-

nite object, the means are really adapted to the end
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in view. And what is the object? Why, to obtain

an early, qiiick-gvown, and stout plant, which, by an
early cessation of growth, shall organise a plump and
well-ripened bud. The three first points are gained

by early runners and rich soil ; and the latter is in-

duced by shallowness, whereby the plant, having ex-

hausted its rotten manure, and the fibres being in con-

tact with the poor and hard soil beneath, is hastened

into a state of partial rest, or, more properly speaking, a

high degree of elaboration is induced. This practice,

at first adopted as a rational theory, has been amply
confirmed in practice, and leaves, in our opinion,

nothing to bo desired. The very best time to remove
these to their final destination is the end of October;
and they must be removed cnrefxlh/, with compact balls

of soil, the ground having been duly prepared for their

reception. They will lay hold of the new soil imme-
diately, and the slight check experienced, just serves to

prevent an undue production of foliage in the ensuing
spring. R. Eiuungtox.

BEDDING GERANIUMS.
I w.^ToriED nt ail the London groat exhibitions for

tliis useful class of plants, and I saw, on the whole,
more than I expected to meet with ; some old ones, of

which I had no previous opportunity of comparing
together, as the diflerent varieties of Geraniums which
take after Lucia rosea, pleased me nnich ; tlien the new
variegated ones ; after them the sport from PiailematKm
ruhettenis, now called Wdmore's Surprise; and lastly,

and for some gardens the best of the season, a real

scarlet Ivy-leaved Oeraiiimn. This new " Ivy-leaf"

was exhibited at Ohiswick, and at Regent's Park. 1

did not learn how the judges dealt witli it.

Let us take them in tlie order here sot forth

—

Princess

Alice, Hyilrangi flora, 'Tom 2'humh's Bride, and Rosea
cnmpacta, are all varieties from Lticia. rosea, or fi'om

ISIrs. Rodham's Pet. With the exception of the first.

Princess Alice, which I received direct from Mr. Ingram,
Her Majesty's head gardener at Windsor, who raised it,

I did not grow any of these; so that my estimate of

their respective merits is taken from the single' plants

exhibited. Princess Alice has the best flower, and
comes neai'est in leaf to Lucia rosea, with a higher and
better colour. Hydraiuiiflora had more trusses, and
more spreading flowers, but the truss and flower were
smaller than in the Princess

; yet, for a bed, box, or

vase, I should say the smaller were the best of the two,

because, with the very same habit and style of flowering,

I never saw anything come up to Judy, treated on
Harry Moor's plan. Tom Thumb's Bride is third in

order for flowers; but they again were more numerous
than on either of the others, and as numbers go befoi-e

quality, with some people, I must leave others to deter-

mine which of the three to choose ; for my own part,

I would grow the tln-ee, and throw away lAicia rosea,

and Mrs. Rodham's Pet, a kind which is hardly known
about London, but it is as old as Lucia, and was first

sent out from Colchester, and it liad a prize at Ipswich
before Lucia got any prize at all. Rosea compaeta is

certainly a very pretty thing ; the liabit or growth is

dwarf, the loaves small, smooth, and shining, like those

of some plain scarlet, and the flower is of a deepicr rose,

as in Lucia rosea, but without any white. For a low
pink bed, if it stands the sun well, it will match with
the pink Ivy-leaf, and so increase the number of kinds
of plants which one can get into an arrangement of

beds without increasing the number of colours; and
this was always a groat point witli us at Shrubland
Park. Indeed, it often happens, that one has to plant
four corner beds, or, at any rate, four beds in some part
of a geometric figure, and that they all must be of the

same height, and also of the same colon-. Then, in-

stead of planting the four with one kind of plant, which
|

is the shortest and easiest way for the gardener, ladies
,

are always more pleased to find four different sorts of

the same habit and colour to fill up the bed, and when
that cannot be had. they must have them in pairs, two
and two. No one, without being cock-eyed, would plant

|

four match beds with three kinds of plants, let them
I

come ever so near in colour and in height. The same
j

rule holds good in the drawing-rooms, when plants are

placed there in all parts of the house the same, and also

in conservatories. People who take their notions of

flowering a house or room from a London route, where
plants are " furnished " at so much a score, are satisfied

if the house is full of flowers placed anyhow ; and it is

much about the same in their flower-gardens; but

people of taste would often rather go without flowers i'or

a time, than have them placed stupidly about without

order or arrangement. These are the readers who value

hints about match plants, or beds, or plans of flower-

gardens, and for such, Rosea compaeta will come in

useful to match the old Ivy-leaf. It must be re-

collected, however, that I have had no experience

of its growth, and that t may be deceived in it

altogether.

"Ml-. Kinghorn's new variegated Qeranimns are cer-

tainly very nice things in tlio flower-garden. The one
called Attraction is particularly so, and in leaf comes
nearest to the O'olden Chain in interest; between the

white and green, in the centre of the leaf, comes a

brownish-purple ring, making three distinct colours in

each leaf; and if this peculiarity holds on under a full

sun, and a free system of bedding growtli, this sort will

be as much sought after as the Golden Chain. I once

had the same marking on a seedling, but it would not

stand in an open border; and I well recollect having

had some cuttings of a variegated geranium from Bath,

some of which turned this way while in the cutting-pot,

and my foreman, Mr. Cole, of Oldford, near Birming-

ham, bad a good laugh at my expense, for believing that

two kinds of variegated were sent us ; but we both

failed in stamping the mark on any of the plants. The
marking on Attraction seems much better, and looks

as if it would stand under all treatment.

IJ'ilmore's Surprise is a very rich and gay bedder. It

is tlic fourth variety we have of the Diadematum breed,

and is itself a sport from Diadematum ruheseeiis. It is

the one that was talked of two years since as having

been supposed to be a cross between a hollyhock and a

geranium. If it flowers as freely as Diadematum or Dia-

dematum ruhescens, it will far surpass all the bedding

ones of the race of old ones. The Messrs. Lee, of Ham-
mersmith, had six or seven plants of it at the Regent's

Park Sliow, and they looked all that one could desire.

I have also flowered it myself, and it is the same as the

one I called il/o«s^ros»Hi—a name which I must give up

—

but visitors woifld not let my poor plants show what
tliey could do, and I know no more of it; but all

admirers of the race of bcddcrs ought to have it for

next year.

I could not hear to whom the new Scarlet Ivy leaf

belonged, but I saw it twice, and there can lie no

mistake about it. Ft nuist be the most valuable seedling,

or sport, lor the terrace and geometric flower gardener

that has been got these ten years. I heard of it last

autumn, but I took it as said to be, from the pink ivy-

leaf, and that I knew could not be, because that is per-

fectly barren; it is from the other section or species,

the one represented by the Trailing White Ivy-leaf, and

if it runs as much as the white, it will he still more

useful. It was called Fitness Seedling, or Filue.is Ivy-

leaf, 1 forget which.

Ueianiums, like vines, and many florists' flowers,

are so altered by difl'erent soils, that what is flrst-rute

in one district, may be not worth growing in some other
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Incalitios not far oil'. A great florist, who planted

out nearly five luindi'cd kinds of geraniums, and who
gave me a kind invitation to go and see them, writes me
this morning, that all the Fancies have so far failed with

him, that they will not he fit to be seen before next
Septembrr. He has them on clay, and he tells me of

another great florist who has them in light sandy
soil, and they are looking very well ; to this 1 can add
my own mite, and say, if this light soil was over chalk

it would ho worse than the clay for them. What the

Fancies, and all other delicate geraniums, delight in, is a

light, mellow loam, made more sandy, and very rich on
the top, so as to give them a start at once, for as sure as

they once get stinted by cold, or wet, or bad soil, at

first turning out, so sure will they go against you that

season. If this kind of soil is on a damp bottom, all

the better ; hut no manure in any form should go much
below the very surface for them when the bottom is

moist.

It is not very lawful to write about what one sees in

a private garden, without consent ; anybody may carry

and tell tolcs' from a public nursery, but where one's

house is one's own castle, one's garden ought to be free

from public criticism. But Fellows of the Horticid-

tural Society, and their Jtdy visitors, have the privilege,

through the kindness of their President, the Duke of

Devonshire, to see one of the finest and best kept
Hnwer-gardens in the neighbourliood of London; of this

I took advantage on the last exhibition day, and to add
to my list of newisli geraniums, I saw a Lilac Uniqiie

there, which will be a good acquisition. I saw it also at

one of the shows, and I think with Mr. Appleby, except
in the flowei', there is not the slightest ditferenoo

between it and the old Unique. Punch, and Compactmn,
wore there ; and it struck me at the time, that Punch will

be a London favourite some day, when Mr. Edmunds
shows them in this beautiful garden how to grow it;

but if he grows it in pots and vases, it is more than
ever could be done by the raiser of it. D. Beaton.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS—RREPARTNG FOR
FORCING.

Many people resemble the woman with a huge nose,

wlio thought that everybody was speaking about her.

It is right to be honourably sensitive; of all disagreeables,

save me from coining in contact with a thin-shinned

person. " Think before you speak," is, no doubt, a
liiaxim stamped with ancestral wisdom , but what a

liore and a drag to be keeping it in view when enjoying
the delights of free, social intercourse. And yet, think a

Innidred times, and you will not be safe ; these thin-

skinned gentry will look iipon some most innocent

remark, either as a personality, or an invasion of their

peculiar province. With such worthies for a crew, what
an enviable position our Captain Editor would have ! I

have not yet seen Mr. Robson, but I seem to know him
so well, as to find no difficulty in believing that in these

matters he is as inviilnerahic as the rest of us. In the

lieading of this article, I seem to skirt that gentleman's
domains, and get inside the fence of friend Errington's
preserves. For everything connected with the forcing

of the strawberry, I might refer, implicitly, to that
friend's directions. What, then, are my reasons for ad-

verting to the matter here? First; because it is so far

within my peculiar province, that numbers of enquiries
reach me—how strawberries are to be got three weeks or

a month earlier in a greenhouse than out-oi'-doors ? and
complaints, loud and deep, have come—how that this

season they have been so disappointed, from the red
spider getting on the strawberries, that to save the vines
and greenhouse plants they had taken out the straw-
berries long before they were ripe. And, secondly

;

because there arc one or two points connected with the

treatment of these plants afterwards that deserve to be
better known, though I am pretty sure that I alluded to

the subject in some periodical years ago.

1
Before this reaches the reader, it will be too late to

j

hegin prejMring plants for early forcing. I have tried

many methods. For general purposes, I jirefer laying a

runner in a small pot, cutting it off when rooted, and
then transferring into what is called a 32 or six-inch

pot. I think by this means the ball of earth is more
thoroughly filled with roots than when the young plant

, is layed, or planted, in a six-inch pot at once, in which

\
case the outside of the ball is the densest with roots.

For very early work, I prefer five-inch pots. I would
here, however, refer to the directions of Mr. Erriugton,

and others. It is not too late to prepare plants, when
it is intended to put them in the greenhouse by the

middle or end of March. It would hardly be worth

j

while to go tbi'ougli the process of layering, as in going
along the beds you will find nice-rooted young plants,

I

which miglit be potted in six-inch pots at once, or into

I 8i^-inch or four-inch, to be again transferred to a six-

j

inch pot. The six-inch I prefer for common fruiting

purposes, with one plant in each. When at first, or

ultimately put in the fruiting-pots, the following trijliny

matters ai-e essential to ultimate success :—
1. The soil should be rich, open, and fresh, partaking

of a loamy character. 9. The bud, or crown, of the

, plant should stand well np in the centre, and rather

1 above the rim of the pot, as it will be sure to sink. ;i.

The soil must be put carefully among the roots, and it

can scarcely be pressed too firm, if in the medium state

of being neither wet nor dry. 4. The plants should be
shaded a little first, until growth is freely proceeding,

and then placed right in the sun, and on a hard bottom.

5. Soot, or any other manure water, alternately with

clean water, may be given until the middle of October.

6. Then, in wet weather, the pots should bo laid on their

sides, and only set up when the weather is fine and
sunny, and no water given unless the leaves flag. 7. In
November, the plants may be put in their winter quar-

ters, plunged among anti-worm materials in a border, to

he protected from heavy rains or sevei-e frosts—built in

ridges to be so protected—or, what is better than all,

plunged in a pit, with either a glass or waterproof cover-

ing over them at will. K. AVhen placed on a shelf, near

the glass in the greenhouse, in the end of March, or

beginning of April, see that they do not wait for water,

but use it rather sparingly before the flower-trusses show
themselves ; then give manure waterings, syringe with

clear soot-water repeatedly, and if a trace of spider ap-

pears, use the hydro-sulpburet of lime. i». The best sort

for such use is the Kean's Seedling; the earliest, and
yet good, the Blach Prince ; the finest fruit, but later

than both, the British Queen.

"Well what a trouble, and about a few strawberries!''

Aye, so it is. Some consider it a misfortime. I hold it

to be the very reverse ; that what is worth having, costs

trouble and labour. "But is there no made-easy mode
for getting tliese strawberries earlier than out-of-doors,

and with less labour than a whole summer's attention?"

Oh many! I will instance two. First, instead of potting,

2)lant out the young plants on a south border, made rich

and well dug, and from six to nine inches apart. Give
them plenty of ricli watering, keep them fi-ee from weeds

and runners, and stick a few branches among them
during winter. In the first days of March, take up the

plants with large balls, and pot them firndy. Previously

to that, from the stable, cow-liouse, and poultry-yard,

and sweepings and prunings fronr the lawn and shrub-

bery, concoct a rough, slight hotbed, that will maintain

a bottom-heat temperature of Irom 00° to 70° for a fort-

night. In this bed plunge the pots, set a frame over

them, but with air on back and front ; t!)e object being
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not to excite the Imils, but to fill the pots witli roots by

the time tbe extra heat is gone; then tlie plants will

receive no check in being moved to the slielf in tlie

greenhouse. " lint why not leave the phxnts in the

i'rame?" Because, if you did so, you must thin them
to something like a foot apart ; because even then they

would not be so well supjilied with light as in an airy

greenhouse ; and because, finally, it' you lelt the pots

without placing them on smne hard substance to pre-

vent the roots going freely into the dung, you are likely

to be rewarded with better leaves tluin Iruit.

But the second mode is move simple still, on a similar

border, or on a steep, sloping hcmh. Put out your young
plants a foot apart; attend tliem carefully; iirotect a

little during winter; and in March or April cover them
with shallow bo.xes and glass sashes. In ordinaiy

seasons you will forward the fruit a fortnight; in dull

weather they will scarcely be forwarded a week ; in

bright sun, after flowering, they will precede those in

the open air nearly three weeks.

But now, sevondly, su]iposing that we grow the plants

in pots, what is to be done with them afterwards':'

Thi'ow them away? No; that used to be the custom;

gardeners know better now. It is now getting common
to plant them out carefully, and here, as in a lady's

postscript, is the gist of my article. What are the

I objects? I''n-st, to obtain from early-forced ones a

second crop in September, or towards the end of August.

I

This I have done for more than a dozen of years. I

question if I shall not be disappointed this season. Con-

}

trary to usual custom, owing, I suppose, to the heat and

I

dryness of June, the plants which bore a heavy crop in

March are now again in i'uU bearing, and I have been

!

picking eight days before this (2(ith July), when they were
I of little or no use to me; others, liowever, keep throwing

up buds. Now, as respects this second crop, I never

got nuich from plants turned out as late as June; and
i that would be the case with most of our greenhouse

friends, and yet to them I would also say, plant out

your ])lants carefully ; and my reason,

Secondly is, 'J'IkiI IIwse plants it iU produce more ahun-

dantli/, in the open air, next season, than any other

young or old plants treated in other respects iu HT similar

manner. I have proved the matter for years, and de-

monstrated the fact to hundreds. It seems to nudie little

or uo difference whether the plants fruit in the autumn

I

or not. My common Keen's Seedling havo been fair.

I

Those undei- the treatment, in armfuls. The theory of

the thing I will not now enter upon, as when the matter

was mentioned in conclave there seemed to be diversity

of opinion. Of the fact itself, there can be none,

especially in all soils that are stiff and cold. It applies

to all kinds, early and late—early forced, or merely for-

warded in greenhouses. jNlany adopt the system now as

a mere matter of routine. I lately met Mr. Judd, whose
Queens—so much admired at Chiswick, in May—had, a

few days previously, taken ofi' the honours at North-

ampton, and his practice entirely coincides. He told

me that in his cold ground be could do no good with

British Queens, Alice JMauds, &c., from planting young
plants, but that his turned-out forced ones did ireil.

One word more. Such plants do not continue to he

proUjic. I have had them good for several years, by
extra care in thinning and surface dressing, but in

general they do splendidly the first year; fairly the

second ; and but so-so the third. 'Where room is scanty,

they should never stand above the second year ; for a

I

splendid efl'ect, never after the first summer. I trust

I

that our friends in future, who place thirty or forty pots
; in their greenhouse oven, will give each plant, when
j

done fruiting, a space of fifteen or eighteen inches
square iu good ground. It. Fish.

LYCOPODIUMS.
"TuKRE is uo plant without its use," is an old pro-

verb, and it is true if applied to the family we are about
to write iipon, namely, those moss-like jdants congre-

gated together under the above mime. Mr. Fish in-

dulged us lately with a very pleasant jiajier upon
"What's in a name?" He instanced two, that made
the plants bearing them popular at once—the Flower of
the Day and the Mountain of Light, and now we can
add two others, the Silver King and Attraction. These,
as our friend Mr. Beaton well knows, are only striped-

leaved geraniums, but their names are dispersed, through
the pages of The Cott.\ce G.4EDKneb, we might almost
say round the world, at least wherever lovers of plants

live and cultivate "the stars of the earth." Now, if

the short-lived plants bearing the.se pleasant names
are rendered attractive thereby, we may claim the same
attraction for the l.i/cojiodiums. It is true, some of our,

perhaps, more-learned- than- wise botanists have at-

tempted to change it to Selaginella, but we think the

first name has a hold too firm upon the plant-growing
public to be clianged hastily. We remember the late

Mr. liOudon put all his gigantic power forth to change
the name of Dahlia to Ocurgina, but the first name was
so established in the puhlic mind that the attem))t

proved a failure ; the genus remains Dahlia, and will

do so to the end of time, and so we opine will the name
of Lycopodium.
Wo commenced with stating that there is no plant

without its use, and we must try to prove the use to

which these jiretty plants, the Lycopodiunis, may be put.

And here we must confess that their usefulness as

an article of food, or as medicinal plants, is very

doubtful, but it is as ornamental plants that we claim

for them a place in every greenhouse and stove, or even
on shady rock work iu the open air, for the species

belonging to the genus are widely spread on the face of

the earth. Some are natives of the heath-clad moors of

Britain ; others inhabit the Swiss mountains ; whilst a

third groiqj are found in the shady woods of that far-off

country, China ; but the gi'eater part are natives of the

hot climates of the Brazils, Java, Borneo, and Singapore.

From these hot countries collectors have sent them to

Europe, either purposely or accidentally, as jiackage for

more valuable plants; by these means the species have
been multiplied to a considerable extent, and they are

cultivated with such success, and are considered so

interesting and beautiful, that the Metropolitan Societies

give prizes to collections of them, though not obliged to

do so by the schedules, in many instances.

As matters of ornament, they may be grown in various

ways, but the princi|)al mode is in pots, to be ])laced in

situations where nothing but their relatives, the true

ferns, would exist, or at least thrive. Then, again, as

plants to be cultivated in fancy baskets, there are none
that fill such a situation with better effect ; though they

do not produce flowers, yet the pleasing green of their

foliage and stems, and their pliability, which enables

one to peg them down and train them in any direction,

render them pleasing objects for the eye, wearied with

glaring colours, to rest upon. 'Then, again, as plants

for the ^Vardian Case, or parlour greenhouse, as it may
be termed, there are none that e.Kist longer in it, or

are more beautiful. In all these ways we liave grown
them to our entire satisfaction. All the exotic species

love to grow best in the shade, and, therefore, if in pots,

they may be placed underneath other tall-growing

flowering plants, and are very useful there to hide the

pots, or the soil, or even the platform and stage.

There are two species, or, rather, perhaps, one species

and a variety of it, that lose their princijial beauty if

placed in the full light. We allude to the Lycopodium
ccesium and the Lycojiodlum cccsium arboreum ; in deep
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sliadc, tlie fiilia£;o of tliosp two plnuts is of a lirilliniit

jreyisli liliio, witli almost a nictallic liisli'p, wliioii ,i,'ives

tliem a most pleasing appearance; but this histn^ soon

ilisappears if the plants are removed into a strong light,

or exposed for a few hours to the raj's of a bright

summer's sini ; they then turn a common green, and if

continued in this, to them, excessive light, tliey become
(piite brown, appearing to bo scorched.

The fluost colciu' we ever observed was in the stove

propagating liouse at Pine-Apple Place. In this house
they were, whilst yoinig, kept densely shaded, and this

shade brought out the sjilendid colovu' to the highest

perfection, creating the greatest admiration in every

visitor ; indeed, so attractive were they, that very few
went away without purchasing one if they possessed a

stove to grow them in. The highest colour was upon
the arborescent variety, though the dwarf one, in such a

situation, was rich in colour, but not quite so bright.

The tree Lijcopod gi'ows in a stove to an enormous size;

we had one lately that was twelve feet high, and thickly

clothed with branches aud foliage down to the edge of

the pot, but it attained such a size that we were obliged,

for want of room, to cast it away.

Some growers of orchids plant dwarf, trailing Lyco-

pods upon the baskets containing StanJiopeas, and
other basket-loving epiphytes, and say that they are

useful as indicators when the orchids require water—in

that respect acting as hygrometers. There is another
use to which these flowerless, but beautifully green,

plants may be applied; they not only act as indicators,

but as shade-giving plants, sheltering, by their green
Ibliage, the young and tender roots from the light.

T. Aei'LEisY.

{To Ic cnnliiiiial.)

CULTURE OF THE HOSE FOR EXHIBITION.
{Continuedfrom pat/e 2;")!).)

liaising Neir Varieties from Seed.—In our last paper
on this interesting subject it was mentioned, that the

cultivators of the rose are chiefly obliged to the French
for raising new varieties, and also that they might be
raised from seed equally as well in this country, by
saving seed froni tlie best formed flowers, with fine

foliage, free habit of growth, and abundant bloom, and
a few hints were given on hybridizing, so as to improve
the breed and produce better varieties. Now, as many
of the best hybrid perpetuals will still be in bloom, it is

a good time for the delightful employment to be forth-

with proceeded in. Remember what was said about
expecting seed only from flowers not perfectly double,

aud look diligently for the parts in the flowers operated
upon for pollen and stigmas. In order to understand
what we mean, examine a single rose; in it you will

liiid a number of small threads, and a kind of kuob on
1 the top of eacli thread or stamen. These knobs, or

j
anthers, when fully mature, open or burst, and a fine

powder may be perceived inside ; this is the pollen, or

fertilizing dust : without tliese appendages, aud the

dust or pollen, there will be no seed or fruit. Then
look again, aud you will see in the centre of the flower,

in the midst of the stamens, another thread, bearing a
different sliaped head or knob; this is covered with a

I glutinous matter, and upon this the pollen dust falls and
, fertilizes the seed, giving it life. This organ is equally

as needful to produce a living and growing seed as the

!
pollen dust. All flowers, then, intended to be hybrid-

I

ized, should have the central filament, with the stigma
on it, perfect: the pollen might be supplied from other

1 plants. To effectuate a new variety with greater cer-

tainty, the anthers on the flowers intended for improve-
'. ment should be removed entirely, and pollen brought

j

aud scattered upon the stigma from some other flower,

that has some desirable property the one to produce the
seed may be deficient in. Wo will give an instance ;

that fine, high-coloured rose, the Oeaut des Batlailes, is

not a perfectly-formed flower, it is deficient in the
centre. Now it is very desirable to keep the beautiful
rich colour, therefore it is not wisdom to use pollen
from a ])aler rose, such for instance as Coiqi d'llehe,

though this is, perhaps, the most double and fullest of

well-formed jietals of any rose we know ; no, we must
look for it on some rich, dark, well-formed, aud I'ull-

petalled variety ; Paul Perras, or Old, would answer,
and both are full, well-formed roses; or one we noted at

Chiswick would answer the purpose, it was named Van-
dieul. This example will at once be understood by any
rose-grower, and bo acted upon; for it is a selfevident
fact, that to achieve an improvement in one quality, wo
may, if we use improper means, defeat the proposed
end. Let those of our readers, then, that may try to

improve the varieties of the rose, take care not to make
use of such as are widely ditt'erent in colour. It is true,

striped roses might be obtained, but we consider varie-

gatiou as not a desirable property. Selfs, that is, roses of
one full, clear, and distinct colour, are much more beauti-

ful, always most admired, and, in consequence, the most
highly valued; let, therefore, a dark rose be fertdized

by the pollen from another one of nearly the same
colour. A white rose will, of course, be done so, and
so should a blush, or, what is called emphatically, arose-
colou'r, and, above all, the yellow varieties. In this last

colour there is particularly a wide scope for improve-
ment. The best yellow is the Persian briar, but it is

only a little more than a semi-double rose. It is very
likely, on that account, to produce seed, but we know of

no rose of tlie same colour, or approaching it, that would
be likely to improve it. Viscomtess des Oa;:es comes the
nearest in colour, but it is a difl'ercnt species entirely.

Then the Old Yellow rose, so difficult to flower, is also

another distinct species, as is also the Oluth of Gold.
Yet, as a good full yellow rose is a great desideratum, it

is desirable to try them all upon this fine truly golden-
yellow one, the Persian. The Bourbons have hybridised
with the Chinese varieties ; and, reasoning by analogy,
why should not these yellow varieties, or species ? At
all events, it is worth the trial. Whether it succeeds or

not, save seed from the Persian Yellow, even if it Is

set with its own pollen. By high cultivation, and suc-

cessive generations, some of our young readers may
accomplish that desirable end—the production of a full,

double, large, and well-formed perfectly yellow rose of

the Persian breed.

Our second recommendation is—to save seed from
such only as bloom early enough to ripen it thoroughly.

This is a self-evident rule, for unless the seed be ripe it

will not grow. Now, tlie rose fruit, or hip, takes fidl

three months from the opening of the flower to ripen it

;

but it will ripen in the cold days of October, November,
or even December, provided no severe frost takes place

previously. In proof of this, we need only point to our
hedge-rows, where the scarlet hips of the wild rose

show their full briglit colour during the last months of

the year, supplying food to the feathered tribe through
the winter season. And here we would remind the

aspiring raiser of new roses to beware of the birds, and
protect his choice impregnated hips from their depre-

dations. 'The safest way is to gather them as soon as

they are ripe, or if the birds attack tliem before they
are fully ripe, let them be protected with small bags
made of muslin netting, such as will not prevent them
perfecting the process of ripening. T. Ai>i'i.i-;iiY.

{To be continued.)
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BEGINNING OF THE KITCHEN - GARDEN
YEAR.

Altuovgu it is improper to say that this month
begins auotlier year, as is often remarked in gardening
phraseology, because operations bearing on another yoai-,

as well as the current season, have been long ago per-

formed—yet it may be admitted, that most of what is now
sown or planted is done with the expectation of their

coming into use next year ; so that, although the

weather may give no tokens of it, we are now enter-

ing on the autumn of the gardening world ; and oiu'

floricultural friends will fully bear us out in that view,

since they are accustomed to call all plants propagated
after July, " Autumn struck." But, as wo have an accu-

mulation of work to perform this week, we must leave

our brethren of the parterre and hothouse, and, with
spado and rake in hand, see what wants doing in tlio

kitclien-garden way.
As we last week urged on our young friends to bestir

themselves, and get a bed or two of some of the best

winter Gnhhagc sown, we can only repeat the same
charge now, and supposing that to have been done the

day our work was published, then, in eight or ten days
after, a few more may be sown, taking care, at the

same time, that the lirst lot be projjerly attended to.

Now, this is quite as important an ati'air as committing
the seed to the ground, because it often happens to bo

so dry, and the gitjund at times unkind, that imless

some degree of attention bo paid to the newly-sown
beds, tho seed might as well have been sown upon a
turnpike road. I'resuming the ground to have been
dry, and exposed to the action of the sun a week or fort-

night, it will most likely be a collection of hard-baked
clods at top. This will more especially be the case if it

be stiff and retentive. However, as the time has arrived

for sowing it, compulsory means must bo adopted to

make it fine ; beating it with the back of the spade will

break a part, after which a gentle watering, and a little

coating of leaf mould, made very fine, will enable the

teeth of the rake to find their way through, and sepa-

rate the lumps left unbroken by the spade, while tho

intermixture of this leafy mould, or some -similar

matter, will prevent tho soil running into such a
hardened mass again; while at the same time it must
be confessed, that if used in too great a quantity, and
the seed sown on it without any after care, or shade, it

is ton to one but the hot, dry weather either scorches

up the young seedlings, or prevents the seed vege-

tating at all. The reason is obvious ; the leaf mould
does not all at once blend with the soil, the mixture
being more mochauioal than chemical, the affinity being
a work of time, not of the moment. However, as it is

equally gratefid to the young plant when kept moist,

we advise its being used, and aftor the seed is sown let it

be at once well watered and shaded, and we have no
doubt of the result, if some aftor- watering be also

attended to, and accidents guai-ded against. As a

very homely way, we usually sow our beds on this plan,

and spreading a few pea stakes over them, which at this

time become plentiful, either mats are thrown over the

stakes, or, what is more common, a little of the best

harvested pea haulm, as free as possible from leaves, is

scattered over it ; this homely plan serves tlie purpose
very well, and under such a covering, Cnhhiuic. Oiiuli-

flower, Letlure. Eiulire, &c., vegetate in hot, dry weather,
with a rcgulai-ity not common even in a favourable
atmosphere. Care is taken to remove this shading
piecemeal, or in dull weather, while the plants are very
young, and unluirt by its drawing influences. The
kinds of CahhrKje to be sown and planted first are some
of tho small hardy sorts, of which the old early York was
the type—a kind having the good property of with-

standing the severities of the winter when of a good

I

size, and not running to seed in spring, is the most

^

suitable for the lirst crop—larger and finer kinds might
t
follow. Of Lettuce, the Hardy Ihtmmersmilh, Broun

\

Coss, and Broun Dutch are the best, especially the first-

named, while the Batavian Endive is more hardy than
the white or green curled. It is too early to sow Cauli-

flower yet. We usually sow ours about the first of

September, but adopt then the same plan of shading,

&o., as we now recommend, if the weather be such as to

require it.

Celeri/ must now be planted out for a late crop ; but
for the latest of all, the middle of the month will be in

good time. It will be advisable now to look round and
plant every spare corner with such kinds of Brocoli

as will come into use before the time the ground is

wanted again for otlier crops. The Wahhercn is in-

valuable that way, and a large breadth of it ought lo be

planted at once, to follow that planted last month ; at

the same time, not forgetting to plant some of the

hardier kinds pretty freely as well, lest tho winter turn

out more severe than of late years. The Ikmish,

Sprouting, and Dwarf Bussiiin, are more hardy than
those partaking of the Caulitiower breed.

Plant, also, any spare Ureens to come into use early in

spring ; if put in rather thickly they are sui'e to become
serviceable when spring sets in, and, occupying little

ground, are as profitable as anything else. Cabbages

planted thickly are invaluable that way ; in fact, as all

summer crops are now either clearing oft' or about doing
so, consider well what can best be done to make the

ground jiroductive in the winter months. Spinach will

have to be sown by-and-by, and Cabbages, &e., planted,

but then other crops wiU bo coming up to make way for

these.

Jii-eak down the necks of Onions if they seem to pro-

long their growing season to an undue jieriod, and when
ripe, which is easily known by their dead tops and
loose roots, let them be drawn, and after lying awhile

to harvest, be carried in, sorted, and put away ; the

latter jobs, however, may be put oil' until a wet day.

Potatoes, as they ripen, may also be taken up. It

rarely happens that Potatoes in a garden are allowed to

remain in the ground after being fit to take up, the

demand on tlie ground for other cro]is lieing such as

often hastens their i-emoval before they are perfectly

ready. However, those intended for seed ought to have
every chance to perfect their growth, without which we
fear next year's crop will be in jeopardy of falling a
victim to that disease, which, we are sorry lo bear, is

more prevalent this season than the last one.

When American, or Golden Cress, is required as air

adjunct to the salad bowl, it is now time to sow it, and
bo sure not to forget to thin it in time, lladishes might
also be sown on some cool, shady border, if sufliciently

moist; the Turnip-rooted kinds arc most suitable now,
but it is too soon yet to sow the principal crop for

autumn and early winter use. A few Onions may also

be sown for drawing young, but the crop to stand tho

winter ought not to be sown before the middle of the

month, and a few Carrots a week or so later, only we
confess we have little faith in their utility, as they

generally run to seed early in spring. Hung, and other

materials, must also be collected for Mushrooms; and, in

fact, everything connected with the ensuing season kept

in mind, so that at the fitting moment whatever may be

required may be forthcoming. J. ItuissoN.

THE CUTTING DO\YN.

By Ike EiUlor of " Tlw Cottage Lamp."

We cannot be too often reminded—surely, we caimot be

too often reminded, among our pleasures and cuu' toils—that

we must all die. Those to whom such a subject is unplea-
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saiil will not loail ;»// writing, fnr 1 liave touched largely

upun it ; and the only recununeuiUitiou to notice which my
pen can claim is, that it has ever spoken Irulli. To those
who feel no gloom or sadness in lookuig death in the face, 1

must add anotlier aBecting proof that every man shall die,
" and his nnim' |iriisli,"

I was poitii. liii ; last night very much upon my paper of

today; 1 did n"i ^i-.ni possessed of a subject. I was fear-

ful that I should make "a poor hand of it," and disappoint
the Editor. How little I tluiught that a sulijcct was then
awaiting nie, and one tliat would cost me sorrow too !

Tliis morning, at breakfast, a kind and anxious young
medical man called and requested to see my sister. On
returning to tlie room, she brought the intelligence that

.John F , a man who had worked on the property

ever since he was a youth, was lying on his death-bed. He
was a woodman, skilled in the measurement and manage-
ment of timber, who has for years been " ranger " of our
" woods and forests," in their simplicity: and wlio knew the

face of every tree upon the property. But a very few days

ago, I think only this day week, we saw him, in his usual

health anei spirits, wending his wayhorae,with the customary
" niche " upon his back, little thinking

—

loo little thinking

—

of the suuiuions so neai- at hand. He was labouring for the

meat tlial poiislics ; but as to the hags which neither moth
nor rust ri.iTUpt, they wexxi lying empty and utterly neg-

lected. I Inly two days ago, he was speaking of coming down
to tlh' boiisi' I'lir orders—the very day on which he was taken

ill; but another order awaited him—one which was stern,

and must be obeyed at once ; from which there was no
appeal. Hezekiah was commanded to set his liouse in

order, " for thou shalt die, and not live;" but poor John was
not given time to make his jiaths straight; lie was laid at

once upon a bed of suffering, and bis recovery is said to he

h.ipeless. Unless the Lord gives the word, his departiu'e is

iniinediatc.

As we approached the abode of sickness there seemed an

unusual stillness there. The cottage is one of three little

tenements beneath one roof, and the whole of them arc

covered with roses, and surrounded by neat and well-culti-

vated gardens, orchards, and trees. They nestle in a pic-

tHres(iue dell, and are quiet and secluded from the bustle
,

and noise of busy life. Poor John's garden was always '

fnutful and early ; well-stocked, and well-managed. He has

a. row of bee-hives, under a sheltering box hedge, and there I

they were this morning, buzzing aliout as if nothing was
the matter. He has had much trouble with them this

summer ; they swai-med, and went back again ; then they
|

hurried out, day after day, keeping him in perpetual uncer- i

tainty—but now all is over. How soon do our earthly cares

and pleasures cease, and seem as if they had never been.

John has sunived his wife three or fom- years. They I

never had a family; and an aged brother aud sister alone
j

remain to mourn for him. He has lived alone, with a large

black cat, the pet of his wife, ever since she was taken from '

him ; but he has kind and attentive neighbours, and his
\

poor old sister sits by him. When we saw him, he was
sensible, but could say little. The very great heat oppresses

him, and he is to be kept " very quiet." Alas ! what a time

for the work of works to be begun and finished ! What a

time for a " sleeper" to arise, and call upon his God ! Sab-

baths neglected and desecrated—the laws of God broken
\

and disregarded—the Saviour unheeded and unknown

—

death unprepared for ! What a time to face all these ter-

rors, and plead with God, " if so be that God will think

upon us, that we perish not." A Christian man must feel

deep awe when the last summons comes, particularly if it

is qmck and peremptory; what shall lie feel who has no sure

Iiopi: in his God ?

John has some worldly business that ought to be attended

to. He has other per'sons accounts in his head, for he can-

not TVTite or cipher; but he cannot talk or think of them,
though we know it gives him uneasiness. How, then, can
he wrestle with Him whose strength " is as it were the

strength of an unicorn ?" A death-bed is no place in which
to repent. Kven supposing we are enabled to collect our
thoughts, and have time given us to do so, we cannot tell

whether it is godly sorrow,or slavish fear, that leads us to ciy

mightily to God. Many and many a sick penitent has come
forth from his chamber, and returned to his wallowing in

the niirc. Let us not deceive ourselves in this matter

;

the day will come when we shall look back to these precious

hours of health, wasted and misspent, with hopeless agony.

We shall then think nothing of our gardens, our bees, our

poultiy, om- pleasantest worldly concerns, except to cry, " All

these things I might have done, and ijel not have left the

other inirhne."

Since I wrote the last paragraph, we have again seen poor
John. The languid eye lighted, and the horny hand, that

has for so many years laboured in our service, was stretched

out feebly to meet ours. He could only gasp a few words with

difficulty ; but some of those few cheered lis. To a searcliing

question, he sobbed out.
—" I have been thinking of these

things for a good wliile. I found I was'nt in the right way.

The soul is of a deal more account than the body." He
could say scarcely anything more; but the eyes moistened,

and the weary head moved, as if he felt the power and
sweetness of " the Word," as it met bis ear. There is no
other u-ord that can give comfort in the dark valley—no
otherpUlow to rest the soul—no other " water" that can calm
the fevered mind.. The parched lips may be refreshed with

the cool draught, but they wiU " thirst again." " But if any

man drink of the water " that Jesus Christ will give him,

"he shall never thirst again," but be satisfied with the

sweetness of that draugh t for ever and ever

!

Before these lines go to press the earth will have rattled

upon the coffin of poor John—another cottage gardener.

Slay it sormd in the ears of many who dwell far from his

s(^cluded grave ! Slay it call to them loudly to " remember
their Creator in the days of their youth," their health, their

prosperity! We must all die : it is a solenm thought. Ijiit

we may not alt be ready : this is more solemn—more terrible

still. Oh 1 let us set our houses in order nov. Let us make
up our accounts with God now. Let us be as servants,

ready and wailw;/ for our Lord. We shall enjoy our gardens,

and bees, and home pleasures, ten tliousand tuues more
than we have ever yet done, when our great spiiilnal account

has been crossed out by Jesus Christ—when thcie is " no

handw-riting against us "—when he has whispered clearly to

our heart, " Thy sins be forgiven thee ; go in peace."
" JIan ccjmeth I'ortli as a Hower, and is cut down." Li't

us all remember the cuttiny down of poor John !'
,
the

woodman and cottage gardener

!

i;STIM.VI'E OF rOULTUY V.Mtll'.TIKS.

A rofj.Tr.Y F.VNijiEU myself, I look out (always witli in-

terest) for the remarks in The Cottage Gaedkner, niade

by your various coiTespondents—" Anster Bonn," " Q in a

Corner," "A Subscriber," &c., &<•.

In the multitude of counsellors there is wisdom, and

therefore, though my experience does not lead me to the

same results with them, as to the relative merits of poultry,

I am induced, as a large poultry-breeder, and a not unsuc-

cessful exhibitor, to send you nuj ojiinions, in case you like

to publish them in your excellent periodical.

I am lucky enough to possess a good many walks, so that

I have been able to keep apart, at one time, Cochin-Chinas,

White-faced Spanish, Minorcas, Grey and Spangled Dork-

inss, Bolton Greys, or Everyday Layers, and Polish. Of
all these I have endeavoured to secui-e the best blood.

I find Cochins very good layers, but their eggs are very

small; and though mine have laid more eggs in the year

than my Spanish, it has not been in the proportion I ex-

pected, considering the size of the eggs, and the great

quantity of food consumed by the Cochin-Chinas. My man's

remark- to me yesterday was—" Why, sir, two of those fowls

eat as much as a pig ;
" and, allowing for a little exaggera-

tion, he is not far wrong. They are good uotsos, well suited,

from their tameness, to be kept in confined places ; but, from

their great voracity, I do not consider them "payiny poultry "

to a cottager. As a bird for the table, then- great heavy legs

are sadly against them, and I should call their flesh "coarse

aud stringy." I have got a few chickens crossed between

Cochin-China aud Dorking, which pi-omise to he verv' good

table fowls.

Of Spanish, I have got nearly the best in England (I

believe), and, as layers, I cannot speak too highly of them.

I think I am safe in saying that smce February last my
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heus have given me six eggs eacli wcel<ly. My eggs have
varied in weight from three to four ounces eacli, and (I

cannot agree with " Subscriber ") not inferior in flavour to

Polisl), or any otlier pouUry. They are bad, uncertain

nurses ; and, though their tiesh is very good indeed, they
are not favourites in tlie kitchen, from their dark legs. Tiie

cooks call them ''crows." Though the white-faced Spanish
are considered more valuable than the Minorca, and com-
mand the prizes at an exliibition, I am inclined to think

tlie Minorcas lay as large eggs as the white-faced, though,
as is usual (with ladies especially), looks go for something,
and the latter are very much handsomer.
Of Dor/tiiigs one cannot speak too highly : they are fair

layers, good nurses, and capital as table fowls, but I do not

think tlieir eggs are as liighly flavoured as Spanish, Game,
or I'ohsh, and I could wish them a little larger. I had
a cross-bred Dorking and Spanish hen once, who was
first-rate.

Bolton Greys are certainly good layers, but they disap-

pointed me ; tlicir eggs are small ; and from their love of

rambling, especially in the neighbourhood of plantations,

however higlily fed, one loses many eggs. They are bad
nurses. Though small, they are very good to eat.

Of Polish I need say httle, after " Subscriber's " remarks,
with which I generally, though not entirely, agree. I

admire them as much as he does. I think them excellent
layers, though not better than the Spanish, and much
smaller eggs; but in the north, where I reside, I have found
tliem (and I may add white Dorkings) rather dehcate. This
may be local, however. We are on cold clay ; but I have
had no difficulty in rearing Spanish chickens, of which I
have now loO, having only lost five this year.

The conclusion to which I have come is, that the two
breeds most desu'able for the cottager or fai-mer to keep,

whose object is " good returns," or for the amateur who
wants good supplies, are Spanish and Dorking. I liave

given a fair trial to Cochui-Ciiinas, having got the best birds

I could buy ; I own I am disappointed with them ; and I

strongly suspect (however much I may incur the indigna-

tion of " Anster Bonn " and yom- other correspondents, by
such an idea) that the time is not far distant when others

will come to this opinion, and that we shall find that the
mania for Cochiu-Ohiua fowls is on the decline.— G.vi.i.us.

THE BEE SEASON.
I AM now looking with interest for reports, from different

counties, of the present Bee season. I am sorry to say that

liero (West Somerset) our bees have had a wretched hai'-

vest nearly throughout our best months. May and June,
and, until this fine weather set in, the swarms could scai'cely

keep tliemselves ; they have gained weight since then, not-

witbstanding it is July. The old stocks that have swai'med
arc mucli in the same plight; and those that have not
swMrnied, wliich ought to have i^roduced a box or two of

honey, have not much more than they will require for

winter store. I have not taken a pound of honey this

season, but last year by this time (July l^i) I had taken
above two hinicU'ed-weight in glasses and boxes. We had a

most excellent season last year in this locality ; I took from
one stock, last year, a bo.x containing seventy-eight pounds
of pure virgin comb, all made in about seven weeks, and left

plenty for winter store. This was on tlie storifying system,
which I have adopted, after trying difl'erent plans. I now
use boxes-, wliich X liave been imjiroving for some years,

and have now so constructed as to be able to give the bees
one or two boxes, or one, two, three, or four glasses at

pleasure, with very simple inanagemcnf. I have this season
reduced the depth of my boxes, from suggestions I read in

The CoTTAciE Gardener, and I think with great advantage.
Your correspondent, "Doncaster," in May 20lli number,

expressed his fears of the recommendation to remove the
old stock and put the new swarm in its place, hut I can
assure him it is a .safe practice ; I generally do it, and to

advantage, and I only remove the old stock a few yards,

where 1 happen to have a vacancy.—J. AV.

COCHIN-CHINA FOWLS: THE LOVEL BREED.
The Lovel breed of Cochin-China fowls (so called from

having been imported by Captain Lovel) is said to be one
of the purest stocks in the counh'y. Tliey are very much
celeljrated for compact beauty of shape and dehcacy of

rtutt'. They are good in colour, handsome in the head,
abundantly booted, and particularly well-formed and full

about the breast, but are not famous for great size.

A Lovel cock, which I think myself fortunate in possess-
ing, has this year been mated with some large imported
hens, and I have every reason to expect, from the present

appearance of the chickens, that this little deficiency in size

of the Lovel breed will be coi-rected in them.

—

Anster
Bonn.

BRITISH SONG BIRDS.

( Continuedfrom paijc iHi.)

THE WOODI.ATvK.

Insessoees Conirostees. Al.uidid.e.

The Woodlark is by no means so abundaiuly disLiibutcd,

nor so well known, as the Skylark; for, ijnli i d. in some lo-

calities it is scarcely or never seen; nevcnln I, -, u- «retly

varied and melodious strains have rendcud ii il mi aide by
most people. In its habits, it differs from its companion, the
Si<ylark, in singing while jierchcd on the branch of a tree,

which tlie other does not; though generally its song is

Iioured fortli high in the air, and often unseen while sus-

pended on the wing. Its song is considered to have less

\ariety and power than the Skylark's, but, on the other hand,
it is of superior quality in tone and sweetness ; and from its

mellifluent, soft, and flute-like notes, is preferred by many
persons. In its natural, or wild state, it may be observed
taking its flight high in the air, describing circles as it rises,

and gradually enlarging those circles as it ascends ; and
while performing these spiral whirls, uttering forth its plain-

tive sweet song by the half-horn' together; on descending
from its " giddy height," it performs the same circular route,

singing all the while, its cadences of song decreasing as it

lowers itself to the eai'th, or branch of a tree. In this it

differs again widely from the Skylai'k, whose uprising is in a

more direct manner, while its descent to tlie earth is almost
pi^riiendicular, as if it fell by its own gravity, and is altoge-

tlier silent during that descent. The food of the "Woodlark,

in its wild state, consists mostly of insects, worms, seeds,

and grain. It may be readily kept in confinement if caught
wild, placed in a cage whose top is covered with cloth or

baize, to jirevent the bird injuring itself by its altcmiits at

escape upwards. A few worms, insects, crushed {not pounded)

hempseed, or wheat, or einbden groats, thrown into the

bottom of the cage, it will readily, when impelled by hunger,

pick up ; but it is well to place the cage in some corner

where the bird may be left quiet and unobserved, as it is

exceedingly shy and \vild when first taken ; but left to itself,

it sooner becomes reconciled to captivity. It should be sup-

plied with water in the cage in a shallow pan, wliich pan I

usually cover with wirework, in order that the bird should

not run into it and splash itself, which it would do in its

endeavour to escape, and would become dirty from the sand,

or other matter, with which the bottom of its cage was

strewed, adhering to its welted plumage ; for this, like the

Skjlark, is a "duster," and not a " wasiier," and, thercl'ore,

would not readily disengage itself from the sticky mass
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aJhenng to it, and would die literally of dirt. It may be
easily reared from the nest in the same manner as the Sky-
lark, which I need not repeat; bnt the i/rand secret to keep
the SVondlark in health, and, in fact, most grauivorous birds,

but particularly the Woodlark, is to strew the bottom of the

cage with old mortar, powdered roughly, so that the pieces

be as large as ordiuaiy shot ; these it greedily picks up, and
devours in large quantities, and are most essential to its

welfare. I have noticed, while their pans have been filled

with ordinary food, if there was no mortar in the cage before,

the instant the powdered mortar was put into the bottom of

the cage, the birds began swallowing several pieces ; no
doubt these act by way of trituration in their gizzards, and
render their food digestible; be this, however, as it may,
lliei/ die witlioiit it. A tuft of grass, by way of a small tiu'f,

is exceedingly desirable, as these birds, like the Skylark,
partake of green food occasionally.—W. Eaynek.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES AND NEW
VARIETIES.

{Conliiuiedfrom page 203.)

P.uisLEY.—.This is an excellent herb to grow in the cot-

tager's gai'den, as it improves so many dishes. The E.vtru

fine Curled is certainly the best sort, but I bought a new-

sort I saw advertised in The Cottage Gakdenek last

season, by Mr. Duncan Hau-s, called the New French
Frinijcd; it is a very excellent variety, and appears to be
much hardier than the common curled species. It seemed
to be growing all tlirough the winter, and it must be very
valuable to gardeners, who use much of this herb for gar-

nishing, &c.
I'EAS.—New sorts are coming out every season, almost

every seedsman having a new variety to ofier, but I am sorry
to say, that in nearly all instances they are identical with
the sorts which I have grown before. I bought, last season,
nearly every one I saw advertised, but found that in many
instances they were all one sort, at least, I coidd perceive
no ditference in them. I sowed some of each of about a
dozen sorts of Farli/ Peas, many having new and high-
sounding names. Among the dwarfs there was one variety

that certainly deserves notice, as it is a different and a good
variety

—

Bisliop's Neir Lonijpod ; it is a variety of Disliop's

Dwarf, btit much better. 1 sowed the Moniiny Star, Prince
Albert, Early Warwick, and il'ard's Eurlij Conqueror, the
last week in January, two rows of each vai'iety, and I found
that Ward's Conqueror was the earliest of them all, and wa.s

fit to gather six clays before either of the other sorts, though
sown tile same day. Fairhcard's Champion of Emjland is a
very good pea, and is the earliest of the wrinkled marrows.
Burbidye's Eclipse and Stubh's Dwarf Marrow proved both
one sort, but it is a good, useful pea for small gardens, and
grows only three feet high. Hair's Dn-uif Mammoth is

also a veiy good dwarf pea, and is an excellent bearer.
I bought and grew nearly aU the tall branching marrows
that I saw advertised last year, and found them to be nearly
all one sort, at least I could not perceive the slightest differ-

ence in several of them. The following sorts seem one
variety :

—

British Qncen, Jf'ard's Incomparable, Pond's Incom-
parable, Dorey's Superb Marrow, Superb Branchiny Mam-
moth, Tall Indented, Tall White Marrow, and Queen Victor'ia.

Wuiles' Kiny of the Marrows is a different sort, being green
seeded, and is a very good variety, but grows ten feet high.
AU the above sorts want sticks as high as scarlet runners,
but they requii-e to be sown very thin, and are immense
bearers. The Incomparable Marrou-s are a very capital sort
for the cottager, for if stuck weU and high they bear a good
crop, keep good till the pods arc nearly white, are very lui-ge

when hoUed, and so very sweet that children are very fond
of them. 1 can highly recommend this pea to the cottager.
I grew a pea last season, called the American Du-arf, from
which I gathered a nice dish the lUth of November.

Veoetaisi.e Makiiow.—I wonder that nmre cottagers dn
not grow this excellent vegetable, as it will thrive in almost
any odil corner of the garden, provided the soil is good, and
it certainly makes a very nice supper for a family, stewed
with some small slices of bacon. J. K. T.

POULTRY.
For some years I have kept a quantity of poultry. I find

the Cliittaprats the best layers, but they are not sitters ; this

next year I shall have game hens for sitting, and a turkey
hen. I believe a turkey makes a better mother of chicks

than any bird, and I think I have always found chicks
brought up by a turkey forwarder than others, and it must,
I think, be from then' finding them more insects, and,

perhaps, having more warmth. I have not found Guinea
fowls such enemies to other poultry as pea-fowls ; I have
kept all these, but this year I have dismissed the pea-fowls,

altliough I was sorry to lose them, the male bird being a

splendid fellow. He destroyed a great many chickens, and,

being a very early riser, generally had all our early straw-

berries, and the yomig shoots in the garden, many of which
he plucked oft' for mere mischief.

I also keep pheasants ; last year one pheasant (a pied
one) laid me seventy-two eggs. I was not fortunate in

rearing many young ones.

I believe, with good management, there may be a great

profit on poultry, but the "Durham Vicar's " case is not a

singuliir one in having a servant who is wasteful of the

food ; very few sen-ants are as careful of these things as if

they were their own.

—

An Amateue.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Pelargonidm (Otterburn).—Form of flower good ; lower petals pale

peach-blossom, coutrasting strikiuglywith the deep blood-eoloured upper
petals. Petals rather fliaisy ; but if age in the plant gives them sub-
stanccj it will prove a very excellent variety.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottagb Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All commuuications should be addressed " To the Editor of

the Cott'ige Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.*'

Turtle Dovis, Gold Pueasant (An Original SuOscriher).—The
wild Turtle Dove cin be kept readily, and will breed in confinement. The
better plan to insure success is to bring up a p.iir from the nest. Next
year they will pair, and I have no doubt will prove productive. I kept

them, and bred for several years. They will also pair with the Collared

Turtle. I have raised a progeny from them, 'i'he hen Wild Turtle does

join in chorus, but her nute ditlcrs from the male bird by being more
feminine. I fed mine upon hemp and canary seed, or off corn or bruised

wheat. I do not know, from practical experience, whether the Gold
Pheasant will cross with the Hautam. I think it not unlikely, iiroviding

both the birds were brought up together from the egg.—William

Camellia (.-I Subscriber).—Your Camellia, no doubt, is one called

Henri Fitbvre ; at least th^t variety bears a flower that agrees with your

description. Camellia Hcndersonii is one also of the same colour, except-

ing the pale edge. Broken sandstone, powdered fine, and sifted, would
answer well for many plants, but not for heaths, unless it he pure white

sea sand, which, if the particles of salt are clean washed out, would also

answer for strong-growing coarse-rooting plants, but not for what are

generally called American plants, such, for instance, as Ilhodendrons and
hardy Azaleas. Your plants are grown, you say, in a greenhouse and
when in flower arc removed into a conservatory, and plunged in a raised

bed of eartli; they look well through winter, but in warm weather the

leaves turn black. There are two things that will cause tliis: viz. the

want of a free circulation of air, and too much moisture in the in-

ternal atmosphere. Your top ventilation is not sufficient in hot weather,

and the moisture arising from the bed of earth becomes foul air, which,

being confined, injures the leaves, and causes them to decay so quickly

that they have not time to fall off before they turn black. Now the way
to remedy this, is to increase the top ventilation, and cover the soil with

clean sand at once, renewing it whenever fresh plants are put in. Insects

will cause the leaves to decay before they are duly ripened in the course

of nature. Should you have any upon your plants, destroy them at once
;

but most likely it is foul air that injures ihcm—correct that, and, no
doubt, your plants will continue healthy through the season. Your letter

has been inadvertently mislaid, or it would have been answered sooner.

tiiON House \B. A.).— Your letter has been answered by post.

Noblemen and gentlemen must apply to the Duchess of Northumber-
land, for an order to see the grounds at Sion House, Isleworth. There
is no appointed place this season for orders, as there was during the Great

Exhibition year, 1851.

Name ov Orcuid (ir. S. ir.).—The orchid flower you sent came in

very good condition. It is a fine variety of Oncidium IVcfttaorihiuHum,

probably the variety known as O. Wenthworthianum Lindleyi, which has

not yet flowered in any coUectioa near London.
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Bees.—"Vour correspondent, " C. U. R.," writes as follows:—"The
old stock swamicii on the 5th of June, and was moved to another part of

the garden, and the swarm put into n very large hirr for hcprng, and

set upon the stand before occupied by the old stock. As ^ve are all ^-vvare,

the season, at all events here, was miserable uj) to the 5th July, so I fed

tins stock, and never dreamt of giving them additional room. Alas!

on the 5th July, they threw off a virgin swarm, which bolted into a

neighbour's empty hive, and again a second yesterday (l/th). From this

we managed to get the queen, so of course they went home again." Vour

correspondent further asks, whether I would keep this hive after having

once swarmed, should it not come out again ? " It is veri/ heavy, for the

season here, for the last fortnight, has been extraordinary." As the

above is the >r«i report which has vet come in through The Cottage
Gaedener of the result of a trial of the new system, I have transcribed

thus much of your correspondent's letter. In reply to his question, I

observe, that the very remarkable season wc have had has come to his aid

in one respect (i. c., if his stock does 7iot swarm again, or ia not suffered

to swarm), viz:—in providing his "very large" (how large?) keeping

hive with a yonng queen ; at the same time, he has lost a valuable swarm,

which, coming at such a favourable moment, in so favourable a season,

would have given him a most valuable spoil in a few days time ; valuable

in proportion to the rapidity with which its comb will have been con-

structed, and to the purity, as well as quantity, of its store of honey. By all

means let him keep the stock which has thrown the virgin swarm. Had
the hive-room been sufficiently great (as I have recommended), no doubt
there would have been no swarm, but a very great store of honey

collected. As it is, the hive is " very heavy ;
" so far so good. I wait

for further testimonies in favour of the new system, of which, in spite of

its past failure, we have a decided one above. I have been chiefly

desirous of multiplying my stock this year, on which account I have not

had so large a promised surplus of honey as I otherwise should have had

;

but I have marvelled too at the result of the last fortnight's collection of

honey by my bees."—A Country Curate.

Greaves.— J. /I. writes as follows:—"At page 233, amateurs arc re-

commended to go to a person in St. Paul's Churchyard, London, for this

article. To save this trouble and expense, apply to your own pork-

butcher: tlie article is nothing more nor less than the common cuttings

from the lard after boiling and the fat pressed out, and sold by them at

l^d. or 2d. per lb. ; I buy 8 lb. for one shilling. You can get them fresh

every week, and, after cutting them sufficiently small, they may be given

as they are both to chickens and to any of your fowls ; and also broken in

l)icces, boiled, and then mixed with sharps orlbarley-meal ; this makes
excellent food, and will not at all injure the flavour of the poultry."

Pheasants.—When two months old, in a state of confinement, they

will eat earth-worms, meat (cooked or raw), and peas. Indian wheat is

excellent for thera, as arc dwarf kidney beans, raw potatoes, lettuces,

cabbages, barley, barley-meal scalded, and wheat. With the above food,

and in a small confined place, I have reared them to be as fine as those

found in the woods. They arc small eaters. No other fowl should be

kept with them.—J. A.

Garden at Brighton (K. P. r.).~We have heard so much of the
" nakedness of the land" about Brighton, that we hesitate to select for

^ ou until we hear from some of our readers there or thereabouts. There-

iore, will some one there have the kindness to furnish us with a list of

the shrubs, herbaceous plants, and potters, which experience has proved

to be fitting for the seashore in that locality?

Lily of the Valley (Anne).—Just when the leaves turn yellow, in

the autumn, is the proper time to transplant Lilies of the Valley; and
troublesome things to plant they are, but they will grow in any good
garden ground. If you choose roots from an old bed, take those only

that have thick ends or buds, and if there are sL\ inches of the old root,

or ground runner to each bud, it will be enough. The battle is to get

thera disentangled. When you have as many as you want, and the

ground is trenched ready for them, place the roots flat on the surface,

.ind put three inches of a good, light, rich compost all over them. They
live near the surface, like couch grass, and this flat i>lanting suits them
better than the usual way of burying one end deeper.

Branchinc. Larkspur {A. J/.)-—The variety is very fine indeed, but
not the one required. The seeds from Guildford did not vegetate, or

else Charley " has been and done it for them." We have the right sort

at last, or, at least, have seen it lately, and seeds were promised.

Cutting Evergreens {A Subscriber).—July is the best month to cut

evergreens in general, but Hollies and Ile.r may be cut away from Blay to

September. Your Ilcr {Evergreen Oak) grove is by far too thick, and all

the cutting in the world cannot keep it full at the bottom until you let

more sun and air to it ; or, it may be, that the top branches have been

allowed to overshadow the bottom ones. If so, instead of thinning out

the plants, take the saw now, and shorten most of these cuttings to a good
healthy branch. It is a stern law of Nature that, whatever the size or

shape of an evergreen tree or shrub may be, the lowest tier of branches

must be the longest. Then it follows that you must not only head down
the young wood from the stools of those already cut, but some of the

side branches of those now getting bare at the bottom,

Cochin-Chin A Fowls.—W. P. Lcthbridge writes thus:—"Are the
' grouse-colour ' among Cochin-Chinas, rare or not ? From a very large

imported hen, and one of Mr. Sturgeon's magnificent cocks, I have this

year produced some three or four decided grouse-plumaged pullets, so

definitive is the colour, that strangers one and all, exclaim ' how like

the grouse.* They are large, strong upon their pins, and blessed with
the usual quiet demeanour of the Cochin. (We think they are not rare.

We have this kind of plumage among our own Cochin-Chinas.

—

Ed.
C. G.) Other amateur fanciers have, I trust, had as productive a season

as I have; few casualties, no sickness, and great and rapid growth.
Chicken to be large, must be abundantly and nourishingly fed, upon the

same principle that a race-horse, from the day it is foaled, haa two milch
cows, besides its dam, kept for it ; so must you, during the growth, provide

extra rations for your Cochin progeny. What a show we shall have

at Birmingham ! I only hope that dark-coloured birds will not be

entirely tabooed as they were last year. My cockerells, batched the Ut of

March, weigh just 81bs."

CuTHiLL ON the Potato (R. TF.)-—Write to Mr. J. Cuthill,

market gardener, Camberwell, Surrey.

Winter-roosting Place (J. iV.).— Under your greenhouse stage

will make an excellent wintcr-roosting place for yourCochin-China fowls.

Kept clean, and prevented from getting into the house, they would in no
way injure your plants.

Black Cochin-Cuina Chickens {D. H.).--If these arc of a pure

breed, they are a rarity. Your feeding of them is judicious ; but in

addition give them, until they are a month or two old, a piece of bread

sopped in beer, once daily.

New Zealand Plants (J. Wa/A-er.),—We shall, ere long, publish

an extract from your note. Harakah we do not know by that name.
Try Edu'ftrdsia microphytta against a wall facing the south west, and on
a dry soil ; it bears a yellow flower, Fassijiora tctranda (Four-stamened
Passion Flower) has a small green flower ; is tender, and not worth cul-

tivating. We cannot tell which of the Swainsonias yours may be ; they

are evergreen greenhouse shrubs, and handsome. See what Mr. Fish

says about Acacia armata at page 214 of our present volume. We can-

not tell what Veronica it \s, not being gifted y.\l)x ciaircvoyance ; there

are many species in New Zealand, New South Wales, &c.

Bees.—B. B. writes to us as follows—(We shall be obliged by an

answer to bis query)—"My artificial swarm formed in the pan goes on
well ; the workers have begun to kill the drones ; and they arc as fierce

as any bees in my apiary, scarcely allowing any one to go near them.
Can you, or any of your correspondents, inform me where the vessel

described by Dr. Bcvan, for the manipulation of honey and wax, can be
procured? It is not to be had either at Neighbour's or Marriott's. I

fear this year will not be good for honey. From the 1st to the 12th of

July, all the hives I could weigh, eight out of twelve, were gaining, on the

average, three quarters of a pound per day ; since that time these eight,

consisting of stocks and swarms, have been decreasing, on the average,

at the rate of half-a-pound per week—none increasing. How is this to be

accounted for ? One stock I have taken up, as it did not swarm last

year, or this, though containing about four pounds of bees, ran only six

pounds, three ounces of honey. I hope your bee correspondents will

forward, as was suggested last year, the quantity of honey taken from
stocks and swarms, and the system adopted by them."

Black Poland Fowls.— In conjunction with other readers of The
Cottage Gardener, I was very much pleased with "A Subscriber's"

"jottings," about his black Poland fowls; such comparing of notes

among amateurs is mutually valuable and amusing. With respect to

his obliging answer to Anster Bonn's question, however, I must say that

that question related only to the golden and silver-spangled Poland fowls,

and the difficulty of breeding them perfectly regular in the spangling.

We have kept the black Poland, and can confirm the "Subscriber's"

good character of them as very good layers, but for hardihood, I cannot

yield the palm to them from the Cochin-Chinas, for I find the Cochin-

China fowls the strongest, hardiest birds of all that I have tried, while I

have found the Spanish decidedly more tender than either, and I have

reason to think the Hamburgh are the same."-Anster Bonn.

Budding Facilitator.—//. H , IK. S , &c., are informed

that we have no information as to where this can be obtained, but we are

enquiring. I\Ir. J. Turner, Parkwood Springs, Ncepsend, Sheffield, has

a facilitator and budding knife in one handle.

Work on Planting (E. W , P.).—Mr. Cruikshank's work will

suit you. It is called The Practical Planter, and published by Messrs.

Blackwood and Co.

Artichoke (W. H. T«niej').—There are two varieties— tlie Conical

or French, which is a milky-green colour, with the scales spreading;

and the Globe, which has its scales tinged with purple, curved inwards,

and compact. The latter is the finest and best.

Peruvian Guano (T. F. J.).—This is most beneficially employed for

corn, or any other crop, as a very weak liquid manure, frequently

applied. There are carts made purposely. The usual mode of applying

guano to corn crops is by sowing it over the land at seed lime, and har-

rowing it in. Two hundred weight per acre in this mode are sufficient.

The following analyses of guano are by Professor Way.

Peruvian.
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At this season of BtrawbeiTy planting it will be of

use to record our estimate of some of eighteen varieties

obligingly furiiisheil to us last year, and which liave

fruited witli us this summer. Next year, however, we

shall be enabled to give a more trustworthy opinion,

for all strawberries, and everywhere, have this year been

deficient in flavour, and our plants probably then will

be in gi-eater vigour.

Before giving our estimate of the varieties, we will

give a sketch of the history of the strawberry, published

by us elsewhere some years since.

The strawberry, in its wild state, is found only in

temperate latitudes, and in its European state of nature

is an insignificant ii-uit. The wild Scarlet Strawberry of

^'irginia is superior to the natives of the same genus in

" the old country
;

" but tlie i-eally wild Alpine of the

mountain districts of Italy are not much superior to the

wood strawberries of England. Even the Hautbois, in

its wild state, is rarely attractive either in size or flavour.

It is not known to have been a fruit with which the

Greeks were acquainted ; for it is a mere surmise that it

is the Tcij)hyUon of Dioscorides ; and the evidence is as

defective in support' of the guess that it is the Komaron
of Apuleius. There is rather more justification for

supposing that Dioscorides included the strawberry with

other plants under the name Petitaplujllon, because t]ic

passage in Pliny (lib. xxv. c. 0), where he mentions the

strawberry (Fraga). may be so construed. It is a con-

tortion of meaning however.

The strawberry does not appear to have been cultivated

by the Romans as a garden fruit, for it is not so much as

mentioned by any of their writers on the cultivation of

the soil. Gato, Yarro, Columella, and the rest of the

Geoponic authors, do not even name this fruit ; yet it was

well known to the ]ieople as a wild produce among the

grass and flowers about their pasture grounds; for Virgil,

when warning the shepherds against the concealed adder,

especially directs his monitions to those who are seeking

for flowers and strawberries—" liumi nnscentia fraga"
(earth-borne strawberries). (Bucolic, iii. {>>.) Ovid notices

both the Alpine and the Wood Strawberry (Mel. lib. i.

and lib. xiii.) ; and Pliny mentions the strawberry as one

of the few native fruits of Italy (lib. x.\i. c. lo).

Passing to more modern times, we still find the straw-

berry unimproved as a garden fruit, and chiefly regarded

by botanists. When Eyte translated the " Herball " of

Dodoens in 157s, there does not appear to have been any
strawberries known except the Wood Strawberry, and,

perhaps, the White Alpine. " Strawberries," he says,

" grow in shadowy woods and deep trenches, and banks
by highway sides. They be also much planted in gardens.

T"he fruit is green at the first, but red when it is ripe.

Sometimes also you shaU find them very white when they

be ripe ; in taste and savour very pleasant."

Caspar Bauhin, in liis " Pinax," published in \ir>:i,

enumerates the Wood Strawberry, the White Wood
Strawben-y, " the strawberry with fruit as large as a small

Ilium," the Hautboy, or Jhtaihecr of Ciesner, and the

Alpine.

In Gerard's Herball, published by him in I.VJ?, no

notice is taken of any strawberries but the Red and

White Wood and the green fruited, the two last " not to

be found save only in gardens ;" and Johnson, in his

edition of the same work, published in 10it;3, does not

mention any others.

Servius calls them Mora terrestris (Earth Mulberries).

Parkinson, in his Theatrum Botanicum, in ] G40, did

not add to the knowledge of the strawberry aud its

varieties which had been published by liis predecessors;

but in his Paradisus, which issued from the press Ki

years later, he describes, besides the Wild Strawberry, the

Virgiuiau or Scarlet, and the Bohemian, which we do not

clearly indt^ntify with any of the varieties we cultivate,

unless it be the Hautbois. " The Bohemia strawberry,"

he says, " hath been with us but of late days, but is the

goodliest and greatest."

Quintinnie, in his " French Gardener," translated by

Evelyn in l(37d, enumerates four kinds of strawberry

—

the White, the lai'ge Red, the Copprons, aud the small

Red wild. The two last, he says, need not be cultivated,

being obtained wild abundantly. But it is curious to

find that some of our recent recommendations in the

culture of this fruit are merely revivals of JI. Quintinnie's

practice. Among these, are planting in August, I'cmoving

the runners as soon as emitted, and renewing some of

tlie beds every year, as none, he observes, should be

cultivated for more than four years.

Switzer, in liis " Practical Eruit Gardener," published

in 17-'t, only mentions four kinds, the red and white

Wood, the \'irginiau or American, and the large Hautboy

or Polouiau.

It is quite certain, therefore, that quite late in the last

century, any highly improved variety of the garden

strawberry was unknown, and we will, therefore, now

proceed to detail separately such biographical notices of

each kind as we have collected, and thus trace as far

back as we can their respective histories.

The Wood Strawberry, we have seen, was known to

the Romans, and being a native of our own woods, it is

the earliest, also, that is mentioned by authors as an

inhabitant of our gardens. We have seen that l.yte,

in 1 JTS, says it was " much planted in gardens
;"

and Tusser, in his " Five Hundred Points of Good

Husbandry," published five years earlier, represents the

yeoman as saying, in September,

" wife ;—into the garden, and set me a plot

With strawberry roots, of the best to be got :

Such growing abroad, among thorns in the wood,

M'ell chosen and pricked, prove excellent good."

And Stowe, as is tndy quoted by Shakspore, records

that the Bishop of Ely's garden, in Holborn, was distin-

guished for the excellent strawberries it produced, even

as far back as the reign of Richard the 3rd (148:1).

Thomas Hyll (1.59;)) informs us, that the berries be

much eaten at all men's tables in the summer, with wine

and sugar, and that they will grow in gardens until the

bigness of a mulberry.

The Alpine Stranberrg was introduced into France in

nti-t, by M. de Fougeron, who observed it upon Mount

Cenis. Three or four years previously it was cultivated
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in the iieiglibourhood of Lonrlon ; and ^1. Ducliesne,

writing ill 1700, says that the King of Enghuid wns un-

derstood to have received the lirst seeds from Turin : it

was such a rarity tliat a (tinch of the seed sold for a

guinea, but its fecundity very speedily reduced this price.

It was introduced into England hy the ]>ntch market

gardeners, who sold the plants at the rate of five livres

per 10(1. It was from England and Holland that plants

of this strawberry were first procured for the French

king's garden at Trianon. (Duchesne's llistoire des

Fraisiers, 5T.) The exportation is now reversed, for

Alpine strawberry seed is commonly imported into this

country from Paris.

The Ctippron, which we have seen was mentioned by

Qnintinnie, was the lirst improved garden variety, and
j

was obtained from the seed of the Wood strawberiy. It

appears to have been obtained at Montreuil, in France,

by a strawberry grower named Pierre Fressant, about
i

tlie year 1000, and was known in 1706 as the Fressant

strawberry. Dnchesue thinks it is the Fragaiia hortensis

mentioned by Salmon in his Botanologia. (Histoire des

Fniisiers, 113.) The variety is now unknown, but has

probably been an ancestor of some of our present

improved varieties.

The Haulhois is said by Miller to have been brought

hither from America ; but in this, we think, lie was mis-

taken. It is not found native on that side of the Atlantic,

but it is found wild in Germany ; and Parkinson, we have

seen, probably calls it the Polonian or Bohemian, and says

it was but lately introduced. Its very name seems to be

a corruption of its German designation, Haarhecr. It

is the Capiton of the old French writers. Parkinson

says, in 102!), " it hath been witli us but of late days.

Master Quester, the postmaster, first brought them over

into our country, as I understand ; but I know no man
so industrious in the careful planting and bringing them

to perfection in that plentiful manner, as Master ^'incent

Sion, on the Bank side, near the old Paris garden stairs,

who, from seven roots, as he affirmed to me, in one year

and a half, planted half an acre of ground with the in-

crease from them, besides those lie gave away to his

friends."

The Chili Stmivberry.—The Spaniards conveyed the

strawberry with them to South America, and at tlie foot

of the Cordillera mountains, near Quito, our present

1 Chili variety was raised. It was seen there by M.

Frezier during his " Voyage in the South Sea," and

brought to France by him on his return to Marseilles in

1710. It was called hy the South American Spaniards

Frulillii, or Ijittle Fruit, a singularly inappropriate name
if the comparison was with other strawbei'ries, for it was

I

then the largest of the known varieties. The French,

galliciziug the name, called it Le FrutilUr, and it appears

I to have been first successfully and largely cultivated by
I them at Brest. From thence it was procured by the

plant dealers of Amstei'dam, and Miller imported it

from Mr. Clifford's garden at Hartecamp, near that city,

in 1727. It had bloomed in Miller's garden at Eltham
in 1730, but had not borne fruit; and even as late as

17GG, Duchesne says, that Miller considered its cultiva-

tion abandoned in England on account of its sterility.

The parentage and birth-place of the Pine Strawberry

is uncertain. It first became known to the English and

French gardeners about the middle of the last century.

Duchesne seems to consider it a hybrid between the

Scarlet and the Chili, but Miller considers it a new
species. At first, in 1709, he believed that it was a

native of Louisiana, but in later editions of his Dic-

tionary he seems to doubt between that country, Vir-

ginia, and Surinam. Duchesne is quite right in think-

ing the latter tropical locality too hot to have been its

birth-place. It readied the Trianon Gardens in 1762,

and in company with other plants from Canada and
Virginia. {Histoire des Fraisiers, 202.)

The Scarlet, known also as the ^'irginian and Cana-

dian strawberry, is most probably a native species of

North America, and brought to England before the

middle of the 17th century. Bradley, in 1720, and

Switzer, in 172-t, mention it in their lists of garden

strawberries. It was included in I'radescant's Catalogue

in 1023, and more fully particularized by Parkinson in

1006. Mortimer, writing in 1707, says it was lately

introduced. It is usually considered by botanists as a

distinct species, but Duchesne thinks it au offspring of

the Wood strawberry.

The present century, subse(iuently to Knight's ex-

periments on hybridizing, has been the birth-time of

many varieties, but few of which, however, have perma-

nent claims upon the favour of the cultivator. These

few exceptions are— the lioseherry, raised by Robert

Davidson, Esq., near Aberdeen, in ISIO ; WHmot's

Siqierh, of great size, but deficient flavom-, produced in

1820 ; Grove End Scarlet, raised by W. Atkinson, Esq.,

at Grove End, Paddington, in 1820 ; Keen's Seedling,

raised by Mr. Michael Keen, a market gardener at Isle-

worth, about the year 1823 ; Ellon, raised by T. Knight,

Esq., in 1828; Dounlon, raised in 1810 by the same

distinguished horticulturist ; and Myatt's Pine, Prince

Albert, Eliza, and British Queen, all raised by Mr.

Myatt, market gardener, at Deptford, within the last

few years, and some few others we shall mention

presently.

In Scotland, next to England, is the strawberry cul-

tivated more largely and more generally than in any

other country of Europe. We have the following par-

ticulars on the subject from ilr. J. Smith, gardener to

the Earl of Hopetoun.

The cultivation of strawberries in the neighbourhood

of large towns in Scotland is found to be a very lucrative

employment, and is therefore carried on to a consider-

able extent. By its means poor and industrious men
have risen to comparative opulence, and, in some in-

stances, the farmer has been induced to add it to the

ordinary branches of agriculture. It is stated by Dr.

Neill, in his treatise on the Gardens and Orchards of

Scotland, i: and from snfiicient data, that the quantity of

• Neill on Scottish Gardens and Orchards, in Sir John Sinclair's

General Report on the Agricultural State, ftc, of Scotland, vol. ii.,

page 90-
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laud under strawberries near Edinburgh does not

exceed a hundred acres.* Dr. Neill has given, in the

work referred to, a brief account of tlie strawbcrry

gardens in the vicinity of Edinburgh in the year lsi2.

At Glasgow, strawberries are estimated to occupy only

one-tenth of the market gardens, which places the con-

sumption of that town considerably behind that of

Edinburgh, in which, from the market duty paid, the

annual supply appe.nrs to be from 80,00U to 50,000

Scotch piuts.f If, however, we take into account the

quantities which are consumed in the gardens—

a

favourite resort of parties of the citizens in the straw-

berry season—it is probable that Dr. Neill's statement,

in tlie work already quoted, of from 00,000 to 80,000

Scotch pints on an average, according to the season,

may not be exaggerated.

The strawberry gardens in the immediate vicinity of

Edinburgh are neither very numerous nor extensive,

principally on account of the high rent of l.ind; but

also because most of the fields, and particularly the

market gardens, have become so saturated with maum-e

as to cause them to be more productive of leaves than

of fiiiit. The greater number ai-e about Dalkeith,

Laswade, Roslin, Ratho, and Corstorphine, all of which

places are within eight miles of Edinhiu-gh. There

are, however, some considerable strawberry gardens

beyond this circle, even as far as Haddington, a distance

of 18 miles. Excepting the large sorts, they are pulled

without tlio calyx, and are put into small baskets, each

containing nominally one Scotch pint. These baskets

ai'e packed above one another in square hampers, and

are conveyed to the market on a light cai-riage or frame-

work, hung on springs.

The labour of cultivating strawberries, which is

usually light, becomes incessant in the fruit season, on

which account the gi'ound employed for this purpose

round Edinburgh, by one grower, is seldom more than

six Scotch acres, and in general does not exceed three

or four. As, however, the cidtivation of gooseberries,

cun-ants, &e., is commonly combined with that of straw-

berries, mai'ket gardens are usually more extensive. Of

these the rent varies from £b to £lb per acre, those

being cheapest which are farthest from the city. The
average price of labour per acre, mcludiug carriage, &c.,

is less than .£5 ; and the rate of profit, taking a com-

bined average of seasons, is from f .'!.") to XUO per acre.

Occasionally a much greater sum is obtained. In one

instance, a gross amount of .f 120 was made from a

single acre, plaiited in equal proportions with the Old

Scarlet and Roseberry varieties. Greater sums than

this have been talked of; and it is said that 3400 Scotch

pints of the Roseberry kind have been gathered from 1^

acre. The usual rate of production is much below this,

and in dry seasons very far so indeed. (Hort. Sm:
Trans., vi, 513.)

It is difficult to estimate the extent of land occupied by

* The Scotch acre is to the English acre nearly in the proportion of

five to four ; the former containing 6064 square yards, the latter 4840.

f The Scotch pint contains 103 solid inches, and is ncorly equal to

tlu-ee imperial pints.

strawbcri'ies in the vicinity of London ; but Mr. Cuthill,

a good authority, estimates it at about 100 acres. Mr.

Myatt has seven acres at Deptford devoted to straw-

berries.

We now come to our estimate of sorts, and we sliall

only mention those of which we can speak confidently.

Hooper's Seedliny, Keen's SeeilUng, and Black Prince

were all ripe the earliest, and on the same day—June

18th. We prefer the first-named, the berry being hand-

some and better flavoured than either of the others.

Sirainstone Siedlimj and Kittlei/'s Ooliah were each ripe

June 27th. Neither of them of superior flavour. Kit-

ley's very large.

Thorn's Seedling was ripe June ~:tith, and is a very

superior fruit. Berry a flattened cone, deep red, large,

and excellently flavoiu'ed.

Jlyatt's Deptford Pine and Pellvellin's C'omple ile

Paris were ripe June ;30th. The Deptford Pine has a

large, conical, deep-coloured berry, but its flavour only

of medium quality. The C'omple de Paris is one of tlie

very best varieties cultivated. Its berry is the hand-

somest, being globular, bright as if varnished
; pale

red in colour ; medium size ; and flavour superior.

C'wquefoil had its first fruit ripe July 7th. This is

also a very sujjerior fruit. Berries large, flat, and

irregular; dark-coloured, and flavour excellent. It grows

very low, and has the peculiarity of many of its leaves

being &-leafleted, instead of 3-leafleted as usual. Bicton

Pine was ripe at the same time, and is a large fruit, but

chiefly desirable as a bright, white, waxy-looking fruit,

ornamental in the dessert.

Jacltson's Britannia was ripe July 12th. Berry large,

flat, and irregular, and deep purplish crimson in colour.

Hollow, and flavour not like that of the strawbeny, but

more like that of the fig.

FORSYTH MSS.

Anv information relative to our Australian settlements

is more than ordinarily interesting just now that there

is a mania for proceeding to their " Gold Diggings."

The information wo have to place before our readei-s

relates to the vei'y earliest days of their settlement as a

colony, even to their difficulties under their first com-

mander—Governor Phillips. He established the colony

at Botany Bay in the beginning of the year 1788, and

left it at the close of 1702.

"Biiring the remainder of his life lie Hved at Bnth, on a

pension of .£400 a _vear. His govenmiont was a period of
great JillieuU.v indeed, as may be supposed in an infant
settlement IVirmed of such materials, and situated at so
remote a distance from the parent country ; and had it not
been for what Dr. Lang calls the energy and decision of
cliaraoter, tempered with the utmost humanity, which Gover-
nor Phillips uniformly evinced luider tlie most trying cb-
ciimstances, it is possible that the colony might have
perished, or been abandoned. A wealthy and respectable

inliabitnnt of Sydney, who arrived in tlie colony dmlng the
administration of Governor Phillips, ns a free person, men-
tioned that his ration for a long period was only a cob, or

nhuilf head of Ind'um corn, a day ; and that for three years
he had liccd'bi llic colony in the constant belief that he should

perish Inj htnxjcr. The government of such a colony, under
such circumstances, was indeed most diffloult, demanding
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the rarest qmililiis of iniiul. Various inlcresting traits of
Gowrnor I'liillijis' charivck-r aro still rneutionetl Ijy the
oilier inliuhilanls of tlio colony. One of these is sufli-

ciently eharaileristie. On seeing any jierson with a (log

in tli(> course of his walk through the' settlement, indignant
at the maintenance of one useless mouth in the colony,
and yet desirons that the owner of the dog should have
a more vahialde domestic animal, he would s.ay, ' Kill your
ilnfi, sir, and I will order yon a/u';/ from the store.'" (beii-
llemmi'.'! Minjnzinf.

)

Of the dillicultics tlie first sottlers cncountereil, the

following letter among the Forsyth MSS. bears testi-

mony. It is dated Norfolk Island, August rjrird, 17',)0,

but bears no signature. It coincides witli Governor

Phillips' despatch, dated in the February of the same
year, wbicli may bo perused in tl)e Oentlcmftu's Magazine
for 17'.)1, page •>1\. It will be seen in the following

letter that the writer states that they found their gardens

good friends in time of need, and wo incline to think

that even now the spade and the plough will be more
enduring friends than tlie cradle of the gold washer.

" Governor I'liillips being alarmed for the subsistence of
llie colony, on account of no supplies arriving in February
last, detciTiiin.Ml, with the advice of the other oilicrs, tn

dispatch the Sirius to China, or Batavia, to bn'ng provisions
for th.' inhahitauts—supposins,' (as was really the case) that
some ai'cid. nt hml hap|iencd (o the ships sent from fhigland.
He accordingly sent the Siritis and Supply brig, with a
number of marines and convicts, to this island, with a pro-
portion of the provisions then on hand, very justly supposing
the fertility of this island would support them better than
keeping them at Port Jackson.

" The weather being unfavourable at the time of their
ai-rival, uufculuuately the Sirius was wreckeil on this island;
by tlie indulgence of kind Providence no lives were lost,

and we had the good fortune to save the greatest part of her
provi-ions and stores.

" My friend, ^fr. King, was recalled from the command of
the island, in order to go as agent lo the Indies, and pur-
chase us provisions; and Slajor P^oss, Ueutenant governor
of tlie coloin-, lanip here and took command of the island.
As soon as thi^ Supply brig had landed their stores, &c., she
returned to I'ort .lackson, from whence, I learn, slie imme-
diately sailtd for Eata\aa to procure ships tn bi-ing provisions
for the setUement. Von may easily supijose wo were in a
disaL'ree.able situation, not liaving three months' provisions
on hand; and as the ships fiMin Fni/land did not anivo at

(be time expected, we ha 1 lililr 1im|ms of relief till the ships
arrived from IJatavia, win. li v.oiild lU least bo seven or eight
monllis. Major Ross imme.liati'ly .-ailed a council of officers,

when it was thought proper to go on short allowance of
provisions, so as to make it last till the crops of grain would
be ripe, or a supply arrived. F.very person, therefore, was
onlered to bc> served from the store only four pounds of
flour, two pints of rice, and two aud-a half pounds of pork,
per week. This was the -^nth of March, 1700. On the ISth
of Jlay it was thought proper to reduce the allowance of
provisions still lower, when every person received three
pounds of Hour, one pound of rice, and seventeen ounces of
pork, per week, at which ration we continued till the 7th of
.Vugust, when the ships arrived.

" Our situation was not so distressing as it might appear,
having plenty of vegetables in our gardens, and birds in
gi-eat abundance. In some of my former letters I described
to you a species of birds that burrowed in the ground,
nearly as large as a teal, with which this island abounds

;

tliey are a sea-fowl, and come on shore about the beginning
of March to lay their egg (which is but one at a time), and
hatch their young ; and when they are able to ily they
return to tlie sea again the remaining part of the year.
Those birds wo found in such great abundance, on a moun-
tain in the middle of the island, as is almost incredible.

" I must own, was I to hear a person relate what I now
declare as a fact, I should look on it as one of those
romances which travellers often indulge themselves in.

From the latter end of March till the 7th of August there

were (on a moderate computation) not less than three
thousand of these birds brought daily into the town, without
the least appearaiu:e of a decrease in their numbers at the
place they were caught, till within three or four days before

the arrival of the -diips (n our relief, when they appeai'ed to

ilecroase very t'.. :, :.ii.l j.ioplo were alarmed, fearing this

inestimable bl. -.lu «a, ijoing lo leave us. Bnt.fortiniately,

the ships app.an ;l in -i^ibt, and dispersed that heavy gloom
that seemed t.i bang on every countenance."

GOSSIP.

We were wrong in stating that Mr. Puiieluinl exhibited

Cochin-China fowls at the Lewes Show. He did not

exhibit for the ])rize, because the Committee of the

Agricultural Society could not allow him to substitute

a cock of his own rearing for an imported one which he

bad entered. When we stated that Mr. Higgs' pen of

Cochins carried away the prize fiom those of Mr. Stur-

geon and Mr. Pimchard, it was no disparagement of the

fowls of these two gentlemen. Our high opinion of

their stock has been too often expressed in these pages

for us to be so misunderstood.

There is an erroneous opinion inovalent, tliat egijs

cannot be sent to a distance without being spoiled in

the carriago. To test the truth of this opinion, Mr.

Punchard has sent out with each batch of eggs a printed

form, with columns to show the results, and requesting

the purchaser to fill it up and send it back.

We have before us a copy of all the returns, and from

this it appears that Mr. Panobard sent eggs to sixty

dill'erent persons. The number of eggs sent to them

amounted to S78, and from these were produced .'J37

chickens. This total, however, does not give all the

evidence in refutation of the opinion against travelled

eggs, for there are numerous instances such as this :

"Sent l-'i eggs; travelled ;!.")(J miles; produced 11

cliickens." Another gentleman, who had il chickens

from 13 eggs, after they had travelled 70 miles, says:

" I have reason to speak well of yoin- mode of packing,

for this result is better than any I have had this very

unfortunate year for hatching. I have set 80 eggs, and

have not bad a dozen chickens " Mr. Punchard packs

the eggs in bran, in stout boxes
; the eggs, we believe,

with their small ends downwards.

Tho following is a list of the Horticultural and

Pouilnj Shows of which we are at |)resent aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the So

cretaries.

HORTICULTtmAI. SHOWS.

Ai.i.END.iLE, Sept. 11th. (Si^cs., G. Dickinson and G.J.
French.

1

Bath, Sept. Ifith. (Sec. H. T. St. JohnMaule, Esq.)
BiiiDOEWATER. Sept. U'i. {Sees., Mr. J. Leaker and Mr.

J. Havward.)
BniGG, Sept. l.'ith. (Sec. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun.)

Bury St. Emiunus, Sept. B1 (Abbey); Nov. 26 (Chry-
santhemums). (Sec. (i. P. Clay, Esq )

Cai.edonian (luverleith Piow), Kdinburgh, Sept. '2, Dec. 2.

Cheltenham, Aug. afi.

Clapham, Sept. 11.

Colchester and East Essex, Sept. 8, at the Eev, T.
Bound's grounds, Holly Trees, All Saints,
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Durham, Sei)t. S.

FoRFARSHiEE (Kastern), Sept. 15 (Arbroath).

Glasgow, Sept. ID.

HALiF.ix, August l.S. (Sec. E. Pliolman).

Hampshire, Sept. 9 (Southampton), Nov. 18 (Wiiifhes-

ter). (Sec. Rev. F. 'Wickham, Winchester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, IC.

Hull, Sept. 10.

Kirkcaldy (Fifcshire), Sept. 9.

Lincoln, Sept. 14.

Liverpool, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).

London Florioultural (Exeter Hall, Strani.1), Aug. --ii,

Sept. 14+, 28, Oot. 12+, Nov. !l+, 2:1, Dec. 14+.

M.viDSTONE. In-door Show. Sept. 8. ( Sec. Mr. .T. G.

Smith, Weelc-street.)

BIiD Calder (Parish school-room), Sept. in.

Newbury, Sept. ;i.

North London, Nov. 2:i, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, Sept. 27, Dahlia.

O.xfordshire (Royal), Sept. 2^. (St.s., C. Tawney and

W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

Peebleshire, Sept. 14th. (Sec, .7. Stirling.)

Ponteland (Newcastle-upon-Tyne), Sept. 8. (Sec. Rev.

J. M. St. Clere Raymond.)
South Devon Botanical and Horticci.titral, Sept. 7.

(Sec. 3. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.)

South London (Royal"), Aug. 19+, Sept. 2|-, 8, Oct. 14t,

Nov. 11+, Dec. 9+, 111.

Shacklewell, Sept. 1.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camher-
well), Sept. 15, Dahlia.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhihition), Aug. J.'i.

Turriff, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, Sept. 17, Dahlias.

poultry shows.

BiRinNGHAM and MlDLAND COUNTIES, 14th, l.^ith, Ifilh,

and 17th December.
Bristol Agricultural, December 7tli, 8th, and nth.

(Sec. .Tames Marmont.)
Bury and Radoliffe (Lancashire), Sept. '^ (Radclifte).

CoRNWATJ. (Penz.ancf.), about a week after tlie Birming-

ham. (Sees. Rev. W. W. Wingtield, Gnlval A'icarage,

andE, H. Rodd, Esq.)

Liverpool, Sept. 2.'i.

THE VINE—GRAPES, &c.

The early fruit is gone, tlie successiou crops and
gi-eeuliouse vines are now ripening, and the late grapes

will soon begin to take their last change ; what is to be

done ?

Assuredly this is an important period to each class,

and we must endeavour to delineate the features pecu-

liar to such conditions.

The early fruit is gone; the leaves in a brownish con-

dition, and yet, where vines are healthy, still attempting

to produce late shoots. The vine is truly a susceptible,

a wonderful tree. Who, that had never before seen or

heard of the vine, yet accustomed to oiu' more massive
and timber-producing fruit - trees of northern climes,

would for a moment suppose that such a half solidiiied-

looking cane couhl produce such a weight of luscious

fruit, and that too (under favourable circumstances) for

a century; or, indeed, much longer? Really the ab-

sorbents must be both active and long-enduring.

Thus much for the vine under congenial circum-
stances ; how diflerent the darker side of the question.

AVlio has not seen a vine, ill circumstanced, battling

year by year, not to extend, but simply to preserve, a

little vitality? Shall, then, a vine wliich has been early

forced be hurried into a state of rest? There is little

doubt, that a complete cessation of growth, soon after

the fruit is ripe, would produce a somewhat earlier habit

in the ensuing spring, and the buds might possibly

break with more uniformity. But this benefit would,
in many cases, be counterbalanced by a want of energy.

if not by positive weakness. The tax on the powers of

the vine are so great during the ripening of a full crop,

that, be the vjne ever so strong, it will be observed to

fail ; that is to say, growth generally becomes sus-

pended during this process. This is sufficiently con-
vincing, and points, moreovei-, to the reciprocity requisite

to carry on active growth ; for in this case it will be
seen, that all available growing matter is drawn into,

and appropriated by the i'ruit. The tree thus becomes
somewhat emptied of those enriching liuids, the presence
of whicli are lecjnisite in the ensuing spring as food to

the unfiililing bud, and to carry out a fi-ee development
up to the point when the new foliage commences elab-

oration. Such is, we think, borne out both by science
and practice. Although what are termed late growths,
are, after a certain period, of little use, and in some
cases a positive harm, yet there can be little doubt that

early vines, exhausted with their recent crop, may be
allowed to ramble freely for a month or so after tlie crop
is removed ; say, until the early part of August, when
rest must bo thought of; and this will be soon induced
by continuing to pinch every lateral as soon as an
ellbrt at new growth is attempted. Thus a considerable

amount of elaborated matter will be added to the stock ;

a sort of surplus fund for the ensuing year, besides an
active impulse given to the roots which had become
somewhat torpid. If any one will examine, at this

period, the roots of vines with ripe fruit, or recently cut,

and where manurial top-dressings have been applied, he
will find the roots of tliose possessing growing shoots

revelling with the utmost activity in the decaying
organic matters, whilst the roots of those overpowered
and producing little wood are in a comparatively resting

state. Cleans then may be taken for awhile to keep
up a lively action at the root ; where borders are dry,

a good .sousing of liquid manure may at once be given,

and rambling shoots trained so as to enjoy the light.

Successional Cro})s.—By these are meant grapes in

course of ripening, and such will, in the main, be the

position of the amateur with one house, and wliat are

termed greenhouse vines. In order to do a moderate
amount of justice to greenhouse vines, the proprietor

should, for a few weeks, weed out most of his in-door

stock of plants, and friend Fish will surely bear his

testimony to the fact that, like turning horses out to

grass and taking their shoes oil', it does most of them a
deal of good. As for those plants which are in their

nature " mitfy," or those troubled with vegetable in-

digestion, why, surely a frame, with its face to the north,

will be a good situation for them. Here, with a plenty

of cinder ashes beneath them, they will at least endure
the vicissitudes which an English summer can give rise

to. The removal of many of the plants will give

breathing room ; will allow, not only fresh air, but
occasionally a putt' of wind to penetrate the stagnant
nooks and corners of the house. Who can for a moment
doubt, that crowded and ill-ventilated places are liable

to engender miasma, and that such exercise a hurtful

influence on the vegetable as well as the animal king-

dom ? Let this period, then, be selected as a sort of

gaol-delivery, and every portion of the house washed
down.
The O'ulium Tiickeri, or vine mildew, has been making

fearful ravages of late, and we, amongst the rest, have
received our annual visitation of this sad pest. We
have had all our walls washed with lime well charged

with sulphur ; have had lires lighted three or four

evenings successively; the flues or pipes being sprinkled

witli sulphur every evening, and the houses closed. In
addition, we have tried the hydro-sulidniret, the iuvcn-

|

tiou of M. Grison, and have every reason to tliink it I

will jn-ove efl'ectual, though we doul.it the comjyh'te effi-

ciency of one application. Let us advise every reader

of this work to use sulphur most pertinaciously, whether
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the vines are affected ov not, for we liave never expe-

rienced any damages Irom its use, wliou apiilied jiulici-

ously. In sprinlding, or painting, flues or pijjes, we
liold one maxim as our safeguard—never to apply it to

any surface wliioli can by any possibility become so

hot as that it could not be comtortably grasped by the

hand whilst counting twenty. This, although rule-of-

thumb work, has ever proved a safe proceeding. What
is termed a small house—say twenty feet long by twelve

feet wide—maj' receive three ounces of sulplnu' at any
time, and four or five to an ordiuai-y-sized liouse.

To return : after tlie liouse is cleansed, let the vines be
thoroughly examined, and the surplus laterals removed,
in order to do justice to the ripening of the fruit. Let
all beware of so reducing them as to suffer the sun to

shine immediately on the fruit; no greater mistake can
be committed. Such practice is sure to injiu'e both
size, colour, and flavour. The finest and blackest

grapes we have ever seen have been ripened in deep
shade,—strange as it may seem. Let the maxim, then,

be to remove just as mucli of the later spray as shades
the earlier fohage, that is, providing it is still in a

healthy condition ; if not, decaying or injured foliage

may be removed, and later growths be permitted to

supply its place. We hold it good practice, however,
to pinch all growing points when the fruit is changing
colour ; tliis causes a temporary cessation of active

growth, and, by consequence, a higher concentration of

the juices in tiie bearing branches; but as soon as the

ripening is complete, the vines, if healthy, will make
another ettbrt to refill their partially-exhausted vessels,

thus providing for a lively vital action in the ensuing
spring. When grapes are really ripe, and not required
to hang many weeks on tlie tree, most of the early

laterals near tlie fruit may be cut clear away. This is

the practice of most good grajie growers, and is under-
stood to render the buds whiidi must produce the en-

suing year's crop more plump and firm.

If any dull weather occurs, fires may occasionally be
used ; many late crops are seriously injured through
low temperatures, accompanied with much moisture
of atmosphere. Ample lenl'dation, day and night, is

the thing on which we must depend for colour and
flavour; depend on it, a coddling system will not
produce first-rate grapes. And let our readers remember,
that the ripening process sliould be slow ; slow, through
abundance of air. W^e believe that tlie necessary slow-

ness of the processes in our clime, as compared with
tropical climates, is the reason why first-rate grapes in

Britain are more luscious than the foreign ones ; albeit,

perhaps, not so sweet.

It may here be suggested to those who muit introduce
pot plants to their vinery verj' early in the autumn, that

it will be well not to encourage any late growths, but to

per.sist in stopping every growth from tlie moment the

grapes are ripe. It will be necessary, also, to remove
every lateral about the end of August, in order by such
means to encourage a free cireulation of air ; as essential

to the plants as to the grapes. We will speak of winter,

or late grapes, sliortly. R. EaiiiNinox.

STOVE PLANTS IN THE OPEN AIR.

PiE.MoviNii stove plants to the greenliousc when the

greenhouse plants are turned out-ol'-doors for the sum-
mer, is a practice almost as old as the use of glass

houses for plants. jSIost of the old authors recommend
it, and many writers of the jnesent day subscribe to it,

and yet one may travel a long way in the country and
not see a greenhouse converted into a stove. The most
that is done by the best gardeners in these days is,

where a late vinery is forced for six weeks after the end
of April, to remove the soft-wooded stove plants then

in rapid growth, to this vinery, aud keep them there as

long as the vines do not shade them too much.
The next, and a better step, is a close cold pit, almost

a new term in our garden writings. Jlore than two-

thirds of our best stove plants will do better, or, at least,

as well, in a close cold pit, from the end of May to the

end of September, than in the stove. This is the plan
which is followed in most of the London nurseries, but
in some of them a slight bottom-heat, with dung or tan,

is provided for the close pits; just as they do wlio plant

out melons for a summer crop in cold frames, or as the

cottager does with his cucumber bed in .May, give a
slight bottom-heat to start with, and after that take the

cliances of the season. Each of these ways proving in

detail the true theory of night temperature.

j\lr. Appleby has gone round the Pine-Apple Place

nursery with me of an afternoon, opening the lights of

whole ranges of long " close cold pits," filled with stove

plants, which were watered overhead two hours before,

and were now in a damp close heat of, perhaps, ilO° a

little before sunset, and that without any bottom-heat,

only from the afternoon sun, and before the sun got on
them next morning the temperature would be down as

low as oO°, and sometimes lower, yet nothing could look

more thrifty than did tlie plants.

Now, if you take the best constructed greenhouse in

England, and get the best gardener in the country to

look after it, he could not grow those stove plants in it

half so well as they were grown in the close cold pit

;

but wliy the thing cannot be done no one has over yet

explained. The reason why plants grow better in pits

where dung-heat is applied, is accounted for by saying

that the leaves suck in so much of the bad smell, which
is ammonia, but in a pit with only bricks and glass,

with wooden framing, there can be no more ammonia
than in a greenhouse made of the same materials.

Here, then, is a fix, the cause of which we do not un-

derstand jiroperly, but the effects are familiar to evoiy

gardener of note in the kingdom.
But here steji in ilr. Appleby and Mr. Eish, and wish

me fixed on safer ground, so I step out into the flower-

garden, aud walk down between an avenue of Russelia

juncefi, some in pots or vases, and others planted in

circles on the grass, like so many standard roses. They
are all in bloom, and better than you see them now in

the stove, but not better than they were flowered when
they were first brought out for competition fifteen or

sixteen years ago, and there are one hundred stove

plants in this country that would give the same exotic

character to a straight walk in a flower-garden, and,

wliat is as much to the purpose, it is either in the small

cottage garden, or in the most extensive, that this style

seems more appropriate, because the man of rods and
yards may say that his space being so confined he must
create interest for it by giving it this foreign aspect,

and in such large places as Chatsworlh and Trentham
Plall, you expect to meet with every kind of style, as

well as new arrangements and original ideas, exempli-

fied every year. What I wanted to effect by this tres-

passing on the greenhouse and stove departments is to

knock on the head, and altogether crush, the old and
foolish notion that a greenhouse is a good place for

stove plants in summer, and a better stepping-stone

than any other way when you want to turn stove plants

out-of-doors into the flower-garden, as I am convinced

more and more every year, that many ]dants. now spoiled

by too much uniform heat in our stoves, would Hourish

and do much better out-of-doors from the end of June
or middle of July.

Many years back I had been compelled to turn nearly

five hundred stove plants out-ofdoors at the end of

July, owing to some alterations that were to be made in

the houses, and before I could get them in again I had
to mat over some Ixoras to save tbem from the early
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fi'osts iu Octoljei', aufl the old Calccohiria hicohr, the

HcUotrupe, and the Potatoes, were blackened by the

frost beibre the I.rorus sufl'eved imder a single mat.

'I'he Ritsselia is only an instance out ol' many, but

T prelcr it to illustrate what I so much wish to see in

our flower-gardens, because a friend of mine has been

iu the habit lor years to have it in avenues, just as I

have said, because it is a plant so easy to increase from
cuttings that no one need grudge trying it out for an
experiment. The whole of the summer-flowering Jiis-

ticias (we must not include coccinea, for it is a late

autumn-bloomer) will flower as well out-of-doors as iu

the conservatory, and better than in the stove, at least

will hold on longer. Oanlenias the same, but they do

better iu jieat beds. ^Vhy instance particular plants

when the field is almost untrodden ? A much-valued
correspondent, whom I have never seen, mentions, in a

letter received this morning, that he " is doing a little

in the out-ofdoor tropical line, which is an old fancy

of his ; he has done it on a wide, shallow, troddendown
hotbed about twenty feet long, ten feet wide, on a plat-

form of brick. Mnranta zchrimi, will do ; Nedi/chinms,

Swjar Ciine, Pine Apple, Castor Oil phiiit, IJijhiscus of

sorts, Begoniits, fpomwus, Ciicurhitacecr, Richanlia (old

Calla Elhiopica), Acacia lophaiitha, Colocasut esculenta

(flourishing), Maize, &c." Now here is a grand secret ; >

an old, large hotbed was first made use of; in due time '

all the air that the state of the sun wotdd allow of was
given to the plants in May. and by ilidsummer the

lights were, very likely, left ofl' at night, and when thus

inured gradually to tlie open air, taking away the hot-

bed frame, if that was thought necessary, would be no
check to their growth. Tlierefore, theory and practice

go hand-in-hand in pointing out the hotbed, or no hot-

bed pit, to he the projier way of inuring stove plants to

stand the open air, and not the greenhouse, where they

are at once exposed to too much air and too nuich

dryness, after all we can do, unless, indeed, the green-

house is kept close and moist, and if it is its character

is gone, the name only is changed, the system is the

same as in the old stove.

Only think of a cottage gardener having a plot of

Pine-apples growing at the end of his llluib.irb "bed like

so many globe Artichokes ! If my garden was big

enough, I would have a row of Pineapple plants next

year, if I had to go to Oovent Garden niarket to get

them finited; but Mr. Barnes fruited Pine-apples out-of-

doors in Devonshire as freely as I,ove-apples (Tomatoes),

and witli far less trouble as to thinning and pruning.

But for a man to make the world believe in such simple

things now-a-days, he would need to plant an acre or

two of the Upas tree, and kill all the rooks and jack-

daws in the country with the smell of it, as tliey used to

say of the tree in Java. After all this, I would thank
any of our readei-s who could send us a report of stove

plants having flourished in England in the open air

during the summer. Who would have thought that the

Eusselia would bloom out-ofdoors as well as a Fuchsia.

But as it has done so over and over again ; why not

Gardenia. Stanlei/ana, or a score of more interesting

plants? All the stove Siphocamj^i/luses may do better

out-of-doors than any other way ; S. bicolor can never
be flowered in a pot as it does in the open border; and
Salvias were classed with stove plants in the only
catalogue gardeners had access to when I took up the

spade ; so that, without trials and experiments. Salvias

might have been forgotten long since, like many more
things that would now come iu useful to keep up the

spii'it for variety, usefulness, and brilliancy in the

flower-gardens. Some say, that we shall never be
driven to mtike the best of what we have, luitil all the

plants in the world are found out. and brought together.

Then, instead of sending out collectors at enormous
cost, wo shall lay out our strength on other means, such

as hybridising, forcing, or starving plants above or

below their natural ways, to jirocure " sports," and
trying their capacities for different climates ;—and all

these points must engage the attention of gardeners

some day or another.

When we come to speak of strange experiments, the

most learned are as much at sea as the dullest of us,

and he of the most extensive practice has the less

reason to be dogmatical on any point which he may
think he has mastered. There is a cutting just laid

down at my elbow enough to make me blush all over,

for I have often said the ])arent was baiTeu, yet I urged
on experiments to see if it was really so. The beautiful

bedding geranium, with striped flowers, and called

Sidonia, has been crossed, and the cross has just flow-

ered. There wei'e only two cuttings to spare, and a

perfect stranger sent one of them to me, through the

post, the very highest compliment he could pay me.
Tlte flower I did not see, for this reason, " it was so

admired here, and I liad at ouce crossed it with several

others." I wonld"sooner lose my right ear than have
lost the chance of the first gi'and-child of Sidonia; but
hero is the description of the seedling:—•" I send you
this through the editor, not knowing your address.'"

The Sidonia seedling has produced a head of flowers,

and is a heaitlij ; colour darker and richer than the

parent ; flowers smaller and rounder, with something of

a blotch in the upper petals; truss stift'as wire, upriglit,

and well above the foliage
;
petals with a tendency to

crumple—the only fault; colour exquisite."

D. Beatox.

IIAIID-WOODED PLANTS.

TEi'ii.\THyEC.\ vEnTicii.L.\TA.—This is a plant that

must ever please an amateur of refined taste, and with

but limited space at his disposal. The generic name is

derived from the four cells of its anthers, the specific

name from the leaves being produced in whorls, around
the very slender and graceful stems. From these

whorls the flowers are abundantly produced, supported

and susjieuded by their very slender, thread-like foot-

stalks. The whole genus is very interesting from the

little room they take; tlieir neat, compact habit, the

freencss with which bloom is produced, and the long

time tlie plants continue to yield their flowers, some-

what bell-shaped at first, but which become more open

I

and broad as the five petals of the flower expand.

AVith the exception of T. ericiT.folia, 'J', liirsiila, T.

nuda, &c., which are respectively, rose, pink, and

I
crimson-coloured, the majority are purple-flowered, and

', that is the case with the species t have selected as the

;
type of the genus. T. verticillata blooms ahnost con-

stantly when from one foot to two-and-a-half feet in

height, and whether the plant consists of a few twigs,

i

or is a bush of a foot or eighteen inches in diameter,

when of a fair size, I can scarcely conceive anything

more graceful and airy. We should meet it oftener in

small collections did it stand rougher treatment. A
nice plant always testifies not only to skilful, but to

timely a.nd persevering attention. Its .f^i^" may, there-

fore, be looked upon as a condition-ofgardening indi-

cator. Let me glance, then, at some of the points to

be observed in its culture.

1st. /ts Propagation : Time.—Spring and summer
are the best periods, when the points of shoots, and
better still, some short, stubby side-shoots can be ob-

tained, that will cut a little firm at their base, either

when slipped oft' from a larger stem, oi' cut through at

the whorl of leaves.

Preparing Cutting piots.—This cannot be too oarelully

done, so as to avoid all risk of rotting and damping. A
small pot should be sot inside a larger one, and the

* Hr. Benton's ndiiress is Siubiton, nmr Kingston.on-Tlwine", Surrfy
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place for tlio cuttings prepared with four parts out of

five of drainage, and tlie remaining fiftli consist of

eqrial parts of longliisli sandy peat, and tlio otlier jiart

of pure silver sand, made lirmisli by pressing and
watering. Around tlie side of the inner pot the cuttings

should he inserted, watered, and, when the foliage is dry,

covered with a cone-shaped bell-glass. In fact, as raucli

attention must be bestowed as was recommended for a

tender Heath.
Posilion.—The best place is a cold frame, or pit, near

the glass, with means of shading at pleasure ; as even
under double glass the young cuttings will not stand

the sun ; and if far from the glass, they will perish from
exhaustion, becoming too weak and drawn to stand up-

right. As they show signs of striking, they must be

kept more light and airy ; but if they are very long in

rooting, they may have a little sweet bottom-heat with

advantage. When struck, no time should he lost in

-ind. Pottbig them in small Pots.—Keep close again for

a few days, and harden off again by degrees. As these

plants have very delicate fine roots, the soil in which
they are grown becomes an object of importance. Whei'e

some very good fibry sweet loam can be obtained, a

small portion of it may with propriety be used, especi-

ally when the plants are of some age and size, as it

tends to render the distance between the whorls of

leaves less, and thus makes the plant more sturdy

and robust. But in every other case, and especially

when the plants are very small and young, it will be

advisable to give them little or no loam. Tlie main
portion should be about two parts of fibry peat, in pieces

not larger than peas and field beans, and one part more
of equal portions of silver sand, broken pots, and broken
charcoal, with the dust sifted out. The soil will thus be

open, porous, and easily drained.

.'h'd. Omiriiu/.^As the plant blooms at all seasons, it

should be kept moderately warm in winter, say from 4ii'

to ")U° ; but then it must have an airy open position, or

it will become weakly and diseased; and care must be

avoided to prevent every thing in the shape of drip in

dull and foggy weather. In summer, the plant should

scarcely ever he trusted out-ofdoors ; the roots are

easily injured, and a reciprocal action between them
and the shoots is soon apparent. An airy position is

indispensable ; but if near the front-glass in summer,
the roots will be benefited if the pot is set in a larger

one, and the space between filled with moss. As in the

case of other small-rooted New Holland plants, when
reflecting on the bright sun the branches are exposed
to in summer in their native habitats, we are at times

apt to foi-get, first, that in the soil the roots have
free pasturage ; and, secondly, that the moss, and other

vegetation on the surface, keep the soil cooler than when
ex])osed to a fierce sun in a red pot.

1th. Wiileriny.—-This should he given with great care.

The plants must neither he too wet nor too dry. Any-
thing like stagnant moisture from inefficient drainage,

or a dry state, such as succulent plants might bear
repeatedly with impunity, will soon render tliem com-
petitors for the rubbish-heap. I have found clean soft

water the best. It should not be poured recklessly

against the delicate stems. A potshei'd, or an oyster-

shell on the surface of the pot, on which to pour the
water, will be useful. Let as much be given at once as
will reach every fibre ; judge when to repeat the dose
by the state of the weather, the position the plant oc-

I'upies, the weight of the pot when lified, and the ringing
or dull sound the pot reverberates when struck sharply
with the knuckles. These, and many more, are signs
easily acq\ured by practice, involving handling, it is

true ; but a fine, gloved gardener, he he practical or
amateur, I look upoTi as I would estimate the value of a
milted pussey.

5th. Insects.~\ do not think the plant in general is

subject to any in ]iarticular ; but partly owing to rough
treatment, I have nearly lost a fine plant by the attacks

of a very small white scale ; and if such a thing should
appear on a nice plant, I would not advise other reme-
dies, until I had tried dislodging them with a soft brush
and weak soap-water.

Be.\uforti.\ pnRPURE.\.—This genus is commemo-
rative of a Duchess of Beaufort. The specific name
denotes the colour of the flowers, whiek are produced
plentifully in little round balls. Had we another similar

in habit, with the colour of the common BuiMlea glohosa,

how nicely the yellow of the one and the violet of the
other would set oil' each other's beauties. Many of the

Bemifortias are beautiful, but of this section of IMj-rtle-

hlooms none are more worthy of being ]ilaced by the
side of the Tetntthdcn than the species just mentioned.
The leaves are small—not larger than those of the most
graceful Pimelia—and the plant becomes a bush, and
blooms profusely when not more than one foot in height.
Though not so continuous a bloomer, the flowers are
])rodnced a long time in succession, each young shoot
as it grows being furnished with fresh buds. It blooms,
also, chiefly in summer and autiunn.when the glories of
the most of hard-wooded New Holland plants have
passed away. If not so graceful as the Tctralhaica, but it

takes as little room, and is even much easier grown.
Similar soil will suit it, with the exception that a little

more loam may he safely and advantageously added.
It is easier propagated from short young shoots getting
firm at their base ; and though requiring care in water-
ing, is not so quickly injured from a redundancy or a
deficiency. It will stand, when necessary, 5° more cold
in winter ; hut the roots, though not equally vulnerable,
should not be greatly heated by tlie sun in summer.

Pn.F.NOco5i.\ I'Roi.iFERA.—An old plant, but still very
beautiful when well grown. The diftieulty is to get a
compact specimen ; there seems always such a tendency
to get upwards at the expense of being bare, or bandy-
legged. Fretting and sti'iving after npiiardism is to bo
found elsewhere than in plants. What social "ills are
not to be found in its train '? Those who wish to grow
this kind of the everlastings (for the genus Aphelexis,
and rieUchrijsum, are neither of them far removed from
it), must commence aright with a dwarf, compact plant,
a few inches in height, from the nurseries. The un-
initiated would prefer, for the same money, a plant with
one or two brownish stems, and fi-om a foot to eighteen
inches in height. It is a hopeless case. True, the
plant will bloom at its points year after year, but no
twisting, or managing, will make it a nice, pretty,

regular specimen. If such a young, bushy, dwarf plant
cannot he obtained, and without vigorous stopping and
training the youngest will soon become lanky, the best
plan woidd he to commence with a few cuttings, which
are easily procurable from the ninnbers of stitt' side-

shoots that arc always found clustering round the stem.
They require much less care than the Tetratluica. If
placed in sand, with a bell-glass over Ibem, they may
even be set on a shelf close to the glass, and will merely
require shading when the srin is very intense. I have
had tliem strike freely without shading at all. When
potted ofl', the stopping and training of them out should
be the chief thing. Two parts turfy pit, one of fibry

loam, and one of sand, broken pots, and nodules of
charcoal, will grow it admirably. The roots are not
particularly sensitive, as resj)ects heat or cold, but will

stand considerable extremes; Vi" in winter, and 70° in

summer, will be a good medium temperature.

fi. Fish.

CONIFERS.
Ar.\uc.\ri.\.—This fine assemblage of plants, so re-

markably different from any European trees, is so
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named from the Arfiucanos, a nation inhabiting that

part of Chili, wliere Araiwarin imhricata grows wild.

A. Jiiilioillii (Mr. liidwiU's Araucaria).— Native of

New Caledonia, an island in the Great Paeilio ocean,

and Moreton Bay, in Australia. This is a heautiful .

tree, rivalling in symmetrj' of growth its better-known

congener, the A. imhrivntu. Alessrs. Henderson, of

Piue-Apple-place, imported a large case of this fine

plant lately. One of them measures nearly four feet

high, and is growing rapidly in a pot in the open air.

We much fear it will prove too tender to liear the

rigours of our moist wintei'S. In its native country it
;

is said to reach the height of 150 feet. As a con-

servatory jilant it is very handsome.
A. JJraziVuina (Brazil Araucaria or Pine).—Average

height, 70 to 100 feet. The wood of this fine is heavy,

and close grained, and is very useful to the Jirazilians

for making various articles of furniture. In this country

it will only live in the most favoured parts of the island.

No doubt in the South of Europe it would thrive and
I'orm an useful and ornamental tree. There are two or

three specimens at Dropmore that have attained the

heiglit of thirty feet, but they do not look happy, and
require protection in severe winters. A. Tiidol/iaiui is a

variety that when young very much resembles llie

species, but is said to put on a different appearance

wben old. There is also another variety named A.
elcgans, with the foliage very densely set upon the

branches. It has a graceful, drooping habit, but very

little is known of lliese two varieties. We possess a

good plant of the latter, about .two feet high, well

branched, and with an elegant drooping habit. Whether
these varieties will prove more hardy than the species

remains to be proved.

A. Ciinnuujhamia (Mr. Cunningham's A., or the More-
ton Bay Pine).—Tliis is a very handsome tree in its

native locality, frequently rising to 100 feet liigb. It

bears a considerable resemblance to the A. excclsn, but

the foliage is more prickly, and of a darker hue. The
timber is said to be excellent. Near the south coasts of

England it grows and thrives well, but in the more
inland parts it requires protection through winter. In

tlie lofty conservatory it forms a handsome oriramental

tree.

A. exccha (The Eofty Araucaria or Norfolk Island

Pine).—Native of Norfolk Island, and New Caledonia.

It reaches in its native islands to Xifi feet high. It is

of an upright habit, tlie branches surrounding the stem

at reguUir intervals, in a systematic manner. Whilst
young tliey are horizontal, but as they advance in

growth become drooping at the e.Ktremities. Being so

very ornamental, it is much to be regretted that it is too

tender to bear the open air in this country, even in tlie

warmest parts of the island. In Italy, or the South of

France, perhaps, it niiglit live and thrive. Here we can

only make use of it as a cool conservatory plant, forwhich

it is admirably adapted. In such a building as the Crystal

Palace, at Sydenliam, it would have room to expand and
show forth its almost regal dignity. And this is one
amongst the many objects for which such a building is

the proper arena.

A. imhriciita (The Imbricated-leaved Araucaria or

Chili J'ine).—Average height, l-.iOfeet. We have already

written much in pi'aise of this truly valuable tree

—

valuable both for stateliness of growth, and for its

utility. It is decidedly the most remarkable of all

Conifers, and its well-proved power to bear our most
severe winters is one of its qualities that strongly

recommend it to the British planter. Seeds are im-
ported in large quantities, and tliey readily grow with
very moderate care. Plenee it will soon become cheap
enough to plant it as a matter of profitable outlay,

especially when its useful qualities are more fully

nnderstood. The wood is strong and good, and it is

full of beautiful streaks of rich colours, and is capable
and worthy of being worked upon by the cabinet-

maker. 'I'he seed, too, is useful as au article of food.

The natives roast it as we do clieslnnts, to which its

taste bears a strong resemblauce. livery way, it is a

most desirable tree. So far, however, wo have only

made nse of it as an object of ornament, and there is no
tree or shrub that commands more admiration. Whether
the seeds will ripen in our climate we have not yet

ascertained ; but we have seen several cones on the one
in the Pioyal Gardens at Kew, and we hope, when the

trees attain the proper age and size, that desirable

object—the ripening of the seed—will be attained. The
grand use, at present, to which this fine tree may be

applied, is to form avenues to the various mansions
of the nobility and gentry of this country. This has
been done already, as we mentioned previously, at

Elvaston, and at Chatsworth, and when these have
attained a certain size and character, no doubt they will

excite others to employ them for the same purpose.

Also, as single trees on the lawn, or in the park, they

form fine objects; but in such situations they should be

planted young, and guarded from injury by cattle or

game for several years, and should not he shaded by

other trees. T. Ai>i'i.i;hy.

{Ti, br coiiliini,;!.)

ROSE ClH/rURE.

( Conlhnicilfrom piiijc 'Hi.

)

E.visiNo NEW Varieties fhom Seeo.—Due attention

having been paid to liybridising, protecting those (lowers

that have been operated upon from bees and birds, and the

season having duly rijiened tliem, our next head is—To
gather the seed as soon as it is ripe, cleanse it from the

pulp, and keep it perfectly dry, but cool, till the sowing
season arrives. This rule scarcely needs any further

ex))lanation ; but in order to render our instructions

practical and complete, we shall dilate upon it a little.

'The seeds are generally ripe enough when the hips

become red, or rather scarlet, though many kinds never

attain the highest colour, but rather a kind of brownish
yellow—indeed, the colours almost vary as much as the

fruit of the apjile 'The ripening, then, must be judged

of by the outside beginning to shrivel ; soften it never

will, like the peach or the plum ; but it will soften to a

certain degree, so much so as even to be moveable if

squeezed liard. Whenever it is adjudged to be ripe,

gather it immediately, and put the hips into a vessel

tilled with milk-warm water. 'Take hold of each hip,

and crush it into pieces, separating as much as possible

the hard lump of seeds. When all are crushed, agitate

the water considerably, and jiour off gently all the skins

and pulp. You will hud each seed imbedded in a kind

of hair; this must be got rid of by frequent rubbings,

adding li-esli water to carry it off. Continue these

washings till the seeds are quite freed of the skins, pulp,

and hair ; then pour them into a fine sieve or cullender,

the mesh or holes of which are too flue to allow tlie

seeds to jiass through, but will allow any remaining

pulp to wash away. 'Then set the sieve in the open air

for a few hours till the seeds are perfectly dry, give

them a rubbing between the hands, and wrap them up

in paper, or put tliem in a flue canvass bag. If in

paper, put them away in a drawer, in a cool room, till

spring ; but if in a canvass bag, which we think is the

best, hang them up in a room where there is no Are,

but well dried by a draught of air every day. In this

place keep tliera till the end of February, examining

them occasionally to see that no mould nor vermin has

attacked them.
When that time arrives, fill some wide pans with a

mixture of loam and leaf-mould— two parts of the
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Ibi'uier to ouo of tlio latter—draining tlicni well pre-

viously. I'ress tlie soil down gently and evenly, and
upon it sow this carefully-prepared seed, rather thinly.

Set these pans either upon a platform in the greenhouse,

near to the glass, or upon a very gentle hotbed covered

with glass. Give air on all favourable ocoasious, and
be particularly careful, wlieu tlio plants begin to appear,

that they are not subject to a damp atmosphere, for if

they are, they are almost sure to fog otf. This serious

evil may be prevented by covering the bed with dry

coal ashes, which will absorb the damp partly, and by
giving abundance of air to carry otl' the reni.ainder.

The great aim should be to keep them healthy, and
growing them as slowly as possible, to induce a dwarf
stockiness to the plants. As soon as they have become
two inches high, and the weather is sufficiently warm
and mild, set the pans out-of doors for a week or two,

shading them from violent sunshine till they have
become inured to the full light, as well as the full air.

They are then ready to be operated upon, according to

Rule 5, which says, " As soon as the seedlings are grown
a few inches high, and the weather will permit, plant

them out in a nursery bed, in a carefully- prepared soil

—

neither too light nor too heavy."

Prepare the Ground, by first (if it is not naturally

dry) perfectly draining it, if that can be easily done; but

if not, by raising the surface of the bed above the sur-

rounding level five or si.x inches. The sides of the bed
may be formed with either slate, or brick, to hold up the

soil close to the edge of the bed. The soil should be
strong loam well enriched with very rotten dung; press

or tread it down pretty firmly, and then bring out the

seedling roses, one pan at a time. Commence raising

the plants at one side with a small trowel, then make a
mark across the prepared bed, and put in the plauts in

a line with the mark, planting them at six inches apart.

When the first row is planted, make a second mark or

line across the bed one foot from it
;
plant it the same

as the other, and so proceed till they are all planted;

then give them a gentle watering, and shade them for a

few days with sticks and mats thrown over them till

they make fresh growth. They then want no more
attention that summer, except keeping them constantly

weeded, and the surface stirred occasionally, to prevent
moss growing, and baking and cracking with the drought
of suunner. As they advance in growth and begin to

assume a character, look them over, and any that by
foliage, or any other mark, denote a difference and show
an improvement, let buds be taken from such about
August, and insert them either into the common stock

in the usual way, or three, four, or more, may be put
into some rose bush, of any kind, with characteristic

marks similar to the seedling ; that is, if the seedling is

of a stout habit, like the Gallic tribe, put the buds into

one of similar habit and class ; but if weak-growing, like

the China, or Tea-scented class, bud it into one of them.
The reason for this precaution is obvious ; the strong
growers should be worked upon strong growers, or they
would overpower the stock and eventually perish ; and
the weak growers upon strong stocks would never be
able to take up the abundant Bow of sap from such a
strong stock and such a necessarily large stock of roots.

Proportion, then, the apparent habit of the seedling to

the habit of the stock, and they will work together har-

moniously. And this agreement in strength of stock
ami scion is necessary to be observed in budding or

grafting any roses, whether seedlings or not, tliough the

advantage, in a slight degree of strength, may be allowed
to the stock in preference to the scion. The seedlings,
after the buds are taken from them, must not bo de-

stroyed till they have blossomed, as sometimes the most
uulikely in foliage, habit, or strength, produce good
roses ; the budding of any being only done to accelerate
blooming of the buds so removed. If they bloom sooner.

they are soon pioved, and if I'ouud wortliy, may bo then
rapidly multiplied ; (U' if wortliless, are the sooner dis-

pensed with. T. Ari'i.EBY.

(Tubcamliimcd.)

OCCUPATION OF VACANT GROUND.
The season has now arrived when several of the

summer crops, as Peas, Oauli/lowers, Earhj Turnips,

and sundry other things will have reached, and gone
past, that state of perfection which fits them for table,

and may be at once removed. In fact, we advocate

their being cleared away as soon as ever they are

superseded by other ero])s, or are no longer fit for use.

This being accomplished, either in whole, or piecemeal,

then comes the question, what is to be done with tlie

ground they have been occupying ? Usually, circum-

stances determine that question in a manner against

which there is no appeal, but often some discretionary

power is vested in the cultivator.

The dee]>thiuking gardener, whose plans were laid

long ago, will tell at once what profitable crop may, with

advantage, be now introduced to occupy the vacant

groiuid. With him the change is as familiar as the

periodical return of the twilight and dusk after the heat

of the day ; he had arranged, in his mind's eye, a certain

coiu'se of rotation which seldom gets marred, unless by
accident; and certainly there are such mishaps; but, then,

he is as likely as any one to remedy these misfortunes,

and turn them to the best account With him, there-

fore, we have less to say ; our duties lie more with the

less-experienced class ; and as we have all along advised

the space between rows oi Pedslo be planted with Brocoli,

or some other of the Cabbage-worts, we will suppose

that to have been done, and all that is wanted then is

to clear away tlie crop when done with, dig or stir the

ground where the row has been, as well as the inter-

mediate spaces; also where the treading, inseparable to

the gathering of a crop, may have rendered it liard,

close, and unkind, and at the same time filling up any
gaps in the crop. Little more can be done until the

plauts shew symptoms of growing away with vigour,

when the application of liquid manure will be of great

service; but in the early part of a plant's career, we
think it lumecessary, or even hurtful, while, at tho time

a plant is in a vigorous growing state, it absorbs sucli

grateful food in almost any quantity ; we, therefore, say

to those who have such crops to manage, to improve

the growth of them by surface-stirring the ground,

tliereby encouraging a healthy action, rather than that

gouty, gluttonous one residting from an over-dose ol'

maniu'e water.

Now for the ground vacated by the Caulijfouer eroj)

:

and may not this be planted with Brocoli too, seeing

that such a large breadth is wanted? To this we have

several objections. The Cabbage-worts do not like to

follow each other, although tliey are by necessity very

often made to do so; but when it can be arranged other-

wise, another crop ought to follow, or intervene between.

C'elenj comes in very well that way, and so does Winter

Spinach, and similar crops ; the most important, how-
ever, being Celery : but whether this, or any other dis-

similar crop from the one removed be decided upon, the

ground ought at once to have a good digging without

any delay. liluch as ground benefits by the rest it

receives iu the growing season with no crop on it, that

benefit is much enhanced by the free access of air to all

its parts ; therefore, to clear off a crop, and then rake

the hardened ground to such a smooth, fine siu'face as

almost to make it appear improper to set foot on it

again, is bad gardening. Pretty as it may appear to the
eye, it is sealed uj) against the beneficial iutlueuoes of

the atmosphere, so that it can hardly be expected to
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improve by those external circumstances whicli give

fertility to the eavtli, irresi)Cotive of the artificial means
used. It is needless to say that a good dunging will be
also of service ; only, when Celery is expected to follow,

til is dunging had better be reserved for the trenches it

is to occupy, wlieu it may be used jiretty freely. It is

almost too lato now to expect a crop on the ridges, yet a
few Lettuce plants may be put there, jirovided the

weatlier be favourable for their removal at the time, and
the plants good. Of course, the Ccferi/ ought also to be
planted without delay, and everything conducive to its

welfare attended to liereafter. We have, on former
occasions, detailed our practice in growing this vegetable,

so tliat wc have in reality nothing now to add, beyond
that the earth ing-up of the most forward kinds ought to

be done belore waiting so long as was recommended by
some cultivators years ago, and still followed out yet by
others. This system, though not without its advantages,
is, we thinlc, open to many objections. A celery trench is

seldom anything more tlian an oblong trough, which
soon becomes intersected by the roots of tlie plants
ramifying through it in all directions. Now this can
hardly be expected to resist the dry weather we often

have at this time, consequently, food in a liquid state

ought to lie added, and its escape irom thence, by eva-

poration, guarded against by a slight coating with fresli

soil, which will answer the purpose of blanching the

celery as well : watering with licjuid manure need not
cease with this first earthing up ; on the contrary, it

may with advantage be repeated as long as the vigorous
growth of the plants indicates its want of such stimulat-

ing food, wlien it may be discontinued; and the phint
allowed to consolidate itself, in order to be better able

to stand tlie winter.

Considerable quantities of Lettuce and Kiidu-e will

also want planting out now ; and as the brocoli, and
other crops analogous thereto, will absorb all the space
formerly bearing peas and beans, some spot having
recently had caulitlowers, or other similar crop, may be
planted with this crop forthwith ; while ground vacated
by ecirhj Potatoes may have the crop of Winter Tuniqis
sown at once, the weather and other circumstances jier-

initting. The kind most suitable at this time' are tlie

Early Stone, or some kindred hardy sort. Uicli ground
is not at all necessary for turnips for household piu'-

poses, as they are more firm, and stand the winter better,

when grown on ground less stimulating. 1'he sowing
of these must not be delayed longer than tlie middle
of the month, under any circumstance, otherwise the

chances are that a crop of leaves will be the only reward
you will have for your trouble.

In fact, we have written enough to make our meaning
clear, that all unoccupied ground should be at once put
under some crop or other, when ulterior objects do not
dictate some part or other of it remaining empty some
little time longer. Onions to stand the winter will have
to be sown soon, and some favoured spot selected for

them must be retained accordingly. The principal sup-

ply of Vahlxtijes, Winter Lettuce, &c., are also generally

sown about the l^th, and by-and-by plantations of them
will have to be made on some well-selected border or

other place. Therefore, in jilanning the various pro-

ducts to their respective positions, due regard must be
had to any important ones quickly to follow ; otherwise,

in a general way, the reciuirements of a family render it

necessary to plant another crop immediately the pre-

ceding one gets cleared away ; and as the growing
season is fast hastening to a close, tliat duty must not
be omitted for the otherwise necessary one of putting a
decent appearance on places often visited by company.

J. ROBSON.

POULTRY OF THE CALAISIS AND THE
ARDRESIS.

The Caliiisis, the portion of the depaitiiieiit of the Pas
de Calais nearest to the Engbsh coast, supplies the London
market with an immense quantity of poultry ; but it like-

wise rlaims ;i, lililo of om' notice on other accounts. The
long ]iri lul <liii ill ; which it remained a valued part of our
doiuiiiiiiiii, ,lii.i, , iliat, having got somelliin.t; worth having,

we were caiclul lu keep it. Jihzabeth frctl. J -^n 1\ .il llie

loss of the Calaisis; which, ill fact, is ;i rMiii|,, imIiiiiu of

many good things. It abounds with ( xn II, ni l-iuMiiig

materials,—stone, lime, and sand, with turt i ii yrcat tilcssiug

to the poor), and wood, where the land is not better em-
ployed. Close by, there is iron ore, and, as at Hardinghen,
coal, though in no great quantity; but they ai'e now
making search for it at Guiues, and at Hames, which gives

the hint that Kent, whose geology is almost the counterpart

of this, may possess it also. In the uplands, the soil pro-

duces rape, wheat, beans, and barley, in abundance, and
many other things to match, hops included. The alluvia!

soils arc most fertile in llax, oats, hemii, See., besides all

sorts of garden vegetables, which, in consecjueiice of the

climate, the industry of the people and the good ground
they grow in, are cheap and abundant, as well as in great

variety.

There is not a little, which, during a walk in the uplands,

would strike an Knglish farmer as remarkable, perhaps
enviable. In the first place, there are no hedge-rows, nor
hedge-row timber. The land is all cultivated, in that

respect, on the same principle as at the model example
i'ariii at Whillicld, by Jlr. Morton. It is coutrary to the

local laws of many departments to plant a high-growing

tree within a corliiin cUstance of your neighbour's projierty.

Till K> iiihl ,i~lirs which suck the vitals out of so many of

niir I'.iiiiHii III, 1
1 leased fields are here unknown. The

next iliiiir Mjiiire who should stick them iu along his own
houudary, to yuur detriment, would commit a jireveutable

nuisance. Nevertheless, there is plenty of wood in the

country, but it is all collected in woods and forests, many of

them of considerable extent, stretching for miles in length

and hreadlh. The road side elms can hardly be reckoned

an exception, as the intervals between them are not choked
up by hedgerows. The result is, a great diminution of the

iiuiuber of weeds and insects. For some wcek:s I could not

very easily find a bit of groundsel or shepherd's purse, to

tempt Madame Dubois's trained siskin to go tlirough his

little performances. I'erraanent home iiasture, gardens,

orchards, and such like, are alone enclosed by white-Uiorn

hedge-rows ; and those are planted, not on the tops of

earthen banks, which it is impossible to keep clean, but in

the level ground, and in a single row of plants. The white-

thorn hedge can thus be carcfiiUij ciiliivalvd ; the young and
weak stems are supported and trained almost after the

fashion of espalier fruit-trees, and the earth at the roots on

each side of the hedge forked over, and the weeds got rid of.

The hedge, in fact, thus grows in a uaiTow bed of garden

mould. All this, it will be said, is veiy troublesome ; but it

is very neat, and very business-like. The rest of the

country remains open and unenclosed.

Many people would not at lir.st like the sight of this un-

divided landscape, bounded only by distant forests, rising

downs, or the far horizon of the sea. But to others, who
love to breathe a free air, it soon becomes very attractive.

There is no occasion to peep over your neighbour's hedge

in order to spy out what he is doing ; with eyes good

enough, you could perceive his very motion at the distance

of miles.

Another thing which would astonish the bmglisb agricul-

turist, is the immense number of mole hills scattered over

botli the meadows and the arable lands. Moles are en-

coiu-aged, rather than otherwise. The farmers say they do

a great deal of good, and that without them, wire-worms and

grubs would be productive of serious injury. The abolition

of liedge-rows does not exterminate all noxious insects, the

eockehafer being one of those that escape ; and after having

lived foiu' years iu the grub state at our expense, every

cockchafer costs a great deal more than it is worth. It

should have been premised that there are no rooks in the

Calaisis, nor, I beheve, in its neighbourhood; why, I know
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not. Wliethcr it is tliat llioy ilo not like what Oobbpt calls

"the beastly trimmiiig " to which all tall trees, willi -r.inrly

an oxecptioii, are sulijeeted, or whatever the r.ni . ih,i\ I»
,

rookeries are dL'si<liriila. The CorviiUe are rei>re.cm, d by

hooded crews, during their season, which, however, mostly
keep to the sea coast, and feed on marine wafts and strays

;

by .lays unusually ini]iudi}nt and cunning, which seldom
travel far beyond the forests ; by cai'rion crows, which prowl
all over the country in pairs, laying hold of whatever they
can happen with ; and most numerously by magpies, tamer,
and more constantly in sight than I Iiave (ncr belield them.
Not even C.iruwall can match tli^ I'.il.u-i, l.ir magpies. One
village, Piheti, derives its namr tr.Mii in, •, and Iwim, accord-

ing to the anaalists ; Pihcn si;4uilies liabiltdnin des pies, or
home of the magpies. But on almost every clump of tall

trees, especially in the neighbourhood of dwellings, is to be
seen the rough bunch of sticks wliicli indicates the solitary

nest of the magpie. Ravens, doubtless, are to be found in

the French forests, but one sees or hears very little of them.
Of all these CorviiliP, the magpie is Ijy far the busiest and
the most useful in the destruction of insect vermin ; but its

numbers are still iusutlicient to compensate fjr the absence
of rooks. Hence the acknowledgment of the ser\ices

rendered by the mole. The give-and-take arrangements of
nature are never better illustrated in our eyes, than when,
from some cause or other, the balunecs of power to which we
have been accustomed, are interrupted. D.

(7V) be coiiliiiued.)

WHICH VAKIETY IS MOST TROFITABLE ?

Had I seen Mr. 'Wingficld's paper on poultry before
sending yoti ray last letter, you would have been spared
the insertion of a second paper on the same subject. As it

is, 1 hope you will iind ine room for a seccmd " crow,"
though not one of "defiance." A fairer or more straight-

forward expression of opinion than Mr. Wingfield's is could
not be, and if I venture to dissent from his judgment—as
to the comparative merits of some sorts of poultry— it is

from an idea iliat when "doctors differ," friendly discussion
will ensue, and that so, what I believe is our mtitual object

—

" that of improving poultry "—will be forwarded.
With reganl to Spanish, their price is at present au ob-

jection ; but after this year that will be very much reduced.
I can safely say, I have not found them " difficult to hatch
and rear," having actually had more success with them, in
proportion, than with any other breed of poultry. I have
reared from loO to UllO chickens with very few casualties.
From the number of applications for chickens I have had
from Cornwall poultry-fanciers, I am inclined to think they
are fully alive to the merits of Spanish fowls.

I now come to Sorli-ings, which, I agree with hiiu, '" are
not remarkable layers ;

" perhaps I might even go farther
than this, and say they are not good; but they are unde-
niably good as tiiblc foirls, and good nurses. Except
" Wliite Doikings," I cannot complain, from my experience,
of " their great delicacy;" but I quite agree with Mr. Whig-
lield, " that they reijuue a constant and judicious inter-
mixture of fresh blood."

I should be :'\.u\, b\ the-by, if any of your correspondents
would inloiiii n- wletlier, as regards Dorlcings, the same
tiling has liapi'i n, ,1 i,, ihem as to me. Last year I found
that of m\ mosi carefully bred broods, though the chicks
resembled eacli other in feather, many were without the
til'tb toe. I concluded this was my fault for breeding in,
and that fresh blood was wanting. I obtained fresh blood,
putting my old cocks with new hens, and vice versil—in spite
of which, this year, out of I'-IO chickens, I have many of
my best without the fifth toe, thus disqualifying tliem for
an exhibition. I have not remai-ked the difficidty in the
Dorking chickens' escape from the egg which Jlr. 'NVing-
lield describes.

With regard to Cochin- Cliinas—agreeing as I do in many
of the points brought forward in their favour by their very
able advocate—I still remain of the same opinion, " that
they do nut make up, by their superi.ir laying qualities, for
the quantily they eat, in comparison witli other good layers,
such as Spanish, or Polish." Mr. Wingfield does " not
thmk them large consumers of food," and speaks highly
" of the quality of their flesh." On these points we differ

;

and, wishing tn put this to a fair test, 1 will relate a con-

versation which took place a few days ago between me and
my gardener (the same man whom I quoted in my lust

letter).
' Well, Thomas, as you are just married, Mrs. wishes

to make you a present of some fowls, for supplying you
with eggs ; but you are to keep, not sell them. Which will

you have—Cochin-China or Spanish?" " WeU, sir (was
the answer), I'yo a great fancy for the Cochins, they're

such very tamo things ; but they eat too much to make
money : Spanish, if you please, su'." I asked my poultry-

woman her opinion (and she has had much experience in

poultry), and her verdict was the same. One of the garden-
men, who stood by and overheard her, remarked, " Them
fowls {as fowls) won't pay a poor man ; they eats too much,
lays too small eggs—though I reckon they're good uns at

it ; and folks don't like eating them (the fowls) ; they say

they're like paiTots." I am sm'e John never ate a paiTot,

though his master owns to having <lone so, and a nasty
thing it was ; so that the comparison (to say the least of it)

was odious.

It is f:ui- to add that I keep my Cochin-Chinas at home,
under the charge of these peoijle—the Spanish beins: at a
cottage, under sepai'ate care; so that in ilh i

.
| V( -.^ions

there was no Jimci/ bias. Filthy lucre w;i, iln iImm ; con-

sidered ; and it was this, and this alone, wlii- h Iuuih •! tlieii'

judgment.
Thomas again, yesterday, drew my attention to their eating

powers, by the expressive remark of—" Eh ! see, master

!

what chaps them be to eat !

"

I have never tasted Cochin-Cliinas but once ; then my
opinion was not in their favour, and in this the four or tive

who were dining with me agreed. AVo thought the ttesh

coarse and stringy. The victims were two cockerels, taken
indiscriminately from the flock. They were nearly four

months old, and weighed five pounds, and just imder five

pounds, respectively. There was a great laugh at me about
" my guinea birds," which were to be roasted, and which,

when they did appear (with their legs cut oif by the scan-
dalised cook, as if they were boiled, to make them shorter),

did, I must confess, look very " stilty."

1 do not go the same length as uiy friend Thomas, and
declare them " paiTOts

;

" but I did not think them com-
parable with Dorkings. However, my wife declai'es we must
have some more " guinea birds " killed ; so all I say is,

" Better luck next time."

AVith Mr. Winglield's opinion, as regards Majai/s, I quite

agree. I tried, and gave them up. I consider Cochin-
chinas superior to them. Beautiful as they are. Game fowls
will not;/«y the cottager.

1 ackuMwled-. Ibe delicacy of the Polish fowl, but I

should i" ueliiird to place them in the scale, as layers,

very far l..l"j. lli.' II„mh,(r,/hs.

What 1 had beai'd of the i/eese at Birmingham had led

me to the same conclusion as Mr. Wingfield. I have now
eig'ht young geese, from a Toulouse goose and large English
gander ; and as my attention was drawn to the weight of the
gander and two geese who won the jirize at Lewes (weighing,
at fom"teeu weeks old, 4il lbs.), I weighed tlu'ee of my geese,

who, at the age of ten weeks and two days, weighed
•'J.j_[ lbs.—gander, l'.J| lbs.

; geese, 11 J lbs. each. I may
add, that these geese were not fed up and prepared for

exhibiting. I am convinced that much may yet be done
towai'ds improring geese and ducks by judicious crosses.

I must apologise for troubUng you with my opinions ; and
I trust Mr. Wingfield will excuse my difl'ering I'rom him, as

1 believe our object is the same—tliat of arriving at " what
breed of poultry is liliely to prove most profitable to the
farmer and the cottager."

—

Gai,lvs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
slwotRoses Evesham).—To argue that because we t'

side-branches we ought to top a iiewly-buddct! one to cn-
courape the growth of the bud, is to believe that as soon as a bud is

inserted ar.d tied, it is as capable of action as any of the natural buds ;-—

an untenaljlc doctrine in the middle of the nineteenth century. To say
that if you " tip " the shoot of a wild rose the sap ceases to How in it, is

quite wrong ; it flows enough to support inserted buds.

Bens Maiirundt/n).—The sudden change to hot weather at the begin-
ning of July has caused your plants to grow too fast without showing
much flower ; and to stimulate them with artificial manures would only
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cauae them to grow stronger and more barren of flowers. Train and peg

down the verbenas, but do not stop any of the shoots yet, rather train

thera over each other till you have a good bloom. The (Eimtheva ma-
crocarpa will train itself; but as tlie roots are weak, and have been

planted this season, you had better fasten down some of the shoots here

and there to steady the plants. In another ten days or a fortnight you
will see a great change for the better in all the beds.

Melons (.4 Constant Reader and Subscriber).—Yon have not stated

the necessary facts ; but it is a fair inference that yours is a house, for

you speak of flues, &c. What pity it is that our worthy friends do not,

in their queries, give the data as well as desiderata. The simpler ques-

tions are put the better, and as far as possible free from verbiage, but

still facts must be stated. The dimensions and character of your house

would have enabled us to give a satisfactory answer. A tank confined in

a chamber, the latter having sliders on its facings, to allow a graduated

escape of heat and air-moisture would be good, and act in con-

junction with a source of atmospheric heat ; the latter occasionally ind s-

pcnsable. As to sorts, we say, first of all, the Green-fipshed Egyptian,

such as those exhibited at the June and July shows, at Chiswick, by our

friend, Mr. CoUinson, of Eaton Hall, misprinted Exeter Hall, in Mr.
Errington's article of Julv 22nd. Next, we would place Snow's Green-

fieshed; then Brombmn Hall; then Terry's; and, if you can, add some
of Mr. Fleming's Hybrid Persians; but these want more tender treat-

ment.

Potato-culture.—B. says—" On a piece of ground, fourteen feet by
seven, I dug fourteen holes, arranged Ibus —

should like to see it more generally tried. Though my continual recur-
rence to the subject may seem somewhat egotistical, I must plead my
desire to extend the knowledge of my accidental discovery as my apology.
1 this morning (July 31) carried ofl^ another glass of honey by the method
above referred to. There were four or five bees and about ten drones in
the glass. These latter gentlemen do not seem so anxious to rejoin their

queen, as in gallantry they ought to be."

Ora.nge Jelly Turnip {J. Lester).—Apply to Mr. Chivas, Seeds-
man, Chester.

PxNE-APPLES AT HiGH TEMPERATURES {An Amateur).~ln very
bright seasons, that is, when the light approaches to that of the tropics,

then high temperatures may be employed, not only without injury, but
beneficially ; hut in the far greater number of seasons, and in the greater
part of the season of a pine's growth, no such amount of light occurs,
and then high temperatures are injurious; they promote growth, but the
growth is not accompanied by excellence of flavour in the fruit, nor a

maturity of growth in the suckers, so that these will not yield such good
fruit in their turn as if they were of less forced but more matured growth.
We are always ready to reply to questions.

CocniN-CuiNA Fowls {Eev. J. S. L.).—Yo\i may very reasonably
expect success in keeping these on your farm near Lutterworth. We
know they are so kept much further north. They do not require coddling

;

indeed, their native place, Shanghai, has severer weather in winter than
we usually have in England. The most jierfcct form of Cochin-Chinas is

just as free from legginess as the Dorkings. We shall be glad to aid you
into the right road if we can.

Diseased Plums (T. S.)--We are of opinion that your ill-success is

chiefly the result of the ravages of the jdum aphides. Vou have not
stated whether they have been thus attacked or no. We have a tree or

liicb, in former years, bore the most perfect fruit,

and having placed a potato set and some manure m each hole, when
the stalk required it, I continued tffbank the clay round it, until each

resembled a small mole-hill. I have this morning lifted them, and found

56 lbs. weight of tubers. The potatoes were not planted until February,

and they were cut down in the height of tlie growing season by the

disease. Had they been -permitted to come lo lull maturity, I doubt

not but that the produce would have been very large."

PiNE-APi'LES {An AtteJtl ire Reader).—Your produce (49Ub9.) from

18 plants, if they are of the Queen variety, is very good indeed. We
are glad that "although you never lived at a place where pines were

grown," you have succeeded by attending to the directions given in our

pages.

Scarlet Runners (TF. jl/oore).—These are perennials; and it has

long been known that if the stems be cut down at the beginning of

winter, and the roots are thickly covered over with coal-ashes, so as to

preserve them from frost and excessive wet, they will throw up fresh

stems the following year. However, being so easily and so cheaply raised

from seed annually, such treatment is never adopted.

CocaiN-CniNA Cuickkns (A Constant Subscriber).—These being

ten weeks old, are just of the age when they are usually " with scarcely a

feather to cover their nakedness." After this age, if they are kept warm
and fed generously, they speedily become covered with feathers. The
food you supply them with is very good ; but our Cochin-Chinas prefer

oats to barley, and it is in some respects better for them.

PiNE-GRowiNG.—^71 Essex Farmer Will have his wishes attended to

very soon.

WooDLTCE (A. J. v.).—There is no royal road whereby to make these

vermin march off from your melon-pit. \Vc have found gas-lime strewed

over the soil, but so as 'not to touch the plants, check their inroads ; and
we have trapped them in hundreds, by putting a fresh slice of potato

under some moss in a garden-pot laid upon its side ; but, we believe, the

most eftectual and ever-vigdant subduer of them is a toad. One or two

of these much-abused animals will clear a frame very shortly of woodlice,

and keep it clear.

White Cochin-Cbina Fowls.—*4 New Subscribe)' may write to

Mr. G. C. Peters, Charlton Cottage, Moseley-street, Birmingham.

Heating Cucomber and Melon Pit {A Subscriber— .ifterclif'r).—

Write to Mr. Pannell, Leicester, for an estimate for heating it with his

hot-water apparatus, and tell him your difficulties.

Pure Cochin-China Fowls {A Constant Read€r).—T)\cse have no
" scimetar tail feathers." Some were shown at Lewes which had these

naturally, and were disqualified, although their owners had cruelly and
unfairly plucked out those objectionable feathers.

Coarse Grass on Lawn (Simplex),—No treatment will convert the

coarse species of grass into fine-leaved species. Vou had much better

pare off the turf next February, burn it, and spread the ashes over the

soil, point them in, and sow Messrs. Sutton's mixture of lawn-grass

seeds, as yoit suggest, and then roll all smooth.

Tropirolum Tuberosum (/6(rf).—This blooms at the end of August.
Our correspondent says;—"I have one which, if I may judge by com-
paring it with some I have seen here, is a fine one. I have pinched off

the tops at about eight feet high, as it has got above my wall, and would
go into the next garden. It is grown on a trellis, and is very luxuriant.

Had I known its expansive powers, I would have provided a wider one.

I think it would have covered a trellis two yards wide with ease. It may
interest some of your readers to hear that of this plant I tried two cut-

tings ; for one of them the soil was manured with wood-ashes and other

things, for the other with charcoal. Both grew very well ; but the char-

coaled one, though the smaller and less promising of the two, speedily shot

above the other—its leaves are also much larger and darker. From this,

I am induced to think that charcoal suits this plant, and the more so, as

I put a good lot of charred sticks in the hole when I planted the tuber."

Taking Honev.—A correspondent (H.) says:—"Will you call the

attention of your readers to the method of taking supcrii.»-dctailed at

page 27a of your 5th volume. Having tried it myself for two seasons,

and having round it invariably succeed (for, as I mentioned at page /I

of vol. vii., I consider my only apparent failure a proof of success), I

garde
ampires are capable of
n accomplish on a hop
ve and bound soils are

incapability of affording
nduee a torpidity in the
'.s, the accretive matters
rid sweet ; and thus a

producing fruit precisely like yc

estimate sufficiently the damage these insect

producing. Only look at the damage they ea

plantation. It will be found, too, that adhes
incentives to their attacks. Such soils, by their

a lively root-action of a continuous character, '.

action of the ascending sap, and the consequence i

present become highly concentrated, thickened, !

source of high nourishment to these depredators, which thrive ana mul-
tiply under such circumstances beyond all ordinary conception. Such
is our opinion, the result of many years close watchings; and we would
advise you to replant totally in the end of Octolier, using an entirely

different soil : a light sandy loam, planting on the ground level or above
it, and introducing half-decayed vegetable matter liberally with the soil.

Vuur Derbyshire clay will bear a heavy admixture with sand; it is your
mechanical texture that requires altering.

Alstr(Emekias {Sarali).—When their stalks ripen and dry, the roots

ought to be taken up, dried, and replanted six inches deep, in October,

when, with a slight protection in winter, they will live out verj' well, if

the soil is not too wet at the bottom.

Anemone Seedlings (J6(d).—The seedlings in the pots had better

remain as they are till the leaves die down, then free them from the soil,

and go on with them as old roots.

Dielytra spectahilis {Ibid).— It will not bloom after this time.

When it dies down in the autumn, keep the pot in a dry place over the

Gladiolus Seedlings {Ibid).— Give same treatment as Anemone
seedlings.

Bkompton Stocks (/Aid).—Those sown last spring may be planted
out now where they are to flower, or any time this autumn, before

October.

Cliantiius {Hampshire Housewife).—Your CHanthus is covered with

red spider, and not with the white blight, and if you were to kill all the

spiders to-morrow it would not mend your case this season, because the

virtue of all the leaves is quite gone for this year, and you may as well

strip them all off at once, or you may let them remain till October, and
then close prune the plant, and cover the shoots and stem in a paint of

sulphur, as DIr. Errington says for the vines. It Is not too late to sow
the Campanula carpatica for next year, if you can keep the seedlings

through the winter. Suw one-half now, the rest nest March, and let us

hear the result.

Adiantum capillus veneris (/6(V/).— Housewives might call this

the Maiden Hair Fern. We have gathered handfuls of it in March and
April from under the edges of snow wreaths in Scotland, to kindle fires

with to set the heaths "a low," therefore, there is no doubt of its being

able to stand out in summer, and in winter too, in any place in England.
We trust the beautiful little Maiden Hair Fern will succeed with you in

Hampshire. Keep it in the shade, as you jiropose, and near water, if

possible; a damp atmosphere, and never to see the sun, are conditions

natural to it.

Rose sport (.4 Constant Reader).—No one knows the real cause of,

or a remedy for, roses coming like yours. If the stock is healthy, bud it

immediately with some other variety.

Devonian will be specially attended to next week.

Names ov Plants {W. 5.).—No. l. Berbcris aquifoiia (Holly-leaved

IJerbcrry). The berries would form as good a preserve as those of the

common Berberry. No. 2. Cotoneaster viicrophylla. No. 3. Cornptunia

usplenifolia. No. 4. Escallonia rubra. {Amateur Geraniurn Grou-cr).—

Your Pelargonium is Ajux. {M. 1>. i'.).—Yuur plant is lUplacas glu-

tinosus, formerly called Mimulus glufinnsus. { A . HI. C. ).- Your tree, at

Barming, is the Red-berried elder, Sambucus racemosa. (H. B.).—No. I.

Phlomis fruticosa. No. 2. That curious plant, Salisburia adiantifoUa.

No. 3. The Silver-striped variety of Euonymiisjaponicus.

London; Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,
|

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
i

SoMERViLLB Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of
;

Christ Church, City of London.—August I2th, 1852.
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author, who resides at Healey Mill, uear Hexham,
carried off some !ialf-a-soore prizes at the Northumber-

land and Durham Society'.? Show, last April—prizes

for Cochins, Spanish, Dorking, Pencilled Hamburghs,
Geese, and Turkies! So the author has a tolerably

practical knowledge of what he writes about, which

entitles him to the motto on his work—" While I live

I'll crow." As a specimen, we e.xtract what Mr. Trotter

states relative to the Coohin-China variety, not only

because this variety is now attracting most attention,

but because it enables us to add a few facts within our

own knowledge.

" Beneath the vent there is a much greater abundance of
'fluffy' feathers than in other varieties of fowls. The
feathers on the thighs also partake greatly of this ' fluffy

'

nature. The outside of the legs, and the outside toe,

ought to be profusely covered -nith feathei's. The wings
are so short as almost to deprive the birds of flight ; in fact,

it is with difficulty they can mount a balk two feet high : it

is therefore necessary to liave the balks wliere these fowls
are kept, even hirer than I have already recommended.
These fowls having great length, breadth, and depth, attain
to almost incredible weights : sometimes a full-grown cock
weighing fourteen pounds ; averaging about eleven, if good
specimens. The hen weighs seven, eight, nine, or even
sometimes as high -as ten pounds each; but, as some of
them eommence to lay much earlier than others, a greater
diSerence prevails in their weights than in the weights of
the cocks.

" The most esteemed colour of these fowls is ginger; but
as there are purr bred birds of almost aU colours, including
black and white, I am in favour of selecting them as much
by then- shapes as by their colour. No judge of ' short-
horns ' would, when acting in that capacity, give preference
to an animal of ' fine roan,' the shape of which was less
perfect than one of a less admh-ed colour, such as red or
white; providing the character of purity was evident.
Neither do 1 think any judge of fowls ought to give ad-
vantage to any Cochins, on accoimt of colour, if their shapes
are less perfect than others of less admired colours. The
colour of the legs varies in different specimens, but a
' pinky ' is most admired. Their eggs mostly partake of a
chocolate colour, but differ very much in deepness of hue

;

some approaching to almost pink, while others are only a
few shades removed from white.

" "This breed is generally cultivated as a fancy variety

;

but, in a work of this sort, it is necessary to take into con-
sideration their cpialities as adapted to domestic purposes,
as producers of eggs, and as table birds. I am disposed to
class them as layers next to the Dutch varieties. Some of
the hens are extraordinary producers of eggs; frecpieutly
commencing to lay when five or six month's old. Since the
first print of this essay was written, I have been devoting
more than orcUnary attention to discover the coiTectness of
the following statement, made by Mr. Ricbai-dson ; viz., that
the ' hens frequently lay two, and occasionally three eggs
on the same day, and within a few moments of each other.'
I have doue all that feeding might be expected to do, but I
have not succeeded in prociu-ing more than one egg in a day

:

I therefore unhesitatingly repeat what I then stated, that
' I know of no instance of a hen baring produced more than
one perfect egg in one day.' I certainly have had two eggs
within twenty-four hours; but tlie last laid was always im-
perfectly shelled; which fact bears out the declaration of
Dr. Gilbert, ' that it is against all laws of anatomy and
physiology for a hen to lay more than one egg in a day,
unless aborted ;

' which declaration is supported by Henry
Gilbert, Esq., a gentleman cmment for his researches and
discoveries in surgery, as well as a zealous cidtivator of
Cochins. I am in con-espondence with the most successful
poultiy fanciers of the day ; amongst whom is Mr. Sturgeon,
who states that be knows of no instance of fowls in his
possession laying more than one egg in a day. Mr. Pun-
chard states the same ; as does also Mr. Simpson, a fimcier
of acknowledged superiority ; fowls of his breeding having
recently had seven prizes awarded to them, and one of his

hens having received the head prize at Halifax, as the best

hen in the yard, weighing upwards of nine pounds. ( Mr.
Simpson has been kind enough to let me have some of his

produce.) Mr. Bailey informs me that he has known a hen
lay early in the morning, and again late in the evening.

And Mr. Andrews bids me say that his fowls do not fre-

qiienlhj, but occasional/ 1/, lay two eggs in a day, but he
attributes it to liigh feeding.

"Whether these latter instances maybe taken as attri-

butes of this particular breed is more than questionable,

knowing as we all do ' that there are exceptions to all rules.'

As an instance, I might mention a fact which came under
my own observation of one egg being enclosed within

another.
" The hens rival the Dorkings as sitters and nm-ses ; and

the yoimg are hardy, and therefore easy to rear. The high

prices procm'able for these fowls is my excuse for not being

able to give an opinion on the quality of their flesh ; but an

extensive breeder of these fowls informed me that he was
induced to have one sent to his table, the flavoiur of which
pleased him so much that be is in the regular habit of

having them as an indulgence,"

Wc can add our testimony as to the excellency of the

Cochin-China chickens as table fowls, for as a test of

the conflicting opinions upon the point, Mr. Higgs,

whose Cochins gained the first and second prizes at

Lewes, had a cockerel three months old killed, of which

bird, at the table of a friend, the writer of this partook,

two old housekeepers were also present, and the opinion

was unanimous, that no fowl could possibly be superior,

either in flavour or in appeaiauce. The bird had been

caught unfatted in the yard the previous day, stunned

by a blow at the back of the head, and then the blood

taken from it, by wounding it deeply in the roof of the

mouth with a penknife. The bird, though only three

months old, weighed, after being killed and picked,

four pounds. It is this good size at so young an age

that renders them so desirable for table. They cost but

little for food in that short space of time, and their

tenderness is unsurpassable. They are then also of a

form that no cook can deprecate. lu flavour we also

think them most excellent. Another valuable produce

of the Cochin-China fowl are its feathers ; these are so

fluffy as to be nearly equal to goose down.

AVc have heard from an extensive breeder of Cochins,

that hens of this variety have laid two eggs within twelve

hours, but then they did not lay the day following.

FORSYTH MSS.

No record is more worthless than a liighly laudatory

epitaph of the celebrated—it is so usually false as to be

always read mistrustingly, and if true, its superlative

praise is unrequired. " O rare Ben .Jonson" is a model

that might be closely imitated, with much improve-

ment to our sepidchral literature. So also thought Dr.

Richard Pulteney, and his was not vanity aping

humility, for his modest temperament prevented him

practising in London, and induced him to pursue the

distinguished and useful tenour of his way in the less

contentious locality of Dlandford, in Dorsetshire. He
expressly forbade any eulogy to be inscribed upon his

monument; it therefore only records, in unlaboured

language, his widow's ali'cctiou, and by the simple, but

I very appropriate, ornament of a sprig of PuUcnaa,
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uaiiied ill lionour of him by his tVienJ Sir Edward
Smith, delicately indicates and commemoi-ates that he

was distinguished among the students of the science in

which he most delighted.

He was born at Loughborough, Feb. 17, IT-SO, of

Anabaptist parents, and, after the education of a com-

mon elementary school, apprenticed to Mr. Harris,

apothecary, of that town ; whence, at the determination

of his apprenticeship, he was induced to commence
practice at Leicester, under all the disadvantages of

religious prejudice against him as a Calvauist, and

with the strictest regard to economy, which prevented

him from ])urchasing books in his favourite science of

botany, which he had pursued with eagerness from a

boy,

In the Philosophical Transactions are inserted his

observations on the Sleep of 2'lttnts, the rare, plants of

Leicestershire, history of the deadly nitjhtskade, his-

torical memoir on lichens, and the case of a man whose
heart was found enlarged to a very uncommon size.

After taking his doctor's degree at Edinburgh he came
up to London, where the patronage of the Earl of Bath,

to whom he was related, might be productive of the

most beneficial consequences to his interests. He was
graduated in 1764, with Dr. Garthshore, notwithstand-

ing the opposition of the senior students to the practice

of conferring degrees on applicants who had not resided

and attended lectures. The subject of his inaugural

dissertation was Cinchona officinale, which was inserted

in the University's Thesaurus Medicus. After being

introduced to the Earl of Bath by the celebrated Mrs.

Montague, acknowledged as a relation from the family

pedigree, and appointed physician to his person, with a

handsome salary, he lost, witliin a year after, his patron,

with whom he was just about to travel on the Continent.

A medical vacancy happening at Blaudford, by the re-

moval of Dr. I'.ngland to Bristol, and Dr. Cuming being

far advanced in years. Dr. Pulteney quitted the metro-

polis, as unfavourable both to his paternal income and
his constitutional timidity; and, under the recommenda-
tion of Sir George Baker and Sir William Watson,
began his career at Blandford, without intermeddling in

the common convivialities and gossipings of the place,

or the cabals of his medical brethren, and was not long

in establishing that degree of reputation which neces-

sarily brings with it pecuniary afiBuence. In 1799 he
married Miss Elizabetli Galton, of Blandford, a lady

whose disposition and attainments comprehended every

requisite to give durability of happiness to his domestic

life ; and, though this union never placed him in the

situation of a parent, he experienced, in an amiable

relation of his wife (during the latter part of his life),

the affectionate attentions of a daughter. He made
himself completely master of the writings of Linnaeus

;

his "General View " of which was out of print in four

years, and which was translated into French by M.
Millin de Grandmaisou, with additional notes. The
Royal Academy of Stockholm presented him with two
medals struck in honour of Linnaeus, one by the com-

mand of the King of Sweden, the other &t the expense

of Count Tessiu, both engraved in his Life of Liniueus

by Mr. Basire, in his best manner. His next publica-

tion was " Historical and Biographical Sketches of the

Progress of Botany in England, from its origin to the

Introduction of the Linnsean System," 2 vols., 8vo.,

1791), intended to be prefatory to a descriptive Catalogue

of English Plants, or rather to an ahhreiialed Flora, as

the original MS. is intituled, which would have recorded

the first discoveries of every plant. Ho furnished

botanical materials to Dr. Aikin's England Delineated,

Mr. Nichol's Leicestershire, and the new edition of

Mr. Hutchins's Dorsetshire; and his arrangement was

agreeable to the alterations of the Linnajau system, in-

troduced by Thunberg and Hedwig.

Dr. Pulteney had suffered from a pulmonary complaint

at the early period of his life; and a return of this was,

what he always prognosticated would be, fatal to him.

On October 7, 1801, he was attacked with symptoms of

inflammation on the lungs, and there was reason to

apprehend his liver was similai'ly aflected. When he

found the ordinary remedies, under his own direction,

did not succeed, he was the first to announce to those

about him the approach of his dissolution, and died

October 13th. (Cfentletnan's Magazine.)

The following letter, dated August 3 1st, 178G, is the

only one in this collection from

ER. PULTENEY TO MB. FOHSYTH.

As you were so kind as to say you would endeavour to supply
some of the deficiencies of my Herbarium Ani/licum, when
you sent me some exotics, I have herewith enclosed a cata-

logue of such English phnits as are either totally wanting
to me, or of which my specimens are exceedingly imperfect,

and I shall be obliged to you for specimens of any of them,
whether they are the produce of the garden, or whetliei'

from the places of growth in the natural situation.

Any specimens of exotics that you can spare I should be
glad to receive, and if tliere are such among them as I

should happen to have ah"eaJy, and you think it of im-
portance, I will return them. Be pleased to say, when you
write, whether any specimens of the HardweU Clifl' fossils

would be acceptable to you, as I believe in that case I could

spare you a few, having a few duplicates by me.
I have enclosed some specimens of the Geuliaiia Jlli-

fnrmis and Piiiyuicula vilkisa ; I hope the capsules of the

former are forward enough to contain seed that will vege-

tate. There is some sand sent with the letter, amcmg which
I believe is seed of the Pini/uUiilu. These plants grow on
our heaths in a sandy soil, by the side of little rills that run
down into the bogs.

GOSSIP.

The first pillar of The Crystal Palace was raised at

Sydenham on the Oth instant, and from the arrange-

ments made there is no reason to doubt that it wiU be

completed and thrown open to the public by the 1st of

May, \^j'i. The arrangements of the garden, of course,

will proceed at the same time, and this autumn will

not be lost as the best planting time for the out-door

deciduous shrubs and trees. The pm'chase of the Palms

from Messrs. Loddiges has been completed.

Mr. J. C. Stevens had a sale by auction of Cochin

China Fowls, on the 2nd instant, at his rooms in King-

street, Covent Garden, and another at Deptford, on the

lith. In the first sale, tlie fowls were generally of a

superior description to those in the sale ot Deptford,
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Light bufiT-oolonred specimens fetehetl the highest prices.

Thus a pair of cliicl^eas, hatched Marcli IJLli, tlie pullet

boing " fine and light," fetched i'O 7s. ;
" a light-coloured

cock," hatched in the same mouth, was sold for £i ;
" a

beautiful light-coloured imported hen, lb<51," for six

guineas; and another light-coloured lien, and a light-

coloured cock, both hatched in 1851, sold for A'u each.

Inferior specimens averaged about 10s. a bead. The

Deptford specimens were much too leggy to fetch very

high prices. One lot, a light cockerel and pullet, was

sold for .£3 5s.

The Horticultural Society purpose to give jirizes at

their monthly meetings in llegent-street, for Kitchen-

garden Produce—a step towards the useful which justi-

fies a hope that this torpid society is at length rousing

to what should be the efforts of the national horticul-

tural association. They will oiler prizes for collections

of such produce in May, June, and July ; for Green Peas

in October ; Celery in November ; Forced Veyetablen in

December; Salads in January; Lettuces in February, &c.

We hear from many quarters that the Potato disease

has seriously attacked the tubers of that vegetable. AVe

have heard, but l>avo not seen, that in some places in

Hampshire they are masses of rottenness. In our own
garden we have scarcely one affected, though it lies low.

iiut then the soil is liijhf, n-e planted last November, and
did not apjily any manure. Where the disease prevails,

wo suspect they were planted in April, and manure
added for the crop. If so, the planters are only reaping

the consequences of their own folly. We have warned
them against such planting often enough.

The following is a list of the Horticultural and
Poultry Shows of whicli we are at present aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending vis ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HOnTICULTinUI, SHOWS.

ADEEDEKSSHrRE, Sept. IT. (Sec. G. Eeid.)
Allendale, Sept. 11th. {Sees., G. Dickiusoii and G. J.

French.)
Bath, Sept. ICth. (Sec. H. T. St. John Maule, Esq.)
Bridsewater, Sept. 22. (^Sccs., Mr. J. Lealcer and Mr.

J. Hayward.)
Brigg, Sept. ISth. (Sec. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun.)
Bury St. Edmunds, Sept. 10 (Abbey); Nov. 20 (Chry-
santhemums). (Sec. G. P. Clay, Esq )

Caledonian (Iiiverfeith Row), Edinburgh, Sept. 2, Dee. 2.

Cheltenham, Aug. 20.

Chepstow, Sept. 14. (^Sec. J. F. Hartland.)
Clapham, Sept. 11.

Colchester and East Essex, Sept. 8, at the Kev. T.
Round's grounds, Holly Trees, AU Saints.

Durham, Sept. 8.

FoRFARSHHiE (EASTERN), Sept. 15 (Arbroalli).

Glasgow, Sept. 10.

Hampshlke, Sept. 9 (Southampton), Nov. 18 (Winclies-
ter). (Sec. Rev. F. Wickhain, Winchester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 10.

HuiL, Sept. 10.

Kirkcaldy (Fifeshire), Sept. 9.

Lincoln, Sept. 14.

Liverpool, Sept. 3 (Botanic Garden).
London Floriculturai, (E.\eter Hall, Strand), Aug. 24,

Sept. 14t, 28, Oct. 12t, Nov. 9t, 2:t, Dec. 14t.
Maidstone. In-door Show. Sept. 8. (Sec. Mr. J. 0.

Smith, Week-street.)

Mid Cai.der (Parisli school-room), Sept. 10.

Newbury, Sept. 3.

North London, Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, Sept. 27, Dahlia.
Dxi'oRDSHiRE (EuvAL), Sept. 2:). (Sees., C. Tawney and
W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

rEERLEsnuiE, Sept. 14th. (Sec, J. Stirling.)

Poxtel.^nd (Newcastle-upon-Tyne), Sei)t. 8. (Sec. Kev.
J. M. St. Clere Raymond.)

South Devon Botanical and Horticulturai,, Sept. 7.

(Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.)
South London (Royal), Aug. 19+, Sept. 2^, 8, Oct. 14t,

Nov. 11+, Dec. 9+, 10.

Shacklewell, Sept. 1.

Surrey Amateur (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-
well), Sept. 15, Daldia.

Trowbridge (Grand Exhibition), Aug. 2.").

Turriff, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, Sept. 17, Dahlias.

poultry shows.
Birmingham and Midland Counties, 14th, IStli, ICtli,

and 17tli December.
Bristol Agricultural, December 7th, 8tli, and 9th.

(Sec. .Tames Marmont.)
Bury and Radcliffe (Lancashire), Sept. 3 (RadclifTe).

Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Bii-ming-

ham. (Sees. Rev. W. W. AVmglield, Gulval Vicarage,

and E. H. Rodd, Esq.)
LnEEPOoL, Sept. 23.

WHAT IS THE CHEAPEST AND EASIEST
]\IODE OF GROWING PINE-APPLES?

This appears a broad question to be grappled with in

a single paper, but it will be obvious to our readers

that we can do no more than point to the chief features

of the case, and endeavour to disperse mistaken views
concerning them. That the latter exist, an extract or

two from queries received will plainly show that fallacious

impressions concerning them must only end in expense
and disappointment. That pines can be grown in a
more inexpensive way than in former days, is very true;

but why? Because they will do with a lower tempera-
ture? By no means. They equally require heated
structures now as formerly, and plenty of light, involv-

ing, of course, the expense of glass.

To give an instance of erroneous impressions, one
querist writes thus:—" I should like to have a
pine-apple on ray table once a week all the year round.
To do this, what shall I require? I suppose I can start

the plants in a few pots in my greenhouse, then move
them into some cold pits, and afterwards push them on in

a hotlied or two. I should like to grow some as large

as those I saw in the Botanical Garden, Regent's Park,

a week or so since." Now, to foster such impressions as

these is no part of the duties of The Cottage Gar-
dener. Let us, then, try to show wherein the errors

consist.

It will be in the memory of most who take this work',

that some six or seven years since, it was stoutly

affirmed that the pine-apple could be cultivated out-

doors in Britain, or, at least, in the warm climate of

Devon or Cornwall. All this, indeed, seemed to be
backed by facts, to those who are content witfi the sur-

face of an argument. Plants, it would appear, had been
previously prepared under the most favourable circum-

stances of heat, air, moisture, &o., and the fruit being
formed (we believe past blossoming), the plants were

turned out on warm materials, surrounded by non-con-
ducting matter, just when outward conditions approxi-

mated those of tropical climates. Favoured by a pretty

good season, and assisted by all possible appliances,

tliey actually, it appears, produced very good pines in a

Devonshire climate. Such a strained affair, although
very desirable as illustrative of what can be done with
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the pine in extreme oases, is liy no means qualified to

introduce a new era in their culture, or to prove that

tlie pine enjoys a much lower temperature than has

hitherto been Lho practice of s^ood pine growers. Strange

to say. soon after this, the very cx)ierimonter gave a

plan of a new house, built by himself, for pino culture,

in which the amount of piping or heating-surface ap-

pears such as is seldom witnessed in the same area. In
this plan, now on our table, there are no less than four

lines of piping, parallel the whole length of the house,

for bottom hfctt alone, and four more lines parallel for

atmospheric heat ; and this, too, in a house only sixteen

feet wide. Besides all this, there is a steam-pipe all

round, which, it is presumed, may add to the heat as

well as moisture. Tliis i)lan may be found at page !!-!•-<,

vol. v., of the Hortioultunil Socirti/'s Juuni'il. Well
may amateurs, and those not " well up " in gardening,

be puzzled at such conflicting opinions and practices.

That every species of busLness has of later years a

tendency to be more economically conducted, because
the carefid study of elementary information tends to a

juster appreciation of what is required for successful

culture, we not only do not deny, but stoutly affirm.

The cost of production will doubtless be lessened ; but

it becomes every honest horticultural fugleman to set

his face against such e'xtreme opinions, or one-sided

statements, as can but involve those misled by them in

unnecessary expenses and vexatious disappointments.

Thus much will serve to show our worthy querists,

and others similarly situated, that they must not think

of " cold pits," " greenhouses," &c., in the cultivation of

the piue-apple; such may be resorted to in very neces-

sitous oases, but must not be counted on as jiart of a

system, or as identified with high cultural principles.

To come to the point—seeing that the same heat, air,

moisture, and light are requisite now as in former days

—

how is the cost of production lessened? Why, princi-

pall}' in building materials. Bricks are cheaper, glass

much cheapened, and timber, thanks to the saw mills,

much lessened in cost. Here lie the economic points;

for labour is not cheaper, and as for any economic
advance this way, we know of none whilst pines must
be grown in pots. We long since pointed to Mr. Hamil-
ton's system as being, in our opinion, the very thing for

our much-in-a-small-spaoe man; but, forsooth, objections

so multiplied, coupled with something like foregone con-

clusions, that whatever merits the practice might pos-

sess were speedily " lost in the fog."

We will now beg the attention of our readers for a

moment to what is termed Pannel's heating ap2iaratus,

as a source of heat ; and this, with the inexpensive

simplicity of an orchard-house, would seem to be worthy
of adoption in the year lSo.3. Having heard strong

recommendation of the piues at Park Hall, near Eck-
ington, the seat of Mr. Middletou, we immediately took

the liberty of writing to Mr. Henry Barnes, the

gardener. Mr, Barnes, in an e.Kceedingly kind and
sensible letter, at once most courteously answered every

question, and we beg to ofier an extract or two. " I am
glad to say that I have been very successful with my
pines. The plants are turned out in the open mould,
over a tank, heated by Pannel's apparatus, which
enables me to keep up a most congenial moist heat as

high as I please, and at the same time I have a flow

and return pipe all round the house for top heat ; but
this has already been described in Toe Cottage
G.iUDENEii, and 1 must do the inventor the justice to

say, that I never yet saw an apparatus that so fully

accomjjlished the end required as that does. I have
also a pit attached to the pinery, which is heated by the

apparatus ; and I have cut thirty good melons from four

lights, of the highest flavour, and I have a second crop
coming on, which are looking well, and this will be off

iu time for my cucumbers for the winter mouths."

Thus far Mr. Barnes. Our readers. will, doubtless, join

in thanking Mr. B. for his ready courtesy.

Now, it appears that Mr. Barnes is not far from the

Hamiltonian system, for he plants out ; he has dis-

carded pots. In high atmospheric tem]ieratures too, it

would appear that he resembles Hamilton ; but from
what we can learn, he uses much stronger bottom heats;

we are told 90° to 100°, whereas Mr. Hamilton seldom
exceeds 84°.=::

By turning to No. 197 of The Cott.\ge Gardenee,
page i2-l, our readers will find some account of the

apparatus by Mr. Pannel, of Leicester, himself; we
have not room here for the extract. Economy, then, iu

the production of pine-apples must be sought principally

in the simplicity with which their culture is carried

out. Whatever structure is employed, however, cer-

tain conditions must be guaranteed, or success will be
])roportionably incomplete Let it be made a point,

that 80° bottom heat be available, if requisite, at short

notice in the depth of winter, and also that the means
of heating be able to furnish with facility 70° atmo-
spheric heat; added to this, the speedy production of

any amount of atmospheric moisture. We do not wisli

to have it inferred that such extreme heats are to be
made ordinary use of in dark weather; but extremes
must be provided for, if good pine culture is to be
carried out. Depend upon it, starvation suits not the

pine ; and we have here simply suggested the securing

winter conditions, knowing that this done, the rest of the

year will be right as matter of course.

It will now become necessary to know, not only the

efficiency, but the cost of Mr. Pannel's apparatus; for

the public have a right to expect these things done in a
more economic way, or the culture of pines cannot be
extended. We will, therefore, seek for information in

detail, as well as testimonials connected therewith, and
lay tliem before the reader in due time, with further

comments. In the mean time, we may direct the

attention of ovu' readers to what is commonly termed
" dung-bed culture." Here, flues or piping may in a

great measure be dispensed with ; but then it is obvious

that the supply of fermenting materials must be certain

and continuous. But we think it far from being a good
policy ; for those that have but small gardens, and keep,

it may be, a horse, or two cows, &c., will, at certain

periods, have other objects than pine-apples to demand
assistance from fermenting materials. Our advice,

therefore, to all such, is rather to incur a few pounds
more expense in the first outlay, than to risk disap-

pointment in more ways than one, by depending on
fermentiug materials alone. Besides, although capital

pines have been produced this way, yet it is but an un-

safe or wasteful plan during long winters. The per-

petual changing and " topping up " of linings, the

anxieties to dispel stagnant moisture without too much
lowering tlie temperature, and the exactions on the

manure heap, to the detriment of the early cucumber
and melon bed, constitute so unscientific, so laborious

a scheme, as to make the unhappy wight who " plays

the first fiddle," as our good friend Beaton says, pass

many a sleepless night. We must soon return to this

matter, and hope that the desultory character of these

remarks will be excused. R. Ermkoton.

• We have received the following note from Mr. Barnes on this point.
" In readicif: over an article in The Cottage Gardenee of the 29th

ultimo, on the Heat far Pine-Apples, I was rather surprised to find some
remarlis respcctinf^ the bottom-heat of my pines, but the parties were
quite riirht in stating that the ground thermometer has ranged from
90^ to O.^^. but tliey were told at the same time that it was plunged to

the lioltum of the mould, which is five or si.v degrees higher than where
tiie princii)al roots arc, and I wish it to be understood that this heat is

not kept up during the winter monttis, when the plants are at rest. I

Itcep a high temperature at this season, with plenty of moisture, and my
plants do well, which I think is a sutficient proof that it suits them.'*

This removes all the wrong impression about the high bottom-heat
employed by Mr. Barnes ; it is evident he employs a bottom-heat of from
84° to 89°.—Ed. C. G.
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PLANTING FLOWER BEDS, &c.

[The following letter is such a tissue of interwoven

queries aud information, that we insert it entire, append-

ing some commeutaries by Mr. Beaton.]

" Mine is a geometric flower-garden, looked down upon

from the drawing-room windows. The beds are on turf,

and, being very numerous, I am anxious, if possilde, to fill

a few of them with hard,y perennials that will flower for

some lime, and thus save the gardener's labour, and diminish

the stock of tender things that too thickly inhabit the frames

during the winter. Am I likely to find the cominon Hnlly-

Ifcived Berlicrry patient under the pruning-knife, so that it

might form the outer row of a couple of beds facing each

other? and will it flower if regidarly cut back? Within

these I think of planting the old Tiger Lilies and Bee Larle-

s/mrs, filling the centre with tall late-flowering varieties of

Phlox : can any one recommend a better assortment, and

name any other things—novelty being less an object than

long diu-alion of bloom ? My Scarlet Geraniums are so

gorgeous against a south wall, which is broken into recesses

by buttresses, and which are slightly protected by reed

frames in the winter, that I wish to increase such valuable

onraments. Is Rollisson's Uni(j'ie likely to attain a height of

nine or ten feet? Is the new u-hile variety sent out by

Messrs. Henderson, of Wellington Eoad, woith planting in

such a situation? and is Henderson's Defiance geranium

distinct from, and supeiior to, Low's Amazon, which appears

the perfection of beauty ? I have a small plant growing

against the wall, bearing one bunch of flowers, which has

been open a full month, and is still fine ; the truss is large,

and the individual flowers erjually so, while their substance

is such as to resist decay in a wonderful manner. The
Fhwer of the Day geranimii, woiUd, I imagine, scarcely

answer my purpose, and I fear that Petunias are too delicate

to stand the winter, even protected like the geraniums.

Plants that will flower the whole of the summer and autumn
are, of course, the only things worth growing. The prettiest

new thing I have seen is the Califoniian Diplaaus, intro-

duced by the Horticultm-al Society; I saw it in Messrs.

Veitch's magnificent nursery, a week or two since. If it

proves hardy, and continues long iu bloom, it will be valu-

able for bedding, as the individual flowers are large, and the

colour new and stiiking.—A Uevonlin."

I think " Devonian " sent me a plan of his geometric

flower-garden, on which I cannot lay my hands jusv

now, but I well recollect the favourable impression it

made on me at the time, and I know the shapes and

sizes of most of his beds ft-om memory. That it would

be a most desirable point gained to get a suthcient

nnmber of hardy plants to keep a garden in bloom all

the season, no one will deny. Many more correspondents

have suggested the same plan, but unfortunately it can-

not be done successfully ; and before I reply to any of
" Devonian's" questions, I shall here briefly state a few of

the reasons why geometric gardens, indeed any garden

laid out on a regular plan, is not suited for the old

mi.\ed style of planting. I may also premise that my
own opinion of the fitness of what is called "herbaceous

plants" for furnishing a symmetrical flower-garden is so

well known, that it now seems a dry subject to refer to.

They do not erect long rows of " model lodging-houses"

for members of parliament, because they cannot make
a tenant for a given house, the house must be made to

suit the tenant.

According to the present fashion, bedding plants are

lost, or ne.\t to lost, if they are not planted iu masses ;

and if we had only one bed, would it be better to have
it filled with Scarlet Geraniums, or with Calceolarias,

Verbenas, &c., or be planted in the mixed style, with

herbaceous plants, some of which would be in flower

from March to October '? Surely the mi.xed style would
be the best here, as producing variety. Now, instead of

one bed, a hundred beds might be so scattered over a

given surface, as that none of them would appear as

being part of a plan ; every bed would be, like the tub,

ou its owl! bottom, without any reference to the other

ninety-nine. Here, again, the mixtures, and the clump-
ing, or massing way of tilling the beds might be adopted

without any great violence to taste or prejudice ; and this

is by far the cheapest style of gardening. The display

of flowers might also be very gay, but it could not be
striking after what we have been accustomed to with
' bedding plants. " But this bed mode of planting her-

baceous plants is not by any means the best, it is only

a compromise between taste and the purse. Borders,

and the outsides of clumps, for choice shrulis, are the

true positions for herbaceous plants. The moment you
arrange two beds, or any number of beds, on any given

principle, as in a geometric figure, the style of the

design is higher in degree, and, therefore, we maintain
that the mode of planting should also be of a higher

style to correspond. Without insisting on particular

tastes, and without reference to the nature of the grounds,

for a flower-garden, the true geometric is the highest

style of the art of layiug-out flower-gardens; that is,

where the ground is suitable, and the owner is not

averse to that particular style ; therefore, if that be so,

the very highest style of planting should be aimed at

for geometric gardens. It is quite true, that fashion is

an arbitrary law; but this law being the fashion of the

present day, those who desire to be in the fashion, and
to keep within the letter of the law, must plant geome-
tric gardens ; and all other gardens, which are laid out

symmetrically, in the " bedding style."

Again, there are as many degrees of excellence in

laying-out and planting a geometric figure as there are

iu any other designs ; then the highest degree of the

geometric style is that in which suitable beds or spaces

are laid down for all the colours, and the due quantity of
each colour, and also for the diti'erent sizes of the plants

that are to be used in maldug out tlie composition or

picture, and from this most and all-important rule there

are no exceptions. Hence it follows that an artist, or

designer, may be at the head of his particular calling,

but unless he is well acquainted with all the suitable

plants used for bedding at the period be works, he may
not be able to put three beds together without making
n. bliuider ; and, if a faulty design is once laid down, the

mixed style of herbaceous plants is the safest way of

planting, because the glaring faults in the design are

more easily hid that way than by the true bedding-out

in masses. Of course, all this is only known in " the

craft;" but it is so far unfortunate, that after having a

perfect figure laid down one should be obliged to plant

it so that even a designer might think the planting was
as much intended for hiding faults, as for giving the

charms of a flower-garden. So that it comes to this at

last, if one chooses to despise the fashion of the day, in

this particular, and set the law at nought, he may still

be as open to public criticism as he who attempted to

follow the herd and lost his way among the bushes.

Still, there is this consolation, that all public writers of

the present day despise public criticism on private con-

cerns, private tastes, and private individuals, as such,

aud whoever wants tlie assistance of The Cott.ige

Garuenkr to carry out privately any notions round
about the garden, shall have it without reference to this

or that rule or fashion. The Cottage Gardener goes

farther, and says that every one has a perfect right to

follow out his own views in his own way, provided

always that he does not insist on others doing as he is

doing.

The first question on "Devonian's " list, is—Will the

common Holly-leaved Berberry (Berberis fujuifolium)

bear the knife to keep it low as an edging plant, and
flower'? I have used it that way, aud found it to

answer perfectly well. The time for pruning it for that

purpose is early in May, just as it is going out of flower.

The strongest shoots are to be cut back to the height

required, after that it shoots out laterally, making a
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dense carpet. Mine was kept about a foot higb, and it

flowered beautifully. After the tbird season after

planting, it became necessary to cut back the under-

ground suckers on both sides of the row, the space being

confined to thirty inches. With the e.x.ceptioa of the

Cotonenster microphylJa, I do not know a better plant

for that purpose. The Cotoneaster has the advantage

of its coral benies all the winter, and is also more
of a trimmed plant without the use of the shears, and if

the Berberry is cut with the shears the leaves must be

cut through, and that spoils it altogether. Both of

them will grow on the poorest soil, and the Cotoneaster

will soon make an edging from three to four rows of

cuttings, put in wliere they are to remain, and they may
be planted any time between this and Christmas.

A belt of the Tiiier Lilt/, another of the Bee Larkspur,

and the middle witli autumn Phloxes, as " Devonian " pi-o-

poses, will make a good mi.xture ; the three coming into

flower in succession. I would have a patch of the Natal

Gladiolus (Oladiolus ijsittacinus), between every two of

the Tiger Lily, to come in after the lilies were over, and
I would have plant for plant of the Rudheckia chryso-

vxela in the Larkspur belt, to flower along with the

Phloxes after the Larkspurs had done flowering. It is

true that none of these have the same style of flowering,

but in this kind of mi.Kture that is not of so much con-

sequence as the length of time each sort would keeji in

flower.

I have often desired to see such a nail of scarlet

Geraniums as "Devonian" mentions, and whatever fence

is used for training Geraniums, or other plants against

it, ought to be divided into spaces, as bis wall is with

the buttresses, and each division be planted with a
different variety. The Unique Geranium will not grow
to nine or ten feet in so many years. I had one for

seven years so planted, and covered with glass in the

winter, and the wall was also protected with hot-water

pipes, but Unique did not rise above five feet all the

time. The variety of it called Queen of Portugal is

more likely to suit him ; it is a much stronger sort,

with the growth, leaves, and flowers the same as in

Unique. I am quite sure that I saw this variety at the

Vine-Apple nursery this summer, in going round with
Mr. Appleby, but there was no particular mark to it,

and the Ulac variety of it I mentioned the other day
makes the third form of Unique. I also saw a large

plant of the true Unique turned out-of-doors in the

garden of the Horticultural Society last July, and every
head was seeding, confirming what 1 have always said,

that a sudden or violent check would cause many of the
shy seeders to become fruitful; but whether the seeds
ripened I did not hear, and that depends on how the
pollen acted. The disposition to seed was evident in

this very shy seeder. With its own pollen, it comes as

true from seeds as if it was a wild species.

The new white variety of scarlet inquired about, I do
not know, ily own white seedlings are as good as any
I have seen, but not good enough for selling yet.

Neither do I know Lows Amazon, but I have heard
wonderful talcs about it, and I am pleased to hear
"Devonian" calling it " the perfection of beauty." I shall

soon be at Jlr. Low's nursery, and will report on it, and
all other novelties that I may see there.

Petunias are not at all so impatient of frost as
" Devonian" thinks; many of them will live over the
winter, where no scarlet Geranium would keep a leaf,

and Verbenas the same.
The NhruUand Rose is the very finest wall plant we

have. I had it and a purple one, three years against a
cold wall, guarded with mats, and they were more
admired than any plants in the garden. At last they
got too large for the space, and they were cut down to
make room for a ManileviUea. Damp is more against
them thau frost. The Shrabland Bose is bow in levery

good flower-garden ttfl over the country. It is a seedling

from a delicate variety called Highclere Rose, by the

pollen of Desdemoua ; a very strong, old Petunia.

There was a very small plant of the new Californian

Diplaous, or rather Mimulus, at one of the exhibitions

at Chiswick, but I could form no opinion upon it, and
therefore said nothing about it. The straw-colour of the

flowers is new ; and now I shall trust to "Devonian's"

account of it, and recommend it highly. There was
another plant shown twice this summer—the beautiful

Inilifjnfera decora—which I passed, because, after giving

its proper culture once or twice in these pages, no one

seems to succeed with it for the exhibitions. It

requires to be grown from October to May, and then it

flowers all the summer. Rest it for the winter and it

does no good. D. Beaton.

PECULIARITIES OF THE SEASON.
Some time ago, attention was directed to the import-

ance of becoming acquainted with the latitude, eleva-

tion, and the highest and lowest temperatures of the

places whence we received plants and seeds. Too great

attention has hitherto been paid merely to latitude and
areraye annual temperature, and too little attention has

been manifested, not only to the highest and lowest tem-

perature of places, but also to the vei-y important fact,

whether the atmosphere was dry and unclouded in sum-

mer, as in the eastern parts of Eiu-ope, or cloudy and

misty, as in many parts of Ireland, and the south and

west of England. In the latter case, the growing, in

the former case, the fruiting and seeding principle, would

severally be at the maximimi. Thus it happens, that

though Dublin be 4'^ of latitude north of Heidelberg,

there is scarcely any diff"erence between the mean annual

temperature of the" two places, though the mean winter

temperatm-e of the first is some 0" liigher than the

latter. Nevertheless, as the summer temperature of

Dublin is nearly .')° below the temperature of Heidel-

berg, and the atmosphere, in the latter case, is much
clearer than in the former, we see, at once, the reason

why fruits rich in sugar may ripen in the one case and

not in the other. While, on the other hand, we have a

solution of the fact, why plants that thrive uninjured in

wmter at Dublin and in Cornwall would require pro-

tection in Germany.
These, and kindred matters, have been frequently

forced upon our attention this season. If sudden diver-

sity, and extremes, are the advantages of our insular

position, then surely we have every reason for congra-

tulation ; and never do I recollect a season in which

these extremes were more apparent than in the passing

summer. The most weathcrwise, when pulling on his

night-cap, could scarcely predicate what he should have

to do in the moniiug. All rules and theories, as to pro-

tection and other matters of practical detail, had to be

suited to ever-varying circumstances. Fortunate was
be, who, by timely care, governed the circumstances, and

did not quietly and easily allow them to defeat him.

Without going far from our own homesteads, we shall,

by-und by, get practically acquainted with the climates

of all latitudes. In Ajrril and part of il/ai/ we bad as

clear sunshine, and nearly as dry an atmosphere, as is

to be found on the plains of eastern Russia, while the

nights were as frosty, and the winds as keen as could be

felt, at similar seasons, on mountain chains, or great

elevations in tropical regions. Everything out-ofdoors

required extra management—guarding everything tender

from undue excitement during the day was a prime

matter of consideration. Many found, to their cost, that

the protectionist doctrines of Mr. Errington were no

(U-tusion. Many more will wish he had not brought

suctj a term, again, into such popular distinction. For

all fencing operations, no weather could have been more
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favourable. Everything rejoiced iu the e.\tra sunlight
where attention was paid to root action. Plants in pots
and greenhouses never were more healtliy ; never, in my
recollection, were so little trouhled with insects, anil

required no e.'ctra attention, e.xcept artilicially moistening
the atmosphere in the day-time, and a slight shading to

break the force of the sun's rays.

Then came June, not with its usual bright and
flaming sun, but with its clouds and cold rains,

resembling the drizzle and the mist of the far north-
west in October and November. While such weather
lasted vegetation stood still. We began to despair of

flower-gardens and harvest-fields; to think that good
crops of apricots and peaches might do for ball practice;

and to fancy that showy plants in-doors would he poor
compensation for the want of tender, nice vegetables at

the festive tables. True, insects were tilted to their

last homo in crowds ; ivaqn, these fruit robbers, which
seemed to come the faster the more that were killed,

deserted the tournament. Still, as was referred to lately,

mildew came in myriads, and altogether, though not
inheriting much of the gloomy, I began to look upon
the future of gardening as somewhat ill-omened. But
as if to read us a lesson for our doubts and seep
ticism, almost as quick as the presto of a magician,
the scene is changed. The extreme of heat succeeds
to what, at such a period of the year, was tlie ex-

treme of cold; the earth becomes steaming hot almost
immediately ; vegetation progresses as I never wit-

nessed it do before. Almost immediately the flower-

beds are covered ; the hard buds are expanded and
opened; roses come out iu a gala.xy of glory; tender
plants in the greenhouse are just in their element; the
corn crops stand erect and flourishing ; and the month
of Juli/ will long be remembered for giving us a taste

of a tropical climate with a clear unmistified sun ; the
thermometer in the country fully !).j° in the shade, and
some 40° more in the sun, while in larger towns it was
considerably higher, forcing us to doff our felt hats, and
frieze coats, and to patronise the straw and the gossamer.
Great as the heat was, it was not found particularly

op])ressive so long as people were in the open air,

suitably appareled, and ai^ively employed. TIms is the
reason why people grumble so when they go into our
close plant stoves ; the closeness and humidity of the

air distresses them. This was also the case on the

present occasion, when the temperature got consider-
ably lower, but with a misty air loaded with vapour,
waiting for cold to condense, or the electric spark to

send it iu copious rain drops to the earth ;—the pressure
upon the animal spirits then was greater than on the

barometer. We were thus presented with two distinct

features found in tropical regions ; nor did we wait
long for a third, for thunder storms and rain came, that,

while they lasted, could not have been much less

alarming than an Asiatic typhoon.
August has, as yet, continued unsettled ; but if fine,

bright weather would now set in, we would forget all little

casualities, and remember a.July with gratitude, that has
turned, what otherwise must have been a late and defi-

cient harvest, into a moderately early and prolific one.

Some of these casualties, may, however, be chronicled.
I alluded lately to the Bean crop. There can now be no
question that Potatoes will sufl'er to a considerable ex-

tent. Some early kinds taken up seemingly quite sound,
and stored in dry earth, are showing signs of disease

;

and all I see in fields or gardens are less or more
affected. Peas for July and August gathering have
been more than ordinarily mildewed; and OHi'oHS have
been similarly attacked in many places. The corn-fields
are not our province ; but I believe tliat mildew exists
as yet to a trifling extent. The deluging rains have
laid the ci-ops considerably, but ivlth Jine weather little

damage will he sustained.

Getting into our little greenhouses, we hear and listen

to many complaints. Fine plants are scathed, as if

burnt with lightning; and to the storms many of our
friends attribute their disappointment. I cannot tell

them point blank they are mistaken ; but my impression
is, that a little shading with canvass, or a little whiten-
ing and water brushed over the glass, when the sun was
so hot and clear, would have averted the calamity. The
only house plants that I noticed to have sufiered with
me 'are oi Begonia fuehsioides. They looked bad enough,
and are Just now looking a little better. I trusted to

their thickish leaves ; I believe a little shading would
have kept them right.

Again, some of our friends pride themselves on their

Orapes in their greenhouses ; and in some cases tliese

have suffered dreadfully ; some were sent quite roasted;

and the worst of it was, the footstalks of the bunch were
so parboiled, that I had no hopes that the berries would
ever swell. Here, again, the lightning was blamed

!

I believe that if air had been given early enough, and
plenty of it, the ruin would not have hajjpened. In the

case of thin-skinned and tender grapes, like the Sweet-

water and the Grisly i'rontignacs, a little shading would
have been advisable.

Turning from tlie house to the balcony, basket, and
flower-garden, I find that little harm has been done,

unless where the soil was very thin and sandy, in which
situations many were burnt up. In all loamy soils,

deep and rather cold-bottomed, the plants flourished

amazingly, though now and then one would be burned
up, and all the rest flourishing. I sufiered in this

respect much more from the tremendous rains, and
short periods of hail, than from the heat ; the plants

seemed to revel in the latter. My greatest misfortune

has been with some beds, vases, &c., of Kentish Hero
Calceolaria. I formerly praised it to the echo. Tliis

season they were gems, and now they seem next to

perfect wrecks, the leaves being cut to pieces, full of

holes, or black spots, and altogether giving one the blues

to look at them ; I hope they will yet recover. Other
tilings have been injured by the rains taking off every

flower, but a little bright sun brings out plenty more.

In the shrubbery, &c., I have suffered but little; not

so many of my acquaintances. Some have had the

old leaves of their Bhododendrons burned and spotted,

while the young shoots escaped, the sun fastening on
those jjarts that presented most resistance, and were
less supplied with moisture ; while others, again, have
had the young shoots and leaves destroyed, seemingly,

from the inability of the roots to supply moisture fast

enough for the excessive evaporation. I have just had
a long letter about a fine Araucaria imliricata that has
lost its leader, though bountifully supplied with water

at the roots. The wi'iter attributes it to lightning.

From some places there are direful accounts from the

//•i/(<-garden ; but, in the majority of cases I have heard

of the calamities have happened in light soils, where
the great evaporation would soon draw oft' the moisture

in the thin soil, and in which, so far as I am aware, no
attempts had been made to increase, or husband it, by
watering or mulching.
With the exception of insects appearing, I have chiefly

siiHered by the too early ripening of some Apricots, and
the dropping of others, both of which I blame myself

for, because I think they might, at least, have been par-

tially avoided by watering and shading. Many plants

tliat will stand such heat when used to it, cannot endure
sudden extremes. Comparing notes on such matters

will be of general interest. E. I'ish.
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LycopoDiui>r.

{Conlinued from puije aO-^.)

A DAY or two ago, we saw, iu a lady's parlour, a very
ingenious and pretty use to wliicli the Li/cojiodium apo-

diim was applied. Long, oval-sliaped, ornamental pots,

or, perhaps, they might he dignified with the names of

vases, about six. inches deep, as much across, and fifteen

inches long, were well-filled with soil, and some wide-
necked glass bottles plunged nearly up to the rim in it.

Then the surface was planted with the Lycopod, and
completely covered with it. The vases had saucers of

the same form ; in these they were placed ; this pre-

vented the water, when applied to the soil, from drop-

ping upon the carpet or floor of the room. Tlie glass

bottles were to contain cut flowers ; and in tlie instance
we saw they did so, and certainly had a novel and very
pleasing efl'ect, having much the appearance of minia-

ture flower-beds upon a tiny, beautiful, green lawn.
The vases were made of the material called terra cotta,

and would last for years, if not broken by accident.

This idea, we tliink, might be carried out to a great

extent. Why not have the vases made larger, and the

spaces where the bottles are filled up with plants in

pots grown in a fi'ame or greenhouse for the purpose,
brought in when in flower, and renewed when the

bloom is over '.' Plunged in this way, and the surface

covered with the pretty green Lycopod, very little water
would be necessary, and the roots of the plants would
be then protected from the drying influence of the air

in the room. The flowers would last much longer in

perfection, and every bud would bloom. The vases

iniglit be made of any material combining elegance of

form and durability, such, for instance, as glass, or cast

iron, painted of various colours.

Lycopodiuras may be used, also, to cover the borders
of a conservatory or greenhouse. This has been done
in many places at diflerent gentlemen's seats, and in

such a situation they are always admired, the green
being so fresh and beautiful. We grow some of the

drooping species in ornamental or rustic baskets with

the happiest efl'ect. In particular, we have some made
of glass of a circular form ; these are large enough to

contain a suflicient body of soil to supply them with
nutriment. 'The kind used is the very ornamental Ly-
eopodium stoloniferum. One specimen of this species

measured a foot across, as much high, and drooped
considerably over the edge of the glass vase, and was
deservedly much admired.

The following is a list of principal known species:

—

LyenpoiJium iipodum (Footless Lycopod).—-'This is the

most dwarf-growing of tlie genus, and is very suitable
to grow, cither in vases or in pots. It is universally

admired, but requires a high degree of heat and
moisture to grow it to pei-fection.

L. apothecium (Uusporecased L ), is also very dwarf.

'This is nearly hardy, but grows best in moderate heat.

L. circinatum (Circular L.).—So named from its habit
of growth ; the shoots grow round a kind of root-stock,

push forth at first horizontally, then bend upwards in a
circular manner, having then much the appearance of a
bird's-nest. Very beautiful, but tender, requiring the
heat of the stove all the year.

L. cordtitum syn. cuspidatum (Heart-shaped-leaved
L.).—Equally beautiful as the last, but of a more
straggling growth, requiring to be trained with a slick

iu the centre, and each branch drawn towards it, so as
to form a neat, low bush.

L. ccBsium (Grey L.).—Of this species we have
already written. Its rich blue-green colour can only be
brought fully out in the shade. The sun turns it gi'een,

frequently brown.
L. ca'sium arhorcwn, syn. Wihlenovii, of Hooker.—

A

fine variety, or, perhaps, species. We have seen, a few

days ago, a fine specimen trained to the trellis on the
hack wall of the orchid-house of II. Wheat, Esq., at

Norwood Hall, near Sheffield. It was in a shady situa-

tion, and the colour of the foliage was very rich and
pleasing, much more than we ever saw it before. Eor
this purpose it seems well adapted.

L. dent'wulalum (Toothed L.).—A well-known useful
species, suitable for covering the borders in a green-
house, or to grow in pots in shady places. 'This species
has lived through a mild winter in the open air, in
several places, on shady rock-work. A very useful,

easily-propagated species.

L. dichotomum (Two-branched L.).—Very pretty, but
rather scarce.

L.Jiahulare (Slender L.).—A drooping species, with
slender branches, of a pale green colour.

L. OaleoUii (Galeott's L.).—A handsome, upright-
growing species, wortliy of being in every collection,
tliough but little known, and very scarce.

L. lepidoj)hyllum (Scale-leaved L.).
—

'This is the most
tiny of the genus, a wine-glass will cover the largest
plant. It is curiously pretty, and is the most rare of all

the tribe. A gem indeed, but requires stove heat con-
stantly.

L. Schottii (Schott's).—A very quick-growing plant,
of the most drooping habit, and consequently most
suitable to trail over rock-work.

L. stoloniferum (Runner-bearing L.).—This forms a,

handsome pot-plant, branching, rather drooping, but if

the central stem is tied to a stick, the branches droop all

round, and it tlion forms a little weeping tree.

T. Applebv.
{To he continued.)

THE HOIXYHOCK.
This old-fashioned ornament of our gardens for

several years has been almost jostled out of the ranks of
fashionable flowers by its more manageable competitor,
the Dahlia. Twenty or thirty years ago, the Hollyhock
was all but banished as a flower not worthy to be cai'ed

for, much less improved, or, indeed, grown at all,

especially by the scientific, or, perhaps we might say,
fantastic florist. The cause, if not a capricious or false

taste, was, perhaps, the extreme capability of the
Dahlia for improvement. As soon as this was discovered,
every florist, great and small, rushed to the diggings.
'The word is now so familiar that it will be understood if

applied to any pursuit by which gold may be obtained.
Well, raising new Dahlias was quite the fever, and this
excitement raged through the length and breadth of the
land. Acres upon acres of seedlings were planted, and
seed saved in abundance, with judicious care, for which
English florists are so remarkable. Girling, at Stow-
market, Widnall, at Cambridge, and Levick, at Sheffield,

were, perhaps, the most successful in their day in the
Dahlia diggings, and they had their reward. 'Through
these earnest and zealous efl'orts the Dahlia became
tlie flower of the day. It was not uncommon to give
i'-'-lfl or i'OU for the stock of the-tben-thought-the-best
Dahlia in the world. Now this Dahlia fever almost
banished the aspiring Hollyhock from the gardens of the
florists; but time, the great modifier, softened the rage
both in favour of the Dahlia, and disfavour of the
Hollyhock ;—the latter began to creep up again ; being
first thought worthy to occupy a place amongst the
shrubs, or behind the favoured rival. Some less ardent
lovers of the Dahlia began to collect the best double
Hollyhocks, observed points of floral excellence in tliem,

and where wanting, began to endeavour to produce
them. Success somewhat unexpectedly rewarded these

efforts. Chater, of Saffron Walden, liircham, and
some florists near Edinburgh, soon proved that the
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Hollyhock was as capable of improvement and bringing
within the ranks of florists' flowers as the Dahlia.

Ingenuity soon found out a method of increasing and
preserving the kinds that had been so im]iroved, and at

this day we might almost venture to say the Hollyhock
looks down with lofty dignity upon its now humbled
rival. Comparing the merits of those two rival

flowers, both flowering in autumn, and both possessing
properties such as the florist can recognise, we should
be inclined to give the palm to the Dahlia, chiefly on
account of the length of time it ornaments the flower-

garden, and also in the now exquisite beauty of colour

and form to which it has been raised. Whether the

Hollyhock will ever attain to such decided perfection of

colour and form is yet to be proved, but the fact of its

bloom soon being past will be, we fear, a bar to its

becoming that geueiul favourite that the Dahlia has
been, and still is in a less degree.

Cej-tainly the improvement in the Hollyhock has been
wonderful. Very lately we visited a garden in Hertford-

shire, where they were cultivated to a great extent

;

several of the best known sorts were in flower, such, for

instance, as Wahlen Oern, Cumet, M. C. Buroit, &c., and
wo were much gratified with the sight. On the pre-

mises was a long row of seedUngs, most of which pro-

mised great things, having uncommonly large full buds.
Several were open, and showed great merit : but one
»more especially, and when we say that it was like M. C.

Baron in colour, but far exceeded it in size, fullness in

the centre, with superior guard petals, our hollyhock
amateur readers will understand what our feelings were
when looking at and admiring this truly fine seedling.

This fine collection is growing in a garden at the back
of tlie Crown Tnn, near tlie station at Broxbourne, on
the Eastern Counties line of railway, and any one de-

sirous of a day of quiet fishing will find this an excel-

lent spot to visit; and there, in addition to tlie, tons,
doubtful pleasures of angling, he may sec a truly superb
coHection of Hollyhocks, and the landlord will show
them with all the zest and politeness of a true lover

of flowers. So mucli were we pleased with what we
saw thei'c, that we determined forthwith to take pen in

liand, and commence a few essays on this flower, for

many years neglected, and even now not known to the

extent which it deserves. We mean, that in many parts

of England, Ireland, and Scotland, there are hundreds
of growers of flowers that have no conception of the im-

]ii-ovement that has been accomplished in the Hollyhock.
They may have heard a rumour of such a thing, and
they may have seen advertisements of the kinds in the
catalogues of the growers, but they must grow them
before they can understand and appreciate their beauties.

For the benefit of such into whose hands The Cott.'voe

Gardener may come, we shall direct our attention to

the following points:— 1st. Soil and situation. 2nd. Se-

lection of kinds. 3rd. Planting and after management.
4th. Propagation by cuttings and seed ; but our pro-

scribed space is now full, and therefore we must say

—

J'o be continued. T. Applebv.

MILDEW ON PEAS.
Next in importance to hastening the growtli of any

production, is that of retarding it beyond the usual
period at wliich it is generally found in perfection.

Hence the " having a vegetable product all the year
round," implies, in most cases, that that vegetable has
been forced, produced naturally, and retarded. That
one and the same crop of any plant cannot do all this,

must be obvious to every one; but the judicious treat-

ment by which it is more or less accomplished forms the
skilful part of the management. Of late years much
has been done in this way with fruit. Orajies are said

to be attainable in good table coudition from (he first of

.January to the last of December ; and Pine Apples the
same ; while most of the small fruits, more common in

our gardens, seem hitherto to baffle the skill that has
been directed towards maturing them in the dark days

;

and though curi-ants at Christmas are not unusual, their

presence at that time is more due to their property of

resisting decay, than to any extraordinary treatment
they may have received during their growth ; but as our
duty is more especially with kitchen-garden vegetables,

we have only digressed as above by way of analogy, as

much the same laws govern the one class as the other,

and difficulties, and now and then failure, attend both.

That atmospheric causes have much influence in the

retarding process, must be apparent to every one ; and,
unlike the forcing department, we have no means of

counteracting the effects resulting solely by those

changes of the air, which, however beneficial for one
part of a plant's existence, are diametrically opposed to

its welfare at another. For instance, September is usu-

ally as warm a month as May ; the thermometer will

range as high, and frosts are, perhaps, less common in

the former month
; yet mark the result : Pens, which in

May flourished with a vigour which made their daily

progress visible to all who took the pains to look, will

now be found to languish, and probably perish, in spite

of all the artificial assistance that can be given them.
This example, of coiirse, I'elates to the half-advanced

crops in the two months respectively mentioned. Now,
that something may be done to mitigate this evil, it is

our piu-pose to show ; at the same time that it will always
do so, is advancing too much, because so many other

causes may be in operation at the same time ; and if

those of an injurious kind predominate, farewell then to

success. However, let us not give up the contest iu

despair, and, taking a late crop of peas as our text, it

requires no extraordinary research to find out that

mi/dew is one of the principal agents of this plant's

destruction. This insidious enemy, which assuredly,

of late years, has been on the increase, is much more
difficult to extirpate than any disease engendered by
insects of any kind ; and when it once seizes on this

plant before the pods are foimed and filling, then adieu

to all prospects of a satisfactory crop. By some peouliai'

feature iu its organisation this pernicious parasite

sju'eads with frightful rapidity ; and from the healthy

green which the foliage ought to assume, it soon wears a

grey hue, and eventually one of mealy whiteness; at

which stage every breeze scatters its progeny far and
near, to establish itself on any object calculated to give,.

it support.

This tiny fungus, which in one or other of its forms

exists on several plants ditl'ering widely from each

other, and acting as such a scourge to all, is yet said to

be exceedingly sensitive to certain influences, which,

when brought to bear against it, are said to exterminate

it. Not the least of these remedies, or partial remedies

(for no one has yet ventured to assert that it can always

be eradicated), is that ever-useful agent, sulphur, which,

though it will not in all cases succeed, does in many
check the evil. But it is hopeless to think of the leaf

of an annual plant like a pea being restored again after

the severe measures adopted to drive away a deep-seated

disease, but when the attack is but partial, and the

foliage in the other portion healthy, active measures,

aided by other external favourable influences, will do

much to keep it under, so as to insure a crop, not so

good, certainly, as when grown at a more congenial

season, but as good as can be expected for the unusual

period.

Considering the devastations that mildew makes on

many crops, even on those favoured by all the ad-

vantages ^^hich art can bestow, it is not surprising that

much should have been said about its origin, effects,

and cure, and, like its compeer iu destruction, the
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" potato disease, " such conjectures aud remedies are so
various as to make it matter of doubt whether another
one could be invented or not ; but it is only fair to

observe, that amongst the many antidotes to its exter-

mination, sulphur stands pre-eminent for its qualities in
that respect. Latterly other substances have been
added, as lime and soot, aud some have found the com-
pound of lime and sulphur, when mi.\ed in equal
quautities, boiled together, and the clear liquid obtained,
diluted with water, syringed over the plants, the best
mode of applying it. This has been done to some
extent in some hop plantations that have come imder
our notice, and from the sanguine hopes of tlie parties

who adopted it much may be expected. Now, though
we have not yet had sufficient experience in this liquid
preparation to assert its superiority over sulphur used
in a po\wlered state, yet we are of opinion, that for all

out-door crops it wifl be found more beneficial. The
reason is obvious; tlie dry sulphur is in itself harmless,
either to red spider, or to mildew, as it cannot be
swallowed as food by the one, nor assimilated by the
other, but the vapour it gives oft' when heated may be
distasteful to both. Now this vapour has a much
better chance to have eflect in a house than in the open
air, where they so speedily disperse with the atmosphere,
and are consequently weakened to an extent to be no
longer hurtful, or, at least, much less so than when shut
up in a structure like a hothouse. We say, therefore,

to our friends whose peas are suflering from mildew, try

the application of sulphur boiled with lime, and report
the result to the readers of The Cott.vge Gabdenek.
The ingredients are obtained at a cheap rate, and the
mode of using them equally simple, and if the residt
confirms our expectations, that this pest may bo over-
come by such means, one great step towards retarding,
or even forwarding some crops, is attained ; as who has
not noticed Guciimhers, Vegetable Marrow, and even
Turnips become a prey to this insidious enemy, which
otherwise might have continued in bearing nuich longer?
and when it is known the many thousands of pounds
lossit is to the hop growers, we do not call attention to

its importance without a just knowledge of tlio utility

any practical remedy must be in a national point of
view ; at the same time we will take notice of what is

being done, and report accordingly. J. Robson.

ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE.
Bi/ the Authvr of" My Flmvers," " The Cotta<je Lamp," .£r.

The age of miracles has not yet passed away. The cot-

tage gai-dener, whose death was hourly expected when I
wrote my last paper, is a living proof aud witness that "the
hand of the Lord is not shortened that he cannot save,"
when man's most skilful efforts come to nothing. He yet
lives to show that the dead are now as mightily and sensibly
raised to life as when Jesus Christ called Lazarus to " come
forth."

John F—— yet lives ; and never was tliere a more striking,

astonishing proof of the mercy and goochiess of God. His
medical attendants saw and felt that no earthly power could
save him. They did not think it improbable, but impossible,
from the nature of Ids complaint, that he could Uve ; and
when it was said to them, " Wo trust that God may yet
bless the means you have used, and raise him up again," it

was most gravely and solemnly replied, "A miracle may
restore him, but nolhin'j else can."
That miracle was wrought. Without any apparent reason,

without any cause that man's eye could discover, a change
suddenly took place; the pains of death ceased, and life

once more liglited up the languid frame. The medical man
was dumb; it was no work of his he saw and felt; it was
all, from first to last, the work of God. From that moment
a gradual recovery has taken place ; weakness is of ooui-se
great

; but John can now sit in his little kitchen once more;
he can creep gently up his pretty garden to look at his

crops and his bees ; aud he can speak again of his favourite
woodcraft, which for a long time he could not do. He will

now, I trust and hope, speak of other things,—things that
belong unto his peace ; things that grow clearer and greater
when the things of earth fade and die ; things that a death-
bed shows and teaches, that either make the pillow smooth
and soft, or till it with thorns and anguish. He felt that all

was not right when he was at the gates of death; and now
that he has been " delivered from going down into the pit,"

surely he will seek to know the "ransom" that has been
" found " for sinners ! The very acts of husliandry he has
so often practiced ; the very circumstances of woodcraft,
have been shown forth in his case. Will not their voices
be heard? How often has he "digged aliout and dunged"
the imfnutful ti'ce ! How often have I seen his axe laid to
the very root of a tree, and heard my sister exclaim—" Stop,
John

; do not cut down that tree; we do not wish that tree
touched;" and the unconscious oak or larch has gone

I
waving on in the buoyant breeze, little recking of the stroke

I

that would, in one moment more, have laid it low ! Surely
now these tilings will come home to his heart with power,
and lead him to " hear and understand." At seventy, we
cannot hope or look for many days ; the grasshopper is

beginnmg to be a burden ; and when so violent a shake has
taken place, so loud a call has been cried in our ears, we
cannot say how soon the last summons may come. Yet
" the heart is deceitfvd above aU things, and desperately

j

wicked; who can know it?" When danger is passed, the
fear sub.sides ; without conversion of heart, no real change
takes place ; no real alai'm awakens ; no real peace ensues.
Terror is not repentance ; vows are not living faith ; how
soon does such apparent goodness dry up hke the mornmg

j

dew !

X remember, some year's ago, a man being suddenly sti'uck

with what was thought a fatal blow. Whether it was an
accident, or an illness, I cannot now bring to mind, but it

was a sudden seizm-e of some violent kind. He was a
chinking, swearing, desperate chai'acter, and his ten-ors I
shall never forget. With my own senses 1 saw and heard
him, as he lay helpless on his bed. His own words were

—

" I see hcU open before me! I see the flames ; I am lost

I'or ever, if I cUe now ! " It was a scene for the ungodly and
sinners ; a terrible scene ; could it ever be forgotten ?

Yes. That very man is living now, as careless and dead as
ever! After ten'ors that had sprung up in his own heai't;

after protestations of repentance, aud agonizing cries for

mercy, he rose up, and " retm'ned to his vomit."

John F lives m a bowery cottage, in a quiet, beautiful
dell. He looks out upon green hills, which remind us all

of those " from whence cometh our help." He is surrounded
by gai'deus and fruit-trees, and woods and plantations, all

crying aloud with their soft voices, and warning us to
" bring forth fruits meet for repentance ;

" to beware of

being " trees whose fruit wthereth ;
" to seek wisdom,

" which is a tree of life to them which lay hold on her;"
and to remember Him who is " as an apple-tree among the
trees of the wood," whose " shadow " is a " delight," and
whose " friut is sweet" to the "taste." He has already
seen death, for his wife was taken from him some years
ago, and he has sat in loneUness ever since ; but without
spiritual sight, what are all these things ? Until now, his
eyes were blinded; but tliis last visitation has, I think,

quickened his sight in a measure. He may be said to " see
men as trees walking ;" and this is an earnest that clearer

vision may yet be graciously vouchsafed to him, if he goes
in simple and stedfast faith to Him who only can give sight

to the bhiid. .John wiU, probably, never again be able to

wield an a.\.c, but he may use a still more powerful weapon

—

" the sword of the Spirit; " he will, perhaps, never even be
able to dig, and plant, and sow, as he has done hitherto

;

but he has a garden hidden from eveiy eye Imt that of God,
which needs digging and planting a thousand times more
than any soil that man can till ; and there he may labour
without ceasing until " the night cometh when no man can
work." There will be no lack of business there ; and it wUl
be a work which will follow him when tlie grave closes

over him.

Let us all deeply reflect upon the miracle wrought upon
John F . Lot us take warning, and let us take comfort
too. Nothing is too hard for the Lord ; " all things ai'e
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' jiossible with God." Let us, in all our sicknesses, use tlie

j

means God permits for our recovery
;
yet let us in heart

j

seek to the Lord, and not to the iiliysicians, for ihrouijh Him
only their hands can heal.

I

Let us be ready. AVhen death comes, and we feel, like

John, that " things are not right," we sliall have but short

and miserable time to set them in order. Wc may not be
miraculously healed : a thousand to one against it. Let us

not leave to a dying-bed that which needs our fullest health

and strength to do. It is no small thing to turn to God ; it

is no light thing to perish.

rOULTRY OF THE CALAISIS AND THE
ARDRESIS.

{Continuedfrom page 311.)

" The Society of Tractical Agriculture of the Arrondisse-

ment of Le Havre, has lately been occupied about the de-

struction versus tlie preservation of crows {des corneiUes),—
a much controverted question amongst competent agricul-

turists. For if the crow really is a powerful assistant to tlie

countryman in the destruction of white worms, larvse, and
noxious insects, it makes him on the other hand pay very

dear for its services, by making considerable havoc amongst
his young crops, and by devouring the fruits of the earth,

which it digs up by means of its very sti'ong liill. In those
localities where there are no i)ermanent lofty woods, crows

are only birds of passage, and their sojourn is not long
enough to occasion serious losses. In such a case it is

better to preserve them, because tliey then do more good
than harm. But in otlier neighbourhoods, where taU trees

are numerous, and where these birds build, they ai'e then
found in such numbers, tliat serious injuries to agriculture

are the result. (This reads more like rookeries tlian

croiueries.) The different opinions given on this suViject

have shown such a difference in the respective appreciation

of the usefulness or the injuriousness of crows, that no
general measure for tlie destruction of these creatures,

otherwise than by the gun, could be proposed. Under these

circumstances, the Society decided that it had the right to

request of M. le Prefel, local authorisations for obtaining

the privilege of destroying crows otherwise than by the
gun, in those localities only where they ai'e too numerous."
Rather an undecided decision to come to. Is it possible

that the Society is not accurately acquainted with the
ditfercnce lietween a rook and a crow ? It may be so ; in

which case they are, as too often happens, only legislating

blindfold.

But a course of poultry was promised, and not a rook-

pie,—however good in its way the latter may be for courage-
ous epiciu-cs.

A notable fact to be observed throughout the Calaisis

(and what is said of it in this respect, is applicable far

beyond its limits) is the abundance of tame pigeons; for

wood pigeons and turtles are to be seen in the forests.

Kvery village, every farm, every square, street, and lane, has
its pigeons running and flying to and fro, picking up cveiy
waste crumb and seed. In the towns, the attics of the
houses are their usual habitations ; in the country, either

capacious dove-liouses (eohmltiers in the form of square
towers), or portions of the roomy farm-buildings. As to

kinds, they are mostly utter mongrels; crosses of the
Antwerj) Carrier, of the Turbit, and the Runt, are often

visible. Runts and Dove-house pigeons tolerably pm-e are

not uncommon. Blue Rooks, scarce, or not at all ; the
mode of life here is much too domestic for them. All are

very fine birds ; the average of weight must be considerably
above what it is in England; and when they do begin to

breed, they are abundant indeed. During the pigeon season
(which is here considered to be contemporaneous with that

of green peas, though lasting beyond it in the autumn), a
couple of e.xcellent young pigeons can be had for twelve
sous, as the regular market price, which is a fraction less

than sixpence, seeing that the shilling English is worth
twenty-_/(vc sous. Pigeon-pie, therefore, is not an ex-

travagant luxury. But the price of aU poultry produce is

raised along the whole of the north coast of France, at least

as far as Le Havre or Cherbourg, by the enormous ex-

portation to England. In the interior, and to the south of

Paris, it is much cheaper. Tlie pigeons here cost their

keepers but little ; they forage far and near, and no doubt
at times commit heavy depredations on the crops, while at

other seasons they render good service by consuming the
seeds of weeds. Although pigeons pair for life, and are

toleiably faithful to each other, I think their breeding in

and in is greatly checked, and their mongrelizatiou here
continued by oft-occuring accidents. The forests rear a

number of the larger hawks ; the need to feed their young
would put them in pursuit of pigeons, which are impelled
by the same instinct to scoui' the distant fields. In spring,

many a columbine widow and widower would be made by
this cause ; and in autumn, in a country where every man
has a right to shoot on his own land, and protect his own
harvest, many a pigeon may be supposed to leave its dove-
house never to get back again. The survivors are not in-

consolable, and soon find a new partner, and a frequent

mixtiu'e of blood is the result.

As to cocks and hens, they are equally innumerable, and
equally miscellaneous. I have not seen the slightest

symptom of an approach to a pigeon or a fowl fancy

;

perhajis the translation of some of our treatises into French
might awaken the taste ; at present the only competition

seems to be who shall have most, who shall be, what we
should call the most completely over -stocked. I can now
realise the scene in a country inn, which Pigault Lebrun, a

native of Calais, inserted in his eai'liest novel.
" The rest answered exactly to what I had just seen.

Smashed window-panes, broken-legged chairs, worm-eaten
tables, consumptive chickens (which ran everywhere, and
left on all the furnitm'e marks of their jjassage), a landlady

only fit to touch with the tongs, and a landlord in special

bad temper. Such was the place of amusement where we
had to pass the night.

" I asked what they could give us to eat. The answer
was, an excellent/riCT^scc of chickens. ' Made with these ?

'

said I, pointing to those that were ti'otting around us. ' Yes,

Jlonsieur, yes,' said the governor, nipping his eye-brows,
' and you will be sure that they have not died of the pip.' I

promised him very politely to pay for his chickens, and pre-

vailed upon him to keep them. I returned to the bcrliiie,

handed out the two ladies who were my travelling com-
jianions, and introduced them. They looked at me, and
made a grimace ! The wisest plan was to amuse ourselves

with all this ; and that was the coiu'se we took. We seated

ourselves around the fire. Juliette warmed herself, Made-
moiselle d'Heronville played her guitar, I dried my cloali,

and the coachman brought us up from the cai-riage certain

means of consolation which rarely fail in their efl'ect.

" Scarcely had we begun our supper, when seven or eight

chickens jumped into the dishes, pecked the bread, the pie,

and even the cold meat. I beheve they had not eaten any-

thing for two days. I hunted them out, and shut the door

;

thej- returned by the cat's-hole (la chaliere). One perched

on the back of my chair, another on Juliette's shoulder ; a

third hooked its claws in Mademoiselle d'Heronville's hair.

We got up from our seats ; we ran about tlie chamber
hoUling the plates in om- hand, and the chickens followed

us wherever we went. 'The coachman took an old pot, half

filled it with bread and pie-crust, set it before them in one
corner, they fell upon it, and left us quiet.

" In the night I was awoke by a trembling voice calling

me into the room. ' What is the matter '?' said 1, rubbing

my eyes. ' There ai'e ghosts here.' ' And jjray where arc

the ghosts ?
'

' Come here, and look then.' It was Made-
moiselle d'Heronville who pointed to something at the

further part of the chamber. I looked. 'Eh.' it is a pot,'

said I. ' Yes, but that pot walks.' ' How walks !
'

• Eh !

it certainly does wallc,' and she crept close to JuUette, who
slept soundly. I looked more attentively, and actually the

pot was moving. 'What do you think uf that?' said she.
' It is very extraordinai-y.' ' Ah, mon dicu, how frightened I

am !
' 'At what ? ' ' After all it is only a pot.' ' A pot I

have yon ever seen a pot walk ?
'

'1 confess that does not

commonly happen.' While wo were talking, the pot visibly

approached. 'The night-Ught was at the foot of the bed,

and «ould soon be upset. I lost all patience. ' Wore it the

devil,' said I, ' 1 will know what it is.' I gave the pot a

good kick. A chicken that was under it Hew up to the bed,

and awoke Juliette. I began to laugh. Mademoiselle
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d'Heronville followed my example, ami Juliette also, when
she knew wliat had happened.

" We puzzled our brains to guess liow the chicken could

get imder the pot. Juliette penetrated the mystery. This
pot was the same one with which the coachman had fed the

fowls. The chickens, jumping upon the edge of the pot,

had upset it, and one of them was caught in the trap. It

had seen the light tlirongh the cracks and broken places,

and had tried to get rid of its covering."

—

L'Enfant du
Carnava!. J 'ol. ii. dinp. 7.

Cocks and hens penetrate, now as then, here, there, and
everywhere. No hen is old enough or ugly enough to be
desti'oyed. Many a hen " with a happety leg," siu'vives

some accident which has lamed her for life ; but she seems
to be only the more highly respected on that account.

Perhaps that deference to the Scotch notion may be one
cause for the overflo\ving superabundance of eggs. At the
time and place where these words were written (May 17,
18f)2), eggs were, then and there, sold at the rate of 17

sous for '2(i. They had been even cheaper, namely Ki sous
for aC ! And all this while supplying the voracious demand
of the Englisli market, to which, however, all the towns
along the coast, Dnnkerque, Graveliues, Monti-euil, Dieppe,
&c., help to contribute. It is astonishing how I can get my
omelette at such a reasonable rate.

Throughout France, eggs are sold by the hundred of 104
(or with very liberal dealers 105 ) ; the quarter of a hundred,
or quarteron, is always 26, and the demi-qiiarleron 13, so that

during the weeks that eggs were, in this market, 10 sous the
ijuartcron, they were cheaper than three a penny. I could
cat two eggs every morning for breakfast, and could get
change out of a penny/or that item of the meal

!

D.

(To he conlimied.)

POULTRY VARIETIES—MALAYS.
I HAVE been much interested in reading the various

descriptions, itc, of the ditt'erent classes of poultry wliich

have, from time to time, appeared in The Cottage Gak-
DENEB, and shall be glad to find a continuance of articles

written by able writers, who have made any particular class

of poultry their fancy. It will then follow, that those who
have inclmation, as amateurs, to commence keeping poultry,

will have some sound standard to foUow in selecting stock

birds for that pm-pose. It has seldom been my experience
to meet with an amateur who was thoroughly conversant
with the different points of merit in many varieties of fowls.

I have found many who may, for years, liave paid attention
to one particular breed, and whose judgment on that par-
ticular class was undoubtedly sound, who appeared to know
but little of the merits of other descriptions. If any such
would, from time to time, enhghten and gratify the public
with their opinions and experience on such birds as they
liave paid such attention to, it might prove of much value.
There can be little doubt but that the breeds of poultry in

this counby have been much improved during the last few
years, and much of this improvement must be attributed to

the poultry shows wliich have been instituted, and carried
out with so much spirit, and which have induced parties in

easy circumstances to spend both time and money in rivalry

vnih. their neighbom's. That this spirit is increasing, is

evident from the prize sheets which are now before tlio

public.

I observe, with pleasure, that in the Birmingham prize
list for IS.ia, a distinct class is allotted to the different
colours of Cochin-Chinas. This, I think, is likely to work
well, as many first-rate birds are produced in both light and
dark coloiu-s ; and it has appeared to me, that if no en-
couragement was to be given to the breeders of good birds,

unless they happened to be the fancy colour, that the
stimulus to the fancy would receive a severe check. For
though light buff is at present a prevailing fancy, this fancy
may suddenly change, and parties who have paid great
prices for stock birds of the fancy colour may be completely
chagrined at finding another season that the furor is for
dark or white.

Tlie article lieaded " Malntj Foids," in No. 105, appears to
me to be wiitten hy some one well versed in the points and
weights of good birds of this description, and contains also

good suggestions as to the improvement of other breeds

from it before it becomes quite extinct. For some years I

have paid considerable attention to this breed of fowls, and

know that it is difficult, even now, to procure really good

birds of this class (which, by-the-by, I esteem fully as

good as their more favoured neighboiu's, the Cochins) ; and

i should have been glad to have seen something more of

a spirit to recover and improve the breed, rather tlian let it

die out for want of encouragement.
It has been considered, at the two last shows at Bir-

mingham, that the liirds in this class were deficient in

merit; and I would suggest, would not attention to their

improvement have been more likely to have been drawn by

the offer of premiums at least equal to the Spanish and
Cochins ? That they have points of real merit, I think no
one will dispute wlio has had opportunity of cutting them
up, and knowing at tlie same time the ages of the fowls so

disposed of. Last year I raised a niunber of them, and at

six to eight months old killed most of the young cocks for

the table, and found them weighing from seven to nine

pounds each. This is no mean weight, and the quality was
quite on a par with any ordinary fowl. They are birds that

are easily kept within circumscribed limits—mine rarely

attempt to fly over a wall three feet high. They attain a

great weight in a short time, lay a rich egg, have strong

constitutions. They are noble-looking birds, and will repay

those whose fancy leads them to give them a trial. Let us

not quietly see good stock like this sink into oblivion, but

let such of yoiu- readers who have any doubt of their merits

give tlieni one trial, and judge for themselves.

—

One in

the Eing.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*#* We request that i

Tbe Cottage GABDEr
ctpense. All <

the. Cottage Gardener, 2, An

will write to the departmental writers of

It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

should be addressed " To the Editor of

Corner, Paternoster Row, London.^'

X. Y. Z.—We have two letters lying at our office directed for " X, Y.

Z. ; " if the party for whom they are intended will send ua a ready-

directed and stamped envelope, we will enclose them in it, and post

them.

Seceetary of the Liverpool Poultry Snow.—In answer to

many queries for the name of this gentleman, wc reply, it is IVIr. H.
While, Warrinpton ; but we confess we ihink that the society of which
he is the very efficient official, and, indeed, all similar societies, would do
no more than justice to us. as well as to themselves, by advertising their

meetings, with the particulars desired by intending exhibitors.

Alpine Strawberry (J. B. H.].—\i tou mean the white variety, we
can testify that it is not lost, for we have it in our own garden. Can any
reader tell where " the true Chinese breed of pigs is to be purchased ?

"

Taking Honev.—" ilH«(icws " seeks "information as to the best

means of taking honey, without destroying the bees, from a swarm of

this year, treated origmally according to the plan advocated l)y a ' Country
Curate,* " in which instance *' the comb is well tilled, and the hive has

thriven well ; the swarm having been much enlarged by following the

plan of removing the old stock, and putting the swarm in its place."

And your correspondent further asks—" Will common driving answer, or

if not, what is the best plan? " Fumigating with pvff-b(iU,OT any other

narcotic, I <lo 7iot, under any circumstances, recommend, where clean

ho7ieycoinb is a desideratum. Indeed, I am as averse as ever to fumi-

gation at all where it can be avoided. Though I often have occasion to

adopt it, and find it useful in experiments, it has generally proved to mc
a filthy, unsatisfactorv process in itself. If bees arc to be saved, there-

fore, I still continue' to patronise driving, though I cannot ensure its

universal success. Vet I have never found it fail ultimately where the

hive is strong in bees and full of comb. In very heavy hives, however,

a new difficulty presents itself; the comb may become disengaged, and a

smash ensue. Nothing but extreme care will prevent this. It would
not answer as " Rusticus " suggests, to remove the swarm away, and put

the old stock in its place, which is close by, because only the older and
useless bees would leave the swarm, besides which, I imagine there would
be much fighting. If the bees must be saved, cither fumigation or

driving must be had recourse to. But I have lately come to the con-

clusion, I think, that the brimstone-pit is, after all, the most profitable, as

certainly it is the least troublesome method, and as little cruel a way as

any of managing spoliation-stocks in autumn. It is the most ''profit-

able," because I believe that but a very small proportion of the/ull-grown
bees which are added to a stock in August survive till February, while

they will certainly consume much honey. I am now, therefore, only

careful to save the ceiled iroorf-com/*, of which large quantities, ** spes

gregis" (the hope of the swarm), are found in all good stocks in early

autumn. It is the issue of this brood upon which depends the pros-

perity of every stock another year. For the be.st way of doing this,

see the ''English Bee-keeper" (Uivington's), pages 6i and lua. If,

however, a stock intended for preservation is weak in bees in autumn,
then the addition of any full-grown bees is of course advantageous, as

tending to induce the queen to lay at once with renewed vigour. Let your

correspondent, if he still is bent on saving all his bees, try what driving
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the bees of the swarm up into the old stock will do ; then he may put the
old stock, which he says is *' very heavy," about half-way between the

two stands. We should be glad to know the result. Query': Has any
body seen any bees at work upon the honey dew this year ?—A Country
Cdeate."

Cheap Pine-cultdre {Essex Farmet').—\'qmWiW see an article by
Mr. Errington which helps to meet your case. Pines are grown from
suckers, crowns, &c., and only from seed by the curious. Gardeners*
wages—good ones—vary from jf6o to ^^'lOO per annum. Vou would do
well to buy ''Hamilton on the Pine-apple;" his system possesses a

greater degree of simplicity than any other. You will find further

accounts of pine-culture before long.

Gapes in Poultry.— i1/. fi. wriles as follows:—"As the rearing of

poultry is now so much thought of, it is of some coiiiiequence that the

cause of the increasing complaint among young chicken, commonly called
' the gapes,' of which so many broods die, should be ascertained. I have
taken great delight in rearing poultry ; but for the last ten years I have
lost the greatest part of my broods from this complaint. On examining
the dead chicken I find the wind-pipe filled with worms. The only

remedy I have discovered is tobacco-smoke ; but this is very troublesome,
for it requires to bt used sometimes twice in the day, and to be used

nearly every day for two or three weeks. I am now convinced that these

worms are In the water ; for a few days ago, one of my chicken fell into

a well, and on being taken out (dead, of course,) I observed several of

; the same sort of worm adhering to the feathers. I would, tlierefore,

suggest to some of your readers who are fond of their poultry, and where
I this disease is prevalent, whether boiling the water that is given to the

j

very young chicken would be a preventive. I would try the experi-

ment myself, but am now a great invalid, and I could not depend on
servants taking the trouble." Mr. Yarrell being applied to on the sub-

ject, replies :—"The intestinal worms called Filaria, from their thread-

like form, I have never seen in the wind-pipe of any bird. The worms
which occasionally infest the trachea, and are so destructive in chickens

and young pheasants, producing the disease called the 'gapes,' are

flattened, fluke or Hounder-like, and are called Fasciola. But what, in

the present instance, may be more to the purpose, is to state that the

best mode of curing the gapes in chickens and young pheas^ants, is to be

found in the Supplement to ' Montagu's Ornithological Dictionary,*

inidcr the article ' Phensant,' part of which I have used in the ' British

Birds,' under the same head. The Fasciola, lodging in the trachea,

adheres by a kind of sucker to its internal membrane, and causes death
by suffocation from the inflamed state of the part. The receipt alluded

to by Mr. Yarrell is fumigation by tabacco, 'found to bean infallible

specific when administered with due care.' The young birds are put into

a wooden box, into which the fumes of tobacco are blown by means of a

common tobacco-pipe. Any state short of suffocation by the remedy, is

found to be a cure for the complaint."—J. O. W.—We do not think, as

suggested hyM. R., that the worms in the windpipe of the fowl are taken

into its beak with the water, any more than that the Ascarides, so irri-

tating to children, are swallowed with the uncooked fruit they eat. Bad
water and raw fruit cause an unhealthy state of the body ; and wherever
there is want of health or vigour in the animal frame there parasitical

vermin are most likely to occur. Mr. Yarrell states that the worm
causing the gapes is Fasciola; another authority states that it is Synga-
mus trachealis, or Distoma lincarc ; and we are much mistaken if we
have not observed in the windpipe of the fowl so diseased the Strongyliis

papillosum' May there not be diff'erent species, any one of which would
cause the irritation in the windpipe which causes the symptoms ? At
all events, we are sure that tobacco-smoke is the only knowfi effectual

remedy, and that high feeding is the best preventive.

Poultry and Poultry Snow

i

kg. — Semper Vigilnns says, "The
question daily becomes more diliicult how to say correctly which are true

Cochin Chinas, or Spanish, or Dorking ; whether combs are single or double,

and such like. Now, to put the whole question upon its proper footing

requires the establishment of rules for all descriptions of fowl or animals
\

shown, and that these be printed and sold to any one upon application,
j

declaring such to be the judges' criterion they are bound to follow. In i

order more correctly to come to some general opinion upon these points,

let every one give their views of what constitutes perfection in every class ,

of fowl they chance to know, marking out the most leading points in
i

in rank ; for instance, \, sixe ; 2, form; 3, colour; 4, comb (single or
j

double) ; and so on. Is it not possible, by addressing societies now in
|

existence, your subscribers, and the public in general, for their views,
j

some plan might not be found of selecting from the greatest number who
nearest agree, what might be adopted by all societies, and so enable exhi-

bitors, amateurs, and the public, to know upon what grounds they pro-
|

ceed? At present we are quite in the dark." We think it not only pos-
[

sible to attain such fixed rules, but what we have done, and are now i

doing, will attain them. Our pages are open to statements from any one I

of what they consider the most desirable and most important character-
j

istics of any variety of poultry.

Spanish versus Cochiws (A Novice).—We quite agree with you that

the statements made by Gallus are not conclusive that the Spanish is a

more profitable variety than the Cochin China; nor will the question be

set at rest, until, in two adjoining yards, under precisely the same ad-

vantages of warmth, feeding, &c., an equal number of ctjual aged l)ird8

have been tried against each other, and a regular debtor and creditor

account kept. At the same time, Gallits is no small authority. We
know he has some of the best Cochins in England, and his Spanish fowls

have carried off many prizes.

Lycopodiubis and Ferns (Lyropodium).—You will sec what you
require in Mr. Appleby's communication to-day. The following is an
alphabetical list of the genera of Fcriis. Some of them are omitted in

The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary because not meriting cultivation :
—

Acrostichum ; Allosorus; Asplenium ; Allantodia; Antrophyum ; Adian-
tum ; Alsophila; Aspidium ; Aneimia ; Blechnum ; Balantiura ; Botry-
chium ; Ceterach ; Ca?nopteris; Chcilanthes; Cibotium ; Cyathea

;

Doodia ; Diplazium ; Davallia ; Dicksonia ; Ellobocarpus ; Gymno-
pramma ; Gleichcnia; Hcmionitis ; Hymenophyllum ; Lomaria; Lon-
chitis ; Lindssea ; Lygodium ; Meniscium ; Nothocltena ; Niphobolus ;

Onoclea ; Osmunda ; Ophioglossum ; Polybotrya ; Polypodium ;

Parkeria; Pteris ; Pleopeltis ; Struthiopteris; Scolopendrum ; Schizeea

;

Tienitis ; Trichomanes ; Todea ; Vittaria ; Woodwardia ; Woodsia ;

Xiphopteris. To these might be added Danjea and Marattia, for they
closely resemble the Ferns, and require similar treatment.

what you require in

Seedling Lent Figs (T. M. TT.).—These may remain in the seed-
pot until spring, when they may be potted off into single pots, but should
they appear to be pinched up for room in the pot you have them in, place
them in a larger pot at once, and let them remain out-of-doors until
frost sets in, from which they should have protection in a greenhouse or
frame. More about your Ornithogaliim shortly.

Cape Jasmine [F. M.).~You will find full directions for this under
Gardenia, in late numbers. Keep your plant growing freely after

flowering ; let it have more air to harden the buds before the end of
Autumn ; keep it cooler and drier during winter, and then start it into
growth and bloom in extra heat in spring. Nothing suits it so well then
as being plunged in sweet fermenting material. You have erred in

keeping your plant dry at this season, unless you wished to bloom it in

autumn or early winter. Average temperature ; spring, starting it into
bloom, 55° to 65° ; in bloom. 45*^ to 5(1°

;
growing in summer, 60° to 75°

;

resting in autumn, 50^ to Oi>^ ; winter and dry, 40^ to 48°. Water most
freely in the highest temperature.

Rhododendron Leaves in a Pit (P. i'. //.).—These turning brown
at the edges is no more than the old leaves frequently do, on the same
principle that the leaves of the oak fall in autumn. If the young leaves
do so from the fresh growth after flowering, there must be something
wrong at the roots. A deficiency of water, or the branches have
been exposed to too much heat and light. See an article by Mr. Fish

Bees (A Recent Subscriber).—You may buy them now, taking care to
select one that was a swarm of this year, and not less than twenty
pounds in weight. Or you may wait until next spring, have the hive
you prefer ready, and get a first swarm hived into it. As your object is

to instruct your neighbours in the depriving system, buy Payne's Bee-
kcepcr^s Guide, znd " A Country Curate'' s''* English Bec-kceper. The
fisrt is published by Messrs. Groombridge, and the second by Messrs.
Rivington. In the country, ten shillings is the price of a hive of

Morning Side Practical Gardeners' Society. — We are sorry
that we cannot insert the report of the meeting. We have to provide for

readers generally, and they would not be amused or instructed by a list

of local prize-winners.

Names of Plants {J. iCiV/ciYe).—Your plant from Black Gang Chine
is Epilobium parvijiormn. (H.).—Yours is Arcnaria pejUoides. {J. S.
B.).—No. 1. Solanum dulcamara. No. 2. Bryonia diaica. The leaves

of the first are hastate ; of the second palmate. The leaves of the vine,

and all other leaves that have a footstalk are pctiolate.

Wea [lER AT The ) (Norfolk) jn 1851.—

Barometer

January 29.87
February 30.

March 30.02^
April ...

May . .

.

30.024 51.

29.80
30.25

29964
30.25

.56.50

66.50
66.50July ...

August .

September 30,235 ,

October 30 53.

November 30.10 38.i

December 30.25 44.

l.6ti

0.57
2.83

J.96
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1.17

3.15

'revuilmg
Winds

S. W.
s. w.
s. w.
N. W.
N. W.
s. W.
s. w.
s. w.
N.

S. W-
N. W.
S. W

SoLLYA iiETEROPUYLLA (Turquoise).—This IB the name of your
plant; that is, the various- leaved Sollya. If you put six or eight cut-

tings round the side of a six-inch pot, in the spring, when the hotbeds
are at work, you cannot fail to root them. Use for soil peat and loam,
half-and-half, with a little sand. It must look very pretty on your wall

(at Dcvonport) without any protection.

Various (Rev. R. M. E.).—The purple flower is the Lythrum alatum,
a greenhouse perennial, which may be kept in a frame with a little

attention. We do not know what tlic Gladiolus is if it is not G.^ori-
bundus ; but that it is we have not much doubt. Gaxunia ringens will

reiiuire protection as well as the Lythrum alntunu

Phlox decussata {M. J. P.).—This is one of the tall-growing,
dark -flowered varieties; rising from three to four feet high; but the
height of hardy plants entirely depends upon the coil and situation

where the plant may be growing. Decussata is so called from its four-

ranked manner of growth ; the leaves point out from the stem ; but this

may be said of all the Phloxes, hut in particular of all the tall varieties.

The name of your plant is Munulea pedunculata.

London: Printed by Habrt WooLnsiDGB, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary KaJendar; and Published by William
Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Ameu Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—August 19th, 1852.
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than mine,—more in nmnlier, larger in size, and less ilis-

eased. [Were lliey not difierent varieties?] Now, tlien,

I had not a word to say to the fanner; but I still thought

I woidd follow your advice in my garden, and this year I

planted my Ash-leaved Kidnies and Forty-folds (this last,

in my opinion, being by far the best potato) rather early

;

and about a month afterwai'ds, seeing a space at the end of

my potato-bed wide enough to receive another row, I desired

my gardener to i)ut one in. He did so ; and this morning
we took up all that remained after our summer's consump-
tion. Now, then, read again the result. All my potatoes

are in some degree diseased, but those that were planted a

month later than the others, are far the best, being more
in number, larger in size, and not one quarter so many
diseased. [Were they the same varieties?] Something
may be said in regard to the part of the country where the

potatoes are grown, for what may be well in the south may
be injurious in the north, and, perhaps, every farmer knows
best what is proper for his particular situation ; but allow

me to make a remark that applies generally. The disease

is still a mystery, and the cure is still to be discovered ; but

we find the potato is never attacked till after it has remained
a certain time in the ground. Now, may it not be advan-

tageous to curtail that time as much as possible, and not

to put the seed into the ground a day before it is absolutely

necessary to give it time to rii^en ? By doing so, you avoid

the spring frosts, and give the disease less time and oppor-

tunity to mature itself and make tlie attack.—J. C n."*

Now, the simple answer to our correspondeut is

—

Whoever grows a variety of potato that is not ripe until

autumn, or even imtU mid-August, will never escape from

liability to extensive loss by the murrain. We this year

grew four varieties

—

Walnut-leaved Kulnies, planted iu

February, and taken up iu the middle of July witliout

a diseased tuber; Ash-leaved Kidnies, planted in No-

vember, and taken up in the middle of July with not

more than one tuber in iifty diseased; a new Shropshire

variety, and Martin's Seedling, planted in November,

and now (August I7tb) only fit to take up, and full one-

si.'iteenth of the first, and about one-tweaity-fourtb of the

second, rendered useless by the murrain. We were per-

suaded to grow the two last kinds because very productive.

If the sets are kept sound, unsbrivelled, and the sprouts

uninjured, we do not care mucb whether they are

planted in February or November ; but we consider it

essential that the variety should be ready for storing,

that is, that its tubers should be perfected before July

is ended.

Then, again, we have wearied ourselves, and we fear

our readers, in warning all potato planters against

manuring for this crop. Now our correspondent seems

to have been compelled to neglect this rule, for be says

bis tenant farmers do not object to let bim have plots

for the culture of potatoes, " provided be cleans and

manures the land " Now all evidence goes to establish

the fact that mamn-ed potatoes are more frequently and

more extensively diseased than those grown on laud

unmanured for tliem. This testimony is not borne by

British cultivators only, but the cliorus is increased

from the Continent. " In a few parts only of Germany,

* To show how testimony varies, we give the following from the pen of
our correspondent, " Upwards and O.nwards." *' Every year, since
the murrain appeared, my potatoes have heen affected with it more or
less, though they are not so to near the extent tliis season as usual,
owing, I am hound to believe, from their ha\ing heen planted last

November. This autumn-planting system I was very ifafy of adopting,
and tried it three years ; the result proved to me it was pood : so this
year, the whole of my crop, with the exception of the early Ash-leaved
Kidneys, is thus planted, much to my satisfaction. 1 intend to continue
it for the future, as I strongly recommend it.^*

especially iu Thuringia," says Dr. Scbleiden, " a custom

has been pretty well established not to plant potatoes in

fresh manure, but as the third or fourth crop, and

generally after clover, and tliese parts are precisely

those which remained the longest free from disease, and
which suftered the least."

—

Journ. Hort. Society, -vii. 190.

One of the reasous why maniu'e is injurious to pota

toes seems to be, that it keeps them longer in a growing

state; and auother reason seems to be, that it supplies

them with an excess of phosphates of lime and mag-

nesia, which phosphates are found to be excessive in

the murrained potatoes.

Our correspondent is quite right in his inference that

it is " advantageous to curtail the time as jnuch as

possible " that the potato is iu the ground ; but the time

to be curtailed, by every effort, is the time that the

growing tubers are in the ground, not the time that the

sets are so situated. It is to shorten that time—to have

the growing tubers iu the soU during the months of

May, June, and July only—that we recommend early

planting, early ripening varieties, and no earthing-up
;

for late planting, and earthing-up, delay the period of

the tubers ripening.

We entirely agree with our correspondeut that the

nature of the disease is a mystery. Tlie facts that the

tubers on seedling plants, and that diseased and sound

tubers occur on the same plant, set at defiance most of

the theories which have been suggested; and there are

other facts which are similarly incompatible with other

speculative explanations. It may be that the murrain,

as Dr. Scbleiden suggests, is independent of temporary

causes, and will never disappear. It may be that the

potato, like other plant varieties created by culture, has

reached the period when permaneut decline is esta-

blished. All these are but " may bes," and it is con-

solatory to know that every one of them is counter-

balanced by its parallel " may not be."

It is more uselul just now, in the imperfect state of

our knowledge of the disease, to keep our attention

fixed on modes of escape from its attack, rather than on

speculations as to its nature, or remedies iu case of its

appearance. Now, there is no one denies that there

are two precautions, which, if adopted, are certain to

preserve the crop from serious loss. Tliey are these :—

1. Orow a variety that is ready for storing in July,

and the earlier in that month the heller.

2. Grow it in a light, unmanured soil.

Let no one neglect those rules, and we recommend

these as the results of our own experience .-

—

'^. Keep

the sets in dry sand, or ashes, in a cool, dry place, until

wanted. 1. Plant early—not later than the end of

February. We plant in November. 5. Plant whole

tubers, and each about two-and-a-half ounces in weight,

(j. Do not earth-up the stems, but, when some of the

tubers appear above the surface, merely draw around

the stems about an inch in depth of earth.

FORSYTH MSS.

WiLLUJi P.WEKSON was a native of Scotland, and

probably of Montrose. His parents seem to have been
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in humble life, for wlieu lie had attaiued to affluence, and

wi'iting to Mr. Forsj'tli when about to return from

India, in 1 784;, he says, " One hundred pounds must be

kept ready to defray my e.Kpenses down to Scotland,

where I must go and see the old people very soon after

my arrival. Praj' write them a comfortable letter, and

tell them I am well, though, by-the-by, I am not."

Of Mr. I'aterson's early cai-eer we have been unable

to obtain any information, and the first letter among

these MSS. is dated from Saldauah Bay, a little to the

westward of the Cape of Good Hope, in the June of

1781. Ho was then in the fleet commanded by Admiral

Hughes, and serving as a military volunteer with the

troops on board. " l''rom the Cape," he says, " our

destination is to the East Indies, and it is expected it

will be Madras. I expect a commission by the time we

arrive, and after we are settled you may expect a part

of everything that I can collect, and, believe me, I never

shall forget your past kindness." One expectation was

realized, for before the close of the year he became an

ensign in the 98th Regiment, but getting into the S.E.

monsoon, the fleet, instead of sailing to Madras, was

driven up to Bombay, touching previously at the Island

of Johanna, and Morabat Bay, on the coast of Arabia.

Writing on the .Jth of December, 1781, to Mr. Forsyth,

he says:

—

Ou the 2nd of September we arrived at Johanna Island ;

we were, at that time, at li pint of water per day, and that

we distilled from the sea. Between St. Jago and tliat place
we lost about 5i men, who all died in the scurvy ; and most
of the men were landed sick. You will excuse my not
giving any particular account of that island, as there is a
very great uncertainty of yoiu' receiving this, as it comes by
a ship which is obliged to leave the tleet, oning to her bad
sailing. I shall only tell you tliat, duiing our stay, I ex-

amined great part of Johanna, where I found great numbers
of very curious plants, many of which I am certain are

new; and you may expect some seeds and specimens by the
first fleet that sails from Bombay.
From Johanna we have had a very tedious passage, and

on the 24th of November we arrived at Morabat Bay, on
the coast of Arabia Felix, which is tlie most ban-en country
I ever beheld. I have been several excursions up the
country, and ouly found one species of Aloe, and some
Mimosas, wliich were growing on the naked rocks.

We met with very little supply at this place—only a few
goats, which they feed with fish. The town of Morabat
contains about 5(10 inhabitants, and are much oppressed by
what they call the Biduc Arabs, or wandering .\i-abs, who
come down from the mountains and attack them ; they are
armed with lances and matchlocks. Of all these places I

shall give you a fuU account when we arrive at Bombay.
I am now gone out of the Royal Charlotte, and am now

on board the Isis, man-of-war, where we proceed on to

Bombay as fast as possible. The rest of the ships remain
here for some time; the three men-of-war and two trans-
ports go on with the 'Mlb regiment, and the 100th regiment
and additional companies are left with the remainder of the
ships. I am in the same ship with the colonel, and am
ensign iu his company. I am sorry to acrpiaiut you that
we have lost, in the fleet. IH officers, and about COO soldiers,

and at present great numbers sick. As for my owa part,
thank tiod, I never enjoyed better health than I have done
ever since I left England.

A notice by him of an electrical fish, which he disco-

vered at the Island of Johanna, was published in 17s«,

in the 7Gth volume of the Philosophical Transaction.s.

GOSSIP.

It is with very great regret that we have to announce

that Mr. J. A. Douning, of New York, whose work on

Landscape Gardening wo have more than once men-

tioned with approbation, was one of the many passengers

who perished by the burning of the Henry Clay steam

vessel on the waters of the Hudson River. How varied

—how eloquent of human short-sightedness—are the

thoughts now suggested by his praises of that mighty

stream. Never does he mention it without some ex-

pression of admiration, yet within three short years it

has become his grave.

That new and beautiful climber Baphistemma put-

chella is now finely flowering in the orchid house at

Messrs. Weeks and Co., King's Road, Chelsea. The
flowers are produced in bunches, like the Stephanotis

florihunda, but is larger, a more profuse bloomer, and

sweet-scented. At first it is of a whitish rosy hue, after-

wards turning to a rich lemon colour. It is a most

rapid grower; a small plant shifted into a small pit

covered nearly one hundred feet of wire trellis in about

five months. Altogether the foliage and flowers make
a splendid appearance. This is a most desirable, useful

plant, and is invaluable for ladies' bouquets.

The same uurseiymen have a new Hybrid Pea, which

can be used in various ways. When young, cut up like

a French bean; further advanced, the peas can be

shelled out and boUed as other jieas ; or the pods and

peas boiled together. Either way, we are told, they are

most delicious. This variety grows to the height of

four feet, has very slender haulm, is highly ornamental

both in growth and flower, and a most abundant bearer.

We hope and expect to see the time when Crystal

Palaces will be erected near most of our large towns.

One, the funds to he raised in five pound shares, is

proposed at Bath ; another at Liverpool ; and Mr.

Thomas Woollcombe, the Chairman of the South Devon
Railway Company, has brought forward a grand scheme

for public gardens for the combined towns of Plymouth,

Devonport, and Stonehouse, with their 120,000 or

1 •10,000 inhabitants. It embraces gardens to the extent

of from twenty-five to thirty acres, and the erection of a

crystal palace covering an acre of ground. The cost of

laying out, and the crystal palace, is estimated at

.£25,000, of which Sir Joseph Paxton is of opinion the

crystal palace would cost about i£i2,000. The present

notion is to raise the money by debentures.

The Gardens of Elvaslon Castle can only be seen on

Fridays, between ten and two o'clock. Parties apply-

ing on other days, and at other hours, will be henceforth

invariably refused admittance. The house is never

allowed to be seen, and no eatables are permitted to be

taken within the park or grounds. This notice is in-

serted to prevent parties from giving themselves the

trouble of going on other days, as under no pretext

whatever can they be admitted. After two o'clock on
i

Fridays no one is allowed to enter.
j

We have long had before us for notice one of the

most interesting books of the season, and to-day we will
j
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begin by extracting from it a notice of the Hong-Kong

gardens. Tlie volume we tlius praise and quote is Mr.

Fortune's Visit to the Tea Districts of China and India.

" I have always tliouglit that, although vai-ious causes may
operate to render Hong-Koug unhealtlly, yet one of the

principal reasons is the absence of ti'ees and of the shade

which they afford. In a communication which I had tlie

honour of making to the Government here, in 1841, I

pointed out this circumstance, and strongly recommended
them to preserve the wood then growing upon the island

from the Chinese, who were in the habit of cutting it down
annually, and at the same time to plant e.xten.sively, par-

ticularly on the sides of the roads and on the lower hiUs.

I am happy to say that these recommendations have been

carried out to a certain extent, altliough not so fully as I

had wished. It is well known that a healthy vegetation,

such as shrubs and trees, decomposes the carbonic acid of

the atmosphere, and renders it tit for respii-atiou ; besides

which there is a softness and coolness abovrt trees, parti-

cularly in a hot climate, that is always agreeable.
" Many of the inhabitants have taken up the matter with

great spirit, and have planted all the ground near their

hou^ses. Some of them have really beautiful gaidens. I

may instance those of His Excellency the Governor, at

"Spring Gardens;" of Messrs. Dent and Co., at '-Green

Bank;" and of Messrs. Jardine and Matheson, at "East
Point." In order to give some idea of a Hong-Kong garden

I sliall attempt to describe Messrs. Dent's, which was then

in tlie possession and under the fostering care of Mr.

Braine :

—

" This garden is situated on the sloping sides of a valley,

near the bottom of one of the numerous ra\ines which are

seen on the sides of the Hong-Kong hills. It is near the

centre of the new town of Victoria, and is one of its greatest

ornaments. On one side nothing is seen but rugged

mountains and barren hills, but here the eye rests npon a

rich and luxuriant vegetation, tlie beauty of whicli is greatly

enhanced by the contrast.
" Evei7 one interested in Chinese plants has heard of the

garden of tlie late Mr. Beale, at Macao, a friend ol' Mr.

lieeves, and hke him an ardent botanical collector. Nearly

the whole of the English residents left Macao and went to

Hong Kong when that Island was ceded to England, and

all the plants in Mr. Beale's garden which could be moved
with safety were brought over in 1845, and planted' in the

garden at " Green Bank."
" On entering the garden at its lower side there is a wide

idiunamed walk, leading in a winding manner up the side of

the hill, in the direction of the house. On each side of this

walk are arranged the ti-ees and shrubs indigenous to the

country, as well as many of the fruits, all of whicli grow

most luxuriantly. Ficiis niliila, the Chinese banyan, grows

nil the righthand side, and promises soon to form a beau-

tiful tree. This is one of tlie most valuable tree.s for orna-

mental purposes met with in the south of China ; it grows

rapidly, witli but little care, its foliage is of a glossy green

colour, and it soon affords an agreeable shade ttom the

lierce rays of the stm, which renders it peculiarly valuable

in a place like Hong-Kong. The India-rubber tree (ficus

ilaslica) also succeeds well in the same part of the garden,

but it grows much slower than the species just noticed.

On the other side of the main walk I observed several

specimens of the Indian " neem " tree (Melia Azedarach),
which grows with gi'eat vigour, but is rather liable to have
its branches broken by high winds, owing to the brittle

nature of tlie wood. This defect renders it of less value

than it would otherwise be, particularly in a place so liable

to high winds and typhoons. This same MeUa seems to be

found all round tlie world in tropical and temperate lati-

tudes ; I believe it e.xists in South America, and I have seen

it in Gibraltar, Malta, Egypt, Aden, Ceylon, the Straits, and
in the south and north of China, at least as far north as the

:!l3t degree of north latitude. Amongst other plants worthy
of notice in this part of tlie garden are the Chinese cinna-

mon, the pretty Jytaia odoralu, and 3/iirn:i/ii c.votiai, both

iif which are very sweet scented, and much cultivated by the

Chinese. Two specimens of the cocoa-nut palm imported
from the Straits are promising well. Other fruits—such as

t'le loquat (Eiiobotrija Jupoiiica), the Chinese gooseberry

{Ai'errJwa Carambola), the wangpee {Cooleio punctata), and
the longan and leechee—aie all succeeding as well as could
be expected, considering the short time they have been
planted. The Piniis sinensis, which is met with on the
sides of every barren hill, both in the soutli and north of
China, and which is generally badly used by tlie natives,

wlio lop off its under branches for fuel, is here growing as
it ought to do. The Chinese have been prevented, not
witliout some difficulty, from cutting ofl' the under branches,
and the tree now shows itself in its natural beauty. It does
not seem to grow large, but in a young state, with its tine

green foliage reaching to the ground, it is not unhandsome.
" As the main walli approaches the terrace on which the

house stands, it turns to tlie right, between two rows of
beautiful yellow bamboos. This species of bamboo is a
very striking one, and well worthy of attention in England

;

the stems are straight, of a fine yeUow colour, and beauti
fully striped with green, as if done by the hand of a first-

rate artist. I sent a plant of it to tlie Ilortieultui'al Society
in 184-1.

" At the bottom of the terrace on wluch the house stands
tliere is a long narrow bamboo avenue, which is called tlie

" Orchid Walk." This always aflbrds a cool reh'eat, even at

midday, as the rays of the sun can only partially reach it,

and tlien they are cooled by the dense foliage. Here are
cultivated many of the Chinese orchids, and other plants
wliicli require shade ; amonig them I obsened riuiiiis

tjraniiifuliHS, CymbiUimn sinense and alui/otiiim, Aerides oilo-

ralimi, Vanda miiUijiora and tiretiJuVui, lienanlltrra cncciiiea,

Fcrnandezia eusifoUa, Arundina siiitiisiii, Jlubenariu Siisunna;

a species of Cypripfdium, and Spathuijiultis Fortuiii. There
are also some other plants, such as Cliirila sinensis, the
" man-neen-chung " (a dwarf sjjecies of Lycopodimn, highly
lirized by the Cliinese), and various other things, which,
taken altogether, render this shaded " Orchid Walk " a spot
of much interest.

" Above the " Orchid Walk " is a green sloping bank, on
which are growing some fine specimens of bamboos, I'oin-

citma pidcheTrimu, myrtles, tiardeitias, oleanders (whndi
tlirive admirably in China), Croloii variegatum and pietiim,

Maijiiolia fuscata, OUa fnutrmts, Dractenaferrea, and Buddlea
LindleyuiHi. The latter was brought down from Chusan by

me ill 1844, and is now cuinmon in several gardens on the
island, wliere it thrives well, and is almost always in bloom,
althougJi the tlower-spilies are not so fine as they are in a
colder climate. A lai'ge collection of plants in pots ai'e

arranged on each side of tlie broad teiTace in front of tlie

mansion. These consist of camellias, azaleas, roses, and
such plants as are seen in the Ea-tee gardens at Canton

;

many of the pots ai'e pretUly painted in the Chinese style,

and placed upon porcelain stands."

The following is a list of the Horticultural and

Poultry Shows of whicli we are at present aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending ns ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HOBTICUMtnUL SHOWS.

Abekdeenshiee, Sept. IT. (.Sec. G. Reid.)

Allendale, Sept. 11th. {Sees., (i. Dickinson and G,J.
French.)

Bath, Sept. 16th. (Sec. H. T. St John Maule, Esri.)

Bkidgewatek, Sept. ii. (Sees., Mr. J. Leaker and Mr.
J. Hayward.)

Brigo, Sept. loth. (Sfc. Mr. D. Naiiiby, Jun.)

Bury St. Edmunds, Sept. 10 (Abbey); Nov. 26 (Chry-
santliemuins). (Sue. O. P. Clay, Esq )

Caledonian (Inverleith Row), Edinburgh, Sept. d, Dec. 3.

Cheltenham, Aug. 36.

Chepstow, Sept. 14. {Sec. J. F. Hartland.)

CL.APHAM, Sept. 11.

Colchester and East Essex, Sept. 8, at the Rev. T.

Round's grounds, Holly Trees, All Saints.

I^CovENTRY and Warwickshike, Aug. 31st. (Sec. Dr.

Phillips.)

i^Di'jtiiiiES and G.Ar.LOWAy, Sept. yth. (Sec. Mr. 'W. G.

Johnstone.)
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Durham, Sept. 8.

FoiiKAnsurEE (Eastern), Sept. 15 (Ai-broath).

Glasgow, Sept. 10. •

Hampshire, Sept. a (Southamptou), Nov. 18 (Winches-
tei-). (Sec. Rev. F. Wickliam, Winchester.)

Hexuam, Sept. 15, IG.

UuiJ., Sept. IG.

luEKOALDY (Fifeshii-e), Sept. 9.

Lincoln, Sept. 14.

LivEEPoor., Sept. 3 (Botanic Garden).
London Floeicultukal (Exeter Hall, Strand), Sept. 14+,

i8, Oct. I'Jt, Nov. 9t, 33, Dec. 14+.

M.UDSTONE. In-door Show. Sept. 8. (Sec. Mr. J. G.
Smith, Week-street.)

Mid Oai.der (Parish school-room), Sept. 10.

Nevvbuuy, Sept. 3.

NuRTU London, Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, Sept. 27, Dahlia.

O.xFORDsmuE (Royal), Sept. 23. {Sfcs., C. Tawney and
W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

Peebleshire, Sept. 14th. (Sec, J. Stirling.)

Ponteland (Newcastle-upon-Tyne), Sept. 6. (Sec. Rev.

J. M. St. Cleve Raymond.)
South Devon BoTiVNiOAL and Horticultukai,, Sept. 7.

(Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.)

South London (Roy.u,), Sept. 2+, 8, Oct. 14t, Nov. 11+,

Dec. !)+, 16.

Shackleweix, Sept. 1.

Surrey Amateur ( George Canning, Grove Lane, Camber-
weU), Sept. 15, Dahlia.

Turriff, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, Sept. 17, DaHias.

poultry shows.

Birmingham and Midland Counties, 14th, loth, 10th,

and 17th December.
Bristol Agricultural, December 7th, 8th, and 9th.

(See. James Marmont.)
Bury and Radcliffe (Lancashire), Sept. 3 (Radclifie).

Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Birming-
haru. (Sees. Rev. AV. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage,

and E. H. Rodd, Esq.)
Manchester and Ltveepool, Sept. 23. (Sec. Mr. H.

White, Waii'ington.)

Royal Xorth Lancashire, Aug. 2Cth, at Preston.

THE LAST EFFORT IN FRUIT-TREE CULTURE.
This may appear a strange title, but, nevertheless,

one more apposite to the subject in lianil could scarcely

be selected. It is well known, tliat the tine-spun-systems

of training adopted some twenty years since, have lapsed
into a state of comparative disuse, and shrunk into insig-

nificance before the much more important question of

ripening the wood. And now, " a word and a blow" be
the maxim ; the blow first, if you will. Those who have
acted on the oft-repeated advice in The Cottage Gar-
dener, as to an early dressing of the wood, will have
little now to perform ; but for the sake of those who
have procrastinated, and young beginners, we feel in-

duced to go over some of the fruits in detail.

1st. The Peach, including, of course, the Nectarine.
Gross trees will produce more lateral spray through
August than at any other period, providing the weather
has been moist and warm. If they have been well
stopped betimes, they will, in endeavouring to burst
their bondage, spawn forth branches of young twigs at

their terminal points, more like a willow stool than
aught else. Let not our readers feel alarmed at this

wantonness, but continue to ])incli away until a ces-

sation of this over-active condition takes place, which
will be the case in September. At the same time, and
on the same tree, let care be taken to encourage growth
to the very last on all weak portions. This is the time,
and these are the circumstances under which the equili-

brium of the branches is established. Every gross

shoot that is stopped but relinquishes a portion of the
strengthening fluid to its weaker neighbours. Now, is
not this better by far than the plan of former days,
when wo might see trees with shoots a yard long on the
one portion, and others dwindling into utter insig-
nitioauco before the gigantic power exercised by these
vegetable monopolists? And what was the practice at
the winter-pruning in those times? "Oh!" said the
man of the blue apron and crooked knife, " you must cut
these stray shoots back to an eye or two, or they will
' run away with the tree !

'

" Well may tlie old pruning-
kuife be ashamed to show itself in broad daylight after
such monstrous revelry. lu those days, it might be
seen poking its impudent nose from a slit in the cor-
duroys, just above the hip of the king of sjiades ; now
it rests quietly concealed in the pocket of a neat kersey
vest, and dignified, forsooth, with a dainty white handle,
the emblem of innocence, we suppose, as"compared with
its ancestry. It need hardly bo repeated here, that
whatever shoots remain loose from the wall should be
fastened close to it, without a moment's delay, for all the
heat of the wall will be required, henceforth, to carry
out the solidilication of the wood. This is the way to
provide against the blo.ssom-castings, &c., of the ensuing
spring. There can be little doubt that not only the
wood itself, but the very parts of fructiflcatiou are
thereby rendered capable of enduring a much lower
temperature.

And now, the fruit must be considered ; iu all our
more northern counties, of course ripening. In order
to get the fruit of high colour and good flavoiu-, a
degree of sunlight, acting immediately on the fruit, is

requisite. It is not with the peach as" with the grape :

in the latter case, the immediate action of sunlight
would be prejudicial to size, colour, and flavour. That
such is best adapted to the end in view, is best attested
by the natural habits of the trees respectively. Iu their
natural clime, tlie peach, subdued in its grossness by a
sunlight far beyond that of Britain, is not productive of
that profusion of green spray that the British peach is

liable to ; but the vine—who has not heard of the vine-
dresser? Fjvery part almost of the Sacred volume con-
tains beautiful similes, in whicli the vine and the vine-
dresser play a most important part. Tlie fair inference,
then, is, that the vine, unsubdued by intense solar light
and heat, produces a profusion of spray ; need we add,
that the fruit must be subject to a considerable amount
of shade.

It is the practice with all good peach growers to take
extra measures, whilst ripening, to throw sunlight on
the fruit ; and in order to carry this well out, it becomes
requisite to remove a few of the leaves around each
peach, sometimes totally plucking them away, and occa-
sionally pinching halves away. This course is more
particularly necessary with the late kinds, and in our
northern districts. The best time, we think, to com-
mence this operation, is the moment the fruit i:oiuinences
colouring; thus pointing to the time wlien nature nouhl
have it done. To totally unshade the fruit earlier would
be to lessen its size, and, indeed, detract from its quality
in many cases, by hurrying the ripening process in an
inordinate way. About the end of August, then, we say,

stop every shoot on your peach-trees which has made a
foot of growth. Tliis is meant to apply to the early-

made wood ; as to the late and watery spray, and all

those secondary shoots, the result, in the main, of former
pinchings, oti' with their heads from this time forth, as
soon as they have grown three inches. This persisted

in, the roots will gradually acquire a degi-ee of torpidity,

and the certain result will be, larger fruit, and an earlier

sinking to rest—productive, of course, of firmer wood
and increased hardihood during the ensuing year.

Apricots.—By the time these remarks reach our
readers the fruit will be all gathered ; and generally,
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close on llio lieels of their removal, healthy trees lay hi

more sap hy a last ctf'urt at growtli. Now, there is no

objection to this, so long as no late spray is allowed to

shade tlie natural spurs or blossom-Luds for the ensuing

year. This must, hy no means, be permitted. A great

portion of the bad setting, so frequently complained of,

is chargeable on this bad jiractice. As far as our ex-

perience goes, no fruit requires so much intense sun-

light acting immediately on the embryo fruit buds for

the ensuing year, as does the apricot. Hence the reason

why, in some parts of the country, we are frequently

astonished to observe splendid crops on the gable or

chimney side of some cottage or farm-house. Not that

the sun shines any hotter on the cottage than on the

garden wall ; but that the cottager, like the cat in the

fable, has but one sliift with his Moorpark—viz., to cut

away all breast shoots betimes, "to save farther bother."

But here behold the difference at the root between the

cottage apricot and the pampered tree of the garden !

The first, ])lanted in an ofl'-hand way originally, amongst
ordinary soil, foundation stufl', and scrapings of any
kind, and most likely a bed of exhausting herbaceous

plants, or ordinary flowers and shrubs, standing for

years over the roots ; or, it may be, a stone pavement.

In our kitchen-gardens, how difl'erent the conditions.

The most powerful soils, prepared some thirty inches

deep, and afterwards a system of vegetable cropping

carried on, requiring, perliaps twice a-year, a vast

amount of manure. This, with tlie occasional infringe-

ments of the spade, produces, of course, litful growths,

productive of au undue amount of shade ; whilst the

cottager's produces just enough wood annually to en-

large the fabric of the tree a little—and only a little.

Such we luive witnessed in hundreds of cases in the

north-west of England, and have not imfrequently been
shamed by the superior crop of a clodpole.

Our advice, then, is—^the moment tliese remarks meet
the eye, let every " breast shoot," productive of shade to

the little nests of blossom-buds beneath, bo lienceforth

close pinched. If, however, any terminal points are

still disposed to ramble, and thereby enlarge the tree,

and cover naked spaces of walling, by all means let

them do so as long as they please.

1'e.\rs.—All the more tender kinds, as Winter Neilis,

Beiirre Ranoe, D'Aremherg, Oolmnr d'Auch, Passe Ool-

nuir, Ne plus Meuris, &c., will be immensely benefited

by total removal of all immature-looking spray. All

such may be at once known by its pale colour, by its

succulence, and even by a tendency still to extend.

Those on the quince stock may, unless very gross, be

allowed to grow as long as they ])lcase ; for the proba-

bility is, ' taking them in the lump," that they will

make too little wood.
We are going over our Pears now, August 10th, and

slipping off every young shoot produced from the points

of -those pinched in May and June. In addition, the

point of every growing shoot is pinched, e.xcejitiug

leaders, those required to extend the frame-work of the

tree. In all bearing ti'ees, too, of some age, the ter-

minal ])oijits sliould be left growing to the last, in order

to attract the sap well to the extremities, thereby in-

ducing a constant supply to the fruit in its j)assage.

How often do we see pears heavily laden at the ex-

tremities, yet barren at the lower portions, where a con-

stant disposition exists to produce breast wood, coai'se

as a forest tree, the extremities meanwhile starved, and
the fruit half-fed. This is traceable to the old spurring

system, or the leaving, originally, a heel of the young
breast shoot with the fallacious idea of producing spurs.

That such liave occasionally pi-oduced spurs, we do
not deny ; but if true to themselves, and their conditions,

coarse robbers must be the result in ninety cases out of

a hundred. How is it likely that the fruit can be duly

nourished, when the sap is appropriated by these as last

as it is produced. In addition to these proceedings,

those who have been neglectful at the proper period

had better go over their trees, and remove all the useless

shoots—those which would not be reserved at the winter's

pruning.

Cherries, Plums, &c., will require a little ex-

amination, especially the latter; but these will give

little trouble ; the principles of handling are nearly

identical with the pear, &c.

Alpine Strawberries should have every late runner
trimmed away, and slate, or some impervious material,

placed beneath them, giving it a slight inclination to

cast off the wet. Tliese, in dry weather, would enjoy
a watering with liquid manure.
Autumnal R.iSi'UERRiEs.—Every useless sucker should

be plucked away in the end of August, in order to get

sunlight on the fruit. If they appear poor, liquid

maniu'e may be given with great advantage ; of course

mulchings have been applied. R. Errinoion.

RHODODENDRONS.
The next six weeks, or two months, being the best

time in the year for removing and transplanting hardy
Rhododendrons, I shall put together to-day the notes
and observations I have made for a long time on this

family, so as to refresh the memories of our readers who
are about to remove all, or one-half, of their best Rho-
dodendrons, so as to give them double the room, and
enable tho plants to have freedom on all sides, that they

may bloom down to the surface of the ground, each
plant being a full specimen in itself, of which notliing

can be seen but l^fives and flowers. Whenever you can
see a stem, or any part of a Rhododendron's wood, that

grows as a bush in the flower-garden, unless the ))lant

is a standard, depend upon it that plant has either been
badly managed in former days, or else it is a variety not
worth cultivating, owing to its bad habit of growing in a
loose, straggling way. Twenty years ago, last May, 1

walked round a single plant of a common Rhododen-
dron, not far from the Botanic Garden, at Manchester,
audit was just thirty steps, or thirty yards, in circum-

ference. It was then not more than five feet high, and
not the least branch could you see all the way round ;

nothing but leaves and blossom buds. Ten or twelve

years after that, I saw a bank of Rhododendrons on
the north-cast side of a kitchen-garden, the wall of which
was twelve feet high, but some of the Rhododendrons
were higher than the wall. They were planted quite

thick, nobody there knew when, and nothing in tlie way
of thinning or pruning was done to them ever since, and
of all the horrors ascribed to the influence of the night-

mare, none could come up, in my eyes, to those presented

by this long bank of lanky Rose-bays. My third instance

is of a S])riwe old gardener, who made a fuss in his day,

but not with Rhododendrons, for he went to a great

expense in making large boundary belts and borders of

Rhododendrons for the pleasure-grounds of his employer,

one-half of bog, and one-half of peat, or heath soil, for

some, and all the compounds possible with soils for

others ; also, he had the opinions of Mr. Standish, Mr.
Hosea Waterer, and Mr. Jolm Waterer, of Bagsliot, the

greatest Rhododendron merchants in the world—but all

would not do. This gardener could not bloom a Rhodo-
dendron, out of some thousands, worth looking at ; and
for nine or ten years he tried all the experiments with

them that have ever been suggested, but all with the same
result. In short, this gardener could not grow Rhodo-
dendrons at all ; and the cause of his failure was, that his

bods were cut out of chalk, or so near the clialk that the

Rhododendrons would not live above two or three years

in that garden. Some said that it was the peat that did

not suit them ; others maintained that the open and
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oxposed-to-thc-siin sitiintioii of tlie garden was the cause

of failure. Among other questions, I was asked what I

tliought of exposing Rhododendrons to the l\dl sun on a
poor Ijottoiii. I could not call to memory having ever

seen fine Hhododendrous growing on chalk, but I had
seeu beautiful specimens of them growing and llowering

I
hixuriantly on the steep braes of the Malveru hills, near
Worcester, where they were as much exposed to the

full mid-day sun, and on as steep ground as you could
find on Arthur Seat, near Edinburgh, or the Peak of

Tenerifl'e itself.

It is a mistaken notion altogether, that because Rho-
dodendrons will grow in the shade of trees better than
most cither evergreens, that shade is essential to their

wcll-liriug, and that they will not flourish on steep

banks and declivities facing the south, if the soil is

suitable. Rhododendrons will grow on the steepest

mountain ranges, as well as in the deepest shade in the

lowland woods ; but chalk or calcareous earths are

unpalatable for the wliole race in any situation what-
ever, and it is almost the same with all those we call

American ]dants, and yet the early spriug lleath, called

herbacea, will luxuriate in a chalk-pit, if it gets a little

saudy soil to begin with. There is one situation, how-
ever, and one only, where the more straggling and the

more bare of leaves a Rhododendron is, the moi-e it is

in character, and that place is the " wilderness," or
" dingle," in large places,—the rockery, or rock-garden,

where such names arc prefen-ed for imitations of wild,

broken scenery.

Unless Sir Joseph Paxf.on will give us some imita-

tions of the steep, rugged banks of the river which runs
down from Chatsworth and Bakewell, by the Peak of

Derby, in the new Crystal Palace, he may grow the large

ludiau lihododendrons in it, but they wdl not be in

natural character. It is now just fifty years since the

father of all the best and choicest flower-garden Hhodo-
dendrons, OtUawhiensc, was tirst made known to the

gardening world by a figure of it in Michaux's Nortli

American Flora, published at Paris; and we have it on
the best authority, in JMr. Hogg's valuable memoir [Tlic

Cottage Gardener, 2.')i)), that the Rhododendron was
first discovered on the top of the Great Roa, or Bald
Mountain, near the source of the Catawba River, where
nothing but tho short, stunted gi-ass could shade, even
its roots, from a summer sun, of the strength of whieli

wo have little idea in England, so that we need not
seek the shady side of a garden, much less the shade of

trees, to plant Rliododeudrons iu.

In cottage gardens, there is no plant more hardly
dealt with tlian the Rhododendron. It is either slutted

in under trees and coarse-growing shrubs, where nothing
else would grow, or, if there is a bed or clump set apart
for Rhododendrons, tho plants ai'e sure to be so thickly

planted, that in three or four years they run into each
other, and get so much crowded, that all their bottom
leaves and branches are smothered, and no flowers

appear but on the very top of the plants. Now, it is

proper and lawful enough to plant your new Rhodo-
dendron bed, in the first instance, so that the lower
branches will nearly meet, but then we must bear in

mind that the branches of the two nearest Rhododen-
drons must never actually meet or cross one another

;

and if they do so the first or second year after planting,

the bed ought to be re-arranged. It is not, tlierefore,

by the number of years, but by the growth of the plants,

that wo ought to be guided in keeping our Americans
to tlicir " boundaries." Still, as a general rule, it has
been the practice for many years with the best gar-

deners to take up their best Rhododendrons in beds
every third or fourth year, so as to give them more
room, that they might tlower down to the very soil; and
although they could be thus dealt with almost any time
in the year, experience has determined that from the

middle of August to the end of September is the best

time to transplant them. But when new varieties are

to be bought and taken from a distance, October will be

time enough to begin them ; and if they are not finished

until March they will take no hurt. There are few

gardens of any note iu the country where Rhododen-
ilrons are not grown, and as few in which real justice is

done to the plants. They are so accommodating, that

they will bloom, year after year, without care or trouble ;

and on the principle of letting well alone, they are

allowed to overcrowd each other, and rim wild, as it

were, and by the time they get out of bounds, one-half

of them are not fit to be seeu on being released, and the

best part of the other half must be cut down, and a

season lost before they look like themselves again.

Within the last few years, growing tho finer kinds of

Rhododendrons received a great stimulus from the

splendid collections of them sent by the great Bagshot
growers for exhibition in London, first to a private

|ilace, then to the Botanic Society's garden at the

liegent's Park, and last of all to the garden of the

Horticultural Society at Chiswick, where, through some
unfortunate mismanagement about the tents, they got

to loggerheads about them, and so gave them up ; and
they might as well give up their right ears, for there is

no feature at all the exhibitions which takes so well

with the public ; and you might as well think of taking

the Lord Chancellor by the sleeve to a country dance,

as to get hold of Mr. Waterer, or Mr. Standish, on one
of their show days—they are so overwhelmed with

ladies, and other great folks, talking about and pricing

their beautiful ))lauts. That very wet day, in Juno, I

had tho best luck I ever had, iu finding these great

growers resting on their oars, but dripping wet, under
the great tent at " the Park ;

" and, wet as it was, we
talked ourselves dry over the " fields and oceans " of

beautiful Rhododendrons. It was quite a feast to mo,
who never saw such a sight before. I contrived to

make some few notes, but 1 was not at all satisfied with

them, and I waited till the July show, determining to

book as much as I could ; and then, only ono of the

parties, Mr. John Waterer, could find time to go round
with mo, and he was so pulled about by this or that

customer, all the time, that I must claim the value

of ray notes myself, and if there is anything wrong in

them I must also take the blame.
I have said already, that I likened some of the tall

standard Rhododendrons to scarlet Nonsuch apple-trees,

in ripo fruit, seen at a distance. Many of these stand-

ards are really magnificent specimens, and, I should

think, from thirty to forty years old, judging from what
Mr. Standish told me. He said he vvas only a young
beginner, in comparison to !Mr. Waterer, and could not

show such standards for some years to come ; and yet

he has been growing them these tilteen years, and more.

There is one kind, called Roseum elegans, and whether

it is that it forms a standard faster and easier than

others, or that people are fonder of it, I did not enquire,

but I could see two of it to one of any other kind, all

over, or rather under the tent. The original species,

Catawbiense, was there in fine standards, and as low as

.")s. to 7s. Ud. each ; but the general run of prices is

from a guinea to 42s., for good, handsome plants. There

were many there, however, fully worth ten guineas

apiece ; and, for a huge bush specimen, the finest and
the best there, according to my fancy, is one called

Laili/ Eleanor Calhcart. This has a clear rose-coloured

flower, with brown spots at the bottom of the upper

petals, and flowers in the middle of the Rhododendron
season ; the price of moderate sized plants of it is •"Us, (id.

One called Waterer's Cdehrandiun is the same price,

and is the very best late crimson kind iu cultivation,

and is quite hardy. Blandijanuni and Tlie (Jrand Arab
are the two next best crimsons ; small iilants of each
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are chai-ged 10s. Oj , and beautiful standards o( Blninii/'

anum are from 4is. to ti3s. Erectum and The Duke of
Norfoll! are two sliades of rose of llie first water; the

first is 10s. (id., and liis Grace 21s. Drazamim is in

the same way, and nearly quite as good for 21s. A
group of these tine high-ooloured ones, jilanted in a

recess on tlio lawn, and baclied by a rising ground
covered with evergreens, would be the ricliest thing one
could plant or desire in tlie finest garden in England.
Then, for cheaper plants of the same colour, but not
quite so good, we have Atroruhnnn, 7s. Gd- ; Cruentum,
7s. (id. ; Ftoribundiim cocciiienm, 7s. 6d. ; and Vcslitum

eoccineum, 21s. Tlie best scarlet is Soleil d'Auslcrlitz,

21s.; Toicanlicinmn, lUs. Od., a fine, large, rosy-lilac;

LeopardU, a still better lilac-rose, with crimson dots,

lOs. (id.; Shcnruodianum, ;')S., in the same lilacy way.

and a very ]irofuse bloomer ; and, last in this tint,

Everesliamtm, 3s. (id., Howers in very large sliowy heads.

The best purples are

—

Purpurea clegans, 9s. (id. ; Cur-
ricanuiii, 7s. Od. ; Maculatum purpureum, 5s.; and Atro-
rubrum pwrpureum, 5s. Tho two best whites are (Jlpri-

osum, OS., and Album eletjuns. 3s. 6d. Luciferum, 3s. Gd.,

and Perspicuum, 3s. Gd., are the next best whites, and,
with Veitch's Alba multijluru, would be Bulficient to dot

over an acre of Khododeiulrons. The following I noted
as good, superior varieties :—i?/f((/<'«OT., 7s. Gd., shaded
pnri)le ; Bkolor, 2s. Gd., rose, with a white eye; Can-
didum, 3s. Gd., white; Maeulntuui purpureum, 5s., spotted

and shaded purple; Ladii Aiinc Baird. 21s., a beautiful

rose ; Pictuni, 2s. Gd., a fine white, with yellowish spots;

and Victoria, ris., a purplish scarlet. All these are of

the very best that were exhibited this season.

To make this paper more comidete, I ought to give

selections from Ponticum and Maximum for underwood,
and other places ; of the best dwarf ones of the breed of

Dahuricnm, for the outsides of clumps, beds, or borders ;

aiid also the best forcing ones of the Cataicbiense and
Arboreum breeds ; but 1 must see all these in the best

nurseries before I venture on a thoroughly useful list.

D. Beaton.

IMUTUAL DEPENDENCE OF THE VARK^US
DEPARTMENTS OF GARDENING.

Every man is a centre of influence. He influences

others, and is influenced by them in turns ; and what
is the most startling fact of all, tluit influence is not
bounded by the present, but extends to all future ages
and epochs. Let oiu- young Meuds ponder the re-

sponsibility of their position.

If one thing more than another renders writing here
a labour of love, it is the knowledge that so many young
jirofessional brethren are readers. 1 would wish them,
in their studies, to avoid the contracted, and embrace
the expanded. They have now opportimities for .gain-

ing knowledge, which we, in our early days, sighed in

vain to obtain. If they use their opportunities, they
may soon be a-head of their present instructors ; but
whilst they study gardening, they must neglect no light

that a collateral science would yield. Every depart-

ment of knowledge is merely a section of an harmonious
unity. The more parts we are somewhat acquainted
with, the more easily shall we comprehend tho ins and
outs of that to which our attention is specially directed.

In these days, to approach to be a great gardener, a man
must he a little philosopher. In his present social posi-

tion, tlie gardener cannot be expected to be more ; ho
will find it difficult to manage with less.

True, some of oiu- staid supports of society may
cite poetry about " a little knowledge being a dangerous
thing," and speak of smatterers in a way not the most
alluring for youth. Honest men that they are! they
wish to keep any little distinction they possess, not by

adrancing, but by impeding others coming up to them.
A conceited smattcrer ever brings a mixture of con-

tempt and jiity in his train, but even a smattering,

when joined to humility, and earnestness of purpose,

will conjure up many make-shifts, savings of time, and
savings of shoe leather; matters of no little moment, if

a first-rate gardener told me the truth the other day,

when he stated that double the amount of labour
had to he gone through now, that woidd have been
deemed almost impossil>le twenty years ago. Besides,

as " Rome was not built in a day," so 1 have an idea

that there was a jieriod when the greatest philosojiher

must have been a very little one.

Our young friends, then, must not jiay too much atten-

tion to the wise saws of these respectable stand-still gen-

tlemen. " Let the cobbler stick to bis last," is one of i

their favourite axioms ; and so say I, if a man is content
|

to be a mender of shoes, or, as lohnsou would say, " a I

bungler " all bis life ;—in otlier words, if a gardener is to :

be nothing more than a digger and a hoer. Great cob-
^

biers there have been, and are ; men who have done,
j

and are doing much for humanity, but they managed to i

improve upon, or throw aside the old last. Arkwright
might have been a tolerable barber, but if he bad stuck

to his razors, his shop, and his soap-box ; and if ^Yatts

had never troubled himself about the lifting of the lid of

the tea-kettle that supplied him with hot water; ages '

might have )iassed away before society possessed the ad-
|

vantages of the steam-vessel, the locomotive, the weaver's
]

loom, and the spinning Jenny. If our knighted gardener,

Sir Joseph Paxton, bad confined himself to the mere
routine of his duties, leaving builders to plan structures

for plants to live in, is it likely that we should have had
a Cirystal Palace in Hyde Park, or the well-founded ex-

])ectation of a more brilliant one at Sydenham, which

the humblest gardener will be unable to visit without

gaining some ideas for home practice ?

Descending from such matters, we find the same prin-

ciple in active operation in the various departments of

gardening. Exclusive attention to one department will

seldom insure great success there, unless there is a

general knowledge of all the others. With that general

knowledge, success ought to be greater than when the

attention is greatly divided, or no benefit would flow

from the division of labour. We thus possess the ad-

vantages ofgenerali/atiou of ideas and concentration of

thought. This would not be the case did writers and
readers confine themselves to their particular depart-

ment, never going beyond them for an illustration, but

rigidly standing " like tubs on their own bottom."

Writers would sink into monotonous, the same-thing-

over-again calcndarists ; readers would only peruse that

which from the heading they thought would suit them,
and thus lose most of the advantages and pleasures that

gardening would yield to them. This applies chiefly to

amateurs. To such, with leisure and intelligence at

command, we must look for most of our improvements,
and thus they will pay back, with interest, the debt they

owe us for our practical details. Though not greatly

trespassing across our departmental limits, these details

will be interesting and useful, in proportion to the breadth

of view with which they are developed, '(.'he man whose
hobby is a greenhouse will thus find it his interest to

know something ahout orchids, cabbages, and pine-

apples. ,Tust think of acting in a contracted spirit, and
contemplate our friend, Mr. Beaton, wandering like an
outcast conjined to bis flower-garden. Could be, or

dared he have entered a plant-stove, and told, as he did

so nicely last week, how the denizens usually associated

with a brow beaded with perspiration might be seen in

their glory in a sheltered, airy grass-plot out-of-doors?

Would he have been .allowed, without a struggle, to enter

a greenhouse, turn it pretty well inside out, and, from

some of its choice beauties, select material for such gor-
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geous-colourod dower-beds as our fathers never dreamed
of? How would your humble servant havti fretted, like

a trajipod bird, if mewed ujj within the four walls of such

a greouliouse—forbidden to speak of the many uses to

wliioh such a house could be applied— told that he must
keep his plants there for ever and aye, be they growing
or standing still, in full gay feather, or in dishabille ;

resolutely denied tho use of cold pit or hot pit by Messrs.

Appleby and Erriugtou, and warned by Messrs. Beaton
and Bobsoa from trespassing on their grounds, for

standing, pluugiug, or planting-out room.
These last matters have been frequently alluded to,

but not more often than their importance demands. The
huddling of groenhouso plants into shady corners in

summer will soon be numbered with the things that

were, especially among amatem-s. I mention amateurs,

as they are more likely to pride themselves in doing well

whatever they attempt, and because this bedding system,

and the continual sweeping and cleaning in large places,

keeps many of the best gardeners always in a bustle, and
always behind. Wo look at plants, day-by-day, our finger

ends itching to shift them, to plunge them, or plant them
out iu an open or sheltered place; but day-by-day hriugs

with it some more pressing necessity. Good jilants,

standing in north or shady borders, tossed and tumbled

by winds, can scarcely bo in a worse position. Every
plant that will bear light should have its own share of it

in summer, though it should never be taken from shelter

to full exposure at once. When gradually exposed,

plants even of the finest hard-wooded kinds do not

suffer from tho branches being e.Kposed. The roots

chiefly sutler from exposure—being burnt by tho sun in

the dog-days, and frosted in the cool damp nights of

autumn. A soft, porous, damp pot is about as efieotual

for this latter puri)Ose as a damp woollen stocking di'awn

over a bottle of water is useful for cooling the contents,

by the evai)oration of the moisture on the stocking when
exposed to a hot atmosphere. Plunging all hard-woodod

plants so as to secure perfect drainage and freedom from

woruia is of great moment. Pluugiug and plautiug-out

soft-wooded plants, as Chrysanthemums, Sidvias, Gera-

niums, Cinerarias, &c., furnisli them with an equilibrium

as respects heat and moisture, and guards them from

sudden changes, while it greatly diminishes the necessary

labour. " But why tell these things in the middle of

August? " Better late than never : besides the end of this

mouth, the whole of the next, and part of the succeeding,

are of great importance for securing winter embellish-

ment ; and those plants that cannot be protected with

glass will, if plunged or planted out, suffer less from e.x-

tremes of all kinds than those standing in pots ; that is,

jirovkled the water does not stand about the roots. The
soil is more equal in its temperature, and higher in its

average in autumn, than the atmosphere is, and green-

house plants, warm at tho roots, will resist, uninjured, a

degree of cold in the branciies which they could not

endure with the pots crusted with ice at midnight. The
luxuriance, and yet robustness of such plants, will bear
no comparison with those coddled in pots in the usual

way standing above ground.
While on this subject, I may mention being struck

the other day with two rows, avenue fashion, of Salvia

fulgens, and S. .ipUiuh'iix, on the sides of a walk, grown
as standards, witli clean single stems several feet iu

height, and just coming into fine bloom. Fulijcns does
well with me in beds ; Sjilendcns was always a wreck
the first rude wind that came, and this place catches it

pretty well from every point of the compass. Standards
of either, and especially of S])lendens, would be out of

the question with me. I have seen it in the neighboiu'-

hood of London a splendid bush, and a gorgeous blaze

of scarlet on a lawn. I have, so far as 1 recollect, seen
it pretty good in some of the sheltered nooks of Scot-

land. Those who are not visited with rough winds, and

sheltered and warm, I would advise, by all means, to

gi'ow this Salvia out-of-doors, both as bush and
standard. In the same place, I saw a bed of Enjlhrina
Cristagalti, that would keep an enthusiast dreaming for

a mouth. The rain that had marred the beauty of

everything else, seemed to have been charmed from
touching it. B. Fish.

THE HOLLYHOCK.
[Continuedfrom page 323.)

Ir is exceedingly interesting to watch the progress of

a flower, or rather class of Mowers, advancing year by
year, and step hy step, towards perfection. And it is a

remarkable fact, that though we have been raising seed

lings, and endeavouring by skill and ingenuity, we have
never as yet attained in any one flower the acme of per-

fection. Whether the florist practices upon the Auricula,

tho Polyanthus, the Carnation, or the Pink, he still

finds in his newest and best varieties something
wanting, some property deficient, or over-done. This is

the case with the Jiollybook more than with any other
flower ; hence the desirableness of persevering in raising

new varieties still. We have no doubt, in a few year's,

there will bo varieties as much surpassing the present

generation, as those we possess now surpass such as we
remember to have seen ten or fifteen years ago. All

that is necessary is hybridising, and saving seed from
the best-formed flowers. But, says the amateur, what
arc tho points or properties that constitute the best

varieties? We will endeavour to answer that question.

Gharacteristics.—The Hollyhock, is, as is well known,
a tall-growing plojit, but a good variety need not exceed
Irom four feet to six feet ; tlie foliage on the flower-stem

should be of moderate size, or rather small. This pro-

perty is to allow the flowers to be, when in flower, more
exposed to view. Towards the top of tho flower-stem

there should bo no foliage at all. On tho stem, the

flowers should be at such a distance that they do not
crowd upon each other, but allow each bloom to expand
fully. Each bloom should have tho guard-petals per-

fectly flat and circular ; they should project about half-

an-inch ;beyond the cential one, forming, as it were, a
floral card to set them on. The stouter they are, the

better they wOl then support the others, and they must
be of the same colour. The central petals should be
numerous and even, with as small hollows auiongst

tliom as possible ; they should stand u\i boldly, quite as

liigh as they are in diameter ; the whole to form, as it

were, a ball cut in two, with tho flat side set upon the

guard-petals. If a self, the colour should be full and
bright ; and if mottled, or striped, these variations

should be in every flower, and on every petal alike, and
tho different colours sepai'ate and well defined. Then,
lastly, for size. We fear this property is becoming too

much favoured. Though a large flower is desirable, yet

this quality may be pushed too far, till the flowers

become coarse and vulgar, hke the counnon pooony.

From four to five inches diameter will be quite large

enough, measuring to the extremities of tlie guard-

petals. We have seen flowers nearly six inches

diameter, but we considered them anything but elegant

or beautiful, as florists' flowers.

Such flowers, possessing the whole, or a greater part

of the above properties, are the right ones to hybridise

and save seed from ; but such good kinds are not very
free to produce seed, the flowers being often so double as

to exclude the productive powers ; hence it behoves the

florist to watch those that do seed with all diligence, and
the moment they are ripe to gather them, gradually

dry, and put them by till the spring, in a place secure

from damp and mice, for these little creatiu-es are vei'y

fond of the seed. The seed is produced ujiou a flat

receptacle, or pan, and previously to putting it by, it will
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bo advisable to separate the seed from its veeoptaele,

because it is very apt to turn mouldy, and rot the seed.

Seaaon for Sowing.—This choice seed should have
choice care bestowed u))on it, for every seed is valuable;

if one or two are destroyed, it is quite possible that these

might be the very ones that would have produced the

finest flowers. Being so choice, it is not desirable to

expose it to being sown in the open border or bed, for

here, again, some of the best may perish. The best

way is to sow the seed about the month of Ajjril, in

wide, shallow pans, placed under a cold frame, upon a

stratum of rough coal-ashes, at least two inches thick.

Sow it on a soil formed of loam, three parts, leaf-mould,

one part, with a due proportion of sand. Cover the seed

about a quarter-of-an-inch thick, and see that there is

uo ingress for mice or slugs ; the former will feed upon
the seeds, and the latter upon the seed-leaves, so that

vyhat escapes the former will be destroyed by the latter.

Water apply through the fine rose of a watering-pot,

renewing the application whenever the soil becomes
dry. Give plenty of air daily, or the plants in this

young and feeble state will infallibly fog or damp off.

The plants, when advanced two or three leaves, may be
set out-of-dooi-s in a sheltered iioolc or corner for a short

time, to harden them off' and, in the meantime, a bed
should be prepared to transplant them into. This bed
should be well drained, and consist of good loam, en-

riched with a good portion of very weU-decomposed
dung. Dig it over at least twice, to incorporate the

manure well with the soil ; rake the surface over, and
plant out your seedling hollyhocks at six inches apart
every way. Tliis will be space enough for them until

the September following, when they should be planted

out where they are to bloom. T. Appleby.
{To be continued.')

CONIFER.E.
(Conlmiied from page 215.)

Cedrus Africasus, syn. eleg.\ns (The African, Mount
Atlas, or Elegant Cedar).—This is, as its name imports,

a truly elegant tree, with much of the appearance of

the Cedar of Labanon, excepting that the branches are

not so decidedly horizontal, and the leaves are much
more silvery ; hence it is sometimes popularly known as
" The Silver Cedai-." It grows to a considerable height,

is quite hardy, and its wood is so hard and durable as

to render it very valuable for various purposes.

C. DEODARA (The Deodar, or Indian Cedar).—In its

native woods this most beautiful tree rises to the height
of 120 feet, and must then make a truly handsome
object, combining elegance with majesty. Even the
Indians arc sensible of the great beauty of this tree, for

Bishop Heber says it is " a splendid tree, with gigantic

arms, and narrow dark leaves, which is accounted sacred,

and is chiefly seen in the neighbourhood of aucieiit

Hindoo temples." We have, on a former occasion, eulo-

gized the graceful beauty of this now weU-known tree,

we need not dwell upon it now, but will just notice that

Dr. Falconer gives the dimensions of a fallen Deodar,
which he saw on the Himalayas, as being 30 feet in cir-

cumference at the base, and 130 feet in length. He
also says that the wood of this tree, taken from a Hindoo
temple, supposed to have been built a thousand years
ago, was apparently as sound as the day it was placed
there, no insect being found in it. Tliis is the more
remarkable, because in that country insects abound
and increase amazingly. Sir A. Burncs states, that the
frames of houses are made on the Himalayas, and
floated down the river Hydaspes or Schem to the My-
sore ; the durability and fragrance of tho wood recom-
mending it for building more than any other tree. On
this river the Macedonians, he says, constructed their

fleet of the wood of this tree by which they navigated
the Indus. Mr. London, in his " Arboretum Britan-
uicum," remarks, that the wood has a very clear, close

grain, capable of receiving a high polish ; so much so,

indeed, that a table formed of the section of a trunk
nearly four feet across, sent by Dr. Wallicli to the late

Mr. Lambert, has been compared to a slab of brown
agate. Combining all these facts as to its beautiful and
elegant appearance, its usefulness and great size as a
timber tree, its power of resisting the attacks of insects,

the high polish to which its wood may be brought by
the labour of the cabinet-maker, and, lastly, its almost
incorruptibility, this is surely a tree to be highly prized

and most extensively planted, especially as it has been
proved to be perfectly hardy; and, furthermore, as it

has now become sufficiently cheap (Is. each) to be
planted out as a forest-tree on our waste moors, in-

termixed with the Larch and the Scotch Fir to pro-

tect it from the blasts of autumn and winter, and
draw it up so as in time to form such a tree as

to ajiproach the magnitudes alluded to above. By
planting them thus thin, and filling up the space
between each with nurse trees, a much less number of

these trees would be required per acre. It is quite true,

it would not thrive so quickly if planted in the manner
that too many of our forest trees are done—that is, just

a hole scratched, and the trees thrust in anyhow. The
Deodar is worthy of a little care and attention at the

first.—See our remarks on planting Coniferai in a former
number. The Deodar, like its equally valuable and
interesting relative, the Araucaria, is well adapted to

form avenues to a baronial residence, a temple, or in

the centre of an arboretum. If the avenue was formed
by a front row of Araucarias, and a back row of Deodars
planted in the openings between the Araucarias, the

eft'ect would be surpassingly grand and imposing. The
dark foliage of the Araucaria would contrast beautifully

with the grey tint of the foliage of the Deodar; the

latter would (in this country, at least) grow much quicker

than the former ; hence the spectator would imagine be
was looking down a double avenue of two kinds of the

most beautiful trees in the world, placed so as to show
the beauties of each to the greatest advantage; and if

each tree were examined in detail, the effect would be
equally agreeable to the eye of taste. Let any one of

our readers that have time and means, visit Elvaston

Castle; there they may see what can be accomplished
in tlie way of avenues with these two noble trees. It is

true they will not see trees one hundred feet high ; but,

with a very little stretch of tho imagination, they will bo

able to realise the effect such avenues will have fifty

or a hundred years hence.

There are, it is said, several varieties of Deodar,
respectively named crassifolia, tenuifolut, and viridis.

Wo have also seen one much more drooping than the

species ; but none of these variations are, in our

opinion, of sufficient importance (except as curiosities)

to bo cultivated largely. T. Appleby.
(To be conlinued.)

SOME WINTER CROPS.

Some time ago, when we urged on our friends to

occupy the ground then vacant, we suggested the pro-

priety of tlieir leaving, or arranging a well-sheltered

border for 11 7«<fr <S/j(/mt7(, and an open, yet dry, airy,

plot for Onions; not but that the latter would like a

warm corner too, but then such honoured situations

must be kept for less hardy occupants.

As Onions stand the rigours of a moderate winter

pretty well when the ground is not naturally too nnich

saturated with moisture, a well-selected portion of the

open square will do very well. In so arranging, we
generally contrive to have such low crops as this at an
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outside, it Iool;s better tliiiii if it were bounded rigbt

and Icl't with such tilings as Brussels Sprouts or Brocoli,

and if an cihiiusting crop has been lately removed,

then let sonio well-rotted dung he dug in, or, rather, that

ought to have been done some time ago ; but we are

averio to sowing winter onions on rich ground, they are

apt to get too gross, and consequently are less tit to

stand a hard winter tluin wlien more wiry and firm,

whicli they are more sure to be wlien stimulating

manures are withheld. However, we will suppose the

late crop to have been a heavy one, and dung necessary,

then let that be buried pretty deep, in order that the

roots may only roach it in spring, when all danger from
it is past, and its utility will be more apparent. In
regard to the kind sown, much difl'erence of opinion

exists, some insist on the Silier-skiiined, others on the

Tripoli, while we liave had as much success with a kind
resembling the Strashurgh as witlr either of the other

two, and we find it equally hardy, and a much better

onion for general purposes. The 'Tripoli is an ugly,

deformed bulb, large, certainly, but that is poor com-
pensation for the waste that attends it when cut up.

The Silrer-shinned is more generally useful ; and where
young ones are wanted to draw for salad purposes, this

IS the best of all, it being of a milder character than
many others, and, as the name implies, it is, perhaps,

whiter than many of them. In sowing, regard must be

had to the jiurposea for whicli they are wanted ; for if a

considerable quantity be required to draw young during
the autumn and winter, then sow broadcast in beds the

usual width ; but if only a few be so required, and the

crops of next spring be of more consequence, then sow in

rows a foot apart, but tolerably thick in the row, as a few

are easily taken out in spring, and they transjilant admi-
rably, and do well, only they are somewhat later than
those allowed to remain where sown. As the ground is

generally dry at this season, we need not urge the

propriety of not soddening it by treading on it when
wet ; but should the weather continue so dry as to

render it necessary to administer water, let that be
done in such a way as not to have occasion to tread

again on the watered ground, and then let the whole be
slightly covered witli some shading material, as we have
recommended for cabbage and other seed beds, which,

however, remove when dull weather sets in for a day or

two, or when the seed begins to vegetate. Nothing
more will be required imtil they show themselves dis-

tinctly, when the hoe may be run through them, pro-

vided they be in rows ; those sown broadcast must bo

kept clear of weeds, and when they are in thick patches
a few may be removed at once, as they will only kill

each other. It is a very good plan to work some char-

coal ashes in ground sown with onions, as it acts both
as a fertilizer and preservative ; it is a very desirable

ingredient to mix with the soil for this crop.

SpitMch is also sown at this time much in a similar

way to what wo have detailed for onions, only it ought
to be favoured with a more sheltered situation, as it is

e.xpec^ted to continue in a growing state all the mild
part of the winter, in order to furnish a supply of crisji,

fresh, green leave.?, when wanted. Now, though the

plant can withstand a tolerable amount of severe

weather, yet the purpose is not altogether served by its

standing the winter, it ought to be Icept groicinr/ as

well ; therefore, every available means must be made
use of to attain that end. A south border, well shel-

tered from the east and west likewise, and the ground
made as i-ich as possible. The conditions being just

the reverse of the crop noted above, an opposite course

must be adopted : the long-leaved or prickly Spinach is

the best to sow now, but it need not be sown thick if

the seed be expected to bo good; still, it is safer to

sow plenty, provided you can insure another necessary

operation being attended to, that is, " thinning in

time ;
" not but that winter Spinach may stand much

closer than the sunnuer crop, but it is, nevertheless,

advisable to thin it in part. As the crop is never ex-

pected to get very high, rows a foot apart, the same as

for onions, will do very well. AVe have drilled it eighteen

inches, but there is no advantage, unless the bulk of the

sjiriug crop be more important than the winter one :

with us the latter has been the chief consideration.

If not done before, the principal Onion crop will now
have to be housed ; after having lain some time in the

sun to harden, and dissipate the moisture calculated to

induce a too early growth, they may be carried and laid

down carefully on some cool, airy tioor (boarded, by all

means) ; there they can lie until some wet day they can

be sorted, some of them tied up, and the others put

away. In so putting them to rights, let it be distinctly

uuderstood that nothing has to be removed except a

very little that may fall otl', and the roots twisted oil' by

hand—no knife used on any account. All partially

unsound ones, and " thick necks," may be put aside for

present use ; but there is one description of Onion we
would urge on our friends to apjiropriate to its legiti-

mate pmpose at once, that is, the pickling ones, which

we suppose to be the small Silrer-skinncd ; these, some-

how or other, often start to grow soon after being housed,

and, consequently, are spoiled for the puiqiose intended,

therefore, when tliey are harvested, let them be at once

secured in the pickle jar.

Shallots, being a much earlier bulb, will have been

on their shelves some time ago, but they are ticklish

things to keep in certain seasons and situations, often

decaying almost wholesale. Perhaps the best remedy is

an abundance of lime or chalk in the soil they grow in,

but their propensity to "rot off" is so varied, as regards

the position they grow in, and other things, that we
cannot, with a certainty, warrant any particular situation

as likely to be free from disease. That disease, however,

has nothing of the Potato complaint in it, as they often

flourish, and ripen their bulbs, seemingly plump and

sound ; and after being stored away, decay takes place

to a sad extent. AVe have, at times, had the same mis-

fortune with Potato Onions, a kind which is produced

by the increase of bulbs that are planted. We suppose

that both cases are examples of that law which so often

visits on the oH'spring of diseased parents the accu-

mulated maladies of some three or four generations ; an

evil from which, however, seedlings are in a great

measure exempt. J. Robsox.

ALLOTMENT FARMING.—September.
PonTOEs.—We grieve to tind tliat the opinion oft'ercd in

a previous Allotment paper has proved but too correct:

virulent is the disease, indeed. There is, perhaps, one
slight solacing phase in whicli to view the matter, and tliat

is the fact that the virus does not spread with equal rapidity

in the foliage as on its iirst appearance : at least, in these

parts. But then it commenced earlier, and the root i/an-

greiie has proceeded with, at least, equal rapidity to its first

visits. This, to he sure, may be principally owing to the

unusual accumulation of ground heat, consequent on sucli a

continuous run of heat as we seldom experience. Besides

this, the atmosphere, for weeks, has been in a highly elec-

trical condition ; and thei'e can be little donht that this

subtle agent, which pervades all nature, plays a most
important part in the vegetable kingdom. These things

together, we do think will account for the virulent character

the disease has assumed ; we see no reason to despair, but

rather incentives to renewed perseverance in the care of the

seed. AVe are not aware that anything of a novel character,

as to cure of the potato, has appeared ; the disease has

hitlierto proceeded in defiance of all the arts of man
;
pre-

ventives alone, if there be such, can only, in the present

state of things, be relied on. As for those gentlemen who,
from one quarter or other, constantly brag of their ability to

bid the disease utter defiance, and advertise their wares as
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being imre a.? tlic driven suow, we can only ob,serve that

they smell rather .strong of the shop ; and it i.s just possiljle

that their wares may he as immaculate as themselves. But
why not people look sharp after their own seed potatoes ?

Who, that depends on this staple commodity for the chief

sustenance of his family, and in his own xierson enjoys a

dish of floury potatoes ; who, of that caste, we say, but can
secure a little seed before it is corrupted ? But, some will

say, they are not ripe enough ! Well, admitted, for mere
argument's sake ; but behold the dilemma—unripe seed or

diseased seed!

There is an awkward impression abroad as to the ripeness
of seed. The potato is said to be simply an underground
stem. Now, who would refuse to propagate from a cut-

ting of a stem, merely because a little unripe in the ordinary

acceptation of that term ? Or, who would prefer a ripe

diseased shoot to a partially ripe sound one ? Judging
liy aiiiilogy, this appears to be the true position of the

rjuestion.

Early plinlin^', n umval from the soil the moment the

black spot -Ih'n . II I 11 111 the stems, and a speedy drying,

—

even greinniL; :.Iij1iI|\.—together with the lowest possible

temperature attenvards, and a total avoidance of fermenta-

tion, are, we believe, the necessai-y storing precautions.

The seed should be taken the moment any one tuber can
be found with the rot commencing; and if they are very

unripe, our advice is to bm-y them in layers, after laying to

dry for a day or two, in a mixture of dusty soil, quick-lime,

and cliarcoal dust, well blended, placing layers of the po-

tatoes and compost alternately, for nearly a foot in depth,

on the floor of a dry shed or outhouse. Here they may
lay for a fortnight, or so, when they may bo taken out and
spread tliinly to green, either indoors or out, only they

must lie preserved perfectly dry. We have an upstairs room
over the fniit-slnri's, on the north side of the building, and
here we !;',]! ,.ur s, ri\ potatoes spread on the lloor until

November, wImm, il' Ibeir room is required, \vc place them
in a pit, pultiii;^ by ers of dry straw between the layers of

potatoes
i

or, if the room is not required, they remain all

the winter, which is the best plan, covering them through

frosty weatlier, nt'arly a foot thielc, with spoilt dry hay, or

old litter. Thus managed, we rarely lose a potato ; and in

the spring, even as late as April, if any be left, they are as

firm as when taken up, indeed, firmer, for they cut more
like a sound carrot than a potato. Now, although we cannot

boast like some of an entire freedom from the disease, we
have it very light, as compared with many, but tlien we
plant early, and take up early.

Root Cuors in GENEn.M-.—But little cultural advice can

be given as to these diuing this month ; cleanliness is tlio

main thing, both with regard to the present and succeeding

crops. It has been a tiresome summer for weeds, but such

seasons are by no means uncommon, and simply call for an
inrn :r^, fl ilcLTcc of perseverance. It is rare that earnest

bil'iiiii ;jii, , HI iv( warded. If any allotment man or cottager

is w. II il head witli his work, and can spare time, he may
dig down tlie centre, between root crops, with some advan-

tage to the present crop, and a good deal to the succeeding

one. The " bolters," or those mangold, caiTOts, etc., running
to seed, must be puUed clear away from tlie rows, and ttsed

up ; and any thinning which has been neglected, completed

in the first week.

tlvRuoTS.—In some places these will be grubbed ; if so,

we advise what we generally practice, and that is, to pull

them immediately, and to crop the ground with greens, or

some of the cabbagewoits, or sow it with a very early turnip

:

the Dutch will do well. It is not commonly known, that

grubbed carrots, when the tap-root is gone, only become as

hard as slirks bv rrmaining in the ground, under llir I:i1se

jdeaof till ir -nli :jr.i»iiig. The fact is, that tie v aiv L.-ne;

instead c.r lmIiiihi; . ami the dread of unripiHr,~ i, ili,'

cause of many a carrot crop lieing all but hist. Wliat else

can become of them, the tops perspiring until they Hag ?

When drawn in this way, they should be immediately cut

into the quick, and buried in damp sand or soil. We dare

say that a soaking in lime-water, or brine, for a dozen hours

before pitting, woiild destroy the grub left in them ; or, it

may be, water at a temperature of I'-iO", for a quarter-of-an-

hour or so; indeed, the latter might be brine ; we never tried

it, but the thing is worth trial. These carrots will keep

until Christmas ; and it is to be hoped every good cultivator

will have a later and luckier bed to succeed them.
Vacant Plots.—In such jierilous times with the potato,

it seems almost a farce to talk of vacant ground. To those
who have any, we say, lose not a minute—get in some
of the cabbage-worts, or sow quick-bulbing turnips. Let
all decaying crops, even those of a dovibtful or suspicious

character, give way to something more certain. If the

party possesses no plants of the cabbage-wort tribes, let

tliem at once throw in some early turnip seed, if only to

keep the weeds down, although the latter is but a narrow
policy. If such turnip? are not wanted at home, perhaps
some civil farming neighbour will exchange potatoes or

corn for them : such may be niadr a mutual accommodation.
Onions.—We have long siut :;n( u ailvice as to the early

harvesting of this crop, in onli i tn u' i .umther crop off the

same land this autumn. We can do no better than quote

our own practice, and amount of success this season.

Onions sown in three four-feet beds, each bed fifty yards

long, in the second week of March
;
ground trenched thirty

inches in depth, bringing up three inches of subsoil ; no
manure used, being in good heart finm former manurings.
In May thinned by hand at twice; no hoeing; ground
rolled, when dry, solid nearly as a turnpike road ; the onion

blades perfectly erect, until pressed down last week—scarcely

a blade down with storms; the beds thrown up nearly a

foot above the ordinary level. A finer crop was never
grown, and that, too, on land which only a few years since

seldom or never produced a crop, five seasons out of si.\

being carried by the grub. We attribute this to the ti-enchiug

up some subsoil, and to hard rolling; this, with the absence
of the small hoe— hand-weeding being substituted—the

onions bid defiance to storms, which, by throwing down the

crop in an early stage of growth, do innuense damage. The
height of the beds ensures an early harvest : our onions will

be off in four or five days (Aug. 17), and a crop of tiuiiips

sown in drills, without digging or manuring. Onions re

qviire careful drying; it is well to dry them in large baskets,

carrying them in-doors every evening. Afterwards, also,

they should he kept very dry ; they succeoil well in an up-

stairs room, where there is generally a fire beneath.

Shallots keep best in a room with fire; wo have seen

them in excellent order, in Mai-ch or April, suspended in a

calibage-net at one end of a warm Idlchen, where they liad

hung all the winter. When wo consider their native

country, Talestine, there is no marvel in this.

Winter Greens : the Cnhhnrie-icorls, <tc.—Again we refer

to the severe visitation of the potato disease as an exti'a

reason for securing plenty of useful greens, and high culture

afterwards. Oreen kale may yet be planted ; Savoys it is

too late for ; Coleworts, from a July sowing of eaiiy-hearting

cabbages, may be planted in the first week, and if the soil

is rich they will come in for Christmas. Those planted

eai'lier will now requii'e some culture, soiling them well up
their stems. The young cabbage seed-beds, sown in the

middle of August, must be clean weeded, and if the young
plants look drawn, or sickly, some dry and loose earth may
1)0 strewn amongst them, an inch in depth. These young
plants arc much better pricked out, as gardeners tei'm il,

when al)out three inches in length.

General Cleaning and BtmNiNO.—The month of Sep-

tember offering, in our opinion, the best period in the whole
year for making a general clearing of all plots, hedges,

boundaries, Jtc, &c. ; thus obtaining a lot of charred mate-

rials to can7 out the cropping in the ensuing spring. The
benefits derived from this araeUorator have been pointed out

on all sides. Almost every cultivator of repute uses char-

coal or charred materials. It is a capital improver on coarse

soils, even as simply tending to correct the staple ; but it

has considerable chemical powers ; the power of giving out

carbonic acid to the roots of plants. There is still another

point in which to view the matter : soils, with frequent crop-

ping, become what practical men term " worn out; " that is

to say, they refuse to produce certain crops in their original

perfection, and engender the club-root, fingers and toes, &c.,

amongst the cabbageworts, with failures amongst other

things, which appear to the ordinai'y observer as unaccount-

able. Burnt materials impart a freshness to the soil which

mere manures cannot accomplish ; and it must, at least, be

admitted, that such materials, after the ordeal it has passed.
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is eutirely free IVom insect enemies. Let, then, evei-y hedge
be cut, evpiy ditch or other boundary be scorned, all coarse
herbage, turf, and all from lane-sides or commons, be at once
collected in a convenient spot, and charred. Let it not be
understood that we are urging a trespass : we only mean
collect all that may be lawfully done. The centre of such a
heap may be the coarsest materials, reserving turfy soils, or

weedy materials, to close up the heap when half-burnt. It

may smoulder for a day or two, and the charred materials,
wood ash, <tc., is best preserved dry in some outhouse.
Thus all weeds will be destroyed, insects, &c., and a most
valuable material provided for spring cropping.
Autumn ORorriNo.— Little can be done this way; a

raised bed, in a warm, diy, and sheltered situation, may be
sowed in tlie first week with Bath Cos, Ady's Cos, and Ham-
mersmith Lettuces, to stand the winter ; it should be so

placed as to receive a few hooped sticlis to be covered with
anything protective in hard weather. When the plants are
well up a lillle charred dust may be strewed through their

steins. Cabbages to stand where sown, thickly, may be
sown at llie same time. At the end of the month, or be-

ginning of October, some of the Khubarb intended for very
early work nuiy have the half-decayed leaves cut away, and
receive a coaling of littery dung nine inches deep, to shut
in the ground-lieat. This will produce nearly a month
earlier than that untouched.

O.xiON Sowing.—Every one should provide a bed of

autumn-sown onions to transplant in tlie spring ; they are

both useful and profitable. We use the Deptford, and sow
in the middle of August. Those who have omitted, may
yet sow in a warm corner on a raised bed.

Pigs.—During the next six weeks is perhaps the best
time in the wlude year to get forward a good store pig;

especially in seasons when potatoes are much damaged. To
enlarge on the benefits of a good hog to the cotlagcr is

quite needless ; everybody knows and admits, that cottage
economy is incomplete without one, and in country places,

the man who docs not raise a pig is considered within a

short and easy stage of the poorhouse.

Much, however, depends on the laboiu'er's wife as to

getting a well-fed pig : unless she taJ<es a pride m the affnir,

all will be in vain. A good manager this way will do
wondcra. Every potato peeling, every cabbage leaf, eveiy
quart of house leavings, bacon water, .Src., is turned to

account—that is to say, made into bacon. In pig feeding
there is no greater error than to throw much vegetable
matter in a reckless way into the pig-sty. Even a hog can
only do with a given quantity in a given time, and more
only serves to get the pig in a saucy state—treaiUug under
foot and wasting much of the food. Whenever pigs ai'e

thus " tended," it is the result of idleness or apathy ; it is

too much trouble to attend to their wants freiiuently. It is

astonishing how well-attended alternations of thin, swill,

and coarse vegetable refuse will get a pig on ; and if not
thus handled, the meal bill will be that much higher. In
finishing a pig off for the butcher, there is nothing better

than peas— whoJc peas— given between meals. Where,
however, this is practised, plenty of thin swill should be
provided, for the peas will make them thirsty, and, indeed,
are intended so to do. ,\dded to this—a di-y and dean bed.
There is an old savin:-,' in iln'^r paits, that " a good bed is

half meat," anil \r\\ imr n i-.. How well this traditionary sort

of practice meets nMidnn lui.l scientific views, as to the benefit
of warmth to animals : We need do no more than point to

it as a great fact. There is little occasion to bar the door
against the ramhhng of hogs thus attended, they will be
quite disposed to pass their time between eating, diinking,
and sleeping. This is the way to make plenty of bacon in
a httle time.

Let US advise pig-keepers to believe that cleanliness an-
swei-s as well with swine as with any other animal. Clean-
liness and warmth are almost twin brothers. And yet there
is something more than even wai-mth in the ai-gument.
Everybody knows that tlie sldn of animals performs import-
ant funclions. AVhen a pig rubs himself roughly against a
post oi- tree, some extraneoiis mattei's require to be dis-

lodged. I'iggy's want of philosophy is supplied by that
intuitive kind of knowledge called instinct. Stoppage of the
pores of the skin produce itching ; itching drives the pig to
nibbing, having no hands ; and rubbing removes the scales

of dirt, and the poi-es gain their liberty. Let every pig-sty,

we say, be not only swept out, but uashcd down once aweek,
at least. R. Eiuungton.

THE APIARLANS CALENDAR.—September.
Bi/ J. H. Paynt', Esq., Author of " The Bce-Kcepcr's Guide."

The Bee Season.—In this locality (Bury St. Edmunds)
I am Sony to say the bee season has been a very bad one ;

indeed, unusually so. I have not myself obtained one really

good glass of honey, nor have 1 heard of but one having
been obtained by any other person, and the stocks, espe-

cially those that have swai-med, I fear, upon examination,

will be found very deficient in store. Their attack upon the

fvnit, even so early as the dierries, was a pretty sure indica-

tion that little or nothing could be obtained by them from
the usual som'ces, and they are now to be seen in lai'ge

numbers both in the grocers' and confectioners' shops,

where they die by hundreds in a day. This all tends to

show that there is poverty at home, and that nothing can
be obtained in the fields.

North Asi'eci.—The reports which I have received

from persons who, at my recommendation, have placed

their bees in a north aspect, are altogether in fav(iur of it.

The bees have worked more steadily, and swarmed quite as

early, and the extremely hot weather at the beginning of

Jvily, which melted the combs, and even destroyed many
newly-hived swarms that were placed in the south, did not

at all alTect them. One gentleman especially, in this neigh-

bourhood, who at my suggestion removed all his bees to a

north aspect, speaks of the advantages ai'isiug from it as

very great indeed, and certainly he has obtained mntv honey,

and of a finer cjuaUty, than any other person I have yet

heai'd of this summer. Another writes to mo, saying the

advantages of a north aspect this summer have been im-

mense. In winter we well know its advantages ; the only

doubtful period is the early spring, when a little sun induces

the bees to leave their hives, but by a little good manage-
ment any ill consequences likely to arise from it may be

prevented.

Stock Hives.—It will be necessary to examine all the

liives that are intended for stocks at the end of the month,
and to make up by feeding each one that has less than
eighteen or twenty pounds of honey to that weight, or to

unite the bees to other stocks and take their honey. It w'ill

bo found very troublesome, as well as expensive, to keep
second, or even late prime swai-ms that are not made up to

the above weight.

St.\nds.—The end- of the month will be a good time to

examine the pedestals upon which the stocks are placeil, for

it is not unusual to hear of a stock being destroyed by the

liedesl.al decaying just below the sm^face of the oai'th, so

that by a strong wind, or anything accidentally going against

it, it is broken, and the combs by the fall so misplaced as to

render the stock of little or no value.

POULTRY OE THE CALAISIS AND THK
ARDRESIS.

(Concludedfrom page 025.)

Amidst all this utter confusion of the different races of

fowls, I have in vain looked out iox any new or dist'mcl breeds.

Traces of almost all the recognised varieties are abundant,

and present themselves in obstinately mai'ked family

characters ; — Gold - pencilled Ilamburglis, Chitteprats,

Cuckoos, Game Fowl, and even Kumkms, but not the least

bit of novelty. The nearest approach to it are some hens,

to be seen in various villages, of a peculiar colouring, which
might be called Kobin-red-breasts, and which look as if that

feature might be made tolerably permanent, by careful

breeding, if one could lay hands on exactly the right cock

to suit them—for I have not seen Uiis marking in any male
bird. The tail, back, head, neck, and hackles, are pure

white ; the breast and fore-pai't of the belly, of a rusty red.

This has a very droll effect; as when seen from behind, and
when seen in front, they would hardly be taken to bo the

same birds.

The fowls of the Calaisis are undersized ; for their
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general appearance, imagine all the English breeds pro-

miscuously bred on one establishment for the last fifty or a

hundred years, and you have as clear an idea as it is

possible to give of the inmates of a poultry-yard in the I'as-

dc-Calais. It is likely that the country has been repeatedly

.stocked from England. Some few game fowls look as if

they had only come over the other day, so pure are they,

tliough combats ilvs cogs are strictly prohibited by the au-

tliorities, on the reasonable ground that they stir up strife

among work-people, and induce tliem to spend money wliich

they cannot afford to lose. The notion of cock-tigliting

amongst gentlemen does not seem to be a supposeable

hyi)othesis. But it may be guessed that some liundreds

of years ago, when our nobles made summer trips across

the water to break a lance with the Frenchmen, and feast

with them dm'ing such intervals when they did not bajjpen

to be cutting each other's throats,—many a page had in

charge a few bags of cocks, to make sure of victory in one
field, if it were lost in another.

The reverse of the fowls, the turkies are very pure, of the

true black Norfolk breed. If a reimportation were required,

the Calaisis is the place to supply it. They are abundant
and cheap, and are much employed to hatch other birds

besides those of their own species. They also travel to

England in large numbers at the approach of Christmas.

The ancient town of Ardres enjoys, from the top of its

half-ruinous fortilicatious, a very varied and charming
prospect. The chalky downs surmounted by the dismantled

chapel of St. Lonis, the forest of Licques, and the forest of

Guines, of whicli it is a continuation, embrace the famous
field of the Cloth of Gold, now a fertile plain; the spot

where stood Henry VIII's tent, or rather palace, is at this

moment beautifully green with wheat. Swelling hills form
an amphitheatre to the entire south and west. North and
east is a large tract of marsh, partly belonging to the

Calaisis, and stretching from St. Omer to the sea, formerly

the estuary of the J'ortiis Itivs, but now silted up, and
filled with turf and sediment. This tract consists of about

half water and half di-y land ; that is to say, man has

effected a sort of amicable arrangement between the

elements, and, instead of a state of universal mud, tliere

now exist, by virtue of the comiiromise, ditches, banks,

canals, roads, ponds, meadows, streams, and garden-ground,

reed beds and osier thickets. Herein are to be found

multitudes of ducks, of two kinds,—one the quietest, tlie

other the liveliest ducks in the world. The former are

wooden ducks, stuck on little posts into the ponds, to attract

the notice of passing wild fowl. The old song says, "A
tailor's goose will never fly," nor swim, either, it might have
added ; here are some ducks to match, in one respect of

incapacity. The latter are the celebrated call ducks, or

cnnards dc rappcl, the most frisky, quacking things con-

ceivable, which now and then, on propitious nights, have

the pleasure of being tied by the leg amongst their wooden
brethren, in order to invite strangers to come and be shot

at, from the subterranean and subaqueous huts which the

French marksmen put together with reeds and sticks, and
which might be taken for dens of some beast of the

country ; but the more inartificial they are, the better they

are found to answer their purpose. Colonel Hawker has
admirably detailed this process of hut-shooting, and, there-

fore, I shall only observe that the huts are often so close

together that it miglit be expected these fortresses would
blow eacli other up into the air, or down into tlie water,

unless they minded what they were about. But perhaps
Monsieur A. may send his compUments to Monsieur B. to

know if he be about to shoot this evening, in which case he
wiU take the hberty of deferring his own sport till the day
after. Several huts, however, may belong to the same
chasseur, to be used, not simultaneously, but turn about, as

wind and weather shall direct. Few other than call ducks
are reared ; they are of wild colouring, and mostly very pure
and pretty. If the reader have a pond near his house, and
wish to drive away some nervous, unpleasant inmate by
incessant ilark, squeakings, and every noise of which a

ducL's \o(m1 ur;^ans are capable, he has only to import a

ei'iijilf (if laiiiily parties from the Calaisis or the Andrcsis,

turn them Ijnth into the same piece of water, and in a week
his work will be done. Both wild and tame ducks arc,

during then' seasons, sold here at about fifty sous, or two

shillings, the couple. Geese are not generally kept; evciy-

body who can, tries to keep a cow, or a horse, or a donkey,

or a goat, and the grass-eating birds would be somewhat in

the way.
The immense number of fowls that swarm everywhere,

receive very little attention, and ai'e but rudely accommodated
with hen-houses, itc. ; but they are much under their

owner's eye. The fine climate, and long summer which

they enjoy may be one cause of their thriftiness. Caponising

is generally practised.

It will surprise many, to be told that in this counti-y, with-

out hedge-rows, and small, scattered plantations, there is as

much as is wanted of all game except pheasants ; which are

absent. The forests on the chalky hills are too dry for

them, though there is abundant cover ; but in spots border-

ing on the marshes they would do well, if preserved.

Partridges are plentiful, and much cheaper than in England.

The forests harbom- hares and rabbits, which latter also

frequent the sandy portions of the coast hue. Snipes and

woodcocks are a matter of course ; occasionally there are

large flocks of wild geese. The sportsman, who cares for

other than pot luck, will find besides many interesting

species which he rarely meets with at home. The variety

of fish is immense ; iu addition to those usually found in

still waters, incluchng magnificent carp, which the French

know how to cook, though we do not (the principal secret

being to steep them a certain number of hours in a pickle of

salt and vinegar, and other things), there are, within easy

reach, trout streams; and, on the other hand, sea fish from

the Channel and the North Sea. Dunkerque sends

numerous vessels as far as Iceland, which stay out all

summer, and return home laden with salt-fisb, to be

distributed during winter ami iiiir ilin.iighout the neigh-

bourhood. Last, and least, lai'iial liiiwu shrimps a sou a

pint. Even during the depth of wiuLLr, eggs are scarcely

lialf the price they ajre with us; so that, egg-sauce, and

shrimp-sauce are seldom beyond reach.

I have noted as natural phenomena in the Calaisis and

Anch-esis—March 31, house martins, though shai-p frosts at

night ; April 19, snow ; April 20, the nightingale ; April 'i'l,

cuckoo; April 23, redstart ; May 7, turtle dove ; May 10, a

grand flight of cockchafers ; May 113, quails calling. The
two last facts may have occurred earlier. May 17, at night,

tlie first thunder-storm of spring. D.

WILD BEES.
Bij H. W, Newman, Esq.

" One of my boyhood's dearest loves wert thou,

Melodious rover of the summer bowers ;

And never can I sec, or hear thee now,
Without a fond remembrance of the hours "

When youth had gardened life for me with flowers.

"Thou bringcst to my mind the white thorn berry,

The blooming heath, and foxglove of the fells ;

And strange though it appear,
Methinks, in every hum of thine, I hear

A breeze-born tinkling from the awcct blue bells,"

T. S.MllIEKT.

HU3IBLE BEES.

Introdiictiun to some new remarks on the " Hiimbinat rices."

Although there have been several publications on this

branch of natural history, the writer still venttu-es to submit

to the pttblic the observations he has made on four species

of " Humble Bees." Having spent the leisure hours of

foiu' or five summers of his youth in this pursuit, ho begs to

quote the words of a very intelligent writer on tlie same
subject, the Kev. W. Kirby, author of the "Monographia
Apum Anglia?." " Much still remains incomplete, and many
errors will require future correction ; an account of any

genus, perfect and elaborate in all its parts, must be tlie

work of him who is versed iu the history and economy of

every individual that belongs to it ; so much knowledge with

respect to every species and niri-ti/ is not to he cNpected

from one mim; the naturalist slinuld i oiiil.iiu> tin- disia.M'ries

of others with his own, and . .nic'iiliatr the wholr,' ,ir,, &c.

The following pages contain the habits and lastuiy oj /our

only (selected from nearly twenty) of the largest species

that live in communities, and gather honey ; they inhabit all
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parts of England ami tlio continent. The writer has been
induced, in consequence of some omissions made in former
histories, to supply them for the use of the naturalist who
can condescend to spend time in the pursuit of such studies,

and his object is mainly to describe the extraordinary huhils

uf the drones, or males of all the four species of Bombi-
nati'ices, which have come under his immediate notice and
observation, and which have never been described by any
former writer on the subject.

GENUS BOMBUS.
Isi. Apis Luooeuji.*

This is the most common and best known of the four

species ; it inhabits all parts of Great Britain and the Con-
tinent, but is more plentiful in the northern pai-t of the

Idngdora than in the south; indeed, I have found, that in

the southern and western counties, the nests do not contain

so many inhabitants as even in the midland counties, pro-

bably owing to the scarcity or abundance of the wildflowers.

The female may be seen in the spring. Hying from tiower to

flower ; she is much larger than the woriier, and commences
a nest by herself in the ground ; sometimes she takes

possession of some hole near, excavated by some reptile,

but often it is made entirely by herself; in the latter case,

her nest is not so apt to be destroyed by the field mouse,
the most determined enemy to the wild bee. The queen
and workers are so well loiown, that it is almost useless to

describe them ; but the male bee is very diSerent, being of

a bright buft' colour, with a white abdomen, and is one of

the most beautiful bees of the whole genus. These drones

are very fond of the blossoms of the Salvia (puce-

coloured), and the blue Veronica, a common 'spiral'

flower, to be seen in almost every garden. Although the

Apis lucorum apx^ears the flrst in the spring, generally in the

beginning of March, the males do not hatch or leave the

nest imtil full a month later than some of the other

species.

The whole species of Ajiis lucorum is subject to a disease

from small Uce, which fasten upon the bead and ti'uuk of

the poor insect, and often eventually separate the truuk

from the lower part of the body, and thus destroy the insect.

It is a remarkable fact, that I have invariably found the

queen, at sprint/ time, more infested with these hce in the

south, and south-west of England, than in Scotland, wliere

my first acquaintance witli their liabits began.

I have read with much pleasure, Jlonsieur Eeaumer's,

and also Monsieur F. 1'. Ruber's accounts of these insects,

and very faithful ones they are, as fur as they go. I cannot

do better than copy a part of their history.

" This bee is well known in small woods and plantations,

and makes its nest in holes in the grouiid. The females of

this, as of all the other species, are largest in size, the

males next, and the workers smallest. Early in spring,

when the willows begin to appear in bloom, the female may
be seen traversing the gardens by sunrise, with her usual

sonorous booming, and busy in collecting honey and pollen

from the catlrins ; the workers do not appear until a later

period, and the drones not until late in the sunnner and
autumn, when the thistles are in blossom, on the flowers of

which they are found in great numbers. (The drones

appear about the tbu-d week in July, or begmning of

August, according to circumstances ; if a hot summer,
early ; if wet, much later. I have noticed some as early as

the aoth of July ; and in 1H47, I observed one three weeks

earlier, June, 38th !
!—H. W. N.) The females only, of all

the former year's colony, have survived the winter, and now
dispersing, each seeks a residence for herself, where she

may become the foundress of a new community. Having
pitched upon a convenient spot, the laborious insect proceeds

first, to excavate the passage or gallery, then the nest itself,

detaching the soil as it were, grain by grain. These ex-

cavations are situated often a foot under the surface. Having
finished the excavation, and cai-petted her new dwelling

with soft leaves, Ac, the insect proceeds to consti'uct brood

The Apis lucorum is very similar in appearance to one of its con-
geners, tlie Apis terrestris. The former has its nest generally in small
dry open plantations in groves ; the latter more in open fields, meadows,
and pastures ; and the male of the terrestris is the same colour as the
worker. Their mode of nidification, and their choice of flowers and
blossoms are precisely the same*

cells ; the wax of which these are formed is secreted as in

the domestic bee, in certain receptacles placed on each side

of the middle process of the abdominal scales, and is ex-
tracted by the bee in the form of lamiuffi moulded to tlie

shape of the insect's body ; unlike the qiieen of the hive
bee, the mother bee of this family possesses these wax-
secreting organs, as well as the workers, and produces the
substance in greater quantity than her progeny.

" The cells being prepared, the queen mother proceeds to

lay her eggs, these are not fixed on one end, as with the
hive bee, but are huddled together without any order ; the
mother guards the eggs carefully, as the workers (if any are

hatched) are fond of destroying them the first eight or ten
houi-s after they are laid ; in four or five days, according to

the temperature, the eggs are hatched. Males and females
are bred in the same cell, and fed alike. (The meaning of

this sentence is, that only one at a lime is bred in the cell,

but the second may be a tnale.—H. W. N.) The cells are

frequently rent, but as often filled up by the workers. In
fifteen days the bee arrives at its perfect state, its body is

covered with down ; it gnaws through the cell, assisted by
its fellows, and in course of a quarter-of-au-hour, or half-

au-hour, if the weather he fine, leaves its nest and goes into

the fields in search of honey.* The cell which it leaves is

soon filled with honey. As the bees increase in number,
the mother bee relaxes in her labom's. The inmates of a
humble bee's nest are of three classes—females, males, and
workers ; the old female is alone in the spring ; in Jlay, the
eggs which she has laid have been hatched, and ijroduce

workers only ; the females and males of the commimity do
not appear till later, none sooner than June, and the greatest

number in July. Like the hive drone, they have no sting;

hut tliey are exemjAed from the severe fate of the former, in

escapinii the cruel tnassacre to which those are doomed. The
workers are not all neuters ; many of them breed in spring,

copulate with the males in June, and lay eggs soon after,

but only those of males. (This 1 have never seen or dis-

covered. I never saw the wild bees in coitu, except about
three or four times in forty years ; these were about the end
of August ; and among the numerous nests which I have
removed to my garden, containing many hundreds of bees,

I never saw a couple together sooner than August.)
These males fecundate those females which are reared

towards the end of the season, but which do not begin to

lay until the following spring, when they each lay the foun-

dation of a new colony. At the approach of winter—that

is, the first winter of their existence—the females, to the

number of thirty or forty together, make a lodgement in or

near the old nest, where they pass the torpid season in

safety and quiet, until the return of spring awakes them to

life and actirity.^ The old mother, the males, and the

workers, all perish before the cold season aiTives." {Scau-
mer, and P. Huber.)

I will now notice a few particulars more ; and the first is

the labour of the queen mother at the commencement. As
soon as she has formed two or three cells her labours are

incessant, and I have watched her from the nest for the

first fortnight. At this period she is seldom longer from
the nest than from three to tlve minutes, no doubt to iire-

vent the young brood-bee from getting chilled to death in

its cell ; only one bee is hatched at first, which immediately
(after making great observations round) leaves the nest,

and commences work. It is wonderful to see what obser-

vations a bee makes the first time it issues from the nest.

It is about two minutes in pailicularly noticing the entrance,

and all the objects near, retmning many times before

taking its final flight to work. The organ of locality, as

phrenologists tenu it, is most strongly developed in all the

genus of the Bombinatrices. It is the same with wasps,

hornets, and hive bees. The queen now remains at home a

longer time, and when some half-a-dozen bees are hatched,

her journeys ai'e very rare indeed. I should here remai'k,

that the proof of these labours of the mother bee are

much more easily ascertained with the Apis muscorum,

in consequence of their easiness of access in the moss ; and
it is to this species of bee I am indebted for my first notice

of the gradual labours of the queen mother.
{To he continued.)

* The cells of the humble bee are never ceiled after being filled, lilje

the hive bee, with honey.
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THE CONTRAST.
Walkixi; the other day in oue of our puliHo gardens,

"h'lv \hr lirils were systematically arraii^'cd, ;uiil tlif plants
-•' I' ii'ili. ;ill . l.ilielled, I accosted a yuiiii;; \,MrKiii;ii], with a
iMlvr ,1, III, liaii.l, and asked him if Ih; Know lli.- name of
a plant siandiiig a short distance otf. '• No, 1 do not."
" Do you know the name of that one yonder?" pointing to

another. He confessed liimself still at a loss. " Wliy, my
friend," I remarked, " if I woi-ked here, with the opportuni-
ties there are for improvement, I would learn the name of
e\'ery plant in the garden." " Oh," rejoined lie, " I know
enough for the work I have to do, and that's sufficient for

me." Now this self-eontoutedness, or stoical philosopliy (if

pliilosophy it may he called), is not exactly the condition of
mind to carry a man well through life, or to prosper him in
liis vocation. Tliat workman evidently stood in his own light,

or, rather, in his own darkness, and in tlie way of anotlier

wlio would have gladly emhraced his neglected advantages.
Improvement attends not tliemau who is content witli igno-
rance. He had not learnt the art of lightening lahour by
taking an interest in it; he worked mechanically, but not men-
tally, and to work without either head or heai-t is drudgery.
Profit is said to he like corn siiown to a hiuigry horse—it

excites to action; and to obtain higher wages, a man must
ipialify himself to receive them. Pay, without merit, is not
the world's policy. But labour has other wages, which are
too often overlooked—I mean those wages resulting not from
eye-service but from a principle of duty, which, if a man
performs heartily, heshall receive here and hereafter.

On the same day it was my privilege to visit another
garden, where the plants were mixed in the flower borders,
and unlabelled, but arranged with the view to effect and
continuance of bloom. " Are you fond of flowers, sir ?" said
the gardener, after I had addressed liim. "\'ery," I repUed.
" We are not on the bedding system here," he coutirjued.
" I like to have flowers all the year round, and thougli
tlie design is not obvious, yet our borders are so planted,
that take any given space, say from three to six feet, ac-

cording to tlie habits of the plants, and you will see spring,

summer, autumn, and winter ones alternately placed, that
some flower maybe always in bloom." "But this," I re-

marked, " requires skill, and a knowledge of the cliaracters

of plants, and some may occasionally come to hand of which
you are ignorant." " True," said he, " but that is not often
the ease, and when they do I soon acquire their kistory."

In truth, I found this man perfectly master of his art, and
among the extensive variety of plants cultivated in the
garden (and it was large) there was not one but what ho
was intimately acquainted witlx its name, order, and class.

Gardening was his hobby, and the plants his pets. Ho
had books, and was fond of collecting new plants, for they
were the means of extending his knowledge. I could but
contrast the dift'erence between this man and the former,
and reflect on the larger amount of happiness which the
latter enjoyed ; in the oue ease labour was unaUeviatcd, in
the other, pleasure sweetened toil.—S. P., liiishmcre.

Tiie observation of a correspondent, that the -'working
bees will not kill a queen," appUes, as he remarks, to those
reared in the same family. I have seen tlie queen of a
weak hive, which became the spoil of plunderers, furiously
struggling with five or six workers, but I came too late to
the rescue, oue of them had planted its sting in lier breast.
Introducing a stranger queen into the centre of a hive, she
was instantly seized, imprisoned, and smothered ; the pro-
cess occupied five lioiirs. Wlien at length she fell, the
bees, missing lier, surrounded and imprisoned their own
queen in an impenefa-able mass, from which she did not
emerge till the intruder was carried dead out of the hive.
Would yom- correspondents- recommend feeding with

barley-sugar as available for cottagers, or when extensive
feeding is requisite '.' I have supplied an apiary by the
stone, without any risk of the bees being bedaubed, using
honey, or the syrup, according to Mr. Gelding's recipe in
" The Shilling Bee-Book," and putting it into combs as he
advises, or, in the case of a cottage liive, havuig a small
wooden bowl, with a tube through it three Indies long and
three-qnaiters of an inch in diameter, tlie end of the tube
being fixed into the hole at the top of the hive, and covering
the syrup with a float of cork. All that is necessary is to
give tlio syrup spaiiugly till the bees are accustomed to it,

and a lastc of honey at tlie first will invite them. Such a
I bowl costs fourpence ; tlie tube could be put in for a trifle,

I

and I have had the bees in the bowl by hiuidreds, enjoying

]

aJl the advantages of "top feeding."

—

Investicatok.
[Having e-xpressed doubts as to ilic wmldnj: bees employ

ing their stings as a weapon in dL-.li(n nr: tliiir queen, we
received the foUomng note from " lincsiiyatnr :

"—"When
j

I had separated the workers from the queen, I found a sting

I

left in her breast. Slio exhibited the usual effects of the
I

venom in a few minutes, becoming paralysed in tlie lindis.
Hubcr relates an instance in some respects similar, but
supposes the queen was stung by accident. I presume to
differ on this point witli the illustrious naturalist. Dr.
Bevan relates an instance of a worker being stung by a
queen. There is no doubt tlie workers destroy each" other
in this way ; I have frequently obsei-ved it. Having placed
a dish, on which tliere had been honey, near the apiary, it

attracted bees from all the hives, and became the arena of
a battle-field, Avhere the combats were more than commonly
furious. One bee had a sting left in the thorax between
the wings, and died on the spot ; two others, mutually vin-
dictive, hooked the barbs of the two stings together, and
thus remained prisoners. In the contentions which are
seen at the mouth of the hive, it appears only those acting
on self-defence employ their weapons ; the intruders attempt
to escape, sometimes being held prisoners till they deliver
up the stolen property."]

CONFINING BEES.
An instance of the effects of confining bees, under ciicum-

stances somewhat similar to those related by B. B., has
lately come under my observation. A very populous llive,

which had not swarmed, requiring feeding iu June, was in-

advertently closed at the mouth. On beuig opened a few
liours afterwards, in the evening, the bees rushed out, and
a large cluster remained outside all night. Next day, about
two hundred drones were brouglit out dead ; no doubt they
liad been suffocated. Should any accident occur to a hive
the poor drones are sure to be the first sufferers ; they are
as inferior iu strength and endurance to the workers as the
queen is superior. I assume B. B. did not see the drones
bullied, but only carried away. Was a " Country Curate's "

monster Iiive pressed for food when its drones were killed,
June 1st? It was extraordinary tlie drones should have
been destroyed when there was a certainty of young queens
coming on. We can scarcely regard the bees as such specu-
lators as to calculate on the resources of neighboming
hives.

POLAND rURSi'S HAMBURGH FOWL.
j

The Pole fowl counts three varieties, the Black, with white
tuft; the White, with black; and the Spangled (properly

j

so called). The true bred Pole may be known liy tlie total
absence of comb, a thickened lump of skin on tlie top of the i

head, from which springs a large tuft or crest of feathers,
|

so large, indeed, as almost to blind tlie best birds ; the beak
is raised into a knob over the nostrils, dillereut to any other

j

breed; they are often mufiled or bearded, in wliicli case
I

their wattles or gills are wanting, or very small ; their feet I

are of a slaty lead colour, the nails and soles of the feet 1

white, and of a large size, though some very pure bred
birds will be found small on account of their being bred too
much in-and-in, which also causes tliem to be deUcate, i

otherwise I consider them as hardy as other poultry, and
'

excellent layers, rarely wanting to sit. It seems to me a >

great pity they should be so scarce, as they are really a
very handsome as well as productive vaj-iety of fowl.
The colour of the Black variety shoidd be of a beautiful

:

raven black, changing in dift'erent Kghts to pm-ple or green, '

witli tlie crest quite white ; occasionally the cocks of this
breed show a little white at the lower ends of the quill
feathers of the tail, which, though it disfigures the bird, is

not, I beUeve, considered any mark of bad breeding. The
I

chickens, when hatched, show the tufts from the first ; they '

are black, with white tufts and white breasts. i
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Tlie White variety have just tha reverse of plumage, the
Ixnly being of a snowy white and the crest black. They are

.ihiiost extinct with us, but I have heard are plentiful in

Kgvpt. I liiive never seen but four specimens, the last, a

veVy old lien, at St. Omer.
'J'h,; SiKUifjIed are divided into H'o sub varieties, termed

Gold oi' Sdvor ; the golden being a reJdisli-brown, and the

silver ii ri-rmny-white ; either of these mixed witli blacli

constitutes the ground colour, all the feathers being tipped

with while, whence the term Spangled. (Since, however,
they ha\e become so very scarce, many otlier fowls, of quite

ililll'ii-nr markings, have, improperly I consider, been called

Sp;lllKh-s.)

I'ol.inds, from what information I can gain, appear to

have been brought by the Spaniards from the Kast, by
them taken into the Netherlands, and thence we have
rci'uived them. Eeal good Poles ai-e very scarce ; dealers,

ilirough ignorance or otherwise, continually selling Ham-
burghs or mongrels for the inire breed, and prizes are

soinetimcs given for birds as I'oles which I should call

Hambin :,'hs, a doscripiion of which is necessaiy to guard
perscms ;;^'ainsl doreptiou.

Ilaniljurglis come from Germany, many coming direct

li'om Hambm'gh, from wliioh cii'cumstance tliey derive their

name. They are tufted like the Pole, but the tuft is

smaller, does not come so forward, and, consequently, leaves

the eyes more exposed, and is fronted by a small comb of

curious shape, generally consisting of a very small double
comb, terminating in two sprouts or horns ; they are desti-

tute of the white spangles and white in the tuft ; tlieir

colour is gold or silver, pheasanted, that is, the feathers of

gold 01' silver are edged with a glossy blacli, resembling the
breast feathers of a cock pheasant, and giving the bird

:i dotted or scaly appearance ; they are also sometimes
mutilcd, and are considered good layers. In my opinion
they owe their origin to a cross between the Pole and the
Hutch E very-day-layer, though some say they can't, or,.

perhaps, won't, see any ditlereuce.

These, and innumerable crosses between them and Poles,
are plentiful, and are generally sold as I'oles. I hope I

liave said sullicient to make it plain to those willing to

leai-n, that there is a ditference, and unless Pole fanciers

are more paiticular, I feiu' Poles will become quite extinct

before long, which is much to be regretted, as I'oles are not
only a beautiful vaiiety, hut first-rate layers, and excellent

for the table. If agreeable, I will describe the Dutch Every-
day-layer at a future time.—B. P. BoMiNi, Jiose Cotlaye,

BesscU Green, Sevenoafrs.

[We shall be obliged by any additional communication.

—

Kn. 0. a.]

MASON'S HYGROMETER.
At page 230, of the present volume, I notice, that in answer

to a correspondent, you say, " we cannot learn anything about
JIason's Hygrometer." Allow me to inform you that it is

foiindeil on the principle of ascertaining the amount of
vapour in the air, by noticing the degree of cold produced
by evaporation. The method was first devised by iJr.

Button. What title it has to be called " Mason's Hygrome-
ter " I know not. It is a method of hygrometry that has
been recently adopted by all meteorologists, and is usually
designated by them as the " Wet and Dry Bulb." The
instrument consists of two sensitive thermometers placed
side by side ; roimd the bulb of one a piece of fine muslin
is tied with lamp cotton, and the ends of the cotton allowed
to hang in a small vessel of water, which is suspended near
them ; the muslin is thus kept wet by capillary attraction

;

and the degree of cold being observed, wliich is called the

temperature of evaporation, and compared with the tempe-
rature of the air, which is indicated by the dry bulb themio-
rneter, the degree of humidity, the dew point, &c., are found
by means of tables constructed for that purpose. These
tables are to be had for half-a-erown, together with a de-
s.'ription of the use of the wet and dry bulb thermometer,
at Taylor's, Pied Lion Court, Fleet-street; they are com-
piled by James Glaisher, Esq., Meteorological Observer at

Greenwich.
The rationale of the instrument is best understood in

this way. If we consider what would take place when the
air is saturated with moisture—in this case the dry bulb
thermometer would indicate exactly the same as that
covered with the wet muslin. This state of things is often
observed in a fog, or at night; hut as tho air becomes less

moist, it will be easily conceived that the dry bulb ther-
mometer will rise above the other—thus showing how far
the air falls short of complete moist saturation. Tables
are nocessai-y to ascertain the exact amount of vapour in
the air, because the capacity of the air for moisture varies
with its temperature ; but let no reader be dismayed at the
idea of tables, they are no more fomiidable than the
columns of a ready reckoner, which ai'e just what the said
tables are in hygrometry instead of £ s. d.

The instruments that are sold by the best makers for

accurate meteorological observations are expensive ; but, as
I tliiiik, in these days, no one who pretends to scientific

gardening ought to be without the means of telling, by some
surer indicator than his bodily feelings, the state of the air

which his plants enjoy (or suffer), I shall state, as biielly as
I can, how this kind of hygrometer can be made at a
moderate expense.
As every greenhouse, or place for plants, has one ther-

mometer already, the extra expense incurred, in order to

have this useful instrument, is only tliat of another ther-

mometer. The companion thermometers should correspond
as accurately as possible in difl:erent parts of the scale, and
should be selected on this principle. 'The comparison will

bo best effected by placing them in water about yO" Fahren-
heit, and allowing them t(3 remain in the water whilst it

gradually cools. It will be easily ascertained then, out of a
number, which pairs are the fittest associates. The ordi-

nary thermometer witli the box-wood scale must then be
prepareil, by cuttuig off so much at the bottom of the scale

as will allow the bulb to project beyond it at least half-an-
inch. The tubes, of course, must be taken out whilst the
operation is performed : let the two then be fastened side
by side to a small board, about three inches apart ; the
lower edge of the board shoiild not come below the scales.

It is essential to accuracy that the bulbs should be left thus
free, on all sides, to the air, and to protect the thermometer
from breakkig, let the board be fixed in a frame which
should reach at least three inches below the bulbs. The
frame should be not less than two inches deep from back to

front, and the thermometers, on their board, should be fixed

I

half-way between the back and front. One of the thermo-

j

meters may then be prepared by tying a piece of muslin
neatly round its bulb with a thread of lamp cotton, and the
ends of the cotton dipped in a small glass suspended from
the side of the frame ; the surface of the water in the
glass should be about even with the bulb, or a little

below it. If above it, the bulb will he flooded, and the
result of the observation will be false. The muslin should
be just so wet as to moisten the finger when applied to it.

The cotton will act better if previously soaked in a solution

of soda.

I wish I could persuade all gardeners to set to work with
these instruments ; they are nearly ail-but necessaiy for

the regulation of greenhouses and liothouses, and out-of-

doors. I feel sme that many striking and useful troths
might he recorded of the varying degrees of humidity of the
air, in contact with diS'erent soils, at the diti'erent seasons.
Every gardener is something of a meteorologist per force,

and I would have him an intelligent one, not trusting to the
indications of his bo(Uly feelings, but those of scientific

instruments, many of which are now so cheap as to be
within reach of almost every one ; and \ eiy large proprietors

might well insist on a register of meteorological phenomena
being kept, which, in due time, might become of great value

to science.

—

Sigjia.

ON CLASS FORTY AT THE BIRMINGHAM
POULTRY SHOW.

Class 40, at the Birmingham ami iMidland Counties Exlii-

bition of Poultry in 18-Jl (Class iU of l^'r,!), wiU be remem-
bered by lovers of rare and curious specimens, as offering

prizes (the catalogue having previously enumerated all well-

known sorts) " for any other distinct variety." It is to be
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lioped that many owners of fowls which are little known
will remember the existence of this class, and will, when
the ocouiTence or recurrence of exhibitions sliall offer the

opportunity, favor fellow-amateurs and others with a sight

of their rarities.

There are, doubtless, many handsome and profitable kinds

of poultry in different parts of the world which are almost

unknown and unnoticed in England. In America, I am
told, there are good and beautiful kinds ; in Eussia, there

are some which are so much valued there, that it is almost

impossible for strangers to obtain them; and in Tm-key,the
Cochin-Chinu were known and highly prized while still

sti'angers here, having passed into that country by way of

Asia. A few years back, while the Cochin-China fowls were

yet unknown to me, and after I had met with only disap-

pointment in an endeavour to discover in the Spanish the

good qualities often attributed to them, I was told of some
fowls to be found in Turkey, jiossessing size and other good
qualities in great perfection, and I, of coiu'se, became imme-
diately very anxious to buy some of tliese rare birds. Seve-

ral of our friends, at that time U\ing in Constantinople, and
their friends, kindly placed themselves in full jjiu'suit of

these wonderful fowls, but without success, and we were,

after some time, obliged to give up the idea of having tliem.

Last year, one of our Constantinople friends came to London
to see our Exhibition, and on his return, 1 sent by him a

Cochin-China cockerel and two pullets, as a present to his

father. During the voyage, many persons from the different

jiorts came on board to see these wonderfully large fowls

with a strange, unearthly crow, and on the arrival of tlie

ship at ConstantinoiJe, it was found that these were the very

same fowls which I had been so anxious to obtain from
Turkey ; which had, however, become very scarce there, and
which, if ever sold at all, were only to be purchased for an
enormous price. As another proof of the productiveness of

the Cochin-China fowls (if, now that they are so well known,
another proof can be needful), I must mention that these

pullets continued to lay eggs throughout the voyage, in spite

of weather so tempestuous that it was difficult for the

captain to save them from being drowned in their coop.

About eight years ago, a young sailor, who had served in

our family before lie went to sea, brought me a fowl from
tlie Cape of Good Hope, of a kind which I have never seen
since. He (for it was a cock bird) was entirely jet black,

with long scarlet wattles, and a very full rose comb ; the

shape of his head and his neck were Malay-like, and his tail

drooping. He was very upriglit in caniage, and so'tall that

he looked tall by the side of a fine Spanish cock. He was
certainly very handsome; of his other good qualities I had
little opportunity of judging, for very soon after I had him,
he and his rival, the Spanish cock, got together and fought,

although we had fancied them securely separated, and both

ultimately died from the injuries which they then received.

I never but once saw a bird like him, and that I have always

thought must have been brought over at the same time ; for

the same sailor had two cocks with him in that voyage.

This second bird, I saw exhibited at a poultry exliibition, in

the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park : he was mated with

hens very unlike himself, and the coop was labelled '' Crow
birds."

The curiously-shaped, and, I think, curiously ugly Rump-
less fowl is shown in this fortieth class of the Birmingham
Show ; with regard to the ugliness, however, one opinion is

uo rule, for I, wlio think the Cochin- Chinas very i^retty,

have heard them pronounced " curiously ugly," because, poor
things, they have no tails, and I should be sorry to depreciate

anyones favourites. The Rumpkin, rumpless, or tailless

fowls are little known, and to be met with but rarely ; they

are said, by some who have tried them, to be good layers,

good mothers, and good birds for the table. The entire

absence of tail gives a curious shortness to their form, they

have an upright gait and a somewhat hea\'y l(5ok about the

head ; those which I have seen have been dark in color and
with rose combs. Richardson gives but an indifferent clia-

racter of tliese birds, and one rather at variance with the

above, for he says they neither possess good flesh nor afford

good eggs.

The equally citrious, and, I believe, equally unpopular,
Silk fowl is also shown in this class. It is rather larger

than the bantam ; the plumage, from the texture of which

it is named, is more like silky hair than feathers ; in color it

is white or cream color, and it has a rose comb of a some-
what dusky color. The egg is white, and as small as that of
the bantam.

Slany other sorts take their station here. The Frizzled,

or frightened hen, with her fantastic appearance : the spleu-

didly-plumaged, elegantly-formed, Jtiiujle cock—so difticult

to mate : the Sjjanyled S/ianish, which I know I have WTongly
named, and which should by rights take place among its

conntiymeu—the Spanish : the long-known, long-familiar,

Cuckoo fowl, and fowls from many EngUsli counties, some
of which may be as deserving of notice as the better known
and much admhed Dorking. Ansieu Bonn.

THE DOMESTIC PIGEON.
{Contimiedfrom page '-280.)

The inconveniences of not AI.L0W^Na Pioeons to eeah
THEIR Young.—The reader has seen in what manner
pigeons disgorge into the beak of their young ones a kind of

pap, whicli has a great analogy with tlie milk of quadrupeds.
If we deprive a quadruped of its young as soon as these are

born, the milk, not finding its natural passage, causes such
disorder tliere that is frequently followed by very serious

consequences. If we deprive pigeons of their young, tlie

liquid pap which they should give them, not finding any
issue, causes such disorder tliat it is quickly followed by
death, unless an immediate remedy is resorted to.

Generally, when pigeons cannot feed their young, eitlier

from their ha\-ing set on clear eggs, or their young ones
having died in the shell, or been taken from them soon after

their birth, we soon perceive the symptoms of this complaint,

by then' constrained and singular movements, plainly indi-

cating uneasiness in every part of then- body. Indigestions

immeiliately follow, then a cutaneous eruption suddenly
covers the whole skin with a kind of itch or scab, which is

improperly called the leprosy. Sometunes this eruption is

not general, but comes out in different parts, and forms
deposites very dangerous, and frequently incurable. These
deposites first appear in the shape of small, round tumours,
enclosing a yellowish mattery liquid ; tlie tumour increases

rapidly, and sometimes becomes as lai-ge as a small nut.

The humour it encloses hardens, and has the consistency

and appearance of tlie yolk of a hard-boiled egg, and im-
jilants itself in the muscles as if it had taken root there : tlie

disease quickly increases, the annual hngers some time, and
ilies if not operated upon. If the deposites are inward, every

assistance is useless. There are two ways of treatment
existing to cure this complaint ; the first is always the best,

because it at once arrests the progress. It consists in giving

the pigeons that have no brood a young strange pigeon to

feed. This substitution must be made cautiously in the

night, during their sleep ; for if they perceive it, very

possibly, instead of taking care of it, and bringing it up, they

throw it out of the nest after having killed it. This generally

happens when they have two given them, therefore, we must
take the precaution of only giving them one ; first, for this

reason, and secondly, not to run the risk of the pair from
which the young are taken being attacked with tlie same
disease we would cure in the others. It is not always

indispensable to give tliem a young one born the same
day that then' incubation should have finished ; it might
be one or two days older, as that would have no influence

on their way of receiving it. If we have no young pigeons

for them to adopt, it will be necessary to try another treat-

ment. ^Ve must take them from the dovecote, and place

them in a separate apartment, or breeding cage. There
we must condemn them to a rigorous diet ; to be continued

as long as we can feel with the finger a hai'd substance,

or swelling at the bottom of their throat, occasioned by

the inflammation and tumefaction of the lacteal glands.

During this time of abstinence, we must give them water

to drink, with a few drops of vinegar in it. If the dis-

ease has made progress, and the deposit appears in the

shape of a tumour, we should open it with a sharp instru-

ment, extract the matter, and burn the surface of the wound
with caustic. Some persons content themselves by eating it

off" with salt ; but this is a much slower method, and the
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bird suffers more. It sometimes hajipeiis that the young
pigeons ilie at the expiration of a few days ; in tliis case, the
parents are still liahle to this complaint. The amateur
must wiiloh them then with as much care as if they had
nourished them for a shorter time.

{To be conttiiued.)

DOMESTIC PIGEONS.
TWENTV-FOURTn RACE.

Smss Pigeon {Columba Hclvel'nv).—It is ahout the size

of the Stockdiive, and as light; its beak is thin ; it has no
filament round the eyes : the jilumage is generally streaked
with red, blue, or yellow, on a white ground ; it frequently

has one or two rings, and a breastpiece of a brown-red, and
two ribbons on the wings, the same colour as the breast-

piece. I'ure specimens are become very rare, because it

lias been blended wilh the Cai'jiers and Tumblers. It is

only bj' means of art and imtience that we have been able

to recover them by crossing different varieties among them-
selves, or with ^Mixtures of a rich colour. The common
Swiss pigeon, and the One-coloured Swiss pigeon only differ

from the "English Tumbler in having a much longer beak
and no streaks on their plumage.
Common Swiss Pigeon (CoInmba HclvetitE viih/aris).—

The eye with a golden iris ; the plumage partaking of all

the colours mentioned above ; a necklace and breastpiece

of a brownish-red ; wings barred, not streaked, and the
same colour as the body.

O.N'E-coLOURED Sw^ss PioEON {Coliimba Helvelite uni-

color).—This has no necklace or breastjjiece ; it is slate-

coloured, and the whole body is of the same colour.

Goi.DEN-coT.LAKED Sw^ss PiGEON (Cohmiba Helvetia tor-

qiinta inaumla).—These beautiful birds have a bluish head ;

the neck and breast of a brilliant metallic yellow ; the back
inclined to yellow, but spotted with grey ; the wing and tail

bluish.

Ouange-streaked Swiss Pigeon {Columba HelveiltE Uneata

ntirca).—The eye witli a black iris; back and neck of a
clear blue ; breast of a reddish-brown ; two orange-coloured
bai'S extending like a ribbon across the wings, the bottoms
of which are white. It is very productive.

GoLDEN-sroTTED S^^^ss PloEON {Ciiliimha Helvel'iM badiri

aiifdlii),—The plumage is blue; the flight and tail of a

blackish-blue. There are some inclined to yellow, and have
the breast twice gilt, or else they have tlie back of a light

mahogany colour, and the breast of a golden brown, with a
slight breastpiece more clear. Others have the back of a dull

mahogany colour; the neck and breast of a beautiful chauge-
oble colour, approaching, says M. Vieillot, a plum colour or

violet-brown.

White-maebi.ed S^^^ss Pigeon {Columba Helvciiie alba

mnsleUiila).—This breed, which is more rare and handsome
than the preceding, differs from it in its cloak, and the
upper part of its wings, which are inclined to white, with
brown marblings, which does not produce a more agreeable
effect.

Blue Swiss Pigeon {Columba Helvei'ue carrulcala).—This

very much resembles the One-coloured Swiss, but it is slate-

coloured, inclining much more to blue. It frequently has
two ribbons on its wings, the same shade as the necklace
and breastpiece. These five last varieties ai-e the most
brilliant in colour that can be found in all the vast tribe of
pigeons.

(To be coiitiiuted.)

HOLLYHOCK SEED.
I WOULD ofifer, for the benefit of the purchasers, as a use-

ful hint to those pai-iies who save Hollyhock seed for sale,

not to mix the seeds of the different sorts. How are parties

to plant out their seedlings with any degree of taste when
they are so mixed? By being mixed, perhaps, just where
you want a variety of coloui', there you may have three
or four of the same tint. Let the seedsmen put the different

sorts in different packets, and mark them with their true
names. We shall then not only see that we have been
ti'eated fairly, but avoid a gieat amount of ignorance when
we are asked their names, and do not know them.— S. Day.

[It is desu-able that the seeds saved from vai'ieties of the
same colour should be kept by themselves, because the
chances are that the coloiu- of the parent will prevail in the
seedlings raised from it. Our correspondent, however, must
be aware that cross impregnations, and the sporting habit of
the Hower, will foi-bid any certainty being attained as to the
colour that will appear in the seedling flowers.

—

Ed. C. G.]

DORKINGS—PREFERENCE OF VARIETIES.
The intelUgent coiTespondence of Mr. Wingfield, and

" Gallus," has much interested me. In reply to the query
of " Gallus," I beg to state, that although my Dorliing

fowls are highly bred, and handsome bu"ds of their class,

they have not been "bred in and in," and yet this year,

three-fourths of the progeny are deficient of the fifth claw.

Some of the birds had six claws on one foot, and four on
the other ; many had only four claws on each foot ; but still

more had five claws on one foot, and four on the other.

With respect to the controversy, as to which is the more
profitable breed, I think it mainly depends on two circum-

stances.

First. As to the quality of the special land kept. .4nd

Secondly. As to whether eggs or chickens are in greatest

demand in the neighbourhood in wliich the poultry-keeper

resides. Thus, in my own case, the Dorking fowls lay vcnj

much larger eggs than the Spanish fowl ; the Dorking eggs
weighing upwards of three ounces, the Spanish not more
than 2} ounces, and frequently not so heavy ; and as this is

not a general law, I infer that the Spanish are of inferior

character, although possessing the external characteristics

of their breed in perfection—such as very white faces, large,

deeply-indented combs, and plumage of raven blackness.

The Dorkings are first rate birds of their class, weighing as

much as many Cochin- Chinas.

The Spanish have laid eggs daily, since January last,

wilb.iut wanting to sit; on tlie other hand, the Dorking
rliiikeus grow rapidly, ai'e soon ready for the table, and
witiii there, outrie the whole race of Cochins, Malays,

Spanish, I'oland, or any other breed.

Individuidly, I am simply an amatem- of poultry, having in

separate yards, at this moment, Game, Spanish, Dorking,

Silver-spangled Humburghs, and black Bantams ; but I do
not hesitate to declare, tliat for purposes of general profit

to the farmer, the brown-speckled Dorking, is, as yet, un-

approachable.

I trust, however, that this assertion will be leniently dealt

with by yoiu- able correspondent, Anster Bonn ; if other-

wise, so be it, for I cannot but think that your friend
" Thomas," truthfully represented the " Cochins," when he
said—" They eats too much, lays too small eggs ; . . . .

and folks don't like eating these fowls ; they say they are

like paiTots." Another great defect, in this climate, is, that

they are so long without feathers ; for the first ten or twelve

weeks of their existence they make one shiver, I'rom the

combined effect of their ugliness and dcstilutioii. — J.

IIiICUMAN, M.D., Mickleover, near Derby.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•»* We request that no one nill write to the Jepartmental writers of

Tbe Cottaok Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble anj
expense. All communicatiuns should be addressed " To the Editor of
t/ie Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.**

Spue-pbumng iA. C , DcTOii).—Mr. Errington will in due time
say more about spur-pruning ; at present other matters of equal import
press. The original spur shoots will remain permanently for many years,
and will enlarge into huge excrescences, resembling an old osier stool,
after a few years. Judicious stopping will not cause the embryo buds to
start ; injudicious stopping sometimes does so. Pray study our papers ;

you will find we have written guardedly. Why do you not introduce
those planted last winter, to ripen their wood ? White Muscadine, Black
Prince, and Black Hambro', would do out in a Devon climate. Black
Prince is a good house grape, so is White Frontignan, Esperione we have
not grown, but it is spoken pretty well of. Overbearing will ruin any vines,
if persisted in. You will see in back Nos. how to treat them j it is not
simply a question of vigour, but rather of glass surface ; in other words,
of light.

Bees.—B, B. writes thus:—"I will now proceed to give you further
information relative to stock No. a. On the l/th day from its swarming
a few drones were perceived, as if the wholesale slaughter, to which I

before alluded, had been stayed by the presumed requirements of the
case, for on the 20th day hissing was heard, and on the 21st the young
queen was thrown out. Stock No. 8, I treated similarly ; it piped on the
I2th day, and on the 13th the young queen was thrown out. Stocks No. 2
and 13, have not proceeded so satisfactorily. Concluding the bees had
become lazy, for they do seem to have fits of indolence, I turned them up on
the 30th .Inly, about six weeks from their swarming, and took from each
about -1 lbs. of comb ; neither of them contained many bees, and no brood
could be discovered, and perceiving, on the 5th of August, that No. 13 did
not work, I took it up, but did not find a parfirle of honey or brood,
and no queen; the half-pound of bees I gave to No. 2. How do you
account for the ill-success of the plan in these two instances / Do you
not think the shortness of drones—several of my hives besides these four
began to kill their drones* early in .Tune-in the apiary, may have been
the cause, as it seems evident the queens had not began to breed. I

shall be curious to know the result of No. 2, and shall be obliged by your
informing me how to proceed. I ought to remark, that at the time of my
depriving No. 2 and 13, some drones were found in each, but may not
have been out of the hive, and, therefore, useless to the queen. No. 13
gave me, igth of .lune, a swarm of -l^ lbs. No. 2 gave me, 3rd of July, a
swarm of 4 lbs. Last year it was suggested that your bee-keeping corres-
pondents should send particulars of the honey taken from stocks, and
swarms, and upon what system procured. I trust you will call upon them
for such, and if some kind of register was kept, an idea may be formed
of the goodness or otherwise of the seasons. I have heard persons call

this a good season ; I have not found it so. My hives arc much lighter
this year than they were this time last year, and'have been losing on the
average since 12th July ; on 23rd June, most of them were as light as on
23rd April ; from 23rd June to 30th June, there was a slight increase,
and during the first twelve days of July the hives increased, on the
average, at the rate of three-quarters-of-a-pound per day, but these
same hives have since been retrogading at nearly the rate of half-a-pound
per week. Only stocks that were literally crammed with bees, from three
to four hives, h.ave given any glasses, and out of seventeen hives, I have
not five of weight sufflcient to stand the winter. I shall be gratified to
know how my brother bee-keepers have fared. Can you name to me any
safe and more easy method of preparing the wax than the common one,
in a cloth strainer? Dr. Bevan speaks of a vessel, but gives no dimen-
sions, and the difficulty I find is m separating it from the dross, which I

am told can only be done by some chemical process. Can you inform
me what this process is ? " ["I am puzzled to account for 'iJ. Ji.'s '

failure in the instance of his stocks, 2 and 13. I am decidedly of opinion
that the massacre of the drones had nothing to do with it. May not the
wet and windy weather we had in June have had something to do with
it? I myself have lost a stock in the same way, which puzzled me ex-
ceedingly, as there was no queen found in it after the lapse of sis weeks
from the time the swarm issued. I can only account for it by supposing
that some accident must have befallen the young queen when on an ex-
cursion from home in search of the drones, for the hive was very full of
bees iind drones, and on a careful examination of the hive, I found a
large and most perfect royal cell, with the lid still attached to it, and
fresh gnawed, evidently showing that a young queen of large size had
not long issued from it. I remember observing, some time ago, how
unfortunate the season had been for any successful trial of experiments.
I quite agree with B. B., tliat the season, on the whole, has been a very
bad one. 'Tis true the hives ' looked up' a bit in the first half of July,
so that I was privileged to take about 12 lbs. of beautiful honey-comb,
in a super from one of my April artificial swarms, and expect to take
about as mueh from two other hives, but what is this as the result of a
whole se.-ison. None but the very strongest hives (in respect to popu-
lation) will in most ptaces have stored more than enough honey for their
winter's supply, and I anticipate many a sad tale of failed and failing
stocks next spring. Reverting to your correspondent's mishap, on re-
flection. It has occurred, to me, that when a swarm has issued, and been
located for a few hours in tlie old stock's place, it would be well to
examine the latter, wdiich may very easily be done, as but a com-
paratively small number of bees will then remain in it. Blow (through
a veil of course) among the combs, which will drive the bees up, and
then see if there be a good deal of ceited brood in the combs. The more
the better; but if there should chance to be but little ceiled up, there
might be some danger of failure from a subsequent deficiency of popu-
lation. In this case the swarm had better be removed elsewhere, and
the old stock retumed to its place. Will this explain B. B-'s failure ?
I see a correspondent, who signs himself ' J. W.,' in your number for
the 5th of August, in answering ' Doneaster," of the 'safe practice'
"' ' '»"—;ing the old stock, and putting the new swmm in its place,'

ntage.' May I ask him how longadds, * I generally do it, and to adv:

he has known of this plan, which, perhaps, though a recent discovery ofmy own, may have been known to Methuselah, and be • as old as the
hills ' after all ? It is written—' There is nothing new under the sun.*We should be greatly obliged to him for some details of the results of
this mode of treating hives, in comparison with those of other systems
A Country Curate."]

Bees
: Fumigating, &c.—Cymro says—" A friend of mine has three

hives of bees, which he intended to stifle with brimstone, but has agreed
to let me have the bees, and to empty the hive in what way I think
proper, but objects to driving them, because the (straw) hive will be
turned upside down, and fears the loss of honey from unsealed combs

;

and again, the bees may not take to the upper box. My present in-
tention is to fumigate them with Rarodium cellare, on their own hive
boards

; but I am at a loss to know how much smoke 1 may put in, or
how long I am to blow through the fumigating box, and how long to let
the smoke remain in the hive. I do not want to carrv it too far, only
suHicient to prevent them from flying or crawling about"; and I want to
unite the three hives in one, and let the three queens fight it out. What
sized hive would be required to hold that quantity (the present hives are
straw ones of the usual size, and were supplied with good swarms) ? 1
am of opinion that one eighteen inches square inside, by ten inches
deep, would not be too large. What think you ? I have in my pos-

'•l.th of July; it is an old strawI that 1

hive, and the person from whom I had it put a stick through the top
hole, which prevents me from putting a glass of any description on the
top

;
therefore I cannot feed them (when required) by the top hole. Now,

I wish to make them quit their present residence, and take to a wooden
bar-hive. If I placed this straw one on the box, would they leave the
upper, and build comb in the bo.x, and let them enter through the lower
hive board, and stop up the straw one? M'ould the same object be
obtained by placing the new hive beside the old one, and let them enter
that way ? Would it be belter to hive the three lots separate, until they
recover themselves, for a day or so, then let them unite by placing the
three boxes one on another, when altogether upon the fourth box under-
neath, and let them unite that way, and have but one entrance at the
bottom?" ["Itis a pity 'Cymro's' friend will not let him drive the
bees from his three stocks. There need be no fear of loss of honey
running out at this period of the year ; no combs actually unceited can
be so full of honey as to create lltnt danger. However, if it cannot so
be, ' Cymro ' must fumigate as ho proposes. His plan of fumigating the
bees on their stand is not good. 1 have had experience of it. My
present plan of conducting Ibis operation is to turn a suitably-sized
common hive bottom upwards in a pail. In the top (that is, bottom now)
I stick a small flour-dredger (with a lid on), pierced all over, top and
bottom, with innumerable holes. It is rivetted to an iron spike about
three or four inches long, which pierces into the straw, and makes it
stand upright. Next fill the dredger with a good-sized bit of fungus, well-
lighted, and when it smokes cheerily set the full hive quickly over it, and
bind a cloth round to prevent the smoke from escaping. If it acts, there will
soon be a famous din among the bees, then a profound silence, succeeded
by a noise of hailing bees. Wait some fifteen minutes, and then lift ofi'

the upper hive. All three hives may be set over the fumigator at the
same time, one after another, and be so united together at once without
further troulile. But let ' Cymro ' take rare to provide them with a
queen, for queens are very diflicult to dislodge by merely fumigating.
Should the fungus go out, it may be renewed as often as necessary.
' Cymro's ' hive, eighteen inches square and ten inches deep, is twice too
large for a stock to be reared now by artificial means. His swarm of the
14th of July will not descend into a box put under them to work comb
this year, neither will they enter one put at the side.—A Countkv
Curate."]

Ranunculuses (.Reginald Forbes).—Mr. Groom, Florist, Clapham
Rise, recommends you the following :—Amours, is. j Asehan, Ss. ; Con-
stantia, 2s. ; Penzance, 2s. fid. ; Fauniis, 2s. j I.e Tonieraire, Is. ;

Alphonso, is.; Achilles, Is.; Prince of Wales, 2s. fid. Vou propose
planting scarlet and white Turbans as an edging to the named sorts, but
you will not produce a good eff'cct by so doing, as the Turbans should be
planted in the autumn, and are generally in flower before the others,
which most persons plant in the spring. Most of the Auriculas you
mention are now out of cultivation near London, those obtainable, and a
few others, are among the following ;— firime's Privateer, 3s. fid.
Oliver's Lnrelo Ann, 3s. fid. ; Pollett's Highland Boy, 38. fid. ; Stretch's
Emperor Ale.rander, 5s. ; Taylor's Olory, 5s. In our Calendars, b.
means beginning of the month ; »n. the middle ; and e. the end.

Foulstone's Budding Facii-ITATOr (GuHiiia).—We cannot give
you the maker's direction ; we have applied ourselves, but can obtain no
reply.

Goslings (MM).—Our correspondent says;—"The weight oC Gallus's
goslings is exceedingly good, as given in your paper of the 12th instant.
Mr. Parker's three goslings, sent to the Show at Lewes, weighed, at
fourteen weeks old, 42Ubs. They left home on Monday morning at
half-past two, A.M., and did not arrive in Sussex till the evening of the same
day. It was very hot weather, which, combined with a journey of
between two and three hundred miles, and being knocked about from
one station to another, to say nothing of being closely cooped up between
fifty and sixty hours before they were weighed, for the Judges did not
weigh them till the Wednesday morning (the day on which they were to
inspect the poultry), all naturally tended to their losing weight, which
accounts for their only weighing -10 lbs. on that morning."

FoRciNO CUCUMBERS (J. T.).—\Ve, like you, have heard of the mar-
vellous production of this fruit in three weeks from the seed, but we
never saw it done, neither did our many gardener friends whom we have
enquired of. The fact is this, seeds of good early-bearing rucumbers,
sown the beginning of May, in a strong, growing heat, and afterwards
skilfully attended to, will perhaps produce a fruit of fair table size in five
or six weeks from the time of sowing. But what of that ? Cucumbers
are as plentiful as potatoes then, and what is accomplished in May could
not be done in mid-winter. For frame purposes you will find Cutliilfs
Black Spine possessing as many good points as any we know of, in-
cluding hardihood, fruitfulness, and good eating quality. The Roman
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Very Karly Cucumbers (A. Q.).—Yo\i cannot well carry cucumbers
through the winter in an ordinary dung-heated frame. Fire-heat is

necessary in some shape for such a purpose; you hud better, therefore,

continue tliuse you have in bearing as long as you can, and then appro-
priate your fi'ame to aomething else until tlie beginning of January.
You may then sow your seed in a newly prepared bed, which maintain at a
steady heat of 70°. The Sj/on House variety is the best for winter use,

but some of the Blac/c Spiite varieties keep better after they are cut,

which is important when that is wanted. MilTs Jewess, besides those
already mentioned, is an excellent fruit, and generally esteemed for its

appearance and other good nualities.

Earlv PoT.iTOES {Ibid).—The only way you can now obtain anything
like new potatoes at Christmas is to plant tubers of last year on some
dry border. These, by being kept, will have lust much of their vitality,

yet sufficient may remain to support a young brood until they be half
grown, when they appear, but seldom taste, like " young potatoes." As
you mention having outhouses, they may be planted there, provided there
19 an open side for light ; we have known it done in a cellar, but the

produce was never satisfactory. As you mention growing them for profit,

why not try Mushrooms instead V With a warm cellar and outhouses,
and as we suppose you to have horse-dung, your chances of a remunera-
tive crop is much more likely that way than with potatoes or cucumbers.

CARRIAGE OF Eggs.— Rlr. Afarshall, of Durham, says:—"In May
last, I purchased of Mr. Punehard a pair of splendid Cochin Chinas, but,

to my astonishment, the hen went constantly to the nest to lay, but
evidently \vas unfruitful, as no eggs made their appearance ; consequently
I wrote to Mr. Punehard, asking him the cause, and he very generously
informed me that he had heard of similar instances (although rare), and
offered to send rae another hen in lieu of her, or a hatching of eggs ; the
latter I accepted, and he kindly sent me twenty-sis eggs, carefully packed
in bran, which arrived safe all but one. These I put under two nurse
hens, on peat-turf neits, and they produced twenty-four chickens, all of
which are doing well, and will weigh at this time about three pounds
each. What is very remarkable, the barren hen began to sit about six

weeks ago, and my gardener's wife put a hatching of Shanghai China
eggs from a bird sent to me last year by Blake, of Go9| ort, and the
cockerel sent by Mr. Punehard, and she now has a fine brood of twelve
chickens, and nursing them with the same assiduity as the very best
breeding hens. Rlr. Punchard's conduct gives confidence to future
dealings, and contrast with that of some dealers in florticultural proiluc-
tions that are puffed off and sold for high prices, and prove worthless ; yet
I am happy to say there are exceptions, for Mr. Chaters, of Suffron
Walden's new hollyhocks are now blooming in my gardens most satis-

factory, and well worth the money I paid for them.**

Abies, its derivation.—S*V/ja has much obliged us by the follow-
ing note :—" In the July part p. 273, Mr. Appleby gives the derivation
of Abies m from the Latin ubcuy tu rise. Now, abeo has no such mean-
ing at all, and does not really admit of such an idea; and abies is

usually considered as a Latin root, ,i. e., without any derivation from a
known Latin word. As I should not venture to critixe Mr. Appleby in

his art, so neither must he find f.uilt with me if I claim superiority in

mine, as I am expected, by my profession, to know something of language,
and to correct mistakes. Etymology is dangerous work; but if I was
required to find a root for abies, which I believe ia an old Etruscan word,
I snould surmise it would be traced back to some eastern stock, which
gave birth also to the Hebrew word abib, which signifies " a spike of
barley,*' and a word derived from it signifies also " vigour." These ideas
are by no means foreign to the image called up in the mind in looking at
the young shoots of a fir. The Jewish month Abib was so called because
at that season the barley came into ear.'*

DiELVTRA SPECTABILIS (R. S. Barnes).—The three young plante of
this plant, struck this season, and now growing in the garden, will be
more safe in the ground all the winter. It is as hardy as a common
PcEony. If you want it to flower early, take up the plants at the begin-
ning of February, pot them, and the slightest heat will soon cause tbera
to flower. If a very hard winter occurs, put two or three inches of coal-
aahes over the roots as they are so young.

RnoDODBNDUCNS.

—

J. Q. wiahcs to know where the following can be
purchased :—i2/iorforfen(iron chvysnnthemmn, R. strnmineum, R. hirsu-
turn /luvum, R./ernigineum album, and Japan honeysuckle.

Saxifraga hvpnoides as an Edging.—"I have grown for an edging
the Saxifi-aga hypnoides, and three years' trial has proved it not onlv the
handsomest but tlie best in every respect. You mention it favourably in
your Gardeners^ Dietiojiary, but I do not think you have directed the
attention sufficiently of gentlemen gardeners to thi plant. I can safely
aay that for two years I have had it in my front garden ; not three per-
sons in passing have known what it in, and thousands must have passed
by ; and I am certain every third person stops to admire it. Harbouring
neither insects or weeds are great advantages.'*

—

R. S. Barnes, BrocUlev
Road, Depfford.

Rhubarb Leaves (/. S.).—There is no specific time when gardeners
cease from pulling these. The more they are taken from the plants, the
weaker and less productive will these be ft)und next year. It the leaves
are in great request, it would be a good plan to have two plantations, and
to leave one ungathered from every second year to allow it to recover
strength.

SsA Sand (A Subscriber}.—If it is sharp siliceous sand, and the salt
is washed thoroughly out of it, it will answer for potting purposes. If
you have no peat, it would be possible to make a compost of that sand,
mixed with old turf and old cowdung, that would do for Azaleas, &c.
Of imbricated Camellias, Sabiniann, rose-coloured, and Imbricata, light
red, would probably suit you. We think your Geranium leaf bus been
severely attacked by the thrips, the mouldy appearance being a secondary
conseciuence. The Planter's Puzzle is at page 309 of vol. i., and
answers to it nt page 4? of vol. ii.

Carica papava {A. Suart).—This, raised from seed sent you from
Ceylon, is the common Papaw Tree of India. It requires a stove, and
will grow fifteen or twenty feet high. It would require great care to

induce it to bear fruit in this country, and that fruit is certainly not
worth the trouble.

Wooden SiiELTEas (.1/(»/iiV).—These, except in severe weather, are
sufficient protection to plants in cold pits ; in very cold weather jmt some
hay between the shelter and the glass.

TauBCocuiN-CuiNA Fowls (S. il/. /?.).—You ask for a description
of these, and for an answer we must refer you to Aiistcr Bonn's com-
munication at page 2;6 of our 6th volume. Vou will also find drawings
of them at page 137 of our 7th volume ; these portraits, however, do not
do them justice, and the drooping feathers in the cock's tail are much
too long.

ftfuMMY Raspberry, &c. (Henry).~OuT correspondent wishes to
know where he can obtain seeds of this? We know of no Strawberry
that comes into bearing when all other varieties are over except the
While .Alpine. We have gathered a good plateful of its fruit in Decem-
Iter. A very good pear to precede the Jargonelle is the Citron des
Ctirmes, sometimes called the Madeline, and Hose Angle Early

; a very
good pear to follow the Jargonelle is the Beurre d'Amalis.

Pineapples (.4n i:sA-e.r Ff(rmer).—You must read Hamilton on the
Pine Aj>ple. You will have seen what Mr. Errington has said, and he
will, from time to time, treat of their culture.

Names of Plants (Sj^THa).—Your Verbenas were completely dried
up. Cut flowers will only have their freshness preserved by being packed
in plenty of damp moss. {Mrs. Taylor).—Your plant is Hudrangea
nivea, or Snowy-leaved Hydrangea. It ia a native of Carolina and hardy,
(flei'. ii.il/. £;.).—Vour plant ia Cichortum irityhus. Wild Succory, or
Chiccory. Any of the hardy nrinuals may be sown now. (James Riley).
—The parasite which has destroyed part of your clover is the Greater
Dodder, Cuscuta Europiea,

CALENDAR FOR SEPTEMBER.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Aconite I'Winter), plant, e. Anemones, plant best, e. ; sow, b.

Annuals (Hardy), sow, b. Auriculas not shifted in August now
remove; water and shade; prepare awning to protect in autumn and
winter; sow, b. Bud perpetual roses to the end of the month. Bulbous-
roots, jdant for early blooming, e. Carnation layers remove, b.
CnavsANTiiEMUMS, plant cuttings, &c., b. Cut round the roots
of large specimens intended to be taken up next month, b. Cut in large
specimens of geraniums, SiC, in the beds to be potted, as soon as they
break, to make specimens of, b. Cuttings of evergreens, put in, b.
Dahlias, number and make list of, while in perfection, describing their
colour, height. Sec. Dbess borders assiduously. Edgings, trim, plant.
Evergreens, plant, b. ; make layers. Kibrous-bootkd perennials,
propagate by slips, parting roots, ike. Grass, mow and roll; sow, b.
Gravel, weed and roll. Guernsey Lilies, pot. Heartsease, plant
cuttings; trim old. Hedges, clip, c.; it is the beat time. Mignonette,
sow in pots, to shelter in frames. Rooted Pipings, of pinks, &c.,
plant out for blooming. Planting Evergreens, generally, commence,
e. PoLVANTHUSES, plant. Ranunculuses, plant best, e. ; sow, b.
Double Rockets, divide and transplant. Ruses, cut down, which must
be removed at Michaelmas, ten days before taking up. Seedlings, plant
out. Seeds, gather as ripe, and keep -down seed-pods in flower-beds.
Transplant perennials, e. Tuberous-booted plants, transplant.
Turf, lay. Veruenas, cut the roots of favourite sorts six inches from
the stem ; water them, and in three weeks they may be removed safely
to be kept in pots ; a few plants thus treated are better than many cuttings.
Water Annuals and other plants in dry weatlicr. Yuccas in, or showing
for, bloom, give abundance of water to. ]). Beaton.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, give freely night and day, unless when very stormy. Annuals,

such as Cnltinsia, Nemophiln, Schtzanthuji, of sorts, sow towards the
end of the month, for blooming in spring and early summer. Bulbs,
pot for early blooming, such as Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, &c., also
Lachenalias, Erodinms, &c. Camellias, still expose, but defend from
heavy rains. Cuttings may still he made, and buddings proceeded with.
Cinerarias, bow for late blooming; prick off secdlinga for spring
flowering; shift into flower-pots for winter flowering. Calceolarias,
sow seed ; propagate by cuttings under hand-lights, and shift small plants
already struck ; shrubby kinds for the flower-garden will be time enough
after the middle of the month. Ericas and Azaleas, get under shelter,
ready to be housed by the end of the month. Geraniums, Myrtles,
Salvias, Sec, jiropagate by cuttings, shift into larger pots, to be esta-
blished before winter, and [irepare for taking up out of the open border
by cutting round the roots, domg only one h.i]f at a time. Where there
is not plenty of room, cuttings struck early will answer better than old
plants taken up, and will also save much labour. Glass, Flues, &c.,
oIi';m and repair. Plants, clean, tie, arrange. Pots, free from moss
and flith, and fresh surface with suitable compost. In U!-ing new pots
for hard-wooded plants, let them all be soaked, and then dried, before
using. Seedlings of all kinds, prick out as soon as they can he handled.
Propagate all h:ilf-hardy things, such as GeruJiiums, Fuchsias, Sali-ias,
and especially Calceolarias, Petunias, Verbenas, &c. ; the last three-
named will do better than if struck earlier, the smallest pieces will do
best. They may either be planted in light sandy compost, in pots, or in
a bed on a shady liordcr ; if on a north aspect, no shading will be rci|uired.
Water will still be abundantly required for plants growing freely, and
those intended to bloom in winter, such as Primroses, Cinerarias, and
Chrysanthemuius, should have manure-water given freely. Whenever
you observe the first flower-bud of a Chrysanthemum, though no l.irger
than a pin's head, you may give the clear manure water freely. Water
should be given sparingly to plants that are to be put into a state of rest,
just keeping them from flagging. All Succulents will now do better next
season, the less water they receive, provided their stems are not rendered
very limp and soft. Tropceolums with tuberous roots, pot whenever
they begin to vegetate ; they do not like shifting, therefore give a good-
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sized pot at once
;
give very Utile water until the pot is getting fiUeJ

nith roots, as tht-y cannot bear sour sodden soil ; let the pots be well

drained. Climbers will soon require cutting that have been growing

rather naturally, in order that more light may be given to the plants

below. If the house plants can he kept out of the house for a month

longer, the creepers, to Ije beautiful, will retiuirc ample waterings.
^ U. Fisil.
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ORCHID HOUSE.
AiK, give only on bright sunny days, from 10 o'clock till 3, Blocks,

continue to syringe morning and eveniog, the first half of the month ;

the latter end in the mornings only. B.\skets may be kept rather drier,

eseepting such as Stanliopeas that are growing ; let these be dipped in

tepid water once a-week, at least, using discretion, according to the state

they are in as to being wet or dry. Dendeobiums : many species will now

have perfected their pseudo-bulbs for the season; let such be iiumediately

removed into a cooler house, and have no water given them. Other kinds

will require the same treatment as soon as the full growth is attained.

Growing Plants may still be retained in the warm, moist atmosphere

of the orchid-house, and be kept moist at the roots. Heat in this

month may he reduced a few degrees. Sudden changes are alwavs

dangerous ; by gradually reducing the heat, the plants become inured to

the change. Insects, search for diligently, and destroy; every one

destroyed now, will prevent myriads from being bred next year. I.^elia

AUTUMNALIS wiU be growing rapidly ; keep it well supplied with water,

as upon the strength it acquires during this month will depend the

number of flowers on the spike in October or November. Rest, give to

all plants that have made their annual growth ; without this they would

continue to grow and never flower. Shade may be much reduced now,

except on verv bright days during the beginning of the month. Water,
continue to give to growing plants till the year's growth is completed,

then withhold it, excepting to a few species without pseudo-bulbs, wlucli,

not having that storehouse of food laid up, must have occasional damp-

ings and sprinklings. 1- Appleuy.

PLANT STOVE.

Air give abundantlv on all favourable occasions. Acoimenes going

out of bloom, place in a cold pit, giving water to induce them to go

early to rest. Aciiimenes picta, continue to grow on, to flower at

Christmas. Climbers on the rafters, commence to reduce greatly, by

pruning off all superfluous shoots, tying the rest in neatly. In pots

trained on trellises, these would be greatly benefited by being placed out.

of-doors, in some sheltered nook, for a week or two at the commencement

of this month ; when set out, lay them on one side on a grass plot, and

give the leaves on the under side a severe syringing. This would clear

them of the red spider, at all events. Frames containing stove plants

must now be covered up every night with double mats ;
uncover early,

and lift up the light for a minute or two to let out foul air, and let in

fresh and sweet; give these plants water only in the morning. Ges-

NERA zebrina: those started early will now be in flower; keep the

rest growing by keeping up a heat of 72° or 7.5°, and supply water in a

tepid state in due proportion. Other kinds of Gesneras and Glox-

inias gone out of bbora place in cool frames, and withhold water, to

cause them to grow gradually to rest ;
plants of this kind struck in the

sprin" will now be in flower; keep them in the stove, and give water.

Plants, generally, that haee bloomed, give less water and heat to.

Winter-blooming Plants, give every encouragement to, to cause a

fine bloom. Soils, procure and prepare for use by frequeiitly turn

them over ; keep them clear of weeds at all times ''' *»"""T. Ap

planted in July and August, Tomatoes, pinch every shoot, and cut

away half the roots, at least, if gross ; also prune away every Lite shoot.

Vines, stop every growing shoot, and begin to strip away early pinched

laterals where they shade the earliest formed leaves. R. Ebbington.

FRUIT FORCING.
Air, give freely to all forcing-houses. Air-moisture he more sparing

of. Bottom-heat must decline gradually with the decrease of light.

Cucumbers, exercise the same care over as in April. Cherries: the

end is a good time to shift forcing cherries. Cleaning : cleanse all

forcing structures as they become at liberty. Early Forcing : study to

get thmgs thus destined gradually into a state of rest. Figs, see that the

later crops do not suffer through drought. Flues : clean all flues in

houses at rest during the month. Grapes, use the scissors weekly to

those ripe ;
give abundance of air, and use fire-heat in damp periods.

Linings, renew. Melons, continue a lively heat with free ventilation ;

keep the fruit from contact with soil, and frequent^ dress them. Nec-
tarines, as Pcffc/ies. Pines: fruiters, kcop up lively heat, stir, and

water the tan, and use liquid-manure where dry: Siiecessions, give plenty

of air to harden. Shift any requiring it, for the last time this season.

Peaches, stop growing shoots; syringe frequently; use dung-water

if still green, and be sure to exterminate every red spider. Painting,

get done in rest-houses. Repairs, get done in all structures at liberty.

Sulphur apply, and unremittingly, in all houses, especially Vineries.

Sea-kale, crush the leaves of a few strong crowns for very early forcing

in the end. Strawberries, in pots, keep down runners; give dung water

liberally, and plunge in a sunny spot. Ventilation,^ be liberal

Wasps, take nests.
"
R. En

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
ones, plant in rich light soil. Auriculas and Polyanthuses,

._ towards the end of the month into winter shelter; take the op-

portunity to cleanse and top-dress slightly. Carnations and Picotees,

take off layers, and pot them in pairs in four-and-a-half inch pots
;
such

layers as have not rooted, pot, and place in a frame, kept close, till they

root. Chrvsantuemoms, give liquid-manure to ; place in the green-

house a few that show bloom, to flower early; protect from early frosts,

should any occur. Cinerarias, pot, and advance a stage. Dahlias,

continue to protect the blooms from sun, rain, and insects
;
keep them

well tied in, to prevent the autumnal winds from breaking off the side

shoots. Fuchsias, in pots, gone out of bloom, remove out of the green-

house, and place in a situation where severe frost will not reach them
;

under a stage in the greenhouse, or in a cold pit, will do. Iris (bulbous),

plant latter end of the month, in rich borders or beds. Layers, of Car-

nations, Pansies, and Pinks, take off as soon as rooted, and pot. Pinks,

prepare the bed or beds to plant out layers in ; mix freely the soil with

well decomposed littery dung and leaf-mould ;
plant the pipings or young

plants out towards the end of the month. Ranunculuses, if not all taken

up must he done instantly, or the autumn rains will start them into

growth prematurely ;
examine roots of, taken up previously, and if

mouldy lay-them in the sun to dry more eflVctually. Roses cut off all

decayed blooms as they occur. Tulip-bed, prepare, by adding dung

the soil, if not exhausted, or by making an ent- '-" — •'-' •'

well drained, and place two inches of cow-dun;
ew bed

;

:r the drainage.

T. Appleby.
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FRUIT GARDEN,
and store as they ripen ; still war against the American

blight. Budding, slacken the bandages about the middle of the

and pinch late shoots on the stocks. Currants, preserve by eov>,....K-

Cherries (MorcUas), bewareof wasps. Cranberries, collect. Dam-
sons, look to, as they ripen. Figs, stop every shoot, and thin super-

fluous ones. Gooseberries, destroy the latest caterpillars, and protect

carefully retarded fruit. Insects, of all kinds, destroy incessantly.

Mulberries, gather. Nuts, attend to the ripening of. Plums, pro-

tect from wasps. Pears, stop all growing wood; gather carefully as

they ripen. Stopping, in general, carry out completely before the end.

Strawberries, destroy all late runners, and cultivate liberally those

KITCHEN-GARDKN.
thin out, and earth-stir in the seed-bed where the plants

toMATtc Pot Herbs, finish gathering.

^ , break down stems, and keep clear of weeds. Asparagus-
beds, weed. Balm, cut, and dry. Beans, keep clear of weeds, and

seed collect, and dry off well ; store them away in the pods. Beet, take

up as wanted. Borage, earth-stir amongst, and collect seed. Bore-
cole, plant out, and use the hoe freely amongst. Brocoli, plant,

and keep the earth stirred in fine dry days. Burnet, plant. Cabbages,
plant out ; keep the seed-beds free from weeds, and earth-stir. Red

Dutch Cnbbuges are ready for pickling. Cardoons, earth up well in

dry weather. Carrots, attend to thinning and earth-stirring the Au-

gust sown crops. Cauliflower Plants, prick out in rich, open, warm
borders, so as to have a good choice of plants to stand the winter. Ck-

LEKY, earth-up freely in dry weather; let the earth he well forked-up

and broken to pieces previously to spading it up to the rows, and plant

out successional crops, which will be found very useful to the cook during

the winter and spring months. Chervil, sow. Coleworts, plant

out. Coriander, sow. Corn Salad, sow. Cress (American), sow

and plant. Cucumbers, attend to in pits and frames, top and clear

away all decayed leaves. &e. ; strike cuttings of favourite kinds, or sow

seeds, for winter and spring growth. Endive, plant out plentifully;

tie up, or otherwise cover up to blanch. Fennel, plant and cut down.

Hoeing, attend to in all eases in dry wealher, and be the more attentive

to this between heavy showers. Hyssop, plant. Jerusalem Arti-

chokes, keep clear of weeds ; do not injure the stems; take up roots

if required for use. Kidney-deans, earth-stir among, and collect seeds
;

put away dry in pods. Leeks, plant and earth-stir. Lettuces may
still be sown in warm borders, but attend to those which were sown at

proper time ;
prick out from the seed-beds ; keep them clear from weeds,

so as to have a good winter supply of sturdy plants ; tie up full grown.

Melons, he sparing with water at this season
;
give plenty of air to

ripening fruit ; keep up warmth by backing up with linings, &c. ; shut

up early. Mint, still cut and dry. Mushroom Spawn, collect; this

is often found when breaking up old hotbeds ;
put it away in close dry

sheds until wanted. Mushroom-beds, make; this is the best season

in the whole year for making mushroom-beds in any way, from the

proper mushroom-house to the common span-roof bed in the open air

to be covered with straw. Nasturtiums, gather as they become fit

for use. Onions, press down to promote their bulbing, and take up

those that are ripe ; dry well before storing away for winter ; attend

to the August-sown ; weed and earth-stir. Potatoes, take up and

store away, and should be looked over shortly and often, after being

taken in until all the diseased ones are removed. Parsley, cut down
and transplant in some warm corner for winter supply. Peas, look

after birds and collect seed of, dry them well, and store them away

in their pods. Pennyroyal, cut and dry. Marjorum, the same.

Radishes, sow in warm borders. Rhubarb, clear from weeds. Sage

AND Savory may be planted. Savoys, plant and earth-stir. Sea-

kale-beds, keep clear from weeds. Seeds, gather of all kinds as

they ripen. Small Salading, sow. Sorrel, plant. Spinach, sow

in warm border ; attend to thinning-out the August-sown crops from

six to eight inches apart in the rows. Tansy and Taragon, attend

to if required. Thyme, plant. Turnips, sow ofthehest little early kinds
;

thin ana hoe advancing crops. Watercress, plant. Watering, m
dry weather, must be particularly attended to previous to planting, or

pricking out any kind of young plants, or sowing the same. Water well

both before and after. Attend to earthing-up, earth-stirring, and

hoeing in general, in dry weather ; the rake may be advantageously used

in many cases after the hoe at this catching season of the year. Many

good managers only plant Cabbages in one week of the whole year, and

that in the first week in September, and from plants sown ahou> the 21st

of July ; the soil to receive tliein should be made thoroughly rich.

Others luake a good planting at this time, and another in March, which

will give an excellent supply for the whole year. T. Weaver.

Lomdon: Printed by Haret Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William

Somervillk Ore, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—August 26th, 1852.
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" When foreigners witness our Lancashire gooseberries,

they are ready to consider them as forming quite a dif-

ferent kiud of fruit."

Ofthein-ize gooseberries now before us, there is the

red. Conquering Hero, weighing 28 dwts. 7 grs. ; of

w/iito, Eagle, 24 dwts. Igr. ; oi greens. Lady Morley,

22 dwts. lOgrs. ; General, 24 dwts. 3grs. ; Thumper,
23 dwts. 4grs.; and of yelloivs,'£)n\\, 23 dwts. 9 grs.

;

Catherina, 2G dwts. 9 grs. ; and Two-to-one, 25 dwts.

6 grs. All the berries are symmetrical and well-grown,

excepting Conquering Hero. This, from its appearance,

we should think had been unfairly treated to make it

weigh heavier; and we conclude that the judge must
have thought so too, for he did not anrard it a prize.

It would not be easy to point out greater evidences of

the superior mental tastes and pursuits of the mechanic
mind of England, when compared with its agricultural

mind, than are the one hundred and sixty-eight goose-

berry shows, supported by artisans alone, at which si.ich

fruit is exhibited. True, it is only a gooseben-y that is

the object of excellence, but the same artisan-mind sus-

tains Celery shows, and also other shows for encouraging
the growth of the Awicula and Polyanthus. These, too,

are only vegetables and flowers, but the mind that has a
taste for these has a fund of happiness, a bias in that

upward direction, more rarely enjoyed and more rarely

aimed at by the mere rustic. It has been argued that

the employments of the tiller of the soil are slow, and
cloddy, and that as they are pursued usually solitary,

there is little opportunity for that collision of thought,
that general activity which occurs to the artisan, whose
occupations bring many actively together. Others urge
that what is a man's constant labour, rarely forms also

the amusement of his leisure, and, therefore, he who
ploughs all day cannot be expected to dig for amuse-
ment in the evening. There is considerable force in
these defences, or excuses, for the country labourer not
usually being a distinguished gardener; but we know
there are too many exceptions not to warrant the con-
clusion tliat, even when wages are not sulflcieut to do
more than barely keep rags and starvation from benumb-
ing the spirit of the household, the farming labourer,
if duly encouraged, will strive vigorously and emulously
for the rewards held out for superior cottage gardening

Those not conversant with the labouring classes form
no just estimate of the intellectual tastes and powers
that are there woiking, and gladdening, and improving
the mass of our population. We have mingled with the
miners of the nortli, and can bear testimony to the high
mathematical aoqairements that may be there found
deep beneath the surface of the earth; and we have
found among the weavers of the west an amount of cor-

rect botanical knowledge that astonished as much as it

delighted us. How this taste prevails, and is fostered,

may be, i)i some degree, appreciated from the printed
List of Botanical Meetings for 1832, to be held in Lan-
cashire by the working men of the factories. The meet-
ings, forty-two in number, commenced on the 11th of

January, and the following aro those yet to be held,

which we print with the concluding notes entire, that

our readers generally may appreciate the merits and cer-

tain benefits derivable from such meetings :

—

Sept. 5, Mrs. Snape, Bay Horse, Chapelfield, near White-
field.

„ 12, Mrs. Alice Coupe, Golden Lion Inu, JBlackley.

„ 19, Mrs. Worsley, Ring o' Bells, Middletou.

„ 20, Mr. John Baker, Mount Sion Lane, RaJcliffe.

Oct. 3, Mr. John Blackley, Ku-kham's, Prestwich.

„ 10, Mr. John Shaw, Hare and Hounds, Outwood,
near Stand, in Pilkington.

„ 24, Mr. Benjamin Wolstencroft, New White Lion,
Blackley.

„ 31, Mr. James Meanock, White Bear, Blackwater- St.,

Eochdale.
Nov. 21, Mr. Joseph Fletcher, Horse Shoe, Eochdale Road,

Blackley.

Dec. 5, Mr. Jacob Kent, Dusty Miller, Middletou.

„ 26, Mr. George Wood, Besses-o'th'-Baru, near White-
field.

As specific discrimination and accuracy in Botanical
Nomenclature are the chief objects sought to be obtained
by the aid of these meetings, all persons who attend are
hereby respectfully solicited to bring with them specimens
of such plants, either indigenous or exotic, but particularly

the former, as they can conveniently proon-e.
K.B. At the last meeting in Decembei", will be agreed

upon where the meetings are to be held the next year.

JOHN HORSEFIELD, President.

J.-VMES PERCIVAL, Vice-President.
JOHN HAWORTH, Steward.
THOMAS WHITTAKER, Secretai-y.

^^ The first meeting is where lists are to be served out
for the whole year ; also, they may be had of the President,
or the Secretary, at one penny each.

Being somewhat puzzled by the terms employed by

the northern gooseberry growers, and published by them

in their annual Gooseberry Growers' Register, we sent

some queries to Mr. J. Turner, of Parkwood Springs,

Neepsend, Sheffield, and this is his explanatory reply •''

:

—
Tl'hal is malniiy-iip ? The lists, or books, as the case may

be, are left opeu for any grower to enter himself as a mem-
ber until March or April, and sometimes May, and any per-

son neglecting to enter himself on or before that time, can-
not do so that year; the hooks are said to be made up at

that time, and, in consequence, this is called " making-up," or
" makiug-up meeting." At the making-up, each member is

required to pay all or part of his subscription, or not allowed
to show for a steward's prize.

Can a man lake money instead of kettles or tea-pots 1- No.
They are bought expressly for the show, and consequently
he must take them ; but being bought generally by quan-
tities, they are bought cheaper, and a person has seldom
any difficidty in disposing of them for the same price as
they are charged to the show, and very often he can get more.
They are generally sold as soon as they are won, but I have
known persons who would not sell one even though they
were oifered double the money they cost. 1 have seen one
house with every available hook, or nail, on the top of the
ceiling, hung with kettles, all kept very nice and bright.

What are the value of kettles and tea-pots'? Kettles, accord-

ing to size and weight, from 7s. to 12s. ; tea-pots, from Os.

to lOs. and 12s.

What is meant hy prizes, 40s., in each colour i Forty shil-

lings to each class ; viz., red, yellow, green, and white. After
the payment by the society for the pans, kettles, and tea-

liots, are deducted, there would be 40s. for the reds in

classes, the same sum for yellows, greens, and whites; which
40s. are generally divided as 6s. for the first in the class,

5s. 9d. second, Os. Cd. third, 5s. the fourth, ifcc.

You will see Cup, or P. P. (Premier Prize), this is gene-

rally money from 10s. to yOs ; Little Cup, from 9s. to 12s.

;

Brass Pans range in value from 7s. to 14s. ; brass pans, cup,

jiremier prize, kettles, tea-pots, &c., ai-e called Stewards'

Prizes. A steward is a person who, having duly paid his sub-

* Those who wish for plants of these gigantic gooseberries had better

apply to him.
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scription at the appointed time, is eniitled to show for any
one steward's prize at a show ; but seldom any person is

allowed to iWn more than one steward's prize at one show,
unless he be a Maiden Oroiver, that is, one who has never
won a prize ; in that case they may take a maiden prize

(M. P.); and this privilege is given to maiden growers, to

take a steward's prize with the same fruit, if it is large

enough. You will also see B.B. B., that is the Best Beaten
Berry. Colls' Kettles and Maiden Growers' Kettles ai'e one
and the same thing.

You will perceive the word premium to some of the kinds

;

those are new kinds that have been let out two years, and
the persons who let them out give 10s. 6d. as a premium
for the best three weighed in, viz. Ss., 3s., 33. Cd.

FORSYTH MSS.

{Continuedfrom paye 3'39.)

The fleet arrived at Bombay at tlie end of December,

and Mr. Paterson wrote immediately to Mr. Forsyth,

informing him of the character of the war with Hyder

Ally, in which he was now about to take a part, and ex-

pressing a fear that his military duties would leave him

"no great opportunity of making any collection" of

specimens in natural history. His movements, after

leaving Bombay, in March, are thus detailed in a letter

to Mr. Forsyth, dated June 10th, 1782, from Triu-

comalee.

I have been very busy these several days in writing a

short account of my different excursions to Mr. John
Hunter, since I left England, and mentioned my compli-

ments in his letter to you, not thinking X should have time

to write to you before the vessel sailed. But, after con-

,-sideration, I sSould never forgive myself in neglecting you,

who I shall be everlastingly indebted to for the many obli-

gations I labour under. You will think it something strange

that I did not send you the few seeds I have collected at

this place ; but it is not for want of inclination. INIy worthy
friend. Colonel Fullarton, seemed to be desirous of sending
some things for Mr. Banks (afterwards Sir Joseph), and
at the same time wished me to send them in ray own name.
I know you will say that I have forgotten my friends, but I

hope that time will convince you of my good sentiments.

I have a very good collection of seeds and specimens at

Madras, which you may depend upon having, if it please

God I ever get to that place. I dare say that, if you mention
this to Mr. Hunter, you will get some of the seeds, which,

I believe, are curious, and likewise see the short account of

Johanna and Elephanta, with the ground plan of the
caverns of that island ; and, to make up for the whole, I

shall give you a short account of our engagement with the

French. I wrote you in my last letter from Madras, that

we were then m orders to embark on board the men-
of-war, which we did on the 98th of March, and on the '29th

we sailed to the southward, nine sail of the line. On the

31st we fell in with the Sultan and Magnanime from
England, with a convoy of six sail of Indiamen. The
Indiameu proceeded to Madras, and our fleet, which now
consisted of eleven sail of the line, to the southward. On
the 5th of April we drove a French store ship on shore at

Trauquebar, a Danish settlement on this coast, where we
j

had intelligence of the enemy's fleet passing Ave days

j

before. The admiral i^Hugbes) therefore proceeded on for

j

Trincomale, to land the troops he had on board for that

I
garrison.

I
On the 9th of April we saw the enemy to leeward of us,

I

but took no notice of them, and by their different manccuvres

I

they got to windward of us, and between us and our intended
I port. At noon they were very near us, bearing down, and
I

at the same time forming their line, upon which tlie admiral
made the signal for our fleet to form a line of battle ahead.
At twenty minutes past one the van began to engage, and
at two, both fleets were engaged, which continued very
hot on both sides till sunset, and several shots were fired,

^

till it became quite dark, when they both anchored so close to

one another, that it was hard to distinguisli the English
from the French fleet. As we had a little rain in the after-

noon the ship was very wet and uncomfortable ; but, never-
theless, we remained at our quarters on the wet deck for

the night. In the morning we perfectly saw that we were
within random shot of the enemy, but they soon got their
ships about three miles from us, when they formed their
line, and at the same time we were employed forming the
line also.

I shall just mention a few particulars that happened
during the action. The Monmouth, a sixty-four, which was
ahead of the admiral, looted up on purpose to support that
ship, got out of the line, and so near the enemy, that she
had three ships playing upon her for some time. She had
her main and niizeu masts shot away, ten guns dismounted,
forty-six men killed on the spot. Tliis was the only ship
that suffered by the enemy, but several of the others suf-

fered by accidents that happened by explosions. In the
Superb, which was the admiral's ship, an explosion happened
on the main deck, which killed and wounded about fifty

men. In the Burford, the ship I was in, we had six men
killed by the enemy ; an explosion also happened here,
which killed three, and wounded seventeen. I cannot give
you an account of the general loss of the fleet, but I believe

the French lost more men than we did. The French
admiral's sliip was so much hurt that he was obliged to

leave her during the action. T\'e were so near the shore, that
some of the enemy's, as well as our own ships, struck on
the ground. Both the fleets remained at this place for nine
days repairing their damages, during which time it was
shocking to behold the number of dead bodies floating on
the water—some without their heads, and others without
arms, and thek skin entkely burnt from their flesh. I shall

say no more on this disagreeable subject, only mention
that tlie French sailed the 81st, and our fleet the 2'.Jnd,

and an-ived at this place the Sith, when we landed our sick

and wounded, and all this time have been repairing our
ships, and getting masts in the Monmouth. We expect to

sail in a few days, and it is believed towards Madras, as we
hear that the French are gone that way ; and it is most
probable that we will have another brush with them before

we get to iMadias.

This place, being lately taken from the Dutch, is entirely

deserted by the natives, as well as the inhabitants, so that
we are under the necessity of sending out parties of men
for eighteen or twenty miles to bring in cattle for the fleet.

I have the pleasure of acquaniting you that I am in fair

way of being a lieutenant in a short time, if it please God I
keep my health, which is very much against a European
constitution in this country. But 1 have been exposed
every day to the sun, and now am in as good state of health
as ever I was in. ^Ve have lost many good fellows since we
left Madras.

GOSSIP.

This department shall be occupied to-day with a few

more extracts from that most agreeable and instructive

volume, Mr. Fortime's Visit to the Ted Districts of

China and India.

Ft'NEREAL CvTRF.ss {Ci/pressus fum^bris).—The most beau-
tiful tree found in this district is a species of weeping
cypress, which I had never met witli in any other part of

China, and which was quite new to me. It was during one
of my daily rambles that I saw the first specimen. About
halfa-mile distant from where I was, I observed a noble

-

looking fir-tree, about sixty feet in height, having a stem as

straight as the Norfolk Island pine, and weeping branches
like the willow of St. Helena. Its branches grew at first at

right angles to the main stem, then described a graceful

curve upwards, and bent again at tlieir points. From these

main branches others long and slender hung down perpen-
dicularly, and gave the whole tree a weeping and graceful

foiTii. It reminded nie of some of those large and gorgeous
chandeliers, sometimes seen in theatres and public halls in

Europe. What could it be ? It evidently belonged to the pins

tribe, and was more handsome and ornamental than them
all. I walked, no,—to tell the plain truth, I ran up to the
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place where it grew, mucli to the surprise of my attendauts,

who evidently thought I had gone crazy. When I reached

the spot where it grew it appeai'ed more beautiful even than

it had done in the distance. Its stem was perfectly straight,

like Cri/jjtnmeria, and its leaves were formed like those of

the well-known arbor-vitee, only much more slender and

I

graceful. This specimeii was fortunately covered with a

quantity of ripe fruit, a jjortion of wliich I was most au.xious

to secure. The tree was growing in some grounds belong-

ing to a country inn, and was the properly of the innkeeper.

A wall intervened between us and it, which I confess I felt

very much inclined to get over ; but remembering that I was
acting Chinaman, and that such a proceeding would have

been very indecorous, to say the least of it, I immediately

gave uj) the idea. We now walked into the inn, and, seating

ourselves quietly down at one of the tables, ordered some
dinner to be brought to us. "When we had taken our meal
we lighted oiu' Chinese pipes, and sauntered out, accom-
panied by our polite host, into the garden where the real

attraction lay. " What a line tree this of yours is ! we have
never seen it in the countries near the sea where we come
from

;
pray give us some of its seeds." " It is a fine ti'ee,"

said the man, who was evidently much pleased with our ad-

miration of it, and readily complied with our request. These
seeds were carefully treasured ; and as they got home safely,

and are now growing in England, we may expect in a few

years to see a new and striking feature produced upon om'

landscape by this lovely tree. Aftenvards, as we journeyed

westward, it became more common, and was frequently to be

seen in clumps on the sides of the hills. This tree has
been named the Funeeeai. Cvpress.

The Bamboo.—The bamboo is one of the most valuable

trees in China, and is used for almost evei-y conceivable pur-

pose. It is employed in making soldiers' hats and shields,

umbrellas, soles of shoes, scatiblding poles, measures,

baskets, ropes, paper, jiencil-holders, brooms, sedan-chairs,

pipes, flower-stakes, and trellis-work in gardens
;
pillows are

made of the shavings ; a kind of rush cloak for wet weather
is made from the leaves, and is called a Su-e, or " gai-ment

of leaves." On the water it is used in making sails and
covers for boats, for fishing-rods, and fish-baskets, fishing-

stakes, and buoys ; catamarans are rude boats, or ratlier

floats, formed of a few logs of bamboo lashed firmly to-

gether. In agriculture the bamboo is used in making aque-

ducts for conveying water to the land ; it forms part of the

celebrated water-wheel, as well as of the plough, the harrow,

and other implements of husbandry. Excellent water-

pipes are made of it for conveying springs from tlfe hills, to

supply houses and temples in the valleys mtli pure water.

Its roots are often cut into the most grotesque figures, and
its stems finely carved into ornaments for the curious, or

into incense-burners for the temples. The Ning-po furniture,

the most beautiful in China, is often inlaid with figures of

people, houses, temples, and pagodas in bamboo, which
form most correct and striking pictures of China and the

Chinese. The young shoots are boiled and eaten, and
sweetmeats are also made of them. A substance found in

the joints, called tabasheer, is used in medicine. In the

manufacture of tea it helps to form tlie rolling-tables,

drying-baskets, and sieves ; and last, though not least, the

celebrated chop-sticks— the most important articles in

domestic use—are made of it. However incredulous the
reader may be, I must still carry him a step furtlier, aud tell

him that I have not enumerated one-ltalf of tlie uses to

whicli the bamboo is applied in China. Indeed it would be
nearly as diflictilt to say wliat it is not used for as what it is.

It is in universal demand, in the houses and in the fields,

on water and on land, in jieaco aud in war. Through life

the Cliinaman is almost dependent upon it for his support,
nor does it leave him until it carries him to his last|. resting-
place on the hill-side, and even then, in company with the
cypress, juniper, and pine, it waves over aud marks his
tomb.

Discoverv of Wistaria Chinensis.—The Glycine, or
Wistaria Chinensis, has been long known in Europe, and
there are large trees of it on many of our houses and
garden-walls. It was introduced into tliis country from a
garden near Canton, belonging to a Chinese merchant
named Consequa; but it is not indigenous to tlie south of
China, and is rai-ely seen in perfection there. Indeed the

simple fact of its being perfectly hardy in England, shows
at once tliat it has a more northern origin. Before the last

war with Cliina, foreigners were confined to narrow limits

about Canton and Macao, where they had no means of
knowing anything; of the more hardy plants of the north,
wiiich they sometimes met with in gardens, and introduced
into Europe. Now, however, we can prosecute our botanical
researches in a country which is nearly a thousand miles
furtlier to the north-east, and at many other places which
lie along that line of coast. The island of Koo-lung-sii, for
example, near Amoy, was taken by our troops during the
war, and occupied by them for some yeaa-s, according to

treaty, uutil a portion of the ransom-money was paid. It

seemed to have been a place of residence for many of the
mandarins and principal merchants in peaceful times, and
boasted of its gardens and pretty fish ponds. When I first

saw these gardens they were mostly in a ruinous condition,
and everywhere exhibited the fatal effects of war. Jlany
beautiful plants, however, still continued to grow and
scramble about over tlie ruined walls. Captain Hall, of the
Madras army, who was stationed there for some time, was
very fond of botany, and took great pleasure in pointing out
to me all the plants which he met with in his rambles. " I
have good news for you," said he one moi-ning when I met
him ;

" come with me and I will show you the most beautiful

plant on the island. I have just discovered it. It is a
creeper, produces fine long i-acemes of lilac flowers before it

puts forth its leaves, and is deliciously fragrant." What
could it be ? was it new ? would it produce perfect seeds ? or
could young plants be procitred to send home ? were ques-
tions which rapidly suggested themselves. It is only the
enthusiastical botanical collector who can form an idea of

the amount of excitement and pleasure there is when one
fancies he is on the eve of finding a new and beautiful
flower. Captain Hall led the way, and we soon reached the
spot where the plant grew. There had been no exaggeration
ill his description ; there it was, covering an old wall, and
scrambling up the branches of the adjoining trees; it bore
long racemes of pea-shaped flowers, and scented the sur-

rounding air with its odours. Need I say it was the beautiful

ll'isliuia .' But it was not found in a wild slate even at Amoy,
and had evidently been brought from more norther latitudes.

The following is a list of the Horticultural and

Poultry Shows of vfhich we are at present aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

IIORTICULTUBAL SHOWS.

Abehdeenshiee, Sept. 17. (Sec. G. Reid.)

ALI.END.U.E, Sept. 11th. {Sees., (Jr. Dickinson and G.J.
French.)

Bath, Sept. ICth. (Sec. H. T. St. John Maule, Esq.)
BuiuGEWATER, Sept. i'i. {Sfcs., Mr. J. Leaker and Mr.

J. Hayward.)
Briog, Sept. l.'ith. {Sec. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun.)
Bury Si. Edmunds, Sept. 10 (Abbey) ; Nov. 20 (Chry-
santhemums). (Sec. G. P. Clay, Esq.)

Cai.edonian (luverleith Row), Edinbiu'gh, Sept. 2, Dec. 2.

Chepstow, Sept. 14. (Sec. J. F. Hartland.)
Clapham, Sept. 11.

Cor.cHEsTEK and East Essex, Sept. 8, at the Rev. T.
Round's grounds, Holly Trees, All Saints.

Coventry and AVarwickshuie, Aug. aist. (Sec. Dr.
Phillips.)

Dumfries and Galloway, Sept. 9th. (Sec. Jlr. AV. G.
Johnstone.)

Durham, Sejjt. 8.

Forfarshire (Eastern), Sept. 15 (Arbroath).

Glasoow, Sept. 10.

Hampshlre, Sept. 9 (Southampton), Nov. 18 (Winches-
ter). (Sec. Rev. F. Wickliam, Winchester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, l(i.

Hull, Sept. 10.

KiRKOAij)Y (Fifeshire), Sept. 9.

Lincoln, Sept. 1-1.

LrvERPOOL, Sept. 2 (Botanic Garden).
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London Floricultukal (Exeter Hall, StranJ), Sept. 14+,

as, Oct. Viu Nov. 9t, 23, Dec. Ut.
Maidstone. In-door Sliow. Sept. 8. (Sec. Mr. J. G.

Smitli, Week-street.)

Mid Galder (Parish school-room), Sept. 10.

Newbuhy, Sept. 3.

NoiiTH London, Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum.
NoRTUAMPTON, Sept. 27, Dahlia.
Oxfordshire (Eoyal), Sept. 23. {Sees., C. Tawney and
W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

Peebleshiee, Sept. lith. {Sec, J. Stirling.)

PoNTELAND (Newcastle-upoH-Tyne), Sept. 8. {Sec. Eev.

J. M. St. Clere Raymond.)
South Devon Botanical and Hoeticulturai., Sept. 7.

{Sec. J. Cree Hancock, Esq., Stonehouse.)

South London (Roy,il), Sept. 2t, 8, Oct. lit, Nov. 11+,

Dec. 0+, 3 0.

SuEEEY Ahatede (George Canning, Grove Lane, Camher-
well), Sept. 1.5, Dahlia.

TuERiFP, Sept. 17.

AVniTEHAVEN, Sept. 17, Dahlias.

rOULTBY SHOWS.

BlEJIINGHAJI AND MIDLAND COUNTIES, 14th, 16th, IGth,

and 17tli Decemher.
Bristol Agricultue.u., December 7th, Sth, and 9th.

{See. James Marmont.)
BuEY AND Radcliffe (Lancashire), Sept. 3 (Radcliffe).

Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Birming-

ham. {Sees. Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage,

and E. H. Rodd, Esq.)

Manchestee and Liverpool, Sept. 23. {Sec. Mr. H.
White. ^Varrington.)

Royal North Lancashiee, Aug. 26th, at Preston.

AUTUMN FRUIT PLANTING.—COMPOSTS.
SEPTEiMBER Is, perhaps, above all periods, the very

best time to lay in, or prepare, composts ; and as most of

our fruits require a little assistance in this vs^ay, we beg
to offer advi(;e suitable to the period. Root-pruning,
too, which it is said may be done at all seasons, is, in

our opinion, best performed in the last week, or, at

latest, the beginning of October. What mai/ be done,

and what ought to be done, are frequently very different

affairs. The earnest fruit cultivator will naturally

desire to select the best time ; and, like most other

operations, there is a time, be it when it may, tliat is

more proper than any other. As to composts—several

reasons exist why they ought to be procured at this

period. In the first place, it is desirable to procure
surface soils, with as much of coarse vegetable materials

as possible—vegetable matter in a somewhat solid and
ripened condition—in order that its texture may endure.

Soils, or loams of a sound and proper character, are

what the gardener terms mellower in the dry weather of

autumn than at other times ; the heat of summer has
formed manj' a fissure, causing the soils to undergo
severe atmospheric action, thereby breaking down, or

softening the harsher portions, and infusing through
the whole those gaseous matters which are of the high-

est benefit to vegetable life The gardener, too, has
more leisure in September than at any other ])eriod in

the whole year; there is little but fruit gallicring,

ordinary cultural matters and general order, to com-
mand his service-=i. Tiiis, therefore, is no mean con-

sideration: and, where team work is requisite, why the

harvest is over, and our " stable characters " are as muoli
at leisure as the gardener.

Thus much for arguments: and there is yet another

:

fresh composts should never be handled when wet and
adhesive, and tliere are few Septembers but offer a
capital chance of avoiding these evils. It will be seen,

that in taking a rather broad view of this matter, our
remarks are iutended to a])ply to operations on a small

scale ; they refer, in the main, to those who are about
making new gardens, or who contemplate re-arranging

old ones. As for those who simply want to plant or

remove a tree or two, they will of course need much less

ceremony.
We would here advise all those who are ahont jilant-

111(1 trees on fresh and unoccupied sites, to prepare for

the work as soon as possible, as thereby, not only will a

vast amount of labour be saved, but the work will be
performed in a much more efficient manner. It is truly

pitiable to observe people, not over busy in September,

postponing such matters until the short days of winter,

or to the busy days of Eebi'uary or March ; when, not

only the chances against success are much increased,

but other useful and necessary labours are thrust aside,

or protracted, to the detriment, and of course loss, of

other gardening interests. One day in an ordinary

September, taking length and the conditions of the soil

fairly into consideration, is fairly worth tlu-ee ordinary

winter or Februai-y days. Besides all this, we are fully

persuaded that October planting has an advantage over

all other portions of the year, taking the average of

seasons; and this with respect to both deciduous trees

and evergreens. We are aware that the opinions of some
first-rate men arc against us, and that there are a few ex-

ceptions to this general application ; but the majority are

with us, and common sense to boot. Besides, if the

balance be so even betwixt the two practices, who would
not at once prefer the autumn, for the collective reasons

before given '? There appears no reason to object to

the removal of fruit'- trees before the leaf is entirely

cast, providing active growth has fairly ceased, and the

leaves are turning yellow. It is a similar proceeding to

taking up potatoes before the haulm is dead ripe. Now,
although we are strong advocates for thorough ripening

of the wood of fruit trees intended to produce a crop of

fruit, yet there is no cause for apprehension in the case

of newly planted trees, the ends in view being dissimilar.

In the one case, blossom buds are concerned, which

cannot be too higlily elaborated ; in the other, the pro-

duction of shoots from wood buds is simply the object.

Now, it is well known, that excessive perspiration by
means of the foliage is the great hindrance to successful

planting. Discussing then, for a moment, the com-

parative merits of spring and autumn planting, who
can doubt that there is a much greater demand on the

perspiratory action in Mai-ch than in October. Besides,

such action in the spring is in the ascending scale ; just

the reverse in the autumn. And not the foliage alone

suffers, but, as long experience tells us, the very wood
also; or why so many suggestions about wrapping vine

stems with hay -bands, and other such matter? To be

sure, sudden variations in tempei-ature, constitute, in

part, a reason for the latter procediu-e. But one of the

chief considerations, as to the value of early autumn
planting, remains to bo urged, and that is, the high

ground temperature of the soil as compared with winter

or spring. The decline of the ground warmth in

autumn, proceeds, probably, even at a slower ratio than

the increase in its temperature in the spring. The soil

once heated is slow in parting with its absorbed heat, and

also once cooled is but tardy in acquiring it. The rays

of a ilarch sun are frequently of great power, but the

usual accompaniment of wind may be presumed to dis-

perse it at times as fast as imparted to the chilled soil.

It is a common practice with vine forcers to cover

their borders early in the autumn, say, in the early part

of September, in order to arrest the departing ground

warmth; this is, at least, recognising the value of

ground warmth to a tree already growing in the soil ;

and if so beneficial to established trees, why not so to

recently planted ones ? Oar plant propagators are no-

torious for using a bottom warmth somewhat in advance

of the atmospheric temperature; and, indeed, nature
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bei'self teaches this doctrine in all parts of the globe.

Our readers may rest assured, that the same reasons

which apply to a cutting, are applicable to a transplanted
tree ; indeed, the latter is a cutting, and something
more. The fact is, that the " callosity " which jirecedes

rooting in many cases, termed by our botanists the
granular process, and which is said to be simply a
development, or extension, of the horizontal cellular sys-

tem, is much facilitated by a little extra assistance this

way. Now, as a tree is perhaps more at rest soon after

it has shed its leaves than at any other time, we would
fain steal a march on this crisis, in order to gain a longer
period of ground warmth for tlie granular or rooting
purpose. To attempt arguments to prove that the

sooner a transplanted tree is rooted the better, would be
surely a work of supererogation ; it is selfevident.

After such arguments, founded on well known prin-

ciples, wo do hope to persuade some of our readers to

try early autumn planting; planting even before the

last leaves have fallen.

It has been repeatedly stated in these columns, that a
good sound loam is the chief article in the compost yard
for general purposes, and that it is eminently adapted
for high culture in fruit trees. Manures, powerful
as they may be, cannot accomplish what loam can

;

neither can ordinary soils, although the latter, when
of sound quality, answer exceedingly well for ordinary
purposes. Now, seeing that the platform mode of plant-

ing—which we claim as our own—is the mode best
adapted for a dwarfing system, as proved in thousands
of cases; and that such mode has been a great econo-
miser in gardening expenses, as opposed to the old plan
of wholesale border making ; surely it will not be thought
too much labour or expense, by our friends, to procure
as much loam as will allow from three to four barrowsful
to a tree. This, with an admixture of the ordinary
soil, weeds, litter, &c., will make a capital station for

any fruit tree. And this brings us to the character of
the loam. Many have expressed themselves puzzled to

know what is meant by the term " loam," which seems
strange to an old practitioner. Surely, most of our
readers have, in tlieir day, gone over a ley newly
plouglied ; one which, after a shower, will daub the
shoes so as to render it a task for "Boots" to clean
them. This soil is a loam ; it may be a very adhesive
one, within a shade of clay ; or a lighter one, containing
more sand ; or what is better, one of neither extreme.
Such soils have what is termed an argillaceous or
clayey tendency, and the chief property they possess,
as bearing on fruit tree culture, is the power of parting
witli moisture in a somewhat slow way ; or to use the
countryman's language for a moment, " they cannot be
snatched." A steady and continuous root action is the
point to be aimed at in general fruit culture ; and what
we of tlie blue apron terra "loam," happens to be the
very best medium wljereby to accomplish it. Of course,
it is not a mere question of clay, although such may pre-
dominate in a given soil ; it maij possess properties
of a specilio character, which may mar the benelits de-
rivable from it on the score of texture. The irony-clay
loams, cQutaiuing iron, would seem to be most prejudi-
cial. However, we hope enougli has been said to advise
the uninitiated, and to persuade as to tlie expediency of
autumn planting. Let us watch Sir Joseph Pax"ton
with his new Crystal Palace, and see whether he plants
most in autumn or in spring. If our memory is correct,
we think that in going over the grounds of that splendid
"Palace of the Peak," CluUsworth, about three years
since, they were planting Deodars of five feet high, in
various eligible situations in the Park, in the beginning
of September. There is, imleed, nothing like pushing
these thing on in earli/ mlumii, both on the score of prin-
ciple and expediency. And verily spring comes laden with
cares enough of a peculiar character. R. Errington.

AUTUMN-SOWN ANNUALS.
Tins is about the best time of the autumn to sow a

collection of annuals, also some biennials, as the many
varieties of Indian Pinltn, Spanish Pinks [Diantlats

latifolius), and many others ; and having been asked for

the names of a selection of these oftener than once, I

take the market of the day, and go over this beaten
ground once more, with all the earnestness of a new
subject.

AVhat is the best kind of this or that family of plants?
is a most difBcult question to answer honestly. None
of us would have any dilficulty in saying which of all

the Queens is the best, but who can say which is the

best point of the British Constitution? the best institu-

tion in the country ? the best family in the parish ? or

the best shop in the village? Then, if 1 were to say

that the queen of spades was the best, cheap books the

next best, the family of The Cottage Gardener after

that, and the shop at Amen-Corner the best in the great

village, I should expect to find as many followers as I

am sure I shall have to-day for my selections of annuals
and other things that require our attention at this par-

ticular season. From the middle of April to the middle
of June is always our worst time in the flower-garden,

whether its ornaments he planted in masses, or only

in the mixed way. Annuals are uncertain things in

summer, as we all know, and few people like to trust to

more than a very few sorts of them for keeping the beds
full for any length of time, hence the reason why
annuals are now so much out of fashion, and hence,

too, the first difficulty a new beginner meols with. He
is no gardener, but he wants flowers, and would like to

try his hand at something cheap to get experience. No
plants are cheaper than annuals, but none of his friends

know much about them ; they are not fashionable, he
will be told, yet he must have some, and The Cottage
Gardener must do the rest,—must tell him when to

sow, how to sow, and where to sow,—their after-treat-

ment, when they will bloom, and all about them.
When the beds and borders of a mixed flower-garden

are dressed-up in the spring, and all the established

plants have sticks or labels set to mark the places, all

the spare ground ought to be immediately filled with
the different kinds of annuals that were sown in the

autumn, for they are as easily removed and replanted

as cabbages, and coming into flower just at the time we
are most in need of their aid, it is our own fault if we
do not come up to the mark six weeks earlier every year

than most of us are now in the habit of doing. Besides
all this, one need hardly buy seeds of any annual, except

once in a lifetime, and a few shillings spent on them
every year would soon furnish more kinds than we
should have room for; they all seed as freely as poppies,

and a few plants of each kind left on the seed-bed would
furnish as many seeds as one could desire. At all events,

it is a vulgar prejudice that has been at the bottom of

the present neglect of so useful and so gay an assem-

blage of pretty flowers.

Like all other crops, annuals sown in the autumn
are liable to be injured by the weather. A very mild
and late autumn is much against them, because they
grow too rank, and are very liable to be cut off by a
very severe winter. Experience has proved that two
sowings ought to be made to meet this case ; tlie first

early, or in the first week of September, and the second
sowing from the iiOth to the aotli. The soil should be
light and poor, and the situation an open airy spot,

away from where J'allen leaves are likely to gather in

heaps by the wind. This gathering together is the very

worst thing I know of for any seedlings ; for if such
quantities of leaves rest on the seed-bed for a week, the

little seedlings are either smothered, or made so tender

and blanched, that the first dry wind or cold night
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finishes them. The soil sliould not be dug move than

three inches deep, and the seed should be sown thin; a

deep bed is likely to encourage the seedlings to grow too

fast and bulky, and so make them more liable to be cut

with frost ; and if they are thick in the bed, the one
helps to draw up the other too weak and spiudly. Like

luauy oilier causes of success in gardening, attention to

these little matters is more essential than great skill or

practical knowledge.

The best thing in the world to cover seed-beds in the

autumn is one-half light soil and oue-half finely-sifted

coal-ashes, from which the very fine dust and the rough
cinders are taken; the first few rains will wash down
all the finer particles of this compost for the roots to

work in, and the surface is left gritty and porous, so

that the little stems and collars of the seedlings have
free air and elbow room, instead of being jammed in a

sour crust of rank earth, as would be their condition if

they were sown on a rich, strong soil. A west aspect

is by far the best for them, as then tliey are less liable

to suffer from hard frosty nights, followed by very sunny
mornings, or what we call e.Ktremes of weather. I have
known self-sown Lohelias, the little blue ones, and all

the varieties of Portulacca, with the beautiful Mesem-
hrijantltcmum tricolor, come up as thick as grass, after a

hard winter, on gravel paths, and also on paths made
with coal ashes, and these are among the most delicate

things we handle in a young state ; but I am satisfied

that I could make up a seed-bed for them and similar

things, in which I could get them up more safely than
in pots under a rough treatment.

The way I would go to work would be to lay a coat

of I'ough cinders on some dry ground having a west

aspect ; then spi'ead a quantity of poor soil over the

ashes, and water it in with a rose-pot, so as to fill up
every open space all through the layer, which might be
four or five inches thick ; beat this well down with the

back of a spade, and put one inch of fine coal ashes and
sand on the top to sow the seeds in ; the sand which is

washed oil" the roads with the autumn rains is the best.

I never observed that these seedlings came up before

the following April, but I have known them to flower

and make better plants as soon as those sown in heat in

February.

Whether it is best to sow such seeds as soon as it is

ripe in the autumn, or to keep it until February and
then make the rough bottom, I cannot say. We know
that new seed of many kinds of annuals is not so good
to sow in the autumn as old seeds, because the newer
tlie seeds, the more strong and healthy the seedlings,

and, therefore, the more liable to suffer from a hard or

long winter. It certainly would be worth while for

some great gardener who has plenty of seeds, ground,
and materials at his elbow, to try an experiment or two
in the spring on this cold system of rearing, or trying

to rear, the more tender flowers and vegetables, as Love
Apples, Capsicums, Oounh, and so forth. Like self-

sown plants, the crop from this plan would give far

better plants than any of us can rear in our refined

ways ; a cold frame might be put over the rough bed,

with a brick under each corner, to let the wind play as

it lists, and the glass lights might be nailed down, or

kept ott' altogether while the weather was fair; but 1

would prefer the glass to be constantly on.

Orchids have been found in Mexico, beautiful ones,

too, in full flower, and the thermometer indicating 3(j°

in the morning ; and no doubt but some of our finest

greenhouse plants have to stand some degrees of frost

in tlieir wilds, aiul would do the same here, if we could
but grow and ripen them as they do in the wild state.

At all events, it would be a great step gained if we
could hit oft' some easy way to help the amateur of small
means and little room to raise many of the more tender

things for which we now provide hotbeds and hot-

headed gardeners to manage them.
The red and white Clarkia 2»ilclieUa are the only two

Clarkias worth growing, and no winter kills them when
self-sown. CoHinsia bicolor and C. /jrandijlora are the two
best of that family ; they also are hardy enough to stand
most winters. The two yellow Eschscholtzias are as hardy
as wheat or barley, and though not annuals, they do much
better if sown and treated as such, first in September, and
secondly about the middle of April ; if they are to be trans-

planted, it should be done when they are quite young.
The blue and spotted NemophUa insiijnis and maculata
are the best of them, and the whitish one, N. atomaria,
third best. They all pass over almost any winter, and
come into bloom before April is out. Euoharidium con-

oinnum, and a seed sport of it called grandiflomm, are

among the first gems that ought to be grown in any
garden, and they stand a smart winter ; to say that they
are diminutives of the red or purjjle Clarkia, will give
an idea of their size and flowers. Oodctia Lindleijana
and G. ruhicunda are as good as they are gay. and as
hardy as a Scotch crocus. They are the best of a long
list of Goodies, and they will be the brighter in flower,

and more manageable in plant, if they are planted in
the very poorest soil in the kingdom ; but, recollect, if

so poor, it must be deep and well-worked. You might
call a hard, dry bank poor, and no annual would get a
holding on it, and still it might be so good as to grow
an oak. Stinted growth is quite a different thing from
subdued growth caused by poor, sandy soil well tilled.

The flowers of all the Godetias show brighter when the
l)lants are in this subdued growth. Godetias are a
branch from the CEnolhcras ; Lindleijana is a beau-
tiful purplish (Enothera, and ruhicunda means that
beautiful tint of pink caused by a modest blush—the
finest tint in nature. Let these two be grown as
I say, and they will become general favourites once
more. GUia tricolor is the best of them, and is as hardy
as any : this and Collinsia bicolor are the two best lilac,

or imitation of lilac-colour we have. Erysimum Perof-
skianum, a tall yellow flower, like a turnip flower, when
sown in September, planted out at the beginning of

March, and trained down to the surface of the bed as it

grows, comes into bloom at the beginning of May, and
lasts to Midsummer, or longer, and, so treated, is one of

the very finest beds ever seen in May; but if allowed to

grow its own way, you might just as well have a bed of

seed turnips. A second sowing of it the first week in

April, and again about the end of May, would carry it

right through the season till the frost came. Six or

seven plants of it, put into pots about the now year,

would come in finely for the greenhouse in April ; but
it will not stand forcing—the protection of a greenhouse
or pit is as much as it can safely endure. C'allichroa

platyglossa is another style of yellow, a composite, and
a much dwarfer plant than the last. The flowers are

bull-eyed, like a daisy, large for the size of the plant,

and there are two shades of yellow in them. One
should always contrive so as to have these two in flower

every May, when yellow flowers are scarce. Platystemon
Californicus and Limnanthes Douglasii are two yellowish

kinds, which are grown for making up this colour in

May ; but they are at best but second-rate, if so much.
Bartonia aurea, a beautiful clear yellow flower on a
weedy-looking plant, sown now, and transplanted into

very poor, light soil early in April, will flower in May,
an(l be nnich better than under any other treatment.

The flowers are of the very finest, as rich as those of

Alamanda; but the plant is no better than a dock in

good soil. Leptosiplton androsaceus, a very dwarf lilac,

or purple -and -white -mixed flower, stands the winter
well, and would flourish on the top of an old dung-heap
better than elsewhere, so no bed can bo too rich for it;

in poor soil, the first sunny day, or, at least, the first
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week of a droiiglit, finislies it. Luplnus nanus (uUiit a

pity that garck'iicrs do not sow lai'ge breadths of tliis

I

very beautiful dwarf Lujiiii every autumn) lias quite a

i

different character when allowed to grow on slowly

all the winter. It would do to plant out in April, where
Lobelia racemosa, or any dwarf blue plant was too tall

late in the season. It blooms from May to the middle
or end of August, from seeds sown about the middle or

end of September, provided the plants are not allowed

to ripen any seeds. Another sowing, about the first

week in May, would carry it on to the middle of October.

Silene pendida, S. compacta, and S. Schafta, are the best

of the Catchflies, and are always best from autumn
sowing. I once saw a thatched cottage, covered with

Silene pendula in bloom about the middle of ^lay.

The Virginian Slock fiowers in April, if sown now, and
all the varieties of the branching Larhspur will bloom
most part of the summer, if sown early in September.

Corn-floioers (C'entaurea cijamis, and ilepressa) sow for

cut flowers. D. He.^ton.

CLIMBERS FOR WARM CONSERVATORIES.
A VARIETY of enquiries have reached us on this sub-

ject, wliicb will perhaps be best met by answering the

following questions.

1st.—What do you mean by a warm conservatory, or

greenhouse? A house where the lowest average nightly

temperature in winter ranges from 40° to M°. Even in

severe weather it should seldom fall below 4U°. On the

other hand, a cool house, where preservation is the chief

object, may range from 10° to j° lower when the wea-

ther is severe. In tine, mild weather in winter, the

warm greenhouse may average 50° at night. In severe

frost it wiU be safe at from 40° to 4.j'^. In all cases

where sun can be got, the house may bo allowed to

rise from 5° to 15" by the heat of its rays, and bo

early shut up. In fact, air should be given in winter

chiefiii to keep the atmosphere sweet, and prevent the

plants getting drawn. This latter evil is most likely to

liappen in dull weather, with artiticial beat applied. A
rise of temperature with sunshine will seldom produce
sucli a result. The king of day— the absence or presenee

of bright light—should always be our guide witK regard

to temperature. In such houses we e.xpect to see plants

slowly growing all the winter, many in fidl bloom, and
tender plants kept safely, so as to bloom freely iu

summer. For this latter purpose few things are more
appropriate than climbers. Many, considered rather

tender, are quite at home when they get elevated enough
to scramble over the I'oof, and far enough from the glass,

say one-and-a-half to two feet, to prevent their being
suddenly cooled by radiation in a cold night. As many
of our stove, or tropical plants, do better out-of-doors iu

summer than when pent up in a hothouse, and yet

would only maintain a lingering existence in a cool

greenhouse in winter, so many of these climbers will

bloom in a warm greenhouse as freely as in a plant

stove ; nay, much more so, as the partial check in

winter is useful for inducing a profusion of bloom.
andl}'. When, and how, should I plant them ? It

might be done carefully in this month of August, but I

should prefer April or May; as then they have got the

whole season before them to gi'ow freely, and as, unless

the plants were very large, you could not expect much
bloom the first year. If planted out, the position, if

possible, should be near the heating medium, whether
pipes or flues, as this will keep the roots more comfort-

able. It will also be advisable to make a small pit, say

two feet square, with bricks, &o., for each plant, and
deep enough to allow plenty of rough matter at the

bottom communicating with a drain. The separate pit

for each will not only tend to prevent rampant, un-
ripened growth, but you can easily change, and renew

a plant without disturbing its neighbour. If not planted

out, wooden boxes will be preferable to any kind of pots,

as the roots will be less exposed to variations of tempe-

rature. The soil, in general cases, should be light and
open, as luxuriance can always be obtained by surface-

dressings, and manure-waterings.
:irdly. Will Passijlora Billottii bloom in such a bouse?

Yes, and a pretty thing it is, though I think an error

was often committed iu those who sent it out speaking
of it as being as hardy as P. ceerulea racemosa. The chief

fault I find with it is that in such a bouse the

flowers do not expand freely iu dull weather, but
drop when three-parts opened. My plant has hardly

got lofty enough yet to show what it can do, but my
present impression is that it will require a sunny
position in summer, and an average temperature iu

winter, above, rather than at all below 45°.

Passijlora Kermesina is a plant of a very different

habit, producing great abundance of its beautiful

crimson flowers, and this (though not lately) I have
had in great profusion in such a bouse. When its

young shoots, covered with opened and progressing

buds, are suspended from an arch or rafter, the appear-

ance is very captivating. In the people's Crystal Palace

there will be room to show off such plants in all their

grandeur. This last one by no means requires great

room, as it may be trained round a trellis, and flower

freely in a teu-inch pot. When the Billottii is tried,

this might also have a niche in a warm corner, but

should not be planted out until it has a good shoot, at

least from eight to twelve feet in length.

4lhly. Can I bloom and fruit such Passifloras as

quadrangularis and cdulis, in such a bouse? No; as

respects the first. Yes ; as respects the second. Quad-

rangularis requires a strong, moist beat when growing,

and a high temperature to set the flowers, and even then

a little dusting of the pollen by hand will be necessary.

The fruit gets to the size of an ordinary melon, and is

much liked by some people. The flowers are truly

grand ; but I have never seen them in anything like

perfection unless in a plant stove. In the warm con-

servatory, edulis will be just at home. It blooms freely,

but the flowers are whitish, and not at all striking when
contrasted with their fellows. It fruits, also, very freely,

without any artificial pollen dusting on your part. The
fruit, when ripe, is nearly the size of a hen's egg, and of

a purple colour. The flavour is very peculiar,—acid, yet

rich, and is generally relished. Where the fruit is liked,

the plant deserves a place, even on that account.

Sthly. Will Bignonia venusta and Ckirere blow

there ? One of the best of the Bignonias for such a

ji]ace is jasminoides, but it should have a pit, or a con-

fined place for root-action. Chirere I have also seen

doing very fairly in such circumstances ; but I think it

would be vain to attempt venusta. I have not grown
the latter for many a day, and yet I think it is the most
splendid of the race. It is a native of warm positions

in South America, and seems to like heat as well intliis

country as in its native home. I have fcon it good in

many jiositions, but best of all when planted iu a pit,

in the bed, or bark-pit of a stove. Then, with plenty of

room, pruned rather close back In winter, eiiLOuraged

to grow in spring and summer, it became a truly gor-

geous object iu autunu,

(ithly. AVill Maiidei-iihi suarcalens, Ipomcca Leirii,

I. insignis, and Slephnnolisjluribunda, answer iu such a

house ? Yes ; all of I hem, if strong, healthy plants are

used. Small, dwindling things will be apt to go oft" the

first winter. '.I'he Ma'ndevilla is a sort of Citizen ofthe-

world plant, thriving against a wall, in greenhouses,

and plant stoves, but a warm greenhouse or conser-

vatory is the position in which it appears to greatest ad-

vantage—its young shoots, clothed with its bunches of

white flowers, dangling iu wild profusion, or running
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along a wiro in more massive wreaths. Tliis is well

worthy of a rafter or arch ill every greenhouse. Ipoincea

Learii is still more at home in such a house, though a
,

native of Ceylon. It will lose many of its leaves in
[

winter, hut that is a matter of no consequence, as it may
then be pruned back very freely, and it will always bloom

better on a few pretty strong shoots than on masses of
|

smaller ones. The flowers will be as large, more in- '

tensely blue, and the leaves not so large, as when the

plant is grown in a stove house. I have nearly destroyed

a splendid plant by extra severe loppings, as it

threatened to monopolise a whole I'oof. Even now a bit
^

of it, here and there, mingled with other things, is very

beautiful. On dull days, tbo flowers will maintain their i

beauty until the afternoon. On bright days, if not well

shaded, they will shrivel up by mid-day. Unshaded,

about nine o'clock is the time to see them in their glory,
i

The house in which this plant used to bo such an orna-
[

ment, and which, even in its lopped state, it beautifies

now, has frequently been at 40°, and, for short intervals,
j

below it in winter. As alluded to above, no leaves, except

a few small ones, need be left on the plant in winter. It

is rather subject to a white scale ; the best mode of

getting rid of which is to prune in rather close, and then

scrub the stems with soft-soapy water. Ipomiea insiyiiit,

often termed Sellowii, is quite a counterpart in colour,

bein" pink ; it flowers equally freely, but is not quite so

hardy for a rafter, as the stems are aj)t to die back to a

tuberous root. It is well fitted for a round trellis. One of

the most beautiful of all the Ipomceas, namely, ccendea

rubni, would just be at home in such a house, aud in

general would do best if grown from seeds, sown in a

hotbed in spring, the seedlings pricked, and potted oft",

aud got into such a house in May. The extreme beauty

of the flowers would more than repay the trouble.

\ Stephanotis florihunda, I planted out last summer.

The house was several times at, and below, -10° during

winter, but only for short intervals ; mostly ranging

from 4")° to 48° at night, with a good rise from sunshine.

A good many of the leaves fell, and several of the

yoiuigest shoots damped oS' quite back to the older

wood; it grew on, however, in the bright days of April

and May. Tlie shoots have got some twelve feet in

height, and are in bloom, and showing bloom at almost

every joint. When once I get it high enough to span

an arch, or mount a rafter, I feel assured the plant will

just be in its element. Even now, the sweetness difl'used

through the house by its dozen or two of opened buuclies

of flowers is a sufficient reward. [f the autumn is fine

thei-e will be abundance more. AVhile on the subject,

I may mention that this is a very accommodating plant.

Whether round a trellis, in a pot, or round an arch in a

conservatory, I could hardly take it upon me to state

what is the best method to adopt as respects pruning

and training. Some of my coadjutors will, no doubt,

assist, or correct where 1 may be in error. Two modes,

my limited practice with this gem of a plant has sug-

gested.

First.— When the plant U wished to bloom very fair

every year. In this case, when done flowering, the plant

should be thinned, rather sparingly pruned, removing
as much of the old wood as you can do, so as to have

a sufficiency of the curreut season's growth. Then,

after this, growth should not be so much attempted as

ripening the wood. The plant, therefore, should stand

right in the sun, and just have water enough to keep

it from flagging. The young shoots that come from the

well-ripened buds will yield you the chief part of the

flowers.

2'he second mode is to partly sacrifice one year for a
moi-e regular and gorgeous display in the succeeding

one. In this case, the plants are pruned back freely,

the young shoots that come are thinned-out to the

desired number; shade and moisture are freely given

them to encourage growth ; the treatment, in fact, the

opposite of causing llower-buds to form. 'Tben, towards
the end of summer and the autumn the treatment is

reversed ; light and air are given freely ; water is

gradually withheld. The plants are kept cool in winter,

and when excited into growth next spring, almost every
bud from those shoots grown and ripened the preceding
year brings its masses of fragrant white blossoms, liy

thus sacrificing a season to growth, many other plants

would present a more uniform appearance than when
grown and bloomed every year. A first-rate gardener
told me it is also the only way to produce astonishing

effects with those beautiful orchids, the Dendrohiums,
and others. R. Fish.

THE HOLLYHOCK.
{Continued from paye 030.)

The seedling plants of the Hollyhock being trans-

planted, as directed in our last, the only care they
require, during the spring and simimer, will be keeping
them clear of weeds and insects, the most destructive of

which is the grub at the root, and the red spider on the

leaves. The grub is the most difficult to destroy ; there

is no eftectual way of doing so excepting that of search-

ing for them near the leaves when the Hollyhock is

planted. Here we have had such a dry season in the

spring that the grubs could not travel from plant to

plant, and, in consequence, tliey have escaped ; but
now, since the rain came, they begin to creep about,

seeking their food aud devouring it. We could forgive

them if they would bo content with a leaf, like a cater-

pillar, but nothing will serve them but the stem, just

near the surface of the soil. Nothing will prevent their

eating ott'a youug plant but catching them.
The red spider is an enemy to be guarded against

witli every precaution. In wet seasons the rain and
moisture prevent the increase of this pest, but in dry
weather it increases fast and fearfully. As soon as spots

on the leaves are perceived it is certain he is at work ;

then use the syringe freely, at least every evening,

and if that does not check liim, further means must be

used : mix some sulphur with water, aud sponge every

leaf with it. In the early stage of growth this will not

be much trouble ; at least, where valuable kinds are

cultivated, it will be worth that trouble to get rid of them.
Transplanting.—When the plants have attained some

size, and begin to be crowded, it will then be prudent
to prepare a piece of ground large enough to contain

these choice seedlings at such a distance from each other

as to afl'ord them space to bloom. This preparation

will consist of, first, a good coat or covering of well-

decomposed dung; then dig the ground over, at least a

good spit deep, aud mix the manure well with it ; if it

is tinned over twice it will be all the better. If the

site chosen for the purpose be wet, it must be thoroughly

drained. This may appear a considerable amount of

trouble and expense, especially for seedlings, but it is,

nevertheless, necessary to he done, in order to give them
a fair chance to show what they are worth at once. If

this trenching and manuring is done about the end of

July, the plants may be transplanted into it by the

middle of August, which will give them time to become
firmly established before the winter. Home may show a
disposition to spindle up into flower ; such should have
the flower stems nipped ott" at once, which will cause

them to produce stocky shoots, not flowering stems.

They should be planted out in rows at least eighteen

inches apart, or, if ground is plentiful, let them be two

feet between each row, and nine inches from plant to

plant in the row. When the cold weather advances,

and the growth in consequence is stopped, let the sur-

face be stirred, and a thin layer of litter spread between
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tlie rows; tliis will keep out the frost, and preserve tbe

roots greatly.

Id tbe spring following, this litter should be lightly

forked over, mixing it with the soil as much as possible,

care being taken not to injure or disturb the roots. The
plants will then be strong and healthy, and able to send
up strong flower-stems. As they advance, let each have
a stake to tie it to, to prevent the winds twisting off the

stems. As the flowers appear, it is a season of some
anxiety and pleasing excitement to watch the opening
blooms, and discover the good ones amongst them. As
they appear, let each one possessing good properties be
marked, and desci-ibed in a book kept for the purpose;
but let every single one, or such as are decidedly objec-

tionable in other respects, be pulled up and thrown
away at once. T. Appleby.

{To It conliinied.)

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
Beixg on our usual autumnal tour through the north

of England, we have jotted down a few notes on things
we have had the privilege and ))leasure of visiting in
the nurseries and gardens we considered worthy of

notice ; and wo think such notes of sufflcient interest

to send them to the editor to be published, for the in-

formation, or, at least, amusement of tbe readers of
The Cottage Gardener.
We are happy to find that the taste for ConiferiB is on

the increase. Mr. C. Scott, gardener to W. Vavasour,
Esq., at Hazlewood Castle, near Tadcaster, in Yorkshire,
has been engaged by that gentleman to inclose about
ten acres, or perhaps more, and plant it with the best
and hardiest of that interesting and useful tribe.

Though only planted about eighteen months ago, they
are making already considerable growth. Mr. Scott
plants each tree upon a slightly elevated mound of pre-

pared loam, and with tlie best effect. He informed us that
it is in contemplation to increase the space for this pm--
pose to a great extent. Now this planting of these rare

and choice plants renders the place exceedingly interest-

ing both to the owner and the visitors. James Watts,
Esq., of Cheadle, near Manchester, has also directed his
gardener, J\Ir. Sturdy, to ornament his pleasure grounds
with a considerable number of Coniferse. We saw this

place last autumn, and there was scarcely a specimen in

it, but now there may be seen avenues of them. We
were much struck with some Arnucaria iinbricata, up-
wards of ten feet high, that had been removed nearly a
hundred miles with the most perfect success, though
they had been planted in the jilace they were brought
from for at least seven years. This proves that there is

no necessity for nurserymen to keep this noble tree in

pots, cramping its roots and stinting its gi-owth. It

shows that it may be transplanted, when of a consider-
able size, with safety, even a great distance, and, of

course, with still greater safety if on the same estate.

Wilton Hall, near Blackburn, in Lancashire, Joseph
Fieldeu, Esq. This place has also been ornamented
with Coniferse to a considerable extent. The gardener,
Mr. Wilson, assured us, that though the place in winter
is much colder than many other places in the neigh-
bourhood, the Araucaria imhricatn, Cedrus ileodara,

and C'rijptomeHa japoniea, stood the winter well. The
pinetum is situated on the side of a lofty hill, almost
high enough to attain the dignity of a mountain; and
here, amidst a number of Scotch firs, planted as nurses,
most of the kinds usually considered somewhat tender
flourish surprisingly

; iu truth, a lesson may be learnt
from that fact—low, sheltered situations are not the
places to give a strong and hardy constitution to such
plants. The warmth of the summer, it is true, in such
sunny nooks, where no cold blasts can blow, will cause
the plants to push into vigorous growth, but such

growths are tender, pithy, and ill-ripened, and are, in

consequence, rendered in most cases unable to with-
stand or bear the chilling effects of the winter frosts

;

whereas, on the mountain side, where temperate breezes
are more prevalent, the young wood ac(iuires early a
degree of hardness that enables it to bear such more
moderate changes with impunity. At a place in Cheshire
we saw an illustration of these laws of nature. The
place is called Astle Hall, situated near Chelford, on an
almost level plain. I. Dixon, Esq., the owner, several

years ago, had some Conifers planted in front of some
tall trees, with the idea that the latter would shelter these

choice, and, most likely then, very expensive, plants.

Last winter, though, comparatively speaking, a very
mild one, was severe enough to nearly kill a fine spe-

cimen of Pinus insignis. The gardener, Mr. Davis,
stated that every leaf was turned brown, and he fully

e.tpected it was quite killed ; but when the warm wea-

ther returned, the old wood sent forth shoots, all the

young ones being quite destroyed. Now, this very

species, on the much colder hills of Lancashire, at

Wilton Park, was not injui-ed iu the least. This is a
fact worth knowing, in order to avoid such almost fatal

consequences of sheltering too much. T. Appleby.
(To be cont'tmtc'd.)

GERMINATION OF SEEDS IN AUTUMN.
It cannot have escaped the notice of the most care-

less observer how much more slowly seeds vegetate after

the end of August than they do in the spring and early

summer, while, to all outward appearances, the ground
seems in better order now than then, so far as its tem-

perature, and the other conditions which regulate its

fertility are concerned. Plants, more especially those

of the Cabbage-worts, make greater progress, unless

checked by some adverse circumstance, as want of rain,

&c., but seeds do not rapidly vegetate. A glance at

that all-important law of nature will unravel the mys-
tery,—we shall then see the beautiful design of seeds

being committed to the earth in the autumn, and re-

maining quiet until returning spring arouses them into

life again ; this is more especially true of such kinds as

by their constitutioji are unable to bear the severities of

winter in so young and tender a state as they must
necessarily he when just unfolding their rough leaves,

for the first time, to " November's cold and chilly blast."

Now, while nature may be thus wisely sealing up and
putting away the germs of future vegetation in the

shape of seeds of various kinds, she is actively engaged
in urgiag on such as have not performed the duties

allotted them in that field of industry. Celery grows

with a vigour unknown in July; Spinach advances

apace ; while the whole of the Brocoli, Turnip, and Cab-

bage tribe, aided by the copious dews common at this

period, make, for a time, rapid progress. The lesson

taught by this beautifid arrangement ought not to be

lost upon us; it should make us see the folly of sowing
various seeds at times when nature refuses to assist in

their germination—yet we do persevere in our opposition,

and. trusting to the "artificial assistance we are able to

afford, we commit seeds to the ground at the forbidden

time mentioned, and, with some little coaxiug, we con-

trive to get a great part of them to grow ; so far has

successful and long-continued cultivation been able to

overcome the dislike that nature has to her hidden

treasures bursting from the salutary bonds imposed

upon them in the face of the inclement season fast

approaching. Thus Cauliflotcer and Lettuce seed will ger-

minate, and the young family thrive too, if nursed a little

at the time when they are literally " breaking the shell
;"

that object being accomplished, they may be subjected

to a little more hardship, and taught the common
lesson of society, that as they are now fairly into the
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workl, they must rough their way through it ; tliis

"turuiDg out," however, does not mean that they are to

receive no furtlier notice ; on the contrary, their welfare

is too important a matter to leave to mere chance,

—

the same interest which hrought them thus far must
still watch over them, and though for a few weeks the

treatment they receive may appear rough, its ohjeot is

but the proper discipline of its protegees, and hy-and-by
the same fostering care is directed to them again, but in

another shiipe, when the aspect of things outwardlj*

tells, in unmistakeable language, that hard weather is

fast approaching, and that ))rotection will be required.

This is granted in a modified sense ; and, by the exercise

of similar acts of prudence, a brood of lettuces and cauli-

flowers are coaxed through the winter, and early in spring
find themselves advantageously placed so as to com-
mand an early maturity, of which they take due advan-
tage. But tlien there is a chance of their hurrying on
to a premature ripeness, which, in Cauliflower, is called

buttoning. Here the skill of the cultivator is again
brought into action ; he can, by long experience, tell

pretty well the probabilities of a plant's future intention
;

if he knows its past history, and if the seed be from a
good kind, and not sown too early, be can form a good
guess (barring accidents) how it will turn out.

Now, the plain routine of the matter is this : the
result of many years experience has taught us that the
beginning of September is the best time to sow Canli-

flowers to stand the winter. We generally sow on the
first or second, and if the weather be very dry, watering
and shading, as recommended for cabbages, &c., must
be attended to. If soddening rains, and cold weather
occur, then some spare lights put over the beds will be
of service ; at any rate, assistance must be given so as
to obtain an eai-ly germination, and care taken to pre-

serve it afterwards. As there are few things in the

gardening way of more consequence than the well-doing
of the early cauliflower crop, and as any misadventure is

less easily rectified in this than other jiroductions, we
strongly urge on the amateur to keep a sharp look out
for the various enemies that seedling plants are beset
with, as well as to coax the seed to grow, by warmth
and moisture, without blistering the ground by allowing
the sun to shine unobstnictcd upon it. After watering,
if mats are laid over it, much of the sun's warming rays
would be transmitted through them, and yet the ground
would not have that caked, sealed-up appearance it has
when the sun dries up the surface into a sort of band,
skin, or cake, unkind and almost impervious to the
delicate seed-leaves of a plant induced to trust itself on
the tender mercies of an untoward season. Some miti-

gation of the evil, with a benefit to the young crop, in
addition, may be had in mixing charcoal dust with the
soil. This, besides being a fertilizer of no mean power,
is an enemy to that grub which forms the "club" in

the stem of young plants of the Cabbage-worts. Let,

therefore, a part of it be dug in with the top soil of the

bed, and the seed be sown (watered if necessary), and
on the middle of the first few bright days shade it as

above, taking it always off at night, and the first

gloomy day may be taken advantage of to discontinue
it, or gradually so.

Uulike most other vegetables, the varieties, or so-called

varieties of cauliflowers are few. Many seedsmen, or
seed-growers, have affixed their name to some " superb

"

kind, but beyond that there seems little distinctive dif-

ference between the kind commonly grown, and those
improved varieties and the late cauliflower. Certainly
the Asiatic belongs to the section of Brocolis, such as
the Walchcren. Cauliflowers deserve more attention,

with regard to the purity of their seed, than many other
articles. Sown to come in at a time when our tables
are deficient of several vegetables of similar character,
its loss cannot be endured without disappointment.

Lettuces, of the kinds formerly mentioned, may also

be sown in a similar way to cauliflowers, only, as most of

them will have to stand the winter where sown, let the

bed be on some well-sheltered place, and so as to admit
of a covering of some kind or other in severe weather,

should such occur. The plants of former sowing may
also be planted out to stand the winter, and take care

that the slugs, and other enemies, do not prey on the

newly-come-up seedlings, nor yet on the newly-turned-

out plants. Spindch may also be sown, if not done last

week ; and on all favovirable occasions earth-up Celenj

as required. Thin Turnips sown last month, and if the

weather holds dry, let every inch of vacant ground be
dug, or otherwise stirred, in order to benefit by an
atmosphere of more utility in that respect now than in

November. J. Eobson.

THE BENEFIT CLUB.
By the Author of''- My Flowers," "The Collage Lamp," dr.

I AM going again to touch upon the subject of Benefit

Clubs. I see another instance of then- value iu the case of

the cottage gardener whose miraculous conversion 1 have
noticed in my last paper ; and having long felt sU-ongly their

use and importance to the labouring classes, I am glad

to be able to add another proof of it, in the hope that it

may lead attention to them, where, perhaps, they have never
existed.

When a poor man becomes sick or past work, what is he
to do ? Is he to run into debt ? How can he dischai-ge it ?

Is he to go to the union ? It is a refuge provided for the

destitute, and, no doubt, planned and carried out in the best

manner that can be devised ; it may be so ; but after a life of

toil and hai'dship, the poor man loves the calm and free

enjoyment of his honest old age, by his own fireside, among
his family, and Uie beautiful things of nature, where he has
dwelt since he left the cradle. Let us make large allowance

for the honom-able tillers of the soil. Some of us may know
nothing of a Union ; we may have no cause to know or fear

it ; we may be easy in circumstances, or too much raised

above the humbler classes to suppose for a moment that we
shall ever need its shelter; and this veiy feeling may make
us think lightly of the poor man's feelings when he is called

upon to give up his British " Castle," and go to pass the

rest of his days in a union workhouse. I have heard hard

things said, very stony sentiments uttered by the affluent,

regarding the reluctance of the poor to give up independence,

so sweet to a son of Britain, and place themselves in a

situation of restraint and separation from their families for

the rest of their lives. We do not sufficiently feel for our

poorer brethren; we do not put ourselves in their place, and
then think how it would be. Eestraints must, and ought to

exist, where numbers are joined together; men could not

live without them, all would otherwise be wrecked and
rained. But can we be sui^prized at people disliking this in

then- old age ? Soldiers, sailors, are restrained—strongly,

powerfully, restiained—but they have chosen their profession,

and ai-e, besides, always looking forward to the time when
they shall return to Old England, and spend their latter

days in peace at home ; but the honest labourer, may God
bless him ! has nothing to look to in his old age but starva-

tion or the Union ! This should not be ; but the poor

abound in our land, and perhaps it is an impossibUity so to

order our political economy as to provide a remedy ; but /
am sure that if Benefit Clubs were estabUshed wisely, ex-

tensively, and generally, throughout the country, largely

supported by honorary members, and watched over by the

under shepherds of the flock—I say, I feel sure, that more
would be done to lessen the poor-rates, civilize and improve

the people, and secm-e their comfort and happiness in old

age than any other plan that could be adopted. There is a

self-supporting rnnciple iu Benefit Clubs that is wholesome

and honourable ; the poor man feels that he is not living on

cliarity, but on a general fund to which he has himself con-

tributed his pi-oper share ; and he must be satisfied, too, to

know that at any rate part of his earnings have been wisely

employed.
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John F sits comfortably in bis kitcben, although it is

in loneliness ; but he has kinJ and respectable neighbours,
and he does not, therefore, feel his solitude opjiressive. I

said to him a day or two ago, " You feel now the comfort of

your club, John." " I do, indeed, ma'am," he replied.
" What do you receive weekly ? " " Seven shillings, ma'am.
A sick member receives full pay for six months, and half-

pay afterwards." "Well," I said, "but suppose now that

you are unable to work for the rest of your life, how long
would your half-pay continue'?" "As long as I live, or as

long as the funds hold out, ma'am." " And what do you
pay in monthly ? " " Fifteen-])ence." " And what would
you have done, supposing you did not belong to a club?

"

"Gone to the union, ma'am; there's nothing else for it."

" I wish every man in the parish belonged to a club," I

remarked; "they are tlie only things to do him good." "It's

a pity they are not better supported," John replied. " None
of the gentlefolks helps oiu's, so there 's nothmg more than
we pay ourselves. But," he added, "if I was a rich man, if

I had as many bank-notes as I could carry in my great
basket, I would not give one shilling to support a club that
wastes money upon no good. Here, one club gives four
pounds at Whitsuntide for music, and eating and drinking.

One dinner is all very well the day the club meets, but then
they are at it again next day, and it all costs money. Let
the money for the band and the second dinner be put by in

the fund, it all helps ; and nobody 's a bit better or wiser for

the music and the beer aftenvards."
John's view of the matter is a sensible one ; but many

men, we know, have many minds ; and unless there is some
wise and weighty person to form and enforce rules, evils

will mix with the good.

There is a club of young men in the parish also, lately

established by a clergyman resident in it, but not the incum-
bent. This little brotherhood is conducted very difl'erently.

The promoter superintends it himself, presides at the meet-
ing, which is not held at a iniblic-house, and by liis jiresence
and care prevents the excesses too often arising from the
i/Hdisciphned clubs.

It appears to me, that if the poor men in a parish were
enabled to join a life club by their- richer neighbours' assist-

ance, that would be scarcely felt by a gentleman or a farmer,
whieli would support a fellow-creature in sickness and old
iige. Some poor labourers, with large families, might be
unable to meet the monthly demand, in which case, a ti-ifling

sura per montb, ft-om tlie master for whom he works, would
insure him comforts which perhaps no master could supply
when sickness or old age arrives ; and, therefore, effect an
amount of good that can only be seen and felt when the
time of trial comes.
Tbe blessing of the Lord is never withheld from earnest

and active endeavours to do good, wlien they are undertaken
witli a single eye to His glory, and the benefit of the poor
and needy. Let us not think of our own pockets, except
in so far as how to do most with that which we have to

give ; but let us think of the British labourer, and how best
to promote his real good. To provide for his old ai/e, is a

duty incumbent upon all who have this world's goods, and
a sacred duty too. It should also be earned out sjiirilually ;

and this may be largely etlected by means of these clubs.

A man of God, presiding over his flock, needs not a feeble
pen to tell him what to do, or how to do it. He has his

Master's work at heart, and his Master's rules to go by, and
from them he will frame his little building, and order his

household. If the foundation is Jesus Christ, however
small andfeeble the super-structure be, waves and storms
shall not prevail against it. That is the Rode; and whether
we frame churches, or constitutions, or kingdoms, or house-
holds, or only humble Benefit Clubs, let us see thai wc arc
on " llic Eocli ;" for " the fire shall try evei"y man's work of
what sort it is," and no blessing can or will be found where
Jesus Christ is not made " the precious corner-stone" and
the " sure foundation."
The circulation of The Cottage Gaedkner is so exten-

sive, that I feel I am addressing these i-eniarks to the
British public. May they be the means of promoting the
good of our poorer brethren.

COCHIN-CHINAS v. SPANISH EOWLS.
I HAVE been much interested in the remarks of " Gallus,"

on the pajier on poultry that appeared with my name
attached to it in The Cottage Gardener of July 20th. If
I ask you to give insertion to my present commimicatiou, it

is no less with a view that, together with your readers in

general, I may profit by the obserTations of one who is so
evidently master of his subject, as that I may also avail

myself of the opportunity to add a few words to what I have
already urged in favour of the Cochm- China race.

Two candidates, I find, for pre-eminence in our poultry
courts, have opposed my own nomination—and formidable
ones I at once confess them to be, in many respects ; the
more so, indeed, as my own knowledge of one of them,
Dorkings, is by no means so perfect as I should wish, and
still hope it may be.

Together with Dorkings, Spanish fowls are mentioned by
" Gallus " as more likely to be kept with profit by the
farmer and cottager than any other race. Now, youi' readers
will remember that I first expressed a diflieulty as to Spanish,
from their cost. " Gallus " says, in reply, that it certainly is so

at 2>rcsenl, but that another year their price will be much re-

duced. Now, first-rate Spanish, as dealers tell me, are more
difficult to obtain than any other variety of fowls, not even
excepting Cochin-Chinas ; but the latter, for the last two ov

three years, have even increased in iirice, and glad as I

should most certainly be to see Spanish birds more easily

attainable, I hardly venture to expect that their fall in

value can be so immediate.
" Gallus " seems to have, indeed, prospered with his

chickens of this race, and, with great good fortune, to have
avoided the Scylla and Charybdis of bad eggs and dead
chickens, that have during the present year disheartened so

many of my Cornish neighbours ; wisely, therefore, will

they avail themselves of his stock.

Spanish " and " Dorkings, I see, would, in his opinion,

both take precedence of Cocliiu-Chinas, with those " ivlwse

object is ijood returns;" and' few, I believe, in these days,

will be indifferent to this great recommendation in the
occupants of their poultry yards.

But here I must observe, that but few persons, in the

position of farmers or cottagers, have the means of keeping
tivo distinct breeds of fowls, so that we must make the

selection of one or the other, as best suited to their require-

ments. It must be, therefore, either Spanish or Dorkings,

not Spanish and Dorkings, as " Gallus " intimates in The
Cottage Gardener of the 5th inst. AVhen poultry-keepers

are so fortunate as to have more than one ivalk, they can
safely indulge their taste for variety ; but the cottager

always, and the farmer ijcnerally, is limited in this respect.

Nor must we liere omit an earnest caution, to avoid all risk

of crossing our birds with other races; for no matter how
meritorious the fii'st results, a very few generations will bo
sutficient to satisfy their owners that a pure stock would
have been better policy, and this for reasons wiiich need not
be referred to here. Now, as regards the conflicting claims

of Spanish and the Cochin-Chinas, let us see what can be
said by their respective advocates.

First, as regai-ds them as layers. The Spanish hens in

the possession of " Gallus " have laid, according to his

statement in The Cottage Gardener, " six eij/js per ireck,

since February lust ;" but great productiveness as this most
assuredly is, we still find that his Cochin-Chinas " laid even

more eygs than his Spanish." Now, as to the relative market
value of eggs, I have not found, on ordinary occasions, that

any higher i)rice is given for the lai-ger eggs, excepting, of

course, such as Bantams; while, on the other hand, a pre-

ference is certainly given for those of the rich brown tint,

which distinguishes the Cochin-China, and is supposed to

indicate its superior quahty. We must remember, too, that

Thomas's land employers gave him his fowls for the special

purpose of supplying him with ei/ijs, which Thomas's fair

bride would probably, in due course, convey to mai'ket.

Now, although his master's Cochin-Chinas had, hitherto,

laid more eggs than the Spanish, Thomas's choice was, un-

doubtedly, a wise one, for his special purpose ; and had I

been the fortunate one to whom tbe option was given, my
selection would have been the same ; for I have always

thought, that wherever eijgs were chiefly regarded, Spanish

would have the preference; while, for the general pui-pose of
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those farmers and cottagers who, for profit, look to cldckens

uo less than eggs, fowls that will bolli sit anil make good
mothers ai-e best adapted. It also tells well for the Cochin-
Chinas, that even with the time lost iu sitting and rearing

their broods, a larger number of eggs was laid by them than
by their- competitors, who were never thus occupied.
While speakiug of Spanish fowls, I may observe that

" Minorcas " was the name commonly given in this neigh-
bourhood to a fuller-sized fowl than the true Spanish ; it

wanted more or less the distinguishing characteristic of the
white cheek, and their plumage was generally a glossy black,

occasionally mottled. I kept tliera myself for several year's,

and remember but one hen ever wanting to sit. Eggs were
given to her, and a brood hatched and reared, but the
mother soon after died with every symptom of consumption,
though previously in apparent health. My recollections of

poultry iu Spain recal a very varied promiscuous race ; and
some few years since, I bought, out of a Sjjanish xebeajue
that stress of weather had driven into our bay, some fowls,

whose plumage, in all respects, resembled a brown Indian
silk fowl. It would be interesting to learn whether the pure
bred birds, now in the possession of " Gallus," are from any
recently-imported stock, or allied to Mr. Barber's Aiida-

lusiau fowls. I am told that many good Spanish birds

ai'e now imported from Holland and Belgium.
So much, then, for our respective candidates as regards

theu' laying properties. With respect to theii- fitness for

the tabic, 1 should wish to be clearly understood, when I

claim for Cochin-Chinas no mean place in the estimation of

those most useful functionai'ies, our cooks : I repeat, that
any of the long-legged varieties must at once be discarded
for this purpose ; to my own eye they are unsightly in the
yard, and become still more so on the dinner table. Most
correct, therefore, must I consider the answer given to a
correspondent in the last Cottage GjIEdener, where you
say, that t/te most ^^perfoct fonn of Cochin- Chinas is as free

from legi/iness as the Horltimjs." Nor do I regard it as profit-

able to keep them beyond a certain age. as for general

puri)oses X find them quite large enough from 14 to 18

weeks old
;
probably they are then killed at the greatest

profit of any age. Thus we may fiiirly compare them witli

the improved Short-horns iu cattle ; for assuredly, from no
other race of fowls could a like weight be looked for in an
equal period of time. And here I must repeat my opinion,

founded on very many actual experiments, that the quahty
of their fiesh is not to be fotmd fault with, provided the breed
be originally well selected, subsequently well fed, and finally

well dressed. In saying this, I do not assert their equality

with Polish (the very ne plus iiltra of deceased chickens),

or such special Dorkings as Mr. Baily's shop can often

supply.

Now, the Spanish, from their dark skin and twisted

breast-bone, certainly do not look well on the table, and, as I

think, fairly merit then- assumed relationship to the Corvida;

alluded to by " Gallus." Thus, if my poor friends the
Cochin-Chinas are, in Thomas's opinion, somewhat too

closely allied to the parrot tribe, we must leave it to the
decision of the pubhc to decide, on the evidence of their

own palates, to which of the two they will award the pre-

ference—remembering always, that weight for their- money
will often influence purchasers, even among those who can
appreciate other merits, while it is for those who supply the

market that we are now writing.

I still think that the food consumed by Cochin-Chinas
is not beyond the proportion of their greater size ; but, not
having kept so careful a measurement of their allowances as

would justify me in pronouncing positively on this head, I
shall wait till the result of actual expeiiment will enable me
to give an accurate account of then- comparative consump-
tion with other fowls.

But, after all, Cochin-Chinas and Spanish must fight it

out on a fair field and ivithout favour. All that I urge for

the former has been said; but I again renew the caution,
that it is very far from every Gochin-China— even im-
ported bu-ds—that is likely to be kept with profit ; for this

purpose, a broad, deep, short-legged race can alone answer.
Now, if " Gallus " should wish to try such birds as I believe
will answer this description, I shall be happy to exchange
with him, and draw my own conclusions of the various
merits of theii- really beautiful competitors, the Spaniards.

With respect to the grey and speckled Dorkings, I shall as

yet maintain discreet silence, for I am conscious of not

possessing so fuU a knowledge of their merits as they

doubtless deserve from the accounts repeatetUy given of

them by such highly competent judges. But I have said

enough to show how highly I appreciate the practical in-

formation to be gained from correspondents of yom- paper,

who, like " Gallus," write that others may learn, from such

comparisons of individual experience, what is most likely to

suit their own case. I must also thank him for the very

courteous manner in which he has alluded to my observa-

tions on the comparative merits of the dift'erent breeds, and
will asstire him, that he is correct in believing that I am
only anxious, by these remarks, to benefit that hu'ge class of

persons to whom poultry-keeping may now ofl'er the means
of increasing the comforts of the cottage, or the profits of

the farm.—W. 'W. Winofiei.d, Gnlwal Ticaraijc, Penzance.

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

POULTRY SHOW.
In imitation of the Royal Agricultm-al Society, the Agri-

cultural Society of Yorkshire added to the other attractions

of their E.xhibition, at Shefiield, on the 4th and 5th of

August, a show of poultry. At this time of the year it is not

to be expected that the birds should look so blooming as in

winter or early spring, and many are kept away altogether

by the moulting season. Slaking allowances for all this, the

Exhibition under notice, although not numerous, was credit-

able to the Society and to the exhibitors. We append the

prize list, entire, which renders it unnecessary to go into

much detail here. In the Cochin class there were several

entries, Mr. Sturgeon again carrying off the first prizes.

The Dorkings were the best class in the Exhibition, and the

whole class was desei-vedly commended by the judges, the

Hon. and Kev. S. M. Lawley, and T. T. Parker, Esq.

dividing the prizes. The latter gentleman also obtained an

extra first prize for his Goslings. The Ducks were a very

good class, and the judges awarded two extra prizes to them.

In some of the other classes good bu'ds were exhibited,

and we hope the Society will continue to make part of their

Exhibition a featm-e so deservedly attractive as poultry, and

one so rapidly rising in favour.

Best Spanis/i cock and two hens, j?l, awarded to J. M. Thompson,
Dewsbury ; second ditto, lOs., to Robert J. Bentley, Eastwood-house,
Rotlierham. (5 entries.)

Best S/mnisA cock and one hen, lOs., awarded to Robert J. Bcntlej-,

Eastwood-house, Rotherham. (2 entries.)

Best Durking cock and two hens, .*!, awarded to S. W. Lawley,

Escrick Rectory, York; second ditto, lOs

Grange, St. Helens. (6 entries.)

Best Dorking cock and one hen, 10s,

Grange, St. Helens. (4 entries.)

Best Cochin-China cock and two hens, Jil, awarded to Thiunas Stur-

geon, Manor House; second ditto, 10s., to John Hill Smith, Skelton

Grange, York, and ftlrs. Hoggard, Clifton, York. (15 entries.)

Best Cochin-china cock and one hen, los., awarded to T. T. Parker,

Sutton Grange, St. Helens. (-1 entries.)

Best Matuj/ cock and two hens, jtl, awarded to Matthew Redgway,
Dewsbury ; second ditto, 10s., to Ja:

Halifax. (5 entries.)

Best Malm/ cock and one hen, 10s.

,

Brook Place.'Halifax. (1 entry.)

Best Game cock and two hens, £], a

Wood, Worksop ; second ditto, lOs.

Worksop. \6 entries.)

Best Game cock and one hen, lOs.,

Park, Worksop. (3 entries.)

Best Golden Pheasant cock and two hens, ^£"1, awarded to Joseph

ighley ; second ditto, 10s., to G. E. Taylor,

Park!

arded to T. T. Parker, Suttou

Dison, West Brook Place,

arded to James Dixon, West

.varded to Edward Frith, Turner

, to John Hall, Kivctou Park,

ivarded to John Hall, Kiveton

Tuley, Matchless H
Oatlands, Leeds. (0 entries.)

Best Golden Pheasant cock
Mould, Makeney House, Belp

Best Si/iv;r Pheasant cock
Leeming, Little Blackwood H
Taylor, Oatlands, Leeds. (10

Chitteprat

i one hen, 10s., awarded to Thos. John

(2 entries.)

id two hens, jfl, awarded to Daniel

le, Hahfai; second ditto, 10s., to G. E.
itries.)

cock and two hens, ^], awarded to G.

E. Taylor, Oatlanils, Leeds ; second ditto, 10s., to ditto. (6 entiles.)

[Mr. T. B. Stead, 1, Upper Albion-street, Leeds, exhibited some beau-

tiful specimens of Polish, Cochin-Cliina, and Black Spanish poultry,

which arrived too late on the ground for adjudication.]

Best Poland fowl (any variety) cock and one hen, lOs., awarded to C.

J. Mold, MaUeney House, Belpcr. (2 entries.)

Best cock and two hens of any other distinct breed, j^i, awarded to

John Hall, Kiveton Park, Worksop; second ditto, lOs., to Fentou
Bright, Bright, Crook's Wood, Sheffield. (7 entries.)

Best cock and one hen of a7ir/ other distinct breed, 10s., awarded to

R. J. Bentley, Eastwood, Rotherham. (1 entry.)

Best Gold or Silver-laced Bant im cock and two hens, 108., awarded to
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Charles Smith, Caistor, Lincoln. First prize not awarded for want of

merit. (3 entries.)

Best cock and two hens, black, white, or any other variety of Ban-
tams, sHX, awarded to G. E. Taylor, Oatlands, Leeds ; second ditto, U's.,

to James Dixon, Westbrook-place, Bradford. (12 entries.)

Best Gander and one Goose, ^l, awarded to T. T. Parker, Sutton
Grange, St. Helens, and Fergus Ferguson, Walkington, Beverley

;

second ditto, 10s., to T. T. Parker, Sutton Grange, St. Helena. [Double
first prize on account of extra merit.] (2 entries.)

Best drake and two Ducks, jBI, awarded to Robert J. Bentley, East-
wood-house, Rotherham ; second ditto, 10s,, to Samuel Watkins,
Worksop, Notts, and two second prizes to James Dixon, Bradford.
[Treble second prize on account of extra merit.] {17 entries.)

Best Turkey cock and hen, A^l, awarded to B. H. Brooksbank, Tick-
hill, Rotherham; second ditto, 10s., to ditto. (2 entries.)

PIGEONS.
Best pair of Blue Carrier, 5s., awarded to Godfrey Wentworth,

Woolley Park. (1 entry.)

Best pair of Veltou) Horseman, 5s,, ayf&rAtd to John Clark, Sowerby,
Thirsk. (I entry.)

Best pair of Brown-speckled Jacobins, fis., awarded to Godfrey Went-
worth, Woolley Park. (1 entry.)

Best pail- of Rujits, 5s., awarded to Robert IMiller, Worksop. (1

entry.)

SPECIMENS OF PLANTS AND FLORISTS'
FLOWERS.

All these must iu future be dii'ected to The Editor of

The Cottage Gaedenee, at Mr. H. Wooldridge's, Priulcr,

Wincliester.

September 2.

I advertise-

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Many QoestioiSS have to remain unanswered until next week, owing

to the Editor's unavoidable absence.
Cochin-China Cockerels {E. A. § S.).—We recommend you, and

any one else who requires first-class pale butf-coloured Cochin-China
cockerels, to apply to Capt. W. W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage,

Prescot, Lancashire.
Carrier Pigeons {Amateur Subscriber). — The pigeons used in

matches are the Antwerp Carriers, or, as they are more commonly
called, "the Antwerps." They resemble the common Tumbler more
than any other pigeon, but are of larger size. They have no wattle

round the eye, and very little upon the beak, less than a Cropper.
Their colours are various, as blues, &c., and the price varies from 3s, to

8s. per pair. They may be obtained from almost every dealer in pigeons,

but we have obtained some from Mr. S. Mason, King's Cottage, Fulham,
near London. If well fed, they do little injury to a garden.
Old Promises {E. S. J.).—You are the only one, out of forty

thousand, who has expressed a wish to have the promise of March the

2.'jth fulfilled, therefore, the subject cannot be of much interest. Some
of our promises arc like straws, cast oflf to see how the wind blows. Your
mode of punishment will be very agreeable if you come to inflict it.

Lobelia ccelestis {Verax).— It is only a hardy " herbaceous plant,"

not a bedding Lobelia. Lobelia ramosu is a half-hardy annual, to be
sown only from February to the end of May. It is not suited for sowing
in the autumn, and those who call it a hardy perennial do not read The
Cottage Gardener.
Verbena venosa (/Aid).—What we call the roots of this plant are

only underground creeping shoots, having regular joints and buds, but
no leaves. It is the same with the couch grass ; a morsel of such roots

will grow if a joint happens to form part of it. The tops will make
cuttings, and grow as fast as any other Verbena, and now is a good time.

"A bright violet-blue Verbena, brilliant, and of spready habit, not
straggling," would be worth twenty guineas to any raiser. There is not
a blue verbena yet worth planting for bedding.
Vine Pruning (fi/i^rf^ Gyrs).—We rejoice to find that The Cottage

Gardener's advice has set you right witli your vines. Your young
shoots, an inch-and-a-half round, must produce a crop, by all means;
but pray be rather moderate the first year. We have no idea of the

length and thickness of the main stems, or we could have advised you
both fully and safely. If you will give such data, we shall feel a pleasure
in completing the answer. One tiling we advise—sutTer your vines to

ramble freely for some time yet, and you will have a border nearly filled

with roots. Close stopping next year. You will see another article on
pruning, &c., shortly.

Guernsey Prong {liev. T. P.).—We cannot find any maker who has
this implement, described at page 250 of our 6th volume; but any black-
smith seeing the drawing, and reading the description, could make one.
Gold Fisn.

—

T. M. W. wishes to know the proper management and
feeding of these. We have known them kept for years in a glass vase,

with no other food than was atforded by fresh river water frequently
changed, and a little growing moss kept at the bottom by a stone
upon it.

Chinese Pigs.— If J. B. H. writes to the Rev. W. Fos, Delamere
Rectory, Chester, he may obtain what he requires.
Gmeenhodse (J. S. /,,}.^Vou must have some mode of keeping n

freezing temperature away from your plants in severe weather. You may
grow vines on ten-feet rafters. You will find abundance of hints, as to
fitting up a greenhouse, in our back volumes.
Pahnell's Heating Apparatus.—We find that the proper direction

to the maker is I\Ir. J. Pannell, Reuishaw Iron Works, Chesterfield,
Derbyshire.
Raudits {i4mict«).—When n rabbit has the liver-complaint, wc have

always heard authorities say " the only cure is to kill it." If any of our
readers know the cause, or a remedy for the disease, our correspondent
would be obliged by its being communicated. What are the symptoms
of liver-complaint in the rabbit ?

Trotter's Pamphlet {A Constant Subscriber).

ment inserted this day.
GREE^H0USE (S. O. L.),—With every wish to assist you, we cannot

possibly do so without having a plan of your Elizabethan house, and a
fuller statement of what kind of plants you prefer.

Wheat {S. li. C/".).—The Golden Drop variety is the best we know,
and any large dealer in agricultural seeds could procure it for you.
RiBEs SANGUiNEUM, &c. (Jl/urft/o.r}.—The leaves turn brown soon

after the flowers go otf, probably because the soil is too dry. Calla, or

as it is now called, Richardia ccthiopica, should be allowed to die down
in the autumn, and the roots he kept dry. Wt cannot tell from your
description what ailed your chicken.

Cream (/f.).—To obtain the greatest quantity in the shortest time,

put the milk into very broad shallow pans, and keep it at a temperature
of 75°. If you require a little book full of instruction upon dairying, buy
The Cow, by Mr. Milburn, in the shilling series " Richardson's Rural
Handbooks."
Glass (S.).—Use Hartley's rough glass for the south side of the ridged

roof of your greenhouse.
Stable Manure Drainage f/iiV/).— If you have an overplus of this

in the winter, you may put it on to your flower-borders, especially where
roses are grown. It is, liowever, most advantageously applied to plants

when growing. In the winter, as it will only be adding a store of ferti-

lizing matter to the soil ready for spring use, you had better apply it

unmixed with water. Your other question next week.
Hens Laying Two Eggs in a Day.—Mr. F. W. Rust, of Stow-

market, Suffolk, says :—" I observed in The Cottage Gardener, in

an extract from Mr. Trotter's Essay on the Rearing of Poultry, that he
never knew a Cochin-China Jicn to lay two eggs in one day. I have a hen
that has done this on two occasions ; the first time on the l6th of April,

within three hours, and the last time on the 12th of June, within the

hour. This I can positively assert as a fact having come under my own
observation, and that from the last two eggs I have now two chickens

alive." We have the following from the Rev. W. W. Wingfield, bearing

testimony to the same fact. He says ;—" A remarkable instance of the

merits of Cochin-Chinas as layers has just come before me. A young
I'unchard hen was brought home on the 24th of last December. She
laid on the 25th, and continued to do so, till in 96 days 95 eggs were
laid; 10 more eggs were then laid in ^0 days, making, in all, 105 eggs in

116 days ; she then sat and reared a brood. I have no doubt as to the

correctness of this statement, having had a very well-kept poultry-book

produced. Enquiries having also been made as to the fact of Cochin-

Chinas laying more than one egg in the day, I can speak positively as to

this having happened once in my own poultry-yard. A Cochin-China

hen, and an American, which latter laid a totally different egg, were kept

by themselves in one enclosure (locked-up) ; at 9 o'clock one morning I

found their two eggs, none having been there the night before, and the

Cochin-China had laid early the previous day; at II, a.m., the same
morning, the Cochin-CUina was on licr nest, and on examination I found
another perfect egg beneath her."

Alamanda not Blooming (Philanthcs).—Tim must haxc plenty of

heat, moisture, light, and anything to encourage vigour during summer,
and then you will have no scarcity of flowers.

Crinum amab-ile {Ibid).— '* Will a strong plant bloom this season? "

We can hardly tell without seeing it, and perhaps not then. Plenty of

light, and a little shortness of water, might hasten the flowering ; buc, if

after two or three weeks there are no signs of this, you must give water

again, keeping it rather dry in winter, and the increase of temperature,

light, and sunshine in May and June, will likely give you a fine display,

or, if it does not bloom this season, it may bloom early in spring or

Chili alstr(emerias (Ibid).—The tenderest of these may be kept

over the winter, either plunged, or planted out rather deeply in a cold

pit, in sandy peat soil, and protected from wet and severe frost by

glass sashes, or any other moisture repcllant.

Bulbs in Pots {_Idid).—Ia-ias, Sprekelias, Gladioli, and Amaryllis,

now in pots, can be retained in the same mould and pots during the

winter, and will bloom well next year, provided the drainage is right, and
manure-water is given when growth is fully proceeding. They will often

thus do well for several seasons. We prefer, however, to repot Ixias and
Gladioli, when in a state of rest, and then the roots lay hold of the fresh

soil. The Amaryllis tribe, generally, we prefer repotting after they have

done blooming, and the leaves are growing freely ;
putting them into

fresh soil, and placing the plants in a close, warm pit, shading and

sprinkling for a few days to prevent evaporation. Then give them every

advantage for growing until the leaves become of a yellowish tinge, and

the plants will bloom splendidly in the same soil as the bulbs are rested

in. For climbers in conservatory, see Mr. Fish's communication to-day.

Ranunculuses in Pots {Novice).—The Turban Ranunculus' are

sometimes grown in pots, but the roots deteriorate, and will not flower

till the following season, and in the third year most of them would dis-

appear entirely. This is the reason why they are not grown in pots.

Perhaps there is no florists' flower so difficult, under the best management,

to cultivate as the Ranunculus.
Wine Making.—E. Y. says—" Having made several different wines

this season, and wishing to make some more by a receipt which you

give in The Cottage Gardener, vol. vii., page 1:18, I find in that

receipt you direct me where to start from, but you do not direct me when

to stop.'" In answer to this, pray read this paragraph in the same pages

of the volume you quote:—"The final gravity of the wine, before

bottUng, should be about 35, or, if intended as a dry wine, even as low

as -JO. In the former case (as the wine will be effervescent) it should be

bottled in, or before, March, and in champagne bottles ; in the latter

case, two years in the cask will greatly improve and mellow the wine."

Mr. Livett says, *' I can give no more explicit directions than the above.

As a general rule, this may be considered applicable to all wines."

Stock of Bedding Plants (T. B.),—Your communication shall be

inserted next week; pray send the continuation.

London; Printed by Harry WooLnaiDGE, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—Scptember 2nd, 1853.
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head, the colour bciug sutahle with the colour of the
feathers on his head ; his maine of neck-feathers would Ije

very long, bright and shining, covering from his head to his

shoulders; his legs streight, and of a strong beanie, willi

large long spurres, sharpe, and a little bending, and the
colour bUioke, yellow, or blewish, his clawes short, strong,

and well wrinckled ; his taile long, and covering his body
very closely ; and for the generall colour of the duug-hill
cocke, it would be red, for that is medicinall, and oft used in

cullisses and restoratives. This cocke shoidd be valiant

within his owue walke, and if he be a little knavish, he is so

much the better; he would be oft crowing, and busie in

scratching the eai-lh to find out wornies, and other food for

his hens. i

"Of the Hen, her choke and shape.—y.ovi for the hen, if
;

she be a good one, sliee should not differ much from the '

nature of tlie cocke, but be valiant, vigilant, and laborious

both for her selfe and her chickens. In shape, the biggest

and largest arc the best, every proportion answering these

before described of the cocke, only instead of her combe,
shee should have upon her crowne a high thicke tuft of

feathers ; to have many and strong claws is good, but 1o

want hinder claws is better, for they oft break the eggs, and
such hens somelhnes prove unnaturall ; it is not good to

chuse a crowing hen, for they are neither good breeders,

uor good laiers. If you chuse Hens to sit, cliuse the elder,

for they be constant, and will sit out their times, and if you
will chuse hens to lay, chuse the youngest, for they are lusty

and prone to the act of ingendring, but for neither purpose
chuse a fat hen, for if you set her, she will forsake her nest,

and if you keepe hei> to lay, she will lay her eggs without
shells. Besides, a fat hen will waxe slothfull, and neiUier

delight in the one uor in the other act of nature, such hens
then are ever fitter for tlie dish than the hen-house.

" Of Selling Hens.—The best time to set hens, to have
the best, largest, and most kindly chickens, is in Februnrij,

in the increase of the moone, so that she may hatch or dis-

close her chickens in the increase of the next new moone,
being iu March, for one brood of March chickens is worth
three broods of any other

; you may set hens from March
till October, and have good chickens, but not after by any
meanes, for the winter is a great enemy to their breeding.

A hen doth sit twenty-one dales just, and then liatcheth,

but peahens, turkies, geese, dixcks, and other water-fowle

sit thirty ; so that if you set your hen, as you may doe upon
any of their eggs, you must set her upon them nine dales

before you set her upon her owne. A hen will cover nine-

teene eggs well, and that is the most in ti-ue rule, she should
cover, but upon what number soever you set her, let it be
odde, for so the eggs will lie round, close, and iu even pro-

portion together. It is good when you lay your eggs first

under your hens, to marke the upper side of them, and
then to watch the hen, to see if she busie her selfe to turne

them from the one side to the other, which if you flnde she
doth not, then when she riseth from her eggs, to feed or

bathe her selfe, you must supply tliat office, and turne every

egg your selfe, and csteeme your hen of so much the less(!

l-eckoning for the use of breeding ; be sure that the eggs
which you lay under her, be new and sound, which you may
know by their heavinesse, fulnesse, and cleerenesse, if you
hold them up betwixt the sun and your eye-sight; you must
by no meanes, at any time raise your hen from her nest, for

that will make lier utterly forsake it.

" Cliiiiee of Ei/gs.—Now, for helping a hen to hatch her
eggs, or doing that which should be her oflicc, it is un-

necessary, nnd shall be mucli better to be forborne than any
way used; or to make doubt of bringing forth, or to thinke
the henno sitteth too long (as many foolish curious house-
wives doc) if you be sure you set her upon sound eggs,

is frivolous, but if you set her upon unsound eggs, then
blame yourselfe, both of the losse and injury done to the
hen in her losse of labour. A hen will be a good sillri- from
the second yeere of her laying, to the fifth, luil ll,lllll.^ ^my
longer; you shall observe, ever when your In.'ii ii^( lli linm
her nest, to have meale and water ready for her, lest straying

too farre to sceke her food, she let her eggs coole too much,
which is very hurtfull. In her absence you shall stirre up
the straw of her nest, and make it soft and handsome, and
lay the eggs in order, as she left them : doe not in the
election of your eggs choose those which are monstrous

great, for they many times have two yolkes, and though
some write, that sucli eggs will bring ovit two chickens, yet

they are deceived, for if they bring forth two, they are com-
iiionly most abortive and monstrous. To perfume the neast

with brimstone is good, but with roseraarj' is nrach better.

To set hens in the winter time in stoves or ovens, is of no
use with us in Emjlnnd, and though they may by that means
bring forth, yet will the chickens be never good nor profit-

able, but like the planting of lemon and pomegranate- trees,

the fruit will come a great deale short of the charges. When
your hen at any time is absent from her neast, you must
have great cai'e, to see that the cocke come not to sit upon
the eggs (as he will otter to doe), for he will endanger to

breake them, and make her love lier neast worse.
" Of Cliickens.—As soone as your chiclvens be hatch'd, if

any be weaker than other, you shall lap them in wooU, and
let them have the aire of the fire, and it will strengthen

them ; to perfume them with a little rosemary, is very

wholsome also ; and thus you may in a sive keepe the first

hatcht chickens, till the rest be disclosed (for chickens

would have no meate for two dales), and some shells being

harder than other, they will take so much distance of time

in opening: yet unlesse the chickens be weake, or the hen
rude, it is not amisse to let them alone under her, for shee

will nourish them most kindly : after two daies is past, the

first meate you give them should be very small oale-meale,

some dry, and some stecp'd in millie, or else fine wheat-

bread crums, and after they have got strength, then curds,

cheese-parings, white-bread crusts soak'd in niilke or drinke ;

barley-meale or wheat-bread scalded, or any such like soft

meate that is sm.all, and will easily be divided. It is good to

keepe chickes one fortnight in the house, and after to suffer

them to goe abroad with the hen to worme, for that is very

wholesome; to chop greene cliives amongst your chickens

meate will preserve them from the rie, and other diseases

in the head; neither must you at any time let your chickens

want water, for if they be forc'd to drink iu puddles, it \vill

breed the pip : also, to feed upon tares, dnrnell, or cocHe, is

very dangerous for young chickens."

VORSYTH MSS.

At page 330 we mentioned that our first notice of Mr.

Patersou in these JISS. is one of bis letters dated from

the Cape of Good Hope, in 1781 ; hut he had been

residing at that scttlomeut for several years previously.

This appears from tbo fact that, in 1789, being then

still a lieutenant, he published J Xdrrntire of four

journeys into the countrij of the Hottentots and Gaffraria

in 17T7-78, and 70. He states that be visited these

districts in coinpany with Captain Gordon, who bad

previously travelled over part of the same country, and

bad a knowledge of the Hottentot language. This

gentleman named one of the inlets on the coast Pater-

son's Baij, in commGnioration of bis companion. The

volume is a plain narrative of facts, not only specially

interesting.just now on account of its description of the

Catfres, but from containing information and drawings

connected with its botany, wbicb modern naturalists

wotdd do well to notice and acknowledge. Among the

drawings, all of wliicb avo coloured, are Amarijllis dis-

ticha (now Brunsmgia disticha), tbo bulb of which is

used by the natives for poisoning Ibcir arrows, and tlie

leaves of which endanger the lives of tbo cattle which

delight to feed upon them ; Aloe dichotoma, or Quiver-

trcc, which cover tbo hills in the district of Small

Nimqua; Ilermannia ; Slapelia; Euphorbia, " sujiposed

to be the strongest vegetable poison in Africa;" " a new

species of Oeranium," with white, crimson -blotched

petals, from the banks of Saud Eiver ; Oeranium i^n-
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iwsuiii, ou those ol' tJio Orango River, having spines,

leaves, and !^^allo\v•lilio tlowers growing from tlie un-

branclied steins.

The next letter we sliall quote from is dated ' Cuinp,

near Coimbatore, 'Hst December, 1783."

I.1EUT. W. PATEItSON TO ME. FORSYTH.

The (lay I received yom' letter -n-e commenced (he siege

of a very strong fort called Bligotchen'y, which was attempted

by Colonel Hmuberston last year. We invested it on the

IHli of November, and it surrendered to us on ibo l:!tb.

The caption of that place was about .£''.J0() to me. After

everything was again in marching order, we proceeded to

Coimbatore, and took that ibrt on the '.iStb ult., and on the

a7th the colonel received orders from the Boai-d of Madras
to cease hostilities, or by this time we should have been
very neai' the capital of Seringapatam.

Tlie Company are now treating with Tippo Saib, and I

think it is very probable that matters will be made np, if it

is not countermanded from Europe; and, upon this sug-

gestion, I am settling my small matters in this country, to

be in readiness to march home with my friend the colonel,

who will go by land. I hope that I siiall be able to muster
about £IM or iE'idO per annum, which will make a shift on
balf-pay should the regiment be reduced. I am very sorry

that the campaign has rendered it impossible for me to

make any collection but drawings ; in that I have succeeded

very well indeed, and I flatter myself, if no accident baji-

pens, that they will astonish you when j'ou see them. This,

I hope, will plead an excuse for me ; you may be assured
that no line of life in the world will lead me ofl" Natural
History—it is, and ever will be, my favourite study, when it

does not immediately interfere with my duty.

The hammer oyster you mention, I assure you is not to

be found where you mention; but in the Gulf of Manaar the

pearl oyster and large shai'k (?) are found, some of which 1

shall send home.

GOSSIP.

We are glad to find Cottagers' Poulirij Shows have

begun. Mr. Trotter, of Healey Mill, Hexham, writes

to us as follows :

—

" Havuig been called in ou Saturday, along with J. S.

Challoner, Estp, to act as judges at a jMultry show, held in

the adjoining parish, I beg to give you some particulars

connected with the sliow.
" It took place at Slaley, one of the bleakest situations in

Northumberland, at which place, and on the same day, a
flower and vegetable show was held. The most remarkable
circumstance connected therewith, is that the productions
e.Nhibited are mostly from cottage gardenei-s, and are of
such a quality, that they cope with those exhibited at the
leadiug exhibitions by gentlemens' gardeners. The nature
and value of the soil of the parish may be inferred from
the fact, that the produce of wheat generally avei'ages not

I

more than from one to two (luarters per acre, thus showing
xvith wiiat energy the cottagers must cultivate their gardens
to enable them to compete successfully, at the leading shows.

I
with those who labour in infinitely better situations. Would

' that a similar energy would display itself in the cultivation

i
of the fields.

!

" Although the two Societies to which I have adverted
are managed by separate committees, yet I had such a com-
liination, as it were, (their shows being held in adjoining
buildings) as a happy omen. Is it not better for the cottager
to have such'ambiiious pursuits as the cultivation of flowers
and vegetables, and of poultry, in which to spend his spare
hours, knowing as we do, ' that the devil always finds work
for idle hands ?

'

j

"Judging by the success which has attended the flower
!
show (this being its foiu'th year), and by the zeal with
which some of the cottagers have commenced to keep pure
breeds of fowls, I anticipate that the village of Slaley will

have a poultry show of considei'able local importance,
.'i.ltbough in tliis year's show the number of birds was

i small, yet there were some very fine specimens of both Gold
and fciilver-peneiUed Haroburgbs, J esbiMted a pen of

Cochin-China chickens, and one of Spanish ditto, a pair

of Dorkings, and a pair of Golden-spangled Polish, and
some .-Vylesbnry ducl;s, all of which were greatly admired.

" The attendance of visitors was large, and so augmented
the funds of the Society, that, after meeting all demands, a
large surplus remains."

Wo recently saw, at Clapbam Rise, IMr. H. Groom's

collection of the varieties of Lilium laiwifultim, and a

very nice groups they were. Although there are several

other varieties, yet if a purchaser secures specimens of

album (white), punctatum (white, spotted with pale

pink), and speciosum or nilirum (white, with very dark

crimson spots softening ofl' to pink), he will have all

that he requires. It is now quite certain that Lilium

lancifolium is liardy, for Mr. Groom lias grown it

for three years in the open ground, without protection

even in winter. He grows it beneath a north wall,

about five feet high, so that the plants are e.xposed to

the sun only at its first rising and at its setting, but

Mr. Groom thinks this Lily would bear a more sunny

exposure. It reaches to the height of five feet in the

open ground. It is sweet-scented, and so are all the

varieties, so as to perfume a greenhouse when grown

in it.

A practical man (T. Hill) has suggested a form of nail

for training trees to a wall, of which No. 2 is aiepresent-

ation. It is not so liable to break in driving as is

No. I (which, made of oast iron, may be had at some

horticultural ironmongers in London), and has other

advantages.

No. 0.

The suggester calls it " The Permanent Tie Nail," as

it is intended to remain where driven, and the branches

are to be tied to it; " which is to be greatly preferred to

the nail and strip system, as drawing the nail makes

bad work with a wall." This is true, but unless a broad

string of some kind can be employed for tying, the con-

stant friction caused by the wind "makes bad work"

with the branches where the tie goes round them.

The following is a list of the Horticultural and

Poultry Sliotvs of which we are at present aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HORTICULTimAI, SHOWS.

Aberdeenshire, Sept. 17. (Sec. (i. Heid.)

Ai,r.E!JDAi..E, Sept. 11th. (Sfcs., G. Dickinson and G.J.
French.)

Bath, Sept. 16tli. {Sec. H. T. St. .lobn Maule, Esq.)
Bridgewater, Sept. 22. (Sees., Mr. J. Leaker and Mr.

J. Hayward.)
Brigg, Sept. 15th. (Sec. Mr. D. Nainby, Jun.)
Bury St. Edmunds, Sept. 10 (Abbey); Nov. 2C (Cbry?

santhemunis). (Sec. G. P. Clay, Esq )

CALKDONiASi (Inverleith Piow), Edinburgh, Dec,
!J,

(.'HiipsTow, Sept, U, (Sec, J, F, Hai'tland.)
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Clapham, Sept. 11.

Di'HFKiES ami G.u.LOffAY, Sept. 0th. {Sec. JMr. W. G.

Johnstone.)
FoBFAESHuiE (Easteen), Sept. 15 (Ai-broath).

Glasgow, Sept. 10.

Hamp.shlke, Sept. 9 (Southampton), Nov. 18 (Winches-
ter). (Sec. Rev. F. Wickham, Winchester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 10.

Hull, Sept. 10.

Klrkcaldy (Fifeshu'e), Sept. 9.

LixcoLN, Sept. li.

London Floeicultue.u, (Exeter Hall, StranJ), Sept. 14+,

28, Oct. lat, Nov. 9+, 23, Dec. 14+.

Mid Calder (Parish school-room), Sept. 10.

NoETH London, Nov. 'i'i, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, Sept. 27, Dahlia.

Oxfordshire (Royal), Sept. 23. {Sees., C. Tawney and
W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

Peebleshire, Sept. 14th. {Sec, J. StirUng.)

South London (Royal), Oct. 14+,Nov. 11+, DecOt, 10.

SuEREY Amateur ( George Canning, Grove Lane, Camher-
well), Sept. 15, Dahlia.

TuREiFF, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, Sept. 17, Dahlias.

poultry shows.

Birmingham and Midland Counties, 14th, 15th, 10th,

and 17th December.
Bristol Agricultural, December 7th, 8th, and 9th.

{Sec. .Tames Marjnont.)
Cornwall (Penz.ance), about a week after tlie Bii'ming-

ham. (Sees. Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage,

andE. H. Eodd, Esq.)

Manchester and Liverpool, Sept. 23. {Sec. Mr. H.
White, Warrington.)

t For seedlings only.

PRUNING VINES.

{Conl'iinirdfrom page 210.)

The Spur System : T/iinl Year.—At the above page
we carried out the secoud year's culture ; we now proceed
with the third. lu the fourth, we shall have a complete
vinery, and that, if the border be right, and th& subse-

quent practice good, will last nearly a century.

The last remarks were up to the month of September,
in the second year ; and tlie last operation was a cover-

ing of manure to the border. The pruning of the

vines will take place as soon as the leaves have fallen,

for after they are no longer useful it cannot be done too

soon ; for vines, more especially young or luxuriant

ones, are exceedingly liable to bleed if pruned in tlie

spring, and bleeding—that is, running of the sap—is a

heavy tax on the strength of the vine.

The chai-acter of the wood will now stand thus: a

cane, or stem, reaching to the back of the house, or nearly
so, the lower portion studded at regular distances with
what the gardener terms spurs, every one of which will

contain an accumulation of materials for the future

development of the buds. It must here be explained to

the uninformed, that every young vine-shoot possesses
a host of buds, or the germs of buds, at its very base,

as though in anticipation of the aims of the vine-

dresser. Mr. Crawshay, to whom we believe the sug-
gestion of the close-spur system belongs, used to term it

"pruning to the spawn-eye," and he laid immense stress

in fully carrying out this principle. Right, he doubtless
was, iu principle, but, somehow, the best spur-systems
have their exceptions, as the Scotch poet said

—

" The best laid plans of men and mice aft gang aftlee.
An leave us nought but grief an pain lor promis'ii joy."

And just so with the vine ; many a one, after establish-

ing this practice, thought it necessary to depart a little

from it. They, perhaps, have found that their neigh-
bour carries the medals away at the exhibition who did

not prune so close, or who had adopted the long-rod

system. And, in very truth, there are cases in which
vines will not bear well if pruned to the " spawn-eye ;"

but, we are assured, that in all such cases it is a defect

of root-action, the border not being what it ought to be.

All we cau advise in such cases is, where spawn-eye

pruning is not found to succeed, and it is not desirable

to disturb the border, that the dresser give up the

niceties of spawu-eyo pruning, going a joint farther

;

and if that does not succeed, to break into the long-rod

system, or some approach to it.

" A cane, or n d, is reaching nearly to the back of the

house, the lower ]iortion studded with spur-shoots." In
jn-uning those side-spurs they must be cut back to one

eye, or, at the most, two; if one eye, it will be Mr.

Crawshay's " spawn-eye," and, as before observed,

situated close to the base of the spur-shoot. Now, in

pruning these back, a selection will have to be made,

if most of the side-shoots have been retained as spurs,

for they vrill be too close together. A first-rate and

careful cultivator, however, would have displaced all

but the necessary ones at their first budding in the

previous summer,—a jiractice we scarcely dare recom-

mend to the uninitiated, for fear they encounter accidents

with the remainder, which might cause a length of

main stem to be destitute of spurs. This brings us to

the distance most desirable for the situation of the

selected spurs, and we should say, that one to a foot

all up the rafter would be amply sufficient ; indeed, to

obtain grapes fit for the first exhibition tables, three

inches more might be allowed. If the spurs are allowed

to remain closer, the consequence will be, that the

advanced foliage of one will overtake and much shade

the other, thus compelling the vine-dresser to bo too

severe at times in his pruning and stopping processes.

These spurs should, as far as possible, be selected on

opposite sides of the shoot alternately, not only for the

sake of symmetry, but also as facilitating the equal

admission of light; but this is not indispensable.

Next ; what is to be done with the leader, or upper

portion, which has not yet developed its side-spurs?

The character of this must be examined, iu order to

ascertain tlie condition of the buds on its sides. It not

unfrequeutly happens with gross young vines, that on

one part of the upper portion the eyes will be at very

irregular distances, and the wood iu their vicinity dis-

torted, and looking somewhat immature, as compared

with the lower portion. This is a mere consequence of

a too great rapidity of growth at a certain period for the

amount of light ; it is an extravagance of nature, and it

is sometimes necessary to prune some of this away.

However, as it is most desirable to furnish the whole

rafter this summer, such must be pruned with some
caution ; and if no great irregularities appear, the cane

may be shortened to within a foot or so of the top of the

rafter. Of course, all laterals on the sides, which have

been merely pinched back, must be pruned close to the

main stem.

We have now a clean rod, or main stem, nearly the

length of the rafter, studded about half its length with

little knotty spurs, each of which will, in its day, it is to

be presumed, yield many pounds weight of good grajies;

the other half, a clear, stout, short-jointed, rod, ready,

with the returning spring, to do iu like manner. Pre-

suming the roots to be in a border outside, we advised,

at page 211, the application of a manurial covering to

the border of a foot iu depth ; this should be dung fresh

from the stable-door. Such will impart much fertility

to the border, and will serve, as previously stated, to

work up, in order to produce a bottom warmth in the

ensuing January or February— a proceeding, \vhen

rightly conducted, of immense benefit to vines.

The next thing iu order, is to dress the wood of the

vines, and to thoroughly cleanse the house; eflect
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necessary repairs, paiiitiii<?, and lime-wasliiiig. The
whitewashing must he done every year, using plenty
of sulphur with tlie lime. It will he seen, that in fol-

lowing out the natural order of the subject, we have
assumed the house to be only a vinery ; this we have
done in order to guide our readers into a study of the

essential ))rinoiples connected with vine-culture ; wlien,

however, as will be very often the case, tlie vinery is the

plant-house, compromises of one kind or other will fre-

quently take place, of necessity, and then he who keeps
his eye best fixed on the essentials of vine-culture may
best hope to succeed.

To deal with the several compromises which arise in

many cases, in a brief paper like this, would be to mar
tlie whole subject; our object is to leave a distinct and per-

spicuous impress on the mind of the uninformed reader.

Having, tlierefore, reached the month of November, and
the vines having been pruned, and the border covered,

wo would, if the house was empty, stove it well with
sulphur. Ne.Kt, let the stems of the vines be thickly

coated with the sulphur paint, so often advised in these
columns. This, according to our practice, is thus com-
pounded :—Clay is beat in water until it becomes a thick

paint ; sulphur, at the rate of one quart to a gallon of the

mi.tture, is added, and to this we add half-a-gallon of

soap-water, made by whisking up soft-soap at the rate

of four ounces to a gallon; the whole well-stirred during
use, and if not thick enough, more clay added. Some
add a good deal of quick-lime, and perhaps it is good
practice ; we, however, have most faith in the soap and
sulphur. It is well to give a good dressing, especially

to old vines ; and in this case, a little time is good as a
tell-tale in the first dressing ; the operator can at once
see if any portion had been missed.

Henceforth, nothing is needed but to get the vines to

rest, and many persons so contrive the front sashes of

their houses as to admit of the vines being turned com-
pletely out-doors for awhile. We do not advise this;

we do not condemn it; much depends on circumstances.
If the interior of the house is appropriated to plant
culture, and a temperature is required of some 40° to .OO",

or more, why all we say is, turn the vines out if you can.

There is, however, no mystery in turning out, beyond a
low temperature. Perhaps an average of 4.')^ would be
amply sufficient as a rest ; we have known them suc-

ceed well in one somewhat higher. Frost is by no
means essential, although, perhaps, half-a-dozen degrees
would be beueflcial rather than otherwise. If we could
choose, we would have the autumn temperature decline
in a most gradual way, until it reached from 30" to
3.j°

; and after remaining thus for three weeks, or so, to

advance as gradually through the spring.

The readers of The Cottage GARDENEn, however,
are already favoured by a temperate climate, the envy of

those who are half-baked in torrid climes ; and to ask
for greater natural advantages would be vain. We well

remember, in early days, reading such a tnle as this in

a juvenile book. A certain countryman, knowing the
solicitude of the Pope of Home for the welfare of his

dependancies, and having experienced many had
harvests in succession, resolved to petition the holy
father for two harvests a-year. The Pope, ever loth to

deny them a boon, at once granted their request, and
something more. He passed an edict, granting, in

addition, twenty-l'our months to their year; thus con-
ferring a double favour. R. Eurington.

j

BUDDING AND GRAFTING RHODODENDRONS.
I

When writing about the Rhododendrons the other

I

day, I liad no space left to say that September is also

I
the best time to bud them, and that all the race will

I

come from budding and grafting, as well as roses or

I

apples, and not only so, but that it is desirable to bud

and graft many of the new species or varieties that have
been recently introduced, because our soil and climate

might not suit them so w-ell on their own roots.

Maximum is the best stock to bud all the strong
hybrid Rhododendrons on, such as have the breed of

Arboreum in them—and the Uhodoilemlron j^onticmn, or

any of its varieties, are the best stock for such as are of

a dwarf nature. A full-grown plant of either of these

may now be budded all over the young wood, so as in

throe years to be changed entirely into another kind or

kinds, and there is no more art required for effecting

such a change than is needed to make a standard rose

out of a wild briar from a hedge-row. The leaf may be
cut away, and the bud inserted just like a rose-bud, and
the whole may be left untouched till next April or May,
when the young shoot above the inserted bud must be

stopped. If the top or leading bud is broken off, it will

be enough at first, but if any of the natural buds above
the inserted one should start before it, they also must be
rubbed off, and when the inserted bud grows out a few
inches, the top part above it may be cut away altogether,

down to the very back of the yoiuig shoot, or else a
small portion of the shoot and a leaf or two may be
left for another month or so, and the young shoot may
be tied down to this left portion, at the option of the

owner. The latter is the easiest way, as it saves the

trouble of tying in sticks to support the new shoot until

the union is firm enough to support itself. In this way
all the fresh growth of the old Rhododendron for next
year would be confined to the new buds, but all the old

leaves below them should be left untouched, but such
side-shoots, or weak, straggling shoots as were not

budded on, should be cut out before they opened out

next ilay or June.
Thus, even in a couple of years, an old Rhododen-

dron might be entirely changed, and the same might be
done by any of the common modes of grafting, only

that grafting is better for pot plants that ought to be

under close cover while tlio grafts were " taking."

Indeed, 1 am not certain that grafting evergreens in the

open air is easily effected ; at least I never tried the plan

with Rhododendrons, but the budding I have done over

and over again, witli no more failures that you meet
with in roses. We have no records of experiments

having been tried to cut off the leaves of grafts of ever-

greens and then graft the pieces in the open air; but I

see no reason against the practice. We know that there

is no difference between the imion that takes place

between a bud and the stock in which it is inserted, and
that between a stock and a graft; the matter which
forms the union is provided by the stock in both cases,

and if we can cut off the leaf from a bud, and succeed
in getting it to grow on a wild stock, what is to hinder

the same union between a short piece of disleaved ever-

green and any stock that is natural to it? We have
seen, very lately, how some good-natured people disagreed

about the influence of a newly-inserted bud ; one of the

party was for cutting oflT the top part of a shoot the

moment a bud was put in lower down, to throw the

whole force of the sap into this new bud at once, just

as if this bud could act like a patent stop-cock, into

which the sap would run the moment the handle was
turned. If this were so, the leaf ought to have been

left to the newly-inserted bud, as they all say a leaf

helps to draw the sap to itself, and that is true to the

letter. On the same footing, llaec or four leaves left on
the graft of a Rhododendron ought to be a wonderful

help for uniting it to the stock; but a bud inserted, or

a graft put on, have no sort of independent action of

tlieir own for many days afler tlie operation is pei-

formed. They only live by sufi'erance ; the juice of the

stock keeps a bud or a graft moist and from shrivelling

for a certain time. A ball of wet moss, or a damp floor,

would do exactly Ibe same thing, and probably for a
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longer peiioJ. In the same way au Alder shoot, or the

top of a Cnnant bush, will keep a rose-bud alive lor ten

days, but all this is only mere protection, and there can

be no union without a natural rel.ationship in the parts.

It is quite true, however, that you may cut down a
young Rose shoot to half its length, and bud the bottom
half, and that the bud will grow, nevertheless. I did so

myself last July, and the buds succeeded ; but that only

showed what au easy and very simple thing it is to get

roses to " take." I have seen every bud put into a long
row of rose-stocks fail by this same way of cutting the

shoots. The state of tlio weather made all the difl'er-

euoe ; and thei-e are scores of plants whose buds would
instantly perish if the shoots on which they were worked
were stopped at the same time. Tliereforo, although I

cannot say so from experience, perhaps a IHiododendron
bud would equally suffer under similar circiimstauccs,

and it is as well not to try the experiment vvitli any
valuable kinds ; but if one had only a really good llho-

dodendron to get buds from, it is well worth while to

try the experiment of changing the whole aspect of

common bush Rhododendrons by tliis means. This is,

at the same time, the most easy and the most useful

experiment that a lady can try, and the ends and odd
bits from her worsted work will make the best tying in

the world fur the buds. Rose-bndding is really a dan-

gerous work- for most ladies, but a child could bud
Rhododendrons if he knew how. There are neither

prickles nor greenfly on them to tear or soil tlie fingers

Tlie next questioli, after having the power of trans-

fonning a common Pontic Rhodoelendron to a mccinemn
or f/ramlijiorum hush without dimiuishing its size, is

—

If it oe possible for ordinary mortals to make line stand-

ards of them, like the Bagshot people? To be sure; if

one liajipened to have a standard Rhododendron of any
sort, it would be just as easy to change it to another
kind as a bush plant, without losing a day's growth,
liy eitlier budding or grafting other kinds, or one good
kind on all tlie leaders. This I have seen done this

very season by Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, in one of his

hothouses, and, in time, I make no doubt but he will

make standards of the Sikkim ones in llie same way, for

I see he has got an immense lot of seedlings of them in

cold pits, and / think he told me that CiUntum oould be
sold now for ;3s. (id. If so, you might have four corner
plants of it in bloom on the breakfast-table next Christ-

mas-day, growing in common tumblers or finger-glasses,

for the flower-buds are quite prominent now, and the

plants not more than six inclies high. I have said

already that R. cUintum belongs to the Azalea section

of the Rhododendrons, and that the flowers are of the

size and shape of those of Aziih-a rarierjata, fronr China,
and also that it has sported into two or tln-ee shades
from wild seeds sent home by Dr. Hooker, leaving no
doubt on one's mind of this plant making the best

mother we have for a now race of dwarf alpines, as well

as for correcting some of our garden seedlings of Chinese
Azaleas into florists' flowers, and for the latter purpose,
we have none equal to the old Variegata for the pollen

side. Last spring, some of us thought that some magic
or scientific process was put in force to get Jihoihden-
drnn ciliatum to flower so early fi'om seeds, and on such
small plants, but the habit seems natural and ti.ted.

I should think it as well fitted for a Wardian case as
any of the T.ycopods themselves.

There are two ways open for those who would indulge
in tlie fancy of making Standard Rhododendrons lor

themselves, one of whioli I urged in The Cott.\(;e G.^r-
DENEit some time since, and the other is quite new.
There is no more difficulty in converting a strong,
healthy bush Rhododendron into a tall standard than
there is iu forming an imitation orange-tree . out of a
common or a Portugal Laurel. Just as either of these

evergroeiia are on tlio poiijt of inaking tlieii' first growth

at the end of the spring, let them be cut down close to

the ground, or somewhat lower than the general level of

the ground, and forthwith there will spring up a host of

rival shoots from the collar, the strongest of which is

encouraged by stopping the rest as soon as they form a
good tuft of leaves. This is better, at first, than pulling

off all but the one shoot which is to form the standard, I

as the extra number of leaves will keej) the roots in

active play until such time as the principal one is of

sufficient strength and capacity to require all that the

roots may collect, and then it is not so well to pull up
all the stopped shoots at one time, as to make three or

four thinnings in succession, at so many weeks' inter-

vals ; because it is now a well-established fact, that a
large sacrifice of leaves, or shoots, at one time, puts a
sudden check on the action of the roots ; whereas, a

gradual taking of them off only lessens the power of

the roots. Thus, ilr. Errington would think me daft

if ho saw me cutting off all the breast-wood on a

strong pear-tree, at one ])runing, early in the summer.
The standard shoot of this Rhododendron bush would
probably make three growths, if not four, the first

season; and if the last growth appeared to bo very soft

and nnripe late iu the autumn—and I have seen cases

of the kind—it would be desirable to tie it to a stake,

and to wrap the soft top in a handful of dry fern, or

something of that sort, it being most essential to pre-

serve the leading bud until the stem is standard high,

otherwise a side bud, t.iking the place of the leading

bud, would make the stem bow-legged, as they say in

Scotland. As soon as the leading bud reached the

height required, and this would be some time during

the second sinnmer after cutting down, it should be

broken off; then there would be no more wound than

just the size of the bottom of this bud, and that would
heal over in a few weeks, leaving a stem'as straight and
clear as if it were oast from a mould. The next tier or

two of buds below the leader would then stait, and from

them the spokes are to be selected which are to sustain the

futui'C head; therefore, see that a selection is made so

that these spokes, or main leaders, are not too close toge-

ther, and if you get five of them, the rest you may stop,

and keep stopped all that season, on the same principle

as if so many of the root-shoots were kept for awhile.

Some stakes, or framev.'ork, should now be used, to train

the fine shoots into a regular form, lowering the strongest

of them, so that the whole may come of equal strength ;

and wlieu they are a foot or eighteen inches from the

main stem, take out their leading bud also ; each of

them will branch out in turn, and very likely some of

this second growth must be thinnedout, and so on,

until the head is as big as the stem can carry.

D. Be.vtox.

ERYTHRINAS AND CALCEOLARIAS.
Erythrina Crista-g.^lli.—Some time ago, I alluded

to the culture of this plant for the ornamenting of the

greenhouse and conservatory, for which purpose few

things make a more splendid appearance. Hints were
also given for its management out-of-doors. A fortnight

ago, mention was made of a splendid bod in the same
garden where standards of the Salvia sjylendenK were
flourishing. A few days after that note was written, a

parly of ladies and gentlemen asked me many questions

about this Coral plant. Did I grow it? 'Tliey would
like to see it. Did it want much care to prepare it for

planting out? Should it have heat previously? Would
it not stand out all the winter with a little protection ?

Had I seen the bed at Pensanger, Earl of Cowpers, neai'

Welwyn ? the identical bed to which I have alluded,

and which certainly furnished ine with dreaming matter

for several nights. A few days afterwards, another party,

whutovci' they noticed or approved, seemed always to
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end iu this Coral plant as a grand climax, so that with-

out being envious of Mr. Dawson's success, I certainly

could not liclp wishing that I could have shown them a

respectable bed. The plants I had turned out were
young and too forward; llie lirst bloom was nearly

gone, and tlie second slioots, unless in a fine autumn,
will do little good, and I fear tend to exhaust the roots

for a succeeding year. I am none the less in a position,

however, to tell our friends how they may obtain

gorgeous beds of this plant.

1 have never seen the plant so used to any great

extent. In this neighbourhood, I am not aware of its

being so employed, except by Mr. Dawsou, at Pensanger,
and Mr. Snow, at Earl de Grey's, Wrest Park. The
method of growing it in the beds by these two gentle-

men is dlU'ereut. Mr. Snow uses it iu a symmetrical

garden, where the plants are all low, and, theiefore, the

Erytluiiifis are pegged down, and you thus require to be
near the bed to see the massive beauty of the flowers.

Mr. Dawson allows the shoots to grow upriglit. As far

as 1 recollect, they were rather more than a yard in

height, thin enough to a\\o\v room and air to each
shoot, and each of them clothed from the point to near
the base with flowers; the bed thus being very attractive

at a distance. The mode of treating the plants pre-

viously to planting-out is in both cases identical, and
harmonises with our own successful practice with single

plants. This treatment will be the best answer to many
enquiries.

As soon as the plants have done flowering, and the

leaves withered, the shoots are cut down pretty close to

their base ; and before frost of any intensity comes the

plants are carefully lifted, and potted in any light, rich

soil. If the shoots are not well ripened before cold

weather comes, it is best to pot without cutting down,
supplying the potted plants with a little water, and
plenty of air under cover, until the base of the stems,

at least, is pretty hard and tirni. If theie are large

plants iu pots, they may remain in them after cutting

tho stems down. Two things are now essential to

success :

—

1st. The plants must be kept cool, free from frost,

and dry, rather than wet, though not quite dry during
the winter.

2nd. iu spring the same conditions must be secured.

Vegetation must be retarded instead of being accele-

rated. A dry, airy, cool position, but free from frost, is

the place i'or them. The less the shoots are sprung,

provided they are shooting freely before being planted

out in May, the better. Three inches in length will be
better than nine, and more than the latter will unfit the

plants for a fine effect in moderately dwarf beds. The
keeping the plants back enough before planting-out

time is the great point with both of these first-rate cul-

tivators. A slight protection may then he necessary,

hut the little check to growth given at planting seems
iltlcient to cause the tiower-bnds immediately to form ;

< that the flowers reach within a few inches of the base
'-•'- the shoots, instead of appearing as spikes at the

extreme points. I Itave long found that for dwarf,

massive plants iu pots, a similar cool and quiet treat-

ment must he given them : allowing the plants to grow
in winter, or giving them extra heat to get them of good
size iu spring, will be fatal to fine, robust, dwarf beds.

If success be proof of right, then tho above must be
the best mode. They could not be kept dry enough,
and free from frost, without great trouble, in the beds
out-of-doors, and even then the shoots would not break
so regularly, and many would be gross in their habits.

V\'hen we used to make beds of Fuchsias, I found it

necessary to transplant every spring, to ensiu'e equality

and compactness of growth. Before, or shortly after

planting-out, is the best time for thinning and regn-

"iig tlie shoots, (wd these thinnings make the best

cuttings for increasing and forming a stock ; but all

these matters were previously alluded to. Mr. Dawson
finds the E. laurifolia as useful as the vrista-galli.

Yellow Calceol.^bias.—Which is the best for vase,
basket, and bed? are questions often asked. "What
yellow Calceolaria is that?" is another as frequently
put ; and the answer with me uniformly is

—

Caiex yelloir.

'This does best with me in-doors and out-of-doors, and,
though growing others, I make this my chief 1 have
had many sent me that were to heat it, but it remains
my favourite still. Two years ago, I spoke of it as
highly as I do now ; and a clever gardener, then in
Stafiordshire, wrote me, " that I did not know the good
things that were out," and offering to send me some old
plants of a yellow, after seeing which, I never would
grow Cedes any more. Of course, I took him at his
word, and from the old plants I managed to get a few
very small cuttings, which received every, nay, much
extra, attention, i found, however, that this wonderful
StalTordshire yellow was only a second edition of Au-
rantia muUiJhra ; a good thing, certainly, but not equal
with me to Caies for compactness of growth and dense-
ness, and continuance of bloom.
What is the best Time and Mode of Propagating Shruhhy

Caleeolarias?—'Their propagation is most easily managed
in spring, in a slight hotbed. In the autumn they always
do best after the middle of September, and kept cool.

A frame, or a baud-light on a north border, is just the
place. They will root best when the cool nights come.
Small side-shoots, from one to one-and-a-half inch in-

length, make the best cuttings. Those who follow this

easy mode will have no reason to envy those who put
iu lanky cuttings a month or six weeks ago. Let tho
soil iu which they are placed be very light and free

from worms.
Calceolaria amplextcaults.—This, whichever way

used, has done as well with me this season as my old
favourite, the Kentish Hero, has done ill. The narrow,
lanceolate form of its leaves, and extreme closeness of
the opening of the slijiper flowers, enabled it to stand
both heat, and rains, and hail, with comparative im-
punity. Its soft lemon colour is no bad accomp.animent
of the deep orange of Aurantia, Caies yellow, Kaziana,
or Viscossissiina. It may, and should, be treated dif-

ferently from most others in the following respects,

whether used in-doors or out, for basket or bed :— 1st.

Whether propagated iu autumn or spriug the young
shoots should rarely be stopped. If they are, tho bloom
will be too late to compete with the first brilliancy of
other Calceolarias; if unstopped, they will bloom as
others, rind. 'To keep up a succession of fine bloom,
thinniug the young shoots must be resorted to after the
first flower-stalks open their blooms. I'nliko most
others, a profusion of young shoots come from the main
one that bears the first flowers. If these are all allowed
to remain, tlie competition for ])recedonce is such, that
you will have a very indifferent bloom late in the au-
tumn. By removing by degrees the greater part of
these young shoots additional strength is thrown into
those remaining, and these will then produce flower-

stalks almost equal to the first. Tho plauts may thus
be maintained in beauty until the cold is too much for

tliem. fSrd. From the above mode of growth, cuttings

may always he obtained freely from these side-shoots
after growth has been freely proceeding, and thus taken,

they will strike at any time. A mass of this plant, with
a purple border, has a jjleasing eft'ect.

Calceolap.ia Sultax.—'i'his is a large dark variety,

but with a large opening in the flower. In general, I

prefer small flowers, when exposed to wind and weather.
From the large opening I was prejudiced against Sultan,

though otherwise fully convinced of its beauty. In
several exposed circumstances it has stood well with me
this season—in fact, quite as well as flowers not ii
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third of the size. I would, therefore, advise what I

intend doing—increasing it, and trying its effect in a

largish mass, in the neighbourhood of something else

of a briglit, eheorful-looking character. Then, in-doors

or out, if it maintains its present reputation, it will not

cause disappointment. B. Fish.

THE HOLLYHOCK.
{Coiilliiiied from pcKjc 358.)

Having dwelt largely upon the liyhridizing, raising

seedlings, and managing this flower till it hlooms, we
now return to mantiijcinent of established varieties. Tlie

first points in that management are soil and situation.

The soil that the Hollyhock deliglits in may he

described as a firm, yet friable loam, such as we find in

old pastures near the sides of a river, " far from dust

and smoke." This is often termed virgin soil, because it

has never been mixed nor used before for gardening

purposes. Now, any one tliat can obtain such a soil

for his Hollyhocks may think himself a favom'ed in-

dividual ; but if it cannot be had in such a pure state,

let him procure some as nearly like it as possible. Then
not only have good soil, but have plenty of it, for the

bed should be at least three feet wide, with eighteen

inches of this good earth in it. For the first year it will

be rich enough without any mainire, e.Koepting a thin

covering on the surface during the winter. If too rich,

the colours may run, but in loam alone, the colours will

ho bright and clear, aud yet the growth will be suffi-

ciently strong to bring out the flowers to their full size.

The ground, if low, should be well and thoroughly

drained, the Hollyhock being very impatient of moisture

at the roots during winter. The situation where Holly-

hooks should be planted ought to be an open one, where
plenty of air can blow around them, and no drip from

neighbouriug trees fall upon them. The best season for

planting the general collection, if the plants are strong,

is about the end of September. By planting them thus

early, they will begin to push forth new roots, and even

leaves, before the severe weather takes place. If the

plants should be weak from any cause, such as being

struck late, &c., then it will be better to keep them in

pots iu a cold frame through the winter, aud plant them
out early in March. Previously to planting, let ns
consider what will be the best mode of doing it, so as to

show them ofl' to the best advantage when in bloom.

Planting.—We have said above that the led should

be three feet wide. This implies that the jilants should

be planted in beds, with walks on each side. In this

bed, then, let them be planted dii'ectly, in a row, and
exactly in the centre. As each ])lant should be effective,

care should be taken that each plant is alike healthy

and strong. Plant them at a foot-and-a-half apart ; a
foot would be too thick, and two feet two thin. Take
the medium, and the row will be full enough almost to

form an impenetrable blind, especially if the side-shoots

are trained iu likewise. The best implements to plant

with are a small spade and a pair of willing hands.
Stretch aline down the bed, at such a distance I'roni the

side that the plants will be in the centre ; then dig a

hole out sufficiently wide and deep to hold all the roots

without cramping them. If the i)lants are in pots, turn
the first out, break the ball gently, and spread the roots

out every way, working the soil amongst them with the

hands, gradually filling up the hole until the soil is

quite level
; press it down gently during the operation,

aud leave it a little the highest round the neck of the

plant; this finishes the first plant. Before ])lanting the
next, it will be wise to consider the kind that should
come as its neighbour; the principal consideration for

regulating this being colour. It is certainly desirable to

have a variety in each row, especially iu an amateur's

garden. A florist, or a nurseryman, may be desirous to

plant all one kind together, and this is quite right iu

his case, because, by so doing, he prevents, in a great

measure, mistakes in supplying the orders of his cus-

tomers ; hut an amateiu' will not consider this so much,
but will be desirous to have a mixture of colours, and
this we shall leave to his own taste and discretion, only

advising him to avoid violent contrasts. Having fixed

upon the colour, proceed to plant the next, and so on,

until the bed is filled, taking care, as the work goes on,

that the right name or number is firmly affixed to each,

so that no mistake may probably be made. Indeed, as

a further precaution, it will be advisable to keep a list

of the names in a book, just as they stand in the row,

so that if the label is lost, the name in the book will

declare what the name of the variety is.

T. Api'LEIiY.

(To be eoiiliiiucii.)

CONIFER.E.
{Continuedfrom patje 3.'!C.)

Cedrus Lib.\ni (Cedar of Lebanon).—This magni-

ficent, well-known tree, is found, as its name imports,

on Mount Lebauon, in Syria, from whence Solomon
fetched its timber to build the temple at Jerusalem. In

this country it has become almost naturalized, but is

not planted, even yet, as a matter of economy or profit,

which is much to be marvelled at, especially as there

are plenty of trees so mature iu age as to produce cones

filled with ripe seeds annually in our cold climate.

Such being the fact, is it not surprising that the fine

specimens in the country are chieUy found near to the

mansions of the gentry only, instead of being planted

out largely, as a matter of profit, like the oak or the

larch? It is true, the plants, when young, are somewhat
costly to plant on a large scale ; but the reason of this

is because sufficient encouragement has not been given

to nurserymen to raise laige quantities for that purjiose.

This fine tree will grow in almost any soil or situ-

ation, but thrives best ou a moderate elevation, in

tolerably deep, good loam, with a dry subsoil. When
it is desired to see it in all the majesty of its character,

it should be planted singly, at a distance of not less

than forty or fifty feet fronr any other tree. Very re-

cently, we saw an exam[)le of planting the Cedar of

Lebauon which is worthy of notice and imitation.

F. Wright, Esq , has spent at least twenty years in

building and ))lanting, at Osmastou, near Ashbourn, in

Derbyshire. He has built a chm'oh, a village, and a

mansion for himself and his desceudents to reside in.

On each side of the carriage drive (which is nearly two

miles long) from the high road to the house, there are

numerous groups and single trees of the Cedar of

Lebanon, planted at proper distances from each other,

and securely protected by strong iron hurdles from

being browsed upon by the cattle. They are judiciously

])lauted in such an irregular manner as never to form

auyihing like the appearance of an avenue. They are

now young, flourishing trees, and will, in after gene-

rations, be tndy fine objects, and mementos of the taste

and spirit of the present proprietor.

The Cedar of Lebanon produces most excellent

timber, which, when fully grown, is almost imperish-

able. We are not aware that the seeds are eatable, and

should suspect not, from the large quantity of resin

they contain. The spray and branches not useful as

timber make excellent firewood.

In oiu- nurseries there are several varieties of this

remarkable tree, some more and some less distinct. As

curiosities, they are worth searching for and growing.

They are named— C. L.foliis arneuteis, or silver-leaved;

0, L. nana, the dwarf, a curious little thing; C. L.
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glauca, the milkygi-cen leaved ; O. L. Intennedia, the

intermediato cedar ; G. L. jieiiilida, tlie weeping Cedar,

which is a very pretty variety; and C. L.pyramidiilis

argenteis, the upright silver-leaved Cedar.

Cedhus elegans of the Horticultural Society, and
Cedrus Africana of Gordon (The Jlount Atlas Cedar).

—

We have already noticed this, but will add, that whether
this is more than a variety of the Cedar of Lebanon
seems at present to be not quite decided. It is certain

that it resembles that species in its general appearance,

and, perhaps, habit of growth ; but it certainly has a

remarkable character in the whiteness of its foliage.

From the young plants that we have seen, wo judge it

will be foiuid a more upright-growing tree, and with a

tendency to form a more dense appearance, the branches
appearing to be set much more close upon the main
stem. It requires the same soil and situation as its

relative. Travellers in Airica say that the timber is

heavy, and ca))able of the finest polish, almost equal to

mahogany. We have every reason to believe it to be
perfectly hardy. Some plants of it, in various places

that we have visited, appear to bear the severity of the

winter with no protection whatever. The great point

seems to be to have the soil well drained, and the plants

set upon a raised mound of good friable loam, mixed
with the chippings of stones. In this they will thrive

well, the only attention necessary being to add to the

mound as tlie roots advance, and to be sure and protect

the young plants from being eaten by hares and rabbits.

If the entire piece of ground is not protected, the best

article for single plants, that we have seen, is some wire

trellis, about half-a-yard or two feet high. Some strong

iron rods, thrust in about four feet from the plant, in a

circle, and standing upright a little higher than the

wire trellis, serve as stakes to fasten the trellis to. This
is an eflectual protection, and lasts for several years.

T. Appleby.
{T; be coniiuucJ.)

MAKING MUSHROOM-SPAWN AND BEDS.
September being usually a dry month, with a steady,

settled atmosphere, more congenial, we believe, to the
production of fungi than any other month, we generally

avail ourselves of it to piepare our mushroom-spawn, as

well as to provide the materials of which we make oiu'

beds ; but the former requiring some little time to pre-

pare, and the season for that work spending fast, we
make no apology for at once detailing the process.

It is well-known to all who have had anything to do
with hotbeds, that mushrooms often present themselves
in large clusters along the sides or top of the bed long
after all heat has subsided : that the spawn of the plant
had, by some means, found its way thither, is evident to

every one, and it only waited a fitting time to show
itself to the world. Now, we have seen as good a crop
of mushrooms in a frame upon an old hotbed as we
ever saw on any prepared bed : and why not so ? The
bed is formed of the substances most congenial to the

mushroom, and if no contrary influences e.xist, and the
spawn be allowed to develop itself, mushrooms may as

well be produced in such a bed as in one expressly
prepared for them ; with this object in view, we generally
scatter a little spawn on tlie top of every hotbed we
midcp, and after it has performed its allotted duty as a

hotbed, and, probably, forms a place on wliich to store

half-hardy plants, it is then that mushrooms show them-
selves, called into action by the moisture the bed receives

in tlie overplus water given to the plants. This is not
unusual ; and we have seen clusters of mushrooms rise

up underneath a pot of no meagre dimensions, and
overturn it. So much for the natural power of growth
of this delicate production; but it is not a solitary spe-

cimen that performs such a feat ; it is the combined
force of the whole batch, or family, for they are united

by bands of common brotlierhood, which age and an
acquaintance with the world, however, separate. Hut
these tutts of mushrooms, shouldering each other as

they do, are not the thin, lanky specimens we see some-
times, but thick, juicy, and all that could be desired.

Now, it requires no great amount of logic to show how
well the place they are growing in suits them ; the

j

capabilities of the bed for a successional brood is also

of no mean order; and though the crop may, and often

will, appear as more the result of chance and caprice

than of management, still some little assistance in the

latter tells in many cases.

Our object in pointing to these luxuriant clusters of

mushrooms produced almost spontaneously, is to show
in what manner mushroom-spawn may bo obtained,

or, in default of that, in which way it may be formed
artificially. Our mode of making it, is to collect a

quantity of horse-droppings, also some of sheep, or deer,

and tlie same of cows, about one-half being of the latter;

these are spread out on some dry, smooth bottom, and
chopped and trodden together until the whole mass be

of the consistence of brick earth. This cannot well bo

accomplished at once. It is, therefore, better to leave it

for a day, and return to it again, when a little fihry

loam may be added, and the whole beaten or trodden,

and regularly mixed, and eventually spread out to a

thickness of about three inches, when it may ho cut up
with a spade into pieces about the size of a brick, and
allowed to lie then a day or two, to jiartly dry, turning

the bricks as soon as they will allow of it; and by setting

them on edge on a dry, fi-esh place, the extra moisture

leaves them much quicker. When they become so

that the finger can only with difficulty indent tliem,

they may be carried into some warm corner of a shed,

and piled up, adding some pieces of old spawn as you
proceed, which can be placed between the layers in such

a way as to keep them open ; covering the whole with

litter will be all that is wanted for some time, and as we
suppose the heap to be only the size of a cart-load of

niatter, heating so as to take harm is not likely to

occur. In about a fortnight e.xamine the heap, and see

if there be a mass of fine, white thready matter running
into, around, and through the pieces of stifl'eued com-

post. If this singular material be likely to omit im-

pregnating any outside piece, removing that nearer the

centre, and bringing another piece out, will generally

effect a change. In about three weeks, or so, the

whole will be sufficiently innoculated to keep, and to

prolong it furtlier would endanger those pieces breaking

out into a cro]) of mushrooms at once, which it is

desirable to avoid; breaking a piece or two will enable

any one to tell, as it ought to smell like a mushroom,
and be in a manner matted together with these white

filaments we have been speaking of. Nothing more is

required hut to put them away into some dry place, and
to lay them thin until they become perfectly dry. They
will keep for years, but as the trouble is not very gi'eat,

we usually make some fruit every year, and where heds

are made up late in autumn or winter, we are enabled

to use tlie spawn less sparingly than if the supply was
limited.

We may add, that August is better than September
for making the spawn ; but there is yet time to do it,

provided the materials be at hand, and the weather and
other things propitious. Remember, we use no water,

neither do we let the rain fall on the bricks; but as

there is often a period of settled dry weather, much of

the work, in fact, the whole of it, may be done out-of-

doors without any danger, and in very few cases does

spawn, so prepared, fail to produce a crop, when other

things are likewise favourable. Preparation must also

be made for Mu$hroom-bcds. When tliere is a proper
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house for them inucli difficulty that way will be avoided ;

when there is not, any old shed will be of service,

as, witli a little extra care in covering up, and a little

more liberality in the dung used at the making of the
beds, we have seen very good crops in such a idace.
Horscdung, however, with a part of the litter amongst
it is best, only it ought not to be in the least heated;
and in preparing it care must be taken that it docs not
get over-heated ; turning every other day must be
practised for a time, then every third or fourth day,
until tlie heat moderates. We like a little sheeps' dung
to mix with it, when it can be had. It often happens,
at this season, that sheep have the habit of lying and
depositing their dung on roads or paths running through
their walks. In such places it may be obtained with-
out much trouble, and certainly no detriment to tlio

spot it is removed from. We like a little of it in mush-
room-beds, on account of its stimulating powers, and
the quantity may be increased in tliose thin lieds made
up in ordinary mut.liroom-houscs, J. IIubson.

THE POULTRY SHOW OF THE ROYAL NORTH
L.\NCASHIRE AGR[CULTURAL SOCIETY.

This w.ns held at Preston on the i!6th inst., and proved
highly attractive to a very numerous and respectable com-
pany.
The number of entries were (for premiums and sweep-

stakes) very neai-ly SOO, and, with but few exceptions only,
all were exhibited that were entered. Upon the whole, it

was a much better show than the council had nnticipatod,
and the arrangements were such as reflected tli,' liivli<-,i

credit upon the Secretaiy, Mr. Hunt, whoso iinl. l.iU'il.l,.

exertions had procured so much comfort and ccinpliiniis-;
for the stock, and so much accommodation for tlio public.
Many of the pons of fowl exhibited were, in points of ex-

cellence, never surpassed at any ibrmer show ; but we must
observe they were sent by two of the most successful ama-
teurs in the kingdom. Tliere was but one prize in each
class ottered, but two classes in each variety—viz., for cock
aud two hens, and for six chickens.
The DorkUii]x, which stand first on the hst, were closely

contested, and upon the whole good ; the pens w^iclt ob-
tained the prizes were really idrst-rate birds. Tlie six
chickens in this class gained tlie society's silver merlal for
the best pen of poultry in the yard, and well, we tliink, they
deserved tlie distinction ; and it is not saying too much in
their praise to add, that they were the very best pen of
poultry we ever saw penned togetlier of any variety, for
nothing was wanted to make them perfect of then- kind;
they possessed size, colour, and character, and were besides
in excellent condition. Tiie exhibitor was T. T. Parker,
Esq., Sutton Grange, St. Helen's.
The Spanish fowl shown by Capt. W. Plornby, E.N., of

Knowsley, near Prescot, were remarkably good birds, and
carried away both prizes, especially the six chickens, which,
besides showing great purity of race, promised to possess
greater size in maturity than the bu'ds hitherto so success-
fully shown by that gentleman.
The Garni: fowl were, as a class, very inferior ; the prize

pen even were so poor that they scarcely deserved the award.
There were, as usual, more entries of OocUhi-Ghina than

any other breed, aud, as usual, a preponderance of bad
ones ; but the prize birds were in excellent condition, liad
the characteristics of the lu-eed well developed, and were
nicely matched in colour, which was the favourite buff, with
a few marginated feathers on the hackle of the neck. Tlie
other varieties were badly represented, and in some classes
none at all.

The .judges deemed it necessary to withhold many of the
prizes offered liy the society, as the specimens competing
were unworthy the distinction. The Geese, Aylesbury and
Rouen Bucks, were all good, and generally deserved the
highest commendation

; indeed, it would liave been impos-
sible to have selected a bad specimen from the whole of
them.

The judges were Mr. J. Bissell, Birmingham, aud Mr.
Iligson, of Preston.

LIST OF PRIZES.

Doi-AiM!?s—Cock and 2 Hens. Prize, T. T. Parker, Esq., St. Helens.
Highly commended. Rev. William Hornliv, St. Jlichael's-on-Wyre.

X/mnisli-Cock and 2 Hens. Prize, Capt. \V. Hornby, II. N., Knowsley.
Game—Cock and 2 Hens. Prize, W. Allison, jun., Esq., Park Hail,
Chorley.

Corliin-C/iina—Cock and 2 Hens. Prize, T. T. Parker, Esq., St. Helens.
Gofden-pencilled Hamburgh.—No entry.

Sitver-pencUted Hmnbitrgh.—No entry.

Golden-spangled Hamburgh—Cock aiid 2 Hens. Prize, Ed. Allison,

.inn., Esq., Chorley.
Silmr-spanffled Hamburgh—Cock and 2 Hens. Prize, Mr. T, J. Gar-

rington, Preston.
Pofands—Cock and 2 Hens. No entry.
The best of anjf Breed or Crnss^Cock and 2 Hens. Prize, Mr. Geo.

lianks. I4igh Gate, Ivirkby Lonsdale.
Geese—Ga.nicr and 2 Goese. Prize, T. T. Parker, Esq., St. Helens.

'I'aulouse. Highly commended, T. T. Parker, Esq., St. Helens.
BwfJs—Aylesbury Drake and 2 Dvicks. Prize, W. Ellison, jun., Esq.,

Kend.ll. Highly commended, Capt. W. Hornby, Knowsley. The
whtile class commended.

J5(/r-/,-.!—Rouen Drake and 2 Ducks. Prize, T. T. Parker, Esq., St.

Helens.
Darks, any other variety— Draki

Pindar, Whalley.'
Turkei/s.—No entry.

and two Ducks. Prize, Mr. W.

YOUNG POULTEV.

Helens.

WILD BEES.

For the best six Ooslinns.—Vriza. T. T. Parker, Esq.
Commended, .1. P. Lord, Esq., Wigan.

For the best sLt Aylesbury Dueklinffs.—Vv'u.c, Capt. W. Hornby, R.N.,
Knowsley. Highly commended, Mr. J. Hodpson, Halifax.

For the best six Jiuuen Ducklings.—Prize, '1'. T. Parker, Esq., St.

Helens.
For tlie best si.'c Ducklings of any other varieli/.—Fihe, Mr. J. Lid-

greaves, Preston.

For the best sis XioiVrin? r/nW.cn«.—Prize and Society's Silver Medal,

T. T. Parker, Esq.. St. Helens. Highly commended, Rev. W. Hornby,
St. Miebacl's-on-Wyre.

For the best six Spanish Chickens.—Vnzc, Capt. W. Hornby, R.N.,
Knowsley.

For the best six Game Chickens.—Prize, Mr. Richard Hinde, Lancaster.

For the best six Cochin-Chinu Chickens.—I'me, Capt. W. Hornby, I

U.N., Knowsley.
For the best six Malay Chickens.— 'So entry.

For the licst six Poland C/lie/tens.—Withheld.
For the best six Chickens of any other breed.—Prize, Shanghai, Mr. M.

Carter, Preston,

The sweepstakes were generally won by the same gentle-

men as cai-ried away the prizes offered by the society.

[We are exceedingly obliged by this report, but we must
observe that we think the value of the prizes, ,'jfc sliillinf/s,

very far too small, and the more so when even the winners,

after pajdng their entries, must have been considerably out

of pocket. If the society wishes their Poultry Show to con-

tinue prospering they must increase the value of each

prize.

—

Ed. C. G.]

Bi/ H. W. Newman, Esq.

{Oontiniied from pnijc 3il.)

I shall now proceed to notice the extraordinary habits of the

drones, or males, of all these species of wild liees, my first dis-

covery of which was with the Apis Incorum, and purely acoi-

deutal. They leave the nest but ohcc, never to return ! ! after

the hatching of the females in July and .\ugust. \^'hen about

thirteen years of age, I began to collect nests of bees, aud
place theia in my garden. In the months of .Tune and July,

I used to employ my idle hours in looking for their nesis,

and meeting with a very strong and numerous one, about

the 15th of July, in a wood, a schoolfellow accompanied nie

to take it. We were armed \vith a large knife, two wooden
boxes with lioles and stoppers to hold tlie bees. The nest

(Apis Inconim) was so numerous, that at fifty yai'ds distauce

1 could see thoiii ascending and descending to the jilace.

The flight of tliis species is much higher in the air, ami
steadier than any of the others. After an hour's labour we
got to the combs, and succeeded in capturing no less than

five hundred bees, including a new hatch of about fiftv

drones; these were all brought home, with nearly all tlie

combs. Having left a small bit of comb to decoy the stniy

bees, we returned home. This nest contained eiijht huiiilrn/

bees ! fully two hundred, or three hundred bees more tlian in

any I ever found before or since. It contained three full

quarts of combs, and there was neai'ly a pound of honey-

ooinb filled, It shows ho\y wueh sonietiroes n good season,
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with good situation, will do. Mous. Hubev mentions aliout

llircc Imndred bees as near tlie number in a strong nest

;

but tbe majority, pavliculurly in a wet season, contain a

iiincli fewer number. 'X'lio nest was found near tbe root of

;ui old tree fin a wood) wbich had been cut down many
years, and tbe combs were so placed, tbat any wet from
them was drained into a large space of huUow ground
beneath. Near the new nest, 1 found, in another compart-

ment, tlie remains of a nest full of decayed combs of the

previcins year. I have no doubt that one of the females

iiad issued from this and planted Ike coloiiij in tlie same spot

!

For three mornings following I visited the nest, and col-

lected nearly two hundred stray workers, which were either

lost in the bustle of disturbing the nest, or were out at

work. However, I am indebted to this nest for my lirst ob-

sei-vation of the wonderful habits of the males, and which
» as afterwai'ds coutirmed to me many hundred times. My
garden was almost two miles from tlie nest, aad having

cuUected nearly the whole, excepting some few drones

which escaped, I do not think any of the bees which I
1

brought home went back to the old nest. Next morning i

early, having opened the aperture in the w<dl where I had
placed them, the bees sallied forth in the most cautious

manner, each worker bee, as it came out, remaining on
wing very near the entrance, on which it made the closest

j

observation, going farther and farther until it took iiight.

About ten o'clock, when tbe sun became hot, several drones
found tlieir way out, and liew ofl' without loiikin(j behind Ihem,

or making oljservation like the workers, and during the 1

week nearly the whole of the males departed never to

return. When taking the nest, I observed the same thing;
j

those which escaped never returned, like tbe workers, to

visit the spot. To test this, I took several other nests of the

same species, and placed them in very small hives made
by the shepherds, and found the same result. Within the

first fom'teen days after the drones and females ai'e hatched
they voluntarily depart, and commence searching for food

for themselves, winch they do until the end of September,
or later, when they perish. Divine AVisdom has deprived

them entirely of the power or faculty of returning to, or

jinding the nest; indeed, they make not the least obser-

vation on their departure like the workers. The male bee

of this species is a very handsome insect, and so unlike the

worlier, that it cannot be mistaken for it, being nearly all

over of a Ught buff colour, with a black stripe on the back,

excepting the abdomen, which is white.

How wonderful is the provision of nature when we con-

template it ! These drones have the i'aculty of gathering

honey, hut for themselves alone, during their voluntary and
necessary exile.

We see plainly the linger of a superintending Providence
in these minute points. The hive bee lives in a most
powerful and numerous community, and expels its lazy

drones twhich are of entirely different habits) by force,

after their term of usefulness in the hive is past ; but the

humble bee, a more inoffensive character, docile, and very

tractable, exists in a very small habitation, with numbers too

few to act offensively ; and Inlinitc Wisdom lias provided the

males of each of these species with the full iuclinalion and
instinct to leave the nest once, but without the power,
or faculty of returning to annoy the workers any more,
and this perpetual and voluntary banishment is accom-
panied by tbe power of subsisting by its own industry on
the flowers while they last.* In the evenings of each day
they hide themselves in warm places. The car/// part of the

day is spent by the drones in getting a little honey ; they

then employ themselves in making visits, a round of which is

continued for a couple of hours, or more, to particular

spots, trees, bushes, &c., generally within a few huniU'ed
jards from their deserted habitation. It was after long ob-

servation I discovered " di-one haunts." After due con-

sideration, I firmly beUeve it is ordered by the " (Ireat

.\rchitect of the universe," that these extraoi'dinary move-
ments are to compensate them for their voluntary banish-

* When the drones arc ready to leave the nest, the queens are hatched.
I am indebted to a friend of mine, W. H. L. Wolcott, ICsq., of Clifton,
for a very good explanation of the vagabond drones, which make such
cvtraordmary rounds, and which puzzled me for many years to find out.
Ulr. W. says that those drones are the unfortunate ones which have not
been oiated with queens, there being but a small proportion of them
wanted for this purpose.

ment, and is intended to occupy their time, instead of their

resting in the nest. I am willing to prove this cuiious fact

to any naturalist in the months of .July and August. Each
species has different haunts and modes of showing these

flights, which I will explain in my description of the three

other species. For foiu' or five summers, I never had less

than half a-dozen nests of the A. lucornm a.ud tcrrestris in

my garden ; these were brought a full mile from the

original nests. I watched the progress of each, and par-

ticularly the hatching of their beautiful drones, and in-

variably saw them depart within a few days after without

making the smallest observation of the place. I never saw
one return, nor any male make its exit, in connexion with a

female. Jly colonies of these bees were one or two, always

in an old wall; several in very small hives made of coarse

rushes or straw by the shepherds in the neighbourhood

;

and some in a warm place in their own soil—the earth;

these last always did the best in a dry sumnler. The combs
and bees were placed in their wooden boxes, such as are

used by druggists, and when they became settled the boxes

were removed, and a covering placed over to prevent the

dirt falling in on them. The difficulty in the (jromid is in

wet weather, to drain the place properly ; for the wild bees

ai'e in general most judicious on this point in their natural

state ; they usually choose loose ground where the water

sinks below their combs. This species of bee is the only

one which interferes much with the hive bee in " choice of

flowers." In 18il, I remember well seeing some hundreds
of the A. tiuorum and tcrrestris on some lime-trees in full

blossom, and many remained until it was so dark, that they

could not find their way home ; so delicious and intoxicating

a blossom is the lime. In the morning (in consequence of

a storm in the night) I foimd some dozens of these workers

in a torpid state which had fallen on the ground, and I

amused myself for some time in recovering them, for

I have been able to catch this, and all the species, with my
naked hand without being stung.

The most determined enemy to these bees are the field

mice, wbich destroy more than two-thirds of them all over

England. Neai' villages and small towns, I have found their

nests moi-e numerous, which I attribute to the number of

cats wbich destroy the mice. Another enemy is a cater-

pillar, which gets into the outer-coating of the combs of the

A. terrcslris, and desti'oys tlie nest, if not discovered and
kiUed. Each species of wild bee has its own peculiar mode
of going its round in fine weather ; some near the ground,

others through hedges, trees, shi-ubs, ifcc.

{To be continued.)

CONSTRUCTION OF GREENHOUSES
AND PITS.

I AM tempted to send you an account of some experi-

ments and contrivances which I have lately been under-

taking with respect to the construction of greenhouses and
pits. My first iioint is in connection with glass; the second,

concerning a mode of heating. I have just had some small

pits erected, and warmed by hot water, and, in order to add

to their elliciency, I have had them double-glazed ; that is,

there is a layer of glass, then a stratum of air, tlieu a second

layer of glass, so that between tlie two frames of glass

is enclosed a stratum of air, which is a iion conducting

medium, and therefore calculated, 1 believe, to add much to

the warmth of the pit. I glaze with small glass, 10-oz., six

inclies by four inches, which I can piu'chase for Id. per foot,

consequently the layer of glass is actually as cheap as a

bass mat, which it is intended to supersede, i.e., a bass mat
of the size of two-light, or six feet by four feet, costs Is. Cd.,

and lasts a season; tbe glass is 2s., and lasts for years, and

the time saved in covering and uncovering will be soon

equal to the odd sixpence, added to which, my plants will

have daylight as soon and as long as dayhght exists. The
mechanism for double-glazing will be easily contrived by

one for themselves; mine is thus accomplished—a small

rabbit is sunk in the stile into which the glass rests; a

layer of putty is spread over, and then a lath screwed over

it. The under glazing is flush, and does not overlap—is not

imbricated, as we say in botany.

With regard to the second notion—1 have as yet only
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experimeutej on a small scale, and I have not yet fully

determined to caiTy out the plan this year or not. It is a

mode to obtain an equable, though low, degree of heat,

sufficient to keep out frost, and especially calculated for

cold pits. The notion is, 1 believe, entirely original; but

there is nothing new under the sun ; and it may be, after

all, that the plan is old and known ; but I am only an

amateur and have not yet heard of its adoption. I believe

it to be well worth a patent, but as I do not intend to dabble

in such stutf, I make a present of it .to The Cottage Gar-

dener. The source of heat for my pits is the earth, at

certain depths—the deeper the better. Say, a pit is erected

over a well, and glazed with my mode of double-glazing, and

built of hollow bricks. We all know that water never

freezes in wells of any depth ; the air in contact with the

water becoming warmed by it would, of course, rise, and the

upper stratum, as it cooled, fall ; thus the pit would be kept

at a temperature constaiftly above the freezing point, whiclj

is all that is required for cold pits. Now, if this, on trial,

should be found to be too damp, then a different scheme
could be adopted, either by interposing, between the well

and the pit, a sheet of galvanized iron ; or, what would be

best, to immerse a coil of cast iron, or other ijipe, in the

well, or deep hole, and have another coil once or twice round

the pit ; by this mode the warmth, without the damp, would

be obtained. The first of these plans would be very cheap

—

all cost of fuel would be avoided ; and, by the second plan,

the first expense would be all the cost. I have not yet

erected a pit on this plan ; but last year I made the following

experiment : 1 have a deep drain going through my garden

which is about fourteen feet below the surface ; over a

six-inch pipe, which leads down to the main drain, I hung
a self-registering thermometer, and covered it with two

hand-hghts, one above the other; near to the spot I sus-

pended another thermometer of the same make, and while

this fell as low as 2»°, that over the drain, and, protected

by the double glass, never got lower than i'-i".

The advantages of this plan may be thus summed up

:

an equable heat; never too hot or too cold. Constant

action without attention. No expense for fuel.—W. H. 0.

[A well in a greenhouse will not keep the air in that

house from sinking below freezing. The water becomes

cooled down to y:J°, and then the air above it does not

perceptibly circulate, though the air in the greenhouse is

much colder. Double-glazing, which is an old plan, may
be frequently adopted with economy now that glass is so

cheap.

—

Kd. C. G.]

IMPORTED COCHIN-CHINA FOWLS: GAPES.

I HOPE ere long, by comparing notes, a more perfect

criterion will be established ; this, at the present time, is
I

very much needed to enable amateurs to select thorough-

bred birds. After a perusal of a number of letters I have

lately received upon the subject of Cochin-China fowls, I

am completely puzzled to know what constitutes a perfectly

pure bred fowl ; whether the bird should be feathered down
the le^'s or not—whether the cock should have aiit/ sword

feathers in the tail or not—whether the bird should be long

or short upon the legs. From liirds in my possession,

which I know came direct from China, I have made the

following observations:—The cock bird is of a dark red

colour, with a dark hackle, edged with yellow; very flufly

about the thighs; each fluffy feather presents a very peculiar

characteristic, viz., being semi-double, or as if it had been

split from the apex to the base— I have never found the

feathers thus in half bred birds ; the wings very short, and

doubled under ; comb, single, serrated, but not deeply so
;

legs, short, flesh-coloured in front, pink down the sides,

somewhat feathered ; afew sword feathers in the tail ;* the

crow generally ending in a prolonged kind of roar ; weight,

about 10 lbs. Hens, paitridge-coloured ; lay abundantly;

very dark, middle-sized eggs; weigh about 7 lbs. or Slbs.

each. Chickens feather slowly, cockrels even more so than

puUets ; when about three mouths old cocks weigh 4J lbs.,

hens, ;) lbs. to 34 lbs. each; roost on the ground at uiglit;

all of a quiet disposition, seldom or never fighting. Hens
excellent sitters and kind nurses.

Having thus briefly particularised the distinctive marks

belonging to this variety of fowl, allow me to mention a

plan by which I have cured many of my friends' valuable

chickens from that terrible disease amongst poultry—the

Girpes. Many persons recommend tobacco-smoke as a

. remedy, but surely this is a very desperate one, at least I

j

have always found it so; others recommend the extraction

of the worms by means of a feather; this is a very uncertain

mode, owing to the tenacity with which the worms hold ;
if,

however, a perfectly dri/ feather is diijhlly covered with

bird-lime, and then introduced into the gullet, turning the
' feather round all the while, upon the withdrawing of which

the worms will generally be found adhering ; by this means

many a valuable chicken's life may be saved, provided the

operation is carefully performed.—M.

PREPARING STOCK OF BEDDING PLANTS.
As the season is fast approaching when we begin to

prepare our winter stock of bedding plants, I venture to

send you the particulars of a plan which I have pursued for

several years with the most satisfactory results, and which,

1 think, may possibly be of service to many of your readers.

Towards the latter end of August, I mark out a space in the

warmest corner of my garden, about two-feet and-a-half

wide, and large enough to take all the hand-glasses I can

muster. The soil is dug out about half a-spit deep, and
I fill up tlie vacancy to the surface with broken crocks and
cinders ; on this is spread a layer of light sandy soil, about

four inches thick, and then a layer of white sand, over

which I then give a moderate watering. The first hand-
glass is then jiressed for a moment firmly down on the wet
sand, and- the marks which the edges leave behind are a

guide in planting. I then insert, in rows about three inches
npart, cuttings of the different J'erbvnas that I intend to

li.il iM-\i y, ar. They have a gentle watering, and the glass

is ii1:h(i1 .i\ir them. They are kept damp, and carefully

sIkkI.'J 1V(hii the sun until they begin to grow. When they

are well roofed the glasses are removed for a week or two,

but these must be replaced before the autumn rains com-
mence. If the winter is very severe, I may, perhaps, throw
an old carpet over the glasses after two or three nights'

frost, and if I do so, I always allow the covering to remain
until the weather breaks, but I scarcely think that this is

necessary.—T. 13.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
»,• We request tliat no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communicationa should be addressed " To the Editor of

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, paternoster Row, London."

Climbers for Warm and Cool Conservatory Ci'/'>'*<'').—You

will find much suitable matter in an article by Mr. Fish lost week. From

that you will perceive that Bignonia venusta will not do well in the cold

house, even with the assistance of some heat at the roots. Perhaps you

could get the top introduced into the warmer division, or you could move

it altogether, and bring Tacsonia mnnicnta out of the warmest division

in its place. We should also be inclined to substitute Passijtora Btttottit

in the warmest end of the cool division, instead of Tecomii capensis, or

even Ipomaa Lenrii. Your whole arrangements are good at first sight

;

but we must read your letter again, and think the subject over, before we

can state affirmatively that the heat requisite for Combretum purpureum,

Passijiora utiita, Dipludenia crassinoda, in the warmest division, will

not inconvenience ladies sitting there, and injure the flowers about them,

as in a Horal buuduir. If the panels in the warm part you wish to keep

green are exposed to a fair portion of light, then you may grow Stepha-

notis Jloribunda, or Hoya carnosa, or some of the .Esthi/nalhiises i or,

if shaded, then the Lyeopndiums, or mosses, mentioned lately by Mr.

Appleby, would suit you.

Indigoi'era decora {.!. W'.),— It requires exactly the same treatment

as a Fuchsia. " Set it to work " in October or November ; any degree

of heat above 50°, until you come to /0° or 75°, according to sun-heat,

will do for it; abou' 60° is the right heat for it, until the end of .lanuary,

but 5(1° will do ; a lower degree will not answer. The same pot will do

for it from October to the first week in February ; then three shifts

before the middle of May, or blooming time, and no further shift afl the

Any soil that will grow Geraniums well will do for it.

small Seeds (S.).—The best course to insure the sprouting

* If the sword or scimetar feathers are long the breed is not pure.—
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of very small seeds— such as those of Calceolarias, Lobelias, Bhododen-
drons, ^c, is that which we always recommend. Fill the pot more than
one-half with any rough common soil ; any thing will do for the bottom
half, as the roots do not reach it. For Calceolarias use sandy loam for the
top half, and sift as much of it as will make a fine thin laj er on the top
for placing the seeds on j then water the pot, but so gently as not to dis-

place any of the fine surface, and in less than half-an-hour the pot is

ready to sow the seeds on. Sow them with the fore finger and thumb just
as you would salt a sandwich, and about as thick. Then press the
whole surface of the mould with the bottom of a smaller pot, or a smooth
piece of circular wood ; this is to press the seeds into the soil without
covering them ; then with the finger and thumb again sow the thinnest
layer you can of the sifted soil over the seeds, and the work is finished.
Tiie dampness of the soil under the seeds will soon rise to the thin
particles above them, so that the usual way of watering after sowing is

dispensed with, and the danger of displacing the seeds is thus avoided.
Before the pot wants more water the seeds are either sprouting, or are
now so firm in their bed that a gentle watering will not move them. It

is a good plan to put a piece of glass over such pots, and a handful of
damp moss over the glass to keep all cool, moist, and dark, for a few
days, when the Calceolarias are sure to be up. September is the best
month in the year to sow Calceolarias, for those who have convenience to
get them over the winter.

Salvia patens shedding its Flowers (A Novice) .—The "cause
and cure" of this failure—fiowers dropping ere they open—are equally
mysterious to us, after all the experiments you have tried with it in the
greenhouse and open border. Perhaps your stock is from a seedling plant
with that disposition born with it ; at any rate, we would change the
stock, after trying it in two or three places in the kitchen-garden, where,
if it drops its flowers, your soil docs not suit it.

Coarse Lawn (Bedsi.—There is no question or doubt about the best
way, and also the cheapest in the long run, of improving a coarse lawn
full of daisies and other weeds. The whole surface ought to Ije dug over
a full spit deep, like a piece of the kitchen-garden, then relaid with turf
which is free from all but the finer grasses, but no such turf can be
bought any where, therefore, to obtain it we must sow seeds on purpose.
The seed would answer any time from the first sowing of wheat in
October, or a month earlier, to the time of barley sowing in the spring.
As we dislike seeing the bare ground all the winter, we put off lawn
sowing till the very end of March. The last week in March, and the first

two in April, is therefore the best.

Diseased Rhododendron Leaves (F'e)-ff.r).—There was no trace of
insects on the Rhododendron leaves. When the Indian breed of Rhodo-
dendrons are first turned out, or during very hot weather, or when too dry
at the roots under a strong sun, if only for a lew hours, they are very apt
to turn brown in the leaves, just as yours looked to us. We never saw
such leaves get wrong when the plants were turned out into the free soil,

and we expect that some sudden check from want of water at the roots,
and the very hot sun at the beginning of July, caused the mischief.

Bedding Geraniums (A. A. TF.).—For half-a-dozen of good bedding
Geraniums, select Punch, Compartum, Pink Nosegay, Tom Thumb,
Mangle's Variegated, and Sulmott. The difference between a " Gera-
nium," " Fancy Geranium," and ** Pelargonium," is difficult to define ;

botanically they are nearly all alike. Pelargonium is the book name
of all the pot Geraniums, but nine out of ten people think it a pedantic
name, and to please them we usually use the name Geranium for all those
we use in the flower-garden, to distinguish the bedders from the ones
they show for competition ; we often call the latter Pelargoniums ; and
the Fancies are a new race, with small flowers and gay colours, as Queen
Victoria, Ibrahim Pacha, &c. Get a plant of each, and that ia the
easiest way to understand the difl'erence.

Early Bloosiing Annuals (Rosetta).—You are answered at page
354. The Collinsias, Gilias, and Silenes, are particularly suited to come
in early, and to flower between bulbs while they are ripening their foliage.
Your flower-garden figure is planted exceedingly well, and the only thing
you require is to have a full bloom in May and the beginning of June,
while the bedding plants are getting established ; and that can only be
done by annuals and such as are sown this month. Spring-sown annuals
are next to useless on the bedding system, except those that bloom all

the season.

Flower Garden (Violet).—Vours is a very pretty figure, and one of
the easiest to plant. The four horse-shoe-like beds on each side of the
centre diamond should be planted alike—that is, each bed on one side of
the diamond should have the same plant, or the same colour and height
of plant in the one opposite to it, either cross-eornerwise or straight.
Eight annuals, to fill them in spring, you will find in our list, page 354.

the bulbs, and the Collinsias^ &c., are removed, and the bedding
let all the bare places between the bedders be planted with

Whci
plant
annuals, to be s

Nov cen Mab).—Please your Majesty,
»rth recommending, and all the

orth the shreds and nails

as trees and huge bushes
re not. As this is not the time
>vel things, we will carry your

;l Half-hardy Climbers (Qi
we have nothing new in that style w
Ewaltjptuses, in or out of Australia, ai
to fasten them to walls. Where they will gi
they are excellent, but wall plants they
of year to plant out half-hardy or n
Majesty's request with us on our visits,

shall be able to say what are the best and most appropriate. Bcrberis
temiifolia is the only one of them that requires a wall, and is worth it.

None of the Bcrrhemias are worth your while. The Lardizabala tri-
ternata is a fast-growing plant after the second year.

Transplanting Hydrangeas {A Subscriber).— They will easily
transplant at any age or size. April is the best time to move them ; and
if they have made long bare roots beyond the great tuft near the surface,

cut them back to the main stool.

CocniN-CHiNA Fowls
that IB, not " booted," to i

(Ibid).—Those without well-feathered legs,
ie the technical phrase, do not possess all the

characteristics of a first-rate bird. The more densely the outside of the
leg is feathered, and the nearer in colour the leg feathers are to those of

the other parts of the body, the greater the beauty, so far as the booting
is concerned.

Cinerarias (S. S.).—The whole of the new Cinerarias are entirely

unfit for bedding—"the more's the pity;" but now is the time to prepare
the Silver plant {Cineraria marHima), and also C ame/Zoirfes (a dwarf,
blue bloomer, and one of the best to plant at the end of July), to succeed
the blue Nemophila that was sown at the beginning of April. There is

no plant that will mix with the Ageratum Mexicanum ; but almost any
colour, except the scarce one, violet, will suit it, inside a belt of it, or
outside. The best way is to have it in the centre of a bed, then scarlet

geraniums, and a white or variegated border outside.

Bees.—K. F. says :—" The hive B was driven into the new hive pro-
nounced ' much too large,' which surprised her, as it only exceeds by a
t.'i/te the dimensions given by the ' Country Curate of Ross,' and the
gardener (a Devonshire man) says, for good swarms they generally use
6KA7ie/ hives. However, the result is favourable (for this locality), it is

nearly filled with comb, was hived June 30th, and a fortnight since had
gained 1 1 lbs., but it must be confessed that none remained in the stock
hive, through a little bad management; but being so late in the season,

and the hive so large, that is not to be regretted. Perhaps it is foolish

to intrude all this information on Mr. Editor's attention, as he must have
forgotten all the previous communication ; but that is thought of too late.

Concerning A, the weaker of the two, it was also driven into a box in the
greenhouse, but only a very small swarin issued ; they are working
extremely well (both the driven hives were fed for three days, or rather
nights) ; at first, the stock A seemed to do well, and a prosperous colony
was hoped for, but after three or four weeks they ceased to work, and it

was concluded that they had not been able to procure another queen,
neither were drones ever seen, and as A'. F. had not then seen the
remarks in the July number, and on weighing, found it very light, she
thought it better to join them, as advised, by lumigation, to their friends
in the greenhouse ; not having succeeded in procuring German tinder,
paper soaked in sulphur was used, which seemed to answer, but that they
too soon recovered. However, they were put into a bell-glass of nine feet

diameter, on the top of the box, and a piece of perforated tin over the
whole ; the next morning the tin was withdrawn, thinking to follow the
direction of ' The Country Curate's ' English Bee-keeper, page 60, and
that they would unite, when lo ! there was soon a pile of slain at the
bottom of the box; the whole community was in excitement, carrying
out their victims as fast as possible. After witnessing this warfare with
much regret for a couple of hours, she replaced the straw hive, and
carried the glass, with its remaining contents, into the garden, and there

seemed yet a great many. That was a fortnight since, and she thought
to attempt the union again, by fumigating both parties; but alas I how
they have disappeared is a mystery ; but there are none to be seen in

the hive, though occasionally one or two enter—perhaps strangers.

The end and aim of this long history is only to beg the favour of any
little hint as to the probable cause of failure." '* Better luck next
time." '* Practice makes perfect." Let " K. F." derive consolation

from these wise proverbs. The ** Country Curate" has not been
able to guess the cause of " K. F.'s" mishaps, because he is ignorant of

the particular method of treatment of A. and B. at swarming time.

His directions in the "English Bee-keeper" cannot have been strictly

followed, or success would have been the result. As to the failure of

union of bees, attempted by setting a glassful of bees over a hole in the

top of another hive, with a piece of perforated zinc interposed between
them for several hours, there must have been a queen in the glass. Bees,
in this way, will not peaceably unite, if each family has its queen. If
" G. K.'s" bees only weigh 11 lbs. now of contents, they must be liberally

fed till they attain a weigtit of 20 lbs. contents.

Bees.—Cymro says—" I have one hive of bees, and have been promised
the bees of four hives at the takmg of the honey (three of them are three
miles away, and one about quarter-of-a-milej. If I united the three or
four lots to my present hive (common straw, with the centre hole stopped
up by a pin of wood), would it not be necessary to increase the size of
the hive by placing another under it—say an eighteen-inch square hive,

which next year could be made the stock hive, and allowed to swarm to

increase the number of hives, which would be strong ones: would there

be any advantage gained by this proceeding ? I should have said that
I am to fumigate the bees with Racodium ; what length of time should
the smoke be kept blown into the hive, so as not to carry it too far? A
cottage bee-keeper told me that he once found a swarm of bees in a
hedge in a field, and took them home, and hived them, and put them
along-side of others in his garden, and found that they were continually

at war with each other. Numbers were slain, and, fearing the loss of all

his bees, he was obliged to destroy the stray swarm. How can it be
accounted for? On referring to a back number of The Cottage Gar-
dener, I find that you say, bees from every county would live peaceably
together in the same place?" The common straw hive, with a centre

hole, will suffice for the four lots of bees. Do not use the square hole

under it, if unnecessary
;
you will not get the bees to work in it now.

The smoke may be kept in the hive until everything is perfectly quiet,

after most of the bees have dropped down. If you use the dredger, have
the spike at least five inches long. The bees fought, probably, because
there was little honey to be obtained in the fields.

Chrysanthemums turning Yellow (Tyro).—The most of the
sorts you mention wc have often seen yellow-leaved. Your soil may be
of a loo-adhesive character, and, probably, you water all your chrysan-
themums alike. You say they are well-drained, but, probably, not well

enough. Yellowness and sickly appearance is caused Irom either stagna-
tion of water, or sourness of soil at the root. Stir the surface well, and
let them get dry before they are watered again. It is too common an
occurrence to see an inexperienced grower water all alike, whether
already too wet or not.

Taking Honey.— Jt/r. H. IT'. JVeu-man says:—"Your correspondent,

Rusticus, inquires the best way to take honey at this season, without
destroying the bees. I have mentioned in The Cottage Gardener
my own idea of ' humanity.' I am no advocate for driving or any
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forcible dfpriviition ; it renders the bees very vindictive and restless for

ii long time, and numerous casualties in death of stocks take place if not

done with great judgment. Should a hee-keeper be very sensitive about

killing his bees, he must goto considerable expense in purchasing all

his hives and boxes with proper covers to contain glasses of all sizes,

suited to the nature of the season. I am one of those old-fashioned

apiarians who think that the quiet mode of deprivation is the only safe one.

Suppose a man keep ten stocks of bees, and is able to take eight full

glasses of honey, the purest of all, this is much better than running the

risk of taking too much by driving or fumigation. It is very easy to talk

of turning up a populous hive, with 40 lbs. weight of honey, on 15,000

bees, and placing an empty hive on the top. to beat the full hive until all

the bees have gone up into the empty one ! and so cut and carve the

combs, ad libitinn. When the hives are separated, what can the bees

be about? quite quiet, of course; then, after all the uproar and confu-

sion, the deprived stock is to be returned to its place, and the bees in the
^

empty hive placed near bo as to allow them to return, het Rusticiis
\

adopt the glasses and small boxes if he will, and cut them with a copper
,

wire as they are filled ; he will find this a much more suitable plan for
|

his own comfort, and that of the bees also, there being always this differ-
|

ence, that in the deprivation by glasses the main body of the bees is not

disturbed, and no danger done to the honey by puff balls in sulphur,"
I

Taking Honey.—A Worcesiershire Man says :—" A few days ago a I

sudden fancy came over me, and a friend who" was staying with mc, to
j

take a common straw hive of bees by storm. He dressed himself in a '

veil, thick leather gloves, and great coat, tying his wrists and legs round

with string, and having made himself impervious to the bees, he delibe- I

rately marched up to the stand, took away the full hive to the distance of
;

four yards, having first put a new straw hive, ready prepared, in the
;

place of the old one. He placed the old hive on a wheelbarrow, shook
j

out the bees, and at once cut out the comb, and laid it on dishes on a

table previously placed near the barrow. It was the operation of a few

minutes. The bees returned to the new hive; but it became evident, in

the after-part of the day, that the queen bee remained in the wheelbarrow,

from the bees leaving the new hive and clustering round her. The new
hive was removed to the barrow, over the cluster of bees, and at night

replaced on the stand. The bees all appear to be settled, and beginnmg
to work. Will the bees be able to support themselves at this late season,

,
or would they have been,- had the process taken place a month ago ;* It

was evident that the bees, during the last three weeks' wet weather, had
been living on their honey. What is the objection to this plan, which

I

Involves no expense whatever, and was performed without a single

1
sting?" [There is no objection to the above plan (which I have often

I adopted to expel bees from a hive), save the danger of destroying the

queen, who will be often crushed to death in process of cutting out the

comb, for she is generally tlie /f/-s-^ to quit the comb under the circum-

stances of this treatment of the hive. Unless your correspondent have

liberally fed his bees already, they will certainly have all died by this

time ; and if he does not feed them with as much prepared food (honey,

or sugar-beer or sugar -water,) as they can eat during the nest month,
they must die during the winter, for they have conil) to make, as well as

honey to store, for their winter supply.—A Codntby Cueatis.]

LovELL Cochin-China VovihS.—An Old Subscriber says—" I have

had them some time, and did I not desire to show Cochin-Chinas for a

prize, I should prefer the Lovells to any other kind whatever ; but they

cannot be made to weigh more than six or seven pounds, the hens, and
nine pounds very good male birds, and this would prevent them from

\

taking a prize now as Cocliin-China fowls. For beauty they surpass tlic
]

large kinds ; they have short legs, well feathered, small bone, beautilul

white flesh, quite equal in that respect to the Dorking ; they fatten fast-
indeed, if well fed, need no cooping for the table ; they are extremely

j

hardy (having escaped the roop when all my other fowls have had it), and
much tamer than any other kind; their feathers are beautifully downy;—

|

in short, I think they possess all the good qualities of the Dorking as
j

well as of the Cochin-China ; and I would not be without a few of them
,

on any account. Two pullets I hatched in January last began to lay in
,

i\Iay, and, notwithstanding thiir extreme productiveness, are excessively
!

fat.' Should any of your correspondents wish for the stock, I will supply
,

them at a reasonable rate, as I have two or three pairs more than I want, '

and also some excellent Cochin-China chickens, from a splendid male
,

bird of Mr. Holt's, and a Sturgeon hen. As an amateur, I do not want
to make a high price of them ; but I think it a pity to cat them, when

|

so many would be glad of them for stock."
I

Vinegar Plant (Ibid).—" I see some of your readers arc enquiring i

for tlie Vinegar plant, the only economical thing for producing pure,
'

wholesome vinegar, of an excellent flavour. Any one enclosing 4b. tid.

worth of postage-stamps can have one sent to them, "ith directions for

ensuring a constant supply of good vinegar for about 3d. a gallon. The
money will be applied to a charitable purpose." Any person who applies

for these must send the application in a stamped envelope.

Golden and Silver Pheasants (D. I,.).—These are not tender.

Mr. Nolan says he has kept the Golden Pheasant in an open aviary at all

seasons, and found it to be an earlier layer than cither the Silver or Com-
mon Phciisaut. He recommends them to be treated exactly like the

I latter. The white Lily with pale pink spots, if shaped like the Martagon
Lily, is no doubt Litium tanci/olium punctattim, and the pink with
crimson spots, L. L. speviosum.

Age at whicu Fowls Breed {A Novice).—Buy The Domestic Fowl
in the series of Richardson's Rural Hand Books. For Spanish fowls
apply to Capt. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley Cottage, Present. Pullets some-
times begin to lay when only five or six months old ; but neither pullets
nor cockerels should be used for store until eiRht months old. Hens
will lay without any intercourse with a male bird, but whether they lay

as well, or as soon, we cannot say.

Caterpillar (JV. Y. 'A.).—U it has a horn or hook at the tnU end,
your description agrees with that of the Privet Htiwfc Moth~2^ inches

I

long, bright light green, with seven stripes of lilac and white on each
side.

Bees (IV. ir.).-If in a straw-hive, we know they will thrive with no
other protection than a milk-pan turned over them, and sheltered from
the wind by shrubs. We do not kno\v the price of Mr. Taylor's zinc

shades.

Various (T. Hill).—Look to a previous page to a note about nails.

Zinc Wire can be bought of any wire worker in London who advertises

in our pages. Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, and Apricots will ripen on a
slanting roof in Derbyshire, if trained on a trellis, and well protected from
frost, &c., when in blossom, for the blossoms are more liable to be cut

oft" by frost than when grown against a wall. The advertisement would
be five shillings. We think five or six toes in a Cochin-China fowl is a

mark of degeneracy, if it appears on more than one of a brood occasion-

ally ; for that may be an accidental malformation.

Chicory Culture in .Tebset.-H. F. has obliged us with the follow-

ing:—Chicory is generally sown in April, in drills, one foot apart, and
kept hoed and free from weeds, and taken up in the autumn, when the

leaves decay, and dried and stored for use. It likes a sandy deep soil.

CiiiTTATRATS.

—

CocMn says there are three varieties of these, and he
will, therefore, he obliged by Amateur informing him which of the three

he found to be the best layers, as mentioned by him at page 297.

Lice in Poultry {Semper vigilans) .—'Mix together equal parts of

Scotch Sniif ^nd Pulvis Digitalis ; and, turning back the feathers, rub

the mistur- well in among their roots. If you have a large box of dry

sand or coal-ashes in your loft, the fowls will keep themselves free from
vermin. Your other question nest week.

Work on GREENnocsE Plants (S. H. S.).—Macintosh's little

volume, called The Greenhouse, Hothouse, and Stove, will suit you.

PoultuyNomenclature-T. G , "In the advancing state of poultry

affairs, begs to suggest a nomenclature, which, with the slight alteration

of one word, will (lescribe the ages of our fowls. This now is done by
circumlocution, and provincially varies so much, that the description of

one district is with difficulty understood in another. I, therefore, pro-

pose that chicks of the first year shall be called cockerells and pullerets;

birds of the sero?id yritr »t9.s-cocks and pullets; and afterwards cocks

and hens, naming their years according to their ages."

Fowls in confined Space (S. L.).— In your twcnty-fect square

yard, twelve-feet square hen-house, and the run of a meadow for an hour

daily, no fowl is better suited than the Cochin-China. There is no
remedy against a hen wanting to sit, except taking her from her nest

and shutting her up for a few days. We never heard that hens in a

confined space arc more inclined to sit than those which have a wider

range.

Tulip Bed (Rev. A. il/.).—According to your request, we have ascer-

tained that Mr. Groom will arrange you a bed, and find the bulbs of a

bed of thirty rows of first-class tulips, for fifteen pounds. The following

are recommended by him :— Cherry and Rose: Ayhiia, Catalani, Clau-

diana, Duchess of Sutherland, Duchess St. Albans, Emily. Jiyla-mens:

Addison, Impcratrix Florum, Lewald. Michael Angelo, Mentor, or Ueine

dc Sheba, Roi dc Siam, Rubens. Bizarres : Catafalque (Dutch), Duke
of Clarence, Garrick, Marshal Soult (Groom's), Optimus, Platoff, and
Polyphemus. Now is a good time to prepare the bed. The following

Tulips are new this season—fioic : Fleur de Marie. Bizarres : Dr.

Horner, Marquis of Bristol, Earl of Derby, Duke of Northumberland,
and Earl of Clarendon.

Call-Ducks.—.4 Clerical Friend says, " I should like to know some-
thing more about those exceedingly pretty little birds, call diirhs.

Naturalists do not seem to assign them a distinct position as a species,

and yet besides the characteristic from which they derive Iheir name,

they vary from other ducks both in size and form. I have some beautiful

dark coloured ones little larger than teal, but of a rounder figure."

Na

'ithc

s OP Plants {Brentingby Cottage).—We think Cochlear

{MarkhamK—YouTs. is Origanum dictamni'y. Dittany of Crete.

%
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Peas, of the Priuce Albert, or any other Charlton

variety, sown about the 14th of June, beneath a west

wall, on a light loam, deeply trenched, may almost in-

variably be made to bear a good crop in October, if

sheltered at night, and during mid-day, by a canvass

screen or blind reaching from the wall to the ground.

The'best mode of sowing is in a single row, about three

feet from the wall. We adopt the mode of sowing and

culture recommended by Mr. Knight in the extract with

which we shall conclude these remarks, but, instead of

covering the peas in the drill only with earth, we draw

over them a little of the soil, then add a quarier-of-an-inch

of fi-esh stable litter, and sprinkle a little of the soil over

this, so that the seed is buried altogether not more than

three-quarters-of-an-inch. The mulch keeps the moisture

of the soil from evaporating away from the roots.

Mi: Knight, in a paper read before the Horticultural

Society so long since as 1813, says :

—

" The secondary and immediate cause of this disease (the

White Mildew), and of its congeners, have long appeai-ed to

me to be the want of a sufficient supply of moisture from
the soil with excess of humidity in the air, i^articularly if

the plants be exposed to a temperature below that to whirli

they have been accustomed. If damp and cold weather in

July succeed that which has been warm and bright, without

the intervention of sufficient rain to moisten the ground to

some depth, the wheat crop is much injured by mUdew. 1

suspect that, in such cases, an injurioiis absorption of mois-

ture, by the leaves and stems of the wheat plants, takes

place; and I have proved, that under similar circumstances
much watet "^ill be absorbed by the leaves of ti'ees, and
carried downwards ihrough their alburnous substance ;

though it is certainly ihrough this substance that the saj)

rises under other circumstances. If a branch be taken
from a tree when its leaves are matm'e, and one leaf be kept
constantly wet, tliat leaf will absorb moisture, and supply
another leaf below it upon the branch, even though all

communication between them through the bark be inter-

sected ; and, if a similar absorption takes place in the
straws of wheat, or tlie stems of other plants, and a retro-

grade motion of the fluids be produced, I conceive t!iat the
ascent of the true sap or organisable matter into the seed-

vessels must be retarded, and that it may become the food
of the iiarasitical plants which then only may grow luxuriant

and injurious.
" This view of the subject, whether true or false, led me to

the following method of cultivating the pea late in the autumn,
by which my table has always been as abundantly supplied
dtu'iug the months of September and October as in June
and July ; and my jilants have been very neaiiy as free from
mildew. The ground is dug in the usual way, and the spaces
which will be occui^ied by the future rows are well soaked with
water. The mould upon each side is then collected, so as

to form ridges seven or eight inches above the previous level

of the ground, and these are well watered ; after which the
seeds are sowed, in single rows, along the tops of the ridges.

The plants very soon appear above the soil, and grow with
much vigour, owing to the great depth of the soil, and
abundant moisture. Water is given rather profusely once
in the week or nine days, even if the weather proves showery

;

but if the gromid be thoroughly drenched by the autumnal
rains, no further trouble is necessary. Under this mode of
management the plants will remain perfectly green and
luxuriant till then' blossoms and young seed-vessels are
destroyed by frost ; and their produce will retain its proper
flavom', which is always taken away by the mildew.

" The pea, which I have always planted for autumnal
crops, jis a very large kind, of which the seeds are much
shrivelled, and which grows very high : it is now very com-
mon in the shops of London, and my name has, I believe,

been generally attached to it. I prefer this variety because
it is more saccharine than any other, and retains its Havour
better late in the autumn ; but it is probahle that any other
late andtall-grOwing variety will succeed perfectly well. It

is my custom to sow a small quantity every ten days till

Midsummer, and I rarely ever fail of having my table well

supphed till the end of October, though sometimes a severe

frost in the beginning of that mouth proves fatal to my
later crops.

" The mildew of the peach, and of other fruit-trees, pro-

bably originates in the same causes as the mildew of the

pea, and may be prevented by similar means. When tlie

roots, which penetrate most deeply into the soil, and are

consequently best adapted to supply the tree with moisture

in the summer, are destroyed by a noxious subsoil, or by
excess of moisture during the winter, I have observed the

mildew upon many varieties of the peach to become a very

formidable enemy. Where, on the contrary, a deep and
fertile di-y loam permits the roots to extend to their proper

depth; and where the situation is not so low as to be too

mucli infested with fogs, I have found little of this disease

;

and, in a forcing- house, I have found it equally easy, by

appi'opriate management, to introduce or prevent the appear-

ance of it. When I have kept the mould very dry, and
the air m the house damp and unchanged, the plants have

soon become mildewed ; but when the mould has been

regidarly, and rather abundantly watered, not a vestige of

the disease has appeared."

FORSYTH MSS.

Lieutenant Paterson returned to England in the sum-

mer of 178.5, and he seems to have made Montrose his

chief residence, for most of his letters, during 1786 and

1787, are dated from that town. During that time he ap-

pears to have been suffering from the derangement of his

liver, which had attacked him in India. Repose, however,

was not agreeable to his tastes, and we iind him wander-

ing in the Highlands, and seriously entertaining a pro-

posal made to him by a Mr. Riddle to visit Antigua and

North America as his travelling companion. This does

not seem to have been accepted, for in 1789, we have

already observed, he published his travels in Africa,

being at the time of publication in London ; and by the

end of 1791 he had sailed, as Captain in the 102ud

Regiment, to our then newly-estiiblished convict settle-

ment of Botany Bay, and we learn from the following

letter, dated Norfolk Island, May 1st, 1792, both the date

of his arrival, and that he had convoyed with him from

England a wife.

W. PATEESON 10 MR. rOISSYTH.

I must now make a bargain, as there is a prospect of my
being in these territories for some .tears : I shall only

con-espond with those that will con-espond with me. The
Pitt sails for the East Indies, and, though it is a round-

about way, I take the chance of sending a few lines to all

those who I consider ai'e my friends, among them you rank

as first. Since my arrival in this place, which was on the

4th of last November, I have been much pulled down with

a violent rheumatism, but at present am in pretty good

health ; had that not been the case I should have written

you a very particular account of this small spot. Of Port

Jackson I can say nothing, but that most people seem very

much dissatisfied, particularly the Maiines, and those that

are lately retm-ned to England. The soil of this island is

very good, but from its formation difticidt to cultivate

;

many parts of it are well watered, and produce Indian corn

and wheat ; and most kinds of garden vegetables grow re-

markably well. The climate is by no means steady, having

frequent gales of wind, and no safe anchorage near' any part

of it. Insects of different sorts are very destructive. Since

my recovery I have begun my observations, and I think in

the course of a few months (which will lie nearly as long as

my stay here) I shall complete tlie whole, which will be

curious. The fish, birds, and insects, are numerous, and

many, I am sure, new ; the strata and formation of the
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whole is wonderful ; the plants, particularly ferns, are many,
and beautiful beyond description ; a few tliat weDft in toler-
able order I have sent to Sir Joseph Banks, and by tlie

lime ray collection is increased you may expect a share.
The time for collecting seeds is now beginning, and by the
ii?ne a. favourable opportunity serves of a ship going direct
IV.im this for England, I shall have most that are to be had
on the Island ; sending by the way of India, particularly by
a ship that will remain a year in the country, and in all

probability will return to this place, would only be throwing
thcra away. I have only to acipiaint you, tliat though we
have not lived in the greatest luxury, we are much better oil'

than our friends at Port Jackson, having a resoui'ce in
getting both birds and fish, and many tin)es in great
abundance, and I should not be sorry were my stay longer
than the regular tour of duty will admit of. Mrs. P. is in
good health, and joins me in compliments.

GOSSIP.

Tt is very plainly perceptible that Crystal Palaces will

soou be a prominent attraction of the chief towns, not

only of England, but of the Continent. There is some
talk of adopting measures for the erection of one at

Southampton ; and the prospectus of one certain of

erection at Paris is issued. It is to be effected by a

company, with a capital of ^520,000, to be raised by

1 :K),000 sliares of i'4 each. A small portion of these

will be allotted in England. The concession, for thirty-

five years, is granted to Messrs. Ardoin and Co.; and
the Government guarantees a minimum dividend of four

per cent. The Palace is to embrace all purposes of

exhibition, universal as well as national. ^lay such

projects prosper ; for they arc promotive of improve-

ment in all the arts of life.

W. Rayner, Esq., of Usbridge, has sent to us a letter,

which we insert thus prominently, because it enables us

to recommend to our readers a perusal of the book he

quotes from—the Rev. E. S. Dixon's J'he Dovecote and
Aviary ; they will find it rich in information and amuse-

ment, so much so that we shall recur to it before long.

Mr. Rayner says;—"A paragraph, headed 'Curious

Collection of Birds,' having gone the round of the public

prints, stating that I had an aviary containing 91

species of Kingfishers, I shall feel obliged by your per-

mitting me to set myself right with the public by the

following statement:— It appears that Mr. Charles

Dickens, in a recent number of his Household Words,

did me the honour of quoting an extract from a com-

nninication I had made to the Rev. Saul Dixon, of

Norwich ; and published in his work. The Dovecote and
Aviary, in which I had enumerated 'J4 species of Birds
which I had kept in captivity, and amongst that number
Kingfishers. I suppose, however, from some typo-

graphical error, the daily prints, in quoting this extract,

substituted 94 species of Kitigjishers for that of Birds.

As many persons may not have seen the work alluded

to, I transcribe, for their perusal, the entire paper."

'I send you a list of the birds I have kept in captivity
(94species):—l, Hobby; -i, Merlin; 3, Kestrel; 4, SpaiTow
Hawk ; o, Wliite Owl ; 6, Red-backed Shrike ; 7, Spotte.l
Flycatcher: 8, Missel Thrush; 0, Fieldfare; 10, Sons;
Thrush; 11, Redwing; 12, Blackbird; 13, Hedge Accentor^;
14, Redbreast ; lu. Redstart; Ki, Stonechat ; 17, Whinchat:
18, Wheatear; 19, Sedgewarbler ; ao, Reedwarbler; :il.

Nightingale; 22, Black-cap; 26, Garden-wai'bler ; 34, Com-

mon Whitethroat; 20, Lesser 'W'hitethroat ; 20, Willow-
warbler; 27, Chiftchafl'; 2y, Golden-crested Kegulus ; 29,
Great Tit; 31), Blue Tit; ai. Cole Tit; 32, Marsh Tit; 33,
Long-tailed Tit ; :i4. Bearded Tit ; 35, Pied Wagtail ; 3(1, Grey
Wagtail ; 37, Yellow Wagtail ; 38, Tree Pipit ; 39, Meadow
Pipit; 4U, Skylark; 41, VVoodlark; 42, Snow Bunting; 43,
Common Bunting ; 44, Black-headed Bunting ; 4.j, Yellow
Bunting ; 4(i, Cul Bunting ; 47, Chaffinch ; 48, Mountain
Finch ; 49, Tree Sparrow ; DO, House Sparrow ; 51, Green-
finch

; 52, Hawfinch ; 53, Goldfinch ; 54, Siskin ; 55, Com-
mon Linnet ; &C, Mealy Eedpole ; 57, Lesser Redpole ; 58,
Twite ; 59, Bullfinch ; UO, Common Crossbill ; (ii. Starling

;

02, Jackdaw; G3, Magpie; 04, Jay; Go, Green Woodpecker;
00, Great Spotted Woodpecker ; 07, Lesser Spotted Wood-
pecker; 08, Wryneck; 09, Common Creeper; 70, Wren ; 71,
Nuthatch; 72, Cuckoo; 73, Kingfisher ; 74, Nightjar; 75,
Wood Pigeon; 70, Common Tiu-tle ; 77, Collared Turtle;
78, Pheasant; 79, Partridge; 80, Quail; 81, Golden Plover;
82, Pee-wit ; 83, Heron ; 84, Common Snipe ; 85, Jack
Snipe ; 80, Landrail ; 87, Waterrail ; 88, Moorhen ; 89,
Little Grebe; 90, Canary; 91, Averdavat; 92, Chinese
Grosbeak ; 93, Quaker Bird ; 94, Java Sparrow.

" With the exception of the Hawks, the whole were kept
in an aviary, open to the weather, situated in a northerly
direction at the back of my parlour window, and, until I
moved into my present habitation, had communication with
my parlour—the window then opening into the aviary, in
the centre of which stood a stone fountain, the water playing
constantly. The class Sylviada; were separated simjily on
the score of economy as regards the food, which being
generally soft, and consisting of animal matter, would have
been devoured by other birds whose food is generally of a
far less expensive character. I send you tliis list to show
the number of birds that may be kept togethei-. My aviai-y

measured thirty-three feet long, by ten feet wide, and seven-
teen feet high, consisting of iron wire, in which aviai"y trees
of the lir tribe, and box, birch, and beech were planted, so
that the birds soon made themselves at home in their new
habitation, and followed tiieir natural instincts.

" Of the class Sylviadoe, those which I had were for the
most part brought up liy my chiblren from the nest, so that
we liad opportunities for watching their uatiu-al propensities,
untaught by tlio parent birds. Kingfisliers were also brought
up ami kept by me with the other birds ; and, in fact, one
nest of Kingfishers was confined, in a separate long cage,
with two Hobby Hawks. These Hawks were brought up
from the nest by my apprentice, living with me at that time;
he also had the care of the Kingfishers, which were fed on
dace and gudgeon until they could manage for tliemselves

;

but it so happened that he forgot my Kingfishers, while be
thought of his own hawks, and I was astonished one day by
observing, when he threw into the cage the meat cut up
into small pieces, these said Kingfishers dashing down upon
the meat; and, so great is the power of instinct, dashing the
meat against the perches on which they alighted, as if to
kill the imagined prey, and at length bolt it. This diet at

last became as palatable to them as fish, upon which they
were usually fed ; and so tame did they become, that at any
time if I held a piece of meat in my fingers, either in the
aviary (in which they were afterwards placed), or against
the wires outside, the birtls would instantly dart at my hand
and Hy off, with the meat in their bill, to their roosting place,

which I observed was always particularized (if I may use
the term), each bird having his separate roost. These were
generally on boughs, so situated as to have a good riew of
the fountain, in which I kept a plentiful supply of minnows :

they would devour a prodigious quantity of tliese fish in the
day.

" I have observed them take then' food in the following
manner : attentively watching the approadi of their prey,

they would suddenly, as if by a paroxysm, close their

feathers more tightly to then- bodies, and taking a short
spring upwards, dash down into the water, which was a foot

deep, and at the bottom of which the minnows lay. With
uueiring aim they would seize their prey, and float on the
top of the water for a second, holding the fish across in

their beak. On alighting on their favourite branch, they
would strike it against the branch, right and left, for a few
seconds, until the fish became stormed and quiet, when with

a sudden catch the head is turned towards the gullet, and
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down it goes. The bird leaves the water witliout a feather

being wetted, and after it has filled its maw, it then makes
several dashes into the fountain, uttering a peculiar shrill

cry, no doubt of pleasure, as if it were enjoying its bath.

From thence it flies to its roost, and then becomes 'inactive

for some quarter of an hour or twenty minutes, its featliers

rumpled, and sitting all of a heap, sleepy and stupid. This

lasts dming digestion, which is very rapid ; and as soon as

it is completed, the bird is observed to be opening its bill

very wide two or three times, and at length ejects a pellet,

about an inch long, composed of bones, beautifully matted

together, and not unlike n lump of Kpsom salts (you see I

cannot help comparisons, which are natural to me). This

mass is perfectly inodorous, and forms, in the wild state,

the nidus for the deposit of their eggs, in the holes to which

they continue to resort, year after year, for breeding pur-

poses. Their dejections are highly offensive, and are voided

from them with considerable force ; and this it is which

gives to their nest the horrid and disgusting odour of which

naturalists justly complain.
" If you have never brought up young Kingfishers, you

would be astonished how large Jish they are capable of

swallowing. In feeding them I have often given them a

bleak or a dace as long as their entire body, including beak

and tail ; and, in swallowing it, it seemed as if the lish en-

circled their whole body, while during tlie feasting they set

up a peculiar Imrring sound, in which the whole nest joins,

forming a not unmusical chorus. I have had as many as

seven young birds in one nest, all of which I have brought

up and kept until the following spring, when battles ensue
amongst them, which ai'e kept up incessantly until one only

remains the victor, and all the rest have perished in the

deadly conflict. I have watched them pursue each other

until at last, by one grand dart, the one has transfixed the

other to the ground, and flown away triumphant. This I

have observed in several broods that I have successfully

brought up, but all with the like result, occasioned no doubt

by a wisely-ordained instinct, that each might find its own
separate location and dependance. The same pugnacious

propensity is seen in many tribes of birds that have a

voracious appetite, showing that a very wide field is required

for their support.
" They obtain their prey evidently from sight alone, and

I have often wondered how they have managed when the

streams are constantly muddy from the frequent rains, for

in confinement, they will not bear starvation. It is said

they feed on insects ; I have never observed them to do so

in captivity, though, as before mentioned, they have resorted

to the meat of the Hawk.
" Frequently have I observed them hawking, or rather

hovering for several minutes over the fountain, watching for

food, and then suddenly dash to the bottom and rise again

with the fish, and very seldom indeed miss their aim. 11 is

said the fish are dazzled by the brightness of their plumage,
but this cannot be ; the dazzling portion being above, and
the reddish brown beneath, which only could be observed by
the fish underneath, if the fish are observers.

" I am here reminded of a large Heron that I kept in tlie

same aviary, which I used to feed on fresh herrings, by
throwing into the fountain half-a-dozen or so, which he
would in a very short time devour. I then had seven liing-

fisbers, but I found one morning (I suppose I had not

been sufficiently early with the herrings) one of my King-
fishers missing, and nowhere to be found ; tlie next morn-
ing anotlier was gone, and in a day or two anotlier. I never
suspected the Heron, but while watching him one day I

found in his dejection a quantity of feathers undigested,

wliich upon a nearer view I discovered to be those of the

Kingfishers ; so without more ado I packed Mr. Heron oU'

in a hamper to the Zoological Gardens in Regent's Pai'k,

where he was left and his character together."

The following is a list of the Ilorticullural ami

Poultry Shoios of which we are at present aware. Wc
shall bo obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se-

cretaries.

HOETICULTUEAI. SHOWS.

ABERDEENSHinE, Sept. 17. (Sec. G. Ileid.)

Bath, Sept. ICth. (Sec. H. T. St. John Maule, Esq.)

BiuDOEWATER, Sept. 'i'i. (Secs., Mr. J. Leaker and Mr.

J. Hayward.)
Bury St. Edmunds, Nov. 26 (Chrysanthemums). (Sec.

G. I'. Clay, Esq )

Caledonian (Inverleith How), Edinburgh, Dec. 2.

Hampshire, Nov. 18 (Winchester). (Sec. Eev. F. Wick-
hara, Winchester.)

Hexham, Sept. 15, 10.

Hull, Sept. 16.

London Floriculturax (Exeter Hall, Strand), Sept. S9,

Oct. 13t, Nov. a+, 2)1, Dec. U+.
North London, Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, Sept. 27, Dahlia.

Oxfoudshiee (Royal), Sept. 23. (Sees., C. Tawney and

W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

South London (Royal), Oct. 14+,Nov. ll+,Dec.9t,10.

Turriff, Sept. 17.

Whitehaven, Sept. 17, Dahlias.

poultry shows.

Birmingham and Midland Counties, 14th, I5th, 10th,

and 17th December.
Bristol Agricultural, December 7th, 8th, and 9th.

(Sec. James Marmont.)
Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Birming-

ham. (Sees. Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage,

and E. H. Rodd, Esq.)

Great Yarmouth, Sept. 16. (Sec. Mr. H. Youell.)

Manchester and Liyertool, Sept. 23. (Sec. Mr. H.
White, Wan-ington.)

t For seedlings only.

ROOT-PRUNING.

So much has been done during later years in the way
of dwarfing fruit-trees, that root-pruning, and those

other operations which have for their object fruitfulness

in a small compass, have been almost laid aside. In

occasional rambles through the country, however, we
have seen enough to prove that tliousands of eases

exist, legitimate subjects for the root-pruner. Wherever

there is a strong and healthy subject barren through a

hitherto invincible coarseness or exuberance of growth,

there is a fitting subject. We do not say that no other

means e.xist of carrying out tlie object, but we affirm,

that with large trees it is the safest and easiest mode.

The first experiment we knew performed was about the

year 1817, by a brother of tlie writer of this article,

Mr. P. Erriugton, then gardener to J. Alcock, Esq.

This, it will be seen, was many years before the practice

was made patent by means of the gardening press. The
late lamented Mr. Loudon was the first to place it well

before the public, in his Gardener's Magazine, in the

pages of which we used to record our practice more

than twenty years since.

Mr. P. Errington's tree, if we remember aright, was a

Breda, or Brussels apricot, of extraordinary gross habit,

and on which the art of the pruner had been exercised

in vain. The success of this root-pruning, we well

remember, created no little surprize amongst some of

the blue aprons of the day, who were none of your

bookish men,—a crooked knife, a blue .apron, a headfiil

of traditionary lore, with a few mysteries, being their

stock-in-trade.

Since those days, no year has passed without our

practising this check upon grossness; and we have thus

had, at least, twenty years' experience with almost every

subject of the fruit-garden, and, indeed, have not unfre-

quently carried the experiment into the pleasure-ground.

Its mode of action would appear to be of a two-fold

character. In the first place, the abstraction of a por-

tion of the roots is incoutestably the cause of a loss of
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so much vital action, consequently the violent impulse
of the sap becomes lessened. In the second place, it is

well-known that a constant reciprocity e.xists between
root and brancli, and tliat it is one of the functions of

the elaborated sap to descend, and repay the root with

interest what it had borrowed. A portion of the roots,

then, being removed, less demand is made ou the re-

turning lliiid, which thereby accumulates in increased

degree in tlie branches, producing an immediate ten-

dency to IVuitfulness. This we believe to bo the

rationale of the ail'air ; and if wo are wrong, we will

thank some friendly hand to set the question right.

But in this, as in everything else, extremes must be

avoided; there are breakers a-head which, with unskilful

piloting, would damage the vessel. As it is but fair to

exhibit botli sides of the question, we may as well show
why extremes are to be avoided.

Insect attacks are very common in the summer suc-

ceeding tlie operation, and sometimes ai'e particularly

severe. Those insiduous and obscure enemies, the fungi,

are also very apt to follow this operation in some fruits,

more especially the apple. One fungus, which appears
to be of the genus Uredo, we have been exceedingly

plagued with. Added to these, some members of that

more numerous tliau respectable family, the Coccus, or

Scaly-insect, are exceedingly liable, after a severe root-

pruning, to pay a visit ; amongst such, the Aspidiotus

ustiedformis stands in bold relief, as visiting unlucky
pears and apples.

Now it may not be uninteresting to consider why it

should be so ? and although our inferences may be some-
what hypotlietical, they will not be without a use, if

they only serve to attract a closer attention to a subject

that deserves farther examination. Every one has seen,

in his time, coarse weeds, thistles, and other rough herb-

age wliich had sprung up in pasture, rejected by the

cattle, and left to cumber the ground, whilst all around
them, perhaps, was browsed almost as close as a bowl-
ing-green. If such herbage, however, be cut and left to

wither for a lew days, stock will readily devour it. It

certainly may appear strange to attempt a comparison
between the liabit of such small insects as the aphides,

the coccus family, &c., and such huge animals as the ox,

or the horse ; but there assuredly is an identity in this

point, at least. The insects alluded to attack the fruit-

tree with increased vigour when that tree is deficient, or

entirely destitute, of an ascending current; and so with
stock, as to coarse herbage glutted with moisture. Now,
whether it is the crudeness of the sap in a strong sub-

ject, or whether the check in question, by causing a loss

of some of the essential properties of the plant by evapo-
ration, remains to be proved

; perhaps they have a con-

joint induence. As another collateral case, bearing on
tliis matter, we may be allowed to point to many in-

doors plants, which are well known to practical men to

be speedily infested with insects if their watering be
neglected. Tlie Thimhergia, for instance, is speedily

covered with the red spider ; and Calceolarias, Cinerarias,
&c., with aphides, if watering be neglected when the pot
is full of roots. Now, these phenomena appear to meet
in a point, and constitute a subject worthy of much con-

sideration by tliose who can thus devote a leisure hour.

Well, then, we have said enough to put the tyro on
his guard ; to show that he must use some caution in

root-pruning ; and that he must be prepared in the
returning spring to ward ofl' the attacks of these insects

should they commence operations. Indeed, in all such
cases, it is far better to use a wash as a preventive to

all trees severely operated on, whether by transplanting
or root-pruning, for similar results may be expected from
both ; and every one knows what a prostration of powers
is the sure consequence if a transplanted tree be per-

mitted to remain through the first summer in an infested
Btate. We do not make these observations with any

idea of restraining the hands, or alarming the minds, of

those who have genuine cases requiring root-pruning

:

by no means ; we still have as high an opinion of the

practice as we had when it was a new liobby, and when
we were frequently accused of riding it too fast.

W^e may now remark on the character of fruit-trees, in

order to point out fitting subjects to the amateur ; as

also to show in what cases success must be sought in

another direction. Whatever the kind, as far as our
experience goes, if over-luxuriant and healthy, a tree is a
fitting subject for the root-pruner. As to healthiness,

surely the most common observer can determine this.

Tlie marks in fruit-trees which point to a healthy con-

stitution are such as these :—a clear and healthy bark,

with a deposit beneath, producing an impression of

what we term fatness in an animal ; a liberal amount of

young shoots, a well-coloured and well-developed foliage,

and a freedom from gum and wounds. These, in the

main, ai'e the criteria by which to determine health of

constitution. On the other side, there are trees to be

met with which produce growth almost as robust as the

healthy subject, but generally, fitfully or partially.

Some with decaying points ; some with whole shoots

suddenly dying oti'— what the country folks term
" stricken ;'' some trees of considerable ago wearing out

at the extremities, yet producing much spawny breast-

shoots out of the old branches, with other awkward
appearances. Now, persons must not suppose that

root-pruning will mend such cases. We have no
l^anacea in gardening—no universal process ; and those

who publish such, are either undistinguishing or inter-

ested parties. For ourselves, we do hope to proceed so

cautiously in what we advise, that the advice oflered will

be equally applicable a century hence.

How to treat those trees which form an exception

to the root pruners art must be material for another
cliapter : in the mean time, let us carry out the subject

to its natural close. The amount of roots to bo cut

away, of course depends on the strength and character

of the tree ; as, also, on its age. We have operated on
old and luxuriant trees so strongly that they never fairly

rallied ; but this was in our earlier practice, and was the

result of inexperience. It is astonishing how much
sooner a young tree will regain a luxuriant point than
one of some age; but this might be expected. In all

cases, if rightly conducted, it may fairly be considered

as adding three or four years to the age of a tree. It is

an old maxim, that the roots of a tree extend as far as

the branches, but such is not precisely the case. In
general they extend farther ; in some cases considerably

so. It is not very easy to convey an idea of the extent

to which root-pruning should be carried, without seeing

the subject; but in order to approach a correct practice,

we may classify fruit trees on the following basis

:

1st. Gross or luxuriant young trees.

2nd. Strong growing trees of some age.

3rd. Trees not particularly gross, yet required to 1)6

brouglit to a condition of frnitfulnoss.

In the first division much liberty may be taken ; we
should say that, admitting the utmost extension of the

branches as indicating the whereabout of the extremity

of the roots, tlie cucle included in that boundary may
have nearly half its roots cut through. In division the

second, let us say a third; and in division the third, say

a fourth. This is all very arbitrary certainly ; but as

we cannot give advice from personal inspection, wo
must even guess at it; and it will be found that the

guess will seldom mislead. One point we beg to urge;
— that in making the excavation necessary to carry out

the root-pruning, the trench be filled up with fresh soil,

without manure. If no loamy soil be available, an ex-

change may be made with the best soil near at hand;
perhaps from a kitchen-garden. Our practice is, to dig

a circular trench a spade's width all round the tree,
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cutting every root, largo or small, withiu the trench.

AVe may resume this subject, in due time, under a

broader title, viz :—The improvement of unsatisfactory

fruit trees. R. ERniNOTON.

NEW BEGONIAS—BOTTOM HEAT FOR
TROPICAL BULBS—SEEDLING SIDONIA

FRAUDS—EVERGREEN CUTTINGS.

There are so many subjects pressing on me just now
that I can only aflford space to notice some of them in

this fashion. Through the kindness of a correspondent

I liave liad a private view of two beautifid cross seedling

Begonias, and one of tliem is the finest flower of tliat

family that I have yet seen. The flowers are larger

than those of Begonia nitida, and nearly as high-

coloured as B.J'uchioides ; and although I have seen tlie

whole of our Begonias in liloom, and have bloomed
most of them myself, I could not take ii])on me to say

which two produced this cross, yet they give me credit

for knowing as much about crosses as most people. One
of the parents is Cinaharvna, and the other parent—

a

bulbous species^—is now lost to England, and was only

in the pos.session of our correspondent who effected the

cross, and lost this new one directly afterwards. I ho])e

lie will yet be able to reintroduce it from South America.

But should it not be met with again in our days, we
sliould not regret, after a cross has been so cleverly got

from it, and that, too, one of the very best flowers of the

family. The other seedling is a double flower; a cross

also from Cinaharina. I believe tliis is the first appear-

ance of a disposition to form double flowers that has

been observed in this order, and who knows but this

may throw some light on tlie real affinity of Begoniads;

for that is the case in dispute among the most learned

to this very day. At any rate, the disposition is evident

enough in this case, although the stamens are not

wholly turned into leaves, or wiiat a botanist would call

petaloid sepals, and the disposition ought certainly to be

encouraged, and followed out until we have Begoniads
as double as a Guelder rose.

Another correspondent raises the subject of bottom

heat for plants set out in the open air, and says, " there

is no end to the catalogue of what might be grown and
done in such a place, if made permanent, with the

capability of a temporary glass winter covering. I only

instance the successful cultivation and determination of

species of a host of Amari/llids, and other mystified

families." I cannot let this last suggestion pass without

adding to it a suggestion or two from the writings of

the late much lamented Dr. Herbert, the greatest bidb

grower, and the most proficient botani.st, among bulbs,

tliat England has yet produced, or is likely to produce

in our times; and to the whole I add, " So is it," from

the surface of my own experience. " The vigour," said

])r Herbert, " with which mules of the genus Criinim,

and many other plants, grow out-of-doors against the front

wall of a stove, persuades me that a great variety of

jdants might, with a little care, be cultivated better in

tlie open ground than under glass, if the border in which
they are to grow were Hued (boated) under ground.* '' -l-

There are many plants which seem to enjoy a cool

atmosphere, but will not flower or thrive vigorously

without tlie stimulus of heated earth at the root. * * ''f

I believe the genus Hedj/ehiniii, and many others, would
flower perfectly with the assistance of lire in summer,
requiring nothing in winter but a covering to throw off

the wot. With occasional heat to the flue (bottom heat)

during the early summer, and perhaps in severe frost,

Amari/Uis, Brunsmgia, Bupliane, Nerine, Hiemanlhns,
and all the allied genera of African bulbs, as well as the

South American, would certainly succeed better than
with any other troatniont. I believe tliat not only those.

but even some of the tropical Crinmns, would succeed
better so than in a stove, and probably many shrubs
that might not be expected to live there." {Amaryllid-

aceai, 40d.) Two divisions of a turf-pit, with bottom heat

from a rude tank of wood, and a little cast-iron boiler,

such as you see sometimes in a back-kitchen, would
prove all the bulbs in our dictionary, and also all the

tuberous-i'ooted plants, as Oinger, Hedi/chitim, &c. The
reason Ibr two compartments is, that many bulbs, as

the true Amaryllis, grow only in winter, while the

greater number of the plants thus suggested might be
made to rest during the winter, if, indeed, that was not
their natural habit, and therefore all they would require

would be dryness and exemption from frost in the dark,

wiiile those that were green and growing, would need
glass for light and protection. All those beautiful plants

with variegated leaves, now attracting such general

interest that collections of them are e.\hibited at every

jilant show round London, might, no doubt, be grown
on this plan, and look ten times more beautiful and in-

teresting in their peculiar markings than they now do
under our best system of pot culture. Every one of the

Achimenes would live out any of our winters if planted

close to the wall of a stove where pipes or flues passed

inside the house. The old A. coccinea, and the blue

longijiora, lived so with me for six years, and the latter

flowered every year in Sejiteinber. With a direct bottom
heat I have no doubt they all would flower from the

middle of July out right in the open air.

1 have also been favoured with a truss of the new
cross from Sidonia, the striped bedding geranium, with

this farther account of it
—

" Young Sidonia is somewhat
improved in form, and unique in its exquisite colour."

I never paid any attention to what is called improved
fomis in flowers, therefore my authority can carry no
weight on that head, but the "exquisite coloiu-" 1 can
vouch for, and the one that gives the nearest idea of it

is Diademntum bicolor. I am delighted to be made the

Secretary in matters of crossing, and now I find some
diflScidty in withstanding the temptation ottered by the

pollen of new and rare seedlings sent to me. Indeed, I

have been under the necessity of taking the pledge to

my own conscience, that I shall never take advantage of

this trust; and I may as well explain howl might do so,

as I know very well that all the gardeners in the world

will not take this kind of pledge. Mr. A. B. C, in

Edinburgh, raises a fine new seedling, and sends it to

D. B., in Loudon, to hear what they think of it in the

south. The Londoner, having an eye to business, like

a hawk, makes a fresh cut on the footstalk of the

flower, and puts it in water; in a few days some more
of the buds open, and ripen the pollen dust. While
this is getting ready he looks out for an improved
variety of the same kind of flower, and on it he dusts

the pollen from the Edinburgh flower. The northern

grower may have spent ten years, and failed in one

hundred experiments, before he obtained that beautiful

flower, but he in Loudon takes the advantage of him
;

and having got into that strain, by merely ripening the

pollen from a bud sent him, he will be in the market

with an improved race of that flower as soon as the

great discoverer himself—perhaps sooner; and being at

the head or heart of the trade, he will have the farther

advantage of making his new seedlings better, and much
sooner and easier, known than if he was in Edinburgh,

and all this at the expense, and to the prejudice of him
who toiled and spent his brains on the original experi-

ments. It is reported of two nurserymen, long since

gone to their account, that one oi' tliem raised a new
Magnolia from American seeds, but not being quite sure

that it was really a new one, be sent a man with a piece

of it to the other nurseryman, who was a better plants-

man, to see what it was. and to hear his opinion on it.

This second dealer did not keep confidence with his
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friend; but after telling the man some bull-and-mouth

story about tbo seedling McujiioUa, be grafted tbe piece

on a stalk of bis own, and without any farther trouble

or expense be bad tbe species (Oluiiat, I believe,) in

tbe market as soon as tbe man who ought to have bad
the whole stock in his own possession. Tbe old story

of your visitor praising your roses sky high, and asking

a nosegay of tbem to compliment you still higher, and
then hastening home to get buds of your very best sorts

from the nosegay, is now so well known that nobody
heeds it. It is not so, however, about the use that may
be made with pollen in these days of sharp practice.

It was once thought that all tbe tricks that could be
done with pollen, consisted in pressing orange blossoms
against a young lady's face, and then pretending to pre-

dict her fortune in marriage, from tbe quantity of pollen

which might stick to the tip of her nose; but now
stranger things arc done every season, with strange

pollen, and some young e.xperimentalists would prefer

the clianoes from a few pollen anthers, than have tbe

run of your seed drawers ; and it is just as well that all

tlie world should know this, as well as where the best

and cheapest book on gardening is to be bad.

Another friend tells me " my tropical border looks

bauilsome, and leafy ; tlie Maranta grows but very
slowly ; Iledychium coronarium will flower, but next
year I must try my grand bobby—a heated border in

tlie open air."

Another misunderstanding, like that about cutting

tbe top of a rose briar as soon as tbe shoots were
budded on, has arisen between some honest neighbours,

readers of The Cottage Gaiidener, and philosophy
has been ridden hard on both sides of tbe question,

whether it is best to make cuttings of erergreeiis in the

autumn, or in the spring. They agreed to refer tbe

ease to tbe decision of The Cott.aoe Gardeneh, and
here it is. In the first place, it is not fair argument to

call Verbenas, and such things, evergreens, although they
are always green under our cultivation. In our
language, evergreens mean only evergreen trees and
shrubs, and about them there is not the slightest

question, among practitioners, about the best time to

put in cuttings of all of tbem that w'ill come from
cuttings. From the beginning of August, to tbe end of

September, is, certainly, the best and only time for most
of them. Some few, as tbe Common Laurel, may safely

be put in much earlier and later in tbe season ; and
some, as tbe Gotoneaster micropliylla, may be made any
day in tbe whole year, but September is tbe best month
for putting in cuttings of tbe great bulk of evergreens.
A shady border, on tbe north side of a wall, being tbe

best situation, and a light sandy soil for a bed, with an
inch of sand on tbe top, where it can be had at hand,
but it is not essential to success ; side-shoots, three or

four inches long, pulled olf the shoot so as to carry a
heel, make the best and safest cuttings ; tbe next best,

are tbe second or Midsummer shoots, with one joint of

the first growth at tbe bottom ; this joint being harder
than the rest is less liable to damp in tbe ground, and
it is equivalent to " a joint of the last year's wood," as

recommended by the old autliors. It would fill this

page to name tbe sorts of evergreens that will thus
readily come from cuttings; indeed, the list of such as

do not root from cuttings is very short All tbe kinds
of Arbutus will not root in this way ; seeds and grafting

are tbe ways to increase tbem. Cuttings of Hollies,

and Portugal laurels, will root but very slowly ; from
layers is tlie easiest and shortest way to get tbem. Some
gardeners can root almost all tlie kinds of Firs. Cedars,
and Spruces from cuttings, and some of them cannot
root one of thera out of a hundred. Some nui-serymen
put all, or their principal evergreen cuttings, in pots, as
thickly as so many Verbena cuttings, then plunge tbo
pots to the rims in beds of sand, with some contrivance

over tbem to carry mats in severe weather, and early in

tbe spring they remove them into close cold pits, and by
this treatment they are ready to be parted, and planted

out in beds by tbe end of April. D. Beaton.

WARM CONSERVATORY AS A FLORAL
BOUDOIR. i

A fortnight ago an answer was attempted as to I

several plants being fitted or not fitted for such a con-

servatory as was designated warm. Before that article

came out, various other inquiries reached us, the most
important and interesting of which was alluded to last

1

week in the correspondents column, but which seems to
j

call for further consideration. Tbe chief inquiry is I

respecting tbe suitableness of tbe climbers named,
which has been referred to already, and may receive

further allusion ; but tbe most interesting part of all, to

our general readers, is contained in tbe following sen-

tences:—" I must tell you tliat the building is a very
light and elegant structure, divided by glass and folding

doors into two parts. The larger of these divisions is

to be used as an ordinary conservatory, and is ju'ovided

with beating apparatus accordingly; but tbe smaller,

which is raised somewhat above the other, is intended

for the reception of flue specimen plants when in bloom,

from tbe greenhouse, stove, and orchid-bouse : from the

last of wliicb there will probably be many. Means,
tlierefore, have been provided to ensure a warmer tem-

perature for this part of the house, yet not so warm, bvit

that the ladies may sit there without inconvenience,

and enjoy tbe flowers around tbem; in fact, a sort of

floral boudoir has been contemplated and provided for."

There are several matters here of great importance,

and most of which have frequently been impressed upon
the attention of our readers.

First : The dividing of the house hy a glass division.

Our friends with even one small bouse will find this a
great advantage.

Secondly : llie securing a more pouerful heating

medium in the one part than in the other. This our
fiicnils with limited means may always ensure, by
making tbe hottest division next to tho boiler or furn-

ace, and giving less air in that division.

Tliirdly : The devoting one division chieflg to growing,

and the other chiejly to plants in bloom. 'This will be an
advantage for both. Bloom may thus bo retained by
coolness and shade, while growing plants may not be
weakened by such a process. Where all has to be done
in one bouse without divisions, the successful gardener
must exercise a degree of thoughtfulness and attention

which the mere looker on would never imagine.

Fourthly : The making of this portion a floral boudoir,

where ladies may sit and enjny the flowers without ineon-

renience.—Whoever this correspondent may be who
talks so enthusiastically of an Ipomtea Learii covering

the roof of his Indian orchid-house, and yet comes to

TiiK Cottage Gardener for its opinion, 1 prophesy
that if he carries out his idea successfully, and can use

liis influence to get such a boudoii- for floral specimens
generally adopted, gardeners will bail him as one of the

best friends they have ever met with, both for saving

them labour, and enabling tbem to exliibit a higher

style of excellence in tbe culture of specimens. What
are tbe hindrances to tho ajipearanco of fine single

specimens of growtli in establishments managed by
some of our ablest gardeners?

Chiefly three. First, there is the bedding-out system in

the Jiower-garden ; and in small places, where much is

done that way, every available spot under glass is

crammed in winter and spring, that tlie beds may be as

well crammed in summer. Few individual plants can
be grown to great perfection in these ciroumstauces.
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The flower-garden is the priucipal tliiug ; aud, with
limited space, everything else must tend to its adorn-
ment. Second, there is the practice of having the prin-

cipal rooms in the mansion supplied with plants in pots

in a flowering state. Every good thing, as it comes into

bloom, tiiust be conveyed there. Upon the ma.\im,
" everything in its place," few things could be more mis-

placed than the generality of hard-wooded plants in sucli

circumstances. As perfectly suitable would it be to shut

up a tenderly-reared lady for a week in the humid at-

mosphere of a plant-stove in summer. In towns, the

very possibility of thus getting within reach of the beau-

ties of the vegetable kingdom will bring an interest of

its own. In the country, no such necessity exists ; and
if no attempts are made to harmonise the plants with

the etylo of the room, anything but gracefulness and
beauty are the consequence. What can there be in

harmony, or yet in pleasing contrast, with a great red

earthen pot, and the chaste furnishing of a lady's

boudoir? To remedy this evil, I lately saw pots all

clothed over with green moss, involving a good deal of

labour, and yet the effect was anything but satisfac-

tory—a fine inlaid table, with two or three hillocks of

green moss, surmounted by a mass of bloom ! ! As I

have previously shown, a fine efiect in such circum-

stances can only be produced by hiding the pots al-

together, and using ornamental vases and baskets of a

character suitable to the other furniture of the room.

But even then the iiitelligent gardener looks upon such
displays with anything but pleasure. If he attends the

plants daily himself he may lessen the evil. If the

lady becomes curator, or enlists a deputy in the sliape of

maid or housekeeper, alas! for tlie poor plants!! The
best thing, in such circumstances, is to use soft-wooded

things, free-flowering, and not easily injured, or whose
injury is of little consequence. A week, or a fortnight,

in such places, and under such care, will render the

finest hard-wooded plants fit only for the rubbish-heap,

or, at least, require a twelve-month of hospital treatment

to bring them round again. Third, there is the hin-

drance of cut flowers. A gardener, well known to fame,

along with your humble servant, was e.\amining, not

long ago, some fine specimens at an exhibition. - " Ah,"
said he, " these would be of little use to me now. I

should have to send my knife through them, and cut oti'

and pack up every flower-stalk. Specimens are out of

the question; the most flower in least room is what I

must aim at. Aly pots are scarcely ever looked at;

bloom, and plenty of it, is everything." Certainly, cut

flowers, in moderation, give a cheerful character to a
room, and it is much more easy to arrange them taste-

fully than pots; but where in winter and spring vast

quantities are required, a hindrance is thus presented to

good specimen growing.

Now our correspondent's floral boudoir would tend
greatly to remove all these, and if adjoining to, and
forming part of, the mansion, as it ought to do, every

part and room of the house would or could have its own
distinctiiteness, which it never can have when plants are

scattered promiscuously over all the principal rooms.
Few minds can pleasantly and clearly grasp more than
one set of ideas at the same time. The hotch-potch
mingling of objects is apt to give us indefinite and
muddling perceptions; no matter the beauty of the

objects, let but discord aud unfitness appeal', and the

beauty is dashed and gone. The most unlettered see

and feel this, though they cannot tell you the reason.

I have seen fine plants on stair-cases, lobbies, entrance-
halls, and in the recesses of rooms, where no direct ray
of light could reach tliem. Could they maintain a
healthy existence there? Could any one, who knew
what plants needed, look on them with but feelings of

pity? But walk into this boudoir—every plant stands
erect inviting your inspection. You may walk, sit,

lounge, knit, read, sing, aud, if the ladies are generous,
as they generally are, the master may whifl' his

cigar in chorus, and tender would the plant be that

would reproach you with a reproving look. Besides,

here you may come and go at pleasure. There is

neither the monotony of staring at a few plants in your
sitting-room, nor the lassitude aud the headaches often

promoted by their rich perfume when in confined
apartments. A slight moving of the plants would
present you every day with a fresh scene. The ability

to give the plants just what they needed, the seen and
felt fitness for a defined o'uject, would lend your plants a

charm which they could never possess when coddled,

petted, and, as a consequence, ruined in a luxurious
drawing-room.

1 must now compress by answering the following

questions briefly.

i'irst : How can such a boudoir suit different plants

in bloom, as greenhouse plants, stove plants, and
orchids? Perfectly well, if due care is exercised. The
place need never be higher in temperature than a
common sitting-room, and at night may be much lower.

What was said lately of the warm conservatory will

here apply. Plants in bloom in the conservatory, in the

winter and early spring months, will bloom longer aud
better for the extra heat, the greatest diUiculty will bo
with hard-wooded plants, such as Heaths and Azaleas
after April, they will require to be kept in the shadiest

aud airiest part. Stove plants and orchids will just be
in their element, and will remain in bloom longer than
in the house in which it is necessary to grow them ;

they should have the warmest and closest end, but no
need to be so close as to be distressing to the visitors.

Air should be so given as to occasion as little draught
as possible. Very thin gauze surrounding the house, so

as to exclude flies, will render the bloom longer lived.

The same thing, and the comfort of the visitor would
also be promoted, by shading the roof in summer, or

covering it with Hartley's patent rough glass.

Secondly : "Will the climbers mentioned for each depart-

ment flourish and bloom well ? Yes, for the greenhouse,

except Bignonia venusta. The jilants would there consist

of 'Tecoma, Tacsonin, Mandevilla, Zichija, and Harden-
hergia. 1 would mention, that Tacsonia mollissima is a

rampant grower ; Kennedija Marryatta would be desir-

able ; and so would such Passifioras as derulea, Cce-

rulea racemosa, and Colvillii. The warm end climbers

are, Combretum purpureuin, fyomaa Learii, Tacsonia
manicata, Bignonia picta, Dipladenia crassinoda, Passi-

flora alata ; and to these I may add the Bignonia
vemista. AVill these answer ? Yes, if a sacrifice be

made ; No, if the boudoir character is to be maintained

during the season. To do the best with Bignonia, Com-
bretum, and even Dipladenia and Passifiora alata, a

greater and moister heat will be necessary for six or

eight weeks in spring, at least, than would suit the place,

as a storehouse for blooming plants, or a pleasant and
healthy resort as a lady's floral boudoir. That interest-

ing character, I think, could bo maintained during the

season by substituting such plants as Passifiora Bil-

loltii, Passifiora kennesina, Stepluinolis fiorihunda ; and,

iu the coolest part, Rynchospermum jusniiuoidcs.

Thirdly, What is the best neat-leaved evergreen to

clothe permanently two panels, between the pillars, for

creepers ? I presume these panels are against a wall ?

Mention was made of the Hoya, &c., last week, but

second thoughts are often best. l'"or such a position I

know of nothing superior to Ficus Stipulacea : the leaves

are small, neat, aud as close as a mat. It will soon

cover aud cling to a wall ; it will do, but not so well,

against a trellis ; summer aud winter it will always be

green, and beyond a dash of water now and then,

requires no further trouble. 11. Fish.
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THE HOLLYHOCK.
{Continued from jjage 370.)

Tuts stately flower is seen to the best advantage

wheu planted in i-ows on each side of a walk. In sueli

a situation they form a gay avenue of flowers. Two
years ago, we saw an e.s.ainple of this kind of arrange-

ment. It was in the kitchen-gardens at Raby Castle, in

the county of Durham, the seat of the Duke of Cleve-

land. Mr. Roberts, the gardener, said they were so

planted to hide the vegetables, and as the family were

generally only at home during the autumn they an-

swered the purpose well. This way of arranging the

Hollyhock is far better than planting them in solid

masses, or in rows across beds, because then the flowers

are hid in a great measure, but when in single rows on
each side of a long walk, every flower can be seen sepa-

rately and distinctly.

The plants being tlius arranged, with due regard to

mixing the colours, the nest consideration is securing

them from being blown down, or broken oft', with the

autumnal gales. The usual way is to put a strong, tall

stake to eacli plant, and as the flower-stems advance in

height, tying them to the stakes. This method answers
very well if due care is taken that the ties do not

strangle the stem. To prevent this, they should be

examined every now and then; and when tlie stem
seems swollen too much for the tie, cut it in twain,

and tie afresh rather loosely.

Should the weather prove dry and hot, it will be
necessary to give plenty of water, or the blooms will

come small and ill-coloured. Watering will be more
efl'ectual if the ground round the plants is mulched.

The best kind of midch is short stable litter in a half-

decomposed state. The water, when applied where this

mulching is used, does not evaporate so quickly, and by
being thus retained, tlie roots are encouraged to break
more into fibres near home, and thus feed the plants

more liberally. The water, also, in passing through the

litter, carries down into the sod the ammoniacal and
other soluble parts, and thus enriches the soil still more
tlian mere water would do. Rain, also, that falls will

do the same, so that wliether the weather is dry or not,

mulching is desirable and useful.

As the flower-stems advance, and the buds begin to

appear, it will be necessary, in order to obtain large

flowers and space for each to expand, to thin them.
Some varieties produce buds very numerously and close

together; such must be thinned severely; others pro-

duce buds more thinly scattered ; these, of course, will

not i-equire so much thinning ; therefore, this point of

culture must be exercised with due discretion. Then,
again, when the Hollyhocks are shown in spikes, which
is, we think, the proper method, the spikes siiould be in

flower to the very top. Now, in order to manage this,

it is necessary to take oft' the top of each spike three

weeks or a month before the day of exhibition; and
when they are shown in spikes, the flowers on each
should just touch each other; they then form a dense
mass, and are exceediugly showy and handsome. Of
course, the longer each spUvC is of fresh perfect flowers,

the more valuable it will be for exhibition purposes

;

and the variety that produces perfect flowers in the

greatest number in bloom at once will be the most
highly prized.

As the stem advances in height the lower blooms
will fade. Unless these are required for seed they
should be cut cleanly off. This is too often neglected,
and nothing looks more untidy than a long stem of

flowers, some quite decayed, others just fading, and a
few above theui in tolerable perfection. Now this, alto-

gether, is very distressing, we had almost said disgusting,
to the eye accustomed to see everything in a flower-

garden ia a state of good order and neatness. The

owner, probably from seeing the flowers gradually de-

caying one after the another, does not perceive the ill

efl'ect, but, probably, in another garden would observe
it at once. We were walking through a garden lately,

and the owner carried his knife in his hand, and kept
constantly cutting oft', not only decaying, but also all

ill-shaped, or otherwise imperfect flowers. This, he said,

was his daily practice; and we think it an example
worthy of imitation, not only with Hollyhocks, but also

Dahlias, and most other florists' flowers.

The Hollyhock, it is well-known, sends forth, when
strong, or two years old, several weaker shoots from
each root, besides the strong central one, and such boiug
the case, it becomes a matter of inquiry whether these

side-shoots should be cut oft', or all, or part of them, be
allowed to bloom. The answer to this inquiry will be,

that it depends upon the purpose for which the Holly-
hocks are grown. If for exhibition in spikes, these side-

shoots most decidedly should not be allowed to progress;

but if they are grown for mere ornamenting the par-

terre, the flower-border, or the shrubbery, then the side-

shoots should be in moderate numbers retained, because,

as the central stem becomes bare of flowers, the side-

shoots supply the deficiency. T. Appleby.
{To be continued.)

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
{Continuedfrom paije 3.)8.)

During the progress of our tour in the north, we, of

course, did not forget to visit some of the principal

nurseries that came across our line of travel ; and wo
may venture to assert, that there is no nursery in any
part of Great Britain, which, for hardy shrubs and Coni-

ferae, surpasses that of Mr. W. Skirvings, at Walton,
near Liverpool. Perhaps the finest stock of that fine

plant, whose praises we have lately, and as we think,

justly eulogized, the Araucaria imhricata, is to be seen
in this nursery. Here they are cultivated by thousands,
varying in size from six feet to as many inches, and all

cultivated in the open air. The greater part are in pots

or tubs ; but we were informed that several quarters

were planted out, and frequently removed, in order to

keep the roots fibry and at home. This is a practice we
highly approve of, for when Coniferae are kept too long
in pots, the roots become matted so densely that they

are necessarily injured more or less when disentangled

at the season of final planting where they are to grow
into fine trees.

Mr. Skirving has a specimen of a remarkable shrub,

which was new to us. It was named Limonia laureola.

The leaves are long and rather narrow; the branches
are numerous and very green when young ; and the

flowers are greenish-yellow, something like the flowers of

Pitto.iporum Tohira, and are produced on short sjjikes

from the axils of the leaves very profusely. The most re-

markable and valuable pi-operty of this ornamental plant

is its fragrance. The leaves, on being gently rubbed,

give out a powerful odour, and the flowers, the foreman
assured us, were as highly and as agi'eeably perfumed
as the honeysuckle. The old and original specimen
stands in a corner, sheltered from the winds, but never
protected in winter. It is only about two feet high, and
half as much through, but would, no doubt, grow freely

enough if not mutilated frequently, as this has been
done, for propagating purposes. We were informed

that it came originally from Nepaul, and has stood out

several winters without injury. There is a nice little

stock of young plants, perhaps one hundred, about a

foot high. We saw several of these young plants show-

ing flowers, [t has not as yet, as the gardening phrase

is, been let out, and probably will not be until the stock

is much more increased in number.
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In the same nursery, a variety of the Common Laurel
was pointed out to us, under tlie name of the Oolchian

Lfiurcl. The chief points of difference are the excessive

smoothness of the leaves, and the very dark green they

assume. We think them, also, longer and narrower

;

but it is in its hardiness that this variety becomes more
interesting and valuable. We were told, that during
the winter it keeps that dark bright green, and is then
peculiarly superior to the old variety. Tlie stock of

Deoilars here is exceedingly large, as also of Cryptomeria
japonica, Cedar of Lebanon, African Cethtr, and a general

collection of Coniferie, all in excellent health ; but the

Araucarias are the glory of the place. They are worthy
of travelling far to see. The nursery is in the highest

order of keeping.

Messrs. Cunningham d- Co., of Broad Green, near
Lioerpool. There, also, the Araucarias are very nume-
rous, hut not so much so as at Walton. Mr. C. is more
famous for Rhododendrons, almost vying with the Wa-
terers. Many promising seedlings are advancing on to

the blooming state, and are likely, if foliage is any cri-

terion, to surpass any as yet known. The owner has

been hybridizing for years, his efforts being principally

directed to obtain late-flowering varieties ; and in order

to accomplish this, he uses largely the pollen from the

old B. maximum, mixing it with the arhorea, and other

fiue-foliaged varieties.

Messrs. Davies <£ Co., of Wavertree, have directed

their attention principally to growing greenhouse shrubs,

such as Azaleas, Camellias, Heaths, and the best of the

New Holland plants. In these, we may justly say, thoy

surpass any country nursery whatever. By counti-y

nursery, we mean any that are more than ten miles

from London. The plants are healthy, well-stopped,

and are just in a right state to form specimens, such as

a May, a Cole, or a Green, would choose for that pur-

pose. There are no less than three nurseries in tliat

neighbourhood kept by men of the name of Davies, and
they are all brothers, and equally industrious and success-

ful in growing plants. The G'ameWwZ'rtdicsu was raised by
this company, and is a well-known and excellent variety.

We noted that Rhododendrons grow well in these nur-

series, but do not form flower-buds, not for tlifi reason

Mr. Beaton gave lately, that the presence of a calcareous

soil was a preventive of these plants flowering, but
because, as we judge, a too rich and cool soil, which
keeps them growing too freely and constantly.

T. Appi.eby.

(To he continued.)

A FORCING riT AND ITS USES.

When the amateur, whose garden establishment has

hitherto been homely, is induced to extend it by adding

a forcing pit or pits, so as to be able to furnish his table,

or contribute to his enjoyment at an vnitoward season, ho

is often under some uncertainty wliich way to proceed,

neither do the many gardening publications now exist-

ing tlu'ow much ligiit on the matter ; true, there is no
lack of advisers in such cases, but they do not always
agree, and opinions diametrically opposite are bad to

reconcile, yet not uncommon ; one recommending a
bark bed and smoke Hue ; another insists on its being
healed by the Polmaise system ; while tlio far greater

portion insist on hot-water pipes, as giving out the most
steady and lasting heat. Now, as we will suppose the

amateur, whose means are not very exten.sive, wants a

pit of some half-a-dozen liglits, wliich he may convert

to as useful and varied a purpose as possible, the ques-

tion then becomes—What sort of a pit is it advisable to

build? Of late years the span-roofed structure has
been recommended for all purposes, from the princely

conservatory down to the small pit for forcing, or other pur-

poses ; and though, for most purjioses, I like such build-

ings, yet for winter forcing I prefer the old lean-to, and
that with rather a steep pitch. However, as the amateur
will expect to derive as much benefit in summer as in

winter, we prefer the span -roof for that purpose; and
taking the case in all its bearings, we advise him to have
it so ; as a span-roofed pit, with a door at one end, and
a walk up the centre, presents advantages which other
forms do not, not the least benefit being the ease with
which every thing inside may be seen and examined,
but it likewise atibrds the most space as stowage for

plants proportionate to its extent; and as it may be con-

verted into a melon pit in summer, the whole area of

glass may be occupied as a trellis for that crop, the
central pathway being sunk so as to allow a person
passing along without injuring the crop.

The width of snch a pit ought not to be less than
nine feet inside, and if more, so mucli the better; venti-

lation is easily eft'ected by having a wide ridge piece, in

which apertures are contrived with sliding doors, other-

wise the lights might be made to move up and down in

the usual way. We have seen one wherein the lights hung
on hinges at top, and thus coidd be opened any required
lieight at bottom ; but this is a dangerous way of admit-

ing air when there is delicate produce inside; the top

must, therefore, be made available in some way for the

heated air to escape ; aiid what bottom air is necessary

to admit had better be by holes opening upon the heat-

ing apparatus below the level of leaves of any kind
;

this, of course, will be regulated by the mode of heating
applied, and other circumstances.
As we have recommended the door to be at one end,

we will suppose the heating contrivance to be at the

other, and tor that purpose there is nothing better than
hot-water pipes ; supposing a simply-constructed boiler,

well set at the centre of one end, and pipes leading from
it right and left might be suspended to the side walls,

on each side, until they reached the opposite end, when
by a bend obliquely downwards, they may be made to

return again to the boiler, by running underneath the

space allotted for the beds on each side of the pathway

;

this return pipe will be sufficient to heat the stratum
above, so as to act as " a bottom heat" to whatever is

placed upon it, and, of course, the materials immediately
in contact with it ought to be loose and open, in order

to admit the dift'usion of heat as regularly as possible.

To those who do not oVject to expense, a tank or trough

covered with slates would seem to be more serviceable

than a single pipe, but the latter will do; and by it wo
have seen good crops of melons, &c., growing on the

bed above.

It will be observed, that these beds are bounded by
the outside wall on one side, and by a brick wall on each

side of the central pathway on the inside ; the pathway,
in order to give head room, might be sunk so as to have
to descend a step or two at entering, but the side walls

of the pit we would advise to be at least three feet high

out of the ground, the brick walls forming the margins
of the beds and pathway ought to be well built, the top

courses either set in cement, or an oaken cap may bo

substituted, as the jar of heavy pots, and the frequent

shifting of materials composing the bed is apt to dis-

place bricks not well set.

Observe, wo mean the flow-pipe that hangs on the

front wall to be fully exposed, and quite clear of tho bed

on which plants may be plunged, or melons, kc, grow-

ing. This pipe is to give atmospheric heat to the pit,

while the other supplies the bottom heat; the one on each

side will do for such a structure as wo have mentioned

;

and if the boiler be a right one, and other things

favourable, any reasonable amount of heat may be com-

manded.
It is easy to conjecture how many purposes such a pit

may be put to. Winter Cucumbers, Strawberries, an4
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French Beans, as well as the long lists of hulbs and
other flowers which might he sent here to force in winter;
while in summer, Melons might he grown to advantage;
or the wliolo pit might form one I'or pines, in which case
it would he required the whole year round ; or it might
do to winter plants intended for the flower-garden, and
when clear weather in March would allow of their being
placed in frames, &c., it might be converted into a pro-

pagating pit, and eventually have melons for a summer
crop; such a structure is sure to be " hard worked," and i

its utility at all seasons is so apparent, that we unhesi-
tatingly recommend the amateur, if he has one built

at all, to have it heated by hot water in the manner
described ; other modes may be adopted, but we think
them less efficient ; nevertheless we will, at an early
period, e.xplain our views on the common smoke-flue-

1

heated-pit, as well as Polmaise, and the still not-to-be-
!

despised bark bed. J. Robson.
j

ONE WORD MORE ABOUT BENEFIT CLUBS.
Bij the Authoress of " Mtj Flowers," ilc.

I FEEL SO strongly the advantage of Benefit Societies in

rural districts, at least, where alone my observations are
made, that for the information of those who cannot meet
with the book, I will transcribe a few passages on this sub-
ject from the memoir of the Kev. Legh Richmond, written

by the Rev. T. S. Grimshawe, which will confirm the fact of

their usefulness, and prove that they can and ought to be
conducted m a very cUflerent way to that in which they are
sometimes managed.

After meeting the objections which have been urged
against these Societies, as making them less desirable for

the poor than Savings Banks, and proving that thesfi objec-

tions need not exist, Mr. Grimshawe continues : " The little

tradesman, the domestic servant, the bailiff or overseer of a

farm, and others in similar circumstances, may find in the
banks a safe and profitable repository for then- savings ; but
the labom'er, especially if a married man, has no inclination

to lay up the smaU sura he subscribes to a friendly society

;

and these sums, if deposited at the baidis, would seldom
meet his necessities in sickness and old age. A long illness

would exhaust his deposits, and obhge hun to throw himself
on his friends, or the parish, for a maintenance. But the
Friendly Societies are strictly Insurance Companies ; and if

their funds be regulated hy a just rate of insurance, without
which, it is granted, no friendly society deserves support

—

and if they be wisely and properly managed—no institution

is better calcidated to afford the poor a comfortable and
certain independence. Mr. Richmond, who was no mean
financier, was fuUy competent to determine the scale of sub-
scription ; and by his judicious arrangements, he prevented
tlie above evils,and efl'ectually secured to the poor the benefit

of a Friendly Society. It is greatly to be desired that his

plans were universally known, and that all benefit societies

were formed or remodelled on similar principles. For the
information of the pubUc the following sketch of the
Turvey Club is inserted.

" Tlie Friendly Society of Turvey was composed of three
divisions. First, A Club for Children of both sexes, from
seven to sixteen years of age. Each member pays one
shilling entrance, and a penny per month ; and is allowed,
in sickness, eighteen pence per week. From three to four
pounds is the yearly expenditure on sick members. The
Society has deposited £'M in the Savings' Bank, after twenty
years duration. Tlie number of its members has varied
from twenty to forty children. At sixteen years of age a
member becomes eligible to the senior clulis, and is entitled
to receive half the entrance fee required on admission.

" Secondly, The Club for Women, confined to persons from
seventeen to thirty five years of age. The entrance fee is

five shillings, the monthly subscription one shdling, or one
shilUng and eightpence, at the option of the members.
Those who subscribe the large sum receive six shiUings per
week in iUness ; and to the lesser subscriber is paid four
shillings weekly. The number of members has varied from
thu'ty to forty. The average payments for the last twenty

years have been £20, and the Society has it'SOO in the
Savings' Bank.

" Thirdly, The Mens' Club, also comprising two classes. The
members of the one pay one shilhng, and of the other one
slnlling and fourpence montlily ; and they respectively
receive eight shiUings and six shiUings weekly in sickness.

The entrance fee is seven shiUings and sixpence. Their
annual expenditure has been £3fi, and their present funds
amount to nearly i£iOO. These clulis have about twenty
houorai'y members, who greatly contribute to the opulence
and prosperity of the institutions ; and their bounty, joined
to the subscriptions of a constant succession of young mem-
bers, Jlr. Richmond considered, on the calculation of the
Northampton Tables, to be adequate to the demands of the
Club. The rules and regidations of the Turvey Club
resemble, in umst respects, those of other Friendly Socie-
ties; but some additions and amendments were made by
Mr. Richmond, which are too important to be omitted.

" First,—No persons of immoral character were admitted,
or such as were likely to disgrace the Society by habits of
drinking, impimty, profane swearing, or notorious crimes.

" Secondly,—A careful superintendance was maintained
over the members by Mr. Richmond and the officers of the
society. Offenders were admonished ; and after these
admonitions, if not reclaimed, were excluded from the
benefits of the society.

' Tliirdly,—Tlie practice of assembUng the members of
these Societies at pubho houses, and of spending a portion
of their funds in liquor, was prohibited ; and their meetings
were held in the vesti'y of the Church, at which Mr. Richmond
constantly attended. By this arrangement nearly a fifth

part of the funds were saved, and the temptatiim of the
pubUc house avoided. . . . Mr. Richmond's CKib, like other
smiilar institutions, kept its anniversary ; but in a different

way, and with different effect. These feasts are usually held
at the public house, and lead to much disorder. The feast

of Turvey was not a revel of riot and drunkenness ; but a
geneious hospitality, consistent with Christian principle.

Mr. Richmond invited on these occasions, a number of his

clerical bretliren, and other respectable ladies and gentlemen
in the neighbourhood, who usually assembled at Turvey to

the number of thirty or forty persons, and with a large

concom'se of viUagers, accompanied the society to Church.

"

In a letter written by a gentleman present at one of these
anniversaries, but which is too long for insertion here, he
says " all these Cluhs walk in procession to chm'ch, and hear
a sermon, after which they dine together in the schoolroom,"
and again :

" without entering into further detail, I would
make this general remark—that so much cheerful sobriety,

decorum and good feeling were every where visible, as to

afford a lively illustration of St. Paul's precept, " using this

world as not abusing it."

I wish I could transcribe the whole account given hy
Mr. Grimshawe. The effects of these reUgiously-conducted
societies had a marked influence upon the morals of the
parishioners, and the female character sensibly improved in

a way which is very lightly considered among the humbler
classes in the present day. In short, they became a means
of extensive benefit to the parish in every way.

The plan of the clubs might be altered to suit the circum-
stances of different localities, but the religious regulations
cannot be too strongly drawn up, or too strictly enforced.

Upon them depends the blessing, and, according to the hft-

ing up of hearts and hands to God, will good or evil prevail.

Nothing earthly can be perfect, but religious Benefit Socie-
ties hold out so much temporal and spiritual good, that they
seem to be deserving of great attention from tliose who
really seek to promote the comfort of the poor. There
should be particular regard shown for the aged, in every
case; and, where assistance can be given to them, increased

good will arise : for nothing is so sad as the prospects of a

labourer if he lives tiU work is over, and infirmities and
helplessness set in. To those who have means as well as

hearts, I would again urge this interesting subject, and
pray them " to remember the poor," and to use every
possible exertion to provide for their sickness and old age in

a way that keeps up their home enjoyments—independence,
self-respect, and, above all, their moral and religious cha-

racter ; and I would euti-eat my poorer readers to make
every effort to meet the monthly demands of these useful
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institutions, as an honest and comfortable provision for a
time of need; seeking the blessing of Him, who has pro-

mised an aliuudant Messing to all who " walk in my statutes,

and keep my commandments, and do them."

THE NEW PLAN OF MANAGING SWARMS.
If your readers will turn to page UOS of the ciuTent

volume (viii.) of The Cottage Gakdenee, they will find

the first notice of a trial of the new plan of managing bees

at swarming time, by yom- con-espondent C. B. R. I have

lately received from him a very obliging letter, which, jointly

with lus former communication, I shall make the lexl of my
present jjaper on the general results of the said new system,

as they have hitherto come in from various paits of the

country. " I wish to inform you," writes C. R. B., " that

the hive about which I wrote to you before, and which
swarmed June 0th [see page 29S], immediately after its

removal threw out jnnts of drones, both grubs and perfect

insects, but I have no remembrance of seeing any external

massacre.* You will be glad to hear that this good old

hive contains at least 'K) lbs. of honey, and I was perfectly

astonished to find an 8 lb. straw cap ( which I only put on
with a view to give the bees room) chock full of honey in

perfection, ceiled throughout. The swarm you know the

histoiy of." This swarm (which took the place of the old

hive, and must therefore have been very large), though put

into " a very large hive," was evidently too populous for its

hive-room, as it actually threw oflf^it'o \'irgiu swai'ms between
the 5th and 17th of July ! ! And I would obsei-ve here, if

the old stock, with it's much-reduced population, managed to

harvest a store of 43 lbs. of honey, how much greater would
have been the weight of the swanu had it been supplied

with a sutticient space to store honey in ! G. R. R. pro-

ceeds :
—" 1 treated three other hives on yom- plan with

perfect success. In each case drones and drone grubs were

thrown out, biit not to any great extent, as in the first case.

1 have not my dates by me, but these three last swarmed
about June 18th, and one of them was treated, bi/ chance,

upon your plan of killing the first queen and returning tlie

swarm ; + at least, 1 found the queen dead at the entrance,

which no doubt delayed the swarm the nine days you speak

of, for it at last came out enormous; notwithstanding all

that, I put it on the stand of the old hive, and the old hive

has managed to pick up 20 lbs. cleai-, or as near- as can be.

This swarm has done wonders ; it has 38 lbs. of honey, and

it has given me about 30 lbs." Of course we can readily

believe C. R. R. when he says, "the season here (Yorkshire,

North Biding) has been good. I have, from an apiary of

twelve liives^ taken fuU 180 lbs. of top honey (from boxes,

caps, itc), besides an ama:ini/ quantity of other sorts, and I

can honestly say that I have not a liive with less than
20 lbs. of winter store, I perhaps might truly say 25 lbs., in

it." Now this report of a first trial of the new system tells

its own tale ; it needs little comment. Plenty of virgin

honey—no casts—old stocks, in good condition, presiiled

over by youthful queens—these promised results have been
fulfilled to the letter. To the above account I will add the

i-eport of a trial of the new system by a plain cottager, sent

to me from Cornwall by the clergyman of the parish, a

brother apiarian, who himself, so late as the 3rd of July,

wrote to me in despair ' of the grievous state " of his bees,

assming me that his groanings were not a whit behind my
own. " Before I left home," he says (i.e. about the 5th of

August) , "I got the cottager, who has been managing one

* I would here notice the remarks oa this subject lately made by
" Investigator." The large stock of which I spoke, and which threw
out an immense quantity of drones, chiefly grubs and young full-Hedged
insects, immediately after the issue of a monster natural swarm (June
1st, 1851), treated in the old fashioned way, was well supplied with
honey, both old and new, but it did not swarm again. I have, however,
since found it is by no means an uncommon occurrence to witness the

massacre of drones in the early season. Nutt speaks of it, and other
writers ; and I heard of a similar occurrence which happened to a
cottager's hive this summer, just after the issue of a natural swarm,
which was treated in the usual way. That, however, which on the old

plan was an exception to the ordinary rule, seems as if it would be the

rule under the new system. May it not have something to do with a
foresight on the bees' part that they will not need to swarm again ? for

it is curious, that in these instances they chiefly destroy the younger
drones, those, in fact, which would be required for ih<i younger queens!

t See " English Bee- Keeper," pages 34—37,

of his stocks after yom' system, to weigh the old stock and
the swarm. The swarm, which was a very large one, issued

from an ordinary cottage hive so late as Sunday the llth of
July. It was put into a straw hive capable of containing
full six-and-ahalf gallons of wheat, and very soon after

being hived was placed on the stand which the parent hive

had occupied, the parent hive itself being taken to a stand

from five to six feet distant, I forget which. The old stock

appeai-ed nearly depopulated, but the workers, next day, if

not the same day, set about expelling the drones. However,
it gradually gained strength, and on the 5th of August (i.e.

in twenty-fiva days), its contents weighed 25 lbs. It did not
swarm a second time. The swarm in the six-and-a-half-

gallon-hive having worked its comb down to the floor board,

had a very small hive placed on its top, and the contents of

these hives weighed, on the 5th instant, 45 lbs. My cottage

friend is highly delighted with his success. He would liave

managed a second swarm on your plan, but it flew oif. He
has now three stocks, all of which he will reserve until

another spring, to be managed on your improved system."
" There can be no doubt of the plan being an admirable
one," as my friend observes, " if in the great majority of cases

it proves anything like as successful and profitable as the

above." That it should sometimes fail must be expected.

B. B. gives an instance of such failure at page 34G (vol.

viii.).* Bees are not amenable to rule, and swai'ming

ofttimes takes place, in certain seasons especially, when the

young royal brood is in a very backward condition. To re-

move the old stock under such circumstances would probably
be fatal. To avoid such an evil I have already suggested
the propriety of examining the condition of the royal brood
after tlie swarm has issued and been put on the old stand

;

if none of the royal cells are ceiled over, it were well to treat

the swarm on the old plan. And yet an instance occurred
to myself this very summer, in which an old stock (whose
swarm ot May 15th was treated according to my plan) had no
ceileil royal cell, in fact the royal grubs, of which there were
two, were neither of them above five or sis days old from
the laying of the egg! and yet this old stock to-day (Sept.

4tli) I found to weigh 28 lbs. of contents ; its swarm, having
an old queen, did not do so well, for on plundering it to-

day very little more than 20 lbs. of honey was found in it,

though it was put into a hive filled with comb. We are not

quite certain if it swarmed or not, but if it did not the old

queen must have died, and the bees have reared a young
one in her place, which would account for the small store of

honey, small even for the had season in this locality, for it

was a good-sized swarm at its issue on the 15th of May.

—

A Country Cceate.

COCHIN-CHINAS v. SPANISH AND DORKINGS.
I AM a gardener as well as poultry-keeper, and pay great

attention to both ; consequently read The Cottage Gau-
DENER with great interest. I will now allude to poultry,

having din-ing my time kept difl'erent kinds. "Gallus"
speaks of the Dorking fowls as excellent nurses and table

fowls, and I fully agree mth him, but I do not know whether

I do not prefer the Cochin-China fowls. The rich, delicious

eggs, and the number they lay, as well as then- gentle, quiet

habits, and being good setters, and excellent on the table as

well, I think I give tliem the preference to the Dorking, but

I do not mean you to understand that I consider them better

eating. Of the Cocliin-China fowls I have two kinds ; one
grouse-coloured, with long-partiaUy covered legs ; and the

other canary and bufl'-coloured ; with legs as short as the

Dorking fowl, and covered with a great quantity of feathers,

and with a body as square built. " Gallus," in liis paper,

says the CochinCbiua fowls are such large eaters, but are

good layers, and though his have laid more eggs than the

Spanish, it has not been in proportion, which he says have,

since February, laid six eggs a week each; therefore, if the

Cochin-China fowls have beat them, it could have been by

only one a week. I have kept Spanish and Cochin-China

fowls together, and consider them well matched in eating

;

and eat they must, to provide such a drain upon the system.

They ai-e greedy eaters, but if you watch, the Dorking will

* I would request him, .^nd any one else who has given the new system

a trial, to publish the results thereof, whether favourable or otherwise.

They will be conferring a bcnclit on apiarian science.
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keep up the game much longer; and tlie question is, when
the maw is full, which of the three kinds has eaten the

most? My grouse- coloured fowls have rather a long hody,

and more tail than the other kind, whieli they invariably carry

to one side ; their eggs are larger and darker than tlie others,

but the chickens ai'e not so hardy. We had a couple for

dinner the last week of August, which weighed, without the

feathers, four pounds each; they were hatched the begin-

ning of April, with others, two of which have now (Sept. 1st)

laid regularly for ten days. The Durham Vicar's accounts

and mine, as to profits, would agree; and the prices here of

poultry and eggs are similar. In my opinion, the profit is

with tlie farmer's wife, who feeds on the refuse coin, and to

the miller and brewer. 1 have seen noticed in your paper
an account of Richardson's book, which speaks of Cochin-

China fowls laying two or three eggs a day. This I sJiould

consider an imi^ossibility. I have had an excellent breed
of Dorking fowls, for many years crossing them with the

best breeds I could procure. Although I have sent away
my cocks and killed off all my hens, except ten, I am still

doubtful whether I may not retain them ; but I will give

all a fair trial. I have kept Polands, but they are too deli-

cate ; besides, they get their beautiful crests so besmeared
with food that I seldom could keep any fit to be seen. 1 am
very fortunate in rearing Turkeys, and am going to tr}'

entirely white ones, but my fear is, a want of constitution

in them; but I am assured they are as strong as the dark
ones. G. S., Notts.

BURY AND RADCLIFFE POULTRY SHOW.
This was held at Radcliffe (Lancashire) on the 3rd

instant. The Cochin-Chinas were a very good gathering;
the Z>or/i:/»yA- very intliffereut ; the Spanish first-rate; and the

Geese and Ducks generally very superior. Great praise is

due to Mr. Cross, the secretai-y, for his excellent .arrange-

ments, and for the accommodation provided for the poultry.

The only suggestion we would ofler for the future, is that

prizes should be also given for Chickens, for at this time of

tbe year the best full-grown birds are usually moulting.
The judges were S. Hutt, Esq., of York, and M. Delaunay,

Esq., Crurapsall, Manchester.

LIST OP PRIZES.

Spanish—Four competitors—Cock and2 Hens. 1st. Captain W. Hornby,
R.N., Knowsley, Prescot. 2nd. John R. Kay, Esq., Bass Lane, Bury.
Age 1 year.

Dorking—Two competitors—Cock and 2 Hens. 1st. John R. Kay, Esq.,
Bass Lane, Bury. Age 2 years. 2nd. Rlr. James Tongue, Farnworth,
near Bolton. Age 5 months.

Cochin-China—TweWe competitors—Best Cock and 2 Hens. 1st. Mr.
George C. Adkins, Edgbaaton, near Birmingham. Age 2 years. 2nd.
Captain W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley, Prescot. Age, cock 4 months
and 13 days, hens 1 year and 3 months.

Malay, No award.
Game Fowl— One pen only—Best Cock and 2 Hens. Mr. D. Hender-

son, Whittle. Age 1 year and 2 months.
Golden Pheasant. None exhibited.
Silver Pheasant—Two competitors—Best Cock and 2 Hens. 1st. Mr.
D. Learning, Halifax. Age 2 years and 4 months. 2nd, Mr. Silas
Doming, Little VVardley, Worsley. Age about 2 years.

Chitieprat—Fi\e competitors—Best Cock and 2 Hens. let. Mr. David
Henderson, Whittle. Age 1 year and 3 months. 2nd. Mr. John
Taylor, Kearsley, near Bolton. Age 4 months.

Poland Fowl—zny variety. Two competitors—Best Cock and 2 Hens.
1st. Mr. George C. Adkins, Edgbaston, near Birmingham, *' White-
crested black Polanda." Age about l6 montlis. 2nd. Mr. John Kay
Farnworth, Alderley Edge, Cheshire, " Black Polands."

Jin// other distinct breed—Four competitors—Best Cock and 2 Hens.
1st. Mr. George C. Adkins, Edgbaston, near Birmingham, "Chinese
Bantams." Age 2 years. 2nd. Mr. Dennis Lowe, Kearsley, near
Bolton, " Yellow creels." Age 5 months.

Bantams: Gold or Silver-laced—Seven competitors— Best Cock and 2
Hens. lat. Captain VV. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley, Prescot, " Gold-
lai-ed." 2nd. Mr. G orgc C. Adkins, Edgbaston, near Birmingham,
" Golden-laced." Aure about 2 years.

Bantams: White, Blai 'c, or any other variety. None shewn.
Geese: of any breed— ^even competitors— Best Gander and I Goose.

1st. Captain W. H >mby, R.N., Knowslev, Prescot, '*Toulou9e
geese." 2nd. Mr. R .bert Hampaon, Crow trees, Radcliffe. Age,
gander 3 years, goose J years.

Ducks: of any ireerf— Fifteen competitors—Best Drake and 2 Ducks.
Ist. Wm. Ashton, Esq., the Oaklands, near Burv, "Aylesbury

Ducks." Age 4 months. 2nd. Captain W. Hornby, R.N., Knowsley,
Prescot. " Aylesbury."

Turkeys: of any breed. One pen. Best Cock and 1 Hen. 1st. Mr. J.
K. Farnworth, Alderley Edge, Cheshire, "Norfolk." Age 2 years.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Pine Growing [.i Practical Man).—As for twenty or thirty lines

settling so broad a question, if such could be done, why write books?
As you are in a hurry, we will try our hand at brief answers to your
queries, but let it be understood that such is the present position of hor-
ticulture, anything but stationary, that any one of the answers may
speedily prove debatable ground. " Hoic many houses f " That depends
whether you plant out, or in pots ; each system has its advocates. " Haw
many plants to keep up a succession of one hundred ? " Two hundred, if

in pots ; one hundred fruiters, and the other successions. " How to be
heated, bottom and round?*' We say hot-water piping. " Whereto
be bought?" At the cheapest and nearest market, providing they are
clean; generally through the medium of a nurseryman. " Price to be
given?*' Dependant on quality and kind; strong fruiters, perhaps,
about 4s. to 53.; successions. Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. ^^ What earth to plant
in ? " Good loam, adding half rotten manure. '* What sorts do best ? **

Queens, Providences, and Envilles, are most generally grown as a com-
mercial spec. " What disease attacks each stage ? " None that we know
of. '^ What heat required ?" Dependant on time of year; summer
8U'^ to 90°; winter 55'^ to 60°; other periods intermediate. " What light

required?" All that a British sky affords. *' What care at night?"
None besides securing the necessary temperature. " What aspect best ?

"

South. *^ How many can one m.an managed" If nothing else to do,

some hundreds. *' What wages fair ?" Money, or equivalents equal
to a guinea per week. " What time required to grow in ? *' From the
sucker to the ripening, nearly two years. "How to destroy insects?"
You must not hear tell of insects on yours; recipes for the unfortunate
will be given as the case arises. " Where to buy tan, if needful ? " No
tan for us j it you will have it, such depends on the nearest tan-yard, of
course. " Will guano assist them ? " They are grown in first-rate style

by men who care not a button about the Lobos Islands. " Do they like

dry or damp heat ? " They abhor a dry heat. " To have a hundred
fruiting pines, how many to be kept ifi the other stages ?" As before
observed, one hundred fruiters, and about one hundred and twenty
strong successions, would be a fair start for a beginner; he would soon
have suckers to hand, which would keep up succession without purchase.
One thing we had almost forgotten—pray do not grow from imported
fruit, if you do, you may, perhaps, rue it. Your houses may stand
either north and south, or east and west, and yet succeed well. As to

glass, if north and south the ground plan, we should say, British sheet;
if east and west, rough plate will be found useful.—R. E.
Fumigating Beics.—We publish here a note from Twickenham,

with a comment by A Country Curate. " On looking over some old
stores the other day, I found some pieces of pastiles, used, I believe, for

sick rooms, it struck me it would answer for fumigating bees. I bruised
half a stick, placed it in a tobacco-pipe, took two or three whiffs, got it

well alight, and applied it to the hole on the top of a ten-inch glass, on
a doubling-board, containing comb and 300 or more of old bees ; in one
minute they were on the floor-board, and in two more, I took them in

my hands, like so many beans, they were about an hour before they all

recovered. I have tried it three times since in the same glass, and have not
destroyed a single bee with it. I tried it again this morning, in conse-
quence of what I read this and last week by the ' Country Curate,' who
calls fuming a filthy process. I have found nothing of the kind—no
dirt, no filth—the comb, glass, and floor-board as clean as before.

Fuming ought, I think, to be done from the top of the hive, and not from
the bottom. If the hive or glass does not fit close, some luting or a wet
cloth should be fixed tight round the bottom, leaving only a small crevice

for the escape of the pure air, which is in part driven down by your
forcing the smoke in at the top. As the fumes descend, the bees follow

to the floor-board, and do not attempt to ascend again ; if you fume
from the bottom they work up. I have enclosed you three pieces, and
should like the 'Country Curate* to try it, and report progress." "I
am obliged to your correspondent for the pastile he has sent me ; when I

am a little more at leisure, I will endeavour to make trial of the new
narcotic. Where may it be had ? His plan of fuming at the top of the
hire is a clever thought, and if it is only generally effective in its opera-
tion, it promises to remove much of the partial success of tbe present
mode of fuming, and to avoid a good deal of the fitthiness thereof. Will
your correspondent try its influence on a full hive of bees, from the top,

and let us know its result? "—A Country Cueate.
Flower-gaeden Plan (S. S.).—Yes ;

" the mere forms of the beds "

will do on paper, but let us have their positions also, just a mere scroll

of all the beds as they stand. Number them all, and keep a copy of tlie

plan to read the answers from. You will bear in mind that we do not
select "the gayest and most varied plants," or any selections whatever
for any one, because tastes differ as much aa the colour of the flowers.

Like a salesman in a large warehouse, we show off all wares for the
flower-garden to the best advantage ; selections we must leave to our
customers to make for themselves, unless, indeed, any of them come to

the counter; then, after a little gossip, we find no difficulty in making
a private arrangement, and are sometimes able to throw out suggestions

for a plan. We can always say with confidence if a plan is rightly filled

up if we see the list.

Climber over a Cellar Aeea {E. S. £.).—Your gardener's sug-

gestions of placing a box on the grating to grow a climber in, seems to

us the only and last hope in such a case.

SiiEUBLAND Rose Pktunia {Semper Vigilans).—Mr. Appleby can
send you this Petunia quite true. The flower is a delicate rose colour,

Mthi The: bed of it at Kew Garde
given out from Kew under this name

I the tallies. We do not kno
have seen quite a different Petunia
this spring, through some mistake
supplies the rose John Baptist.
Ants on Cineeaeias (Amateur).—Do not attempt to destroy the

ants, but be grateful to them, as you would to the Monitory Lizard, for,

like him, they tell you that mischief is at hand. Be assured that the

Green-fiy is upon your Cinerarias, and it is after that pest that the ants
come. Fumigate your plants with tobacco-smoke.
Exporting Auriculas, Pansies, anh PoLVANTnusES (A Sub-

scriber).—As these will have to be a month in confinement whilst con-
veying them to America, we recommend you to plant them (juite close

together, in a stout, iron-bound box, and to have the top glazed, the
glass being puttied in so as to be air-tight. Let the glass be sunk an
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inch down within the sides of the box, and a piece of galvinized iron

netting be nailed over to preserve the glass. This will make a rough
but effective Wardian case.

Advertisements of Yellow and Black Pelargoniums.—5/m-
plex says :—" Allow me to warn others as inexperienced as myself against

these advertisements, and of other 'African bulbs,' I regret to say

that I laid out ^\, and never was greater rubbish bought. The greater

part either never showed signs of life, or, after a sickly attempt, died.

One, ' a black pelargonium !
' in flower to-day, is a mere weed, that is

only deserving of the rubbish-heap." Ipoinaa and Convolvulus are so

nearly allied, and so nearly resemble each other, that they can be only
distinguished by some slight botanical differences. The best-flavoured
large strawberry that we know is MyatVs Cinque/oil, Mr. Myatt's
direction is Deptford, Kent. Tan nest week.
Cast-iron Greenhouse (A. Beaiunont).—Enquire of Messrs. \Vcelis

and Co., King's-Road Nursery. Chelsea.
Leaves of Strawberries (/. W. K.)—Usually no more barbarous or

injurious practice can be adopted than mowing off the leaves of straw-

berries. If repeated several tiuies in quick succession it would kill them.
The only circumstances under which it possibly can be advantageous is

when strawberries are over-vigorous, producing an excess of leaves and
little fruit. When strawberries are of a healthy and productive vigour,

let only the dead and dying leaves be removed when the bed is dressed in

the autumn. Let them be cut off with a sharp knife, for the rough
tearing of them ofi", too often practised, loosens and injures the roots of
the plants.

Potato Planting (/iid).—We do not advocate planting the sets less

deep than six or seven inches below the surface. When we spoke of
tubers just below the surface, we meant those new tubers which will

always form in the spring near the surface. We shall have more to say
on potato culture shortly. We grow peach-trees on a galvanized-iron
trellis, against an old wall, fastening the branches to the trellis by broad
strips of thin sheet lead, which allow of the ends being twisted together.

Blue Bottle Flies (Paiisiana).—The&e will attack any fruit at this

time of the year, if the skin of the fruit is cracked by rain or other cause.
Preserving Pansies from Wire-worms. — PHnsmna says ;

—
"Finding my Pansies going through the ravages of the wire-worm,
I surrounded each plant with a layer of soot, about a quarter- of-an-inch
depp, and then gave them a good soaking with water. This appears to

have had the desired effect, as I have not lost any since by these vermin.
This may be useful to some of your correspondents who grow P.insies,

and, perhaps, if tried upon Carnations or Pinks, might have the same

LOWER (J. L. C).—We have not seen the common
• higher than about 8 feet; but Gerarde, a very trust-

, in his "Herbal," published in 1596, says—" In one
)wn in April, it hath risen up to the height of fourteen

, where one flower was in weight three pounds and two
s the flower by measure sixteen inches broad." He

d other hot regions, a plant sown and nourished up
n seen to attain to ihe height of twenty -four feet in

effect.'

Size or Sunf
annual Sunflowei
worthy authority,

feet in my garden,
ounces, and cross

adds, "in Spain, a

from seed hath be

one year."
Name or Fruit {Verax),—Kirhe^s Plum. First brought into notice

about thirty years ago, by Mr. Kirke, of Brompton. It is thought to be
of foreign origin.

Names of Plants (Mrs. Taylor).—The yellow flower is Tagetes
lucida, and the white one Eupatonum corymbosum. (I. H. 0.}.~No. 2,

Funhia subcordatu. No. 3. An Oniithogalum, probably y»usin«;n, but
we cannot from a single blosson be certain of this, nor of No. 1.

London: Printed by Harkt WtJOLDBiDGE, Winchester High-street,
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLK Orr, at the Office, No. *2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of
Christ Church, City of London.— September l6th, 1852.

^Ubnti^emnxtg.

TJOUBLE WALLFLOWERS.—
jJ JOHN REID, Monkton Nursery. Ryde,
Isle of Wight, having a large collection of the
above beautiful spring flowers, is now prepared
to send Six Varieties by post, packed in a tin

case, so as to ensure their being delivered fresh.

Early Double Yellow-Orange ; Late Double
Yellow- Lemon ; Very Dark, nearly Black ;

Brown ; Gold Striped ; Mutablis, changing
from Brown to Blue.

Flower Seeds for Early Spring Flowering.
J. R. is also sending out seed saved from his

collection of Seedling Mimulus, which was ao

much admired by all visitors to this place on
account of their dwarf habit, large flowers, and
brilliant colours.

The set of Wallflowers, 3s.

IMimulus Seed, Is per packet.
Cineraria, from choice sorts. Is per packet.
Delphinium grandiflora, 6d per packet.

By forwarding postage stamps as above,
plants or seeds will be sent in exchange.

trOETICULTUR \L BUILDING AND HEATING BY HOT WATER.
Warranted best Materials nd \A at the lowest possible pi

J. WEEKS & Co., King's
Road, Chelsea, Horticultural

Architects, Hothouse Builders,

and Hot-water Apparatus Ma-
nufacturers. The Nobility and
Gentrv about to erect Horticul-
tural Buildings, or the Hot-
water Apparatus, will find at

our Hothouse Works, King's
Road, Chelsea, an extensive

variety of Hothouses. Greenhouses, Conservatories, Pits. &c., erected, and in full operation, com-
bining all modern improvements, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of House
best adapted for every required purpose. The Hot-water Apparatuses (which are efficient and
economical), are particularly worthy of attention, and are erected in all the Houses, Pits, &c., for

both Top and Bottom Heat, and in constant operation in the Stoves. The splendid collection of

Stove and (ircenhouse Plants are in the highest state of cultivation, and for sale at very low prices.

Also, a fine collection of strong Grape Vines in pots from eyes, all the best sorts. Plans, Models,

and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also. Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c., for-

warded on application.

J. WEEKS & Co.y King's Road> Chelsea, London.

NEW EDITION OF CRAC^ ACUILAR'S "WOMEN OF ISRAEL."
Xcarhj rcarbj, Sccovil Edifkw, in "J roh., fcnp. Hr l-2s,

THE WOMEN OF ISRAEL
Of, Characters and Sketches from the Holy Scriptui-os, lUustrative of the Past History, Present Dutic

Destiny of Hebrew Females, as based on the Word of God.
,
and Future

Author of " Home Influenc

First Period-Wives of tlie Patriarchs.

Eve.
Sarah.
Rebekah.
Leah and Rachel.

Second Period—the Exodus and the Law.
Egvptian Captivity, and Jochebed.
The Exodus Mothers of Israel.

Laws for Wives in Israel.

Laws for Widows and Daughters in Israel.
Maid Servants in Israel, and other Laws.

Third Period—between the delivery of

the Law and the Monarchy.
Mil
Tabernacle Workers— Caleb
Deborah.
Wife of Manoah.
Naomi.
Hannah.

1 Daughte,

BY GRACE AGUILAR,
er's Recompense," "The Days of Bruce," "Woman's Friendship,"

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS OF THE WORK.
Fourth Period—the Monarcliy.

Michel.

Abigail.

Wise Woman of Tekoah.

Woman of Abel.

Rispab.

Prophet's Widow.

'Vale of Cedars," &c.

The Shunamite.

Little Israelitish Rluid.

Huldab.

Fifth Period—Babylonian Captivity.

The Captivity.

Review of Book of Kzra.

Suggestions as to the Identity of the Aba-

suerus of Scripture.

Esther.

Review of Events narrated in Ezra and

I
Nehemiah.

A work that of itself is sufficient to create and crown a refutation."—Pilgrimages to English Slirims, by Mrs. S. C. Hall.

LONDON : GROOMBRIDGE AND SONS,' 5, PATERNOSTER ROW.

Sixth Period—Continuanee of the Second

Temple.
Review of Jewish History, from the Return

from Babylon to the Appeal of Hyrcanus i

and Aristobulus to Pompey. 1

Jewish History from the Appeal to Pompey
j

to the Death of ilerod.

Jewish History from the Death of Herod to

the War.
|

The Martyr Ilotbcr.
|

Alexandra.
i

M:
Salome.
Helena.
Berenice.

Seventh Period—Women of Israel in the

Present as influenced by the Fast.

The War .ind Dispersion.
Thouglits on the Talmud.
Talmudic Ordinances and Tales.
Effects of Dispersion and Persecution.
General Remarks.
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I27 M
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SEPTEJIBEB 23—29, 1852.

Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In.

Herald I\roth seen.

Beech nuts fall.

Wild Hoije3'suckIe'9 second flow

16 SorinAYAFTEK Tkinitv.
Birch turns yellow.
Woodlark sines.

1 DAT

29.315 — 29.li-(7 64-42 S.W.
29.691 — 29.6US 56—43 S.W.
29764 — 29.625 5;— 39 W.
29-790— 29.665 62—30 N.W.
29.705 — 29.601 60—39 S.

Moon
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holding. Such have been tlie consequences of the

extreme subdivision of landed property in Ireland ; and

it has been fostered by the priest and the middleman,

because each fraction of a holding is productive of

further fees and increased rentals.

Where, as in England and Scotland, the potato

ground is only the poor man's aid, not his all, it is

indeed a blessing; and it is told in tbese few words of

an allotment tenant; "There are but few days in the

year, sir, on which we cannot get a meal's help from it."

Most assuredly, therefore, do we think that the descend-

ants of Ealeigh might be as proud of a sprig of the potato

foliage on their coat armour, as those of Appel de

Kapoesang are of its tubers, with which the Austrian

heralds have chai'ged their shields.*

There is every reason to believe that Chili, and espe-

cially the neighbourhood of Quito, is the native country

of the potato. It is there now found in a wild state ; its

slightly bitter tubers have been thence imported of late

years; and cultivation has gradually raised from those

tubers plants now producing crops of excellent potatoes.

We learn, also, from Peter Cieca and Molina, that when

the Spaoish navigators first visited Chili and Peru,

their inhabitants cultivated and ate a tuberous-rooted

plant, which they called papas. Molina says there are

two kinds: the wild, having small bitter tubers, and

the other, improved by culture, so as to have tubers

gratefid to the palate.f

The Spaniards imported the potato into Spain, where

it was called batlata, from the resemblance the tubers

bore to those of the sweet potato (Coinolvulus battata),

and from thence it was communicated to Italy. This

was at the close of the ITith, or early in the 16th cen-

tury ; yet at the latter period, the potato was so little

known, even to botanists, that Lobel, in his "Plantcmmi

sen SUrpium Historia," published at Antwerp in 1076,

has no mention of it, thougli he describes and figures

the sweet potato. Gerarde, in England, however, and

Caspar Bauhinc, at Basil, both in the year 152G, gave

notices of their acquaintance with it, yet still evidently

as a rarity.

Caspar Bauhinc, in his " Pkytopinax sea eiieumenUio

Plantariim," published at Basil in 1596, first bestowed

upon it the botanical names it still retains—/SoZa»;«Hi

tuberosum; and his description is also the first occurring

that is full as well as accurate. Some of the particulars

intimate a knowledge of the consequences of certain

modes of treatment that we have been lately, and, it

would seem, mistakenly, considering of recent discovery.

The root, he says, is round, but not completely so, of a

• De Kapoesang was the first Buccessful cultivator of the potato in

Austria.

t P. Cieca's Chronicle, published in 1553. Molina's Hist, of Chili.

The Spaniards first visited .South America in the year 1492, and there

is no rational doubt of this being the earliest period in which the potato

became known to Europeans. Clusius and some others have surmised

that the arachidna described by Theophrastus was the same plant,

although the suggestion does not appear with a single reason to sustain

it ; but it seems to us that the arachidna is identical with the aracidna

of Pliny (Hist. lib. .x.'ii. «//(. 20), and this appears to have been synony-

mous with our truffle. Pliny says it was a root having no' leaf, or stem,

or any other part above ground. Cortucius had a similarly groundless

opinion as to the identity of the potato with the picnocomtts of Uios-

corides. This certainly was not the potato, for it is described as growing
wild in southern Europe in stony places, as having acrid leaves, and seeds

narcotic, producing heavy, disturbed sleep.

tawny or dark reddish colour, and is usually dug out of

the earth in the winter, being replanted in the spring.

" Nevertheless, if left in the soil it will again vegetate

in the spring. Very often the root becomes rotten after

it has put forth the stem." It was known as the Spanish,

or Indian pappar, and endured without difficulty the

climate of Europe, for he had seen it in the open

gardens of some physicians in the Netherlands.

In his " Prodromus," published in 1671, Bauhine gives

a drawing of the potato, showing the tubers as both

round and oblong, and enters still more fully into

its description. He says it was first brought from

Virginia to England, was thence exported to France,

and from the latter country was distributed to other

parts of Europe. In Virginia it is called opcnaweJi, as

is stated by Peter Cieca, and in Gomara's History of the

Indies. About Quito it was called papas, and thence

it was sometimes called the Indian, or Spanish papas;

and in Germany gruhlinghaum, that is, the tuber-bearing

shrub. Bauhine says that he first delineated it in 1590,

from a specimen in the garden of Dr. Scholtz, who pro-

bably received it from Clusius.

Peter de Sivry, Lord of Walhain, had the potato, in

1587, from a friend of the pope's legate in Flanders. It

was brought from Italy under the name of tortufoU, a

name applied to all underground tubers by the Italians.

The Lord of Walhain gave two of the tubers to Clusius

in 1588. {Glusius Historia Plant.)

Our countryman, Gerarde, in 1596, specifies the potato

under the title of Papus lujspanims, in the catalogue of

plants cultivated by him in his garden at Chelsea.;- In

his "Herball," published the year following, he describes

the potato accurately .f
After particularizing the sweet

potato, which he calls " Sisarum Peravi.auum, sine J3atata

Hispanarum, Potatus or Potatoes," 1)3 proceeds to the

consideration of the common potato, yuder the title of

" Potatoes of Virginia. Battata Virgiuiana sive Vir-

ginianorum et Pappus." The woodcut and the descrip-

tion demonstrate that the plant he had before him was

our common potato : and he proceeds to observe, that

" it groweth naturally in America, where it was disco-

vered, as reporteth C. Clusius ; since which time I have

received roots thereof from Virginia, otherwise called

Norembcga, which grow and prosper in my garden as

in their own native country." I After stating the time

of its blooming, &c., Gerarde adds, "The Indians call it

papus (meaning the roots), by which name the common

potatoes (sweet) are known to tliem. AVe have the

name proper unto it mentioned in the title, because it

hath not only the shape and proportion of potatoes, but

also the pleasant taste and virtues of the same; so wo

may call it, in English, potatoes of America or Virginia.

Being likewise a food, as also a meat for pleasure, either

roasted in the embers, or boiled, and eaten with oil,

• Catalogus arborum fruticuro, etc. in horto, J. Gerardi, civis et chi-

rurgi Londinensis nasceutiuni. London. ITiDti.

t Herball, or General Hist, of Plants. London. I.'.gr.

t At the end of the preface is a portrait of Gerarde j and it deserves

notice, that he holds in his hand a sprig of the potato—leaves, flowers,

and fruit—as if he considered it one of the most remarkable novelties of

his time.
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vinegar, and pepper, or dressed any other way by tlie

hand of some cunning in cookery."

In lUo'l, " Thomas Johnson, citizen and apothecary,"

published a new edition of Gerarde's Herbal, and it is

vei-y apparent that the potato had then improved under

cultivation, for the tubers there represented by him are

large, and in form resembling the Julys now cultivated
;

whereas those portrayed by Gerarde are small and globu-

lar, like those produced by the plant in its wild state.

The positive testimony of Gerarde proves that the

potato was forwarded to him from Virginia ; and how

they reached that province of North America will be

made to appear probable by the suggestions of Hum-
boldt, which we will presently mention. Gerarde, we

may conclude, received the tubers from some of the

settlers in Virginia, wl:o emigrated thither about twelve

years previously, in 1584, under a patent granted by

Queen Elizabeth to Sir Walter Raleigh. And thus

much is certain, that, in 1693, Sir Robert Southwell,

President of the Pioyal Society, communicated to that

learned body the fact that bis grandfather first cultivated

the potato in Ireland, and that he obtained it liom

Raleigh. : Tradition states, further, that Sir Walter

himself also had the root planted on his estate near

Yougball, in the south of Ireland ; and that he gave

them to bis gardener as a desirable fruit from America.

When the berries were ripe in September, the gardener

brought tliem to his master, with the inquiry of disap-

pointment, "Sir, are these the fine American fruit?"

Sir Walter, either really or pretendingly ignorant of the

potato's habit, desired them to be dug up as weeds, and

tlirown away ; but in doing this the tubers were revealed,

and found to be the available produce.
|

Humboldt rationally concludes that the Virginian

colonists obtained the potato from the Spanish settle.

ments, for it is quite clear that it is not a native of

Virginia, nor even of intervening Me.vico, and that it

was cultivated in Spain and Italy before it was made
known in England from Virginia.

Although the potato was known to English botanists

in lOillJ, yet horticulture was too ignorantly practised in

this country to permit its rapid introduction among our

cultivated crops. In 1019, potatoes were here a desired,

yet e.\pensive luxury ; for in that year of James the

First's reign a small dish of them, provided for his

queen's table, cost one shilling per lb., when money was

at least twice as valuable as it is now.

We have some more most interesting information on

this subject, but must postpone it until next week.

The following is a list of the Horticultural and
Poultri/ Shows of which we are at present aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

* MS. Minutes of tlie Royal Soc. in loco, Dec. 13, 1693.

t It has been stated, but upon no good authority, that potatoes were
cultivated in IrcLind ]mg before the time of Sir VValtcr Raleigh; and
Sir John Hawkins, in 1565, and Sir F. Urake, a few years later, have been
named as the probable first importers. If they introduced any svicli

tubers, they were probably those of the sweet potato iConpolmitits biit-

luta,
: but as the author who makes the sugi<estion intimates that a

passage in Eede's writings can only apply to the potato, we may very
justly conclude that both surmises are equally worthy of attention.—
(.HoWs Kings of Eng.,m.)

ditious to the list, and giving the ndtlress of the Se-

cretaries.

IIOr.TICULTnUAX SHOWS.

Burt St. Edmunds, Nov. 9C (Chrysanthemums). (Sec.

G. P. Clay, Esq.)
Cai.edonun (Inverleith Eow), Edinbm'gh, Dec. 'i.

lUjiPsniEE, Nov. 18 (Winchester). (Sec. Rev. F. Wick-
h.am, Winchester.)

London Floriculiueai, (Exeter Hall, Sti-and), Sept. S8,

Oct. 12t, Nov. 9+, 23, Dec. Ut.
North London, Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum.
Northampton, Sept. 27, Dahlia.

Oxfordshire (Royal), Sept. 23. (5pf,<!., C. Tawney and
W. Undershell, Esqrs.)

South London (Royai.), Oct. U+,Nov. 11+, Den.'Jt.lC.

POULTRY SHOWS.

BiRMINOHAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES, 14th, l.'lUl, 10th,

and 17th December.
Bristol Ageicultue^u:,, December 7 th, Sth, and 9th.

[Sec. James Marmont.)
Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Birming-
ham. (Sees. Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage,

and E. H. Rodd, Esq.)
Dorchester, Nov. Ibth. (Src, Mr. G. J. .Andrews, Dor-

cliester.)

Manchester and Ln'ERrooL, Sept. 23. (Sec. Mr. H.
\Vliite, Wanington.)

t For seedlings only.

LATE, OR WINTER GRAPES.
Ok all other periods, this is one of the most important

as to our present subject. Summer grapes will ripen

by the natural course of the season, provided tlie root is

in good condition ; and they will also keep, if bipeds and
wasps be kept at a respectful distance. Not so those for

the Christmas desert, or for running into the month of

Fcbruaiy. During the months of July, August, and
some few others, we enjoy such a high degree of solar

light, on the average, that if a negligent cultivator omit
dressing his vines, and they should " wander as free as

the wind on the mountain," no groat harm accrues;

the grapes ripen in defiance of neglect, and of over-prim

and spruce snubbing as well: this putting venerable

Dame Nature into swaddling clothes, is, in many cases,

more of a custom than a principle. We were at certain

gardens lately—gardens of great notoriety, and, indeed,

in some cases, deservedly so—where, among specimens of

good gaidening, mingled with some of an indifferent

character, we stumbled on what are termed vineries.

Stripping naked had here been practised with a
vengeance. To use a nautical phrase, " they were
lying-to under their bai-e poles." Now, how can any
man in his senses imagine that a vine can beneficially

be thus stripped of its foliage ? When we advocate a
judicious stopping, wc do hope that our readers will not
imagine that an interdict is laid upon growth.

Thus much understood, we now point to one of the

first jiroceedings with regard tf) late grapes—the remov-
ing all useless spray. All points which have rambled
since the last stopping may be pinched back to any well-

developed leaf, and, where any way crowded, totally

removed. There exists a double reason for this : first,

that such, as observed in a former paj)er, take from the

system what they cannot repay ; and secondly, that all

possible solar light must henceforth be permitted to fall

freely on the principal, or first formed leaves, both in

order to invigorate the bud for the succeeding year, and
(o perfect the fruit Let it not, however, be understood,

that it is recommended to cut off a single leaf of the

older class; this is a most injurious procedure, and can
only be justified by extraordinary circumstances. It is

generally understood by late good grape cultivators, that
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the berries should be thoroughly coloured before Septem-
ber closes. We, however, had a cai)ital late house last

year, the berries beautil'allj' coloured, and they had
not completed theirripeuing until the middle of October.

Tliese kept as well as any we ever knew until the middle
of February The kinds were Hmnhro', and tliat in-

valuable late grape, the West's St. Peter's. It is not, how-
ever, e.xpedient to recommend such a course to those not
wsed to late grape culture. Indeed, there is little doubt
that grapes thoroughly ripened before the end of Sep-
tember will both keep longer, and certainly possess

higher ilavour than at any later period. Grapes
ripened too soon will slu'ivel somewhat early; tliose

ripened too late will rot instead of shrivelling, providing
damp air be permitted to lodge about them.
And now, as to atmospheric management from hence

through the winter. In the first place, to give winter
grapes a good chance, not a single plant, in a growing
state, should be kept in the house. This will sound
harsh doctrine to our worthy friend Fish, who so

jocularly worked up a case of imagined e.Kclusiveness

against Messrs. The-otber-departmental-writers, at page
3;!5. We will, however, deprecate his ire, and try to

administer a little consolation, by giving him an
equivalent for the loss of house-room for his chry-

santhemums, geraniums, &c. It so happens, that in

most places, where they can afford to devote a house to

late grapes, there is a host of things requiring decided
rest, We may h-ere point to the bulbous tribes,

gesneraoeous plants, succulents, &c., &o., and, indeed,
several others, whicli, by being weeded out from other
structures, will make a considerable void, leading to a
most useful re-arrangement and economy of space,

besides being the very condition of climate required. If

needs be, we would even admit large border specimens
of geraniums, slipped into pots with balls, and kept dry,

half their heads being removed. This is enough to

console any one who fears an encroachment on his
system. It is almost needless to observe, that a total

absence of water inside is the point to aim at ; in fact,

the interior may be made to approximate a cool study,
or sitting-i'oom, asnea.rly as possible—a free, dry atmos-
phere. A low temperature will, of course, presaj've the
grapes longer than a high one ; but there is a medium to

be observed in this matter. It is astonishing what a
high temperature the Muscat section will bear before
they shrivel ; we should say 10° more than a Hamhrd.
If we were to point to a desirable temperature, on the
average, for the three classes of grapes most desirable for

winter, we should say for //«HiJro' 60°, West's St. Peter's
J5°, and the Muscat section 60°. Of course, we are not
requiring our readers, in defiance of atmospheric changes
outside, to force these conditions ; by no means. We do
hold, however, that it is desirable, on this side Christmas,
to keep the sap in motion in the shoots; so as to preserve
the leaves fresh as long as possible ; and this cannot be
done if the temperature be allowed to sink lower than 4:")°.

Tliese things premised, the question is, liow to carry
them out. Fires must be had frequent resort to, espe-
cially after October is out; their strength and frequency
depending.on the condition of the atmosphere without.
Dampness of air is much more to be dreaded than
low temperature. In all dull and drizzly states of
the air the fires should be liberal, especially through the
day, with but moderate ventilation, and that chiefly at
the back, to let foul and damp air escape. The house
may be closed about four p.m., the fire having been
reduced au hour previously, and a temperature of about
40" sustained through the night, if sinking to -So"

perhaps all the better. We would still, liowever, retain
an iuch or two of hack air, for egress of moist air e.K-

cited from the floors, together with leaf perspiration, &c.,
little matters, which however unperceived by the feelings,
are of some importance. AVheu the weather is lively, and

a free motion of air prevails, tlie most liberal degree of

ventilation should be allowed, especially in the earlier

part of the day ; this will disperse damp or mildew from
every crevice, providing a fire is kept up. We have
known persons, in November or December, put their fires

out because the day was so fine : this is nonsense ; such
is the very time to keep up a lively fire, bringing into

play, by rarefaction, the smoking damps from every

corner. On such days, the front sashes or ventilators

may be set wide open, and if there is a lively wind, so

much the better. Night fires are most to be eschewed

:

here lies the greatest danger. As before observed, a
temperature of about 40° being secured, all beyond has
a tendency to excite damps.
And now, as to damp or rot in the berry : this must be

assiduously guarded against ; but guard how we will, it

will occasionally occur, especially through December.
The scissors should be run over every branch once a

week, removing every wounded berry. If drip occurs, it

will be well to place a little pot-saucer here and there to

catch it ; if the firing and ventilation, however, is

rightly managed, and a good roof, drip from condensed

vapour will be scarcely known. Houses properly con-

structed, and thus managed, may be made to keep grapes

fresh until the middle of March. Thus it is possible to

have grapes evei'y day in the year. R. Errinoton.

TRANSPLANTING ROSES; &c. IN AUTUMN-
FORMING STANDARD RHODODENDRONS.
On reading the letter of a correspondent, this morning,

about pruning and removing rosos that were budded
this season, I exclaimed, " better late than never," and
here I make the adage a text for a few words about

Roses. " Will you kindly inform me, through The
CoTT.\GE Gardener, whether the following course of

acting will be correct ; I purpose moving my roses

about the middle of November, and, about a fortnight

before removal, cutting away close to the stem all unused

shoots, and shortening those on which the bud has

taken to about half their length. I understand these to

be the directions given on such and such a work on the

rose, for replanting with a dormant bud, but should be

glad to be informed if they are cousistant with the

present state of gardening science." I was also asked

if the said book was "really to be trusted." Now, the first

remark which occurred to me, on reading this letter, was

this, that I would as soon be asked if Johnny .Jolly, the

gardener, over the way, and his wife were honest or

good-looking, as to answer about the correctness of this

or that book, treating on the same subjects as my own
book. Witliout waiting to read the book in question,

however, and trusting to poor humanity for the decision,

I say at once, that if the rest of the directions in this

book are of a piece with this quoted example from it, I

have not the least hesitation in saying at once, tliat the

book is not " consistant with the present state of

gardening science." Nevertheless, on the principle of

" better late than never," it is a better plan to prune such

roses, and roses in all other stages of existence, a fort-

night before they are removed for transplanting, than at

any other period of the season in which they are

removed. But practice, backed by "the present science

of gardening," has proved that not only roses, but all

other deciduous trees and shrubs, which are to be re-

moved in November, or before Cliristinas, ought to be

pruned by the end of September, or as early in October

as possible ; and the reason for this has often been

given in these very pages, and here it is once more, for

a good tale is never the worse for being twice told.

Wiieu a rose, or any other plant, is to be removed, it is

impossible to do so without injuring more or less of the

roots, and to balance the reciprocity question between
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roots and bi'nnohes, science tells us to cut away tlio

latter in proportion as tlie roots are injured, so tliat

next season tlie fewer buds that remain may break as

strongly and healthily as they would have done had the

tree not been removed at all. Then, if you cut one-half of

a quick hedge at the end of September, and ]rat off cut-

ting the remainder of the hedge to next March, althougli

every plant in the hedge may now be of equal strength,

you will find, next June, that the young shoots of one-

half of this hedge are nearly twice as strong as those on
the other half ; the parts cut in September throwing up
the strongest growth. Mr. Errington tells us, that vines

pruned as soon as the leaves fade in the autumn show
tlio same result if cora]iared with others not pruned till

IMarcli. Indeed, all tliis is so well known and appre-

ciated by our best gardeners, that when they v.'ant to

reduce the pride or strength of a healthy young tree, or

Ijush, they defer the pruning of it until it is almost in

leaf in the s)n-ing ; and on the other hand, to strengthen

the growth of a woody plant, they prune it the moment
the leaves have done digesting in the autumn; there-

fore, if it is found necessary to prune a plant early in the

autumn, in order to increase its vigour next season, when
left without being disturbed, how much more so if it is

to be crippled through the operation of planting; hence
arises the necessity of pruning such plants as are to be

soon removed, before others of the same kind that are to

be left as they are. The reason why plants, thus early

pruned in the autumn, resist the accidents which may
happen in the operation of transplanting, is thus ex-

plained and easily accounted for. The earth being so

much warmer in tlie autumn than the air, the roots

collect nourishing food for some time after the fading

and fall of tlie leaf, and when one-half or two-thirds, and
sometimes much more of the shoots are cut olf in

pruning, the remaining portion receive a double or

triple portion of this nourishment, the buds swell up
and get prominent before the winter sets in, and at the

next opening, or growth, they spring forth with redoubled

vigour.

Now, to say that the first fortnight in November is

the very best time in the year to transplant roses, and
most other deciduous things, would not be far from the

truth ; but to assert that the same time is the best for

filling up buds in order to get them strong enougli after

transplanting a rose, or to say that a fortnight, at that

late season, is sufficient for making the best of tlie buds
for the next start, is to fly in the face of " the present

state of gardening science ;
" no matter who propounds

it. It is only through sheer necessity that science or

practice would allow of a rose tree, tliat was only budded
last July, to be transplanted next November ; but neces-

sity has no laws, and such roses are removed every year,

and our correspondent's plan of " cutting away close to

the stem all unbudded shoots, and shortening those on
which the bud has taken to about half their length," or,

rather to within six inches of the inserted bud,

is eminently in accordance with the present state of

gardening science. If he would take advice, and do
this pruning one month sooner than a certain book
tells liim to do, his success will be more complete. It is

not safe to cut roses before the end of September, because
the lower buds might grow out afterwards with a

mild October, and if tliey did, the whole experiment
would bo deranged; but there are a gi'eat number of

plants that would feel the benefit of being pruned as

early as the 1st of September,—the Camellia, for in-

stance. Suppose we have a Camellia that has been
languishing these three or four years past, and is now
crowned with flower-buds on the top of every little

shoot ; the ancient state of gardening science would
advise the thinning of these buds to relieve the plant

—

so far, so good ; but the modern state of this science goes
a step farther, being made bold by the example of prac-

tice, and advises the removal, by pruning, of two-thirds

of the length of one-half of the shoots of such a Camellia;

that half should be the weakest shoots; before next April

or May, when the stronger shoots wouUl be pruned after

flowering, the buds on the September-cut shoots would

be so much swollen and stronger than they otherwise

would be, that the autumn-pruning not only would give

a general impulse to the health and strength of the plant,

but the growth from the weak shoots would be as strong,

if not stronger, than that from the more healthy ones

that were not cut until the buds were on the point of

opening. It is the same thing with pot lilindodendrons,

under similar circumstances, and with Azaleas of all

grades.

Speaking of Rhododendrons, reminds me of the second

way I said that they could be made standards of. The
first way, epitomised, is this :—cut down a bush late in

April, or early in May, and select the strongest shoot

from the stool for your standard, and follow it up to the

height you want. The second way is, perhaps, the best

in the long run, but takes a long time to turn out a fair

saleable plant. It begins in the seed-bed, or rather in

the first bed where the seedlings are transplanted ; or,

let us say, that a fine batch of some favourite seedlings,

either from crossed or no-crossed flowers, are ready, and

are transplanted from the seed-pans, in some sheltered

corner, at the end of April. On their first growth that

summer, it is easily seen that some of them are of

stronger constitution than the rest, and now is the time

to fix on the strongest of them for the future standards,

unless they are very thickly planted. Seedling Rhodo-

dendrons, at this stage, throw up a leading central shoot,

and a tier of side-shoots to the bargain, and the first

move is to go over the beds, and to rub oft" the side-

shoots as fast as they appear; this encourages the

leader to grow still stronger. All that season, and for tho

next three or four years, the same process must be

repeated, or until the one centre shoot is up standard

high, when the central bud on it must bo rubbed olf,

and the next tier or two of buds will be allowed to

branch out to form the ground work of the head. When
I first heard of standard Rhododendrons, I went to work

on a bed of seedlings exactly as here described, and 1

found the plan to answer perfectly. But there is

another, and an easier plan, which I suppose must be

the one more generally adopted in largo nurseries, but

it is not quite so good ; it is to let those stronger seed-

lings have their own way all through each summer, and

in the winter to look over them, and cut away all side-

shoots. Thus men's time is saved from watching their

progress through the growing season ; but then time

must be lost, at least one season out of the three or

four necessary to complete the full standard of many of

the shoots, as the allowing side-shoots must hinder tho

progress of the leader more or less every season.

Besides, a side-shoot cannot well be cut off at thewinter-

liruning, without either leaving a portion of it next the

main stem, or displacing a leaf or two, if it is cut quite

close, and either of these we call unworkraan like. The

little stumps must be cut some time or other, leaving a

scar or wound to heal over at the expense of the leader ;

or, if leaves are removed at anv time, until they are

ripe; for if left to fall off of themselves the same effect

is visible on the slower progi'ess of the standard.

Besides these, there is a third, but a ronghready mode

of getting a standard now and then with much less trouble.

A bed of Rhododendrons is planted thickly, and, as too

often happens, the plants are allowed to crowd on each

other until the whole mass is a confused heap of ever-

greens, which can only flower on the top ; the side-

branches, which give the grace and charms of a fine

Uhododendron-bush, are so smothered, that they get

quite bare of leaves at last; at this stage, it will be

seen, that those plants with a stronger constitution than
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tlie rest will start off liy the central sboot», leaving the

bottom mass and the bare shoots to light it out as best

they can ; then comes the pruner, who is bent on having
his standards at tlie least trouble and expense ; he cuts

off all the smothered and half-dead branches from tliose

plants wliich aspire to be higher in the world, leaving
them as mere ghosts for a time ; but his ghostship is

not mucli noticed after all, for the common mass of

plants below hide the naked stems, and after another
season or two's growth, out comes a full-blown stand-

ard, covered with soars, it is true; but time heals all

things. 1). Beaton.

PROPAGATION OF COMMON GREENHOUSE
AND COLD PIT PLANTS.

Who has not admired the combination of wisdom
and satire in the well-known story of the old man and
his ass, who, in attempting to please all, satisfied none,
and lost his ass into the bargain. Purveyors for the

public, be their material wliat it may, are often placed
in a similar predicament. Fortunate, indeed, are they,

if they never have to grumble over the loss of friends

and the ruffling of their placid tempers at one and the
same time. The first of these contingencies our little

work may expect at times to meet; the second personal
evil we are too case-liardcned greatly to experience.

And yet it would be more pleasant could we give satis-

faction to every one. I think it might be possible to

succeed even better than we do, did our supporters
attend more to tlu'ee things : First, never to grudge a
postage-stamp to the editor for detailing a clear, but
short, statement of their wants. Soooudly, to got into tlie

habit of generalising ideas, so that what may bo gained
in one department, may be brought to bear on another

;

and Thirdly, to bear in mind that what is of no moment
to them may be all-important to others. Personal profit

may thus be secured iu unison with the general ad-

vantage. There is a tendency in all long-lived periodi-

cals, especially if professional, to fly too high for the
simpUcilies. The teacher ever finds himself most at

home with the more advanced scholars; but he- would
soon have an empty school were the boys in the alphabet
neglected. I would wish alike to retain the old, and
entice fresh subscribers. To effect this, I have lately

had evidence, written, oral, and ocular, that simple
matters must not be neglected, even should we descend
to repetition, if we would wish to obtain, and retain,

young beginners. Says one, " I expected your Cott.\ge
Gakdf.neh would just suit me; but it is all Orcelc. I

know nothing of these fine names that seem to engross
all the attention." Writes another, " I got a loan of

some numbers a twelve-montli ago, but I have looked in

vain for such information since ; not a word as to how I

am to manage these loves of geraniums, calceolarias, &e."
" Just oblige me with stepping this way a few minutes,"
whispers a third. " There, what do you think of these

—

CoTT.vGE G.iRDENEB treatment, aint they ?" and atten-

tion is directed to strawberry plants in pots, standing on
a shady border, the soil as loose about them as if it had
been gently trundled in, and the buds almost as near
the bottom of the pot as the surface. Great results

were expected in April and May, and a dim shadow of

the reality only crept over our friend's vision when
assured he would not get rich if he had a guinea per
ounce for his fruit. Now a fourth enquires, " What can
be the matter with my cuttings? my man Friday says
that tlicy have been treated exactly as directed some
twelve months ago, in spring, putting them in a slight

hot-bed; but salvias, petunias, &o., have got some-
thing more than ricketty legs ; calceolarias have gone,
with the exception of a fevf green leaves on the top ; the
points even of scarlet geraniums are rotting ; verbenas

are so lanky that they will not bear their own weight;
"

and the wonderful mystery turned out to be, that these
evils took place in an atmosphere, in autumn, that
Messrs. Jiobson and Errington would not have found
fault with in March for cucumbers. A fifth having no
pits or frames ; wishes to save the grajjcs in the one
house as long as possible, and grumbles because the
grapes will damp when the floor is kept damp with
cuttings ; and wonders, again, when he finds scarlet

geraniums striking freely in boxes on his stage and
plenty of air on, that no drenchings will enable him to
keep calceolarias alive in such circumstances.
These are only types of classes who good-naturedly

hint that now they do not get the information they want,
and so peculiarly singular does each consider bis own
circumstances to be, that a score of papers would not
treat their cases, oven though these should be i-epetitions

of all that has been said and done on such matters.

Tins I cannot think of doing for the present, but will

content myself witli alluding to one general rule in

propagating, and to its application in a few distinctive

cases.

The cause, then, of many failures, and of much extra,

useless labour, is the treating of euUings inautumu the
same as would be necessary in spring. I am not sur-

prised that inexperienced friends fall into tin's error. It

seems very simple now, but I floundered for years in
similar mistakes myself. It is no libel to say that many
gardeners are not yet above the ])i-ejudice. How com-
mon is it to hear them talking of getting up a bed for

their cuttings in autumn, while, if taken off moderately
early, any thing in the shape of extra heat does more
harm than good ; I speak of plants in the mass, not of
those having their distinctive periods of growth. In
spring, growth is actively progressing and arresting that

growth suddenly by cold would paralyse the vitality of

tlie cutting. A little extra heat to what it had before,

will give an additional stimulus to upward and down-
ward growth. A little bottom-heat acts then on the base
of tlie cutting, encouraging the protrusion of roots,

without unduly lengthening, and thus weakening the

upper part before roots are formed. But in the autumn
the case is different; mere extension is giving place to

consolidation ; heat and light are naturally decreasing,

instead of augmenting. Extra heat in spring assists

natural progression; extra heat in autumn counteracts

the repose to which the plant is tending. Nature will

be assisted, she will not be forced. Hence, cuttings with
attenuated tops, and bases with tissues, rent and rotting,

if such had been kept cool, and time given, might every
one have rooted and been healthy. There is only one
deviation allowable when propagating lute in autumn

;

a slight bottom-heat may be presented to the base of the
cutting, but even then the tops must be kept cool. If

cuttings of the generality of our balcony, basket, and
flower-bed-plants are taken earli/ in autumn, the cold

pit or frame will beat the hot-bed; but iu general you
must wait a considerable period for the rooting process.

Many, with succulent stems, will succeed nicely in the

open air. One thing more should be attended to.

Many will not stand sunshine, but then shade should I

be moderate. I iivei'ar suhth(eil light, instead of shading,
|

by putting cuttings deep in a pit exposed to the south ;

or turning a frame, with its high side to the south ; or
'

using a north border for many small things. Let us

now glance at a few distinctive groups.
j

Irirst: Scarlet Oeraniums, &c.—Nice stubby, firm- '

based sidc-shools of these will strike best of all in the '

open air, on n south border, from the middle of July to

the first week of So]itembcr. After that period they will

bo better for having a glass light thrown over them to

keep ofl' extra wet and cold ; from two-and-a-half to four

inches is a good size for a cutting. Remove a few of the

small leaves at the base, cut clean across where yoi)
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slipped the cuttiag from the main sboot, let the base ilry

for a day or two, damping and shading the top iu tlie

incautime, and then insert them firmly iu rows. If you
can get a little road-drift to put them in all tlie better.

If you want to see them look green you may shade a
little; but this is of no consequence, for though they

flag and hang their heads, there is so much juice in

them that they will be sure to recover.

Florist and Fanci/ Pelargoniums may be treated in

the same way until the middle of August, provided the

stems are well ripened, after that they would be better

for some protection. Those who have little room, and
mean to keep their young scarlet gereniums iu large pots

and boxes tlirough the winter', may put them iu now
against a south wall, if nothing better ; under a light, if

come-at-able. These last will require little water before

being housed. A frequent dewing of the foliage in

bright weather is better than soaking the soil. Plants
thus raised I'rom cuttings as late as the end of Septem-
ber, will bloom better than those struck in spring, but
not so well as those struck iu August, and potted off;

and these again will be beaten by those old plants saved
by any of the modes detailed last season.

The other things to be mentioned will require to be
kept under glass, or glazed calico, so tliat they be close

and moist. A light sandy soil will be necessary for

them all, whether planted in beds, or iu pots, or boxes,

the latter being well-drained. Road-drift makes a capital

chief ingredient ; about a quarter of leaf-mould will im-

prove it, provided it is sweet, and free from worms ; and
then, for all small tender things, a surfacing of silver-

sand and charcoal-dust, taking care iu every instance

that the cuttings are put iu Jinn, and not deep. In the

Second Group.—1 would place Salvias, Seneeios,

Oupheas, Pentstemons, &c. These, with the exception of

Seneeios, will stand out, with a little protection ; but
unless they are taken np, divided, and fresh planted in

spring, they will not bloom so well as young plants

raised from cuttings in August and September. The
first to be potted otl', the second to remain in the cutting

pots or boxes in winter. Small, side, stiff shoots are

best, from one to two inches iu length. The most
succuleut, as the Seneeio, should have the least water.

All will do best in a cold frame, or pit, kept close, and
not too shaded. If put iu very late this month, the

pots might require a very little bottom-heat about the

middle of October. Petunias require similar cool treat-

ment ; side-shoots should be sought after, from one to

twoand-a-half inches iu length. I often use the points,

but ouly when I cannot get side-shoots. If Heliotropes

are put in later than the first week in September they

will require a very gentle heat at the bottom. If earlier,

like the others, a cold place, fully two feet from the

glass, will preseve them in the healthiest condition—air

being given, of course, as growth proceeds, and a little

given at all times during night.

Third Group.

—

AnagalUs, Lobelias, of the small kinds.

The base of the plants must be examined, to get short,

stubby pieces ; and these will quickly strike in a similar

place, provided for a short time, at first, a hand-light is

placed over them imder the sash. Long pieces from
the stem of the plant will be almost sure to disappoint

you. The time lost in picking your cuttings is, after

all, time and labour saved.

Fourth Group.

—

Oiilceolarias. If you want cuttings

of the shrubby kinds early, you must sacrifice part of the

blooming shoots early. If yon allow the plants to bloom
freely, you will seldom get good cuttings until the middle
of September. These should be stubby side-shoots,

from one-and-a-half to three inches in length, getting
firm at their base. Nipping oft" a few of the lower
leaves, and cutting oft' any loose piece of bark and wood,
where severed i'rom the stem, is all the making they
require. Here, again, tlie choosing of the nice stubby

cutting is three parts of success. Planted in pots, or

boxes, and placed in a cold pit, or merely pricked out iu

the prepared compost, under a hand-light, or sashes, on
a north border, success will be equally sure, if you give

them time ; but you must not grumble if cold nights
come before they all root. Such plants will stand
rougher treatment afterwards than those enervated by
heat.

Fifth.—One word more as to Verhenas. To these

the same rules apply ; only there is a little difficulty

iu the cuttings, as any part will strike freely ; but here,

too, small side-shoots make the best plants. I fre-

quently prick them out in a bed under glass, to save
the time of preparing pots ; and, iu such circumstances,

have the inclination of the glass to the north, to save
shading. Those who are seai'ce of glass for this

purpose, may lay the points of shoots, at a joint, in little

pots, filled with fresh soil, fastening them with a pebble.

They will soon fill the pots with roots, when the plants

may be separated, by first cutting half through, and
then altogether, after a short interval. H. Fish.

CONIFER.E.
(Continued from page 371.)

Cephalot.vxus drupace-a..— This genus has been
formed out of Taxus, by Dr. Sieboldt, the .lapan tra-

veller, and Zuccarini, author of the Flora Japoniea.

Tlie generic name is from Kephale, a head, and Taxus,
the yew, referring to the habit of the trees. Tlie leaves

of all the species are remarkably large, and have a
silvery, milky-green hue ou the under side. The C.

drupacea (berr3'-beariug), is a native of the Mountains
of .lapan, where it forms a low tree, some twenty feet

high ; very similar, excepting in its leaves, to the Irish

yew. It is a handsome species, and perfectly hardy,

though, as yet, very scai'ce.

C. FoRTDNii, so named by Dr. Hooker, iu compliment
to Mr. Fortune, the ze.alous and successful botanical

collector, who has enriched our gardens with numerous
interesting and beautiful Coniferte, as well as many
other flowering shrubs from China, aud other eastern

countries. The average height of this flue tree is from
•10 feet to 00 feet. It was discovered by Mr. F. in the

uorlheru parts of China, aud is, therefore, likely to

])rove quite hardy in this coimtry. Tlie leaves are dark
green, and fully three inches long, and are arranged in

rows ou the stem. "We saw several scores of this beau-

tiful yew in Messrs. Staudish & Noble's nursery, all

looking remarkably healthy. They profess to have both
male and female plants; and certainly there is a differ-

ence in the foliage aud habit of the two. One, which
was said to be the female, was planted out in the open
border, and had made shoots more than a foot long this

season. From the appearance this plant made, we can
easily believe that it must be a fine and very ornamental
tree when fully grown.

C. I'li.iFOR^ris (Thready). A curiously handsome
drooping shrub, for it can scarcely bo called a tree.

The young shoots push out in a most grotesque manner
I'rom the main stem, some quite upright ; some horizon-

tal; and others shooting straight downwards. This odd
way of growing renders it a strikingly curious object,

well worthy of cultivation in the pinetum. It is perfectly

hardy.

C. PEDUNxci-ATA. Named originally Taxus Marring
Ionia, in honour of the late Earl Harrington, whci was the

originator and owner of the noble collection at Elvaston
Custle, so often refeiTed to iu these pages. It is this

plant that formed the type of the genus, though it is a

matter of regret that the specific name was not retained.

It is a native of .lapan, though we know but little of its
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height and uses. However, it is a handsome tree, aud
ought to be in every collection.

CnYPTOMERiA JAPONicA (Japau Cedar). From 7i>)/7)(os,

liidden ; and macis, part ; the stracture of all the parts

of the flower being hid. The seeds of this tree, now
grown in almost every garden of any note, were intro-

duced by Mr. Fortune no longer since than 1844, and,

if he had introduced no other fiower or tree, he would
be amply entitled to the grateful thanks of every lover

of fine trees. It grows from SO feet to 100 feet high,

and the timber is said to be e.xcellent, the growth
[

rapid, and the habit most beautiful. The only fault it i

has is that in very exposed situations the leaves turn a !

little rusty in winter ; but, as it was stated in our notice

of the gardens at Treutham, last year, Mr. Fleming pre-

serves the colour of the leaves, this olijection may by
j

the same means be obviated. They kee]) the rich coloin-
i

by giving the trees a liberal allowance, during the
|

growing season, of liquid manure.
In the Horticultural Society's Journal there is a very

I

interesting paper on this tree, by JMr. Gordon, which, at
j

that time, was comparatively new. Ho says, in regard

to its cultivation, " The Japau Cedar seems as easily
j

managed as the common Chinese Arbor Vitae, and like

it succeeds in any soil or situation which is not very

poor or wet." In the large niu'series at Bagshot, and
Knn.p Hill, especially in that of jSIessrs. Standish &
Noble, there are immense quantities of it. In their

soil, which is thin and poor, much like that of our wild

lieaths, it appears to' grow with great rapidity, even as

quick as the common Larch. We saw them a few days
ago, and were much struck with the number and density

of the branches on each, arising, no doubt, from the

open situation in which they grew, nature having pro-

•vided, as it were, these numerous shoots to balance the

trees against the winds that must ])revail in such a free-

from-shado situation. This peculiarity rendered them
much handsomer in appearance than if they had been
drawn up more quickly in a close, or well-sheltered site.

This tree, when of a right size for such a purpose as we
shall mention presently, is now, considering its late

introduction, exceedingly cheap, and it would he still

more so if the demand for it increased. The pur|iose

we allude to is the planting of our wide wastes (mixed,

perhaps, with the Larch) with this new and beautiful

tree. We have watched its growth and capability of

enduring our climate, and are now almost certain that it

would endure our severest winters. There are thousands
of acres of land in the neighbourhood of Bagshot and
Knap Hill, that are not worth, in their present state, Ha.

per acre, that would grow this tree well, and would, in

course of time, be adorned with its beauty, aud rendered
valuable by its timber. But alas! our landed pro-

prietors appear to be very supine now in such patriotic

pursuits. Nurseries are crowded with a'l sorts of trees,

without almost any demand for them, and nurserymen
are almost at their wit's end what to do with them.
Thousands are stubbed up every year, and after the

stems are out up, for })erliaps dahlia stakes, the residue

are sent to the rubbish heap to be burut. This is a
melancholy, though too true a picture of the state of
one half ormore of the nurseries, both in England and
Scotland. It is true, there are a few exceptions amongst
our nobility; there are some who make it a point of

honour, if they cut a few trees for sale, they plant fifty

times as many in order tliat their posterity may be able

to cut down also for profit. May the number of such
patriotic individuals be increased.

{To be coiifliiuetl.)

THE HOLLYHOCK.
{Cuiiliinicdfrom paije 38.''i.)

ExHiBTTiNQ.—Much difference of opinion is alirnad as

to the proper mode of exhibiting these now really fine

double flowers. Some are for sliowing them in boxes,
made in a similar manner to those we described lately

for cut roses, each bottle to hold a single bloom ; others

show them in bottles simply and singly, without the box

;

but the best way, we judge, is to show them in spikes,

some two feet or less long, according to the state they
may be in at the time. This latter method shows better

than either of the others tho entire merits of the
varieties as ornaments for the flower garden. To
obtain flower-stems with numerous perfect flowers on
each, it will he necessary, or at least judicious, to cut off,

in an early stage, the extreme ends of the flower-shoots ;

the flowers will then open to the very extremity, and will

be beautiful objects on tlie exhibition tables.

Conveying them to the Exhibition.—This mode of

showing in spikes renders the conveyance somewhat
difficult, esjiecially to a great distance. The only way to

be completely successful in such a case, is to have a deep
box with one side hung on hinges, so that it can be
opened easily, and tlie spikes taken out in succession;

the bottom of the box should be fitted with bottles to

hold water, and each spike should be securely fastened

in each bottle. To keep them, there should he a

sufficient number of round laths nailed across the box,

about midway in the depth, and these should bo placed

exactly between each row of bottles ; then, as each spike

is placed firmly in each bottle, a string should be tied

to each spike both ways. This would keep each spike

firmly in its place, and thus prevent the blooms rubbing
against each other. By this method we have seen

spikes of Hollyhocks successfully carried by rail for fifty

miles. If they are exliibited in single cut blooms, they
are, no doubt, more easily conveyed to a distance ; but,

for reasons already given, we adhere to the opinion, that

in all cases the Hollyhock ought to be shown in spikes.

Those societies which offer prizes for Hollyhocks, should

by all means so arrange them, that the small growers
should have a chance of winning prizes. For large

growers, such as Mr. Bragg, Mr. Bircham, Mr. Chafer,

Messrs. Paul, and such like, the prize should not be for

less than stands of twenty-four varieties ; but for ama-
teurs, gentlemen, and cottage gardeners, there should be
prizes offered for stands of twelve, and even six, in each.

This gives every grow-er encouragement, and each should

be confined to his class; that is, no grower should he

allowed to compete in more than one class. This would
be acting fair to all parties, and would give satisfaction,

as well as encouragement, to all.

Fropaf/ntion : Bi/ Cuttings.— If our forefathers had
been told that it was possible to propagate the Holly
hock by cuttings, we fear they would have laughed at

the idea ; but such is the perseverance of florists iu tlie

art of jn-opagating those plants which the public require,

that even the soft, pithy stem of this plant is made to

produce numerous iilants, so much so, that in one single

season we have known one single variety multijilied by

cuttings into several scores of plants ; if we were to say

hundreds, we believe wa should write the truth. A
young man whom we have the pleasure of know ing, Mr.
Macintosh, of the Edgeware Road, raised last year a

seedling of excellent qualities, which he named the

Duke of Wellington, a party-coloured flower, of excellent

(jualities. He propagated it, as a matter of course, as

well as business, and the day before we wrote these lines

we called upon him, and found ho had been very suc-

cessful in increasing it, so that he has now a large

stock of it. The way he accomplished this is similar, in

most respects, to that described in 2'he Cottage Oardeners

Dictionary. He took off the bottom side-shoots, cut
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them into lengths, put them into pots filled with light

soil, which he pressed down tight to eiieh cutting,

plunged these pots of cuttings into a gentle bottom-
heat, watering hut little till they showed signs of growth,
and soon had the satisfaction of finding his cuttings

produce roots, which, as soou as he perceived, he potted
tliem off into small pots, and kept them in a cold frame
till they were well estahlished and ready for planting out.

But tliis was not all ; the side flower-stems were cut off,

and every joint, whether it had leaves or not, was cut

off just below the joint, leaving about an inch of the

stem above the joint. Each joint had a dormant bud,
which, when isolated, and placed in shallow pots, in a

gentle stimulative, started into growth, and soon showed
a shoot projecting above the soil ; this, in time, as the
leaves unfolded, pushed forth roots, and formed a plant.

This method, witli which we were much pleased, shows
that wherever a bud is, it contains within itself the germ
of an entire plant, which, when correctly managed, can
be formed into a plant, equal in vigour, and iu every
way as perfect an individual as the plant from which it

was cut or taken.

This propagation should, of course, be performed as

soon as possible. Cuttings are not safe to i>ut in later

than August, because there would then be a danger of

such very young plants being not carried safely through
the winter. T. Aw'leby.

(To be coiiliiuicd.)

THE TAN-BED AND ITS USES.

As some details relative to a hot-water-heated pit were
entered into last week, and a description of one given
capable of serving many purposes, I now take up the

subject of the far-fromdespicable bark-bed, or, as some
will have it, " tan-bed," which, tliough an agent of heat
less under our command than " fire or water," or both
combined, is yet of too much importance to be hastily

discarded, especially when its claims to economy are

considered from its not requiring that " night atten-

tion" which the amateur, or his assistant, cannot well

spare the fire-heated structure; independent of this, too,

the cost of pipes, boilers, flues, and fire-places, are very

important items in the building expenses of a pit of any
kind ; and although no pit ought to be without them in

some shape, where much winter forcing is going on,

still the bark-bed has its claim, and we shall be sorry to

see it discarded altogether. In fact, many fire-heated

houses are indebted to the bark-bed for furnishing

their inmates with the bottom-boat necessary to their

welfare; and this is very well exemplified iu the "pine-
pit," where plants iu pots are plunged iu this kindly-

i'ermenting material, more especially if it be in the

neighbourhood of a town. In remote country places

tan is less plentiful, and tree leaves being more abund-
ant they are often substituted, and when good tliey

furnish a nice and lasting mode of applying bottom-
heat, wliich some prefer to tan; but as the heat from
tan is brisker, and, when well-tempered, equally lasting,

I like, on the whole, the tan-pit best; and when plants

are to be plunged, and a smooth agreeable surface made,
it certainly has many advantages over leaves; and as

many of our readers are unable to obtain the latter, we
will at once address ourselves to the duty of describing

the uses to which a bark-bed may be put, and which we
also presuure to be without any other mode of heating.

To the amateur residing iu the neighbourhood of

a town, where tan can be had very reasonably, and
where, perhaps, his whole forcing department, or even
area of glass, consists of some three or four lights, the

bark-bed oli'ers many advantages. On it he may grow
his cucumbers for spring and early summer use ; or he
may, prior to using it for that purpose, use it as a propa-

gating pit, where he may strike his flower-garden plants

by wholesale. Strawberries may also be forced on such
a place, and many other duties may he confided to the

bark-bed. When its duties are confined to such purposes
as the above, and the amatem' wishes to make it so

accessible that his lady friends may be enabled to look

into it witliout encountering the ditticulties of clinibiug

a dung-heap, or a precipitous wall, it may be built with-

out any arrangement for heating by linings, as well-

prepared tan will retain its heat long enough to mature
any of the crops mentioned above; even melons may be
siifely grown thus ; and as tan cannot well be piled up
against any object without having a wall to rest against,

an e.xtra wall in back and li'ont odds materially to the

expense of the whole, besides being in the way of the

contents of the pit being seen, or work done there. Now,
though we have had tan-pits, with linings applied ad-

vantageously, and have seen others, " ifill's pit," for

instance, heated entirely by linings, yet, when that

appendage seems necessary, we think the pit deserves
" tire heat" in some shape or other ; and assui'edly the

improvements of the last few years in applying tliem,

have driven " linings," in a great measure, out of the

trade. That the interior bed will retain its place some
time longer, we firmly believe ; but it is only in very few
cases that its adjunct " linings " will be granted a place.

A vei'y good and useful bed or pit may be made by
e.xcavating the ground about a foot or eighteen inches

(not more), then building the walls, which miiy be of

half brick in front, with occasional nine-inch pillars,

but the back wall ought to be a nine-inch one, as we
suppose its height inside to be about five feet or more,
the front one about fifteen inches lower; this inclination

will do for a si.vfeet light,—the wall-plate and rafters

all being right, and well-glazed lights, with squares not

too large, being put on, we will now see to filling the

interior.

A new beginner has some disadvantages to en-

counter in this respect. New tau is a fiery, obstinate

servant, at times ; if, therefore, you cannot obtain any
old, means must he taken to dry such as you have as

much as possible, as the liquor with which it is charged
forms the heating or fermenting power. This is easily

accomplished in summer, but it is seldom wanted then

;

however, the drying winds we have in winter will do
much that way; so if there be any dry open shed in

which it can be spread thinly, and frequently turned, it

will sjjeedily part with a ]iortiou of its dangerous com-
pound ; should this not appear practicable, and the pit

and its heating powers be wanted immediately, a less

quantity than usual must he put iu, and some iueit

substance put in the bottom, in order that the heated

portion may be the proper distance from the glass. It

is no uncommon thing to see a bottom-heat of leaves

having a tan top, on which the plants are plunged; but

as this may not be attainable, any other substance will

do, as in this case it is understood that the tan itself

forms the heating contrivance ; but let it be remembered
that this halfquantity of rank-beating material will not

retain its warmth half so long as the proper quantity

well-seasoned and prepared ; so that, except for urgent

cases, or when plants are temporarily plunged, and can

at any period be removed, we would not advise its

adoption ; but there is one advantage—tan is, or may be

prepared for use in a more permanent vvay, and when
opportunity otiers, the bed may be renewed by removing
all the foundation part, and thoroughly blending the old

and new tan together, and filling the pit the proper

height. A depth of three feet is suiKcient for a tan-bed,

under any circumstances ; more may be given, but we
think it superfluous; though much depends on the

quality of the article, and other particulars. Old tau

that has been in use some years becomes decayed, and
in that powdered state its heating powers are gone ; it
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is better then to sift it, returniug ouly the coarse portion

to the pit to mix with the fresh. In choosing tan,

refnse that wliioh has lain and got what is called

scalded, that is, become white by over-heating; when,
however, you have no old to m'w with an entirely new
bed, a part of this is serviceable. If, by any means, the

tan-bed should get, or become likely to get too liot (as

every evil of this kind ought to be forestalled), holes made
in it with a stake, and cold water poured in, will be of

service
;

great care and close attention will be requisite

here, as any heat above 90° will be fatal to plants grow-

ing. Pots plunged had better, therefore, be taken to

the surface, and if the amateur has trusted a hill of

cucumbers too hastily on his newly-made-up bed, let holes

be made all around it, and cold water poured in, and
the vacant places being somewhat stirred, will allow a
portion of heat to escape, which, however, it is needless

to say, must be charged with vajjours anything but
agreeable to the tender plants cultivated there. The
prevention of this can only be effected by a more careful

preparation of tlie tan, which is not half so troublesome
or lingering a job as may at first be imagined.

J. RoESON.

COCHIN-CHINAS VERSUS SPANISH AND
DORKINGS.

" Yes ! Sturgeon's breed may be forgot.

And PunchaM's called a worthless lot.

And Andrew's fame be less ;

But still, in poulterer's shops so neat
In Leadcnhall Market, or JMount-street,

The Dorking breed shall long compete.
With triumph and success." Anon.

I TPasT to yom- kindness to insert one more "crow"
from " Gallus," not that I think that the controversy

between myself and Mr. Wingfield (whose courtesy I gladly

acknowledge) can be decided by any tiling but a further ex-

perience of the merits of the different breeds of poidtry,

and the really fair trial, which you suggest in .your answer
to a " Novice," in The Cottaoe G-Uidener of August 19th.

I wish I coidd flatter myself that I deserve the coinpUment
Mr. "Wingfield is good enough to pay me; but I write, not

from vanity, but for information, which 1 beUeve is to be
gained by discussions of this sort.

To answer Mr. Wingfield's question. My best Spanish
hens came (I believe) from Holland. I imported some
birds from Spain, but they were failures, not worth their

carriage.

I thank Mr. Wingfield for pointing out an error I made,
in saying " Spanish and Dorkings," instead of " Spanish or

Dorkings." Where, as in my case, two breeds can be kept
separate, I believe the " and " may with advantage bo used

;

but in the case of a cottager, or farmer, where no such
faciUty exists, the " or" is the proper thing. If the demand
(as in this pai-t of the v.'orld) is for eggs, th^n " Spanish for

ever." If it is for chickens, then " Dorkings," I say.

With regard to the comparative merits of Cochin-Chinas
and Spanish, as layers, I stUl own that I think " that the

former laid even more eggs than the latter" (" in the year,"

though, I added) ; but I believe this superiority was caused
by the Spanish having begun to moult earlier than the

Cochins. I do not think the Cochins liave now " averaged
more than six. eggs aweek." They have now ceased to lay,

while my Spanish, who moulted unusually early, are almost
ready to begin again. Un the other hand, I weighed to-day
many Spanish and Cochin C'lnna eggs separalehj. The
former, on an average, exceeded the latter in weight, one
ounce each egg. Now, considering, that besides what I have
used, given away, hatched, and sold at fancy prices, I have,

up to the end of July, sent to the market 1'Mi eggs, which,
supposing them to have been all Spanish, would, at the rate

I name, outweigh a simdar number of Cuchin-China eggs
by IC'2 ll)s. I think that bad I gone into Penzance market
to buy eggs, and bad at two stalls seen the two sorts, equally

fresh, and equalbj priced, I should have bought the larger

and heavier eggs, in spite of " the rich brown tint " Mr.
Wingfield so much adrakes.

I may add that I did not allow Coehin-Chuia hens to

sit at all.

The two questions, still in discussion lietween Mr. Wing-
field and myself, are

—

1st. The excellence of a Cochin China as a table fowl.

•Jnd. Whether their consumption of food is greater than
that of other fowls.

Determined to give the contest a fair trial, I have, within
the last week, made an ins]iectiou of the stock of several
Cochin-China amateui-s, from whom I not only received
mitch kindness, but great hospitality, and at their tables
have partaken of

" Cochins young, and Cochins old.

Cochins hot, and Cochins cold."

And tliough it does not seem well to eat a man's dinner,
and then abuse it (which I hope is not quite my case), I
must still proclaim ray conviction, that a Cochin is no more
to be compared to a Dorking, than is a red-legged pai-tridge

tij a grey partridye {not a grey parrot, as Thomas still

thinks).

A Dorking (it seems to me) puts on fat on the "white
meat," that is, the wings and breast, where you " can cut

and come again." The Cochin, if be puis on fat at all,

collects it all about his le(/s. Of this fact, if Mr." Wingfield
ever comes in our neighbourhood, and would all'ord me an
opportunity, I would, with much pleasure, try to conrince
him.
With regard to Cochin-Chinas being great consumers of

food, though I find " Doctors do differ about it," my
en(piiries rather tend to confirm me in my opinion, that a
Cochin-Cliina eats nearly twice as much as a common fowl

;

and I find that Anster Bonn once thought so, for at page
ail), vol. ti, of TuE Cottage Gardexek, I find—"Where
common poidtry are fed twice a-day, it is desirable to feed a
Cocbin-China three or four times, and to give the food so
abundantly, that some may be left after the fowls have
satisfied themselves !

" " Satisfied themselves," indeed 1 I

have often looked on, with wonder, to see when that would
be, ready to exclaim with Thomas, " S\'hat chaps them be
to eat." A man in this neighbourhood, who possesses a very

good Cochin-China cock, on which he sets a great value,

told me, that " he reckoned he ate as much as any three
hens."

Now, if this is so, they may well put on great size, but
whether profitably to their owners, is still the question.

There can be none, I fancy, as to the size of then eggs, as

compared with Spanish.

I hope some day to have the pleasiu-e of making Mr.
Vfingfield's acquaintance, and discussing this and many
other questions with him.
Smce writing this, I determined to ascertain the opinion

of a practical iioulterer as to the value of a Cochm-China
chicken as a table fowl, and beheWng Mr. Baily, of Mount-
street, Grosvenor Squai'e, to stand about the head of his

business, I wrote to him, to ask whether he would buy of

me, to kill, twelve Cochin-China cockerells, which I was
fattening, from not liking their coloin-. As I knew he also

kept fowls in the country, I asked whether he had kept any
account of what his fowls ate, and if he thought Cochin-
Chinas large consumers of food or not.

I put the question to him in the fairest possible way, and
his answer received this morning I now enclose you. It is

the opinion of apoidterer (who knows his customers tastes),

not an amatem'. Your readers must judge the question

themselves.
" Mount-street, Grosvenor Square.

" Sh',—In answer to the favour of your's, askmg whether I

can take some Dorkings and Cochm-China chickens, fatted

for the table, I should advise you by all means to sell the

latter alive, as they will make but little dead. The
Dorkings, if well fed, will always find a market, and theij

" pay for feeding." They fat and make good birds, but all I

could ever do, would uot/n( a Cochin-China. To fatten—

a

fowl sliould fill its belly, feel satisfied and happy, sit down
and thrive, but a Cochin-China fowl never is satisfied. Mine
eat all day, and ai'e always ready for more. I believe they

eat twice as much as any other.
" I have a shrewd old woman who iculks fowls for me, and

bred some of the first Cochin-China fowls I ever had.

She had kept them for nie ever since, until a short time ago.
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when I had taken all her biids away, but told her I should

send her some more.
" ' Do (she said), but please don't send me any Cochin-

Chinas.' I pay her acoordmg to the number of eggs she

gets for me, and therefore said—"Why Dame! they are

the best layers." " True (she saidj, they do lay a few more,

but they eat more tliau double. They ruin me."
" I aui thus e.'cplicit, because I beheve, if you are going to

fatten Cochin-Chiuas, you will meet only disappointment

with tlicm. Not so with the Dorkings ; and my proof with

any tUssentient, should be—let them send to Leadenhall

twelve Dorking chickens, twelve Cochin-China chickens, and

twelve of any other breed. Let them be tlie same age, and

fatted ahke, I will acknowledge myself beaten, if the

Dorkings do not make considerably more money (most

likely one-third) than any of the others. They will there

be purchased by practical men, who are, or should be,

perfect judges of tlio articles they deal iu, when they see

them dead.
" 1 remain, &c.,

" Sept. 1st., iM-j:). (Siiined) John E.ulv."

I wish somebody would give us their opinion about
' a hen laying twice a day." I certainly have known it done,

but ray belief is, tliat when such a thing occurs, there will

be no egg the next day ; and that, far from being a cause for

congratiJation, is a sign that the hen is in an improperly

excited state. A medical man would describe it " as the

secretion being unhealthy, and excessive." In these cases,

or when a hen lays soft eggs ( I have known a hard

proper egg enclosed in a soft one), I have treated both

patients alike, by separating them from the flock, giving

them no dry corn, but bread sopped in water, or other cool,

soft food, and plenty of lettuce leaves. I have now a hen
imder this treatment. The cvu:e has always been effectual.

I have now only to thank you for inserting my letters in

The Cottage Gakdekeb, and to bid you heartily, farewell.

Gau.us.

RAISING A STOCK OF BEDDING-OUT
PLANTS.

{Continuedfrom paijc ;)74.)

Havino filled two of the glasses with T'erbenas, I next

take that most useful class of bedding plants, the shrnbby

Calceolarias, and proceed with them exactly ui the same way;

I choose four of them, Amplexicanle, and a dwarf yellow, a

very dark brown one, and Kentish Hero. I had only one

plant of the last-mentioned last year. In the autiunn I put

iu every cutting I could take from it, and, on removing the

glass this spring, I found that I had enough good, strong,

healthy plants to fill a bed, and certainly a most beautiful

bed it is. It came in very early, and is still a mass of bloom.

These Calceolarias require no attention through the winter,

the glass being a sufficient protection, and I can always

depend upon preserving from forty to fifty plants under eacli

light.

The next glass I fill with different varieties of Penslemons,

and another with the Double Feverfew, Chelonc barbata, and
the more tender Phloxes ; and the last I keep for experi-

ments. I noticed what Mr. Beaton said about Shrubland

Base, and I have some hope of adding this little favoiu-ite to

my list.

About the middle of March the glasses are all taken off,

and then I take a large table-knife and cut deeply between

every row of plants each way, this gives them a salutary

check and prepai'es them for ti-ansplanting. I seldom cover

them after this, night or day; and towards the end of April,

if the weather is shower>', I plant out in the beds, having

for the two previous evenings given a thorough good soak-

ing of water. If the plants are removed very carefully,

many of them may be taken up iu the little squares of earth

made by the cross cuttings. I forgot to mention, that if

the mUdew attacks the Verbenas, a slight dusting of sul-

phur now and then may be useful. T. B.

FURTHER NOTES ON THE NEW SYSTEM
OF MANAGING SWARMS.

After a close and attentive observation of some years

I have pretty nearly come to the conclusion that the main

laying of bee-queens is generally by fits and starts, and

probably a good deal dependent on the state of the weather.

It appears to me jiretty certain that there often exist con-

siderable intervals of repose between the layings, even in

.-Vpril and May, for I have several times observed, that when

a queen has laid her eggs in the cells generally in any part

of the hive, altliough from sudden and, perhaps, severe cold

these may have perished, and after a time, therefore, have

been carried oft' by the bees, yet these cells have remained

for many days, even for a fortnight, or more, unoccupied by

either honey or eyijs. Whether, however, this fit-und-starl

laying be voluntai'y, or involuntary, on the part of the queen,

in" most hives, it certainly is a. fact, that long intei-vals do oc-

cur in which but few eggs, comparatively, are laid in a hive

;

for, as a vigorous queen will sometimes lay as many as eight

hunch-ed or a thousand eggs a-day, and continue this pro-

digious fertility for many days in wai-m weather in spring, it

is clear fh&l ordinary hives, with fertile queens, will soon get

so filled with brood, that weeks must elapse before any eggs

in considerable quantities can be again laid in these cells.

Now there is a practical lesson to be leanit from this, which

may be acted upon by all apiarians who have glass hives

( i.e., hives of wood or straw well supplied with good-sized

tt'inrfows), or who have time and courage to examine their

common hives by looking into them from the bottom now
and then. And the lesson is this—that if a swarm issues

natm-ally, or can be forced out artificially from a hive about

the time when the young bees are every day beginning to

leave then- cells in large numbers, then the old slock (as well

as the swarm which issues from it) must do well, even

though there be no royal brood in the hive, and though it

ha entirely dascvted by its full-grown iiopulatiou; for there

wUl be, evei-y day, a large addition to the population from the

continual hatching of young full-grown bees, who will im-

mediately set about rearing a new queen in the place of the

old one-^the hive being always carefully closed up for at

least one entire day, if the swarm have been forced out by

ai-tificial means. Whereas, if the swarm had issued natu-

rally, or been artificially driven, and made to take the place

of the old stock, at a time when the young bees were mostly

hatched oul, and the cells begun to be occupied again with

eggs or very young brood (unceiled), then there would be

great danger of no yoimg queen being satisfactorily reai'ed

(though of course the attempt would be made), and of the

hive never recovering its great depopulation at the time of

its transfer to a new stand, because of the very few young

bees that would afterwards come to maturity in the hive.

This, I believe, will quite satisfactorily explain to your

coiTespoudent, "B. B." (and one or two others), the failure

of their old stocks treated on my plan. One thing, how-

ever, I have been certainly more strongly impressed with

from my experuuents this summer, that, save when the

bee-master has abundance of time to bestow on his bees,

and is most careful to adhere to the rules laid down for his

guidance in bee-books, it is far- more for his benefit to trust

to the natural process of rearing queens than generally to

adopt the arti/icial process, which, in the most experienced

I

hands, will often fail. But yet, I think the diligent bee-

I master wiU in futm-e see it to be to his interest at least to

i anticipate the issue of his natural swarms, i.e., to make them

swai-m at a riijht time, viz., jusl when tlie royal brood has

begun to be generally ceiled in (between the seventh and

twelfth day after eggs have been laid in the royal cells), i.e.,

i/' live stock is otherwise ready from the state of the brood comb

(see what has been said above) to have a swarm taken from

it. I shall best explain what I mean by adducing an

instance of fact. At the end of May I observed that one of

my glass hives was making preparations for swaj-ming, in

spite of the quantity of room in a super with which 1 had

supplied them, and where Ihey had begun to work. There

were no less than four royal cells visiljle near two of the

windows, the last of whicli was finally ceiled over on the

night of the :il»l of May. Being in daily expectation, tlic-re-

fore, of the issue of a swai-m, and not wishing that my bees

shordd escape me, for I coidd not watch them well, I deter-
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mined to lose no time, and to ma/.-c tliom swarm. Early
the next morning, therelore (June 1st), I lifted off the
super, which was Jialf-fiUl of bees ; set it in the place of the
lower box (tlie old hive), wliich I took away, turned up, imd
pulled out carefully a tine cU-one-corab entire, with two of

I the royal cells attached to it. This I adjusted with care in
a good sized bee-glass (a super would have done as well or

i

a common straw hive if nothing better presented itseU'i
and set it over the super above-mentioned, wliere were a
arge number of. bees, as I said before. Next I removed
the old box to a vacant place, not four feet distant, in my
American bee house, tliere being a famous artificial ilHveii
swarm of April 27lh intervening. As it happened, tlie old
queen was either in the comb which I had extracted from
the stock, or amongst the bees in the new box (the super)
ior she was certainly ««« there a short lime afterwards, and
the two royal cells were in a couple of days destroyed in
the glass

;
the old removed stock, in consequence, had to

await a young queen, who lias since turned out very prolific
though there were Imrdl,/ a ,lozen drones left in the box that
did not join the swarm and old (xueen in tiie super, as did
the large majority of bees in the old stock ! Subsequently,
when the young bees were all hatched out, and before the
young queen had begun to lay, I cut out half of the old
combs, by way of renewing the hive. These have been :

l•epU^ced by beautiful new combs (the drone-combs, morevoa- I

beniyreiihtced by worker-combs), and a fair quantity of honey ''

has been coUected, quite enough for tlieir winter store
1 he swarm in the super is also richly suppUed, besides
which I have taken ott' the glass with about Slbs. of pure
honeycomb, all tliis in a very bad season. Here, then, is an
instance ol artificial help given to a natural swarm on tlie

'

eve ot its is.iue, which was treated acconling to my system
the swarm taking the place of the old stock. Had we but

'

some heather about here, I doubt not (for my stocks were
very populous), that I could have vied with our Yorkshire
Inend, C. K. U., in the produce of my apiiu-y; but our lionev
season here lasted only from the ith to the 17th of July
Ihere was not a pound of honey, I believe, in either of the
above stocks at the end of June !

'

Another instance of similai- ai-tificial ti-eatment of a stock I

to the above, and I have done. On the J 5th of May I
turuexl up a common straw hive, whose queen (a faii-ly
prolific mother) was supposed to have been born in 18.J0On examining the combs narrowly, I discovered two romU
cells wUh grubs in them, about six or seven days old from
the laying ol tlie eggs. 1 immediately drove a swarm out of
the hive, set it on the old stand, in a Imye hive JilleU tvilh
(jood comb, removed the old stock to another stand four or
five yards off, and shut it up till the third morning. Both
hives did well, the swarm having increased 17 lbs. in weight
by the beginning of June. Strange to say, however onexamimng it the other day, September 4th, its weight' was
lound to be on/:/ about -M lbs. contents / while the weight of
the old stock was full 'is lbs. contents, and yet the latter had
been depopulated on the issue of the swarm, as is usual
under like curcumstances ! I have no doubt in my own
mind that the swarm must have thrown a virgin swai-m, or
swarms, in July, which, for want of watching, escaped us.
Ihis has been by no means an uncommon occurrence in
these parts this year. Certainly, on plundering it the otlier
day, by driving out the bees, to add them to a weak experi-
mental stock in my bee-house, the queen appeai-ed much
larger and finer than tlie original queen dnveu in I\Iay
indeed, I never saw so lai-ge a queen at this season of the
year.

From the above it will be seen with how much ease and
advantage embryo natural swarms may be compelled to
issue from one to seven or eight days, or more, before tlieir
time, by which means the very annoying loss by escape of
so many fine swarms may be avoided, and without the least
iujm;y to either swarm or stock. There is no difficulty in
turning up a hive of bees occasionally in Blay or June, ami
It It be done when most of the bees are out in the field, a
very minute observation of the interior of the hive may be
obtained Let the swarm be made wlien one or two of the
royal cells are actually ceded over, and when there is much
OrooU oj worker-bees also ceiled over, and the most complete
success may confidently be anticipated.-A Cou.ntry Cihaie

Sepiembeii 53.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
fr.'^i^Y"'* ^"^^f' ''"' /"'"'« Bfg-'infD—Tlicsc have been RrowinRfreely have had plenty of air, shade in bright weather, and have been re?gnlarly watered and yet H.emalis and Lmrg.ns appear dj,ng^^h»eothers under the same treatment are thnung. We cannot csolve the

i„i''tl',I'^^„1,''f'""'*^''"''^'n'-7*''?'^'' °"'e='' '=5' the information respeet-

hnu. K-K """"S "" «l'<^ drainage from the floor of an orchard-

drcumstanceT
""^ ""^ ''^'"'- " "'°""* '^'^ '"°- '"^ "'-" - -="

wJs';rthert?e7.fa™:L:ved\om:i«e!r,"wri°o°''''"'''^^
severe and we shall be very glad to hear of you; success, e''ven''thou!rh you

moi"t iS! "'' ^'°'""^ ^' '"'"'"'" P'""'' "''" "'1"'^'= '' """"B ^-nd

Eoften"' vL'^r,?M'""''"""'
^'""'^'^ (/4W).-This will not be for-gotten. 1 ou would see your ivanl « as partly met a fortnight ago.

safes?nl,ce''f„'"''~°'
''^.- •')-V"'?^ J™ "'"<^ " «"'-'="« K"dener, thesafest place tor your seed-pans all this ne.u winter is close Snder a south«all tlie pans or pots being plunged level with the soil, but resting on

or.hJ'.'i' h'',"
" '"' '''^"

f'^]''^'-
'•-"''^ ''^' ^1"-" '^n'ov^ 'he strangestof the seedlings to a seed-bed, as Mr. Appleby recommends.

hnn''^".!'""?''
.''""•"^ '*; * S-J'-Send us the "long list " of green-hou.e bulbs whicli you made from the Cottage Gardeners' Dielianarva ter making 1, out alphabetically, and we will analyse it for you an^d

gi e full inlormation about every one of the bulbs, aiid also the irobable

wished T:Z"/ r' ^ 'l\'>r"'
^"'" "' " 8'"' """>>"• "'-^ "^>'= °'«n

I ,r.,,nfr '''"' ^^"'"S" B=i"sis extensive, you need not enu-
I
merate all the species.

hJit^i'lZl
°°°'"'''^ {Recent Subscriber).-ThK Daphne is propagatedby grating on the spurge laurel {Daplme laureula), ot by cuttings, andthe best soil for all the Daphnes, is sandy loam, and nothing else.

P,^;"""* '/'"?-,T'^'!'''
'' "' "'y '° "^'' f'<"" cuttings as a vine or a

n«w "rK"'"*
" ''"''"'"'^ '" ""^ ^"y •>"' """» richest compost one can

' ?h^ 1^
'"? ''"?° ''=^'n«'« =18 Fuchsias receive will do lor Daturas

;

h^ff?"^''^P'i"''''
™'-°f-'l<'°» "t the same time as the Dahlias, andbe lelt out all the winter, if tl,e frost and damp are kept from them old

,
plaats of them may be housed and kept as dry as Kuchsias in winter ormay be set to work at the option of the owner. A hole two feet de'enand four feet wide, half tilled with the best rotten dung, and the othij
halt the best loam in the parish, would make a tolerable good bed for a
two-year-old Datura, and U to this you could add four gallons of moderate
good hquid-manure three times .i-week, Irum June to September, youwould sec something worth looking at, and worth telling a talc to uscottage gardeners.

„ ""f"!','
'°

J?"'"-^-";"
'^'',<= ""'" ''»9 !> «ne Dorking cockerell si.v toes onone loot, and hve on the other, single comb, pure wuitc, which he would

like to exchange for a similar bird. An advantage to both parties, as it
IS essential to change the male, and not breed in and in.— P. P."
Rooks.-P. P. wishes for information as to the easiest and most

practical way of establishing a rookcry-trees being suitable.
Landscape Gardener {J. f.).—They are as thick as blackberries all

over the three kingdoms, and their charges have been advertised at from
one to tive guineas a day, and travelling expenses, but what they do ordid for these sums we cannot say. Our contributor, Wr. Beaton, goes
out to De consulted about every species of improvement about estates,
but does not enter so far as to take jobs, or give plans. Mr. Appleby
has engaged in the same occupation, as will be seen on referrini; to an
advertisement to-day.

Pine Geowing {A Ihjer bi/ ^virfe).—With a little patience, wc will seewhat we can do for you. In the mean time, a little necessary corres-
pondence must take place, preparatory to setting the question before vou
as a guide. o i .. .*

Substituting Queens (ir. B.).-The only plan I can suggest for
substituting a young queen for an old one, in the instance of W.B 's old
hive, 13 to tumigate it, and so catch and destroy the old queen «e/bre the
other tumigated bees, with the young queen, arc added to them. It is
important, before the junction is etteetcd, to be secure of the death of
the old queen. I should say that the cause of the inactivity of 11'. ll.'s
stock, to which he added in a side-box the fumigated bees of another
hive, IS owing to their queen being either dead or worn out with age.
Let him treat it as above, if he prefers fumigating to driving.—

A

Petu.ma Beds (te^iWciMs).—There were two grand mistakes in your
plan with the Petunia beds. When people, like you. get up to the
desirable height from which they can, also like you, exclaim—"Illy Hower-
garden now presents a splendid spectacle," we say, from this height,wc would not envy the head or eye which could appreciate or see any
beauty in a bed of mixed Petunias, even if only planted with three dis-
tinct sorts. Vour beds are planted with ranilom seedlings, first error;
and the beds were made one-half too rich for them ; the second error
being nearly as bad as the first. A square, or oblong piece of ground, in
a nursery, or in a liitchen garden, planted with seedling Petunias, has
some meaiiiug in it. The plants are set out there to flower, and to be
proved

; or if a cottager had one bed for flowers, a lot of seedling
Petunias would look as well in it, if not lietter, than Stocks or Uiliflowers

;

but when any one has in two years, by the assistance of The Cottage
Garde.nek, arranged "beds of Verbenas, Geraniums, Calceolarias,
Lobelias, &C., better than he ever saw, even at the crack show places
round London," we do not wonder to hear him say that three beds of
seedling Petunias are no better than one of nii.\cd cabbageworts. One
expense brings on another, and next year you must plant each bed with
one kind of Petunia only, and the aiirublund Hose is the best. Did you
see a better in the "crack places?" Decuniensis is the next best, and
the Large w/iite one you saw at Kew, is the best white; of the three it

requires the poorest soil—the name is Slirulitand VVIlite. Devuniensis is

tilled up in the eye, as if going to turn double.
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Cape Heatus {Ibid).—Who has proclaimed more lustily than The
Cottage Gardener, that cold turf-pits are better for young Heaths
than all the greenhouses out of Greenland. Here then is another opening
for "a splendid spectacle." Begin with the varieties of Venthcosa, and
lots of Cavendishii, Eicgans, and such hardy kinds, tUl you get into the

right way of growing them. Also look for Krica and Heath in the indexes

of our former volumes.
TaopiEOLUM Seeus C76((/).—This is just the right time to sow the

seeds oi Tricolorum&\\i\. i'tvf/u/;%///(m, only, as Pat would &ay, they ought
to have been in two months ago, it they wpre ripe so early ; but now is a

very good time. Last year's seeds are of no use now ; they would not
all come up for three or four years.

WuAT OUGHT A Gardenee TO DO ?—^ Grecn One writes thus:—
" I have 3i acres of garden divided thus—Lawn, three-quarters-of-an-

acre
; paths and shrubberies, three-quarters-of-an-acre ; fruit-garden,

one-quarter-of-an-acre ; kitchen-garden, open, no walls therein, one-

acre-and-three-quarters. I also have one conservatory, twenty-eight feet

by fourteen feet j one forcing-house, twenty-four feet by twelve feet ; one
grape-house, twenty-four feet by twelve feet ; and two cold-pits and some
boxes and lights. Now, I want to know how much labour I want, to

keep it in good order ? How many hours will it take one man to mow
three-quarters-of-an-acre ; and ought it to be rolled, and when ? for my
present man says it should not be rolled through the summer months,
and finds now it cannot be cut as the grass is weak. If you could give

a manual for a moderate-sized garden like mine, it would be very

desirable, to prevent disputes and changes between employer and em-
ployed. What time does it require, at this season, eurh day, for the

head gardener to be about his bouses and pits ? 1 have grown some
tobacco, but don't know what process it should go through to make it

fit for smoking houses." We msert this entire, because ne shall be glad

to hear the opinions of others upon some of the pomts. It is quite im-
possible to lay down any general rules applicable to all soils, all seasons,

and nil tempers. A master may always see whether a gardener does

his duty. To two of the queries we will reply. Lmcns ought to be both
rolled and watered in summer, unless there is some special reason to the

contrary. 'I'he mode of drying tobacco is given at page 41 ofour last volume.
Pelargomums {A7i Amateur Geranium Gruiver).—Yonr present

collection is good, but if you make the addition you mention, you should
cast out Rutvtnu, Orion, Hebe's Lip, Titus, and Duke of Cornwall. Vou
mention Magnet, Chieftain, Mochanna, Incomparable, Ambassador,
Enchantress, Gant/mede, Rosamond, Prince of Orange, Emily, and
Mont Blanc. These are all desirable, and flir. Appleby says you should
have also a few dark ones, such as Cuyp, Conspicuum, Alderman,
Aspasia, and Alonso, and a light one named Arnold's Victory.

Seedling Carnations Flowering (H.).—Your seedling Carnations,

sown in August, will scarcely flower next year. Vou should have sown
them in April, and then every one would have bloomed. Some of them
may flower late in the autumn. Your seedli?ig Strawberries, sown early

last spring, may fruit next year, if well nursed, and no runners allowed
to remain on them ; at least the strongest plants w ill, and they will all

fruit the year fullowmg.
Cottagers Horticultural Society.—The Rev. R. Burgess,

Vicarage, RadcliJe-un-Trent, near Nottingham, says;—"Will any
reader of TnE Cottage Gardener kindly favour me with a copy of

rules for the establishment and regulation ot a Horticultural Society, to

give encouragement to cottagers and labourers exclusively ?
"

Potato-planting (R.H , Dublin).— Vhe Walnut-leaved Kidney,
and the Hopetoun Early, will ripen with you, and any wherein England,
by the end of July. In anyplace south of the 'Ihames the Ash-leaved
Kidney will be ripe by the same time. They all keep well. We never
green the tubers we employ for planting. Mr. Errington recommends
it to be done. We plant with a dibble six or seven inches deep, as fast

as sufficient ground for a row is dug, and never allow the soil to be trod
upon after it is dug. We do not plant upon raised beds j if our soil was
at all wet or heavy, or our climate rainy, we should.
Movi,>G Budded Roses {Disciputus).—iiee what Mr. Beaton says

to-day.
Acorns foe New Zealand (F. V. M. F.).—\Ve should sow some

thickly in soil in shallow Wardian Cases, and have them sown in drills,

if sprouted directly they reached there. Some we should have put m can-
vass bags, and hung up between decks. If put into the hold they heat,
germinate, and are spoiled.

White Cochin-Cuinas (W. S.).—Write to the parties we mentioned
the other day.
Melon {M. Binris).—Your Melon, green-fleshed, pale-green-skinned,

somewhat netted, flattened globe-shaped, very deeply ribbed, about six

inches in diameter, and weighing four-pounds-and-a-half, had the most
juicy, melting, and deliciously-tlavoured flesh we ever tasted. It well
deserved the first prize it had awarded at Bingley.
Mildew on Grapes [M. Morgan).~\)uiiins with sulphur, and

syringing with a weak solution of sulpburet of potash, are the only known
remedies. If you will refer to some of the back numbers of our present
volume, you will find what Mr. Errington says upon the subject.
Alth.ea Frutex {E. H. F.).—This is now named Hibiscus. Your

other query next week.
CocHiN-CuiNA Fowls Roosting (D. >K.}.— It is nc

thcra to roost, but their wings are so defective, that they
any height, and if enabled to mount up by a ladder, they :

themselves in leaping down. A bench with a top six incl

foot from the ground, is the best roosting pi;

:d, swept out,

atural for

ot fly up

; the floor s

Tan-bed {Simple.

nd fresh sanded every morning,

see an article by Mr. Robsi I the
tan or bark-bed adapted lo your case. You will there see that hi

acription uf one where cucumbers may be grown as early as by any other
mode short of a hot-water-heated structure. If you wish (in addition to
making your pit a forcing one in springj that it should act as a greenhouse
to your plants in winter, a small flue will be advisable, not but that
many plants will live there by being covered up in severe weather, but
that they will keep so much better by the application of a little fire-heat
to drive out damp, which would only be increased by linings of a fer-
menting material like tan ; but as you say the latter is plentiful around
you, a tan-pit may be converted into a great number of purposes the
whole year round.

Melting Wax (B. B.).—WTien the wax is melted for the purpose of
being poured into the moulds, it should be allowed to simmer, when the
dross will rise to the top, and may readily be taken off with a spoon.
Barley Sugar for Bees (Jbid).—This will cost to make about S^d.

per lb. ; it should be made expressly for feeding bees, without any
additional flavour. Any wholesale confectioner would be satisfied with
2d. profit, if a quantity is required.

Two Eggs per Day.— Mr. Trotter, of Hexham Hill, says, "I am
glad that the extract which you were so kind to insert in the The Cot-
tage Gardener, from my Essay, has drawn forth notices from some of
your able CL,rrespondents on the subject of Cochins laying more than one
egg in a day. I doubt not our mutual object is that of making truth
plain ; but granting one hen in a hundred may lay two eggs in a day,
once or twice in a season, I think it would be unfair to allow" this lo go
forth to the public for anything more than it really is. It is with great
reluctance I advance statements which would seem to detract from the
value of Mr. Richardson's writings (viewing them, as I do, as having
done more towards promoting the cultivation of poultry than those of
any other gentleman) ; yet truth must prevail, and to allow the state-

ment of Cochin hens 'frequently laying two, and occasionally three eggs
on the same day,' to remain unquestioned, is likely to mislead purchasers
of fowls, and to create disappointment, if not disgust."
Various (Queries (Z. Z.j.—Root-prune your apricots and greengages

in October. There is no really good separate treatise on Rose-culture.
Have you seen the essay upon it in The Cottage Gardeners* Dictionary ?

Six feet apart is a good distance between either standard or half-standard
Ruses, planted in a straight line by the side of a walk. Salt to Asparagus
beds is best applied, a slight sprinkling at a time, about once a fortnight
during the whole ot the growing season, from March to the end of August.
Food kor Chickens (.-J iVocife).— If you mean for those just hatched,

there is nothing better than barley-meal moderately moistened with milk,
with each second day a few bread crumbs soaked m ale. Oatmeal groais
boiled, and an egg boiled hard and chopped fine, shell and all, are excel-
lent changes.
Characteristics of Pure Cocoin-China Fowls {A. G.).— fio

tail feathers, or rather a few scarcely distinguishable from those on the
body

;
quill feathers so deficient in the wings that the bird cannot fly

to any height; dense Jivffiness of the stern and thighs; legs well-
feathered, or booted, down the outside. These we consider essentials,

points of excellence, but the above we
tial marks of the pure variety. After the Birmingham Show,

in I'ecemuer next, we shall have much more to say upon the subject.
Hints {J. B. ii.;.-Thanks for your friendly suggestions. We must

supply the requirements of all our readers, and you will see an announce-
ment to-day of a sacrifice we are making in the endeavour to do so.

Taking Queen Bees.—J. \V. says: — "Replying to 'A Country
Curate's' remarks in No. 204, I beg to assure him, that in stating I

generally adopted the plan of putting the new swarm in the old stock's
place, I did not intend to lay claim to the discovery, for I owe the know-
ledge, and much other useful information, to his interesting writings
in The Cottage Gardener. I was induced to try the plan from
reading his 'History of an Apiary* (page 277, vol. v.). I first formed

:ee artificial swarms according to his method, and in this instance
I took the precaution (after placing each artificial swarm in the
spot the old stock occupied) of removing the old stocks to a friend's

garden about half-a-mile distant ; here they did so well, that in about
a month I drove them again, as I considered the stocks too old
to keep over another year, and each proved quite as large as a good
second swarm. In the evening I fumigated, and united them each to
its respective artificial swarm, previously taken from them. In two of
thiin I captured the young (newly-born) queen, but could not discover
the third. I united them by placing them over the box in bell-glasses
(slightly sprinkling them), and they all united kindly, and proved good
strong stocks. Since then I have put all my swarms (both natural and
artificial; in the place of the old stock, and lately have only removed
the old stock a few yards from its original position, and not even
taken the precaution of stopping them in, but have contracted the
entrance, and given them extra covering, and they appear to have
done pretty well, considering the season. I find more advantages
than one in this method ; besides the
the bees go to work sooner, and there

Colour, weight, and symmetry ;

tli

lowing day
where the swa
is left until the
stocks, which 1

ducing natural :

flying roi

to be wht

leiog larger,

on the fol-

nd the spot

Finding I

o, from a quantity of bee!

n alighted, as there
vening on the spot where they^
had removed from their places
warms), rather short of bees, I have added some bees to

o old stocks which I considered were getting too old
to prosper. I tried to drive these old stucks, but lailcd, as the
queens would not go up ; so in the evening I fumigated them, and after

taking their queens, united them (on the top of the box), with scarcely
any loss of lite. The stocks appear much strengthened, and I think will

require no feeding this winter. I must say, I prefer this plan of disposing
of the bees, driven (or fumigated) from old stocks that you wish to take
in the autumn, to 'A Country Curate's* method of placing two or three
lots together in an empty box (or hive), and feeding them until they have
formed their combs and laid by their winter store, much as I respect
his great experience in bee-management. I always look with interest

for something from his pen, and hope he will tell us huw he intends
managing his bees during the next winter, and I hope another time to

submit to him my plan, and have his opinion on it."

Names of Plants [TiiydaiD.-Tht blue flower is Lobelia syphili-

tica; and the purplish-pink, Chelone obUqua, both excellent and old
hardy plants. [E. H.).—The shrub is Rhus cotinus, or Venetian
Sumach. [A Lady Subscriber).—The little variegated slirub is Sympho-
ricarpus vulgaris, variety vnriegatus ; the leaf is from a variety of the

Common Ivy, Hedera helix, variety digitatu. {Evesham)).—Xoun is

the true Wormwood, Artemisia absinthium. [H. M.).—We cannot make
out your plant, but will subiuit it to other parties.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Orr, at the OHice, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of
Christ Church, City of London.— September 23rd, 1862.



TMPOHTANT DECISION IN
J- CHANCERY! One Thousand Pounds
and Damages ! —The Advertisers have obtained
a Writ in Chancery, in causa Wotherspoon
I'. Milne, whereby they can hereafter proceed
against any party who shall attempt to sell any
Starch in imitation of the GLENFIELU
DOUBLE REFINED POWDER STARCH.

It may be considered a tribute to the un-
rivalled merits of the above Starch, that other
Manufacturers should endeavour to facditate
the sale of an inferior commodity by introducing
it to the market under the name of Olenfiuld
Starch ; but the Advertisers being possessed of

Testimonials from such unquestionable autho-
rity as the Laundresses to Her Majesty, her
Excellency the Countess of Eglinton, the Mar-
chioness of Breadalbaue, &c., cannot, in justice

to themselves, permit such fraudulent practices.

They therefore Caution all Dealers iu Starch,
that they will take full advantage of the above
Writ, and the Public to observe that their

packets are marked with the name of the
Manufacturer, R. Wotherspuon.
The Ladies arc respectfully requested to ob-

serve, that for Clearness and Purity the Glen-
field Patent Starch stands unrivalled—being
manufactured from the finest East India Sago.

Sold by all Grocers, Druggists, &c. ; and
Wholesale of the Manufacturers, R. Wothek-
SPOON and Co., 40, Dunlop Street, Glasgow;
and WoTHEsspooN, I^Iackay and Co., 4i),

King William St reet, City, London.

liiAU -DE- VIET '' Tlio^PiIrr^ud
Jj Wholesome PALE BRANDY recently
introduced by us, under the appropriate French
designation of Eau-de-Vie, assimilates so close-

ly to the linest specimens of Cognac, that, even
in dilution, the first judges are positively un-
able to detect any (hfference. Imperial Gallon,
1-is; or 30s per dozen, bottles and package

HENRY BRETT & Co., Old Furnival's
Distillery, Holborn.

mHE koi'^^exhIbTtion—
X 39, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, observe,
opposite the York Hotel.—Valuable newly-in-
vented, very small, powerful, Waistcoat pocket
Glass, the size of a Walnut, to discern minute
objects at a distance of from four to five miles,
which is found to be invaluable for yachting,
and to Sportsmen, Gentlemen, and Game-
keepers. Telescopes, possessing sueh extraor-
dmary power, that some 3^ inches, with an
extra eye-piece, will show distinctly Jupiter's
Moons, Saturn's Ring, and the double Stars.
They supersede every other kind, and are of all

sizes for the Waistcoat pocket. Shooting, Mili-
tary purposes, &c. Opera and Race-course
Glasses with wonderful power ; a minute object
can be clearly seen, from ten to twelve miles
distant. Invaluable newly-invented Spectacle.

Deafness— New Discovery— The Organic
Vibrator, an extraordinary powerful, small,
newly - invented instrument, for deafness,
entirely different from all others, to surpass
anything of the kind that has been, or probably
ever can be produced. IJeing of the same
colour as the skiu, is not perceptable ; it

enables deaf persons to hear distinctly at church
and at public assemblies ; the unpleasant sen-
sation of singing noises in the ears are entirely
removed; and it affords all the assistance that
possibly could be desired.

S. & B. SOLOMONS, AurisU and Opticians,
39, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, Observe,
opposite the York Hotel.

Lately pubUshedy price is Qd,

mtlE DOVECOTE AND THE
JL AVIARY; being Sketches of the Natural
History of Pigeons and other Domestic Birds
in a Captive State; with Hints for their Ma-
nagement. By E. S. DIXON, M.A., Author
of " Ornamental and Domestic Poultry."

" We have been reading I\Ir. Dixon's book
upon the Dovecote and the Aviary. Our
thoughts are full of guans, curassows, cassowa-
ries, emeus, and the like ; it is good for our
peace that we should k-t some of them tly."~
Household Words, No. 120.
" Somewhat fastidious readers may, perhaps,

imagine that a book of this kind must neces-
sarily be dry and uninviting to all other parties
than those for whose speciid benelit it is written.
Such an assumption is very wide of the truth.
The ' Dovecote ' displays an amount of various
reading and research, and an amplitude of il-

lustration, of which we have no previous exam-
ple in the catalogue of such publications."

—

Midland Comities Herald, July 22, 1852.
Second Notice,

London: J. Mubsat, Albemarle Street.
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Siiii{.!j]iiitiijjh life '^^^nlirij Cnm|ininj,

liiciii-jinmtcd hy Act nf Parliamenl.

,-2, LOMBARD STREET, & 21, CONNAUGHT TERKACE, LONDON.

SEniiStccii.

J. Campbell Benton, Esq., M.P.
UicHAKD Malins, Esq., Q.C., M.P.

Rich
Jamb

William Adams, Esq., New Broad Street.
John Atkins, Esq., Wliite Hart Court, Lom-
bard Street.

Henry A. Bevan, Esq., John Street, America
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John Dangerfield, Esq., Craven Street,
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Robert Henry Forman, Esq., Ordnance.
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TON, Esq., A.Ured Place, Thurloe
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ORCE, Esq.

iBtrrrtors".

John Haji
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J. Mattu
City.

C. O. Paenell, Esq., Norfolk Street, Park
Lane.

Wm. Williams, Esq., Rood Lane, Fenchurch
Street.

Es<i., Throg-lALPii W. Bi:

morion Street.

Ienry Burnett, Esq., Graceclu
Street.

Henry Adron, Esq., Coleman Street,
City.

Charles MacCullocu, Esq., Ches-
ter Square.

iHriJiral ^tlfais'Cr.—benjamin Puillifs, Esq., R.R.S., Wimpolc Street.

2!3iinhrV^.—TuE Lo^DON AND County Bank.

J^alintano.—Hfessrs. Atkins and Andrew, White Hart Court, Lombard Street-

^rCl*rtari.K—David Alison, Esq. Alfred Place, Bedford Square.

HADDINGTON
The Rev. James Suergold Boone, A.M.,

Stanhope Street, Hyde Park.
Captain Creed, Bedford Square, and St.

Albans.
Roger Gadsden, Esq., Maida-Hill, and Bed-

ford Row.
Charles Pemberton, Esq., Eastbourne

Terrace, Hyde Park, and Lincoln's-inn -fields.

LOCAL BOAUD.
Thomas Jervis Amos, Esq., York Street,

l*ortman Square.

G, Y. RoBSON, Esq., Eastbourne Terrace,
Hyde Park, and New Square, Lincoln'a-inn.

Medical Advisei:—J. B. Brown, Esa., Oxford

St'ereior^.—Cuarles Hoqbton, Esa.

This Company is prohibited by their Deed of Settlement from disputing a Policy on any ground

whatever, the greatest improvement ever introduced in Life Assurance practice, and in consequence

of which the business has been large from the commencement of the Company, and is annually

encreasing. Copies of the last Annual Report may be obtained at the Chief Offices, or from any

of the Agents.

ALEX. ROBERTSON, Manager.

Noir pnblishmg. price Qd, small ito., fanci/ cover,

THE LIFE OF HiS GRACE THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON.
By James Ward, Esq., Author of the *' World in its Workshops," a " History of Gold," &c.

Just Pabtishfd, by authority, price One Penny,

THE CRYSTAL PALACE AND PARK IN 1853.
" WH.Vr HAS BEEN DONE—WHAT WILL BE DONE."

An official statement of the plans for arranging the interior of the Crystal Palace at Sydenhain,
addressed to manufacturers and others desirous of renting space for the display and sale of their

productions.
London : WM. S. Oke & Co., Araen Corner, and all Booksellers.

mHE ONLY STOVE WITHOUT A FLUE, for

X which Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent have been granted.

Prospectuses, with Drawiogs, forwarded free.

Plain, 12s to 259. Ornamental, 31s Od to j£'6 6s.

Stands for Stoves, 2s t>d, 3s. and 5s, each.

I AIJTION.—An Injunction having been granted by the Vice Chan-
i dior in the case of " NASH u. CARMAN," restraining the Defendant
fruni making or selling any colourable imitations of the Plaintiff's

wtove or Fuel, the Public is respectfully informed that the "JOYCE'S
PATENT STOVE," " WITHOUT A FLUE," and the " PATENT
PKEPAREO FUEL," can only be obtained from the Proprietor or

his authorized Agents. Every genuine Stove has the Proprietor's

name and address on a brass- plate on the Iront :
—

"SWAN NASH, 253, Oxford Street, London."
JOYCE'S PATENT, for warming Halls, Passages, Harness-rooms, Greenhouses, Watcr-closcls,

&c., &c. The above Stoves do not emit smoke or unpleasant smell, and will burn without attention

or replenishing from 12 to J8 hours. In use daily at the Sole Proprietor's, SWAN NASH'S,
Ironmonger, 25:!, O-sford Street, and at the Depot (City), 119, Newgate Street, London; and to be

bad from the princi[ al Ironmongers in Town and Country.
PATENT PllEPAKED FUEL, 2s (id per bushel, only genuine with the ProDiietor's name and

seal on the sack. SWAN NASH, 253, Oxford Street, and 119, NEWGATE STREET.
N.B.—Sole IMaker of the Portable VapoDr-Bath, for Families and Travellers, ifec, &c., as

recommended by the Faculty, complete with large Cloak, jfl lls6d. SvrnoN Air-vent Beer
AND Wine Taps, 3s (id ; electro-silvered, 6s fid.
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solitary fislieiinan who malies tlie crazy liut his cheerless

abode, and that only through the dreary season of winter.

The Peony also extends over the crests of the northern
precipices, but the herbage more general consists of the

gigantic Svn/niiiim olusatrtini, Lavntcra arborea, Hyosciamus
viijir, and a brush-wood ol' Lii/iislrtim vulgare. The seeds

have been strung and worn round the neck as beads, orna-
mental from their beautiful coloiu- (whence, probably, the
specific name), and, in a more credulous age, not without
reference to certain cabalistic purposes, as a Fiiija Dcrmonimi,
and protector from the powers of darkness." (Smllh.
Marlyn. WUIiering. Gtruid. Phillijis.)

Renewing our history of the Potato from the date

where we concluded last week, wo find that Potato

cultivation spread rapidly in Ireland ; and it became

established, it is said, in Lancashire, and that por-

tion of our northern coast still celebrated for its cul-

ture, owing to some being on board a vessel wrecked

upon its shore. Yet tlie value of the root was not

generally known at a still later pei-iod ; for in a time of

scarcity, namely, in the March of 1003, it required to

be recommended as a crop of national importance, in a

letter addressed to the Royal Society. -i: The writer of

this letter was iMr. Biiokland, a Somersetshire gentle-

man ; and the recommendation was referred for consi-

deration to a committee of the society. The. report of

that committee was favourable, and the society not only

urged its cultivation to lauded proprietors, but requested

Mr. Evelyn to enforce the society's opinions in liis

" Si/ha," then pubKsIiing under its auspices, although

it was no favourite with him, for 1064, in his " Kalen-

darium Hortense, he says, "Plant jjotatoes in Febriiary

in your worst ground." ]'>efore the " Sylva" appeared,

namely, in 1U04, was published a pamphlet, the first

devoted to the subject of cultivating the potato, and

bearing this prolix title— " England's happiness in-

creased, or a sure and easy remcdij aijainst all succeeding

dear years, by a plantation of the roots called potatoes,

whereof fiiitli the addition of wheat Jloiir ) excellent, good,

and wholesome bread way be made, crery year, eight or

nine months together, for half the charges as formerly.

Also, by the planting <f these roots, 10,000 men in Eng-

land and W(des, ivho knou' not how to live, or what to do

to get a maintenance for their families, may, of one acre

of ground, make ifi-W per annum. Invented and pub-

lished, for the good of the poorer sorts, by John Forster,

Oent., of Harslop, in Buckinghamshire." He says that

the potatoes he recommends for general cultivation

" are the Irish potatoes, little differing from tliose of

Virginia, save only in the colour of their white flowers.

These roots, although they came at first from the Indies,

yet prosper well in Ireland, vvliere there are whole fields

of them, from whence they have been brought into

Wales and the nortli parts of England, where they like-

wise prosper and increase exceedingly." He recommends

a dry, well-drained soil for them, to be emiched with

dung if necessary. Planting in March, witli tubers cut

into (piarters or halves, to be buried six inches deep and
eight inches asunder. The roots, lie says, may be begun
to be taken U)) in September, and as wanted until March

;

so that even then it was known to the cultivators that the

colds of winter would not destroy the tubers ; and Mr.

* Alth(ni..;li II..
I

-.f. iiv!V( h' ciiUivnted, yet it bpgan to be esteemed;
for, in l6r,,'., I I, l)iat even the liusbnndman bougtit ila roots
tn please In .1 :; ,; Improiwrnent). There was some sly allu-
sion in thi^i I ir I'.iil.in^ ti, in 1658, observes, that the potato "was
foolishly called the apples of youth ; " and Shakspcre makes Falslalf
include it in some of his wanton ribaldry.

Forster further adds, that the very small roots must be left

in the ground to produce a crop the next year. In conclu-

sion, he gives directions for making potato bread, potato

biscuits, potato pudding, potato custards, and potato

cheesecakes. The produce from good ground was three

or four heaped bushels per rod. No one, he says, will

grudge for them a shilling per bushel. Mr Foster then

considers the growth of potatoes as a political question,

and recommends the King, Charles the 2nd, to order an

importation of the root from Ireland ; and that every

man in every parish shall grow an acre or two ; and

that, out of every ,^30 worth grown in a parish, £b

shall be paid to the King! He concludes by stating

how the jjotato may be raised from seed instead of from

the root.

Notwithstanding the widely-disseminated opinions of

the Royal Society, and these jniblished appeals to the

public, the introduction of the potato, as an object of

cultivation, was extremely slow.

Worlidge, in 16«7, although he remarked that the

potato was then common in some parts of the coutincut,

merely suggests that tlicy may be useful for swine or

other cattle.

Houghton, writing in lUDfl, says, they were then very

common in Lancasliire, being introduced from Ireland,

and that they begin to spread over England. The roots

were boiled or roasted, and eaten with butter and sugar!

(OoUcclions ii. 408.)

Sharroek, Ray, Lislo, Bradley, Mortimer, &c., writing

at the close of the 17lh, and early in the ISth century,

make most slighting mention of the potato, and even

Miller, in the 4to edition of his Dictionary, published as

late ns 1771, only mentions the same two varieties, the

red and the white tubered, which had been noticed by

writers a century his predecessors.

Salmon, who wrote in 1711, speaks of the I'irgiitiini.

and the English, or IrisJi potato, as distinct kinds,

though his description shows their identity—the only

ditlcrenee being, that the colour of the skin of the tubers

of the first was dirty white, and of the second, red.

" They are only nursed up in gardens in England and

Ireland, where they flourish and come to perl'ection, pro-

digiously increasing to a vast plenty. The roots are

hoih^l, baked, or roasted."

—

(Salmon's Herbal, 90.5.)

London and Wise, in the seventh edition of their

" Ciimpleat Gardener" published in 1719, do not even

mention the potato (but it must bo remembered that

this is only an abridged translation of M. ()uintinye"s

work, published some years previou.sly). However,

even as late as about 1770, the potato was not known
generally in the soutli-western counties. The late pre-

sident of the Horticultural Society, writing in lS:il,

when lie was seventy-two years of age, says

—

" I can just recollect the time when the potato was
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unknown to the peasantry of Herofordsliiro, whose

gardens wore tlien almost exclusively occnpied by dif-

ferent varieties of the cabbage. Their food, at that

period, chiefly consisted of broad and cheese, with the

produce of their garden, and tea was rtnknown to them.

About sixty years ago, before the potato was introduced

into their gardens, agues had boon so extremely pre-

valent, that the periods in which thoy, or their families,

had been atliicted with that disorder, were the eras to

which I usually heard them refer in speaking of past

events; and I recollect being cautioned by them fre-

((uontly not to stand exposed to the sun in May, lest I

should get an ague.

" The potato was then cultivated in small qTuintities

in the gardens of gentlemen ; but it was not thought to

afford wholesome nutriment, and was supposed by

many to possess deleterious qualities.

" The prejudices of all parties, however, disappeared

so rapidly, that within ten years the potato had almost

wholly driven the cabbage from the garden of the

cottagers."

—

{h'liiyht's Papers, 310.)

Mortimer's " Whole Art of Husbandry," ^as pub-

lished in 1707, and a sixth edition in 1701, and in these

the potato is dismissed, after a brief notice of ten lines,

about half of which ai'e occupied with these observa-

tions :
—" The root is very near the nature of the Jeru-

salem artichoke, but not so good or wholesome. These

are planted either of roots or seeds, and may probably

be jiropagatcd in great quantities, and prove good food

for swine I

"

One reason, certainly, that the plant remained so long

in disrepute, was the defective mode of its culture. This,

and ignorance of the proper mode of cooking the tubers,

would make them certainly anything but a tempting

article of food. The following anecdote illustrates

this:—"A person, who had been invited to taste the

first potato planted in his own country of Forfar, N.B.,

about the year 17.30, related that the roots had been

merely heated, and that they adhered to the teeth like

glue, while their flavour was far from agreeable. The food

was thus about to be condemned, when the accidental

arrival of a gentleman, who liad tasted a potato in

Lancashire, caused the rejected roots to bo remanded

back to the hot turf ashes till they became as dainty as

they had before been nauseous."

According to the old statistical account of Scotland,

potatoes were first cultivated in the field there in the

year 17.'!9, in the county of Stirling ; and Dr. Walker

assures us, that they were not known in the Highlands

and Isles till 1743. It is stated in the General Report

of Scotland (vol. ii. p. 3.), as a well-ascertained fact,

that in the years 1735-0, the few potato plants then

existing in gardens about Edinburgh wore left in the

same spot of ground, from year to year, as recommended

by Evelyn ; a few tubers were perhaps removed for use

in the autumn, and the parent plants well covered with

litter, to save them from the winter's fi-ost. Notwith-

standing the success that, after this period, attended the

cidture of the potato among the cottagers, its progress

among the higher classes in Scotland was retarded by

the opinions of dift'erent writers on agricultm-al subjects,

already mentioned; and also, what is not a little

singular, a mistaken zeal in religious matters made some
of the Scotch folks hostile to the innovation. 'Potatoes,'

said they, ' are not mentioned in the Bible !
' and this

was deemed a quite sufficient reason for rejecting them.
Famine, at last, gave the great impulse to the cultiva-

tion of this root, and during the latter part of the

eighteenth century its excellent qualities became gene-

rally understood."

—

{Qii&rt. Jotini. of Agric.)

We have republished this memoir of the potato,

because we are told by some prophets of evil, that this

source of food is rapidly becoming extinct, and we have,

therefore, endeavoured to sec\u-o a full and correct

biography of the departing plant ! However, having
done this, let us call to remembrance that it is not iiiiite

gone—and so7ne will be such good hopers, and among
these we confess to be ourselves, as to believe the time

will come when years of murrained potatoes will be

rare, and years of healthful crops usual. We found

this opuiion upon many facts, amongst which we will

only mention that, in high northern latitudes, in New
Zealand, and in the districts of South America, of which
tho potato is a native, the disease is imknown ; and in

Europe, every year some districts are imvisited. It is,

therefore, not a plant to which tho time of extinction

has come. Indeed, we know of no species that has such

an allotted time. Varieties, probably, are less enduring;

but then fresh varieties may be raised to succeed their

predecessors. It is true, that new varieties have been

found as liable as tho elder varieties to tho disease in

England; but this proves no more than that there are

some eircumstauces, at present undiscovered, which occa"

sion the disease in the temperate regions of Europe,

—

circumstances not constantly nor universally in opera"

tion, because in some years, as in 1^50 51, tho disease

nearly disappeared, and oven in the years when this

murrain most widely prevails there arc districts in

which it does not break out; even in two neighbouring

fields, the potatoes are known in the one to bo almost

desti'oyed, and in the other to be scai'cely injured.

Wo have received the following letter, relative to this

deeply interesting subject, from the same highly intelli-

gent con-espondent, whose communication we published

at p. 328, and we must conclude by recommending it

to tho attention of our readers, with the few notes wo
shall append.

" When I said that my fnrnier's potatoes were better than
mine, you ask if they wei'e not ' diiTcrenl varieties.' His
potatoes were of the Early American kind, and so wore a
part of mine ; but I generally plant three or fom- sorts,

hoping that if one should fail another might succeed ; but
bis were better than ani/ of mine. Again, when I say that
the later-planted potatoes in my garden wore better than
the earUer ones, you ask if thoy were ' tlie same varieties

;'

and I answer—the two samples spoken of were both Forlij-

folds. But I will give you another instance of my expcrienco
in potato cultiu'e, in support of my opinion. About seven or
eight years ago, when I was living in tho neighbouring
county of Durham, and when we were all considering how
we should destroy or escape from tho disease, wliicli had
then but a short time appeared, I read in several of tho
newspa])ers that the best way was to plant in autumn, and,

as I was always fond of trying experiments, I determined to
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tryUiis; and so 1 planleil liall' my crop in Novombcr, and

tlio remainder about Jlarcli or Aiiril nc.tt spring. They

were bolU my ('avourlle FuHij fohla. Well, when summer
came, ami wo betran to dig early potatoes, I observed my
garden, r lid^e np from the bed that had been la+e^^t plnnled,

and I :i l..d liiin why he did not take those tlial li .«! I", n

put iiitii llu- -iiiiiiid in autumn. ' Because,' ho ^;iiil, 'lli. c

are by lar the best and the largest.' Now, I ne^er depend

upon mere hearsay, and so I examined for myself, and I

found his words to be true, and I have never planted pota-

toes in autumn since. But, indeed, I am beginning to

distrust all attempts to save this vegetable, and, like my
sturdy fai-mer, to pay Do attention to ' them men who \rnies

in books about such things.' Not for the same reason by

which he was influenced—thinking that ' he knew better

than any of them'—but because I think we are all equally

ignorant of both the cause and the temedy. The time was

when we could hardly do wrong : no manure, or any sort of

manure—new soil or old soil—rich land or poor land

—

early-planted or late-jlanted—tke tube«s were all sound,

altliough of diiferefit qualities, according to the advantages

they each had. But how is it now 1 Every man has a

scheme to recommend; but, do what you wiU, the potatoes,

under every sort of management, are diseased. I have

planted various kinds with stable manure, and ash-pit

manure, and peat and dung mixed, and peat alone, and

rotten leaves, and no manure at all; and yet I this year

see little or no diti'erence : all are diseased to the extent of

perhaps three-fourths of the crop. You are, however, not

to supiiose that our Westmoreland soil is not good potato

soil ; on the contrary, it has been thought by many to bo

the finest in England for that crop. It is the light deep

red soil that has always been considered the best for barley,

and oats, and tm'iiips, and potatoes ; and farmers from the

neighbouring counties used to send to us for seed. But I

feai' the plant is leaving us, and that no great difference will

be foiuid in any part of Europe. We may, however,

although without much hope of success, try what we can

to preserve it ; and my advice is—plant as late as you can,

ripen as quick as you can, and take up as early as you can
;

for I find the longer they are in tlie ground the worse they

are. It seems to me to be a mistake to sujipose that plant-

ing eai'ly will make the root ripen early. The fact may be

that the seed is making less progress in the cold ground
dirring winter than in the warm and sheltered place where

it is housed. You say that we are to use no manure, and
complain that I used it in my farmer's field ; but yotvare to

understand that with us, the potato crop, like the turnip

crop, is only preparatory to a crop of corn, and the same
manure serves for both. It is ti-uo that the potatoes might

be ijlanted without manure, and a sufficient quantity given

afterwards to remmierate the farmer for the use of the land;

but that is not the way here, and you know how difficult it

is to turn farmers out of their old ways. I told another of

my farmers that you said we ought to plant no varieties

that would not ripen, and lie ready to store, by the middle

of July. He smiled, and said, 'That is very right, but

where are we to find potatoes that will ripen in our part of

the country by the middle of July'?" Tho fact is, that is

the time when we are beginning to take up our early half-

grown potatoes ; and now, in Sei)tember, we ai-e taking up
the ripe ones, and this is quite as soon as they are ready.

Much has been said about long-cultivated or worn-out soil,

and fresh soil that has never felt the plough. Well, one of

my neighliours has got in his farm some pasture land that

stands rather high, and had never been plouglied, and he
thought to escape by planting his crop there. About a

fortnight ago he told us that his potatoes were all sound

;

but I, being rather sceptical, desired my gardener, two or

three days ago, to examine them, which (being a liberty I

cotild safely take) he did ; and he took up a single root, at

which there were about eight well-sized tubers. He brought
home six that were all diseased, and two that he considered

sound lie left behind. The next day we told our neighbour
what we had done, and he said, 'Ah, sir, wdien I saw them
a fortnight ago they were all right, but now they oi-e all

wrong.' There is another remark, which my cook made to

me yesterday, and which it may not be amiss to repeat for

the benefit of some of your readers. ' Sir,' said she, ' we
must always take care that no bad potatoes ore put into the

kettle with the good ones, for if tlicy are boiled together

they all tasto bad alike."

'Thus fur have I said aU that occiu-s to me at present
upon tlia culture of tho potato, and in reading what I sny,

I must request you to consider the difference between our
climate in tlie north and yom's in the south, and tell us
what we ought to do, who cannot get ripe potatoes before

.\ugust and September ; for we like them as well as you do.
" If you think your readers will not be weary of my

prosing, and you do not begrudge the space that my letter

will occupy, I will now venture to call attention to a very

different view of our subject, but which appears to me to be
as valuable, and fai' more interesting, than anything we have
hitherto said. I think I am correct when 1 say, that the
potato disease did not appear before the introduction of

guano into this country, and I have sometimes thought that

we owe our misfortune to that foreign manure. For my
part, I believe that the leaf is struck by some new insect,

which inoculates the plant, as it were, with a fatal disease :

the virus circulates with the sap, and carries rottenness

down to the tuber, which perishes ; and I think it very

possible that the eggs may be mingled with the guano that

is now so universally used. ' Ah, but,' say some cavillers,

' who has seen the insect ? Show it to us, and we will

admit the probability of your theory.' Alas ! who can
trace the footsteps of the Almighty, or calculate the extent

of His wisdom and i?ower? Geologists will tell you that

some of oiu' hardest flints and rocks aro principally com-
posed of insects so minute, that it would take a million to

cover a space occupied by a grain of sand. These, without
insti'uments, are invisible to human sight, and yet contain

muscles, and nerves, and digestive organs, and are the food

of other insects larger than themselves. And they too, no
doubt, prey upon others still less, and so we may descend
in the scale of creation till wo are wholly bewildered, and
can reason no longer ; and yet the very smallest of these

insects may contain a poison, and a fecundity suflicient, in

a very few years, to cousmno or wither up every green plant

in our country. Eead what some travellers say of the

devastation occasioned over hundreds of miles of forest, in

a few weeks, by insects suddenly brought upon them. Then
let me be no longer asked to shew the instrument by which
the Almighty works, either for our solace or our inmish-
luent. ' Behold I go forward, but He is not there ; and
backward, but I cannot ijereeive Him ; on the left hand
where He doth work, but I cannot behold Him ; He hideth
himself on the right hand, but I cannot see Him.'

" But yet the Almighty permits us—nay, challenges us—to

reason with Him ; and I may very fairly be asked what I

conceive to bo His motive for so suddenly depriving us of

this most valuable article of food. This , however, is holy

ground upon which we are now treading, and we must act

with great reverence and befitting humility.
" I believe that Cobbett used to say, the potato was the

poor man's curse. Now, I believe that all God's good gifts

are intended as blessings; but may we not turn the blessing

into a curse, as we do in many other things which He has
given ? The potato is an escident that used to be of vei-y

easy jiroduction, and contained all that was necessary to

maintain human life ; and when men could, by a few weeks
labour, procure what was sufficient to support them and
their families for a year, they were satisfied, and spent the

remainder in idleness ; idleness led to mischief, as it usually

does ; and thus they turned God's blessing into a curse.

Now, I ask, has not this been the ease in other countries,

and was it not advancing rajiidly to the same point in our

own'? And may not God say to His ministering agents,
' Remove this stumbling-block out of their way ?

' Yes, He
may say it in love, and in pity, and we may have i-easou to

thank Him for His salutary chastisement. And if the fiat

of the Almighty bo gone forth. He will mock at all our puny
efforts to counteract His will, and we may lose entirely the

blessing we were not worthy to retain. But we may, perhaps,

not improperly carry our speculations into a very different

course. I believe we are on the eve of a great crisis in the

world's affairs, and that God is making all things, small as

well as great, to work together in forwarding His great

purpose. The millions of acres tbroughout the globe that

liavo Iiitherto been untrodden by man, or occupied by the

degraded and idplaU'OUS savage, it wpuld seem are now to
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be peopled liy a race capable of iimlcistaniliiig and obojing

tlie precepts of the Gospel, ami tbroiigU tbeir means
Cbrislianity, according to tbc Word of God, will cover tlie

earth as the waters cover tbo sea. The Anglo-Saxon race

seems to bo God's principal instrument to ijcrforui this

worl( ; for we see them, as if they were the real descendants

of Aliraham, to whom the promise was given, spreading like

tlie sand upon every sliore. And is it not extraordinary,

that wlierever the white m»n plants Ids foot, the savage

recoils and retreats before him, and wastes away, tiU, as in

numerous cases, the mere fact that lie ever existed is found

only on the rocordmg pages of Iiistory. Let us now see

how this applies to our subject. Nothing but necessity will

drive most men from their homes and theii' country, and wo
have seen how the potato has enabled ours, both Englisli

and Irish, to live in degraded slotb, and !iow the Almighty

has removed from us this stumbling-block. Now, then, the

food that cannot be obtained at home they are obliged to

seek in other countiles ; and thus we behold hundreds of

tliousands flocking to tlie sea-ports, and shipping them-
selves off to people the waste lands 1 have described, driven

by God's agent, the potato mu/rain. This, however, was

not sufficient, and He employs a bait as well as a scourge,

and Ho says, let the lands be scattered over witli gold dust,

and what starvation cannot accompUsh the lust for gobl

will. Oil ! how inscrutable are tho ways of Providence, and

how cleai'ly may the close obsei-vcr sec that nothing is too

great, nothing too small, to be made an instrument in God's

liands ; and it becomes us all to bow humbly before ITim,

and say. Thy will be done, and not ours.-—J. C >"."

Most uureservetlly do we vecovd our assent to this

evangelical view of the good purposed to aviso out of

the evil, but we must, at tbo same time, express our

equal conviction that wo ni.ny gather the great comfort

from such view, that when tho murrain has completed

its mission it will pass away. We are justified in thus

concluding, because we find precedents for such con-

viction in the Bible—" I smote you with blasting, and

with mildew, and witli hail, in all the labours of your

hands
;
"—but it is added, when the iutentiou of tho

chastisement was realised,
—" from this day will I bless

you." Above all, although the " blasting" is upon our

potato crop, let no one shrink from cultivating it, for no

one can prc-determiue when the plague will be stayed.

Although the " blasting" had smitten the plantations of

the Israelites, yet they continued tlieir exertions—tbo

vine, the pomegranate, and the olive were still the

objects of their hopeful care, and then came the assur-

ance,
—" from this day will I bless you." This, added to

our own experience, and tho experience of many others,

makes us wish that our correspondent had not given up

early planting until after further trial and further failure.

Had we known that he resided in the wettest of all the

counties of England, we shotdd have recommended him,

and do now recommend hira, to keep his seed potatoes

between layers of sand, or coal ashes, in a dry shed

until February, and then to plant. Let him plant none

but the very earliest ripening varieties, and if he will

cultivate no other than tlio Wahmt-learnl KiiJnei/, Fox's

Eiirhj DiiUjht, and tho Ilopctoun Earhj, all of which

he may obtain from Messrs. Lawson, of Edinburgh, we

think he may take up his crop ripe at the end of July,

even in Westmoreland. These vai'ieties are all first-

rate in quality, and, though not such productive bearers

as the Furtij-fuJd, are much more likely to escape from

the disease.

GOSSIP.

Refekrixg to some Garden Scnipers of which wo gave

drawings last February, Mr. G. S- Wiutlc, of Gloucester,

has written to us as follows ;

—

I send you a drawing of mine, believing it to be better

than either- you mention, for the following reasons :—In
your Fig., No. 1, I object to the wooden leg and iron

ferrule, and in No. "2 to the extra leg, and way of fixture of

the scraper in the shoulder, as being liable to become
ricketty, and out of its purchase. Mine, you wiU perceive,

is held together by two rivets ; the lower part, below the

rivets, to the shoulder, being hammered close together while

the iron is liot. The head of the scraper being rivetted to

the legs, a perfect steadiness is obtained when fixed in the

ground.

Length of feet, 1" inches ; lensth of scraper, 93 inches ; total height,

25 inches ; total weight, 5i lbs.

A press of other subjects has hitherto prevented our

noticing tho Liverpool Horticultural Society's Show,

which took place on the 2nd of this month. Mr. Er-

rington, who was one of tho judges, says :

—

The chief feature of the exhibition tables was the fruit,

which siu-passed all I ever saw there in quantity and

excellence ; surely our neighbours from the continent who
were there would take home a very favourable impression

of the British gardeners' sldll and perseverance. Space will

not permit me to make honourable mention of the winners

of prizes, but I may point to a few good things in the plant

way. There were fine specimens of .'Ulamanda, Witsenia,

Stepbanotis, Tritonia, Crowea, Ecbites, Cyrtoceras, CEschy-

nantbus, Liliums, Musso?nda, A'c, and a collection of trained

stove plants, of gigantic stature, from Sir. Thomas, gai^deiier

to C. Wilson, Esq., would not have disgraced the Chiswick

benches. Hoses were inferior : I am astonished that they

are not better done in a neighbom-liood so famous for its

gardens. There was a splendid specimen of the Tcsludi-

naria Eleplinntipes, or Elephant's foot, one of the most

grotesque plants in existence. Geraniums, as might be

expected, were on the wane, and I'Mcas rather scarce. The

Orchids were rather inferior. Liverpool should produco

better things in this way, after the immense advantages they

have so long enjoyed as to obtaining importations. Florists'

flowers were abundant, and of good quality ; and Exotic

Ferns, in considerable quantity, showed plainly that tho

taste for these is on tho increase. It may be here named,

that the rare Lapaqeria rosea graced the tables ; for this the

Show was indebted to jMr. W. Skirving, the eminent Nur-

sery and Seedsman of Liverpool, to whom the agincultural

world, both here and abroad, is indebted for our present

superior breed of Swede turnips. Prizes were given for

British plants properly labelled, and their localities given.

A great impulse appears to be given to the manufacture of

wax flowers, if we may judge by the increased quantity

produced ; there were three or four exhibitors, and their

productions characterized by ranch merit, but, as before.

Hiss Newton bore ofi' the prineipal prize. Great credit is

due to Mr. Leatherbarrow, the very active Hon. Sec, for the

clever an-angements, and for taking every means to place

the awards of the Judges beyond tho possibility of sitspieion.

Long may this Society prosper

!
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Messrs. J. Weeks and Co., Kiiifj's Road, Cliclsea,

inform us, September 17tli, that their Victoria regia, in

the open heatetl pond, had just commenced flowering.

The following is a list of the Hortioiilhtral and

Poultry Shows of which we are at present aware. We
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad-

ditions to the list, and giving tlie address of the Se-

cretaries.

nOr.TICnLTUEAL SHOWS.

BuEY St. Edmunds, Nov. 26 (Chrysantliemura.s). (Si'c.

G. P. Clay, Esq.)
C.\i,EDONUN (luverleith Row), Edinbiu-gh, 'Dec. 3.

Hampshire, Nov. IS (Winchester). {Sec. llev. F. Wick-
hara, Winchester.)

London Floriculturai (Exeter Hall, Strand), Oft. lit.

Nov. !H, 23, Dec. lit.

North London, Nov. 33, Chrysanthemum.
South London (Roy.al), Oct. 14+,Nov. lit, Dec.9t, ](!.

poultry shows.

Birmingham and Midland Counties, 14th, l"jth, lOth,

and 17th December.
Bristol Agricultural, December 7tli, 8th, ami nth.

(Si'c. James Mai-mont.)

Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Birming-

ham. {Sees. Eev. W. W. WingfieUl, Gulval Vicarage,

and E. H. Rodd, Esq.)

Dorchester, Nov. l><ih. (Sir., Jlr. (i. ,T. Andrews, Dor-

chester.)

t For seedlings only.

SELECTION OF FRUIT TREES.

We spoke a while back about early autumn planting

of fruit trees, and we now beg to oifer a little further

advice on this subject. " First come, first served," is a

trite maxim, and very true in this case, or applied to

those ndio have to purchase at the nurseries. The very

best plan is to prepare the boles or stations betimes,

sometime in September; and, indeed, to have every-

thing ready for the tree to be placed in the hole ; then,

about the second week in October, to proceed to the

nnrsery, and not only select, but bring away, the trees.

Tliis is sometimes awkward on account of distance, but

in most cases it may be can-ied out. We have, before

now, known some unlucky rogue shift the nursery mark
to an inferior tree, in order to secure to himself the

advantages that belong of right to the first comer.

The principles of choice are few and simple, bchig
comprised under such beads as follows :

—

1st. Healthy wood.
2nd. Eligibility of form.

.3rd. General condition of the tree.

As to the first, most persons would have guessed it

;

but it must be understood that by health we do not mean
excessive luxuriance. There is a sort of medium con-

dition in trees which is liy fnr preferable. However,
much depends on the kind of tree ; that which would be
a matter of recommendation in a standard A)iple tree

for an orchard, would, in the eyes of a knowing tree-

man, be just the reverse in a Peach or Nectarine. But
in all cases, excepting those of the ordinary orchard,
a tree of moderate cliaracter, possessing stout wood,
with compact joints, is the best. Where there is one
rampant leading shoot, it must be remembered, that
such has been reared at the expense of the vigour of the
surrounding parts ; it is, in fact, aiming to attain the
degree of liberty assigned it by nature, wlien suiTounded
by the natural conditions. When, however, a tree is to be
selected for orchard purposes, as a Pear, or an Apple, it

is, of course, indispeusihle to choose a tree of this

character, and if not already trained, to take means to

induce the character requisite. Trees, also, for the
pyramidal mode of training, require a good stem, and
those which are termed hall-standards or riders.

By our third heading we have to consider " eligibility

of form;" and by this is meant more the character of
the head or hranches, than that of the stem ; that is to

say, its adaptation to a given purpose. Such purpose
may be a trained tree for a wall or fence, for a table

trellis, au arcade, a saddle trellis, a dwarf standard, &c.,

&c. ; but whatever the design may be, an eye should
be kept in the selection to the ultimate character
required. If a trained tree for the wall or fence, folks

generally select one that has been two years under
training ; and this, indeed, is the thiug we would re-

commend to all who feel desirous of enjoying their fruit

betimes. " Hope deferred maketh the heart sick ;

" and
to few things does this maxim better apply than to the
expectant cultivator, who, of course, thinks it no small

affair to build expensive walls, or other boundary fences,

to make due provision for the roots, and to purchase
trees at some cost, in order to carry out his designs.

Now, in selecting a two years-trained Pench, Necta-

rine, or Apricot, the attention should be first directed to

the balance of strength ; all other matters being right,

that tree shotdd be selected which has the greatest

equality iu the brauches, in point of strength ; especially

one that has stronger shoots at the lower than the upper
portions. A mere rustic, employed on a farm, or in a

garden, knows full well that with a hedge, intended as a
permanent barrier against trespass, a provision nuist be
made betimes for the stability of the lower portions

;

and just so with the tree. If well-placed and well-

formed lower limbs he not found within the first three

years of its training, it is almost vain to look for them
afterwards; nothing but the management of a master-

hand in training affairs can bring things to the desired

issue. Above all things, we do abhor a young trained

tree with weak side-shoots and a gouty over-fed centre

—

a great coarse shoot, which carries evident marks of

having fattened at the expense of its poorer neighbours.

There are those wIjo, for mere economy's sake, or for

the sake of training from the first on certain principles,

choose to plant a " Maiden," that is to say, one only a
year old from the bud or graft. Now there is no barm
in this ; only it requires more patience to await the

produce. When such are chosen, the choice should fall

on one that has no gum or blemish whatever ; neither

any decay visihlc iu the exti-eme points of the shoots,

and, as we like them, one that shows a tendency to

root ujjwards.

It ought to be here observed, that when the tree to be
selected is of greater age, it is well to select it on the

score of strength, as well as symmetry ; for, he it under-

stood, that the older a tree is, the less objection should

there ho to luxuriance ; indeed, in almost any fruit-tree

more than five years old from the bud or graft, the

stronger the shoots the better; providing they are

tolerably equal in point of strength.

The purchaser should always see to the remov.al of his

own ti'ees, for many a mishap may occur in the removal
of fruit-trees—those termed the stone-fruits especially

It sometimes happens, that the men employed to re-

move the trees in nurseries are either clumsy or

careless, and it is well to have an eye to their proceed-

ings, for the steins may be galled, or the roots sadly

mauled by inconsiderate workmen. In removal, great

care should be taken to avoid galling the roots with the

spade : ordinary workmen think it sufficient if they

avoid cutting them, but there is by far more injury done
by bruises tlian by excision.

The next thing is to provide that the roots never
become dry, for a moment, from the time they leave the

ground until the tree is planted. This is easily managed
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if tlie mind be set upon it. Wet liall' worn mats, wet
littei', &e., will accomplish tliis with attention. Of
course, the buyer will not select gummed or cankered
trees, or, indeed, those diseased in any way ; and, above
all, if Apples, slum those infested with the American
bligllt. R. EliRINGTON.

TUK GARDEN OF THE LONDON HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY—September 13.

Eon the last four or five years 1 had very little

opportunity of examining this garden in detail, and,
with one or two exceptions, about a do/.en years back, I

never had a right view of it in September, or later than
the 'July exhibitions, and exhibition times, we all

know, are not the best for making tlie most of sueli

information as may be gleaned in this great establish-

ment. I have now examined it more minutely, and the

first novelty which took my attention was the specimen
of the new OUias- walls, as they are called : and certainly,

if they answer as well as they are beautiful, they will be
well worth all the trouble and expense. But, looking

on gardeners and gardening as a class and calling,

their free intercourse of thought and opinion, their

clieap books and periodicals, and, above all, the superior

and more general knowledge to which they have
obtained, as compared with other crafts having far

superior means of improving themselves in these re-

spects, througli having more leisure time on their hand,
and far better remuneration for the time they are in

harness, I say, looking at all these circumstauees, it is

difficult to believe that they will ever patronise such
things and projects as are under the coutroul of the evil

genius of the patent laws, as administered in our time
and country. When the models were lirst exhibited

last spring, I gave an idea of their form, and the

capacity of the space inclosed, wliioh may bo thus
repeated—a row of iron posts, nine or ten feet high,

with arms on either side, herring-bone fashion, then
strings of wire running from arm to arm the whole way
to train plants against, and these to be guai'ded on botli

sides by upright glass sashes, and these sashes to move
backward and forward with machinery, so easy to work
that a child might move long lengths of them by turn-

ing round a handle like that of a coffce-miJl ; one short

pane of glass, leaning from the top of each side-wall, meet
in the centre, thus forming a hijiped roof to tlie whole.
These roofs, as well as the sides, can be opened at

pleasure. The specimen put up in this garden repre-

sents a garden door with a good stretch of glass on
either side of it. To heighten the beauty of the structure,

a very chaste and simple parapet of iron in scroll work
runs along the top on either side, and this hides most of

the ridge or roof Altogether it is most beautifully put
together, and looks remarkably well. The only jjoiut

that struck me, at the time, as an oversight or fault, is

that in tlic grooves in which tlie sashes slide, and the

uprights which liold them together, too much space is

left for the working of tlie sashes, and, if I am right,

this will cause a dreadful rattling noise on a windy
night. Reader ! did you ever sleep in a room where the

windows had play enough to keep rattling on a windy
night? a feat I never could accomplish. It will not be
thought strange, therefore, if I give U]) my old custom
of sleeping on Turnham Green the nights before the

shows, until I learn how the glass-walls in the society's

garden behave themselves in stormy times. In one of

the divisions, or on one side of the door, fruit trees are

to be tried, and, on the other side, flowering plants will

put the whole to the test. These things have been
recently planted, but as no ettect could yet be ex-

pected, I did not look what kinds they planted. I

am very glad indeed that the Council of the Society

had determined to try these experiments, and if

they should fail altogether, the expense will be as

nothing to that which was once incurred in this very
garden, and at Regent-street, in making out lists and
reports to the seei-etary of all the Tom-1'oolery, and
worse than foolery, about every weed, man. woman, and
(Oiild, in the garden even, and of every opinion expressed
by visitors, and such things, got at by a regular system

of low, mean, and scamlilous espionajje. Any one who
had known how this part of the Society's, or rather of

their ambitious secretary's business was transacted

before 1S:K), or who read of them when the whole was
bi'ought to light and smashed to atoms at that time,

need not express wonder at the ditlerenee in the times

when the Hon. Artliur Wellesley entered the army, and
when we lost him as our Noble Duke.
Rut to our cabbages. Filzroija Patiujunica is planted

out here on the grass, and promises to be as fast a
grower, and as distinct a plant, as the Taxodium scmper-

virens. I cannot say so much of His Royal Highness
Saxe-OiitJioea cunspicua after this interview. But who
can distinguish the differences, or predict the cliarue-

teristie features of the future conifer, now planted out

for the first time, when we see, as one may do in this

garden, the Indian Deodur assuming the deuse habit

and well-known features of the Cedar of Lebanon''—
who, indeed, but the man of science? This, however,
being i\Ir. Appleby's new theme, I shall not dwell upon
it I'urther tliau to make a note or two now and theu,

and first, upon the great mistake into which some have
fallen about Cupressus Lambertiima, of Gordon, and
O. macrocaijia, of Hartweg. 1 have already explained

how these two names for one plant got into circulation

;

and some have said that I might as well suck uiy

thumb as try to establish their identity, therefore, I

made it a point, in this visit, to clear up this doubt, or

else suck my thumb to the end of the chapter. After

examining many full specimens of both growing in the

same garden, and even after seeing dricl specimens of

the fruit gathered in California, I am quite sure tliat the

story, as reported by Mr. Gordon himself, and given out

in our journal, is quite correct. The reason why some
people erred is easily accounted for thus;—There were

no more seedlings of Mr. Lambert's plant iu the country

at the time, except the few got by Mr. Gordon, there-

fore it was neeessiu-y to increase them from cuttings,

until Mr. T,ow, of the Clapton Nursery, got a supply

of the seeds,—I believe, through Fischer, from Russia,—
and also those sent home to the Society by Hartweg,
from California. From these sprung seedlings, which
could not be distinguished from those got from Mr.
Lambert's seeds; and Mr. Hartweg's name, macrocarpa,

being published before, Jlr. Lambert's name was lield

only as provisionally, and Macrocarpa is the true and
legitimate name. Alter a while, plants reared from the

wild seeds, and those iucreused by cuttings, began to

assume different characters; the former growing upright,

as all seedling Conifers do, and the plants from cuttings

taking a more sproading-out growth ; and very likely

these two forms of growth will keep constant until the

u]uight ceases to grow with old age. There are original

plants from the first seedlings, and plants got from the

same by cuttings, growing side by side in this garden ;

and two as distinct habits are thus established from one
and the same seed, as if the plants were two distinct

species, therefore, it is only charitable to allow that this

was ipiite sufficient to mislead the best of us. Indeed,

it is well worth while, for those wlio can afford space

enough, to plant a real seeiUing and a cutting jilant of

C. macrocarpa, and, at the same time, not to forget C.

Oowenuinum, which comes the neai'est to it in habit

and aspect, minding that this latter is quite a dwarf
plant in comparison with the other. The cutting

plants of Macrocarpa grow much after the fashion ol'

the red Virginian ecdar (Janiperus Vinjiniana), and.
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therefore, will probably never rise so high as plants
of it from seeds; and if this volume of the The Cottage
Gaudener should ever be lost, what will hinder a man
of sense, two hundred years hence, to jiroclaim against
all this, and say tliat "these two old trees could never
come from the same seed."

The following plants I noted down as being just in

character, and well-suited for the new rook-garden (if

they will have one), in the Crystal Palace Park, or in

the block-bank wilderness, at Shrublaiid Park ; the
" Dingle," at Badger Hall; and in such other places in

large establishments. They are of a wild, luxuriant
habit, very seldom met with, and, if planted in large
masses in any tolerable good soil, would stamp the
place at once with the character and freedom of nature
in a wild state. The first and most conspicuous, or un-
common looking, is the Pampas-grass, Gi/iierium Arcjen-

teiim. A great tuft of this in the new " American
ground" is taller than a man, and only showing for

bloom. What the length of the flower-stems will be is

awful to think of, when compared to our "short grass;"
the blades look more fit for waggoner's whips than for

fodder. The centre ones rise up as straiglit as arrows,
and the lower and outside ones droo]) down all round as

gracefully as ostrich's feathers on the head-dress of a
duchess. The roots of another species of Oynerium
furnish, in decoction, a kind of " Macassar oil," for the
ladies in Brazil to strengthen their hair ; and a third
species of it yields sugar to sweeten their plums and
puddings with. Petutemon conatum, a very out-of-the-

way-looking plant, is now in fine bloom in the same
peat-borders. This also is nearly as tall as a man in

boots, very leafy, and comfortable looking at the bottom

;

a great treat in tliis section of the genus, and the flower-

spikes end in rather handsome flowers, large and wide
open in the mouth, but not so long as those of gcntia-

noides. The ground colour is whitish, richly marked
with purple.

The next is the Indian Poke, from the north of India,

and in books called Phytolacca acinosa. In appearance
this looks very much like a young Datura, but some-
what more soft and herbaceous-like ; tlie flowers come
on long upright spikes, rising from the forking of the
branches, and are of not much account ; but wheji the
fruit comes, it is indeed very curious, and rich in colour,

jusl like a long ear or spike of Indian corn, crowded as

much as possible all round with very small blackberries
from the brambles in our own hedges, the colour a rich

dark purple, the heiglit of the plant three or four feet,

and very spreading ; there are seeds enough in one of

these spikes to furnish plants for a whole county. We
have it on the authority of Dr. Royle, that the young
shoots of this Poke or pocan-plant ai-e eaten in the
north of India as we do asparagus. The berries which
make up the handsome fruit-spike are very juicy, and
the juice is as rich in coloiu- as the best port wine

;

indeed, they say that port wine is coloured by the juice
of these very berries; at any rate, it is a wilderness
jilant to the top of the last leaf Can any of our readers
send me a few seeds, in a letter, of the old American
pocan, Phytolacca decandra, a veiy old plant, that is

now as scarce as it is aged in our country, but yet is

very highly ' prized by the lady for whom I beg the
seeds? f could contrive to return seeds of the Indian
plant in return

My next subject is a buckwheat kind of shrubby or
half-shrubby plant, called Fagnpyriim cymosum. This
order of Buck-wheats includes about 500 species that
liave been described, and out of the whole lot of them
you could hardly hit on a better shrub, or a more shrub-
like plant, nor one wLicli shows the bloom in more
perfect cymes or Hat flower-heads, as in the Laurus-
tinus. Tin's is, indeed, a i}Cifoct subject fur the object I

am writing about; a very dense growing large, coarse-

looking bush, round headed, witli soft leaves, and long,

green, soft, or succulent shoots; but none of which can
you see without turning the leaves aside; the whole
surface is studded over with these cymose heads of

bloom ; the individual flowers are very small, but as

white as snow in September and October, and, perhaps,
longer

;
you could mark it out a half-a-mile ott', and

think it was a Laurustinus in full bloom. There is a
whole row of it on the face of a steep hank here, bound-
ing the American-garden, and with other shrubs, alter-

nating with the blue Gum-tree, called Eucalyptus
globulus, of which a huge plank was exhibited last

year in the Crystal Palace, but here it is only a mode-
rate shrub, and has stood out unprotected these last

two winters. You see these two a long way oti', very
consi)icuous ; the one white all over, and the other a
rich light-blue—the natural colour of the leaves. Alto-

gether it is very rich, and well worthy of imitation.

We, in this country, admire the beauty of the blue
leaves of the Australian gum-trees, but such tints are

as sad as death bells to the thirsty traveller seeking for

new gold regions ; for, as sure as this blue appears on
the vegetation in those parts on Mimosas, Eucalyptuses,

and other natives, so certain it is that he is entering on
ground as destitute of water as the well-known deserts

in the old world. D. Beatox.
{To he continued.)

VISITING GARDENS—WEEDS—AND WALKS.
A cYNicAi, |)hilosopher is reported to have said, that

woman should, in one respect, take the snail as her
model, who never travelled any farther than she could
carry lier house on her back. With every disposition

to allow that home is the province in which woman is

seen to most advantage, I should experience little pain
in hearing of the surly wight being decently tarred and
feathered who voted for confining her there. The gar-

den is the peculiar province of the gardener, and yet,

like our sisters, our ideas are apt to become contracted
or expanded, according to the range of practice and
observation over which they travel. Allowing for many
striking and honourable exceptions, the employers of

gardeners, as a class, have not come the length of

seeing the importance of this as contributory to their

own peculiar advantage. If it were otherwise, we should
seldomer meet with the cool, self-satisfactory statement,
" O, I never go from homo ; " or the more pitiful reite-

ration of Sterne's starling, " I can't get out, I can't get

out." Will the selfsufficiency in the one case, or tlie

morbid grumbling in the other, be vastly promotive of

that cheerful activity, that anxious straining to make
the most of circumstances, without which gardens, how-
ever small, will not he what they might be'? I was
lately speaking of visiting the princely gardens of Chats-

worth, and a gentleman replied, " You will get as many
tcrinhles there as will pay you for your journey;" and
he spoke the truth ; but I never yet visited a garden,

however humble its pretensions, without learning a
lesson. It is no uncommon thing for families residing

in the couutry to allow their cooks a handsome gratuity,

to visit London, to see and hear of improvements. Is

not gardening a science, and an art constantly progi'oss-

ing ? Touring and visiting must be ko]it in their place;

the gardener, like others, must labour for the employer
who pays him ; but I shall not have written these words
in vain, if the proprietors, even of small gardens, sec

clearly, that in giving their gardener from one to several

days in tlio year, for visiting places, exhibitions, &c.,

nay, witli, in addition, partly or wholly defraying the

necessary cxiieuses, they will be promoting alike their

servants' comfort and improvement, and their own ulti-

mate advantage.

I alludo to this matter here, because the remarks that
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follow, and many other ideas, wore siigftosted by tlio Iniv-

ried,hop-stc|)-aud-junip journey above ret'crred to. AVitliin

tliese few years a great change for tlie better has taken
place in the management of greenhouses and small
gardens. The bump of order has come to be recognised.

'J'o see some nice phmts in the greenhouse, you will

seldom now require to thread your way among decaying
or fading plants, stuck on the walk, in waving linos, as
if no other spot could be found for them. Your clean
boots do not get dewed in a morning with weeds com-
peting in thickness and height with the box-edging ;

nor, if it is even a sloppy time at the planting-out
period, would you greatly need galo.shes for the holes
and dabs at the greenhouse door. Still, in the matter
of iial/cs, there is much complaint from our small garden
friends. If, with a strict eye to economy, they make
thetu narrow, then they and their friends must toddle

behind each other, instead of walking two or three
abreast. If they are wide, then they must either be
dirty, or entail vast expense in keeping them clean;
besides, the first expense in making is something so
serious. "There is no gravel near worth anything,
and Professor Bigwig says the walk will never stand
unless it bo excavated at least from nine to fifteen

inches deep. I wish I had stuck to the old concern,
and let this plaguy gardening alone." A great gully
hole must be formed before either walk or road could be
made. There appeared to be some magic inlluence in

the subsoil for resisting weight, which could not by any
means be found in soil near the surface, thougli un-
moved for generations.

The first peep of light I had ou this subject was
derived from a very simple matter. I observed, that ou
dry pasture lands, heavily-loaded waggons were driven
without leaving scarcely a trace behind them ; but that
on the same lands, when wet, the sinkings wore such
that additional horses could scarcely get the waggon
through. Keep roads and walks _/?/»» and dry, and the
expensive deepness is disjiensed with—was the inference.

Shallow, slightly-rounded walks have, therefore, with me,
been the order of the day. Still, in plashy weather,
especially near doors, where tliere was much traffic,

the walks would be broken, and in all cases those
troublesome things, weeds, uould grow, and worms in

autumn would raise their heaps. When our friend,

Mr. Beaton, was planning and making his valuable con-
crete walks, 1 had been e.\perimenting, as detailed some
time ago, witli gas- tar. I have done nothing as yet
but experiment; but in every case of great wear and
tear, the tar answered. It may be spread thinly over a
walk already formed, or even on earth formed and made
iu the right shape, fine gravel then over it, rolled, and
then a nice layer of finer still for the surface, and then,
when getting di-y, rolled firmly again. Neither moss
nor weeds will grow ; and after the heaviest rain they
will be dry in a few minutes.
In the journey referred to, I called, in company with

a friend, at Kingston Hall, near the Kegworth Station,

chiefly for three i)urposes : to get personally acquainted
with Mr. Mackie, the gardener ; to see the splendid vinery
there, of which all conversant willi garden literature must
have heard, with its rafter of thirty feet in length, and
bundles as regular from top to bottom as if arranged by
compasses ; and to see the trees that, from six years plant-
ing, give a new mansion all the appearance of forty

years standing. But to these matters I do not now
advert. In passing from the beautiful village to the

entrance gates, I was pleased to find that a fine path-
way, by the side of the road, was thus asphalted
with tar. In the inside policies, Mr. Mackie has mode
great lengths of walks in a similar manner, I might
almost say miles of them. The spaces round his pits

were all so done, and thus sjiouts were dispensed with,
while the ground was all hard and clean at all times.

Many bad been done fully three yeai's, and no failure

had taken place. In most cases, a sort of walk had first

been formed; the tar, either in a cold, or heated state,

was then poured over it from the spout of a water-pot,

and then divided and sju'cad thinly with a stubby birch-

broom, or, better still, a stout whale-bone one. It was
then covered over with fine gravel, silt, or sand, and
rolled in wlien the surface was a little dry. Where tar

can be easily got, and gravel is not easily procured, this

is the cheapest and best plan for making a walk that I

am aware of There are, however, two drawbacks at-

tending it. First, the smell will be felt for two or three

months, even when laid down iu summer. And the

second is, that after coutinued rains the walks will pre-

sent a blackish appearance, but this may be greatly

prevented, by giving two or three coats of fine gravel

instead of one, so that the last he fixed on the surface of

the tar without penetrating through it. In adopting
this process for entrance fronts, it will be necessary to

have pieces of gravel the size of nutmegs lor the last

dressing, before rolling in, aud this will attbrd a rough
surface that will prevent horses slipping iu frosty weather.

Still, these drawbacks referred to would confirm the

prejudices of many of our friends for clear, smooth, gravel

walks. The difficulty is to have them smooth, firm, and
clean. Whether made deep or shallow, in the ordi-

nary way, weeds and mosses will grow, as we cannot
prevent the seeds being blown and carried upon them.
The eradicating of moss is almost hopeless until the

bright dry weather destroys it. The picking out the

weeds destroys the smoothness of the surface, and
sweepings, levellings, and rollings must bo again re-

sorted to, and this frequently during the season. Hoe-
ing and raking is a barbarous operation for thin shoes

and tender feet, and, unless the weather is bright aud
hot, a short time will give you a walk as green as ever.

Digging the walks over every spring is a make-shift,

that, by avast amovuit of labour in treading, levelling, and
rolling, keeps the walks tidy for a few weeks ; but the

practice acted ujion, as a system, brings up regularly,

ono season, the seeds that were buried, not killed in the

preceding. Various have been the make-shifts of gar-

deners in these circumstances. Salt, esjiecially when it

became cheap, was looked upon as a helping agent; but,

with its advantages there were counterbalancing dis-

advantages. If the weather continued dry after sowing
the salt, the whiteness was as hm'tful to a refined eye as a

little blackness of the tar after rain. If strong dews, or

a dri/.zliug shower took place, the dressing would bo

eflectual for a time. If a fast, heavy rain occurred, the

salt was likely enough to be washed ofl" the walks, and
into the verges, killing them instead of the weeds. Nor
was this all in such circumstances, the slight saline

solution that found its way into the gravel would form

a stimulus to other weeds, instead of destroying them in

embryo.
Whatever others may have done, in a small way, with

a solution of salt in hot or boilhig water, it has been

reserved for Mr. Fleming, gardener to the Duke of

Sutherland, at Trenthani Hall, Staffordshire, to reduce

the idea to a systematic and very extended ju'actico.

When performed on a fine dry day, destruction of weeds

is instantaneous ; nor is it likely that seeds or insects

will escape. The machine Mr. Fleming uses consists

of a boiler, holding thirty gallons of water, with a furnace,

and iron -pipe chimney, and moves on tlireo broad

wheels, to prevent the walks being injured. In every

gallon of water nearly two pounds of salt ai'e dissolved,

and, when in a boiling state, the mixture is dispersed

equally over the walk, through a horizontal tube, fi,\ed

behind the machine, by merely opening a valve and

pulling the machine cpiickly along. While the water is

heating, tlio attendants are employed iu clipping

edgings and other jobs iu the vicinity. Ju a walk that
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had been doue the day previously, lipping full with
gravel, no security had been taken against injuring the
grass edgings, except the acquired dexterity of the work-
man, and yet they were not at all injured. To say they
had not been touched, would not bo true ; for places
here and tliere had been scorched, to the width of

the one-ciglitli part of an inch, but nothing to intcr-

fero with the lino of the walk. Wo learned that

the cost of such a machine was about thirteen pounds,
or guineas ; but with it, a quartei-of-anacre of gravel,

or pitching, might bo cleaned in a day, for an expense of

six shillings. In largo places, I have known as ranch
spent in cleaning courts, and weeding walks, as would
pay for the machine in a twelvemonth. Our amateur
friends should try the method on a small scale at first.

As J\tr. I'leming lias taken no jiatent, machines of all

sorts and sizes may bo made by any one. He is, how-
ever, so anxious that others should benefit by his

system, that I have no doubt he would forward an
order to an approved maker, or return the address, if the
application was in either case accompanied with a
stamped envelope. This, ] should consider, the most
prudent mode, as a little dilti;rcnce in the making may
make a gi-oat dilierence in the working. I am very
partial to clean, solid walks; but 1 have sadly grudged
the labour they have occasioned me this autumn, the
little weeds would so shew themselves. I traversed
large lengths of gravel at Treutham, last week, clear,

beautil'ul, firm, that required keen-looking to find a green
spot, and those had had nothing done to them smoe they
were dressed by the machine in April. I say nothing
now of the gardening at Trentham. Tlie style of that is

well known ; but, striking as the results were, lliey were
not more so than the seen simplicity and economy with
which they were produced. Lovers of good walking
may now judge for themselves. R. Frsn.

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.
{ConlUiucil from page 38U.)

E.VTON H.\LL, NEAR CHESTER, THE SeAT OE THE MaR-
Quis OF Westminster.—At tliis place there are con-

siderable works in the gardening way going on. - New
terrace-gardens of considerable extent are for,"" .g,

under tho celebrated Mr. Nesfield, whose peculiar style

of flower-beds on the tei'races will be displayed to a
great extent. They are certainly very pretty, but use-

less, as we think, for what flower-beds ought to be—

a

display of flowers. The scrolls run out to a great
length, and are, in many places, not six incTies wide!

!

nay, even less than that. This struck us as rather bor-

dering upon tho ridiculous. Tho beds, being so io"g
and narrow, aro not fit for herbaceous jilants, nV'fter
are they fit for what are popularly termed bcddinf;-out
plants. We pity the gardener who has to keep them
supplied with )dants and in order ; the labour must
be immense. There is hero a largo new conservatory

;

but, largo as it is, it is not of that noble extent that such
a place demands. The Hall, when finished, will pro-
bably be one of the most splendid in Europe. A
princely fortune is being spent upon it, but the Marquis
can afford it. Tlie kitchen-gardens are well and ably
managed by Mr. Collinsou, the kind-hearted and excel-

lent gardener there. In the vineries, peach-bouses, and
pineries, there vperc abundance of excellcntfruit; and ex-
amples of their excellency have been frequently exhibited
at the Metropolitan Show. In the plant-houses, we
observed a rising collection of our favourite plant, the
Orchids, and various tribes of stovo plants in excellent
health. Those gardens are well worthy of a visit.

While in the neighbourhood of Chester, we had the
pleasure of visiting the extensive Nurseries of the Messrs.
Dickson. Mr. Francis Dickson, himself, was obliging

enough to walk round with us, and showed us all the
remarkable objects the nurseries contained, and they
are not a few. We shall briefly notice those that we i

think will be interesting to our readers. The splendid
grass, named Uijticrium arijeiiteiim, is now a noble spe-

cimen, nearly ten feet high, and six feet through. The
leaves are an inch broad, six feet long, and are of a rich

silvery hue. Unfortunately, Messrs. Dickson have not
been able as yet to increase it. Near to it was a speci-

men of what Mr. D. called the Panama grass. Tliis

is of quite a different character to the preceding.

We understood it to be the famous grass tliat grows
on the plains in that country, and rises so high that a
man on horseback cannot bo seen in plunging through it.

The specimen in question was eight feet high, and six feet

through, and was producing several spikes of bloom for

the first time, which would probably produce perfect

seeds before the summer was over. Whether these two
grasses will, when increased, be of any use, excepting
as orn;uiniit:il dbjerts, remains to be proved. That rare

plant, till' Ml ii.n.-iiit cmpetriformis was thriving well in

a bog-bul, enilo,s<(l liy hedges, and was beautifully in

flower. Also tlie Bryanlhits crectus, a plant something
similar to tlie jirctly Jihodockndron chanuecislus, had
become quite a neat little bush. In tho same nook was
a species of a new ISjiircea, not yet flowered, with very
elegant foliage ; also a new QauUheria from Mexico, of

a beautiful habit, which will rival, if not surpass, the

best of its class. It is quite hardy, though from that

warm country. The tbliage has a considerable resem-
blance to our common myrtle. Close to these small
rarities we observed a very fine specimen of Taxodimn
sempcrvirens, 15 ft. high, with a stout stem that measured
near the ground almost a foot in circumference. It is

the finest specimen of the kind we know. Near it stands

a beautiful specimen of the Cuprexsus maerocarpa, full

10 ft. high, and thickly clothed with branches. Neither
of these handsome specimens have sutterod from the

severity of six winters ; that being the time that has
elapsed since they were planted. In another part of

the nursery we wei'e shewn a weeping Taxodium
distichmn ; a very distinct variety. Every twig, even
to the highest shoot, drooped over. It was ciglit feet

high, and certainly a curious, handsome variety. To
shew the eft'ects of root-pruning, we saw a bushy Arbutus
procera, eight feet high, well furnished with branches.

This tree, in the course of some alterations in the

arrangement of the nursery in that part, was removed
about two or three years ago, and tho consequence was,

it bloomed freely the second year, and bore a crop of

ripe fruit, and when we saw it, in August last, it was
again covered with fruit, which was rapidly changing
colour, and is, no doubt, by this time qiiite ripe. As
our good friend, Mr. Errington, is a great advocate for

root-pruning, in order to induce fruitfulness, and resides

not far from Chester, we would advise him to call at

tliis nursery, and see this exemplification of the success

of the principle. We were pointed out a handsome
largo specimen oi' Rhododendron cin}uimomeum,vfhic\\ we
were assured stood the severity of that ever-to-be-reraem-

bered winter of 1S37-8, in which winter, as is well

known, most of the so-considered hardy evergreens were
destroyed down to the root. In this nursery there is

a considerable number of that singular freak of nature,

Weepintj Larches, drooping in all manner of fantastic

ways. They appear to be increased only by approach-

grafting. A long row of fine, tall standards had been
grafted in tho spring, but had, with one exception, all

failed. Tlio Messrs. Dickson possess a large collection of

that too-much-neglected tribe of plants popularly termed
herbaceous, especially Phlo.ves. We noted, as being

very fine, and not above in inches high, P. KcUernuiii,

rose; P. Plantii,hh\e; P.ciimpamdataalha,P.Alexinii,
P. Madame Courcet, peach ; P. Elisa, rosy-purple.
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lu a sbcltc'i-ed peat border, vvc saw, perhaps, tiie largest

cxistiiis: slocU of that boautit'iil North Amoricau phuit,

the Spiijdla maiilandicd. The bed was tcu feet loag, am!

tliroe I'eet wide, aud full of plants, most of which were in

(lower. To a lover of rare plants this sight was rich

and full of interest. Wc fear we are trespassing upon
the patience of our readers, but we feel we are only

doing justice to the gentlemen who must have devoted a

great amount of time aud expense in procuring and keep-

lug such an assemblage of rare plants as may be seen

here. We could fill a papo» twice the length of this if

wo were to notice all that we saw there. If Mr. Erring-

ton will see this place, we ai'e sure he would pick up
something worthy of note, especially the excellent way
in which the training of fruit-trees, standard as well as

dwai-f, is managed. T. xVi'pleuv.

THE HOLLYHOCK.
{Concludedfrom paije 3!W.)

This fine autumnal tlovyer is so easily managed, will

grow so well in almost any situation (excepting absolute

shade), and is really and truly so line an ornament to

either the cottage garden or baronial castle, suitable to

both extremes, as well as to every intermediate sized

garden, that no wonder now, in its improved state, it

should be an universal favourite. We have devoted

several weeks papers to its culture, and trust that we
have raised it in the estimation of such as already culti-

vate it, aud encoura.ged them not only to persevere

therein, but also to try to improve it by raising im-

proved varieties from seed. The cottager might espe-

cially direct attention to this flue fiower. During a

Journey, lately, in the north, we saw some cottages orna-

mented largely with it. The plants had been put in,

when very young, close to tlio wall of the cottage, and

supplied, whilst growing, with liquid manure. They
had grown strong, and were, when we noticed them, in

fine flowering condition. Some had nailed them to the

wall in the usual way, with nails and uarrow shreds of

cloth : others had fastened them up with loug rods,

placed horizontally, or across several stems at once

;

both answered well, and the flower-stems nearly hid the

walls of the cottages. The flowers natui'ally turned

from the wall, and showed their sunny faces towards the

spectator. We were much pleased with the sight, and
think the hint and pi-actice might he imitated by more
learned and scientific men. Used for this purpose, the

hoUyhock would hide many a blank, bad wall, or naked
bank of earth, or any otiier unsigliUy object. We trust,

also, oiu' papers on the Hollyhocks wiU be of some ser-

vice to our brother gaaxleners holding situations in

gentlemen's gardens. We are quite sure their em-
ployers, who are generally at home during the holly-

hock season of bloom, would be delighted to have some of

the better kinds, such as are mentioned in the list below,

blooming in the borders of the kitchen gardens, planted

as our friend Mr. Roberts did his, as mentioned in a

former paper, aud amongst shrubs now bare of bloom,

and in various other situations, which a judicious gar-

dener woidd easily find for thoni. The stately lieight

they grow to, and the large, bright-coloured flowers,

render them fit for situations where other flowers of

more humble pretensions would either be smothci-ed, or,

on account of the smalluess of their flowers, would not

be seen. The Hollyhock, on the contrary, may be seen

effectively a quarter of a mile off, and may, in conse-

quence, be planted largely for that purpose.

Our pleasant task on this flower is nearly done ; all

that remains is to give a list of such as ai'o esteemed,

and known to be good varieties. Amateurs, florists,

gentlemen's gardeners, and cottagers, all who can all'ord,

ought to ))urchase more or less of them, accordnig to

their means. From these decidedly good flowers, cut-

tings can be taken and seed saved, so that the first pur-

chase nuiy be the only one necessary. The best thue to

jirdcurc them is, we judge, in March, or, if the plants

are strong, they might be had in October.

List of good and choice Hollyhocks.
Afrosanijainca, good form; rich dark crimson.

AUnwtwii, form excellent ; a curiously mottled flower.

Hicohir, form excellent; purple and white.

Black Prince, good sliape; very dark colour, almost black.

Coccinea (Baron), good shape ; bright rich scarlet.

Oomel (Chater), form excellent; very large flower of a

bright ruby-red.

Pcllcata (Baron), delicate French-white ; a lovely variety.

Z>rfi(,v(i(6S(»Krt (Bragg), good form; French-white shaded

with purple.

E.vqiiisUc (Parsons), form excellent; fine deep rose.

I'luwcr of the Day (Bragg), pink ; of the finest form and

substance.

Magnijiora (Bragg), fine deep rose; very largo.

Magnum bonum (Baron), rich maroon ; a well-shaped

flower.

Model of Perfection (Chater), fine; white and chocolate.

Mr. O. Baron (Chater), one of the finest flowers ever

raised ; a rich salmon ; of most excellent form.

Prince of Orange (Bragg), a tine flower; of a deep

orangored.

Queen (Baron), light blush; very pleasing.

Rosea grandiflora (Baron), pink; fine form.

yi't).scr( alba, (l-'liatcr), rose and white, distinct.

Sidpliurea eUgans, fine form ; clear sulphiu'.

Suliiliiirea. jicrhrta (Rivers), fine form; clear sidphur.

Snoiriiii,,-. a ]iuro good white ; of excellent properties.

W'lthint <:,'iii 1,1'liater), a most excellent variety ; of a deep

ro^y^la]^Sl>n.

From Is. to os. Od. each. T. AprLEnv.

REMARKS ON THE SEASON ]8,-.2, AND ITS

EFFECTS ON CROPS.

In scanning over the subjects which have appeared

in this volume of The Cottage Gakdener, 1 have

come to the conclusion that an article expressive of the

season, as it has alfected the crops, &(t., in the district 1

write from (West Kent), may prove as interesting, if not as

instructive as any ; and as our little paper is read by many
whose residence may be liundreds of miles from this

county, they wfll thereby be able to compare notes, and

see how much difl'erouce latitude makes in certain

things. In this respect, some of those located to the

north of the Trent, or it may be of the Tweed, may
gather consolation that they ai'c not likely to bo last in

every thing, as they will see we have our diflicultics as

well as they, only of a difl'erent kind; and they will

likewise see that a journey southwards does not infer

that progressive improvement in all the ])roductious oi

the earth, which latitude, and that " time-honoured

belief" in great things, which the uninitiated are some-

times led to e.xpect when they first arrive from a great

distance to some of the counties bordering the metro-

pohs.

Beginning with the early winter, which was ex-

ceedingly dry up to tho middle of January, when wo

had some heavy rains, at intervals, up to the middle of

the next month, after which it again became dry with

a settled N.E. wind, or nearly so ; this, with very little

variation, continued >tp to the middle of May, when a

few slight showers became the forerunner of more

abundant rains, which fell in the early part of June, and

)nore or less so up to the middle, or near tho end of it,

when dry hot weather set in rather suddenly, and so

intensely warm that the grovmd, previously soaked with

the rain, became converted into a sort of smoking hot-

bed. The heat became so extreme in July, as to range
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several clays above nO°, ouco or twice 01° ; and a gentle-

man, who keeps a registry of the weather not far from
here, reported 07° on one occasion, and 95°, lU", and
02° on others. This unusual temperature, of comse,
had a great effect on vegetation ; plants of all kinds

r"eoeived an impulse which they availed themselves of;

but the hurried nature of this progress was not in

accordance with that steady system of development
which constitutes quality. This became more con-

spicuous as the dry weather continued, so that we
quickly began to suffer as much from it as we had
previously done from the dull and wet weather in June.

Erom this we were relieved by some thunder showers
in the latter part of the month, and a consequent abate-

ment of temperature; occasional showers in August
carried on vegetation to near the end of the month,
when some more dry days intervened. This, however,

was followed by rather heavy rains the second week in

September, which have, up to the jieriod in which I

write, (the 22nd), been very frequent. This cursory

notice of the weather which, as will be seen, presents

no extraordinary features, has, however, the credit or

the blame of many crops being different from what they

are in the majority of seasons; but as a separate notice

of each will be more useful to the reader than generality,

I herewith give the particulars of a few of the most
important.

Caulijlowers.—After the first crop was gone, the hot

weather of July seemed to liavc deranged the ordinary

succession of this vegetable, so much so, that for a con-

siderable time there was a blank in this production

;

altliough, for at least throe years prior to this, cauli-

flowers, or white brocolis, had never been a whole week
wanting, though the treatment was the same in this case

as in the others.

Onions.—These havo been most abundant; one small

plot of only 150 square yards, produced twenty bushels of

good, useful bulbs, and in all directions I hear of the

same uniform abundance. I must not, however, forget

to mention, that in some crops that I have seen (as well

as in part of my own), I am sorry to see tokens of an
early decay. I wish I may bo wrong.

Carrots have been as plentiful as onions, and are

tolerably sound. Here the principal evil is a tendency
they have to crack when full grown ; but this is not a
carrot county, and the garden kinds being mostly con-

fined to tho Early Horn. I have not heard how field

crops fare.

Strawberries.— These, contrary to all expectations,

turned out very bad on a iiot calcareous soil. I was
led to believe that abundance of water, administered as

it was in a natural way, while tlie plants were in bloom
and afterwards, would be suro to command a crop; in

this I was mistaken ; the contrary lias been the case.

The first blooms seemed to have set well, but did not
swell as they ought to have done, while the after ones
were all but a total failure. This was dillicult to account
for, as tho conditions thought suro to command a crop,

were in this season forthcoming in abundance, but it

was not so in any place around here.

Peas.— The season for these has been short; and
when I tell our north country readers, that after the
middle of .luly they have been supplied very sparingly,
tliey will have some cause to congratulate themselves
on faring better. The first gathering I had was on the
21st of May, from Warner's Early Emperor I'ea, sown
tho 15th November, on a south border, but rather a
sliaded situation, as regards the morning sun. Late
summer jieas arc more difficult to obtain in the south
than in the north of England ; the dry weather or

mildew being evils difficult to combat, though much
may doubtless be done. Mine seemed to have a disin-

cii nation to bear well from some other cause than
mildew, which followed rather than preceded their

attempts that way. Later crops look better than those

expected for use in August.
Scarlet liunncrs and Dirarf Kidney Beans in great

profusion, and all that could be desired ; the former,

perhaps, getting too high, and the latter assuming a
half-running character.

Globe Artichokes.—The mildness of the winter stai't-

ing them into bearing sooner than common, a cor-

responding early ripening took place, so that but few
remained fit lor table, except in now plantations, which,
on this account, it is prudent to make every year.

Tomatoes.—The hot weatlier in July has hardly been
able to compensate for the dull and wet period previous
to that and since, inasmuch as they are later than
common, fewer ripe fruit being ready by the middle of

September than is usual at that time.

Ridije Cucumbers, Vegetable Marrow, &c., were pretty

good, the latter especially, promising to continue some
time yet in bearing, if frosts do not intervene.

Minor Crops, as sweet herbs, lettuce, spinach, &c.,

were all about as usual. Lettuce was, perhaps, more
inclined to run than might be expected in a season not

remarkably dry ; the truth of the matter is, there seem
other agencies at work than a hot dry-soil, so that the

presence of moisture alone is not sufiicient to check a

tendency which another power may be urging on;

nevertheless, lettuces have been as plentiful this season

as in the majority of seasons.

Potatoes have been worse than I can remember them
to have been (not excepting tho fatal season of the in-

troduction of this disease, 1KJ:.5). Lull two-thirds of tho

crops around hero are bad; and how many more may
become so before winter is over it is impossible to

imagine. I have hitherto refrained maldug eonmients
on this hopeless complaint, and can say no more here.

Although not necessarily within my province, I dare

say my coadjutors will excuse my saying, that the wall-

fruits. Peaches, Apricots, and Cherries, have been
abundant ; Pears are also very plentiful ; but Apjiles,

which at one time shewed well, are but an indifferent

crop ; Plums are medium ; Currants, Gooseberries, and
Rasjiberries have been good ; but I hoar somo com-
plaints of Melons not ripening well, and Grapes not
colouring ; but, certainly, there has been less mildew
amongst the latter than in the majority of seasons.

In the flowei'-garden. Dahlias have been fine, which,

however, has not been the case with Boses ; while bed-

ding-out plants, in general, attained an earlier maturity

than conmionly, and after the middle of August assumed
a rankness of growtli almost at variance witli their

flowering; yet the hot weatlier of July was too much
for Calceolarias, as they havo not bloomed so well this

season as heretofore; so that if I had not mixed a
delicate autumn-flowering yellow with my other hardier

kinds, the beds would have presented only a meagre
aspect. I might extend these remarks much farther,

but 1 am reminded that my space is fully occupied.

J. ROBSON.

ALLOTMENT FARMING.—Ootobeb.
The time fast approaches when the winter produce of the

I

cultivator must be made safe from the ravages of the Ico-

kiiig, and the soil on wliich they grew thrown at liberty for

another course of cnltui'e. This has been a serious summer
lor weeds in most parts—even the most industrious have
scarcely been able to keep pace with them ; and in number-
less instances we fear seeding has oecuiTcd, a circumslance

entailing a vast amount of additional labour in the ensuing
year, if not for several years. Where such has occurred,

moans sluiuld be taken until cropping time to " grow them
out"—that is to say, so to mannge tlie operations as that

the seed may bo made to germinate and be destroyed. To
this end we do not recommend tho application of tlie spade

for the present, altliough it is a very advisable course with
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weods, if takou before they seed. It is well, in all siicb

cases, to use a sort of scarifying process, if tlie operator

can meet with a tool adapted to that end. It is very

common to resort to tlie lioe, but we have seen a tool much
liettcr adapted to the purpose. It is, wo believe, a Kentish

tool, and used to be called the prong hoe ; it is in form very

iiiuc'h lilie a dung drag, called in some parts of the north a

uuu'k-hook. The handle may be about fom- or five feet in

length, and the tines, of which there are two, about five or

six inches apart, ai'e flat, and about one-and-a-half inches

in width. They are, of coiu'se, in a om'ved form, and in the

act of using them they may be said to be hump-backed,

the outer part of the curve being upwards, and the tines

below so set as to enter the ground at a narrow angle, in

order to avoid friction. This is one of the best weapons
with which we are accjuainted, for carrying out the double

operation of working the soU, and of destroying, by ger-

luinatiou, a crop of young weeds.

It is now time to commence drawing the lower leaves of

the ManijoU Ti'iirlzcl ; tliese ai'e of much service to the

cow, and hungry pigs will greetlily devour them. They
should be removed gradually ; one half may be stripped

away by the middle of the month, and the remainder, with

the exception of the crown, and a tuft around it, towards the

cud. In the middle of tlie ensuing month the crown may
also be cut, and used up ; and we generally let them stand

in the ground a week or two after, in order to heal the

wound a little. Carrots, too, must be looked to ; these

should be secured by the end of the month. It is good
practice to mow or cut over their tops in the beginning of

the month, and to let them remain a week or two ; and,

when taken u^), it is our practice to cut them into the quick,

as it is termed—-that is to say, cutting a slice off tlie crown ;

this prevents then' sprouting. Parsnips may remain in the

gi-ound, if reiiuisite, through the winter—dug out as wanted.

ISirijJvs, of com-se, may grow on; their tops being hardy,

tlie cutting of them may remain to the last.

The cottager shoidd look sharp after the waste leaves of

his Oahbagc-worls of all kinds, collecting all that show the

least symptoms of yellowness, in order to pursue a rigid

economy, without which no man can hope to thrive by the

allotment system.

I

Tlie rest of the business of this month is so familiar to

I

our readers, that we must beg to lay before them some
account of the extensive allotments at Alnwick, on the estate

of His Grace the Duke of Northumberland. Having been
slaying in this tine old border town for a week, we have had
every opportunity of inspecting them, and ascertaining the

character of their foundation, for which information we feel

much indebted to tlie great courtesy of Mr. Robertson, an

intelligent tradesman of this town, who has much assisted

His Grace in can-ying out his benevolent designs of height-

ening the moral, social, and industrial character of these

stalwart borderers.

I

AI.I.0T3IENTS AT Alnwicij.—Thcro are three plots appro-

]iii:ited to tliis purpose, situated at the back of the town, in

lluoe distinct quarters, in order to afford eveiy faoUity to

the niecliauics and others in reaching their plots without

loss of time. In this, and, indeed, in everything else con-

nected with this benevolent scheme, His Grace the Duke of

Northumberland has shewn the nicest discrimination. One
of these is caUcd the Clayport allotment, and contains six

acres. This is situated at the west entrance to the town,

contiguous to the ancient gate called Bond-gate. The
second, called Leeks field, is situated on the eastern side

of the town, and contains seven-and-a-half acres. The
third is called Rotten Row, and is situate on the north side

of the town. This contains seven acres. Tliey were com-
menced about thi'ee years since, and His Grace thoroughly

drained the land, as a very proper beginning, and fenced it

out, as to the exterior of the allotments. The soil is of

most excellent staple—a fine, soft, somid, and mellow loam,

of some thirty inches deep : a finer soil can scai'cely be.

Before proceeding fuither, we may as well state the con-

ditions on which these allotments are held, and this we will

do from a copy of tlie rules and regulatiims of the establish-

ment now lying on the table.

Rules and Jlii/iiluliviis fur the Allotment Gardens in the

Ijurish of Alnwicli, belontjimj to His Urace the Duke of North-

umberland

:

—

1st.—The rent is Gs. 3d. for one-tenth of an acre ; to be

regularly paid,

and.—The tenant to be sober, industrious, and of good

character.

3rd.—The ground to be cultivated with the spade, and in no

other manner ; each tenant regularly manuring and crop-

ping his allotment, observing to keep clean and in proper

order the roads—then- width to be two feet for ordinaiy

paths, and three feet for the main roads.

4th.—Any tenant found destroying, trespassing, or otherwise

injuring the property of another tenant, climbing over or

damaging the fences, will forfeit his allotment.

5th.—The children of the tenants are not to be permitted

to enter the allotments, unless under the charge of their

parents, or other proper guardians, who will be held

responsible for their conduct while there.

0th.—No tenant will be allowed to sub-let his allotment, or

to barter his interest therein.

The above regulations will be strictly enforced.

N. B.—Dogs ai-e not allowed to be taken into the allotments.

(Signed) John Bkadley
Thomas Robertson
Thomas Dixon.

Thus, then, stands the foundation of the establishment; and

if any further information be needed, we ai'e assured that

such will be readily fiu-nished by Mr. Thomas Robertson,

Cabinet-maker, Narrowgate-street, who takes a great pride in

all that relates to these valuable gardens. It is worthy of

remark, that a few tradespeople are permitted to hold allot-

ments. This may seem a strange feature in the affair at

tirst sight, but there can be little doubt that the policy is of

a healthful tendency. His Grace, I am told, has a most

liberal desire to break down all invidious and uncalled for

baniers between man and man, as far, at least, as is con-

sistent with the present position of society ; and, fnoreover,

in addition, he expects, very naturally, that these respectable

tradespeople will act as fuglemen in setting examples of

high culture. The tradesman is thus brought in closer

contact with the labourer, or the working meohanie ; and it

is to bo hoped that such may tend to widen the sympathies

that should exist between these portions of society. Some

of the parties possess a cow—perhaps about live per cent,

of the whole—and these obtain a run for their cow on

Alnwick town moor, at least those who are freemen of

this town.

In referring to a history of Northimiberland, we find

the following : — " The town of Alnmck is an ancient

borough, consisting of ancient borough houses, for which

certain small annual burgage rents, or quit rents, are paid

to the loi-d of the manor and borough of Alnwick ;
and

the freemen of Alnwick are a body corporate by prescrip-

tion, by the name of the Chamberlain, Common Council,

and Freemen of Alnwick. The Duke of Northumberland

is lord of the manor and borough of Alnmck, and the forest

of Haydon, or Alnwick moor ; and the freemen are entitled

to common pasture on Alnwick moor, upon payment of the

rent of two shillings per annum, for the liberty of pasturing

their cattle thereon in the ' fence month.' " Most of our

readers will be faraihar with the ceremony of making a

freeman in this ancient borough ; it is a most ludicrous

proceeding. As we have not space to give an extract, we

may merely observe, tliat it consists in being dragged

tlirough a muddy pool, arrayed in white, being lirst plenti-

fully regaled with brandy. This is done on St. Mark's day,

the --J-Jth of April, a somewhat early period for a sound

ducking in the cool mountain stream. They have a tradi-

tion that King John originated this strange mode in con-

sequence of his displeasure at being thrown from his horse

in the bogs of Haydon forest.

To return to our point : what with this run on the moor

all the summer, and some swedo turnips grown in the allot-

ment, together with a coarse, rough grass, called by the

natives " spart," a material used for covering stacks, they

manage to keep their cow " very cannily," as they term it.

This, of course, forms a feature in the allotment :
the cow-

keeper's plot may at once be known by the preponderance

of swedes. About a fourth of the allotment men keep a

pig, and crop accordingly. Many keep goats and sheep

on the moor ; and the goals' flesh is eaten either fresh or
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salted ; and the multou sometimes suld, sometimes con-

sumed at liome.

These holders are encoui'aged by all means to rely on
themselves for manure ; little is bought. This is as it

should be. Tlie land brings about .to 2s. (id. per acre

under the allotment system, whilst the contiguous fields pay
a rent of about JCi per acre. A well is sunk in eacli allot-

ment, and every facility afl'orded to tlie holders, both as to

water and conveyance for manure.
On looking over these allotments, I saw several fcatiures

of high cultiu'e, and in general they vfore jjretty clean for so

untoward a season. They had mangold, swedes, potatoes,

curled kale, caiTots, onions, Pruudjead cabbage, and various

little matters, as rhubai'b, and sucli conveniences ; and,

on the whole, I was gratified at tlie general success.

Many faults exist in the modes of cropping, arising

from mistalicn policies; but how can we expect anything
else ? His Grace would do well to employ somebody to

get up a few plain and simple directions, in the form
of a neat little hand-book, one to be given or sold to

every holder, pointing to the best modes of cropping,

wliether separate or mixed, aud showing forth a good
economy in the use of tlie produce. IMucli more is to be
effected in the way of mixed (n'l'iMii;^ IliiUi I1h,(' people

imagine; aud it is, indeed, truly Imm iiliIiI. m sic Imuv mucli
ground is lost through a want olMiuiid ihlninKiimn in this

respect. Of one tiling. I am persuaded, that tlie land is

cajiable of carrying any croi) with which we are acquainted,

in the most capital style. Some jiarts are rather adhesive,

and p('o]ib' who linld laud of this character, and are igno-

rant nf iir I {II iih ii.li ,, liijuld be taught the improvement of

the 111. riiaiii, :il .11, 1,
1
II 111 ion of the soil, of which, in general,

they have no disiiiiot conception. Burning, and the appli-

cation of sand, lime rubbish, aud even tlie application of

the burnt ashes of the moor, are practices which cannot
be too highly commended, aud are within the reach of every

one.

J. may mention, in conclusion, that a most interesting

Horticultural and Botanical Society has this year been
established at Alnwick, under the auspices of His Grace,

and that it has proved very successful, although but in its

swaddling-clothes. Kule 3 of this provides that occupiers

of allotment gai'dens, aud scholars, shall be admitted to

competition on the annual payment of the small sura of

sixpence, aud each allotment holder is entitled to two tickets

of admission to each exhiliilion ; so that every stimulus is

held forth to tempt to industrial habits.

Some who read these remarks may think that such are

merely local affairs ; I think far otherwise—their bearing on
futm'e generations, to say nothing of the present, is incal-

culable, and it may ti'uly be styled a national afl'air. Wherever
gardening industi-y Is brought out, cleauliinss, -ystnii, thrift,

and even taste, will follow ; and I need liaiill\ [loini to the

moral and social intluences, aud even to i 'luntiaiiity itself,

as being eciually assisted by such a useful auxiliary. The
Duke has a school in what is termed the " Green Bat," to

which I must beg to advert, inasmuch as it is. in some
degree connected with the allotment system, and the Horti-

cultural Society. Over the frontage is the following in-

scription :

—

" For the education of 200 poor hoys.
This School was erected and founded by Hugh, Dulie of Northumberland,

On the -iSth day of October, 1810.

In commemoration of our Sovereign, George the Third,
Having on that day completed the 50th year of his reign."

This school is conducted on the Lancasterian system, and
every youtli has a garden, for which he is responsible. A
handsome parallelogram is set apart adjoining the school,

and this is intersected by a broad and compact waUi, on either

side of which is a nice llower border of a yard in width, well

filled with handsome herbaceous plants, annuals, bedding
ilowers, etc. ; and it is truly delightful to witness the assi-

duity of the youths in trying to excel each other. Their jilots

ai'e about four feet wide by neai'ly twenty long ; and a two-

feet alley separates the contending parties. We have before

observed, that a rule of the Horticultm-al and Botanical

Society provides that the children of this school shall be
admitted to competition, on payment of the small sum of

sixpence ; and we ai'e told that a most interesting and
animated competition took place at the last meeting.

One thing struck me as wanting : some arrangement

by which the boys might be taught the rudiments of botan-
ical ];nowliilHe, or, at least, a taste for correct nomenclature

;

mill I Miiinred to suggest to Mr. CoUinson, the very
11 -I" lall. master, the propriety of having every plant in

till- li'Hil. I correctly named, ami of furnishing the youths
with labels, in order to secm'e a continuance of the object.

A few packets of annual seeds, too, might be put in their

hands on each returning spring, aud a few elementai'y works
on botany and vegetable physiology placed in their librai-y.

Our little weekly Cottagk Gakdener, I venture to say,

would be found a welcome addition to their table. Thus
the youths would gradually acquii-e a taste for the sweet, as

well as the useful.

If I have fallen into any error in the details, I shall be
obliged by a coiTCctiou ; and I cannot but rejieat my
obligations to Messrs. Kobertson and CoUinson, for their

readiness to afford every opportmiity for acquiring all ueces-
sMi V iiiloniialiiin. Lastly, it is well to observe, that since

tin r-ial'li liiiii lit of these allotments, vegetables have been
iiiiirh rli,ai|)rr 10 the townsfolk, and, of course, more abun-
dant. This is a bearing of tlie subject hitherto overlooked,

and one of importance. It would he well, in the event of

more serious losses slill in the potatoes, for folks to find

theinselvos readily reconciled to the use of other roots.'

—

11. EliBINOTON.

GREAT YARMOUTH & E.VSTERN COUNTIES
POULTRY ASSOCIATION.

The first show of this Society was held at Yarmouth on
the 16th inst., when upwards of (100 birds were exhibited,

occupying about viUO pens. The attendance was very

nmnerous, and great satisfaction was expressed at the very

excellent arrangements of the committee for the accom-
modation of the poultry, and the convenience of visitors.

Amongst the birds shown were some extremely line

specimens, and attention was particularly drawn to the

liens containing the geese, ducks, and imKLys.
The number of entries of Cn. ///» I'/u/m ( liickens of 18.52

was so lai'ge, and they were so -i nnally meritorious, that it

involved the juib^r s in no small trouble and difficulty to

arrive at a satislai lory ilnisioii.

The Ooldcn-biL.d luuilams shown by the Honble. Mrs.
Astley, of Swantoll House, Thetford, were veiy good, and
so also were the Silver-luced liamhimjlis of Mr. Frank
Astley, of Eyburgh Hall. A cock and two hens of mag-
nificent Black Cochins were shown by Mr. I'aiiiie, of

Cheveley Park. The Sjnmish wore but middling. The
Dorh'mijs of the same kind, and the Game, must fall into the

like category.

As a whole, the show was a successful one ; but the

Cochin class exceeded one-half of the whole show.

The judges on the occasion, were Dr. Horner, of Hull,

G. J. Andrews, Esq., of Dorchester, and Mr. J. Baily, of

London.
LIST OP PEIZES.

Cochin-China—7-^ entries—Cock and 2 Hens—full-grown. {Biiff'.)

H. Sams, Esq., Clare. Suffolk. (Brawn or Partridge.) C. Punchard,
Esq., HavcrhUI, Suffolk. (,W/iUe.) (i. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
Coc/ii«-CAma—CockercU and 2 Pullets, 1853. (Buff.) 1st. H. Gilbert,

Esq., Kensington. 2nd. C. Punchard, Esq., Haverhill. 3rJ. Miss E.
Wiitts, Hampstead. 4th. J. Fairlie, Esq., Cheveley Park. 5th. Capt.

Squire. Mildcnhall.
tV)r/-in-(7ii«.i—I'ockerell and 2 Pullets. (Brawn or Partridge). 1st.

0. Punchard, Esq., Haverhill. 2nd. Miss E. Watts, Hampstead.
riir/.i«-r/,in<i—(:ockereU and 2 Pullets. (White.) Six competitors. G.

L. Peters, Esq., Birmingham.
Black Spanish—10 entries—Cock aud 2 Hens. The Houblc. Mrs.

Astley, Burgh House, Thetford.
DiirA-inffs—9 entries—Cock and 2 Hens. The Honble. Mrs. Astley.

Chickens. No prize awarded.
Mutays—3 entries—but not deserving.

i'o/(i/irfs—8 entries—Cock and 2 Hens. Mr. II. M. Brand, Great Yar-
mouth.

Game—i entries—Cock and 2 Hens. Mr. A. Cannell, Cringlcfurd,

Norfolk.
Hamburg/is, Sitver-s/iangted—6 entries—Cock and 2 Hens. O. A.

Marsham, Esq., Stratton, Norfolk.
Hamburghs, Golden-spangted—8 entries—Cock and 2 Hens. Rlr.

Thomas Church, Acle, Norfolk. Prizes were also given for chickens

of the above, 1852, to Mr. Thomas Barber, Acle, The Honble. Mrs.
Astley, and to F. L' Estrange Astley, Esq.

Bantams, Gold-laced— 7 entries—Cock and 2 Hens. Honble. Sirs.

Astley.
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Bnnlnms, Silner-lafed—2 entries—Cock and 2 Hens. Mr. .1. Dutton,

Bury St. Kilmunds.
Bnnlnms, Iiliir];—6 entries— Cock and 2 Hens. Mr. G. Francis, Gor-

illo

id Co.

f,'(r.vr, (i/'««(/ //lev/— 10 entries-Gander and 2 Geese. Mr. J. Taylor,

.Shi-pluia'i Biisli, Hammersmitbi. Mrs. Fowler, Acle. Mr. George
li,-<-k, (blister.

Dnrks. Aiiit'sbiinj—» entries—Drake and 2 Ducks. 1st. Messrs. Youell

iiiul Co!, V'arniouth. 2nd. I\Ir. R. Steward, Yarmouth.
I>i/r!;:, Iluuen.— Ist. F. L. Astley, Esq. 2nd. C. Punchard, Esq.

Dniks. aim Imred.—Mr. W. Wright, Yarmouth. Messrs. Voucll ai

riirkfj/s, lllurlc Norfolk—i entries—Cock and 2 Hens. Mr. W.
JMatchctt, Kertley, Lowestoft.

Turkfi/s, my colour.— Ut. G. A. MarSham, Esq. 2ud. Mr. S. lialls,

Yaniiouth.
Turki-ii I'ltiilts.—Jnhn Fairlic, Esq. Extra prizes were awarded to Mr.

.l,.liii |':i\ I,ir, Im- a pen of Anduluslan Fowls, and to \V. C. Kejliolds,

E„|., 1,:r ihc lirst Silk Buntams.
Pi>"i^/,s.— I'lizes were awarded to Mr. Beazor, Yarmouth, for the best

pair of Almond Tmnlilers, and to G. C. Adkin, Esq., Birmingliani, for

the best pairs of several other varieties.

THE APIARIAN'S CALENDAR.—October.
Bi/ J. II. Payne, Esq., Author of " The Bee-Keeper's Guiile."

SrocKS.^Many of the stocks, upon examination, as I had
aheady anticii)ated, ai-e found to he very light, ami more
especially so those that have swarmed, so that without feed-

ing they cannot suiTive the winter. When they are found

to contain only seven or eight pounds of honey, it will be

bettor to unite the bees to other stocks, aiitl to tal;e their

honey, for tlio trouble and expense of feeding such stocks

will be more than they are worth, even if they are kept alive

through the winter. Shoidd they, however, be in a favourite

description of hive, and a desire exist on the part of the

proprietor to keep it tenanted, it mni/ be done, and the best

and safest method of iusmingit that I can recommend, will

be to give thera, during the present month, a sulHcient

quantity of lioney, or sugar and water, with honey, as re-

commended in The Cottaoe Oauhener, till the stocks

weigh from twenty to twenty-four pounds each. Having
done this, and taken effectual means of keeping the hive

free from damp, very litte fear need be entertained of their

heing canicrl sufrlN lliiniiL;b tlic winter without any further

attention, li.\ oil, I iliai ..I m,, a^iMimlly cleaning the Uoor-

boards, and sliiuiiii- up llir line uliilal snow lies upon the

ground.
The Season.—It appears that the quantity of honey

collected this year has been unusually small, and not of a

first-rate quality ; in some very favourable localities, perhaps,

there may have been a few glasses obtained, but in this

neighbourhood (Bury St. Edmunds) I have neither seen

nor he.ard of a good glass having been taken ; such a con-

tinued succession of bad seasons as we have lately ex-

perienced, cannot fail to liave been very discouraging to

young apiarians, but I would have them take courage, and
hope for better ones.

Straw Hives.—I have lately had a specimen hive brought
me by the maker, of very superior quality. I wish that i

had seen it in time for the exhibition, and it should certainly

have appeared there, for I saw nothing amongst those ex-

hibited to equal it. It is my intention to keep the man
employed, during the coming winter months, in making
them, that I may have a good supply for the accommodation

of all my friends and con-espondents wlio may wish to

Ijossess them. They will be made of my last improved

shape, broad and shallow, for it is now proved, beyond a

doubt, that bees do better in a broad, shallow hive (of

whatever material it may be composed), than in a narrow,

deep one. The price of this hive must, consequently, be a

few pence more than those I have usually had made, but

I believe onli; a few pence ; for by having a qvi.tntity made,
and in the winter months, they will he charged as low as

possible.

Pkevaiiation of Wax.—In reply to many enquiries on
this subject, I beg to refer to page 28.'), vol. 2, of The
Cottage Gardenee, where full directions will be found.

THE LAKE AND ITS TENANTS.
The Laice—delightful word ! The mere name refreshes ;

the ideas it raises, tranquilUzo. Let us glide, then, iu

imagination, or better in real fact, over the smooth clear

waters, with a warm air around us, a hright stm overhead,
and every worldly fuss and bother left on the bank behind
those rustling roeds. If Black Care mounts and sits

behind the horseman, he shall find no vacant corner to

occupy on the stern of our happy boat. For, pure water
isolates us from witchcraft, from malignant wishes, and
from evil eyes. Here we are bathing in an anodyne for

past sorrows and threatening anxieties. What a blessing
this escape, though only for a little while, from the machi-
nations of living men I To devour the most stirring

romance, to dream over the most ideal poem, does not
sepai'ate us more widely from vulgar working-day troubles,

than does this gentle passage from shore to shore, each
made lovely by the veil of distance. Pray let us move as
slowly as we can, consistently with actual motion, lest the
voyage come to an end before wo have thoroughly had our
fill of it.

Where is your lake ? Our lake shall spread its siuface
in various pleasant places. It shall be natm-al or artiticiiil,

deep or shallow, lenantless (though that can hardly be) or

crowded with life, as best may suit our pleasure. It shall

be deep sheltered by woods in the most lovely park, or it

shall lie exposed, in an iml'requented tract of marsh laud, to

the furious north and eastern gales. Nay, if even the
small pond in the pleasm-e-groimd, or the river, flomng
through rich meads, is compelled to contribute to its mass,
the pliu'al pronoun will be but the more apt to express
what is seen, and done, and revelled in there. Glide we,
then, steadily fonvard, by the pressm'e of a soft breeze into

a spreading sail. Gaze upwards and watch the wheehng
flocks of plovers, or look downwards and wonder at the
streaming water-weeds and swift-darting fishes over which
we are suspended ;—only enjoy 1

A tranquillizing sjiell is cast over every thing around us.

Nature breathes softly, like a child iu a deep sleep. She is

taking her repose between the storms which agitated, and
which will agitato her again. It is a day of rest to gather
power for futm'e efforts. That splash ! we have disturlied a
pike in his sunny dose. And there stands a heron, com-
placently digesting his fish dinner, chin on breast, poising
himself in nice balance on one leg. You and I should not
think that a " stand at ease " an-angement of the lower
limbs. Jlere prejudice, my friend, and want of practice. A
frequent posture of the natives of Australia is to stand on
one leg, with the foot of the other planted against the knee ;

and this appears to be a posture of rest.* IVe should not
get on much bett<?r at first, in taking a seat Turkish fashion.

But we have disturbed the Manser's quietude. He marks
that we are observing him, and Haps leisurely away, alighting

soon with a dancing kind of step. The meeting of these
birds in a marsh puts me in mind of another Australian
custom ; they often make, or renew acquaintance, by dancing
a corrobery with the fresh met companion.
What a marvellous form is voter for matter to assume !

—

matter, the hard, rough material, once chaotic, of which the
universe is made. Here it is yielding, disunited, infinitely

separable, divisible hy the shghtest touch, and yet has
power enough to bear us up over the sm-faco of the earth,

as if we were flying in this coarsely-patched vessel ; and it

could, under the impulse of the winds, dash us and it to

destruction. Transparent too ! We see that we are buoyed
up above the point which we might fall to, by a repulsion
which is as mysterious as the unseen influence of gravity,

or the energies of the loadstone. It is not foolish to call

water a very strange and queer thing. At a word,—only
command the thermometer to fall half a degree, aud the
non-coherent assemblage of atoms becomes a solid rock.

At another word, while it is still water—command the ther-

mometer to rise half a degree, and it becomes a cloud,

visible or invisible as it may be. If it perplex the strongest
brains, to ask them " what is matter? " the puzzle becomes
even more confounding, when we suggest what a miraculous
kind of matter water must be.

Fire-worship is so familiarised to us during the course of

our readings, that we come to regard it as the natural out-

break of an imaginative mind unaided by Kevclation. On
reflection, tlie worship of water, not for its common uses,

but for its mighty power and illimitable vastness, would be

quite as obvious to men dwelling on the sea-shore, or the

* Jukes's Voyage of the Fly, Vol. i., p. 6l.
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liauks of iiuiuciiso ialauil lakus. One is almost led to say,

that there owjIU to have existed sueli a form of Paganism.

Tho great serpent which encircles the world can lie uo
other than the ocean stream. Bat Neptiuie has so little

reality, thtt he is not even a myth. Ho is uo more a thing

of faith, than Jritanuia, with her trident, on a half-penny.

We just think of him as a personage in cue of Verrio's

allegorical frescoes, as one of the masks ^ho open or con-

clude a pantomime, or as the jolly tar in rude travestie, wlio

comes to shave, with iron hoop, the novice making his first

transit of the Equinoctial Line.

Our lovely lake, whereon we are now swimming with

delight, is fresh water, clear, sweet, and tepid. Put your

hand in; how smooth and soft it feels, making the immer-
sion of the whole body, as an embrace of enjoyment and

possession, almost irresistible ! Yonder, on the other side

of those sand-hills, roars a vast mass of waters, containing

no very great admixture of other element with such par-

ticles as these, but which produce a most wonderful effect,

even on life itself. Listen ! That murmur is seut forth by

the waves of The Sea.

But it is a popular error to sub-divide all waters into two

kinds only, the fresh and the salt, as much as it would be

to speak of all climates as either hot or cold. There are

as many intermediate degrees of saltness as of temperature,

which are agreeable, in a different measure, to the consti-

tution of different species of aquatic creatures. And there

is no guessing beforehand wliat each will like, or what it

can stand. Mr. Darwin, in his Naturalist's Journal, tells of

living things found in saturated ponds of brine. Among
fresh water fishes, the pike turns up on the admixture of a

very slight proportion of salt water, as has been occasionally

seen in the East-Anglian Broads. The perch and the

bream bear more. The eel thrives, and fattens, and acquires

its best flavour in waters decidedly brackish. On the other

hand, several sea fish, as the grey mullet, seem to have no

objection to, and even to prefer, waters with a less than

usual quantity of salt in solution. I do not here allude to

the complete change of medium which the salmon and

others experience every season. They enter tho fresh

waters for the sake of spawning ; but the purer element

may be periodically as necessary to their then state of

health, as it is on first hatching to that of the fry. It is

curious, however, that the short jaunt from salt to fresh

water, and again from fresli to salt, which proves so salutary

to the fish, is appareiUhj fatal to its parasites. The change

of air does not suit than. The sea-hce adhering to the

back of a fat, ghttering salmon, ai-e sure proof that it is " a

fresh-run " fish—a new arrival from the ocean. They quit

their hold an hour or two after entering the river. On its

return, the poor shotten, black, emaciated creature suffers

from a worse nuisance, i. <?., whitish worm like infestors of

its gills, whose acquaintance it has made somehow during

its sojourn amidst inland waters, but which ai-e supposed to

be obliged to quit their hold soon after they have heard the

roar of the breakers, and tasted their quahty.

The undecided and hyjiothetical way in which I speak of

these parasites of the salmon, ai'ises from the fact that tho

metamorphoses, and all the physical arrangements, of such

creatures are so extraordinary, and the adaptation of living

beings to the circumstances under which they are required

to live, are so marvellous and unexpected, that though the

sea-louse and the fresh-water worm (one found upon the

scales of the flsh, the other in its gills) are believed to be

utterly distinct creatures, it is quite possible that they are

only successive forms of the same individual parasite. The
sea-louse may be designed to reproduce in fresh waters, as

well as the salmon. Its minute young, in the form of ani-

malcules, may be invisibly dispersed tlu'ough the streams,

bi'eathed by the flsh, and so may attach themselves to their

ordained hahitat, the gills, during the passage of the water

through them. A transformation there, while the salmon
is out at sea, and a shifting of quarters from them to the

outer cuticle, is less difficult to imagine than the change of

a hot in a horse's stomach, to a winged-fly, which shall buzz
about the quadruped and lay its eggs on the hide, onbj

within reach of the tongue that is to lick them off and
swallow them for hatching! These mysteries are yet but

imperfectly unveiled. Mr. Denny has still a wide field

before him.

A scale graduated in degrees of saltness, or haliometer,
might be drawn up, of which fresh water would be the zero,
and oceanic saltness indicate a conspicuous stage—a sort of
freezing, or a boiling-point—continuing to higher pro-
portions of salme solution ; and it would be interesting to
note the range along the scale taken by diflereut creatures
as their element. Plaice and flounders are capable of bearing
water perfectly fresh ; several of the flat fish will put up
with a very short allowance of salt in their respiratory and
natatory medium, e. g., soles and turbots. No fish ought
to enter the mouths of rivers which could not cheerfully
submit to such a deficiency ; though worse misfortunes are
in store for them. Some workmen repairing the fjuay-head,
at Great Yarmouth, observed a nice turbot swimming along
by the water's edge, and inspecting their progress. They
quietly got between him and the deep water, and hoisted
him out with their hands upon the Quay itself. I saw him
while still living, and had the pleasure to dine off him
next day. Oysters fatten the faster for being subject to a
slight influence of waters from the land. At Stitt'key, in
Norfolk, celebrated for mussels, the best ai-e the sluice

mussels. These are marine things, enjoying, for a time at

least, a degree of saltness below " ocean point." Above it,

are the creatures that swim unhurt in that distasteful

mixture, the Dead Sea, or, still moi'e sui-prising, in Mr.
Darwin's South American brine-ponds.

It does not appear very clear houi it is that most of the
flsh inhabiting fresh-water lakes are killed by the irruption
of a certain number of barrels from the sea. Salt does not
combine with tivintj bodies. A man may take ever so many
dips at Brighton, without being converted into pickled
pork. There is nothing structural visible to the eye, why
salt water should be fatal to one flsh, and indispensible to
another; any more than there is, among plants, why a
night's frost, which leaves one species untouched, shoidd
burn or dissolve another. The sea -worm which our
Mundcsley fishermen dig from their sands at ebb tide, for

bait, is certainly larger, but looks as tender-skinned as its

first cousin, the common earth-worm, to which, a few drops
from the sea are an immediate sentence of death. Many
marine-worms are more fragile and thin-skinned than the
medicinal leech, on which tlie severe effects of salt are so
familiar. How delicate is the cuticle of the expanded sea-

anemone ! The cause of death cannot be tlie different

quantity of oxygen held in combination by sea and river

water. One can on\y guess that solutions of salt act on the
gills and tender surface of certain creatures, as they do on
a raw wound with us, by pamfully affecting the nerves ; and
that the animal is desti'oyed by the sudden shock and the
over-head-and-ears plunge into suffering thus inflicted

;

while in others, the same organs are pi-otccted or rendered
insensible, as our cuticle protects oiu- flesh. But this notion
leaves unexplained why most salt-water fish die on removal
mio fresh water. D.

{To he continued.)

THE MERITS OF COCHIN-CHINA FOWLS.
So much has been said about that fashionable subject,

the Cochin-China Fowl, and I have said so much myself,

that I had made a resolution to revert to it no more, at any
rate for the present. I cannot help, however, offering my
concurrence in Mr. 'Wingfteld's account of the merits of

these useful bii'ds, and their capabilities as the poor-man's

stock. That gentleman's knowledge, of what we all

("Gallus" included) agree in appreciating—the square-

built, short-legged variety—is so full and so practical, that

my opinion, in addition to his, may seem superfluous ; but
" Gallus's " crow, although not defiant, must have a cackle

in reply.

In spite of their present high price, in spite of the pre-

judice which at present exists against them, as fowls for the

table, and the quantity of corn they are accused of con-

suming, I do most decidedly believe the Cochin-China to be

the best fowl for the poor man and the fai'mer ; considering

them, as I once befm-c had occasion to remark, not as fancy,

but only as productive stock.

I am sorry I have never kept account of the eggs la d by
my nine hens, for the supply from them has been most
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iibimilant. It is ijiiito usual for a bon to lay thirty or tliirly-

tivo eggs witliout missing, as mentioned by Mr. Wingfiekl

;

they will sometimes doiibk! that number, sit, and lay again

a (lay before their chickens are three weeks old. Mine have
l.iid so incessantly, that I am now delighted to find them
taking a holiday during their moulting. Considering the

great luimber which are laid, and that the liens are always

industriously occuijied in jiruduciiy, under one form or

other, I do not consider the eggs small. It will not, of

com'se, do to compare them witli those laid by the Spanish
fowls, especially by such specimens of them as "Gallus" is

fortunate enough to possess, but I find that the hen's eggs
weigh from SJozs. to d^ozs. each, a size as good as that of

those which are usually sent to market.

The ridiculously early period at which the pullets begin
to lay, is a circumstance capable of bemg turned to valuable

account by the cottager while getting his stock together, by
the restoration, dming the scai'city of winter, of the little

capital expended earlier in the year. I had a pullet last

year which began to lay at fourteen weeks old (I heai' her
daughter, this year, has done the same) ; and, if no means
ai'e taken to keep them backward, it is common for them to

do so at four and five months. When they have laid out
their batch, 1 find them as certainly desire to sit. Thus
the owner, who has raised or purchased chickens in the
spring, may get a brood or two late in the summer, or early

in autumn, and have chickens ready for the table about
Christmas, which might partly or wholly replace his original

outlay. Chickens so bred from cockerel and pullets, and
hatched late in the year, would, of comse, never compete
with Cochin-China fowls raised under more favourable

circumstances, but for the table they would, I believe, be
larger and better flavom-ed than the common fowls which
ai'e sold at the mai'kets, and would command a more than
remunerative price. These chickens would scarcely be
ready to kill under four months old, as from being bred
from such young fowls they would fledge slowly.

The frc([uent and pertinacious desire to sit, I consider the
only drawback in the Cochin-China fowls ; but it would not
be such in the eyes of the cottager, to whom it is most Ukoly
chickens would prove more protitable than eggs.

We have eaten a great nimiber of Cochin-China fowls,

and find them to be, without exception, by far the fiuest-

ilavoured best birds for the table which wo have ever either

bred, or bought, or eaten ; excepting always, ivith deference,
" such special Dorkings as Sir. Baily's shop can often

supply," and which could scarcely be hculen by any poultry
;

those chickens which can compete with them have reason to

be proud indeed.

It was the fate of one of my young cockerels lately to

undergo the very severe test of being mated (on the table)

with one of Sir. Baily's deservedly celebrated Dorkings.
Mr. Baily's man trussed both the chickens ; the Cochin-
China was only a few ounces heavier than the Dorking
(which was one of the finest I have ever seen), and there

was no perceptible diflerence in the length of leg. The
Cochin-China was what I (favouring the Cochm-China)
should call a richer ("Gallus" will say less delicate)

looking fowl, and in ilavour I think it would puzzle a very

experienced epicure to decide which was the nicest. The
members of our family, out of the dining-ronm, made a point

of tasting both, and pronounced, veiy decidedly, in favour

of the Cochin-Cliina.

There is a sufficient difference between the Cochin-China
and other fowls to allow us to congratulate ourselves on
realizing, in them, a new dish for our tables; but 1 do not
thinlc there are any, who have given them a full, fair trial,

that will not pronounce both the fowls and their eggs very

delicious. Yet I can perfectly understand what "Callus"
means, when he mentions their flesh as " coarse and
stringy:" we had a chicken killed this year, who, from his

upright gait, and length of leg, made me suspect some
(perhaps far back) cross with the Malay : he was not bred
from my own stock, if he had been, he was just one for

whose sake I should have banished his mother. The flesh

was what " Gallus " describes, especially the legs, but I have
never known this the case with the squai'e built variety.

The readiness with which they fatten, or rather the excellent

condition in which tbey are usually fotmd without any

fattening at all, is a very valuable quaUty to the farmer,

and all who may hereafter rear them for the market.
I do not find the Cochm-Chinas greater eaters than other

fowls, even without Mr. AVinglield's reseiTation respecting

tlieir greater size. From beginning to keep fowls before

the year lyi'i, I have, each year, kept a lit«le note-book, in

which expenses, among other interesting facts pertaining to

the hen-yard, have been noted, and I remember reckoning
from the commencement (with five little fowls and a peck
of barley), that one penny a week for each fowl might be
considered the expense of keeping them, and feeding
abundantly; that the average is below this during the first

part of the year, while the chickens ai-e young, and rather

above it from the time the young cocks begin to crow, until

they are gone, making it a yearly average of a penny per week
for each. On referring to the little note-book this ycm-, I

find the average cost, for the first four mouths, has been
two-thirds of a penny ; tlie next three. May, June, and
July, rather under a penny ; and for August and the first

week in September, a fraction over the penny. As the
chickens are now almost grown up, the remainder of the
year will cost rather more than the past months, and will

most likely bring the yeai''s average up to a penny a week,
showing that the Cochin-China fowls have cost me the
same which I have expended at different times on common
fowls, on some very indifferent Dorking, on Spanish, on a
mixed lot of Spanish and Malay, on the Dorking-crossed
Cochin China, and some other lands. I should mention
that the cost of the eaiiy months tliis year is over-rate<l, as
there was a remainder of last year's chickens not reckoned,
and also that many of the cockerels ai"o now laige, and,
being separated from the pullets, have no gallant ideas of
seeing their hens first satisfied, to interfere with their very
excellent appetites. I often notice, moreover, that five

common hens, which I keep for old acquaintance sake, and
use as sitters, are busy eating after the Cochin-Chinas are
satisfied.

A consideration most valuable to the poor man, and to

those who have his interest at heai-t, is the indillerence

of the Cochin-China fowls to first-rate accommodation.
They are very robust and healthy, seldom ill, iuid less

easily hurt, from the egg-shell upwards, than most kinds.
INIuch as I admire the excellent and beautiful houses made
for them by many amateurs, and pleased as I am to ac-

knowledge the udvantayes of these very superior arrange-
ments, I cannot help saying, for the encouragement of those
who cannot, or do not wish to, spend much, that they are
not necessary ; and that the fowls may be successfully reared
with very simple appliances. A fortnight ago, a former
neighbour of ours, an amateur and good judge, called ^^hile

I was unluckily from home ; after kindly expressing an
opinion very flattering to my littlo stock, he remarked,
" but how could all these have been raised without any
conveniences?" At some future time I shall iutlict an
account of my (non)conveniences, and then- cost, upon the
readers of The Cottage Gabdener; in the meantime, it is

sufficient to state, that I find them the hai'diest fowls of
any which I have either tried or known—nice, contented
creatm'es, who will seek shelter, and make themselves
comfortable under most circmnstanoes ; and that, after com-
paring chickens of the same broods and parentage, I do
not find those of rny favoiuite buff-colour more delicate than
the partiidge-maiived. Neither have I ever found harm
arise from the chickens being so eaiiy deserted by the
mothers, although I have had this occur during quite severe
weather. Cochin-China chickens are slow in fledging, but
the excessive backwardness, the miserable nakedness, com-
plained of by "a Briglilon Subscriber," p. 2-'32, and "J.
Hitchman, Esq.," p. ;3iS, I do not consider natural, but, as
far as my experience goes, to appertain especially to pullets'

not hens' chicks. This idea is borne out by " The Sub-
scriber's" illustration, as it will be remembered that Mr.
Andrews's prize-birds (the parent, if I remember rigid, of
the bird specified), were only themselves hatched in April,

lf.51. I find chickens bred from mature birds fledge kindly,

though slowly, and get quite covered within three montlis,

which is, I think, quite yoimg enough to commence killing

for the table.

Like Jlr. Wingfield, I have found the Spanish difficult

both to hatcli and rear. The necessity of in'ocming otber
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hens, as sitters and mothers, wohUI he against them as fowls

for the poor man, hy rendering it necessary to purchase
tliese from time to time, for inotlier-hens, hke others, will

die oti' and want renewing ; and I liave found the lialf-bred

Spanish follow the nobler parent in disdaining these homely
oiflces. Sorry as I am to differ from one of " Gallus's

"

knowledge, experience, and candour, I must conclnde. with

the expression of my firm conviction, that the " Mania for

Cochin-China fowls " will be supported by tlie fowls them-
selves, and even rendered more general, by their proiluctive-

ness, tameness, and beauty. Ansiek ISonn.

WILT) BEES.
By n. W. Newman, Esq.

{Continued from }m(je o7:i.)

The next species I shall describe, is the very eominon
A. hortonim, of LinnaBUs. This is very similar to the

last in apiM iWiinre ; it has a longer body hut not so thick.

It is r;i-.)]y ili-iiiiin-nished from the A. tcrrcslris by the
quickiir;, aiiil viihitile nature of its flight; flying much
nearer tlie ground on ftll occasions in a sort of jerking and
uneven way. The males of this species are much more
difficult to be distinguished from the workers IVy a casiinl

observer, being of the same coloin- ; but their antenna; are

mucli longer, and the abdomen more broad and hairy.

The nests of tliis species are also in the ground, and
generally about half a foot fiu-fher from the entrance than
in that of the A. tcrrcstris ; indeed, much time must bo lost

by these insects in going and returning ; they usually lu'efer

old (h-ains, or the sides" of old walls, for their habitations,

and are not nearly so strong in numbers as the A. hicorum,

generally not more than from twenty to fifty in a nest. The
male is among the first to appear. I liave seen them
the end of June. The queen is a month later than the A.

terrestris. I have had several colonies of them, but they
were never such favourites, not being so docile, and more
irascible than the last descrilied, so I had fewer nests of

this species than of all the other four. The drones are of

the same habits precisely as the last; they are deprived of

the faculty of returning to tlie parent nest after once leaving

it, and these males can be more easily discovered after their

exit, and they become regular wanderers, even more than
any other species. Any observer may watch them in their

unsteady flight very near the ground, paying visits to the roots

of trees, boles in banks, itc. At first appearance, theyJook
as though they intended to alight at these haunts, but this

they never do until a round of probably a quarter of a mile
is made in tliis manner, when they require nourishment

;

they then return to the thistles and flowers, wliere they
frequently remain aU night, particularly in cold weather,

and may be seen dormant in the morning; when taken in

the warm liand they soon recover and fly away. The nests of

this species being further in the ground, and often amongst
old drains, are more difficult to take. "When a boy, I have
often made an attempt to talie them, and failed, and in the

neighbourhood where I reside at present, the wet summer
and autumn of 1H.'!!J destroyed the greatest part of this

species of bee, and they have never been so fruitful since.

They seem to be more numerous in tlie midland and
southern counties than in the north. I have found great

numbers in Northamptonshire ; and some years since, at the

Isle of Thanet, I observed liundreds of the drones of this

species vagabondizing about, and scarcely any of the A.
terrestrii. Close to the sea side they were more numerous
than any where else. The A. hortorum does not interfere

with the hive bee in its pasture ; they select large flowers,

which tlie others cannot reach with their proboscis. This
bee is very fond of the " Digitalis," or Foxglove. It is

beautiful to see how it opens the flower of the largo red
snapdragon, particularly the queen mother. Were a small

bee to get into this flower, the collapse is so strong it could

not force its way out, consequently it never attempted it. In
creation, how wonderfully Is eveiy thing adapted to its

particular purpose ! The A. hortorum, having the long-

est proboscis of the four most common species, searches
for a different set of flowers from its congeners, despising

the white clover, tho sweet-scented lime blossom, i-c, and
preferring the wood hoijeysuelile, foxglove, snapdragon,

and others of the largest and wildest flowers of the forest.

When it condescends to visit our gay pai-terres it will be
busy among the flowers above-mentioned. In the month of
August the queens of this species are seen hoominy along,
scarcely able to fly, probably full of eggs, and quite dlflerent

from the active, nimble worker. The male bees may be
seen, late in November, dormant on the thistle, -with their

hairy bodies and long antennro ; after this time they all

perish. There Is a variety of tills species all black, very
like them, but not so common ; the males have thi- same
liabits, lea\-ing the nest once, and not returning. The A.
Iiortorum may be found in great numbers in Woodland
countries, which they certainly prefer, and but for the wild
wood mouse, these bees would he ten times more numerous.

I have found the two last named species (tlie A. lueorum,
and ./. hortorum), more infected with small lice than any
other. Tlie old queen mother is often quite covered with
them, and so close do they keep, that it is a work of time
and difficulty, as well as requuing patience to rid them of

these troublesome vermin. Sometimes their poor bodies
are nearly eaten in two by these lice, and I have often found
tliem, in consequence, weak, unable to fly, and in a dying
state. The A. hortorum is full fourteen days or a month
later in making its appeai'ance in the spiing than its con-
geners, the A. lueorum and A. terrestris, another instance
of the wisdom of Providence, as no flowers fit for its use
are in blossom at an earlirr pni-nl ! Notwithstanding tliis,

and tlie paucity of nunilnix, ili.' nuijes are a mouth (>arlier

In being hatched, and leuviug Ihr nest, than the A. lueorum,

{To be continued.)

DUTCH EVERY-DAY-LAYERS

.

This variety of fowl is widely spread over England, and
Is much esteemed for the production of eggs. It has been
long known among us, and various districts have different

names for it. The Dutch Every-day-layers having been a
long time cultivated here, slight alterations have arisen in

then- plumage, which changes have become mai-ked varieties,

which I shall endeavour to describe as well as I am able

;

but, doubtless, I am not acquainted with every variation that
has occurred.

These fowls are rather small, but neat and nicely made ;

they liave rose combs, which should terminate in a single

point, directed backwards ; the gills more or less elongated,

and sometimes appear folded ; tho ear plates are small and
white ; the legs arc of a bluish lead colour ; the nails

whitish. They are the best sort for laying I know of,

though their eggs are smaller than of some other kinds, still

not smaller than those of the generaUty of common fowls.

It Is, 1 believe, very rare for trae bu-ds of this breed to want
to sit, but they continue to lay througliout the summer

;

from this reason, and also that they are imijorted from
HoUand, they have received the name of Dutch Evory-day-
layei-s. The name of Hambiu-ghs has also been applied to

them, because some have been brought from that place;

but that name Is already given to a toji-knotted variety, and
is, therefore, improper in this case. They arc known by a
Vciriety of names, viz., Bolton Greys and Bays, Creoles,

Chittaprats, Corals, and Everlastings.

Their dlflerent markings have also different names, though
I consider the fowls essentially the same. They are termed
Moss, Bencilled, Phesisant, and Mooneys. Some people
tallc of Spangled fowls of this breed ; but If tliey consider
that a Spangle should have eveiy feather tipped witli white,

as I have described under the head of Spangled Pole, they
will find that these should be called Pheasanted. Tho
whole of this variety is again divided into two sub-varieties,

termed Gold, or Silver : the Golden being of a clear ocre or
red-brick coloiur, and the Sliver of a cream-laid white, which
constitutes the ground colom".

In the variety called Moss one of these colours is grizzled,

or lined with black, or slate, somewhat as if it were thinly
covered with moss.
In tlie Pencilled variety these lines are fewer, more dis-

tinct, and assume a more decided figure.

In the Pheasant vai-iety the feathers are clear, tipped
with a shining black, very much resembling the breast of a
cock pheasant, whence Is derived the name.
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Mooneys I am not able to describe, but presume tlie

feathers ai-e more bordered with black, giving them a scaly

appearance.

Most of these varieties should have the neck of the
groundcolour, -witliout speck or mark, and the tail black,

marked with the prevailing eolom'—it being in the breast
and body feathers, generally, that the beautiful markings
show most distinctly. I have heard of a black-necked
variety, but never had any. The chicken, when first

hatched, are of a creamy white, with a few black spots on
the head, and in a few weeks appear covered with alternate

stripes of dark and light. The cocks often do not show the
markings like the hens, or not so distinctly, they frequently
being almost entirely of the ground-colour, with a l)lacl<

mark or two on the wings, and the tail nearly black.

A dai'k sort of fowl is also kept by some few persons, and
called by them Everlasting-layers, reported to he a good
laying kind, their eggs being rather larger than those of the
Dutch Every-day-layers. These are a cross between them
and the Spanish fowl, but do not lay quite so well as the
ti'ue breed. Some are single-combed, but most of them
have a peculiar-shaped comb, appearing like two single
comlis united at the exti'emities.

I wish, however, particularly to call the attention of ray
readers to the diiferences between the Polands, Hamburglis,
and Dutch Everyday-layers. The first lias a very large

tuft of feathers on the bead, and no comb whatever ; the

second has a tuft, and a small double comb, and evidently
owes its origin to the first and third ; and the third has no
tuft, but a full rose comb of coral redness.
The Rev. Edmund Saul Dixon appears, in bis " Orna-

mental and Domestic Poultry," not to discriminate between
tlie Poles and Hamburglis ; and, consequently, is incorrect
in applying the name of Hamburgh to the Dutch Every-
day-layers, which has caused much confusion. Sir. Trotter,
in liis xJi-ize Essay on Poultry, in the Koyal Agricultural
Jom'nal, has, I consider, rightly named them, as well as
Mr. Kichardson, in his excellent little work, " Tlie Domestic
Fowl;" but I am sorry to find the confusion is attempted
in the later editions of the same work. But again, in "'I'lje

Poultry Yard," one of a series of shilling books published
by Charles Knight, entitled the " Country House," the three
sorts ai-e distinctly explained j but even there the term
Spangled is applied to quite opposite markings.—B. P.
Beent, Bessels Green, near Seven Oaks.

GARDENING IN JERSEY.
Wide prospects may sometimes be seen through small

openings. The following slight incident will exemplify the
fruitfulness of many of the Jersey gardens. Hiding, this

summer, outside the omnibus which goes from St. Helieis
to Gorey, I got into convei-sation with an Englisliman, who
resided with his wife and two children on the Island.
" Thai's my cottage," said he, as we saw it in the distance

;

and truly a sweet spot it was. " You have probably a good
garden too," I remarked. " Garden," ho exclaimed, " yes,
but that's the drawback ; I cannot manage it, it gets the
master of mo. I am obliged to cultivate it to prevent
weeds ; but the growtli of vegetables is so rapid and luxuri-
ant, that I am unable to consume them fast enough, and as
for sellbig anything, why I asked at market to day what
they would give me for a crop of young cabbages, as fine
ones as you ever saw ; twopence a dozen was the ofier ! so I
shall alter my tactics, and grow in future, root crops, as
onions, parsnips, carrots, potatoes, &c. ; tliese I can stow
away for winter use." .Tersey produces fine garden vege-
tables in quick succession, and perhaps a crop more of
certain kinds may be got oft' a given space than in Engl.and,
owing ti> the f.istering influence of the climate ; but tlien,

in l•'.ll^^lnd I'a.-li crop continues longer in perfection. Thus
are our blcsiiigs equalised. Cider averages about '.ils. per
ho;,'sliead, aud is sold retail at Id. per quart. At Guernsey,
as 'the steamer hove to on her return, to take in, and dis-
charge, goods and passengers, a large basket of ilowers was

j

handed up the ship's side ;
" they will be Is. fid.," said the

1
waterman. I afterwards traced them to the cook's cuddy,

1 and found they consisted of nine large bouquets, for which
I the cook obtained sixpence each at Southampton. Flowers

were among his weekly perquisites. He was washing kidney
potatoes when I accosted him ; these he said were " New-
foundlands," and procured at Jersey. They were superior to
the ash leaved kidney, less subject to disease, boiled better,
and where he found one defective among them, he found
fivi; in any other sort. Ho thought that they were of com-
paratively recent introduction. S. P., 2!iis/imcre.

STRAWBERRY PLANTING.
In the last monthly pai-t of The Cottaoe Gahdf.nek

there were some very good remarks on strawbery planting
in small gardens; but as the plan I have hitherto pursued
with success differs from them, it may benefit some of your
readers to know it.

As recommended in the number alluded to, I take off the
runners as early as possible, and plant them in nm-sery
beds, where they remain until February; they are then
removed, with a hall of earth to each plant, to the fruiting
beds. The reason for solecthig that month is, because it

allows time for getting ofl' any crop that may be on the
ground, and for properly preparing the ground for the
sti-awberry plants. This year I have adopted another plan,
by which, I think, I shall almost gain a season. When top-
di-essing my old beds on the 2Sth of February last, I
observed some runners rooted in the walks, and, as I
intended making a new plantation, it struck me that those
runners would make good plants against August, I, there-
fore, planted them into a nursery bed, where they remained
until last week, when they were removed to the fruiting
ground in the manner above stated, and trae enough they
were the best plants I ever put out, aud doubt not but I
shall have a full crop the first season ; indeed, my faith in
them is such, that I have planted them out at full distances,
my usual practice being to remove every other plant the
second yeai-.

A Lover or GAnDENina in all its Bkanchks.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Plans of Flower beds.—We iliall Ijc ol.liged by nur suliscriljcrs

sending us plans of their riuifer-lu'ds, .ind Gromrli-ic Gardens, as we
wisli to ],ublish, in our next volume, a series of engravings of such as we
can recommend, with a catalogue of the flowers we would plant in each
bed. Wc have abundance of plans, but we are not so conceited as not to
know that there are many others wc should he pleased to adopt as
excellent.

Geometric Flower Garden (Sn/jurf>an),~A piece of ground, 40 feet
wide, and .100 feet long, enclosed on all sides, cannot well be laid out as
a flower garden, otherwise than in the geometric style. Edgings, or no
edgings, to beds or borders, on grass, is altogether a matter of taste ; we
like them better without. When the beds are on gravel there is no choice,
thev must have edgings to keep the soil from mixing with the gravel.
Avoid triangular shapes as much as possible ; all sharp angles are great
defects in tlower-beds, a-s plants cannot be managed properly in such
angles. The best plan would be to grub up all the fruit trees and bushes,
trench the ground four feet deep, if the loam is so deep, and replant with
young stulf of the best kinds now in use. Trees and other things 150
years old are not worth the trouble of doctoring, anyhow ; and they will

never repay you, or give satisfaction, if you do.

Wintering Scarlet Geraniums {Gimfm-th) Vou cannot follow
"Harry Moors's plan" with those now in the borders. His plan is to
keep them, from year to year, in large pots or boxes, without changing the
soil, and trusting to strong water, and a fresh top surface every year.
Wc shall follow Harry's plan to the letter, this winter, ivith all our port-
able scarlet geraniums. Those in the borders, we have just cut their roots
all round, six inches from the stem \ and after the first sharp frost we
shall take them up, and pot them, and keep them green all the winter.
Vou cannot do better than do likewise, as you have the use of the
windows ; but first read the many ways set forth in former volumes.

FoRclNn FaiTiLLARiAs {It, F.).—There has been a good deal said
about Fritillarias in our former volumes, but you did not know how to
look for it. All the Crown Imperials (may we say, many of the Imperial
Crowns 'i*) arc Fritillarias—that is, chequered like a chess-board. What
you mean, however, arc the varieties of Frilillaria ineletigris. No doubt
but these could be forced a little, like Hyacinths, only they would not
stand so much heat. They grow in any good or inilitferent garden soil,

and require the same treatment as the Crocus. They would not be in
character in a bed with hyacinths.

Grape Hyacinths (/i(rf).—The family name for these is Mittrari.
The white one is a variety of hiilniaiili:<, and if this species was foll.)wed
up, it would run into as many varieties as the Hyacinth itself. They
make nice edgings for beds of any spring bulbs, and, like the last, recpiiri:

the same treatment as crocus.

Best Flowers (mnd/lower).—t^o one could answer your question,
except for him or herself, it is such a matter of taste ; but we shall treat
generally on the subject in our next volume. The best time to pot
Columnea Sklnnerti is about the middle of April, if it was growing fast;
and another shift at the end of June, but not later.
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Wintering Veudenas (SI. John's).— f^U. Beaton said, "Cut tlic

roots of old Verbenas, in Septemljer, to within six inclips of the stem, or

stool
;
pot them in October from the beds, and they will then keep over

the winter better than cuttings." You fu.ir, *' the roots being so short,"

tliere will be none to cut at that length from the old stem; but Mr.
Beaton answers that his Verbenas seldom made roots less than two feet

long. Some were four feet long. You mean the roots from the joints

of the young shoots which are not wanted ; all the slioots are to be cut

back at potting time to the same dimensions, or rather shorter than the

six-inch roots. It is not now too late to try thin useful plan.

Pit over a Well.— IF. H. O., at page 3;4, might well say there is

nothing new under the sun. The very plan he mentions was su^'gested

many years ago by Mr. Gorric, of Annat Lodge, Carse of Gowrie, in

Loudon's Gardejiers* Magazine for 1830, page 402 ; and he tliere says he
found it successful, hut it was on a small scale, and using cotton as a

covering instead of glass.

Keeping Plants in a Stable (it/. M—, Ci-anbroofc).—This is 15 ft.

by 1/ ft., and 12 ft. high, furnished with a window, and a light above the

door, and to be further supplied, if necessary, with a stove and pipe to

burn cinders. Will it do to keep geraniums, heliotropes, and petunias, over

the winter '/ We doubt it ; old geraniums, deprived of their leaves, would
do. We fear the moisture and the ammonia together would kill the

others. Rather keep them in your pit without artificial heat, or devote

a small room in the house with good light to such a purpose. Such a

stove applied to your pit, if the pipe is tight at the joints, would be a

capital thing for expelling damp.
Tecoma Jasminoides not Flowrtiing (.4 5i(iyrWicr, />«/s/07i).—

This must either have plenty of room, or be curtailed at the roots, and
have the shoots wcll-ripened. Messrs. Kniglit and Perry tell us that

they have a variety that blooms in a very small state doiug well in a pot.

Showy Plants for a Small House (Ibid).—Many oi these have
been alluded to, and some pretty things, only a few weeks ago ; but more
attention will be given to the matter directly.

BiGNONiA CiuitBRE,—This was lately spoken of somewhat doubt-
fully by Mr. Fish, as being suited for a warm conservatory. lie has
since learned that it has grown and bloomed beautifully in a common
conservatory at Trentham, where frequently the frost is merely excluded.

It seems, therefore, to do equally well in a cold house or a warm one.

Two Eggs in a Day.—Captain W. Hornby, R.N., informs us that

one of his Cochin-China hens laid two eggs on the Uth instant, but
then she did not lay on the following day.

Grapes and Camellia's {A?i Anxious Enquirer)—Yan can now
only dust the leaves of the vine with flowers of sulphur to check the
mildew. When all the leaves arc shed, remove every growing pl?.nt from
the house, burn some sulphur in it, and then paint over all the stem
and branches with the mixture of sulphur and clay so frequently men-
tioned by Mr. Errington. Your Cnmellias shedding their blossom-buds,
probably arises from their roots being sluggish, either from too great

dryness, or too little warmth.

FoRGET-ME-NoT.—E//e» would be obliged by being informed where
she can get some of the seed of the true blue species.

Manure (A L«rfy).—The cow-dung, though only a few months old,

will do for your flower-beds and bulbs. Rotted weeds, and thoroughli/
decai/ed tun, are the nearest apjjroach you can have to leaf-mould- Tlie

tan must not be used unless reduced to a black powder. Bone-dust is a
very good manure for roses, hollyhocks, and all flowers. Your rose-buds
(h'upped off probably from want of moisture at the roots. These should
hive had mulch over them, and water, soap-suds, &c., applied during the

dry weather in summer.
Chepstow Flower Show (/• He/iM).— The Society, unless they

stated publicly otherwise, were wrong in saying the extra priaes for
Dahlias were " open to all England," and then refusing to let you
exhibit unless you "paid a subscription of 10s. to the Society." We
quite agree with you in thinking that any gardener who was busy with
the exhibitors whilst taking the Dahlias to the stands, should not have
been one of the judges. Judges should be from some place far distant
from the locality of the exhibition, or they will always be suspected of
bias, whether deservedly or undeservedly.

Pelargoniums {W. H. 0.).—You will find a full list and description
of the species, and a treatise on their culture, in The Cottage Gardeners'
Dictionary, We know of none trustworthy in a separate form. The
varieties of the Gourd .ire too numerous in India, and elsewhere, for us
to tell you the name of yours. We know of no test whereby to know a
double from a single Holh/hock before the bloom opens, except that the
flower-buds of the double are more globular and larger. Glass labels,

written upon with a diamond, liave been long in use ; but your suggestion
of painting the back black, to render the writing legible, is very good.
The great objection is, that there is a difficulty in fastening them to any
plant, and the incapacity of many people to write with a diamond readily.

Dried Grasses and Flowers.—^ Subsnriber would be glad of
information where she can obtain these for winter bouquets ? They can
be obtained in Covent Garden Market ; but any one wlio will advertise
particulars will tind it to their advantage.
Wine-making (A Constant Reader).—You may obtain Mr. Roberts's

book on this subject through any bookseller. You will find there where
his aaccharometcr may be purchased.

Golden Spangled Hamburgh Fowls.—^ Fowl Fancier says,

I' These have no tuft on the head ; those which have, Mr. Brent is right
in supposing to be a cross with the Poland. I know them well, and have
kept them for many years, also imported them from Germany. They
are without any tuft, are much like those which in Lancashire are called
Bolton Bays, and in this neighbourhood (Hull) Golden Pheasants;
rather lighter in the colour, when true, and are better laced in the feather.
I consider these the handsomest of all poultrv. They are also called
Eoery-dan layers, do not sit, and produce abundance of eggs. There
are two other kinds procurable in Germany and Holland—the Silver and
Golden Pencilled. In this country these are called the Chittaprats.
They are also good layers."

Peas in November.—G. P. says :— " In your * Notes on vegetables
and new varieties,' in the August part, J. K, T. says, ' I grew a pea last
season, called the American Dwarf, from which I gathered a nice dish
the lOth of November.' When was this pea sown, and in what county ?

"

Wc can answer, that J. Xv. T. lives in Devonshire ; he will perhaps be
kind enough to state particulars.

Dahlia Roots (U'.).—There are two conditions which arc almost
equally fatal to these when stored for the winter—heat, with dryness ; and
dampness. A cold dry place is the only one in which they will keep well.

Hung up in an osier l)asket, in a dry outhouse, where frost is excluded,
is as good a situation as any. They must be very thoroughly dried before

putting there, and if taken out occasionally and spread in the sun they
will be benefited.

Peach and Nectarine Trees {A Cheshire Rector).—Root-prune at

once, according to the rule lately given by Mr. Errington, anil we will

give you further directions next week.
Training Peaches, &c. (Rosa).—The only advantage is, that there

are no holes made in the wall by nailing and unnailing, such holes being
disfiguring, and harbours for insects. Two CochiJi-China cocks are suffi-

cient for twelve hens.
Which is the Best Fuchsia? (Lfiri/).—This is one of those ques-

tions to which no unanimous answer can be obtained. One good florist

tells us that he should reply, Commodore, as a dark fuchsia, and Prince
Arthur as a light; another authority replied, Voltigeur for tliu d,uk, and
Bride for the light ; and for ourselves, we should select Sir .John Ftt/staff

for the dark, and Conciliation for the light. If you buy them all, you
will have si!c good ones. Your shrub is probably an Araria, but wc
might tell better if you sent us a leaf from the top, as well as from the
lower part of your young plant.

Names of Plants {.-I. If.).—Yours are, 1. Poh/poditttn vnlgare ;

2. Mijosotis arvensis ; 3. Duuras /-aroi^, the wild carrot; 4. Chenopn-
dium urbicum; 5. Centaurea nigra; and 6. Of Blechnum borealCf the
fruiting frond.

CALENDAR FOR OCTOBER.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Alstroemerias, Van Hout's, varieties, and others, plant six inches

deep, and in frosty weather cover with leaves. Anemones, plant for
earliest bloom. Sow a few of the hardiest Annuals before the end of
the first week. Auriculas and Polyanthuses, put under shelter.
Bedding Geraniums, save as many as you can store; cut them close,

and plant them in cold pits ; or dry, and keep in the upper rooms of the
liouse. Bulbous Roots, finish planting in dry weather

; pot for latest
forcing, and for plunging in flower-beds, ^c. Carnation layers, finish
planting and potting ; secure the pot ones from rains. Climbers of nil

sorts, plant, prune, and train. Compost, prepare, and turn in dry
weather. Dahlias, cut down after frost, and let the roots remain as
long as it is safe; when taken up, dry them in open sheds, &c., before
storing where frost and damp cannot reach them. Drkss the beds and
borders, and put mark -sticks to bulbs and other roots, to guide you wlien
digging. Edgings, plant. Evergreens, finish planting, b. Fibrous-
rooted Plants, finish dividing and planting, b. Fork over borders,
&c. Grass, cut very close the last time ; keep clear of leaves; and roll.

Gravel, weed and roll. Hedges, plant, cHp, and clear at bottom.
Hoe and rake shrubberies, and bury the leaves, &e., between the plants.
Irids, as I.rias, Gladioli, &c., plant, and shelter from frost. Layering,
perform generally. Leaves, gather for compost, &c. Marvel of
Peru, take up and store like dahlias. Mulch round trees and shrubs
latL'ly plantccl. Plant perennials and biennials. Planting, perform
generally. Potted Plants, for forcing, plunge in the earth of a well-
sheltered border, faping the sun. Prune shrubs and trees generally.
Ranunculusbs, plant for earliest bloom ; seedlings of them, in boxes,
&c., remove to a warm situation. Rose-buds, untie the matting, if not
already done, from newly budded, and cut the shoots to within six inches
of the buds. Shrubs of all kinds, plant, stake, and mulch. Suckers,
from roses and other shrubs, separate and plant. Tigridias, save from
frost as long as possible ; should not be dried till January or February.
Tulips, finish planting, b. D. Beaton.

ORCHARD.
Apples, house in succession. Berberries, gather, m. Borders,

prepare, b ; composts, collect. Currants, prune, e. Damsons, gather.
Fruit-trees, remove, e. Fruit-room, carefully ventilate. Fics,
pluck otf late fruit, e. Gooseberries, prune, e. Grapes, bag, or
otherwise protect. Mulberries, gather. Medlars, gather. Pears,
gather in succession, all at the end. Planting, prepare for, and proceed
with at e. Pruning, commence as soon as the leaves are cast. Rasp-
berries, protect late-bearing. Retarding: look well to currants and
other retarded fruits ; keep away mouldiness. KooT-niUNE, b. Straw-
berries, dress away runners, but not the leaves, b. Tomatoes, gather,

and ripen on heat, b. Vines, attend well to, b. Wood ripening: do
all you can to secure this, b. il Errington.

FRUIT-FORCING.
Air—Moisture, gradually decrease. Bottom-heat must decline

with the light until they reach about 7^^ l" December. Cucumbers,
thin out carefully ; stop regularly ; and give liquid manure. Cherries,
in tubs or boxes, plunge in a cold and shaded situation. Figs, see that
the wood is well-ripened; those in pots phmge and secure from frost.

Fires, be moderate with; rather inclose sun-heat. Flues, clean and
repair. Grapes, late, fire and ventilate freely ; watch for decaying
berries. Glass, wash all that is in any way dirty. Melons, sustain a
bottom-heat of near 80°; keep down red spider, and ventilate freely in

the morning. Nectarines and Peaches : apply liquid manure to late

houses after heavy crops ; keep away red spider; stop all growing shoots,

and secure the ripening of the wood. Pines, sustain heat, in order to

ventilate moat freely those to winter in pita. Apply liqviid manure to

swelling fruits, and sustain a bottom-heat of 80°; atmospheric from 65''

to 85°. Prune vines, peaches, &c. for very early forcing. Rest, apply
systematically the principles to all things for early work Watering",
decrease at the root iu proportion to the decline of the season.

H. Ebrikgtomi
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GREENHOUSE.
Am, admit frcoly (luring the day. but sparingly at night, unless the

thermometer out-of-doors he about -lu^. Alstriemeeias, shift, or rather

ixit in rich light soil, and place where they will be secure from frost.

They thrive beautifully when planted out in a pit or border, where they

can be covered with glass in winter. Azaleas, remove into the house,

especially those that bloomed curly, as the least frost will discolour their

leaves. Bulbs, pot for early blooming. Cinerakias, forward ones

Rive manure water, and have secured under glass. Very little frost

injures them. Camellias (See Azaleas). Calceolarias, strike

cuttings; pot forward plants ; prick off seedlings. Curysanthemdms
for winter blooming, provide with shelter from cold rains and early frosts,

anil water with manure-water, alternately with clean. Climbers on

rafters now prune in, to give light to the plants beneath. Cleroden-
urons, Gesneras, Lantanas, Achimenes, &c., keep in the warmest

end of the house preparatory to resting them for the winter, or returning

to the plant stove. Azaleas, Camellias, Fuchsias, &c., at the

coolest. Cuttings of all kinds, especially late inserted ones, intended for

out-door work next season, keep secure from dampness. Very dull cold

weather will be their greatest enemy. Be careful how you apply any

artificial heat—it generally does more harm than good. Cvtisus and

Ge>nista, scourge well with soap-suds, and then with clean water, to

remove all traces of Red-spider, and then place where they can be

sheltered, before being housed at the end of the month. Eryturinas
out-of-doors, when touched with frost, take up and pot, and placed under

shelter, not cutting the stems down until moderately ripe. Geraniums,
keep clear from fly ; and slowly growing ; this last condition is the best

antidote against the former ; avoid, however, letting them be cold and

soaked too, for then vou will have spot; forward ones may be repotted,

and fresh struck ones potted off. Gladiolus, pot. Heaths and

EpACttiSES, get under shelter, and give them abundance of air, when
temperature about 40^ All hard-wooded plants will require similar

treatment, only the hardiest may have the airiest and coolest place.

Early Fuchsias may be put into sheds before their stems have been

injured by frost ; pot all young struck plants. Geraniums, Calceolarias,

^c, for beds and vases, may be kept easier in boxes than in pots—say
5 inches deep, 6 inches wide, and 2^ feet in length

;
give them two or

three inches each. Salvia sflendens, encourage with manure
waterings, and syringing with soot water, to banish the Red-spider

before housing it in the conservatory. Plants to be raised from the flower-

beds should previously have their roots cut round, and then after potting

should have a little bottom-heat, to encourage fresh roots, while the top

temperature is kept cool. They will not require to be often watered for

a time, but syringing the tops in sunny days will be serviceable. All
Plants should be thoroughly CLEANED, and houses and glass washed

and put in good order. Water should also now be given with a careful

hand, and only when necessary. A plant may not require it above once

or twice a-week now, that would have wanted refreshing twice, in the

dog-days, during a forenoon's sunshine. Those swelling their flower-

buds, will require, however, a good supply. Bear in mind that bad

watering is the great cau-ic why pot plants so often languish and die.

R. Fisu.

ORCHID HOUSE.
AiE ; in fine warm weather, a small opening to allow fresh air to enter

the house will be useful, both for the keeping down the temperature of

the house, and changing the air. Bletias should be put to rest by

withholding water, and placing them in a pit or cooler house. Cyc.vo-

cnES, Ci/rtopodiums, and Catasetums. These plants should now be

kept dry a few days in the warm house, and when perfectly so, remove

them into a cooler one. Fire may be applied to heat the hot-water every

night, more or less, according to the state of the temperature out-of-

doors ; raise the thermometer by day to 7*>°, by night let it fall to 60^.

Insects, look diligently after; "every one destroyed now will prevent a

host from coming into life in the spring. Lycastes, and other similar

plants, should go to rest ; place them on a shelf where they may be pro-

tected from ever receiving any water. Plants that require to be placed

in a place to rest may be known, first, by the full, plump, mature pseudo-

bulbs, and, secondly, by the leaves turning yellow and dropping off".

When in such a state, it is absolutely necessary to reduce the water and

heat, to prevent them from growing again prematurely. Plants that

are 5-rowmg should have their due share of water, and be kept mode-
rately warm ; some may require potting, and all will be the better for a

top-dressing with fresh compost. Stanuopeas will now be at rest ;
give

no water till the spring, This month is a suitable season for providing

materials for growing Orchids, such aa fibrous peat, turfy loam, sphag-

num or bog moss, branches of trees, and hroken crocks; all these, duly

prepared, and kept dry and warm, will be ready for use wlicnever tin

wanted during the wet season.
*"

bloom about Christmas ; a new genus of dw.irf, free, winter-flowe

stove shrubs. Uemuve stove plants kept in frames through the sun

into the stove; wati'r freely, to compensate for the loss of the i:

atmosphere of the pit. Water, apply very moderately to the gc

stock. Remove all decaying leaves, and top-dress generally-

T. Al'PLEI

T. Ap

PLANT STOVE.
JEscoYNANTiius, Tpducc watcr to; prune in straggling branches.

Air, give every favourable day, Achimenes, place in a cooler house,

to cause them to give over growing and go to rest
;
give no water, and

put them in a spot where no water or dry heat will reach them ; this rule

docs not apply to A. picta, which should now be in flower, and in its

greatest beauty. Amaryllis aulica will now be showing flowers;

remove it. as soon as the flower-buds are visible, from the tan-pit into the

stove ; all other species of stove amaryltis should now be at rest. Cono-
CLiNioM lANTiiEMUM, or, as it 15 now called, Hebeclinium tanthemum,
a winter-flowering, elegant stove plant, repot, and grow on to flower in

February or March. Eranthemum pdlchellum, and E. struturn,

treat similarly. Eramtuemums, water with liquid-manure, to induce

them to open their flowers freely. Gesneras should all be at rest, ex-

cepting G. zebrina, which will now be one of the chiefest ornaments of

the stove. Justicia, several species will now be in flower ; water them
freely, occasionally using liquid-manure. Lucuha gratissima, though
not essentially a stove plant, will flower much finer early in the season if

brought into the Btove this month. Medinillas, young plants repot;

older plants, keep partly dry, and cool. Passion Flowers, trim in

freely. Poinsettias, water freely, to produce fine head of bloom in

winter. Bogieba am<ena, and cordifloea, repot ; place in heat, to

Ane
FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

NES, plant early in the month. Auriculas and Pol
anthuses, place in their winter quarters, m. ; give no more water than
just sufficient to keep them from flagging. Calceolarias, place close

to the glass ; prick ott" seedlings. Curysantuemums, give abundance
of water to and plenty of air ; kill insects on by frequent smoking. Car-
nations and PicoTEEs, finish potting-otf into -IS-pots, and place under
shelter. Cinerarias, keep in frames well protected from frost till next
month, excepting early flowerers, which should, as soon as bloom is

perceived, be removed into the greellhousc ; seedlings pot off. Dahlias,
protect from frost ; if already caught by it, cut down, and lift the roots,

to prevent excessive bleeding j protect plants cut down from frost, by
covering with a layer of coal-ashes. Fuchsias, gradually dry oft', and
place under the stages, or in sheds, where the frost will not reach them.
Gladioli, plant b. in light rich soil. Hyacinths, choice, plant, b. in

a deep rich sandy soil, in a sheltered nook. Common sorts plant any-
where in beds and borders. Pot Hyacinths in mild compost, and deep
j)ots, press the soil firm to prevent the roots descending too quickly to

the bottom of the pots. Irises, English and Spanish, plant b. in rich

soil. Pansies, pot off cuttings, very choice kinds place under glass in

cold-frames; plant out common kinds, b.; prick out seedlings ; old,

straggling plants destroy, or prune in severely. Pinks, plant out finally

wheic they are to bloom. Ranunculuses, examine and remove all

decaying, or mouldy, tubers
;
prepare beds for; Turban varieties, plant

b. Tulip-beds, level, and make ready to receive the bulhs early next

month. Weeds, pluck up in every department of the florists' garden.
T. Appleby.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
This is the season to look out for plenty of plants of all kinds that are

likely to be reciuired for the ensuing spring ; and if you run short of any
|

particular kinds, be active in looking round among your neighbours anil
j

friends to see what you can exchange with them, as one may have an
abundance of Lettuces, another an abundance of Cauliflowers, and so

j

on. This is the way wc should help one another. The next thing is to
|

arrange good and proper situations for winter protection. Frames that '

are done with from the Cucumber or Melon crops may be removed from |

the old hotbeds, and set down on the ground, level or upon sloping banks ;
]

and if the frame be a deep one, the bottom may be filled with any kind
\

of material to within nine inches of the top of the frame, then upon that

six inches of good earth ; this brings the crop up within two or three

inches of the glass. The same may be done with merely four boards nailed

together, and so placed upon a sloping bank, filling up in the same way,
so as to keep the pricked-out crops up close to the glass. These are

contrivances for pricking-out Cauliflowers, or Lettuces, Cabbage-plants
of any kind, and make excellent make-shift shelters.

Angelica, keep clear of weeds. Artichokes, attend to winter

dressing. Asparagus-beds, attend to winter dressing; seeds collect,

and plant for forcing. Balm, plant. Beet, take up for storing.

BoRECOLKs, towards the end of the month, may be lifted into quarters

of less value, should the ground be likely to be wanted for other purposes

for early spring crops. Brocolis, keep clear of weeds, and nttenil to

those heading in, to protect from frost, ^c. Buunet, plant. Cab-
bages, plant out, prick out, and earth-stir among. Cardoons, earth

up. Carrots, take up main crops for winter store, and attend to young
growing crops, as thinning, keeping clear of weeds and fallen leaves, Jtc.

Cauliflowers, plant out under hand-glasses about the middle of the

month; also in frames for winter protection. Celery, plant and earth

up. Chives, plant. Coleworts, plant. Cress (Water), plant.

Cucumueks, plant out; keep upbeat of beds, by linings, ^c. • water

sparingly. Dill, plant. Dung, prepare for hotbeds. Earthing-up
and earth-stirring, attend to. Endive, plant, and attend to blanching;

full-grown may he taken up and planted at the foot of walls, and other

warm corners, towards the end of the month, for winter protection.

Fennel, plant. Herbary, dress. Horse-radish, take up .-ind plant.

Hyssop, plant. Jerusalem Artichokes, take up as wanted. Leaves
fallen, remove frequently. IjEeks, earth-stir among. Lettuces, plant

and prick out under walls, or in frames, &c. Melons (late), keep up
heat, by linings or otherwise; no water must be given. Mushroom-
DEDsmakc, and attend to those in bearing, 8:c. Nasturtiums, gather

for seed, if not done before. Onions, attend to those in store, and
earth-stir or thin out the autumn-sown, or plant out if required, about
the beginning of the month. Parsley, attend to potting, for use in

winter. Parsnips, take up towards the end of the month for winter

storing ; leave in the ground for seed. Peas are sown by some about the

end of the month. Pennyeoyal, plant. Potatoes, attend to; look

over often to see that no decayed ones remain among the bulk.

Radishes may be sown in warm border. Rhubarb, plant in pots for

early forcing, end of the month. Salsapy, take up for winter storing.

Savoys, plant out. .Scorzonera, take up for winter storing. Seeds,
gather of any kinds as they ripen. Small Salading sow as w.inted.

Spinach, keep clear of weeds; thin out, and attend to in dry weather.

Tansy, Tarragon, and Thyme, plant, if required. Tomatoes, gather;

if not quite ripe, place them in some warm, dry situation, where they will

soon ripen off". Turnips, clear of weeds, and thin out young ciops.

Vacant Grounds rough up, or ridge, or trench. Those who prick out

plants in frames, should be regular and mindful to take off the glass lights

entirely in all favourable weather, and to tilt back and front in open, wet

weather. T. Weaver.

London; Printed by Harry Woolpeidgb, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Ore, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church* City of London,—September 30tb, 1852.



THE COTTAGE GARDENER.—ADVERTISEMENTS.

TMPORTANT to PURCHASERS
X oi' DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
JAMES CHARTRES and CO., beg to an-

nounce that their unrivalled collection of Hya-
cinths, Narcissus, Tulips, Crocus, Anemones,
Ranunculus, Iris, Sic. (which have invariably

given such general satisfaction), is now com-
plete, of which a Catalogue will be forwarded,

on application, postage free.

N.B. Seeds, Plants, &c., of every descrip-

tion, may he had at this Estab.ishraent of first

quality, at the lowest remunerating prices.

74, King William Street, City.

London, Sept. 22nd, 1852.

ATEW AND CHOICE PKLAR-
IN GONIUMS.—HENRY WALTON.Florist,
&c.. Edge End, Marsden, near Burnley, Lan-
cashire, begs to announce that his Catalogue of

New Show Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Verbenas,

Petunias, Pansics. Hollyhocks, Carnations and

Piccotees, and Cinerarias, to be sent out in

October, at very Reduced Prices, is now ready,

and may be had for one Stamp.
Chrysanthemums, fine show varieties, Qs. per

doz. Lilliputiennc, 9s. per doz.

Pelargoniums, good show kinds, 9s., 123.,

158., and !8s.; new kinds of last year—pur-
chaser's selection. 443.

Camellias, good kinds, 2ls., and upwards.

Cinerarias, good kinds, Qs., 123., If.s,, and

. Gd., nd 23,Cineraria seeds, choice,

per packet, post free.

Every article in the Nursery trade siippliod

at the lowest possible prices. It is resjDectfully

requested that all orders be accompanied with

a Post-office Order, payable at Marsden, Lan-

cashire. Orders amounting to 25s., and up-

wards, Carriage paid to Liverpool, Manchester,

and Leeds ; for more distant carriage, extra

plants will be given over.

TjUTCH BULBS.—Collections
iJ made for any amount.—20s collections

will contain Hyacinths, Jonquils, Narcissus.

Tulips, and a general assortment, together with

a portion of each of the undermentioned
splendid Crocuses, which are highly recom-

mended. 40s collections will contain, besides

the general run of roots, one dozen of splendid

Hybrid IJIadiolis ; these are really fine ; and col-

lections for .-€5 and upwards, will contain,

besides the above, one dozen of Hybrid Ama-
ryllisis. from Rio Janeiro. The greatest

liberality will be used in the above selections.

Packages included.
NEW CROCUS. Per 100.

Black Negro, black 3s Od
Diana, large pure white .. ..3
David Rizzio, fine purple . - 3

Darville, large striped . . .

.

..30
Golden Yellow, very large .

.

..30
Grootvorst, fine white .

.

. ..30
Orion, striped .

.

.

. .

..30
Orondates, light blue 2

Pretiosa, large white .

.

.

.

..30
Rcgina Victoria, fine white .. .. 2

DUNCAN HAIRS, Seedsman and Florist,

109, St. Martin's Lane, Charing Cross.

Catalogues forwarded on application.

mHE LONDON MANURE COM-
i PANY beg to off'er as under:—
Corn Manure, most valuable for spring dress-

ing, Concentrated Urate, Super-Phosphate of

Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia,
Fishery and Agricultural Salt, Gypsum, Fossil

Bones, Sulphuric Acid, and every other artificial

manure ; also, a constant supply of English and
Foreign Linseed Cake.
Peruvian Guano, guaranteed the genuine im-

portation of Messrs. A. Gibbs and Sons, st9 lOs

per ton, or jfg 5s in quantities of five tons or
upwards. EDWARD PURSER, Serretarp,
40, Bridge Street BlackfrUtrs.

Price 2s Qd cloth, gilt, each volume,

mHE LADYS CLOSET LIBHARY
1 By the Rev. KoEHET PniLip.

THE JfAKYS ! or, the Beiutica of Female
Holiness.

THE WAHTHAS;
Piety.

THE LVniAS; c

Female Character,
THE HANNAHS ; or, Maternal

Sons.

London : Wm. S. Orr & Co., Amen Corner.

the Varieties of Femal

the Development o

nflnence oi

HORTICULTUliAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY HOT WATER.
Warranted best Mattrials and Wurknianship, at the lowest possible prices.

WEEKS & Co., King's

besi

Road, Chelsea, Horticultural

Architects, Hothouse Builders,

and Hot-water Apparatus Ma-
nufacturers. The Nobility and
Gentry about to erect Horticul-
tural Buildings, or the Hot-
water Ajiparatus, will find at

our Hothouse Works, King's
Road, Chelsea, an extensive

)nsc3, Conser\'atories, Pits, &c., erected, and in full operation, com-
itv, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of House

i! purpose. The Hot-water Apparatuses (which are efficient anil

uriliy of attention, and are erected in all the Houses, Pits, Kc, for

lul in constant operation in the Stoves. The splendid collection of

ifc in the highest state of cultivation, and for sale at very low prices.

g Gr.ipe Vines in pots from eyes, all the best sorts. Plans, Models,
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c., for-

both '1m,

Stove ;iiui t-i.'^i.:...u.t

Also, a line collection . ^
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings
warded on application.

^__^^ J. WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Lond

THE ONLY STOVE WITHOUT A ELUE, lor

which Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent have been gtanted.

Prospectuses, with Drawings, forwarded free.

Plain, 128 to 25s.

Stands for Stoves, 2s 6d, 3s. and 5s, each.

CAl^TION.—An Injunction having been granted by the Vice Chan-
c.-llor in the case of " NASH c. CARMAN," restraining the Defendant
froiu making or selling any colourable imitations of the Plaintitf's

Stove or Fuel, the Public is respectfully informed that the "JOYCE'S
PATENT STOVE," " WITHOUT A FLUE," and the " PATENT
PREPARED FUEL," can only be obtained from the Pi-oprietor or

liis authorized Agents. Every genuine Stove has the Proprietor's

name and address o\\ a lirass-plate on the front :

—

"SWAN NASH, 253, Oxford Street Loudon."
.TOYCK'S PATENT, for warming Halls, Passages, Harness-rooms, Greenhouses, Water-closets,

&c., &c. The above Stoves do not emitsmnke or unpleasant smell, and will burn without attention

or replenishing from 13 to 48 hours. In use daily at the Sole Proprietor's, SWAN NASH'S,
Ironmonger, 253, Oxford Street, and at the Uep6t (City), 1 19, Newgate Street, London ; and to be
had from the principal Ironmongers in Town and Country.
PATENT PREPARED FUEL, 2s 6d per bushel, only genuine with the Pronrietor's name and

seal on the sack. SWAN NASH, 25^, Oxford Street, and ilQ, NEWGATE STREET.
N.B.—Sole Maker of the Portable V.\po0r-Batu, for Families and Travellers, &c., &c., as

recommended by the Faculty, complete with large Cloak, £\ lls6d. Svpuon Air-vknt Beer
AiNH Wine Taps, 3s Od ; electro-silvered, 5s 6d. ____

rpKAS AliF, LOWKR IN PRICE.—The Stock of Tea in England bdiicr

J- nearly ten million pounds more than at this time last year, prices have, in consequence, given

way, and enables us to sell really good Teas at very low prices.

The Congou Tea at 33 -id per pound, and the Hyson Gunpowder at 43 per pound, make an
excellent Mixture for general use, while the fine, rich Souchong Tea at 43, and the tare choice
Gunpowder at 5s, are so really good and truly cheap, that we confidently recommend them to all

who desire very sviperior tea.

We arc also selling pure .Jamaica Coffee at Is per pound, and the best Mocha CofTee at is -id.

Tea or Coffee to the value of 40h sent carriage free to any part of England, by PHILLIPS AND
COMPANY, Tj;a Merchants, 8, King William Street, City, London.

__ _*** A^ENERALj>RICR CURRENT SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION.^^ _^
rnilE SUEEST WAY TO OBTAIN THE PUBLIC PATRONAGE IS
1 TO DESERVE IT.—As many appeals are made to the public by clothing establishments,
SAMUEL, BROTHERS, are anxious to draw particular attention to their system of business',

which has for years been carried on with success. Confidence between buyer and seller is the sovil

of business, and it is only requisite for those who have not as yet been patrons to Samuel, Brothers*,

establishment to inquire amongst their friends, and they are sure to obtain a s-itisfactory reply, as
there is scarcely a town in the United Kingdom but there reside some patron^ > i Ij. i. 1 lirm

of Samuel, Brothers, 29, Ludgate-hiU. The system in the Bespoke Dep.iMi,, i i : , !iLirge

separately for the cloth from the making and trimming. The Ready-raade Pej ,m i
:

.
m ' / ;^ the

largest stock of gentlemen's coats, paletots, vests, and trousers, of the newest -^t
. t. ;i;i,l > .^\ia\ to

bespoke—an advantage not to be obtained at any other establishment. Superiur Cluth Dress Coat,

20s to 30s; Saxony ditto, 33s to 42s; Frock Coats, 3s extra; the Oxonian or Business Coat, 18s;

Saxony Llama Paletot, silk-lined, 21s to 33s; Black or Fancy Trousers, Qs to 20s; Boy's Suits,

23s. ; Vests in endless variety. Patterns, Tables of Prices, Plate of Fashions, Guide to Self-

measurement, sent free.—SAMUEL, BROTHERS, 29, Ludgate-hill.

WM. HAM]'lTON7' Seedsman,
l.'i(i, Cheapsidc, London.

Crocus, Common Mixed, Is per 100. Supe-
rior Dutch Mixtures. Is f)d per 100. Very large

Yellow (line), 2s 6d per 100. In Separate
Colours. Is Gd to 2s per 100.

Tulips, very line, early and late varieties. Is

per dozen.
Snowdrops,, very fiue, 2s per 100.

Narcissus, of sorts, 3s to ()a per dozen.
Hyacinths, finest Mixed Colours, 33 fid per

dozen. Named for Glasses or Pots, 6s to 123

ng Six SupericGlass Dishes, containing Six Superior Hya-
cinths ready planted in moss, 5s. These dishes
are very ornamental, and can be transmitted to

the country without injury.

The above are all warranted fine, and will be
delivered in the liest possible condition.
WM. HAMILTON'S Catalogue, containing

an immense variety of Bulbous Roots, &c.,
may be had on application. Address, 166,

Cheapsidc, Loudon.

WORKS OF PERMANENT IN-
TEREST originally issued by tiessrs.

CHARLES KNIGHT & Co., ho* offered at

greatly reduced prices.

In 16 1

THE PENNY CYCLOP^.DIA of
the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Know-
ledge. Edited by Oeokge Long, A.Bl.

THE PICTOIHAL HISTORY OF
ENGLAND; being n History of the People ns

well as of the Kingdom. Illustrated with many
Hundred W'ouilcuts, and one hundred and four
Portraits, Engraved on Steel, By Georgb
L. Ckaik and Charles Macparlane.

London ; Wm. S, Orr & Co., Amen-Corner.



ILLUSTRATED AND OTHER WORKS

PUBLISHED BY

WILLIAM S. ORE & CO., AMEN COENEE, LONDON.

IHin©!P(®IEIIffiAIL AMID ©E©©IEAFMI[©A]Lo

In royal Svo, cloth, Price I83., and morocco 31s. 6d.

THE GAXLERY OF NATTJEE.
A Pictorial and Descriptive Toiu- through Creation, illusti-ative of the

Wonders of Astronomy, Physical Geography, and Geoloj^'j.

By tqe Rev. T. MILNER, M.A., F.R.G.S.

With Sixteen Engravings on Steel, and many Himdi'ed Vignettes

and Diagrams.

In imperial 8vo., with Illuminated Initials, and many New Illustrations.

GREECE

:

PICTORIAL, DESCllIPTIVE, AXD HISTORICAL.

Bt CHIIISTOPHER WOKDSWORTH, D.D.,

AT\d upwards of Four Hundred and Fifty Engravings on Wood, and
Twenty-eight on Steel ; illustrative of the Scenery, Aj-chitecture,

Costume, and Geography of that Country.

Third Edition, carefully revised by the Author, in the Press.

In 4 vols, imperial Svo, cloth lettered. Price £2 10s.

THE PICTOEIAL BIBLE.
Illustrated with Steel EnRi'avins:s after celebrated Pictures, and many

Hundred Wooduuts, representing Landscape Scenes, from
Original Drawings-

To which are added Explanatory Notes.

By JOHN KITTO, D.D., F.S-A.

Dedicated to His Royal Highness Prince .Albert, K.G., &c.

In imperial 4to, cloth, Price 21s. ; half-bound russia, or morocco, 25s.

THE ATLAS OF PHYSICAL GEOGEAPHY.
Comprised in Sixteen Maps. Constructed by A. Peteiuiaxx, F.K.G.S.

With Descriptive Letterpress, embracing a General View of the

By

Physical Phenomena of the Globe.

Pa:T. T. MILNER, M.A., F.R.G.S.

In 8 vols, imperial Svo, cloth lettered, Price £5 12s.

THE PICTOEIAL HISTOEY OF ENGLAKD

:

Being a History of the People, as well as of the Kingdom.

By GEORGE L. CRAIK and CHARLES MACFAJILANE.

With many Hundred Woodcuts, and One Hundred and Four Portraits

Engraved on Steel.

••• INDEX TO THE WORK, by H.
Paper Office. Price 10s. cloth.

C. Hamilton, Esq., State

In royal 4to, cloth, Price Sis. 6d. ; half-bound russia, or morocco, 35s,

A DESCllIPTIVE ATLAS
OF ASTRONOMY, AND OF PHYSICAL AND

POLITICAL GEOGEAPHY'.
Comprised in SeTent5'-five Maps ; with Letterpress, Descriptive of the

Physical Features and Statistics of the several Coimtries.

In 2 vols, imperial 8vo., cloth lettered. Price £2 2s.

THE HISTOEY OF ENGL.^^D DUEtNG THE
THIETY YEAES' PEACE; 1816—1846.

Bt HARRIET MAETINEAU.
lUusti-ated w-ith Sixteen Portraits, engraved on Steel.

Uniform with the above. Price 15s. cloth.

AX INTRODUCTION TO
TILE HISTOEY OF THE PEACE;

FKOII ISOO TO 1815.

By ELiKRIET MARTINEAU.

In 2 vols, royal Svo, cloth, Price 21s.; or, with Fortv-fivo Portraits,

£2 10s.

BUENET'S HISTOEY OF THE EEFOEMATIGJ?"
OF THE CHUUCH OF ENGLAND.

Carefully Collated with the best Editions, and with Historical and
Biographical Notes.

1 2 vols., with Fifty-one

BUEirr.T'S HISTOEY OF HIS OW^ TIMES.
From the Restoration of Charles II. to the reign of Queen /\jme ; with

copious BQstorical and Biographical Notes.

In imperial 4to, cloth, Price 31s. 6d. ; half-boimd russia, ormorocco, 35s.

THE ATLAS OF POLITICAL GEOGEAPHY.
Fifty-three Maps. Revised by A. Petermann, F.R.G.S.

With Descriptive Letterpress,

By the Rev. T. MILNER, M.A., F.R.G.S.

THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA
; Society for the Diffusion of Useful Kno\vxkdoe.

Edited by GEORGE LONG, A.M.

In small Svo, Price 5.«. 6d., cloth,

niustrated by Twentj--four Engravings, and a Map.

lilDES ON EAILWAYS,

By S.AMUEL SIDNEY.

In small 8vo, Price 5s. Gd., cloth. Illustrated by Forty Engravings,
and a Map.

AV.\:XDEEINGS IE NOETH WALES.
A KoAD AND Railway Guide Book,

Bt W. CATHRALL,
Author of " History of Korth Wales."



ILLUSTRATED AND OTHER WORKS

NEW EDITIONS, CAREFULLY REVISED AND CORRECTED.

These Volumes contain beautifully Coloured Drawings of above Seventeen Hundred of the choicest species of Garden and Greenhouse
Plants and Wild Flowers: with DescriiJtions and full Dii'ectious fur Cultivation.

In 4to, cloth, lettered, Price £1 15s. ; half-bound, raorocco, In 4to, cloth, lettered, Price £3; half-bound, morocco,
gilt edges, £2 2s. gilt edges, £3 Ss.

THE LADY'S FLO^YER-GARDEN OF THE LADIES' FLOWER-GARDEN OF

(Drnniiirntnl Sniiiinls, (Driminrntal ^.^mniiinls.
In Forty-eight coloured Plates, containing upwards of Three Hundred »- ^'^- -.

- ^ " •
. - „. ,^ . ,

,

Figures of the most showy and interestijig Annual Flowers,

THE LADIES' FLOWER-GARDEN OF

(Drnniiirntiil i'ulbnns ^.Mnnk
In Fifty-eight coloured Plates, containing above Three Hundi'ed

Figures of the most desii-ahle Bulbous Flowers.

In 4to, cloth, lettered, Price £1 Us. 6d. ; half-bound, morocco,
gilt edges, £2.

THE LADIES' FLOWER-GARDEN OF

(Dntnmrntiil ((TTraijinMr ^Mants.
In Forty-two coloured Plates, and containing about Three Hundred

Figures of the most desirable Greenhouse Plants.

In 4to, cloth, lettered. Price £2 2s.; half-bound, morocco, gilt edges, £2 lOs.

fonlB^ %mi /Inmtrs.

In Sbcty Plates, containing Three Hundred and Fifty Species, beautifully coloured.

BY ^y. B. CAlirEXTER, M.D., F.E.S., F.G.S.

In thick post 8vo volumes, each Price 6s., cloth, lettered.

Siiiiiml ^c^jniBJnlngti.

Including a Comi)rchcnsive Sketch of the Principal Formsof Animal
Structure.

With several hundi-ed Engiavings on Copper and Wood.

^Dnlngif nn^ Snstintt in 51nininl3.

A Systematic Vir-w of the Structure, Habits, Instincts, and Uses of
the Principal Families in the Animal Iunp:dom,

and the chief Forms of Fossil Kemains.
In 2 vols.

llrgrtnhlt ^.^Ijtjsinlngti ul $Dtnnt|.

Including the Structure and Organs of Plants, their Characters, Uses,
Geograpliical Distribution, and Classification, according to the

Natural System of BoUiny.

5ilrrl]nniritl pjjilnsnpjiti, 5l3trnnnnn|, ml

An Exposition of the Properties of Matter ; a Description of the
Heavenly Bodies ; and the Construction of Instiuments

for the Measurement ai Time,

ivrying it, and a clear and inetliodical general amuigcmont, as well as ajudicii

PRICE ONE SHILLING EACH.

NEW EDITIONS, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

Acatly printed hi/cap Bro, each ralume contummri from 130 to 160 Pages of Letterpress, with num

JnnllirStir /nilll ; their Natural History, Breeding, Hearing, and

, Ulustratire Engravings,

tieneral Management.

?
I ff5 \ their Origin and Varieties, Management with a View to Profit,

and Treatment under Disease. Also, Plain Directions relative to

the most approved Modes of Curing and Preserving their Flesh.

3^PP5.

—

The Hive and the Honet Bee; with Plain Directions for

^ obtaining a considerable Annual Income from this branch of

Ilural Economy.

innilS \ their Origin and Varieties, Directions as to their General
"^'J Management, and simple Instructions as to theii" Treatment under

^lltrSrH! their Varieties, Breeding, and Management in Health
^^ and Disease.

n'ell knnim ami de;

'lAPHtS Hf tljP jFarm ; with instructions for their Extu'pation :

Au Being a Manual of Plain Directions for the Certiun Destruction

of every Description of Ve:

iranii Drainagf-, (Embankment, m\ Srrigatinn. By
3!^ JAMES DON.\LD, Civil Engineer, Derby.

is copiously illustrated, anu full of inlonnation valuable to the kpcpei^ bf'poultry."—

" A most useful, cheap, and elegantly- got up series "—Coik Ex

Kails Hnil 3HannnS, with instructions for their Improvement.

^ By JOHN DONALDSON, Government Land Drainage Surveyor.

CnraS ; anil laini laStmnkl!.—Cattle Breeding and Fat-

tening. By M. M. WlLBUKN, Land Agent, Author of Frizc

Essays of the Koyal Agricultural Society of England, &c.

The little wovk before us [Domcstic I'owl] Is beHUtifully got up aud very cheap
;
it



PUBLISHED BY WILLIAM S. ORE AND CO., LONDON.

iHTiiHUL niSTOEf MB Emmt
In royal Svo, cloth, Price 21s. ; \rith Coloured Plates, 31s. 6d.

Ciiliirr's ^nlnuil Jlingiioin.

A New Edition.

With Additions by Dr. CARPENTER and Mr. WESTWOOD.
Uhistriited with very numerous Engravings on Wood, and Thirty-four

on Steel, by Landseer, and others.

In 5 vols. 8vo, cloth, lettered, illustrated with Engravings.

% liistoiii of '^idtislj V.irbs,

INDIGENOUS AND MIGRATORY.

By "WILLIAM MACGILLniUT, A.M.

Professor of Natiu'al History, Marischal College, Aberdeen,

In one vol., post Svo, cloth, gilt, Price 5s.

Mljitc's ^cl borne.

THE NATURAL HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF SELBORNE.

With copious Notes by Mr. Bltth ; a Map of the Locality* ; and nxuuerous
Illustrations of the /Vnimals and Scenery described.

In demy 4to, cloth, lettered, Price £1 Us. 6d. ; half-bouud, morocco, £2

"^^ritlslj '^uittcrflics,

AND THEIR TRANSFORMATIONS.

In Forty-two Coloured Plates, by H. N. HU.MPIIREYS, Esq. ;

with Descriptions by J. O. WESTWOOD, Esq., F.L.S., &c.

By the same Authors.

In 2 vols. 4to, cloth, lettered, Price £4 4s. ; half-bound, morocco, £.5,

lu-itislj aiotljs,

AND THEIR TRANSFORMATIONS.

In One Hundred and T-wentj--four Coloured Designs.

In post Svo, cloth, gilt, Price 5s.

Cljiiiukr girbs:

THEIR NATURAL HISTORY AND MANAGEMENT.

Translated from the German of Bechstein.

With numerous Woodcuts of Birds, Cages, &c.

In a neat pocket vol., Prii

€kq f ;ibi| \tx otoit J[lokr (!5arbrncr:

A Manual for Ladies Managing theib own Gardens.

By LOUISA JOHNSON.

Tenth Edition. Beautifully Coloured Vignette and Frontispiece.

In small 4to, Price 2s., cloth, gilt,

EVERT LADY'S GUIDE TO HER

6rcenljousr, Jjotljouse, anb Conscrtatorn.

Insti'uctions for Cultivating Plants which require Protection, with
Lists of the most desirable Plants for the Greenhouse.

By A LADY.
Coloured Vignette and Frontispiece.

In 3 vols, imperial Svo; vols. 1 and 2 Price IPs. cloth, and 21s. half-

morocco, and vol. 3 Price 27s. cloth, and 31s. Gd, half-morocco,

tiljc lilaga^tnc of ^Jiotaim,

HORTICULTURE, FLORICULTURE, AND NATURAL
SCIENCE.

Conducted by T. MOORE, F.L.S. ; and W. P. AYRES, C.M.H.S.

;

assisted in Bota.nt by A. HENFREY, Esq., F.L.S., &c.

Illustrated with numerous Engravings on Wood, and nearly

100 carefully-coloured Drawings of Plants.

In 7 vols, super-royal Svo, cloth. Price 73. each,

ij\t OLfittagt ^arbcncr;

Practical Guidb in Etert Drpartmtint of Horticilture,

Rural AND Domestic Economy.

Conducted by GEORGE W. JOHNSON, Esq.,

Editor of the "Gardener's Almanac," &c.

In imperial Svo, cloth, gilt, Price 8s. 6d.,

%\)t ^florists' (huibc,

AND GARDENERS* AND NATURALISTS' CALENDAR.

Twelve Coloured Plates, and numerous Wood Engi'avings.

In 1 thick vol. small 8vo., cloth. Price 8s. Cd.

Cljc Cottage d^arbcncrs' gittioiiarn.

Edited by G. W. JOHXSON, Esq.

;

Aided by Messrs. BEATON, ERRINGTON, FISH, APPLEBY,
BARNES, and WE.iVER.

In IG vols., half-morocco, cloth sides. Price £28 ISs.

OF BOTANY.
And Register of the most beautiful Flowerinpr Plants which have been

added to our Gardens during the h\st Sixteen Years.

"With upwards of 700 Engra\-ings carefully coloured from nature.

In post Svo, Price 10s. Gd., cloth gilt.

S^lje Jflokr (harbm:

Its Arrangement, Cultivation, and General Management.

Coloured Plates,

In post Svo, Price 10s. Gd., cloth, gilt edges.

i|e #rcj)arir anir Jinilt (!5arbrit.

Including Forcing Houses for all kinds of Fruit ; with selected Lists of

the best Varieties, with their Synonymes.

By CHARLES M*LNTOSH.

With Eighteen Plates coloured after Nature.

In 1 vol., 8vo, Price 15s., cloth,

^t IJDi-titulturist.

The Culture and Management of the Kitchen, Pruit, and Forcing Garden.

By J. C. LOUDON, F.L.S., H.S., &c.



ILLUSTRATED AND OTHER WORKS.

w®msii m ^^'isiMmsAmm'iWiSo

In three vols., super-royal 8vo, handsome cloth binding, Price £3 3s.,

or in morocco elegant, Price £4 14s. 6d.

SHAKSPEEE'S WOEKS.
With a Memoir of Shakspere, and an Essay By BARRY CORNWALL.

A beautiful Portrait on Steel, engi'aved by Holl.

A series of new Illusti-ative Etcliings forming Frontispieces to tlie

Plays, and 1000 Engi-avings on Wood, designed by

KENNY MEADOWS.

\YOEKS OF WILLIAM SHAKSPERE.
KNionT's Cabinet Edition.

CarcfiUly printed on fine paper, the Title-pagres adorned by copies of
the various Portraits of Shakspere, and each Play embellished

by an elegant illustrative Engraving.

In imperial IGmo, Price 8s. 6d., cloth, gilt.

BO:?^ GAULTIER'S BOOK OF BALLADS.
lUustrations by DOYLE, CROWQUILL, and LEECH.

Third Edition, carefully revised ; with several New Ballads and
Illustrations.

In small 4to, Price Gs., in elegant cloth binding.

FLOWEES A^B THEIE POETET.
By J. STEVENSON BUSIINAN, M.D.

With Contributions by DELTA, of "Blackwood's Magazi

Illuminated Borders, and other Illusti'ations.

SHILLING
BOOKS EOE EAILWAT TRAVELLEES.

The Railway Jest Book. I Jo : Millek, for Rail and River
A Shilling's Worth of Nonsense New Tale op a Tub, by E. W.
by the Editors of '* Punch."

|
Bayley.

Illustrated with Engi-avings on Wood and Steel.

In small 4to, cloth, gilt, Price 8s. 6d.

CLAEK'S DEAWING AND PAINTING
IN WATER-COLOURS.

Containing examples of Drawing in Landscape, Flower Painting,

Miniature, and Historical Painting, in various stages of

finish, with Directions for imitating them.

In post Hvo, cloth, Price 8s.

COISTFESSIONS OF CON CEEGAjST,
THE IRISH GIL BLAS.

With Illustrations on Wood and Steel, by II. K. Browne (Phiz;

" The
aowofni

of tlie Tvritcr happily corresponds wiili his luiitter. An easier
, without obtrusive familiarity, or a yet more offensive luitidiness,
us than we find in ' Con Cregan." "—Athenxuu.

In imperial Ifirao, Price 5s., cloth gilt.

THE ILLTJSTEATED BOOK OF SONGS
FOE CHILDEEN.

With Engraving.s from Designs by BIRKET FOSTER.

In post 8vo, cloth, gilt, Price 6s. 6d.

WALKEE'S MANLY EXEECISES.
Instructions in Riding, Hunting, Shooting, Walldng, Rminlng, Leap-

ing, Vaulting, Swimming, Rowing, Sailing, and Driving.

Edited and enlarged by CRAVEN. With numerous lUustrations.

In imperial IGrao, Price 2s. Gd. cloth.

XING EENE'S DAUGHTEE.
A Danish Lyrical Drama.

By HENRUi HERTZ. Translated by THEODORE MARTIN, Esq.

In royal IGmo, Price 2s. 6d. cloth, gilt.

TALES or TKE TEAINS.
A Series of Humourous Tales for Railway Beading; with Engravings.

In Two Parts, Price Is. each ; or. One Volume, 2s. 6d. eloth,

THE WOELD IN ITS AVOEKSHOPS :

A Practical Examination of the Fabrics, Machinery, and Works of Art contained in the Crystal Palace. By JAMES WARD.

In Twenty Volumes, at Is. each, fancy boards; or in Ten Volumes, cloth boards, at 2s. each.

CHAMBEIIS'S MISCELLANY OF USEFUL AND ENTEETAINING TEACTS.

Where, in addition to all the Railroads and Stations heing accurately laid down to the present time, all the Coach Roads, Canals,
Boundaries of Divisions, Hundreds, and Parishes are carefully drawn to scale ; and also the niunber of Members each place
returns, with the various polling-places being severally shown.

1. BEDFORD.
2. IIERKS.

3. BUCKINGHAM.
4. CAMERIDOE.
5. CHESHIRE.
C. CORNWALL.
7. CrMBEKLAND.
8. DERBY.
9. DEVON.

10. DORSET.
11. DURHAM.
12. ESSEX.

1.3. GLOUCESTER.
14. HAMPSHIRE.
i6. HEREFORD.
16. HERTFORD.
17. HUNTINGDON.

FULL COLOURED, FOLDED IN CASE, BRICrE SIXPENCE EACH.

18.



PUBLISHED BY WILLIAM S. ORR & CO., LONDOiSr.

IDOW^m^'i ©IgHHIRAILi AMID ^(Biei®®!^. ii^ILA^Igio

The attention of Teachers and Heads of Families is especially called to the following Atlases, which will be found, in fulness of detail, correct-

ness and neatness of execution, to surpass, while in Prices they are much below, any suuilar publications. The whole of the Maps have been

carefully revised and corrected to the present time, by A. Peteiim.l\n, Esq., F.K.G.S.

Price £1 Is., half-bound.

DOWER'S GENERAL ATLAS OF MODERN
GEOGRAPHY.

Fifty-three Maps. Compiled from the latest and best authorities.

With a copious Consulting Index, with the Latitude and Longitude.

•«• A Library Edition, Price 25s., neatly half-bound Russia.

Price 12s., coloured, half-boimd.

DOWER'S SCHOOL ATLAS OF MODERN
GEOGRAPHY.

Containing Forty Maps, and a copious Consulting Index.

Price 7s. 6d., coloured, half-bound.

DO^VER'S MINOR ATLAS.

Price 5s. coloured ; or 4s. plain, half-bound.

DOWERS SHORT ATLAS.
Containing a Series of Maps, calculated for the use of younger pupils.

With a Consulting Index.

Selected hy the National Board of Edmat'wn for Ireland, and exten-

sively used in the schools established by the Board.

In oblong 4to, Price 3s. Gd.

DOWER'S OUTLINE MAPS.
Containing Outlines and Projections to the Short Atlas, on Drawing-

paper, prepared for fiUing-in by the Pupil.

--jj;A5S*«^lS;a=*:>'5—

W®IEKi IF®IE iriDraOT®Mo

jyal Simo, Price 2s. Gd. ; embossed roan, Ss. ; and morocco 4s. 6d.

JOHNSON'S DICTIONARY,
With Walker's Pronunciation of the difficult Words added.

Coerall's Diamond Pocket Edition.

Price Is., cloth, lettered.

WALL'S GRAMMATICAL SPELLING-BOOK.

Intended to facilitate the simultaneous acquirement of Orthography

and Grammar.

In 18mo, cloth, lettered, Price Is. Gd.

PINNOCK'S IMPROVED EDITION OF
MURRAY'S GRAMMAR.

Abridged. Twentieth Edition.

In Royal 32rao, Price 2s. 6d. cloth, gilt ; embossed roan, 3s. nd.

THE NEW TESTAMENT, IN FRENCH.
An elegantly printed Pocket Edition.

Price 4s. roan, lettered.

A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR OF THE GERMAN
LANGUAGE.

By Dr. PEITHMAN.

Price 5s. roan, lettered.

A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR OF THE FRENCH
LANGUAGE.

By Dr. PEITHMAN. Second Edition.

Price 3s. roan, lettered.

A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN
LANGUAGE.

Bt Dh. PEITHMAN. Second Edition.

In royal 32mo, Price 3s. Gd. complete roan ; and morocco, elegant, 5a.

A POCKET DICTIONARY OF THE FRENCH
AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES.

The Pronunciation of the French and English Part added by John
KowBoruAM ; the English and French by Pierre F. Dunois.

MAS!®!!® imraS^IEI (BILM§3I(D§o

A Se7'ics of Miniature Editions of tlie Most Admired Ejtglish Aut/iors, unifm'mly printed in a clear and beoiUiful type.

EACH VOLUME, IN ELEGANT BLUE CLOTH BINDING, PRICE ONE SHILLING.

Akenside's Poems.
Bacon's Essays.

Burns' Poems. Two vols.

Butler's Hudibras.

Byron's Select Poems.
Castle of Otranto.

Cowper's Poems. Two vols.

Crabbe and Richardson.

Dodd's Beauties of Shakspere,

Two vols.

Dryden's Virgil,

Dryden's Poetical Works. Two
vols.

Elizabeth, or the Exiles of Siberia.

Falconer's Shipwreck and Smith's

Sonnets.

Gay's Fables and other Poems.
Gifford and Canning's Poems.
Goldsmith and Beattie.

Gray and Collins.

Grahame and Logan.

Gulliver's Ti-avels. Two vols.

Leland's Demosthenes. Two vols.

Lyttlcton and Hammond's Poems.

Milton's Paradise Lost.

Paradise Regained, and

other Poems.

More's Sacred Dramas.

Paul and Virginia.

Pope's Poetical Works, Two vols.

Prior's Poetical Works. Two vols

Rasselas.

Shenstone's Poems.

Sorrows of Werter.

Sommerville and Mason.

Sterne's Sentimental Journey,

Theodosius and Constantia.

Thomson's Seasons, and Bloom-

field's Farmer's Boy.

Vicar of W^akcfield.

Watt's Ljrics and other Poems.

White's (Kirke) Prose Remains.

Poetical Remains.

Young's Night Thoughts,

•#• TIte Publishers have prepared a neat mahogany Case, with glass door, fitted to hold a set of the Classics—forming a handsome parlour c

drmcing-roum ornament.



ILLUSTRATED AND OTHER WORKS

ffiI[©®ISILMlfIi(DIDr§o

Sanctioned by the Marine Department of the Board of Trade.

In fcap 8vo, Price 3s. 6d., cloth lettered, The

CAPTAINS' TEAVELLER8' AND EMIGRANTS'
GUIDE TO THE MEDICINE CHEST.

THE SCALE OF MEDICINES
With which Merchant Vessels are to be furnished, by coimnand of the

Privy Council for Trade

;

With Observations on the Means of Preserving the Health and
Increasing the Comforts of Merchant Seamen

;

Also Directions for the Use of the Medicines, and for the Treatment of

various Accidents and Diseases.

By SPENCER WELLS, F.R.C.S., Surgeon, Koj'al Navy.

In fcap. 8vo, Price 5s. cloth.

EMEESON'S
ESSAYS, LECTURES, AND ORATIONS.

A Complete Edition.

Including the First and Second Series of Essays, Nature, Representative

Men, and Orations and Addresses ; with Introductory Essay on
Emerson and his Writings.

In fcap. Svo, Price 3s. Gd. cloth.

SAFETY IN PEllIL.

By the Authoress of "My Flowees," in the Cottage Gardens

In imperial folio, Price £3 3s., cloth.

THE ART OF
MANUEACTURING AND REFINING SUGAR.

J the Manufacture and Revivification of Aninial Charcoal,

n Atlas, illustrative of the Machinery and Buildings.

By JOHN A. LEON.

Comprisin;

With I

In imperial Svo, half-bound morocco, £2 23.

ILLUMINATED ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE
BIBLE.

Copied from Select Manuscripts of the Middle Ages. Coloured and Gilt

in Imitation of the Originals. With Descriptive Text.

Bt J. O. WESTWOOD, F.L.S.

•»• A few Large Paper Copies, imperial 4to, half-bound morocco,

£3 135. ed.

In super-royal 8vo, Price 10s. 6d. cloth.

PALEY'S (ARCHDEACON) COMPLETE WORKS.
This Edition contains all the published labours of Paley ; with

Illustrative Notes, and a Life and Portrait of the Author.

In fcap. 8vo, Price Cs. Cd., cloth gilt ; "s. 6d., elegantly bound,

FAVOURITE SONG BIRDS

;

Containing a Popular Description of the Feathered Songsters of Britain

;

With an Account of their Habits, Haimts, and Characteristic Traits.

Interspersed with choice Passages from the Poets, and QuoUitions from
eminent Naturalists.

Edited by H. G. ADAMS,
Author of "Flowers : their Mor.al Language, and Poetry."

With Twelve Coloured Illustrations on Stone.

Dedicated, by permission, to Ser Most Graciotis Uajeslij.

PHYSICC-STATISTICAL MAPS OF THE
BRITISH ISLES,

Illustrating their Hydrography and Population.

Bt AUGUSTUS PETERMANN, F.R.G.S.,

Honorary Member of the Geographical Society of BerUn.

n.,i'!J.j2\'' ?- '^'
'"?l* " "?'>' li>'ely interest in j-mu' excellent Physico-Geographi-

cal undfitak ng8. I have bien paiticulaily deh'shted to see your e.\tremelj beau-
tiful and wfU-executed Map of the Density of the Population of the British Islesaud your very scientific representation of the river hasins."

Two large Sheets, carefully coloured, 10s. 6d. each.

Forty-eight Maps Fully Coloured, "s. Od. cloth lettered, 8s. 6d. roan
tucif, for Pocket, gilt edges,

THE TRAVELLING ATLAS OF ENGLAND
AND WALES

;

VITH ALL THE RAILWAYS AND COACH ROADS, CITIES, TOWNS,
PARKS AND GENTLEMEN'.S SEATS.

Revised and Corrected to the Present Time.

In imperial 8vo, Price 10s., cloth,

A COMPLETE INDEX TO THE PICTORIAL
HISTORY OF ENGLAND

;

Forming, at the same time, AN ALPHABETICAL CHRONOLOGY of
all Public Events and National Characteristics.

By 11. C. ILUIILTON, Esq., of the State-Paper Office.

In 8vo, Price 5s. 6d.,

THE NATURE AND CURE OF
CONSUMPTION, INDIGESTION, SCROFULA,

AND NERVOUS AFFECTIONS.
By G. CALVERT HOLLAND, M.D.

By the same .Author,

Price 4s.,

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR THE
PREVENTION OF CONSUMPTION.

Also, Price 3s.,

CASES ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE CURE
CONSUMPTION AND INDIGESTION.

OF

In Svo, Price 7s. Cd., cloth,

AN INQUIRY INTO THE I'RINCIPLES
OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH MOST

CONDUCIVE TO HUMjVN HAPPINESS.
By WILLIAM THOMPSON, Author of " Labour Rewarded," &c.

A New Edition by WILLIAM PARE.

THE LADY'S CLOSET LIBRARY.

By.the Erv. ROBERT PHILIP,

la fcap. 8vo, each volume Price 2s. Cd. cloth, gilt.

THE MARYS

;

Or, The Beauties of Female
Holiness.

THE MARTHAS

;

Or, The Varieties of Female Piety.

THE LYDIAS;
Or, The Development of Female

Character.

THE HANNAHS;
T, Maternal Influence on Sons.



PUBLISHED BY WILLIAM S. OIIK AND CO., LONDON.

IN MONTHLY PARTS PRICE EIQHTEENPENCE,

With Two Coloured Plates and Sixteen Pages of Letterpress, interspersed with Wood En^avin^s,

THE GARDEN COIMPANION AND FLORISTS' GUIDE
;

Oil, Hints on General Cultivation, Floriculture, and Hothouse Management, with a Record of

Botanical Progress.

By A. Uknfrey, F.L.S. ; T. Moore, F.L.S., Curator of the Botanic Gardens, Chelsea, Conductor ;

W. P. Aires, C.M.H.S., and other Practical Cultivators.

in monthly parts, price two shillings and sixpence,

Each Part containing Seven splendid Portraits, and Biographies,

THE PORTRAIT GALLERY
OF THE society FOR THE DIFFUSION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.

The Work will be completed in Twenty-four Monthly Parts, each Part containing Seven Portraits, with their Biogl-aphics,

elegantly printed in imperial 8vo.

IN MONTHLY PARTS, PRICE FOUR SHILLINGS, EMBELLISHED WITH PORTRAITS,

A HISTORY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE FROM 1800 ;

n Introductory Narrative of Events from 1800 to 1815, and the History of the Peace, from 1S15 to 1SI6.

Bv HARRIET MARTINEAU.
To be completed in Ten Parts.

IN MONTHLY VOLUMES, PRICE SIXPENCE, IN PAPER COVER,

CHAMBERS'S POCKET MISCELLANY

;

Forming a Literary Companion for the Rail, the Fireside, and the Bush.

IN MONTHLY PARTS, PRICE ONE SHILLING, IN WRAPPER, AND TO BE COMPLETED IN SEVEN PARTS.

THE TRAVELIJNG ATLAS OF ENGLAND AND WALES
;

With all the Cities, Towns, Railways, &c, ; Revised and CoiTected to the Present Time.

IMPERIAL ILLUSTRATED EDITION.

IN FORTNIGHTLY PARTS, PRICE SIXPENCE. EACH PART CONTAINS A COMPLETE PLAY,

THE PLAYS OF SHAKSPERE ;

Memoir and Essay by Baiirt Cornwall. Illustrations from Designs by Ke.vnt Meadows.

ALREADY ISSUED :-

Part I. THE TEMPEST.
II. TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA.

III. MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR.
IV. TWELFTH NIGHT.

Part V. MEASURE FOR MEASURE.
VI. MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING.

VII, TAMING OF THE SHREW.
VIII. THE CO.MEDY OF ERRORS.

IN WEEKLY NU51BERS, PRICE THREEPENCE ; IN TIIIUTT MONTHLY PARTS, AT ONE SHILLING i:A(

THE PICTORIAL FAMILY BIBLE

;

Illustrated with above Eight Hundred Engravings on Wood ; to which are added copious Original Notes,

By JOHN KITTO, D.D.

PUBLISHING IN WEEKLY NUMBERS AT THREE-HALFPENCE; IN MONTHLY PARTS AT SEVENPENCE ; AND IS HALF-

YEARLY VOLITMES, CLOTH, AT FOUR SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE,

CHAMBERS'S EDINBURGH JOURNAL.
Sixteen Volumes Completed.

•«• A few complete sets of the Old Series, in Twelve YolumcB, for £1 10s.

CHAMBERS'S INSTRUCTIVE AND ENTERTAINING LIBRARY.
A Seiie-s of Origiiuil and Selected Works in different departments of literature, suitable for popular Entertainment and Instruction.

These Books foh thk Pkoi'le are published in Volumes every second month, sewed and in boards.

Eighteen Volumes i-^sued.



NEAV BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS

PUBLISHED BY

JAMES MCGLASHAN, UPPEE. SACKYILLE STEEET, DUBLIN.

Monthly, Price 2s. 6d. ; by Post, 38.

THE DUBLIN UNB^ERSITY MAGAZINE,
A LiteraiT and Political Journal.

Post Svo, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LORD CLONCURRY'S PERSONAL
RECOLLECTIONS.

A new and chenper Edition, corrected.

Small Svo, Ss. cloth, gill edges.

GHOST STORIES AND TALES OF MYSTERY.
"With Four lUustrations by Pmz.

Second Edition, enlarged, crown Svo, Price 9s. 6d. cloth.

THE BOITS^E AND BLACKWATER.
Illustrated, Historically ^und Topographicallt,

By WILLIAM ROBERT WILDE, M.R.I.A.

With a Map and other Illustrations.

Second Edition, revised, Price 7s. 6d.

A HANDBOOK OF FIELD BOTANY.
Comprising the Flowering Plants and Ferns indigenous to the British

Isles ; with a Synoptical Table, &c.

By WTLLIAM E. STEELE, A.B., M.B., &c.

Foolscap Svo, sewed. Price Is.

POPULAR PAPERS ON SUBJECTS OF
NATURAL HISTORY.

On Instinct.—By Richard Whatelt, D.D., Archbishop of Dublin.

Our FelloH--Lod</ers.—'B\- the Rev. Robeiit Walsh, LL.D., M.D.
Un the IntellectiuiUtij of Domestic Animals.—By the late Rev, CiESAR

Otway.
On Zoology and Cuilizaiion.—By Isaac Butt, LL.D., Q.C.

Crown Svo, cloth. Price 7s. 6d,

BALLADS, POEMS, AND LYRICS.
Original and Translated.

Bi DENIS FLORENXE M'CARTHT.

Small 4to, Price 5s., handsomely illustrated and bound.

A BOOK OF BALLADS FROM THE GERMAN.
By PERCY BOYD, Esa., A.B., M.R.I.A.

Post Svo, Price 5s. cloth.

REVELATIONS OF IRELAND.
By D. OWEN-MADDYN.

A beautiful pocket volume, fcap Svo, Price 5s. cloth.

A HANDBOOK OF IRISH ANTIQUITIES.
By W. F. WAKEMAN.

With 100 Illustrations by the Author.

Third Edition, Price 10s. 6d., folio.

THE BRITISH GRASSES BEST SUITED FOR
AGRICULTURE.

By DA^^D MOORE, M.R.I.A., A.L.S., &c.

"With Dried Specimens of each kind.

Second Edition, enlarged. Price 3s. 6d.

THE MODERN READER AND SPEAKER.
A Selection of Poetry and Prose.

By DAVID CHARLES BELL Professor of Elocution, &c.

In a Pocket Volume, Price Is.

IRISH POPULAR SONGS.
The English Metrical Translations by EDWARD WALSH.

IRISH AND ENGLISH

PRICE ONE SHILLING EACH.

A SERIES or BOOKS IN ALL BRANCHES OF LITERATUKB AND SCIENCE, ADAPTED FOR POPULAB. AND FAMILY READLNO.

IRELAND SIXTY YEARS AGO.
Thii-d Edition.

LIFE AND TIMES OF

GEORGE ROBERT FITZGERALD:
Commonly called "FionTiNo Fitzgerald."

IRISH POPULAR SUPERSTITIONS.
By W. R. WILDE, M.R.I.A.,

Author of "The Boyne and Black-n-ater," &c.

THE SLIXGSBY PAPERS

:

A Selection from the Writings of JONATHAN I'REKE SLINGSBY.

TEN YEARS IN AUSTRALIA.
By the Rev. D. MACKENZIE, M.A.

I Introductory Chapter, containing the Latest Information
regarding the Colony.

RAMBLING RECOLLECTIONS OF A SOLDIER
OF FORTUNE.

By W. H. MAXWELL, Esa.,

Author of " Stories of Waterloo," &c.

THE SOLAR SYSTEM:
A Descriptive Treatise upon the Sun, Moon, and Planets, including an

Account of all the Recent Discovei'ies,

By .1. RUSSELL HIXD,
Foreign Secretary of the Royal Astronomical Society of London, &c. &c.

THE WORLD IN ITS WORKSHOPS.
An Examination of the Fabrics, Machinery, and Works of Art i

Crystal Palace.

By JAMES WARD.

THE GOLD REGIONS OF AUSTRALIA.
riptivc .Vccount of the Colonics of New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia ; with Particulars of the Recent Gold Discovery.

By SAMUEL MOSSM.VN.

LONDON : WILLIAM S. OER AND CO., AMEN COENER, PATEENOSTEE EOW.
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